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OPENING STATEMENT

Mr. SIKE. The committee will come to order.
Today, the committee begins its review of the Department of
Defense request for operation a0d maintenance funds for fiscal year

1970. This is one of the more complex budget requests which the committee has to consider and One of the most important.
For fiscal year 1970, the Department of Defense is requesting a
total of $21,941 million of operation and maintenance funds, an increase of $!%t6 million over the funds appropriated to date for fiscal
year 1969. Of course, there is currently pending before the Congress
a supplemental request of $756,800,000 or addtional operation and
maintenance funds for fiscal year 1969. This raises the total estimated
amount proposed to be avaiable for the fiscal year to the sum of
$22,521,800,000. There is some hope of course, that funds for fiscal
1970 can be somewhat lower than the total funds eventually appropriated for the fiscal year 1969.
For the last. 2 years, we have begun the consideration of the request
for "Operation and mahitenance" funds by hearing from the Assistant
SecretAry of Defense, Comptroller, who has presented an overall statement on the general requirements for the funds being requested. Since
the Comptroller is presently engaged in supporting the Secretary of
Defense in his many appearances before various congressional committees and since we were desirous to move along with these hearings,
we have decided to begin with testimony from the Army. We will
hear later from the Assistant Secretary, Comptroller, Mr. Moot.
ARMY REQUEST FOR 1970

The Army request for fiscal year 1970 is for a total of $7,596 million
a reduction of $9209 million below the 1969 a propriation and $467 941,000 below the current amount estimated for fiscal year 1969. We
wili place at this point in the record various introductory statements
supporting this request.
(The information follows:)

OPEIATIOU

AND MAINTENANCE,

ARMY

For expenses. not otherwise provided for, necessary for the operation and maintenance of the Army. Including administration;
med al. and dental care of personnel entitled thereto by law or regulation (including charges of private facilities for care of
military personnel on duty or leave, except elective private treatment), and other measures necessary to protect the health of
the Army; care of the dead; chaplains' activities; awards mnd medals; welfare and recreation; recruiting expenses; transportation services; cmnications services; maps and similar data for military purposes; military surveys and engineering planning;
repair of facilities; hire of passenger motor vehicles; tuition and fees Incident to training of military personnel at civilian
institutions; field exercises and maneuvers; expenses for the Reserve Officers' Training Corps and other units at educational
institutions, as authorized by law; and not to exceed /4.6.0O0G
$4,061,000 for emergencies and extraordinary expenses, to
I/
be expended on the approval or authority of the Secretary of the Army, and payments may be made on his certificate of necessity
for confidential military purposes, and his determination shall be final and conclusive upon the accounting officers of the
Covertment; _47.805.000.0007$7,S96.000.000. of which not less than P$280000,0007 $225.000,000 shall be available only for 21 1/
the maintenance of real property facilities.
(5 U.S.C. 503, 3101, 3109, 5342, 5702-04, 5724-27, 5730, 5742, 5912, 5941, 5943,
5944, 7903; 10 U.S.C. 1037. 1071-85, 1481-88. 2602. 2674, 2675, 3012, 3013, 3062, 4302. 4331-4355, 4505, 4536, 4741; 31 U.S.C.
22a; 37 U.S.C. 404; 39 U.S.C. 4169; 40 U.S.C. 523; 50 U.S.C. App. 761; 60 Stat. 810; Department of Defense Appropriation Act,
1969.)

.I/

Chan"t the amunts in the limitation for

2/

Change in amount to he appropriated.

V

Change in the floor for maintenance of reAl propezy facilities.

mrgncies and extraordinary expenses.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Operation and Maintenance,
Program and Financing (in

Army

thousands of dollars)
__68

169

_

0

70m-

Program by activities:
Direct Obligations:

Army-wide activities ...............................
Army Reserve and ROTC ..............................

3,705,816
652,042
1,829,583
690,489
355,490
785,142
111,430

3,486,928
667,770
1,823,434
803,769
375,615
800,607
105,818

2,974,005
667,551
1,760,539
798,119
387,539
877,513
130,734

Total direct obligations .............................

8,129,992

8,063,941

7,596,000

286,655
46,961

257,321
45,153

257,321
45,153

243,724
94,237
123,272
74,669

253,683
38,082
131,944
59,937

247,800
38,082
142,360
57,836

1. Operating Forces ...................................
2.
3.
4.

Training activities ................................
Central supply activities ..........................
Depot materiel maintenance and support activities..

5. Medical activities .................................
6.
7.

Reimbursable obligations:
1. Operating forces ...................................
2. Training activities ................................
3. Central supply activities ..........................
4. Depot materiel maintenance and support activities..
5. Medical activities .................................
6. Army-wide activities ...............................
7. Army Reserve and ROTC ..............................
Total reimbursable obligations .......................

*
*
.
.

*

Subtotal ...........................................
*
Intrafund obligations ..........................
*
Total obligations ....................................
Financing:
Receipts and reimbursements from:
11. Federal funds ...................................... •
*
Trust funds ........................................
13.
*
Ron-Federal sources a/ .............................
14.
21. Unobligated balance, start of year, military
•
assistance orders (69 Stat 438) ..................
24. Unobligated balance available, end of year
military assistance orders (69 Stat 438) ......... *
*
25. Unobligated ,alance lapsing ........................
Budget authority .................................
af/Reimbursements are principally for sales of
surplus U.S. Government property (10 U.S.C.
4621, 4625, and 4627; 22 US.C. 2315 and 2316)

2,447

1,848

1,848

871,965

787%968

790.400

9,001,957
-94,547
8,907,410

8,851,909
-94,000
8,757,909

8,386,400
-94,400
8,292,400

-535,700
-154,116
-80,416

-480,490
-138,233
-72,128

-484,871
-139,493
-72,786

-29,355

-22,169

-19,052

22,169

19,052

44

8,130,036

-

8,063,941

19,802
__

_

_

7,596,000

-s69

1968
Budget Authority:
40 Appropriation ......................................
41 Transferred to other accounts ......................
42 Transferred from other accounts ....................
43 Appropriation (adjusted) ...........................
44.10 Proposed supplemental for wage-board increases..
44.20 Proposed supplemental for civilian pay act
increases .....................................
40 Proposed supplemental for Southeast Asia ...........Relation of obligations to outlays:
71
Obligations incurred net ........................
Obligated balance, start of year:
72.40 Appropriation ...................................
72.49 Contract authorization ..........................
Obligated balance, end of year:
74.79 Appropriation ...................................

74.49
77

Contract authorization ..........................
Adjustment in expired accounts ..................

85

Increase in indefinite contract authorization

90

of prior years (adjustment in expired account
Outlays, excluding pay increase supplements .....

91.10
91.20

Outlays from wage board supplemental .............
Outlays from civilian pay act supplemental ......-

90

Outlays from proposed Southeast Asia
supplemental ..................................

2

T

2

6,995,132
-880
1,135,784
8,130,036
-

I

7,805,000
-876
+617
7,804,741
40,600
66,200
152.400

in70
7,596,000
-

' 7,596,000
-

-

8,137,178

8,067,058

7,595,250

785,290
125,999

1,003,056
136,165

1,145,114
142,165

-1,003,056

-1,145,114

-1,277,529

-136,165
10,132

-142,165
-

10.166
7,929,545

6,000
7,688,300

7,582.500

39,400
64,200

1,200
2,000

133,100

19,300

-

.

-

Object-Classification (in thousands of dollars)

Compensation:
Permanent positions ..............................
Positions other than permanent ...................
Other personnel compensation .....................
Special personal service payments ................
Total personnel comensation ....................
Total versonnel comoensation .....................
Direct Obligations:
Personnel compensation .................................
12.0 Personnel benefits ...............................
13.0 Benefits for former personnel ....................
21.0 Travel and transportation of persons .............
22.0 Transportation of things .........................
23.0 Rent, communications, and utilities ..............
24.0 Printing and reproduction ........................
25.0 Other services ...................................
26.0 Supplies and materials ...........................
31.0 Equipment ........................................
32.0 Lands and structures .............................
41.0 Grants, subsidies, and contributions .............
42.0 Insurance claims and indemnities .................
Total direct obligations ....................... .

Personnel
11.1
11.3
11.5
11.8

Reimbursable Obligations:
Personnel compensation .................................
12.0 Personnel benefits ................................
21.0 Travel and transportation of persons ............. *
.
22.0 Transportation of things .........................
23.0 Rent, communications, and utilities ..............
24.0 Printing and reproduction ........................
25.0 Other services ...................................
26.0 Supplies and materials ...........................
31.0 Equipment .....................................
32.0 Lands and structures .............................
Total reimbursable obligations ...................
Subtotal .........................................
Intrafund obligations ............................
Total, Department of the Army ..................

M

I

1,940,322
98,664
104,080
5,014

19

~
1,889,645
115,268
108,762
5.677
II

1

IIM

7n
1,924,065
122,460
108,765
5.646
I I

1
2.148.080
-

2.a 119. 352
2 119 352

1,951,905
146,556
220
174,287
996,960
251,508
44,400
1,855,450
2,152,199
554,236
950
200
104

1,947,302
145,913
200
166,899
974,608
248,617
44,048
1,850,368
2,143,015
540,821
950
200
100

8,1282975

8,063.041

196,175
12,740
7,242
44,794
48,436
1,599
207,682
294,735
58,462
100
871

172,050
11,201
5,286
43,591
44,543
1,116
198,244
261,768
50,069
100
787 968

9,000,940

8,851,009

177,591
12,641
6,088
41,791
44,390
1,329
188,870
265,030
52,595
75
790,400
8,385,585

-94,547
839064393

-94,000
8,7571009'

-94,000
8,291,585

2.160.936
2 160 936
1,983,345
152,225
200
161,394
900,864
233,205
41,356
1,700,590
1,917,449
503,332
925
200
100
7,595,185

III

_68

Department of State:
Personnel compensation:
11.1 Permanent positions ................................
12.0 Personnel benefits .................................
21.0 Travel and transportation of persons ...............

99.0

Rent, comnications, and utilities ................
Other services ....................................
Supplies and materials .............................
Equipment ............
....................
Total, Department of State .......................
Total oblistations ...............................

.

PERSOMEL SIUMARY
Total number of permanent positions ..........................
Full-time equivalent of other positions ......................
Average number of all employees ..............................
Average GS grade .............................................
Average GS salary ............................................
Average salary of ungraded positions .........................
Department of State
Total number of permanent positions ..........................
Average number of all employees ..............................
Average salaEry of foreign nationals ..........................

_

9

69

70

183
7
215

106
2
199

96
2
180

118

105

95

87
140
253
14
1.017
8,907,410

80
203
179
26
900
8,757,909

72
184
162
24
815
8,292 ,400.

335,008
21,106
345,672
6.7
$ 7,816
$ 6.571

313,674
24,267
332,318
6.9
$ 8,398
$ 6,771

317,746
25,781
334,759
6.9
$ 8,400
$ 6,780

37
46
1,117

35
35
1,117

30
30
1,117

22.0 Transportation of things ...........................
23.0
25.0
26.0
31.0

"Owl

$

$

$

CHANGES TO BUDO

REQUEST

Mr. SiKEs. We have with us today to present the Operation and
Maintenance request of the Army, Major General Taylor, director of
the budget, who will be supported by the various program directors
responsible for the areas in which the funds are being requested.
General Taylor, I presume that you have a prepared statement.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir; Mr. Chairman, I do.
Mr. SIKES. Would you proceed.
General

TAYLOR.

Mr. Chairman, I have a condensed statement. In the

interest of the committee's time, if it is agreeable with you, I will read
that and put the balance of the statement in the record.
Mr. SIKEs. Please proceed-Mr. Lipscomb I
Mr. LrPscomn. General Taylor, when you give this very comprehensive and detailed statement, what budget are you talking to?
General TAYLOR. I am talking to the budget that was submitted in
January, sir.
Mr. Lrsco3m. And when was that prepared?
General TAYLOR. That budget was prepared during October, November and December, Mr. Lipscomb. It was completed around the first
of January, and forwarded to the Congress late in January.
Mr. LPSCOMB. Now, through the public media and statements that

have been made, there are known to be suggested changes in the Department of Defense budget. Are you going to speak to any changes
that are anticipated for operation and maintenance, Army?
General TAYLOR. No, sir; Mr. Lipscomb, I am unable to do so at this
time because I do not have any decision as to what those changes, if
any, will be. We have, as you have correctly observed, been reviewing
the budget but what the final decisions will be from the standpoint
of the Secretary of Defense and the Bureau of the Budget I do not
know at this time, sir.
Mr. LrPscOMB. If during the presentation of the Army.operation and
maintenance budget we know of areas that should be discussed where
there are actually changes, will you be prepared to give us new figures?
General TAYLOR. Sir, I can give you new figures as I know them, but
I am unable to say that those would be the final figures as approved by
the President and submitted to the Congress as amendments, if there
are any.
Mr. hiPscomB. I am just a little at a loss as one member of the
committee, to know just how to approach this, because evidently there
are going to be changes and you will not be testifying to actually what
the situation is.
General TAYLOR. Sir, there undoubtedly will be changes, Now, what
the final approved change will be I am not in a position to say. I am
sure.you appreciate my position.
Mr. LPSCOMB. Yes; I understand.
General TAYLOR. As an example, the committee, I believe is to be
briefed Friday on the new Safeguard system. The moneys that I am
speaking to in the statement today are for the old system.

10
Mr. LPscoMn. It is a known fact right from the outset that your
statement is out of date as far as the Sentinel system is concerned,
no matter what the decision is.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
PROCEDURES FOR PRESENTATION OF REQUEST

Mr. SiKEs. This presents a very difficult situation for the committee
and for the Army. There is no point in either of us spinning our wheels;
if we are talking about something that is not going to be valid next
week or the week after it is hardly worthwhile discussing it.
General TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, if I may-and again, I am talking
from lack of knowledge of decisions-but itwould seem to me that if
what I think could happen inwthe way of amendments or choliges, the
major change, of course, would be in the Safeguard system. The other
changes are not terribly significant insofar as this budget we would be
talking about during these hearings.
Mr. SIKES. I am going to suggest that you simply pass over the areas
in this request where you anticipate major changes. We can go back to
them when we know what the changes are.
There is no point in having two hearings, and getting two different
versions. So in the areas that you anticipate signiflcant changes and you
do not feel that you have the facts sufficiently in hand to justify presenting them to the committee, pass over them and go tolUte areas tiat
as far as you know, are substantially the funds that the Congress wili
be asked to appropriate.

General

TAYLOR.

Yes, sir.

Mr. SIKES. Can we assume that you are on sound ground in talking
about new policies, new programs, changes that will significantly affect
the budget?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir. I could say sir that as I know it today the
only significant change is in the old "Sentinel" system as opposed to
the "Safeguard" system.
Mr. SIKES. Of course, that one appears to be drastically modified and
there would he no point in discussing last year's plan at this hearing.

General TAYLOR. That is correct, sir.

Mr. SIKES. We can-pass over that one.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SIREs. IAt's go "ahead. You give us the figures you now have and
we can consider the new figures wheli they are available, but omit items
which are signiflcaitly lfferent, like the Sentinel system.
General TAYLOR. Very well, sir. You want the entire statement?
Mr. SIrEs. That is right.
GENERAL

General Taylor.

STATEMENT

11
rcnerl "n'vor.

!r. ChAirwmn anrW Jlor
en

of the Coritteei

It is a privilege to appear before you to present the fiscal year 1970 Operation and Maintenance, Army appropriation request, less the Reserve Operation and
Maintenance program which was presented as a part of the Reserve Components presentation.
INTROOUCTION
In the preparation of this appropriation requests continued support of combat
operations in Southeast Asia and continued improvement of combat and operational
readiness of the remainder of Army forces were emphasized. Additionally, programs
required for the health and safety of our troops are also included in this budget.
The Operation and Maintenance, Army appropriation provides support for the
Army's operational and training activities. The request for fiscal year 1970 totals
$7 billion 596 million, or approximately 29 percent of the total Army direct budget
plan. The request for fiscal year 1970 represents a net decrease of $468 million
from the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $8 billion 64 million. The proposed
supplemental appropriation requests of $106.8 million, involving civilian personnel
pay increases, plus $152.4 million for additional Southeast Asia support are included in the revised fiscal year 1969 total.
The Operation and Maintenance, Army appropriation for fiscal year 1970 will
support an average active Army strength of 1,516,800 including 725 reimbursables,
as compared to 1,518,300 for fiscal year 1969.
In addition, we are continuing to support the Free World Military Assistance
Forces (FWKAF), These include forces of the Republic of Vietnam, Republic of Noree
Thailand, and the Philippines. Our budget for fiscal year 1970 provides for a significant strength increase in the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF).
The Operation and Maintenance, Army appropriation for fiscal year 1970 Includes
an estimated $4 billion 288 million for support of Southeast Asia and related activities. The decrease of $570 million from the revised fiscal year 1969 level of
funding for Southeast Asia reflects the changing patterns of combat activity and
revised loss projections. The principal reductions in our estimate for Southeast
Asia are related to assumed reduced consumption of supplies, continued drawdown of
stockage already in the theatre, and associated transportation cost reductions accounting for the bulk of the decrease. We are continuing, however, and accelerating our buill-up and modernization of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces and our
Southeast Asia estimates reflect an increase of $35.8 million for this purpose.
Non-Southeast Asia activities for this appropriation represent approximately
43 percent of the total request. The level of funds for fiscal year 1970 is $3
billion 308 million compared to the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $3 billion
206 million. Of significance in this $102 million increase of non-Southeast Asia
activities are the added costs for the SENTINEL program, education of dependents
overseas, medicare program, and the transfer from Military Assistance Program of
the costs of maintaining the NATO International Military Headquarters.
Our request includes funds to support a civilian personnel end strength of
340,177 in fiscal year 1970. This is a net increase of 4,632 over the civilian
employee end strength of 335,545 included in the fiscal year 1969 budget. Significant increases are reflected in Project Transition, SENTINELp Joint Uniform Military
Pay System, and increased technician support to the U.S. Army Reserve.
The support costs for operating and maintaining our installations, both overseas and within the United States, are included in each of our budget programs
identified as the project account "base operation." These costs cover the operation of posts, camps, stations and other military installations and include field
maintenance of materiel, real property maintenance, repair and utilities, logistic
services and local welfare activities. Costs for this purpose for fiscal year 1970
are estimated at $1 billion 285 million, a net decrease of $36.3 million from the
revised fiscal year 1969 level. This decrease is the offset of a combination of
increases and decreases, the largest being in reductions of real property facilities
maintenance. Increases include items such as the logistical support of the oierass
dependent school system and Project Transition.
I will now cover each of the budget programs within the Operation and Maintenance, Army appropriation.
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BUDGET PROGRAM 2000 - OPERATING FORCES

The Operating Forces Budget Program provides for the activation, deployment
and operational needs of the Ary's combat, combat support, and combat service sup.
port forces located in the Continental United States, Alaska, Hawaii, and 13 foreign countries. It also provides the operating costs for some 49 installations on
which these forces are based. These funds finance the activation and training Of
Army units required to meet our worldwide security commitments, operation and maintenance of organic equipment, repair parts, consumable supplies, maintenance of
training facilities and troop housing, exercises and maneuvers, and special tactical activities. This program also finances most of the Operation and Maintenance,
Army costs including medical support, incurred in Vietnam in support of our forces.
The readiness of all other forces in terms of state of training, combat effectiveness and serviceability of equipment is, in large part, dependent on this program.
The $2 billion 974 million requested for Budget Program 2000 in fiscal year
1970 is a net decrease of $512.9 million from the revised fiscal year 1969 level.
This reduction is attributable, in the main, to projected Southeast Asia requirements which have been adjusted based upon an assumed decline in the level of combat intensity, plus the continued drawdown of stockage already in theatre.
I will now discuss in some detail the major changes in each of the five accounts comprising the Operating Forces Program.
Account 2009 (Base Operation). In addition to the mission accounts, to be
discussed subsequently, this account provides most of the installation support for
Army activities in Germany, Italy, Panama, Hawaii, Okinawa and Korea, plus certain
large Continental United States installations such as Forts Bragg and Lewis.
A total of $731.3 million will be required in fiscal year 1970 to maintain and
operate the installations needed to support the operating forces. As compared with
fiscal year 1969, this is a net reduction of $27.5 million. The increased requirements for fiscal year 1970 are for repair parts for new equipment, $2.7 million,
and logistical support of overseas dependent schools, $4.2 million. The major decrease is $34.4 million for maintenance and repair of real property facilities.
Account 2020 (General Purpose Forces). This account provides mission funds
for the direct operating expenses of all active Army combat, combat support, and
combat service support forces, excluding Army Air Defense Command. A requirement
of $1 billion 648 million is projected for fiscal year 1970. This is a net decrease
of $413.2 million from fiscal year 1969. The principal decrease involves reduced
Southeast Asia requirements. Notable increases are $9.7 million for repair parts
for new equipment; $9.6 million for the improved Pershing program; $5.1 million for
Army Target Missile Systems and $1.9 million for providing the Army's new subdued
insignia, formerly financed by Military Personnel, Army.
Account 2030 (Army Air Defense Command). This account provides mission funds
for the operation of the Army Air Defense Command (ARADCOM). As a component of the
North American Air Defense Command (HORAD), ARADCON is charged with the responsibility for the air defense of certain designated locations within the Continental
United States. We are requesting $34.0 million for fiscal year 1970 which represents a net increase of $1.5 millionn over fiscal year 1969. The major increase is
for the SENTINEL System, $7.5 million, offset by decreases due to reduction in NIKE
Hercules batteries, $1.3 million, and $4.7 million for leased communications.
Account 2040 (Field Exercises). This account provides the funds for maneuvers
and exercises which directly support the Army's objective of maintaining an effective fighting force. This program, $24.6 million, is at about the same level as
fiscal year 1969 and is divided into three activity accounts.
Joint Chiefs of Staff Directed Exercises are primarily strategic mobility
exercises and are projected to cost $7.1 million.
Joint Chiefs of Staff Coordinated Exercise Program is primarily for minor
exercises requiring coordination of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. We are requesting
$1.9 million for fiscal year 1970.
Army Training Exercises are programed at $15.6 million. These funds sup.
port all field and conumand post exercises prescribed and conducted byrmyOxmmanders.
Account 2050 (Special Tactical Activities). This account groups a series of
functions associated with tactical forces and is directly related to the combat
readiness of our operating forces plus support of Free World Military Assistance
Forces. These functions range in scope from instruction and training teams at $0.4
million, to the support of Free World Military Assistance Forces at $361.9 million.
The fiscal year 1970 program of $536.3 million is $74.2 million less than the re-
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vised fiscal year 1969 level. The major decreases are for Free World Military
Assistance Forces, $62.3 million and for Classified Projects, $12.1 million, offset by increases for combat development activities and Republic of Vietnam Armed
Forces modernization, $32.8 million.
BUi)GET PROGRAM 2100 - TRAINING ACTIVITIES
This program provides for the support of individual training in the Army. It
finances the operation of Army Training Centers, Army Schools, Aviation Training,
the United States Military Academy, and joint service schools where the Army is the
executive agent. It also provides for the education of our personnel at military
and civilian colleges and universities, as well as for training devices and publications used throughout the Army.
Recruit training for fiscal year 1969 includes an estimated input of 522,300
which includes 71,300 from the Reserve components. For fiscal year 1970 we are
projecting an input of 576,900, of which 116,200 represents Reserve Enlisted Program personnel.
Flight training for fiscal year 1969 includes an estimated 7,470 aviator graduates, consisting of 6,870 rotary wing pilots and 600 fixed wing pilots. For fiscal year 1970 we are projecting an increase of 50 Marine Corps pilots for a total
of 7,520 aviator graduates. A total of 200 Marine Corps pilots are to be trained
by the Army in fiscal year 1970.
Our professional training program for fiscal year 1969 includes an estimated
99804 personnel being trained in both long and short courses. Of this amount 5,10)
are being trained at the Defense Language Institute. For fiscal year 1970 we are
estimating that 8,325 personnel will be trained in long and short courses, with the
language training load remaining the same.
Our higher level senior service college training load, about 1,600 students in
fiscal year 1969, is projected to remain near that level in fiscal year 1970.
Our request for fiscal year 1970 totals $667.6 million, approximately the same
as the revised fiscal year 1969 level.
Account 2109 (Base Operation). This account provides for the operation and
maintenance of the 17 installations where the primary mission is training. The request for this account for fiscal year 1970 is $278.3 million, a net reduction of
$5.2 million from the revised fiscal year 1969 level'of $283.5 million. This is
partly due to reduced school loads in Army service schools, reduced level of real
property maintenance activities, and reductions in civilian personnel employment.
Partially offsetting increases provide for training center support costs for increased recruit training and aviation training.
Account 2110 (Specialized Training). This account provides for the operation
of the Army school system and separate courses--those of the combat arms, the technical, administrative and specialist schools and courses, and area schools. The
request for this account for fiscal year 1970 is $160.0 million, as compared to the
revised fiscal year 1969 level of $157.9 million. The net increase in this account
of $2.1 million is due primarily to the Air Defense and the Amy Target Guided Missile Training Programs. This has been partially offset by reductions in the misson
costs associated with reduced training loads in service schools and civilian personnel reductions.
Account 2120 (United States Military Academy). This account provides for the
operation of the United States Military Academy at West Point. The request for this
account for fiscal year 1970 is $9.9 million, as compared to the revised fiscal year
1969 level of $9.8 million. The increase of $0.1 million is required to continue
the expansion program which began in fiscal year 1965 and is proceeding on schedule
toward an enrollment of 4,417 cadets by fiscal year 1972. The projected enrollment
for fiscal year 1970 of 3,907 cadets is an increase of 208 from the fiscal year 1969
enrollment of 3,699 cadets.
Account 2130 (Professional Training). This account provides for advanced
schooling of selected military personnel in civilian institutions, industrial estab.
lishments, and senior Army and joint services colleges. The request for this account for fiscal year 1970 is $25.1 million, as compared to the revised fiscal year
1969 level of $26,5 million. The net decrease of $1.4 million is due to projected
reductions of short course training at civilian institutions and associated Temporary Duty and per diem costs. The Army uses the civilian institutions for both long
and short course training when we have a specific requirement for training that the
Army has no in-house capability to provide, or that can be conducted more economi-
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cally at civilian institutions. The load and expense levels for the senior Army
and joint services colleges are projected for fiscal year 1970 at approximately
the levels in the current fiscal year.
Account 2140 (Training Devices and Publications). This account provides for
the procurements fabrication and distribution of certain training aids and devices.
The request for this account for fiscal year 1970 is $17.7 million, a slight increase from fiscal year 1969. The major increase is for modification of aircraft
training aids for the CHINOOK and COBRA Helicopter Trainers and the MOHAWK Aircraft. The program for training aid centers, printing of training publications,
and for production of recordings, film strips and training films is maintained at
about the same level as fiscal year 1969.
Account 2150 (Recruit Training). This account provides for the operation of
Army Training Centers. The request for this account for fiscal year 1970 is $64.8
million, as compared to the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $64.4 million. The
net increase is due to the projected increase of 15,900 in the recruit training
load and the increase in the Army preparatory training program to increase the reading ability of new inductees. This is partially offset by decreases in civilian
personnel employment.
Account 2160 (Flight Training). This account provides for the operation and
maintenance of Army flight training facilities located at Fort Rucker, Alabama;
Fort Wolters, Texas; and Fort Stewart/Hunter Amy Airfield, Georgia. The request
for this account for fiscal year 1970 is $111.7 mifti'n, as compared to the revised
fiscal year 1969 level of $108.6 milliOn. The net increase of $3.1 million is required to train an additional 50 Marine Corps pilots, provide graduate training for
qualified pilots, establish an Aviation Warrant Officer Career Program, and expand
a computer system for aircraft maintenance control and personnel management at the
Army flight training facilities.
BUDGET PROGRAM 2200 - CENTRAL SUPPLY ACTIVITIES
This budget program provides for operating and maintaining central supply
facilities. The Central Supply Activities program finances the operation of the
Amy's worldwide supply system.
We must maintain the most economical system in
peacetime, yet assure that we have an effective and responsive system for supporting emergency or war conditions.
The support provided by this program is essential if we are to achieve maximum benefit from our weapons. Without adequate logistical support we cannot achieve
our objective of combat effectiveness. It is essential to provide adequate resources to maintain our capability for logistical support of combat operations.
This program finances the Army's supply functions above station level. It includes procurement and related functions; supply depot and supply management office
operations; support activities for the provision of reserve industrial capability;
and certain transportation costs, to include the operation of port terminals (except in the Republic of Vietnam) and related transportation service facilities both
in the Continental United States and overseas. The $1 billion 760.5 million requested for Budget Program 2200 in fiscal year 1970 is a net decrease of $62.9 million from the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $1 billion 823.4 million. The major
increases recognize primarily the additional funding for SENTINEL, $13.3 million,
and the increased personnelocosts from realignment of financial responsibilities
and wage increase annualization, $13.2 million. Major decreases result from Uorkload projections of anticipated reduced consumption in Southeast Asia, improved
utilization of materiel already in Southeast Asia, improved civilian employee productivity, and a more austere maintenance level of real property and facilities.
Operations in Southeast Asia, a significant part of this request, are primarily supported by the Continental United States logistical system and the supply
and movement of materiel to Southeast Asia.
Account 2209 (Base Operation). This account provides funds for the operation
and maintenance of facilities in support of central supply activities. The request
for this account for fiscal year 1970 is $186.1 million, a net decrease of $7.4 million from the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $193.5 million. This decrease is
based on a reduced level of maintenance of real property facilities.
Account 2210 (Central Procurement Activities). This account provides for the
pay and other expenses of personnel engaged in the centralized acquisition of supplies and equipment for the Army and the administration of certain contracts which
are the responsibility of the Army.
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The fiscal year 1969 contract execution program involves approximately 48,200
contracts valued at $10.1 billion. For fiscal year 1970 we are estimating the
workload will encompass an additional 300 contracts.
The request for this account for fiscal year 1970 is'l18.3 million, as compared to the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $119.2 million. Funds requested
for procurement operations represent a decrease of $0.9 million which reflects essentially the effect of management improvement actions and increased personnel
productivity.
Account 2220 (Oeration of Supply Depots). This account provides for the operation of supply depots in the Continental United States, U.S. Army, Europe and
U.S. Army, Pacific (except Republic of Vietnam), including receipt, storage, preservation and issue of supplies in support of worldwide military operations. The
operation of the 25 depots and 11 depot activities in the Continental United States,
and 42 similar activities in overseas commands, (less Vietnam), is provided for in
this request. This account for fiscal year 1970 is $224.9 millions a net decrease
of $3.4 million as compared to the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $228.3 million. Decreases reflect the adjustments due to redistribution of existing stocks
in Southeast Asia, and the effect of an estimated reduction in supply requirements
in Republic of Vietnam. Included in this project are partially offsetting increaes
resulting primarily from increased support for the expanded Army Republic of Vietnam, Pershing System improvement and the civilian wage board pay raise.
Account 2230 (Supply Management Operations). This account provides for the
operation of the seven National Inventory Control Points, Army Class Manager Activities in the Continental United States and an overseas Inventory Control Point in
Europe. This includes the inventory management and supply cataloguing of approximately 1.2 million items and the processing of six million line items in customer
requisitions submitted worldwide. The request for this account for fiscal year
1970 is $130.9 million, as compared to the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $136.1
million. The decrease of $5.2 million reflected in fiscal year 1970 is principally
due to the management improvements in the control of inventory in Southeast Asia
which, in turn, reduces the supply actions placed on the National Inventory Control
Points.
Account 2240 (Industrial Preparedness Operations). This account provides for
those activities designed to assure the production-capability needed to support
emergency procurement programs and to decrease the time required to attain scheduled production rates in times of emergency. This includes the maintenance of inactive government owned industrial plants, the inactive portions of government
owned contractor operated plants and inactive production equipment. The request
for this account for fiscal year 1970 is $31.5 million, approximately the same as
the revised fiscal year 1969 level. The request will provide for maintenance and
protection of inactive facilities at 24 installations in the Army's Industrial
Plant Reserve; for costs for maintenance and protection of the Army's reserve of
production equipment; and for limited acquisition of station operating equipment at
industrial installations operating under the Army Industrial Fund.
Account 2250 (Transportation Services). This account provides for second destination transportation costs including materiel shipments from depots to an ocean
port by land and air; shipments overseas by sea and air; redistribution shipments
in the Continental United States or overseas areas; and the costs of loading and
unloading vessels in the Continental United States and certain overseas ports. The
request for this account for fiscal year 1970 is $862.9 million, as compared to the
revised fiscal year 1969 level of $927.0 million. The $64.1 million net decrease
represents an assumed reduction in combat activities in Southeast Asia, adjustmerts
due to utilization of stocks presently in country, and a reduction in Airlift rates.
Account 2260 (Military Traffic Management). This account provides for the
Traffic Hanagement Services furnished to the Department of Defense by the Military
Traffic Management and Terminal Service. This includes the transportation of persons, troop units, equipment, supplies, Army Post Office mail and personal property
within the Continental United States and to overseas commands. The request for
this account for fiscal year 1970 is $18.5 million, approximately the same as the
revised fiscal year 1969 level.
Account 2270 (Other Logistics Services). This account provides for certain
miscellaneous logistics activities including: production engineering for stock
fund and Procurement of Equipment and Missiles, Army (PEMA) items; procurement
standardization real estate administration; and facilities investigation and
studies. The request for this account for fiscal year 1970 is $69.0 million, as
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compared to the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $63.6 million. The $5.4 million
increase is attributable primarily to a transfer of civilian personnel costs from
the PEHA appropriation for production engineering.
Account 2280 (Logistics Control and Direction). This account provides for the
primary managerial effort required to operate the Amy's logistics system less,
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation functions, at comodity commands subordinate to Army Materiel Commands Sentinel System Command, U.S. Army, Europe, and
U.S. Army, Japan. These commands coordinate and direct the efforts of inventory
control points, procurement offices and supply depots and are responsible for lame
groupings of supplies and materiel--aircraft, weapons ammunition, and electronics.
The request for this account for fiscal year 1970 is 4118.5 mil ion, as compared
to the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $105.6 million. The $12.9 million net increase is due primarily to the expansion of the SENTINEL Syste-u, with minor changes
in other activities.
BUDGET PROGRAM 2300 - DEPOT MATERIEL MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
The Depot Materiel Maintenance and Support Activities budget program provides
the funds necessary to assure combat serviceability of Army-owned materiel through
depot level maintenance and related maintenance engineering services, to include
field support. The activities financed in this program seek to improve and maintain materiel readiness by extending the usefulness of equipment in the authorized
Army inventory. This objective is accomplished in four ways:
First: Unserviceable economically repairable equipment in the Army's inventory is overhauled, thus renewing its usetul'lite.
Second: Technical assistance and maintenance publications are provided to the
using units to ensure that the soldier in the field knows how to use and maintain
his equipment.
Third: Maintenance engineering serves to ensure the maintainabifity and reliability of equipment from the design stage throughout its useful life.
Finally: Capital equipment is provided to depot maintenance facilities to ensure that overhauled equipment will perform in accordance with exacting specifications.
Requirements for this program are determined in terms of quantity and cost of
weapons and support systems to be overhauled or repaired in Army depot maintenance
facilities. Further, a portion of this work is performed by private industry
through contractual services since our in-house capability cannot accommodate the
entire workload.
Factors governing the magnitude of support include: strength, composition and
deployment of forces; quantity and condition of equipment on hand; and the mobilization base. These factors are governed by the level of readiness, and equipment
modernization and combat development plans. A basic consideration in determining
the size of this program is the heavy usage of equipment in Southeast Asia. Additionally, the requirements for cyclic overhaul, or a system that schedules periodic
returns of materiel to depots for maintenance, is another consideration. The $798.1
million requested for fiscal year 1970, is a net decrease of $5.7 million from the
revised fiscal year 1969 level of $803.8 million.
Account 23Z9 (Base Operation). This account provides for funding of local
headquarters command administration; local maintenance and management of facilities;
field maintenance; and five'maintenance facilities in Germany. The request for
this account for fiscal year 1970 is $6.0 million. There is no appreciable change
to this account from the revised fiscal year 1969 level.
Account 23X0 (Weapons/Support Systems Maintenance). The request for fiscal
year 1970 of $602.5 million for this account will provide the funds for the overhaul, repair, analytical rework, inspection and test of major end items, to include
missiles and aircraft, plus secondary items such as automotive engines and transmissions. This is a net decrease of $14.5 million from the revised fiscal year 19
level of $617.0 million.
A considerable amount of the work planned for fiscal year 1970 is being generated by the additional density of major items in the hands of troops, increased
usage of aircraft, and the use of equipment under adverse conditions in Southeast
Asia. Increases are programed in aircraft, missile systems, ships, and rail equipment. Combat vehicles and the commodity group remain at about the same levels. The
other five categories:
automotive, construction, electronics/communications, armament and general equipment have leveled off slightly below their fiscal year 1969
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programs. Since depot maintenance overhaul provides combat serviceable equipment,
every effort is made to recover unserviceable, economically repairable major items
and assemblies.
Account 23K0 (Materiel Support). This account provides for the procurement
of Basic Issue List Items necessary to make an end item complete after it has been
overhauled and prior to issue. The request for this account for fiscal year 1970
is $15.7 million, an increase of approximately $0.7 million from the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $15.0 million.
Account 23LW (Maintenance Support Services). This account finances maintenance technical engineering services and assistance provided by Army civilian maintenance specialists and contractors in direct support of all levels of maintenance
and in the development of Army-wide maintenance concepts and plans. Additionally,
it provides for pre-issue engineering to ensure that we have sound maintenance
planning to support new weapon/support systems, and the maintenance technical data
and publications required to maintain Army equipment.
The request for this account for fiscal year 1970 is $173.9 million, as compared to the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $165,9 million. The $8.0 million
net increase relates to capital equipment and new equipment training.
BUDGET PROGRAM 2400 - MEDICAL ACTIVITIES
This program provides for medical, dental and veterinary support of the Army
worldwide, with the exception of facilities located in Vietnam and Thailand which
are financed through Budget Program 2000, Operating Forces. Budget Program 2400
does, however, provide for the treatment and care of sick or injured Army personnel
evacuated from Vietnam to fixed hospitals in both the Pacific theatre and the Continental United States.
The Army Medical Service is dedicated to the task of maintaining and improving
the health of the soldier, in peace and war, and thereby conserving the fighting
strength of his unit and of the Army. In carrying out this task, the Army Medical
Service assembles, develops and applies all knowledge that will contribute to this
primary mission. This includes the development of standards for selection and
classification of personnel, promotion of physical and mental well-being, prevention of disease and injury, and treatment of the'sick and injured. To fully support this mission, the Army Medical Service must continually improve and develop
preventive and therapeutic medicine; it must operate and maintain modern medical
treatment facilities staffed with highly trained personnel in all fields of endeavor; and it must conduct a continuous training program for its personnel in order
to keep abreast of latest developments.
Additionally, the Army Medical Service administers the Uniformed Service Health
Benefits Program pursuant to the Dependent's Medical Care Act, as modified by Public Laws 85-861 and 89-614. Included is in-patient and out-patient medical care
furnished dependents of active duty personnel, retirees, and dependents of retrees
in both military and civilian facilities. Also included is a program of health
services, training, special education and rehabilitation for handicapped dependents
of active duty personnel.
The functions of the Amy Medical Service are numerous and widely scattered.
Our first concern now is to insure the sick and wounded in Vietnam continue to receive the finest care that can be provided by modern medical science. This begins
with the combat medical aidman and can start a chain of events involving the Army
Medical Service air ambulances, medical facilities within Vietnam, hospitals within the Pacific Command, a smoothly coordinated evacuation network from the overseas
areas to the United States, and finally a hospital near the patient's home that is
equipped and staffed to provide whatever special care may be required.
During the fiscal year 1970, it is estimated that 8.3 million patient days of
care will be provided by Army medical facilities. Of this number, 5.1 million patient days represent active duty Army patients including an estimated 2.2 million
patient days for Vietnam evacuees. Thn remaining 3.2 million patient days represent
Amy dependents and-other beneficiaries. In addition, there will be an estimated
23.9 million patient visits to medical clinics and 7.7 million dental treatments.
We are requesting a total of $387.5 million for fiscal year 1970 to provide
for the medical care workload just presented and other related activities whichmake
up the total mission of the Army Medical Service. This is a net increase of $11.9
million over revised fiscal year 1969. The increase is attributable primarily to
the increases in workload and costs related to the civilian medical care program,
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$9.4 million; increased procurement of equipment principAlly for new medical fadlities under construction, $4.1 million; increased cost of medical care in non-Amy
facilities, $0,6 million; offset to some extent by a reduction in civilian personnel, $1.3 million.
Account 2409 (Base Operation). This account provides for expenses in connection with operating and maintaining the Amy medical Installations and activities
under The Surgeon General, to include personnel services, maintenance, management,
and logistics services. The request for this account in fiscal year 1970 is $12.9
million, as compared to the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $13.8 million.
Account 2410 (Office of The Surgeon General). This account provides for the
administration of the Army Medical Service at departmental level, including pay of
civilian personnel, temporary duty travel, printing and reproduction requirements
and other services. The request for this account in fiscal year 1970 Is $3.6 million. A slight decrease occurred due to the reduction of the level of employment
of civilian personnel.
Account 2420 (Patient Care in Amy Facilities). This account provides for
medical and dental services through the operation of medical centers, hospitals
and dispensaries. The care and treatment of sick or injured Amy personnel evacuated from Vietnam to fixed hospitals either in the Pacific Theatre or Continental
United States is financed by this account. Our request for fiscal year 1970 for
this account is $224.7 million, an increase of $4.3 million from the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $220.5 million. The increase is due mainly to the procurement of equipment for new medical facilities under construction.
Account 2430 (Health Benefits in Non-Army Facilities except those Administered
by Executive Agent). This account provides for medical and dental care of Armypersonnel by Federal facilities outside the Department of Defense, facilities finaced
by the Army Industrial Fund and civilian facilities outside the area of the Executive Agent, and provides for physical examinations of reserve personnel in civilian
facilities. The request for this account is $13.1 million, $0.2 million higher
than the revised estimate for fiscal year 1969 of $12.9 million. This increase is
due principally to an increase in the active duty patients placed in facilities of
the Veterans Administration pending separation from military service.
Account 2440 (Health Benefits Administered by Executive Director). This account provides for the administration of the Dependents Medical Care Program and
certain health services, training, special education and rehabilitation for handicapped dependents of active Army personnel. The request for fisc&l year 1970 is
for $84.4 million, as compared to the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $75.0 million. The net increase of $9.4 million is attributable to rising medical costs,
$5.1 million, and $4.3 million for increased workload.
Account 2450 (Medical Training). This account provides for the training of
Amy Medical Service personnel through training programs in Army medical facilities,
in schools of other Federal agencies, and in civilian institutions. The request
for fiscal year 1970 is for $12.7 million, approximately the same as the revised
fiscal year 1969 level. A net decrease of $0.1 million is attributable to a savings
due to a reduction in the programed training load in Army medical facilities, offset by an increase for increased student load and tuition costs in civilian facilities.
Account 2460 (Armed Forces Examining and Entrance Stations). This account provides for the medical examination of enlistees and inductees for the Army, Navy,
Air Force and Marine Corps' at approximately 74 Armed Forces Examining and Entrance
Stations. The request for fiscal year 1970 of $10.0 million is an increase of approximately $0.4 million from the revised fiscal year 1969 level. This is attributable to an increase in the number of physical examinations that are to be performed.
Account 2470 (Other Medical Activities). This account provides for those essential medical activities not directly associated to other accounts of this budget
program. These include such activities as Amy medical laboratories, veterinary
services, regional dental laboratories, optical fabrication and repair facilities,
and the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology. For fiscal year 1970, we are requesting $26.1 million. This is $1.3 million less than the revised estimate for fiscal
year 1969 and is due to a reduction of $0.7 million for procurement of equipment,
and $0.6 million due to a reduction in civilian employment.
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BUDGET PROGRAM 2500 - ARMfY-WIDE ACTIVITIES
The Amy-wide Activities Budget Program supports a variety of activities essential to overall command and administration of the Army to include: departmental
and major field command headquarters; recruiting and the operation of examining and
induction stations; processing of incoming military personnel morale and welfare
services; education of dependents overseas; administrative, finance and audit services; communications and pictorial services; intelligence activities; and services
for the Department of Defense.
Our fiscal year 1970 request is $877.5 millions a net increase of $77 million
from the revised fiscal year 1969 level of $800.6 million. The increase is attributable to adjustments in a number of projects and programs, the most significant
being the $16.6 million increase in overseas dependent education and $28.7 million
transferred from the Military Assistance Program for the International Military
headquarters - NATO.
Account 2509 (Base Operation). This account provides for the operation and
maintenance of 12 Amy installations and for the installation support activities
where Budget Program 2500 is the carrier program and has the primary mission. The
request for this account for fiscal year 1970 is $47.8 millions as compared to the
revised fiscal year 1969 estimate of $46.8 million. The net increase of $1.0 million includes a transfer from Research, Development, Test and Evaluation Appropriation to Operation and Maintenance, Amy for base support operations at Fort Huachuca, Arizona, $2.3 million; minor repairs, supplies and equipment for base operations, US. Army, Europe, $0.4 million; mapping, geodesy and cryptological activities) $0.3 million; and Project Transition, $0.2 million. Offsetting decreases
are made up of maintenance of real property facilities, $1.6 million, and civilian
personnel reductions, $0.5 million.
Account 2510 (Headquarters, Department of the Amyp except The Surgeon General). This account provides for the operation of the executive offices of the Department of the Army engaged in the formulation of plans and policies and the direction and supervision of subordinate agencies and commands. The request for this
account for fiscal year 1970 is $77.5 million, as compared to the revised fiscal
year 1969 estimate of $73.5 million. The net increase of $4.0 million includes the
costs for tte occupancy of the Forrestal BuilJing, $1.8 million, support costs of
government btdldings, $2.2 million, and the Defense telephone system, $0.4 million.
Offsetting decreases are for administrative supplies and office equipment, $0.4
million.
Account 2520 (Major Field Command Headquarters). This account provides for
the operation of the major Army field cocands subordinate to the Department of the
Army. It provides funds for the office of the colander and all elements of the
general, special, administrative and technical staffs. The request for this account for fiscal year 1970 is $103.5 million, as compared to the revised fiscal
year 1969 estimate of $106.1 million. The net decrease results from a reduction in
civilian personnel employment, $3.6 million. Offsetting increases include the Continental Amy Command Automated Systems Support Agency, $0.7 million and travel
and supplies for the Headquarters of the Amy Field Commands, $0.3 million.
Account 2530 (Personnel Processing and Personnel Support Services). This account provides for activities including the operation of the Armed Forces Examining
and Entrance Stations for the four military services, recruitment of Army personnel
and disposition of remains. The request for fiscal year 1970 is $56.9 million as
compared to the revised fiscal year 1969 estimate of $60.2 million. The decrease
of $3.3 million results from civilian personnel reductions, $2.2 million, and equipment costs, $1.1 million.
Account 2540 (Overseas Education of Dependents), This account provides for
overseas education of minor dependents of Department of Defense military and civilian personnel. The request for fiscal year 1970 is $71.4 million, an increase of
$16.6 million from the revised fiscal year 1969 estimate of $54.8 million. The increase provides for increased enrollment, increased teacher staffing including giad
ance counselors, a school nurse program, pay raise for school teachers, and price
increases for tuition schooling.
Account 2550 (Army-wide Coaunications and U.S. Army Photographic Agency Activities). This account provides for the Strategic Army Communication System, the
Army's portion of the Defense Comnunications System. The $189.6 million requested
for fiscal year 1970 reflects a net increase of $16.3 million over fiscal year 1969.
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The major increases consist of $4.8 million for additional leased communication
costs to support the on-going programs associated with the Automatic Digital and
Automatic Voice Network; $10.3 million for operation and maintenance of the
Integrated Communication System - Far East, ground terminals for the Defense
Satellite Communication System and Communication Centers Army-wide.
Account 2560 (Evaluation Activities). Classified.
Account 2570 (Mapping, Charting and Geodesy). Classified
There is a $6.0 million increase in the classified submission relating to
these two accounts.
Account 2580 (Administration). This account provides for operation and support
of field activities administered by Department of Army Headquarters; U.S. Army support or contribution to International and/or Joint Headquarters and Agencies;
Department of Army Headquarters support of specialized field activities, administrative services, Washington, D.C. Support Services, and other Army-wide personnel
support services. The request for fiscal year 1970 is $173.6 million, as compared
to the revised fiscal year 1969 estimate of $135.3 million. The net increase of
$38.3 million includes U.S. contribution in support of the International Military
Headquarters and Agencies - NATO, $28.7 million; Joint Uniform Military Pay System,
$4.9 millon; reimbursement to the U.S. Post Office Department, $4.4 million; the
Civilian Career Executive Itstitute, $1.0 million; automatic data processing equipment, transportation and civilian personnel serVicing functions associated with the
occupancy of the Forrestal Building, $1.0 million; the U.S. Army Pacific Field Systems Agency, $0.6 million; reimbursement to the Employee Compensation Fuhd, $0.7
million; and the Department of Defense Wage Fixing Board, $0.3 million. An offsetting decrease is for civilian personnel reductions, $3.1 million.
Account 2590 (Joint Projects). This account provides for operating and maintaining inter-defense activities for which the Army is assigned administrative, or
executive agent responsibility, to include international activities supporting national polity principally in the field of inter-American relations, and the Unified
Command Headquarters in Europe and the Caribbean. The request for fiscal year 1970
is $8.7 million, an increase of $0.6 million from the revised fiscal year.1969
level. This increase is for improvement of the command and control facilities at
U.S. Army Southern Command and U.S. Army European Command.
CONCULSION
Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, the Operation and Maintenance, Army request represents a decrease of approximately $468 million from our revised fiscal year 1969
level.
Principally, this is in the area of support to Southeast Asia and is associated
with the completion of our U.S. Forces buildup in Vietnam. Additionally, as mentioned previously, our projected consumption requirements in Vietnam have been
reduced. This projection is based upon an assumed decrease in the level of combat
activity, coupled with a drawdown of anticipated usable supplies currently in
Southeast Asia.
This appropriation request represents our minumum requirements for operating
and maintaining Army forces. No flexibility exists, therefore, to provide for increased support requirements which may occur as a result of a higher intensity of
combat activity.
At this time, members of the Army staff are prepared to discuss in whatever
detail the Committee may desire the programs supported by this appropriation request.

OHA

Mr. SIKES. Thank you very much, General Taylor. General, is not the
Marine Corps pilot t
.ilng program reimbursable?
General TAYLOR. No, sir.that is in our budget.
Mr. SiKES. Will the aviation warrant officers be flying officers?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. That was a very modest statement you made about the

Army medical program in Vietnam. I hope the Amorican public realizes what an absolutely magn ificent job has been done for our personnel
in Vietnam by the Army Medical Service and by others who are responsible for medical treatment there. It is very clear that nothing approaching this has ever been done by any colintry anywhere for its
people. It is a magnificent story which everyone should know about.
Mr. DAVIS. General Taylor, 'Geodesy" is a new term to me. What
does it mean in relation to Army operations?
General TAYLOR. We will get you a definition of it Mr. Davis. We

have an engineer here who can provide that information.
Mr. SIKES. We would like to havethe definition read.
Mr. DAVIS. It is pretty impressive, Mr. Chairman. It says:

A branch of applied mathematics that determines the exact positions of points
and the figures and aweas of large portions of the earth's surface, the shape and
size of the earth, and the variations of terrestrial gravity and magnetism.

Mr. SIKES. You would expect that to cost a lot of money.
Mr. DAVIS. It is a combination of geography and navigation.
ASSUMPTIONS AS TO COMBAT LEVEL IN VIETNAM

Mr. SIRES. Ifthere should be a continuation of combat activity b
our forces in Vietnam at something approaching the current level,

does that mean the budget figures you have given us will no longer
be valid?

General TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, that would be my judgment today.

If it continued at or near the present level for the full fiscal year 1970,
I question whether we would have enough to support it.
I am speaking now of Southeast Asia support in the way of supplies,
field fortifications, transportation, and that type of resource support.
EXCESS INVENTORIES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. SiKES. In your concluding statement you mentioned a drawdown
of usable supplies currently in excess in Southeast Asia. Is it anticipated that we will be able to begin to some extent to live off the shelf,
as was the case after the Korean warI
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir; that is the assumption we have made in
this budget. We do know we have long supplies in Southeast Asia. We
are making every effort tod ,yto determine how much of that long
supply is usable and can be utilized without having to repurhase. An
estimate was made of long suplies in order to reduce the request.
Mr. SIRES. Is the current policy that all such supplies will be utilized
by U.S. forces worldwide or free world forces in Vietnam, rather than
to declare them surplus and mwke them available to other foreign
countries or for other purposes?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir'; that is correct. First of all we would give

first priority to Southeast Asia, to include the free world forces which
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we are supporting in this area. Finally, then, we do screen other world-

wide commands if there is nothing tat can be utilized from the long
supplies by United States or free world military assistance forces
in-country. So, every effort is being made to utilize them one way or
another, not oily i the Aivly,' but all services, worldwide, before they
would be declared surplus for other foreign countries or other purposes.
Mr. SixEs. Does this budget pl)vide for redistribution of any supplies that may be in excess to Southeast. Asia I
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir; it does. We have an on-going effort in
Okinawa atth6 present time working in this area, attempting to screen
all of the requirements for Southeast'Asia as well as all the Pacific
Command's requirements.
ESTIMATED SURPLUS SUPPLIES

Mr. LIpscoMn. General Taylor, over the past. number of years, particularly since the war in Vietnam intensified, the Department of
Defense has been extremely poor in its estimates of the costs of the
Vietnam. war.
This budget is based on a reduction in the level of effort. ftere, and
it is also based upon continued drawdown of stocks already in the
theater. Can you tell us how you arrived at this surplus supply figure?
General TAYLOR. The figure for the estiated long supplies, Mr.
Li'pscomb, is an estimated figure based entire ly on judgment, since we
had not at the time the budget was put together an inventory of those
supplies and we did not kilow what the total 'arotnt was. An estimated
figure of'$621 million was used.
I
Mr.
LipscoMn.What kind of supplies are you talking about?
'-1cneral TAYLOR. We aret6khig about spare parts, class 2 and 4
supplies which fall in that area, fortification material, POL. These
are the types of supplies that we normally purchase and ship over
there.
Possibly I should ask General Hayes to expand further on the types
of supplies we are talking about that would fall in the long supply
category, Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. I would like to hear that., but is this just a guess?
General TAYLOR. At the time this budget was put together, sir, the
estimate of the usable long supplies was the best estimate from personnel who had made visits to Southeast Asia, had viewedd the materiel
on the ground, but it had not been inventoried at that time so we did
not 'have an actual figure of on-hand supplies that were usable that
could be offset at,that partuitlar time.
Since that time an inventory ,hasbeen made. I think General Hayes
can speak to this.
CAUSES FOR OVERSTOCKAOE

Mr. SirES. Before you get to that, how did the overstockage occur I
Was it a buildup in anticipation of a combat level which did not take
place, or was it poor judgment?
General TAYL R.If I may go back, sir, I can give you the basis upon
which this occurred.
Back in the late fall of 1965 when the 173d Airborne Brigade and
the 1st Division (Air-Mobile) went into Southeast Asia, the then
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commander found it was necessary to have additional combat troops,
and the buildup commenced rather rapidly and continued through
1966 and well Into 1967. These were combat troops'that were going to
the Republic of Vietnam.
At the time the combat troops were called for and approved to go
into Souitheast Asia, our contingency planning at that time, called
for the logistical or support-type troops to be caled from the Reserve
components. Of course, we did not have mobilization. As a result, we
had to organize, tain, and equipthe logistical units to follow the
combat
uilts
into the
Normally
would
accompanied
the combat
troops
intotheater.
the theater.
Since they
they did
not,have
we have
system
during an emergency which we call push4ype supplies. This is a case
where supplies are automatically pushed into the theater without
requisitions in order to support those combat troops.
This we did. We did it, ] think, for possibly a year to a year and
a half, in order to support those troops; but during that period of
time when all those supplies were arriving, we did- not have those
logistical troops to receive, store, inventory, and properly take care
of them.
As we organized the troops and as we were able to deploy the troops
to the theater, it then became their job to take the supplies incountry
and attempt to inventory them, store them, and properly care for them.
Mr. SiiRs. Why were not logistical forces made available earlier?
General TAYLOR. I think it was a matter of timing-as to the situation
that the commanderin Southeast Asia found himself confronted with
a nation that was in very weak condition from the military point o
view. He had to have troops in there to"support those people and that
nation. It was a case of time in order to get the logistical troops
organized and trained, barring a mobilization and call-tp of Reserve
troops, which did not happen.
Mr. SIKES. The one thing which would be inexcusable from the
standpoint of the Army, is to need supplies for combat and not have
them. That is what would be criticized most-if you ran out of something that you needed to carry on combat operations.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir; we would.
Mr. SIRFs. You will get some criticism for shipping too much
material in there, but I would rather err on the side of too much than
on the side of not enough.
General TAYLoR. This is the way we saw it, sir not knowing exactly what would be needed. Being in that type ol environment and
that type of war for, I think, the first, time in our history, we did not.
know exactly what would be required.
Mr. SiKts. The next question is: How soon did you realize there was
an overstockago, and how soon did you start. to try to do something
about it?
General TAYLoR. Sir, I think it was realized approximately a year
ago.
General HAYVS. In mid-1967.

General TAYLOR. At which time the Department of the Army did
start to do something about it,
Mr. SiREs. What did the Department start to do about it at that
time?
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General TAYLOR. First of all, the Department of the Army sent
numbers of people to South Vietnam for the purpose of assisting the
then logistical troops going into the country to help identify, inventory, and store this materiel that was on the ground in the ports and
build warehouses so it could be properly inventoried and taken care of.
LAOK OF SUPPLY PERSONNEL

Mr. Sii s. Have you calculated the loss from damage for lack of
storage?

General TAYLOR. May I defer to General Hayesl I do not know

whether we have a figure on that.
General HA1'FES. Mr. Sikes, I do not think there has been any specific computation of Vietnam losses that were due to storage outdoors.
As a matter of fact, the have not been excessive. The problem of the
buildup of supplies i Vietnam was because of the lack of adequate
numbers and types of personnel, because we were faced with the-problem of not only not having enough of the logistical units, but the personnel were also inexperienced in that type of operation in an overseas theater. So there grew upMr. SImES. This puzzles me. I do not want to interrupt your train
of thought, but why, as late as mid-1967, wouldn't we have trained
people to handle this requirement?
General HAYE. The major problem was that we were turning people
over there every 12 months, so they were constantly going in with new
people. Before the units and individuals who were there could sufficiently carry out a program, they were on their way home and you had
fresh people coming in all the time. This added to the problem.
But because of the inflow of supplies in order to assure the adequacy of support for the combat troops, there grew up a situation, for
example in the "Fish Market" area in Saigon, where stacks of supplies
just sat there, and the problem was really knowing what they had.
So the accomplishing of an inventory of stockage on hand, both
quantity and type, became the most critical problem.
The Army Materiel Command provided teams of professional logisticians, primarily civilian employees out of our depots in'the CONUS
area, who went over as a project counter team, actually down in the
depot areas, to assist in the identification, quantification, and the accomplishment of an inventory in the various locations.
Then as they built the big depot at Long Binh so they could get
away from crowded conditions in the Saigon area, which added to the
problem because there wasn't any space really to do a real warehousing
job--then they rewarehoused and went in with actual knowledge of
stocks on hand.
At this time, about mid-1967, Okinawa was establishing the capability to run a processing effort on what were known as the "gray
boxes." They habd been stacked in Vietnam, in the monsoons and in
the sunshine, for so long that the boxes themselves had gotten that
gray, weatherbeaten hue. So the gray box program actually shipped
out, retrograded to Okinawa, those boxes which essentially had never
been opened. At Okinawa the opened items were identifieA. processed,
and a great percentage were later shipped back for use in Vietnam.
Mr. SIK.

dereasedI

Since mid-1967, has the overstockage increased or
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General hAYES. The overstockage has materially decreased. As a
matter of fact, the usage of the supplies that were retrograded has
been significant. We have $237 mu lion worth of retrograe receipts
on Okinawa. We have consumed $132.9 million of those so far in
current operation. This, of course includes items funded by other
appropriations in additiowto 0. &M.A.
Mr. SIKES. Can you provide estimates of the overstockage at mid1967
General HAYES. I would have to get an estimate. I do not have that
with me.
Mr. SrKS. Provide it, If you can. Then will you give us the estimated overstoekage at 6-month intervals subsequent to that. Can you
give us the overstockage that you anticipate is there today?
General HAYES. All right, sir.
(The information fol lows:)
VALUED OF SUPPLIES RSHIPPED TO OKINAWA

Value of long supplies in South Vietnam in July 1087 may be estimated from
data currently available through the recently established Pacific Ut[iiation and
Redistribution Agency (PURA), and inventory data reported following the
completion of the first wall-to-wall inventory in Vietnam. The inventory was
completed In January 1969. Applying the value of materiel retrograded to Oklnawa and other Pacific areas from Vietnam since July 1967, it is estimated that
Army-owned long supplies in Vietnam were valued at $570 million in July 1967;
$520 million in December 1967; $435 million In July 1968, end $253 million
December 31, 19068. The last figure is based on actual inventory of stock funded
materiel on the records of the Inventory Control Center, Vietnam. The report
excludes certain air and medical supplies assigned to the 34th General Support
Group (aviation) and the 44th Medical Brigade, and military construction
items financed by the "Military construction" appropriation.
TOTAL OF EXCESS INVENTORY FOR ALL SERVIo

Mr. SIKES. If I may, for the record, I would like to wtk if the figure
used was an ll-service figure, or was it Army aloneI
General HAYES. These are retrograde receipts into Okinawa. I assume these are Army.
Mr. SIKES. Are the figures, for all the services available to you I
General HAYS. I do not have them here.

Mr. SIKEs. If they are available, supply'them for the record.
General HAYES. We can get the figures that have been reported to
the agency for screening, but that would be only what is reported by
the Air Force and the Navy.
(The information follows:)
During the period April 1, 1008, to February 28, 109. the military services reported that a total of $590.8 million In redistribution materiel was available to
the PACOM Utilization and Redistribution Agency (PURA). The Army reported
$428.2 million. The Air Force reported $103.7 million. The Navy reported $81
million; and the Marine Corps reported $20.8 million. Reports of redistributable
assets are received monthly. Consequently, the above data do not include the
total of all assets potentially available. The data include stocks in Thailand,
Okinawa, Japan, Korea, Hawaii. and Guam, as well as Vietnam. It should be
noted that the Army materiel available for redistribution includes not only stockfunded items but items funded by other appropriations also. Materiel reported to
PURA is screened against all service requirements in the Pacific prior to being
released to the wholesale Inventory managers in the continental United States
for application against worldwide requirements.
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PROCEDURES USED TO REDUCE INVENTORIES

Mr. SIREs. I want a listing of the procedures the Army has put into

effect and the date that you pktthem intoeffect to reduce the overstockan and I want yoto tell us how effective'these procedures are. Apparently yoU have reducedthis inventory considerably.
General HAYES. Yes, sir.
General TAYLOR. Yes sir
(The information follows:)
Project Counter Teams I and II to SVN (March-November 1967) conducted
depot location surveys, physical inventories at all echelons of supply, reviewed
and purified prescribed load lists (PLT,'s) of in-country Units, reviewed and purified authorized stockage lists (ASL's) for in-country activities, and provided onthe-Job training (OJ) in all phases of supply.
Project Counter Teams III and IV to SVIC1l0bruAry-September 1N8) completed depot location surveys and physical inventories and identified and classified
depot inventories to include excesses. They also provided training in supply procedures to include the establishment and maintenance of PLL's and ASL's and the
computation of levels.
Project Counter Teams I and II to Thailand (May-October 1907 and JuneOctober 1908) provided assistance in conducting locater surveys and physical inventories; and reviewed, purified, and provided training in all phases of supply
emphasizing establishment and maintenance of PLL's ASL's and the computation of levels.
PURM/PURA-The project for utilization and redistribution of materiel In
the Pacific area (I'UtRM) was established by the Secretary of Defense on November 24, 1967. The purpose of the project is to identify long supplies and imbalances which resulted from the speed and magnitude of the logistical buildup
in Vietnam, and redistribute these supplies to satisfy valid requIrements elsewhere in the DOD supply system. Commander in Chief, Pacific, was directed to
establish a special agency on Okinawa to maintain an inventory and supervise
redistribution of identified overstockages of all military services. The agency is
known as the PACOM utilization and redistribution agency (PURA).
The overall PURM plan was approved by OSD on March 1, 1908, and implemented in PACOM on a test basis on March 8, 1968. A test of the plan was conducted on a semlautomated basis until June 30, 1968. A PURA-dedicated computer was installed and programed during June and July 1968 and on August 1,
1968, PURA became operational on a fully automated basis.
Since implementation of the project, the PACOM component commands and
F1MFPAC have nominated $590 million of redistributable assets to PURA for
screening, resulting in the redistribution of $130 million.
Project Clean (November 1967-December 1968) was established by CO 1st
Logistical Command to purify stock records and reconcile backorders and dues-in
on a cyclic basis. Phase II of this project identified the forward area stocks which
were not moving and hadI them evacuated out of country. Phase III did the same
at direct support units (DSU'S) and general support units (GSU's). (Both phases
II and III have been overtaken by Project ThruPut). Phase II initiated a pro.
gram for reviewing the additions of items to the ASL. Over $38 million of net
cancellations have been acknowledged.
Project Count (Septemiber-December 1068) was the Army's first "perimeter-toperimeter" physical inventory conducted under combat conditions. Immediately
following this, there was a significant increase In demand satisfaction and a decrease in material release denial at each depot. Phase II began in February
1969 and is scheduled to be completed in August 1969. Its objectives are to insure,
through 6-month cyclic inventories, that all supply data are current and accurate and to further reduce excesses, the supply pipeline and the number of
high priority requisitions.
Project ARMS (Army master data file reader microfilm system) began In May
1967 with the delivery of the microfilm readers to SVN. There are now over 200
In country. Data essential to requisitioning and lower echelon supply manage.
meant has been extracted from the massive Army master data file and placed on
microfilm. This selected data Is arranged In FIIN (stock number) sequence and
Is contained in a set of 14 microfilm cartridges. This data Is updated monthly.
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This project supplies current management data in an easily and rapidly retrievable form which facilitates editing and processing of requisitions, provides
a consolidated source of catalog data, reduces the maintenance of large volumes
of supply catalogs, allows quick and accurate validation of stock numbers, facilitates identification of possibly invalid FSN's, and assists in physical identification
of materiel.
The Retrograde Program was initiated in the summer of 1967 to Insure the
evacuation of excesses and unserviceable reparables from the SYN, an active
theater of operations. This is unique in the history of the U.S. Army. About
485,000 short tons were evacuated from SVN during the 18-month period ending
December 1968. The objective for the remainder of fiscal year 1969 Is about
15,000 short tons per month.
Project Thru-Put began in October 1908 and provides for forward units to
seek assistance from the support commands in identifying excesses, reporting
them to the DSU and arranging for Immediate delivery of critical supplies. For
those supplies not required at the DSU, a request is forwarded direct to the
USA Inventory Control Center, Vietnam, for disposition instructions which are
required to be provided within 48 hours.
Project Edit: As a result of a special 1st Logistical Command review in October 1968, a special project to assure compliance with editing procedures for
requisitioning was initiated. This also requires the establishment of quality conttols at each echelon of supply, after-the-fact reviews and the development of
a handbook in this regard for ready use at all operating levels.
Project Castles and Flags: Procedures were developed in November 1968 for
intensive management review of engineer and signal construction materiel requisitions to reduce these on-hand stocks to a manageable level.
Project Level has Just recently begun in the 1st Logistical Command. The supply management Improvement programs described above have improved the eliability of the data base, provided better intelligence of demands, and visibility
of supplies in transit to the degree that serious consideration can now be given
to a reduction in stock levels. This will reduce funding requirements for stockage,
prevent losses through deterioration of excesses, and decrease cost in terms of
money and manpower for the storage, handling, shipping, and in-storage maintenance of supplies. The initial objective will be to reduce the 60-day pipeline
(requisitioning objective) of the DSU/GSU's by 25 percent. Each support command will select a model DSU/GSU to test feasibility of reducing levels without
significantly degrading customer support. At the depot level, emphasis will be
placed on further reducing the order/ship times. These have been reduced in the
past year from 150 days to 90-135 days based on the specific materiel category.
Maximum effort will be made to reduce receiving and shipping time and at the
same time explore the possibility of obtaining Increased airlift from CONUS to
SEA. As assured airlift is obtained, decreases in the stockage levels will be made.
$peoal rcconctlfation.-In January 1969 all open requisitions for USARV on
hand at CONUS supply sources (AMC, DSA and GSA) were Identified and records were hand-carried to the USAICOV to be reconciled with their records. Upon
completion of the reconciliation, the due-in records of the USAICOV were reduced
by $41.8 million.
Management review and financial control of let Logptstoal Command requ1sf.
ttons.-In January 1969 policies and procedures were published requiring the review of requisitions being submitted to out-of-country sources of supply to Justify
the essentiality of the requirement by quantity and dollar value. The approval/
authority established is as follows:
APPROVAL AUTHORITY FOR OUT-OF-COUNTRY REQUISITIONS
Approving authority

Principal Items

Secondary Items and
repair parts

Commindint General, Ist Logistics Command .......
$|.000 00.........
Over
I000.
co,Us ccv................................... ;Oer to 000, 00...... "..
too 0 .
Director of Requirements ......................... 00,001 to Q ..0........... " 1
I to 5000.
o
Chief,
Commodity
Division
...................
I to 00. 0............
........... 0
o00 .
Chief,
Commodity
Branch
....................-Items managers .................................
25
............
o $10,
Note: Dollar value criteria Isbased on the total value of a single requisition or the total value of separate requisitions
for the same Item requisitioned during the same processing cycle.
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TYPES OF rMMs IN LONG SUPPLY

Mr. Sims. Am I to assume it is not now a serious problem?
General HAYES. I won't say it is not a serious problem, because to me
the proper utilization of supplies is always a serious question, but there
were several other programs institfited last year in 1968 which further
added to getting a handle on the problem-in addition to identifying
and taking care of stocks that already existed. These two projects were
known as Project Stop, and a later one Project Stop-See where we
took specific classes of commodities which were already identified as
being in long supply, and first USARV stopped the requisitioning
then the Army Materiel Command stopped any further shipments, and
finally canceled the shipments that were moving toward Vietnam.
Together STOP/SEE programs have resulted in $228 million of requisitions canceled and $15.4 million of shipments frustrated as of the
end of February 1969.
Mr. SIKES. In what areas did the major overstockages occur? What
specific types of items?
General HAYES. The kinds and types of items were base cantonment
equipment, paper products, construction materials, items of that type.
Mr. LiPscOMB. Cranes?

General HAYES. No, sir. As a matter of fact, in the long supplies we
find none of our critically needed major items of equipment.
Mr. Sims. Spares?
General HAYES. Spare parts in significant quantities have not been
reported except in one category, in the electronics area, where there
have been quantities reported in that Federal stock group. Primarily,
they are the DSA electronic spares, although the Electronics Command
has soma as well. By and large, the Electronics Command is utilizing
all reported quantities that they have, either to meet existing requisitioning or to cut off pro.purement here in the United States.
Mr. SIKES. I would like a more detailed breakdown giving general
information on the type and quantity of spares.

General

HAYES.

All right, sir.
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(The information follows:)
The following types and quantities of electrical and electronic equipment cornponents (Federal stock group 59) are in long supply In the Pacific Area. These
items represent the accumulation of that item In the Pacific Area, regardless of
owning service.
Nomenclature

Stock No.

able assembly, telephone, 4 conductors ...............................
ap, electrical plastic
body..........................................
Capacitor, variable vacuum dielectric ..................................
Conduit, metal, rigd thick wall npt, w/coupllng ........................

5995 224 4837
5975 807 3775
5910 577 9360
5975 284 5971

UIl
EA
EA
EA
EA

Conduit, steel, flexible, unshled ...................................... 5975 284 7004 CL
Connector, plug, electrical ............................................ 5935 164 0220 EA
Electrode set, carbon, lighting ..................................
5977 2850251 CN

Eltr tube....................................................... 5960 889 4209
y R4-1294....................................................5960 188 3953
y 243.
... .......................................... 5960 114 4654
ype 2142........................................................ 5960 107 7590
Tpe3ACP2A...................................................59605834237
pe 5725........................................................ 596 870 79
Ty 893.......................................................526
Type
....................................................... 596098 898
Type6781
...................................... 5960 44583
8
Te
............... .................................. 5960 985 9059
733
radio interference ......... ..................... 5915
Fuse, cartridge, normal Instantaneous..........................::: 5920
4631
Handle, handset.plastic .............................................. 5965 377 0044
Insulat on,tape, electric
............................................. 5970 644 3167
Insulator, and ................................................... 5978 8ap
807 3775
Insulation, sleevins .................................................. 597 189 5898
Mast, 1peace construction, aluminum, enamel finish
.................... 5985 839 8489
Relay, armature ..................................................... 5945 188 5631
Relay, le ..................................................... 5945 578 2066
Resistor
....................................... 5905 855 6131
Splicnkit
..................................... 5975 657 2183
Swtch box, fusible ................................................... 5930 956 2479
Switch subassembly ................................................. 5930 322 5467
Terminal board, plastic
........................................... 5940 238 8493
Transistor, germanium ............................................... 5961 843 2289
Transformer, audlofrequency......................................... 5950 647 7016
Transformer........................................................ 5950 647 0037
Tube, flexible,
nonmetallic, electrical
.................................. 59752847865

A

EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
A
EA
EAA
CA
EA
RO
EA
CT
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
CA
EA
EA
EA
FT

Quantity

261
15,117

43,876
12 247
1,019

517
14,989
4,565
185
2,122
34475
3,993
7,186
353
12,722
16
101159
158,763
4 ,0
27,..
5,174
1,633
1,017
37 200
1 499
4,530
386
2,303
1,642
1,960
7
241,405

Mr. ADDABBO. In this same vein, was much of this building material
left over when they did away with the building of the hamlets?

General HAYES. I wouldn't say it was solely with respect to the
hamlets. It was with respect to everything that was going on in Vietnam, such as base camps. Primarily, this was tied into military
operations.
LOSSES TO PMoFaAGB AND SPOILAOB

Mr. ADDABBO. The surplus could have also lent itself to the pilfering and black marketeering if we had such poor control over inventory;
is that correct I
General HAYES. Only if it got outMr. ADDABBO. If you didn't know where it was or how much you
had, then it could have easily taken legs and walked.
General HAYES. I have to admit it could; yes.
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Mr. SixEs. How much of your current estimates for supplies and
spares are to offset pilferage? In order words, how effective is your
pilferage control now ?
#

General TAYLOR. Sir, I would lIk. to go back to 1965 and 1966 again,
if I could. I think during that period of time pilferage probably had
reached its peak. I have not been in the country since 1966, but since
that time there have been many measures taken to prevent pilferage
as well as spoilage through warehousing, through te actual placing
of military police in the holds of ships, accompanying convoys from
dockside to the warehouse, so that I would say today the pilferage is
minor compared to that period of time; plus the fact I think pilferage
is in the more personal-desired items, where it can come out of some
other means, such as the exchange system, and possibly to some extent
the commissary.
Mr. SiKFws. Can you give us an estimate of the losses now from
pilferage and spoilage, percentagewise?
General TAYLOt. Sir, I would like to verify this, if I may. I would
say-and I cannot attach a dollar figure to this because I do not have
it with me-but it is running about 1 percent of exchange sales, I think.
(Clerk's note: Subsequently information provided the committee
states that losses are actually 3.9 percent of exchanges sales.)
Mr. SIREs. Compared to what in 1966? Supply that for the record.
General TAYLOR. I certainly will. I think it was around 5 to 6 percent, but I would like to verify that.
(The information follows:)
LOSSES-SAIGON ARMY COMMISSARY-PERCENTAGE OF LOSSES TO SALES

19661
Sales ......................................................................
Losses (spoilage, wastage, pilferage) ..........................................
Percent of losses to total sales ...............................................

1969
$6,889,434
2 .244
3. 2

$3978,305
$109,750
2.76

1From Apr. I to Dec. 31, 1966. (U.S. Army assumed responsibility from U.S. Navy on Apr. 1 1966.)

ARMY AND AIt FORCE E)XCHANOE SERVICE PILERAGE AND SPOnLAOF. LOeSES IN
VIrvNAM

The total exchange system in Vietnam Is operated by the Army and Air Force
Exchange Service (AAFES). The losses of exchange merchandise in Vietnam
to include the total acCountability losses at the depots, the locmea that occur from
transportation from depots to the retail outlets, the accountability losses at the retail outlets, plus all breakage and spoilage (but excluding battle damage or hostile fire damage) Is:
[Dollars In millions
Accountability losses
Year
Fiscal year 1967 .........
Fiscal year 1968 ......
Fiscal year 1969 .........

Spoilage and damage losses

Total

Amount at
cost

Percent to
sales

Amount at
cost

Percen to
sales

Amount at
cost

$ 1

2.7
2.6
2.5

$.1
8
5.0

1.4
1.5
1.4

14.0

9.0

1

Percent to
ales
4.1
.1
3.9

EXPLANATION OF LOSSES

During the period April 1, 1907, through December 31, 1967, military cargo
valued at $195,607 (approximately 0.03 percent of total value) was lost in ports,
depots, and In transit. The pilferage, rate subsequently has been reduced approximately 50 percent through the following techniques:
(a) Use of military guards at holds of ships for contract discharge operations.
(b) Use of U.S. military drivers and trucks to deliver PX supplies and other
sensitive or readily marketable commditles.
(o) Tighter controls on truck movements, to include trip ticket controls, road
patrols, radio reports of arrivals nifid de partures, accouiiting for loading and
offloading times, helicopter surveillance, and more highway check polnts.
(d) Increased use of locked and sealed containers to move cargo through
to depot or ultimate consignee.
(e) Improved fencing, lighting, and guarding at depots and supply points.
(M) Tighter controls on cargo documentation and cargo accounting.
ig) Improved lhadson with V'ietnamese law enforcement agencies.
USE OF OVERSTOCKAGE TO SUPPORT FREE WORLD FORCES

Mr. SixKES. You are requesting additifl l funds for supplies and

spares hi support, of the Vetnaiese. and other free world forces

in South Vietnam. I)o yoU anticil)ate that you can utilize current overstockage for the supply of these, forces or are you including some of
the current overstockage in the, supplies thait they are scheduled
to get?
General TAYLOR. To the extent that, the usable supplies are avA'tlablo
against their requisitions, they are being supplied from those long
lies
skh'.
Si today.11
todhat is calcnflated into'this budget?
SIlT

General TAYLOR. Yes; that is true, sir.
Mr. Sims. Do you want to provide a breakdown for the record?
General TAYLoR. I was just going to sa our unknown quantity
here is just that, justIwhat is tilat iisable .rog supply figure, until
we get a complete handle on otir inventories and the material 'that
has retrograded.
Mr. SIKEs. Mr. Addabbo?
JOINT SERVICE USE OF OVEIRSTOCKAGE

Mr. ADDABBO. General, on the overstockage in inventory, is notice
of whatever is in that inventory being given to the Marines, the
Navy, to see if they could possibly make use of it?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir. They are also being screened so that if
there is anything there that is usable for which they would normally
requisition back to their supply area here in the United States, the
requisition would not come forward' but it would be filled there and
given to them. In other words, the services are working this among
themselves. If the Air Force has something available that the Army
or Navy can use it will be used rather than requisitioning the new
items.
General HAYES. As a part of the project for redistribution of supplies in the Pacific area-the Project for Utilization and Redistribution of Material-Pject for Ultilization and Redistribution, Agency
system-we are publishing a catalog wNhich is sent around to all of tle
customers in the Pacific area and even elsewhere worldwide, of all of
30-088-69-pt. 2-
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the high dollar value stocks. That is not only high dollar value iteuis
but where there are sizable Rquantities of excess. This has all been identified. This is on the PURM-PURA heelel" If anyone has a need for
supplies he can submit his requisition to the whetl, and they will constantly screen them through autonatic data processing equipment
whicl they hare. I have here the latest catalog dated March 10, 1969.
Mr. ADDAIBO. If one of the other services (oes not need the identical item that you have there but something similar to it, would
they requisition it.?
General HAYES. That is the purpose of this catalog. This is not iin
a machine format but has full nomenclature and description which
is adequate, so that they can make that very determinatiOn. We sent
a cataloging team out the first part of January to work in Okinawa
on the approximately 4,000lines in this high-value category in order
to do just exactly that. With only a Federal stock number (FSN)
the man might miss the very item that he can use as a substitute, but
when he can look at a hard copy such as this he can tell. For example,
we have the famous case of-loiig supplies of pa per cups of all sizes,
types, and descriptions but all under different FSN's. If the man in
a field requisitions a paper cup he might find one out of stock as far
as his direct support uhit or depot is concerned, but the Army or an.
other service may have another size of oup that he could use perfectly
well. That was one of the reasons this catalog was developed in order
to assure that interchangeability and substitutibility would be considered as far as drawing down these excess supplies.
i.lT,'ri'ivE ro CORRECT OVERSTOCKAOE r'nOni.E.i

Mr. SiKys. Secretary MeNamara issued a directive on November 24,
1967, on the utilization and redistribution of excess material in thie
Pacific area. Was this the beginning of the Army's interest in this matter or had the Army identified the problem and taken steps prior to
that time?
General TAYLOR. The Army had taken steps prior to that time. I
refer to General 4Hayes' comments concerning the project where we
sent civilian enmplovees from the Army Materiel Command as Project
Counter, to start the inventorying of these supplies.
Mr. SImEs. When'was that?

General

HAYES.

It was during the period when I was with AMC

that they were over there. I could find out specifically when the first
team went. Project Counter-. got to Vietnam in 1907.
General TAYLOR. May we verify the dates?
Mr. SIKES. Yes 2 for the record.
(The information follows:)
Project Cutin er Team
Vietnam:

Date arrived in country

I
-------------------------------------------II -----------------------------------------------II
-----------------------------------------IV -----------------------------------------Thailand:
--------------------------------------------ii ---------------------------------------------

Mar. 18-24, 1067
Sept. 29, 1967
Feb. 3-4, 1968
July 5-6, 19068
any 29, 1967
June 3, 1908

Mr. SiKEs. Provide, if you will, for the record your estimate of

the overstockage at the time the Army iniltiated its own efforts, the

amount of overstockage as of the date of Mr. McNamara's directive
of November 24, and the :ifotnt of overstockage at the time the forinor Assistant Secretary of Defense, Mr. Morris, made his inspection
trip in the spring of 1968.
('V1'e iniformation f6llows:)

It I4 estimated that $570 million of long supilh,.4 exist((d In Vletlnam at tlhe
time of the initial (lsl1t 'h 'Of l'roJect Couiter reams Mari 1S-24, 11167). Alproximately $520 Million of long supplies existed In November 24, 1967, following
evacuation of material begi-nitg In .uly 1907. At the tit!i of the Inspetlon trip
of former Assistnait Seeretvry of Defense Morrl., June 24-July 0, 10S6S, retrograde shipments would have reduced thie overstockage to $435 million. It should
be noted that these dollar estimates nmy Include sonie Items funded by ailprdprl-

ations other than 0. &M.A.
Mr. Liiscomuii. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SiKEs. Yes, Mr. Lipscomb.

STOCICAGH AND PIPELINE OBJEOTIVE IN VIETNAM

Mr. Lwisco~m. I believe they were going to give us an estimated
figure for the stock that is overstockage now. Do you have a figure
for that?
General HAYES. I do not lhtave a figure. The inventory was completed about the 14th of January. General Heiser, the Commanding
General of the First Logistics Command over there, is now computing
his requirements based on a level that ie wants to hold, based on
days of stock in Vietnam.
present conditions, of not to exceed
It may be that supplies are "long"; that is, longer than the requisitioning objectives in Vietnam, but not truly excess as far as the
requirements for all the troops in the Pacific are concerned.
Mr. SIKES. What period do you consider the optimum objective for
stockage in Vietnam now?
day level is now the optnnmln-that we
General HAYES. Tihe
are shooting at, both to get up to in certain cases and to stay at in
others.
Mr. Sii cs. Does that apply to all types of supplies?
General HAYES. No, sir. By and large, 1 can give you the specific
breakdown by category.
Mr. SIKES. Supply it for the record.
1(The information is classified and was provided the committee.)
Mr. SInEs. Do you have further questions on this subject, Mr.
Lipscomb?
da.ys now. What was it a year ago?
Mr. Lw, sco3!B. It is
General HAYES. I would estimate it would have run approximately
. The reason I hesitate is because there are authorized retentioil
levels in addition to the normal operating levels which were being held
in-country. The retention level is the quantity above the requisitioning
objective that General Heiser is trying to rduce as long supplies incountry.
dlys?
Mr. LArscorn. In broad terms, a year ago it was alout
General HAYES. On the average.
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Mr. LIpsco.%io. On the average, what was it in 1067 or 1066
General HAYES. I don't know, sir. I can try to find out.
General TAYLOR. Well, we will try to find out, Mr. Lipscomb. I don't

know whether we would actually know.
(The information is classified and was provided the committee.)

EXCESS NOT DISCLOSED TO COMIfITTEE DURING HEARINGS ON 1069
REQUEST

established,
on
which we
Mr. LIPSCOMB. According to testifying,
you stated
Taylor,
22, 1968, when you were the recordGeneral
April
the reduction in stockage levels in Vietnam represented a decrease of
70 days in the Vietnam pipeline.
General TAkYion. Yes, sir; that is true.
Mr. LIPscoO. Also in getting down to this matter last year it was

asked "Why was there ivduction made in the pipeline?" All we were
told was: tiat it improved our supply system, we have improved our
delivery system, we have improved our ports in Vietnam, and therefore
some reduction could be taken in that area.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. LpscO i. That was in April. Do you mean that you did not know
we had an overage a year ago?
General TtYLOR. Yes sir
Mr. LiPscosm. Why didn't it come up at that time?
General TAYrOR. In our budget, as I testified there, the pipeline

which is calculated to represent so many dollars to support tho. pipeline
in numbers of days from the continental United States into Southeast
Asia at that time, as I recall the pipeline was calculated to be at about
days, Mr. Lipscomb. In that budget, which is the fiscal year
days.
1969 budget, we had reduced that 70 days to- ays?
Mr. Lipsco3m. What is the
General TAYiOR. The reduction from

days in the pipeline

to
- days represents the 70-day reduction that I was speaking
to at that time.
Mr. Luscomii. I don't want to get this confused,

the

-

days?

but what about

General HAYES. That is total level of supplies that would be re-

tained in-country.
General TAYLOR. That is in-country, on the ground, as opposed to
the time that it takes to get it from the continental United States
into the country.
Mr. LiPsCOMB. If you reduce the pipeline figure--that is what we
are talking about-getting it out of this country into the other country; is that right?
General HAYS. That is correct; yes sir. That has been reduced, the
pipeline.
General TAYLO. The pipeline.
General HAYES. Continental United States to Vietnam.
Mr. LiPsCOMB. Yes, f rom the continental United States to Vietnam, that is the pipeline.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lipsco~m. A year ago you reduced that by 70 days?

General

TAYLOR.

by 70 days; yes, sir.
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Mr. LiPscO. n. So the reason that you reduced it a year ago was
because the Army had too much stock in-country. That is what you
told me today.
General TAYLOR. Sir-and I would like to have General Hayes
check me on this, when I talk about pipeline-this really is the result
of a more efficient system of tranmitting reqisitimns to the supply
source from the stanldpoiit of packing, cratinfthe supplies, and getting them on their way to Southeast Asia. This represents that nmnber of days' reduction.
99 GUSTIMATEF. OF OVERSTOCKAGE

MN1r. LIPSCOMi.

What I aill trying to get to here, is how do you

justify to this committee the appropriating of large sums of money

for supplies to our forces in Vietnam when we should have known a
your request
reduced
You was
there?
oversupply
ago that
year
it mentionedthat
not once
miillhonbut
$2062
1969had
by an
year we
"for fiscl
an oversupply.
had
thlft. because
reducedT,%Yxron.
Nyo General
Sir, atwe
that
time I think we were aware that there
were long supplies developing in Southeast Asia, but at that time we
or
by commodity,
represented
did not, know what tlose long supplies
had been
then discussing
what they were. The budget that we were
based upon what we had known up to that period of time, as to past
experience in Southeast Asia. As it developed from that point onand you were quoting the April testimony, I believe you said-further
actions were taken to the point where now we have, as General Hayes
jitentionedl, completed the inventory and we havetaken further reductions on what we estimated as being usable out there. I would not sit
here today and say that we are 100 percent right in the calculation
that we have made because I still do not know what the actual usable
long sul)plies are.
Mr. LwIscorM. All you have told us here today is that the Army has
a lot of supplies overstocked in Vietnam and you are going to put the
ppfticulalrs in the record. We work here with dollars. You have not
gv'en us any dollar amounts. We now are just working on a hit or
miss basis; isn't that right, right at this moment? You are just
guessing.
General TA%'moIt. Yes, sir; other than the amount of money that I
mentioned which has been reduced as a result of these actions.
Mr. Lisco.rn. Yes. You have reduced the amount, a decrease of
$512.9 million.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lip.co-tis. That is $512,900,000. But you have no idea how you
did it.
General TAYLOR. No, sir. This was a judgment factor. This is a judgment. at the time the budget was made up.
One of the things that we are uncomfortable about is the fact that
while there are long supplies, Mr. Lipscomb, there is a difference between. long.supplies and usable long supplies. The problem stems from
the little history which I mentioned a little bit ago when we had the
PUSH supply system of items being sent out there unrequisitioned,
shipped out there. Undoubtedly there were items included in those
shipments that were not needed and could not be used by the troops
with the equipment that they took incountry.

Mr. Lirsco,.N. I am getting a little tired of working on the supplemental budget basis, Mr. Chairman. The next thing we know, we will
have another supplemental budget ii here that we have got to work
.onin a hurry in order to get help to our men in Vietnam. It just seems
inconceivable to me that with all the computers, accountants, and technicians and all of the compiled statistical data that we have over in
the Pentagon, or have had, that now at this date we are told of a great
oversupply and overstockage, an excess of stock; and yet the combat
intensity over there, as far as I can tell, is still pretty high. It just
does not make sense to me.
But I should be ableto think it out, probably.
General TAYLOR. No, sir. May I respond?
MNr. LirsinB. Yes, I would be lad t"ohave you respond.
General TAYLOR. Mr. Lipscomb, this is the first time in the history
of our country that we have ever conducted a war where" we have
attempted for'the first time to institute in an active theater of operations any type of financial inventory accotifting or actual monetary
controls. Even this was not started ultil, I guess it was, 1968.
General HAYES. 1968; right.
General TAYLOR. 1968, after the war had been going on for a period
of 2 years, we are now attempting to do this. I think we are well on
the way. But this is part of our problem. We have never attempted to
have an actual inventory of supplies on .hand in an active theater of
operations, nor have we attempted in the past to maintain a strict
monetary accounting system in-country. We actually have not instituted financial accolning, per so, in-country, but it is in the theater
at IIeadquarters USARPAC at this particular time and we are now
starting to make improvements. I am not trying to tell you that we will
be perfect because I would be foolish.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. I do not expect you to. You just happen to be across
the table. I am not being critical of the present officers but I have
never before been under the impression, sitting on this side of the table,
that we have been other than carefully prudent about appropriating
money and sending supplies necessary to our men over there. I thought
that, the Department had the best available system to do this-to get
these supplies over there. In fact, I have thought from time-to-time
that we have been too close in what we sent. There was a time a few
years back they were Ahort of clothes, and they were short of ammunition in some areas. You remember tho shortages tfilk.
Well, at. that time we were being criticized because we were holding
it too much in line. So I have never had the impression that we have
been ju.st shipping supplies out, tires and all the rest of these things,
without adequate authorization or adequate invoices and whatever
you use to account.
General TAYLOR. Sir, it was only that early period of time that this
happened, until such time as we could get the thing under control.
Mr. Lipsco,%n. This really intensified in 1965, did it not? Did it
start in 1965?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir. That is when we started to put combat
troop s into South Vietnam.

BASIS FOR ESTIMATING OVERSTOCKAGE
Afr. LiPSCOMB. I think how we got into ll1 this was the fact that I
wanted to get down to some realistic, basic facts as to how youmade the
decision or made the estimate of the decline in the level of combat intensity plus the continued drawdown of stockage already in-theater.
I think all wecan do now is say it is a guesstimate.
General TAYLOR. Sir, this is a judgment, it is estimated. It was
based pretty much on the last three quarters of calendar 1968 combat
intensity at that time.
Mr. IrPsCOMB. How much did the Army ask for in their original
budget in this area?
General TAYLOR. For "Operations and maititenance, Army" sir?
Mr. LiPsCOMB. Right in this area that we are-discussing here, budget
program 2000.
General TAYLOR. Sir, I do not have the budget program 2000 figure.
I have the overall figure.
Mr. LiPsCO3IB. Ifyou do not have it, could you for the record indicate what the original request was for budget program 2000-Operating forces, what the Office of the Secretary of Defense cut, what you
reclaimed and what the figure is now?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir. Now, this is with relation to the supply
problem or the total program, the total 2000 program?

M[r.

LiPscoxB.

You say this in your statement: $2,974 million re-

quested for budget program 2000 in fiscal year 1970 is a net decrease
of $512,900,000, the totalfor Operating forces.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir; I will be happy to furnish it.

MNr. LIPSCOMB. The Army did ask for more, did it not?
General TAYLOR. Ye.s, sir; yes.

Mr. LiPSCOUM. So somebody else discovered the overstockage.
General TAYLOR. I am sorry,sir?

Mfr. LiPsco.NI. Somebody other than the Army must have discovered the overstockage then, or you would not have asked for more.
General TAYLOR. No, sir; no sir. The Army knew that they had a
long supply situation, Mr. Lipscomb, and, did take it into consideration. It is an estimate, however; as always, there are different judgments at different levels and the figure is finely arrived at.
DEFENSE DEPARTMENT REDUCTIONS TO ARMY REQUEST

M[r. LIPSCOxl. Could you also include the itemized list of what was
reduced by the Office of the Secretary of Defense and what you
reclaimed I
General TAYLoR. Yes, sir; we will be happy to.
(The information follows:)
The fiscal year 1970 "Operation and maintenance," Army budget program 2000
submission to Office of the Secretary of Defense was $3,662.3 million. Various
budget reductions totaled $712 million. The Army reclaimed $827.1 million and
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$23.7 million was restored. The budget program 2000 submission to Congress is
$2,974 million.
IIl thousands of dollars)

Army
reclama

0SD
adjustments

Budget decisions

OS
restoration

Operation, Tactical Forces aircraft......................... -128
..................
Other support activities...........................................
-7,797
7,797
+842
Revolutionary development cadre-RV .............................
+2,694
9,100 ..............
JCS directed and coordinated exercises .......................
-9,000..................
Classified project ...............................................
+50 ...........................
RVN suppliesand materiel ........................................
-252,700
211,100.........
Air pollution abatement program ............................228..................
Army civil defense training ........................................
-92
30............
Real property maintenance .........................................
-34,398
34, 398 ..............
Automatic data processing .........................................
-11,400
11,400.........
Reactor support activities ...............................
+1700
1000.........
Air Defense Forces ................................................
-409
158 ..............
SENTINEL .......................................................
+69
-69 ..............
Man-year csts ..................................................
-2,859 ............................
Military assistance activities........................................
+6,700 ............................
Administration and associated activities .............................
-905
905
+228
Reduction of costs in Europe ........................................
-31,455
13,222
+10,869
General Purpose Forces ............................................
-155,103
7,499
+10. 500
Additional submissions...
............................
-19,845
9,100
+2,052
Strategic and Reserve Fores air defense
.....................
-10,624
10, 286
-552
General Purpose Forces air defense ................................
-9,992
9,992 .........
Civilian employment ...............................................
-3,169
3,169 ..............
Southeast Asia attrition and consumption .................... -16000..................

Miscellaneous ...............................................

Total ......................................................

.........-251

-387.....

-- 711,950

327,087

+23,688

The $512,900,000 is a net decrease between the fiscal year 1969 estimate of

$3,486,900,000 and the fiscal year 1970 request of $2,974,000,000 and is the result
of the following:
Decrea8e8:

Maintenance of real property

------------------------------

Southeast Asia requirements -----------------------------Air defense batteries -------------------------------------

Total

-------------------------------------------

$34, 398,000

513,900, 000
5,971,000

554,269,000

Addttiont:

Repair parts for new equipment ----------------------------Logistical support, overseas dependent education ----------------Replacement of subdued Insignia

Pershing program

-----------------------------

----------------------------------------

Army target missile systems -------------------------------SENTIN L
---------------------------------------------

Field exercises -

Special tactical activities
Total

------------------------------------

12, ",6, 000
4, 184,000
1, 80, 000

9,554,00o

15, 139, 000
7,531,000

490,00

225, 000

--------------------------------------------

41,369,000

-------------------------------------

512, 900,000

Net decrease

PROBLEM OF UTILIZING LONG SUPPLY ITEMS

General HAYES. May I raise one point, Mr. Lipscomb, since I am
the one who is handling the PURM-PURA project--though I am not
defending the program 2000 budget. There is one thing that should
always be kept in mind. Despite how good this catalog is and how
much excellence there is, you cannot use one of these items to meet some
other requirement except very seldom as a substitute. So if General
Blanchard's people need supplies to support them that are not on this
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list, they have got to have funds to get them or else we are going to
be back in the zero balance situation.
Mr. LIpscobt. Your example of a paper cup sure is not a good
example-

General HAYES. No, sir.

Mr. Lwscou-n (continuing). Because I should think they could use
a p'tper cup almost regardless of size.
General IHAYES. They can, and we are forcing them to do it.
MXr. LlScoMn. But you did use paper cups as an example.
General HAYES. Yes, because paper cups was one of the things that
got into long supply.
Mr. LLPsCOMB. hope that there are instructions out that if they
do not have the right size they can use anothersize.
General H-Ii~s. Yes, sir.
General TAYLOR. There certainly are.
Mr. LiPSCoB. But that is not the way your testimony was represented.
General HAYES. No; I think you misunderstood me. What I said
wits when you requisition solely with a Federal stock number and you
do not get a hit at your primary source of supply, the machines have
no way of looking and telling that there is another size that can be
used. This takes somebody to do that and it takes a knowledge that
the long supply is available some place else.
Mr. LiPscomB. That is all I have.
SHIP TURN."AROUND TIME IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. SIKFs. For a time we had a great deal of problems with sldps
awaiting dock space to unload in Southeast Asia. . assume that prob-

lem has been under control for some time. What .i the present aver-

age length of time, the turnaround time, for a ship mi port?
General TAYLOR. General Hayes, can you answer that? Is it 7 days
General HAYES. It varies I think by the type of commodity being
unloaded.
Mr. SIxES. In 1965 ships sometimes were held up for 60, 80 days.
What is the situation now?
General HAYFS. Essentially the ships are not held up, tied up any
longer than it takes to normally unload the ship. Reefers are a little
bit different from the POL ships, or standard cargo ships.
Mr. SIKS. I understand. There is no waiting for space to get to
the dock and unload?
General HAYES. No, sir.
General TAYLOR. Normally not; no, sir.
Mr. SIXES. Then it should average about 10 days, I would assume.
General TAYLOR. I was thinking 7 days but I would like to verify
that figure also.
Mr. -SIKEs. Very well.
(The information follows:)
The current average turnaround time for cargo ships in RVN is 10.2 days.
COMBAT RATES ASSUMED IN FISCAL YEAR 1970

Mr. SInE. Is this budget based on the anticipation of continued
combat in Vietnam through fiscal year 1970?
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General TAYLOR. Sir, it is; it is based upon combat through fiscal
1970, but at reduced intensity rates as compared to the present time.
Mr. SIREs. What would happen to your estimates if th Paris peace
talks should suddenly become productive: They have not ben so in
all the months'they have been in progress, but if they should and
there should be peace at the end of calendar 1969, then what would
that do to your figures)?
General TAYLOR. Sir, I would say that we would have to sit down,
based on the planning of how troops were to be redeployed and recalculate the btidget. There would certainly be some savings, particularly
from the coat
consumption point of view. However, there would
be
additional
costs
the standpoint of retrograding equipment,
getting it ready for from
retrograde retirograding it, as well as deploying
troops. So while I think them Would probably be some savings, there
would be offsets in order to get them out of there.
Mr. SIRES. But this budget is based on a continuation of combat
throughout fiscal 1970.
General TAYLOR. Yes.
Mr. SIRES. I think wisely so. We have seen nothing to give very
much hope that there will be a change.
Mr. LrPscOBIB.. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
SUPPORT OF FREE WORLD FORCES

Mr. SIxEs. Do the increases in the current budget for Vietnam represent increases in Vietnamese forces or for increased levels of activity
by Vietnamese forces, or both?
General TAYLOR. Sir, I thihk that would be answered both, because
there is an increase in the RVNAF strength to a figure of
for
fiscal 1970.
Mr. SIRES. Will you provide a breakdown of the two?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The increases in the current budget are best divided Into costs of increased
logistical support (which represents greater firepower, mobility, and communications from modernization) and costs of increased strength (which reflect
greater numbers actively engaging enemy forces).
Strength Increase
----------------------------------------- +$32. 8
Logistic support
-------------------------------------------+3. 0
Total

-----------------------------------------------

+35. 8

Mr. SiKEs. Are there increases in this budget for the forces of other
Southeast Asian countries?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir, there are.
Mr. SiKES. Will you provide a breakdown for the record on that?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
(The information is classified and was provided the committee.)
REDUCED LEVELS OF COMBAT ACTIVITY IN FISCAL YEAR 1070

Mr. SIXES. I note on page 2 of your statement you speak of the
decrease of $570 million from the revised fiscal year 1969 level of
funding as representing changing patterns of combat activity and

revised loss projections. At the end of that paragraph you say that
there is an increase of $35.8 million because of buildup in modernization of the Vietnamese armed forces.
I would assume, but I would like for you to substantiate this, that
you are not saying that we can accomplish as much for $35.8 million
in support of the Vietnanese forces as we could for $570 million for
our own forces? There is no connection between the two?
General TAYLOR. No, sir. This is phase I modernization program,
this $35 million that you al'e looking at. It has to do with'the
strength which is a part of that profram and, it also has to do with
transportation items for equipment beig finished to those people.
So it would fall in budget program 2000 and 2200. There may be a
little amount in 2100 for trainfng.
REDUCTION IN FUNDS DUE TO ANTICIPATED USE OF LONG SUPPLIES

Mr. SiIRES. Let me explore this from another direction. The Army
is presenting a budget request $467,941,00Kbelow the current estimated
for fiscal year 1969. To what extent do these reductions result from
the fact that we have overfunded in recent years, principally in the
area
of Operating
and General Supply Activlties?
General
TAYLO. Forces
Sir, since
we have some long supplies, this could he
I presume, interpreted as overfunding but certainly not to our knowledge at the time. We had to pay for whatever was shipped out there
and it was shipped on a need basis.
Mr. SIncs. I would assume that this is pihiarily based on a reduced
level of activity rather than overfunding.
General TAYLOR. Tie net reduction of $468 million that you speak
of here, yes, sir; that is related to reduced activity and the long
supPlies.
Mlr. SIRES. And not to overfunding?
General TAYLOR. No, sir; no.
i'. SIK S. Is there any connection
General TAYLOR. It is a difficult question for me to answer, sir.
Mir. SIK s. Do you want to prepare an answer for the record?
General TAYLOR. We do have long supplies out there and we. are
going to utilize those to the extent that we can so that part of that $468
million is a reduction because of that and the balance would beMr. SIKEs. Tell us for the record what part of it is oversupply, if
you can do so.
General TAYLOR. Very well. I will attempt to develop that.
(The information follows:)
That part of the $468 million reduction specifically associated with the
projected uttlizatlon of excess supplies on hand Is $173.6 million.
Possumvi'v o' r',uiwriEn iiru

'r R.:

('rioxs

Mr. SirEs. Has this budget request been scrubbed sufficiently by the
Army and the Office of Secretary of Defense so that you feel "it
is the
minimum at which the Army can operate at the foreseen level of operationst
General TAYLOR. Sir, if these assumptions we have made materialize,
we will be able to get by, in our opinion.
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Mr. SnXs. You think this is the minimum on which you can get by?

General TAYLOR. I think this is the bare minimum.
Mr. LIrscoMB. General, you are already aware of the fact that there

are proposed additional cuts and increases, both, in your budget. So
your answer concerns me a little bit.

General TAYLOr. Sir, depending upon what these final decisions are,

I think they will relate to program. Now, if program is reduced you
can also reduce funcds, but it depends on what program is rediiced as
to what funds can be reduced. Have I helped you any?
Mr. LirrsCOrB. I want to be sure that the record is clear. You say

that your budget is air a very minimum. You also say in your closing
that if the combat intensifies that you will need more money. You
say that there is no leeway no flexibilty left with your request as it
4ow stands and today is Niarch 26. Now, we are going to show a reduction from what you were talking about and it is going to be classifled, much of it. So it concerns me how this record is going to look.
We cannot talk about some of these things item for item on the floor
of the House and substantiate the Army's request.
General TAYLOR. Sir, I can only respond by saying that the budget
that we are talking about today, which was submitted to the Congress
in January, was based upon combat in Southeast Asia for the full
year of fiscal 1970 with reductions having been taken on an estimated
long supply availability, usable long supply availability, and on decreasing combat intensity. If those assumptions materialize based upon
this budget we are talking about now, I would think that we could
probably get by with the funds we are requesting. Now, when we move
from that point to the current budget review that is going on-and
my not having firm final decisions I am saying that if the Secretary of
Defense and the President do maie program changes downward then
funds relating to those program changes downward would come out
of the budget. By the same token, if they change a program to increase it or add something new, then additional funds to go along
with that decision would be required.
Mr. Lipscomm. Would it be correct to say that in actuality your
budget hasn't been, as the chairman said completely scrubbed, that
there are programs that would be desired by the Army but are not
absolutel necessary For example, the Civilian Career Executive Institute, this wouldn't break the Army if it was canceled, would it?
General TAYLOR. No, sir.

Mr. LipscoO

. Or if we did not start Project Value or'if we did not

put so much into Project Transition or Pro'ect 100,000? In other

words, we could scrub these down a little bit and it would not affect the
capability of the Army; isn't that right I
General TAYLOR. To conduct a war; no, sir.
Mr. Ln'sco~m. All right. We are talking about the whole budget.

General TAiLOR. This is the best estimate known 'to us at the
time the budget was submitted, sir, based upon approved programs.
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Mr. LiPscoMB. What we are trying to do here is to maintain a high
level of capability for the military to perform its obligation to our
country.
General TAYLOR. We would concur in that.
Mr. SIKES. And credibility.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. And credibility.
So the fact is that on some items that may not have a high priority,
it could be scrubbed a little further without endangering that capability.
General TAYLoR. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Have you completed your answer?
General TAYLOR. We were talking about a decrease in this budget..

Mr. SixES. This estimate is based on a reduced level of combat

overseas. Are there any other areas in which a reduction in costs is reflected, or is the committee to assume that all other costs are up this
year; wages, shipping costs, et cetera ?
GeneralRAY oR. No, sir; there are other reductions, sir.
Mr. SIRES. W here?
General TAYLOW 1'our1
pOrioZs
r
account. In 1968 and 1969
we had a mai
ance repair floor in the Wet of $280 million. In 1970
we are usin a request of $225 million, or a
uction of $55 million.

M SIR
don't ou p ,pare a statement forhe record which
will show any ot er are s, whe_ the are actual re detions in cost.
Al
toll us
1-ve
ese re c ions.
n outline for
creases s h as wages,
are o
us percentagewise, th

sh ping, etcetera..
ener

;k

R. I

(The inf rmatio

do-

litWW

t; yes s r.

ollowing a e si flca area'j, othe
a
ose based upon a reduced level
of
nbat acti 1tyin 8out
tA
ch ret!
reduced c sts in the fiscal
yea 1970 budget as compared
e re ised fiscal ear 1969 udget.
-

Item
Maintenance of rea

-_' operty .......

n Year
e . .. . .. .11.3
Al
. ..ef. ..

Dolla amounts i milions]
auction Reason
$54.6 Reduction based on the

st of projects com ished In fiscal

1968 that woul ave been financed in fisca year 1970.
FIscal yqar
vls resulting from the Inactivation of the 25
qi
as In 811
year 1969.
year 1970svlngs resulting from the reduction of the air
defense system |-.
1.4 Reductlon. Inthe. number o Army personnel to be trained at

22.3
Protesslonal training .............
Air transportation services..: ......
Civilian employment ...............
Cargo handling ...................

.

Rate reducton (or commercial mill and for cargo end passengers
flown by the Military Airlift Command.
Reduction achieved through Increased productivity, management

improvement actions, and program reductions.
Reduction In Industrial-fund rate structure. •
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Many of the cost rate changes from fiscal year 1969 are unidentifiable in the
budget per se. Following is a tabulation of those that can be identified:
Ohanoe
Iten

Medicare

(percent)

-----------------------------------------------------

Ungraded civilian personnel wages -----------------------------Shipping (transportation) : I
Military Airlift Command:
Cargo
-----------------------------------------------Passengers
-------------------------------------------Commercial airmail
-----------------------------------------Cargo handling
-----------------------------------------------

+0. 8

+2. 5
2.7
9. 3
20. 0
0.4

' Thege costs rate changes were effective Jan. 1. 1069.

However, many of the program or project increases In fiscal year 1970 can be
compared to the estimated fiscal year 1969 costs on a percentage basis. These Increases, reflecting both the level of activity and the rate changes are as follows:
Change
(percent)

Itcm

Armywide communications

-------------------------------------

Overseas dependent education
---------------------------------Intelligence and mapping activities ....Medicare
-------------------------------------------------Project transition
-------------------------------------------

SAVINGS T1111501! n-EJ

M.
t1,1

+9. 2

+30. 0
+12.
+21.5

5

.AGE,1RXT

Mr. SIKE:S. Has the Army initiated, during the current fiscal year,

any new management .improvement or other practices which are intended to improve efficiency and contribute to cost reductions in 0. &
M..? Items such as communications systems and autonlatic data processing programs which we discussed last year, in this connection?
What has happened in this general field of cost reduction since we were
together last year?
General tLx'iws. As far as ongoing programs for cost reduction, of
course, the regular OSD program for cost reduction is continuing in
1969-70.
Mr. SIKES. I want to know what the Army has done on its own in

the last 12 months to reflect reductions in 0. & M. activities.
General TAYLOR. Offhand, sir, I cannot give you any projects but I
can go back to the beginning of tile fiscal year with the Revenue and
Expenditure Control Act, with which I am sure you are most familiar.
Reductions were taken in the Army's budget at that time, which involved operations as well-as civilian employees.
I am sure that we have improvements. I regret that I just cannot
give you definite projects here today.
Mr. Sixes. If you can locate them will you list them for the record?
General TAYLOR. I certainly will.
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(The information follows:)
SAVINGS FROM MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENTS

The Army estimates a cumulative total savings of $10,783,000 during the first
two quarters of fiscal year 1969 as a result of Army initiated practices to reduce
operations and maintenance costs and achieve greater efficiencies. The following
are selected examples of Improvements included in the $16.8 million:
Savings in
'ltlo

thousand

$353. 9
Private 'line service rather than AUTOVON -------------------1,241.2
Manual review of nchine programed stock accounting ledgers2, 211.3
Application of value engineering techniques ------------------2, 825. 9
Piggyback air shipment of UII-1 helicopter to RVN -----------ADP systems Improvements such as purchase rather than lease of
components; replacement of equipment with newer and faster
equipment; and Intense review of recurring reports to reduce
769. 7
their frequency and required copies ------------------------2, 820. 0
6. Elimination of 11 general supply support units ----------------240. 0
7. Intensified management of replacement closing Issue points -------8. Management improvements in the maintenance of real )rolierty----- 592. 0
450. 5
9. Revision of automated control of trainees system ----------------871. 0
10. Merger of certain headquarters element. In USAREUR -----------In addition to the improvement actions listed above that are identified as
specific savings to 0. & M., all of the Army's management practices and systems
contribute, either directly or indirectly, to the many facets of the Army's program
funded by the 0. & M. appropriation. These contribUtions, although not always
quantifiable in dollar savings, improve efficiency, enhance the decisionmaking
process, and greatly facilitate the acquisition and utilization of Army manpower
and materiel resources. The following operational management improvements are
representative of the tremendous effort the Army is making in this field:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

TITLE AND DESCRIIION

1. Force accounting system: Provides a single authoritative source for force
structure data.
2. The Army authorization document system: Defines the requirements and
authorizations for all Army units in being and the programed force projected 1
and 2 years into the future.
3. Cancellation of unessential reporting burdens :Objective is to reduce reporting workload. To date in fiscal year 1969, an estimated 40,000 man-hours have
been made available for more productive work through the elimination or revision
of various reports.
4. Program to improve the management of Army resources: The recommendations of this project currently being implemented will improve the efficiency of
the planning, programing, and budgeting of all Army appropriations.
5. Modular force planning system: Provides an accurate and responsive
method of determining the support force required for a specified number and type
of combat battalions within a theater of operation.
6. New equipment personnel requirements summary: This automated system
computes the impact on Army manpower programs caused by the planned introduction of new equipment into the Army force structure.
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INCREASES

Mr. SIKES. You state on page 2 that the fiscal year 1970 request
includes an estimated $4,228 million for the Isupport of Southeast
Asia-related activities, a decrease of $570 million below the revised
estimate for Southeast Asia for fiscal 1969. Would this indicate that,
all of the reductions for 1970 were made in the Southeast Asia area
and that, in fact, you have increased the request for support of activities in areas other than Southeast Asia by $102 million? Is that a
correct assumption?
General TAYLOR. Sir, we had a net decrease in Southeast Asia of
$570 million. I am rounding this number. We had a net increase in
non-Southeast Asia of $102 million, for a not reduction of $468 million
in the budget.
Mr. SncEs. You have increased areas other than Southeast Asia. Is
this a necessary thing?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir. I can enumerate those increases, sir.
Mr. SIKES. For the record.
General TAYLOR. Very well, sir.
(Tie information follows:)
The Increase in non-Southeast Asia activities of $102 million Is a net figure.

Significant items Included In that net Increase are:

Increase in
Hom
millions
International military headquarters of NATO -----------------------$28. 7
Overseas dependent education ---------------------------------------20. 8
Sentinel
--------------------------------------------------26. 9
Medical workload/niedicare/hospital equipment ----------------------14.7
Support/occupancy of Government buildings ---------------------5. 0

Projects value, transition, and subdued insignia ----------------------

4.0

Mr. SnKc~s. Thank you very much, gentlemen.

The committee will be in recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow.
WEDNESDAY, MAR01! 26,

Tnoor WrrnDRAWALs Fnoto

1969.

VETNAM

Mr. SiR s. General Taylor, yesterday we discussed troop strength
and its effect on operation an maintenance cost in Southeast Asia.
The press has been rather full of speculation about possible troop
withdrawals. There seems to be something in the air that there may be
some troop withdrawals. Does this budget envision any such troop
withdrawals?
General TAYLOR. No, Mr. Chairman. The fiscal 1970 budget does not.

As a matter of fact, the budget is intended to support U.S. forces incountry at approximately
troops and also the Vietnanmese troops that I spoke of yesterday.
Mr. SnKs. General Taylor, will you prepare for the record some
estimates on the effect of the withdrawals of, say, 50,000 troops, starting on July 1, 1969, or on January 1, 1970. Can you 'do that?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir. Unless you would give me the guidelines,
there is phasing involved, Mr. Chairman, and we would start, as I
understand your question, withdrawal on July I or January 1 for that
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number of troops, but I do not believe we are capable of getting that
number out on that (late.
Mr. Siuis. I know that. Tiis has to be a phased operation. We understand that.
General T', 4 mo.Yes, sir.
Mr. Siu-:s. What we want is a ball park figure. We know you camot,
give us exact, figures.
General TAYL011. I will do that starting July 1, 19069, and ,Jaminry
1, 1970.
(The information follows:)
The following Is farnisled itresponse to a hypothtlenl question concerning the
withdrawal of 50,000 troops from Vietnam:
By withdrawing these troops from Vietnam beginning July 1, 1960, but rethinhig them lit
the Arny, approximately $230 million it operating appropriations would be saved in the fiscal year 1070 budget. By wlthdrawlng these
troops beginning January 1, 1970, approximately $100 million In operating
ippropriatons would be saved it the fiscal year 1070 budget.
These estimates are based on a phased withdrawal of troops between July 1,
1096, and December 31, 1969, and between January 1, 1070, and June 30, 1070.

CIVILIAW EMPLOYMENT

Mr. SImys. Turning to the subject of civilian employment, General
Taylor, what has been the Army's reduct ion in civilian l)ersolnel
strength as a result of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of
1968 F
General T1%Yrii.Mr. Chairman, I have a representative from the
Assistant Chief of Staff for Force ])eWeloplment in charge of that
program. If I may, I would like him to respond.
[r. Snms. Of course. The committee expects you to call on your
back-up witnesses at any time you need them.
Mr. Somciw. Under the operation of section 201 of Public Law
904463, the results of which are reflected in the 1969 colimin of the
estimate, the Army has reduced 12,936 end strength. This is the iumber lower than we would have had without the operation of this law.
In the appropriation, "Operation and maintenance, Army," the proporfionate amount of this projected decrease is 7,989. The total estimate
for all personnel in the Department. of the Army is lower by alpproximately 13000. That is in the full-time permanent category of
employees.
Mr. SIRES. How close is the Army to the June 30, 19060, coiling on
civilian personnel?
Mr. kSoniw. We are attritting at the rate of approxim ately 4 per-

cent a year. The latest figures 1 have are through the months of Janular1y. W~e are slightly above the Projected sav~ting anticipated in this
esti"Inate, but weo expect to get down by the end of February. All of
the February data 'Isnot in yet. Due to the surgeo in retirements whih
w~e experienced in February, we think we wil be just about on the
tar ot that we anticipated.
Tsyou knowA the public law does not require actual reductions in
force. It depen s'on actual attrition. Our attrition experience is just
about what we anticipated it would be. Roughly 1 percent a mnont.
Mr. GARRITY. Are you projecting that, you M1l meet your June
1966, ceiling?
80-088-69-pt. 2---4

80,
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Mr. SORKIN. I think we will be very close to it. Of course, you cannot
ever project the rate at which employees will quit, but we seem to be
running, I would guess, within 400 or 500 of the number we anticipated
in this estimate.
SOUTHEAST ASIA EMPLOYEES EXEMPT FROM REDUCTION

Mr. SIKES. How many employees does the Army now have in Southeast Asia who are exempt from the provisions of the Revenue and
Expenditure Control Act?
Mr. SoRKN. Included in this estimate are 57,566 employees whom
we consider exempt under the Russell amendment to the Appropriation Act.
' these are people physically located in the Southeast Asia countries.
Mir. SIKES. Is that an increase or a decrease over the number on
board last year?
Mr. SoitKiN. Sir, it is nn increase.
Mr. SIKES. How much of an increase? What were the figures last
year?
Mr. SOnKIN. The 57 566 number is approximately 17,000 higher than
the number we actually had on board June 30, 1968. However, it is
not an increase over the number we had in the original 1969 budget
request. In other words, we are still programing the same numbers
of people for the Southeast Asia countries that we had in the original
budget request.
A11 of these people, of course, were not on board when we started
the fiscal year, which means we still have quite a bit of hiring to do,
particularly in Vietnam.
Mr. SIKES. What is your proposed level for the end of fiscal year
1970 in Southeast Asia?
Mr. SORKIN. The numbers there would go down by approximately
11/2 percent. Again, we programed the same numbers of people in
Southeast Asia in fiscal 1970. However, the Army was required to
assess the normal productivity reduction, which is approximately 1.6
percent. So, we are about 11/2 percent lower in 1970 than we were
in 1969.
REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE CONTROL ACT

Mr. LiPsCOMNB. General, for the record, could you put in the following tables:
The reduction applicable to the 1969 0. & Mf. appropriation resultinmo from the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The reduction applicable to the O&MA under the Revenue and Expenditure
Control Act of 1968 for fiscal year 1969 is $400.0 million In NOA and $375.5
million In Outlays.

OTHER PERSONNEL COMPENSATION

Mr. Lrpsconm. A breakdown of other personnel compensation which
is shown on page 5 of the justification book in the amount of
$108,762,000.
General TAYLOR. I will, sir.
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Mr. LiPscomB. Also, how much for overtime.
General 'TAY.OR. Yes, sir.
Mr. ~LiPsco.in. For the record, Mr. Chairman.
M[r. SIKES. Yes. That will be good.

(The information follows:)
BREAKDOWN OF OTHER PERSONAL COMPENSATION
tin thousands of dollars]

Overtime and holiday I.............................................
Sunday and nightwork differential ---------------------------------Post differential and cost ofliving I..................................
Other:
Premium, hazardous duty 3------------------------------------Tel, Christmas bonus, etc. I----------------------------------Total ......................................................

Fiscal I8ear

Fiscalgear

Fiscalyear

74,044
11,855
13,441

58.778
13,424
19,650

58,781
13.424
19,650

990
3,150

3,760
13,150

3,760
13,150

104,080

108,762

108,765

9691970

1Overtime decrease represents the current limitation, rather than requirements.
I The bulk of this Increase relates to the U.S. nationals recently assigned to Southeast Asia countries (Okinawa, Thailand,
Vietnam) who receive post differential and other allowances.
3 Premium pay includes special pay for munitions workers, firefighters, and additional rates ofpay applicable to chemists,
engineers, medical officers, accountants, etc. Semiannual or other bonuses are part ofthe pay o foreign and U.S. nationals
in Okinawa, Korea, the Canal Zone, Thailand and Vietnam. Also Included Is the additional pay of employees serving at
irregular rates of pay under the savings provision of the Ciassifction Act.
'A large portion of the pay of direct-hire foreign nationals, such as Vietnamese, Thais, and Ryukyuans, is included in the
"Other personal compensation" category. Total pay for these employees is still relatively low ($850 to $1,800).

COMPENS.SA

ON FOR Ov"ERTIME

Mr. SIKES. Since we. are on the sul)ject of overtime, can you compare
overtime for fiscal 1968, the estimate for 1969, and the projected for
1970? Do you have that?
General %'A.LOn.
Yes, sir; I think we have it, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SORKIN. Mr. Chairman, is the question directed to 0. & M.,
Army?
Mi'. SIKEs. Yes.
Mr. Soni N. The overtime and holiday pay, both categories, we have
in this appropriation request is actual for 1668, $74,044,000; estimated
for fiscal 1969, $58,778,000; and estimated for fiscal 1970, $58,781,000.
M'r. GAIIIIVIY. If the total personnel compensation request of $108
million remains approximately the same, what is increasing if overtime is decreasing"
Mr. SoRucx. Of course, that category includes quite a few other items,
such as premium pay, night differeniial, overseas. allowances, cost of
living allowances in the overseas commands and thinss like this. Without an actual analysis of it, which I do not have with me, we could not
tell you exactly, but in general, those categories do go up as your base
pay goes up. They increase in direct relationship.
Mr. Lipsco.m. Perhaps in the tables that I requested, instead of
doing it for just 1 year, we ought to do it for 3 years and it would better
explain the trend.
General T, yion. We can do that, sir.
Mr. Si~us. How many peopledo these overtime figures represent?
Mr. SoRKiN. We do not convert the overtime to man-years, but
in terms of additional people, if we did not have the overtime, we

could get a rough idea of the equivalent number of people, by dividing $7,000 (our average pay) into the $58 million amount.
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Mr. SnicFc.. Would you require the overtime if you were not bound

by the Revenue and xl)ienditure Control Act.
Mr. SOiRIN. The commands have indicated, sir, that the amounts
of overtime re uired are hi Iher due to the Revenue and Exl)enditure
Control Act. l7owever, we
a control on overme and each com-

mand is give a certain limitation. The Secretary of tie Army is the
only ono who can raise the overtime amount which each command is
permitted to pay. That is the reason we are generally programing
al)proximately the sameo amount. It is considrably less than the
amount that would be actually required by the commands.
General T,%.mon. Mr. Chairman, from all of the reports and discussions with commanders, I think this is an area whore they atre
having difficulty. I think this is generally true in almost every command, because we have made reductions n-ot. only in our perm'maionthire employees, but partwitilarl overseas we have made reductions
of foreign national employees. ' 'hese are constantly being brought to
our attention, in headquiters from all commanders.
IVENUIE AND EXPEN)DIT11ME CONTROL
PERSONNEL PROVISIONS OF 'PilE.

'A("r

perMr. SIris. Would you say we are paying more because of the
oxpnditure Control Act than
sonnel provisions of the Revenue and
if we were not bound by that act?
General TAYLOR. Sir, I am not in a position to prove this mathematically to you tlhis morning, but I can say that particularly in our
overseas areas, I think it is costing more, for this reason: Where we
have reduced foreign nationals, that means a soldier is going to have
to do some of these things. I am speaking now of our maintenance
area, particularly some of the areas involving communications which
must be manned 24 hours a day.
Mr. Spcrs. It would seem to me in certain areas we are swapping
the devil for the witch. We have not gained anything.
General TAYv1OII. This is what is happening. Where we lose the
employee and cannot. replace him-and, of couree, we cannot-then
we have to accomplish the job and we have only one source to turn to,
and that is the soldier.
Mr. SIFES. When there is work which must be done, it appears to
me the operation of the act. is harmful and may be more costly.
mom. I agree with you, sir.
General Tmi
EFFECT OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE CONTROL ACT ON 1070 BUDGET

Mr. SumiFs. If the personnel provisions of the Revenue and and Expenditure Control Act remain in effect, can reductions be made in the
1970 budget request for personnel?
General TA.YLOn. Sir on a general basis, I would say any increases
that we have in the 1970 budget are directly tied to those programs
coming into being in 1970. As one example, we have tie program
that I mentioned yesterday, the Joint Uniform MilitAry Pay System.
I believe there are 900 employees involved in this activity. This is the

sort. of thing we are faced with. If we were to reduce any further
I think thle hurt and the expense will be that much greater in all
activities.
.Mr. SiiEs. If it should remain in effect, however, what will be the
result on your personnel cost comptttations ?
Mr. SmUCIN. If the law remained in effect, then whatever strength

we had on June 30, 1969 Avould become the takeoff point for further
attrition in fiscal 1970. Since our attrition rate is running at roughly
4 percent a year, this would mean our full-time permanent category
of employees would be less by 4 percent at the end of fiscal 1970. The
savings on that would amount to about 2 percent of the man-years.
In this appropriation, our current experience is about 8,000 in end
strength per year, which means a projection of the public law into
fiscal 1970 would result in a savings of approximately ',,000 man'ellrs.

Mr. SIKEs. Would you place a projection in the record giving dollar,
personnel, and overtime, as nearly as you can estimate them, in the

event the law were to remain in effect?

General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. SMKS. I wolld also like to have for the record estihiates of redtcions which would be aplplicable to 0. & M., procurement, and
R.D. T. & E.
General T,'% mi. On the same basis?
Mr. SIvKs. Yes.
General TLOR. Yes sir.
(The inforniation follows:)
Additional reductions in the full time perianent category of employees which
are estlinated for fiscal year 1070, assuining continuation of section 201, Public
Law 90--304 are as follows:

O.& M., Airny ....................................................
R.D.T. & E.......................................................

End strength

Average
employment

Personnel
funds

8.365
389

4,183
194

$29,063,000
2, 315,000

No employees are pail directly from Procurement funds. Personnel engaged in
procurement activities are ll from O&M, A. While It Is believed that further
reductions in the workforce will create additional overtime requirements, firm
data is not currently available which can be used as a basis for an estimate.
CIVILtAN PERSONNEL STRENGTH

BY APPROPRIATION

Mr. SIKES. Now will you compare for the record the estimated
civilian personnel strength of the Army for fiscal year 1969 with that
at 1une 30, 1960, by title of the Department of Defense Appropriation
Act.?
General T,%Yt.on. Yes. sir: we can do that.
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(The informlation follows:)
CiVILIAN PERSONNEL STRENGTH COMPARISONS, FISCAL YEARS 1966-69 BY TITLE OF DOD APPROPRIATION ACT
June 30, 1966
Operations and maintenance, Army ..............................................
Research, development, test, and evaluation
.
......................................
Procurement of equipment and missles, Army ......................................
Promotion of rifle practice ....................................................
Army Industrial fund ............................................................
0. & M., Army National Guard I ................................................... .171
Total ' ...................................................................

June 30, 1969

280,488
335,545
17, 257
15,246
1, 337 ..............
....
21
..........
60,995
79,424

158

360,269

430,373

I Excludes National Guard technicians who were State employees In fiscal year 1966.
' Above data Includes all direct-hire employee strength; I.e., full-time permanents, temporaries, part times and Intermittents. Data, by appropriation, relative to actual full-time permanent employment, was not maintained In fiscal year 1966.

CIVILIAn PERSONNEL INCREASES FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Mr. SIKES. I note on page 3 of your statement that the civilian personnel end strength for fiscal year 1970 is to increase by 4,632 above
the estimated end strength for fiscal year 1969. I believe the committee has been advised that the totAl increase for new or expanded activities durin fiscal year 1970 will be in excess of 7,000 employees.
Again for the record, provide a schedule showing this increase in
personnel and the activities with which they are to be associated.
General TAYLOR. Very well, sir.
(The information follows:)
Stimmary of 0. d M. Army civilian manpower increases fiscal year 1969
to fiscal year 1970
Year end
Activity

increase

Increased requirements in Thailand for expanded workloads and support
of newly completed facilities
------------------------------491
Sentinel (all activities)
----------------------------------1,641
Project Transition (all budget programs)
------------------------106
U.S. Army board for aviation accident research modernization program to
permit expanded statistical analysis and evaluation projects for aviation
accidents
----------------------------------------------36
Programed increase for base operations. (See statement on p. 54.) ------- 775
Increased MAP training
------------------------------------21
Increased support for flight training
---------------------------461
NAPALM (national ADP program for Army Materiel Command logistics
management), development of a standard logistics system -----------288
Restoration of spaces to permit continued Army host activities at Boston
Army Base
--------------------------------------------31
Expanded maintenance requirements in support of SEA operations ------ 124
Increased support to Conus Army hospital operations resulting from SEA
activity
----------------------------------------------519
Project JUMPS (Joint Uniform Military Pay System), 1 year, one time
requirement to implement new DOD requirements ----------------900
Project MECCA (Management of Enlisted Careerists, Centrally Adminis.35
tered), Implementation of new personnel management program --------Increased U.S. Army Reserve technician support -----------------1,627
Repair parts supply operations, Army National Guard support from the
Regular Army
------------------------------------------30
Programed increase approved for strategic Army comnmnicatlens opera44
tions
-------------------------------------------------Expansion of Department of Army command and control system---------6
Total

--------------------------------------------

7, 135
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REASON FOR INCREASED CIVILIAN STRENGTH

Mr. SIKES. Can you tell us why there is this large increase in civilian

personnel strengtli for fiscal year 1970?
Mr. Sonuu. We would have to pick out the actual increases and
give you a statement, I think, Mr. Chairman, because the increases that
we have in this estimate for 1970 are for specific activities.
(Off the record.)
ir. SiREs. Can you provide the answer?
Mr. SoRKiN. The major increases in fiscal 1970 above the fiscal 1969
level are for the increase in the SENTINEL program, which amounts
to 1,641 people above the 1969 level. Also, we have certain increased
projects, such as Project Transition approximately 106 additional
people; and the Joint Uniform Military Pay System-JUMPSThis,
additional
yesterday,
discussed
which
underway.
is incidentalprogram
only. Thepeople.
year
for 1900
increase,
temporary
ly, is a was
Mr. SIRES. Why don't you complete that answer for the record.
General TAYLOR. Very well, sir.
(The information is provided on page 52.)
Mr. Lipsco m. Why would there be a difference between what you
have just reported and what General Taylor's prepared statement
says? For instance, on the SENTINEL program in General Taylor's
statement it is indicated 1,732. You just reported 1,641.
General TAYLOR. May we verify that figure?
Mr. LiPscoMB. Maybe you can straighten out the record.
Ile reported on JUMPS 950, and you reported 900.
General TAYLoR. In my statement; yes, sir. Let us verify that, if we
may, sir. At this moment, I cannot account for the difference.
(The following was supplied later:)
(The correct figures have been verified to be 900 for JUMPS and 1,041 for
SENTINEL.)
PERSONNEL INCREASES FOR VARIOUS PROGRABIS

Mr. SiKEs. There is a request for 83 additional employees for. Project Transition. What is the necessity for that increase?
General TAYLOR, Sir, I think I can give you a general answer on
that. I believe we had-and I would like to verify these figures-approximately 42 installations which were involved in Project Transition
at about this time last year. That was expanded to 55 installations at
the time we received the House Appropriations Committee report
indicating a desire not to expand this program further. It was stopped
at that time, and the relationship is involved now with the program we
have today of the 55 installations.
Mr. ShIIES. There is a request for an additional 775 personnel for base

operational support. Briefly, why is this necessary? Then you can
detail it for the record.
Colonel HOCK. I missed the figure in your question, sir.
Mr. SIRES. You request an additional 775 for base operational support. The committee would like to know the need for the positions these
775 persons will be'employed to fill. Tell us the necessity for them.
Tell us, briefly, what is involved: then, give us the details in a prepared answer for the record.
Colonel HocK. Additional personnel, sir?
Mr. SiRES. Yes.

Colonel HOCK. I will have to ask Mr. Sorkin if he can give me a
hand on that. My net change reflects only the "Budget project 2009"
level. I cannot relate civilian personnel back to the "Base operation
9000" accounts by individual budget program.

(Off the record.)

Mr. SIKES. Are you ready to answer?
Colonel HocK. Within t6tal base operations, sir, I project a change
in man-years of minus 6,000 man-years for 1970.
Mr. SORKUN. I can give a general explanation here.
In the development of the 1970 estimate, as you know, we reverted
back to theoriginal program oft the assumption the public law would
be rescinded. In redistributing personnel required in each of the programs, we did not go back to the original program that every budget
program had.
This particular program's requirements were slightly higher than
the end strength in 1969. In others, we reduced somewhat.
Mr. SIKEs. This is still a. little hazy. I have before me a list of net
program changes, fiscal year 1969 to fiscal year 1970. One of the significant increases is 775 personnel programed for base operational support.
Is this right or wrong?
Mr. SonKiN. This is correct, sir; for the 2000 program.
Mr. SiKis. Then, for what will you be using the additional 7'75
people?
Mr. SonKiNv. They are being used in the general areas of base maintenance, field maintenance, repairs and utilities at the installations.
Mr. SIKES. Why do you require that additional number?
Mr. SORKiN. Sir, we have reduced to the point that our facilities are
not being maintained to the required standards.
Mr. SI-KES. You are paying for past sins when you had to cut lower
than you should have? Isthat what you are doing?
Mr. SORKIN. We are just too low in many of these activities.
Mr. Sim . When that is the case, just tell the committee what the
problem is. We understand how those things can happen. I would
rather have the record complete.
In what particular areas did you cut so low that you are not able
to carry on your work properly, so that, now, you have to build back
up to repair the damage that was done, or to catch up?
Mr. SORKIN. We 'can provide that.
Mr. SIKES. Will you lo that for the record?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir; we will, sir.
(The information follows :)
The increase of 775 civilians in base operations funded from BP 2000 Is the
net change resulting from increases and decreases in personnel planned for yearend fiscal year 1970 for all commands. In those commands for which increases
are requested, personnel retrenchments, and drawdowns required by implementation of section 201, Public Law 90-364, have caused cutbacks below minimum essential requirements during fiscal year 1069 in such activities as materiel

and facilities maintenance, security guards, transportation, grounds, utilities
services, and operation and maintenance of local communications-electronic networks. Manpower shortages, already have reduced essential utility, custodial,

fire protection, and guard services. Laundry service Is being delayed and commissary hours have been shortened at several installations. Most of the Increase-518 spaces--is for the U.S. Continental Army Command which uses a
majority of the base operation workforce. Since the increases of 775 will take
place throughout the year, comparative average employment for fiscal year
1970 will be less than fieal year 1969. The increase in civilian employees will
also pa:tally offset a programed reduction in fiscal year 1970 of 740 military
assigned to base operations activities.
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SUMNIER

EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

Mr. Lirsco=n. Is this additional 775 related in any way to the
so-called summer employment program ?
Mr. SoniuN. No, sir. None of the summer employment programs
are projected in the budget, either in the current year or the future
year budget.
Mr. L,scoMB. H-ow do you finance it,
Mr. SonRKIn. Off the record, sir, we "eat" it.
General TAYLOn. He is saying we absorb it, Mr. Lipscomb. We

have had this program for 2 or 3 years, and we have never really
been given funds. We have them ,frabout 3 months, and we must
pay them out of the funds we have.
Mr. Lipsco3n. If it is a valid program, it should be a valid line
item for justification purposes here.
General TAYLOR. That has been our belief, sir.
Mr. SORKIN. That has been the Army's position, sir, but the Bureau

of the Budget and the Secretary of Defense have never perMitted
the Army to budget for the various youth programs that we have
carried out in the past.
General TAYLOR. That is correct, sir. That does not mean we will not

continue to ask for the funds. If we can get them approved, we should
have them.
Mr. LIPSco.3B. General Taylor, do I understand that you did ask the
Office of Secretary of Defense for the funds?
Mr. SOnKIN. We included it about 2 years ago, and it was deleted,
which meant, in effect, we absorbed the.cost twice. Since that time the
Secretary of Defense has issued a policy statement which indicated
we would absorb the cost of these programs.
In effect, we are not permitted to budget for them.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Could dyou now, for the information of the committee,
tell us what this has cost in the last 2 years and what is estimated for
fiscal year 1970?
General TAYLOR. I am sure we can give that estimate.
Mr. SORKIN. I can tell you what it cost in 1968-$13,750,000 was the
cost of these several programs in fiscal 1968.
Mr. LIPsCONB. Have you an estimate for fiscal 1969?
Mr. SoRKIN. It would be approximately the same level, I would
imagine.
Mr. Lirscomn. How many people are in this program?
Mr. SonKiN. Last year we reached an employment on June 30,1908,
of 19,679. That used up almost 4,000 man-years.
Mr. LIPSCoMB. Where do you use these people? How do they fit into
the Army's program ? What do you do with them?
Mr. SoRKiw. These people are actually used in almost every activity
we have, particularly on the base operations type of activity where
they can be used in any of the roads and grounds activities or the
Simple labor jobs around an installation.
General TA.YLR. I can expand upon that. I was talking to .acommander from one of our installations yesterday morning. During the
summer period when the schools are out, these youngsters are employed
actually on the installation. He referred to base operations and the
upkeep of the installation and trying to do these necessary tasks which
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-we would normally do either with regular civilian employees or military personnel, for that matter, if we had them.
MAr. LIPscomn. Do the entire 19,000 work in the military or Departiment of Defense area?
Mr. SoRKINt. We are just speaking of the Army, sir.
Mr. IPSCOMB. The 19,000 are just Army?
Mr. SonKiN. Yes, sir. That is all appropriations. We use quite a few
in research, development and testing. We use quite a few, also, in military construction and industrial fund activities.
)MIr. LIPSCo.3B1. Do you place any of these people in other agencies of
Government? Are you footing any of that b1ll ?
General TAYLOR. Not outside of the Army, air.
Mr. LiPsco-NB. Can you say whether this Army program isthe total
DOD program, or is it even larger? Does it go through the Navy?
Mr. SORKIN. It is much larger than this, sir. This is just our piece
of it. The Navy and Air Force have similar programs.
Mr. LIPSCOtB. Mr. Chairman, for the record at this point, could we
get the total Summer employment program?
Mr. SIKES. That would be very worth while. Will you provide that
for us?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir; we will make an effort to get that, sir.
MNr. LiPSCOM1B. For fiscal 1968 and estimated for 1969 and 1970. Tf
-ve can get the entire program so we can see what this is drawing off in
the way of military funds.
General TAYLOR. Would you like a little more narrative with that
as to what they are used for? I gave you one example, sir.
Mr. LTPscOMB. If you would. We would like as much information
,on the program as we can get.
General TAYLOR. Very well, sir.
(The information follows:)
SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

In 1965 President Johnson announced a youth opportunity campaign designed
to provide employment during the summer months for the needy or disadvantaged
youth. This program has continued each summer and Is limited to the 50 States.
The executive agency designated to provide the necessary guidance and monitorship of the program is the Civil Service Commission.

The summer employment program for youths is designed for youth ages 16

through 21. It includes high school students and may include the college graduate In the social and physical sciences who is pursuing an advanced degree.

This program helps both management and the individual. It permits the Instal-

lations and activities to accomplish required work that has been left undone
during the year due to expanding missions and shrinking work forces. For the
individual it pro%Ides training in good work habits and job experiences intended

to encourage further education or the full use of present education. Youths

are used In such jobs as laborers, clerks, clerk-typist, mechanic helpers, engineer-

ing and scientific aides. The summer program greatly assists the Department of
the Army in competing with private industry and other Federal agencies for the
future college graduate to meet the continuing need for highly qualified em-

ployees in a wide variety of profesional. technical, and managerial positions.
For example, the Corps of Engineers uses college engineering students to per-

form such tasks as laboratory testing, onsite construction Inspection, soils analysis and drafting. This gives the student important semiprofessional experience
during the summer months and provides the corps the best means for reCrditing
the graduate engineer. Many students after becoming familiar with the corp's
engineer programs accept permanent employment with the corps after graduation.

Actual fiscal year 1968 costs for the Department of Defense are shown in the
following table. Fiscal years 1939 and 1970 costs are estimated to be at approxi-

mately the same level.

June 30, 1968
End strength

Man.years

Dollars

Air................................................
Defense agencies ..................................................

19,679
459
10,195
4,204

3,979
260
2,336
1,126

$13,717,000
1,5,0
8,362,000
3,419,000

Total .....................................................

48,677

10,131

36,257,000

Army.............

..................................

IN ...................................................

It has been the policy of DOD not to budget specific additional funds in support of the youth programs. Funds included in the budget are based on review and
evaluation of workload requirements. DOD support of and participation in the
youth program Is not intended to "make" work for these young people, but rather
to exploit those situations in which meaningful work opportunities can be
afforded to young people while accomplishing valid and required workload.
PERFORMANCE OF SU3M1ER EMtPLOYFES

Mr. SIK s. I would also like to know the Army's feelings on whether
this is the optimum way to acconpslish the work that is being done, or
whether this is, in effect, a good will program, a make-work program.
General TAtYLOR. Yes, sir. I think we have a man present who has
actually experienced this program.
General IKtyEs. Mr. Sikes, I had the opportunity as an installation
commander in the Chemical Corps to utilize the summer youth
employees, and I would say the greater portion of the people are used
not solely for base operations type functions, but we get the young
students, engineering find scientific students, in our installations, and
this is probably one of the best recruiting methods we have for attracting the high-class student into the Government service.
fr. LIPscoNIB. Do I remember correctly that there are two classes of
people that you include in the summer program? There are the college
students of engineering and technical bacgroundMr. SoRxN. If I may expand on the program, I have loosely called
this the youth program. Actually, in past years we have had four
different categories that we call the youth program. The first is the
youth opportunity campaign. That was the program to hire underprivileged youths from the cities to give them work experience during
summer months.
Mr. SIRFS. This is a make-work program for the underprivileged?
Is that not what it is?
Mr. SoRmiN. It is a program that the Vice President sponsored for
the past 4 years.
Nr.
M SiES. Are you saying the same thing I am saying?
Mr. Somux. The second, the Youth Opportility-back to school
program is a program to give part-time employment to underprivileged
children with the objective of keeping them in school, giving them
work and some money on a part-time basis several days a week, several
hours a day.
The third was the program to employ people under 22 from regular
civil service registers. These people are used in those areas where we
normally employ summer, seasonal work-for example, in laundries.
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'1'ho fourth is the one tiut. generall Hays just. nentionld, whiell is
the olice rid science assistants examilllat onS employing uinly 1.411lege stiulems during the sIinieler

nmollhs.

It. is ilended to give'tlem

work oxporielceo in the Federal Govermlnt withllho objective of lw-

suading them to make the Government their career.

Mr. Sumts. Aside froI tim obvious a(h'lllagoes to young people of
having thes employment Iprograms-and no oem' diseollts that, and
m s-aside from (ho adyaitages to the
that is why we have the Irogra
young people thewsloh'e,, coid the Army do a tt tor job witl1 ri'gtl ar
personnel V
Mr. Sotv. 'Uhat gets baek to the question of whether this i! malkework. Alhoutgh 1 am not in the personnel business, tho peonikinel
p'opl tell methat these voung people are really making an ,xeellent

contribtltion to our workload. In many cases they fill a regular slot.
I had a young college girl myself who worked vith me for ) years,

and shle just. carried a regular Job just. like aniy of our other lwoph.

1 o1,ht also mention, Mr. I~ipscomb, that section 201 of Pub.lic Law
9ins * effect knocked out all except the youth Olpottunily e:unpaign portion of this youth work program, l)ecIau.O nll of tlMeo IPopie, the three categories remaining, tare iow inledr the temporalrv illitations of the law.

LIMITA'VONS AND COST ON YOUTH HMrILOYMENT PRIOUMUE

Mr. ),vs. Where do we find this cost.? Is this listed under posit.ioiis
other than lx rnm

tlint, or under other personnel compensation ? Whrm

do we find it?

General TAYrOR. Sir, I do not believe you will ttnd it per so in the
budget. but it probably would be carriedin the area, other than permnanent employees.
Mr. SoUiN. Full-time equivalent ]i other positions includes all of
these categories we have just been discussing.

Mr. ILirscoimt. I certainly do not, see the rationale here. Actually,

what you are doing is hiding this. What you are required to (10 is to

hide it. It also confuses the people as to the size of the military budget

as 8111uh.
Mr. SomiUI. Si!, in past years in tie various youth programls, ee
though we did not get the monoy to employ these people, they were

excluded from the personnel Iinlation, from the ceilings. Now'we are
subject. to the provisions of tie public law which prevent us from
hiring not. only full-time permanent employees but gives us a man-

year limitation on the use of the other typos of people, temporauries,
and lart-times.
Mr. Irnscomn. You expressed concern over the persomel limitations.

I also express concern over the amount. of funds that utre going into

this without knowledge of he people who have to vote on tile Defenso
budget. I also tie this in to the present eampaigmn of peo ple coraplaining about the size of military spending, thlnkmng it is l for the
purpose of wart, for instance.
I believe we should sot forth in the record ah clearly as we can the
funds that tre involved and tim munbers of people, just as we requested.

( l,,WI'fl 'lI',
1to.Wo\,
will dos, .sir.We wl I bring it out very clearly.
Mr. i,i t'coml. It we have in Ihere theltotul amount. in DOD in all

lwiallWes, it. would be very v,lear.

(1,euralT,vI.oil. I agree, sir. I think the Amerian public should

]know l hese il gs, I)
bevlUs-o fl, re are eoInt'ilifions. being g iilodo tllat
(1o ' ot. ,,low u1) iln theIl)udge. as line items.
Mr.
1 Une(I,, t1Ud you eOrtl'etly, wha]t, yo are doing
11(1W i,5 (iIRIT'.
ellinnttingIf the
other three categories of ,'outti employment and1
really (Icolriving deserving college students nml other indiliduals of
;tinfl1U' swiner ei mloynment that. they would like to have.
(hneral.1'TAYvLoR. I hilnk Ihat istrue under the provisions of the law,
sir. I do not believe we are trying to (leprive imyone, but. we are trying
tolive wit Ihil tleorequiremients of that public lan'.
Mrl'. (1AIMIPY. Is that. primarily because the other three categories
were collsidered temporary or )aIrt-t.im employees, and the youih op-

l)O1'ftility Camiptigl eliployet's 11-0 now ill it seDtllltt
,\l r. SolKIm. rhat is generally tOl'l'ect,.
I'ImRONNEhR 1NCIRASP

VOlt

JOINT lINIOlUM

category?

MILITAl1Y PAY sy'tr'm

Mr. Sucus. You aro requesting 900 additional employees for tile
Joint lnifor Military Pav System (JUMPS). Can you not use the
people now associlt-ed with military pay accounts to carry out, the
Ienuirements ofthis project.?
generall 'T,%vmo. Sir, this project., as we live referred to it., is the
,loilt tUniforin Miltary Pay System. What, IS ]liaisnllnllglg hero, to allswer your question sIei1,l ,ly, is that. -we tire attempting to "puton
'onmputors at ai central ized poijit all of the military pay accounts. This
i a gOt. ready program in order to do this.
Of course, the people now handling the pay accounts are spread
t hroughout the world with our combat, units and in separate finance
sections. So, they just are not available to betat the central point where
the prograning must be done and the testing must be done in order
to got, the thing, if you will, on the air so it can be effective on the
(tint7it istogo into being, which I think is fiscal 1071.
Mr. Smr. Is this a one-time, 1.-year cost?
General TArlOR. Yes, sir, that is what we understand. It is a 1-year
requirement.
fr. SiKEA. You estimated an increase lost year. What was the history of that
General TA-rion. I recall the amount of money. I think it was approximately $800,000. However, because the program slipped, sir,
this was one of tile items that we gave up under tile Public Law.

IIWOUROM

MANAGEMENT

'omm

(ProjWr= rimm)

Mr. Sims. How many additonml civilian personnel does the Army
anticipate employing in fiscal yetr 1070 to carry out tie resources
management program
Goeral TAYion. Tihe sources management program, sir, I believe

is Project Prime, its we understand it. For that particular project we
have not, requested amy l)esonnel or funds, but tiat is not to say we
could not use them.

Mr. Smxs. Are there questions on civilian personnel?

Mr. LIPscoMB. Mr. Chairman, do you think we will have a hearing
or some kind of update on Project Prime servicewide? I do not think
we ought to take the time now.
Afr. SIKES. I would assume that we would.
Mr. LPscoMB. Are there any funds in the Army 0. & M. budget
for the implementation of Project Prime?
General TAYLOR. No, sir, there are not, Mr. Lipscomb. As a matter
of fact, we have noted the committee's desire in the House report of
last year concerning funds regarding this project. In effect, we looked
at it.as a special item of interest.
If any additional funds were to be placed in such a program, we
recognized we had to come back to the committee to talk about it.
We placed that same restriction on our field commands, that they
would not utilize any additional funds for this program.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. But you still implement it?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir, we are implementing it.
Mr. LxPsCoMB. That makes it pretty tough.
General TAYLOR. It is vel difficult.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. We are going to have further hearings on Project
Prime, departmnentwide, later On this year, and we will get into this
later.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. Siw&s. Are there any further questions?
Mr. LiPSCOMB. No, Mr. Chairman.
CONT ACT MAAGE

ENT STUDIES

Mr. SIEs. Turning to the subject of contract management studies,
I would like to have inserted at this point in the record a schedule
of the contract management studies undertaken during fiscal years
1968,1969, and those proposed for fiscal 1970.
(The information follows:)
CONTRA T MANAGEMENT STUDIES

Management studies are an essential part of the Army's management process.
These studies are undertaken to develop Improved management systems and
processes, to assist in solving significant management problems, and to keep
abreast of the latest management techniques and innovations. Contracts for management studies are tmdertaken only after extensive evaluation by HQ, DA.
Each request to contract for a management study is evaluated to Insure that an
urgent need exists, to preclude duplication, and to substantiate that DA does
not have the In-house capability for the particular study. Final approval authority
for these contracts rests with the ASA(FM). Strict criteria are applied prior to
approval to contract for these studies.
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CONTRAOT MANAGEMENT STUDIES, FISCAL YEAR 1968--OMA

The following listing identifies the 17 individual OMA funded management
studies contracted during fiscal year 1968. These fiscal year 1968 contracts cost
approximately $3.4 million.
Study title

in thousands

Design and development of an integrated facilities system
(phase IIA)
$1,180, 000
Intensive management of secondary items------------------315,000
Expansion of cost information reports to tanks and combat vehicles
25,000
Operating and maintenance cost of Army aircraft ---------------25, 000
Alternative logistics concepts for U.S. Army, Europe -------------99,500
Five-year aeronautical depot maintenance workload and resource
plan (fiscal year 1968 extension) .......................
28, 30
Integrated materiel readiness, supply and maintenance management Information system -------------------------------------324, 881
Master plan for U.S. Army electronic warfare -------------------251,577
Program to improve management of Army resources--phase II
(PRIMAR--II)
455,927
Department of the Army vocabulary of information elements ....
111,088
Statistical analysis of logistics data bank ............
29, 103
Cost factoring system for force readiness projections -------------155, 065
Operating costs of the let Oavalry Division (Airmobile) and the 4th
Infantry Division in South Vietnam ...............
76, 110
Evaluation of potential and performance of Army civilian personnel.
40,000
Management study of the counterintelligence research file system...
24,945
Study of the Army authorization documents system vertical structure
78.149
Army intelligence systems analysis (phase 11-A)216, 474

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

STUDIES,

FISCAL YEAR

1069---OMA

The following listing identifies 18 individual management studies so far identified as planned for contract during fiscal year 1969. The total estimated cost
for these contracts for fiscal year 1969 is $1.0 million. Several of th tudies
originally planned for fiscal year 1969 have been reprogramed for fiscal year 1970
because of fiscal year 1969 funding shortages. Other planned studies were not
approved for contract (approximately $0.2 million); some of which will be
performed by Army personnel. In addition, about $1.8 million worth of management studies have been reviewed by DA and returned to sponsoring agency for
reevaluation.
Boost
Study title
in thousands
Management study of the civilian health and medical program of the uniformed services
----------------------------------------$7, 640
Methodology for development of an Army logistics system master plan._ 48,000
The evaluation of the effectiveness of logistic support of Army aircraft
in RVN
-----------------------------------------------95,000
Integrated time-phased program of major tasks in providing mission
essential logistic support for the Sentinel system ----------------9, 000
Logistics studies of selected areas - -0--0--------------------------20,0
Information systems development and management control --------- 180,000
Department of the Army vocabulary of Information elements -------- 160, 315
Methods and procedures for economic analysis of proposed investments
In weapon systems
--------------------------------------13,600
Army aviation unit operating costs In RVN ...---------------------22,000
Development of an improved Army weapon system cost model -------- 49,000
Recruitment, training, and utilization of volunteers in the Army Conmunity Service (ACS) program (phase V) --------------------23,000
Sample surveys of selected personnel projects ------------------160,O0
Measurable determinants of officer quality and the development of a
composite Index of officer quality ----------------------------80,000
Assessment of employment and utilization of civilian personnel -------- 50,000
Retention of quality senior officers ----------------------------40,000
Library support to Army personnel for career advancement and job
performance
--------------------------------------------35,000

CONTRACT MANAOVMENT STUDIES FISCAL YEAR 1070--O. & M.A.

Contract mnangeeuit studies planned for fiscal year 1070 uire estlninted to
cost $4,1) million. The following dIta Indicate areas it which contract managetiunt studies tire being planult, pills a Iovel-of-effort for cost plohtinig. it Is not
expected that all contract study proposals will be approved. Just as in prior
years, some will not meet the existing criteria, while others inay not h' started
0e81estinato
becattso of funding shortages.
in millions
Ocneral areas
Develop bases for designing the opthium Intermnodol, Integrated, logistics
distributlon system for sulqmrt of RVN and ultimately for worldwide
adaptation; effort will also define SUplorting systems and equilmlent
requirentonts. )evelop comprehensive and Integrated mnlntenaftw,/stIply policy and proce(tre conld[illum, whIcel will ihclude datia needed
by each oporting level--intional Iventory control points to user/nmaintentinee and sulply teehintlln. )ifiti and develop the logistical 110t1Inhitenaiu'e functions of the theater Army
odology for tho supply and
Sujmport Comniamid system. E,'wltto nalnntenAnce conceits In terms
of cost effectiveness; atnalyu. rolar varts reliability to dtternibe stocklvel reolilrements,; and detvrtinto doterloration factors affecting sto-k
levels. l)evelop logistic criteria and guidelines In tMe irrolmt1atlon of
qualitative and quantitative nmateriel requirements and for rehabill$3.7
tatile cycles
---------------------------------------------Develop techniques for rapid air defense weapon systenis cost estimating through various options and flitctuntions li force structure. Design
hnao of operating and matntenance costs for Army aircraft by type,
model, series, and worldwide area. Deine relationshilps between prototyl an1d productllon costs to effect estimates of production hardware
costs. l)ovolop ilmprovements it methods ad lroced1res for cCototlc
analysis of fllture Army Investments. Development of nethod to effectively e4tlmnto Army weniin systems costs. Develop estilittillig lirocedures to determine estinmtes for persomtl, facliltles, and materials in
Army installitlons it response to broad goals and 1orating concepts of
the Army. Analyze division force requirenents In Southeast Asia.
Investigated and determine effective procedures and funttions for longrange management information systems and supilirtitig resources. Develop more effeetivo correlation techniques between force accountability
7
tit the installation level and that maintained at DA ------------------.
Design personnel measurement systems Incorporating predictors of sitecessful performance and increased efficiency. Develop uniformity and
standardization of accident reporting, collection, and analysis procedures. )eflno concepts for effective staff nssistante, to Include successful performanee factors, quallflcatlons of staff lprsonnel, and funetional
relationships provided by staff to management. Develop basis for servleo school requirements and workload variations effected by force structure fluctuations. Establish community service officer training requireinents, guidelines of performance and evaluation of program operations.
Analyze readiness capabilities of reserve component In relationship
.5
to active forces and assess effects on training requirements ---------

CONTROt oF

rANAO.MNT STUmDFS

Mr. Slrvr. For fiscal year 1970, you are asking an additional $3.3

million for contract management studies. What d you expect to accomplish with this increase?
L&t me preface that by saying that last weekend I was handed a
stack of papers that "'as almost as thick as this justiflcation book.
That represented studies that are taking place at one military base. It
appears to me that wo are using an awful lot of manpower for very
little purpose. I am not, enthusiastic about the proliferation of studies.
They seem to be increasing in number all the time.
Now answer the question.

03
General Tim.oui. Sit-, wve disculssed it year ago Ihlis problem of 11111uagommeit studlies mid tho Intoiitili the colI'll,"ttkil lills Coneerimug them.
'rho lDopartiueut of the Army has made thi... anl It'ml of er VspeeialI
tro't.. Wo hanvo it lpro('edlul' now w~hiich puts ev'er teltnihoe or e.
.4liiested. study through it very severer soreenling he we itisver approved. .111 other words, heb4ro thoeco)1nuinds1(1 call eveo inlitiate a.
study, they must come to the 1)epartmen( of thit Aily Het 1 It is
e C~ompt roller of the Armly is Chargedl with tho esj)OllSi ilityh
li
deteiilihig whether or niot., point 1, cim tlit st idy l)C han11dled wit hif-1
, hat is tho requirehe hinudled in1-hou1se, that would

t ho Armiy's capability in-houise miad, number

of thlt study thlit if it vannot
1mnt.
revi.0 it to he (lne by 1CollttI'llCtor.

fr. Sitic.8. oneu q iit"S(iou would auitoniat iC v (W('Uci'l to mne at that
point.Whit ol 111m3 (oilig Sounds,1 it lilt Iio Him1 till adiditioll stuld.
Is the total uuuu111her of studies Io ill)~ or dowi?
llfl
Glenerall 'L',xvi.onl. I think ou---l esCuuim1tv' is t. thei managpeuet,

!41iluies are stalyig ait about th sa0mle level.

"ITVA14 (COST 01F 19119 AND) 1070 sTruDEs

i%[it.
SliKES. Wli1v dto yoll lived till adl(itIOmll $3.3 million ?
Geneolil 'I.v~u.Sir, I was 11ot. nwai'e, of Il111t, Ii lvineoof $.3.3unillian.
ouri estimate for' 19(1, thIe figures that 1 have, weC tol ieve we mlay need
il~pr()xiilulteIy s"43. iion ill 419(1, anld our est ininto is ablott $4.9
1111lollil '10,or
an iulerl'se of approxiifintely $1.0 million.
1M1r. Siu :.Mr.

(larr1itv~.
Mr. (1kiuiunrv. T1lie list. 1)lovi(IQI thl? commit tees shows that. for
1919 Army stthiies will cost mnly$.
itjlol.'he(i11CfC

Gnetral 'PAm.oi. I thik, sir-, the list we provided were those ~tudies
(hat. hanve nlrendy been appr oved foi- fisenl 1969. 'I'he ~iI ure I ali quotiuig is out1' ('stiuate of' those Studl~ies thit cold )os'sibl libe app1Mov'Cd
bptweenfow mid lJite 30. 1 believe this is correct, Mr. Chairlmn.
Mr. S~u.Whaut, add(itiona~l costs aid hlow many additlouritl studies
do0 volt anticipAte for, fiscal. 1009?
d-elleral 7PA.ron. At. hest., Sir, this is anl area where we have a groat.
Aleal of (lifiClifty tittein Atliig to set. up an rograml iln dvanice. W~e attemkpt, to flind out, ait the liegulibgof Cte fiscal'year from our coniluds
what. thley mnticilpate will be required. TVhese anilge d(r!ig thle course
of thle fiscal year11. Our ouily' ('Ot.l'ol is that when the change, thle
command, must come inl and advise the headquarters as,to whaft they
are Chanigig or what tile rcqulromentis.
Utis t.( Ihat. poi Itt. t II lhev are sereenedaan d it, is (let ei'iined whet heir
there is duplication or there is real nleeessity for it. Inl thle Jiinalanlysis,
111Ny contract minanagelnenlt. Study must be'.1PPI1o100d by the Assistant
Secroftary for Fil nanelal Mana111gellenit..
Mr. uis.I think youl are repeating yourself. itsounids very miuch
like wAhat; you told uis last year. n[lo cost. is going up1. Why.N woll

General TI.%Yon. Onie reason

~lint,

the costs could be goig up.) sit-,

is th0 fact, that we do0 nlot have tile einployets -to accompilish some oif
these because of the reduotlons we live takon idot tho puiblie. law,

thle aftrition thaft haRS taiken place, 1111( people halve niot, beemi reetulploycc
or rolilaneed.
80-088-00-pt. 2-

Mr. SiKiis. I would like a listing for the record of the studies that
you anticilate will still be undertaken in fiscal 1969.
General TAmLOt. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
STUDIES ANTICIPATED To BF. UNDERTAKEN

IN FISCAL YEAR 1960

STUDY TITIE

Methodology for development of an Army logistics system master plan.
Evaluation of the effectiveness of logistic support of Army aircraft In 11'N.
Intcgrat4d tiue-phased program of major tnsks In providing mission essential
logistic support for the Sentinel system.
Manngrnient study of the civilian health and medical program of the uniformed
services.
Inforiatioli systems development and matfingement control.
department of the Army vocabulary of Information elements.
Methods and procedures for economic analysis of proposed investments in
weapons systems.
Army aviation unit operating costs in RVN.
Development of an Improved Army weapon system cost modtl.
Snluple surveys of selected personnel projects.
Assessment of employment and utili.fitio of civilian personnel.
Retention of quality senior officers.
Logistics studies of selected areas.
Library support to Army personnel for career advancement and job performance.
Derivation of exploitable relationship among variables In U.S. Army accident
data.
Cost analysis of selected weapons systems.
Analysis of the support requirements for limited war.
CONTROL OF CONTRACT BtANAOEM'NT STUDIES

Mr. SIKES. I would like for the record a comparison of the 1969
program and the 1970 program which would indicate what, if any,
measure of control has been placed on the operation of management
studies. I would like a summation of what you think has been gained
in fiscal 1969 through this type of study.
General TAYLOR. Ve
wel, sir.
(The information follows:)
CONTROL OF CONTRAOT MANAGEMENT STUDIES

During fiscal year 1968 the Army Initiated tighter controls over the use of
contractors to conducted management studies. This is reflected by the fact that
for fiscal year 1908 major DA commands and agencies submitted a total of 39
requests for contract study approval with a total estimated cost in excess of
$0 million. ASA (FM) granted approval on only 17 of the most urgent study
requests. These 17 contract studies cost approximately $3.4 million. In Addition
to the screening at the HQ, DA level, each major command and agency subjects
their contract study requests to considerable screening before submission to
IIQ, DA. The fiscal year 1968 plan presented to you at this time last year Indicated
a requirement level of $4.7 million, however as stated above, only $3.4 million
were approved. It Is expected that the control measures will continue to screen
out a very high percentage of these contract study requests and assure that only
the most urgent and worthwhile contract studies are approved. Last year the
Army estimate for contract management studies for fiscal year 1069 was approximately $5 million. Currently, through the application of control measures, the
estimate for fiscal year 1069 Is revised to only about $3.4 million. Similar for
fisc-al year 1970, requirements have been Identified for about $4.9 million of
contract management studies. It is anticipated that many of these reqvirementts
will not survive the test of the control measures and only the most urgent and
bona fide requests for contract will wini approval.
The following summaries are a sample of contract management studies that
have been completed recently, or upon which In-process evaluations have been
made:
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STUDY TITLE

Integrated time-phased program of major tasks in providing mission essential
logistic support. (Contrac~ted in fiscal year 1069.)
EVALUATION

Contractor provided a time-phased program for controlling the development
and installation of Sentinel logistic support. A 2,000-event network was developed
covering 10 functional areas, through the first site installation. Timing of civilian
hires and urgency of the tasks precluded accomplishing the job In-house.
STUDY TITLE

Career motivation of Army personnel-junlor officers (contracted In fis'cal year
1007).
EVALUATION

Through rigorous and sophisticated methodology and sampling techniques.
some of which were used for the first time it a study of this nature, it has been
possible to gain a better indication of the relative importance which should
be attached to various junior officer problems and to determine what areas should
be improved to Increase junior officer retention. Results are now being translated
into sound, feasible, and specific Army policy, e.g., increasing educational opportunities for junior officers with minimum formal education. It is deemed
prudent to provide further education to the highly motivated junior officer who
possesses few academic credentials, thus providing long-range benefits to the
service since this group Is likely to make up a measureable number of the career'
senior officers of the future.
STUDY TITLE

Intensive management of secondary items and repair parts (contracted In fiscal
year 1968).
EVALUATION

The contract developed procedures which have been incorporated in PRIMAR
recommendations and accomplished the basic mission of better training of supply
analysts. Two basic new concepts were developed by the contractor which have
since been incorporated in the PRIMAR study and approved by the Chief of
Staff, U.S.A. They are:
A procedure for the intensive management of repair parts for selected weapons
systems, which shows that back orders were reduced by an avenge of 65
percent for the items controlled. A procedure for keeping commodity commands
and higher headquarters apprised of the status of supply of items related to
selected weapons systems together with actions which were performed during
the prior month and actions planned for the following month. In addition,
the contractor developed a training course for the NIOPs on the use of the
Army stratification system for intensive management and conducted two 1-week
courses for training NICP instructors, and developed an ALMO training package
for the AMC project officers.
STUDY TITLE

Program to improve the management of Army resources (PRIMAR).
tracted In fiscal year 1068.)

(Con-

EVALUATION

Contractual work has been completed on the PRIMAR project. Army staff
efforts have been completed on the study phase, and installation of the improve.
ments Is underway. An improved Army planning system and a readiness measure.
ment system were approved during fiscal year 1969 from which benefits will
accrue In the future. Major gains in resource management will be made
during fiscal year 1970 and subsequent years as the system becomes operational.
The improved system will facilitate more efficient programing and budgeting.
STUDY TITLE

Department of Army vocabulary of Informtiton elements (DAVIJ).
traced in fiscal year 1008.)

(Coll.
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EVALUATION

The Army received initial computer listings of DAVIE on December 31, 1068.
Copies of this Initial listing are being used presently as the source of information
for responding to OSD requests for data requirements information. The use of
the existing DAVIE information has improved Army response time to OSD and,
fitpart, reduced the cost of producing this information. The DAVIE listings
arv being used to identify and select functional and operational areas most In
need of standardization and reduction of the data base, and in developing the
related DA data standardization plan for fiscal year 1970. Further, the DAVIE
listings are used as a reference source In controlling the proliferation of new
information elements during review and coordination of new or revsed publications and reports.
STUDY TITLE

Cost factoring system for force readiness projection (COFAOTS). (Contracted
In fiseal year 1908.)
EVALUATION.

COFACTS will be operational fitJuly 1069. No benefits will accrue during
fiscal year 1969. However, the operational system will provide management with
rapid, reproducible, quantitative assistance In force structuring, budgeting, and
deployment planning during future years. COFACTS will be a valuable tool In
evaluating changes to current or planned force related programs.
STUDY TITLE

Statistical anivilysis of logistics data bank. (Contracted In fiscal year 1908.)
EVALUATION

The methodology developed by this study is being refined. The system will not
be operational until fl-wal year 1970. When coMpletely installed, the Army will
have the capability to validate data maintained in the data bank at the Major
Item Data Agency (MIDA) and to assign a level of confidence to data used
ultimately by top management officials in DA, OSA, and OSD during decisionmaking process.
DATA PROCESSING STANDARDIZATION STUDY

Mr. SIKES. In fiscal 1969, you are eontbitfng the Army "Vocabulary
of Information Elements Study," which is a carryover from fiscal
1968. The total invested thus far is $271,000.
We discussed this last year. Can you tell us what has been accom-

plished in this'program in the interim period?

General TAYLOR. Colonel Egbert, I believe, can address that.

Mr. SIKES. Colonel?

Colonel EUOBERT. Sir, a large number of data Olements, information
elements have been identified from Army regulations, report requirements, manuals, and other documents, and placed in the file. The total

ml)er of information elements so far identified is 130,000.

Mr. SIKES. Once it gets in the file, then what happens? Does it stay
therst
Colonel JI0BERT. Sir, at the present. timlo the file is being used to
assist the Management Information Systems DirectorateMr. SIKES. How does it assist them?
Colonel EOBFAnT. By providing information to assist standardization
of data. As I am sure you are aware, the systems in being today have

difficulty communicating with each other because the information
elements they contain are not standard. There are a number of standardization programs.
Mr. SIKMS. What kind of system are you talking about?
Colonel EGBERT. Sir, they are computer-based systems; those that
are automated.
Mr. SIKES. Why aren't they compatible, one with the other?
Colonel EOB.RT. For the most part, sir, because they have been

developed at local installations to meet local requirements.

Mr. SIKES. Aren't your studies simply telling us what we already

know?
Colonel EOBErT. No, sir. I was pointing out that the standardization

programs are designed to assist. in solving the problem of commillllcation between systems and the lack of compatibility. At the present time
the information data which have been identified are in a file, and a
plan has been developed not oily to continue the effort, bit also to
install a computerized system which will use this file, update it automatically, and make it accessible to all the users of automated systems
in the Army.
%r. SiIKES. Why cannot standardization be cranked in at the time
M
the systems are developed, rather than trying to interpret the differon 'es after they are developed ?
Colonel EOBIRIT. Sir, there is no inventory or catalog of existing
information elements. This has forced the development of this program, which will identify those elements being used.
Mr. SiKES. 1 would &le
to know how many people arc participating
in management studies at, the end of fiscal 1968 and anticipated 1969
and proposed 1970. How much is the new ADP system going to cost for
this vocabulary ?
General TAYLOr. I think we lhave a man who can discuss that.

Mr. BVTCIrAqTE. Sir, at the moment,. the DAVIE project, is undergoing reevaluation. The initial fiscal year 1969 contract has terminated,
and we are now determining how we are going to proceed to put it to
best.use.
Mr. SiREs. How much has it, cost.thus far?
Mr. BwKUMASTEU. I believe Colonol Eglert has that. figure.
Colonel EoinT. Apl)roximately $271,000 to date.
Mr. S1 KF. What are the estimates of future cost?

Colonel EoGtarT. The initial estimate of proceeding with this program was $1i,000.
Mr. Sidq. Is this generally the history of these studies? One simply

gelerates another? As soon as you have all the files filled, you have to
bull d a new warehouse for new Ales to file more studies?
Mr. Btcx-1,rAs8Tr. If I may address myself to that, in connection
with DAVIE the end product is an automated file, as Colonel Egbert
mentioned, of information Plements. The need for this is toprovide
a point of departure for systems standardization across the board over
many projects which the Army has tinder way. This makes available
to the svstems designer a standardized base of information front
which, as he designs his system, he extracts those inforinatioi elements which are standardized and puits them to use. As we now ex-
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paud our program to develop standardized systems, designers will
draw upon this information which is available through our inventory
of data. elements and use this in the design of established projects.
Mr. Sncvs. That is a logical answer, but why could that not have
been done initially as a part of the development of the system itself?
Would that.not have been possible?
Mr. BUCicMASTRR. Sir, I think we have a situation in the Army and
throughout not only the. Defense Department, as well as in Government. and industry; where we are learning as we develop advanced
automated information systems. The init.ia-tpplications of automatic
data processing were not standardized efforts, but were unique systems
for particular installations.
At present, we are undertaking several major system standardization activities, and we do have need for the output of a contract such
as DAVIE. This has been a growth and evolution as we have progressed toward system standardization in recent years.
-Mr.Smics. Do you know what DOD is doing in this area?
Mr. BITOKIMAST.. Yes, sir. DOD has a data standardization program which is directed by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Information.
Mr. Siits. Does it complement or duplicate yours?
Mr. BUOKMASTERr. It complements it.
Mr. S iMEs. Are they meshedI
Mr. BUCKMASTRM. Yes, sir; they are. There is a provision under the
OSD program for appropriate information elements to be standardized throughout the Defense Department. There are essentially two
efforts. One is the overall OSD effort. to standardize information
elements throughout the Defense Department. Within the OSD framework, the Army has its own program to standardize information elements of particular use to us.
STUDY ON ARMtY COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM
Mr. SIKES. In 1969, you are undertaking a study of "the recruitment, training, and utilization of volunteers in the Army community
service program., I wouldlike to have some background information,
on this for the record. Tell us now, specifically why it is needed.
General ROSFBOROrOu. Sir, as you know, the Army community services program is a new undertakings in the Army. After it was under
way, it was decided to examine it-

.Mr. SiKE89. Wat

is it?

General RosBoRotroir. The Army community services pro gram is a
pro-rain that is operated under Army supervision largely by volunteer personnel, mostly Army wives. It is designed to provide services
and assistance primarily to Army families in matters concerning finances, education, facilities for training and care of handicapped children, the problems associated with relocating from one base to another,
sometimes on short notice. For instance, a husband has to leave on
short notice, leaving the family behind to move and find quarters.
This has been instituted Army-wide. It is supervised by active duty
personnel. As I said, most of the workers are volunteer wvives of Army
personnel on the bases.

After this got under way, it was felt, that it should be examined with
view to standardizing it to provide the lessons learned from one base
to another and eventually to the development of a manual, for the use
of the individuals who run this program and for the instruction mid
guidance
the volunteers
participate
That is ofwhat
this study who
is about,, sir. It inis it.
eventually to come up
with handbooks describing how this activity should be carried out.
Mr. SIRES. How much will the study cost?
General TYLOII. It is estimated at.$23,000.

31r. SiKvs. It sounds like a useful study. The comin'fiity service
program is, of course, a very useful one. You can amplify your remarks for the record.
(Amplification follows:)
ARMY

COMMUNITY

SERVICE

One of the major developments to take place In the U.S. Army in recent years
is the development of the Army community service program. This new program
accepts as a basic tenet the concept of a military community In which the need
for coordination of health, welfare, and morale services has been elevated to a
level of primary concern for which the Army community itself must take primary
responsibility.
As essential element of the Army community service program Is the use of
volunteers, since at the present time there are very few professional personnel
assigned to this function, and it Is not anticipated to increase this number substantially during the next few years. Volunteer activity, then, is seen as the
essential element for achieving the specific mission of the Army community
service.
The use of volunteers, however, requires a complete range of new, specifically
designed activities on the part of the professional staff. No volunteer program
can succeed without careful attention to such factors as recruitment, selection,
training, and on-the-job supervision. Many volunteer programs throughout the
country have failed or are In danger of failing because Insufficient care is given
to these fundamental aspects of a volunteer program.
In 1068, the University of Maryland School of Social Work, under contract
with the Department of the Army, began a study to examine the function of
volunteers in the Army community service in regard to their recruitment, selection, training, and appropriate assignment. This examination of the total process
and the use of volunteers In other social systems was designed to develop
materials in the form of a manual or handbook which would provide guidance
for maximum and sustained support of the Army community service program
by volunteers.
The study was divided into five phases. Phases I through 4 were designed to
progress from the gathering of background data through the preparation of a
draft manual to be submitted to the Department of the Army staff for review
and comment prior to final revision. The fifth phase was suggested by the contractor on a contingency basis and would provide for a number of conferences
involving both Army community service staff and Army community service
volunteers for the purpose of testing the concepts and programmatic suggestions
contained In the manual. The estimated cost of this final phase of the study was

$28.000.
A draft of the Army Community Service Manual was submitted to Departilent
of the Army on March 1, 19069. After initial review of this manual, the Army
decided that the final study plase of evaluation and test of the manual could be
conducted by the Army without a $23,000 extension of the contract.
STDY ON PERSONNEL SURVEYS

Mir. SIXEs. Now will you give. us some infolnation oil the "Sample
surveys of selected personnel projects," which is to cost $100,000?

General RosEonouo. Sir, this study is designed to examine the
validity of the various samples that are used in surveys to reach con-

clusions in the personnel area, to determine what a ninimun sample
should be, what is an optimum sample that will insure an acceptable

degree of statistical reliability.

SIKES. It is not clear what you are doing. Could you give some
specific examples.
Sfr.

General

ROSEBOROUOHi.

Yes, sir.

We conduct many surveys among our military personnel to flnd out
what makes them enlist, what makes them reenlist, why they go
AWOL, et cetera. This is done on a,sampling basis.
We take the results of these surveys and samples and draw conclusions from them and-institute new policies.
The purpose of this study is to examine all of these surveys and
samples that we take to determine whether or not we are sampling a
large enough base for the results to be valid and our conclusions to be
proper.
Mr. Sii s. This is a study of studies.
General ROSEBOnOUGH. Yes, sir; this is a study of whether or not
the management techniques that we are now using I order to develop
approved policies in the management of personnel are really good, or
whether they can be improved.
Mr. SIKES. What is the answer? Are they good? Can they be improved? If so, how?
General ROSEBOROUOH. Sir, the study has not yet been initiated, but
without going to the study, I think we could reach the conclusion that
certainly our methods could be improved. Exactly how, we do not
know. IWe may be wasting funds by taking too lar a sample when a
smaller one would do. On the other hand, we may be reaching results
which are inconclusive or draw the wrong conclusion because the sample is too small.
Mr. SIRES. Why is it necessary for you to contract for this information with sources outside the ArmyI .o you mean to tell me that the
Army does not know as much about its own people and its own problems and operations as a contractor that you would employ for these
purposes?
General ROSEBOROUGH. I think we are experts in the information obtained from these surveys but when it comes to the techniques for
obtaining the sample, how large it should be, how the questions should
be phrased on the survey, we think there are people outside the Army
with more expertise.
Mr. GAITY. Really, in effect you are having an outside consultant
firm come in and tell you how to operate a statistical sampling system.
Is that correct?
General RosE nonolmI. I think probably that is correct, sir. It may
be an oversimplification, but I think essentially what we are doing is
examining our sampling
n techniques to see whether or not they are
s
valid.
We conduct many surveys, as I am sure you know, some small and
some large. The coordination between them perhaps is not what it
should be. Perhaps we could conduct one survey that had 20 questions
on it that would eliminate 10 surveys with two questions each, because
of the lack of coordination anid lack of understanding of the people
who are going about the survey.

For example, to be facetious, perhaps we could conduct an annual
survey that asked all the questions which on a broad base, would g'
us all the required information at one time rather than have a surv
every month on a different subject.
Mr. GARRITY. Do you not have, in the Army, in management activities and personnel, people who have been trained in statistical sampling and who are capable of giving you this sort of information right
now, if they just sat down an took a couple of days to figure out what
you are doing and what you need?
General RO9BOROU H. I tlink not, Mr. Garriety. Otherwise, I do not

think we would be proposing this study.
I would like to check that out and provide an answer for the record.
(The information follows:)

The Army has some capability for conducting sample surveys and performing
the necessary statistical analysis of survey results. Survey requests, however, far

exceed this capability. The Army is attempting with this study proposal to determine whether its methodology and sampling techniques are sufficient to provide
sttitistically reliable data at the least possible cost.

General TAYLOR. If I may expand on that a little bit more, I think
probably we do have some types of people like this employed in the
Army, but they are employed on a requirement that is a day-to-day,
month-to-month requirement, as opposed to having someone available
to solve a given project such as General Roseborougl is speaking about.
This is one of the problems we are faced with constantly, including in
my own office, where we are requested to detail people for 3 months, 6

months, or even up to a year, for a given project. We do not have those
people available to detail for those periods of time. That is one of the
contributing factors, Mr. Chairman.
.Mr.SIKES.

Are there questions on management studies?

CONTRACT FOR STUDY OF PERSONNEL SURVEYS

MNfr. LrvscoMB. Could you tell us who the contract is with for the sam-

ple surveys of selected personnel projectsI

General ROSEBOROUGH. The contract has not been initiated and the

contractor has not yet been selected.
MIr. LiPscoIB. Are you negotiating with anyone?

General RosEonoUoH. I am not certain at the moment, sir. We have

several studies that are supported by the 1969 program which have
not yet been initiated. If I may, I would like to check that and provide
it for the record.
(The information follows:)
A management study proposed entitled "Sample Surveys of Selected Personnel
Projects" is currently being prepared within the Department of the Army staff.
Contract negotiations will not begin until finalization of contract specifications,
review by Army staff elements, and approval by the Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Financial Management).
STATUS OF STUDIES

.%r. LIPscO-.B. Then all of these studies-information on which is
being inserted in the record--have not been put into operation yet?
General ROSEBOROUGH. Some have and some have not, sir.
Mfr. LTPSCOMB. Could you tell us which ones have not?
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generall Ilospvonotoii. Of the ones tint T have in this program,

sir-

0e1etl

,\YvuomI. Sir, I think T will have to verify that, because

these are wit we call tle program stili s. I will give you the ififor-

mation as to those that huev been approved and, underwny, and those,
thati have beeli alpiroved but not.yet commenced, if that is satisfactory.
Mr. Lusco~mi. Yes, Ceneral.
(The Information follows:)
FISCAL YEAR 1969 CONTRACT MANAGEMENT STUDIES (OMA)-STATUS
Study title

Preparation

Evaluation

Approval

Methodology for development of an Army logistics system master ..................................
plan.
Eviultilon of the effectiveness of logistic support of Army aircraft ........................ X
In RVN.
Integrated time-phased program of maJor tasks In providing ..................................
mission.essential 10lstIc suppoil for the Sentinel system.
Manalemeht study of the civilIan health and medical program of
........................
the uniform services.
Information systems development and management control.....-. X
........................
Department of the Army vocabulary of inform lon elements .........................................
Methods and procedures for economic analysis of proposed Invest . ...................................
ments In weapon systems.
Army a nation unit opiratIng costs In RVN ...........................................................
Development of an Improved Army weapon system cost model .....---- _-------------- X
Sample surveys of selected personnel projects .........
...... X
........................
Assessment of employment and utilizaton of civilian personnel.. - X
........................
Retention cl quality senior officers ............................
X
........................
Logistics studies of selected areas ...................
X
........................
Library support to Army personnel for career advancement and X
-----------------Job performance.
Derivation of exploitable relationship among variables In US ............ X
............
Army accident wiMtA
Cost analysis of selected weapons systems .....................
....... X
............
Analysis of the support requirements for limited war ..

Contlact
X
X
X
X
X
X

s1'I1IW -NWo('. l1irl ,\E.x,:t.N'r
A.VA WF

Mr. ILpscom. Could you tell us someothing -ahout,the stu(l' "Tibl'ary
Support to Army Per.snnel for Career Advanement, ain( ,ol Performance." First, of all, is this study underway ?
General RosmnoRouam, No, sir. "It is another that has not, yet heem
initiated. The contractor
has not yet been determined.
Mr. LTVscomuI. Go ahead.
General Rosnonouou . This study is designed to letermiine what,
library support in terms of material ad(t serviecks is reqttired to provide Army personnel with facilities for study and sel f-do'velopmonlt in
the performance of their assigned duties.
TIhis arose from an expressed need from thme field to assure0 tile wide
availability of this typo of material to Army )elsonnel for their own
self-development, an 4 for assistance in carrying out of their day-to-day
•)rofessionail duties.

We hope to gain fromn this study a picture of the kind of library
program that we have, and compare that to what, our requnremets
are, to see if we are doing the best, job of supporting our people with
the resources that we are now employing, and wihetheir or not, any further resources iii this area aRe indicated.

Mr. Ltrsoonm. You do not know this now?
(General Rosmomlouomm. No, si'. It is Ip)siblo that over the years
we have not, had as effective a library program as we should foi, this
purpose.
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Tn1 s pro~gr'am

is to support ilitiry J)0l'Sollf
in self-o'ljhe
1110 j)orfornltule'of t~ieir (iles, ats oppoedl to reereittion and off-ditty readin11g. 'We feel o11r prgI'al 11,J) to now ma11Y not.
haveo been its effective ats it could bo.
improve, u pL'sonlHi inl
This miay be,)0
area. inl whieh N.cou1ld
w
their perfornnl and their value to the Army, and -At. the silmet dIn'l
increase their motivation and retelitioii by iipvig
their skill mid
ottlhaniig their1 opportuulflem for promlotionl.
This is the lprofessiollal or official side, of thie library activity, ais op.
posed to the recretionail side.
Mr. limcomn. Does this liave anything to do with Projet T1ron-S.itionI
Geneoral lRosninoou No, sir. This has to do wit-lh olduty people,
their own development, their contrition ']in their catrem's, a1nd the
improvement of their job perform-1anlce.I
Mr. iipscomu. nolli theo 1opirtmeit, of the Army t'oclibinlary and
information elements. Is this it study that hans bumn invited 11iid is
going on nowI
Genleral RospnimouiiOiT.
I boliM'' tiat is the, matter that, Colonel
Egbort mid Mr. Bitekmnster wero discussing previously.
Mr Lu'scomu. I dlid not. reognize, it.
Mr. BUCKMASTEII. YeS, Sir'; t lint is the DA VIE colitract, whic-1 1111s
been comle~lted.
aSissctted w~ith

OPPI M[t'M 110OIST1iCs STrUDY
%II'. iI~iO
om ' TIhere is prlogt'nled for fis-al A'O0111. 1970--it llst
pl.1tiiiw11d - :I
%tUlh
it
cosl(4)1 t siiiiited lit $3.71 011illion to0 dovelop1
hu'ise's for d.esig911112 1 i p i111 ntrl~e integrated-Iogistic di't.'illio vstol
em, ad so forth. I Nv'ill place this deseription- in the record.
('rue Infortmtion follows:)
D1')PCRIPTION OF STUDY

Develop Wises for dli'iIgutuig the opthnnultiIterniodel, integrated, logistics dtstritt bit system for support of IIVN and tit hnAtoly for worldlwidte adaptation:
pff'tut will aht' delike sup)lH)iitg Nysteis and equipment~ mi~uiremnts. IOevelop)
compli~enm~ve tun Ititegratuxi miaintilmmee/stpply po~licy and procedure Ponit.
jK'lilill 11-ich0 will finlldte data. neded by each oix-rtlting level -niit Ioua Il it.
~vntory count rol polnt.4 to user/nailtance and suippl~y techninti. botfinte and
dlev'elop fte logistical methodology for the supply and nuiitetince, functious tit
tilt%theater Army -Aupp)ort conunanld s3'stvei. J"'Vaiante maintenlance concepts lit
terms of cost

effi4-tivonesw; amiaiyze repamir parts reliability to deteruint' stock

level reqihi'freelt-h4i and determine deterioration factors affeet ug stock Itevels.
D evelop logi-tic criteria and guidelinem lin tho preparation of qualitative andi
quantitativye materiel requirements and for rehabflittatom eycles; $13.7 million.
h'd'pII ItW Itou.- --'he -geneiralI area desrihei here eov'ers flve broad categorles
within flt, log i~cs fleld. 'i'leso have benu Releted because It is felt that further
improvement it it-%
numagemel itjtteilures, prwess'ls, or ow~rational tehiques
lin these categories wilt pay dividends. Mlost of the managemnt inlprovenitint,
innovations iwimikg (irt'tedl In thevse categories are, to be acceomplishedl witit Inholuse e0er Ic
tIt IN expected thait Aome requiirement-. may bie identilied as
meeting tho criteria whdimi Ini('ato thtat better soltions (,tilt It(' accruled through
tlit, services of contract management conmlshtot firms. Ati thieso 3ieihliir requiremients are ilentiticdt only time most wnotwile ones, lit ternis of eflieeney, will
liv- approved as contract innungeient stitlies. An equivalent level of Wfort to
1i801il year 10I- is itlticpated Ini IiHt-11 yefir 1970.
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Mr. 14vscoMi. Yesterday we had a long discussion about overstockage in Vietnam. It appears that this stidy that is planned in the
amount of $3.7 milliongoes right to the point tlfft we were discussing
yesterday. Is that correct,?
General Tviou. Sir, I believe I am correct in stating that this in-

formation that we have furnished concerning the 1970 studios for

$3.7 million is more than one study.

I would like General layes to addresg tlis.
You are correct, in the matter of what you have read about a study
concerning the logistics system. I would like General IHayes to iprsue
what the study is and i pr.pOSed to be.
'Mr.JaIsCoMII. 1 am going to work for a moment from what I have
in front of me. This is a long explanation.
For instance, it. ovalitito manitenance concepts in terms of cost effectiveness: analyze repali' parts reliability to determine stock level
requiremelts; determine deterioration factors affecting stock levels;
develop logistic criteria and glidolin in preparation of qualitative
and quantitative material requirements; and rehabilitation cycles.
Am I wrong in remembering the, testimony yesterday that this is
what you have been bringing your logistics system in line with?
General ILYrts. You are correct, sir.
Mr. LWscoim. Now what are you going to do? Conduct a study to
find out if you were right?
As. No, sir.
General It,v
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Have you beenf applying any funds to a study already?
Genera1 HAVEs. '.I'his is a general statement of the entire logistical
area. This is not a single study. It is a summation, if you will, a shopping list of possible areas for coiIglderatioi for management studies InI
1970. It. does not reflect the amount of money which is in the budget.
Mr. Luisco~n. It says contract management studies, fiscal year 1970
iitormodei
just an estimate, "Develop basis for designing the optimum
integrAted logistics distribution system for support of RVN and ultiinately for worldwide adaptation.1'
Yesterday you gave us some encouragement as to improvements being made ii southeast Asia, specifically Vietnam. Now you tell Ius that
you. want to spend in this area $3.7 million to conduct a study on what
you have been doing.
General HAYES. Speciflcally, the $3.7 million area is broken into two
sections-tho figure of $2.3515 million In the budget program 2200, and
$1.33 million , in- budget program 2300, which is the maintenance urea.
'IIDOPTARYFOR CONTRACT MANAOEMENT

STUDIES

This total flguro of $3.6,95 million, or $3.7 million as indicated here,
is the shopping list that ifs come in from the entire logistics area, the
Army Materiel Command, the overseas theaters, and the logistics data
systems agency, as potential areas for contractual studios in 1970.
The first thIng is, this list has not been scrubbed by the review that
General Taylor referred to yesterday, either in DCSLOG itself or by
the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff of the Army.
So this is, if you will, the maximum that could be spent in this area
in 1970 if all the studies were approved.
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A.ta 1.s program.rhireetor, as I am, with respect to 2'200 and 2300,
there is not that much money in the budget. Sol at best, we have an
equivalent figure to this year, whicl is about $O0O,000, so that uiiless
there were savings in some other aspect of those two programs, we
would not have the money to carry out all the studies.
Mr. Lipscom. If we appropriate the money hero and you justify
that amount of money.,, you mean it would not be available to you if it.
was approved as a valid study?
General HYwm. If it were r v
s a valid study by the review process, the question would ultimately come, "Are there funds
availtible to finance it?" And that would depend on the status of obligations of the 2200 and 2300 money at that poinit in tile in the year.
All. l).wIs. low do we relate tlo $3.7 million. to which Mr. Lipscolb referred, to (ho $0705000 to which yoa have just referord?
General I[,AY
I
S. In 1969 this is, if you will, the level thal. we expect.
out of 11019 fim'cs t.i. will' 1w expeiided for contlact tttd Studies il tllst,
ar1ls. 'I'llro will not. be any moro than that.
Mr.lvis. I low (oe,4 thi ltte to the .2,7 nillowtflut, yoU are estinm111tig for 1970, whit-lm Mr. lipscolmllh asked you abolit,

GOeeral ,\Lw:s. 1t. is related in that. it is for studies in tle broad
aret of logistics t rot, will Ie accomlllislwd this year. '['lie $3.7 million
for additiou11 s milies if you will, is possiblO for 1970.
General rTAV.oit. TiM :.7 million figure that you are looking at,
Mr. l)avis, as (3en1ral 11ayes has explained, is an accumulation of
whait the vommmillds would" desire to do4 if tlue funds were aviiilble
and( if tll
mse stilit's w(re appi'oved.
I'l odler words, this is an estimate based upon their submissions,
that. w have At the llre.slt t.iui of whait they would like to do, what.
they see their mquirments as.
1I. does n1ot mean that. they would necessarily be approved and

accA~Miplishied ill tfscl 1970 because, as Geielal 1-1iIves hlus nent.ioned,
it woinid dependipon wlipe weo were at. tho time "agiven stuly sir-

faced to thopoint, of saying, yes, we should have this done.
So this is till eslflfltd 1lliOInInit, based upon what the conimaids
sty they would like to do, as they see it now, for the future.
Mr. )Avis. How do wo sit 'here and exercise any judgment on the
amount of money that. either is to be or ought to 60 provided for this
(T'11,ral 'l'\YIA1U1. Sir, Iean oC1
ly repeat, this is an aret where Awe are

dealing iit tho future. We at-tempt to get, [s good a feel as we possibly

can from the collailnds ats to what they see their Imiirelments are.
This is the only thing we have to work A'ith at this time.
In other words, we cannot tell the commands to come in and screen
ittat this point, in time to the point that we can say this would be
necessarily a study required in fiscal 1970.
Mr. DAVIs. How are we to exercise any judgment as to whether it
is required if you cannot tell is ? That is what I am trying to get. at.
Wen we mark up this bill, how can we exercise aly judgment,?
General TAYlor. This is our best estimate. What I am saving ih that
ifAve look at this sheet of paper if we had the funds, we est.lmato there
would be itmaximum of $4.9 million, if they were all approved, spent.
in fiscal 1970 on studies. 'thatis our ist estimate.
,Ir. Ii)scomm. In other words, you are telling us that, you are asking
for an over-all aniount of money for the total program lroughout. th
bud'ot, and if you (to not need !lhv money for some purpose other than
studies, studies will get it? .So, you justify hero $3.7 million in this

particular Case. If you iteed the money somoplaco else,
elw tie study will
go ahead.

not,
General 'ILoiI. Sir, as tl exatlple, inthe tiidget. 2200 area, which

is centrid supply, tht. particular program is hIse4l oi tie number of
l)rsolmlil invoIvh'l, the numbfllher oil Suply alUtiY
ions that tre taken, lglli
projected
on the
best.
parst.
eXDperipti(o
fkeators
wo ha1I.'Oe. Aks we proceed
through
the year, thin~rs do canlg i thit
tatllit. p'ograill. 11" my

hnve miOny becoming availabil0 frolic II,'ition ill thte cliployce lireal, Its
ltdi tie I)epthv Chif
of Staff for Logistics felt le had to accomplsh ono o' theso studies,

an example, at which tMe,
1 if tlmt. happolledn
he Inightapply it against that st uIdy.
APPROPIIATNO BY I.IN,

Mr. Lupscomr.

ITEM

If by any chalice (his committee saw lit, to line item

this in the budget and say, "for mitanagemient. studiess" ill this ma'mieUlar area, $3.7 iuillion, you could use that money for iiI other puri)os(,

is that not right?

General TiLon. If the committeO so limited it, yes, sir.
Air. laPscoAmI. I f that was th ease, it. might itike your 2200 account
short by $3.7 million.
General 'l',\Y1AYIA. Based upon tle way tle bIdget is sulmiilted, yes, sir,
that could happen.

Mr. Lirscomn. So, when you justify this before the committee, it. is
only illustrative and a way" of justiying a. certain total amount. of
money in the budget?oneral r,%Yrolt. Based upon the program as we know it, sir, as to the
workload that we have to accomplish.
COrPiTA WCr

WITIr

COMMVITET

Illl.rou'rT

Mr. JII'scomII. I know youl spend a lot of I lie before this (.ommilt eo,
aid this committee spends a lot of time oil this side of th table, but

many of our hours along with Air. )avis' comment, apparently are
cOmIf)lotoly wasted. Iaybe it gives us a, good education but, w haNv,no
)roof, that as wo exercise judlgnnlltt, whether or not, you live haing too
lallly studies or too few studies or improper studies. Is that riot. about
the ease?
One of the things "we particularly1)ointld out. in the report last. year
front this colltllitteO was that tieh;,e ought to be it reduction. aiid it
ree.valuation of the num1111ber of studies that the military services in total
litt inl(o ehct.. Thait has not been the rule of tile app)priation 'equest,
t hat is l)efol't us, either yours or iny others. Thoy come in for more
mutulv. It. does not nake iny di Il'ornee.
General ,TAY.oR.
Sir, I think we halve tried to jitmit O1' studies. I am
speaking from memory now, without tho testimony in front of me. I
believe thnat it ma1ty ha'e bt,emt for fiscal 1969, and possibly 19068. 1 do
inot, recall. But 1 was using the figure that it was estimated that $15maillion would be theIiuxtItn that we would utilize, again based on estimates; and today, as I see it, for fiscal 19069, the maximum that we
would spond, as I used the figuiro earlier, I think it is estimated now, if
everything were approved that we know of, potentially for 19069,
apl roxitat('.ly $3.3 million.
So, we are awar of the committee's interest in this area and, to the
best of our ability, we try to hold that to what we consider to be a
reasonable figure.

We~ ar-e inl ill areal, really,, where it. issH) (lifieult to kflOw ill 1adviltie
ly wht.t is required, 'b-,caiiso t'eqir~ients are constfhl( ly ciAli'g
upI thait are unforeseen to uis wyiet wve are sitting-t here attenliptigto
11
11nsf
r iiVeil subject
f-do
-lt
t ~i
hi ))olltIl''I~
l kthne.
t'X1.1t

NIIl I iI'-stomB. YO;u ha1ve thousands of people till over (lhe Depa rt Ilielit, olihe
! Armly tihhiudig lt)p studies.
( oneraI 'l'At.

YVes, sit

Mll.I iAl'comin. '1hat, is till I hall'eMr. Chatiriman.
.Ntl-. I),%vis. Nothing tit this point.
OPPBAS11A8 INI(sI

Ir. S IiKS. Does theA I'llv Cstill havetyll Off Base I1lusinga 1)visifli?
( (welaI
Hos-EIU'lOmmI. 'Y&'S, Sit-. Actftilly it is thle Olrtco3 of thle Doe1aurZment. o f the Army1 I lousinig Coordinator.
.Nil. Slims. What i~ thle estimated cost to su1)Iort that 01opeloilo forl

liseal yevar 1970 an1id fiscl l96l9?
h'n;'i'al llostiiotoluloIi. sw, mlay I provide, that for t-1h6 rec-ord ? The
I'ot~ te
o lli the milit-ary personnel area. There umay he slight
0 . & M. costs, 61ut; they tite ills]igm111lcant. I do0 not, h11m. thle, figure1.
Mr. MI KIps. 1)o y'ou know whether tile cost. is up1 orl down?
( llilirl lROsm161ooo . It is the same, sir. TLh ooflco has beeniuaniedl
-i thle samell level of personal( anid the same level of operations, and tile
fluids tire essentially tile Samle.
MNil. SI:sin tihe material you provide forl thle records include the
number for each yeni'.
(General RosaF111moiv.
Yes, Sir.
("''h inl foi~raionl follows :)
fiscalIg6ar

Fisc iI uear

Military personnel costs--------------------------------------------.......
$588?........
Opeiaittons miid mnaintenance...- ....................... -------------------..
2,000 _.
.....

1lu olli' v~i I 14t
HI 1ItTi'd wvith four multnq
r w'rsounul Is seliediled to lie ci hidlasteit mepii rte 11(1 IIty of) .Jlle :30. i900. Thue filiutitoni~ of this~ Hdiet3' wIll.
le'it-1isoi-i''i by t he 1)1 reeiate of militiry lPersoniil 1'olivies. ()hhlev of thoa
lu-)itity I 'hef of' ,stmr for l'ei'somiiel. 11il1itry IK'rsomi1' will be' relss-Igil('( it)
lowia. l epa rimeit or krmyv netiit'.

(TUhe in format ion reques(e1 onl file Armly ofl'-base housig referrall
proguintjj il. asg allows :)
ThIo~AVIi offlhase lioull-dug referral program for th.eti1 year 10111 Iieliieis 114
cir1iln ni-yearq lit, $700,000 lit tiui famifyv liouishii inuaigemen'ut neiellt mid)1
12,5 mIlIttary munt-years ait $815,000 In the ilita ry iior.soiuel, Armny iupproprin.
I i'n. Im idtuhd in fiseal year 1070) are 1.15 Clilil'~ye'lra lit $1,350.000 Ill 11111
fiiiiiy iousiuig 1uuuiuiogem~ent acvolint 111i4iil 183
miliy
l1ill yoars ait $1,l9O.tm)
In t le milItary jwrsonnpl, Army approp~riationl.

BAS1M OPERATIONS Cos'r
,Nil. Siius. Turning to ba. oper'at ions cost, I would like to hatve yout

puill the weord a, schedule, islowig tile breakcout. of your overall
riuest
for Supplort of base o1erAtions.
('P lie information follows:)

Budget program
Description

Fiscal year 1968 actual ........................-....................
Fiscal year 1969 estimated ...............
................
Decreases, total .................................................

Total

2009

2109

2209

2309

2409

2509

2609

1,446.911
1,321.027
68,536

825,567
758.854
.34.398

295.147
283.544
16,317

222,986
193,470
13,201

14.341
5,852
170

15,493
13,755
1,050

46.488
46,776
2.308

26,89
18,776

1. Maintenance and repair of real property activities .....................
2. Civilian personnel-Man-years, average salaries, and productivity .......
3. Army Service School load ...........................................
4. Logistic support of central supply activities ..........................
5. Support of advanced aerial fire support system -----------------------G. Support of CHAPARRAL/VULCAN and improved HAWK ................
7. Reduced support, Southeast Asia due to attrition and consumption -------

54.600
8,341
1.951
1,764
516
294
1,070

Increases, total ..................................................

32,223

1. Annualization wage board pay raises .................................
2. Civilian employees in USAR support .................................
3. Project transition .............................................
4. Support of Army training centers ....................................
S. Army aviation support ............................................
6. RVNAF/FWMAF support ...........................................
7. Installation support of USAR activities ...............................
8. Repair parts for new equipment ....................................
9. Logistic support of overseas dependent education ......................
10. Retention of Brooklyn Army Terminal ...............................
11. Transfer of . 0. T. & E., Fort Huachuca .............................
12. Increased support of miscellaneous activities..........................
Net change ----------------------------------------------------Fiscal year 1970 programed .......................................

1,092

34,398
8,928
7,474
170
900
1.638
1,092
..............
5,438
2,083 ..............
150
670 ..............
----.-.------1,951 ---------------------------------------------------------------------...........................
1.764 ........................................................
....

............

...........

294

-----------.----.---.-----.6,874

11,062

--

--

- -....-.------..
- --- -

--...

-

----..
.
--...

...--.-------.

1.070 ......................................................
5.793

348

162

3,325

2.291
1,996 -------------162
133 ............ 265
265 ............................
...................................................................................
1,159 --------------------------944 ............................
215 ..............
6.710 ..............
6.710 ......................................................................
4,352 -------------4,352 ---------------------------------------------------------------------871 ...............
7 --------------------------------------1.758
---------------------------------------------------------------1.758

5.090

, 690-----

-------------------------a---------------------------

-

400

4,184
4,184 .........................................................................---------1,300 ------...............
1,300 -------------------------------------------------2,250 --- .......---...................---------------------------------------250 ---........
1,993 ............................
682
348 -------------727
236
-36.313
1,284,714

-27,524
731,330

-5,255
278,289

-7,408
186,062

+178
6,030

-48
12,867

+1,017
47,793

+3.567
22,343

cc

BASC OPERATION, FISCAL YEAR 1970 PRESIDENT'S BUDGET ANALYSIS OF BUDGET CHANGES BY 9000 AND 2X09 ACCOUNTS (DIRECT OBLIGATIONS)
__In

I

thousands of dollars]
Description

9010

9020

9030

9040

9050

9060

9070

9080

9090

Total

Fiscal year 1968, actual ---------------------------------------Fiscal year 1969. estimated -------------------------------------

112,527
94,027

160,268
175,902

45,518
44,418

226,402
217,685

141,896
139,917

282,712
215,727

35.309
23,661

142,732
127,171

299,547
282, 519

1,446,911
1,321.027

Decreases (total) ----------------------------------------

1.240

1,433

361

2,504

617

40,380

10,860

6,955

4,186

68.536

38421

10.719
51
25
35
10
6

5,460 .--------2,549
883
227
355
689
211
49
236
28
135

1. Maintenance and repair of real property activities-------------- .--------- ii.------------------.. .....................
2. Civilian personnel, man-years, averagesalariesand productivity..
815
939
216
1,659
3. Army Service School load ...................................
151
277
79
321
4. Logistic support of central supply activities------------------125
47
17
208
5. Support of advanced aerial fire support system ---------------43
11
3
72
6. Support of Chaparral/Vulcan and improved Hawk ..............
23
7
3
41
7. Reduced support, Southeast Asia. due to attrition and consumption ....................................................
83
152
43
203

Increases (total) ........................................

1,844

Annualization wage board pay raises ........................
307
Civiliam employees in USAR support .........................
29
Project transition ..............................................
Support of Army turning centers ..........................
829
Army aviation support ................................................
RVNAFIFWMAF support ...................................
71
Installation support of USAR activities ........................
244
Repair parts for new equipment ------------.............................
Logistic support of overseas dependent education ------------------------Retention of Brooklyn Army terminal .......................
. 89
Transfer of R.D.T. &E.. Fort Huachuca.......................
189
Increased support of miscellaneous activities -----------------86
Net change .............................................

+604

Fiscal year 1970 programed .....................................

94,631
94,631

169
40
972
3,549
19
316
3,745
200
238
218

+8.033
183.935
183,935

1,036
360

302
58
33

14

97

222

1,070

2.269

291

1,035

5,594

32.223

556
220
468
40
184
342
9
58
6
32
1
24
66
1,159 ...... ....... ...... ...... .............
...... ...... ...... f-------......
1.
476
381
562
549
50
293
1,598
.......
803 ............................................................
122
6
57
98
17
83
398
18
145
193
16
140
422
1. 264
°.....
075 ---------.-...................................
270
1. 764
1,800 ...................................
.420
78
232
7
467
47
45
335
75
348
280
329
34
137
620
7
137
74
133
86
129
1,123

2,291
265
1.159
6,710
4,352
871
1.758
5,090
4,184
1.300
2,250
1,993

6,740

86
3.151

5

.....

.......

54,6wO
8.341
1.951
1,764
516
294

170

1.833

9,466

193
156
130
34
18

+1,472
45.890
45.890

+4,236
221.921
221.921

+2534
142,451
142,451

-38111
177,616
177.616

-10,569
13,092

13, 092

-5,920
121,251

121,251

+1.408
283,927

M8,927

-36,313

1,284,714
1,284, 714

-
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SUPPORT 01.OAUMV TH'TAINTO CE

VTflS

"Mr. SimFEs. There is an increase of $0l.710 million for the solpport of
Army t lrntllig centers. Wh1y is this increase necessary?
Colonel ITOCK. The line item increase of $6.7 million is for the support of Army t rniniiig centers reported in hudget pror-ram '),Inn.
This is related to the hase operations Atupport of trali ing activities.
and is related to inreased pilot output.
Mr. Siicvs. Altogether?
Colonel locu. Yes, sir. The Army aviation increases $4.5 million.
This will include certain direct, and general support maintenance of
about $1.1 million, certain Government-furnished material about $2.S
mill ion, and increased POL costs of $351;000.
The major impact will be in the 9020 area, "'Mnteriel maintenance,"
which will increase some $3.49 million.
Mir. SIrEs. Your ttol increase for the base operation Ost for Army
tralnilni centers is $6.710 million. You have aecounttd for $4 millionplus of that, amount.I
GOeneal R osR.noW.Aot. Mr. Sikes, this is related to th i ncrease in the
average training load in the training centers for 1070 over 1969.
Colonel hoK. May I further clarify, sir, that I am speaking to the
line item "Army Aviation."
Within the Army training centers support, T show an increase of
.$6.710 million. This is to support, as tho General pointed out, the increased training load, base operation support cost, at the P-2100 finance level.
Mr. Scs . Tn what, areas is there an increase in the training load'?
Colonel HoCK. Primarily in basic training, sir. Professional train-

ing is p'oing down.

.Mr.StKF1 . Are you taking in more people this year?
General 'Rosrnroir. Ye's, sir. Our training load would be gr-eater
this year. Mr. Sikes. This goes back to the consideration of whom
wve are talkina in at the end of 1969 and carry forward into the load
figures in 1970.
T am sure you are familiar with this. Our overall load in 1.970 is
calculated at 205,000, versus 1*89,100. This $6 million is associated with
the support of that additional training load.
Mi,.5 rrs. 1)othnt-mean the Army retention rate is down ?
Ceoneral Ros rtiobu li. Not. necessarily, sir. This is a eyelic thing
,ed1 nn what happened 2-years ago and what our losses, have beenl
for a number of reasons overtime, and how it imparts on the particular
fizeal year that we are talking to.
Mr., SmRs. What is the retention rate now as compared to a year
ago?
General Rosmnonquoir. Sir, it is nining about the same. Around 23
percent for officers. For enlisted personnel the reenlistment rate for the
first term Regular Army is about 19 percent which is down from last
year at this particular time.
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DETENTION Or 1I1i00kTLYN AUIMY T'FIIN3WA

Mir. Sitims. There is a request of $1.3 million for the retention of the
B~rooklyn Army Terminal. When was t, dided
et,
to rota thetemilraI?
General rT%,,Ion. Sir, I can furnish the date for the record, bit we
knew about it. during the budget season last Oct oler-Novelliber.
Mr. Slicrs. IIad you not planned to release th t.?
General 'lT.kyron. We had planned to release that, sir, and that was
changed and taken off the release list last, fall.
Mr. SIm.R.s. What were the circumstances that justified a change in
ti h decision ?
General 'Rk.r\onL. General Hayes, will youll
address that, please?
General lHAYEs. In October,1(
, tlhe Army received notification
from the Assistant Secretary of Defense that chan#110 Colditions
had prevented the relocatio0i to other areas of tile Mili-tary Traffic

anageuent Service and+the Military Sea 'Transport Service elements
that had Ibeon housed there at the Brooklyn
and that
aerminul,
)A
should withdraw tile declaration of excess as far as the Brooklyn

'Lermitnal. and GSA should suspend its disposal action, which had
al ready commenced.
Tlhey' ilicattd there would be continued use by the two Traffic
Services elements for at least 2-to-3 more years.
Mr. Siimis. Is the $1.3 million associated entirely with the operation

()f the terminal?

General ,HAYES.Upkeep, maintenance and operation, because it had
been in exce-ss status since 1965. and there had been little or no work
done in the intervelngI years.
Mr. Sylmrs. What is the comparative cost in the last year of full
operation ? l)o you want to supply that for the record?

General IL.%,ms. I will have to supply that for the record, sir.
(The information follows:)
Tie terminal was placed in excess status during fiscal year 1065; therefore
'the last fAll year of opkrdtio was fiscal year 11)0-i. However, the Military Trallic
Management amid Terminal Service was established in fiscal year 195 and specific records covering terminal oerations in flscal year 1904 tre not ivaliable.
trhe earliest infornmtlon available relates to fiscal year 19I05. There were no
B1PA 2209 major maintenance and repair projects in fiscal year 19065; $24,000
was expended in fiscal year 1918: abMut $1.5 nfllion will be obligated in fiscal
year 1969 from current fifiding; and $1.3 million has ben requested for fiscal
year 1970 In the fiscal year 1670 lPresi(lt's budget. The jprograni for the last
2 years reflect (lie results of the removal of iu terminal from the excess list

in November 1908.

Mr. Su:s. Will there be a modernization program, or simply an
updating of mnairiteuance?
General HAvEs. his is just an updating of maintenance, so it will
be in usable condition for a 2- or 3-year period.
Mr. S
Iad operations actually been susl)ended there?
HI(ES.
General I tmns. 'l hey had been.
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TRANSFER OF R.D.T. & E. FUNCTIONS AT FORT HUACIIUOA

Mr. SiES. You are asking an increase of $2.25 million because of a
transfer of R.D.T. & E. projects to the Communications Command
at Fort Huachuca.
Colonel HooK. The $2.2 million increase in base operation support
there is the result of the reimbursement transfer from the R.D.T. & E.
appropriation to the 0. & M.A. appropriation. The dollars specified
here are those dollars in the past fiscal year's budget for R.D.T. & E.
which will now go to 0. &M.A.
BULK MILK DISPENSER

Mr. SiKS. Are any funds included in the Army budget for the
purchase of bulk milk dispensersI
Colonel HooK. No, sir; there are no funds in the fiscal year 1970
budget for the purchase of bulk milk dispensers for use in CONUS.
STANDARDIZATION

OF BEDS AND MATTRESSES

Mr. Sns. Has the Army completed its standardization of beds and
mattresses?
Colonel HOOK. Yes, sir. That program, to the best of my knowledge,
was completed in 1969.
General TAYLOR. May I address that question, Mr. Chairman.
I believe we did say a year ago when we were discussing budget
program 2000 reqilrements that that prograin was completed. I
have had occasion during the past year to look into this program,
and it has not been completed entirely.
Although we do not specifically have funds in the 1970 request for
it, there are other budget programs that are involved, and certainly
some day we will some way or another have to provide new beds and
mattresses so the Army as a whole is equipped.
Mr. SIKES. Are there any funds in this budget for that purpose?
General TAYLOR. No sir; not in fiscal year 1970.
Mr. SIKES. I would like for the record a statement showing the full
cost of the project.
General TAYLOR. Including those that have not been budgeted for?
Mr. SIKES. Yes.

General TAYLOR. Yes, sir. I would be happy to.
(The information follows:)

1. The DOD standardization program for the military services Included tie
conversion from the 30-inch beds and cotton felt mattresses to 86-Inch beds with
Innerspring mattresses.
2. The Army was authorized a conversion program of 040,812 beds and mat.
tresses; 479,460 beds and 443,468 mattresses have been procured. The remaining
requirement, end fiscal year 1969, is 166,846 beds and 202,844 mattresses.
3. 0MA budget program distribution is:

IDollars in thousandsl
2000

Total

Authorized:
Beds ------------------------------Mattresses --------------------------

.

Total ------------------------------

-

Mattresses ..........................

Total -----------------------------

2600

Number

Dollars

Number

Dollars

Number

Dollars

Number

Dollars

Number

Dollars

646,312
646,312

$19,466.9
19,260.1

294,446
294.446

;k 868.7
8,774.5

314,235
314,235

$9,464.8
9,364.2

15,799
15,799

$475.8
470.8

21,832
21,832

$657.6
650.6

-------------..

38,727.0

17,643.2

..............

18,829.0 ..............

..............

1,308.2

946.6 ............

0

Procured:

Beds--------------------------

2500

2100

.
-

479,466
443,468

.-------------

Remaining requirement:
.
Beds--....
..
...--------------------Mattresses --------------------------

14,441.5
13,215.3

285,001
284,326

27,656.8 ..............

8,584.2
8,472.9

186,864
155,497

17,057.1 ----------

3,355
3,355

5,628.4
4,633.8
10,262.2 ..........---

101.0
100.0

4,246
290

127.9
8.6

201.0 ---------------

136.5

166,846

5,025.4

9,445

284.5

127,371

3,836.4

12,444

374.8

17,586

529.7

202,844

6,044.8

10,120

301.6

158.738

4,730.4

12,444

370.8

21,542

642.0

Total .............................. .-------------

1. Data reported by ZI Armies and MDW to CONARC.
2. Cost includes 2 adapters per bed and 2 covers per mattress.

11,070.2 --------------

586.1 --------------

8,566.8 --------------

745.6 --------------

1,171.7

NOTES 3. Costs not reduced by stock fund credits received for usable beds which may approach $2million
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MNr. SIKES. Questions on base operations cost?
Mr. LIPSCO.[B. No questions, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. DAVIs. No questions.
311AINThNAXCH OF REAL PROPERTY

Mr. SiKx;s. The Army proposes to reduce the amount restricted to
the maintenance of real property facilities by $55 million from
the $280 million made available in 1969 to $225 million for 1976. Why
is this reduction proposed?
General TAYLOR. Sir, that is a part of the overall budget review. This
is the amount an1provecd for inclusion in the 1970 .Ndget.
Mr. SKIE1S. Was this upon the recommendation of the Army?
General TAYLoR. No, sir. The Army recommended the normmil-I use
the word "normal"-recommendod it for the full $280 million that
we had during the past couple of years.
Mr. SliEs. Does this represent a reduction in maintenance level
and an increase in deferred mainten-anc e?
General TAYLon. Sir. Colonel Hock can s)eak more specifically, but
it will not reduce our backlog of deforwid maintenance. As a matter
of fact, I think our backlog will probably go up as a result of this.
Colonel HOOK.The $54.6 millirnvin our estimate will result in probably about a $20 million vrowtlh in the backlog of essential mintenance and repair (lEMA T. Thoretically. the entire $154.6million
could result in increasing the bNeklog of maintenance.
However, in discussion with the entrineers, we have taken certain
actions to divert a larger poition of this cut to the minor construction area, thereby absorbitin a greater portion in the 9070 minor construetion area, so more of the money available will be able to go into
the 9060 maintenance of real property account.
So, our best. estimate at. this time is that the total level of the
BVIMAR backlog will go up about $30 million in fiscal 1970.
Mr. STUE.s. In what particular areas will this reduction be felt most?
Colonel Hocn. Sir- are you speaking to zones, such as overseas, or
to the type of activity?
Mr. SIrXs. The type of activity.
Colonel HocK. Sir, it. will generallyy be felt worldwide. I have a
rough estimate of how the engineers propose to distribute this.
Mr. SIKES. You may provide that for the record.
General TAYLOR. I think we probably would do a better job of it,
sir. if we did.
(The information follows:)
REDUCTION OF MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF REAL PROPERTY
Activities
Minor
Other
engineering
Construc9t,080 sup

Total

Maintenance
of real
Pro1ion,

Total ........................................

$54,600

$38.421

$10,719

$5,460

Posts camps. and stations ..........................
Tralnfng centers and schools ........................
Supply depots ......................................
Depot maintenance .................................
Medical ............................................
CONARC Headquarters, Intelligence and communications.

34,398
8,928
7,474
170
900
1,638

24.078
6,250
5,232
119
630
1,147

6,880
1,785
1,495
34
180
327

3,440
893
747
17
90
164

Type of Installation

Reserve............................................

, 092

965

18

109
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EFFECT OF DEFERREI

MAIN T ENANCE

Mr. SIKES. I am quite concerned about these reductions in maintenance of real property. I do not think this is a healthy thing.
General TAYLOR. We have a serious problem in Europe, Mr. Chairman. We are not cutting into that backlog at all. As a matter of fact,
as you are well aware, we are occupying some pretty old facilities over
there, and they get worse year by year.
Mr. SI s.A.Xe we not building up headaches? Eventually, will
we not have to pay the piper for this neglect?
General TAYLOR. I am fearful this will happen, particularly when
we are still deferring some of our military construction.
Mr. Sic.Es. I would like a complete statement on this for the record,
and I would like to have the facts.

General TAYLOR. Very well, sir.
(The information follows:)

The Army budget estimate for the fiscal year 1070 operation and maintenance
appropriation was reduced $54.6 million for maintenance of real property during
review by higher authority. The Army recommendation for the maintenance of
real property (MRPF) floor was also reduced by $54.6 to $225.4 million for
fiscal year 1970.
The major impact of this reduction will be in the maintenance and repair of
real property function. This will result in an Increase of an estimated $31
million in the backlog of essential maintenance and repair (BEMAR). Reportable
BEMAR Includes only requirements in terms of projects over $10,000. The
Army's backlog of deferred maintenance in projects under $10,000, which are
not included in the BEMAR estimate, will also increase by $7.4 million. In
addition there will 'be a decrease of $10.7 million In minor construction n'id
alterations and $5.5 million for other engineering support associated with
maintenance and repair of real property. The Army programed part of the
total reduction to the minor construction function in order to reduce the impact
on BEMAR.
The estimated changes in BEMAR by command are shown in the following
table:
BACKLOG OF ESSENTIAL MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
[Inthousands of dollars)
Fisal~ar
969

FIscalg~er
970

Increase

Total -----------------------------------------------------

211,150

242,200

31,050

CONUS total -----------------------------------------------

48,800

68,700

19, 900

--------------------------------------CONARC
AMC -------------------------------------------------------Other ------------------------------------------------------------

33,760
0080
4,960

49,700
12,9000
.61100

Overseas total ---------------------------------------------

62,630

173,500

11,150

141,350
16,450
970
3,300

146,000
22.000
'1,500
4; 000

4,370
5,550
530
700

Europe ----------------------------------------------------------Pacift-c................----------------------------------------Southern Command ---------------------------------------------Alaska ----------------------------------------------------------

.

15,940
2,820
1,140

Mr. SIKES. Mr. Garrity.

M r. GARRITY. Since you are reducing your operating costs for Southeast Asia by $520 million and increasing programs hi other areas by
approximatoly $120 million, why did you not take some of that money

and put it into the maintenance of real, property, instead of reduc-

ing it?
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General TAYo. Sir, I do not believe, in the final analysis, we had
that choice. When we made the rconimendation for the level that we
desired and it was reduced, we did reclania this particular item, and
it was not approved. I do not believe that we had that opportunity.
With reference to the amount of money increase in non-Southeast
Asia, those increases were in specific programs that were increased,
which I have here and can furnish vou.
Mr. S1itv.s. The real answer is thilt tlis was an arbitrary decision
beyond your control?
"General TAYOTR. That, is correct, sir.
Mr. Sti F.. Who made the decision?
General 'r,
ft.n.
The Office of the Secretary of Defense, sir.
Mr. SmvRs. We had to work for that answer.
General TAYrOR. I did not intend it, sir.
mr. SIRES. Are theequestions on the maintenance of real property?

Mr. Lrmscomrn. No questions, f r. Chairman.
Mr. DAvIs. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
BA1,1s

OPETrA'rTrON COST OF 1rMINiNO ONTEtlS

Mr. SuIEs. Let's return to base operations costs. Mr. Garrity.
Mr. GARITY. In answering a question regarding the increase in
base operations costs for the support. of Army training centers, an
increase of $6.7 million, you said it. was because of the increase in
training rate.
l)iting the Military Personnel, Army, hearings, it. was implied the
training rate

was

not going to increase. As a matter of fact, the end-

year strength of the AVrmy is decreasing, both in enlisted and officer
personnel.
How do you reconeile this increase with a decrease in actual
strength
Colonel I-Toc. I am addressing here one type line item. It comes
from the DOSPER people and relates to Army training centers. ile
total strength in all training activities may very well come down, but
in this one partiettlar type of training as it affects base operations,
there is an increase.
General TAYIOn. General Roseborough can expand upon the answer,
Mr. Chairman.
General RosEnoroUGIT. I gather we are attempting to related
the aver-

age training center load, to the changing end strength of the Army.
These are not directly relatable. As I pointed out, earlier, in the tirst
place the load involves about 5 months of aeeessions during the previous fiscal year, which will affect the load in the subsequent fiscal
year. So we are out of phase with respect to fiscal years.
Further, the not strength of the Army at, tie end of the year could
go IIl) or down, but. the composition and'the turnover you have during
flip year prodmes the trAipsing reqrironmenl.
For example, suppose 2 years ago we had a very larIgo increase in
the -Army and a lot of draftees ame in that get out in this particular
year., then without any change in the end strength you would have
a higher training load because you have to train now people to replace
those who are getting out. That is why the two figures do not neces.
sarily relate.
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First, they are out. of phase by tiseal year and, second, tile. training
requirement is, you might. say, almost inlepedent, of the ,nd strengthI
of
Army. 0Obviously, it it went up, you would have a hig ier
requthe
iroinent.
OPEnAkTINO FORCES

Mr. Smms. Turning to "Operating forces." We will now consider
your request for budget program 2000.
I would like inserted in the record at this point the summary
justiflcation page.

(The page follows:)

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, ARMY-OPERATING FORCES
[Dollar amounts In thousands)

Actual
Title

fiscal UNa

Bass operation ....................................................
$825,567
General purpose forces ...........................................
2,290,192
U.S Army Air Defense Command ..................................
23,939
Field exercises ....................................................
15,715
Special tactical activities ........................................... 550,403

Estimate
fiscalyear

iscal rear

$758.854
2,061, 040
32,47?
24,089
610, 468

$73, 330
1,647.782
34.037
24,579
53,277

Total direct obligations ......................................

3,705,816

3,486,928

2,974,005

Personnel requirements:
Average number of all employees ...............................
Number of employees at end of year ............................

120,270
120,149

115,213
123,373

118,520
126,033

529,786

547,149

581,695

Total personal service obligations .............................

,"EOI\IAIl)

('0MM U NICVlON8 Nkw'\VOIiK

Mr. SIKEcs. Under the request, for Air Defense Comilalltd, you show
an increase of $12.6090 million for colniniblietion networks over the
actual for 1968. Why is this increase necessary
General TAYLo.lt General LeValn, froll the Assisflnt Chief of Stair
for Force Development.
General iWV.\,. Mr. Clnin'm , the increase is (lite o the aditionll
SA\FF IAI -SIENTINIF.1,cost nmoneys which ar0 included. Army
Air Defense Command coming n tioll costs were retlt('etl somietlllhig
o\'er $4 million (luring fiscal year 1969.
Mr. Stxt.s. 1)o you anftiotiltea 11odillntelon of this figilre under the
revised prograll
entral ;N7,%N. Th SA FEO 'A I) system manu(et-, (0enerl Starbird, will Address terat. Ithis testlholly, sr.I expert such a chlallge may
OCelt 11.

'r.1%Silms. In the hearings last. yv,'o
, we discusse( tie need for a,
de((iviled olltllillt itiolis il-etw i'lk for the SENTI NEL. Sulbsequenf,
(t litestl lherilgs we were advised Ihliat the e('ntn1llii('atiOlis systell
for thi, SI,N'I'1 NI,,vs8 tPill would not, liet,deldiatsd.
Iii Iof.tiatlon provided tile (m' milf
tCI'ow11W 0,it sit
Ith,lgt'
tlddit'll
ed
v'ollntlliiftiols
1110teWork oitfside (if
(lit, c'0fli 'l off 1)CA is still plabt1ied.
Sl1ve vol discussed itis (lelitlit ed ( t work willi Ilht'
l),fense Com-

11litii'iatofls AelleV 1nd1 the (Olbleoof tile secrtlnry f ),fi, ,
( ,nern], l..\ .'A
, Agnin, sit', this (ltltsltion is in'ihe i)tllrit, wV of tile
SA 'EG I A] l)or SlE:N'rI N ILT, sysfemis illzlllt gel , (ee01ral Starihrd.
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I know lie has negotiated with the 1)efouse Cmuiluniatilons Agency ill
thodt'velol)ient of h1
isbcoinuiunieat ions plan.
Mr.
Sucus.
The
point
is, will
this be required, regardless of the
t~
finte SENI'[NET '0grogra
talws?
General Li.VAN. I cannot address that, sir. lie needs two coiniullica-

t io,5 hills. I (10 not know wihieh one is tle subject, at this time. lIo

needs one for tie site installhtton. This is more or le s a management
'onuhnicatiouspaui wllile

lie is building the sites.

In addit.ion-to that, ht needs a t4ctial conlfmulnicat'ions plan.

Mr. Suivts. All right, we will conie back tothis later.
BASE CLOSIHF.9

On August 16,

1968, the Army announced

[ERCUI1,S sites and seven headquarters

that. 23 NIKE-

installations would be

closed to reduce fiscal year 19O expenditures as required by the

Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968.
The committee was advised that as a result of this action there
would be atsaving in the operation and maintenance funds for 1970
of $31.695 million.
You are reducing the request. for the Air Defense Comm and for fiscal
1970 by a total of only $440,000. Where are the other savings reflected
in the 0. & M. budget request?
General LFVA.
The reductions in Army Air Defense Command,
sir, of 25 IERCULES firing batteries at' 23 sites and seven head-

qutrters, at an estimated fiscal yea r 1969 total cost. saving of $20.207
million of which $9.4 million is O. & M.A. The estimated 0. & MF.A.
savings are reflected in budget programs, other than 2030, for the
nmst ]part.

Mr. SIKs. Why do you not. spell out exactly where they are, for the
record ?
General TA'txRon. Very vell, sir.
Mr. Six:s. I would like, for the record, a schedule showing, by budget
project, the original request for fiscal year 1969 and the reductions
aettially realized or to be realized from the closing of these lissile
sites. Also, show the savings for fiscal year 1970.
General TAYron. Very well, sir.
Mr. Li'scoirn. Is it, correct. that the announcement put out by the

)en)artnment of Defbnse indicated a savings of $31.695 million?

General LEVAN. I would have to verify that, Mr. Lipscomb. I do

not recall precisely.
Mr. Lxrscopn. I notice you used the figures of some $20 million.
General LVA. Yes, sir. Those are not the 0. & M.A. costs alone.

I do not know ]low other appwoprintlons might be affected.
Mr. LTINscoMn. In answer to Mr. Sikes, you are going to put into
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the record where the reductions eame as far is th $20 tuillion is
concerned.
General LEVAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. lj'su)mI. 1'hlnt Iiupelled 1o the ldlitiolll $11 milliMnthat.
I uuiut ioned ?
General TA"MAt.
I will have' to verify tat figure, sir. It, is another
all)propriat 101), 1 'as51ule. 1 Ilo hot kliomv. I am1 ad(ledsing oily fiscal

year 19(19 0. &M.A.

General '1TAYTOR.
Sir, in that. closing there were National Guard
sites 115 well as Active Army. I think we can get the figure. Then I
caz also verfy tl figure von used, I believe.
Mr. Sxvs. PFor clariflcation, why don't we ask that they have the
spcei
tic

in format ion when they ret urn at 2 o'clock.
Mr. Luivsco~mn. All ri ht., i'". Chairman.

Mr. Sixr. Can you o that?
General TAYrIoI. We will certlflly try, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Lnscomrn. There is a fact sleet that. we obtained after the annouicenimt, dated August 20, 1968, which might. help you.
General TAYLor. We will look at. it, sir. That was an"Army comnumnieation?
General LmVN. I have the fact. sheet.
Mr. SmKs.
Are you prel)ared to discuss it now, or do you visiti to.
wait until 2 o'clock?
General T4 EV,%N. I would prefer to wait. until 2 o'clock.
Mr. Sfl(.s. Very well. Thank you, gentlemen.
'Tie committee will resume its hearing at 2 o'clock.
AFTERNOON 8881ON

"mr.Sn.is. The committee will com, to order.
Mr. Lipseomb, you had the witness.
Mur. Lnscom. I beliovo when we recessed Mr. Chairmnan1,
we were
dispussing the closing of the NI8-IERiES
sites and the savings
gained from that closing.
Mr. Sixrs. That is correct.
General TmAYhO. Yes, sit, hi'. Lipscomb. You asked us if we could
take a look at.these figures over the lunch-hour. I know General TLeVan
is working on t.hs Iut I don't know that we have an answer.
General Ti \TA. Mr. Li)sConb, I have identified the figures. Tie
total savm-is, all approl riations, which I estimated at $20.207 million
included the $9.,10O 1mllion, 0. & M.A. which you have Ill your fact
sheet, for fiscal year 1909. Ihe same pl)pr included $31.695 million
0. &, M.A. savings for fiscal year 1970 and succeeding years. These
ligures were based on the OSD estimate in August, at tile tme of the
release. During the lunch hour I did not have time to verify them. I
would like to do so and l)m,'die it for the record, if I may.
Mr. IIPscomB. Very good.
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(The information follows:)
The program for ARADCOM amounted to $95.5 million for budget program

2000 in fiscal year 1969 and $101.9 million for budget program 2000 in fiscal

year 1970. The Inactivations resulted in reductions of $4.9 million in fiscal year

1969 and $21.8 million in fiscal year 1970 for budget program 2000. The remaining

amounts are support costs which appear in other budget programs and were
reduced as follows:
(In thousands of dollars)
Fiscal rear

Fiscal year

BP2000 .......................................................................

$4.914

$21,851

P2300....................................................
BP2400..
8P 250 .......................................................................

1,438
471
108

2,876
942
216

9,406

31,69$

P 00..
P22oo.2,371

..........................................................

Total ....................................................................

104

208
5.602

UNDERGROUND NEWSPAPERS AT ARMY BASES

Mr. SIKES. Turning to another subject, my attention has been
directed to ian underground newspaper allegedly published by GI's at
Folt Belvoir. Do you have the facts on that situation, General Taylor?
General TAYLOR. We know about this newspaper. I believe GenefAl
Roseborough can discdss this matter.
Mr. SI ES. All right.
General ROSEBOROUOtI. Sir, I would characterize the information

that we have as somewhat prelhminary. As it is known to the Army
now, there is a newspaper, a copy of which is here, being prepared and
distributed inthe military installations around the Washington area.
Mr. SIKES. May wesee iton this side of the table?
General ROSEBOROUOHI. Surely.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is being distributed, oepared, and published here in the city as opposed to on the installation.

As best we can determine there have been no Government funds or

Government personnel on duty involved in this publication.
The impact of the publication on Our various installntions is being
evaluated.
Mr. SIKEs. Where is it being distributed?
General ROSEBOROUOII. Fort Belvoir is the only place where we have

located the publication.
Mr. SIKES. In what quantities is it being distributed?
General ROSEBOROUOH. I do not have the information available at

this time. The newspaper indicates that out of 4,000 printed only 950

had been distributed on military installations. The commanders of
these installations are attempting to determine the extent to which this
is being dlstribitted-and its impact, if any, on the morale and discipline,

at the installation.

Mr. SIKEs. You mean, you nre unnhle to find out where it is bing
printed and who is witilhq it and who is dis ributig it ?
General RosEnonoroir. I don't know that now, Mr. Chairman. This
has just occurred. I don't have. that information. If we do have it in
the Army, I would be happy to provide it for the record.
So far, no action has been tAken with respect to controlling the dis-

tribution or publication of this l)aper. Our authority to ban such a
publication exists. If the installation commander determines that this
is having a serious adverse effect on his activities, he can recommend
suspension, and, with Department of Army approval, this suspension
could be extended into a ban.
The physical distribution of the paper on the bases is within the
p)urview of the base commander and he can control this, the distribution of the publication or anything else, for that matter.
Mr. SIKES. The publitation itself says they are going to have a party
on the 29th of March at St. Francis Hospitality House at 1620 S Street,
Washington, D.C.
General RosE.noRoolI. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. So maybe this will give you some information to go on.
This is one antiwar publication which is being distributed surreptitiously at a military base. It would appear to me that this would
req tire some prompt action on the partof the military.
For further information, it says that they need moniev and you can
send their the money at Post Offce Box 6585, T Street Station , Washinoton. It gives the code number also.
-§o it should not be too hard for you people to find out about it if
anybody wants to-and I think I would want to if I were in a position of authority in the Army. It does not look like a very healthy61
type of publication.
General ROSEBxiOR0ot*. No, sir. It is not regarded as such. I would
not want to convey that the Army doesn't klow more about this than
[ do. I am sure this is being very actively pursued to whatever cotclusion appears to be appropriate.
Mr. SIKES. General Taylor, will you call this-to the attention of the
intelligence areas in the Army? Would this be under their purview

to find out what the score is?

General TAiLO. Sir, it certainly would. And I will do more than
that, I will find out this evening when we return from these hearings.
The. have been following this sort of thing. If you do desire, sir, we
would be happy to give you a report on it.
Mr. SIKES. Xl! right. Thank you.
(NoTm.-Additional hearings held by the committee appear on
pages 171 to 180.)
Mr. Lmsco mi. According to the paper here, there are four such
papers being published throughout the country.
General 1ROsF.BOROUO . I suspect that there are l)robablv even more
than that. We are aware of these publications wherever they surface.
Mr. LIPsco-sm. Other 0I papers, they list in this paper there are
eight, really.
General ROSEBOROUOII. Yes, sir. This newspaper, according to my
information, is the first that has surfaced here in the Washifgtoi
area.
OTHER REDUCTIONS IN

OPERATING FORCES FUNDS

Mr. Siic:s. Now, back to our discussion of operating forces fiscal
requirements. Please detail for the record the savings to be realized
in other Army appropriation requests other than the cloina of the
missile sites.
General T,\wion Yes sir.
(The information follows:)
Other reductions in the fiscal year 1970 budget request for the operating forces
are $531.7 million associated with Southeast Asia requirements and $34.3 million
In maintenance of real property.
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OTHER BASE

Mr.

SIKES.

CLOSURES

On December 11, 1968, the Army also announced the

closing of certain air defense sites at the Panama Canal. It was stated
that a savings of $1,500,000 in fiscal year 1969 and $4 million in each
succeeding year would be realized. What savings will you actually
realize in fiscal 1970 by the closing of these sites First., for the record,
recount what sites are to be closed and then tell us, now, what savings
it is presently anticipated will bb made.
General LVAN. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, that information was also, to my knowledge, based on the OSD estimate at the
time and I would like to verify that and provide the information for
the record.
Mr. SIKES. All right.
(The information follows:)
There were two air defense sites closed In fiscal year 1060. Both were HAWK
. The savings are:
missile firing batteries;
[In thousands of dollars

S

Fiscal year

Fiscal yfear

$961

$2.870

O.&M.A ......................................................................

8P21

..................................................................

.

..................................................

OP 2400 ...
..
.......
...
................
.
...................................
(8P 2500 .....
MPA .............................................
PEMA ...................................................................................
Total ....................................................................

(11,

112

1

42

(4
(10)

65
1,526

.

1,16

130

4,616

FIELD EXERCISES

Mr. SIKES. For field exercises you are requesting $24,579,000, an increase of $8,864 000 over the actual expenditure for fiscal 1968. As I
recall it, your Aeld training exercises have been rather severely re-

stricted and cut back in very recent years because of the requirements
of the Vietnamese war; is that right?
General BIANCHA-RD. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Is this increase in training an effort now to get back on
a more satisfactory level of training?
General BLANCHAbD. That is also correct ; yes, sir.

Mr. SIKES. Is that the sum total of the increase? Is that the whole
story?

General BLANOHAiD. The increase is in the JCS coordinated exercises and in the Army training exercises directed, in general, to the ob-

jectives that you mentioned.
Mr. SiCES. If you have not done so, list the training exercises that

will be held and the costs of each.
General

BLANOHARD. Yes.
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(The information follows:)
The following is a list of the training exercises that will be held in fiscal year
1970 and the cost of each exercise:
Fiscal year 1970 Joint Chiefs of Staff directed and coordinated xcxrctses
[In thousands of dollirsl
JOS directed exercises:
Exotic dancer
-------------------------------------------Deep Furrow 69
------------------------------------------Reforger II
-------------------------------------------Total JCS Directed

-------------------------------------

90
200
6,800
7,090

JOS coordinated exercises:

Flintlock 2
---------------------------------------------175
Acid Test II ---------------------------------------------- 55
Green Express..------------------------------------------- 125
High Heels 69
-------------------------------------------50

Central America III ---------------------------------------Arctic Express --------------------------------------------

35
100

SEATO OPX
-------------------------------------------Halcon Vista V -------------------------------------------Snowtine
-----------------------------------------------Bold Shot/Brim Fire --------------------------------------Pathfinder Express III -----------------------------------Dawn Patrol
---------------------------------------------

151
4
7&
8
250
100

Total JOS coordinated

----------------------------------- 1,910

Total JOS directed and coordinated exercises ----------------

9,0()0

Fiscal year 1970 U.S. Army to'aining exercises
tIn thousands of dollars)
U.S. Continental Army Command:
LOGNX 70
------------------------------------------Minor Exercises
---------------------------------------

600
75

Total CONARO-.....................................
675
U.S. Army, Europe:
Merry Mood
----------------------------------------250
200
Regimental CPX
--------------------------------------500
Infantry Division CPX (2)..............................
Quick Train I and II
1,028
600
Signal Field Exercises (4)................................
orps Artillery FTX (2)
-------------------------------800
Brigade FTfX's (13)
------------------------------------ 3, 175
Division FTX's (3)....................................
3,554
Corps CPX (2)........................................
908
Minor Exercises
875
Total USAREUR
------------------------------------- 11, ,9O
U.S. Army, Pacific: Minor exercises ------------------------------- 928
U.S. Army, South: Minor exercises -------------------------------22
U.S. Army, Alaska: Minor exercises ------------------------------- 215
U.S. Army Air Defense Command:
Systems training program
--------------------------------- 1,621
Minor exercises -------------------------------------------9

Total USARADOOM
1 0------U.S. Army Strategic Communications Command: Support of minor
exercises
-------------------------------------------------- 126
)bserver and evaluator travel ------------------------------------ 93
Total Army training exercises
Total field exercises

--------------------------- 15,579

----------------------------------24,570
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JOINT CIIIEF OF' STAFF EXEtCISES

Mr. SIKES. For fiscal year 1970 you plan to conduct 15 JCS-directed exercises in addition to the regularly planned Army exercises.
Will you be able to carry out all of these if the Vietnwmese war should
continue?
General BLANCITARD. It is our best estimate that we will be able to
carry these out. Of course, as time progresses if we are unable to carry
them out we will necessarily cancel them.
Mr. SIKES. Have you, in fact, fallen behind in needed training of
this nature as a result of the Vietnamese war?
General BLANCHARD. I think thltt the answer to that lies in the fact
that every commander always feels that he is behind, and certainly
restrictions imposed by personnel turbulence and other activities do
require additional trAning in numerous commands.
Mr. SIKES. Training is, of course, a necessary part of your program.
These Army exercises are essential to proper trAdning 'tnd Coordination
of the forces, and I would think that you would want to stress them
and try to make up-fok'the time lost.
General BLANCHARD. That is the objective, sir.
Mr. SIKES. But is the estimate realistic? If the war goes on it would
appear that you would probablyhave more scheduled here than you are
actually going to be able to conduct. Is that a reasonable statement?
GeneraT BLANOHARD. I think only time will tell.
Mr. SIKES. I hope I am wrong, but I would like to have your opinion.
General BLANOITARD. This is-based upon present projections made at.

the time this was made up, at the level of the Vietnamese war then, as
you have indicated. Now, it is very hard to tell what other extenuating
circumstances may arise during the iummer months and later that may
,possibly postpone or cancel operations. We certainly hope to execute
all these that are indicated.
Mr. SIKES. Does the fact that many of the uniformed personnel lve
participated in actual combat lessen the need for the training exercises
of this nature?
General BLANCHARD. Certainly, it does for the individual in terms
of the individual training, but these exercises are largely directed at
the team, battalion, regimental, brigade, an dhigher. In these types of
exercises this is still .required despite the experience of wartime which
is extremely valuable.
COMBAT DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

Mr. SiKEs. Under Project 2050 you are requesting $43,300,000 for
the combat development activities. I would like to have for the record
an analysis of the amount of each for the various activities to be supported I y this request, and I would like to have also the amounts obligated for fiscal years 1968 and 1969 in these areas.
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('l'le information follows:)
The fijilowing aetlvitles are funded In Project 2050 under "combat d(I'elopmielit iietl~vt1e.,." The nlnounts are actual for 1Iseal year

108 and estimates for

1i vl years 109 and 1979.
lin thousands of dollars
Fiscal year
1968 actual
Combat Development Command ...................................
USACOC Experimentation Command ....................
USACDC Automatic Data Field Systems Command ...........
USACDC Combat Arms Group ..................................
USACOC Institute of Land Comballlnstilute of Special Studies ......
USACDC Combat Service Support Group .........................
USACDC Institute of Nuclear Studies ............................
USACOC Combat Support Group ................................
USACDC Institute of Advanced Studies ..........................
USACOC Institute of Combined Arms and Support ................
USACOC Data Processing Field Office ............................
USACOC Institute of Systems Analysis ..................
US. Army Forces Southern Command ...............................
US. Army Alaska .................................................
U.S. Army Air Defense Command ...................................
US. Army Security Agency........................................
US. Army Materiel Command ......................................
Subtotal ...................................................
Troop tests .......................................................
Tolal combat development activities ..........................

Fiscal year
1969

Fiscal year
1970

$25,240
(11,352
(9"

$26.891
(1111)
(684

$26,119
(12,088

1369)
13,082
(2199
(2,969

(3,24
(3,104
(1499
(3.229

(2,6
(2,794
i75"
(2,854

S2,690

(1,122

(65

(2,604

(2299

(1,122

(972

(202

(i202

51
1,208
3.772
7,578

51
1,208
3,772
7,578

51
1,208
3,772
7,578

37,858
5,341

39,509
3,712

38, 737
4,563

43,199

43,221

43,300

9

9

(202

FIEI.D EXERCISES

li. SIKES. Mr. Lipscomb, do you want to ask your field exercise
questions at this point?
Mfr. Ln1SCoMB. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SIKES. Very well.

Mr. Livsco-nm% General, a ye r ago there was a request made for field
exercises in the amount of $281590,000. Have you any estimate right
now how much your field exercises for fiscal 1969 are going to cost 4
General BLANCIIARD. Yes, sir; but I am at a loss here. Our estimate
at this particular time is the estimate stated-your $28,590,000Mr. LIPsco-mB. That is for fiscal 1969.
General BLANCEJAHD. Last year's.

Mr. LrscomB. That is whht I am speaking of.
General BLANOIARD. Fiscal year 1969 column for this year's budget
is $24,089,000-a reduction of $4,501;000.
Mr. Liwsco~t. Last year you justified before the committee

$28 50000'

general

BLANCIIARD. Yes.
Mr. LIPscowB. Now you tell us that your estimate is $24 million.

General BLANCHARD.

Yes.

Mr. Lwsco,%m. What happened their ?
General BLANCHARD. A congressional reduction of $4,100,000 and n
reprograming action to support high-priority requirements of $401,000
makes the difference of $4,501,000 between those two figures.
Ar. Ir,scoMB. What exercises have you conducted this year so far?
General Bi4AxCuAnA.
I will have to supply that for the record, sir,
in terms of actun! completion. You are aware of some of them, such as
the Reforger exercise recently completed, perhaps the largest exercise.
I can add specifically for the record those wltich have been completed.
30-03-00-pt. 2--7
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(The information requested follows:)
The status of the fiscal year 1969 field exercise program is as follows:
[Dollars In thousands)
Exercise

Budget Status

ReforgerI ....................................
Focus Retina .................................
Snowtime Series ................................

HIgh Heels .....................................
Deep Furrow ................................
BoldShot/Brimfire Series .....................

$6,800 Completed, final cost not available.
210 Completed, cost report not In.
585 4of completed, presented cost for the first 3 exercises
plus full year contracts are $547.3.

15 Completed, costs $164.3.
94 Completed, costs $57.
70 4 of 5 completed cost for first exercise $13.

Golden RodLFallex ...............................
Pathfinder Express ..............................
Flintlock I ....
............................
Acid Test I.....................................
Garrison Map ..... .............................
Leprechaun Laughter Series ..................
Other JCS exercises .......................
Army training exercises ..........................

499
2O
5
50
5
0
167
15,389

Total fiscal year 1969 ......................

24,089

Total amount costed ........

............

Completed but no cost data available ...........
Total.............................

Completed, cost $1,732.5.
Completed, cost $54.3.
Completed cost $20.7.
Completed, cost report not In.
Do.
4 of 6 completed, costs for 3 exercises are $45.
Scheduled.
$5,425 has been expended on training exercises through
January 1969. The various exercise programs nor.
mally start with small unit training and progress
to the level where malor exercises can be heTd at
brigade, division, and corps level. The remaining
$9,964 is required to fund the currently scheduled
exercise programs.

8,059

7,122

15,181

Mr. LrTsCOM1B. Have you to this point told us how you estimated the
use of the $24 million for field exercises for fiscal year 1969?
General BLAWOHARD. As requested by Mr. Sikes, we will furnish
what those exercises are. The amounts programed for them, also. Will
this satisfy your requirement?
Mr. LW~scomB. You cannot give us something to consider right now?
General BLNOCHARD. Yes, sir. I can go into detail on any one of them.
COST OF rROJE T REFORGR

Mr. LiPsCOMB. For instance, how much did Project Reforger cost us?
General BLANC1IArm. $6,800,000 was released in November of 1968 to

the Army for that purpose. Later, for the total allocation for the exercise, $11.5 million, df which $4.7 million went to the Air Force and $6.8
million to the Army. We allocated that $6.8 million, to .Europe $6.3

million and to CONARC $500,000. The complete reports on the actual
costs totals are due in Headquarters, Department of the Army, on the
12th of this May.

Mr. LyrscoMB. Are you saying that Project Reforger cost the Army
$6.8 million?
General BrACHARD. That was the amount that was allocated by the

Army to the two commands for the exercise; yes.
Mr. LipscoMB. All right. What are some of the others that you have,
other exercises?
General BYA CcHAnD. JOS-directed exercise, Exotic Dancer, sched-

iled in May-June 1969; final costs are not-available.
Mr. TIPSCONMB, IS that going to take place?

General BLAXCTIARD. Yes, to the best of my knowledge.
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KOREAN EXERCISE

Exercise Focus Retina, which you have just read about a couple of
weeks ago, is in progress and costs are not available at this time. The
estimate was $210,000 for that exercise.
M[r. LIrSCOMB. Which one is that?
General BLANCHARD. That is Focus Retina, in which a unit from the
Continental Army Comnmand moved overseas to Korea.
Mr. LipscoB. $210,000, did you say?
General BLAxOHARD. That was the estimate I have.
M,r. LIPSCOIB. That is not possible.
General BLANCHARD. The largest amount of that is paid for by the
Air Force. I am talking about Army funds.
General TAYLOiR. That is a small unit. It is not comparable to Reforger. The Air Force uses tactical aircraft and they paid the transpoitation on that.
M[r. LPSCOM1B. Are there 2,500 troops involved?
General TAYIOR. That is close, I think.
General BLANOJIARD. I don't have any further detail. I can give details on the exercise and on the costs, but the fact of the participation,
as I remember it, is that it'is a brigade reenforced. Of course, Air Force
is furnihing the primary costs involving transportation.
Mr. Lw,sco.31B. The United Press reported the Army began airlifting
2,500 troops to South Korea yesterday, March 9. It goes on:
A combat exercise featuring what the Pentagon calls the longest direct paratroop drop in history-750 paratroopers all from the 82d Airborne Division at
Fort Bragg will parachute to South Korea from -the same plane that they boarded
in North Carolina.

General BLANCHARD. That is a battalion, approximately, those numbers that you referred to. The total, I suspect, includes considerably
more, the total that you referred to considers probably also those troops
actually already in Korea. May I furnish that information for the
record
Mr. LIPSCO31B. You don't think $210,000 is the right figure do you?
General BLANCHARD. That is the figure I have, sir, and I will check to
be sure.
M r. Lirscom. Fine.
(The information follows:)
Focus Retina is a new exercise in this year's budget. It was approved by the
Joint Chiefs of Staff in May 1968.
The estimated cost for Focus Retina is $210,000. USCONARC's portion is
$60,000 and USARPAC's is $150,000. The final costs for the exercise will not be

available until June. Tlae units that participated in the exercise were airborne
units and have very little heavy equipment, thereby keeping the exercise costs
down. The Air Force fund for all airlift costs involved. An airborne brigade

consisting of two airborne battalions, an airborne artillery battalion and other
support elements deployed from CONUS to Korea; conducted an airborne assault
into the maneuver area. In conjunction with United States and Republic of Korea

forces based in Korea they then participated in field training exercises. This
exercise demonstrated our capability to rapidly deploy CONUS-based forces ot the

Far East other than Southeast Asia.

Mr. LiPSCOmB. Was that exercise planned last year when you asked
for the request of $28 million?
General TAYLon. I would like to verify it, but I do not think that was
planned at that time, lr. Lipscomb. The situation existig in the vari-
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ous countties, and so forth, sometimes affects these exercises were one
would be canceled and a new one would take its place.
General BLklt3iAnD. This is a JCS-directed exercise and is not
Army-directed specifically.
General TAYLOR. I don't think it was in last year's original plan.
Mr. Lipscoim. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SUPPORT OP FRFE WORLD FORCES

Mr. A-DnEws. What is the total ai6Unt included in the total 0. &
M. budget request for the support of free world forces? What cointries' forces Villthese ffids support and in what amounts?
General TAYLOR. The total amount for free world forces in the 0. &
M. budget is $595,500,000. That will support the free world military
assistance forces, including the Army of the Republic of Vietnam
troops, it, will also support the RepUblic of Korea troops, the Thailand
troops, and we have a small number of Philippines in-country. If you
wou I&like totals I can give them to you, sir.
.Mr. AxDvEWS. I wish you would, General.

General

TA-Y0R.

For 1970 the Republic of Korea will have

there will be
Royal Thai troops, and it is planned that the
republic of the Philippines will have
and there is a small
number of
called miscellaneous that I cannot break out for
you at the moment.
Then the Vietnamese troops will total
Mir. ANDREws. Give us a breakdown now with respect to the
dollars.

Mr. A.,DnEws. Now, General, what does this represent?

GenerM TAYLOR. Sir, this in the case of Vietnam, million,
is class 2 and class 4 supplies. That is, spare p,=rts for vehicles fortify.
cation materials, organizational equipment for those troops, the same
as our troops receive. That is a general answer sir.
Mr. AxREws. Do you .buy them spare parts$
General TAYLon. Yes, sir; organizational clothing and equipment.
Mr. AxNDREWs. Who pays their pay ,
General TAYLoR. The Vietnamese pay their own pay, sir. We do not
pa,fr.Vietnamese
Army personnel.
Ax) sws.
General TAYLOR. Well, sir, we do not pay the Vietnamese troops
that I am speaking of in the Vietnamese Army.
MAr. A.iwp ws. Do you furnish them any food?

General TAYLOR. Yes, sir; in those cases we do.
Mr. ANDREws. I am talking about the Vietnamese as a whole, the

million.
General TAYLOn. In the "Military personnel appropriations$" we
do,yes.
?r. AnDREWS. I am talking about this $595 million figure.
General TAYLOR. Not in tis amount of money; no, sir.
Mr. A.NDREws. All of that is clothing and hardware?
General TA-LOR. Clothing, spare parts fortification material, where.
ever there is travel required for which tey are reimbursed, that sort
of thing.
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Mr. ANxirnEws. Now, this country does pay the pay and subsistence
for these troops?
General TyLron. No, sir.
Mr. AsNI)ws. They do not?
General "T.wi.on. No, sir.
11r. Axnwmvs.

General TAVLOR. Subsis0eice, yes, sir; but not pay.
Mr. AXuREws. Who pays the subsistence; the Army?
General T'IAYLon. The Army, sir, yes; out of the millryt'y personnel
ap)oprtatioil.

Mr.

ANDTrFWS.

All right. Tell us more about the pay of the troops,

who is responsible for that?
General TYl.xron. The Vietnamese Government.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does our Government give any money to make those
payments with?
General TAYLOR. No, sir, not to my knowledge, certainly not through
this appropriation.
Mr. lJirscom. You would not have military pay for free world
forces in 0. & M., anyway.
General TAYLOR. No, sir. I said the stubsistence comes from the "Military personnel, Army" appropriation.
million, which is part
Mfr. ANDREWS. ietsays that all of this
of the $595 million for the free world forces in South Vietnam, represents clothing, hardware, spare parts.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir, that is correct.
Mr. JIPSCO.MB. This is just the operation and maintenance part of
it.
Mr. ANDREVS. I understand. I had a question though, that I think
we ought to get clear in the record at this time, . i we can. This coufitry
does pay, one way or another, the pay and subsistence for those troops,
does it not?
General TAYio. Sir, your question, if pay is involved-subsistence,
yes. Subsistence is paid fromthe military personnel account. But pay
for the Vietnamese Army troops, to my' knowledge, this Government
does not,
certainly through any military appropriations, pay those
troop s.
.'.ANDREWS. That answers my question.
Now, is the same thing true with reference to 0. & M. funds for
KIorea, Phillippines, Laos, and Thailand, the amounts that you have
given us?
General TAYLOR. Yes sir
IMr. ANDEWs. For clotlilig, spare parts, -nd certifin items of equiipment?
General TAYLOn. Yes, sir. It includes the transportation of those
troops from Korea to Southeast Asia and from Thailandto Vietnam.
Mr. AxDpirWS. What is the reason ?or the large increases?
General TAYLOR. In.the case of the Vietnamese troops, their strength
is increasing. They are going up to total, and I am not sure that
I have readily available the figure that they were at last year.
Mr. ANDREwS. Supply it for the record.
General TAYLOn. Yes, sir.
(The infimation is classified and was provided the committee-)
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1IETNA3t TROOP STRENOTII

INCREASE IN SOUTH

General TAYLOR. There is al increase in trdop strength in the case
of the Vietnamese Arfy that causes that figure to rise.
Mr. ANDRxWS. We have read that the administrAtion wants to beef
tip the South Vietnamese forces.
General

TAYLOR.

Yes, sir.

General

TAYLOR.

There is sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is there no money in this budget to carry out that
intention?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. They figure $900 million, I believe.
General TAYLOR. I don't recognize that figure. There is some money
in hero--I think you are speaking about the modernization phase
I or phase 2. There is a small amount of money in here in connection
with that, which again is tied to the strength increase and it is also
tied to transportation, that is, second-destination transportation for
equipment that is being procured throughthe procurement appropriations, to ship it to South Vietnam.
Now, this is an area, Mr. Chairman, that earlier the chairman So
gested that when we come to a point where the budget revision coufd
affect an item that we might pass over that until such time as the
budget amendment decisions have been made. This is an area that
would be affected somewhat.
MNr. AnDREws. We are t Alking about -the plans that you made some
time ago for fiscal 1970 for 0. & M. for the free world forces.
General TAYLOR. Right, sir.
Mr. AwnEws. There is a slight increase over 1969.
Mr. ANDREWS. I believe that increase is $35.8 million, according
to your statement.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mfr. ANDREWS. Now, will you provide for the record a list of the
various types of support being given and the amount for each country
forces being supported?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Weave touched on that but you can elaborate on it
for the record.
(The information follows:)
The amount and type of OMA support (excluding AID/DOD realignmentS)
for FWMAF in fiscal year 1070 is as follows (dollars in millions) :
Dollar

Country:

South Vietnam -------Korea
Philippines
Laos
Thailand

,-

Total -------------COUNTRY

-

------------------------------

(amount)

505. 5

AND TYPE SUPPORT

South Vietnam: Organizational clothing and equipment, repair parts, other
supplies for normal operations and combat consumption,- plus associated transportation and depot maintenance Costs.
Korea: Organizational clothing and equipment, repair parts, other supplies
for normal operations and combat consumliption, plus associated transportation

costs.
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Philippines: Organizational clothing and equipment, repair parts, other supplies
for normal operation and combat consumption, plus associated transportation
costs.
Laos: Thailand: Organizational clothing and equipment, repair parts, other supplies
for normal operations and combat consumption, training support of a Thai
brigade in 'Thalland, plus associated transportation costs.
VIYrNA31 A ILITAIY-CIVILIAN ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Mr. ANirnrWS.

Mhat is the request this year for the mllittry-

civilian assistance program in Vietnm ?l-..
General TAYLI.n The amount that we .have been talking about is
really military assistance. Are you referring to the AID/DOD program, sir?
M rs. ANIWWS. The military- civilian assistaftnce prograin in Vietnam.
General TAYLOR. The amount that we have in this budget for that
program for the AID/DOD program, as we refer to it., for fiscal year

970'is $55.5 million.

Mr. ADmwRmWS. Will you give us a breakdown of that for the record?
(The information folows:)

The Aii/DOD reallnements by country and project for fiscal year 1070 are
as follows:
[Dollars in millions]
Vietnam:
MEDOAP

-----------------------------------------------

Medical supply
-------------------------------------------Railway sabotage replacement -------------------------------GVN police, commodity support ------------------------------Highway maintenance
------------------------------------Ports and waterways, commodity support ----------------------Revolutionary development commodity support------------------Vietnam TV
--------------------------------------------Chlieu Hoi program ---------------------------------------Port handling and off-loading charge --------------------------Public safety telecommunications....---------------------------Sub-totAl ----------------------------------------------[Deleted]
Total AID/DOD

Mr.

ANDREWS.

-----------------------------------------

$3.5

0.3
1.4
0.0
21.1
0
4.2
3.1
2.1
1.0
1. 5
52

5.3
5.

Although the overall request for fiscal year 1969

decreases, we note that you plan a new project for the pul~lic safety
telecommunications in the alnount of $1,500,000. What is the purpose
and nature of this programI
General IBLANCIIAD. There are several parts to that, Mr. Chairman,
of which this is one. AID established a village/hamlet radio system
in 19011 The equipment they purchased was not comparable with the
military and-.pohce radios. In fiscal year 1968 the program was expanded and standardized. AID still provides all repair, maintenance,
and technical assistance and MAOV provides the commodity support.
The $1.5 million is'for the replacement communications equipment and
spare parts for this system. This is a joint effort as opposed to RVN
TV which is fully funded by the Army.
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(The information follows:)
Tihe 1seal year 1070 VIetnahl television, a subprogrnin of the ATI)/I)OI) reallneninnt program, Increased $5S4,000 In the following areas:

..........................................
Equipment.
Contractual seivtes .........................................
,.n...........................................
Shipping ......
Travel, outside Vietnam ..........................................

Fiscal ear
1969

Fiscal ear
N970

Changes

$87,00
531,000
219, 000
13,038

$1,35?, 500
542,000
313, 000
17,038

-145,000
11.0
+94,000
-t 4.000

Total Increase .........................................................................

+ 584,000

RI-WOLUTIONARY DVFLOPM.:NT PROGItAM

I r. SiKE:s. For the "Revolul fonary developmentt commodity support
?
l)1ogra11" you are requesting an additional $1.2 million. What. is t ?ha

General hJAxCitmn). The RI) cadres, as they are referred to, are

charged with initiating and directing )progrAllisto regain thw eoillidonc of tle villagers aid the hamlet. sellerss ill Viethito.
Mr. Slims. Why (1o yolt call it revolittiollilr ?
General B,,ANClAIii). This is almost, it eral trialetion from the
Vietnamese. This is ai.revolutionary developluenlt not in the rense that
wo accep t it,quite. in the English translation.
Mr. St us. What, sl)ecifieally, is it?
These'lar, siri, cadre tflis, b9-mnnii Vietlalwllsl
General ]I,,NIIi).
teams recruited from the local areas itr el.N ill whiel they work. They
in lit trfalig center tlere for 1:
at. Vrun '1.au
irdi~ed
are centrally t
weeks, and'then they are deploy ed to various I'mlilets t.hrotllhont.
of approximately
ils a capacity
center
Th one
Vietnam.
South
any local tU'Ctl
is that: after
'1'ihof COncej~t
time.itse
at aity
7,500 studloits
is cleared of the V, by the OWN and U.S. forces, tile tried RDC
team is recruited frontile area nn(l assigned to tle village or lhmlet
where it remains for an indefinite period of time gaining graditally the
acceptance of the people as it result of their good behavior. They helpl
to exp)lai the Govermuent's progana,, by their eXfmfl)les create good
inl)ressions u1pon the people. One. section of the teams Is involved Ilit'
ceisus and helilpig the.peoplo to state their owin grievances and (1ter-

mine what their own requirements are.
Mr. Sqmu.s. Is this an attempt to .actually provide a. liaison between
the people and thetoGovernment, which to them has largely ben an'

-

knownl quaintity heretofore?

General BLAOIAnD. I think that is an important p)art of tile R1)
cadro pligram; yes sir.
Mr. Sixvs. Are theso teams permanently assi gned or' are they only
assigned for a stated poriod of tiam to the ill ages ?
General Bt.mNtAn. The )lan is that they are for an indefinite )eriod of time. The plan, as I know it, was that until that particular 1hamlet, is completely pacified that, team stays in that area. it may move at
a laterfime.
Mr. ANmnvs. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman
Mr. SImES, Yes.

Mfr. ATNimuws. General have thero been any hnmlets or villages or
areas that lavme been completely l)aCfled?
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G ewl1 Ir. NI I.m). I n (Iloe iitrel illii hk'h [ wis inl~ii 1m,1in BI hi
I~iih, the 1st, Air Cavalry IDivision, there were a. timbelr 'oftem
thmat,. mloved~ froml onle haml~let to an1other, by (llitioI)- havilig Coi-

.XfV.A NImvs. Yo'loumelli, they halve gottoln ridd'fthleoleiey ?
(h'nerill I hJANCI iIAR. T1he Ale lund t ho AT ill frast'iitrea 1%4 t 1a
iiig b04'it tilimlilltted its adj udgedl by3 thle Viethiamose, inl this, case.
Mr. ANDIUws. Frequently I see, caUses of where shack~s are set, lftue,
burned, mmidthe statenient, Is macic: "We had to' destroy thle village to
5IL-0 it." 111 lUtl'Qyowillive henird of thalt..
(101eral1

i1iANCI11I1). I

spenlt 2 Years ill Vietnamil sir', and have seen

Mr. A NDifIEs. Willt. is the 1110i'1fllo f le people who lived Ill those
fle hlmts?
('1,110-11 BIAxNCII.Af1. I liave seell selferal difl'i'et kdids of rencMr. ANnnws.T'hIat is, whenI our1 people tell'thel,"We had todestroy
your' City" 01' "de'stroy'your home1 to Fsave it"; W1'hat. is their reaction ?
Geimral
IAN(IJ.~fl).'1'
ili' eftonl is usually onle Of resigned Recophi minced modest and i'
T1hmey himiw' gone Through this'type of
thilg MOVI'mUShv, 1111( thev~ 111.e perhaps the ~Iost patient 1111( unlderstmIlmil tg I)(o)Ih ill the Norld oil this ty'1e of l)1'lo)k~. They have, had
ATC illfi'ast I'ucet ure, problbly living ill their village for a.considernhble,
P~eriodl of timle. '1'iex aro a~ware of thle falet. that. wNV01 all Orgalluizedl
VC or NVA uit eniv-is the hamtlet thlat, there is nio sOltionl hult to get
it, out.
usually leave thle 111va as, thie friendly troops move inl -and
t IeAy itre el I('ouniltge(o d~
do so.
Mr.illm.ws W'here do0 they go anld who looks after Iheim ? lDO
tClei' lea-'e thIe,area,.?
()em0ira BAN-CH Ain). 'NOrnl13U'
they! will go to friends' houses, outside ti arei or to it f riendly district calpitill. 1'ley will be looked a ft*(%i
1)y tho (Iish'vic chief who is 'eslxmnsihle for them mtnd by the Amerhyil
advser were thie dist'riet Chilef assists, an1id oiso0 the (lis4tiet, orgmlizn'A-

nhey

tioll.

Mi.ANmntP~s. '1hank you.
SIMCCESS OF' IEV'OtUPI'ONAIIY DIEELOP'MENT1 PROUIAm?

M~r. Slims. What. is the total beig requested for thle rei'olfififtawr

development program?
General BLANC'IIrTUn.

For the fiscal year 1970 program, $69,699,000.

General TAYLORt. Sir, I th10intt i'reishIncorrect.
In th is approp-riationi,sir, he -0. &r l..A. isa $37,'t411600.

,Mr. SwiKPA. Thmt is a very sizable amnot. Certahilly the objective is
laudable. Do you feel that theo success that has beeii Plikyed is sufficient.
to justify thle contillnIAtionl of thle r
(gill
I
General r1 xc;u.yes, Sir; vdo. I' do not think there is a~ny questlin about it.
Mri. Sxm.s. GAO hans is-sued ft report which recommends some
changes. Are you fimilinir with that report?
General BLANC IAlit. TKO, sirt; I (ki not.
General TAyLOR. I (10 not, believe so. I ani not, sir. I don't know that
I have nyone here who is.
Mifr. Smv~s. It mec select a few aliens. I would Ike your comments.
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GAO has found there is a need for improving reliability of the systeni beeeause certain IT.8. evaluatorsuced more training in the tech-

niques and procedures of the system. Is that valid?

(lener'al BANWhIIAmU. I think that is a valid statement, as it would

it] ways be. When yout figutre the individuals who are doing the evaltuating are both nifitary personnel and civilian personnel Mid tit you

have to get into the'iibilet and the village in or(ler to make'the
evalluation.
Mr. Smxrs. It, also states that the U.S. evaluators tire unfamiliar
with the Vietnamese language and culture. There isn't very much
they can do to lead -fifless they-have information on which t6base their
leadership.
General Bt., 1,ct A1). You are aware of the trailing programs whlelh
tie services have for teachilig Vietnamese and also, I am sure, of the
difieulties of mastering that language. and I am Sure that you can

always domor' in tnderstandhi
another country's nationals. I think
a great deal is done, however, wit a minihnum of language req'ilienient.

General BotroN. I would point out really, also, that. we are advisers.

We are notthe leaders. We are advisers to tie Vietniainese leaders. This
is the way you have to work if you aile going to make it, anything pernianient. So anybody who would presume that we should he leadmi tlese
people wllen we have an eventill goal to leave the country, I think is
prol)ably oil the wrong track.
Mr. S.1mis. There is some criticism of the efl'eetiveless of the evaluators because their assignment is-of such short duration. Is that valid ?
General BrLANCIIAR). it,is true their nssignmlent in many cases is
only a yet'wlonIg and that in that length of time. it is very difficult.
Mrv. SmI¢ s. Are the evaluators elviIi an ornmilitary ?
General BLANCitAAD. It depends. There are some civilian and some
miltnay, in nly experience. In both oases the length of tour is conparati:elv shot. It would be desirable to have been there for 10 years,
but I think they can do a perfectly reasonable job withoiit knowing it
in detail and also taking into considerationthe comments that General
Bolton made.
Mr. Sms. The rel)or. says that the evaliuators do not. always have
the benefit of the experience of their )redecessors. Why would they
not be given the benefit of the experience of their predecessors?
General BLIANCHARID. I am1 unable to funswer that, sit, because there
is an extensive program, as you know, of lemons learned, there is anl
extensive orientation programn. I am not at. all sure that I understand
why this should ocer. There may be cases where the GAO people got
into sitifAtions where there was no overlap of individuals but, even so,
the lessons learned in summary of operations should be helpf ul.
General Bmoarx. I would point out that we hayda program that has
Just come to fruiltion. It is not down to the local level yet but, for instance, we now have 44 province senior advisors who as a result of
some special indteeniits are there for a minimum of o18 months to
2 years. They go through a 6-months' course there with the State Depurmtielit anl th militilry.
This iq an atte'libt. toiret continiity in the vory key positions. You

cannot do this sort of thing on a wholesale basis when you are talking 14,000 advisors count rywide. Butithere are deflniteAltomnpts to encourage and to give these people extrai inducements in the very key
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positions where they advise the province chiefs. This in itself is a good
program.
Mr. Sniis. I tow loIg has tHie progiAm been in effect?
General BoJro. I would sytr having left in December that Probably we arrived at this poit of the 44 province senior advisors bei g
in this category in the fall. The program started about 15 months to
1 ,years ago here in lhe States. '1'ie recruiting of people, sending them
to school, to language school, and that sort of thing.
is..to the
Mr. SIKFS. This report Ithlt I hi1ve beell qitotng friaO
and
Representatives,
of
(onuiittee on Foreign -Affairs of the House
laide.
wIeli
has
it,
thiol
ht
s
1011
it is through thei CoUl'vr\' ni liii1)
available, to llis conilltte(e:
Now, what is the dilerence between the revolutioinAry (levelopilneht
(flulltherevollitiitiry developielt conliodity support proprogiaini
l~ll)i '.
LGeneral L,,CiI
.1 ean only linswer that the program woulld
iave,to Ie tile overall progl'ii 1111(1I tie eOliillodity supl)o16 , jiust as
it is indicated, is tle sul)port for tihat progralin tilerils of tle school
and the actual people oil the grol,
General TIAYLOII. Sir, t he rev'oluit i6i1niy developimeni1t. Mi1li1e0 jrograni)
that we hiav been talking aol-t is filideId throithIlhe 0. & M. app)) )rolt itein
1n. Now, t he reolutionlry (Ie'lel it ('onlhlodity si
priato
is tinder the AII)-DI) progrin also included in the OMA a pi'osupports the popular forces (lelriatin. Bit the AlIll)-1)()) fl'potil1)
has the Public safety telecotnit
also
d
an
proflorll
housing
pendmit
inuicaltions between hiiimlets.
Mr. SimEs. The programs seem to le inel'easing. Is this sonelliing
(but is going to Coliifi le or (tO you atteipAte you are reaching a
leveling-off period?
Greneiral T~vion. Sit, I don't know that there is a plan to increase it.
I could stand corrected. The program that has now been 'developed
with theso-advisors that 0eneral Bolton-spoke of, I would believe is
bitt would ootitintle for soie period of time as
lrolnbly leveling oil,
ong as there. is a VC infrastructure exist higinilly one of the liiflets
or coninlities.
ofmr. S1u!s, Are there any new programs to bIe started in fiscal 1970
of this geinerail natilre.?

Not to mny knowledge.
General TAYiLOR. I amnot aw11re of nIy.
General BoYiil.;, For instance, there is one progii wlieiehis-not0
new but where they have iaset goal of getting n certain niouni of the
population under what they call rehait 'ely secure conditions. I think
it goes from something like TO pereent of tile popiittoh that they are
trying to get. them1r to a1poilint of 90 percent of the popullaioui who are
alle to live uniiderrelitively secure conditions.
General B,,\xc-CUAR.

LAN) hIEFORM

.%r. Shimts. Generail,you are fresh back from Vietnam. Are refomis
being instltited? I am thinking of land refois, et cetera, of the type
that, we iderstand larp seriously needed in Vietnim. Or is our effort
primarily one of indoetriiati1on? Canl you tell us?
General BoxoN. I think there is a conllihat ion of both, sir.
Mr. Sim s. What land reforms are being Wffeeted?
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General BOLTON. Iwould say in the past month or 2 months-and

I am trying to think of the minister's name-he has been replaced
and they have gone into very serious planning on initiating land reforms instead of talking and promising about them. It is expected
that this should come out, should start to bear results during fiscal
1970.
Mr. SIKEs. Would this be the sort of thing that can really be effective
in impressing the villagers with the good faith and intentions of
their government?
General Boror. Yes, sir; I think it probably would.
In other words, what I am saying is that there is increased activity
at the higher governmental level in this field right now.
Mr. Sips. I take it it is still in the talking and planning stage

rather than the implementation stage.
General BoLToN. Well, I think maybe it is a little better than that.
I think it is better organized at the .higher level as a result of some
of the recent appointments.
Mr. SIKES.Do the Vietcong when thely are in control of a village
actually accomplish this distribultion of property and other things
which have an immediate appeal to the landless peasant? What do they
do?
General BoLTo-N. I think they promise them, sir. I have no evidence

or knooledpe, during the time that I have been there, that they have
actually-tey have driven off some of the people and given it to some
others, but I have no knowledge that they have done anything more
than promise this.
OPERATION OF VIETCONG VILLAGES

Mr. RIIoDEs. Would you yield at that point, Mr. Chairman?
When the VC takeover a village and later the ARVN Forces, or
our own, move back in, what does the Vietcong cadre do? Is it inclined to stand and fight or do they run away in order to fight another
day? What is their tactic?
General BotizOm. I think those that are not exposed stay and go
underground. Those that are in the open, obviously identified or can
be identified, tend to go back into the jungle.
Mr. SrKtS. Wouldn't it be hard to keep the identity secret in the
average village?
General BoyroN. Of some of the people; yes, sir.
Mr. SIKs. Haveyou ever heard of the back fence village. gossip?

General Borox. Yes, sir; but just because you go back in there
doesn't mean those people are going to tell you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that the reason that you hear frequently it is hard
to tell your friend from the foe over there?
General BoLToN. Not necessarily.

MAr. ANDREWS. Have you heard that?
General BotTox. Yes, sir; I have.
M r. ANDREWS. How long were you over there, sir?
General BororoN. A total of 38 months, sair.

Mfr. ADrEVws. Continuously?
General BOLTow. Yes, sir.
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GENERAL CONDITIONS IN VIETNAM

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you think conditions were much better when you
left than when you first got there?
General BOLTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You do?
General BorToN. I think they are much better.
,Mr.ANDREWS. I am glad to hear that.
Mr. SiKEs. Are you speaking militarily, or about the attitude of the
villagers, or a combination ?
General BOLTON. I think a combination. I would say that we have
many. more people on our side. I would say on the negative side we
have increased the number of defectors from the VO back to the riendly side. The Chu-Hoi program is better, the elections are going on,
)eople are voting, the administration of the Government is being felt.
There are peopt joining this self-defense force. Whether they are
going to be effective militarily or not doesn't impress me nearly as nmch
as the fact that the man is willing to identify himself with the Government by taking a Government weapon and keeping it in his house. I
think the military has gone forward a very great deal. I think the
territorial forces have improved. The districts' administration, provincial administration also. We have district intelligence centers where
they are now working in a cooperative effort, the police, the order of
battle-typo intelligence, that sort of thing. There is an exchange of
informationand-it-is all going a lot better.
Mr. SIKES. This type of improvement in the understanding of the
villagers of their own Government, their interest their participation,
their confidence in us is, of course, essential if wiat we are trying to
help create out there is going to survive once we are gone. There must
be some means of disseminating the type of information that will contribute to this situation. Is this the principal means, the revolutionary
development-program?
General BLANCHARD. Certainly this is one of the means.
Mr. Srg s. What are the others ?
General BLANCHARD. There are other means of information. The
Vietnamese Information Service itself does a good deal of dissemination of information. There are newspapers, of course,.radio broadcasts
TV broadcasts which we mentioned, and an extensive governmental
flow of information down to the key man, the village chief and the
hamlet chief, in this process. Then there is dissemination from him.
Mr. SxKmS. I take it we are just getting into the sort of thing that the
Commies have been doing for years. They have been spreading their
propaganda by any means available to them for years. Apparently we
have not done very much to sell our side of it until recently. Isn't that
about right? That is, we and the Government of South Vietnam.
General BLANO11ARD. I think there has been a good deal done to
spread the information.I am not sure it has been ver effective.
Mr. SimFm. Are we doing enough now? I think tiat is a very important field.
General BLANOHARD. I think there is considerable improvement, Mr.
Sikes, in what has been done.
Mr. SIKES. Do you recommend that more be done, ostensibly in preparation for these people assumhig the responsibility for their own
destiny within a reasonably short time?
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General BLrNiCxIID. Well, I think the people in Saigon and in the
administration feel that it is moving forward as fast, in. terms of
support, as it can move under the circumstances and that the material
support is moving as fast as it can be absorbed in most areas.
Mr. Smies. What is your feeling on that, General B6ltOn?
General Bouro.N. I think that is right. I think what we are t-Alkilig
about is priorities. One 6f the things you want to recognize the revolutionary development cadre thl-lg started in the summer of 1966, but
to get this thing to start to snowball anld to be effective takes tiule,
the first thing that we had to get all along was security. You muist
recognize that there is a dearth of skills in a country that has been at
war for 20 years. Therefore, you have to sort of puit your priorities on
the things that are important at the time while you ire planiilng to do
more in the future. I am comp iled to agree that the priorities are
pretty well established now and the) are coming along. As I say, just
tle fact that they have a goallbt get 90 I)ercenit. of the poptlati on relatively secure by tile end of this year is a tremendous thing.
Mr. SIRES. What degree of success do you think we actu'illy are
having in overcoming the difliculties under which we work when we
try to gain tie confidence of the South Vietnamese.? Fist of all, we
are the wrong race, lie certainly cannot have as mnIwh confidence in us
initially as he would in one of his own race. Next, we fought over his
country. We have b~mfied extensively. Does lie take all of this in stride
and still have confidence in us or does lie just wish that both sides would
go away and let hin alone?
General Bo 1 .TO. I would say that he would be delighted if both
sides would go away and let bim alone.
Mr. SIKES. Since that is not the case, then, are we making any
plro*ress i establishing confidence?
General BoLTo.N. Yes. But it, is taking time. As you bring out, there
is the wrong color, we are foreigners, we are the last ones in there, and
tile other people were French. It takes a littletimie to overcome this.
I think it is gradually being done, We got into thisthing, you know,
sort of like paintig a'moving trAIn: we did not start the- program out,
we got into it when tie situAfion was in pretty bad shape. So we have
to go with them.
Mr. SIXEs. Do you have anything to add?
General Bot.n)-.. I think what Colonel Ladd has called to my attention-he is also one of the most experienced around liere-h points
out that we should recognize, as I said, that we were advisers to them
and pacification is a Vietnamese program we advise them in it. So our
success or failireis thr6ugh- w6irkng with tile recognized officials mid
working on butildiig it into something. Maybe I was there so long that
I identify with the friendlies rather than with the others.
Mr. SIXES. Colonel, do you have anything to add to what has been
saidI
Colonel LADD. Not really, sir. I think General -Bolton was referring
earlier to General Khiem, tie minister of pacification, who has been put
in charge of coordinating the programs of all of the Vietnamese
departments, the Department of Agriculture, the Ministry of Interior,
the Ministry of Defense, and I believe he is the minister General Bolton
referred to earlier.
This program includes what you mentioned, land reform, and many
other programs aMc ulder his inonitorghlp also.
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REFUGEES RELOC.AI'ION PROGRAM

Mr. SIKEs. Is there now a productive program for refugees? A long

time ago when 1 was out there-as time goes-I was very distressed
at the fact that the refugees generally had nothing to do except sit aid
wait for a handout, which is the worst thing that can happen to
anybody.
Colonel iAD. Yes, sir. There is a program with respect to refugees.
Mr. Scis. Is it effective? Are their abilities and skills actually being
utilized for thoir own good?
Colonel LAW. Yes, sir. First, the Government of Vietnam is trying, as soon as it can, to encourage reftw1ees to go back to their own
hoies. Those who (1e not want to go to their own homes are resettled
in other areas anld they attempt to get. them elmploylleit. The Vietnamese have iaprogram for financing this. Those wi go back to thllr
own aret get. a, certain a|nouit of money), not as much as those whoe
are resettled who, of course, have to rebuild their own homes. I think
the conditicins where you see. the refugees counts. The program ongoing now is ,to considerably reduce thetotal number of refugees that
exist. It is a 'er'y complex and difliefilt onm'ogri, .as you kmmo1w. 'Tlose,
for instance, u) around Khe Sanh and Lung Vei were eventually,
most of thoem, moved into the 1)anang coastal area of the I Corps.
The Government just could not send them back to their homes. 'These
l)eol)le provide real problems for the Goverhment.
Mr. SIums. Does anyone have an estimate of the number of refugees
now as coml)ared to a year ago
Colonel LADD. Yes, sir; I have it. In December of 1968 there were
1,328,517. That is what they had then. I will have to add up the
present figures for you, sir. I .have it broken down by cor)s.
There are roughly 1.3 million now, sir. They are attempting to
bring those down to less than 1 million as soon as they possibly can.
Mr11. Sim+s. Is the number ut) or down from a .ear ago?
Colonel LADD. It is down from a year ago, sir. Of course, as you

know, the number of past Tot offensive refugees this year is P'actically nil compared to the refugees following the Tet offensive of
last year.
Mr. SIKES. Are there any comments from anyone here on this gen-

eral subject?
General TAYLOR. The only comment I could make is fmromhrjfi~gs,
because I have not been in'the country for 3 years now.
With reference to the paoification, if you will, I do recall in one
briefing the mention of this GAO report which was considered as a
helpffil report, in that thy are adolting some of the thiligs that the
General Accounting Office has reconimemided.
From the briefings th it I hear froma the standpoint of the pacifleation program, the rather complex methods of how to measure a given
area as to whether it, is secure or degrees of secureness are improving.
Mr. Simds. Are there any questions?
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GOVERN MENT-VIETCONO TALKS

2NIr. A NDREwS. During the last day or two, it has been announced
that the President of Vietnam said he would meet with the Vietcong
for the purpose of discussing peace. That came as a surprise to me,
since he has been so adamant in the past. What is your impression? He
has changed his mind?
General BoLIo,. He has changed his public utterances. He has
come to realizo that they probably are -ot going to go away. I think
before you could say that this is a drastic change of mind, yot would
have to"find out what his position is in the sort of meetings tlat he has
agreed
to. words, if lie agreed
In other
to meet and tell themthe same thing he
has been telling them only tell it to there face to face rather "than
through the news media-Ido not think we are to the point-that we
can say he has changed his fiind, that lie has gone softer or has gotten
harder.
I think lie is also becoming a little more confident in his ability to
discharge his role as President of the country.
Mr. SIKES. Can the elected government and the Liberation Front
work together in Vietnam without being taken over by the Communists in a few years?
General BoiToN. This is one I would have to beg off on.
Mr. SIKES. Let us go off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
MEDICAL TREATMENT OF CIVILIANS

Mr. SIKEs. Are there an.y funds in the 1970 budget request for the
medical treatment of civilians?
General TAYLOR. In the AID/DOD there is an amount which I
have here.
Mr. SIKES. I would like you to provide this information for the
record for fiscal years 1969 and 1970.
General TAYLOR. All right sir.
(The information follows:
The supply of medicine to military medical cIvIC action teams, a subprogram of
the AID/DOD realignment program, is estimated at $3.5 million In fiscal years
19069 and 1070. This program is conducted by United States and other free world
medical personnel throughout Vietnam. The primary mission of these medical
personnel is to provide medical care to Vietnamese civilians as part of the
overall civic action programs. These funds will be used to cover the cost of
medical operating supplies such as expendable drugs, bandages, and surgical
instruments.
SELF-hELP SHELTER PROORAM

Mr. SiEs. Is there a self-help shelter program?
General TAYLORt Yes, sir.

Mr. SIRES. Provide for the record the funds for that.
General TAYLOR. Very well, sir.
(Thi

information follows:)

The planned level of assistance In the form of materials and supplies for the
self-hielp shelter program for Vietnamese Army dependents is $8 million in fiscal
year 1960 and $9.2 million in fiscal year 1970.
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Mr. LiPscoMu. Is that not an area, General, in which you alticipate

certain changes?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir; but not in the AID/DOD portion, sir.
(The following additional information was provided for the
record:)
The success of the self-help shelter program is dependent upon the participation of the Vietnamese Army in constructing the dependent shelters. The work
has been slow because of the keen competition for available manpower for this
program and tactical operational requirements. The program has been reoriented
by providing construction materials and supplies as commodity support to the
Republic of Vietnam defense budget dependent housing program. The work will
be accomplished by contract construction.
PSYOPS PROGRA31

Mr. SixEs. And in the PSYOPS channel B program, is there anythinig in that area?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir. You said channel B, Mr. Chairman? Yes,
sir; there is.
Mr. Sicis. Provide the amounts.
(The information follows:)
Channel B, Vo Tuyen Vietnam, Is financed by the Army and considered esential
for use by the Vietnamese Armed Forces as an information, Indoctrination,
entertainment, and psychological warfare radio network. The initial plans envisioned a 20-kilowatt station In Saigon with nine repeater stations throughout

Vietnam. During the Tet offensive in 1908, four repeater stations were destroyed,

and a change in concept was initiated whereby the 10 stations would be reduced
to four high-power stations at Quan Tre, Danang, Qui Nhon, and Nha Trang.
In fiscal year 1969, $2 million Is programed f6r completion of the four stations.
The fiscal year 1970 budget requests $1 million for continued operation and

maintenance of the stations.

Mr. DAVIS. What are we talking about in this PSYOPS channel B
program?
General TAYLO. The channel B program is a radio network out of
Saigon, and this is a Vietnamese operated station. It is in concert
with the Vietnamese Armed Forces where they use time from the civilian government for the purpose of orientation of the military as well
as the civilian population. But this is radio as opposed to TV.
CIIIEU 11o

PROGRAM

Mr. DAVIS. What is the Chieu Hoi program? I believe you mentioned that.
General BOLTON. Chieu hoi is a program to attliact defectors from the
Vietcong and VA ranks over to the government.
Mr. DAVIS. I am not sure I understand why we refer to this as an
AID/DOD realinement here. Has there been some change in the basis
of funding? 19 that why we talk about it ift that fashion?
General TAYLOR. Sir, that title is a carryover from the days when

the Army was assigned responsibility for this portion of the program.
It is under coordination between the Ambassador in Sai on and-the
call it JUSPAO, Joint U.S. Public Affairs Office and COOIUS/MACV.
It is a coordinated program within Vietnam under the supervision of
the Ambassador.
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0etteri '1'4 mon1. Sir, 1 do0 not. belie-ve there is an- m1onley ill t his

bl)(hlet. for Project. liefo'rmil.
MrV. SIxtES. Wtho i8going to sutpplort it'?
General T1Amon. 111hoInformation I have, sir---itild t his is very recent--I understand the (lefme pipet votiiels supply ai"Iivit will oplr'
mte it, and it. will be utnder' 081) spolusom 111).
11r. slits. For )urpwI)sLt of the record, toll its what Ilie prloject is iu
what you aro seekin to accomplish.
Opilerai TAY1,OII. YU%?, Si'
1111'. 8IRF.s. Is it coitltle; this is it lieves'stti'r IH'ojedt
(Getneral '1'Avt.oi. Sir,, as I nuderstaulld it, thiis is the rul.of it t i0.

service anid OS!) effort, started abottt it year agso, iii
whuiie thevy Itre It(
tomi ting to Aline, if 1-ou will, retired titilit itry lpersoiiel witlh 1hose
skills tha. enn hoe ttili~'.Q , parfcularly in it Will soil ihl
10 ty. Toledi-

ittg is one profession, as weNliii privilto 11tiutry.
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As I understand it, when this project is officially on tile air, if you
Will, it will be aPPlied only to retirees of the services, and thon it will
be an operation of matching those people with the skills desired by
both private industry tfnd the Government.
'Mr. Sirm. There are those who hold that when an officer reaches
the age of retirement, he should be capable of obtaining a civilian
position on his own without being retrained or given any employment service. I think this committee understands the reasoning and
what is being done, but for the record provide an answer for that
question.

General

TAYLOR.

Very well sir

'(The information follows

:)

PROJECT IEFERRAL

The pool of retired military personnel constitutes a national resource of unique
and diverse skills and talents. Each year about 60,000 to (0',000 niiltary Men
and womrenretlre. Of this nitmber, over 51,000 are enlisted p*rsoilliel. At the
present tile, the avmi'ge age of retiring military personnel Is 45 -years. 3lost

of them need and seek full time second ciarcers. The Department of I)efense has
a deep obligation to the, men and women who have served a full career in uni.
form to assist them. to the apopriate extent possible as they move on to inpw
opportunities for useful employment.
For some years, the Department of Defense, in cooperation with other
Government agencies, notably the Department of Labor, has been conducting a
program to counsel retiring military personnel on pontiatl employment opportunities. Now each military department arranges Irlodic group ritireineint
counseling sessions at the installation level. The sessions are aimed at men with
12 to 18 months remaining before retirement. They consist of presentations by the
U.S. Employment Service, Veterans' Administration, Civil Service Commission
and the like and cover general labor market conditions, problems confronting tue
retiree and service available to assist him in obtaining employment.
Participation in the current program Is encouraged by local commanders but
is not mandatory. The Individual Is offered help in connection with l)reparntion of
resumes, testing. individual counseling, training, and filling out applications.
'J'o date, no special effort has been made to promote the utilization of the skills

and talent of retirees in an optlfiium way, where opthtnun consideratIons Include
(1) the national good, and (2) the benefit of the individual retiree.
The Department of Defense Is developing a plan to expand and further upgrade the preretirement assistance provided military personnel seeking Secomd

careers after their retirement from military service. This plan, Project Referral,
is being developed in recognition of the vast reservoir of unique skills represented

in the increasing number of military personnel scheduled for retirement front
the Armed Forces, and of their lotentlal continued contribution to the national

Interests.
Under Project Referral, a computerired DOD referral service will be established. The referral service will have the mission of (1) systematically Inveitorying the preferences and skills of retirees, and (2) referring registrants to
prospective employers in both the public and private sectors. Registration in the
program will be on a voluntary basis for all retiring servicemen and women.
Implementation of the new program will be accomplished as follows:
(1) Detailed planning and development of automated procedures to support
the referral service Is now underway.
(2) Full Implementation of the program Is scheduled for March 1970.
PROJECT VALUE

Mr. LIPscoMB. As long as we are discussing Project Transition and

Project Referral, you are beginning a new project entitled "Project
Value," funded in the amount of $218,000 at the start, I believe.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. Luscomn. Could you explain what Project Value is?
General ROSEnOnOuOtr. Yes, Mr. Lil)scomb.
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This is a coordinated )rnograin between tie. Department Of Defense
and the Depaiftmneht of Lab-or t6oprovide training and eventu1ally eml)loyinent for some of the disadvantaged people in our country.
1Nirst there are 41 cities in which thit 1progrAim is being carried out.
The individuals In those cities are selected for tpiffl -.The Defense
Department finds positions that. they anticipate they Will have vacancies in, generally at the basic skill level, such as warehouseinan, et
cetera.
These people are taken on board and given a short period of formal
training, followed by apprentice-type trailing for a period of 9 months,
during which time the Department of Labor pays the cost of tile
employee. The Department of Defense's obligation, in addition to
providing training oit the job, apprentice-type training, is to have this
individual hired at the end of that tr'ifiing against one of the vacancies
that they expect to exist in this type of work force.
This is the concept of the program.
Mr. LPscoSmu. What do you mean by disadvantaged people?
General Rosmnonouol. The term "disadvantaged people" as used
in connection with the program refers to "Those young men and women
whose social adjustment Aid environment have previously l)recluded
them from entering the labor force."
Mr. Lirsco-M. Are you responsible for this program?
General ]losElRonou61. For the budgetary aspects of it only, sir.
Mr. Lirs(c i, I want to ask what that means. Can you explain
it?
General RosmnoRouout. I could only give you my opinion-of what
it is,
Mr. Lipscomb.
.,r. Liwsco in. I wonder what that does mean. Wiat age people are
we talking about? How in the world did the Army get tied up inl a
program like this 1
.
General ROSEB0ROUOit. It is all services, sir. It is an effort on the
part. of the Department of Labor to get large employers, such as the
Defense Department, to assist in the training and integration into the
work force of peoplee who without this assistance would not be able to
perform satisfactorily in our society.
Mr. LiPs0oMB. Wio is going to gie the remedial education part
of the program?
GeneralTAYLOR.. As I understand it, the Department of Labor will
pay for their training, and the only part we have in it is providing
coordinators and counselors. Isn't that correct?
General RowaBoRouO. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Liwscobm. If you provide the coordinators and counselors, you
will be providing the remedial education part of it?
General ROSEnOROUOH. No. sir. The coordinator in the cities where
we are given the responsibility for providing coordinators, works with
the various defense agencies in the particular city to find out what job
positions are available and to arrange for the training of the people
in the program to qualify them for those positions. le performs a
coordinating function. The counselor's role is to follow tile individual
during, the training and, as the term implies, to counsel him and to
help him adjust so lie can become an effective employee.
Mr. LPscoMB. Where does lie get this remedial education?
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The philosophy or concept of the program is that these people will

be trained for jobs that have a fairly largo turnover-in a arge warehouse for example. They are excess while they are being trained for
the 6- to 9-nionth period. Then as vacancies occur through normal attrition, having had this trating, these people are then employed to
fill the vacancies. There are no extra jobs created fbr them from the
'Defense point of view.
.
The Department of Labor pays their salaries during the time they
are in thistraining status.
Mr. ADDABBO. They vll be employed at the end of the 9-month's
training? ,
"
.
GenerAM RoS.BOinOUOH. That is correct sir. The philosophy is that
they will be employed and,'presumably, right in the installation where
they have been trained. That is the wholeconcpt of it. The number
of people taken in is against this anticipated attrition based on our
experience.
Mr.%ADDABBO. I would contemplate possibly you may have peace
in Vietnam and, therefore, warehousing may slow down and there
may be personnel released in the next 9 months. Or am I being overly
optimistic
General TAYLOR. I hope you are not being overly optimistic. I do
think if suoh a thing should happen, we Would' b faced with quite
some problem here in redeploying our troops out of Vietnam ai
well as all of the equipment that goes with those troops. The equipment which is not necessary for active training use has to be brought
back hc&re and-put in pr16 er storage. So, there would be some period of
time where there would be
Carequirement for personnel.
Mr. ADDABBO. If my memory serves me correctly, I think we appropriated m6ney for one of the departments Iast year to work on the
problem of redep'loznent.
General TAYw. I cannot respond to that.
Mr. LiriSCOtB. The Office of the Secretary of Defense has had studies
going on 'inthis area for some time.
General TAtIyw.I am sure planning isgoig on in the area of postVietnam reaction. Of course, we do this all the time.
Mr. LPscomB. Will these people have to qualify as valid Civil

Service employees ?

General

ROSEBORbUOH.

Yes, sir. They will have to meet the stand-

ards of any other employee at the time that they come under fulltime employment.
Perhaps I gave the wrong impression, that we are only training
warehousemen. I was merely using that as an example of the basio
skills--plumbers, electricians, carpenters--any of the types of skills
the Defense Department employs in large numbers and where there is
a fairly large'turnover and where people of this type could be expected
to be trained up to the level where they douild ~qalify as civil service
employees.
Mr. LrPscoir. Do yoou suppose part of the remedial education pro.
gram will be how to pass the civil-service exam?
General Rosr.BonouoH. Sir I would not say directly. I would say
all dur tktittng would be pointed toward that end, without addressing itself to that subject per se.
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Mr. LTrscoMi. Our goal is always to build':Up the efficiency and
capability of the military services.
SUBDUED INSIG NA

Mr. SIKES. Where do you get the term "subdued insignia"? You
have a program of $1,850,000 for worldwide use of a subdued insignia.
What does the name imply''
General TAYLOR. We have an example of what we are talking about.
The insignia which you are probably familiar with, and such as we
have on, is bright in color. mhe subdued insignia is the insignia that
has been adopted within Viethanm which is more difficult to see and
does not mark an individual as a target. This is being adopted throughoutfthe Army for training purposes.
Heretofore it has been funded through the "Military personnel,
Army," appropriation, but because we made a determination within
the Department that it is organizational-type equipnnent, it has been
transferred to 0. & M.
Mr. SiKFs. WW have subdued insignia other than iii combat areas?
I should think a man woul
w his rank and get what
benefit he can from i.
General BLrAii
d . Itirovides for a more r istic approach to
the use of combat ad field clothing as applied to t
s engaged in
combat maneu rs and field trainin
an organizat nal item. Of
course.when e first went
ietn, t
was a req recent for
replacing w
we had.
Mr. Six What- pens wh n we to
I
ody will
be shooti
at us th
oul
an o
k to we Ing the
more dis native insignia?
Gener BLANCHARD. It
it makes n to ye a unit which
is pract ing for
ibl6
oyment in
ombat environm nt, in
uirmi
th
theunirimin
in ~hiaJcw
i.ew
ploy and wi h, the
tl uall
Mr. Si ra. Are t ere que ions in
?
.

(No r ponse.)
General
AYLOR
o a:'dr ome,
wither erence
Project
3~l
be
the
som y.earnat
beenIfIonI may mindRerlittas
Refer ,t
the should

some type of knechanisr
0 r soc'ty o
people
ring from
the service at tat I consider
fairly early age c be'matched
to jobs which wou utilize their skills.
I think we have
endous waste of. man o r with the retirement at the age that o-urople are retiring
that respect, I personally am yin
e standpoint o manpower
nmfavor
aorof of such a vel
availability and what they have to offer.
TRAINIxO AcTrivrrrms

Mr. Simms. Now we willtake up "Budget program 2100," training
activities. We will insert the summary justification page in the record
at this point.
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The philosophy or concept of the program is that these people will
be trained for jobs that liave a fairly largo turnover-in a largo warehouse for example. They are excess while they are being trained for
the 6- to 9-nmonth period. Then as vacancies occur through normal atthese people are then employed to
trition, having had this tilig,
fill the vacancies. There are no extra jobs created for them fromn the
Defense point of view.
The Depaofhent of Labor pays their salaries during the time they
are in this training status.
Mr. ADDABBO. They will be employed at the end of the 9-month's
training?
General ROSEBOROUOH. That is correct, sir. The philosophy is that
they will be employed and, presumably, right in the installation where
they have been trailed. That is the whole concept of it. The number
of people taken in is against this anticipated attrition based on our
experience.
Mr. ADDAUB0. I would contemplate possibly you may have peace
in Vietnam and, therefore, warehousing may slow down and there
may be personnel released in the next 9 months. Or am I being overly
optimistic'
General TAYLOR. I hope you are not being, overly optimistic. I do
think if such a thing should happen, we would be faced with quite
some problem here in redeployibg our troops out of Vietnam a4
well as all of the equipment that goes with those troops. The equipment which is not necessary for active tratining use has to be brought
back here and put in proper storage. So, there would be some period of
time where there would be a requirement for personnel.
Mr. ADDABB0. If my memory serves me correctly, I think we appropriated money for'one of the departments last year to work on the
problem of redeployment.
General TAYLO. I cannot respond to that.
Mr. LIPSCOMNIB. The Office of the Secretary of Defense has had studies
going on in this area for some time.
General TAYLOR. I am sure planning is going on i the area of postVietnam reaction. Of course, we do this all the time.
Mr. LiPscoM.NB. Will these people have to qualify$I as valid Civil
Service employees Y

General

ROSIEBOROUoH.

Yes, sir. They will have to meet the stand-

General

ROSEBORO0.

Sir I would not say directly. I would say

ards of any other employee at the time that they come under full.
.
time employment.
Perhaps I gave the wrong impression, that we are only training
warehousemen. I was merely using that as an example of the basic
skills-plumbers, electricians, carpenters-any of the types of skills
the Defense Department employs in large numbers and where there is
a fairly large turnover and where people of this type could be expected
to be trained up to the level where they could qualify as civil service
employees.
lfr. Lr'vscoB. Do you suppose part of the -remedial education program will be how to pass the civil service exam?
all our training would be pointed toward that end, without addressing itself to that subject per se.
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Mr. LIPscoitn. Our goal is Mways to build -up the efficiency and
capability of the military services.
SUBDUED INSIGNIA
Mr. SIKFS. Where do you get the term "subdued insignia"? You
have aoam
of $1,850,000for worldwide use of a subdued insignia.
What (roes the name imply ?
General TAYLOR. We have an. exatuilae of what we are talking about.
The insignia which you are probably familiar with, and such as we
have on, is bright In color. The subdued insignia is the insignia that
has been adopted within Vietnam which is more difficult to see atind
does not mark an individual as a target. This is being adopted throughout the Army for ti'aining pltrposes.
Heretofore it has been funded through the ".Military personnel,
Army," appropriation, but because we made a determination within
the Department that it is organizational-type equipment, it has been
transferred to 0. & M.
Mr. SikEs. Why have subdued insignia, other than in combat areas?
I should think a man would want to show his rank and get what
benefit he can from it.
General BLANOHARD. It provides for a more realistic approach to
the use of combat and field clothing as applied to troops engaged in
combat maneuvers and field trMthing. It is an organizational item. Of
course, when we first went to Vietnam, there was a requirement for
replacing what we had.
Mr. SIKES. What happens when we get out of Vietnam? Nobody will
be shooting at us then. Would you let a man go back to wearing the
more distinctive insignia?
General BLANCHAD. I think it makes sense to have a unit which
is practicing for possible deployment in a combat environment, in
the uniform in which he will be actually deployed and with the
insignia.
Mir. SiKEs. Are there questions in this area?
(No response.)
PROJECT REFFRAIL

General TAYLOR. If I may, for a moment, with reference to Project
Referral, it has been on my mind for some years that there should be
some type of mechanism in, our society so these people retiring from
the service at what I consider to be a fairly early age can br matched
to jobs which would utilize their skills.
I think we have a tremendous waste of manpower with the 'retirement at the age that our people are retiring. In that respect, I personally am in favor of such a system from the standpoint of manpower
availability and what they have to offer.
TRAINING ACTivrrlEs

Mr. SIKEs. Now we will take Up "Budget program 2100," training
activities. We will insert the summary justification page in the record
at this point.
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(The page follows:)
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, ARMY
IDollar amounts in thousands]
Budget
project
account
2109
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160

Estimate
Actual,
Fiscal year
fiscal jear
69917Fiscal year

Title
Base operations .......................................
Specialized training ....................................
U.S. Military Academy ..................................
Professional training ...................................
Training devices and publications ........................
Recruit training ........................................
Flight training .........................................

$295,147
155,208
9639
25,38
19,793
58 406
88,111

$283.544
157,943
9,823
26, 463
17,085
64,351
108,561

$278,289
159,977
9,947
25054
17,738
64,840
111,706

Total...........................................

652,042

667,770

667,551

43962
46,070

43,601
43,053

42,021
42,796

304,156

313,811

304,997

Personnel requirements:
Average number ofall employees ....................
Number of employees at end of year ................
Total personal service obligations ..................

M[r. SIKES. The budget. request, for fiscal yenv 1970 is prtkeilly the
same as for 1969. CoUld this program not have been reduced in costt?
General ROSEBOROUOII. NiO, sir. This level is more coincidence. than
intentional. It is primarily influenced by an increase in the trithing
load in ourtrnififilg centers, offset to soiUe extent by n decrease. in the
load we expect in our Army school system.
Maintaining the same size Army and the same size war that we
have going on, I do not feel that the trAbiig progNlm couldbe expectedto be reduced by any great order of magitlde.
IXCREASE FOR PROJECT 100.000

Mr. SIKES. You request $2 million for Project 100,000. Will you tell
us what is involved here?
General Ros.no~ouiot. Yes, sir. This represents the full year cost
of the full implementation of Project 100,000. It is primarily associated with tho Army )reparatory traiiiing, which i-.
a 3- to 6-week
training progra m given to peol)le who come in the Army who have
not yet reached thd fifth grade reading level. Tllese costs are associated with the provision of that ti'(aiing.
Mr. SIKES. What is the total O. & M. cost for that project ?
General TAYLon The total 0. & M. is $4.6 Mil ion in fiscal 1970, as
opposed to $5.8 million in fiscal 1969.
Mr. SIKES. I would like to have for the record a schedule showing

the comparative cost between fiscal years 1969 and 1070, by budget
program.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
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(Tile information follows:)
The comparative 0. & M., Army. costs for Project 100,000 In fiscal years 109
and 1970 tire shown below by budget program:
ifnthousands 0l dollars)

Fiscal tvear

Fisca I 1ear

Budgetroqam:
2.......................................................................
2100.......................................................................
2200.......................................................................

$1 778
2:147
473

$570
1,922
352

2400.......................................................................
2500
28W0 .......................................................................
.......................................................................

55
97
62

658
555
40

2300.......................................................................

Total ...................................................................

CONSOLIDATION

OF JUDFE ADVOCATE

23

5,843

505

4,632

GENERAL'S SCHOOL

M1r. SiKis. Has further consideration been given tothe consolidat n
of the .Judge Advocate General's SchoOl with that of the other military
services?
General Ros.BoRouoT. Yes, sir. This matter has been studied by the
Judge Advocate General.
Mr. SixEs. There is no enthusiasm up there for it. is there?

General Rosmnonoul. No, sir. Ve feel the requirements of a lawyer

in the Army andhis understanding of Army organization and procedures and the circumstances under which Army soldiers serve,
justify a separate school for their tinftahig.
Mr. Siurvs. Would it not be adequate to have a, separate branch of

the same school?

General RosFxonouou. This is possible, Mr. Chairman. It would
mean, of course, the establishment of a joint facility with certain common levels of training with pei'haps an advanced course, if you will,
or separate course for people from the various services.
Mr. SixEs. Would that not result in a savings?
General Rosmonouog. Sir, this would depend on an analysis of what
the new facility would cost to provide versus the savings at the present
time. I think this might be-debatable.
Mr. RHors. Two or 3 years ago, the Judge Advocate General of the
Army wanted very desperately to get a new facility at Charlottesville.
Maybe it would be more accurate to say the University of Virginia
wanted him to get a new facility at Charlottesville so they could take
the old one back.
Has anything been done to provide new facilities for the Judge
Advocate General's School?
General :RoSEBOROUOe. Sir, if I may, I would like to research that
and provide an answer for the record. I am not familiar with that.
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(The information requested follows:)
Niw FACILITIES AT THE UNivmisrrY oF VnmoirA
As part of Its continuing expansion program the University of Virginia Is planning to establish within the next 3 years a completely new law school-graduate
business complex situated on a portion of the campus considerably removed from
the present location of the law school, Because the Judge Advocate General's
School is dependent upon certain facilities of the University of Virginia Law
School, primarily its excellent law library, the Judge Advocate General's School
is programed to move to this new location at that time. The new facilities, which
will be considerably larger than those now occupied and, having been designed
with the advantage of over 15 years' experience, better suited to the requirements
of the Judge Advocate General's School, will be constructed by the State of
Virginia and will be leased to the Army In essentially the same manner as the
present facilities. Negotiations are presently being conducted between representatives of the University and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to determine proper
recompense for the buildings to be rented.

Mr. RHODES. I am not going to argue with the witness, of course,
but it is true that the lawyers who work for the Army, the Navy,
the Marine Corps, and the Air Force, have to administer the same
Code of Military Justice. They comply with the same types of laws
and restrictions insofar as contract and other legal matters are concerned. In advising their men, they have to have the same knowledge
of the laws of estates, the laws pertaining to descent and distribution,
probate, wills, and the like.
It seems to me there is so much more of identity in the type of
training needed by the military lawyers of all branches than there
is diversity, that really serious consideration should be given to having one JAG school, at the very least, we should begin the training
of the JAG officer with his counterparts in the other services. It may
be necessary to specialize the JAG officer later on and give him a
particular type of Army training that he does not got at the all-services
school, but you do a lot of this, anyway. To me, General, your answer
is not satisfactory at all.
General ROSEBOROUOH. As I am sure you are aware, sir, there is a
certain amount of cross training done now. For instance, the Navy
trains the legal clerks for everyone.
Mr. RHODES. I am well aware of that. You still have three JAG
schools for officers.
COST OF WOMEN'S AR31Y CORPS BASIC TRAINING SCHOOLS
Mr. SIRES. Prepare for the record a schedule showing the total
amount requested for fiscal years 1968, 1969, and 1970, for the Women's Army Corps Officers School, and the student load during those
years.
Provide the same information for the Women's Enlisted School.
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(The information follows:)
The total Operations and maintenance, Army dollar amount and student loads

for fiscal years 1968, 1969, and 1970 for the Women's Army Corps Officers School
and Enlisted School are:
(Amounts In thousands]
Fiscal year 1968

Fiscal year 1969

Fiscal year 1970
Input Amount

Load

Input Amount

Load

Input Amount

Load

WACOCS ........................
WAC enlisted school ................

6
296

17 $2,587
1,610 53,662

11
387

30 $2,650
2,097 54,850

to
384

30
2,080

F,650
4,850

Total ........................

302

1,627 56,249

398

2,127 57,500

394

2,110

57,500

School

Load Is not total output, but daily average of students In training.
Military personnel, Army, appropriation dollars are not Included.

Mr. STKFis. Does this request for training include fany funds for new

programs, projects, or schools to be instituted in 19707 I am not talk-

ing about the Women's Army Corps now. I am talking about any new
programs, projects-or schools in training activities.
General lROsEBnoonH. No, Mr. Chairman; it does not.
BASIC TRAINING AT FORT BLISS, TEX.

Mr. SixEs. On November 18, 1968, the Army announced that it was
reducing the size of its training base and phasing out basic combat
training at Fort Bliss, Tex.
changed its mind on this? Apparently there was a
Has the Army
this decision.

reversal on

General ROSEBOROUOu. Yes, sir; they have changed their mind and
reversed their decision on closing out the training facilities at Fort
Bliss.
Mr. SIRES. What is the reason ?
General RosEBOROUoi. It is primarily associated, sir, with plans for
the anticipated release of the Reserves and having to bring on additional personnel to replace them when they leave. That is one of the
principal reasons.
Another reason might be that our action at that time was perhaps
a little bit more severe and more austere than events required.
MNr. Spi~s. During the hearings on military personnel, Army, we
discussed the early out program of the Army for fiscal years 1969 and
1970, and the accession into the Army at a level number each month
to aehieve a better Army training base.
Has the rate of accession input into the Army on a level basis each
month been planned in order to require the continuous operation of
these training bases?
General RosEmonotrox. If I understand your question, it addresses
our ability to keep our training base filled at a level throughout the

year; is that correct?

Mr. SIKrs. That is part; the other part, is: Is it necessary to continue all of your training bases in order to accomplish this?
General RosEn0OooI. Yes, sir, it is. We train, of course, both the
Active Army basic trainees and the Reserve personnel. At the present
time there continues to exist a backlog of personnel in the Reserves
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wh-]o requh'c this training. As 1 1111 sitie v'olle wa wo u1se thlis. so
-is to 1111ifit~Alu lovel filt trotitgIout olli' training 1)115.
Mr. Silas. Have yotubeei abl, to establish it Iate of IlcCCssiofl inlput,
Mi it level Nh.Sis eai l outhl?
Ah'. lDON-Avu.
Yes, sir; We exert. a1 degreCe of influence oilnon hI-Aiff
II(T1sioUls alU(, to the extent tihat requtiremenots pl)Ctmit, fire 'Able to
level off ilnpult to thle tr'aiig bas1-e. F'Iuetutinions ill Active Army
r-equivoellents due1 to 1iil1tfIltiljmted losses through eomt 01r for ad1111 st i'at ive Irf5ofls tire' comntelilmened to soimet degree by tit]just-I Ig(I

th]w level of RE4"P inlpult. rThevre at-e practial coistltilits wliehr miake it,
(hifli'"it. for this to he com1pletely effecfiv'e,
icrtilivill whentrqie
merits, fluctunate widely or m oi eaigslpo
iv 01ti'qle Ou
exPei'ieuceT Ill inaintitiiiur-ia evel base hlas beeu excellent. over' the
1 ist C) muonthtim
1'lil POIR
,11'.SiIS-.

Are YOUI using tile eal

n

i

re

rg-m*l

re

it~lV'1l

to accomI-

plihil this?I
Mr. 1)x~t.No, si he early' out: litogri'a wits set, up1 pr'imarily
t0 l'41(li'e. tut'bnleice, not. for the purpose of loveling the. base.
Mi' SII~s
ho
Ny do, %,on plan to-re'lease during fiscal 1970
undi~er tile ealyh ot ProgramW

"Mr. Doxxi. I do niot have that

iswol'.

u Ifcordmay, I would like to provide that for
RoTon
tiera
(Classified iforniation was provided thle committee.)
TRIIANING SC I 001, AT 0I1It.XAM MEIIOAt. BIAVARIA

Mr. SiK~s. T1'113Army- hns a larg titiintg scilool at, Oherammergal,
Baivaria. Whalt type of training Is givenl at that, school?
00eneral Rosm*-116onouoir. This is part of tihe Extropean school system.
I have a list here.
'Mr'. Sm~vs. Pr-ovide it for the record.
(Tile information follows:)
The type of training available at thp Army s'liool t.t Obr'ramniergmi, iavarna

N~ automatic data procesing, inltelligenlce. logistics, manintenanlce, and readhilless.
miilita ry police training, NATO weapon systems, conliinluntliouRelectronlcs, and
weapons assembly.

Mi'. SiIlEs. Wiat, basis is Ilsed to select Shudelts to attenld thle
General -11osmionloto i. TIhose stildenits aro seleted 1)te omad
wijthlin thep UT.S. Arminui'ope to meet requiremeitts tol' trainling'anid
rPetinlifg people.
Mr. Slms. ow is- tile mirollment at the( school deteomied?
General Rosnoon. It is, a function. of tile requiroeet of thle
units inl the theater, nang with tile capacity midl capfliity of thle
sellool.
Arr. SiiuEs. If a mani possesses a particular MOS, is asigned to the
Emropean theater Anid there is nto need for is; )particuhul' skill. is lie
nlssigle(1 to this school to be trAinled inl anlothe. MOS?
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fin'tIiOSelIno0l, ,Ve8.
)Ie
Ill1 is 01(1 flil0 lI-1)(MIS
(-,Ielnera Ilf:iloo
for (ratlining? Why not
Mr.u~s I tow wold( lhe )massignied ('61.0
PFhtropo?
(i'd ill himl It 1 Wm MOS betfor'e lie is i't.to
(eelllos,ou1olowI1. 1t is rallt,er ('Oh) plx. Nait"Inlly, 0111' qyqtlc)1 is
to1 llioVid to overseas comnmm, tliuir i'eqi'eomnnts inl thep gratde and
M( ) wieh they reqaidre. Sluddel l iha l fpe onl from a
('011111 iiIIdI('I

lis
115

(.11 iL400(110,i( (j!it Ir&miwits, foi' iltaeu
(
u(11)' toIlIptI

inl Vietnam111, w~ill change Mvull theirreliemn liv II' d roqllh thch'iu
1hii(le tact, slir. 111t111'l itililllive Its a i'esiilt
t1i'fli)o n lell'
auhz
large, force ill Viet tnm, ai (lie reqirements (o supjof 1I:aving
port it, [it 100 po'i't'tlt. restill5 in1oi'l hiiil) ex'esses Inl s.-omel MOS'skills
ili.-t halmvto hiw It tir.ect somewhere hut Ii I heluy have, togo iiaek (4)
Viet 11:1u1.

Mri. Smius. For the~ record, tell it., hitmv niny pilots tlho Army plans
ill fisvill 11701,1b lit ixi'l wving aittul lelivol)(el. llireI'lat.
Ol'lie in forniu11tion ll ow:

to1trainl

FISCAL YEAR 1970 PROj[CT[O PILOT TRAINING RLQUIRLMENTS
Fixed wing

Rotary wing

Total

6,720
1,205
200

7,320
1,206
2'00

8.125

8,725

600
.................... .................. ......... ....
............
Foleig!) militaty.............................. ......
US. M.1,w1e Corlis......................................... ...
600
TolA ..........................................

Mr. Snu-s. For thie revoid illser( a scvledinle showing the1 pilot proand 19)701 inl hothI fixed wiig anld
duletion ill fitai 19)681 1954)
t"'hvo infoi'muatfion follow's:.)
AVIATOR PRODUCTION FISCAL YEARS 1968-70 FIXED WING AND ROTARY WING
Fiscal years
1968 actual 1969 estirnato

1970 estimate

Fixed wing..................................................
Rotary wing ................................................

600
4,.745

600
7,060

600
8,126

10131 ................................................

5.345

7,650

8.725

80-088-09-pt. 2--9
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Mr. SrKFs. For the record provide a. schedule showing the total cost
of this ti' dining by tvpe and the average per pilot produced.
(The information follows:)
TOTAL AVIATOR TRAINING COSTS, FISCAL YEARS 1968-70, BY TYPE
(in thousands of dollars]
Actual,
fiscal ye6r
OMA:
OMF (BPA 2109) .........................................
Mission (OPA 2160) .....................................

$42,453
88, '1

Total ......................................................
Individual pilot training costs:
Rotatywing ..................................................
Fixed wing ...................................................

Estimate
Fiscal year
Fiscal year

$43,780
108,561

$47,186
i11,706

$130,564

$152,341

$158,892

18,339
13,989

20, 37
15,528

20.387
15.578

Note: Military personnel, Army appropriation costs are not included.

MIr'. SIKP:s. After 1970 will there be an excess of pilots in the Army
in either category?
General ROsEuoouoir. No, sir.
rPioFmss[ONAL
'rIAIN

N,

Mr. SIKES. The last couple of years we have had an extended discussion of various types of professional training Ichi g provided by the

Army. We have generally concluded that a revie'v of this t-ylpe of
trilin'ing should be made.IHas the Army undertaken reviews in this
area during the past 12 mnlths?
General RosEnoitouou. Yes, sir. Our reviews in this area are conltin'1mn, to include an annual review of all of the positions that the
Army-ias desi nated as requiring people with advanced degrees.
Mr. SIKES. Provide for the record an information available on
what has come about as a result of those reviews.
(The information follows:)
Each year since 1963, the Army Educational Requirements Board (AEIRB) has
reviewed previous validations, acted on requests for new validations and formuilated reconunidatloils to strengthen and improve overall matngement of the
Army civil schools program. The result of the 1068 review Is as follows:
a. Army agencies submitted 1,592 requests for new positions requiring validation. Of these, the A1I,0i validated 1,207 new positions including 39T Army
Medical Department (AMID)) positions and did not validate 385 positions
including 10T AMEDI) positions. There were 1,183 deletions to previously validated positions Icluding 407 AMINI)l) positions.
b. Changes in fHeld of study were made for 294 positions. These were made:
(1) At the request of the military command concerned.
(2) By the AFRB after analysis of job description, the contents of the
validation request submitted by the field and in sone cases, consultation
with representatives of the command concerned.
(3) By the AiMB in order to achieve maximum utilization of the trained
individual.
c. In cases where a high degree of technical skill and limited military experience were required in the authorized grades of lieutenant or captain, the positions were not validated as an Army training requirement and accordingly are
included in the tofal deletions above but were given the specification that they
be filled by officers entering the Army with requisite skill. The AEUR "specified"
43 newly requested positions and 04 previously validated positions. Adding these
to the previous total there are now a total of 1,324 specified positions.
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d. The AE#fRB submitted and approved 72 additional requests for validation.
These actions were taken. as a result of: efforts to establish uniform requireuients aniong similar organizations; consultations with representatives of appro)rIlate organizations; Army policy.
e. At the conclusion of he 109 AIh1B, 8,724 positions were recommended for'
approval; of these 3,00S were AMNDl) and 5,710 were Army other thall AMEDI).

Mr. Siuv.s. Have there been any schools eliminated?
General 'Rosiulonouali. No, sir.
DEFENSE INFORMATION SCIooL0

-r.SIK s. Is uIhre still a need for the Defense Infermi ion School ?
General Rosu:olova(1i.

Yes, sir.

Mr. Siiius. Elaborate that for

the

record.

(The information follows:)

The Defense Information School Is the olly training etabllishlknt within the
Department of Defense that meets the Information training needs of all DOD
components. The school trains the public affairs, information, and broadcast
specialists that are assigned to world-wide ditty positions by time Army, Navy,
Marines, Air Force and Coast Guard.
There has been an increased emphasis in public affairs and Information trainIg within the service as evidenced by the increased training requirements provided to the Defense InforniatiOi School. This requirement has been to train
a larger number of personnel and to provide variations in the .ut'rIculuni. Trainlng of information and public affairs specialists Is a continuing requirement
that must be satistled by the )efense Information School.
ARMY MANAGEMENT SCllOObI

Air. Sii.:s. THis thought been given t(yconsolidfi ing the Army Management School with schools of this type being conducted by the
other services?
General RosEnoRoUo0i. If I may, il the interest of time, I would
like to provide that for the record.
Mr. Sixr.s. What is the answer? No, but; or yes, but?
General TAYLOR. That has been reviewed, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Six.s. Provide the detail for the record.

General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

Consolidation of schools, to include the Army Management School, is tinder
continual review. However, there Is a shortage of physical facilities within the
services to accommodate the management training requirement. This situation
precludes the consolidation of schools.
The defense management education and training program was established to
avoid duplication of management training courses. The staff of the Defense
Management Education and Training Board, which Includes Army membership,
is charged with the responsibility to continuously review single component (serv.
ice) courses In search of opportunities for the establishment of Defense managemeat courses. As a result, many courses at various management schools have
been designated as Defense courses because they meet the training requirement
of all services and this has resulted in the elimination of duplicatory single-coni.
ponent courses.
One of the three management courses taught at the Army Management School
Is a Defense course. The other two courses are Army peculiar and are not considered to be duplicative of those taught at other services' management schools.
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COST OF OPERATING THREE SERVICE ACADE31IES

Mr. SIKS. Will you provide for the record a schedule similar to the
ono appearing on page 677 of last year's hearings, showing the cost to
operate the three military academic's?
General TAYLOR. Yes sir.
(The information fo6ilows:)

SERVICE COMPARISON
Fiscal year

Fiscal ye3r

Fiscal yrear

ARMY
Operation and maintenance ........................................ $20.529,00
Military pay .................................................... .$13,656,000
Pay and allowances of cadets...................................... $8,365,000

$21,594,000
$15,399,000
$9,628,000

$23,035,000
$16.440,000
$9.999,000

Total ...................................................... $42,550,000
3,238
Average number of cadets .........................................
$13,141
Average cost per cadet ............................................
NAVY

$46,621,000
3,408
$13,366

$49,474,000
3,610
$13,705

$20,649,000

$21,873,000

$9,217,000
........................................
.
Military
...................... $10,598,000
Pay and allowances of midshipmen ...
$37,437,000
.......................................
Total.
4,094
Average number of midshipmen..................................
$9.144
.....................................
Average cost per midshipman

$9,773,000
$11,179.000

$9.613,000
$11,166.000

$41,601,000
4,13g
$10,053

$42,652,000
4.161
$10,250

AIR FORCE
$kO,350,000
.........................................
and
maintenance
Operation
Military pa yy........................................ $13,252,000
s....................................... $8,194,000
Pay anl allowances of

$21,644,000
$14,582,000
$9.300.000

$22,853,000
$15,571,000
$10.020,000

Total ...................................................... $41,796,000
3,192
Average number of cadets .....................................
$13,094
Average cost per cadet ............................................

$45,526.00
3,414
$13,335

$48,450,000
3,724
$13,010

Operation and maintenance .................

$17,622,000

ACADEMIC PROGRAM AT WEST

IiNT

Mr. SIKES. Now, what has happened to the academic program at
West Point during the last year ? In what ways has it been improved

scholastically?
General

ROSEBOROU01u.

We have a list of the electives that have been

introduced Into the curriculum during the past year, plus electives that
have been approved for introduction in the 1909-70 academic year
which I can read offif you like.
Mr. SiK.s. Provide them for the record.
(The information follows:)
The following electives were Introduced into the curriculum at the Military
Academy for thi 1968-69 academic year:
Introduction to fine arts.
IntroductiOn to music.

Space sciences.

Expositors of 18th and 19th century American thought.
Modern Americtn crlticismn-20th century attitudes reflected In Amtlrlean

Prose.

Specific topics in physics.
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The following electives have been approved for introduction into the curriculum
at the Military Academy for the 191--70 academic year.
Individual computer science project.
Physical geology.
Individual research project (environment).
Solid state physics.
Advanced topics In electrical engineering.
Introduction to applied aerodynamics.
Applied solid mechanics.
Individual research project (mechantcs).
Contemporary Chinese writing.
Readings in Chinese culture.
Soviet Russia literature.
Soviet expository writings.

Military readings in Spmnish.
Seminar on niujor British authors.
Seminar on major American authors.
Individual military history project.
Social psychology.
International economics and economic development.
IXTROVE31ENTS IN SCHOLASTIC PROGRAM
Mr. SixEs.

West Point?

What else has been done to raise the scholastic level at

General RJosnOnoT0oIi. Two highlights perhaps, sir, are the con-

tinued and expanded use of educational television to assist in instruction, plus the expansion of the computer center on which we train the
cadets in ti use of computers and their application to various instructional and malngenient techniques after graduation.
Mr. SIKEs. Are you giving graduate courses?

General Rosmionouon. No, sir, not per so, though many of the courses
that are given there could qualify for a graduate level credit. at other
institutions. It. is a bachelor degree-producing institution only.
Mr. SimEs. What is your policy now toward repetition of subject matter which a student may have hiad at another institution of college or
uinversity level prior to entering the Academy ?
General Rosioouon. The system permits an individual in that
category to take a validating examination to show that he is qualified
in that subject. In which case lie is given credit for this, and then
allowed to select another subject from among these electives that I
mentioned in lieu of that course. He is not required to repeat the
instruction.
Mr. SmE.s. Has consideration been given to instituting higher degrees for those men who canqualify within their prescrIbed 4 years
of training for a degree beyond the baccalaureate degree?

General Rosrnonorohr. Sir, may I ask Colonel Bowen to speak to
that?
Colonel Bowvn,,. Yes, sitr. This question is under constant review at
the Military Academy, as it was last year.
Mr. Sixu:s. 1'hat iss what I thought. Whln is something going to be
done besides reviewing it?
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Colonel BowEN. Sir, they are going into mitjor areas of concentra-

tion, these being the basic sciences, applied sciences, engineering,

national security and pitblie affairs, and humanities.
They are not at this time giving a major, because they still feel at
the Academy their inission is to give a broad basic education.
Mr. SIK:s. What is the Academy's policy toward inviting the constructive criticism or suggestions-not necessarily criticismn-from
leading educators toward the improvement of its academic processes?
Colonel BowEN. They would take this into consideration, sir.
Mr. SiEs. Do they do it now?
Colonel BOWRN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Simics. Wliat do they do?

Colonel BowP.N. The Middle States Association is at West Point
right now, that is the accreditation association, and they are reviewing
the entire curricalum. It may well be that they will suggest that the
academy go toward a majors'programi. I don't know at this time.
Mr. SICES. Do you have access to any reports or recommendations
that have been made available to West Point as a result of surveys in,
say, the past 12 months?
Colonel BowN. No, sir.
Mr. SIRs. Do you know if there are such?
Colonel BoWEN. No, sir, I don't believe there are.
Mr. SixmF. Let's go beyond the Middle States. Does West Point
really go out to try to get the best information that might be available

on suggested improvements?

Colonel Bowrx. I am sure they do, sir. They send their instructor

cadres during part of the summer to various institutions to learn new
teaching techniques.
Mr. Simrs. 1hy don't you research tlit question and see what you
can come up with in-the way of actual recommendations that have been
obtained by West Polint, if any, in the past 12 months and what has
been done with them.

Colonel BowrmN. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
REVIEW O OURIOULUM ATACADFMY
The Military Academy exerts a considerable effort to solicit Ideas and new
innovations from outslae sources in a continuing toffort to keep the USMA curricului as current as possible. Many of these new ideas are absorbed into the
curriculum, however, it is most difficult to identify curriculum changes as being
the direct outgrowth of a specifle outside influence, since no records have been
maintained as to credit some particular source. Major curriculum changes which
result from outside information or recommendations are necessarily known. Such
an example would be the work done by a committee formed by the American
Mathematical Assoctation. This committee did a general study on the undergraduate programs In mathematics. The present USMA mathematics programs
at USMA are patterned after the recommendations made by this committee.
The following is a list of major areas where USMA receives academic Information from outside sources. New innovation In the USMA curriculum would
normally result from a composite of ideas from the sources listed.
(a) Each year in June, the Dean at USMA attends the American Society of
Engineering Education. A 4.day conference jit which over 200 Institutions are
represented. The purpose of the conference is to review and discuss the content
of curriculum at various schools. Also included is an exchange of Ideas on new
teaching methods.
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b) Each year tile superintendent and dean attend the Annual Conference
of the Amerlean Council on Education. The theme of last year's conference was
"Trends-in Higher Education" and was all exchange of ideas oft curriculum
innovations.
(e) \Vithin the USMA faculty are represented memberships in 108 professional
societies. Approximately each week, some member of the faculty attends professional society meetings where now trends in various academic disciplines are
discussed.
(4) Each year the American Physical Society sponsors the Eastern Science
Conference at Yale University. USMA attends this conference which hns as Its
iirpote the demonstration and explanation of new trends in an undergraduate
physics curriculum.
(c) The largest source of new curriculum ideas comes from the 25 percent of
the faculty which changes each year. These officers arrive at USMA from graduate schooling with the latest texts, research, and curriculum developments from
the school which they attended. The permanent professors of the departmetnts
talk to their new instructors to gain new ideas. As a result, minor changes in
course content might be nmde at department level or If the idea would result iu
a major change, then such a recomnindation would be transmitted to the dean.
The changes in the USMA curriculum directly resulting from this source of
information cannot be identified, however, it Is considered that the impact is
significant.
(f) During the past 12 months, the curriculum at tle U.S. Military Academy
has been reviewed by one professional educator group. This group, the evaluation
team representing tie Middle States Commission of Institutions of Higher Education, conducted an in-depth review of the cUrriculmn during the period 10-19
February 19069. This group was headed by Dr. John T. Meng, executive vice president of Fordham University. When final action on the review is completed by
the Middle States Commission, the report of the evaluation team will be reviewed in depth by the U.S. Military Academy. Accepted recommendations will
be implemented.

Mr. Snu.s. Questions? M.r. Addabbo.
TRAINING O, FOREION NATIONALS AT SEItVICE ACADEMIFS

Mr. ADDABIO. At the Military Academies how many foreign nationals are we training?
Colonel BowiN. Seventeen.
Mr. ADDAIBO. Will you give us a breakdown by country?

Colonel BowF,-,. In the Class of 1969 that 'ill graduate this June
there are two from Costa Rica, one from El Salvador, one from the
Philippines, and one from Chile; in the second class, there is one from

the Philippines, one from Nicaragua; in the class of 1971, one from
the Philippines; two from Jamaica, one from Thailand, one from
Korea; the class of 1972, the.present plebe class, there is one from

Panana, one from the Philippines, one each from Jamaica, Korea and
Uruma.y.
.O.
ADDABIno. Do you have any in the Naval or Air Force
Acadamies?
Colonel BowEN. Yes, sir.
ACTIVE ARMY DIVISIONS SUPPORTED

Mr. ADDABBO. General Taylor, how many active Army divisions

will this budget support?
General TAYLOR. It is 192/3, sir.
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RECRUIT TRAINING

Mr. ADDAwaO. How many men will-men will the Army give recruit
training tO in fiscal year 1970?
General TAYLOR. We have an input of 576,900 which equates to an

average load of 205,000.

RECRUIT TRAINING CENTERS

Mr. ADDAUBO. The opening or closing of any recruit training centers

anticipated'?

General ROSEBOROUOH. No, sir.

General TAYLOR. I do not believe so, Mr. Addabbo; no, sir, not in1
the present planning.
PROFICIENCY PAY/VARIABLE ENLISTMENT BONUSES

Mr. ADDABBO. How much retention benefit is being derived through
proficiency pay and variable reenlistment bonuses?
General ROSEBOROUGII. May we provide that for the record?
Mr. ADDABBO. Yes.
(The information follows:)
The proficiency pay program Is an effective Incentive for retaining personnel
beyond the initial reenlistment. The variable reenlistment bonus Is even more
effective, but applies only to first term reenlistments. In the 1907-68 time frame,
over 0,000 additional reenllstments were directly attributable to these programs.
A recent survey of personnel who have received the variable reenlistment bonus
revealed that 43 percent definitely would not have reenlisted without the bonus
and another 27 percent probably would not have.
HELICOPTER PILOT TRAINING

Mr. ADDABBO. What percentage of the Army pilots being trained will
be helicopter-trained ?
Colonel BELLoomr. Out of the 7,325 pilots we are training in fiscal
year 1969, approximately 600 will be fixed wing and the remainder will
be rotary wing.
Mr. ADDABBO. What percentage will be warrant officers?
Colonel BELLOCm. About half; half commissioner officers, and half
warrant officers.
TRAINING FOR VrETNAM

Mr. ADDABBO. What is the minimum amount of training time a serviceman receives before being sent to VitnamI
General ROSEBOROUGH. Four months, sir.
Mr. ADDABBO. Is this training being reviewed to see if it should be
increased or decreased in any way

General

ROSEBOIoUoH. Yes, sir. Since the

advent of the war in Viet-

nam there has been an additional week added to the advanced individual phase for those infantrymen going to Vietnam. That is the only
formal increase that has been made to the recruit training since the
beginning of the war.
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SURVIVOR BENEFrs FOR FREE WORLD FORCES

Mr.

ADDABBo.

With regard to the supporting troops received from

other nations in Vietnam, have we accepted any obligations concerning
survivor benefits for the next of kin?
General TAYLOR.

-.
PROJET 100,000

Mr. ADDABBO. With the revision in the reduction of standards relative to the acceptance of men for military service, what has been the
net effect of these revisionsI
General RosEBOROUOH. This is the Project 100 000. I thibk probably
the most significant effect is to extend the training time for those individuals who we found could not meet the fifth grade reading level
through this Army preparatory trMniing program I mentioned. This
runs from 3 to 6 weeks extra training.
Mr. ADDABBO. I have no further questions, Mr. Davis.
ARMY PREPARATORY SCHOOL

Mr. DAVIS. What is the source of your input and what are the criteria
used for entrance into the Army Prep School?
General ROSaMnouoto. The Army preparatory training for these
people not up in reading?
Mr. DAVIS. No. That is a new subject.
General ROSEBOrO CGH. The Army P.reparatory School. Colonel
Bowen.
Colonel BowF. An individual who is in the service applies through
his company commander, through the commandant of the prep school.
What we do is review his high school record. If he has taken college
boards we will review those. The general criteria are, if his college
boards are in the 500's or near 500, and if he is in the upper half of his
high school class; there is no test to go to the prep school as such.
Mr. DAVIs. Your entire input is from the enlisted personnel of the
Army ?
Colonel BowEN. All military; yes, sir. There are some that come
from other services though very, very few.
Mr. DAVIs. This is a 1-year course?
Colonel BOWEN. Yes sir. It starts in August and ends in May.
Mr. DAvIS. And if they successfully complete this course do they
have the normal expectation of then being entered into the Military
Academy?
Colonel BowEN. Yes, sir. It is competitive. We have 180 appointments. Last year we put 121 boys into the Academy. So we had other
appointments available. However, it just recently went to that figure,
with the increase in the Academy, it jumped 54 appointments to 180.
The appointments are Secretary of the Army appointments.
DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE

Mr. DAVIS. I note that something in excess of 5,000 personnel are to
attend the Defense Language Institute. Where is that located?
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Colonel CH[ANE. Sir, the headquarters is at the naval station here
in Washington, at Anacostia Annex. We have a school there, which
is called the east coast branch. We have another school for foreign
languages at the Presidio of Monterey, Calif., where we have the west
coast branch. We also have DLI Support Command at Fort Bliss,
Tex. These are for foreign language training. In addition to that,
we have the English language school at Lacklani Air Force Base, Tex.
Mr. DAVIS. Who would be attending these schools, the four of them ?
Colonel CGrANmY. Taking the foreign language side, the DLI was

set up to meet. the training requirements in foreign languages of all
the services, officers and enlisted. So we train Army, Navy, Air Force,
and Marine personnel against the requirements stated to us by each
service.
Mr. DAVIS. These requirements come from what. source?
Colonel CHANtB-Y. They come to the Defense Language Institute

from tho personnel Offices of each service, and the development of the
requirements by each service is a service responsibility.
enerally speaking, I can say the commander in the field states
what he needs by virtue of his experience there. They know the needs,
certain numbers trained to a certain skill level to do a certain job.
These again are reviewed at each echelon and finally decided at service
level in terms of the available manpower, many times. Now, many
times the command has a greater requirement tian can be met; for
example, in a, given time frame because language training has a long
leadtinie. If tlie requirement is not determined well ahead of time
you canot meet it in a given time frame.
Mhr. DAvis. This is full-time attendance?
Colonel CHANDY. Yes, sir. At DLI-operated schools, every individual is attending a full-time, intensivelanguage training course. This is

his duty.

Mr. Dws. These are practically all either commissioned or noncommissioned officers that take these courses?
Colonel CITA-NY. Not necessarily; no, sir. We have many that are
lower than noncommissioned officers. They go across the board.
Mr. DAVIS. Let's take a young man who has just finished basic training. Would there be a chance that he migiit attend one of these
schools?
Colonel CTANEY.'YCs, sir; there would be.
Mr. DAN-1s. And this would be likely if he is going to be-they certainlv would have to be long-term-enlistment people.
Colonel CHANEY. Not necessarily. Let us take a student studying
Vietnamese because this is of current interest. Also a very large number of requirements are in Vietnamese. In Vietnamese we have 12week courses. It is perfectly feasible to meet lower profleienc, level
requirements in Vietnamese by putting the young soldier who has
completed basic training into Vietnamese course and he still has adequate time to serve a normal tour in Vietnam.
Mr. DAVIS. What part of your people who are going to Vietnam
would have had language training in Vietnamese, just as a rough
guess?
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Colonel CJIANEY. Offhand, our requirements are on the order of

5,000 to 6,000, talking about this fiscal year.
General Rosmnooom. That would be compared to about 350,000
people that we are sending to Vietnam.
Colonel CHANEY. Ri ght.
tese be likely to be mon who were in 'detached
Mr. )AVIs. WouldtA
rather than organized combl)at utlits?
General RosBBoRouoIT. The large majority of them go to the military adviser type of assignment, but n the organized mlts we do
have interpreters, people who read enemy documents, and this kind
of thing w ho are in the active units, but nunberswiso I would say the
large majority go to the advisers and they range all the way from
colonels, who are these Province advisers that General Boltim addressed earlier all the way down to an individual just out of basic
trainiing who may be simply an interpreter or an interrogator, or
something of that sort.
Mr. DAVIs. Is there a substantial amount of competition for attendance at these schools, generally ?
Colonel CYIA\TEY. Large numbers are volunteers, but in Vietnamese
the Army could not get enough volmteers for Vietnamese, so we have
men taking Vietnamese who are not vohnteers for language trading.
Mr. DAVIs. What would be your normal source of trainees at your
English Ianauage training school?
Colonel dIAN,;PY. The English language side, sir, is English language for foreign military personnel. 'rhe source, of course is the country which has areq-uirement for its p~rsoniflel tobe trainedin U.S. service schools whereV obviously the requirement is adequate knowledge of
English. So to assure that lie is able to comprehend the instruction,
those countries which cannot equip him well enough in English send
him to English language school to obtain the necessary proficiency
before he enters training.
Mr. DAVIS. That is all, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Mr. ADDABIo. Thank you very much, General.
The committee will stand adjourned until tomorrow morning at
10 o'clock, when we will take up Army-wide activities.
THURSDAY, MARCH

27, 1009.

AR3IY-WVIDE Am-rivITIES

Mr. Si.ES. The committee will come to order.
We will now take up the request for Army-wido activities. A total
of $877,513,000 is requested for fiscal 1970, which is an increase of
$02,371,000 over the actual obligations for 1968 and $70,906,000 over
tle estimate for fiscal 1969. I would like to have in the record at this
point the summary justification page.

I
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(The information follows:)
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE, ARMY--ARMYWIDE ACTIVITIES
[Dollar
amounts in thousands)
Actual
fiscal
ear

Title
Base operations .......................................
Headquarters, Department of the Army (except the Surgeoneneral)
Major field command headquarters .................................
Personnel processing and personnel support services ..................
Overseas education of dependents ..................................
Armywide communications and pictorial services ......................
See classified submission ..........................................
Administration ....................................................
Joint projects .....................................................

Estimate
FIsa

r
ea1

Fiscal er

$46,488
75,709
103,312
53,410
38,349
183,552
137,999
138,975
7,348

$46,776
73,529
106,131
60,205
54,828
173,305
142,495
135,260
8,078

$47,793
77,459
103,547
56,900
71,443
189,585
148,459
173,622
8,705

Total .....................................................

785,142

800,607

877,513

Personnel requirements:
44 Average number of all employees ...............................
Number of employees at end of year ............................

50, 546
50,489

53,354
48,234

53,082
48,686

Total personal service obligations .............................

436,369

464,999

469,008

EXPLANATION

OF INCREASES

Mr. Simu. There is a substantial increase here. Do you want to
explain the reason?
General TAYLoR. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.
The two large amounts that cause an increase, of course, are the
transfer of the International Mfilitary Headquarters of NATO into
the 0. &M. A. budget for fiscal 1970. In addition, we have an increase
in the education of dependents school program which the Army is
executive agent for in Europe. Those are the two large ones, accounting
for $45 million.
Then we do have the uniform military pay system with the code
name of JUMPS, that we have discussed. We have an increase in
reimbursements to the Post Office, a slight increase in the cost for the
Forrestal Building which we are now starting to occupy. Also, we have
an increase due to the Army being assigned the responsibility for leasing and maintaining certain other Government buildings here in the
Washington area-I believe there are three of them.
Mr. SKS. I would like to have a breakdown of these added costs
for the record.
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(The information follows:)
Inoreases in Army-wide activities
Fiscal year 1969 estimate

------------------------------

$800,607

Increases:
International military headquarters and agencies--NATO ------- +28,659
+16, 615
Increase for overseas education of dependents --------------+5,964
Net changes for classified submission ------------------------+4, 900
Joint uniform military pay system (JUMPS) Army ----------+4, 412
Post Office Department reimbursements ----------------------+3, 800
Defense Satellite Communiction System ---------------------Supplies, materials, and contractual services for communications
+8,3271
---------------------------------centers and systems
+2, 158
Support of Government buildings -------------------------+2,963
Forrestal Building occupancy cost ------------------------+2, 856
Automatic voice network (Autovon) ----------------Transfer from R.D.T. & E. appropriation to 0. & M.A. for base
+2, 250
-----------------------------------operations support
+1, 600
Integrated communications system Far East costs -----------Autonmic digital network (Autodin)-----------------------+1,549
+1,400
Command control and comn cations center cost ------------+1,159
--------------------creas-----Communication t+1,000
evelopment institute-_- ------------------Career execut
+669
ort agency -----Increase fo
SCONARO automated system s
-------+665
compensation fund-- --------------------Employ
+600
cy --------------- -----------U.S.A./ acific field systems
ement and Mo rniza on p43ts for Army- de commuImp
+592
an the 1.S.
.tions
Army hotographic gency....
n
actliti
eld circuits
te sur ey, su plies, an equipment for be auto+586
-------.....
----------------ge proces Ing sy tem
matic me
U.S.
and --.ontrol to
ontinued
..
---.....
+586
C M0ouad ----..
-and.
]S
OUTHCO evelopmen
+438
reas ----- ---- --------Personnel center wor
+417
. Eu pe ---- - ----Increase base opera,
-+427
Federal t Lqphon6 s e .---+360
.
Defense ele gne
p e- .------+310
-'-.. --a
=l
p- n
Support f cry o
---- +308
-d ------------e wage- --Departme t of Def
-+246
-.-..
-----_s__
Disciplinay barra
+218
.............:
....
Project V lue.._
----- -+215
--project
ans ion-.-..---------Armed
races
g, nd supply,
increased
t for mea ,-+214-------- -----examining and entrance-s ations - ---------- -------- -- 9,858
Ci Han Personnel Compensa, on ---Property aclli s--------------- .
Mal enance of
One-t e equipment c ----- ...............Admifil ative TDY, supplies and materials ------ ---------- m
Reduction or commercial communication leases
-------------- -------sistanceContractual
Fiscal year 1970 est

to.....

----------------

-------

.------1,638
-1,243
--- 868
-550

-400

877, 513
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SUPPORT OP INTERNATIONAL MILITARY HEADQUARTERS

Mr. SIKms. When was the Army assigned the responsibility for the
support of the international military headquarters and agencies of
NATO?
General 'rAYLOR. Last November, sir.

Mr. SuiF:s. How much is being requested for this item?
General TAYLOR. $28,659,000, I believe is the figure, sir.
Mr. SiKEs. What were the conparative amounts for the support of
these agencies in fiscal 1968 and fiscal 1969 in the military assistance
l)rogram?
General TAYLOR. Sir, I will have to check that to be sure. It is in
that vicinity.
Mr. SIKis. Provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)
Comparable obligations for fiscal year 1908 are $25,016,000 and $22,583,700 for
fiscal year 1969.

Mr. SIKES. Why was the change made? Why is it row being assigned
to the Army?
General TAYLOR. Sir, the infrastructure program, which is also part

of NATO but pertains to construction, was transferred to the military
construction budget in 1968.
Mr. SIKES. Why?
General TAYLOR. The purpose being that it is felt that the NATO

headquarters is in l)eing because of tile military requirements existing
and commitments in Eu-rope, and therefore th'e infrastructure as well
as the support of the headquarters should be in the military budget.
Mr. SIKFS. How much of the cost of this headquarters operation is
borne by the United States?
General ROSEnOROUOn. Sir, this is determined on the basis of a
formula which allocates the cost to the participating nations. There
are some portions of NATO support in which France participates, in
which case the costs are divided among 15 nations; and others such as
military activities in which France does not participate. Then there
is a 14-nation distribution.
The U.S. portion under the 15-nation formula is 25 percent. Their
portion under the 14-nation formula is 30.16 percent.
Mr. SIKEs. We always seem to pick up the lion's share of the tab

in anything in which we are involved.

Mr. LPscoIMB. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIRES. Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. Do you have authority in the law now to go through

the military?
General TAYLOR. For the NATO headquarters, Sir? I believe it is
being requested in this Appropriation Act, sir.
Mr. LIPSCO1B. Do you have authority which was effective prior? As
I understood it, you expended money in 1969 for this purpose.
General TAYLOR. Not for this.

Mr. Lipsco3m. This is the first time?
General TAYLOR. Not for headquarters support, sir, but for ;nfra-

structure program in the military construction budget; yes, sir.
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Mr. LrscoMB. So if by chance the request for authorizing legisla-

tion does not go through the totAl rolite through Congress, this would
be deleted from your budget?
General TAYLOR. I would say, sir, if it was not approved by the
Congress for the NATO support, or support of NATO headquarters,
if it is not included then, of course, we could not support it.
-Mr. LirscoMxn. You have spent no money for fiscal year 1969 for
this purpose up to this time?
General TAYLOR. No, sir.
Mr. LiPscoiB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIKES. Do the other member nations pay the part of the costs
that they are assigned'?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman; they do. As General
Roseborough stated, we have the breakout under the 15-nation formula
as well as under the 14-nation formula.
Mr. Siiu~s. Does France pay their part in the activities in which
they participate?
General TAYLOR. Under the 15-nation formula they pay 17.1 percent.
Mr. LIPscoMBn. Are any of them in arrears in their payments?
General TAYLOR. I am not aware that they are, sir because this is
an operational type thing, operational money, which is day-to-day
operational funds, and I am not aware of any arrears.
Mr. Shuler, do you have any information that would indicate
otherwise?
Mr. SI-ur.R. I have none. We have no information of any country
in arrears.
Mr. LirscomB. You have no information, but have you ever
checked it?
Mr. SiILR.. We have not checked this, sir.
General TAYLOR. I think we had better try to verify and specifically
answer your question.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. All right.
(The information follows:)
The financial procedures of NATO governing the support of international
military headquarters provide that each participating nation will make settlement as early as possible, in principle within 1 month, from date of the assessment for support of the international military headquarters. No precise time
limits for making payments are prescribed. Countries are generally prompt and
make payments within a reasonable time. Experience indicates that tie average
time for making payments is 2 months. In light of these considerations no coun-

try is in arrears.

POSSIBILITY OF A 3IORE EQ TABLE DISTRIMMON OF NATO COSTS

Mr. SIKEs. Since the NATO program, which all of us support, is
going to benefit Europe primarily, has any effort been made with the
European nations to pick up a larger share of the cost? It does not seem
exactly right that we should pay a fourth or more than anybody else
is
Ying.
General TAYLOR. Sir, not directly connected with the NATO headquarters support that we are speaking of today; I do know that
there are efforts being made on a government-to-government basis
with the foreign countries to get them to increase their share of support, not only in this area but other areas, specifically Germany. In
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addition to that--and I believe the Congress has been notified of itmember nations have, I believe, agreed to attempt to reimhiur'se the
United States for some of the costs that we have suffered as a result
of our move out of France. I believe this is going to be done on a
quarterly basis commencing
the foutih quarter of thlis fiscal y'ear and
year 1970.
for the full fiscal

Mr. SIKES. Provide the details on that, including the, amounts.
General ''AYLO:. I certainly vWill.
(The information follows:)
On January 9, 1969, the NATO Def,,nse Ilanniig Committee volnposed of all
NATO members except France agreed that extraordinary costs which Ihot'[nited
States Incurred in relocating facilities froni France would b cost-shaed iby the
alliance up to a maxithunm of $90 million. Because the U.S. iormanl cost share in
the alliance is 29.(8 percent, the net reinbursonent to the Uilted States would be
approximately $07 million.
'Tlme reimbursement will ie In the form of a credit of up to $4 million against
tile U.S. quarterly contribution to NATO. The credits will begin ill the fourth
quarter of fiscal year 1969 and will lie contingent on NATO approval of relo,.aton
pJroje(,ts and related cost data.
As a result of the NATO decision, the budget authority request for military
construction, Army was reduced by $16 million for fisal year 1970.
SUPPORT OF

IEADQUARTIIS OP"ICE FOR IIYUKYU ISLANDS

Mr. SnIEs. How much is in the Army budget for the support. of
the headquarters office for the Ryukyu Islalts.
General TA'ron. Sir'. there was a transfer from the Plyukyun appro-

l)ropriatioll. I l)olieve there are 10 eml)loyees involved ill the Ikpartment of Army hIeadquarters. I am trying to recall the figure.

Mr. SIKEs. Was this previously funded under MAP appropriations?
General Txl-m.on. Mr. Chairman, I believe that was under the appropriation, "Administration, Rytlcyn Islands, Army," in connection
with the -Army's responsibility there.
Mr1. ScF.s. Provide the amounts.
(The information follows:)

Funds in the amount of $152,000 to provide for personnel costs of Seven
Army civilian employees of the Ryukyuan Affairs Division, Deputy Chief of
Staff for Military Operations, Ileadquarters, Department of the Army, are
Included In the operation and maintenance, Army budget for fiscal year 1970.
Durig fiscal year 11)39, an additional 10 employees assigned to this offe were
supported by the adnfnistration, Ryukyu Islands, Army appropriation. Responsibility for support of these 10 employees at a cost. of $111,000 was transferred
to olleraton and maintenance, Army begilling lh fiscal year 1970. Since there
has been tie conciurrent transfer of l1rsonnel spaces and funds from the adilnistration, Ryukyu Islands, Army appropriaton, the Army will be required to support
these personnel from nvallnble fiscal year 11)70 operation and maintenance. Army
resources.

Mr. SIKES. Why and when was this responsibility transferred to the

Army?

General T,%Yion. It was transferred just during the budget season

hlst fall, sit'.

Mr. SIms. Why was it made an Army responsiblity?
General TA'LoR. The High Commis'doner's office in Okinawa is an

Army responsibility inasmuch as fhe commanding general of the
yukluan Islands,'who is also an Army officer, wear. two hats, sir,
if you will, as CoMnmmnding gene, a] as well as HTCOAL.
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His headquarters stafl' is on the High Connissioner's side, but, in
the Department of the Arly headquarters in our Detputy Chief of
St air for Military Operations office, they work for the Army Command
iT.se are the people
as well lis for the High Conimissionel's office.
we are tAkig about here.

Mr. SimS. In what prograin is this funding now carried?
General TAYLOR. It would be in 2510, sir.

M1r. SIF.:S. Provide the amounts which were appropriated under

administration Ryukyu Islan'ds, Army, for fiscal years 1967, 1968,
and 19611 for this flccount..

General 'l'yroit. Very well, sir.
(Tlhe information follows:)
In these years, the administration, Ryukyu Islands, Army appropriations for
these 10 personnel of the Internatlnal and Civil Affairs Directorate, Deputy

Chief of Staff for Military Operations, DA, were as follows:
Fiscal year 19067
-----------------------------------------Fiscal year 1968
-----------------------------------------Fiscal year 1969
------------------------------------------

$98,000
101,000
104, 000

FORRESTALi BUILDING

Mr. SmEms. How inuch is in the Army 0. & M. budget for the
occupancy or other costs related to the Forrestal Building.
General Rosi.noiloudir. Sir, the total costs for fiscal year 1970 are
$3,582,000 which includes the $360,000 in tihe budget item support. of
Government buildings.
Mr. SIEs. low nuch wias provided last year?
General RoSEiionoUOi. $1,500,000 was provided last year, sir.
Mr. SiKES.

Does this complete the cost of moving into the Forrestal

Building?
General ROsEBoRmoroIr. "lhe funds that are requested for fiscal year
1970, sir, will complete the costs of moving into the Forrestal Building
as well as the support costs for fiscal year 1970 for the operation of
that building.
Mr. SIKES. Is the building now occupied?

General Rosmiortomoi. No, sir. It is scheduled to be occupied in
the near future; some estimates as early as next month, but a more
reasonable one is probably in July. It is nearing completion. The interior is not yet complete.
Mr. SiKES. This is the third year, as I recall, that money has W-leii

in the budget for the occupancy of the Forrestal Bililding. W'lilit l,,s
been happening to that money?
General TAYLOR. Sir, you are quite right. In fiscal 1969, in that

budget for that year, when we were here a year ago we were requesting, I believe, $2.4 million. Following our appearance before the commiitte and during the summer montlis when it was relooked at from
the occupancy point of view, it was determined that we would not need
the full $2.4 million-and I am speaking from memory now. I believe
we needed $1.5 million during fiscal 1969, and there was a $900,000
reduction made.
Mr. SmEs. What was the money used for that was appropriated last
year?
310-flnl9-60-1t. 2--10
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Colonel Coatmt,. Tile $1.5 million Itat general l laylor ma(l referOlnc to was for the o1e- iHe,costs iin connection with (he administrative services, part.of thei tlotl furniture buy and some ADI)P costs in
connection with Coll versioI! to (lird-generatiol li equipment.
i llrlenit. 1ni)l)roprial lol b used for?
Mr. SIK .s.W hat.w( l(l ie

ihAtlon will be used to finish

('olonel CooIt tT,. The current appro

sl)-directed furitlure buy, for Al)P operations, and (here are
i few costs in there' for 5UljlIo 1111(1 pesoflnel. Most of it is olle-tile
costs for fiscal year 1970. T i re iurring costs are in the nature of
reilalii1 for I he A)P1computer, personliel, Supply, and bus-service costs.

lite

11 '. Siiirs. I would like a schedule showing the brealtdown of the

expenlitures coll elnpiated.

Colonel Cooilttt. Yes, Sir.
(,le information follows:)
FISCAL YEAR 1970 FORRESTAL BUILDING EXPENDITURES CONTEMPLATED
[In thousands of dollars
Total

1 time

Recurring

1,642 ...........
1,642
urnilure ........................................................
72
72 ..............
postal, personnel ..................................................
I ..............
correspondence and message center, supplies ........................
library:
46
46 ..............
Personnel ...................................................
3
Periodicals ................................................... 3
81
81 ..............
Building administration, personnel ..................................
60 ..............
60
Relocation cost ....................................................
Transportation:
32
32 ..............
Personnel ....................................................
I
Teleticket rental .............................................. I
33
33 ..............
DOD bus service..............................................
...........
100
100
...........................................
Telephone cost..
10
0...............
.
Civilian personnel services, copier and Magnofax rental.
200
200 ..............
Guard service ....................................................
Automatic data processing:
66 ..............
66
Personnel ....................................................
594...............594
Computer rental ..........................................
150 ..............
150
Systems conversion ...........................................
31 ..............
31
Equipment maintenance .......................................
60 ..............
60
Equipment purchase ...........................................
6 ..........
6
.......................................
of
things
Transportation
259
259 ..............
Medical services ..................................................
135
135 ..............
Communications ..................................................
2,115
3.582
Total ..................................................... .
(1 802)
(2,005)
(BPA 2510) .......................................................
(313)
(1,13))
)
18PA 2580) .................................................
S2400) ..............................................................
.......................
P 2900) .............................

OTITFR (OVERN11FMNT

Mr.

SuFs.

1,467
(03)
(80)
(2191
15
11351

DUIlVINOS

What is the total amount inthe 0. & M. budget for the

Su)pOrt of Government buildings?
General R1osFaOnotuott. $2,158,000, sir, for the support of buildings

that the Army is responsible for.
Mr. Sums. That is an additional amount; is it not?
General TAYor.n. Yes, sir; I believe it is.
Mr. Slies. What is the total amount?
General TAY1,oR. )o you have the total?
General RosmOnouoirit. I believe this is the total amount.
General TArlyon. You believe this is the total
General RosmmoRouml. Yes; the total of the four buildings for
fiscal year 1970.
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M ir.
Sias. Let's go oil' the record for a moment.

i )is-eission off the record.)
IDl"5I'NSE 'ITri'EI.IONIE

SYSi'EM,1

Mr.,Sni,'s. What is ti total ainouint in the 0. & AM. request. for tie
de fenlse, tele i)hone system ?
General Hosiinoizouian. Tile total amount in BPA 2510 is $2,010.000.
Mr. SIlXF.. What tyle of system is it,?
General losI:0,o0tro ll. It is a normal local teleplhone comin ea-

tions system.
Mr. Ana-.s. Is this all ad(itionnl system to the otlhr cofhniilliiouflils
svslem in the )epartmllent. of 1)efeost" ?
General ROSiEBOnOI~tr
. No, sir. It merely represents an expa usi on
and an increase in costs for Ihe operation of this same system,
t
ut
more slI).criIei's and a, larger operation.
o111HR

ao'.OV

EM.MNT B1JiLMISMs

Mr. Smug. Now, let's go back to tile funds for theie support of the
Government luildings. Mr. (1Garrity.
Mr. GARRITY. Wlht type of Sul)iort does this cost rel)rese it?
General I .OSFOROtouiI. Bus service guard service, relocation costs,
a(ninistrative services, telephone, maillgeoois, and then the big amount
is the lease costs for thebuildino(s themselves.
Mr. lmairv''. Is this a reimn 'sient to General Services Administration?
General TAYLOR. Mr. Garrity, I do not believe it is, until such time-

the way this thing vorks, as I understand it is that when we are
alSi gneid responsibility for a Government building we take it over

an( operate it until such time as the General Services Administration
can provide for the same type of operation in their budget request to
the Congress. When they do, it drops out of our budget and they pick
it up).
Mfr. GAnniTY. This is for new buildings you will occupy during

1970?
General TAYLOR. Sir, I think we are already into some of these buildings. The buildings specifically are the Commonwealth Buildinf in
Roslyn, Va.; the Ielpar Building out at Bailey's Crossroads w iich
we are occupying and have occupied; the Hoffman Building and, of
course, the now building, the Forrestal Building.
CON'ARO AUT03ATED SYSTEMS SUPPORT AOENOY

Mr. SIms. You are requesting an increase of $669,000 for tie
CONARO automated systems support agency. What is the purpose
of thisAgency?
General RosP.BonovoJ. Sir, this is a centralized agency whoso purpose is to oversee the various automated systems that operate under
CONARC, to perform research, systems design, analyze systems, do
programing, and to monitor the use of resources in the (levelopment
of these systems, orient personnel in the operation and use of them,
and then to provide assistance and teelmleal reviews as these systems are being developed.
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It is not an agency which operates the system themselves, but assists in their development and coordination so that, they are done Mliciently and will integrate with one another.
Mr. SIRES. There is also an automatic data processlilg comnu1uid.
What is the relationship between the automated systems suppo r t
agency and the automatic data processing command?

S

General Rcs :.ionououii. T1he computer systems command, sir, is being
established at the Department, of the Army level and its finetion is

similar to that of CONARC on a Department of the Army-wide
basis, whereas the automated systems support, agency is CONNBIC's
own management agency to supervise and oversee its sy steums.
Mr. SIKEs. When was the CONARC agency establish1ecl.
General 'rAhyon. Two years ago, I believe, Mr. Chairmii.
Mr. SIKES. What is the total cost included in this request for the
automated systems support agency?
General ROSEBOROUo01. $1,963,000.
CO.MtMITrEP RECO.Mt.M1ENDATION REGARDING REVIEW1
OP ADP SVST1:. S

Mr. LIPscoMB. It was our understanding last year before the coimmittee that there would be a thorough review and analysis of all systems. Do you know whether or not this has been undertaken?- '
General TAYLOR. Sir, it has been undertaken and I will have later
today Mr. Buckmaster, when we talk about some of these systems such
as Napalim and Ccnos, aind 1 believe he can ive
a1u very ,)od
picture on hat is going on in this entire nria. Tl his is unde tth'
Assistant. Chief of Staff's office at the present, time.

Mr. Linsco.ri. Could you tell us, inasmuch as you are requesting the
money here, has the recommendation of the committee been adhiered
to or observed where we recommended that future expansion of all
systems should be held in abeyance until this review is completed ?
General TAYLOR. Sir, I certainly believe that the committee's desires
in this res pect are being considered in this entire ADP area. I cannot
tell you whiat the future-planning is. Again, I would like to, if I may,
defer until Mr. Buckmaster is here, who is very familiar with this.
ARMY RECRUITING STATIONS

Mr. Sjjys. How many recruiting stations does the Army har, in
the United States?
General l1osEBoRouon. 947 recruiting stations, sir; 39 main stations
and five district headquarters.
Mr. Sii-ES. Are there any outside the United States
General ROSEIOROUOH. NO, sir.
Mr. SI rES. I would like to have for the record the total operating
costs for all recruiting stations, including 0. & M. and military personnel costs.
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(The information follows:)
OPERATING COSTS FOR RECRUITING STATIONS
[in thousands of dollars
Fiscal years
1968

1969

1970

Military personnel appropriation ..................................
Operations and maintenance, Army ................................

$18.8
11.9

$19.9
12.1

$19.3
I!.5

Total ......................................................

30.7

32.0

30.8

OVEI1SEAS

DEPENDENTS

EDUCATION

PROORAM

Mr. SiKrs. We will discuss the overseas (lepenidents education pr1t41,1al

J)ower

with the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Ian-

and Reserve Affairs later. 'roll me generally, however, why you

uIre nsking for an increase of $16,615,000.

(hnelral ROSEeBOROU . 'I'hese IICI(reSCs ilvolve tle implementation
of some approved programs which were only partially implemented
in 1969. soliie new programs anid an increase, in student enrollment.
Mr. SiK.s. For instance?
General Rosrnonotrrr. Additional teachers for kiffdergarten hindicapped students, special subject areas in the elementary grades, and

tc: elwts for the host. nation program. In addition for fiscal year 1970
there is an increase in enrollment. A school nurse program has been
instituted. There is an increase in the number of teachers to meet the
stil(lIrd stiffing criteria )rescribed by OSD. There is an increase iii
guidance counsellors, also to meet this staffing, criteria. Then there are
cera in price changes involving pay raises and tit ion fee school
increases.
Mr. SiKErs. Provide a breakdown for the record which describes the

xece~sity for each of these items, as well as a descriptionl of the item.
tThe in formation follows:)

1'n, (ipprnrcd programs which were partilly finplenented itt fls al year 196!9

bccrmse of diversIon of finds for i orcased enrollment ------------

$3,400,000

Ai additional $3,400,000 would have been required ifthe program level apIrovid for fiscal year 1069 had been achieved. In order to meet the requirement
for unantleited enrollment during fiscal year 1909, several programs were
partially deferred such as the host nation, kindergarten, speciaI education and
sj)evlal subject teachers.
Increase in enrollment
---------------------------------- $1,6.0,O00
Ti' enrollment forecast in fiscal -year 1969 wns based upon a troop reduction
it Europe. This reduetlon, which was partially accomplished by withdrawing
i1iiilhlcd spaces from some understrength units, did not remiult in the actual loss
o' pnple that was anticipated by the school enrollment forecast. Consequently,
aci iistudent enrollment exceeded the forecast. Mnds for the education of these
st((tnts in fiscal year 1969 were obtained from the curtailment of programs diseu,,ssd nmve. In Ilseal year 1970, $1,B50,000 is required.
School miIJse program -------------------------------------$808,000
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The need for a sound school health program with qualilled nursvs is fully

recogullzd by Anerlcan 'ublic liealth Authorlties and such programs are anit
integral part of a great number of school systems throughout the United Sltis.
J)urig Iliseal years 196 an( 11)07, school systems in the United Slats have
hired more than 10,000 fitlrses tinder provislois of title 1 of the ,Mlemnetiary alid
Secondary Etimeation Act. In the 9ast school nurses have betm emliloyed it some
overseas dependent schools ani salaries of tiet'se persons were usually lnll from
funds generated locally by suelt activities as P'arent-Teachers Assixlaltons, or
Dads' Clubs.
OS1) p)rogralu/bRllget guidance for fiscal year 1970 Incluhdes a standalrdized
school health program andti it proviles for stalling of the prograin on the ba:4is of
one nurse for each 1,000 students for grades kiindergarten through 12. Based
upon the projected enrollment for the lEuropean area, J)epari mt'nt. of the Army
has programed 121 nurses at a total cost of $808,0) for iscal year 1970.
Increase In teachers to mcct OD stafIfng criteria-------------- $2,.R5l.000
'T'he 01) stalling criteria which are Iltterned after Inproved stallhig I rmids
of betvier schools iII the United Slates requires an increased nunidwu'r of teclheris
next year. This increase, will provide for a lower lifltUl-tacher ralto il ordvir to
mor, effectively meet tIhe iee(s of Children in our sinlniler schools. It has not
becim possible to maintain the present plll-teclcher ratio of 25 to I ani still
provide a range of subjects offerings fi smaller secondary schools in the I,'iiud
States.
It addillon, the Improved staffing gulince Increases the
lithorliation for
remedial reading teachers and similar specialists for the elementary schools.
Present stalling provides only one remedial or (levelopmental or develolinmeltal
teanehmer of reading for every 1,600 students.
The improved stalling guidance Inereases the authorization for remedial tehl.
ers for every 50 children who require this remedilal service. Simillar stalling lin-

provemnents are called for in the areas of art, music, and physical education it te

elementary grades where very few slecialists have heretofore heen avallaeh.
Textbooks and library books
-----------------------------$2.513.000
Commencing In fiscal year 10(9 textbooks and library hooks tn the Euroien
area am directed by OSl), will lie p)rocured ihroigh the Incal stock fmtnd. The
(hmmige in accounting procedures was Initiated effective .Tuly 1, 1968 (fiscal year
1969) (irecting that obligations (and expenses) for deliveries front local stock

funds will be recorded upon delivery rather than when ordered.

Inrease in guidance counselors to meet OSD staling criteria-.... $1.106,000
This improved staffing criterion provides Increased resources for the personal

services of the pupils. Problems of adjustment, often aggravated by the highly
transient and mobile life of our children, will undoubtedly be easted as our overseas schools follow statestdlo sta';:rds of p)rovling increased guidance services
in the lower grades.
Price changes :

a. Pay raise for Public Law 80-91 employees (teachers)

($425 per

Public Law 80-91 employee) -----------------------------$2, 33.000
b. Within-grade increases for employees (Public Law employees,
$240; 0S employ{Cos $282) --------------------------------1,394. 000
c. Tultion fee school increase (due to rising costs) ------------------410. 000

Total

-----------------------------------------------SCOiO

1

10, 615. 0()0i

NUIRSF, PIOOIIAM

lir. SIKEis. I noto that you have ireased enrollment.

Ts that. to he

the case despite the fact that we have brought sonic people back from
Germany?
General RosunorTo0a. Yes, sir. I1h is is a ninereased enr ollment, over
the estimate we made at the time (he )lan was developed to blinY

people h ack. This is due to the fact, that tlere was somle idllrstreilgtf,
in Germany at the time. So in effect. some of those returns were reAlly
the return of spaces rather than people. Also. the mix of the people
has resulted in this enrollment being our experience as opposed to
Our estimate.
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h'. Su :s. You are prOSing to sprend $S08,000 for the 121 coolol
Why is it, Colsittered necessary (o institttO this pl'ogramI '?

IIUl'Ss.

delm(tlellpns
Goieerill IoSI.moIOtI•.llSir, ltly wo have itl)11111 froill loul
edulatioll program in, Mr.• ]aftley from Ilie -Ujtltant (lenea l's OIllce
•
Mrl
. LA,\I',l.

1"P, first. Of |llI, I'e(,eivl

0111' gllid-l1liCe from OSt) for

all these p•Ogel'lis• This was ll tlero for the (l nltnts' schools on
a one nulrso for each 1,0() students b11is by3 'ea Ii lu(ling aIl(.lii dldIen,
kildergill-mte

through grade I. So |Illis is time etl'oIllnle,,lt. mallfiimte(l

for fiscal 1970.
Mr. Smn1s. This is I' first tinl this lhnis hell (lone. WhXrly is it, Colsidered IleCessalry to institiit flie mIIII'5O program ?
Mr. llAhaverI'Y. We Ive l ivetl tht'0v116lro it tile Ve'fl•s s-l'V ices from
the medical faelifties in overs.e•s areas. ''luIey have done a very line job,
but with tle greater emphasis o il
tht' Wal edumcat o1l )IOg.lmll, flu'yw
art just. not. ('capable of providing the assistiee required from the per:sollll we do larvo available. 11 e 11( gouig into a greater • allolllt of
faintly life, sex education, personal lieaill, and so for'th.
Mr.S1KES• 0iIf'.11po
)ne
per |hllolIlid j)Uils is not,goiilir to hell) very'
mulch ill
tie nt ter of mediaeill 'diiiiou or lileltll edlilct loil.
Mir. llAirr,u. No, sir. 'L'hev will be assisting teacher's anmd helping
teachers with planning lessois ill health (dleition and so forilh.
Mr. Sinus. Wheo w ill you get. the nurses? Ihey are in short supply .
Mr. BAurTLEiY. They tell us that, there tire nminiber of nuirse.s already
in these overseas ilreas, dependlent. wives of military nnd civilian perSonnet ill these rllveas-. 'lhev think -that. flIoe will'be no problemll recruit ing people for t he jobs:
Mr. L sco~in. Why don't Ihey just hire them to be a regular teacher

and get
f them right inio the systn ?
Ml1r. BIi'm.wm.

Right, now it,
is plillled flint fle% will be, if at, all

possible, a teacher-nurse fully qualifhed as a teacher and RN also.
'They can be used as a teacher or nurse, either one.
Mr.SurmFs. )o you realize that; this budget has gone up nearly 50
percent,in it2-year period ?
Mr. IMwria:Y. I-es, sir. Fiscal year 1968 reflects costs for Army
only. Fiscal years 10)69 and 1970 represents costs for all services in
Europe under the eu rent system.
MrA.Smms. Is that a foretaste of the futluro?
Mr. BARTIUY. Sir, we are still somewhat behind the national average
in the United States with perplI)il costs being explended for the children, when you leave out, tle unique costs which school systems in the
United States do not. have, such as travel for teachers, et cetera. So
we are still below that average as com puted by the National Edleation Association and the. U.S. 0111ce of Nducatlon. The costs continue
to rise in the United States and I do not know-if we keel) pace ours
undoubtedly will have to continue going up also.
Mr. SiF.s. What is th estimated cost. of the kindergarten program
for fiscal year 19701
Mr. BArmwY. I do not think I havo that breakout here. I will have
to provide it. I have it for 1969.
Mr. SIxtEs. H-ow much is it for 1969?
Mr. BAIMAW. $2.7 million.
Mr. Sums. Provide it. for 1970 also.
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(The information follows:)
The fiscal year 1970 estimated cost of the kindergarten program Is $3.4 million.
Mr. SIXEs. Mr. Lipscomb.
CIVILIAN CAREER EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE

Mr. LIPSCOMB. One of the increases in this account is for the Civilian

Career Executive Institute, $1 million. How much are you expending
on this for fiscal year 1969?
General TAYL R. In the Civilian Career Executive Institute we have
no funds in the 1969 budget nor are we expending any, Mr. Lipscomb.
May I say this is one of the items under consideration in our budget
review.
Mr. JiPscomii. Inasmuch as tl:is committee recommended abolishing
this in the Army budget in the past., only last. year in fact, why does it
come back again and what do we have to do to kill it off?
General TtwLOn. Sir, we recognized the committee's feelings on this
facilt and organization, but sometimes things get into the budget
that aie just beyond our control from the standpoint of the level of the
people that are sitting here today.
Mr. Lipsco-mB. Maybe it would be interesting to know how it does
get in the budget. We were very specific in our port last year..We
knocked out the money. We made a recommendation as to how it could
be handled. Now, how does it. reappear? If you are not, responsible
General TA-on. Well, I can only respond, sir, that in both the
Department of the Army and in the Offlce of Secretary of Defense
it was felt this was a most desirable organization to establish in order
to train those people of the higher civilian grades and military grades.
"Thiswas also the result of a study which was made at the request of
this committee a year and a half or 2 years ago, I believe, at which
time it. was looked into from the standpoint of possible duplication
with other Government educational facilities, and I believe it was found
not to be duplicative. It. was based upon that study as well as the
continuing need that it found its way into the budget that was submitted on January 15.
Mr. LipscomBn. This is one of the items that the new Secretary of
Defense may recommend reducing?
General TAYroR. Y'es.
MJr. LIP. co~m. I think that is another item to his credit. So we do
not have to consider it any further now, I would guess.
General TAYLOR. I wOtild say no, sir.
FORRFSTAI BUILDING

Mr. LWSCOMB. Going back to our discussion on the Forrestal Building, I was reading last year's hearings and there was an insert on page
633 of p.rb. 4 which said the total cost of $2,347,000 is required for
fiscal year 1960 for the purchase of now furnishings to replace nonusable, furniture for the Army activities to be moved to the Forrestal
Building. How much are we going to spend on now furniture in fiscal
year 1969 Is
Colonel CoonuL. In 1969 we will be spending $016,000 out. of that
package of $2.347 million.
Mr. Lirsco3m. $616,000
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Colonel COGInHJI. $616,000. This will rep resent replacing approximately 25 percent of tle open work area furniture, desks and chairs
of the Army personnel.
Mr. LPSCom. How much were you allocated for furnishings for
the Forrestal Building for fiscal year 1969 in the budget?
Colonel CoonI.r 1 '1.That was it, sir, $616,000.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Do you still estimate that the furniture that you
need for 1969 will cost$2,347,000?
There is a sli ght difference there, but it cones to
Colonel CommoIir.
approximately that amount. Weh ave in what we addressed today,
$1,642,000 for fiscal year 1970 to complete the OSD requiirement of the
$2.347 million Army share of the furnishings.
Mr. LiPscoMn. I am trying to get the figures to work out to see how
much it has either increased or decreased.
Colonel Co;n thA
1 . It has decreased by $89,000.
Mr. jipsco.m. Was there any further thought given to using some
of the furniture that had been used before at other locations?
Colonel CowHLT. Yes, sir. Even with the total package we would
go in with 2'24 units of our persent furniture. The replacement on the
others would be in two areas, to replace nonusable furniture or to replace furniture that was not suitable to the design standards of the
Forrestal Building as directed by tle OSD package to us.
Mr. Lmisco rn. Do you still have as a consultant an interior decorator, or whatever it was?
Colonel CooiHii,. Not as a consultant. OSD let a contract about
three vears ago to a civilian firm that. did the survey and recommended
the furnishings for the building.
Mr. Limsco.rn. How much are they being paid for fiscal year 1969?
Colonel COOmtiLL. There are no costs. That was a one-time contract
back in fiscal year 1067 or 1968. It was $168.000.
Mr. LTPscomm. And that is the total extent of that contract. $16S 0?
Colonel Coomt!LT. Sir, this was handle,:1 by OSD, not by the Department of the Army. This is what I have been told. It was a one-time
contract. All the furniture is standard GSA furniture that they
recommended.
Mr. LscoNm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIKES. Questions, on my right?
DRAFTING OF MTEDTCALLY UNQI AIPIED MEN

Mr. ADDABBO. General, under Account 2.530, Personnel ProceSling,
Support Services, I and many of my colleagues have received numerous complaints from constituents where men were drafted who should
not have been drafted for medical reasons and who were immediately
released from the service when found not medically qualified. Under
this account you are decreasing by $3.3 million tlicse various facilities
where these mien should be given immediate and close medical attention or medical examination to prevent men heing taken in who should
never be taken in and possibly aggravating injuries or medical histories
that they have had. How can you justify this reduction when we do
have this problem, which is also costing the Government many thousands of dollars in later claims?
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General TAYLOR. Sir, the reduction in this instance pertains to
civilian personnel which stems, of course, from the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act as well as certain equipment costs that were
onetime in fiscal 1969 and not required in fiscal 1970. If I may go just
a bit further, this subject was discussed during the military personnel
al)propriations hearings with General Heaton, the Surgeon General.
He is certainly aware of this )roblem and is trying to do everything
ie can to keep the very men that you are referring to from ever coining into the service.
Mr. ADDABBO. The civilian personnel are being replaced by military
personnel, is that the situation?
General TAYLOR. Sir, this is difficult for me to answer because I really
do not know, but it could be; it could be in certain instances that milltary personnel may be needed to replace a civilian in those critical
areas.
,%r. ADDABBO. In other words, whereas we possibly may obtain a reduction here, there may be an increase some place else to offset this
decrease?
General TAYLOR. That is possible, sir.

U.S. CONTRIBUTE N NATO

Mr. ADDABBO. Under your "Account 2580, administration," you show

an increase of $38.3 million which includes U.S. contribution to NATO
of $28.7 million. In the last year or so we have closed bases in France
and now we have under discussion the situation with respect to certain
bases in Spain. In view of the closings in France and the redeployment of those forces, wouldn't there be a cutback rather than an increase in the contribution to NATO I
General TAYLOR. Sir, not necessarily. In the case of France for
which we have the code name of Freloc, when we moved all o our
troops in our logistical installations out of there those troops and installations were moved into Germany or in some cases for certain
items into England for storage. So there was not necessarily a reduction of costs from the standpoint of the Freloc move out of France.
Insofar as NATO is concerned, there has ben no change from the
standpoint of the U.S. contribution both in forces, as well as funds
for the support of that headquarters. That is what this increase ol
$28.6 million this year in our budget shows. It has previously been
carried in the MAP bud et but because of the relationship to military
forces for which NATO was established, it was transferred to the
operation and maintenance, Army, budget, proposed transfer, in fiscal 1970.
Mr. ADDABBO. This increase will in no way contribute toward a possible increased bounty to Spain for keeping our bases open there?
General TAYLOR. NO, sir; there should be no connection here, Mr.
Addabbo.
BASE CLOSURES

Mr. ADDABBO. General, is there expected to be any further openings
or closings of any other installations
General TAYLo0. No, sir, there are none in this budget being presented today.
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Mr. ADDABBO. Is there any study being made with respect to possible
future closing of installations based upon a possible peace in Vietnam ?Is any study being conducted at the present time?
General TAYLOR. Sir, the only way I can respond to this is that we
are constantly studying all of our installations from the Army's point
of view and, of course, in coninection with OSD from the stand point of
post-Vietnam activities. What the outcome of that will be I cannot
tell you today because no decisions have been made other than continual planning.
Mr.ADDABBO. We are not going to get caught in the same bindaccording to the testimony of yesterday-of not knowing what to do
with these men to be redeployed from Vietnam in case of peaceI
General TAYrOR. No, sir.
BROOKLYN ARIY TERMINAL

.Mr. ADDABBO. Is there any action being taken relative to the reopening or the complete closing of the Brooklyn Army Terminal in New
York?
General TAYLOR. Sir, that was taken off the closing list, I believe
last fall, when a decision was made on that.
General HAYES. Yes.
General TAYLOR. It is now back. We do have filnds in the fiscal 1970

budget for the maintenance and support of that base.
Alr. ADDABBO. Relative to the Brooklyn Army Terminal, General,
will this become a completely reactivated terminal?
General TAYLOn. General Hayes, can you speak to that? I am not
able to, sir.
General HAYES. I really cannot answer the question completely. The
action that is funded in tiis budget is primarily to provide office space
for the facilities which are going to continue to be there for at least
the next 2 to 3 years. With respect to its full operation as a terminal
facility, I think the answer to your question is essentially, no.
Mr. ADDABBO. Will there be any additional personnel assigned to the
terminal?
General HAYES. Not in this action. This is to continue to provide
working space for the people who are physically located there now.
Mr. ADDABBO. Will it be given any additional activities?
General HAYES. Not that I know of.
Mr. ADDABBO. Thank you.
RENTAL OF COIMERCIALLY OWNED BUILDINGS

Mr. SrIXS. Back on the subject of the buildings which we discussed
a little earlier, I would like to have a schedule of the dates when you
have moved into or are planning to move into the four additional
buildings commercial buildings.
General TAYLOR. Very well.
(The information follows:)
The four additional buildings discussed for Army occupancy were Commonwealth Building, Hoffman Building, Melpar Building, and Forrestal Building.
Only three are defined as commercial buildings. These are the Commonwealth,
Hoffman, and Melpar Buildings.
Army occupants moved to the Melpar Building In June 1968. The move Into the
Commonwealth Building was accoinplhshed in September and November 1968.
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Tie lloffun Building Is scheduled for completion In May 1069 and Army occllpnts will begin the move at that tie.

Mr. Sin :S. Why is it necessary to have these additional buildings?
11"o ha ve tihe Fot'rCstal Bufilding.
General RosHinoRlouoi. Sir, i general, the Defense Department and

the Army in l)artioular have found it necessary to lease a number of
small bits of ofllce space around the city over the years. Recently, it. has
been concluded that it is more economical to consolidaito these into a
few buildings so as to centralize such services as guards, mail, et cetera,
for more eflcienev. This represents that consolidation. I am not able
to give you a co lpleto' trail on just exactly who was moved in but thtis
is the concept under which this is done.
ACTIONS TO IREDUCE ARMY STAPF

Mr. S1iC:s. Was any consideration given to stopping this mushrooming of bulreaueray in the Department, of l)efense so that you would
not, need the additional space?
General TAYLOR. Sirl I am not sure I have anyone here that can
speak authoritatively to your question.
Mr. SIKus. Have any of you protested this constant increase in per-

sonnel in the Department of Defense?
General TAYLOR. On the one hand, the reductions that are being

experienced this year under the Revenue and Expenditure Contfro
Act is contributing somewhat to a slowdown of what you are referring
to.
Ai[r. Sims. That is what. was imposed on you by the Congress. I
want to know what you peo ple are doing to get the numbers down,
on your own. Do you want a little time to prepare an answer to that?
General Tyi-ro. I think that would be helpful.

(The information follows:)
FISCAL. YEAR 1970 I)I'AIUTMENTAL CIVILIAN
Ac'rIONs ,rO SEIUMol

MANPOWER

ARMY STAFF

The Army staff has been emphasizing for many months, during scheduled
manpower surveys, the Identifieation of operational functions performed by

Army staff agencies which could be perfornied by lower comninds. For example, In 1968, the Office of the Chief of Staff manpower survey team recomniended

that certain medical staff functioning be performed In a medical command. A
study team is now evaluatitig this proposal. Similarly, a formal proposal to
transfer functions Involving 2,000 spaces In two other Army staff agencies
downward to a major Army command is lndergoing evaluation by the agencies

concerned. These functional decentralization efforts are related to the formal
surveys and analyses conducted on a continuous basis by 14 management
analysts In the Manpower Control Branch and the Organization and Special
Programs Branch of the Staff Management Division, Ofilce of the Chief of Staff.
The major purpose of these efforts is to Improve organizational structure: elimInate functional overhil); match manpower and workload; and identify functions which should be transferred downward to lower commands. Recoininivnda-

tionR of these management analysts on manpower spaces and changes to organizational structure are personnhly relowed by the ,ecretnry of the General Utaff
and the Vice Chief of 6taff.

Mr. Wmrrr;. Off the record,

(Discussion off the record.)
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NEED FOR ADDITIONAL OFFICE SPACER IN TIlE FACE OF DECLINING
EMPWIjYIMEPNT

Mr. S lEs. Was the decision to occupy now buildings and to acqiire
additional space made before or after the reductions whicl havebeon

imposed by congressional action?
General Rosnwolouo. The Army was assigned these responsibilities
by

)01) in memoranda of .kugust. 111968, September 10, 1968, and

September 25, 1968, the dates on which we wore assigned these
buildInls.
Mr. Sicis. When were the manpower In-iltations imposed?
General TAYLoII. It Was right after th1 Velea.

or approval by the

Congress of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act.
Mr. Sixms. Did you modify your requirmont for building space
wieii you know you were going to cut down on personnel I
General 'TimOm. I am not sure it is exactly relatablo, sir. As General
Roseborough mentioned earlier, this is really a combination of consoli(dating activities from various oflces, and certainly there would be

a reduction of personnel involved.
Mr. Suil.:s. 1 see no corresponding reduction in office space. You are
• qluring now buildings, presumably for more people.
General TA Am. I o may be able to put together for you, sir, information as to the space that was occupied afd no longer occupied as
a result of this consolidation.

Mr. SnIuq. I would 1ike to hmvo that.
General TAvron. Possibly that would show a savings.
Mr. StiEs. That would be helpful.
General 'tAYLoU. Very well sir. We will try.

(The information follows:)
C01MPARISON OF OLD AND NEW OFFICE SPACE
Present and proposed
location
Army occupants

Former and present location

Square
leetPersonnel Location

Square
Seet Personnel

Commonwealth
Building
USADATCOM .....................

43,350

SAFEGUARD Office...............
Behavioral Science ...............
Research Laboratory DCSLOG ......

30,875
36,500
53.000

5,000
Pentlqon .........................
Fort Myr ........................
7,700
Arm Map.....
.............
15,000
174 CityBank Bulldlngl GSA lease ......
,11115
168 Tempo A .....................
1 30,000
531 Pentaon...................3000
25,000
Tempo E
..................

77
130
254
174
168
316
155

176 Calyn SprIngs GSA lease ...........

176

461

Hoffman
Building
21.805
Assistant Chief of Stiff for
Inlelligence.
Comptroller of the Army ..........
1,500
U.S. Army Audit Agency .........
1.800
Institute of Land Combat ........ 60.000
40,600
USA Strateic Communications

New common facilities, I e credit
union, post office and building
commandant service center.

5,350

14,000

12
12.do
....................
,00
11 "Nassif
1uldin................1,000
11
2,600
364
364 Fort Belvolr ......................
199
375 Munitions 0SA.Government ........ 22,000
Suitland Army Installation ..........
13,000
152
5,000
24
St Asaph and Montgomery .........
12 ......................................................

Melpar
Building
TAG .............................

67,000

367 Pentagon .........................

50.000

367
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Department of the Army nctivities lated In the National Capital region ls
listed above havo relocated or are scheduled to relocate to new ofiet, slp. I it tho
Counnnowealth, lloffilan, and Melhir buildings. These moves are being nmindt W
alleviate spaeo and adminhltrative management problems resulting from substandard spaceo allocations vnd fragmentation of activities. The majority of activities are being relocated to larger olilces whielh will allow lhdividual spa1kc0
allocations approxiating the General Services Administration standard. iteloeation of the U.S. Data COntua1ltld, Behavioral Sciences Research Ltiboratory, nud
Ieadquarters, U.S. Army Strategic Coimunieations Coiimand will provide for
consolhilt fon of thetso activities currently located fin multiple facilities lit Washington, D.C., Alexandria, and Arlington, Va., and Sultland, Md.
BAoKFIL cITwar ON VACATED o0PIoC SPACM

Mr. SIKES. Were you in space other than the Pentagon when you

moved into fio other commercial buildingsV
General RoSEIBO1IOUUlI.

Yes, sir. 'Thiese activities coio frlom a va-

rietyr of locations around the city, come from the Pentagon, some from

Foi. Myor, Army Map Serviee,'Tempo A, T'epo E., Fort Beolvolrthe
Munitions Building, Suitland, and the Nassi Buiildin.
Mr. SIKES. Did you move front any commercial space into other com-

mercial space?

GeneralRosmnonouoiI. Yes, sir; from the Nassif Buiding is the

only 0110.
Mr. SiEs. Do you get a backfill credit on this particular ino\,e?
General ROSEBoRouair. If I may amend iny previous answer, sit-,

there are four commercial facilities from which we nov'ed.
Mr. SIKES. As you move out of those into other buildings you
should receive some credit for unused rental, should you non
General ROSFAIOROUqI. I would have to get an answer to your quiestion. I am sure we did include that in the contract.
Mr. SIKE. And see if that is reflected in this budget.

General RosnonouaiH. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

Rental credit was received from the General Services Administration for the
following buildings:
Amount
Building:
[DollitrS in thousands
*I credit
Carlyn Springs
------------------------------------------$7
Nassif Building
--------------------------------------------5
St. Asaph and Moptgoinery
----------------------------------25
Total
-------------------------------------------------10s
The budget increase of $2.1 million is the not Increase after application of the
above credit.

Mr. Sxims. Are there other questions on this subjectI
(No response.)
COMMUICIATION5

EXPLANATION

Mr. Wrni

OF INCRASES

N. Turning to communications, why aro you requesting

a net increase of $16.280 million for your communications operations?

General VAN HJItALNEm. Sir, the increases appear in a number of
places.
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First, the Defense Satellite Communications System requros an
increase of $3.8 million. Some of these operations were pr piously
funded in the R.D.T. & E. program.
In addition, there is it largo communications system in the. Far East,
not Southeast Asia but the Far East, which requires morepeople to
operate.

Mfr.

III'II'EN. What

one is that?

Genera! IrAN HlARIMoENq. 'Pius is the Army portion of a cltin of
coimmlllicatiois vIwich Co1., from the Philippines all thi way up)
to eJa)lhlanl Korea. The Ariny operates portions in the area of
Olkinuwa and "ltaiwaii.
Mr. Wurr-rx. What, is lie name of this and wlht makes it. necessary? What conditions have changed? Did the P1ieblo have anything
to do with this?
General VN H, ltNo.
The Defense Communications Systeni
between fle Philippines, Korea, and fJapn -is bhxoing iu)j 'raded, enlarged, and improved. The Army operatvq it portion of tlis system

which will require an increase in 0. &M. costs.
Mr. W imvrm. What is behind all of this? It is being upgraded alid
increased. What.is th reason for it, do you know?

0en1ral VAN I[Am NatN. There have beeni insuflicient communications, actually, between areas such as Okinawa, where there is sulppori,
and down in thi I)hilippnles and aeros%Southeast.Asia.
MI. IVilrivalN. Insuiffcient. What, makes you use thial word? Wht, is
it, that. you have not had that you should have had in the way of

Colm1n ieat tols?

General VAN IIAmNoEN. The rate at'wliclh data can pass, sir, and
also the telephone system as well as the quality.
Sir, there are f number of items which make up the cost..
Mr. Winvir.
Would you itemize those for the committee?
General VAN IIHAn1.NOE.. Yes, sir.
The command, control, and communications centers increase $1.4
million. Tlht includes improvements in the Department of tte Army
command and control centers and at the STRATCOM command and
control eOnter. It also includes consolidated communications to all the
services at the now buildings which are to be occupied.
Mr. Witin
lr.

Recalling the Revenue and -xpenditure

Control

Act of last year, what part of theo Army was exempted from tl oporation of the act? The point I raise hero is, is this a.way to get, within
the limitations of that act? You have not told us anything yet, that
has been going on that you did not. keep up with. you say this has
been speeded up a little bit, but I cannot see so far in te record
that you have shown us any failure to get it fast enough already. I
do recall that the war in the Far East was made an exception in the
Revenue and Expenditure Control Act, That would be one place
where you might got manpower if you could put it under that title
as against some other.
I am just raising that as a possibility.
General VAN HAPLoI.
Actually, the Southeast Asia manpower
costs wore reduced from previous years.
Mr. Wun'r rq. Not by the act itself.
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General \ANz HAiii,iropm. No, sir, not by reason of the not. 'rhe
items which I just recited, sir, for example, the new communications
centers and the now buildings, are for a capability that has not existed
because teineed has not existed.
Mr.

VIirrrFN. What improvements has the Army initiated in its

connimuniCations operations as a result of the committee's report, of
last year? Is this in the nature of following the committee's report
that.you asked for this increase for new buildings?
General VaN HARIN O .. The communications, of course, follow actually moving to the. new buildings. There is no choice but to provide
communications. This includes communications for all the services,
I should add, sir, the Army, Navy, and Air Force.
Mr. WjiirN . What does thiis new communications consist of?
What kind of system is it?
General VAN HARrJN6,oE. The communications center and message
distribution centers in the three new buildings.
Mrf. j T 'irrm.,.These are new buildings and new equipment, nicer
quarters.
General VAN HILING,EN. No, sir. They will he new facilities because the buildings are iw. In addition, there are a number of other
items I would like to go over in answer to youir qlostlonl, sir.
The overseas AUTOVIN system, which is the (ligittl net worlc under
the Defense Communicationis Ageney worldwide, is increasing the
number of terminAls by 120 over the previous year.
area, and the
The AUTODIN system has expanded to the overseas
it
n se in cost.
aco
lcase of communications between those will require aincre
The Federal telephone system, which is a pro rata charge to the
Army, is being increased.
There are general tariff increases which need support, although it. is
not used by the Army, for the Office of Emergency Preparedness.
There are improvements in the national defense warning network
which are required, which we fund.
These are all relatively modest items, but they add up to the total of
$16 million, sir.
Air. Wm-rTEN. You leave me a little cold. We are familiar with the
Pueblo and various and sundry other things. Despite our problems,
financial and otherwise, I do not think you have made a very good ease.
These are just some words. I cannot see that you have hadi any l)roboems that this will correct or any ehan:e that this will bring about.
You may have it, but as far as I can tellyou have not said it.
General VAN TIAnLINoE. The installation of the AUTODIN outlets worldwide certainly increases the speed of communications by
reason of changing from manual to autolmti switching of messages,

the automatic recognition of higher precedence messages, which has
been a problem.
The expansion of the AUTOVON overseas also porinits pre-emption
of lines for higher precedence calls froma overseas back to the States,
and vice versa.
I am imposing on the Chair, but I cannot help but
Mr. WH -iTwri.
believe, from last year's investigation and this year's reports, plus all
the flareup on the Pueblo, that we some years ago got hooked with the
idea that we need to keep up with what is going on all around the
world, and we are still stuck withftht. We may have reached the point
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that it is immaterial and we cannot got the United Nations to let us
(o anything about it.

Are we still operating what we set out to do, to keep up witl what is
going on in the world? Is this part of .hat?
G0nrl VAN HAnLINUON. Under other programs, sir, the cost of
automatic switching for intelligence purposes is carried. We do not
have that in this. T'his is the general command and control system
whioh I am talking about and through whidh the orders proceed to

subordinate elements to speed up communications.

Mr. WinI'rrEN. In Okinawa, tie Philippines, or Korea, has there
been any change to cause you to spend this money?
generall VAN HARLITNGEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Wiii ,N.What is that change?

General VAN

ni,

NIAOEN. I believe the importance of those areas is

continually increasing, lalrtiularly Korea.
Mr. WIrirriN. You mean the danger?

General VAN HAANOFN. Yes, sir.

Mr. WmtrimN. You recall our report last year. Did you eliminate
any decidated systems or circuits as a result of that report?
General VAN HARAON N. Sir, the Army use of dedicated systems is
extremely small to begin with. Those which are funded in this program
are largely for the National Warning
. Those which are still
in the programCOMMUNICATIONS

IN RUROPH

Mr. WuV-rEn. What is the situation in. Europe?
General VAN IAnnINoeN. There are two major areas funded by this
program, sir. One is the alerting network from Headquarters,
USAREUR, to major subordinate conmftnds, a single network. The
other is leased lines for the Armed Forces radio network. Those are
the only dedicated circuits in that area. The rest are shared commonly
with the defense communications system.
Mr. WuirrrFN. What is the occasion for holding onto these and not
putting them on the defense communications setup?
General VAN HAiRLNOEN. When the defense communications system in Europe is completely integrated into the AUTOVON, the autotuntic voice network, systems such as the alert system can be carried by
the DCS because by then, automatic pre-emption on alert will be possible. At the present time that is not the case.
Mr. Wnrmr
. What is the time estimate on when that will be
possible?
General VAN TIARiNaOm. I will have to provide the exact answer for

for the record, sir.
(The information follows:)

PLAX FOR INTEGRATING DEDICATED SY83TEMS INTO T~lE DEE
C MMUNIOATIONS

SYSTEM

The Secretaries of the military departments were initially, in 1906, directed
by the Secretary of Defense to initiate action and plan for the integration of any

existing dedicated networks Into the defense communications system (DOS)
switched networks, earliest practicable and consistent with the operational availability of the DOS AUTOVON and AUTODIN switches in the United States and
the overseas areas. Governing criteria for Integration of the dedicated networks
30-OSS-9---pt. 2----11
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into the DOS common user switched network Is based upon fulfillment of customer essential needs, evaluated In the light of cost effectiveness.
The Integration of each dedicated network into the common-user switched
environment is based upon the availability of resources and the technical fentures provided by the defense communications system (DOS) switched systems.
The Secretary of Defense made provisions for short term retention of selected
dedicated networks/clrcultry, to provide the user assurance that the DCS switched
systems would provide service equal to or better than that provided by the dedicated configuration. Actual dates of phaseout of the various dlicated networks

are dependent upon a determination that the user's requirements can be met by
the switched subsystems of the 1)C (feasibility studies , and customer sats-

faction with the service provided.
Some military departments dedicated networks/circuitry (both leased and
government-owned systems) have been and tire scheduled to be phased into the
DOS subsystems. Those Integrated have followed the activation of AUTODIN
in CONUS and overseas, and the AUt'[OVON hi CONUS. Further Integratin of
voice circuitry await the activation of AUTOVONX' overseas.
The Defense Communications Agency, In conjunction with the military de.
parents, activated the networks review panel on September 10, 16. This
panel has provided for the scheduling of some 50 networks for feasibility study
during fiscal year 1909/fiscal year 1970 with the accomplishment of maximum
integration as Its goal. The remaining dedicated networks, some forty in n1u.
ber, are scheduled for review during fiscal year 1071/fiscal year 1972. The latter
grouping of networks are highly critical command and control with unique
claracterlstics not easily duplicated In the DCS, or so vital to the national
posture as to warrant system demonstrated capability and reliability before
Integration. Experience gained in studies conducted during fiscal year 1969/fiscal
year 1970 should assist considerably In developing techniques for integrating
the more critical networks scheduled for later study.
The Department of the Army fully supports the Secretary of Defense's program for Integration of dedicated networks and circuits Into the 1)0S switch
system as rapidly as possible dependent upon the availability of resources and
the operational establishment of the AUTOVON/AUTODIN switches overseas.
The operational cutover, and technical capability with the DOS switches to
absorb the overseas dedicated network facilities is the pacing factor. Further,
the Department of the Army is In complete accord with the DOD objectives
wherein integration of networks will achieve Improvements and effect cost
economics resultant. As of current date, an ongoing MILDEP/DCA study Is
completely reviewing the remaining dedicated networks for phasing into the
DOS switched system. The Armed Forces Radio Network (AFRN) is planned
for study and analysis of integration feasibility In the fiscal year 1971/fiscal year
1972 time frame. The U.S. Army Europe (USAREUR) Alert Network is scheduled for Integration into the DOS switch system In mid 1070. Neither the AFRN
nor the USAREUR Alert Network can be absorbed in the DCS AUTOVON system
in Europe until construction, Installation and operational cutover of the remaining Europe DOS switches is accomplished during the period March 1970
through 1071.

COMMUNICATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES

Mr. WmiTTEN. What is the situation in the United States in the
same area?
General VAN HAINOEN. The alert networks in which the Army

is interested do make use of the automatic voice network, the DCS
system.
CONSOLIDATION OF COMMUNICATIONS AND MESSAGE CENTERS

Mr. WHITTEN. What is the overall status in the consolidation of
communications and message centers? How do we stand today?

General VAN HARLINGEN. The Army is developing at several places
different types of equipment which will permit this. One of these is

the AMPS, the automatic message processing system, at Fort Ritchie.
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We are also investigating other systems which will permit, effective and
efficient consolidation.
That is the direction the Army is taking, because otherwise consolidation would merely move people doing manual functions from
one place to another.
WmH
Vir.
. Have you gotten instructions out to the field yet on
thei consolidations?
General VAN 1-I~lLINOiN. The field has been alerted that this is a
requirement sir. The planning of this is being centrally mnaged
equipment to it
because of the need to have a rationale for
(down ?
this
up or slow wok.

Mr. WjirrN. Are you trying to speed
General VAN IILIuoE:. Sir, the Army is very mu.h in favor of

this.

Mr. WiNmw . When d1o you lttilpate having an adequatlft plan to
detail the consolidation of'these enters, whe feasible, thlougholt
the world?

General VAx

HARJINoEN. I will have to answer that. one for the

record, sir.

Mr. WjVuivm. I am advised that you have to report quarterly to
the Secreta
of Defense. When was your latest report, and what did

it consist o?
ANoN.
I will provide that, sir.
General VAN -MLI
Mr. WIrrN. That is mighty good, but we might not seo tl
Isn't there anybody here who knows?
(No rXIsponse.)
Mr. Wumm. Provide it for the record, then.
(Te information follows:)

In a letter

record.

published on November 14, 19068 Army field activities were directed

to take long-range actions to achieve this consolidation. On March 20, 1901 a new
letter was published consolidating the instructions in the previous documents

and recasting the urgency to an hlmiedliato rather than a long-range objective.
In addition to the guidance contained in the March 20,

191) letter, further

guidance is contained in a pian for the "Consolidation and Automation of Communications Centers and Mes.age Centers (CACTUS)" scheduled to be published
in July 1069. A detriment to rapid accomplishment of the consolidation objectives
is the fact that high initial costs, which are not funded, are involved. The current
emphasis, therefore, is on Improving the management of the telmonmuhicatiotis
system by integrating the responsibility under the commuin leations-electroics

staff officer.

The last report was dated. February 18, 1969 and consisted of a list of thost,
communications centers and message centers which have been consolidated or
which are under consideration for consolidation. The next report is due April 15.
19069 and will consist of a complete list of all Army communications centers and
message centers, with identification of those centers which have been consolidated
or are tinder consideration for consolidation.
DEFENSE SATELtT&r

COMMUNTOATIONS SYSTEMS

Mr. WiirTnIN. What is the total amount in this budget request for
the defense satellite communications system, and why are you asking
for an increase of $3.8 million?
General VAN HARLMFGN. The total amount, sir, is $8.008 million,
an increase of $3.8 million. The total will operate 15 groufid stations,
eight of which have been previously funded by the R. . T. & E.
program. The increase is to pick up the difference between the R. D.

T. &E. funding-
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OTHER LEASED LINES SYSTEMS

Mr. WHnriEN. In addition to the amounts provided for Autovon and
Autodin, you show a request of $20.288 million for other leased lines
systems. What are these other systems?
General VAN HARLINGOEN. Sir, that is
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. WHrrmN.Who operates your communications systems in Southeast Asia? and is there an increase in cost?
General VAN HARLIN(OEx. There is no increase, sir.
The operation of that system has been by contract largely until
during fiscal year 1968, at the end, a portion of that system whIch was
operated by contractor was taken over by the military to reduce it to
its present level.
At the same time, the total system was increased during that fiscal
year by about 50 percent. We are operating it with a portion of contractor assistance for the maintenance only and for certain supply
activities for items which are not yet established in the Federal supply
system.
That is the substance of the cost throughout that system in both
Thailand and Vietnam.
MAINTENANCE OF SEA COMMUNICATIONS
CONTRACTORS

EQUIPMENT nY CIVILIAN

Mr. WIHrrrN. Who are your contractors, and how many do you

have in Southeast Asia to keep up your equipment?
General VAN HABUN0EN. There are two major contractors. One in
Thailand, Philco-Ford Corp., and one in Vietnam, the Page Communications Corp. They are the present contractors.
Mr.WHrxrEN. Are they U.S. contractors operating with local labor,
or how is that handled?
General VAN HARLINO N. The majority of the so-called 0. & M.

personnel of those companies are U.S. citizens. They do have some foreign nationals, such as Filipinos and Australians, but they are a minor
number.
DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN FAR EAST AND SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. WrHITTEN. It appears to me perhaps there is an increased cost
of $1.6 million after this change. Am I correct in that?
General VAN HAHLINOEN. Yes, sir; I spoke to that separately. It is
closely related. That is the system between the Philippines and Japan.
That is the Far East, not Southeast Asia.
Mr. ADDABBO. Did I understand you to say there was no increase?
General VAN HAnrIXOEN. In the Southeast Asia portion of this
system.
Mr. ADDABDO. Wo have testimony before us on account 2550, a total
increase of $16.3 million, of which $10.3 million is for "Operation

and maintenance" of integrated communications system.
General VAN HARJINOFRN. Yes, sir. That is not an increase. That

is the same as in the previous fiscal year.
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Mr. ADDABBO. But the statement says net increase. The statement
before me, .on page 32, under account 2550, says the net increase
is $10.3 million.
GenerA VAN TIARLINGEN. Sir, that is not in Southeast Asia.
3r. GAIRITY. Some part of it relates to Southeast Asia.

General VAN HATINOEN. A portion of the total amount is in Southeast Asia, but there was no increase in that portion.
Mr. Lipsco~m. Maybe you ought to use the same term they do,
Far East costs, and then you will get it. Are you pinpointing South
Vietnam, Southeast Asia?
General VAN HARILINOEN. South Vietnam and Thailand, sir, are defined'here as the Southeast Asia portion.
Mr.

LirscoiM. Are we talking about the integrated communica-

tions system, Far East costs?
General VAN HAT LINGEN. Far East is a different area. That is the
area I first addressed, which covers the system between the Philippines, Japan, and Korea.
Mr. WirmrEw. It comes back to the fact that we are using Southeast
Asia and Far East as two different things, and for that reason
the questions do notpin it down. Is that what you are saying? The
increase is in the Far East and not in Southeast Asia?
General VAN HARLINOEN. Not in Southeast Asia, yes, sir.
Mr. WnirrrE. What are the increases in the Far East that you have
not already covered?
General VAN HARLINOEN. I believe I have covered those in my earlier
statement, sir.
MAINTENANCE OF SEA COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT BY CIVILIAN
CONTiACTORS

Mr. W=I'rEN. I had just asked you about the contractors for main-

tenance of this equipment. WVere these corporations founded for the
purpose of taking on these contracts, or did they exist prior to that.?
General VAN HlRA NoE. Both of these contractors were in the
business long before the time of these contracts.
Mr. WmTTBN. Has the Army developed any capability to take over
this job in case it should become necessary?
General VAN HAnLINOEN. The Army lhas increased its capability
over the last few years. We have established training for this type of
equipment, and gradually have replaced, as I indicated, a large number of them.
Mr. Wmiwr
. Where has that taken place, and to what degree?
General VAN HAtmiNoEx. It took place in Southeast Asia during

the past 18 months, in which you will note a net decrease of over $6
million for the operation of the system, even'though the system itself
during that time has expanded in extent on the order of 50 percent.
Mr. WmiiiTrEN. What are you paying these contractors?
General VAN H-ARLiNOEN. They were cost-plus up until last year,
and now they are on a negotiated contract.
Mr. WiTTEN. That is all interesting, but it does not answer my
question.
General VAN ,IARIN-0i ..I do not have the specific figures. I will
give you the figures-
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Mr. VHi'rEw. Give us what it was tinder cost-plus, and coinare
that with the present operations under the negotiated contract. ou
do not know whether it has improved? Is it better or worse, finan-

cially?

General VANIHARLINogN. The total cost of the contracts is considerably lower than it was yes, sir, some $6 million.
(The information follows :)
In fiscal year 1968 the contractors were responsible for the complete operation and maintenance of an end total of 65 sites in Southeast Asia. The contracts
for these services amounted to $20.5 million.
During fiscal year 1969, the system will reach an end total of 91 sites. Service
contracts were negotiated to allow the Army to assume operational responsibility
for sites as personnel became available. 'Military personnel were trained and
will operate the 56o sites in unth Vietnam by the end of fiscal year 1969. Maintenance support continues to be performed by contractor personnel. Total c ontracts for all required services for the IWCS will amount to $13.7 million.
Competitive contracts for required fiscal year 1970 services are now In the
negotiation phase.

WORLD MILITARY COM'MAXD AN) CONTROL SYSTY %S

Mr. WHrrrEN. How much is included in the Army's program for
the support of the worldwide military command fAnd control system?
General VAN I-ARLINnOEN. The national military command system
portion is$3.263 million for fiscal year 1970.
Mr. WHrrrAN. I-low is that used? Is that just put in a common pot,
or is it for particular activities?
Genwral VXN IIARlT
4 No.m. No, sir. The Army has responsibility for
message center activities in the command center at the Pentagon. We
also have responsibility for operation of similar activity in a classified
location, and for tie lines between the two.
Mr. Wi"rFmN. Is that a single responsibility, or does it mean all of
you are in on it? Do the other services duplicate what you are talking
about?
General VAN HAaLINGEN. They do not duplicate the portions the
Army does.
Mr. WmTrN. How mueh ik in this budget for the support of the
interagency commitmifttions -sstem and the operating cost of the special facilities?
Mr. PTiuims. I am Robert Phillips, Direetor of Emergency Operations for the Office of Emergency Preparedness.
(Discussion off the record.)
MALLARD COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

M i. iVHirrN. Iow much is in this budget request for the support of
the Mallard communications sstem?
General V.ANT TI'ALINOF. There is none in this budget, sit.
Mir. W1mTrmN. Where would that appear?
General VAN HARIANo.N. That would be in the research and development area, sir.
Mr. Wiu'rr . Does anyone here have information on that?
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General VAN HARLINUEN. I am unable to speak to research and developient; no, sir.
ARMY SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY

Mr. WHITrEN. In what appropriation is the support cost for the

Army Satellite Communications Agency
General VAN HArLINOEm. The 0. &M. is in this program, sir.
Mr. WIu'rrEN. What is involved in that?
General VAN LuRMIIXOEN. The operation of 15 of the ground stations
includes some Satellite Agency per sonnel. The larger part of the Satellite Agency, again, is R.D.T. & E.
Mr. WnvTr1N. Do you have a breakdown of what part of the cost goes
to that. operation, or is it mixed in with the other activity?
General VAN HARrIN-,OF.N. It is a rather minor part. I do not have the
exact figure, no, sir.

Mfr. Wilrm:N. Will you supply it for the recordI

GeneraI TAYLOn. Yes, sir.

(The information follow's:)

The U.S. Army Satellite Conununications Agency (USASQA) is the Army
project manager for Satellite Communications with responsibility for providing
the ground environment for all DOD satellite conmunications systems.
Admninstrative costs, to include lmy of personnel, for the operation of the
USASCA totals $951,000. Logistical costs in support of the mission of the
USASCA totals $1,100.000. Included in this support is the cost of transportation
of terminals for deployment or redeployment and supply management operations.
These costs appear in the supply -nd maintenance areas of the 0. & M. appropriation.

Mr. SIKES. Mr. Addabbo.
Mr. ADDABBO.

()iscussion off the record.)
INCREASE IN COMMUNICATIONS COSTS

Mir. ADDABmO. General Taylor, this item shows an increase of $16.3
million over 1969, approximatel y $5 million over 1968. Would it be
possible to get a breakdown of that $10.3 million, how much is builtin increase due to increase in salaries and the increased cost of comniunications, and how much in that $16.3 million is for new services

and new equipment?
General T4 i~yLO.
We will certainly try, sir.
(The information follows:)
EXPLANATION OF INCREASED COMMUNICATION

COSTS

The $10.3 million increase in fiscal year 1970 provides $80,000 for salary in-

creases and $10,200,000 for increases in the cost of operating existing communica.

tion systems and/or ongoing programs. The increase provides for no new services
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in the sense of system expansion nor does it provide for purchase of new equll)ment. A detailed breakout follows:
Communication costs:
Leases:
Autodin --------------------------------------Autovon --------------------------------------Federal telephone system ---------------------------Total leases----------------------------------Operation and maintenance:
Defense satellite communication system --------------Integrated communication system-Far East----------Command and control and communications ------------Supplies, materials, and contractual services -----------Total 0. & M

---------------------------------

Sa larles --------------------------------------------In improvement and modernization -------------------------N ational Military Command System ----------------------Total

-------------------------------------------

Offsets:

Audiovisual ----------------------------------------Operation and maintenance ----------------------------Alternate National Military Command Center ------- --------

$1,549, 000
2, 856, 000
427, 000
4, 832, 000
3, 800,
1, 600,
1,400,
3, 327,

000
000
000
000

10, 127, 000
(34, 000)
592, 000
586, 000
7 296, 000
-66, 000
400, 000
550, 000
--1, 016, 000
16, 280, 000

Mr.

I have no further questions.
Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. Lisco-m. I would like to ask about the Office of Emergency
Preparedness.
ADDABBO.

Mr. SIKES.

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. Lisco-MB. This is very valuable to peacetime operations, is it

not?
Mr. RICE. It is very valuable.
OEP ASSISTANCE IN

DISASTER RELIEF

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Was not this system for national emergencies used
in the California disaster?
Mr.

RICE.

It is used for very practical reasons during other than a

nuclear attack or extreme national emergency situation; yes, sir. It
also gives us the opportunity to exercise and validate and test the
capability in peacetime.
Mr. SIKES. Do you need a special system just to handle California

disasters?

Mr. RICE. No, sir.
Mr. LiPsco03m. The Office of Emergency Preparedness did work on
the California disaster.

Mr. RICE. Disaster relief, sir, is another one of our responsibilities,
a separate but related responsibility.
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Mr. LIP3COMB. I will say the Office of Emergency Preparedness
certainly performed outstanding service during that situation out
there.
Mr. RICE. Thank you.
Mr. LiPSCOIB. They are still doing so.
Mr. RicE. I might say the disaster relief program is another one of
Mr. Phillips' responsibilities, and I think they have done an outstanding job.
Mr. LTPsCOMB. They performed a timely and very valuable service.
Mr. RICE. Thank you.
Mr. LnscomB. These are fuids in your budget that you are not using
for combat purposes.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPsCOrn. I think things like this ought to- be pointed out in
the military budget. I think many people have the impression that the
defense budget is all used for militoiry purposes, but here is a service
that is nonmilitary and performs a valuable peacetime service.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
NONMILITARY ITEMS IN THE ARMY BUDGET

Mr. SiiEs. I find more and more activities that are at least pseudomilitary in scope appear in the military budget. The public, of course
does not realize the extent of recent expenditures which are charged
to the military but are only in part military in function.
Has an effort ever been made to total projects of this nature to
see how much of a semimilitary nature is carried in the military
budget?
General TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, I do not believe we have done
that for the public record. I do believe we have various areas that you
are speaking of.
Mr. SinEs. Could they be listed without too much difficulty?

General

TAYLOR.

I would be happy to.

Mr. SnKis. I think it would be useful to have that in the record.
General TAYLOR. I would like very much to put that in future open-

ing statements.
fr. LPscom. Many of these things that the military perform
are in your budget because of your expertise and the way that you
get them done. They are really for the good of our country domestically.
General TAYLOR. That is very true.
Mr. SIKEs. As Mr. Lipscomb has said, you do an excellent service.
The operations are wel[ carried on. I think it would be useful for
the general public to have s, better understanding of these services
and their costs.
General TAYLOR. We will be happy todo so.
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('ite information follows:)
NONMILITARY

P|ROJE'TS

The flseal year 1070 budget includes the following readily ilen It I lel.pro'icts
of it seminillttnry nature directed toward theibetterment of soaity and ttttuklnd:
(Amount In fiscal year 1970 budget, hi millions of dollars]
'kolect

title

Office of Uniergeney repare
peenessProject vlue ---------Project transiltloi -......................
Civil disturbance directorate ........Project 100,000 .........
Overseas dependent education -General education development
--Civil defense ......
the- Agency for
Department of l)efense programs originally fmide,'i
International Development -..
(CLYRix' NoTv. See page 101 for nmnlysis of $55.5 millionn)

0.2
10. 7
0. :1
4. 6
1.7

1-. 3
4.3
f-.
5

JOINT ]1'1OJ EO'rS
EXPLA NATION O

INCIMASES

Mfr. SixEs. Now on 2500, joint projects, the request for fiscal 1970
is $8.7 million, an increase of $(6 million from the revised fiscal year
1969 est-iniuto, and this is for tho improvement of the Command and
Control Facilities at the U.S. Southern Command and U.S. Army
Eulropean Command.
Break those out and tell us how much is for each.
General Rosm.onovutl. YIs, sir.
Mr. SIKEs. Provide that. for the record. Toll us why the increase is
nece;ary.

(Tho infornmtion follows:)

JUSTIFIOATION

OF INORNAED FUNDS

('ON'RO!. 1AOILITIFS AT
AiimY MItOPEAN COMMAND

FOR COMMAND AND

TIlE U.S. SOIITIIIIN COMMAND AND T1.I.

ite Increase of $0.0 million In 25l90 over flseal year 111019for UISSOUTICOM
and U81,1E1COM is for hnprovetents with respect to automAtion of the huilncIon
of acquiring, processtig, dlspeminating or reporting olp1ratilolimlhformettlon
re(lulret Iy the respecUIve conmmanders and Ihe JCS. 'I'hliq Information rauges
fronu the location and eurrnt readitiess status of units, strategic woajwmmis systems,
to the characteristics of ports and airfields. Tie ('oltuanld vettrs of thtse
cominands ire subelomnents of tle Worldwide Military (10mnmand and Control
System. This system is made up of tile facilities, conumimmtlcatlons, equlllnlIt,
personnel and procedures required for the strategic direction of tie Armed Forces.
he National Military Commntd Center Is the apx of tine worldwide tsystom and
if Is directly connected to the command centers of tit, unified and specified
commands, service headquarters, and other )OD agencies. Automation of lhuese
functions is now essential to tile effort of making Information availlable to

comniumiders at the varlouis echelons In time for It to be a factor Intheir Judgmemnt

In the exercise of comnmand.
In early 1066 decisions were made to Install it computer to support Ile
ITSS()I'i'IJCOM Command Center. li late 1907 ITSCINCSOUTII's concept for
instillatlon and use of the computer was approved. Efforts are now unh1derwily to
acquire a surplus Government-owned computer for Installation Il fiscal year
1970. $315,000 is required for placing the Computer into operation. $140,000 of this
Is required for contrnetttl assistance for systems analysis, design, and prograining of the S19S401TI COM applications.

1)
Personnel currently assigned to IJSSOtI1iICOM do not, Imss Mle skills amd
expertise to accomplish this task lithe ihe frame required; $125,0 is required
for the Iurchase of siipile.,s such its mngnethe tapes, punched cards, print ialr,
spire parts id pay of additional personnel to operate the equlplent. Tits
renmining V50,000 Is required for utilities and connnifileationR and TI)Y and
assoelted with tile training of ADP analysis and progrniners
transportatl Ion
issigned to the ItemdIiarlOrs.
it1!1SOlJI'iICOM AI)P system is somewhat unique In ihat the central comn-

pilfer will serve the command nnd control needs4 of the comment coimlands

through the uise of remote Inquiry equipment, Al additional bonus is also gained
In that applications of tile Intelligence data-hanndling system and the military

handled on tMIR cofin ltter.
assistance program will also 1b%

In the ease of USHUCOM, $271,000 are reqp1red for improvements to the currently Installed and operating ADP system. As a matter of background, the relocation of Uieadqunrters. 11JSFUMOM from F'rance required considerable restructurIng of the U1EUiTCOM command and control system, Due to the criticality of this
headqimarters, efforts were made to speed the reinstallation of the system in
(lermany and Iniprove the resimnslveness of the system ts well. eomslderhblle
Irogress has been hinads along these lines. A new functionally designed comnmanmd
center facility has be.n completed and occupied and com ninleatlons are In and
tolerating. A computer frilly dedicated to support of the command and control
system was installed and in operation In July M18. The etirrent capability of
this computer equipment posesC the reqnlrement to Initially Increase the level of
efWort so that more effective use can be made of the equipment.
This Increase In
effort I4 tenmp6rnry and should phase down in fiscal year ltV"l when tie large
Initinl workload to get programs operating smoothly will lie completed. 'ite
second baste reason for tlie increase Is the now-pressing need to Insure compati.
bllty of the, system with th, equipment, elements of Informntlon, programs tind
pr)edtltres for the exchange of operational InfornAtion between Headquarters.
l'8EI1'COM and the ITSI0WCOM component commands. As In tile else of
I'SSO UTIIC0M. ITqIRRICOM requires (ontractor assistance Initially to provide time
skills and expertise for nnnlysls necessary to Identify these requirements and
improve Ito design of the prograins and procedures. Tits will facilitate the timely
exclamige of operational Information,
TNTH h-,A\t

CtAN HPII.A'lTONS

Mr. S14mvs. I would like some more information 011 the Tnth'r-Anerican relations, what is bving (lone in that general area, wither the
prograni is being expanded over prior years.
Quite frankly, I am wondering whethertho cost. is filly justiflfblo
in that. I would assume our prnifarv imissiOn there i lfissionlfay work.
We have never fought it war in Iat. hemisphere. T do not. question
timo desirability of having ouir people in the hemisphere, and T would
rather not, ave a vaenlnf by tnking them out.
I would like some (iscusson of the reqliife.nent for the size of tlhe
optiation that. we have there.
General Rosv. ioouoit. Sit', in the first. place, the size for 1970, the
level of funding is exactly tle same as for 1009.
These funds support. pinmaily official visits, support. tile Joint
-Mexico D fnso Commission, and the conduct of
United States-B Ia,il
official functions by the Chairmuan of tle U.S. Inter-American Board
and the delegation of the IT.S. Inter-American Board is well as the
translation into Spainish of certain Army field and teelhical manuals
that we feel would be helpful to those (m'Outrie .

I leelive anylthing fiuthr tian that. any ohservitlons as to how villitable a program this is to usi nationally,"and so forth, T would have
to merely give my own opinion or prepare a statement for the record.
Mr. STKv. I would like something for the record on this.
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General Rospunoitouou. I do recall that our relationshlip with those
South Aierican countries was very helpful, to us ill th days of the
Cuban crisis, as I am sure you recall, also.
Mr. Sucv~s. You can prepare something for the record.
(The information follows:)
FOR INTER-AMERIOAN AoTvrzv

FUNDS

a

In September 1965 Department of the Army was assigned as executive' agent
for the U.S. Southern Command witch includes responsibill(les for functions

associated with Inter-American Activities. These functions which include
translation of U.S. Army field and technical mnmals, secretarial.ser. ces, amd
official representation, compilemnent otler U.S. progranis In Latin Ameria %uci
as the military assistance programs and the Alliance for Progress. TI support

of U.S. objectives the activities are in furtherance of Improved bilateral ns well
as multilateral relationships.
The program Is relatively modest; $2.12,000 for both tile tm1'al year 1100 and fiscal year 1070 budget estlnifites. Approxinntely 70 percent of tim funding requirement is to finance the cost of translating anl printing U.S. Army field and technical manuals In the Spanish language. The translation program was inltiIt'td In
1950 and Is aceompllishe at the U.S. Army School of tile Americas, Pananm Canal
Zone. Over the years these manuals have been distrlibited to the Latin Afferican
Armies and have served to give those forces ready access to U.S. tactical doetrine. The technical manuals have significantly contributed to the proper operation and maintenance of U.S.-supplied equipment. Tie manufiils are also usqed
extensively by the U.S. military groups and mobile training teams that assist In
the training of Latin American Armies. Other benefits of the translated manuals are derived from their use by Latin American armies for civic action programs and the development of doctrine for counterinsurgency operations.
The Army was assigned the responsibility of providing secretarial support to
the Joint-Brazil-Unlted States Defense Comilsslon and the Joint-Mexico-United
States Defense Commission- by the Toint Chiefs of Staff in I)ecemlber, 959. A Secretary is assigned to the Joint-Brazil-United States Defense Commission to providl secretarial services for the U.S. Delegation to that Commission. Another

secretary Is assigned to the Toint-Mexleo-UnIted States Defense Connissloll In
fulfillment of the requirement In the terms of reference which prescribes that tile
United States will l)rovile the secretariat of record at meetings .between the two'
countries. In addition to providing secretarial services, tihe secretary functions
as an Interpreter-translator for the Commission
Funds are also required for travel to Latin American conferences by U.S.
military members of the Inter-American Defense Board and Director, Inter-

American Defense College. The United States engenders goodwill And strength-

ens Its diplomatic relations through these representations, participation In Latin
American Conferences, representative functions on behalf of the United States,
and the repaying of social obligations. In addition, the recognition afforded by

U.S. participation In national holiday ceremonies of Latin American countries
serves to solidify the relations between these countries and the United States.

Mr. SnEs. Are there other questions in this areta?
MEI)ICAT EXAMINATIONS

MrV. A)DAnMo. Account. No. 2530 shows a. decrease of $3.3 million. in
checking the statement on account 2460, on page 27 of the statement,
Arimed Forces Examining and Entrance Stations, we find an increase
of $10 million.
Mr. SIKEs. I think that is in the next inem, intelligence, which we
are going to get into.
,Nr. A Dnn.mo. 2530 and 2460.
General TAYLOR. 2160 verus 2530?
Ml[r. ADDA111o. Right.

General TAYLOR. Sir, the increase in 2460, which is Armed Forces

ixamtning and Entranee Stations, under the medical program, is

about $400,000. The total program in 2460 is $10 million f-or 1970.
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Mr. ADDAm1O. $9.6 million is attributed to increased number of
examinations.
General TAYLoR. Sir, the $9.6 million is for fiscal year 1969. Thle
request for fiscal year 1970 is $10 million, or an increase of approxi-

inately $400,000. This increase is attributed to increased examinations,
and that is for all Services as well as the Army Mr. Addabbo.
Mr. AImimio. We still have saving of $3.3 mlllont?

'l'AYtoR. Under 2,530, we stillhave a saving, yes, sir. That
is General
ft mvluctionl.
Mr. AuDAnno. That is all.
Mr.SIKEs. We will begin this afternoon at 2 o'clock with "Intelligence activities," and the first item will be a discussion of the antiA tin1y newspaper which is being published and distributed at Fort
Belvoir. Are you prepared to discuss lhat?

General TAYLOR. Yes, sir, we are, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sims. Thank you, gentlemen.

Afternoon Session

Mi,,. Si~s.

eTil
committee will come to order.
Ac'rVITIES 0

ANTI-WAIR GROUPS

PUIJATION OF UNDElIMlOUNI) NEWSPAPER

We will consider intelligence activities lter, but first. I would like
to discuss the autiwar, anti-Army newspaper whidi was called to the
attention of the cominittee yesterday. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Nit.. Siics. General Taylor, what can you tell ts about the production, backilig, distribution', et cetera, and the Army's policy on publications whose policy appears to 1)0 contrary to that,of support. for thle
country and its military forces?
General TlAvIYoit. Mr. Chairman, I have General Fenli from the
Assistant, Chief of Staff, Intollignce Office, who will be hapl)y to talk
to that Problem.
Mr.KIKt s. Would you proeeed.
General FNTmT. I will address this paper specifically now, and then
if later you want to explore this subject overall in more depth I have
someone whjo can cover it more in detail.
Mr. Slicms. All riht..
General F.,tTT. Tlis particular paper was surfaced p ihmarily at the
Army hosl)it-al at Fort 1 elvoir on the third of March. It is omie of 14
.simiiu nn(lergrounid newspaIpe's pmblislhed throughout the nation in
cities that. aro near major military installations and purported to be
written by .0ol0ims on military posts. Available information idicates
that this paper is sponsored aid possibly Imblislhed by the "Washington Moblizat ion commiltte To End The War In Vietnam."
Ar'. SliCPs. Who ire f hey?
General FM."V,,t. IThey are the local nntiwar group which, while geiorally independent in its activities, hns supported the National Mo)il
izntioin Commiftt inthe natimnwido antinwamrgons.
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POSSIMIIIITY OF COMMUNJIS'T' IIU.N('

Mr. SIKES. Are they a Communist front troll P?
General
0

.011FEII.

No,

sir. The Nationaf-Mobilization Committee is

the one which is headed by Mr. Bellin ger, sir. ''hat. was the group tnhat
Sl)Oisored tie finilarch ontie Pentagon in October of 1907.
Mr. SKuS. What are they, just ntts?

General F.xua. Primarlly they purport to be antiwar l)po)le. They
are counter to anythhig that supports the war inVitnam.
Mr. SIKcRS. Have you or the FBI investigated their connections to

see what motivations they have, whether they do have Conmmnist,
atilil al ions or Conmntiist leaders?
Genet.6l F11Niti. Yes.
. To the extent that these organizations
miglt lead to sittit tios wherein F'edoral troops might, have to be
ts'(d, why, we rema1in cogilizalnt as to what they are u lto.
'Mr. Slicns. You have not answered the question. Does investigation show that thev do or do not have Communist affiliations, or have

there leeii such investigations?
General FNILT.
. There is no indication of any direct tie
back to Conmunuist. organizations.
Mr. Sucws. They are an atiwar group?
General F4unr. Primarily so.
Mr. Suipis. An antiwar group?
General F:NILI. Yes, sir.

Mr. StRES. They organized the march on the Pentagon, among other
things ?
General FENi.

Yes.

Mr. SIRES. This publication, "+Open sights" says "For GIs, by GIs".
Is it written by GIs?
INVOLVEMENT BY SOLDIERS ON ACtiVE DUTY

General I.it ,T.
. It is currently being investigatm, as is
normal, by the post commander at Fort Bjelvoir, by the commanding
general of the military district, of Waslihingtoin insofar as it might
turn up, say, at Fort MeNair or Fort Myer.
Mr. SecEs. How widely is it distributed? Do you know what, the
numbers are?
General FE:Nxu. We have been able to locate 20 copies of this particular paper, sir. We do kotow, of course, that there are similar types
of 1U11dergroild mewspapers l)"blisld elsewhere.
Mr. SiKs. With this type of printing it is not going to have very

wide distribution.
General FItXL. That is correct.
Mr. LSCOMB. Is that an original copy of it or is that just. a copy?
General FENItA. Here is an actual copy of it,.
Mr. Snuts. Mimeographed type of thing?
General F4NwIr. Offset prmtmng.
MJr. Situs. Offset printing.
General FNmit. Yes. They list in this l +atictilar
copy the fact that.
there are eight others that they know of. We have l)ined it down
to 14 total similar type lapels. They always try to male,it,
appear tas
if the soldiers ar directly involved. We know of no partficular nsl imces
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whore- soddiers havo been found to IWdirectly involved. If and wle

wO should filld t,ll'

direc tly involvcd'11d were the paper foutid tolbo

printed oin post, then we, th militau'y, would be in position to take
so5ia action.
.Iir. lScoml. You have found fort'r GI's directly involved, I
take it.?
(oneral Fr"xinm. Yes, sir. We have follnd thm;i in ill'ltly instances
they are former a 1's.
SERIOUSNI'*5s O1' TIlHiEAT INJSl.'.l) BY A N'TriMTAoiu1Y (ut()L;1s

%fjr. SIRn.:s. I tike it. that, you do not consider it a. serious matter?

It is something ol a.
n1isawo )ut, not. a threat; is that, correct?
General FE xnI. It. is always it lthreat, sl, but, we don't feel that it. is
imlijor threat. at this plI'(n1ioltir tfine. Wo think that. the publicity
t hat. it. gets is out. of propoil ion will' itle extent Of participation-and,
to get this l)iixlitythis is why tie
of course, I believe they
Wash engtonst. ('n get. t",(letaist it, (lmis. No; tle program that tie
\ inmy has taken is to try not to treat the slptoiIlut tr, to tr at tle
cause, try to motivate soldiers thlt. do cm e into thmot A nny against
this.sort of thing, and in most instances,' sirt, thlere are not, very many
soldiers Who are swalyed by this kind of thing. I rsullly whl somiething like this turns u) on a post, it, is I urned into t Ie commanding
oicrn by the soldier.
r. SIKtEs. Has t his lappcned ratlim' frequentlv, this tlv of thilig?
1l)oes it. get. stialted rat'll r frequently arouln!d li lilit', pos ,
General FtwIm. It has. I would like, if I migit, to call on Mr.
Brlaustein, who is a retired inutemnt, colonel, in coil in el 1igence
work, who works for our counterintell ,igenceanalysis 1
keeps track of this kind of information.

neli
el whieh

INVOhVNMENT OF CIVILIAN 01.0ANIZATIONS

Mr. SiKEaS. Of course, it. is obvious that not. everyollo ill u1itiforini
is happy with the service or hap py about being Ill uli form.. A certain
itiuounllof that. is inevitable. There is going to be a certain a1lOlit of
letting off steall. Apparently though, from what. you have said, this

is not even a venture by Ariny pmrsonnl isoffar ts you lknow?

General FEvnmr. As far as we lNow, and we are fatfly certain with
rea ird to this, it. is normally a civilianl-sponsored orgallizat ion. They
wil try to mik Volltlc with tlhe soldiers to 1ssist thlm, to act. Us

distribution points and the like, just, for insilce as whenl they set up1)
tle coffee houses nearby to provide a place where soldiers who would
listen would come and discuss with then antiwar themes and the like.
lio1e, too, this has not. lad it great. impact.
MIr. Slims. They also say in their columns that they wem going to
endeavor to have women at the meeting.
General FEpui. At the party.
M[r. SKm:s. Women and beer n o pretty good bait.
Geoneu'al F."Nif. Yes, sir.
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ossIBiAtrrY OF TREASON
Mr. SUnEs. Does this thing smack of a measure of treason, though, ill
trying to undermine the morale of Army forces and' to encourage them
to take actions that could be injurious to the country itself I
General FENmI. If it were to go to that point where it would insti-

gate, incite soldiers to do this kind of obstructionist activity, it could,

yes; but we havd no evidence that it has.
Mr. SiKEs. Apparently nobody is paying too much attention to it
except the Washington Post.
General FENI. Well, it gets a lot of publicity, sir: Washington
Post, TV, the people who are involved want it known that it is going
on. They are seeking publicity. As a result, it appears to be a major
thing. We 'do not tlhin it is a major thing. It is a definite threat, we
watch it very closely and the Army has definite programs to try to
counter the effect of this sort of thing.
Mr. SIREs. All right.
Colonel?
OPERATION OF ANTIMILITARY GROUPS

Mr. BRAUNSTEiN. Sir, one of the manifestations also observed was
the actions of some of these groups throughoUt the country, primarily
the antiwar groups that are interested in protest against the Vietnam
war, interesting the soldier toparticipate in demonstrations against the
war with them. This has been manifested in several articles that made
the newspapers. These individuals are told to stand up for their GI
rights, the constitutional right of free speech which is maintained as
being abridged by not being able to say what they think about the
war while in the military.
This has happened frequently throughout the country.
We are trying to determine who actually is behind it, what their
motives are, and are they trying to cause trouble with morale and
discipline in the Army? We hnd that there are certain organizations
and groups of organizations who are making a more concerted effort
than others.
In general, there are various resistance groups in most of the major
cities located near the larger military installations. Some of these
organizations liaveset up the coffee houses that the General mentioned
and have also set up headquarters whereby they have meetings and
are able to try to get the soldier down to speak with him and ask him
to stay in the service and speak out against the war.
The newspapers that have appeared, we are trying again to determine if these organizations are not sponsoring these newspapers.
We have found some evidence that they are doing just this. We have
been able to associate them with the newspapers. All of theqe newspapers maintain or try to maintain the idea that the paper is printed on
a military post by the GI; but so for, while the GI's may have been
found in some instances to contribute articles or to disseminate lhe
information on a military post, the paper itself, that they are not
actually running presses on military posts and putting out such papers.
In general, that is about the size of what effect these newspapers
have hlad. Any specific questions, I could direct my answers to those
if you like.
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RESISTANCE INSIDE THE ARMY (RITA)

Would you bring us up to date on'the group called
IResistance
Mr.
Inside the Army, RITA?
LIPSCOiB.

Mr. BAUNSTEIN. Yes, sir. Resistance inside the Army or RITA, the
acronym, is more a generalized feeling or it is a generalized phrase
used to depict dissidence which appears among certain individuals
ill the service. In actuality, RITA or dissidence among soldiers took
the form first of individual acts. These acts were more or less failure
to obey orders or the desire not to eat or bear arms. They were pretty
much on an individual basis. This took place in 1966 and 1967.
As the war progressed we found that there were more deliberate
instances of dissidence and we discovered that there was anl attempt
by certain individuals who had backgrounds of association with leftist
organizations who were trying deliberately to make difficulty. One
individual who was in this category that made considerable headlihes
was an individual by the name of Atidrew Stapp.
Mr. LiPsco3113. You say that in the past tense.
Mr. BRAUNSTEIN. Right. He is no longer in the service.
Mr. LPsco m. Right. But he is very active how.
Mr. BRAtUNSn. Right; he is. He is the father, so to speak, of the
American Serviceman's Union, so-called, which purportsto be attempt-

ing to uniolize the Army.
Mr. LTPSCOMB. He also publishes a paper like this.

Mr. BRAUNSTEIN. That is correct.
Mr. LiPscoIN1. Entitled, "The Bond."

Mr. BRAUNSTIN. He publishes the Bond.
SERIOUSNESS OF TIE PROBLEM

Mr. LiPsco.rn. Both of you gentlemen have tapped this subject very
lightly up to this moment, I think. I mean, you have left the impression that it is no problem-or have I been wrong?
General FENIL!. Vell, as I indicated, we know there are 14 such
newspapers. We do know there are these various organizations. We
did not name them all for you.
Mr. LIPscoMB. But I do not think, as intelligence officers, you should
leave this committee with the idea that this paper is no problem and
the fact that RITA is a thing of the past. The fact is that you have
followed RITA to the extent that over a year ago you connected over
23 organizations worldwide with RITA; the fact is that the newspapers in Moscow continually ptblsh materil.1 from these papers on
both Moscow radio and newspapers. You mentioned here there was no
Communist link. Mr. Stapp was in the press, in the Wall Street, Journal, just a week ago criticizing "The Green Beret," a, motion picture.
The fact is that-well, I am not going to make your case here. If the
Army is not worried about, it
General FENIL. What. I am saying, Mr. Lipscomb, is that. there is
no direct contact, of any of these organizations that we can determine,
to a direct Communist link. So far as the Communists making great
propaganda of what these organizations do, they surely do. These people help them very, very much in their activities. As"I indiated, we
felt it was a threat but it is not a direct threat that we feel is going to
30-088-69---pt. 2-12
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undermine the Army, either in a local situation or in au 'overall situation. Now, we do know about these organizations,

-

I have not

run down'through the list of them. I can give you the listing.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. But you do know about them. Then as an explanation to this c6ffmlittee, you said that you hope that your trainiing efforts

will offset it.
General Fp irTi. Yes, sir; yes, sir. This is the way we feel we can best
offset it; a positive approach rather than what I will refer to as a negative approach. In other words, treating the cause, which is the individua[. If we can get to the indedvial when we get him into the Army
and motivate him to want to be a part of that Army, and also if he
does encounter this kind of activity, have him motivated to the point
where he will report it and not become part of it, then we will undermine the activities of these particular organizations. Yes, we are going
to watch them
I also have to indicate that to'the extent that. their activities are not
directly connected with the military, if they are out in the civilian
community then, of course, we-Mr. Lipsco.n. I hope that your investigative work brings this all
out. I mean, as you well know, Mr. Stapp was in the military with
two other fellows and it all started there while you observed himGeneral FmNm-I. Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPsco.im (continuing). Getting started. I suppose. But if it
can be done once, it certainly dan be done again.
Esquire magazine had a very detailed article on this. I suppose that
you have researcched that out. It was on coffelhouses and other things.
General FENIL. Yes, sir. Esquire magazine, for instance, caused us
a little bit of difficulty in that, if I remember correctly, the commander down at Fort Hood did not want to allow that particular
issue of it to be on the magazine counters at Fort Hood and, in fact,
had them removed. But the protests were that great from these same.type organizations as well as some others, civil liberties organizations,
that wehad to retract with regard to that.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. Is it not a fact that one of Mr. Stapp's friends with
whom lie served in the service turned up to be one of the deserters
this week?
General FENILT. Do you know about that?
Mr. BRAUNSTEIN. Zo; that was not-you are speaking of ex-Private
Perrin who was one of the founders of an organization known as
RITA in Paris, France. I believe that would be the individual.
Mr. LiPSCO3B. I did not check that out.
CURRENT ACTIVITY OF

rA

Mr. BRAUNSTEIN Yes sir. I did not mean to indicate to you, sir,
that we considered RITA as a thing of the past. What I was attempting to show was that initially RITA manifested itself as individual
actions. Lately, in the past year or so, the actions of RITA have
changed. There has been an examination to show that in actuality
if we
not only individual acts but acts of organizations in the Armyi,
can consider the American Serviceman's Union an organization that
exists in the Army; there is a question as to whether this is true or not.
No one, I don't believe, can estimate the number of individuals who
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belong to the American Serviceman's Union. Mr. Stapp makes a claim
of some 5,000 servicemen, which includes the Army, Navy, Air Force,
and Marines. In addition to such an organization there is much activity
that is categorized as RITA which is not in the Army itself but directed
at the soldier.
The activities such as the coffeehouse the serviceman's newspaper,
which are generated outside of the military, directed at the soldier
himself, getting him to par-tiipate in antiwar activities and to speak
out for his so-called rights. This, in kind, pursues the entire gamut
of RITA, starting out as initially protests by, say, the Fort Hood three
Sammis, Mora, and Johnson; and going down through Levi and
people of that nature to the present. We could even take the original
l)ray-in that took place at Fort Jackson about a year ago, where these
peoI)le went to the chapel, and it,
progresses on (town to where now the
serviceman is actually made the prey of organizations whereby they
go to him- and say "Stand- up for your riglits, stand up agtdnst the
w ar, we will help you, we will help get lawyers for you." But we have
also unearthed evidence which is rather interesting in that the serviceman now is saying "I don't really need a lawyer. You are telling
me that that is fine, I can stand up for my rights, but I don't need
a lawyer, I don't wait to get myse f in tlt deep." We have already
come across that, as far as they are concerned, for protection outside
of the need for a lawyer. They are not interested in getting courtmart ialed, in other words.
General F irT. We have in the Department of the Army Staff the
Morale and Discipline Cofmittee, one of several standing committees.
One of its functions is to exchange information on this type of activity.
Another action we have taken is to instruct this committee to look into
this dissident activity and exchange information on it as it becomes
available. This enables us to keep commanders at various echelons
aware of all available information on the subject, particularly cleared
and evaluated information.
Mr. LiPscoM.%B. Are these groups participating in any way in criticizing the courts-martial that are being held on the west coast?
Mr. BRAUNSTEIN. Yes, sir.
General FExLi. Yes, sir; all of these are the same organizations.
Mr. BRAUNSTEIN. The same people. Actually, who are they? They
are leftists, new left people, pacifists, antiwar people, just about anyone who feels that he does not particularly care or what goes on at
the present time.
Primarily in regard to the war in Vietnam, or for any other cause
that would look a likely target for their jibes.
Mr. LPsco:Mn. I am personally glad that you explained further on
the matter.
Mr. BRAUNSTIN. Yes, sir.
Mr. LTPscoM.B. I recognize the right of free speech and individual
privileges, but at the kme time I recognize it can endanger the security
of our country.
Mr. BR uSTa.v Yes, sir. We are well aware of that.
Mr. LiPsco, m. So actually from just observing it on the outside, from

public notices and what I can gather, it seems to be growing in magnitude and not reducing in its significance.
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UNDUE PUBLICITY GIVEN TO DISSIDENT GROUPS

Mr. BRAuNSTEai. As the general pointed out, unfortunately the press
sometimes give, we feel an undue amount of publicity to a given
activity. The fact that these activities are prejudicial to morale and
discipline is well recognized.
Mr. LipscomB. Justlike one of the articles that was carried in one of
our national news magazines, there was an editorial entitled "They Do
Not Want To Kill." That was picked up and publicized in the Literary
Gazette over in the Soviet Union in November. I mean, they just picked
it up and put it all over the world. Then I understand that at.least the
deserters claim they have a newspaper that is published -nd Ifas a distribution of 25,000 inside of Western Europe.
Mr. BRANSTmIN. They do. There are several newspapers printed.
One is called The Secobnd Front. The question is actually, where is it
produced ? It is either in France or in Sweden, but it is a combination
of those deserters who are in both France and Sweden; and also there
is a publication known as Act, which is published by the deserters who
are in France at the present time. The RITA organization puts out
Act.
General FDElTI,T. We recognize that the activity is widespread,
that it gets a lot of publicity. There are not a lot o# people involved,
though, in any of these organizations. None of them are mass organizations. Tley are small organizations. They do have quite an impact. They
are. receiving our attention.
Mr. Lipsco.rB. The impact is not only on the military; the impact
also gets into our civilian population.
General FENItrT. This is true, sir, and, of course, that goes beyond
the jurisdiction that we have.
Mr. Llrsco-MB. The way it is played up in the press, contributes to
the problem.
General FF.NmLi. Yes. Then when you have statements such as are
being made in the current Atlantic Monthly and by the types of
individuals who make such statements, the impact gets real, real
bad.
Mr. LIesco-xin. You are referring to the present issue?
General Fpmim. I did not say which one, sir.
Mr. LTPscOMfB. Thank you very much.
Mr. SIKES. Questions, on my right?

Mfr. ANDREWS. Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SiKEs. Mr. Andrews.
EFFECT OF TIlE NO-WIN POLICY IN VIETNA3f ON TROOP 31ORAE

rf.ANDREWS. Are you a civilian or are you in the service?

Mr. BRA NSTEIN. I am retired from the Army, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You can answer my questions, then.
Mr. BimSUTEN. Yes, sir.
n.ANDREWS.

Without prejudice.

AMr. BRAUNSTEIN. Yes, sir.
Mr.ANDREWS. Or fear of what may befall you.
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Since we are talking about the morale of the troops I have had hundreds of them come to my office since this war started 8 to 10 years ago
and the relief complaint was that they did not feel like we were fighting to win. I agreed with then. I made speeches all over the lot expressing my suspicion that we were not fighting to win and expressing
the hoP, ifUthat be true, then we get out of there as quickly as possible.
I think the former administration had the reputation of pursuing a
no-win policy and the wrath of the American people fell on it. But during all of the last administration-and I do not want to make a political speech-but during all of tie last admiiistilation I did not see,
neither did I hear in this committee behind closed doors, a statement
from a high ranking administration official that we were not fighting
to win and following a no-win policy.
Now, today for the fi-st time, the headlilies of the ioon edition of
the Evening Star quotes the Secretary of State, Mr. Rogers.
Secretary of State William P. Rogers told Congress today "we are not seeking

a military victory, nor do we want military escalation In Vietnam."

Now, I am sure within the next 24 h0 urs every serviceman in South
Vietnam will have read or heard about that statement froim the Secretary of State; namely, that we do not want a military victory.
Now, my question is: Since we are speaking of the morale of our
troops, what effect will a statement like that coming from the chief
spokesman of the present administration have on the morale of our
servicemen in South Vietnam?
Mr. BnAVTJSTNm. That is a good question, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. It is an admission that we are following a no-win
policy.
Let me quote again what he said:
We are not seeking a military victory, nor do we want military escalation In
Vietnam.

That is the Secretary of State. Now, when those young men who are
being killed at the rate of 250 to 500 per week read th at, again my
question: What effect, in your opinion-and I believe you are somewhat of an expert on troop morale-what effect will that statement
have on the morale of the young men in South Vietnam and on the
mothers and fathers of those who are down there and those who have
been killed and wounded and maimed for life?
Mr. BP%.Xtsn-Ei . I may state, sir, it would be difficult for me to predict what effect this would have on the morale of the troops. I can
give a personal opinion. It would probablyy be not good. I also feel
fliat what appears in the press from time to time is made use of by
the very organizations that we were just discussing.
M1'.AXNDREWS. That was going to be myInext question.
Mr. BiAusTFiN. Yes. This I can tell you with more authority than
the other, without question it has Jlappened in the past. They have
seized the statements of individuals who are in high places in the
United States and used them for'their own benefit.
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Mr. ANDREWS. If we are going to pursue a policy of no win, this

war has already lasted 8 or 9 years, and it could well be with us 20,
30, or 40 years from now. The French were down there about 100
years. Russia, in my opinion, has no interest whatsoever in trying to
bring this war to a conclusion. They have never had it so good. They
are spending ab6lit $1 billion a year on keeping their most powerful
potential enemy pinned down. Eleven thousand young men have been
killed since our enemy agreed to sit down and to talk about peace.
And they are just about as near a formula today, in my opinion, as
the were when they argued 8 weeks about what shape the table was
tobe.'
I have abOut reached the point where I do not want to vote another
dime for the military, if they are not going to fight that war to win.
I am not lecturing you, I am getting it off my chest.
Mr. BRAUNSTnmi. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. I have an idea that I cannot get an argument out of
you.
Mr. WHrrN. I point out that when Mr. MoNamara was Secretary
of Defense, the most I ever heard during his tenure was that we hoped
to win by proving to them that they could not win. I do not know
that this means a change from that policy, but I take it from the newspaper article that they are giving up any hope of winning by proving
to the enemy that he cannot win.
Mr. ANDRJVS. Now, there is the quotation. You read it.
Mr. WHrrEN. It is exactly as you read it. No military victory. Now,
this is an intelligence group. I do not know who else can speak up. Let
me ask you: Do you see any hopes of winning unless you win militarily?
Mr. BRAUNSTEIN. Sir, again I would have to make a personal answer.
Mr. WHriTnv.
Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. ANDREWS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WHIirnx. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. I do not want to belabor this question, but I just
cannot conceive, even in a wild nightmarish dream, or come to the
conclusion that this great country of ours cannot win the war if we
wanted to, with our Air Force, Navy, and Army, and the sophisticated
weapons. But I will tell you one thing, with. statements like that out
of the highest echelons of Government, you al going to-have a morale
problem on your hands, in my opinion, that would make the 53.000
deserters you had last year look like a small number, when another
12 months rolls around.
Mr. SIKFS. Thank you, gentlemen.
INTELLIGExCE AcTivrrms
Turning to intelligence activities, for fiscal year 1970 you are requesting
for your intelligence activities. This is an increase
of
over the actual amount obligated for fiscal year 1968 and
over the estimated cbligat ions for fiscal yei:' 190. Tell us so:.Iething about the changes, with particular reference to improvements
in intelligence operation since we were here a year ago.
General FNimL. You mean the changes with regard to the increases
in the money we are requesting?
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IPROVEMENTS IN INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS

Mr. SIKEs. First I want to know about improvements in intelligence
gathering and distribution operations. What improvements can you
tell us a bout?
General FF.NILI. W6l, I believe we have improved our capabilities
in Vietnam. We do, in fact, now have a fine organization there. It
was improved over last year to where we can
I am talking now in terms of the human intelligence activities of
collection by humans on humans.
We believe we have made an improvement in that area,
IDPROVEM3ENTS

IN

VIETNAM OPERATIONS

Mr. SIKES. What specifically are you doing in Vietnam? I realize
you may have to sanitize this record. What specifically are you doing
in Vietnam that you were not able to do a year ago, either through
human or machine intligence gathering procedures? For instance,
can you now photograph through jungle canopy and tell us what is
under it?

General FENILT.

IMPROVEMENT IN

HUMAN

INTELLIGENCE GATHERING

Mr. SIRES. Are you able to place greater reliance upon hiian intelligence gathering procedures?
General FENILI. Yes, sir; we sure can, because the system that we
developed primarily in 1967, and improved through 1968, has impi'ove d great deal. We have an automated capability there to whel
we have a fine data base, both with regard to what we glean from
interrogation and from document exploitation as well as materiel
exploitation, plus a data base on the enemy's activities in a given area,
so that

--.

With regard to the enemy's activities, as I believe you know, he
tried to mount offensives after Tet in May, in August, in September,
and then in December. We could learn about those activities
and were able to offset his attempts. We believe this is primarily
clue to
IMPROVEMENTS IN

IrNTELLIOENCE WORLDWIDE

Mr. SiKEs. Are you in a position to tell about our progress in
intelligence gathering in the rest of the world Army intelligence,
of course? Are we able to say that we have made similar improvements
other thAn in South Vietnam?

General

FENILI.
NEED FOR INCREASED FUNDS

Mr. SIKES. There seems to be a leveling off of activity, generally, not
at the moment but generally in South Vietnam. No one can predict, of
course, what is going to happen there after this present operation of
ours is over. However, you are asking for more money than you had last
year. Now, most of the predictions for the war indicate some lessening
of activity. Why would you need more money for intelligence?
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General FN1J.T. We have not asked for more money to be allocated
for the Southeast Asia arxa, sir. Our major increases aro, one III
the mapping area for gravity surveys, additional autoaiftfie data
processing reqquirements, aircraft costs, the hlleopters that we use
in our mapping surveys, and some mapping contracts for production
purposes.
We have increased expenditures in our intelligence data hanlling
system. Tihis is a system which began in 196. 1 must admit that
really this is behind'the powor curve. We should have had this before.
So there are moneys here for equiipment rental as well as for external
a"Ssistaneedl(Is.S
in )rovi(ling additionAl aut1omath , (ata capability to tile
co lllla
There have eein civilian personnel cost. inerenses l)rimarily due
to Play raises. We have an increased exj)eso in tie coniponents of
tihe
tense
0d special security ('om1flihaltiat onls system,-This is priniarl, to ijuiqrove the in-station handling which will
ernhit. for automie relay rather than the manual switeliig of tapes.
'htis is all )art of our intelligence conumunioations system,
IMPROVED M,[ANA(iEMENT OF INTELMOi(ENCE OPEILVPIONS

mr. Siicvs. There has been an improvement in management of
intelligence operations, for instance ieadquarters management.. In
what specific ways?
General FE nIT. A\ctuvlly, this past year we have rcorga wzed within
the ofica of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence un-der ouIr
new Chief, with an eve to this specifically. In the human collection
0afzations that we have had oerarea we have consolidaled two or
ating from this level, controlling the hunian collection from this. level
which supplements what is done in the Commands. We are actually
olinting
towardwean---. intelligence
center as a long-rango inil)rovonwnt.
Inparticular,,
"
.
We think in that paricular area that we have had some real gains.
'Mr. Srm.s. Does the Army have sufficient freedom of action in its
intelligence gathering and evaluation under the consolidation of the

Defense Intolligence Agency

General Fimt. I would be less than honest if I did not say that we
think we are a little bit overianaged. It. is not to the degree that it
hampos our activities completely. We think that some major improvements have been made in this area in the past y'ear also by working out with DTA the kinds of activities that we 'th-nk theiy should
give us more broad guidance and leave it, up to us as to just. exactly
I ow we do it. But we are porinitted, of course, to do collection. In the
past it has been a rathr laborious procedure to get-approval for specific operations.
Mr. SiK.s. Do you get. sufficient freedom of action in the field ? For
instance, in Vitnac
, where it would seem to me that, you would be
seriously handicapped if you were not given tho freedom of action
that you need there?
General FNimU,. No )pro!)lemthere, sir, none whatsoever. hat is
under the joint commander out there and he runs the show. It. is Coordinated insofar as activities with other intelligence agencies are
concerned. But the J-2, he is the man in charge of the intelligence
activities out there. Wo are not encumbered ono bit, So there is no
complaint there. We think we are doing a real fine job.

I'
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Mr. S iS. )o you find yourselves inlh position
1
whore in an effort.
to get, all tho informant lo; that. may he usahi o to you you are in tho
position of get~ting too
infaiiintlon ? Or eai tho information be
ent1'0l
sereeied at its source? )o you have people who are sulleionfly ahlo
and well trained so as to sreren intelligence at. the source and not. Clog
up the lines with too much information?
General F4"ml. This is a problem, sir. 'tis is whitl I was glinting
at when I indinated wo wero going to try to be flll N) keep the lhel
of Oxpertise up to the point. whorx wo do in fact have truel professionals.

We do have a, good school to train t.hiei1 in. Wo thilik

we ivo them an excellent Course. I must. say w are mot ivalinlg theni
wolf. they are well motivated. This is truie of these, young troops,
whether they are inl Viottnam or-I came out of 11urol)o a ye'a ag
where wo hiad second lieutonants doing majors' jobs and t.hese )41)1eop)l

are all well motivated.

AIITY'~l

TO IIIE.(TU|IT St!IFIV('

NT ST.AFFI.

Mr'. Silv.s. Are you having diflieulty gettillg eiloiugh p)eOl)l, enolulgh
bodies to do (ho job? WhelnI say enough bodies, 1 mnean llso leoplo
with suflcint, ability to do the job.
generala l
vI'.xlla.
in tilt civilian aro'o, at. tiles we (1o have diflleulles
but there is no gzreat (liscrelpey in this part ioulnti situation. At tihe

momen(, is I indicated, tle 3Military Intelligenee Branch is fairly
new. We will not IR 111 to tlhe loial singlllh1-I na1 speaking uow ill
forms of oflieors--of 7,200 until about. ,July of this year. We (10 oxpeel.
to be up to thal. strongth in "Filly of this yoar, itlhliough we will have
lhe. imbalanee of a I'eound, raiee of new i vdividuals. It. is going to
lake us, T would say
before we havo thli lovel of expooince in
ilth branch (lint. we would liko to have. When tho lteserves were not
yelled up it. w quite. a blow to us li&etso the experioneo fhnt we
normally planii t
souse
in a wrt,iee silultion is in those IM detlaclllelnts, wnllll 11re ujiuiverslies, stalled by people who are verY in1tolligent or who may !)o Imrt of it eorpora ifin lu1d can handle teelunilM
intelligence and the ikto. When you havo to tlko new pweol)Io tl Vin
theni through ( he cyele it, Inakies it, a bit, more dilmiult. hul. we do
think that wo have gt; good people.
I'OPUARITY" OF IN'I'iOI.

C.('IAS A llANVII OF SIn1\I.

Mr. Sim:cs. There havo been (ines when the miltinr' service--Military 1ntolligo en was not; considered the most. iesirabfie of the ArnVs

branches. I was ill it.
I[as tlhalt, situations changed? It. has gone up and down. 'liere harve
been times whon there woro not too inny peoleI who wanted S'rvie0
in Military Tntolligvneo.
Do yot have sl 'ong interest in service il 'Militiary Inlolligonce now

or is it largely a mattel of holng assign,ned to the job?
(eneraVlii.,
There is veiry strong interest, now that wo have n
branch. lumber two, Vietnam made believers in intelligence out of

all tie operations peoplO who used to be primarily concerined with the

terrfaln objectives that you would take. II Aietnutilue terrain objee-
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lives don't count. We have got to know who the enemy is. So everyone
realizes that the intelligence is important and in that respect we Ilave
gotten a real shot in the arm.
Mr. Siius. I am glad to hear that.
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INTEILIOI.N(IE

For the record, you are requesting an increase of
for scientific and technical intelligence. On what basis is this large increase
being requested?
(The information was provided the committee and is classified:)
CIVILIAN

.MPIOYMENT

Mr. Sum.S. How many civilian employees
I
does the Army intelligence operation now emlploy?
General FENH.J. EvaluatIon activities has
direct hire civilians
authorized for fiscal year 1969.
Mr. SIKFs. How many additional civilian employees do you intend
to hire dukihtg fiscal year 1970?
(The information was provided the committee and is classified:)
STUDY OF ARSMV INTELLIG1oENCE sYs'PET,

ANALYSIS

Mr. SIis. During 1908 you had a study made of the "Army Intelligence System Analysis" (phase II-A) w'lich cost $216,474. What did
this stuly involve and what did it accomplish?
General FENIL. The study, Army Intelligence Systems Analysis,
was undertaken to apply the principles of operations research/systems
analysis (OR/SA) to problems in Army intelligence and to develop
more efficient and effective systems, structures and processes.
Contractor support was used because qualified Army OR/SA personnel were not available. The philosophy has been to use contractors
only as an interim measure as the reqiduid "in-house" OR/SA capability was developed by tie Army.
The study (phase IIA) of the Army Scientific and Technical Tnfolligence (S. &T..) System was a planned follow-on of the problem deinition phase, and repiesented the initiation of the execution pha-se, the
application of OR/SA. It. was supported by tie Stanford Research
Institute. The Army S. & T.I. system was selected for initial study
because it was entirely new, due to the creation of the, U.S. Army
Materiel Command.
Tho contractor's study report, has been found useful for inceasing
the effectiveness of the Army S. & r.i. system. Findings were made
concerning centralization of S. & T.T. production, the organizntional
position of production facilities, and improvement of the responsiveIIs4 of the system to S. & T.T. consumers. The .4tudy provided a comprehensive investigation that cataloged a large number cf existing
problems, the most significant of which identifled the relationship
between existing production procedures anid the degree of satisfaction
of using Army agencies. The contractor report has been staffed, and the
resulting coffiMf ts are being used to prepare recommendations on how
to improve the Army S. & .i. system. The recommendations will focus
on better S. & 'P.1. support to users, and Army prodution and manage-
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Illvnt ilprovellnents. The study, in addition to its substantive coll-

s11s, provided all opl)portunity for OACSI stalf officers to monitor

and evaluate a study of an Army intelligence system, contributing to

their fund of experience and on-the-job training.
''le contract with Stanford Research Institite for supIlport to the
S. & T.I. study was terminated on Novolmber 30, 1968. No further conI rctOr support is contemplated in this area.
MANAEMENT AND SCIElNTIFIO

STUIDIES

Mr. SIKE:s. Are you having any management, or scientific studies
1969, annI what is your intention for 1970?
(enerul P F1[-1
rl. No nnageiet study colitracts were hiitiated ill
fiscal year 1969. However, iartieipatioit is being provided by the Colnh,at ()Operations Research -roup, a nonprofit organization, to assist tile
Army 'lirett, Analysis (roup is aniin-house effort to develop
'l'lere are three scientific external aissistance contracts that have not

joud1 during fiscal' .t'ei

.yet been finalized -_

.

CONSOIllI)ViION O1' I NT1E!.0INC,

SCiOOLS

Mr. SIKES. Have you given any further consideration to the consolidatioit of the Army Intelligence School with tihe Defense Intellige aco Sdhool?
(Ucejral Fr,EIt1. 'Phe cotsolidation of the U.S. Army Intolligence
School (USAINTS) with the. )efense Intelligence School (DIS) has
nover been cmsidered by J)olpatllnet of thie Army nor so far as the
Army knows, by the .CM or OSD since the missions of the two schools
vary great Il piw)0s0 Iltl sCoPe.
'lh0 USaIl NTS I as lhe mission to train selected D,cpartment of the
Army personnel in all phases of combat intelligence, eounteritolligence, and area intolllgene netivities, selected D)opartment of Defense
l s0111101 in ill phases of intligence, collection operations aifld(6thr
designated personnel in inhdustrial security management and procedures.
'Phe DIS conducts courses of instruct ion related to 1)OD intfligice
function-4 designed to: prepare military personnel and civilian for high
positions in the national and, intorntional security structure: prepare
1(1.rsole0 for duty' in the military attache system; andl assist, career
development of 101) military and civilian personnel assigned to
intollige,nce functions.
I)epartnent of Defense Directive 5105.21, Defense Intelligence
Agency (DIA), directs DIA to develop plans for the integration of
I)OD intellignce and eounterintolligonce training programs, career
development iwogi'ams for intelligence personnel, general support prognins, and other intelligence activities of the military departments.
Tro carry out this mission, I)IA conducts it continuing review of all
intelligence training to determinln if common intelligence skill and
training requirements can be satisfied at a single school. Common
standards and ttfalning are effected wherever practicable and feasible.
As a result of this review, tile Army has the mission of providing
117MIT training for all of DOD.
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MIM1TtOY PERSONNEL, I,

Sourli .MEII,\

2fr. SIKES. What is the total number of military personnel assigned

in South Americiv?
General FENILI. We can m tke that available for the record.
Mr. SiEs. Can you tell me how ninny
in South America?
General IENI4T. I canl give you an answer with regard to the

that we have in South America.
Mr. SuuEs. For Latin America, in this hemisphere.

General FENIjr. Unfoitinlately, I do not have that. I have a total

figure.
Mr. SixF.S. Provide for the record a listing of the total number of
military personnel
in South America, by country and by branch
of the service.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified:)
Mr. SIKE-S. I ask these, questions about Latin America because there
is criticism of the number of Americans stationed in Latin America,
civilian and military. There is a growing concern that we may be
spending more money on missions than is necessar-y.
The Clerk will provide you with a rather lengthy article whih
appeared in the Washington Star in January on this subject, which
you can use to prepare an answer.
(The information follows:)
U.S. 'MILITARY REPRESENTATION IN LATIN AMERICA

U.S. Military Groups (MILOPS) are present in 17 Latin American countries
at tie request of the host governments to provide teclical advice and assistance
to their military establishments and to administer the military assistance
program (MAP). Antecedents of these organizations were the separate U.S. Army,
Navy and Air Force missions which were established In Latin American countries
under a variety of bilateral agreements, many dating back to the early 1040's
and before. In 1965, the Secretary of Defense approved the organization of a
unified military organization, the U.S. military group (USMOI, P). Ili lieu of the
separate service missions. The missions were redesignated as the respective
service sections of the, USMILOP.
An exhaustive stitdy of MILOP strengths was Initiated In Janlary 1068 as a
part of the President's directive to reduce personnel overseas. This study. together
with a study within the Defense Department, will result in cuts of 33 percent
in MILOPS by fiscal year 1971. The recommendations of the U.S. Ambassadors
were considered In every case. In no Instance did any Ambassador recommend
the elimination of the MJLGPS. As of April 30, 1969, there were 559 military
personnel on assignment to MILOPS in Latln America.
MILOP functions differ'from those of military attaches. The attache Is a diplomatie officer and is a member of the staff of the chief of the diplomatic mission.
Iis primary purpose In-country is to report military and lIltich-M Ihtary
Intelligence information. There are many benefits derived by the U.S. from
MILOP's in Latin America. They provide nililtary advice to our Ambnssadors as
well as to members of the country team. They provide a relationship of mutual
truqt and confidence with the armed forces of the country and assure that
military assistance plans and programs are adequately formulited as well as
properly administered.
The selection process for members of USMILGI,8 Is carefully tailored to Insure
that inferior personnel are not assigned to MiLOPS. The system is definite In
setting forth required qualflcations in lprsonnel requisitions and ln insuring
that replacement personnel meet these standards. MILOP chiefs are approved
by the Departments of Defense and State, by the U.S. Ambassador and the host
government. All personnel assigned to MILOPS dowvn through the senior enlisted
ranks are required to have language capability to the extent that they can
participate effectively In all general conversations and can discuss particular
Interests with reasonable ease.
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MILWP personnel are generalist-typo advisors. It would be financially pro-

hibitlve to maintain a large group of specialists in each MILOP. Speiallst skills,
as required, are furnished by mobile training teams during short periods of
temporary duty. The training of Latin American military personnel in the U.S.
and the Canal Zone supplements MILGP advisory efforts as MILMPS were never
intended to le self-sustaining training units.
MIIJPS receive adunilistrative support from both the Defense and State
)epartments as well as the host country. Tie Department of Defense rienburses the State Department for such support as coluimunicttolns, office space,
muidl handlIig and related services under shared administrative support cost
arrangements. Similarly, the State Department relimburses the Defense )epartmnet for such services as flights in MILOP aircraft. Iowever, If the Embassy

request can be accomnnodated on the same flight which support a Defense Department requirement, as Is often the case, there would be no charge. Uuider the terns
of the various Mission and Military Assistance Agreements, the host countries
also provide substantial administrative support to the MILGPS for such Items
as transportation, services and office facilities.
31APPING

CUIARTING) AND GEODESY

Mr.
SIKES. Would yoi tell us what geodesy is, General?
General Fi :ir[. Let me call on Mr. Alber to ive you a rundown.
Mr. SixES. That is what everybody did yesterday
Mr. ALBER. I am Mr. Alber, ronm'the Oilce of the Assistant Chief of
Staff for Intelligence.
Geodesy is the science of measuring the size and slIape of 'the earth.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GEODESY AND 31APPING

Mr. SiEs. 'What is the difference between that and mapplung?
Mr. Ar .n. Its primary use is for mapping and missile-firing. In
mapping it is used as the framework for the maps thenwlves. For
missile-firing, of course it las many contributions. One is ascertaininf
the distance and direction from the launch site to tie target. Second,
the identification of the target itself. Third, the orientation of the
missile itself in its firing position; and the effects of in-flight missiles.
Mr. SYKFs. You did better than we were able to get yesterday.
For nia1pping, lhiart ing, and geodesy, you ate requesting
or an
increase of
over fiscal 1909.
Break out the purposes of this increase and-the justification for it.
(Tho information provided the committee is classified:)
IMPROVEMENTS IN MAPPING OPERATIONS

Ir. SIxEs. Now will you tell us generally what is your progress in
this field at this time. The committee is reasonably larnili-ar with it.,
hut what significant improvements have been made in the last. 12
months, and what are the big jobs immediately ahead?
Mr. ALBER. Our programs ini meeting the requirements at Present is
quite slow, frankly. We have made progress of about 3 or 4 percent
on our total requi'monts.
The reasons for this are increased requirements due to changes in
the political situation, plus the fact that tho maps themselves go out
of date.
We have high hopes, however, for the future, and we believe
we will be able to increase our production
over the
current rate.
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Mr. SIXEs. Are you able to show tiy iicIrelse ill 1l)artiCialtioH by
friendly governments in ne1lping Of Iheir own i reas? We have ha
to carry at. least part of the load. Is that picture improving any'?
Mr. ALDER. Yes, sir; it is.
Mr. SKm:s. I-low much?

Mr. ALBER. We have 84 mapping agreements. Fifty-three of tlhese
are direct. Defense Department agreements with the countries coiicorned, and the remaimung are State Department agreements, but we
tire the recipients of the maps.
Thei maps that we receive are used to lipdtite our maps, for source
materials for new maps, and in somae instances they can lo reproduced
in nearly facsimile forn. We are quite active members in cartographic
conferences with NArO nations, CEN'rO nations, and SEATO imtions. Through these cartographic conferences there are established
areas of responsibility for the various nations to do their reippiing.
Through the efforts of the Defense Intelligonce Agency, Great Britain and Canada have been quite active in our medium-scale mapping
progy'am.
M'r. Suq. Give us some specific information on the increases in
contributions by the nations with whom we have mapping agreements
for work done in their countries, for the record.
(Tie information follows:)
The Latin American countries have In recent years develoltd carlograihle
agencies which have bevoine quite effmcent and I)roduelon overall li Iatill
America Increased by 20 percent In Illseal year l)!8.q, (':,,ltiwl, il ri'llst,.%ore
expected In this and In future years. The efforts of the Inter-AmerleAtn 0odele
Survey (IAGS) under USARSO in providing technical training, assistance, and
logistical support have greatly contributed to this Increased production.
During recent discussions with the Iranians, they indicated a willingness to
Increase their contribution in the cooperative United States-Iranian mapping
program. A formal proposal is being staffed through the MAAG to Iran which
provides for Iran to accept production responsibility for nearly 75 percent of the
large-scale maps previously programed for U.S. production.
Contracts have been let wlth Spain to perform a fleld edit of sheets conpifed
by the United States. However, because of limited funding, efforts are being
made to have Spain do this within their own resources.
The United States has been contracting with Norway for mapping of that
country In order to expedite production. However, because of limited funding
this arrangement has been discontinued. The mapping produced by Norway with
Its own resources will continue to be available to the United States under the
teims of the map exchange agreement.
MEANAO ME1NT IMPROVEMENTS IN MAPPING OPERATIONS

Mr. SnE. If there are management, improvements other than those
you have discussed which have been incorporated into this operation
in the past 12 mouths F,
provide that information for the record.
(The information follows:)
With the assistance of the North American Rockwell Corp., the U.S. Army
Topographic Command has Initiated the Implementation of an automatic data
processing system. The concepts of this system were obtained under a previous
contractual arrangement. It Is designed to provide the command with te Calmbility, capacity, and responsiveness necessary to satisfy Information processing
requirements covering the scientific computing requirements; data storage and
retrieval; and plans, production, and administrative management. There were
30 separate management Improvement projects incorporated into the program
during the past 12 months representing an estimated savings of $370,000. These
projects have been audited by"the Army Audit Agency. The Improvements were
In methods and techniques In the mnnpping and reproduction processes and
through modification of equipment with In-house resources.
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Mi. Slim s. Provide a listing of projects or countries in which ITap-

pitg actually has l eefl dolip.

(Iho information follows:)

The current shts

of malpling is as follows:
LATIN AMFPRICA.

Since April 19401, the Inter American Geod~tle Survey (IAOS), a subordinate
command of the t'.S. Army, Southern Conukaftd, has been carrying out Ariby's
responslblitles In a collnborative mapping program with Latin American countries. Operiltions are conducted under diplomatle ngreenents negotiated by the
Department of Slate. Agreements have been made with all Latin American
countries except 1Uruguay and Argentina. However, agreements are no longer
in force In Mexio. French Guiana, Cuba, and llalti. MAI)Jpng operations are
primarily accomplished by the host country with an objective to develop selfsufl(ient Iiiitionnl cartographic agencies. TAGS provides support inluding
equipment, supplies, technical training and assistance, and the IKx rforinnce
of functions that the local agencies cannot do satisfactorily.
-.
However,
in recent years country agencies have become quite efficient and production in
fiscal year 190M Increased by 20 percent overall in Latin America. --.
Portions of the remaining countries have also been mapped.
AFUIOA

Map coverage haR been completed of most requirement areas of North Africa.
Field survey operations are being conducted In Ethiopia and Liberia and ore
scheduled for completion In fiscal year 1970. Large-scale maps have been produced of various African countries from miapping received through exchange
agreements. Interim medium scale (1:250,000) map)and air chart coverage using
available material has been produced to meet current planning requirements of
STRICOM. Emphasis is now to be given to STRICOM city map requirements.
MIDDLE EAST'

Field surveys providing for the procurement of geodetic control and field
classification data are continuing in Iran in a joint United States-Iranian effort. The production of maps is being increased by both countries to meet

commitments.

.

EUROPE
The Western European countries are maintaining their own mapping.
Spaln.-A cooperative mapping program with Spain has been in work since
1950. Aerial photography was flown by the U.S. Air Force and USATOPOCOM
has compiled the maps. For a number of years, contracts have been let with
Spain to perform a field edit of these sheets. However, because of reductions In
contract funds, the last block of sheets cannot be contracted and.
Portugal.-A cooperative mapping agreement exists with Portugal which provides U.S. map compilations for color separation, drafting, and reproduction.
Norivay.-A cooperative agreement exists with Norway whereby the United
States contracted with Norway for mapping of Norway In order to expedite
production of requirement areas. Contract fund reductions will no longer permit
the continuation of this arrangement However, the mapping produced by Norway
with its own resources will continue to be provided to the United States under
the terms of the map exchange agreement.-.
SOUTHEAST

ASIA

The cooperative agreements Initiated In 1952 with the countries of Southeast
Asia were major contributing factors In the United States having completed
most of the basic mapping prior to the current military operations In Vietnam.
During the past years, we revised the 1: 50,000 scale maps of Vietnam, Laos,
and Cambodia, revised the 1: 250,000 scale joint air and ground charts, produced
a new large scale series of 870 pictomaps of South Vietnam, North Vietnam, and
iaos and numerous special map products and printed operational stocks. We
have programmed In fiscal year 1970 to upgrade the pletomap coverage as reqluired and revised the 1: 50,000 scale maps of Thailand.
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CMINA
USSR
UNITED STATES

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has the responsibility for the production
of maps of the United States. The Army undertakes mapping only where special
products are required or where USGS has not had the opportunity to Include it
Iu their program. Such mapping Is limited to military installations and training
areas. During the 1950's, the Army produced the medium scale (1: 250,000) map
series of the United States to satisfy a military requirement. At that time, the
USGS Indicated no civilian requirement. This series Irs been accepted by USGS
for nmintenance. Also, during that time frame the Ariny in cooperation with the
U.S. Geological Survey and the U.S. Coast and Geodetic survey produced the
large- and medium-scale map coverage of Alaska.
JAPAN

The Army cooperated with Japan to map the Japanese Islands. Maintenance
Is now being performed by Japan.
PACIFIo

ISLANDS

The Philippine Islands, Taiwan, and other Pacific Islands have been mapped
by the U.S. Army.

INCREASE IN MAPPING COSTS

Mr. SIREs. Is the cost of the mapping program-and I include
charting and geodesy as well-to continue to ease upward a little
from year to year? Are we ever going to get-this job done inthe foreseeable future and begin to taper off?
Mr. ALBER.
. We can see in the medium-scale map requirements, 250,000 scale, completion in about
. We can foresee the
completion of the large-scale map requirements through a compilation stage, not necessarily all on the shelf, but the highest priority
maps on the shelf, in about -.
There will be some additional increases in dollars in future years.
One area would be in the automatic data processing area, where with
our new sophisticated systems we will require third generation, highspeed computers. We have one indicated in this hearing. Aetua ly,
there was one last year. However, we lost our funds last year and have
been unable to procure it.
The averavre cost of salaries has gone up.in recent years. There have
been repeated increases in personnel salaries.
I think that about covers it..
Mr. Simu. Questions, Mr. Lipscomb?
SHIPMENT OF SUPPLIES TO NOJTII VI'TNMA"M

Mr. Lwsco!.%. General, could you bring us up to date on the volume
and type of supplies that are arriving in North Vietnam from the
U.S.S.R. and Eastern European countries during the past year?
General FmNmr. The figures we have so far as military aid is concerned for 1968, from Communist China there was
and from
the U.S.S.R.,
a The totals for 1965 through 1968: U.S.S.R. to
North Vietnam was
for Communist China, it was
These are, as I said, purely military aid.
Mr. LiPSCOIMB.
at would like to know is whether you can tell
us the quantity or volume and the numbers of equipment items and
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supplies that arrived in North Vietnam during the past year, what
does your data show ?
General FENIu. The principal Soviet military aid was
Mr. LPscorn. Pick out several of the items, like motor vehicles,
tanks, and some of the important items that have been shipped in the
past year.
General FENILI. Just during the Jast year, all right.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. How many trucks have arrived, according to your
information, in the past year from the Soviet Union and Eastern
European countries?
General FExNLT. Major Hargis, have you any details on that?
Major HAROIS. No.

General FENILT. I have totals rather than breakdown.
Mr. Ln'scoB. Do you have amounts of money?
FENILI. No; quantities, over a period rather than for the
1 General
year.
fr. Ln,sco . You must have some sort of record of the ship
arrivals and the types of goods in the past year since the stoppage
of the bombing.
General FENILI. Yes,. sir. This we would get through DIA as it is
fed back through various reporting systems, either directly from
MACV or any other agencies. This is, of course, compiled by DIA.
We do not get the raw data. We got th'i finished data from DIA.
Unfortunately, mine is in money totals by year, but the totals with
regard to equipment are for the period 1965 to 1968.
Mr. LrescomB. Last year we had quite a discussion on wheeled vehicles arriving from the Soviet Union, Rumania, and other places. For
the record someone submitted the numbers of vehicles and the types
that were there. Ma be it can be done again.
General FEN T. We can; yes, ir.
(The information provided the committee is classified:)
VACANCIES IN CIVILIAN POSITIONS

Mr. LirscomB. Mr. Sikes in one of his questions asked about your
civilian employment. Can you give us the civilian vacancies as of
June 30, 1968, and what your civilian vacancies are as of this time
or the latest date you have the information, say, as of February 28?
General FmNIL. I cannot give you a specific total. I do have figures
as of December 31, 1968, but not complete totals. 1969, because of the
civilian freeze, is a rather abnormal year. Normally this would run
about 2 percent. This year in some organizations it is running as
high as 10 percent.
This is partly due to the fact that the cuts had to be taken by
attrition, with the cut effected by rehiring only 3 for every 4 losses.
As you can see, an agency that has a highi turnover is going to have
much greater losses than one that has just minor turnover.
Certain organizations, for instance our Intelligence Command
which has a total authorized strength of has a deficiency o?
only
-r

I do not have totals worldwide. I can cite30-088-69-pt. 2-

13
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Mr. LIPSCOMB.

If you do not have the figure, there is a statement

oi civilian vacancies on page 649 of last year's hearings, and we
would like the same information up to date.
General FENILT. I will provide that.
(The information follows:)
In regard to civilian vacancies, on June 30, 1968, there were 441 direct hire
vacancies. The latest tabulated figures as of December 31, 1968, show 141 elvillhu
vacancies.
REDUCTION IN FUNDING REQU=I3E1ENTS

Mr. LiPsco~m. One of the reductions in your request comes from the
closure of the technical sensor program. Are you closing out our technical sensor program, or is this just a reduction in your program?
General FRNIml. Sir, that is a one-time, most unusual occurrence.
a I can make the details available to the staff, if you want me
to. That is just one instance.
Mr. LiPsCO:B. Is this specific project for the barrier?
General FNILT. No, sir.
Mr. LIPsco-mB. Your funds were not bled for the barrier?
General FFimL. No, sir. Those all came from the OSD0, prhnnrily.
Mr. LTPSCOMB. How is it that you are able to reduce the request for
security countermeasures equlpmet?
General FEgim. Sir, the explanation here is that the major purchase of equipment for expanding the counterintelligence activities in
Southeast Asia will be completed by June 30, 1969, and will result in
a lower requirement because of that.
We have gotten up to the requirement, which was an increase based
on the needs in Southeast Asia.
Mr. LiPsco31B. This indicates you have completed a project that you
had in the works.
General FExILI. Tbat is correct.
Mr. LIPscoM. This will bring you up to the capability that you
need?
General FtnIm. That we need in Southeast Asia. This is specifically
for that.
ADEQUACY OF FUNDS AND PERSONNEL

FOR SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. Lipscoii. You referred twice to the fact that you did not
have
General FnNxim. I am talking about,-.
Mr. LiPsco-MB. We were discussing Vietnam when you made that
statement.
General FENiL. At that particular time I indicated we were doing
fine in Vietnam. We have
In order to have alIthe
Mr. LT,sco-3m.Are you short of any financial help in Southeast Asia
to do the job you have to do?
General FNILT. No, sir.
Mr. Lipsco. n. You are not short any personnel?
General Fnir, . As far as Southeast Asia is concerned, what they
ask for they get
.
11r. Lisco,%rn. You aro filso saying that you
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General FrEX XLI. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMn.

General F.NIlI. I would say that

Beyond that
.
I would have to give you

Mr. Lirscoi.n. Are you talking about civilians or military.

General Fx mT. Military, primarily.
Mr. Lirsconiu. What did the Revenue and Expenditure Control
Act do to the military as far as manpower? Nothing.
General TAYLOR. Nothing, sir.
Mr. LiwscoMB. Why should that make you short?
General TAYLOR. The general is talking about his military units

over there. I think the figure that was used on
tary personnel hearing.

during the mili-

Mr. Liscox. I thought lie was lower thai that.

General TAYLOR. The general said The Expenditure Control Act did not have any effect on militarypersonnel except where units were taken out as a whole, but that dia
not affect our manning.
Mr. LiPSCONIB. That affects your dollars.

General TAYIOR. It affects the dollars and reduces our strength.
PIESENT CONDITION OF ARMY IN'TE.LIOENCCE

Mr. Livsco-.rNr. Are you satisfied that Army intelligence is in better
shape today than it was a year ago when we were being so critical on
this committee?
General FENILI. Yes, sir; I really am.

Mr. Lu'scoiB. For the record, are you going to be able to spell out
why you feel this way?

Oxeneral FP-NifL. WAe can spell that out. We have made changes in
organization, changes in management procedures.
Mr. Lirsco3mi. I think Secretary Clifford submitted a letter to our
committee about some changes that were made.
Inasmuch as we appeared to be very critical last year on all intelligence activities, I think if you could sp611 out for the record a statenieuit as to how you have improved your situation, it would be helpful.
General FinxiJ. We will do that, Sir.
I think you were particularly critical last year, as everyone was
of intelligence, because of the Tet. The extremely critical attitude
last year may well have been caused by the fact that the Tet offensive
supposedly caught us napping, and everyone was critical primarily
of intelligence.
It is true in some cases intelligence missed and to that. extent there

have beeIn improvements during the year.

WV

did know when the

enemy was intending to launchia new offensive.
We will give you something for the record as to why we think we
have improved over last year, sir.

fr. Lipsco-nmi. I do not think Tet was the only reason we were
critical. We were critical because of the very detAiled investigative
report whicll everyone in a position of responsibility had a chance
to see. I was interested to see if you had tried to cul down on non-
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esseiitial items. That is very difficdlt to determine in the intelligence
field, I know. Tot was not the only problem.
General FEnir. I had forgotten about that.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. One of our concerns was that it was reported be-

fore the committee that all the trucks going into North Vietnam
eamo from Red China. We had to correct that. They came from a different place. That raised some questions in our minds.
I feel, myself, that there has been some improvement and some
change.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
('rhe information follows:)
IMPROVEMENTs

IN ARMY INTELLIGENCE

DuRING THE PAST

YEAR

During the last year there have been major efforts to improve Army intelligence throughout the world. This includes improved courses at intelligence
schools as well as reorganizations and consolidations of intelligence units to increase efficiency and better utilize approved resources. The effectiveness in
Vietnam is illustrated by the fact that we were able to detect enemy intentions to mount offensives in May, August, September, and December of 1968;
thereby allowing the U.S. field commanders to take timely countermeasures.
In mapping, charting and geodesy, the ACSI staff has been reorganized in
order to reinstate the General Staff supervision which was eliminated incident
to the reorganization following the activation of DIA and to provide greater
DA visibility to these activities. Additionally, the U.S. Army Topographic Command has been established. This command combines the former M.O. & G. staffs
of the Chief of Engineers, the Engineer Topographic Laboratorlea (ETL) and
the Army Map Service (AM8)' and assumes under a single command the former
production elements of AMS and the laboratories of ETL. Both of these changes
will contribute toward better control and command emphasis.
During the last year, there have been major efforts throughout the world to
improve Army Intelligence. The Military Assistance Command, Vietnam,
The security of these units is high but progress has been made.
. Departmental presence at high level
will be re-established by first quarter of
fiscal year 1970.
Assignment to Army control.
. This action will be completed in last
quarter of fiscal year 1969 or first quarter of fiscal year 1070.
Three ad hoc study groups under direction of the ACSI were initiated during
the third quarter of fiscal year 19W to review all aspects of the
. These
groups are reviewing all Army activities and doctrine in these fields and
preparing recommendations for the establishment of complete Army systems
Including Improved capability to support Army contingency responsibilities.
Activities of the three groups should J)e completed during fiscal year 1970.
A military occupation speciality (MOS) producing course, of 6-weeks length,
to qualify officers in 4OS 9301 (tactical Intelligence officer) was established
in March 1968. This course better prepares young officers to serve as intelligence
staff officers prior to field assignment.
A 2-week Southeast Asia course has been In operation for 1 year which
must be attended by all military intelligence personnel completing the tactical
intelligence officer course prior to assignment to Southeast Asia. This course
reduces the in-country orientation period and permits the officer to be more
capable in the performance of his duties immediately upon arrival.
Approximately 100 graduates of the newly established unattended ground
sensor systems school arrived in Vietnam early this year. Initial reports have
indicated that the resulting increase in technical capability has resulted in a
large rise in use of available materiel and in the Interest of tactical commanders
in employing it.
Much new and Improved equipment has been forwarded to the field-specifically
Vietnam.
In October 1908 the ACSI created a planning group to study the organization and management of intelligence collection activities assigned to his office.
As a result of this study several recommendations for improvement In the
management and efficiency of these assets were made. These future improvements
include:
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under a single command. This will permit
The consolidation of the
closer coordination and direction of a single function and provide a means to
more readily utilize personnel in support of a successful operation regardless of
its category.

The establishment of a support base for Intelligence collection activities of

. Establishment of management procedures
Army Component commands. provided for a thorough review of all on-going
-

ROLE OF ARMY INTELLIGENCE

Mr. WHiTFN. General, we have heard communications and intelligence, in turn, as you know. Our questions are rather general in
nature, but they concern me greatly.
We seem, in my opinion, to have gotten started on setting up a
military intelligence organization, and then we got the Vietnam war
which justified the contiwation of this. We have gone through years
when the then Secretary of Defense said we expected to win by proving
to the enemy they could not win.
As was pointed out earlier, today's newspaper quotes the present
Secretary of State as having said we have no intent or desire to wi
militarily or to'escalate the war.
What concerns me-I want you to direct your mind to this-is how
many intelligence services do we have? Army, Navy, Air Force, and
Defense, I know. How many others ar6 there I
General FR~mm. DIA and the Central Intelligence Agency.
Mr. Wiirrii. What is your place in the Vietnam operation?
General FEwm. We provide the units, we provide the personnel.
Mr. WHr'rB. What is the Army's place, the Army generally, in
this operation?
General Frxnr. Primarily we provide the units. So far as the Department of the Army is concerned, our responsibility is to provide

Mr. WHrrrm. Limit yourself to intelligence. I am asking about the
Army. What part is the fighting Army playing in the operation?
General FN. Army overall?
Mr. Wnirrri. Yes. You may speak generally, and then enlarge in
the record.
General TAYLOR. The Army overall is at approximately
strength. We have 81/ divisions in Vietnam. These are supported
by combat support units and many aviation companies.
I would say the majority of the effort is being liorne by the Army
in Vietnam.
POSSIBILITY OF COLLECTING TOO MUCH DATA

Mr. WHqirnN. Perhaps I should go into a general statement of why
I asked that.
Last year I happened to be here when we made some inquiry and
asked questions based on an investigation by the committee of defense
intelligence activities. To me, it appeared that we had too much
acquisition of intelligence material. The record then showed the Defense Intelligence Agency had 17 linear feet of intelligence reports
that had not even been analyzed, and that it came in at a rate such
that it took about 8 days for an intelligence report to be reviewed at
high level.
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T11o answer that, they came aromd with th fact that the hot intelligence was held in the field.
Since then, the hearing having been printed, numerous folks hve
called us, some of whom I know, some of whom I do not, saying one
of our problems is that beginiing after World War II we set out to
keep up with the world, aid we entered into contracts with various
and sundry contractors many of whom were big comlnfldies that just
(lid this oni the side. Now we have so much intelligence data that wle n
something like the Pueblo, Liberty, or let. oircnsive cohies up, we
do not have anbody with the intelligence data at, their fingertips to
act because' we have so many folks gathering so much intelligence
that it does not amount to usable intelligence but amounts to a. Sears,
lRoebuck catalog.
WhIat I am tellhg yOu is oversimplified, but that is what the record
leads ine to believe.
ROT1.: o01 THlE VARIOTS INTEt1 t1tOXCn1

A(MITMfAs IN V1l'rrN'A1.

You have told me your operation. What part does yotir Intelligence
play in what you do over there, what part does the Central Intelligtnce
Agency play, what part does the Defense Intelligence Agency play,
nd w:hat pmrt does Air Force iite1igenco play, and which one do
you depelld on?
General FENIi. As I indicated, that is a joint operation over there.
All the intelligence is under the joint commander, under the .J-2, with
all operat ions reporting back through the local commialllers and back
to Saigon, where the primary dattt base ismaintailned and the rel)orts
are anII.IlNzel.
M[r. WVmirrim'x. May I interrupt to ask by whom, by what unit?
Wheni it. comes back to Saigon for analysis, who is in charge of that.
opIeration ?
General F.xim. Headquarters of the Military Assistance (Comnmnid,
J-2.
M '. VIiri'.. Ill tile intelligence coumnity, who has charge of it'
General FFximr. This is military, sir. This is (he joint operitmon.
Mr. WI in'mii.x. Defense Intelligence?
General Ft:xrir,T. No.
'Mr.
W0t -vrr. Co1ntral Thtell igence?
General Fj..xim. No, sit'. So far as that is concerned, right there that
is a joint one, yes, which would report, back to tile 1)efenio Intelligence
A encv.
i[r. \VllrE. This is Army, Navy, and Air Force?
General Fi.xtrm. This is correct.
Mr. Wnritrr,. Do you have to get clearance back here before you
can use the intelligence thalit you get there?
General FeXILrT. No, Si.
Mr. WDrt'rrix. I)o you have to coin.Ol with the Air Force and With
the Navy before you can act on the intelligence ?
General F ENJLT. No,sir.
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hI(|EN(E DATA IN VIETNAM
coomu)INVrioN 01 INTrU

Mr. Wirtirr'. If you have one set of intelligence and they have
theirs and you call go your way and they can go their way, how is it
brought together? Xoii sav you (o not clear with them.
Gelneral'ir.NLT. All operations in Southeast Asia are under the
C01))Iallllder inl Southeast ASia. All activities ire coordinaite'd by him.
If it is intelligence, that is all coordinated by his 1-2. Anything the
Air Force or tHie Navy does out there that is part of that operation,
it is all coordinated there.
The same with regard to activities with tie Central Intelligence
.
Agenc. They also are coortliite(l.
I)o you have to wat at that level for clearance from
,NMrc'i .n0rvxj.i.
1
Washington, from the Defense Intelligence Agency or the Central
intelligence Agency Or can the coimlnder in Saigon act on the
joint iiitell1geneofthe'tlhree people rep)ortingto him?
General Fi'ximr. That is corkeet. The conmendtir in the field. If he
is operating-on any partiettlar limitation, then it is as a commnlder
and not because of J)efense Intelligence Agency's jurisdiction, lie is
working, in fact, through;the commander in chief, Pacific, who is the
next boss.
So far as his acting on intelligence that. is available to him in the
field t lt, falls within his mission, he acts on it. right, then and there.
Mr. WIi'rr1,x. What if thm Centlral Iltelligollie Ageney has informiation that. qualifies or modlhes or climnges that, which you thilk
you
hat'e,
;Sa ion
? (1- they semid that. inforniAtion to th ilnnii the field in
(C01ner1l FWN1LT. Yes, sir; they (10.
.Mr. 1rujimr.N. And the Defense Intelligence Agency does the same
thing?
General FENIKIT. Tie Defense Intelligence Agency has no one in the
lield, sir.
M[r. Wmmi'r.. They are a central clearing house.
General FrXim. 'lheV are here -at this level. All the units in tile
field are under the joint commanders, and they are provided by tle
LrMCE DATA
ABLITY TO AT ON INT1rm,

Mr. WIlN. Tn this operation, almost from its inception, the
information that. I-ou get. in the field has to come back here nd go
lrII'01h the elearinghiouse, go to the White 1-onse and receive aIM
)i'o aT before you can even l)ick out voul' targets. H ave we not foiught
wa,?
that.
war
the
General
,j,-ixtt.Not so far as it pertains to the day-to-dlay op)erations out there that confront th' units that, are there and insofar as
the commander there feels lie needs to take action to perform his
mission.
If what hle, might want to undertake had some wider ramifications
which may be subject to certain limitAtions which I (1o not know
albout-
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Nr. Wiirvrp.w. Could you got one of lh. other intelligence agencies
to advise you?
Oeneral FE.NIT. What I mean is, this is a command matter.
Mr. Wiirrm.

You do not know?

General FENILT. It is not. an intelligence master, sir. So far as the
intelligence is concerned, no. The only Intelligenco whiel you dighl

bo alluding to where there is somo argument About what. comes back
here bforo it. is used inthe f ,ld, is -- and this, too, is no loger a
limitation. What the eomnmilder needs in the l0l1(1 he gets in tlnm
field.
Mr. Wim'mN. You refer to the fact, if he wants -to go outsldo the
operation. We have beeni fighting a battle out, there, nl the man in
Saigon can act on the gonomll intolligoneo of the three services as long
of tasuIsin
he football
wltlhiqiVhperhueto'
as General
ho stays FENUI!h.
Yes, sir, insOfir
gtthat,field,
Intelligence.
Mr. Wuwa'ir. What if th1e enemy w11 not. let. you do lhiat.? You
have to stay within tho perimeter of tho football field, but whirt if he
will not stay there?
Gonoral 'FEvzt. The commander out here has his guidance, sir,
as to what he call do. lie is operating bsed on g1idan-ce he has received from the Commndler-in-chief, ani that is. the limitat iou that
is on him, as I understand it.
i
MI. Amminws. That is what, we rad inttho pl't.
General
T.kyr.on.
That.
iq
one
of
the
limitations
I Spoke to eaple, r
ii) answer' toOnei of your quest ion..
3MOlUAIE

TRO
01-1T1111'.

IETNA[

Mr. Wlmirr . This wa- ceone;ns me, as it does Mr'. Anlrews.
I was interested ii your earlier stalmelit. W0hen tlie le.crves stayed

in training a,d wove not. called out. to give yo1 a '.iot. in the arm,
and as long as we have a "no win" policy, tile soldiers in the field
might not-have had any morale tInler 'those conditions. Has intelligence studied that question to anyddegree?
General F wit . No; I do not, think we are asked to study 1lhat.

Insofar as the morale of the ,troops is conevrnIed, sir, the comtuniaim's
out. there pretty well indminto to the troops who are with them why
they are tiere and why they are fighting. 1 (10 not think there will
be any groat impact oin their morale. 'Tlhere might, be if other people muako a great to-do about. this. We find the troops are. pretty
well motivated.
in talking to commntimders and those who are there fighting tho
war, they aro (oding a good job and sticking right. with it.
IPRODU'TION OP I NTE,I.1

N(C

Mr. WVitimrmJN. I do not, want to belabor this question. hut. especially
having gono through this question withi tho Dofenv, Intelligonce
Agency last year andilhto Army Intelligence Alerney, when you finol
this big bacIklog of intelligence 'infolMiltilon backed up .17 linear feet
not, even niimdly'ed, an'd it taos 8 days to get, to it, T cannot help but

holievo after the Bay of Pigs, we just. set. another agency on top of
four tt.flt we already had. T thi
y4ou lnve just, eonhimmucd that
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I lit ('eiital Intolligee Agpincy is at central (dtar-inghiOlse to whiedi all
thIe rest go.
(icuci I ierx im.'umc no, the Primary products iolln gency.
Mr. Wuirvx~. I am ililiftr Nvith -that,w~ordl because the~y used it ]last,
year., "(I'od-luetj1n" in101118to-11 IMa
ip o- Pitt out.

00eneral FENJIJY. NO, Sir. What tiltl meianlssir---

Mr. Wui'
You obtii initelligence lformnIOnd
I
but when you
produce initelllgenice, Nvoloi youl lot. ay You create It.?
(leniff-lFENavj. No. You create it.mfro raw information. The prodIlietioll 1)roceiss merely t110111ia that You l1111vA cwaltiiitetd what. it. is thllAt.
lilts l)Cefl repOfted to you,9 1n1l t-heit you come out with iislied hItOligence.1That. is whiat. wveget. We hit 110t inithe pulre produwtioll business
except, i1l thle scienitific and teolmiclal atrea, anld we are also conerned
..

in
it(Ie eotifflerintodligenice.

Mrt. Wimm.rnx. Tlhls might he talcel t-hat Ywas 1rying1to drag youl
itrolud without. ninli suecs.s, General, but, wheii you take the -,,, rt,
filhe 1'u114blo, anld tile 'Pet. 01ouh'eni
of last. yearil and you1 hafve so m1anly
ilitlli el'c l'ith's,
.4you 011nno1t, help but wonder if we arcvwot ~boggedl
dolvil reasC.onl Of thle very miah1tv116Of thle dispersion of 1'sj)ohsibility.
You )lhave Picst idahV tha.he thre senvives inl the field get raw inltelligenep, It, it conis bilCIC he0re and is"produced ky 1)e tense Itelligenice
il, linto
Agnc, but you1 Maid you actedl onl what. o nw'i
(, not, w~ait for them tomnlyze it and dlecide what; it. meant. You aict.
on it. Inl tihe field ; is that., right?f
General Fpxua. That, is correet.. This is combant intelligence, sir..
This is thle inl till igence that. hns fleetig value. 1In other words, it is
ititelligelleo that olls; you where-the enemy is anid tells youl whitt tile
ci Willy isq liaut. to (10, anld thenl youl as thle Comndher in'the field, kniow
thlat -volthave to acet to Colln1termftnd it.
When we talk about production, wve talk about, order of battle, thle
long-range1g study", ortho matter of nssessinit. of thle curtrent. situatiionl
ait. thlis level for'lise lit this level1.
UNTELIOENCH' AT THEI TOUR 01
oF mr, Ti' (WviNsm.4m

irfI. 1Tjv1 jm. You had in1tellijapee that the enemy was conlcentraltig inllplees from- w~hieh heo con 1d later move i onallthe cities last
yT1ar dinlIig fihe '11et olreensive. 7'P10 (leesioll wvas also made to have,
half of t0li&Souitl Vietnamese Army released for thle holiday season.
W1as dita (levision miade by in-telligencee people inl saigonl, r did thlut.
ComeC htwlc here0to be produced b)y'the productifonl agency, tile 1)efense
Getiortil Ivo~imT do lint really know if I1canl answer that. comnletting theo SouthI
obviously, then a1eisionl so filr a1s
sir. Quite
)le1tely,
Vietname111so
go, 1 believe, wlAs a.01A,1islo whichl they, tie South Viet.
it111110801 iiian( t. 1I wa nlot, hiero at. Ohe t11110 So I1C11nnot. thil bac T
Mr'. WViI'.x.
Yol fire just. rainfonah'lfilg, rather than speakcing
trio 'tlrowl in format ion '?
GenevrAl EmN .v. Sit-, I w~as nlot here4 ait, flint timle.
~ ro.~~T
1 VI'~.Whore Nvere youl )Oated t Ihell?
Genra 1"t~.I was inl 14 11ropp. I came blVc here just about. thle
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MEANS 0OF 15M PROVINCI INTR1'E1~dNCH OPERATIIONS

Mrf . W1_1 i~
111a1 not. 111making too grornl a1reor(l, 1
)1 t1)O
it is beeIuISO it is so widely diI
SN
l ... 1O1hard to lilitei'staild, a1m1d
we hime seen it fail SO oftll.

Canl you tell tile what
nglit bw donle to iiiPiove thme organuiat ioll

anid the coordination or 1)orliap the bringing into one tigeimy of t his

whole opW'at~iif so y'ou would Jun t i am'dAn4d it setcond ill eolituntui,19
and oil downl thme l instead of lmvinig about. live or six dilrentil
groups th1t. 1wi1der.91 eon
,ircumIllStalnces act. oil their owm f
Gotneral 1"ENIam. Actuttlly, flt) wrvics are all utler tho Defense
In1telligencee Agencey So) far its intfelligeticei' s t'OIlIil.
Mr'. jjWiti'm'rp. Vou are under (hemn in that.t you ihe orders froml
thei or yolt supply your ififol-'mnnti6n14to 16110m
(101n0r-A 14ENr 1 A. 'hley smI)ply uts the. finished iformtin. They
11111. tho lprodhuctil cajifthl ty except ill Vertainl limItelld a1reas. Tl;(%
firont thle joint collifand is hack to time Defenise
reportfing channitel
Intelligence
Agency.
OUTSIDEW CON'rimeArIs iFoil 'i'im ritomyflNi'Iox or~IIIIiO.(1

Mrr. WilrvrFN. Have you aniy etons for this itelhigemee ilmfor-

inatin, or is that entn'e1# ll u operations by the lDefelleInel"gnc
Agency?
(Theiial Enpi,5 t. Only inl thflitrem. nuilysis arena (10 wve htve moiltracts, just. Ill ai'eas wIWim we (1o not. hav(' imle Capability.
mr. ivilI.N. Call You tell mec ill hlow niny
1
lovait iotis you1 have
such c(rtmaets ild hlow n1i111V Collt 111oor thlere are'? You 111Nmv 11iVC

inc0 yourl best inforinintioln Andi thenl amswem' for thie record.
General h
Irx1 will hal%.e to give891
you more precise an1swer lat0r%
There are two cmttor1s thnt. I eanl point to smelly attli
point. in one case thme contractor has not yet bemi deteeined.
(The information follows:)
The nlty ongoing external tiss1tnmuee contract tow lin exkstenco for Ilic, Threat
Amilysis Oromup Is with thme Cowuhint. Operations IResenreh (Iroup locatedl In thei
Wnsliuig(ou aroa aund Is related specitlciully to tlie ffild or thriteat uumnlysim.
There amre moerol other external nslstane contracts Ini flit*- selclutllle idt
teenhn il telligetice aron nuot spvetflonly related to threat oaiysis. A 11.41 of
those contracts tIms ~iut~m
lrov'idett separately to time Committee.

Mr. WVtmrrm,:,. How long have yobn-d-ftho emi aets, midc how
long havo vout contracted out, this jot) of obtaining imttelhigeee?
Answer roughly ntow, utnol youitl
lt'w~p
idlO th immvei for thle reomol.
General FNI.Actually', Ilis imdter of thireait 1nndvsis is at new
field that wo have gotten 11into. Threat analysis inl tile Army used to
l)( (lone0 1)' (le genes
,thra Ofn;leCl~
nl~s
,rme. Army' recognl?.ed thant it would be bettor to litie oil% igeiwy
do0 itand t-mi4 is Wtt'em We set, lip our1. ' hreat Anal11ysis G roupl aic- a1lass .6
activity under tile Office of thle Assistant. Cief of Stalir for In1telligenee.
AMr. Wilmv D)o VP011 pay t'lme contractors oil tie amount of intelligenice they supply, 4n a, l~lecei'to basis, or by tho hour, or by file
Geneal
thant, Sir.,

FuN1T

om niot Sure of thant. T will provide an answer onl
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(The iiformat ioul follows:)
All tmifetorm atro Id 6n1 fl coiiti'iet IWss.

Mr. Wit~firw. 1(,volt paty tlu'ntewyough, they will comp

tip) with

smnim

G'tu'i'ul T'm'Id.. Ilitaddit illv o detailedd stillirv'isiott by p)roji1(t othi.
cers,$ ( 'OuAti('te 111,6 stlppervked by wittit. wt, ti'j
o tIhe1ijet
Adlvisory Gr'oup, witielt Owhn titets iltitil aes it look lit t he vomtt iut.
planl of stidy, a111( cotlim~s, ilt-I)I'O('i'5S re"Views. Tly~ illtive~ thlt Ill
filtt Ill isstudy; is going 11- the"vight dIlremt inn.
Mr. Wit1~l ..\,i~.A re these volt tav ors Amprh'lif orgnsaiwnt 1011, cot'
poil I Ins n d,liiiIiv
o ei
e~m
Ampteicnt oint
I,12. or' ate t hey
toroli I
General
1'i11111i
y Alziil
ineiclit. As I 11iitilershtnttd it, sir. I know
of l1ii Itat tIII(,

tnot AitM'ivilh orgaiztions.

NFIRD MRO11NT111IITOENCH OF1T'tl

MrfI. A~us

IN~ VIL41hA M

itvlow of fli fact. f lint the' admimildtt ha hits fil-

lioltlledl 111u'ough its
wo~t will lt* p)litl

Chief SJoeth, (1he Sivretnry of Stat, that
0 lN11
a)
oye illVit'tittttl, 1tit11t
we will ntIr to' 4

SeekC at111ilr victor' ill Vietnnntil, that. there will hilit 11 pstralal inn ill
Vietnam,11, I woitl( like to)knlow whlicther or not, youl 1th11ik it i.4 Iweesfor' you to ha1VO [Is nIIINy inteOlligtihneo oll's ill N1i0'0t11 ill the
fliu aUOis
you hlavv had1 itt I hO(ps.?1 IDovs ntot. tht, iitniteutttliv
you of' a lt, of yotir intelligence work ?
(vieral F'E~tm. 'No. As long its Nve have the force.4tltet',si~-Mr. Axnm~s. -1did not s11' forces. 'Ih it
eitint, I ref'erel to)
made1Ito mv-t'itiott off roopl %%:if
Ilidrtawta I , u dpt.
It~ lg-I'lange os'sihilites wh'lielt I pred'(lI will itever oveuir. 'I'tO statetneut simply said
ve(go ri('allyv
111. liol
tring to N',itt 11ilitaidly.
As I 1i11derstit itld"the filtietlit of yoilr offhilkl, yo0u nVP to supply mltIlniliirv pi'oplo inl Aietnamol wvit I taretsq to p)e11,111t thltnt (1 to11 will
11l11(11111y, to-dest toy thPitI ey.
l
'11i1CI' S not. oul' p~oliev, downI thero Itow. so, back to itly quesi ionl
siitci' tIIey have reliev(med'vonl of lin of 1thi'
(litties voln ha1%vo, Aerf Oe
it ItI IvpIs ,d
o tt lfl ]II tm iiy.1 t ll tIo

-Sitry

is vlive

be~ it good lt

(10e
yvo

?ae

Pour thisge voasfteas toi

toil~

itt

Aiah

ltl

lDo youl Ilndermtand Il (Ittest ion?
0h'eiil IET! I tiiu'lei'stititi your que1PStioul, sir. IIed(lim
not sy Okla
we wveir the10reto(lose,.
M r.
I~iws
(iltt
say th1-1tt1L Letf. 1110 quiote. exactly w1111t lie sn 1(1.
I thouight y'ou 11011 i'(t the flr... I lim I t'eud it..
(:'ietal ~''~.'n..U have to sn'my whalt it. is hte did niot sal.
Mr. A~smnws. it. is so iitll)Ortfltt to 1te Amitei'i
ju~lt'o,
it. 1itiade
tlhfonit page headline. 1h6; is the first. tiliou
011' "io Wvilt'I1)0e111.44t
beeN SPreaild nII over t0t0 world.
it you emmnot answer that, qttest ion, v(lneral, 3'owl itny itttstw't It'. tot'
th record.
(h itnformartion follows:)
W~e wvill need Its mny Intelligence irsoittiol Ill 19101118111 lteciUIso' tis stitltemittei
lins' not ciitigetl intelligence e4juiremieiits In thint (.olt ry im'te miltitry
inis~dons nsslgned to COM ISM AMt.
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USE OF CONTRACTORS FOR INTELLIGENCE PRODUCTION

Mr. Lipsco~m. What kind of contractors are these that you are beginning to work with What does this mean?

General FENILI. Let me read some of the titles of the studies.
Mr. Larsco3tr. First., what kind of contractor ? Who does this kind
of work?
General FENIM. For one, the first one is Combat Operations Research
Group, CORG which works very closely with the Combat Development Comnand at Fort Belvoir.
Mr. LWscoMB. Is that a nonprofit organization or a profitmaking
outfit? Is thigparely a military operation? What is it?
General TAYLOR. Sir, I do not know what it is.
MV. I IPsCO-I3. Have you any other contracts, General Taylor, with

CORMl?
General FEY.IL. Yes; I think there areothers. As I indicated, CORG
works closely with the Combat Development Comniafnd.
We have contracts with RAC, Research Analysis Corporation, and
with Stanford Research Instittte.
Mr. LirscoAmn. Are they notlready doing these threat studies for the

Office of Secretary of Defense, Systems Analysis Groilp, and other
ag ncipes of our Government?

General F.xv. The first threat analyst pointed to sptfic

o. I

would say those you are referring to are in the strategic area. Ours
are also in the strategic area, but mom directly related to force
development, for instance.
Mr. Lirsco.%m. Where does this show up in your budget? There has
been no disclosure of a new program.
General FFNxir. It is not a new program, sir.
Mr. Lirscorn. I thought you just said it was new.
General FnxiLt. There is none in this now budget. I was referring

to activities in the fiscal 1969 budget,.

Mr. LiPsconB. All right; where did it show up in the 1969 budget?

General Frxn.i. It would show up tinder 2560.3, "Intelligence management and support."
If you want me to, sir, I can provide details for the record.
Mr. LTipsco.rn. It says here:
The net increase of personnel costs of -

in Account No. 3508.8 consists of Increased civilian
a net Increase of -

in "Other operating costs."

Last year, was the fact that you were going into contractual arrangements justified before us?
General Frmiz. I would have to supply the answer to that, sir.
Mr. Lrrsco. n. This appears to be a, one-time cost. if you do not have
any plans this year. What did you do, contract for several years or
something?
GIfeneal FmrM. I am not sure onthisi6ne.

Colonel VANxC.E. I cannot get into the details, sir. There was some
money, as I remember it, in 1969 for this, but there is no money in
the fiscal year 1970 budget for the Throat Analysis Group, for external
assistance or colitractual support.
Mr. Lvscomn. Have you firmed up any of these contracts at, this
time? T do not understand why you feel tllis Is'a, necessary thing for
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fiscal year 1969 and then, all of a sudden, in fiscal year 1970 .you just
drop it and yet you have ongoing studies, evidently. I do not know
tho terms of your contracts.

Colonel VANC. No, sir; they are not ongoing contracts. They were
for fiscal year 1909.
In our review before OSD, they cut out our request for fiscal year
1970 funds for ti Threat Analysis Group.
Mr. Liiscon. But you say you do not have these all firmed up
yet isthat right!
dolonel'VANCE. For fiscal year 1960, I cannot answer the details of
the status.
Mr. Lipscosm. If they are not, worthy enough to go ahead with in
1970.aifd you have not firmed up your contracts f6r 1969 yet--and
this is almost April 1-why not save a few more dollars and not go
ahead with It, and then contact OSD sind let them get what you want.
General TAYLOn. May we look into this and supply answers to
your questions on this?
Mr. Lxrsco?,i. Yes. Just. for our information, General Taylor, why
wouldn't tis show up on the list of contracts that we had before us
yesterday?
General TAYLOR. Sir, I cannot answer this. I am not familiar with
the study. I really do not know what it is. This is what I would like
to look into and see what it is, wfhat its classification is-not from the
security point of view but what type of study it is. I am not sure, and
I do not believe we have anyone here who can speak to it.
General FENUI. I know we have no management studies.
General TAYLOR. We will look into it..
Mr. LiscoMn. If that is ti case under that account, then the explanation in iert as to what the increase is for is not complete because
thiis just lists under this Account 2560.3, pay increases and a little
operating cost increase.
General TYLOR. For fiscal 1970, yes.
Mr. LiPscomp. If you had a one-time cost in 1969, your incease
would be much larger.

General TAYLOR. It should be.
(The information follows:)

Tho Army Intelligence Threat Analysis Group (ITAO) has no external assistante funds In the fiscal year 1069 or 1970 coltiils of the budget. However, In
lscal year 1909 the Army provided funds from within existing Army resources
for tso by ITAG. These funds were proved ( by the Army ctnnittds who re-

quested the Intelligence threats. External assistance In the threats analysis
area is required because the Army does not have an in-house capability to develop

such studies to the extent required. Therefore, a contract has been negotiated
with the Combat Research Group, a nonprollt organization, for development of
There are contracts being negotiated for . In these cases ITAG monitors
the contracts and reviews the Inteliigence output resulting,
In Ili'cal year 107TO funds were not Included In the budget for ITAG because
the Office, of the Secretary of Defense and Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)
had not. clarified the proper role of the services 4i the threat )rojections area.
I n February l99, the matter was resolved by OSD and Army was given approval
to conduct certain threat studies.

Mr. Lirscomp. It would be helpfulif you would provide for the record a list of all your technical service contracts connected with intelligenco operations.
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(The information provided the committee is clasifled.)
Mr. Wurrrmnx. I just wonder if yot knowv any.contractors that. you
feel are qualifledl to mako a study of our inteligence operation and
could conio up with a simplified answer as to how better to coordiffate
and bring about, quicker anW soimder results.
General FiNXt,. I surely doi't.
Mr. TR ionEs. I have noj
qIostions.
Mr. W1irm ,N.Tur'fin-gto a continuation of the questions asked
earlier by Mr. Sikes, I would like to read thes9o q uestions irto the record, and.I would like you to supply an answer, if you will, subject to
further interrogation.
PUBLIC A"wAr18s, PUBLIC IELATIONS

AN

D PUBICIO INFOMrATION

First, how inuch are you requesting for public affairs, public relations and public infon ation activities and under what budget pro-

gram'sare6 theso funds?
(Tieinformation follows:)

There is $2,320,000 In the 0. & M.A. budget under budget programs 2000, 2200
and 2500 for public information activities at headquarters, Department of the
Army, OCINFO metropolitan field offices, major Army conimmids and unfiled
Coflmnlids.

HOMETOWN N WS CENTERS

Mr. Wi rTiw:N. Why cannot the Army consolidate Its hometown nlews
center operations witih those of the Navy and the Air Force?
(The in formation follows:)
The Army Home Town News Center Is responsive to Army orientated needs
and Army personnel by virtue of their familiarity with the Army; are best
equipped and motivated to tell the Army story through the home town new.4
program. The tinmlly processing of stories and pictures Is facilitated by the
stanlardization of procedures which relate to such things as tral ng cycles, an-

mlmii fldhl exercises and other activities of the Army. Consolidati~in would re.

quiro personnel to be retrained In the matter of language and commandl
ture and (l(ditioial communication facilities would be required.

Mr. Wiii'i':x. Why are you going to mutomatn

struc-

your home town

niews center op)le't io1s ?

(Theinl format iOfollows:)
ADP services would hupiprove Center output and Increase economy of operations.
lhimim error lid(oVirsight will bk, eliminated iII the media selection system and
certain other operations whih can be adapted to A1)P services.
Ihesponse time in serving iiedlia will be dramatically shortelle(, wltli the certafu result tiat an even greater percentage of Center releases vil be used at

home town umedla. News is one of the most ierislable of commodities ; Its interest

dininilshes as It loses timeliness; therefore qti(hker response by the Center will inwill Imss lho critical
stire that a higher proportion of the material relonsv, %
evaluation of editors and news directors for "freshmess" or thueliness.
Witi itcalmblity to serve more media more qnilekly, the Center can come closer
to its objective of public service to those Americans with son,, hmusminMlR, fathers,
brothers, ad friends in uniform-and contributng to soldier morale and lprforulmnco by reporting his achievenwts and activities to the people of Ills home

town.

mimI,(

INFORMATVIION

OFFICOE1

Mr'. WqIri'IE. Why does ihe Army need a public information head(lartel'. office organized alg61 the same. lines as that. of the Office of

the Assistant. Seeiretary of 1)D6oese, Public Affair's?
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(Trho infolination follows:)
Although the organization of the Office of the Chief of Information does

parallel that of tiIe Oflice of the Assistant Secretary of 1)efense for Public
Affairs, this Is not a duplication. It is it functional breakout to provide, for

direction of purely Army activities within overall DOD direction nd lwrllits

close coordlnatlon it itreas wher6 thee I common interest.
The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (PA) In accordance wilh
I)eparlifitut of defensee Directive 5122.5, JUly 10, 1961, ierfonns many finetions in ti- performance of his responsibilities. Perhaps tie most germane to
ti dllsicusslOn is the following:
fflars
"Provide policy guldane to the Department of l)fense on Iublic aC
matters and apprvoe piubli

affairs aspects of actions which have national

or internnaloal significance in the fields of public Information and coinnnuity relations."
Til't quote deflnes the DOD interest as being at national and International
level. The 0111cv, of the Chief of Information, )epartment of the Army, provhdes support to D01) for Army actions that are of interest at those levels.
The public affairs aspects of actions of le.gs than matlofial or interitiiolal
levels are the responsibility of the Army. Thurs, the 0111ce of the Chief of Information fulnions not only in support of DOD but also complements DOD)
in covering the regional And local amSpcts of public affairs that )0D is neliher
staffed nor structured to do and which are uniquely of single-service Interest.
l)etalls of planning and execution of tile purely single-stesrvice program remain
with the services.
1uplication between the operations of
Mr. Witrt-rr' . Is there ftlly

your imblie afffiirs offices ad that of the Office of the Assistant Secretary of defensee for Public Affairs?
(The information follows:)

No. There is no-duplieatlonbetween the two offices. As was stated in answer
to tile previous question, the Chief of Informatlh, I)partineat of the Army,
supports 1)01) in Its activities at national and- International levels and (complenuents these activities at tIle major subordinate conmimind and Installation
levels.
OVI.1IC1e

o

DRE-'TORATF, FOil CIVIL DISTURBANCE

MANNING OPEIATION'S

MIr. Witu'r'rN.,. What is the mount inClUded ill this budget. request,
For the Office of the )irectorate for Civil 1)isturbnnhcc PlAtiig and

Operations?

(TI'he. infO it io m11ay b fond 011 p. 206.)
.Mr. W1llrxn-. When was this Office established 'and what is its
purpose ?
(The information follows :)
The Off1e of the Directorate for Civil Disturbance Planning and Operatlons
wats established with an effective (ifte of April 22, 190S. Its purpose Is to enable the
Deplrtnmnt of Defense to respond with forces and with speed to directives from

the President to control tmultiple concurrent disorders; to develop civil disturo-

anco pIlinn for all military depatlelnls and services and force requirements to
support such plains; to establish a civil disturbance watch team located In tile

Army Operations Center; to supervise and coordinate the execution of approved

civil dlislurbmice operntlomil plans; to develop and supervise communicationselectronic support relating to civil (llsltrmaceel; to monitor Intelligence, training
and logistics netivitles relating to civil disturbances. The I)irectorato monitors tile
development and testing of civil disturbance control measures and equipment
and the review and updating of appropriate training directives to Insure that all
services and components are trained in the most advanced techniques of civil

disttirban'ce control. The Directorate develops policy concerning mltary sup11.
port i all WttIfers relfitithg to civil disturba nees.

What is the total cost in the Department of Defense
M[r. 1111i'Il'.
budget for Civil Disturbance Planning and Operations?
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(The information follows:)
The total cost in the Department of Defense budget for Civil Disturbance Planning and Operation for fiscal year 1970 Is as follows:
MPA, $1,658,000.-Pay for military personnel assigned to the Directorate for
Civil Disturbance Planning and Operations (Note: No increase in end strength
of the Army was occasioned by formation of the directorate).
0. 4 M.A., $900,00.-Leased communications lines; $272,000, Office, Director
for Civil Disturbance Planning and Operations.
NOPA, $18,600,00.-Pay for unit training assemblies to train the National
Guard for its role in civil disturbances.

Mr. WnriTN. In connection with the Office of the Directorate for
Civil Disturbance Planning and Operations, we note that you are
going to use $164,000 of "operation and maintenance" funds for 1969
to relocate the Army Operations Center in the Pentagon. What is the
purpose of this project anid what will be the total cost?
(The information follows:)
The purpose of the project to relocate the Army Operations Center is to provide
adequate facilities to enable the Army to provide immediate support for operations directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff through the National Military Command
Center and respond, at the direction of the President, to situations involving the
commitment of Fedeilfa Forces at the request of a Governor or State legislature to
deal with civil disturbances. The present facility has proved marginally adequate
in dealing with international situations. It would be possible to continue operations in the present center if the only factor involved were potential International
contingencies, however, the experience of the Army in April 1068 in dealing with
the disorders following the death of Dr. Martin Luther King indicated that an enlarged operations center was absolutely necessary for proper military response.
The relocation and expansion of the operations center in no Way affects the policies governing the commitment of Federal troops in civil disturbance situations.
The cost of the Army Operations Center is as follows:
$104, 000
------------------------------------------0. & MA.
471, 000
--------------------------------------PEMA ------2200,000
------------------------------------------MCA
000
------------------------------------------ 2
Total These costs include construction of the facility, relocation, and installation of
communications electronic equipment.

Mr. WiiTrEN. Mr. Lipscomb.
COST OP DIRECTORATE FOR CIVIL DISTURBANCE

Mr. LIpscoMB. General Taylor, could you supply or give us the inforrnatoi-0 with-respect to the costs associated with the Oflice of the Directorate for Civil Disturbance Planning and Operations?
General TAYLOR. Yes. The cost for the operations of that office, Mr.

LipscombI
Mr. LIPscoMB. Yes. Include operation and maintenance by program
and the MPA as well as other costs that are known.
General TAYLOR. Yes sir; I can.
The 0. & M.A. cost for 1909 is $330,800. That is "Budget program
2580," $334 800; and in "Budget program 2100," is $2,000.
The "Military personnel, Army,' cost is $1,058,000 for fiscal 1969.

That is for the operations, sir, for fiscal 19069.

For fiscal 1970 the total cost is estimated at $272000. In "Budget
program 2500" $270,000; in "Budget program 2100," $2,000.
"Military personnel Army," cost is the same $1,658,000.
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Mr. LupsCOMB. On these figures now, what are we discussing-the

Office of Directorate for Civil Disturbance Planning and Operations?
Do these include any of the costs that were involved in any disturbances?
General TAYLOR. No, sir.
Mr. Lirscon3. Just the operation of the Office?
General TAYLOR. This would be just the operation of the Office, Mr.
Lipscomb. Any of the disturbances that took place were accounted for
separate and apart, let me -put it that way, and then only a net cost
basis.
STAFFING OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR CIVIL DISTURBANCE PLANNING
AND OPERATIONS

Mr. LIPSCOmB. How large an office is this?
General TAYLOR. I believe that at one time a year ago thre were
around 180 people. May I verify this? Now, I think they are down to

161 people, military andcivilian.
Mr. LIPscoB. ?ow many military?

General TAYLOR. 151, because there are 10 civilian employees, so it
would be 151, with 10 civilians.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. What is the staffing? What rank general officer is at
the head of it?

General TAYLOR. There 'is a lieutenant general heading up the Civil

Disturbance Office, sir. Then there is an Air Force general-officer, major
general I believe, as the deputy, and then-I do not have the colliposition from thereon. I can furnish that.
Mr. LnscoB. If you would for the recot'd, please.
(The information follows:)

The Office, Director for Civil Disturbance Planning is staffed with 101 personnel as follows:
Army:

Officers:

Lieutenant general

---------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------

Colonel

Lieutenant colonel --------------------------------------Major
------------------------------------------------

Warrant officer

------------------------------------------

1

10

42
19

1

-----------------------------------------------

73

E-9

---------------------------------------------------

1

1,1 -

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11
7
35
11

-----------------------------------------------

70

---------------------------------------------Major general
Colonel
---------------------------------------------------

1

Lieutenant colonel

3

Total

Enlisted :
B-8---------------------------------------S

B-5
E-4
Total
Air Force:

Total

------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------

Navy: Commander

------------------------------------------

Marine Corps: Lieutenant colonel
80-088---69---pt. 2-14

-----------------------------------

5

5

1

2
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Civilian:
GS-11

-

0S-10
GS-9
GS-8
GS-6
GS-5

-

-

-

-

Total

10

-

Totals:
Army:
Officers
Enlisted-

73
70
5
1
10

-

----------------------------Air Force---------------Navy.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Marine Corps
----------------------------------------------Civilian
Grand total

161

---------------------------------------------

DEFENSE COSTS IN

1
I
1
1
5
1

CONNECTION WITH CIVIL DISTURBANCES

M[r. LIPSCOMB. For the record also, could you bring up to' date the

sehedille which would be enftitled "Defense costs in connection with
civil disturbances," for fiscal year 1969?

General T.YIm~o Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. There was one prepared by EASD on September 10,
1968, which would be a starting poiiit.
GE.NERAL TAYLOR. September 10,1968?
Mr. LipscoM. Yes.

General TAYLOn. Very well, sir.
(The information follows:)
Defense costs in connection avith civil disturbances
Troop deployment costs: 1
April 1968 civil disturbances:
-----------------------------------------Army
Navy -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Air Force
----------------------------------------Standby
Total ----

Total

W------------------------------------------0,1,7

Poor people's campaign, June 1908 ------------------------Chicago Convention, August 1969 (fiscal year 1969) ---------Civil disturbince planning and operations (estimates for fiscal year
M.A. (00lce, Director for Civil Disturbance PIanning
1909) :1 0.
-----------------------------------------and Operations)
Leased communication lines ----------------------------------------------------------------------MP
----------------------------------------------RPA
R.D.T. & E
Total

$3,943,491
16,000
823,760
1431,91
6,215, 170

---------------------------------------------

703,000
1,324, 169

336, 800
1, 252,000
1,658, 000
1, 00, 000
5-----------6,041,80o

Fignres do not include the cost of military pay for the personnel Involved. Costs include
out-nf-pockct expenditures for transportation, supplies, and services.
2 Cost of relocating the Army Operations Center Is not Included. These costs are shown on
p. 1770.
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FUNDS OWED TO TJI

U.S. ARM3ZY BY INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Does "Operation and maintenance, Army," support
any outside activities such as the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmainent Agency or any specialized group such as that?
General 'AYLOR. No, sir; not in Operations and maintenance,
Army"; no, sir.
Mr. LiPsCoXMB. Does the "Operation and maintenance, Army," or
the Army itself have any otitstanding debts owned to it by any international organizations or groups whatsoever that you may have
helped in one way or another, such as the Uhited Natioms for operationsin the Congo, or Biafra?
General TAYwoR. I ainot aware of it, Mr. Lipscomb, but I would

like to double check it for the purposes of having the record correct.
(The information follows:)

As of December 31, 1068, the Department of the Army was owed a total of
$556,840.38 by the United Nations, for services rendered during U.N. operations
in the Congo. A breakdown of this amount by appropriation is not available at
the present time. Claims for payment of this delinquenft account have been processed through the Department of State, which has indicated that funds for payment will very likely not be available In the foreseeable future.
FUNDS FOR SUPPORT OF PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICES

.Mr. Lwsco.Tm. n the hearings for the 1969 fiscal year, onvpage 665,
you offered information as to certain-public relations and public Iiiformation offices. Would you insert for the record an up-to-date chart
showing both fiscal years 1968 1969 and estimated fiscal year 1970?
General TAYLOR. We certaily will.
(The information follows:)
Fiscal year
1968
U.S. Army, exhibit unit ............................................
U.S. Army, hometown news center ..................................
Chief of fiformalion Field Ofices, New York City and Los Angeles ......
Total ......................................................

Fiscalyear
1969

Fiscal year
1970

$388,000
358.000
41,000

$370,000
337,000
46, MO

$370,000
335,000
46,000

787,00

753, O0

751,000

REDUCTION IN TIlE NUMBER OF PUBLIC INFORMATION AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
OFFICES

.Mr. ITPSCOm. Last year in our committee report we talked about
reducing some of the activities in public information and public rela-

tions offices. Has there been anything done in this regard in the fiscal

year 1970 request?
General TAYLOR. Sir, the only thing I can speak to on that would be
the effect of the public law on any civilian personnel, and I do not
have the numbers but I would be happy to check that.
[r. LivscomiB. There has not been any reduction except for the

Revenue and Expenditure Control Act?
General TYLOR. I am not aware of any, sir.
Mr. LiPsco.iii. WVe made the recommendation in our report that
activities relating to public affairs, public relations, and public inforination in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and Defen-se agencies,
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mid1( the militalry service could be ubtijdyreduced withoutt hhy
anlvelse effect wbatsooer on Defenlse op)enlt Ions. T1he number of Press
releases, news publications, and the like could ho reduced with subl-

shitait]a savings.
I have not been able to determine in the just-ification Sheets any

action in this regard,

General Thrixou. Sir," I would have to, repent. 1that. the1 onlyv reductions
that. I know of would be in "the elvilitippromiel Area tiiud I would
like to verify the number that havoc been reduced there. We' hav~e
Mrs. Sides here.
Mrs. Sim~. I am from the Office of Chief of Informiltion. te
keynlote is replIeiRi
ght. now t lie Chiof of information, receives
mo~re than 100 requests each day fromr Che puli c for hnformat ion. Thm
information programs hans been On anl austere basis. Fretquit. analyses
indlientteftiat we are operating ait a mininnni itof Oftftl mid fut~s.
Mr. I1118coMI11. What Re. you1 talkIig to now ; public Informtifonl?
.Mrs. Sims. Yes, sir.
M r. LuiPSCOMB. Could you give its some exalulles of putblie Infornaion services?
rs. Siiwcl. Of Voli'se, ini Orilit.161 is cetit new's anld 111thiigv
pem'aiig to the Army tliat thie public. is interested inl, tho requests
that collie ill fr'omf itliiditIls, from at pvivilte inl the Ai'nuy Or his
llt'1-illts

it

to requ-tests fi'oi flOWs Il('dill . Me ~S~Vi aboullt.) 0uerles

(lay.
Mr%.lJcm-mil. You 111- niot. s4pemidi~g to lpress relenist\ or news pulb.

prg'1111m ?
lu'at -ionls, or are you? Is this part of your-publi k inf omtit ionl01

Ars Mi11ms. 1imiss reIlases have to ht)e lviared fibroughl tho 1 ep:1ii l)eAfenlso.
Mr'. JImrsnomil. '101 11ean1, the1 Armly does not issueauny of iv.
own?
Mrfls. Sin)VA. 'Ilte Ar-my prl-eares, bit does' not. issue puiblie, press relea1ses fr-oml I eadq talr1ters, 1 epir(nient. of the Army; n10, sir.
re'e~
nl'svs of their owl)
Mr. Lirscomrn. 'I'lu Army release's no
ma11king?
Nr.Suin's. I wVull hive to voei'fLN this.
mliit. of

'111(l have the 1l;1n' 'owit News Sor-'ice.
Mr[i. Ia1so
imi 1tn1 l0'own News 8011%,410 pr1ov'idets in for1011l
Mrs. is.
11hoiit. iiidividlifil Soldienis to'the1 Snlipm,-' 11i11i0toW~newppr i
1.11(l10 Statiatls.
Arr'. rimstimmu. And of lher tings?
mi's. sunvs. No, sir. These aro jius.t. onl individual Soldhiers to t ho
hloietowNv.
Arri. Li'scomn. Amybe bxecaulso of the latenles.s of fihe hlt' we could
hanvo 4submitted for t.6 record what. we 111.0 talking about with) respiet
0o pilie ill formati1fonl.
til

'l1

onuitiioti. Yes, ,-ir.
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(TIho in foirmlation requested follows:)
IH3leaso of itiforatli- i4 defined. fit Alt 300~k-5 as (IKqviitlat loll of (oftoln'l)
Information (on Military inatters) to tho imbuie, whether uxiu~ Arm'Iy lin'Itve
or external request. It Ineltides written rleaset, still1 pictuirps. motion picturuflint, quiest ion nui answer iuteorows, audiotape reordings, articles for pilIntiomi i printed media or broadcast via radio or television, and oral or written
response" to queries.
Information hit any form~ concerning tho overall plans, policem, lirogrol, or
oplerations of tho Ie'partment of W-fouse, Iopartnt. of tlmo Army, or tilt,

National Government Is nornially releasml at tito seat of Goverfnment by theo
lDepartmnzct of Defense.
ContimfltuerR below lleadquartera Deportment of the Arms,, are authorized to
release * * * Information to local media, which Is wholly within thme mls.'4ol fnd
wCoj~w of their commnndtus.

.NumR 1v ouirrilUI 1.11,10. INI'OHlMAIOX MSlIVICES
ANr . 1iwscourn. C'ertaily ill those flims of shilge of 1mon1ey, yolu
could taho it hard look alt public infolnlommfld ste %0hat.is 1; litle
ext In an1.11 not
11d.(oing a Job. I do not kniowv If you hae looked at your.
pi'og'tll Since it year ago whenl Ie folt thtut. tiniro wore things beinglr
(10110 that lild~ 110011t, (toWni. I aVe you looked at. youri l)UIh!valt iallS
Mrs. Sir
sq.
Mr[I. I1mssmun. Anid every o wn.,'a neessary?
Mrs. Slims. Yes sir.
Xr. limull
Oilow, lilailly pulcioiis-do you think youl hmmivo 00mitrot of?

Mrs. Sitms.

All of Mir1 puhblinaons tile illtlMUdIxI forl ititill

1s.110

Tho Ifajol' pol icadi ion is the Armily Moste.
INr. larscoMII. Is that the only'publicalon the Army produces?
Mrs. Sioms It is the1 rest. 0310.
Li Isco'mI. It is tliei li ig-st ; yes.
,Mr.
mrs. Sum~s. umli major 01ne.
Mr'. Lirsco-mI. But. what otherki 0110?
Mrs. Siurs. Tlho Army news feaftres, Army photo fc-Mtires. 'This
iilforlnitiol is prelparod for use ill Army uilt now~slpftI*1. It, is (usseninated oii request to ciriliain newspapers.
111. ierscoimn. Would you take it look at. that., ('ktiiral ?
(40110111. TIAYLOR. WOe etInl
1 N' ill.
(TIhe information follows':)*
INTRNmAL. P'UBLICATIONS OF~ Timl Anuiv
'Ineto oiniiul (internal Itimforition program isq domlied to dev~elop) Ilitl
aucmube11rs of tho Amy an miuersainding of the l-epartn't of the Army and1(
tlttIr role within It hit order to lincrease their motlivtoi for srorvtco. its geunerali
ohijeetivCe Is to Iluerelso the ofYectivemesm of nll mecamerm of thet- seroice 1).Nprovide
Ing Inforntlon to increase iinderstaing and thereby motivating Indivlthnm to
irtornu to, tlt,-Mlt of' theirldlity.
Ilamaterials- mroinceil to support t his hIt elmuni Imforimmiton, lrogni~m stwople
nii'imt1 tlmo'i prodlied~ by Iho' J)(1'I11ii iit of llt
it Ak of imitei'intm pruodnt'ed
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by the Ofllc of Clitet of Informat ion to slwort the (i-oiiiifir

im(iteriinl), Itiformin-

tion program follows:
item
Army Digest (magazlne)...

Olricers' Call (pamphlet)...
Troop Topics (pamphlet)...

Special pamphlets .........
Posters ..................
Command comment .......

One Army Newsletter ......
Command information fact
sheets.
Speech file service ........
Army news features, Army
news photo features.
Materiel fact sheets .......

Purpose

Frequency

To furnish timely and authoritative Information on policies,
plans, operations, and technical developments oi the Army.
To provide Information 0f particular or special application to
omces.
To serve mseitheran Instructor's guide for Informal Instruction
or for Individua) distribution on subjects ot general Interest
and relatively timeless.
To provide Information on special subjects to members of the
Aimy.
To call attention to special programs .................
A periodic compilation of timely statements by toplevel
Army and Government officials on Important topics affecting
the Army which provides background information to keep
recipients up to dale on latest Government thinking. Sent to
Active Army, National Guard, and Reserve general officers
Information offices. civilian aides, Active, Reserve, ana
National Guard units.
Lend collateral support to the U.S. Army Reserve and National
Guard iyp roviding Information about matters cncerning
their activities.
To furnish timely Information about new plices and procedures affcting Army personnel to Active and Reserve
component units and Information officers.
Furnishes selected speeches by senior officials on subjects of
current interest. Sent to Information o icers, Reserve and
National Guard advisers and units.
To provide news and photo features as a solve to editors of
Army newspapers and for use on bulletin boards. Approxi.
mrtely 1,500 clipsheets are sent to civilian newspapers
which have requested the service.
To provide factual data about Army material and equipment
to Information officers, service schools, ROTC, Reserve and
National Guard advisers.

Monthly.
As needed; approximately
2 per year.
As needed; approximately
4 per year.
As needed: approximately
2 per year.
Do.
As needed; approximately 4
per year.

Quarterly.
As needed: approximately
24 peeyear.
As needed; approximately
16 per year.
Weekly.

As needed; approximately
10 per year.

m[r. T,Ii co'.st. If here has not been any action taken, we might
as well find out.
General
01
can corlmpare programlfs froni a year Ago, I111d
1TAr.on. 'e
Ihe program as of today.
Mr. LImscoMn. I mean, I carnot. believe that t he Army )ige(st, wililt
yor'only p)uIl)lientionu ilnthe
good articles
in have
it, is others.
is
well Iread
Ar'my.
just'find
seemhas
tobeleve
lhntt you
l.s. Sinms. This is not a pill)1ic iformnutain )iulicatim. This is
il ernal.
Mr. I~irsco.n. It is internal, but widely (listlributed ?
Mrs. Sim.s. Yes, sir.

it. TJnrs(o.mt. I am not iny longer hnternal to tle Army, nud I get, it.
At least, 1 (o not think I Iave again corot, flat close to becoming a
part of the Army. I used to he.
Mrs. Smm:s. I am only speaking to those revSlOnsililities of the Chief
of Information. Other. are other l)ullicatiolls that Are also ititernal.
The Chief of It ornintioln is re.polhlh, for oly information
p)1)lieations.
(The information follows:)
Since 1040, when Army digest wnits starts(,. coliles line beeln seit to lI1th
liouses of Congress for dlstrllitilon to its Members. 1'uripose of this Is to lee
Congress Informed of the activities of the Army and its soldiers. Upon requesl.
An example is
copies are also provided to ontsile agencies and organization.
the April 1969 Issue which carried an article on th(e 20th anniversary of NATO.
Ilcatise of their Interest In the nrtielo te I)epartnent of State reqtested 20O)
copies of this Isstue of the mngazilne. Additionally, 3,000 copies of each Issue are
moide available for sale through the Government Printing Office.
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Mr. Luiscom1. I do not know at. this point whether the A rmy has

anything to (to with it, but. the Air Force, T am sure, nm maylbhe other
have a service tlfft is eirculntk'I around the Pentagon of a (dlgest.of
1h lows each morning. 1 wau just wondering If there was any thought.
given to the fact, that. we could- combine the. e and get. it all into one.
M .vs.Sits. This has been studied lid there has been some effort to
(10 this.
Mlr. LIAseOMii. That. is what. I amialkinlg nblllit., action, saving money,
get. Ihe Army more mov ey for rifles perhaps, or intelllgelce.
Gimeral 'IAY1A,0. Let us dcvelopthis further for you.
Mr. LA1scom. Very well.
(The information folloWs:)
flir t lt'
'rho Deparl ant of the Air Force Is now elirged as vxecitlivo eiglt
uompOnehs
0
Deparlmn t of I)efense with lntblishnllg 4ndl (listril)tlltlg to all 1)01)
a (.Omljlion of sleete(d current news, tdltotals, and(l featlrv(q cotIcrlltg dfenst,
affairs. Army's only respolillly Is to make distribution to thl Army slaff.

Mr. AfAlION. Thauk you very much, ladies and gentleitien.

We will resume at. 10 o'clock tomorrow.
FnimAY, MAItCll 28, 1969.

Cf:x'rlt~, Suilix AcrjvmrwRs

Mfr. Sm:s. The committee will come to order.
We will now consider the request for "Central supply activities,"

and will inserL in the record at this point the sumntmary justilleation
paige.

(Th page follows:)
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, ARMY-CENTRAL SUPPLY ACTIVITIES

lDollar amounts In thousands]
Actual
fiscal ear

Estimate
yeir
FiscA 1969

yehr
Fiscal 17

T14,.433
196. 543
124,031
32,550
971,125
17.509
57,404
93,002

2? 956

$193.470
119.207
228. 251
136. 0,%
31.759
927,035
18,430
63,598
105,604

$186.062
119.317
224.927
130.864
31.453
862.941
18.511
68.992
118.472

Total ......................................................
Personnel requirements:
Averae number of all employees ..........................
Number of employees at end of year ........................

1,829.583

1,823.434

1,760,539

75.203
79927

82,074
82.136

82.253
82.073

Total personal service obligations .............................

$613,933

$656,241

$664,936

Title98

Base operations ............................................
Central pocuremeni operations ...............................
Supply depot operations ...........................................
Supply management operations ...............
Industrial prepa'edness operations ............................
................................
Transportation services...
.................................
Mmilitary Iraffic managemen
Other logistic serves .............................................
Logistics control and direction ......................................

AIREi[Y SUPPLY OPERATIONS

Mr. Simiis. General, is there someone here who is prel)nre to discuss

supply operations generally, amid to tell us about specific, improvements since last, year -whielh you feel should Ihi a part of the record ?
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General TAYLOR. Yes, Mr. Chairman. We have General 'Iayes, who
is the representative from the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics,
and I believe he can discuss tile supply problems as well as supply
improvements and what we are working toward in the way of nInroveinebts in the Army.
Mr. SIXEs. You mean with General Hayes in charge you still have

problems?

General HAYES. I just got there last October, Mr. Chainian.

M[r. SiREs. All right, General, you may proceed.
General HlAwES. I would like to lead off by taking page 201, which
is tile general, overall siminary of "Operation and maintenance,
Army," which indicates that for fiscal year 1970' the total budget request for tlhis ptirject, of which I am the budget director is $17600,-

539,000, a reduction from the 1969 figure of approxilmately 6,1 ;1illton.
In part. this reduction is the result of the actions while have been
taken in the area of supply management, the better control of iniventories, during the past year.
I would like to break up tile segments of tile world and diseiss
them from the standpoint of overseas and then continenit'Al United
States.
IvENTory or suraps IN 'ThirN.,rA.%
The area. of greatest interest, obviously, is Southeast. Asia. In Sout hcast, Asia there have been significant improvements in getting our
hands on what. the status of supplies actually is. We have completed
the first perimneter-to-perimeter, wall-to-wall -invoetory that I think
has ever been taken in a combat theater of operations. As General
Taylor indicated yesterday, for the first time in combat we have
gotten a handle on the dollar value; that is, a financial inventory

calculation of our assets in a combat theater of operations.

Mr. SIKR.s. I want to offer my congratulations, because I agree that
undoubtedly this is the flist time it ever has been done in combat.
Before you go further into that-I do not niean this to be a critical
question, because I do think it is a laudable thing-what are the manpower requirements, and do you have a manpower problem in that
area? Most people assume you do not have the manpower to take that
kind of inventory.
General lvi-tls. Mfr. Siles, I think you have put your finger on l)robably the greatest problem we had in accomplishing the inventory, manpower, oth in terms of quantity and, more importantly, in terms of
quality.
It. was accomplished to a great. extent. through the utilization of our
professional supply people from the United States who were sent. to
Vietnam to assist the First Logistical Command in the mi sion that
they had. I would not want to deny the fact that the effort, the pushi,
the roqtest. for it came from over there In Vietnam, their interest in
improv ng their capabilitv to handle thoir problem on the ground in
the theater of operations.
1h. Sirs. Iow many additional people were required, and for how
long? You may supply that for the record if it is not immediately
aVailnble.
Gen'ral TL\Yvi. Project. counter teams, which we mentioned the
other dayw ere one of the significant temporary duty groups of people
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who worked actually in the depots in accompli.4hing the depot count.
I will get for the record the specific numbers of each counter team.
(Tho information follows :)
NUMBER OF PERSONNEL AND AVERAGE IN.COUNTA
Project counter team

Personnel

Vietnam:

DATES FOR EACH TEAM

Dates

..........................................
II.........................................

493
155

III ........................................

442

Thailand:
I..........................................
II
.........................................

258

Mar. 24 to Aug. 19. 1967.
Sep. 29 to Dec 15, 1967.
F9.3 to July 1.1968.
July 6 to Dec. 15, 1968.

18
27

May 29 to SepL 15 1967.
June 3 to OcL 30, (968.

IV.........................................

Mr. SIKFs. Are they permanently assigned, or were they sent on
T)Y?
General HAYES. 'They were sent on temporary (lty (TDY) in some
cases for up to 180 days. It was primarily to assist inthe accomplishment of the spebifio Inventory.
Mr. SIKES. Tile cost of the inventory itself shoulder small in conparison with the advantages. I presume you are going to polt'these
out.
General HAYES. Yes, sir.
We had in RVN a toM of i3I nddtlonal people, not. all durilhg the
same period but from time to time during'tho past. year. I think. Mr.
Sikes, I must say here for the record that I think a great (leal -ofthe
credit for the push and emphasis on this is due to my predecessor,
who testified to this comb ittee last year, Maj. Gen. Joe Heiser. who
is commander of the First Logistical Commthand over there and who
is str ugging with the magnitude of this problem.
I would like to give you a few specific items that have been significant improvements.
The physical inventory has been completed. That has resulted- In a
niet gain of some $60 million in assets id-entified. They have instituted
a variable order ship time by materiel category basedi on issue experience. They reduced the lines in tl ASL, authorized stockage level lines
by 11,505. They reduced fringe lines by 8,579.
The institution of Project S top and Stop/See, which were joint i'entures between the Department of the Army and the people in Vietnam, I think has (lone more to assure that we did not continue to
proliferatee the excesses getting into Vietnam, permlttilg getting our
iands on the inventory and then pulling ourselves out of it through
the redistribution process, probably more than any other thing in t6e
distribution area.
'Theyhave reduced the identified Federal stock numbers in the
theater from 79,921 to 46,000. :
They reduced the records where they had no unit prices from 45,000
to 31,000.
They leveled off the 0. & M.A. supply requirements as you saw reflected in budget program 2000.
We have reconstructed, or perhaps I should say we have reAlly
constructed for the first time a good demand entry file. We are now
moving to base the (elman(is by tune 30 of this year to place an item
.

pi

deesor
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on the auth0i'ized stockage list, six demands in 360 days as coltiasted
to three that we had in the past. General Heiser is now at four; five
by MaIy,16W six by July 1.
They have standardized throughout the Pacific on the 3-S system,
and it has been decentralized all'the way down to the depots ill Victinm. They ar now functioning on it. That is one of the capabilities
we now have of getting reports and data.
IfMr. Stuis. What is the 3-S system?
General ILYm. It is their standard supply management system,

which is controlled froln the USARPAC HeailquArters.

I would like, for the record, to place a brief analysis of what the

3-S system is and how it works specifically.
(The information follows:)
STANDARD SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

YSTESm

DACKOROUND

In the Army, in the field segment of the Army logistics system, the USARtPAC
standard supply system (3-8) represents a significant example of Improved logistics support operations through use of standardized, centrally designed and controlled computer programs. The available data processing equipment is not
capable of making a complete supply cycle on a daily basis because of the large
volumes of transactions at some locations. This is to be corrected by competitive
electionn of more modern, faster equiplnent.
The 3-S system 1 designed to accomplish wholesale supply and related financial
missions in support of theater level inventory control and depot operations of
USAMPAC. The system Is fully operational in Hawali, Japan, Okinawa, and
Korea.
A modified system providing for central supply management of the USA Inventory Control Center'Aid stock control of three accountable depots was installed
in USARV In the fall of 1968 and is fully operational.
Responsibility for central design and control of 3-S is accomplished at USARPAC Headquarters.
SYSTEM DESOR!?TION

The system Is designed to provide for Integrated data processing with supply
transactions as the primary operations and the updating of related financial
records as a byproduct of processing supply transactions. Processing in general is
sequential by "batches." Applications are segmented into daily, weekly, monthly,
quarterly, and so forth. It Is functionalized by major application which facilitates
tailoring to satisfy only those applications desired. Generally, the daily processes
provide for Input validation, posting of receipts and adjustments, issues to include
(n-line substitutions, automatic back order establishment and release, asset
listings for managemnefit review, referrals to Conus supply sources for direct
delivery to customers, updating of financial ledgers and customer billings. High
priority transactions are extracted for special handling. One or more requlsitions only "short cyeles" can also hie run taily. Depot replen I hment action can
be taken daily or on a periodic basis with selection by materiel categories. Demand-nd-norder ship tine files are updated monthly. Requisition objectives are
recomputed as desired by materiel category managers. Due-infiles are processed
as part of the daily cycle. Customer followup's are answered as part of each cycle.
Although the system Is primarily supply management and stock control
oriented. suplort is furnished to dopot storage operations in: sttl. tial sampling
of open inventory: locator survey ca'fdMVpre.po.sltloned material receipt cards
and depot movement forms; multiple location printing on shipping documents;
aiid listings of open shipping documents by storage age groupings.

General HAY s. I think those were the major improvements in the
Pacific. other than the PJRM -PURA project, the utilization of excess
materiel and the redistribution, not only to other areas in the Pacific,
hut elsewhere in the world, and the actual utilization of excess.
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INVENTORY O

SUPPLIES IN EuiorE

Moving to Europe, we now have eliMinatetl the 7th Army inventory

control point. Everything is flowing to the supply and maintenance
agency. They have gotten on top of the problem as a result of digging
out from under FRELOC. They now have completed their inventories, and their spIly situation is better in E itrope.
They have accomplished a tremendous amount of redistribution
in all effort to make!tqp the shortages
lurope
within the theater in E
existing witlilWtho theater from assets that aroctiAlly in tie theater,
and also asstro the reserve in Euro c, as we pointed ot. In connection

with the GAO report. I think tie supply situation in Europe is
markedly better than it was a year ago.
INVIN'ronl

MAINAo"A

E'tr,

iN'rIX
THBUE

rID

STATES

Within the continental United States I thIthk we Must look at the
Army Materiel Command as the major wholesale conimtlity mAnagNinent activity. Here the emlais on the intensive mnitt'gement
of high dollar valite items has been probably the major effort within
the management aro in MC.
During the year 1968 AMO conipletol the class II ard IV depot
inventory, which is the Airst that had been done since AMC came ifnto
being. As was testified to the c0mmiftee last year, they had coml)ted
the class V inventory the year before. oth were accomplished on
target.
So, from my level on the general st41ff, I can look with a pretty
souid feeling lhat the pleople'i the field have it good handle on the
status of our stocks, what we actually have, and a pretty good figure
of what its condition is. Our re orting system is getting better. I think
the accumulation of the aetnal as et data rapidly enough i today's
enivironnment remains a problem that we will .srntgftlowith during the
year to conie; so, we can, from my side of the faiunly, provide letter
support to the people who are responsil)le for the PEM[A alprol)riation as well as for program 2000.
1 think that is a bioad-brush, general statement of the posture with
respect to supply management and supply operations duiing the past
year and where we stand today.
Mr. Six-us. That is encouraging.
INxvENToRY 1'IoRLEMs

What are the principal problems that you have not been able to
ovelcomne?
General IALNT.s. The first and the most difficult problem on the whole-

sale side is the fact that our national inventory control points are not
on a standard system. Each NICP has AP)P equipment which grew up
and probably is a partial hangover from the oldtechnical service
system.
.
The Napahn project, which you were briefed on last year, is the
major effort toward improving that, but it is still in tle future. It will
not be until 1970 or 1971 that we will feel the results of it.
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So, wholesalewise, I think one problem is the ability to have a systen for our inventory management that can be relied upon. Most of our
NICP's are really at the saturation level on the present ADP equipment. The Missile Command and the
Aviation to
Command
are probably
the others.
compared
as
regard
that
in
situation
best
the
in
With respect to the field, I think a delivery system which will get
items where they are actually needed as directly as possible is a problem
area. We are currently working and planning with AMC and the overseas theaters in this regard.
Mr. SiKmS. We would have thought that particular problem could
have been solved a long time ago. Why not?
General H we. Here I will have to state somewhat my personal
opinion looking at it from the side.
Mr. Sixs We would welcome your personal opinion.
General HAYES. For the last severa years, as you know, I was especially interested only in turbine aircraft engines, and I saw that with
intensive management it is possible. But I think the real reason is the
magnitude of the hundreds of thousands of items and the buildup'that
it took with respect to the rapid introduction into a theater of operations of our troop forces, that we stayed behind the power curve. It
was not due to the fact that people were not making efforts. I am sure
they were, because I saw it when I came into AMC Headquarters. I
see it all around me in DCSLOG and in the Army agencies. I see it
elsewhere in the General Staff.
So, it hasn't been that the people have not been trying. Maybe we
have tried too manythings and have not finished any one of them.
We have constantly been striving for improvements before we
actualy get under our belt, and are completely satisfied with the system we have at the moment. However, I think I see that settling down.
Tthink it is better than it was a year ago.
From my personal viewpoint, that seems to me to be the major
problem.
REDUCTION IN FUNDING REQUIREMENTS FOR SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

Mr. SiES. You are showing a reduction of $63 million in this budget
program. However, you have many now mechanical innovations that
lave been placed into operation to assist in obtaining better supply
management. Could there not have been a larger reduction in view of
these improvements?
General HAYES. I think the reason there is not a larger reduction
that those improvements have reflected in the net is the fact that we
have increases in this project which are offsetting. The principal of
these were the increased costs for the ARYN and free world forces,
which in this program amount to some $20 million more than in 1969,
and the Sentinel system increases, which amount to $13.356,000. These
two combined are marked increases which are offsetti g this.
Mr. SnrKs. I assume that the modifications which we anticipate in
the Sentinel program will affect this total.
General HAYES. Quite possibly.
General TAyi.oR We expect that they will, ir.
General HAims. As yet, I have no indication what will be the impact

of the change.
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GAO REPORTS ON SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

Mr. SIRES. Since last May, GAO has issued at least five reports on
the iiefficienoy of supply management activities in the Department of
the Army. These are1. Need to improve the Ary Tank-Automotive Command supply management data system.
2. Need- for improvement in the processing of requisitions for
material.
3. Need to improve management of Array supplies in Vietnam.
4. Need to improve requirements computations for expensive
missile repair parts.
5. Need to strengthen control over incoming U.S. aid cargo in
Vietnam.
There may be other reports of which this committee is not aware.
We do not have an-y knowledge of reports which have been issued in
the Department of Defense on this subject.
There have been supply and management training programs in
operation for a number of years in the various management and command agencies which have been established for better supply control,
and new ADP equipment has been installed. It would appear that you
still have a r at distance to go.
I was qu it pleased with the encouraging statement which you made
earlier, but now I would like you to touch on each of these in turn, and
give me your comments on them.
ARMY TANK-AUTOMOTIVE COMMAND SUPPLY HANAGEMENT DATA SYSTEM

We will start first with No. 1, the need to improve the Army TankAutomotive Command supply management data system. Are you familiar with these reportsI
General HAYES. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxES. Do you want to touch on that one?
General HAYES. Yes, sir.
Since the date of the data which was accumulated by the GAO personnel and the issuance of that report, there has been a significant
improvement in the Tank-Automotive Command in the intervening
period up to now. Actually, the accumulation of data in that report
is well over a year old.
Mr. SiREs. In each of these, touch briefly on the essential facts as of
today, and then add to your statement for the record.
General HAYS. As a matter of fact, in talking to the GAO representatives myself, personally, they are quite happy with the improvements that have come about since their previous report.
PROCESSIN'

OF REQUISITIONS FOR MATERIAL

Mr. SIKES. All right, No. 2, need for improvement in the processing
of requisitions for material.
General HAYES. This area is one that I referred to with respect to
the NIOP's. There still is a need for improvement in the processing of
r'equisitions.
Mr. SIEs. How can it be improved

2O
General HAYES. Probably the best improvement will be the completion of aeqate ADP capability, within the NICP's in the overseas
areas, although the overseas areas by now aregpretty well tfhke cat;4 of.
Mr. Siis. We have been providing this equipment for years.
Wher6 is the deficiency I
General HAYES. The deficiency today is ifn 6h6iiialio ' to handle
the gross volume of the NIOP's with -the second-gehei'Ation computers
which they have. With NAPALM, the whole NMOP system will be on
third-generation computers with a capacity to handle the voluime of
workload,
This is just like ithe situation in Vietnam. W6 were behind the
power curve with res8 1et to caabillty to hhhdle tlie j6b. Afso, I
must say that the Nt I's have been short of 'u llfl e dle sofnel in
the computer sciences field.
Mr,: SIREs. What is being done to overcome that pnrtidiilar
problems
General HAYE8. Withi4 the AiMy Materiel Comii nd thidre is An
intensive recruiting effort and't tiihg, including on4he-job tMrathg.
Our great difficulty is that we hiave a treiendous.turiover: We get a
punch card operatorr or a computer progrniner and get him tra nhed

in the GoveAnent, and we juSt eviiUdt confbe with jkivitte industry.

So, we are providing a training ground.-It helpsP
the countryAs a
whole but in Government, as has occurred in' other professionals areas
in the past, we are feeling this in the compiter field.
Mr. Szs. The matter of skilled workers; then, is tle principal
problem. It is not a lack of planning or training, but inability to keep
them because you cannot compete with industry? IS'that the greatest
problem?
General HAYES. That is the great career problem, yes, sir, in that

field. I think, however, I must say that we probably are facing a national problem in this area, and we are taking our share of it. I think
you probably could talk to-people who are-in the coinputor business,
and maybe there has been too great a proliferation of people offering
this typo of services countrywide. We are all trying to hire them.
Mr. SiES. Does it make sense to continue to buy equipment if you
cannot obtain and hold the personnel to operate it?
General HAYES. I think here we are on the horns of a dilemma.
Without this equipn'ient we know we are going to continue to fall on
dur face, witlthe workload that we have. We must have the mechanical contrivance or the people will do us no good. We must hiiteniifyyOur
recruitment actions to get the qualified people in terms of both ntimbers and capability to utilize the technology that's now available to
handle this workload.
MANAOBENWT

OF ARMY

SUPPLIES IN V=INAM

Mr. SIREs. No. 4, need to improve management of Army supplies
in Vietnam.
General. H-yES. I think I have already addressed myself to that.
Again, between the timelof the GAO report asubli shdd and today,
there have been marked improvements that I alluded to. The GAO
is currently over there right now with a resurvey to reassure t hemselves as to the progress.
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REQUIREMENTS

COMPUTATIONS

FOR EXPENSIVE

MISSILE REPAIR PARTS

Mr. SIKES. No. 4, need to improve requirements compitations for
expensive missile repair parts.
general HAYES. This is an area where I am not as familiar with the
basis of th6 GAO report as I am on the others. However I know that
the Missile Conmnand has been addressing itself to the GAO conclusions in this area with respect to their capabilities. This is our best
equipped command. It also is the one that is' not facing the Vietnam
workload as the others, so it is best equipped for its cttrrent workload.
in my own feeling i their requirements computations are sounder
than sone'of'the other NIOP's. I would like to analyzelthis in detail
and put it in the record as to how I see it as of right now on this
spedifio problem.
Mr, Simpe. Very well.
(The information flowss)
.
As pointed out in the report, the Arty agreed with the GAO findings and
iniltiated varloiL, corretIve actions. Some f the more Important of the cor.
rective measurehhakeA by the Army are aS follows:
(a) Better preparation of
(lies.-iegtilatozis for prepara.
tion of supply coHi-t-o
es noW. require th
ems witi annual procurement and/or rebuild
$1 million Or more be deal
edf6 special manage.
nient. This inanag ent requires review of these items e
month andlj~reparntion of a new
pply control study w never demand in ates a 20 percent
increase or d rease in current proj tio
A complete sut ly control study
on these ite s Is made not
fre.q htly t
quarterly'.
uireents all(l
assets belo the CONUS
pot I vel a also cdn Idered, i.e., r
irements and
assets in verseas co
ands a d COUs
, camps and
ations. Thus
theseite
are verlt
enilelk m naged
(b) I roved as-set nd ran
n %.-Th Amy Materi I Coliiind
has ass
ed ownership and
ity r ver a d pot assets n approxiinately .800high dollar value
on ry It 8 ii ludin those ref red to in
the
eeding paragraph s
0 owns th se teams,
i
In C
US are po
dal
t anahon re
a on as. ets of the
Ites In
the ov seas depto
d on ti teain
der b
pro ment frot quarterly
status eports, .wch weret evi
frm
overseas c n mands on
these I ems. A co lary be
Is
1
P's also receive mor accurate
deinan criterla/d .ta on t
Items
dual demand tran ctins are
receive tfor each r e ul.sit
reused
(o) R view of s
.
c tro
ply con
I studies
at involve
annual p ocurement or rebuild of
or greater at he U.S. rmy Missile
Comn'and re reviewed by the stn
project manager and appr rinte supertvlory
ons and are a
lyappr ved b the c
manding
eral. In addition, for
e items refd red to 0_ge
in su parag aph
above wh i oto
have anmial
procurement
r
nt
lue of $5 mlion r gre ter, a
the su ly control study
is forwarded tluugh Department o
Army to the Assist
Secretary of Defense (I. & L.). he supply control studies for these it
are given a very
intensive review o ,by staff elements in Hq USAM
nd the Department of
the Army, prior to forw. Ig to ASD"(I. & L.).
-

CONTROL OVER INCOMING U.S. AID CARGO f,1. VIETNAm[

No. 5,-'uced to strengtlieh cofitrl over incoming U.S.
aid cargo in Vietnam,
G0n6ral1 HAYES. This repbrt I have heard of, but I do not know anyWr. SIRES.

thireabout it. I think it probably should be ftddressed to AID ufiless
I haVe here within me a YeprbsentatiVe ftroi Transd,.fhtion who is
f i~l~i wit
~ti~ lte' t nsjl6ft~tionh'a'riyo ii Wofid like a few brief
words on it.
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Mr. SIKES. The report was addressed to Army and AID, and the
report was as of May 15,1968.
Yes, I would like a brief statement on it, and then you can elaborate

for the record.
General HAYES. Mr. Nichols, can you address yourself to that?

Mr. NimroLs. I am Mr. Nichols from Transportation, and I am not
in a.position to comment on this GAO report. I have not seen the final
outcome of it. I can submit it for the record.
Mr. SIKES. It is dated May 15, 1968. Has your agency not had an
opportunity to studythis?
Mr. NiIcHo s., I have not seen it. My agency presumably has, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Will you prepare a statement for the record on it?
Ir. NlowoLs. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
Control actions taken by the Department of the Army to safeguard AID cargo
moving through military ports to first destination follows:
(a) Use of military guards aboard ships.

(b) Use of U.S. military guards to escort sensitive supplies or readily market-

able commodities.

(o)Tighter controls on truck movements, to include escorted convoys, trip

tickets controls, road patrols, radio reports of arrivals and departures, accounting
for loading and off-loading times, helicopter surveillance, and more highway
check points.

(W) Increased use of locked and sealed containers to move cargo through to

depot or consignee.

(o) Tighter controls on cargo documentation and cargo accounting.
(f) Improved liaison with Vietnamese law enforcement agencies.
INSTALLATI0N

AND OPERATION OF ADP SYSTEMS

Mr. SIKES. For the record, how much is included in this budget request for the operation of the various automatic data processing supply
systems?
General HAYES. I will have to get that specific figure for the record
for all ADP.
Mr. SIKES. All right.
(Staff note: Information is included in the data provided at p. 233.)
CENTRALIZATION OF SUPPLY MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS SYSTEM (COSMOS)

Mr. Sixms. At thd request of the committee, the General Accounting
Office made a study of the implementation of the Army's new Centralization of Supply Management Operations System (COSMOS) to
determine whether it had been properly planned and whether it met
the criteria set forth in the GAO report to the committee of March 13,
1968. I believe that you have copies of the reports.'
It is the opinion of GAO that the development of COSMOS was
initiated independently of other ADP supply systems with no assurance that it would bI compatible with or would fit into an integrated
Army logistics system.
Was this system acquired without assurance that it could be integrated into the other Army logistics systems I
General HAYES. It has not been implemented. Currently COSMOS
is in a test situation in the 6th Army area only. It is a test system.
There will undoubtedly have to be modifications and improvements in
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the ADP portion of it before the system is ready ta be extended. It is
being evaluated at the present time.
However, it is working very successfully within the 6th Army area
as a central lOP for Conus.
Mr. SImRs. In its report GAO states that the Army recognized various shortcomings in the development of this system and the need to
take steps to control and coordinate the development of all the systems.
GAO was unable to conclude whether the steps to be taken will lie
effective, inasmuch as the various involved systems are still under development and all related studies of the Army have not been completed.
The Army was to have completed its evaluation 6f the COSMOS
and other supply management ADP systems by Mnid-January of this
year. Has this examination been completed?
General HAIYEs. It has not been. The target period for the completion of this reevaluation is now set for the third quarter of fiscal year
1970.
Mr. SI ES. Why is so much time required?
RELATION OF COSO.

OIX)
COCOAS

General HAYES. I think we get over into another system, COCOAS,
which is also under test within the Continental Army Conmnand.
Mr. SIKES. What is that?
General HAYES. It is a system under test at Fort Sill. This falls

under the Conare class I automated systems in the Conarc command
structure. It is designed to provide the installation commander with a
standard automated system that in essence takes everything on a basepersonnel, adjutant general, supply, all requirements-into one integrated system as opposed to COSMOS which is in the supply area
Sir. SnHs. Is this another example of fragmentation of the problem
rather than an overall attempt to solve the problem with one system?
If you need this, why do you need COSMOS, and vice versa?
(Oeneral TAYLoR. SIlay I ask Mr. Buckmaster to address these systems. I think it falls in the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff's area from an
overall systems point of view.
Mr. SRKEs. All right.

Mr. BUOKMASTER. I am from the Office of the Assistant Vice Chief
of Staff, Management Information Systems Directorate.
The question which you have just asked with respect to the relationship between COSMOS and COCOAS in fact goes beyond just those
two systems.
With respect to COSMOS, the Department of the Army yesterday
made a decision which has placed it in deferred status pending further development and evaluation of both the COCOAS and COS0MOS
pro ects.
The problem essentially does not confine itself to the COSMOSCocoas interface area which GAO identified. Back in November of
1967, the Chief of Staff directed a project called the study of management information systems support, or SOMISS, which was to be conducted within-my directorate, the Mlanagement Information Systems
Directorate, to look at the Armywide problem of proper support of
information systems.
s0-088-9-pt. 2-15
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This study was conducted and completed in May of 1968. It was
coordinated with the commands and with the DX Staff and was
approved by the Chief of Staff in July 1968.
The SOMISS study provides the base for long-range improvements
and intermediate improvements in the entire picture of information
systems. It does this in a number of ways.
One central issue in this study was recognition of the responsibility
for requirements determination for information systems. If we go back
historically and look at how we have applied automation through the
years, it was initially obtained by ahi organization in, for example, the
supply area or the personnel area, where we were dealing with large
numbers of reqitiOlns or large numbers of people.
These applications grew in a fragmented fashion, over time, as people began to use computers.
The problem now is how to bring all of this fragmentation under
control and to get systems standardization.
Through theSomiss study we identified a number of thing which
needed to be done, one of which was the responsibility of the Army
Staff for functional information systems as they operate at each organizational echelon. This is what we call a requirements determination
fluntion which must be accomplished as a prerequisite to system design. In order to provide the proper capability to support these functions, each DA Staff agency has been requested to prepare plans for
an Information Systems Office (ISO), which will be a part of the
DA General Staff agency. The ISO will be supported by a Class IT
activity in the system design function for the system which will
operate at each organizational level involved.
So DOSLOG, for example, will be looking at its functional logistics information systems from DCSLOG level right down to the
bottom.
The DA staff is working on plans for these class II activities riaht
at the moment.
ESTABLISHMENT OF A COMPUTER SYSTEMS COMMAND

In addition, a decision was made to establish what is to be called
the U.S. Army Computer Systems Command (USACSC). This command is to be activated next Monday at Fort Bolvoir, Va. The Automatic Data Field Systems Command, which has been working on
the Army's automatic data systems for the Army in the field is to
be the nucleus for this new command.
The Computer Systems Command will be assuming responsibility
for the centralized design, programing and maintenance of many
of the standard multicommaind systems which we have been discussing.
As of next _Monday, USACSC will be activated and, on a phased
basis, over the next yeaik they will be assuming these projects.
I am going down to U.S. CONARC Tuesday to discuss with them
the assumption by the Computer Systems Command of responsibility
for the COCOAS and COSMOS projects. In addition, they will be
assuming the responsibility for the USARPAC 3S system whlch General Hayes mentioned earl fer.
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REPLACEMENT OF COSMOS BY COCOA

Mr. SiKF s. If COCOAS works out as you hope it will, will that

eliminate the need for the COSMOS system?
Mr. BUOKMASTER. Sir, that has not been determined at'this point in
time. What has been determined is that for the time being we will
continue the COSMOS project in 6th Army since it is an operational
system supporting 6th Army in their requirements today.

Mr. LiPscoMBN.What is this COCOAS system? Is this another new

one?

Mr. BUCRKMASTER. No, sir. The COCOAS project has been underway,

in fact under one name or another, for several years.
Mr. UiP8COMB. What other names can it go by? There is nothing in
our record about COCOAS. Where does it start to appear?
Mr. BUCKMASTER. The COCOAS automation requirement was approved in September 1965. It is a project for the CONARC class I
installations, and will involve standard automatic data processing
equipment, and standardized computer programs, at 36 selected class
I installations in CONUS.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. How much do you have in the fiscal year 1970 budget

for this project?
General HAYES. Mr. Lipscomb, that is in program 2000. It is not in
this budget..
Mr. LiPSCOIB. Why is he talking about it in your budget?
General HAYES. Mr. Sikes asked about COCOAS.
Mr. SIKEs. Do I under and that project COSMOS has been suspended pending further studies on COCOAS?
Mr. BUCKASTEm. That is correct, extension of COSMOS outside of
6th Army will be deferred until such time as COCOAS is tested and
evaluated in prototype.
Mr. LxrsCoom. Let us go back to program 2000.
Mr. SIKES. Let me ask this one question, first.

That being the case, does that include the buildings which were
funded last year in the military construction program- What is their
status ?

Mr. BUOKMASTE1. Sir, if I am not mistaken-and I will have to verify

this-the only construction for COSMOS to date has been at 6tZ
Army, where the prototype is located. The COSMOS system as it is
operating at 6th Army will continue to support the 6th Army, peifding further DA evaluation.
Mr. SIxEs. Part of it is in operation. And that will continue?
Mr. BUCKM,%STER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SrKEs. And there are studies on future application of COS-

MOS?
Mr. BU KASTEn. That is correct, sir. It is conceivable if the
COCOAS project works out successfully it might be possible to phase
out the COSMOS system in the 6th Army, but this would be sometime in the future.
Mr. SiirS. Would the buildings then be usable in the COCOAS
system?
Mr. BUcKM,ASTER. Yes, sir; they would.
Mr. SIKES. In connection with my previous question, bring us up to
date on this.
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General TAYLOR. Yes, sir; we Will. I think it will remain on a test
basic,but let us verify it and put it ill the recoril.
(The information follows :)
S'rvi'vs or. COSM[OS Sys'r,.i'1
Tlhere Is approxinately $3.3 million In'tile fiscal year 1970 budget for ('()MOS.
'ice Clitf of Staff, Army, deloriiiied that i decision as
On March 27, 11)9, te
to will.h supply system (COSMOS or COCOA8) wotild to adopted is Ih, COX.AItC
Supply 1iiziniigoileint system vWotilh be defe,rred until thiv sys hms (a1n l, colillpl 'rt'd.
If a (h islon Is reached to lidopt COSMOS, tile 5y'stvltn (.ahiilt lIh vxtl.ehtl IhvfPo' i..uul year 1971 dit', to flit- need for additldit"Al (evelopiuiemfore th- pre:<eult
ith Army system will meet reiulrenients oi lit, other folr ('ONIS nriivhs. If lhi,
is t) a(loplt (')COAS, It will be ie,.ssary to Contiitt COSMO In (11h
devi,i
Armny until COCOAS can lie Installed as a repliuteeiilofit. Ti'l, prtsently oc('iIlld
facilities at tie Preshlio of San Francisco will still lit, required tider

eitlier sitli-

tion. Award of constriuctlon contracts for 3( Army, .ith Army, aind the (N,\lNAM
Supply Mahnfgeient Center facilities approved for i.sal year I1I)9 Irs been deferred and will not be made until a decision Is reached.

(Clerk's note: 'lle following additional infotliation was subsequently Iovided the committee.)
1)uwAnvIr l:N'r Oi" ill.: AuiMYv
OFFICE O1" TilE S ECRIMAItY O'

iWashiIletmo,

rilm AR.my,

D).C., Muljy 2$, nil;!,.

l101). (-oOE II. MAiON,
chairman, Committee on Appropriations,
House (of Representatives,
Washn
Igton, D.O.
Dr.lt MR. CIAMRMAN i hii1. letter Is to Infornm you of a recent iIiNloli by tlit,

Department of the Army concerning in automated systvin illitur devloiiiti
that Is known as COSMOS (Centralization of Supply Manageinit Operiiolns!.
This developmental effort, which is being accompllshed in the 6th I.S. Arntly
area, has been discussed during prior hearings with several of your siib.
committee.

A Department of Defense policy requires the develolnielt and evallninn of
a prototype system for those automated systenis to be installed in uitl-Iistfihtions. liu iiecordaico with this policy the Army recently conditcted all evallntiou
of the COSMOS prototype system. It was dleternhlnt(d flint this sy,telii wos iot.
readlly for extend i4on to other CONIlS Army cominids and that i second evaluation will be required. The reevaluation of COSMOS will hi' expaiildi to elicoiupas,,- a comparison wiltlh the
si11)Y suih)Systen associated with the illtoilialted systilU being developed for ( 1ONAIC class I installations, titled ('OCOAS (CONAIC
(lanss One Automated System). In essence this involves a conmparisoni of contralized supply management at CONIJS Army level (COSMOS) verils decentriilizel innnnginent at the Installation level (COCOAS supply subsysten), in order
to determine which supply maageenient concept and related ADP system will lie
adopted as standard for the future. Plans to condil(et this (Oliparatlve evalitation are now being prepared.
Pending the re.4uits of the comparative evluntion mentioned Above th Arnmly

has deferred actions related to the future extension of COSMOR to other CONUS

arnis.q Including susilension of contract awards on fiscal year 109 MCA projects
associated with the COSMOS program.
Sincerely yours,
WILTTAM A. 'BreixR,

Liaison.
of L.qistalIt,
Major General, GR, Chief
.1. It.
BiROWNELL, Jr.,
Colone, OS, DcpItlty Ohief (if Lrgislati'v, Lialson.
COST OF COCOAS IN 1.470

General TAr-On. Your question, Mr. Lipscomb, is how much is in the
budget for COCOAS, I believe.
Nfr. L PSCOMB.

That is correct.
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General 'TAron. I do not believe I have au exact fig re. I would like
to verify this if I may. I think there is possibly $3 million to $3.5

million in Budget program 2000. I wold like to verify it.
(Tho information requested follows:)
$4.4 million Is included in the fiscal year 1970 0 & MA budget for COCOAS.
COST OF ALL ARMY AD

SYA1T!P1S

Mr. LinseoM. Let us go haek to the question, then, of how mch is
included in this budget request for the oieratiol of lhe various aultoInatic (1ata processing supply systems.

flguro if you
General IIAYEs. I will have to give you a complete
" Want
NICP's.
the cost, of operaion of our ADP equipment in the,
Mr. I'llCOMl. General thero are probAbly 20 witnesses sitting hack
here. That figure is soileplace in this room.
General 'l',ioY

. May 1 address this, sir? We have furnisled the

committee an estimate for fiscal 1068, 1969 and 1970, on the rental
costs of A1)P, and we have also furnished information on overall

costs, which would include a great.deal more than just rental.
I would like first to qual-fy this on teibasis t.at for 1968, I thilnk
there is no question abobt the figures. For 1969, these are the preseitly
programed figures. These figures have comeo from the command's as a
result of a special request in January. For 1970, the figures in reSPl)MS
to both questions are again command requirements Iignres.
As far am thiexa.ct dollars in the budget. for the continued operation
of tis .A )1 program, I would have to say tlmt, there is very little addiito1al lil n),', wi Iil Ile except ion of budget j)r grii 2866, which we
discussed yester-day, over that presently )rogrfald for 1069.
Mr. TiPm:wo3t i. YOha iven't said anything yet, General. Let's awer
bst wm(an. ritme is a lotye. mone in hle for ojeratho quest ion wti
tiont of A )P. ]low 1mcl is it .
Geine'al 'l',\vl~m. Yes, sir.
'Mr. Il'scosi . All we are :Iskilg ishow much is included in this

l)udlget reqest. for tli operate ion of ie various wutt oluatie (t a proeessing slupily systems. You ka11w we have a fact sheet before us.
Generl l.'A1.oll. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lnl'-womi. Why (lout1 we have the answer, and then you tell us
that t hat fact slvet. is correct or not, correct or just an estiltie and that.
you will supply l, right figure.
,enmeril lIIvt. 'l'hIl fatt sheet is correct to the best. of our' ability.
Mr. Lim'scoNill. I tad of, our Sitting on this side of the table giviN4
som1el)ody atlSWe' the question.
VOIll,eneral
an1ISWers ,Ti.omm.
for youl, For
"
fiscal" 1969 for A1)P rental costs we have
$00.11 million. sir. Pot fiscal 1970--flhis is we'fuat I was
p1rogrunet,(
at ielpflng to explainl-A-lie (ol1ma1ds.lihve COIe.i in with a lprogramed
figrt fAr A ) rental co..:; of' s$97.3 million, but. they will not. get tlit
o f ollnv 'allso we o( not have it in the fiscal 1970 budget in
am'1loult,
thlul antmlt. It. will bv. iltile vicinity of $70 million or $71 million.
Mr. LaI'scom. What (o yoll estimate the rental of ADP equipment

is for fiscal year 1970 in 0. &M1.?

will be in tile vicinity of $70 million
General TAYMIO. Sil, I feel it,
for all applrop)rialifo11s of which about $16 million wfil be 0. & M.A.
Mr. IuIscnoMI . For fiscal year 1970?
General '1'AyJi. Yes, sir.
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Yesterday we discussed the IDHS system in budget program 2800.
It will be in that vicinity.
Mr. LrrscolB. We have a fact sheet in answer to a question, an
estimate for fiscal year 1970 for major Army commands, worldwide
military command and control system, national ADP program for
AMC logistics management, centralization of supply management
operations system, and intelligence data handling system. Do you have
thatone?

General TAYLOR. Yes, sir; I do.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. That totals $97.319 million for fiscal year 1970.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir. I spoke to that a few moments ago on'the
basis that that is what the command requirement is, but we do not have
that money in the budget. There is a difference between what they
require and what they would do if they had unlimited resources, as
opposed to what we have and what we are able to give them.
.M[r. LiPSCOMB. Is there any possible way that the Congress can get an
idea of the vast amount of funds that is being spent on ADP? In the
Army, for instance? Is there just any way? very time we start digging into this, they come up with a new system or a new program or a
new study.
studies and working out systems,
making
You have so many people
machines.
the
run
to
help
get
cannot
you
General TAYLOR. Sir, the best figures I can give you today are the
ones I am using. We are now establishing in our accounting structure,
which will be effective on July 1 of this fiscal year, so we can capture
the data for giving you the information you desire.
Mr. LIPscoir. The staff asked a question earlier that you provide
a separate §hect of ADP costs by appropriation, including 0. & M. It
shows a totfl estimated net cost for 1970 of $463,564,000. Could you
tell us whether or not that particular fact sheet has any validity at all
now I That was question No. 8.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPsCO-1B. Will you be able to use that fact sheet in answering
any questions before the committee this morning?
General TAYLOR. Sir, I would have to speak to the fact sheet as we
have given it to you on the same basis that I spoke to the ADP rental
fact sheet. We have given you there the 1968 cost. We have given you
the 1969 and 1970 programed cost.
Mr. LnPscorB. So that when future questions are asked this morning
you will be able to answer with some type of figure and will not have
to say you will look it up or something?
General TAYLOR. We will certainly try, sir.
Mr. Lnrrcomn. That is what we did on question No. 4 that the chairman asked. It was said it would be looked up for the record and submitted for the record.
General TAYLOR. We admit that in this ADP field we do not as yet
have the controls that we want, but as Mr. Buckmaster has explained,
we are attempting to do this very thing.
Mr. Lrmscoxm. I cannot speak for the others, but when you cannot
give us figures or we cannot discuss funds on something like this, we
are just shooting in the dark. We have to know how much money you
are asking for and to what use it is being put.
General TAYLOR. We appreciate this, sir.
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Mr. LscomB. If you answer that you will submit it for the record
when the figures are right before us, then we have no chance to inquire or to find out additional detail.
This session was not very helpful, but thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Six~s. Have you a question, Mr. Slack I
fr. SLAO.

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

LOGISTICS DOCTRINE AND SYSTEMS OFFICE

General Taylor, what is this item "Logistics Doctrine and Systems
Office"?
General TAYLOR. May I ask General Hayes to respond to that, sir.
General HAYES. The Logistics Doctrine and Systems Office: is an element of the D6puty Chief of Staff for Logistics that is involved in the
analysis of the development of logistics doctrine for the Army logistics systems worldwide.
Mr. SLtCK. How much is requested in the 1970 budget for this organization?
General HAYES. $2,373,000.
AMr. SLACK. How many persons will be employed in this organization?
General HAYES. 131 civilians, 58 military.
Mr. SLACK. The next item is Logistics Doctrine, Systems and Readiness Agency. Tell us what that is and the difference between that and
the one I jUst referred to.
General HAYFs.The figures introduced in the record previously are
specifically for the agency. The numbers 131 civilians and 58 military
and the $2,373,000 are for the Logistics Doctrine, Systems and Readiness Agency.
Mr. SLACK. What about the Logistics Doctrine and Systems Office?
How many do you have there, or is this all one ball of wax?
General HAYES. The office is a headquarters element within
DCSLOG. The fiscal year 1970 budget estimate for BP2500 includes
approximately $601,000. There are 32 civilians and 14 military in this
once, which is in the Headquarters element of the Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Logistics. The Agency is in the field.

Mr. BUOK MASTER. I would like to come back to one thing I men-

tioned earlier in connection with the SOMISS study. The LDSO is
the DOSLOG organization which we call the Information Systems
Office, and LDSRA is the class II activity supporting DCSLOG and
the detailed design of their functional information systems.
I mentioned a moment ago the role of the Information Systems
Office and the class II activity for systems support, and LDSO is the
governing organization within DCSLOG in the systems area, with
LDSRA doing the systems design in this area.
LOGISTICS SYSTEMS SUPPORT CENTER

Mr. SLACK. What can you tell us about the Logistics Systems Support Center?
Mr. BUCKlASTER. I cannot address that, sir.
General HAYES. The Logistics Systems Support Center is a field
activity of the Army Materiel Command outside the Washington area.
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Mr. SAOcK. How many persons are employed in this category or
how ma"ny do you anticipate employing in the 1970 budget?
General -IAYs. I do not have the specific personnel breakdown
with me on the numbers of people. They are in the dispersed activities
under the Headquarters, Army Materiel Conunand.
Mr. SLAci. Can you toll us how much is requested in the way of
appropriations for fiscal year 1970 for the Logistics Systems Support
Center?
General HAYES. No, sir; I cannot at the moment. I can get that
figure.
Mr. SLACK. Will.you supply that?
General IIAYFs. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)

The fiscal year 1970 request for the Logistics Systems Support Center, Chntibersburg, Pa., Is $2,970,000. This organizatiOn is authorized 198 civilian employees
for fiscal year 1970 which Is essentially the same as for fiscal year 1969.
NArioTAT, ADP 1'I1O0RA.1

FOiR AMO LOGISIACS MANAGEM'ENT (NAPALM")

Mr. STAcK. There is one which follows that; namely, the national
ADP program for AMC logistics management. What can you tell us
about that?
General HA Es. That is the NAPALM systems development. Thnat
is a program rather than an organization, tie long-range development
for the wholesale inventory control points of a standard system, and
this falls within the area of ADP operations.
Mr. SiLACK. Iave you another appropriation item in (he budget for

this NAPALM?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir, we have. We have two different breaks
on that. For fiscal 1970, from the commands we have a requirement
figure of $36 million, as opposed to this year's program of $33.5 million.
That. is the ADP rental cost. In the total cost for NAPALM, which
would be more than just 0. & M.,., for fiscal 1969, there is a cost of
$128.4- million, which would involve all appropriations, all computerowned as well as rental costs, as well as personnel costs.
For 1970, the commands would like $11V3 million, but it is just not
included in the budget.
PARTICIPATION BlY PRIVATE

BUSINESS IN ARMY sysTrIs I)EiVEI.OPMENT'L

Mr. SLACK. Iave tie military had any consultation with the private
business community for recommendations and assessments on the varioils data processing and other items we have been discussing here.
Mr. BvCK-3,\STEM. Yes; we have had extensive conversations with
them.
Mr. Si,,cic. With whom did you discuss this?
Mr. l3 1KM'ASTI II. Are you aldressing yourself to NAPALIM spec-if-

ically, Sir, or are you talking about all systems
Mr. SLACK. I am talking about the items I have mentioned here. In
other words, have you counseled with private Industry to get. reommondations and judgments and determinations as to whether this
would be an efficient operation?'
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Mr. BUCKMASTER. Yes, sir; we have had recent discussions with

several industrial activities. I.T. & T. was consulted as recently as 4
weeks ago concerning their overall approach to information systems
management.
Mr. SiACK. These people you have consulted with were under contract
Mr. BuOKStASTER. No, sir. These were visits at our request to go up

there and discuss their automatic data processing problems with hlem.
In fact, the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff and the directorr of Management Information Systems both were at. I.T. 4,T. within the last month
and discussed specially this problem. Periodically we go out and
meet with the larger users of ADP in industry and swap information
back and forth with them.
Mr. SLACK. Did they make a recommendation on the setting up of
these various systems?
Mr. BLtCKMASTER. No, sir; they did not make that recommendation. This was developed within the Army.
Mr. SLACK. Thnk you, Mr. Chairman.
PIRAC'rWABIITY OF EXTENDINO COSMOS

Mr. SiKFs. GAO believes, refeikring again to the report, that because
of the number of unsolved problems which appear in the prototype
tests, it. is not, practical to extend COS OS during fiscal 1970.
Is that in plart the reason that COSMOS has been suspended?
General TAYL~oR. I would he..sitate to say that is the total reason. I

was not present when the decision was mnadIe, but the decision bas been
made that it will not be expanded at this time.
Mr. SiiK.
Ilow much money is reflected in this decision which otherwise would have, been ulsed for the expansion of the COSMOS system
in fiscal 1970 and for the remainder of fiscal 1969?
You may supply the answer for the record.
Do I understand that COSMOS will continue to function at 0th
Armyn
Mr. BwrcrAsEmR. Yes, sir.
Mr. Siiius. Differentiate in your answer the funds which will be
re(juired for COSMOS and in*what budget items they ure included.

Break that out separately from the amount for expansion which will
not be required.
General ',vrxon. Very well, sir.
General I Iv'. I would like to get on the record here the fact that in
the 1910 budget, pending before you, the exact figure for COSMOS is
S3.255 million, which is tit the' present level. There are no funds
for its expan.iion in the 1970 budget as presentedto the Congress.
(The information follows:)
No funds for the extension of cosmos were included in either the fiscal year

1969 or fiscal year 1970 budget requests beyond the amount required for opera.

tion of the prototype at the Presidlo of San Francisco. A fact sheet provided to
the committee prior to hearings Included an estimated $1.5 million requirement
for extension In fiscal year 1970; however, this amount was deleted from the
Army budget prior to its finalizntion. Funds requested for continued operation of
the COSMOS prototype in fiscal year 1970 total $3.3 million ani are included
und er budget program 2200, Centralized SupplyActlvlties. This aniount will'be
augmented by offset savings In BP-2000 to the fiscal year 1969 level.
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Mr. SIKES. I am not sure whether this question has been asked totally
or in part. I will ask it again, and supply the answer for the record.
What is the total amount included in thle request for Central Supply
Activities for the rental and operation of ADP equipment for supply
management purposes
(Note: Requested information is included in the data provided at
page 233.)

Mr. SIKES. I would like for the record a schedule showing the

various ADP supply management systems and the estimated cost of
operations for fiscal years 1968, 1969, and 1970.
(Note: Requested information is included in the data provided at
page233.)
Mr. SIKES. The request for the NAPALM system has been increased
by $10.283 million over the amount obligated for fiscal year 1968.
For the record, tell us why there has been this large increase.
(The information follows:)

0. &M.A. budget estimates for the NAPALM project are Included In the data
supplied at page 233. The NAPALM project has not been expanded in the
fiscal year 1968-69 period. The dollars for fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969
are for ongoing operations and continuing development. The extension of the
system originally planned for fiscal year 1970 has been curtailed and it is now
proposed that the system will be installed in three new locations in the third
and fourth quarters, fiscal year 1970, subject to favorable evaluation of the
ongoing prototypes. The increases from fiscal year 1968 to fiscal year 1969 and
from fiscal year 1969 to fiscal year 1970 are primarily due to increased personnel
costs, overtime, and TDY.

Mr. SIKES. I would like to know what is the total amount in the
operation and maintenance budget for the rental of all ADP equip.

ment.
(The information follows:)

The total amount included in the fiscal year 1970 0. & M.A. budget for rental
of all ADP equipment is $45.5 million.

Mr. SIKES. Going back to the report of GAO that Mr. Slack was
referring to, we have here on page 27 a Jong.list of abbreviations,
which I will supply for the record, many of which refer to data proc.
essing equipment and systems of one type or another. This nigiaht
help straighten this ADP systems problem out.
(The list follows:)
APPE.nIXx IV
LIST oF AnBREVIATIONS

ADFSO-Automatie Data Field Systems Command.
ADP-Automatic data processing.
ALMS-Automated Logistics Management Systems Agency.
AMC--Army Materiel Command.
CASSA-Conare Automated Systems Support Agency.
ODO--Combat Developments Command.
COCOAS-Conarc Class I Automated System.
CONARC-Continental Army Command.
CONUS-Continental United States.
COSMOS-Centralization of Supply Management Operations.
CS.--Combat Service Support System.
DOSLOG-Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics.
GAO-General Accounting Office.
LDSO-Loglstics Doctrine and Systems Office.
LDSRA-Logistics Doctrine, Systems and Readiness Agency.
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LSSO-Logistics Systems Support Center.
NAPALM-National ADP Program for AMO Logistics Management.

NIOP-National Inventory Control Point.
POR1-Program change request.
QRICC--Quick Reaction Inventory Control Center.
SCC-Stock Control Center.
TDA-Table of distribution and allowances.

Mr. Sixzs. I would like for the record a schedule showing the various
systems for whioh funds have been requested, and the amounts obligated for fiscal years 1968 and 1969 and proposed for 1970.
(The information follows:)
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING 0. & M.A. COSTS
[In
thousands of dollars]

Major Army systems:
1. Centralization of Supply Management Operations System
(COSMOS) ..................................
2. USAREUR Supply and Maintenance System (S.&M.A.) .......
3. USARPAC Standard Supply System (3S) .....................
4. Seventh Army Card Processing System (SEACAPS) ...........
5. Direct Support Unit/General Support UnIt(OSU/GSUJ).
6. NtaUonal ADP Program for AMC Logistics Managemnt
(NAPALM)..............................................
7. Combat Service Support System (CS3)...... ................
8. CONARC Class I Automated System (COCOA)................
9. Personnel Management and Accounting Card Processors
(PERMACAP).
............................
10. Intelligence Datz HandlingSystem (IbHS).................
11. Worldwide Military Command and Control System (WWMCCS)..
Other systems and ADP operating costs ..............................
Total, ADP-O. &M.A. costs.........................................

Fiscal ea

Fiscal year

Fiscal rear

4,033
3,205
0)
24
700
84,965
7,708
1,113
2,752
3,951
1,560
98,746
208,980

4,510
3,902
12,662
415
500
85,248
9,152
2,361
3,030
5,121
3,447
16, 217
236,565

3,255
3,914
14,768
360
50
88,098
10,049
4,447
3,931
6,905
5,700
117,348
259, 275

1Not available.
Note: Systems Ithrough 5are dedicated supply management systems. Systems 6 through 8are multifunctional systems
with suppy management applications Included. The above Information has been estimated on the basis of available
administrative/techncal data since the current Army management structure does not Identify ADP costs at departmental
level. The management structure is undergoing revision at this time for the purpose of providing the mechanism for
surfacing these costs in future fiscal years.
POSSIBILITY OF ELIMNATING SOME)ADP SYSTEMS

Mr. SixmS. As you have noted, there is considerable concern on this
side of the table that you are falling all over yourselves in these systems that are being developed, and that the end product may be confusion rather than clarification.
31r. BUOM ASTER. If I may respond to that sir, this is the reason
that the Chief of Staff has approved the s6MISS study and the
establishment of the Computer Systems Command to bring these
major systems efforts under control and to insure that they are effectively developed and operated.
Mr. Six s. Would it not be simpler to abolish some of them?
Mr. BUCKMASTER. I do not believe so, sir, not in the Army today.
Mr. SxKwS. You are a part of the system, and you naturally would
not think so.
General TAYLOR. I think the answer to that question is that with
the approval of this study and the establishment of this centralized
command, it could well happen that some of these would drop out.
Mr. SixuS. For the record, tell us the function of the new command
and to whom it will report.
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(Tile information follows:)
U.S. Army Computer Systems Command, located at Fort Belvoir, Va., reports
to the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff, Army. Its mission is to (a) serve as the
principal Army developer of multicommand ADP systems and perform the functions of project management for assigned systems; (b) design, integrate, prograin, test, document, install, and maintain standard multicomnmand ADP systems responsive to functional requirements as directed by Headquarters, Department of the Army; (o) provide technical assistance to Army staff agencies
and major Army commands in the execution of their respective roles in the
planning, design, development, Installation, operation, and maintenance of multicomnimid ADP systems; (4) insure effective coluniumications-electronics planning and support for ni1h*lcomnaifd ADP systems in coordination with the Assistant Chief of Staff for Comiimlcations-Electronics and major Army commands; (o) conduct softWare research programs In coordination with the Chief
of Research and Development as required to support multlcoinnand ADP
systems.
NoT..-The term "multicommAnd ADP systems" as used in this statement
includes those ADP systems encompassing functional aplcitions which should
be highly similar and closely integrated in two or more major Army commands
to nifnimize expenditure of resources and to reduce variances in procedures and
training.
RIESPONSIBILtT1ES

OF TIE VARIOLS ADP CO3M3ANDS

Mr. GAIUTY. What is the. difference in function between your office
and this new command that is to be set up?
Mr. BUCKMASTER. Mfr. Garrity, the management information systems directorate in the Office of the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff has
the overall responsibility for the Chief of Staff for information systens and autbdinaticdfita processing, Army-wide.
The Con puter Systems Command is An organization which will
address itself to detailed design, development, and maintenance of
multicommand standardized information systems which are for use
throughout the commands of the Army.
Our office is the approving authority for information systems and

ADP, although new computer main firames must be approved by the
A.czistaint Secretary of the Army for Financial Management, the senior
ADP policy official of the Army.
Mr. GARRITY. What is the difference, then, between the new commnand being established and the command that was just, set up for
CONARC which we discussed yesterday or the day before?
Mr. BUCK ',Awn. As I mentioned a)moment ago, I am going to
CONARC on Tuegday. The pu'pose. of that trip is to arrange the
pha.ie-in of portions of the CASSA organization to the Computer
Systems
Command.
Esentflily,
the CASSA performs two functions at present. One is
the developilient of the CONARC, educational system, which is an inhoum'e comind system for CONARC. The other project is this
COCOAS project. which we have been discussing. The COCOAS
project and the personnel ttnd the funds from the CASSA organization will be transferred to the Computer Systems Command by July 1.
Mr. GAnnn'r. Thank you.
CONTINUTTLY INCR,.%STNGo COST OF ADP SYST,.ErS

Mf r. SrmKs. Let us get to the heart of the committee's concern. I
think it is very easy to show this by referring to the costs of automatic data processing systems for fiscal 1968, which totaled $271 million, from fill appropriations; for fiscal 1969, $339 million; for fiscal
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1970, $463 million. That. means in the short period of 3 years you

propose essentially to double the cost of these operations.

What is the end? How far are you going with this? Is it worth the

money you are asking for?
MaY I S-.V illofar'as [|seal 1970 isconcerned, again
Gellra1I] TAYiL.

this is a command req itirenent figure, and that kind'of money is just
not in the fiscal 1970budget. It will be at almost the 1969 level, with
the exception of the one that we spoke of yesterday, in which there is
a slight increase.
Further to expand upon the balance of your question, of where we
are goingMr. sliKEs. Am I to understand the figures I quoted are what, you
wanted to spend?
General 'Lmoi\u. Sir, for fiscal 1970, that is what the commands
have reported to us that they would like to spend.
Mr. Sim.s. That emphlasizes m y question even more strongly. Wllat
is the end? When are we to real a leveling off point, We could sooi
have this up to a b llion dollars a year at,this rate.
General T,%Yii.\' I would hope this fihing is under control ad beil)
brought under control more so every day with the actions tlfat are
presently going on.
Caii you expand on this?
Mr. BUCKBIASmu. The need to bring_, it under control was the basis
for the Chief of Staff's approval of tle SOMISS study, sir. In fact,
on his approval document lie wrote:
I do not eXpect a rtoiniiendatoin mide in the Interest of Improve(d offlviezjciy
of the Army staff to cost additional spaces.

We do see, based on our projections, a reduction in automatic, data

processing costs in the future.
Mr. SIKEs. 'What will be the rank of the officer in coniand of the
now Comlputer Systems Command?

Mr. BUCKMASTER. I believe that is set up on the TD as a major

general position, and he will be reporting directly to the AsSistant
Vice Chief of Staff, who in turn reports directly to the Chief and the
Vice Chief.
Mr. SIKEs. When you get to the point that you have a major general

in command of computers, haven't you run thls thing in tie ground ?
Mr. BUcKMASTER. No, sir. lVe had a major genera in the Ofce of
the Chief of Staff in this function as far back as 1963. The Chief of
the Management Information Systems Directorate, my immediate superior, is a brigadier general, sir.
Mr. SIKFS. Mr. Garrity.
CO3[1Ir'IYRS REPORT ON 13PLFMENTATON
ADP SYSTEMS

AND EXPANSION OF

M[r. G,\nir.tY. Wlat recognition did the Army give to the commnittee's report of last year on the fiscal year 1969 appropriation?
General TAYLon. Sir, this is in connection with the committee's
report. During the review of our budget under the Expenditure Control Act, the reductions that were taken again would apply in the
civilian personnel field that are applied in tie ADP area.
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Mr. GARMUTY. The committee stated last year, and I quote from
House Report No. 1735:
Although pleased with the effort that Is being put fdrth In the review and

control of these management systems--

Referring to the management of ADP operations-the committee believes that until such time as these newly established offices
have had an opportunity to review the various systems now in existence and
those being planned for the future, expansion of all systems should be held in

abeyance.

From the teWsimony this morning, we have indication that you are
going forth with a number of new systems. I want to find out why
you went forth with these systems without obtaining the committee's
r
sanction.
General TAYLOR. I do not believe we have gone forth with new systems. We are attempting with the Computer Systems Command and
the actions that have been taken by the Chief of Staff to do exactly
what the committee is asking.
Have we any new systems I
Mr. BuorKTmtsm. No sir
I would like to address several aspects of that, if I may, Mr.
Garrity.
.
To my knowledge, we did not proliferate any new standard systems
which "wehave had under development. At the time of last year's
hearings, these systems were already currently under development.
I refer here to systems such as NAPALM, COSMOS, and COCOAS.
These were ongoing developmental efforts.'
As each of -these reaches the final stages of development, they are
scheduled for a prototype evaluation. In the case of NAPALM, this is
being accomplished out at St. Louis. In the case of COSMOS, as we
have discussed it is being done at the Presidio. In the case of
COCOAS, it is being done down at Fort Sill.
These are prototype operations, and the decision to expand these
sy stems beyond the prototype has not been made. We are working on
the prototypes and, as they are approved, they will be expanded.
There have been major activities since last year's hearings to try to
get these under control. For example, in the NAPALM area, there was
established a NAPALM steering group which was chaired by the chief
of my directorate,,with participation from the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Financial Management, the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Army for Installations and Logistics, and
representatives from DCSLOG and AMC. It is to review the plans for
the NAPALM1 project and to try to get them back on the track where
appropriate.
Mr. Gmu=. May I interrupt, please.
I am addressing the total Army request for ADP systems, not just
those regarding central supply activities. I will give you an illustration.
In fiscal year 1968, the actual obligations for the Intelligence Data
million.
million. In 1969, it is
Handling System was'
For 1970, you are planning to spend - million.
If that is not an expansion of the system, what is this money to be
used forI
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General TAYLOR. Sir, this was brought up yesterday. This was an
information system within the intelligence community that was approved back ii1966, I believe the general officer referred to yesterday.
I also mentioned this morning that there would be some slight
increase in that area in fiscal 1970.
Mr. GAnRrTY. The committee said that future expansions of all

systems should be held in abeyance. We did not specifically say supply,
intelligence, or anything else. The committee said all systems.
We thinly what you are saying, General, is in direct opposition to
what the committee said last year.
So we do not intend to take it any further at this time. If you wish
to comment you may.
General TAYoE.The only other comment that I could add is that
from a cost point of view we have gone into additional computers in
South Vietnam. I do not have a cost figure with me this morning, but
it does relate to our entire supply activity down there. Further, of
course, I personally cannot contribute anything more.
Mr. Sws. Are you familiar with the comments of the committee
in last year's report
ie-subj ?
ly am. I think the assistant
General TAoY es, sir; I am, I ce
vice chief's o
where this responsibility r
is also aware of it.
Mr Si
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o sir.
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Our intent is to do exactly the opposed of that, sir. The mission
of the Computer Systems C6mmand simply stated is for the design,
programing, and%maintenance of stan-ardized automated systems
which have multicommand applicability; that is, information systems which operate outside of a single command in the Army.
The rationale !behind the establishment of the Computer *Systems
Command is that at the present time these systems are not standard-

ized--some of them are--but there are many which could be standardized but which are not. As a result of that, we have'computer program-
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ers and systems analysts scattered throughout the Army who are performing the same function. Therefore, we may have two or three
groups of people doing essentially the same thing.
Let us fake a simple case such as a payroll system. If there is no

centralized direction for the developinell of a standardized payroll

system then each separate unit has to do this individually.
By establishing a command and identifying those areas where we
have major payoff potential in terms of developing standaffllzed information systems, we will do so. By doing this, then, we will reduce the
requirements for analysts and )rogramers scattered throughout the

Army.

.

.Mr. RHODES. This is going to be an even bigger thing than I thought
it was. You are actually going to get
? into the business of standardizing
)rocedtures by the use of computers
Mr. BUCKM3EASTR. Yes, sir.
Mr. RIrODES. Wouldn't this more properly fall in some other part
of the Dopartment of Defense? Shouldn't this be a DOD function,
if you are going to do this?
Mr. BTICK-MASTEP. Sir, there are some standardized DOD systems.
M1r. RlODES. That is what I thought.
Mr. Brcir,\s'rn. Yes.
Mr. RHODES. Aren't you setting up something which duplicates
some DOD activity?
Mr. BUCKMASTER. No, sir; not in any way. We in no way duplicate
the standardized development activities of OSD.
Mr. RHoDi.s. Now, in the report of this committee in the last Congress on our Defense ap ropriation bill, on page 28 we state that the
"Office of Secretary of Defense has assumed the leadership for better
planning and use of these large computerized management systems.
On *June 7, 1968, the Deputy Secretary of Defense directed that the
management function for review of all facets of automatic data procePsing management systems be assigned to the Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense, Comptroller."
Mr. Buc
,iSMTMn. Yes.
Mr. RHODES. What you have just described to me, I would certainly
analyze as falling under the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Comptroller, if that order means anything. Why is this new
command in this, field?
Mr. BUCKMASTEI. Sir, the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense, Comptroller, and within that Office the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense. for Information, handles the overall policy with
respect to the use of automatic data processing equipment throughout. the Defense Department.
Mr. RHODEs. Isn't that a fair description of what you just told me
this new command was going to do for the Army? '
,Mr. BUCK-MASTER. No, sir. Within the Office of the Assistant Vice
Chief of Staff we have es-sentially two basic responsibilities, one of
which is for the centralized direction and control of information systems; and the other is the centralized selection and acquisition of autoinatie data processing equipment.' OSD establishes the policy, sir,.and
we do the selection and the acquisition in the ADP area. This is

centralized.
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getting any guidance and colfrol from the
Mr. RiIODES. Areofyou
Defense?
Office of Secretary
Mr. BuctEMTASTElt. Yes, sir. We are indeed; specifically, in tle logi;tics area as an example.
Last summer there was a meeting held at Fort Ritchie to look at
the logistics systems of the three services. As a result of this, OSD
has recently created a. task group which has us its missi()n mprovements in the logistics systems of the Defense I)epartment. This is a
direct result of that effort.
Mr. RHODES. Ins the. Assistant. Secretary of ])efense, Comptroller,
approved the establishment of this Army Computer Systems Command ?
Mr. BUCKMrASTFR. No, sir. That was done within the framework

of the Department of the Army, approved by the Chief of Staff.
Mr. RIODS. In light of what was said in the report of this committee, I should think it would be a very good idea for somebody to
check this matter with the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Comnptroller, to see whether or not this duplicates anything he is doing or
intends
to do.
Mr. BUcIrAsT
n. Sir, it has been checked out.
Mr. RuoDES. You just told me it was not. approved by him.
Mr. BUOK,&rASTER. It was not approved by him, no, sh': but he is
aware of it and has been given the report and has provided no
specific comment on it.
Mr. RHODES. He did not disapprove of it.?
Mr. BUCKINASTR,. That is correct, sir. He definitely did not disapprove of it.
The Deputy Assistant. Secretary of Defense for Information, General Carter, chairs what is called the OSD/ADP Policy Committee
which consists of representatives from the services. I am one of the
Army representatives on that committee and we meet at least once a
month. This kind of informmation is exchanged, sir. I think there is very
close communication between the services and that particular office.
Mr. RHODES. It seems to me that there is a grcat amount of duplication of effort in this whole computer field. You have programs going
in all directions. I am just at a loss to know the difference between
COCOAS and COSMOS except that one of them is a prototype for
the th Army, and the other one appease to be on some sort of a basis
of expansion within the Army itself.
DIFFERENCE BEVEEN TIlE COSMOS AND COCOAS SYSTEMS

Can you give me a cogent explanation of the difference between
COSMOS and COCOAS except the difference which I have just given?
Mr. BU'KMASTER. I will try, sir. The Cocoas is designed for the

class 1 installations within C NAIRC. There are 36 of these installations which are involved in the COCOAS project.
Mr. RHODEs. I can read that as well as you can. I know that. All
right. Now you go on from there.
Mr. BUCKMASTER. Yes, sir. The systems cover the area of personne
administration, and supply.

Mr. RHODES. Mll right. Now what does COCOAS do?
Mr. BUCKMASTMR. That is dhe COCOA.
Mr. RmDEs. All right.
80-088-69-pt. 2-16
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Mr. BUIIMS'11m. the COSmOS is a supply system, does not, include
JOsonnel and administration portion that we do have in Cocoas.
the,
Mr4. R ions. T1ell me this: Are you using the computers involved
in COCOAS to their full capacity? Couldn't these same computers,
with the use of long-distance telephones and all, take on the functions
Of COSMOS?
Mr. BuoKMAs'rER. Sir, this is one of the reasons that we have with-

held the extension of the COSMOS system, to deterimline if the supply

portion of COCOAS cannot do the job. If it can, then we will not extenld the COSMOS system.
Is COCOAS an adaptation of the Air Force base level
Mr. Rnoitws.
system
phase H?
.fr. BUCKMAsTFm. No, sir; it is not an adaptation of that. It is

designed, in a sense, for somewhat the sameI)urposo but it is not an

adaptation of the Air Force system.

1fr. R ionmns. It

is for the same purpose?

Mr. BUOKMASTER. Yes, in general.

NEED FOR CENTRALIZATION OF ALL ADP PRO(ILAMS IN DOD

Mr. RmionFs. I wonder why the DOD could not provide these capabilities for all of the Services instead of the Air Force having one

and the Army having one and-I am very sure that Navy is going to

have one, too. They always do.
Mr. BUqKMASTRR. I think, sir, it probably comes down to the fact
that centralized design of such a system would not support the Army,
Navy, or Air Force to the degree that it should. There are differences
between running an Air Force base and running a class I installation
in the Army.
Mr. RoDs. There are differences, but there are great similarities,
too.
Mr. BUOKMASTR. Yes.
Mr. RnODFJS. I am not at all persuaded by that statement.
Mr. BUOKMASTER. Well sir, to give you an example in which this
is being (lone, is the JUMPS system, joint uniform military pay
system.
Mr. 11TOD S. Right. That I guess is on a separate set of computers.
Mr. BUOKMASTF... Yes, sir; but it is a centrally directed systems
del.unHOD. I think we should be working, Mr. Chairman, toward
more standardization in the whole Defense ,stablistment and more
universal use of the computers to their full capacity rather than having
the three services doing this. I thought this was what we meant when
we put this direction in the committee report here. I certainly have the
very strong feeling that the armed services are not complyin with
what I would say was a, pretty definite statement by this committee.
I hope this will be reviewed b them. Thank you very much.
Mr. Srxvs. General Taylor, I tWunk that those questions and the discussion will show the concern of the committee that the Army and the
Defense Department are contributing to confusion rather Chan simplifying this problem by development of too many systems, by overexpansion within the systems, and we hope it is something that you
will look at very carefully. I think it is obvious that this committee.
is going to look at it very carefully.
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General TAYOR. Sir, I can assure you this will again be brought to
the attention of our superiors in the Department of thle Army.
Mr. SnIHS. I would like to say, Mr. Buckmaster, you have made a

good witness on this subject.

Mr. BUCKIMASTER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. DAVIS. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a couple of questions?
Mr. SiKFS. Of course.
CENTRALIZATION OF SUPPlY MANAGEMENT OPPMATIONS

(COSMOS)

Mr. DAVIs. General, in the, report to our committee prepared by the
Comptroller General and submitted to us under date of January 16,
1969, relating to the centralization of supply management operations
system, have you had an oppori flty to examine this report?
General TAYLOR. Sir, I believe I have seen that report.
Mr. DwIs. In appendix 5, on pages 28, 29 and 30 they do attempt
to set forth what they refer to as background on designations of responsibilities for system development and logistics concepts in the
Army. So far as you know, is that a valid presentation of the purported
relationships of theso various systems?
Mr. BUCKMIASTJR. I think that would have been modified, sir, by
the decision that the Chief of Staff made on the Study of Management
Information Systems Support,. I believe that would have changed it.
I am not fully aware of the details of that. but I know there have been
some changes with iepect to the responsibility.
Mr. Dws. At the time, though, it was a valid summary, was it not.?
Mr. BUOKMASTER. Yes.
Mr. DAVIS. What does COSMOS do fthat is not being done or capable
of being done under the other ongoing systems that you have in operation?
General tAYF. I think we have the contrast here between a multipurpose multifunctional computer system for a base and a dedicated
system for a complete Arm area,. I I could compare the COSMOS
system, the COSMOS establishment in the 6th Army area is more
closely parallel to the ICP operation in the AMC area, in its commodity commands. It is a central requisitioning and inventory-control
activity for the Army commander, which is, in essence, taking the
requisitions controlling the inventories and processing the requests to
the wholesale inventory system for an entire Army area.
The COCOAS system is a local installation, computerized setup
which will take care, on a computer, of all of the information that an
installation commander needs. If it works, I really see that the two
systems are complementary, that they are not competing in the sense
that I think some of the questions have indicated.
Incidentally, COSMOS has been studied in detail solely as a dedicated supply system. We have not in the logistics area addressed trying to expand it to take care of other activities. Its capacity design has
been to handle the volume of requisitions and the control of stocks
within an Army area.
The proposed extension of COSMOS has solely been to extend it to
the five Army areas and possibly to CONARC headquarters so that we
will have something in CONUS which compares to our situation in the
overseas theaters or to the major NICPs at the wholesale level.
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Mr. D)\vis. If I understand this now, the otlr systems that. we art'e
talking about. e ld bo considered as being farther along in develolpiielnt lid apil ieati0in so that you are now comfitted to the developis; is this true?
met. of them ol an .rmy-wide
YiS.
r1 I cannot address myself to COCOAS as to its CornGeneral
ittlent Army-wide. CONUS-wide, Continental Army Co1mand,
that, is witllin the Zone of Interior, COSMOS would Iie coijiliti l
solely to the UJnited States ias well, and(1 it. is ill oertatioll. As a Illathlcr
of fact, if it stopped, the 6th Army area would be iialble of lrOvv.;sin g their requisitions and sup)ly management.

N ow, it certainly, from the lon g'range standpoitt-andl here we tro
into further 1)olfIertion--it COl(I be ('OnsihIed to be iiitegrateol illtio
an overall system at. the Army connuaider's level whicll is ,hove the
COCOAS. In other words, if you have the installation computer seiing the local commander andi feeding into an Army area commander,
thence to CONARC--ani I don't. know whether that is in the concept
of COCOAS or not-but. as fart as COSMOS is coneemid it theni, at
the commander's level, could into-grate.
'Mr. 1)A's. Is COSMOS tie only one here that we are talking aholt
that, is what must be termed a prototy)e? In other words, you areIj1t
trying to, as I understand it, try thi.4 thing out in the 6th Army?
General I AYZS. Yes.
Mr. l),\vis. And then you are going to stop and evaluate it and milke
a.decision as to whether or not. to attempt to apply it to tho other Con-

t inental Army areas; is this correct?
General HlYm.s. With the excelption of the 0110 word "stol)." tBeeniise
oCe coninmitted in the 6th Army area we are going to continue to
march with it so it, can handle the day-to-day business for the Army
comnnrander. We are at that stage now where it, is in operation. It hlas

made some significant improvements within the supply area. mly for
the Army commander in the 6th Army area. We areO now going to
assess: Should we (to this in the other Army areas? In other words,

place their supply management at a single centralized point within

the Army area rather than have it multifaceted di ectly from the installations to our wholesale NICPs.
Mr. Dvis. Tell me how this is contemplated, to tie this in not only

with our geographical Army organizations within tile continental
United States but with actual organizations in the field? How does this
get all tied together?
General ILYrs. Within CONARC in the United States, all of our
troops are stationed at. some post., camp, or station. Their requisitions
for supplies fromla nit, level go to the post and are supplied by a post
supply. The post, supply runs a, small stock. They replace that stock
through the reqilisitioning process.
At the present time in tile Army areas, other than the 6th, every
single post, runs its stock level requisitions for the various commodities
of items directly to the wholesale NICPs. Not true in the 6th Army
area; they run them to the 6th Army COSMOS centralized control
point, and if there is long supl)ly on one post and a need at another,

they can cross-lovel supplies, athling'lat cannot be done in any other
Army area.
So that the Army commander has a better control and handling of,
No. 1, his inventories which exist, and, No. 2, his use of the operating
funds under budget program 2000.
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We areteting whether or not this is really a more effective ecot timeworn
traditional way we have
Ibeen doing it, in the past an1ithat we are still doing in the other Army
allells.
That, is the whole philosophy of trying to test tie COSMOS prinnomiical. method of (loing it.than

ci1)le. It never started out to be anythfuig other that a single dedicated
slip1)ly management system and was not intended to be proliferated
to the remainder of the Army. It is purely to solve the problems in the
unitedd States, Continental Army United States.
Mr. DAVmS. I im bothered by one other phase of this thing. I remem-

ber we .made a great, deal a few years ago of setting up a uniform
accoiut ing and supply system for the artlied services.
It, looks here as it we lhave it nuinher of un-uniform systems of
handling this, not. only within the Army itself but I have not lheard
ailvthing this morning that. convinces lira that there is any attempt

lning mIade at. uiformity of handling these th ings among all tile
I)ralches of the armed services at th I)epartment of
Am I wrong in this?
(eIral I IYES. I think your neimprssion is probably
evQl', its far us the Office, Seretalry of defense , and the
retary for installations and logist'ics, there is at (lefinito

defensee leveL
correct. IowAssistant Seeeffort. in order

to 11zake as closely l)aIrallel the logistical management systems within
all of li services; they did develop indelendently, no question about
it. W lether looking at it at this point. in history is too late-it is later
than perhaps even the Secretary of Defense would like to (to it, maybe
flter than the Congress would like to (lo it, later than I as a, citizen
would like to do. But the problems within tim services have been that
you are wrestling with this massive requirement to provide the supplie. and eontliinet.. to the troops, to know where they are, what the
quirenient's computat.ons .should be, alfect the procurement and
try to prevent us from wasting money-or spending too Iluch to (1o
the job.
Mr. DAvIs. COSMOS is a prototype only for the Army, then. If your
devaluation of this is favorable, lave we a right to expect that. the concept will be developedd not only within the Army but within all
bra nhes of the services?
General IIAYEs. I am sure that if it was successful to the pointt of
being a much more economical, much more efficient system, that one
of tle first things that would hal)pen we would I)robably be briefing
the Navy and tle Air Force on it-as they brief us on their systems.
And if it is capable of being adopted directly, which might not be the
case, at least, for the Air Force, possibly the Navy-as a more closely
geographical system over their installations-but I would see no
rens o "why it would not ultimately be adopted, or some facets of it.
W(. are looking at the. Navy and Air Force systems all tie time from
the standpoint of attemptih to steal good ideas from them.
I think in the logistics fieli1 there is less, if you will, parochialismm11n g the services than maybe there is in other areas. We are constantly
interchanging ideas with the logisticians in the Air Force and the
Navy in an attempt to try to pe ]how we meet, because we are all facing
the same kinds of problems. Our users are a little bit different They
aren't exactly ti saine when you get out to the end of tie line.
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Mr. DAVIS. Mr. Chairman, would it be practicable to have whoever is
in the best position to do this in light of the response that was given

to take care of this situation? There are some things in here that
perhaps nmy not be up-to-date as of now, speaking of appendix 5 to the
Comptroller General s Report to this committee. That report does give
a three-page summary of the responsibilities of the related concepts in

connection with this. Now if we could have this brought up to date
I think it would make a valuable insertion in the record and would get
the relationships of these various programs straightened out. I would
like to have that done, if there is someone here who will take the
responsibility.
Mr. SIKES. You will see that this is done?
General TAYrop. We will certainly try. We will coordinate this with
Defense because I believe that there is an interlocking here that should

be brought out.
(The information follows:)

ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND ON DESIGNATION OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT AND LO01STICS CONCEPTS IN THE ARMY

Appendix V, GAO report to the House Appropriations Committee, dated
January 10, 1969, is updated to read as follows:
DESIGNATIONS OF RESPONSMIIJTY FOR SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT IN THE ARMY

The Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics (DCSLOG) is responsible for the
continuing development and control, of the Army's logistics systems and supporting automation programs. The Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff for Logisties
(Doctrine, Systems and Readiness) is responsible for supervising this effort
through a Logistics Doctrine and Systems Office (LDSO), established in May
1967, and a field element-the Logistics Doctrine, Systems and Readiness Agency
(LDSRA). The LDSO and supporting field agency provide for the centralized
general staff direction of the Army-wide program of logistics systems development
by promulgating design criteria and management techniques to be used in detailed
systems design and development.
A major responsibility of the Director. Management Information Systems,
Office of the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff, Army is the coordination of maltifunctional (i.e., logistics, finance and accounting, personnel, etc.) automated
systems development for multicommand use (e.g., systems that can be used in
more than one command). DCSLOG is responsible for design criteria, compatibility, and interface of the logistics elements of these multifutinctional systems
with the other segments of the Army logistics system.
ARMY LOGISTICS CONCEPT

The overall Army logistics system comprises three basic segments; the
wholesale segment, which procures, stores, and distributes materiel and supply
for the Army, worldwide; the Army in the field segment, comprising the overseas
commands and the deployable forces in CONUS; and the CONUS retail segment,
comprising the five CONUS numbered Armies and the posts, camps, and stations
within each Army.
Responsibility for the development and maintenance of the logistics systems,
under the control and direction of DOSLOG, for each of these segments has been
assigned to the U.S. Army Materiel Command for the wholesale segment and to
the U.S. Army Computer Systems Command for the CONUS retail and Army
in the field segments.
The Army Materiel Command (AMO), which has established the Automated
Logistics Management Systems Agency (ALMSA) in St. Louis, Mo., for the
development, control, and maintenance of automated systems in the CONUS
wholesale area, the primary system being the national ADP program for AMO
logistics management (NAPALM). Additionally, the Logistics Systems Support
Center (LSSO) at Chambersburg, Pa., in coordination with ALMSA, has been
assigned the responsibility for central design and development of the depot level
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system SPEEDEX (systematic project for electronic equipment at depots,
extended).

The U.S. Army Computer Systems Command (USACSC) is responsible for the

development of automated systems for all Army multicommand data processing
systems. This command is also charged with bringing together existing ADI'
projects. Included In their scope of responsibility are the combat service support system (CSs), the Quick Reaction Inventory Control Center (COCOAS),

system. Conus Army and installation level automated system (COCOAS),
COSMOS system, and USAREUR and USARPAC supply systems.

The Department of the Army's organization for logistics systems development
and the basic programs are illustrated In the chart on the following page.

Mr. SIKES. By way of conclusion, the GAO has suggested that their
recommendations on centralization of supply management operations,
et cetera, be brought to the attention of the appropriate officials in
the Departmebt of Defense and the Army. This the committee has
done.
WILDLIFE

M1ANAOEMENT AND RECRFATIONAI, PROGRAMS

Now, General Taylor, last year, in the last Congress, a bill was passed
to authorize support through appropriated funds for wildlife managenient anl recreational programs on military reservations. Is there
any money in this budget or any other Army budget, to your knowledge, in support of this legislation, to implement the legislation?
General TAiLoR. No, sir, Mr. Chairman, there is no request in fiscal
1970 for funds for that appropriation. It has been established as a
revolving fund, I believe is the proper nomenclature, whereby the
receipts from salesMr. SiKFs. That has been in operation for some time.
General TAYLOn. Yes, sir.
Mr. SKFS. The bill to which I referred provides for direct appropriations in support of the program.
General TAYLOR. Right, sir.
Mr. SKFms. Was there a request that such funds be provided?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir. The Army did make a request. However,
it was not approved.
Mr. SIKEs.-In what amount?
General TAYLOR. Sir, I am trying to find the number. I just cannot
recall the amount the Army requested.
Mr. Six~s. Will you make it available when you can?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir. I think it was in the amount of $500,000
but I would like to verify that.
(The information follows:)
The Department of the Army originally requested $478,000 in appropriated
funds for fiscal year 1970 to support the wildlife management and outdoor recreation program. It was decided subseqently that this request would be deferred for
reasons of economy.
.AmR n STOCK FUND

Mr. SIKES. The committee is now ready to discuss the operations
of the Army Stock Fund.
General Hayes, you have a statement. Will you proceed, please.
General HAYEs. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
am Major General Hayes, Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics (Supply and Maintenance) in the Office of the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Logistics, Department of the Army. Subject to Department
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of Defense and Army regulations. I am responsible for the program
management of the Army Stock Fund. This entails both its supply
and financial aspects.
Looking over the background of this last year, I noted that you had
been given this background. So I am going to leave that out this time.
No further changes in the stock fundI operation have been made beyonl those reported last year in the statement for the fiscal year 1969

budget.

As you know, the Army Stock Fund encompasses both wholesale
and retail operations. Our national inventory control points, under the
direction of the Army Materiel Command. comlute worldwide req irements for Army-managed secondary items and procure stocks
from commercial suppliers or governmental mamifacturig arsenals.
These stocks are bought by the other commands with their stock
funds for sale to the Army users. The retail command stock funds are
also used to finance needed supply of items managed by other Defense
services and other Government agencies. Ariy-allropriatcd funds are
used to reimburse the retail commuud stocklfunds.
My discussion %%,ill cover the Army Stock Fund operations for fiscal
year 1969 and the proposed operations for fiscal year 1970.
In December, as a part of the President's fiscal year 1970 budget
formulation, the fiscal year 1969 program was revised based upon the
latest. data available on sales and the status of inventories on hand and
on order.
The following table sets forth in suniary the original program for
fiscal year 1969 as it appeared in the President's budget for fiscal year
1969, tile program as currently approved by the Secretary of Defense
and the proposed program for fiscal year 1970.
[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal year 1969
program (Pros.
ident's budget)

Revised fiscal year
1969 program

Fiscal year 1970
program (Prosdent's budget)

1. Sales:
Wholesale .....................................

1,396. 8

2,869.1

2,784.2

2844.7

Total ......................................

4.265.9

4,106.6

4,117.7

a
II. Obligations:
Wholesale .....................................
Retail .........................................

1,365.7
2,743.0

1,094.4
2,645.7

I.161.0
2,923.3

Total .......................................

4,108.7

3,740.1

4, 084.3

Retail .........................................

1,322.4

1,273.0

The fiscal year 1969 program was revised downward as a result
of a significant decrease in demands for stock fund items during fiscal
vear 1)68 from what had been planned in the President's Iudget for
fiscal year 1968. The drop in demands was caused by improved supply
management techniques in Southeast Asia which led to reduction in
stocka-ge objectives and drawdown of supplies shipped to Vietnam
during fiscal years 1966 and 1967.
The reduction in obligational authority considered issues from long
Sli)p)ly and from recellits of miateriel placed on order in prior fiscal
years in anticipation of sales which did not materialize.
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The fiscal year 1970 program forecasts a co1ltiffintioli in daldl!0(ls
at approximately the same level as planned for fiscal year 1969. The
obligational requirement includes $100 million for war reserve stocks
which will be used to fill deficiencies to pre-])ositinned war reserve
requirements. Based Upon (letaileci computations,, which have been
coml)leted, our worldwide mobilization reserve requireme nts are $1,314
million. Assets of $668 million estimated to be on hand as of June 30.
1969, and $16 million estimatedm to be on order, leaves a deficiency
of $630 million. The $100 millio in this budget for fiscal , er 1970
will finance (leficiencies to reserves required to be l)re-posltlonel iln
overseas theaters and in continental IlTnited States. Funding for the
balance of the deficiencies in mobilization reserves will not be reuested until a determination can he made of the offset. to he derived
rom. redistribution of assets in long supply in Southeast Asia. The
remaining obligational program considers a continuation in the drawdown of long supply.
Army Stock Fund inventories are forecast to decline from $3,200
million on JTune 30, 1968 (the actual figure as of that, date is $3,201)
million) to $2,404 million by June 30. 1970. h'le following table provides an analysis of Army" Stock Fund invntory transactions ineluded in the Army's estimates for fiscal years 1969 and 1970. This
led to the earlier figures. You will note that we begin fis-cal year 1969
with (hat $3,200 million figure.
ANALYSIS OF ARMY STOCK FUhD INVENTORY TRANSACTIONS
[In millions of dollars]
Fi sca Iyear

Fiscal ear
1970

3.200. 4

2.633.1

4,003.9
42.7
171.9
345.6
11.1

4,028. 0
.2
0
339.0
0

4,575.2

4,367.2

4,292.0
174.4
191.9
369.4
4.2
.
110.6

4,292.2
8.4
65.1
141.8
.5
88.4

Total decreases .......................................................

5,142.5

4,596.4

Net change in inventory .......................................
"...................................
Inventory, end of fiscal year..

567,3
2,633.1

-229.2
2.403.9

Inventory, beginning of fiscal year .................................................
Increases:
Purchases at standard price ..............................................
Receipts from capitalized contracts .......................................
Capitalization (from DSA 52.5; from PEMA 119.4) ..........................
Customer returns .......................................................
Standard price changes ..................................................
Total increases .......................................................
Decreases:
Gross issues (sales) ....................................................
Decapitalization (to DSA 60.4 and 8.4; to PEMA 114) .......................
Returns to suppliers ....................................................
Transfers to property disposal officer .....................................
Issues without reimbursement ...........................................
Physical Inventory loss adjustment ........................................

Gros.s sales in fiscal year 1969 are forecast to exceed purehses anid
receipts from capitalized contracts by $245.4 million. (eiierally speaking, this means issue requirements are being met throullh issue of ma:teriel in long supl)ly. Customer returns help satisfy this reqirement :
$1274 million of the customer returns are now'forecast to be applicable to the issue or the approved stockage requirement.
Purchases and issues are forecast at approXmlately thae same Jevel for
fiscal year 1970 in the stock fund as we have inour other arens.
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A major effort is being made in both fiscal years 1969 and 1970 to rid
the system of inventories in excess of authorized retention levels. Our
forecast to transfer some $511 million to the property disposal officer
during the 2-year period reflects the Army's effort to rid the system of
excesses, including that materiel turned in from units which is excess to world wide requirements. This large amount is primarily due to
the moratorium placed on ny declaration of excesses within the whole.
sale system during the period of several years of the Vietnam buildup.
The sale of inventory from long supply generates cash in the Army
stock fund that can be used to invest in stocks for mobilization reserves
or can be transferred to other appropriations. Collections from sales in
excess of expenditures for purchases of stocks are expected to generate
sufficient cash to permit a transfer of $360 million to the procurement
appropriation during fiscal year 1969. I think you will note it is $60
million more than the figure which was indicated in last year's testimony. The following table sets forth the transactions that affect the
cash position of the Army stock fund for fiscal years 1969 and 1970:
ANALYSIS OF CASH POSITION
[in millions of dollars)
Fiscal ylear
Cash requirement:
Provision for variation in estimates (13 percent of estimated collections and exnditures) ...........................................
nel ivered provisioning for new principal Items of equipment entering the system.
Undelivered war reserves ....................................................

FIscaIyear

$119.6
83.4
0

$120.9
98 1
1100 0

203.0

319.0

Cash availability:
Cash balance, beginning of fiscal year .........................................
Collections for the period ...................................................
Expenditures for the period ..........................................
Transfer to other accounts ...........................................

153.8
4,128. 5
-3 844.8
-360.0

77.5
4.112.5
-3,949.6
0

Cash balance, end of fiscal year.............................................

77.5

240.4

Total ....................................................................

Cash availability under cash requirement ....................................

-125.5

-78.6

1 During fiscal year 1970, If this program Isapproved, we expect that the $100,000,000 will be undeflvered at the end
of the year. We have none on order for this year.

The cash positionat the end of each fiscal year is less than the cash
requirement to provide for variations in estimates and undelivered
provisioning and war reserves. Those figures, which are the first two
lines above, are estimated figures. The Congress has in the past provided the Secretary of Defense with the authority to make cash
transfers between the service and Defense Supply Agency stock funds.
We expect that this same authority will be extended to cover the
fiscal year 1970 and if this works out exactly in this way, that cash
excess to requirements in other defense stock funds can be transferred
to the Army as the need arises.
The Army continues to make improvement in supply management
and supply control capabilities in Southeast Asia, particularly Southeast Asia. As of the end of December 1968, supply reports indicated
that demands have leveled off and in some areas have increased as a
result of the Army's support of the modernization program for the
South Vietnamese forces. We are continuing the intensive manage-
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ment effort directed toward the identification and retrograde of redistributable Southeast Asia assets in order to assure the fullest utilization of inventory and to preclude any over procurement. The items
screened so far are almost 100 percent provided from stock fund
inventories either from the Army or from Defense Supply Agency
or General Services Administration stocks. Since this project cominenced, $58 million have been redistributed to users to make maximum
utilization of our supply resources.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my presentation.
RELIABILITY OF STOCK FUND PROJECTIONS

M r. SIKES. General Hayes, you have given us a good statement and
it is a clear statement. It will be very useful for the record, However,
there are some changes in the amounts which were anticipated both
in 1968 and in 1969. I think we should have something in the record
on the reliability of predictions. How much confidence can we have in
financial statements that are presented to us on the stock fund?
General HAYES. I think that with respect to the actual figures of
what has occurred, that those are 100 percent accurate. In other words,
the figures, the financial stotement of condition at a particular point
in time after the fact. With respect to the projections, this is one of
the most difficult areas in the management of the stock fund because
of the constantly changing situation. While I was in AMC and now as
I hatve managed this stock fund at the Department of Army level,
this was the thing that plagued me the most with respect to the
capability of our TICP's to project forward the position that they
would be in in order to justify the funds that were obligated for
procurement,
Demands have been erratic. They continued to be the results of
the changing combat situation and always will be. So, at best, it is a
prediction game.
Any items, any new items which are entering the system, despite
the bst engineering talent that we have or that our contractors who
are producing major items of equipment have, we know we will estimate what the provisioning, spare parts, et cetera should be and we
buy those quantities. Those estimates are made on the best engineering
data because there is no other way. But when we get an item in the
field it sometimes uses parts at a greater rate than was in the engineering estimates and in other cases using them far less. An item in the field
also does not have a constant demand data situation. The usage to
which the item is put is markedly different and produces a different
demand impact back at the NICP's.
We have several programs that we are doing in-house and one very
big program we are doing with outside assistance, without a cent expended out of our budget, through the National Security Industrial
Association in an attempt to develop better factors for consumption,
possible consumption or wear out of spare parts and components.
Obviously, you can understand that a helicopter or a truck or a
rifle in Vietnam has a totally different environment to be used in and
its wear-out rate is totally different than it is in Europe or even in
training here in the continental United States. I think, Mr. Chairman,
that what I am doing in essence--I am not begging your question but
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I think that you can have confidence that the best that all the brainpower we have is going to be put into making those projections as
accurate as possible. I eight say that Mr. Resor has very recently set
up a special analysis provided to him on a monthly basis-and I am
the one that has to go up and give it-with his tremendous interest
in this business of getting better projections and better management
of our stock fund program.
INCREASE IN

STOCK FUND SALES FOR 1070

Mr. SIxES. If there is a drop in demand because of the considerable
amount of excess stocks in Southeast Asia which must be redistributed,
why are you anticipating increases in sales for fiscal 1970?
General HAYES. The increases in sales will be utilizing those long
stocks because from the stock fund particularly in Vietnam they are
using 0. & MN.A. funds to purchase from the stock fund. There is no
stock fund, as you know, in theitheater in Vietnam.
Mr. SniFs. Now, would you clear up this point: You anticipate increased sales in fiscal 1970 although the Army has stated tht funds for
supplies to Southeast Asia have been reduced substantially.
General HAYES. These are the stock funds within the Army. The
very small increase ,there shown in the sales 1970 over 1969 is primarily occurring in wholesale inventory assets in aviation, some of
the electronics area, of military-type items where we are not in long
supply. I think to properly get the picture of this you would have to
take the military stock fund and the DSA stock fund and put them
together to address that question accurately, and I do not know what
DSA
stock fund projection for 1970 is.
theMIr.
GARRIT. You just mentioned a sale, for instance, of air material spare parts, various items, which are not in long supply, but according to the statement, the report on working capital fund, Departhave approximately $127
ment of Defense as of June 30, 1968,
materials.
in airyou
million worth of long supply stocks
General HAYFS. Xes. I am quite aware of that figure. That is part
of this long supply excess that we are attempting to get rid of. You
cannot use a 011-13 part to fit a HU-1 helicopter. The tremendous
increase has been in the later model aircraft which are continuing to
have increased deniands for spare parts. We are not in long supply
in that type item. So it is a case of the specific major end item that is
accounting for the long supplies which are, as far as we are concerned, unusable long supplies.
WAR RESERVE STOCKS

Mr. SiKi:s. The obligation requirements for fiscal 1970 include $100
million for war reserve stocks. What is the current status of war reserve stocks?
General HAYES. I can give you a total, and I have a detailed background.
Mr. SinXs. Provide it for the record.
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i The information was provided to the committee and is classified:)

Mr. SiKFS. Has the criteria for determining war reserves require-

ments changed in the pat 2 years?
General HAYES. No, sir.
M'. SIKES. If you are anticipating a deficit cash requirement position at June 30, 1970, can you afford to spend $100 million for war
reserve stocks?
General HAYES. At this point I don't know, and that is the reason
I showed the $100 million as of the end of 1970. I project a cash position of $240 million at the end of fiscal year 1970, Jqlich, together with
cash that I can expect to generate in fiscal year 1971, should be adequate to pay for the mobilization reserves and leave a cash balance
equal to cash requirements.
TRAkNSFER OF STOCK FUND CASH

Mr. Srmis. Last year we had quite an extensive discussion on the
ability of the Army to transfer $300 million in cash to the appropriation for procurement of equipment and missiles, Army. At that time
it was explained that the $300 million wotild be made up of $119 million in excess cash derived from operations in fiscal year 1967 and $181
million of excess cash to be derived in fiscal year 1969. Now, on page
6 of your statement, the current statement, you indicate that the stock
fund is in a deficit cash requirement position by $125,500,000 for fiscal
year 1969. Has the Army already transferred the $300 million?
General HAYES. No, sir. That is the projected figure from the Office
of Secretary of Defense to be made up from the Army by June 30. 1
do not know whether any part has been transferred yet.
Mr. SiKE~s. How much does it now appear can be transferred?
General HAYES. We still hope that we can make the $360 million.
Mr. LipscoMBn. What exactly do you mean, General? Are you going
to take it all out of fiscal year 1969?
General HAYES. There was $153.8 million in cash on hand as of
June 30, 1968. The budget estimated a transfer of $60 million to the
procurement appropriation in fiscal year 1968. It was not withdrawn.
So with the cash on hand on July 1, 1968, plus our cash accruals during the year, we anticipate that we will make the $360 million in fiscal year 1969.
Ntr. LipsCmo . But you were going to do this in 1967.

General

TAYLOR.

No, sir.

Mr. Lipsco=M. I mean with fiscal year 1967 money. That is what the
question was.
General HAYES. We do not have it here. I would have to go back and
look at 1967 and see what the situation is.
Mr. Sixis. Can you do thatI
General HAYES. Yes.
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(Tho information follows:)
The following Is the analysis of cash transactions as proposed In the budget for
fiscal year 1069 and revisions required as a result of actual operations In fiscal
year 1068 and revised forecasts for fiscal year 1969:
PRESIDENT'S BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 1969
lin millions of dollars]

Cash requirement .................................................
Cash availability:
Cash, beginnlng of period ......................................
Collections, paled ..........................................
Expenditures, period ..........................................
Appropriated
Transrrred to other ....................................
accounts
..........................

Fiscal year

Fiscal rear

Fiscal year

actual

estimate

estimate

156

269

222

0
. +4,493
-4.569
. +351 0
215

Cash, end of period .........................................
Cash over (+) or under (-) requirement ......................

+119

+275
+440
-1-4,429
.- 4,284
-4,264
-4,103
-f
-6060 ......... -300
440
+171

321
+99

The cash requirement for end of fiscal year 1067 was budgeted as $1100 Million.
The actual cash balance exceeded this requirement by $110 million. This amount,
together with estimated cash generations of $165 million In fiscal year 10S ald
$181 million In fiscal year 1909, would have been adequate to support the $300
million cash transfer and leave a cash balance of $321 million.
Improvements In supply management In Southeast Asia Initiated In fiscal year
1907 and in the European Comnsnd itn flsval year 198 Il to a doerense In
demands placed on the Europe and Pacific retail stock funds and on the national
inventory control point wholesale stock funds. Also, Included In the fl,'al year
19068 sales estimate for the Pacific area, was a $250 million drawdown In oil
hand and on order assets located on Okinawa to be sold to the Army ti Vietnam.
This drawdown was actually $93 million and represents a loss In collections for
which no offsetting disbursement was planned.
The $860 million in cash proposed to be transferred In fiscal year 1009 is
estimated to be generated essentially as follows:
(In millions of dollars]
-------------------------------- 1. 0
Reduction In operating stocks
1.4
--------------------------------Sale of stocks fit long supply
Sale of receipts from capitalized contracts to bo paid for by the procure42. 7
------------------------------------ment appropriation
--76.3
Drawdown of cash availability on June 30, 1008 ---------...
Total

--------------------------------------------

60.0

PRESIDENT'S BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 1970
[in millions of dollars
Fiscal years

Cash requirement .................................................
Cash availability:
Cash, beginning of period ......................................
Collections, period ...........................................
Expenditures, period ..........................................
Appropriated .................................................
Transferred to other accounts ...................................
Cash, end of period .........................................
Cash over (M) or under (-) requirement ............................

.

1968

1969

1970

218

203

319

154
215
4,129
3.965
-3,845
-4,146
60.................
-360
0
154
-64

78
-125

78
4,112
-3,950

O
240
-79
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The cash balance, estimated now to be $78 million on June 30, lil9. Is sum.

cl, nt to cover our expenitiures, provided the Congress approves section 538
of the proposed general provisions, as it has for the Imst several years, which
atithlorlztb us to maintain a cash balance In only such amounts as aro necessary at any time for cash disbursements.

CIANOE IN INVENTORY I.EVwtj

Mr. SiRES. On page 4 of your statement, General Htay es, you indiacto the ending inventory for fiscal 19019 to be $2,633,100,000. Information provided tho committee by OS1) indicates that as of Decomber 31,
1908, the Army had inventories totaling $3,321 million. How do you
anticipate that the ihiventoiy will be reduced by approximately $700
million during the last 6t months of this year?
General IIAYms. Yes, sir; that is our current anticipation based on
ti onphasis on the reduction of these items that are now carried in
long supply potential )OD excess. We now have a concentrated program to phaso thosoout., now that we havo reached a lovely.
Mr. SIKYs. With a concentrated program you can moot that
ob ectivo
General HAYES. Yes.
Mr. Si ms. )o you consider that the situation would ariso, if for
instance you were unable to sell this additional inventory prior to the
end of the fiscAl year, will you then be loft with a cash dofcit consida that which you estimate?
erably larger t il
(1enraLI-LAYFs. As of right now I don't expect to. However, on the
)emise that, you y, do I expect that I will not nake (e sales? It
would be subject to something that we don't see in the current domand picture, that is, a sudden cessation in hostilities which might
upset the situation. But I don't see where we are--we are now almost
at the end of MArch and I think we can see close enough that nothing
can happen that, is going to stop the sales tremendously, unless everybody in the field is out of money.
Mr. SIKES. Then you don't consider nthat you Wr cutting yourself
short with cash transfers?

General I-YES. WVoare tight with the $300 million.
Mr. Siims. Too tight?
General RA-Es. I won't say too tight because I would just as soon
play a tight game.
O00DS HIMMNED To INVENTORY

Mr. SI ES. In your schedule on inventories you are anticipating

quito a return of goods from customers. When a customer returns

stock to inventory does the customer receive credit against future
purchases?
generally is a credit, depending on the
General IHAYW. No, sir. It,
situation within the inventory at the time, and it depends on tih class
of supply and the status of the particular item which he returns at
that time.
Mr. Sutxs. Mr. Garrity.
Mr. GAurY-. If that'is the case, General, would this in effect generate excess cash inyour stock fund operation? Because the customer

has already paid for this when he bought it. Now he is returning it,
he is not going to get. any credit for it.
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Genoeril lAVEyS. I (lid not. say he (lid not get e*redit. I said he gets
cevdit depending 111)l0 th cul i'et St~lt s of t00i item.
0 Uni1loss the item
in inventory is all ti wiy o1t beyond tie intentions levels ho will get
credit.

"Mr.G.uiwrrv. lie gets credit, then, and he can Iuy soine other items
against that eedit.(
Oene'al T ESl,
. Yes, sir.
Mr. SitcF.s. At December il1, 1968 the Army had $642 million of
potentially excess stocks. What. is causing this excess to increase?
(,W110111 1 ,1ii rs. I tl illk it. is a whmloentl, Ill i eit.y of ftors.
'1'ho
oplIatioll of 0111, supply control study system, whioh eotitiliomisly recOll)ltekm based Oil tir type of (lids
detem'initms what ,te levels
Should he. Where deii11ds fall ofl as they have in the weapons area.
so far this vear, twn when tho next supply control study is run, the
stoWks th (,you Hill,V1hiwe had just. enough of are pushed
down into
potential exess. So, shifting demlalls is the majo' fletor whiell contributes to ineneases. however, it works both ways. We70 get' soile of the
potential excess when we ha ve not disposed of it. and we pull it. hlck
am1d 1st it.
,N[r. SIRE:S. Very well.
'1'hank you very' much. This completes til disussion of the stock

fund. Wo' will bgin our next. learings with ")epot maintennce."
.l'ITIso),v, Antr,

T)Fro'(V

15, 1069.

fuiixxoi

Mr. AximmIws. Th'Icommittee will coiao to order.
This morning the committee will continue with its consido'atfion of
thme Army request for operation alld m1litvnlillco funds.
When we adjourned for the Easter recess, we had completed "Conrail silpply activities" and the "Army stock fund." Tlis
morning we
operations."-

will begin our discussion with "Depot mmintenaice
lWe will now take up tho request for depot. maintenance and insert
inl th record at this point the summary justification page.
(The page follows:)

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, ARMY-2300 DEPOT MATERIEL MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
(Dollar amounts in thousandsl
Actual, fiscal
year 19f8
Weapons!support systems maintenance ..............................
Materiel support .................................................
Maintenance support services .......................................
Base operations ........................................
Total ......................................................
Personnel requirements:
Average number of all employees ...............................
Number 01 employees at end of year ............................
Total, service obligations ...........................................

Estimate
Fiscal year
Fiscal year
9
970

$477,756
24,870
173,522
14,341

$616,984
15,022
165,911
5,852

$602,542
15,61
173,870
6,030

690.489

803,769

798,119

25,029
26,400
$220, 107

8,463
8,589
$86,380

8,651
8,713
$91,133
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UTIhlZATION OF OVERHAUL AND REPAIR DEPOTS

Mr. ANDII)WS. Are all of the Army overhaul and repair depots
ln Viltly op]eratlng at full capacity
generall 1 AY KS. Mr. Chairman, I am General Iayes, Assistant

I)CSLOG, "Sup)ly and mnaintenance."
e A
Our in-iouse depot operations are essentially operating at the ca-

paeity that they have, their capability with their present staffing and
lmrlo linel.

Afr. ANM)tmWs. Are you replacing civilians with military l)ersonnel
General HAWs. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. NoWhere?
General HAYnvs. In the depot maintenance area; no, sir.
OVERHAUL OF UII-iD HlELICOMlERS

Mr. ANDInIws. What is the status of your overhaul and maintenance
of the 11-1i) helicopter ?
General HIAYES. The ITH-1I) helicopter is being accomptlished both
by in-house and contract maintenancA The in-house maintenance is
being accomplished at the Aeronautical Depot Maintenance Facility
at Corpus Christi, Tex,, where we do both crash damaged aircraft. and
Igh time; flint is, aircraft which have flown their prescribed number
of iours and have come back for regular cyclic overhaul.
At the Bell plant we are doing a limited number of crash-damage
aircraft on a contract, which began in fiscal year 1968, and at the Lockheed plant at. Lake Charles, La., we have begun a contract for overhaul
of high-time aircraft. That contract is currently in its initial phase.
To date we have from the Lockheed contract a total of some 18 aircraft that have been delivered. It has just started.
Mr. ANDIEWs. I asked you about the UH-11). Is this facility that,
you have for all helicopters, or just. for the ITH-1D?
General HAYES. The Aeronautical Depot Maintenance Facility performs Ioth crash-damage and high-time overhaul on all types of
helicopters. The'Bell plant will repair only Bell ships, the U1 -is and
the Lockheed facility is doing only the U .-- 1. So our contract facilities
are accomplishing Huey overhaul. Our in-house facilities are accomplishing all types.
Mr. ANDRnwns. Do you send helicopters there from all over the
country to be worked on?
General ItAYES. Yes, sir. In fact, they come from all over the world.

Mr. Axzrnrws. In my district at Fort Rucker, you have quite an
operation for maintenance of helicopters. Does that apply also to that

facility?
General HAY.S. The choppers at Fort Rucker are maintained to the
base level of maintenance. If they require depot overhaul, they are sent
to Corpus Christi. There is an extensive 16cal base level maintenance,
not depot level, performed at Fort Rucker.
OPERATIONAL HOURS PRIOR TO OVERHAUL OF THE U11-1

Mr. AzniR!wis. What, about your operational hours before overhaul?
Have they increased
80-088 0--0-pt, 2-17
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General HAYPs. No, sir. For the 1111-I we have a planned figure
that we shoot for of 2,200 flying hours accomplished on the airframe.
This is for the Huey.
Mr. ANDRvWS. 2,200 hours?

General HIAYF. 2,200 flying homs.
Mr. ANDIvIWS. That is up from a few years ago, is it not.?
General HAYES. Yes, sir, I think it has been increased. Not all of
the aircraft which come back for depot overhaul have met that, be.
cause we got the crash damaged back, and they are at. whatever time
the crash occurred.
Mr. ANDrnws. But. if you have a chopper that gives good performmce, no accident., you run it. 2,200 hours before you arbitrarily give
it an overhaulI
General HAYES. That. is correct, yes, sir.
Mr. MINSITALt. Does that include the engine?
General IAYES. The engine as a separate major component is not.
on that basis. The total aii'frame comes back as a complete entity at.
2,200 hours The turbine engine for the Huey particularly will come
back at a tine before overhaul which is now set, at. about 1,000 hours.
Mr. ANDuiEWS. I think that,is what, I had in mind.
General HAYKS. You were thinking of engines.

Mr. ANDirVws. That 1,000 hours for the engine is up considerably
from what it. was several years ago?
General HAY E. It has been steadily increased on the T-53 engine.
It has been steadily improving.
IE.,ICOPTFR LOSSES

Mr. WiiiVmF

. The rate of destruction of these helicopters, as a

general observation and from hearsay, is pretty high. What is the
usual life so far as battle damnge? What. is the rate of turnover? How
long does one last before it is destroyed? Give us an approximation,
and correct it for the record.
General HAYES. Let me give you the losses. As far as the aircraft.
is concerned, unless the crash results in fire, for example, which
totally destroys it-, we generally get the airframe back as a crashdama ed aiireraft, and will overhaul it Ieccause of the urgency of the
need for aircraft: This goes up and down, depending on the combat
situation in Vietnam.
Actually, the helicopters have survived, as far as battle damage,
better than we originally thought. they would, although we have had
helicopters knocked down. As far as total loss to the inventory, it has
not been as great.
Mr. WIHITTEN. You are apparently trying to answer, General, but
I wish the record to show the actual fact,.
General HAYES. Certainly. I can give you the total losses by types.
(Classified information was provided the conimlttee.)
Mr. WitrmN. That is what T was basing my question on. I would
be glad to have that. That is what leads to the next question, the
rate of destruction, the normal active life of the helicopter before it
is damaged. These are sitting ducks, if they are In an area where
somebody can shoot them.
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General HAYES. If they are caught on the ground, there is heavy
destructionn.
Mr. Wiiii m. If they are in the air, they are not awfully hard
to hit apparently. The facts are facts, General. I do not think you
should stutter about it.
General HAYRS. I was trying to give you a correct figure. We have
had a total los of about one out. of about every 19,000 sorties, total
loss of the helicopter.
Mr. Wurrrm. Correct this for lhe record. I think it is important.
General 1IYiPs. Yes, sir.
Mr. WTixiwn. Thank you.
(The information follows:)
During the period January 1902-January 1969, 11,060,000 combat sorties
were flown by helicopters. Of these, there has been only one helicopter hit out
)feach 750 sorties, one shot down out of each 7,260 sorties, and one totally
lost to ground fire per each 18,200 sorties.
PH CENT OF 11-11) OVERhIAtI, ACCOMPLIRIl ED IN-IOURE

Mr. ANnupws. Speaking again of the 1111-1i) helicopter overhaul
and maintenance program, What percentage of this is being done inhouse and the am ount by outside contractors? Have you those figurm?
General IHAYES. Yes, sir; I have the figures with me.
Of our current, progmi, the commercial input is 240 at. Lockheed.
Mr. ANDREWS.240, what, when,where.?
General HAYF.S. 240 UH-1 D's this year.
Mr. ANDrnws. Each year?
General HAYES. This year.
At Bell, 247.
Organic, that is, at ARADMAC, 480.
Mr. ANDimws. Have you answered my question about what percentage is done in-holse
General HAY:S. It is roughly 50 percent.

Mr. ANDREWS. Fifty-fity. When you do work in-house, who does
the workI
General HAYEs. The Aeronautical Depot Maintenance Facility at
Corpus Christi, Tex., does the principal work.
Mr. ANDREWS. Civilian employees?
General HATHS. Yes, air.

Mr. ANDIRIWS. Have you military employees engaged in maintenance?
General HAYES. There are some inlitary staffing of that as a facility,
but the maintenance work is primarily civil service.

IIFJJOOM,'ERS DAMAGED BEYOND SALVAOEABILITY

Mr. MINSIIALI.. General, you mentioned a minute ago that the aircraft that were not cohipletkly burned out wver6 salvageable. Howi many
are not'salvageable? '
$I
General AmF.s. We have used a factor of .'36 r 100"for the
IH-I 13/C and 1.771 per 100 for the D/H series as tho loss forecast
for the pritt'ement appropriation.
Mr. MINSAL,. How many have you lost to flrb's a complete washout, and how many have youbeen able to rebuild?
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General HAYES. I will give it to you by calendaryears.
In the UH-1, beginning in calendar year 1965,
year-

calendar

Mr. MINSHALL.

UH-1's.

General HAYES.

Mr. MINSHALJ. What happened to those
General HAYES. These are total losses.
Mr. MINSITALL. Total washouts?
General HAYES. Yes sir.
- in 1966;

-I

1968; and as of the ti of April, we had lost
Mr. MINSHALL. That is of that one type.

-

in 1967;

so far.

in

General HAYES. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL.

How many of that same type for the same years

were you able to rebuild I
General HAYES. I will have to get you the specific figures for the
record, because they would have come back as crash-damaged.
Mr. MINSIALL. You ought to be able to give us some kind of estimate. This is your shop. It seems to me you would know that.
General HAYES. I can go back only in 1968.
Mr. MINSHALL. We

will go back as far as you can, and then supply

the figures for the record, please.
General HAYES. Yes, sir.

inhouse and
on contract in 1968. That is fiscal year
1968.
inhouse and on contract in fiscal year 1969. That
is the programed figure for this year, of which
- have happened
so far this calendar year.
Mr. MINAHALL. Of these which were total losses, how were they
lost
on the ground, by mortar fire?
General HAYES. A combination of all things. A crash where it is an
accident which results in total destruction of the aircraftMr. MINSITALL. The reason I asked is because the ratio has gone up
so much from 1965 and again the last year,
for that one type of
helicopter.
General HAYES. I think the inventory of that type has also markedly
gone up. That has been our primary inventory ship.
Mr. MINSHAI.L. Rather than take time now, Mr. Chairman, I think
it would be well to have this in the record for all types of helicopters,
the total loss, the complete washouts, and also that they have been
able to salvage and rebuild.

General

AS. Yes sir.

Mr. ANwDREws. Supply that for the record, General Hayes.

General HAYES. Yes, sir.

(Classified information was provided the committee.)
MAINTENANCE, OVERHAUL, AND REPAID OF IIELICOPTERS IN VIBPNAM

Mr. ANDREWS. Now I want to ask a question about your maintenance, overhaul, and repair in Vietnam. Where do you do that work?
General HAYES. The testimony I have been giving is primarily for
Vietnam. Because of the heavy Ircentage of our inventory that is in
Vietnam, in the theater we have a floating aircraft maintenance facility
which does some depot level repair of aircraft components, components
only, no airframe work no total aircraft overhaul, in the theater. This
all is evacuated to the United States.
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Mr.

ANDREWS.

How do you evacuate them to the United StatesI

General HAYES. Primarily by air.

Mr.

AND)REWS.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Is that not much more expensive? What would be

the possibility of your settingup facilities in South Vietnam and have
your damaged and overworked choppers taken care of in Vietnam?
Have you given any thought to this?
General HAYES. Yes, sir, we have studied this. The police decision,
which was made some time ago, was that we would not perform depot
level maintenance because of the requirement for the establishment of
permanent facilities in the theater, including the test stands particularly that it takes.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you had any shortage of choppers in Vietnam
due to the fact that you had to bring them back to the mainland for
repair work?
General HAYFS. I would say no, sir not because we had to bring
them back to the mainland for repair. 1f we had an in-theater maintenance facility-it would have ta en time to establish facility which
is comparable in essence to ARADMAC in the theater.
The really critical part is the permanent test stand type facilities.
The balance of the depot level repair is feasible, but the decision was
that it, was not in the best interest of the Government to do this.

If you put up a big depot over there, it would be a

prime target for the rockets.

General HAYES. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. It seems that nothing is safe over there. It is getting

worse every day.
General

HAYES. It is pretty rough.
DEPOT SHIP "CORPUS OHRISRTY BAY"

You have a depot ship out there. I believe the name
Chkisti.
General HAYES. Corpus hristiBay, yes.
Mr. MINSHAL. What kind of maintenance do you do on the Cocn'us
ChristiBay, and what is the need for it?
General HAYFS. The Cor. s Christi Bay provides component overhaul for immediate support in the theater.
Mr. MINS1AI.,. What do you mean by component overhaul?
General HAYE-S. They do limited overhaul of aircraft engines, or
rotor systems, of generators, of instruments, everything of a component nature except the total aircraft. It is not a big enough facility
to do that. It is located offshore, and it has been deployed up and down
the coast in order to support rapidly the combat environment wherever it is most needed. This has been in operation for about 3 years. It
is in essence a floating maintenance shop. The ship has been converted
into a maintenance shop.
Mr. MINSHALT. Can you ive the committee a feel for how much
maintenance you do abroad the Cormiq ChristiBay?
General HAYES. Yes, sir. The major performance data on, we call it,
the FAMF, floating aircraft maintenance facility, shows it actually
handled in fiscal year 1967 15,448 different items, that is, aircraft components. Last year it handled 25,665. They took an unserviceable, repairable item, and overhauled it and returned it to the supply system
in the theater.
Mr. MINSHALL.

of it is the

(oru8
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The acquistion value of these items was $17,300,000 in 1967, and
$43,500,000 worth of components in 1968.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is the total operating cost of the Corpu
0hristiBay I

The total cost of operation is $13.3 million.
Does that include military personnel as well?
General HAYES. Yes, sir. This is across all appropriations. I can
give you a breakdown.
General

HAYES.

Mr. MINSHALL.

Mr. MINSHALL. Provide that for the record.

General HAYES. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)

The total estimated operating cost of the Corpus Christi Bay for fiscal year
1970 is $13,300,000.

Operation and maintenance, Army -------------------------Budget program 2000 operating forces --------------------Budget program 2100 training activities ------------------

Budget program 2200 central supply activities --------------

Budget program 2300 depot materiel, maintenance, and support

activities

----------------------------------------

Military personnel, Army

----------------------------------

Total operating cost

-------------------------------

$8,540, 000
(240,000)
(1,000,000)

(3,500,000)

(, 800, 000)
4,760,000

13,800, 000

COMMERCIAL CONTRACTORS PERFORMING OVERHAUL AND MAINTENANCE OF

THE UH-1D HELICOPTER

Mr. ANDREws. Who are the commercial contractors performing over-

haul and maintenance of the UH-1DI
General HAYES. The Bell Aircraft Co.; the Lockheed Aircraft Co.;
Avco-Lycoming, which does engines only; and Chandler-Evans, which
does fuel controls.
Mr. ANDREWS. How are the contracts awarded? Are they negotiated
or bid?

General HAYES. They have both types. The Lockheed contract was

a competitive bid. The Bell was a negotiated contract. The AvcoLycoming is a longstanding basic ordering agreement. And ChandlerEvans was a sole-source procurement.
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TECHNICAL AND ENGINEERING SERVICES

Mr. ANDREWS. How much is included in this budget activity for
technical and engineering services, and explain the services.
General HAYES. Technical and engineering services in this budget
are $80.069 million direct cost, $6 million reimbursable, for a total
of $86.078 million.
Mr. AND views. What are these services?
General HAWS. Technical and engineering services are the facilities and support to the maintenance program as a whole, which covers
field support engineering, maintenance engineering, and engineering
after completion of production of items that are in the field, reliability,
maitainability services, the determination of specification requirements, the establishment of economical repair limits.
Mr. ANDREWS. Not actual work on the job?
General HAYES. No, sir; this is not maintenance work, direct work
Mr. ANDREWS. It is more or less supervisory and advisory?
General HAYES. And support.
Mr. ANDREWS. What contractors are providing this service?
General HAYES. In fiscal year 1969 this is largely an in-house effort
with our personnel in the NICP's and the national maintenance points,
Government personnel.

Mr. ANDREWS. They are civil service people?

General HAYES. Civil service personnel; yes, sir. We do have some
support personnel who are on contract.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you any private firms taking any of this $86
million for these services?

Genreal HAYES. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Provide for the record a list of these contractors,

and the amount of each contract.
General HAYES. All right, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. And state whether or not the contract was negotiated
or let by low bid.
General HAYES. Negotiated or bid.
(The information follows:)
Following is a list of commercial contractors and amount in fiscal year 1968
and fiscal year 1909 for technical and engineering services:
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IN-Neotlated; B-BidJ
[Dollar amounts Inthousands
Fiscal year 1968
Contractor

Type
contract

Amount

Fiscal year 1969
Type
contract

Amount

Fruehauf Corp., Michigan ............................................ N
$10 ....................
Do ............................................................ N
25 N
$30
Paclc Car & Foundry, Washington .................................... N
206 ....................
Food Machinery Corp., California ...................................... N
46 ....................
Do ................................................................................ N
15
Chrysler Motors, Michigan ............................................ N
28 ....................
Do ............................
........... N
83
.............
Allison Transport Corp., Indiana ...................................... N
740 ....................
Do ............................................................ N
74 ....................
Do ............................................................ N
80 ....................
Continental Motors, Michigan ......................................... N
755 ....................
Do ............................................................ N
209 ....................
DO .............................................................................. N
12
International Harvester Corp., Illinois .................................. N
51 ....................
Do ............................................................ N
51 N
56
Ling.Temco Voughtz Irc. Michigan ........................................................ N
44
Fruehauf Corp., Calforifa ............................................ B
6 ....................
Paclkc Car & Foundry, California ...................................... B
8 ....................
Astro Reliability Corp., California ...................................... B
160
.............
Technical Service Corp., Pennsylvania ................................. B
225 B
83
Addressofsrph Multigraph Corp., Ohio ................................. B
20
...........
Value Enginering Co., Virgina ........................................................... B
150
Parks Air College, Illinois ................................................................ N
59
Butectic Welding Corp., New York ......................................................... B
15
Carrier Air Conditioning Co., New York .................................................... B
4
Otis Elevator Connecticut ............................................ N
23 ....................
General Eleciric Co., Vermont ......................................... N
20 N
86
Do............................................................ N
78 ....................
Emerson Electric Co., Missouri ........................................ N
64 ....................
Do ............................................................ N
59 N
127
Reflectone Connecticut .............................................. N
24 N
267
Lockheed bectric New Jersey .........................................
...........
N
20
Allison Division of GMC, Ohio ..........................................
............
NN
280
Uniroyal Inc., Illinois...............................
N
61 N
92
General Ebectric Corp., Massachusetts ...................................................... N
64
Aircraft Armament industry, Maryland ................................. N
328 N
228
UnIvc, Utah.......
N
1,788 N
1,486
Bendix, New Jersey and Tennessee.
......................
N
460 N
634
Martin, Florida ...................................................... N
2,187 N
975
Western Electric Co., North Carolina ................................... N
1,530 N
1,788
Generasl.ectrio Co., New York ....................................... N
74 .............
RCA
schu ts.....
...................................
N
432 N
600
Raytheon Massachusetts ..
..........................
N
187 N
4,743
Applied devices, Maryland......................
.................. N
300
Aero Jet California .....................................................
N
161
General dynamics California
.......................................
N
200
......
N
140
Hughes Tool Co., aliforna
...........................
Do ............................................... N
276 N
500
Lycoming, Connecticut ............................................... N
600 N
625
Do ............................................................ N
214 ....................
Do ............................................................ N
500 ....................
Do .................... r....................................... N
200 ....................
Do ............................................................ N
140
.............
Do ............................................................ N
1,100N
900
Vertol Boeing, Pennsylvania .......................................... N
140 N
30
Do ............................................................ N
180 ...........

Do ............................................................

Pratt Whitney, Canada ...............................................
Pratt Whitney, Connecticut..................................
Pratt Whitney, Canada and Connecticut
.....................
Radla Inc. Texas ........
........................
Chandler Evans, Connecticut .................................

Do ............................................................

N

1,000 N

N

100 N

N
N
N
N
N

40
240
117
24
145

9

10
N
N
10
N
180
N
20
.................

"O

43
TEG Research. Michigan ............................................................ N
5,975
3,250 N
TRW, Inc.,California ................................................ N
American Power Jet, New Jersey ...................................... N
100 N
100
Battelle Memorial Institute, Ohio ...................................... N
200 ....................
Bell, Texas ......................................................... N
240 N
572
Do............
......
.................... N
788N
1,000
Sikorsky, Connecticut
...................................
........
N
329
Do ..................................
............... N
93 N
100
120
Southwest Research Institute, Texas ....................................................... N
Allison, Indiana ..................................................... N
III N
200
Beech, Kansas .......................
........................... N
70 N
100
Solar, California ..................................................... N
50 N
40
Hiller California .....................
............................................... N3
N
76
Hamlton Standard, Connecticut ........
.............................
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IN-Negotiated; B-Bd]-Continued
(Dollar amounts In thousands)
Fiscal year 1968
Contractor

Type
contract

Amount

Fiscal year 1969
Type
contract

Amount

$729 ....................
Hughes Aircraft, California ........................................... N
223..............
Magnavox Corp., California ........................................ N
74 ....................
Lenkurt Corp., California ............................................. N
324 ....................
Radiation Corp., Florida ............................................. N
178 ..................
Bendix Corp., Maryland .............................................. N
29 ....................
Ca ifornia ............................................ N
Sylvania rp.,
9 ....................
A.D. Little Cor p., Massachusetts ...................................... N
5
5 N
Associated Technology Laboratory, Inc., New Jersey .................... N
6
Do ................................................................................ N
2 ....................
TREC Industry, Inc., Florida .......................................... B
6
15 N
Ogden Technology Laboratory, New Jersey ............................. N
....................
N
37
Do ............................................................
95
Eagle.Picher Industry, Missouri ........................................................... N
4
Hughes Aircraft California ............................................................... N
3
Hewlett Packard, New Jersey ............................................................. N
36
N
RCA, Massachusetts .....................................................................
501
363 N
Motorola, Arizona ................................................... N
578 N
991
Collins Radio Co., Texas ............................................. N
8
Decca Navlgation Systems, District of Columbia ............................................. N
7
Laboratory for Electronics, Massachusetts .................................................. N
86
Reflectone, Connecticut .................................................................. N
68
64 N
PAX Electric Co., New York .......................................... N
94
33 N
Airborne Instrument Laboratory, New York ............................. N
65
22 N
Air Research Manufacturing Co., California ............................. N
41
N
41
N
Corp.,
California
........................................
Applied Tech
47
342 N
Vertol Boeing, Pennsylvania .......................................... N
580
418 N
Canadian Commercial Corp., Canada ................................... N
67
56 N
Chicago Aerial Industry, Inc., Illinois .................................. N
480
215 N
HBR Singer, Pennsylvania ............................................ N
61
ITT, New Jersey ..................................................... N
108 N
164
Litton Inc., New York ................................................ N
69
74 N
Raytheon, Massachusetts ............................................. N
37
8 N
Sikorsky, Connecticut ................................................ N
108
65 N4
Fairchild Camera & Instrument Co., New York .......................... N
115
74 N
General Dynamics, New York .................................. %...... N
108 N
112
General Electric, New York ........................................... N
88
67 N
Graflex Inc., New York ............................................... N
33
679 N
Hughes Aircraft, California ........................................... N
26
22 N
Sylvania Corp, Massachusetts ......................................... N
40
Viewlex, New York ...................................................................... N
43 ....................
Consolidated Electro Dynamic, California ............................... N
35
....................
N
Sperry Rand, New York ..............................................
22 ..................
Bell, Texas ......................................................... N
70
American Bosch, Massachusetts ......................................................... N
35
4 N
IBM, Districtol Columbia ............................................ N
74
60
N
N
............................
National Cash Register District of Columbia
431
428 N
.................... N
Sperry Rand, District o Columbia ......
39
38 B
Grabie Printing Co., Kentucky ........................................ B
25
14 N
General Office Equipment Rental Co., Kentucky ......................... N

Mr. ANDREWS. Does not the Army have an in-house capability which
could provide most of these services
General HAY.S. We have an in-house capability which is at Its maxi-

miun, and that is the reason we need the additiona Iservices.
PURCHASE OF TECIINICAL ENGINEERING DATA

Mr. ANDRFEWS. You are requesting $29,275,000 for technical engineering data. This is an increase of $2,315,000 over 1969. Why do you
need all of this additonal money?
General HAYS. The principal reason is due to the growth in the
inventory and the complexity and sophistication of types of equipment.
Mr. ANDUMWS. What is the difference between technical engineering
data and technical and engineering services which we just discussed?
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General HAYES. The first involves the accomplishment of the engineering work. The second is the development of specific data
packages.
Mr. ANDREWS. Explain that a little more.
General HAYES. In the first we are providing engineers; that is,
people.
Ar. ANDREWS. I understand that. You are talking about data packages. Explain that.
.
General HAYES. The technical and engineering data are the specifications and drawings, the development of the maintenance program,
the basis on which the facilities do the overhaul work.
Mr. ANDREWS. What type of engineering data do you intend to
procure?
General HAYES. We intend to procure data packages which will support the overhaul program. The reports which come in from the field
often give us indications of deficiencies, difficulty in equipment that
require engineering changes, modification work orders. We will get
this as a technical data package so we can go outMr. ANDREWS. What we are trying to find out, General, is whether
or not there is any duplication of 6ffort here as an expense.
General HAYES. There is not a duplication of effort between these
two. I think there is an unfortunate duplication in semantics as far as
their descriptions.
MANAGEMENT CONTRACT

STUDIES FOR THE CHEYENNE HE LIOPTER

Mr. ANDRE.VS. The committee has been advised that the Army currontly has two contractors performing management contract studies
in support of the Cheyenne AH-56A helicopter. Both are ADP management support stems and both are supported with 0. & M. funds
Both are supposed to assist the Army Materiel Command in expediting deisio
_aking.
Do you know why there would be a need for both of these contracts?
General HAYES. No, sir, I do not.
Mr. ANDREWS. Then why do you have them?

General HAYES. The management system contract for the Cheyenne
project manager's office is the primary support rendered to Cheyenne
by contractual effort.
Mr. ANDREWS. Give us the cost of each of these contracts. T-R-W
Systems, Inc., of Washington, is one of the contractors.
General HAYES. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. The other one is the Communications & Systems, Inc.,
of New Jersey. Tell us how much th eT-R-W Systems of Washington
costs.
(The information follows:)
The TRW contract for the Cheyenne project manager Is a total computerized

data management concept that contains both technical data and a management in-

formation system. The system constantly monitors the three major facets of

project management, cost, schedule, and technical performance. Three basic elements define the integrated technical data system (ITDS) ; random input, random inquiry, and exception notification. Random input provides the capability of

updating or adding information at any point in time. Random inquiry provides

the user the capability of asking for information in any format, at any time.

Exception notification provides advance warning to the manager that a pos-
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sible milestone or objective may not be accomplished. This contract is to estab-

lish a basic management information system for major weapon system acquisition. The Cheyenne system is the prototype selected for development of such a
system. Communications & Systems, Inc., has a contract administered by the U.S.
Army Electronies Command in support of the command's avionics responsibility
for the Cheyenne. The contract includes the following tasks:
1. Review and analyze repair parts provisioning documentation submitted for
Cheyenne avionics equipment for acceptability, develop source maintenance and
recoverability coding and maintenance factors.
2. Review technical manual manuscripts prepared for Cheyenne avionics equipment for acceptability and conformance to Army standards.
3. Prepare maintenance support plans for Cheyenne avionics equipment.

General HAYES. T-R-W Systems of Washington currently has
$5.975 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is for fiscal 1969?
General HAYES. Fiscal 1969, yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. And the Communications & Systems, Inc., of New
Jersey, $563,000?
General HAYES. I do not know the figure on that firm.
Mr. ANDREWS. General Taylor, do you know?
General TAYLOR. I was not aware of the second one, sir, and I will
have to verify it.
(The information requested follows:)
The contract with CST has a fiscal year 1969 program cost of $563,000.

Mr. ANDRE.WS. We have it here.
General TAYLOR. We will have to verify it, sir.
(The information is as follows:)
The contract with Communications & Systems, Inc., of New Jersey is in BP
2300 under technical programing and planning support and technical and engineering data. Since it has been carried in these accounts it does not appear in the
list of contractors for technical and engineering services furnished to the

committee.
Mr. ANDREWS. Did I understand you to say there might be a dupli-

cation here of these two contracts?
General HAYES. I am not familiar with the second contract at all.
Mr. ANDREWS. Lockheed has a contract, too, for this same type work,
has it not ? Lookheed is bitilding the Cheyenne.
HAYES. Lockheed is building the Cheyenne, that is correct,
yes,General
sir.

Mfr. ANDREWS. They furnish some kind of engineering advice, do
they not?
General HAYES. Yes, sir, as a part of their development and production contract.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why could not Lockheed do the whole job and eliminate this $5.975 million contract with the Washington company?
General HAYES. It would have been calling on L6ckheed to do something that was not in their contract scope:
Mr. ANDREws. I understand that, but you are going to pay them for
it. They are giving you some services over and beyond the contract
and you are paying them for it, if I understand your testimony correctly.
General HAYES. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why have three of them in there doing the same job?
General HAYES. I do not think that the three are doing the same
job, because Lockheed's contract scope does not call-
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Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us exactly what we are talking about, General
Hayes. You have a finished product here. You have the Cheyenne.
General HAYES. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have three companies giving you advice about
how to operate it and maintain it, if I understand correctly.
0 General HAYES. The Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge contract has designed a management system for the project manager to mwaiige the
whole business. This is a management service, it you will, to the
Government.
.Mr. ANDREWS. Is that after the chopper has been delivered to the
Army for service?
General HAYES. No, sir. This has been nning while we are getting
the development and production.
Mr. ANDRvS. That is to manage it while Lockheed is building it; is
that correct?
Generl HAYES. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you think Lockheed has to have outside consultants and advisers over and above what the Army can give them ?
General HAYES. No, sir. These people, as failas I know, have no
contact with Lockheed as far as their development is concerned. This
service is entirely to the Government.
Mr. ANDREWS. Tie Government is paying for it.
General HAYES. Yes, sir.
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT'S CONTRACT FOR CHEYENNE

HELICOPTERS

Mr. ANDRAWS. My question is, here you have a contractor who is
building the Oheyenne?
General HAYES.'Trying to
Mr. ANDREWS. What do you mean, trying to?
General HAYES. The have the development contract.
Mr. ANDREWS. Did I read recently that the Army served notice on
them if they did not deliver by a certain date they will cancel the
contract?
General HAYES. Under provisions of the Armed Services Procurement Regulations, the Army issued "cure notice," which requires
Lockheed to identify to the Army means and methods by which the
contractor proposes to overcome certain deficiencies in their production effort. This does not commit the Army to any specific course of
action.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many hve they put on the line to date?
General HAYES. They have none in service. They have some flying
as developmental models, but they are not yet in production.
Mr. ANDREWS. When are you supposed to get delivery V
General HAYES. That is outside my field, Mr. Chairman. I will have
to get it for you.
(theinformation requested follows:)
First delivery under the production contract Is scheduled foz September 1969.
Adjustments to this schedule may be required as a result of the "cure notice."
Mr. MsSTiALL. Just to revert back to one of yotir answers to the

trying to build the Oheychairman's question, you said
"trying"?
mean by was
you Lockheed
enne helicopter. Whit do
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General HAYS. I think they are putting their best efforts to producing for the Army a weapons system in accordance with what we
have demanded. They have not yet done so.
Mr. MINSHTALL. I gather from your disparaging tone that they are
not doing too well.
General HAYES. If tei Government has a contract with American
industry for the production of a weapons system that is on a scheduled
basis and the contractor does not meet the schedule, either timewise
or performancewise, then I feel that it is not accomplishing what the
Government wanted.
Mr. MINSIIALL. What is the situation here?
General HAYES. I am not the primary project manager for this item.
Mr. MINSUIALL. I understand, but you are knowledgeable about it
or you would not make the remark you have made.
General HAYES. Yes, sir. From the standpoint of the general staff
level in the Army, I have the current general awareness that the Lockheed contract is slipping. This is the reason that the Army has sent the
letter that the chairman referred to, to have Lockheed show cause,
with the possibility of a default on the contract.
TRW CONTRACT FOR CIREYENNE SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

Mr. MINSIIALL. How will this affect the TRW contract?
General HAYES. If the Lockheed contract were completely elimi-

nated-that is, if we were not going to purchase Cheyennes-then
there probably would not be a project manager and there would be no
requirement for the TRW contract in upport of the AH-56A project
manager. If, however, the Army is going to have a weapons system of
the Cheyenne type, then the TRW contract would not necessarily be
affected by any action taken on Lockheed, because it supports the
Government effort. The ultimate purpose of this contract is to provide
to the Army a technical management and information system which
will be Army operated and with slight modification be applicable to
other major weapons systems.
Mr. MINSHALL This TRW contract has been in existence since October 29, 1965. You paid a total in 1966 of $1.3 million; in 1967, $1.4 million; in 1968, $4.4 million; and in 1969, $5.9 million; and we have no
figure for 1970. What is that figure, please ?
General HAYES. There is no money in this budget estimate pending
before you this morning for the TRW contract in 1970.
Mr. MINSHALL. Why not? Do you suddenly see the daylight, or what
has happened?
General HAYES. Sir, as far as the budget preparation for fiscal year
1970, there was no figure placed in this budget for TRW.
Mr. MINSHALL. Did you request the money?
General HAYES. No, sir.

Why not?
General HAYEs. Because at the time this budget was prepared, the
funds request by the project manager had not been presented to our
office.
Mr. MINSIALL. Has this money been put in any other part of the
budget, procurement or R. &D. or anyplace else?
Mr. MINSHALL.

General HAYES. Not that I know of.
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General TAYLOR. No, sir; I would say not, Mr. Minshall.

Mr. ANDRFIWS. In other words, the services of TRW are at an end.
General HAYES. If the contract is not extended.
Mr. ADPrmWs. Which contract?
General HAYES. The TRW contract,.
Mr. ANDREWS. There is no m-oney in the budget.
Mr. MINSUALL. Are you going to come up with a supplemental for
this if you go Ahead with it, or what are you going to do?
General TAYLOR. I think pending determination being made, the
current contract, as I understand it, runs until June 30 of this year.
General HAYES. That is right.
General TAYLOn. At that time a decision has to be made. If it is to go
forward, then we have to examine the budget and determine how it
would go forward froM the funding point of view.
Mr. MINSITAL,. I am amazel that this could not have been done inhouse from the outset, Why not?
General HAYES. I think the answer to why not is thitthere were insufficient personnel of the professional type in computer systems design in-house in the Army to accomplish what TRW has done by
contract.
Mr. MINASHALL. Lockheed could not have done it?
General HAYES. Lockheed does not have that kind of capability in

their structure. They could have gone out. and hired it from the outside. If you will], this is a. different professional skill than I thik is inherent in Lockheed's corporate struct ure.
Mr. ANDREWS. Will you tell us exactly what the TRW contract
called for and what the people who worked under this contract did?

Here you have the Cheyenne under construction by Lockheed. You
have this outside company getting $5.9 millionin fiscal 1969-for services rendered, I assume.
General HAYES. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Wh'at were those services?

General HAYES. They have developed what, is called an integrated
technical data system for the project. manager's use in connection with
this weapons system. They have developed it as a pilot model, if you
will, that could be adaptAble to other large-scale, high-cost weapons
systems development. It provides the project manager a complete picture of the status of all actions in connection with this development
projet
IMr. AKNDRws.We are talking about the Cheyenne?
General HAYES. Yes, sir.
ANDRFWS. This company, TRW, worked on it or was inter-

Mr.

ested in it for several years.
General HAYES. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. It has been paid millions of dollars. How many people worked in TRW on this contract?
General HAYES. I do not know, sir.
Mr. ANDRF Ws.Does anybodyin the room know?
General TAYLOR.

I dout .,sir.

Mr. ANDRRws. Will you furnish it for the record?
General TAYLOR. We certainly can.
Mr. ANDREWvs. The number of people and the salaries paid.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
THE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES ON THE TRW CONTRACT AND SALARIES PAID SINCE ITS INCEPTION

YFiscalyer96.
..................................
FIscal year 1967 ..............................................

Fiscal year 1968......................................

Fiscal year 1969 ...........................................

Man-years

End strength

Salaries

36.2
76.2

62
70

$296100

~

& .2

70

129

0

1,R 200

Estimated annual request.
Note: Cost through Feb. 28, 1969, $870,000.
I

Mr. MINSHAT. How did TRW get into this act to begin with?
Did
you request them or did Lockheed request them, or what
happened?

General HAYES. The Government requested TRW in the early
developmental phase back in fiscal year 1966.
Mr. ANDREWS. When you say "Government," who do you mean,
General Hayes? The Army?
General HAYES. The Army, yes, sir, primarily through the Chief
of Research and Development. Back in those days, it was purely developmental. It was financed from R. & D. funds at that time. The
management system to assist the Army in keeping control of this very
expensive contract was provided as a support service and developed
as a model of what coaild be an integrated technical data system for
further use elsewhere on other weapons systems.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does the fact that you employed TRW to get into
the Cheyenne picture indicate any lack of confidence in the Lockheed
Co. to get the job done?
General HAY.S. No, sir, none at all, because they were doing a different job than we were calling on Lockheed for. It could have been
developed in connection with any piece of equipment as a management
system. This falls in the class of management systems development
or he Department of the Army.
DESCRIPTION OF THE CHEYENNE HELICOPTER

Mr. ANDREWS. Let us talk about the Cheyenne for a minute. What
is the status of it? You say they are not meeting the deadline and
there has been slippage.
General HAYES. That is correct, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us briefly aboutthe Cheyenne.
General HAYEs. The Cheyenne is a heavy firepower aerial platform.
Mr. ANDREWS. One of the bigger types?
General HAYES. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. It has a lot of armor on it?

General HAYES. The Cheyenne Advanced Aerial Fire Support Systerm is a helicopter weapon platform with fully integrated armament,
avionics, fire control, and self-contained navigation subsystems. It is
armed with a belly mounted 30-millimeter automatic gun; either a 40millimeter grenade launcher or high rate of fire 7.62 millimeter minigun in a nose turret, and six TOW missiles or 152 2.75-inch rockets,
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or a combination of both. It is a compound vehicle. It, can fly botl as a
fixed-wing aircraft does and as a helicopter.
Mr. ANDRWS. Does it have fixed wings?
General HAYS. Very stubby ones.
Mr. AwnDurmvs. Does it hav6 propellers?
General HAYES. Yes, sir.
General TAYLOR. It has a pusher-type propeller on the rear of the
aircraft, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AnDuRws. What will move the craft?
General TAyLoR. Both the pusher-type propeller as well as the rotor
blade which is the normal type on the helicopter.
Mr. ANDREVS. How long has the Army been working on the
Cheyenne?
General HAYrs. I would say it probably has been under development
as a type of advanced aerial fire. support system for probably 4 or 5
years. I do not,know when.
Mr. ANDonEVS. You have none in service at this time ?
General HAYES. No, sir.
COST OF TIE CIWTINNE PROORAMS T1UROTI01r 'FEIRUAI11Y 1000

Mr. ANmiEws. How much have you spent on the program -to date?
General TAYLOr. Sitr, I think we would have to get, that. The only
money spent. so far has been in the research and development program,
and I think some money for the 10 development models. I wouldhnve
to furnish that for the record.
Mr. ANDr, ws. Furnish the information for the record showing the
total amomimt which has been spent from all sources to date and as of
this date.
(Tho information follows:)
Fluids obligated In direct support of the Cheyenne

(AII-56A)

through

February 28, 1969, are as follows:
[In thousnndsj

0. & M.A

R.D.T. &
PEMA

-------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total

$8, 728

150,237
163, 089
322,054

Mr. ANDRIEWS. As of this date there is a question mark whether or
not,the contract will be completed, is that correct?
General HAY.S. That is correct, sir.
TYPE OF CONTRACT ISSUED TO TRW

Mr. MINSALL. When TRW first, came into the picture, did the Army
go to anybody else for the same kind of service, systems management?
General ITAYEs. I do not know, sir. I was not here at tlie time.
Mr. MINSUAL,. Was this a sole-source proposition? Were there bids
on it?
General lHAVES. I (1o not. know tho negotiation of the original conIract, which was done back in fiscal year 1966.
General TAYtoR. May we determine that., sir, and furnish it?
Mr. MxNSmlAmL. Yes. It would be interesting and helpful to the
committee, I think, if we had this in the record.
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General TxvioR. Very well, sir.
General HAYES. I do not know for certain. As a developmental item,
it may not have been. It may have been a negotiated contract.
(Tile information follows :)
Initially 17 contractors were requested to bid on the Intergrated technical
data system development. Of the five bids received, two bidders were selected to
participate In a 00-day contract definlton phase study. Upon completion, TRW

was selected and placed on contract to develop, test, refine, operate, and deliver
to the Government an ITDS.
NEED FOR TRW CONTRACT

Mr. M NSUrALJL. What concerns tn is that you say you have them
in here to keel) control, and apparently they have not kept control
because, as you just mid there has been a lot, of slippage inthe develop-

ment of this bird.

General HAVES. I thitik we cannot blame TRW in that they have
successfully g iven the Government what we wanted as far as a system
for us by tie project manager of the Cheyenne development. We
have no complaint about TRW's l)erfornmaice. In fact, I would say
that lecams of their performance we have the visibility fnd the
backup to enable the Army to Wyrite the letter to Lockheed.
Mr. MhisH,!JL. 'lThere is nothing you could have done in-house
which 'PrW is doing under this contract? You tre sure of that?
General lAnFs. I cannot say, because I am not the project. manager
a1d I (do not know that we could not, have (doie it, in-house, but. we
else. right, now, there s .reasonsomethingknow
to put off what
would'have hadI.i,.
a
you
From
Mr. MtXSlr4
able possibility that they could have, is there not?
General HAYES. Within the constraints of the numbers of people
that we have and the number that. you could put on this l.roject, I
think that, is probably the answer, that you could have done it only if
we had taken people off of management of some other system. I would
never say that the Government could not handle something if it

chose to make that the top )riority. I think the question has to be
answered in the affirmative,but witl all the things that have to be
(lone, can we do it? This is the reason we go out on contract for many
things.
Mr. ANDREVs. Why was no inoney requested in the 19TO budget for
the TRWV contract continuation?
General HAYES. I do not know the total answer to that question.
[he only answer I haveis that there was none request, I in program
2,8002 to which we are addressing ourselves, because I do not see that
it primarily ties into depot maintenance. I do not think it directly
ties 'o this budget program.
PROIIUTION AN)

REVISION OF TECilNICAJ. MANUALS

Mr. ANRFAws. For the record, what is the amount included in this
request, for the production and revision of teelMical manuals? Will
you also provide for the record a schedule showing the amount requested for the production and revision of technical manuals for
fiscal years 1908 and 1909?
General TLyEs. Yes, sir.
30-088 O-60-pt. 2-18.
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(The information follows:)
Publications in BP 2300 consists of technical manuals with applicable repair
parts and special tool lists, technical bulletins, modifications work orders,
lubrication orders, and PS magazine. The following table shows the workload,
pages or Illustration for al publications; the costs for development and preparation of the manuscript; and printIng costs:
(Dollar amounts Inthousands]
Fiscal 1Zea
P8206lstions .................................................
Development/p repsrtion cost ......................................
P nting costs .....................................................
osts.......................................................
T

Fiscal ~rur

670,515
$22,313
$7,519
A ,32

Fiscal yr

583,995
515,888
$18,978
$18,438
$ 20,297
129,275
$6 960

DEFICIENCIES IN" THlE CHEYENNE PROGRAM

Mr. MIm3HAmu. Mr. Chairman, I have before mBa report from Aero-

spac Daily, dated April 15, which is quite timely, because Aerospace
Daily is usually a very informative source.
Are you familiar with that publication?

General HAYES. Very much so; yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. Did you see this issue?
General HAYES. I have been up here. I have not seen today's issue.
Mr. MINSHALL. You know them to be reasonably accurate, do you

not?

General HAYES. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSIALL. They list 12 or 15 deficiencies in the Cheyenne pro-

gram, which Lockheed tries to defend. If it is agreeable with the
chairman, I think we ought put this report in the record. It is rather
timely.
Mr. ANDREWS. Without objection, it will be inserted in the record at
this point.
(The document follows:)
LOCKHEED DEFENDS CHEYENNE PROGRAM

Lockheed Aircraft Co. "expects to make a satisfactory reply" within 15 days
to an Army threat to cancel the production contract of the AII-15A Cheyenne
armed helicopter, the company said Monday.
The Army issued a "cure" notice Friday which ordered the company to explain
how it intends to overcome several difficulties "that were brought Into sharp
focus" by the crash of a prototype March 12, according to Army Secretary
Stanley & Resor.
Resor said the difficulties, which Include stability and control, performance,
and weight, "raise concern that the contractor will be unable to deliver on
schedule aircraft that conform to contractual requirements." And he gave the
company 15 days for a rebuttal.
'But Lockheed said In a statement, "It Is true that there have been difficulties
but we believe they are normal for a program that offers such a quantum jump
In advanced helicopter technology. Great progress has been made in the develop
ment program and we foresee no problem :reas that cannot be overcome."
DEFrCIENCIES LISTED

According to the cure notice issued by the Army Aviation Systems Command.
deficiencies include:
"Critical 0.51' (per revolution) unstable rotor oscillation occurring in the aircraft operational flight envelope.
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"IP and 2P rotary Instabilities at certain rotor mast bending moments and
rotor r.p.m. that have been experienced in autorotatlonal landings.
"Inadequate directional control during hover and sidewall flight.
"Excessive lift-roll and pitch-roll couplings during maneuvering flight.
"Excessive swashplate cyclic travel permitting main rotor-tallboom interference during ground operations and autorotational landings.

"Accumulative effects of contractor-design changes resulting in weight growth

(of 118 pounds to 11,766 pounds empty weight and an insuring degradation In

performance, maneuver capability, and structural Integrity.

"Deficient level flight speed (220-knot maximum, 210 cruise design speed) due to
high vehicle drag.

"Failure to qualify the power train as a complete system.

"Failure to provide a main rotor blade design with satisfactory tracking and
Interchangeability characteristics.

"4P and 8P vibration levels above specification requirements.
"And excessive lateral stick migration with increasing forward speed."
The Army explained that the production contract, not the $100 million development award for 10 prototypes, is affected by the notice. The production contract, which was signed January 8, is for 375 aircraft at an approximate cost
of $8T million. The final total is to be negotiated.
The first year of the contract (fiscal year 1969) called for 16 aircraft at a cost

of $121 million. So far about $47 million has been spent. Second year production
is slated to be 121 helicopters, with 239 being manufactured in the third year.
Resor said the Army "will determine what action is appropriate" after receiving Lockheed's proposed solutions. He added, "I should emphasize that

issuance of the cure notice does not commit the Army to any particular course
of action nor does it indicate that the Army has reached any final conclusions

on Lockheed's ability to make the noe.emary technical corrections."
TRW ASSISTANCE IN CURING DEFICIENCIES

Mr. MIANSIJALL. What kind of help has T-R-W been able to give
you in trying tocureor help some of these deficiencies? For example,
inadequate directional control during hover and sideward flight, excessive lift-off roll and pitch-roll coupling during flight. These are
two I picked ulp at random.
General HAYES. These are purely technical.
Mr. MINSIIALL. The unstable rotor oscillation which causes the
rotor or blade to come off, is a little technical, too.
Gen HAYES. Yes.

Mr. MINSUIALL. You can kill a pilot that way, I understand.
General HAYES. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSIALL. What help has TRW been able to give you in cor-

recting these deficiencies?
General HAYES. Nothing.
Mr. MINSHALL. Why not?

General HAYES. That is not in the scope of their contract..
Mr. MINSALL. What. is the scope of their contract
General HAYEs. Their contract was to design a management inforination system for the project manager to handle this gigantic, com-

plex project.

Mr. ANDREWS. You can explain that in a little more understandable
language General?
General HAYES. Yes, Sir. They have used the latest developments
with computer systems in order to provide for the Army the best
visibility on this entire project.. This is an extremely large, complicated project, somewhat comparable, if you will, to the Polaris-type
system.
Mr. ANDRMWS. Or the F-i11.
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General HAYES. Or tha F-111; yes, sir.
Within the Army's management structure, the support to provide

this type of design and implenentation and operation-beause

T-R-W is currently operating this system for us-has been their i
mary area. They have not gotten into the technical area per so, that

is, on design or on deficiencies in performance. They are merely recording where they are and surfacing them, if you will.
Mr. .INSHATL. It occurs to me you have not. gotten very much for
the millions paid to T-R-W with the program slippage there has been,
and $5.9 million paid tothem just last year.
Mr. ANDRIES. That, nmy e one reason why noimoney was requested
for T-R-W for 1970.
Mr. MINSTIAL,. It took them a.longtime to see the daylight.
Mr. ANDREWS. General, does the Choyenne project today have any
similarity to the F-IIIB program? That is the one the contractor

could never deliver.

General HAYTEs. I do not know that I can really answer that, other

than a personal opinion based on pretty limited knowledge. I am not
familiarabout
with it.
the F-I11B, other than what I have read in'the newspapers

Mr. ANDREWS. That is about all anybody knows. Thley could not,
perform. They did not deliver.
General HAY-ES. I would say that there certainly is a parallel and

analogy there.

',CHNWT

%AIDMiNIN1RATIVE
TRAINING

Mr. ANDREWS. You are requesting $19,108,000 for technical admin-

istrativo training. This is an increase of $12,456,000 over the actual
amount obligated for fiscal year 1968. Why are you requestig such it
large increase for this type of training?
Genral HAYES. It is pimarily for the Sentinel-Safeguard system,
Mr. ANDREWS.The ABM?
Gneml HAYEs. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSITALL. May I go off the record for a minute?

(Off the record.)

Mr. ANDnRFWS. What type of training will be undertaken with these

funds?
General TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, if I may, that particular item will
be amended once the decision is made to submit the amended budget
to you, that program is changed.

Mr. ANnREws. What is the total amount included in the 0. & M.

budget request for civilian training and what types of training will
be provided?
General tAYES. In budget. program 2300, there is $19,108,000 included for technical training for both civilian and military personnel.
For example, at ARADMAC $47 618 is requested to cover teletype
repairs, special radio repairs, calibration of gage blocks, armament
training, office machine repair. These are essentially courses that our
personnel take that are more than we do in-house.
PURCHASE OF CAPITAL EQUIPMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. What type of capital equipment do you intend to

purchase with the $15,871,000 being requested?
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General HAYES. It primarily is production line equipment for the
in-house depot overi'ffUl facilities.
Mr. ANDRWS. Is this the total in the 0. & M. budget for capital
equipment?
General 1-AYEs. No, sir; this is the total that is in budget program
2300 for capital equipment. I don't know what the total is.
Mr. ANDREWS. Provide it for the record.
General HAYE:S. I would say that probably this projectt does carry
the bulk of equipment in 0. & M. but I want the record to he complete.
(The infOrmation requested follows:)
In addition to the $15,871,000 for capital equipment in program 2300, the
0. & M. budget Includes, in program 2200, $117,000 for acquisition of station
operating equipment for industrial installations operating under the Army industrial fund, and $817,000 for the procurenient of training aid devices in program
2100. lExcspt in these areas the Army's programing and budget system does not
A-parate the procurement of capital equipment from the procurement of nonexpendable noncapital type equipment.

Mr. ADmniws. Under the purification of accounts as required by
Cho resources management system, wasn't it intended that this type
of capital equipment be procured out of PEMA funds?
General HEYS The decision now that has come from the latest
)OD directives is that, PEMA will )uy the common type machine
tools, such as lathes, press, milling machines, things of that type,
and 0. & M.A. is buying the investment type items, that is, items
over $1,000 which have not, yet, been assigned to the PEMA uppropriation. Ultimately, I thinkk it probably will be, as you indicate, all
PEMA, but. it,
has not. yet. gotten to that point this year.
Mr. AN IWWS. Anything over$1,000?

General 1-IYEs. Yes, sir.
General TYi',oit. That has been itgeneral rule-of-thunfib. I will
provide something father for the record.
(The information follows:)
In fiscal year 1069 as a part of the 1)OD effort to standardize the Defense
prograniing system, procurement of certain investment type capital equipment
items, i.e., items with unit value of $1,000 or more, was transferred from OMA
to the PEMA appropriation. This initial traisfer involved selected items )rocured
locally in prior years that are being centrally managed and financed in PDMA
in fiscal year 19W0. These items included machine tools, photographic processing
a( printing equipment, repairs and utilities equipment, and training equipment
and simulators that are used 1mi more than one or two training locations. All
other investment type capital equipment items, $1,000 and over, and expense
type capital equipment items, from $200 to $999 are financed from the prlnclpnl
appropriation financing the requiring activity, in this ease OMA program 2300.
The Department of Army is currently reviewing all of the investment type
capital equipment Items, $1,000 and over, for realinenient to the PIMA Appro.
prlation in future fiscal years.

Mr.ANDRIEWS. Is therl

t ional capital equipment'?

any money in the PEMA request for addi-

General HAYFs. There is some money in PEMA for production
equipment, which is primarily in the arsenals.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are there any further questions on depot, mainmenance?

Mr. MIINSHALL. Off the reord.

(Discussion off the record.)
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SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS

Mr. MfiNsALL. Would you supply for the record, General, any and
all contracts that TRW has with the Army and/or any other systems
management group.might have with the Army similar to the ones
we have been talking about that TRW had with the Cheyenne
program?

General HAYES. Yes.

Mr. MINSTLL. And the total amount tnd the complete history of

them.

General HAYES. Yes, sir.
General TAYLOR. Very well.
(The information follows:)

Contract No.

Effective
date

Contractor

DAAG39-69-C-0017

Booz-Allen Applied Research, Bethesda, Md ............

Oct. 28,1968

DA49-186-AMC-324(X)

TRW Inc., Washington, D.C ...........................

Oct 29,1965

DAAB07-69-C-0029

Bell Aerospace Corp., Tucson, Ariz -------------------

Aug. 29,1967

DAAB07-67-C-0605

Communications & Systems, Inc., Paramus, NJ ------- July

DAAB07-67-C-M

do ---------------------------------------------

Jan.

1,1967
6,1967

DAABO-67-C-0624

Planning Research Corp., Los Angeles, Calif---------- June 28,1967

DAAB07-68-C-0194

Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif-------- Feb. 26,1968

DAABO7-67-C-0104

Lockheed Electronics Co, Division of Lockheed Aircraft Sept 29,1966
Corp., Plainfield, NJ.

Contract
amount Purpose and scope
'78, 554. 00 Design, develop, and operate an OV-1 (Mohawk) aircraft configuration status
monitoring system.
12,922,037.00 Design, develop, install, implement, test, and operate the integrated technical
data system for the Cheyenne.
2,539,954.00 Services to conduct an environmental data collection and processing facility
for the Army Frequency Management Directorate. Develop method*, collect
and update data on actual or simulated environments of commu-Lc tionsElectronics equipment and system; process data; perform studies and
tasks assigned; provide scientific and technical assistance in freqi;t/y
management problems to the Army Frequency Management Directorate.
616, 50& 00 Review for acceptability repair parts and special tools lists, maintenance
support plans, manuals and provisioning information for the Cheyenne
avionics equipment.
840,399.13 Review for acceptability maintenance support plans and other documentation,
including maintenance allocation, allowance quantities for maintenance
parts, repair parts and special tool lists for each of equipments and systems
specified. The contractor will identify elements of support documentation,
which are not provided for, and prepare detailed logistic and maintenance
support data for the following: Integrated wide band communication system
(IWCS); new family fixed-plant communication equipments (AN/FRT-76,
77 and 78); light troop and microwave equipment (AN/GRC-6., AN/GRC145). Korean microwave systems; Grass Mountain keyir2 iinks; ArmyNa v Blits.
2,100,610.00 Provie automatic data processing program assistance and analysis Headquarters U.S. Army European Command. This ADP program assistance is
provided at various Army command locations in Europe.
526,705.00 To provide basic electronic laboratory services in Thailand under project
Seacore for ARPA. Maintain the laboratory; conduct studies and laboratory
programs; maintain a reference library.
757,507. 00 Services to analyze the electromagnetic compatability (EMC) effectiveness of
all USAMC communications electronics equipments planned for operation in
the 1980 time frames. The study is in direct support of the Tactical Communications Systems Office, USAECOM. It provides, on a quick reaction
basis, EMC analysis of technical alternatives regarding tactical communications equipments under active consideration by the Tactical CommunicatiofnSystems Office. The objective is to provide a readily available quick
reaction EMC design capability to permit accomplishment of high-priority,
short-duration tasks pertaining to urgent R.& D. problems.

Contract No.

Contractor

Effective
date

DAAB07-68-C-0226(E)

Communications &Systems, Inc., Paramus, NJ-------- Feb. 1,1968

DAAB07-68-D-5073

Service Technology Corp.; subsidiary of LTV Aerospace June 25,1968
Corp., Dallas, Tex.

DAAB07-68-D-5052

----do .........................................

DAAJ02-68-C-0004

Melpar Inc., Falls Church, Va ------------------------

I Negotiations are in progress for increasing this contract approximately $312,000.

June 26,1968

ov. 6,1967

Contract
amount Purpose and scope
to the
781,581.00 Review repair parts lists supplied by Autodin Contractors and report should
Government its recommendations as to what parts the Government
procure to support Autodin contracts in the field. In addition, a monthly
report is to be sent to CSA giving the status of Autodin digital subscriber
terminals repair parts.
of
289,555. 00 Services and materials commencing on date of contract award for a period
12 months in connection with maintenance support documentation for combat surveillance, night vision and photographic equipment and systems in
accordance with statement of services to be performed, NMP-RO-883, dated
Dec. 2, 1967, and app. A thereto, dated Feb. 5, 1968. Contractor shall perform the work on an on-call basis as directed by delivery orders.
of
351,160. 00 Service and materials commencing on date of contract award for a periodavi12 months in connection with maintenance support documentation for
onics and navigation aids equipment and systems in accordance with statement of services to be performed, NMP-RO-867, dated Nov. 1, 1967. Contractor shall perform the work on an on-call basis as directed by delivery
orders.
419,325.00 Furnish and install 3 data acquisition systems for accumulation of data leading
to automatic diagnostic and inspection system for UH-1 series helicopters.
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SUPPORT SERVICE CONTAT

Mr. ANDrEWS. General Taylor, we would like you to supply for the
record the total amount for support contracts of various types,
such as management service contracts, techni-.al/engineering service
contracts, personnel service contracts, and contractor operated facilities for fiscal years 1968, 1969, and the estimate for 1970 for the military personnel, operation and maintenance, and procurement appropriations. You can also supply the amount for coritractor-operated
facilities under research, development., test and evaluation.
(The information follows:)
lOollars inthousands)
Appropriation(s) type

Fiscal year 1968 Fiscal year 1969

Military personnel ...........................................

Mainement services.............................

Personnel services ......................................
Operations and maintenance ..................................
Technical engineering ...................................

Ma nagement services...............................
Personnel services ..................................... .
Contractor operated..............................

Procurement .............................................
Technical engineering ...................................
Contractor operated....................................
Research, development, test and evaluation (contractor operated
facilities) .................................................
Total ................................................

350

4

i20

228437
36690

(30,677
5 0)
(15.901

Fiscal year 1970

210 8
35.9

2,

27 02))

22

1. 21
(119840)
(1,533,050)
75,610

, 0
1139,1 )
(1,521,230)

1,957,287

1,954,173

82,480

224.80
34, 0

(127,1 )

.240 I13
(W32240
(I, 037,500)
86,820
1,481,850

Mr. ANDREWS. We also want you to supply the committee with a list
of all such contracts over, let's say, $250'000 by type and appropriation
including the name of the contractor, te purpose of the contract, the
type of contract, and the amount involved.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir; for fiscal years 1968 and 1969; we will
do that.
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT OF CLEVELAND TANK PLANT

Mr. MINSHALL. How about the tank plant out in Cleveland; Do you
have any systems management group on that?
General HASS. No.
Mr. MINSIALrL. Why not?
General HAYES. That is being done in-house.
Mr. MINSHALL. Why can you do that one in-house and not do this
other one in-house?
General HAYES. I think there is the question of systems development and othe state of the art. Although there may be as far as MBT70's development some contractual support of a management nature,
but I don't know of it.
Mr. MINSHALL. You don't know?
General HAYES. I don't know that there is any. I have not heard
of any.
Mr. MINSHALL. I am not going into the Main Battle Tank program
now. That is for later. But they do have problems.
General HAYES. Yes, sir. I am unaware of anything of that type in
the tank program as I am aware of the TRW contract in this connection. There is nothing in this budget for it.
Mr. MINSHALL. Off he

record.

(Discussion off the record.)
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'Mr. MINSiHALL.

I have no further questions.

Mr. ANDrWS. Mr. Davis?
Mr. DAVIS. I would like to reserve on this until after we have discussed the Army industrial fund because I am not sure just how these
programs relate to each other.
Mr. ANDREWS. Very well.
ARMY INDUSTRIAL FUND

Mr. ANDP.WS. We will now consider the operations of the Army
industrial fund.
We have with us to discuss this operation Col. George G. Eddy,
Chief, PEMA, Execution Division, Office of the Chief of Staff for
Logistics. Colonel, will you please proceed with your statement? I
believe this is your first appearance before this committee. I note you
have a biographical sketch, which we will place in the record at this
point.
(The document follows:)
BIOoRAPHICAL SKFrci

OF COL. GFOROE G. EDDY, JR.

Colonel Eddy was born in WaShington, D.C., on September 20, 1021. He entered

the Army on September 25, 1942, end received bis commission on May 15, 1943,

upon completion of the Ordnance Corps 005. He is a graduate of the advanced

course at the Ordnance School and the Command and General Staff College. He
has a bachelor of arts degree in journalism from the University of Michigan
and a masters degree in Industrial management from the Babson Institute of

Business Administration.

In August 1968 he became the chief, PEMA Execution Division of the Directorate of Materiel Acquisition under the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics.
From 1954 to 1957 he held consecutive positions as depot commander In Korea,
chief, Ammunition Operations Division, and chief, Ammunition Plans and ReqtIrements Division In the Japan Ordnance Command. Following a MAAG tour
in Vietnam, he was assigned for 2 years In procurement and production at the

Boston Ordance District. He spent 2 years as the assistant inspector general
of the Defense Supply Agency in Alexandria, Va, From 1065 until the present
assignment Colonel Eddy was successively a maintenance battalion commander

and depot commander in Europe.

ifolonel Eddy Is married to the former JoUle Moene. They have two sons aged

20 and 21. Both are now majoring dn electrical engineering at New Mexico State
University. Colonel end Mrs. Eddy reside at 2112 White Oaks Drive, Alexan-

dria, Va.

Mr. ANDREWS. Welcome aboard. You may proceed without interruption.
Colonel EDDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Col. George G.
Eddy, Chief of the PEMA Execution Division in the Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics. This is my first appearance as a
principal witness before any congressional committee. I am responsible
to the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics for the management and
performance analysis of the Army industrial fund, which is a revolving fund used to finance the in-house work to be performed at 31 of
the Army's industrial-type and cmmercial-type activities during fiscal
year 1970. This presentation is in the nature of a report and is not a
request for new obligation authority since the fund is reimbursed by
various customer appropriations such as procurement of equipment
and missiles; research, development, test, and evaluation; and operation and maintenance.
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NATURE AND 3MMtE1OD OF OPERATION UNDER THE ARMY INDUSTRIAL

FUND

The Army industrial fund is established under provisions of title
10, United States Code, section 2208 to provide working capital to
finance research and limited quantity production of goods and services
needed by the three military departments and other Government agencies. Tile working capital of each industrial- or commercial-type facility chartered under the Army industrial fund consists of cash allocated
from the U.S. Treasury, as authorized by law, plus the installation's
inventories of materials and supplies. Real and plant property and
other types of capital equipment are not capitalized under the fund,
and their costs are not included in charges billed to customers.
An installation's industrial fund is used initially to pay for labor,
materials, overhead and incidental contractual ser ices The customer
appropriation is billed periodically as work progresses, as deliveries
are made, and when work is completed to recoup costs incurred by the
AIF.
Costs pertaining to depreciation on Government-owned plants and
equipment are not paid from the industrial fund and, therefore, are
not included in costs billed to Federal Government customers. Mili-.
tary pay costs are not charged to customers of the AIF, although both
are recorded statistically and used as one of the factors considered
when making a comparison with commercial production costs.
USE OF TIlE ARMY INDUSTRIAL FUND

The Army industrial fund was ift use at 21 installations during
fiscal year 1968. Operations at the Springfield Armory were closed out
as of April 30, 1968. The Army extended-the industrial fund to major
overhaul and maintenance activities at 11 additional depotsoon July
1, 1968. The Army has no plans to extend the Army industrial fund
to any additional installations during fiscal year 1970.
The estimates included in the President's budget for fiscal year 1970
pertain to operations at the 31 installations shown in the list which
follows. New AIF activities are identified by an asterisk.
(The material follows:)
DEPOT

MINTENANCE

AoTivITMF

*Anniston Army Depot, Anniston, Ala.: Repair and overhaul of combat vehicles,
automotive equipment, and armament; including renovation of ammunition.
Also, provides calibration services.
*Aeronautical Depot Maintenance Center (ARADMAO), Corpus Christi, Tex.:

Repair and overhaul of basic aircraft, aircraft engines, and components. Also,
provides calibration services.
Atlanta Army Depot, Forest Park, Ga.: Repair and overhaul of aircraft, auto-

motive and construction equipment, CBR ammunition, rail equipment, general
equipment, missile components, and medical equipment.

'Oharleston Army Depot, N. Charleston, S.C.: Repair and overhaul of ships,
rail, and general equipment.
*Granite City Army Depot, Granite City, Ill.: Repair and overhaul of automotive and construction equipment, missile components, armament (excludes
ammunition), rail, and general equipment.

*Letterkenny Army Depot, Chambersburg, Pa.: Repair and overhaul of automotive equipment, combat vehicles, missiles, general equipment, and armament;
Including renovation of ammunition. Also, provides calibration services.
Lexington-Blue Grass Army Depot, Iexington, Ky.: Repair and overhaul of

electronics and communication equipment; and renovation of ammunition. Also,
provides calibration services.
'New

AIF activities as of July 1, 1068.
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*Now Cumberland Army Depot, Harrisburg, Pa.: Relmir and overhaul of conrail eqllilpment, and aircraft equipment.
*Pueblo Ariny Depot, Pueblo, Colo. : Repair and overhatil of automotive equip.
ment, combat vehicles, mnissilo systems, arainanent (Including renovation of
ammunition), and general equipment. Also, provides calibration services.
*Red River Army Depot, Texarkana, Tex.: Repair and overhaul of automotive
equipment, combat vehicles, missile systems, annament includingg renovation
of ammunition), rail equipment, and general equipment.
*Sacramento Army Depot, Sacramento, Calif.: Repair and overhaul of elet.
tronies and communications equipment; and general equlpmeut. Also, provides
calibration services.
*Sharp Army Depot, Sliarpo, M lif. : Repair and overlnul of attomtlve equipment, combat vehicles components, and aircraft.
*Tobyhanna Army Depot, Tobyhanna, IM.: Repair and overhaul of electronics
and communications equipment, automotive eqlulpment, construction eqtilpnent.
general equipment. Also, provides calibration services. ,
Tooele Army Depot. 'Pooele, Utah: Repair and overhaul of automotive eluil)ment, combat vehiles, construction equipment, missile systems, armament (iit.
cluding the renovation of anmnmuitlon), nid general equipmenlt. Also, provides

strnction equipment, cheical ammunitflo,

calibration services.

U.S. Army Support Center, Richmond, Va. Repair and overhaul of air-type
Items (parachutes, airdrops, etc.) ; automotive and general equipment.
MISSILE COMMAND
Arny Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Ala, : Research, development, pro-

duction, and logistical support of missile weapons systems, nd scientifle projects
for other a government agencies.

MUNITrONS Co MAN!)
10dgowood Arsenal, Army Chemical Center, Md. : Research, development, mnufacturing, and depot maintenance of chelenl agents and equipment.
Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa.: Research, development, Industrial engineering, overhaul, and pilot and limited manufacturing of artillery and small
arms, ammunition, and fire control Items.
Plcatinny Arsenal, Dover, N.J.: Research, development, industrial engineerhig,
renovating, and pilot and limited manufacturing of ordnance ammunition, explosives, and atomic munitions.
Pine Bluff Arsenal, Pine Bluff, Ark.: Manufacture otnd loading of hazardous
chemical and biological materials.
Rocky Mountain Arsenal, Denver, Colo.: Manufacture and loading of hazardous
chemical materials.
WEAPONS COMMAND

Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island, Ill.: Research, development, industrial engineering, overhaul, and pilot and limited manufacturing of light and medluimn fleld
artillery carriages and rocket launchers.
Watervlilot Arensal, Watervliet, N.Y,: Research and development, Industrial engineering, overhaul, and pilot and limited mnnufacttring of artillery cannon and
some smaller caliber weapons.
TRANSPORTATION AND TERMINAL AO7IVITY

-Eastern area, MTMTS, Brooklyn, N.Y.: Plan, regulate, and control movement
of personnel and cargo through waterfront terminals.
Western area, MTITS, Oakland, Calif.: Do.
PROVING ROUNDS AND LABORATORIES

Aberdeen Proving Ground, M.: Testing of orinanee materiel, IMllistic research, and ammunition surveillance.
Army Materials and Mechanics Research (enter, Watertown, Mass.: Researh
and exploratory development In structural materials (metals, plastics, etc.) and
mechanics for machining, forging, welding, stamping, and other fabrication
processes on material used In production of military materiel.
*New AIF activities as of July 1, 1008.
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Doseret Test Oenter, Silt. Lake Olty,
tah (Includes Dugway Proving
(Oround) : italte1, development,
in1d testllg of chemical and biologleal gret'its.
Fort Deotrhk, Frederick, Md.: ltesmireh, developmeIt, and testIng of biologIal
Harry J)Innond Laboratories, Wnshington, I).C. Ilesmareh, developmnunt, and

Idustrlal eliglneerIng on fuzes.

PI'TORTAh CENTER1

Army Pictorial Center, LoIg Isla(1 City, N.Y. : Produce, process, procure,

store, and distribute motion plcttlres, filmstrips, and recordings on military
training nud(4iucation.

PROoGRAM ,ND FINANCiNO

colonell EDDY. Tho ltr chart, on page 284 shows actual progrfuu
costs by activity groups for fiscal year 19068 and forecasts for fiscal
yeats 1969 and 1970. The data depicted in the bar ('hart ae based il|)Ojl
t1 figures shown in t-11 costs Section of the program and filnancing
schedule in tho President's budget. [he total costs of goods mid
SorviCC$ 1rodluced will go up fromt $1,118.4 million lnfsca year 1008
to $!,527.9 million in fiscal year 19069 and drop slightly to $1,472.4
million in fiscal year 1970. 'Total customers orders recoved in fiscal
ycar 1968 amounted to $1,045.8 million. 'Th increase in costs is due
primarily to extension of tie AIF to tho additional de)ot ila intenance
nctivitioe. previously mentioned.
'Phe costs of goods and services proIuced in fiscal year 1908 exceeded
now orders by $67.6 million 1w fiscal year 1908 due to the partial liql dation of thobacklog of orders elluI'ied
r into the year.
I will now explain th i'cavsns foi. the changes in costs which Aro
anticipated during fiscal year 19o) and fisel year 1970 for each activity group. As shown ill the chart. aid ilu"the PesidelOnt's budget., costs at
tho four depot maintenance activities infiscal year 1908 totaled $88.4
million. The extension of the AIF to II now depot maintenance activities and expansion of coverage, at two of the original AIF depot maintonance activities account for the very substantial increase in program
Costs Nwhich are e-stimnat(d at $417.6 million in flisal year 1969 and

04,9.0 million in fiscal year 1970.
At the IT.S. Missil Command, costs are projected to go up from

$1,15.1 million in fiscal year 1908 to $169.2 million in fiscal year 1909
ad I'dro to $148.6 million in fiscal year 1970. The cost increasems
from the inclusion of the Safeguard Systoms Comiand and the Safe-

guard Logistics Command in fiscal year 1969. Since these new a*tenoies
are not. itlart of the M'isflo Command, they will be finamne,

directly

from allotted funds in fiscal year 1970 rather than through the MIF.
Program costs at the U.S. Army Munitions Commaid activities

were $345.6 million in fiscal year 11)68. In fiscal year 1909 they aro
forecast at. $343.5 million and are estimated it $301 million in fiscal
year 1970. $17.8 million of the decline between 1969 and 1970 is the

exclusion of direct mision costs of tenant activities at several of the
Munitions Command facilities which were not. chartered to operate
under the industrial fund. '[i tenant aiiitivities will be financed
direetly from allotted funds in fiscal year 1970. 1ho remainder of the
decrveAso from fiscal year 1069 largely reflects a r vision of procedum
for accomplishing orders as between in-house and contractual effort.
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ARMY INDUSTRIAL FUND
PROGRAM COSTS BY ACTIVITY GROUPS
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At the U.S. Army Weapons Command activity group program costs,
which were $154.7 million in fiscal year 1968, are expected to decline
t o $142.1 million in fiscal year 1969 and to $133.4 million in fiscal year
1970. The decline in fiscal year 1969 is due primarily to completion of
orders placed with Springfield Armory, which was closed in April
1968. Completion of certain Southeast Asia support requirements, produced byT.
fock Island and Vatervliet Arsenals, accounts for the further decline in program costs for fiscal year 1970.
Program costs for the transportation and-traffic management. activltyroup show a slight increase in fiscal year 1969 over costs of $255.1
miion in fiscal year 1968. Costs are estimated at $261.9 million fiscal
year 1969 and are expected to decline to $244.8 million in fiscal year
1970 due partly to a decrease in tonnage to be shipped and a trend toward greater use of containerized cargo.
Program costs for the proving ground and laboratories activity
group which were $164.4 million in fiscal year 1968, are estimated to
go up to $184.5 million in-fiscal year 1969, and are expected to drop to
$175 millio in fiscal year 1970; $11.8 rnillionof the lnerease in fiscal
year 19069 is attributable to the consolidation of Dugway Proving
Ground with the Deseret Test Center which had been previously
financed directly from allotments. The remaining increases in costs
are due to an increased workload in production proof testing of weapons and developmental tests of ammunition. The decline in fiscal year
1970 costs from the fiscal year 19069 level is attributable totli exclusion
of the direct mission costs of tenant activities at several of the "roving
grounds and laboratories which were not. under the commander the
AIF installation commander and, therefore, not chartered to operate
under the industrial fund.
Estimates for the Army Pictorial Center for fiscal years 1969 and
1970 of $10 million vary only slightly from the $10.2 million incurred
in fiscal year 1908. The decreases projected for fiscal years 1969 and
1970 are primarily due to small reductions in the training film program requirements and in workload at the Army motion picture depository and records activity of the Pictorial Center.
I will now discuss the financial statements of the Army industrial
fund.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(a) Statement of avenue and.eapene8
The summary statement of revenue and expenses in tle President's
budget shows flat the dollar volume of business forecasts for fiscal
year 1969 and 1970 will be substantially higher than during fiscal
year 1968. This is due to the extension of the AIF to 11 additional
depot maintenance activities. Anticipated revenue in fiscal year 1069
will be a little over $1.5 billion and will be a little less than $1.5
billion in fiscal year 1970 coml)ared to revenue of $1,109.1 million in
fiscal year 1968.
During fiscal year 1968, the Army increased its efforts toward maintaining a balance between costs and revenues related to industrial
fund operations. Detailed guidance issued to the field commands
stressed the need for maintaining the integrity of the industrial fund
by avoiding operating losses. Visits have been made to various activities by Army headquarters personnel to check on the application of
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this guidance. These visits were also used to explain the importance
of operating as close as possible to a break-even point and to offer
teclmical assistance on unresolved problems. All activities except the
transportation and terminalactivities reported nominal gains for fiscal
year 1968. The transportation and terminal activity gain of $7.3 million
was due primarily to an unanticipated increase in use of sea vans and
also billings at lower rates by the Navy for ammunition loaded by facilities on the west coast. Billing rates or tariffs have been adjusted for
fiscal year 1969 to take into consideration the fact that ammunition is
now being handled at a lower cost. The accumulated operating result
for the AIF, as at whole as of June 30, 1968, is $7.6 million.
(b) Statezent of flnaieial,caiditim
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AS OF JUNE 30
(in millions of dollars]
1967 actual
Assets:
Cash ..........................................
Prepayment to Government agencies ..............
Accounts receivable .......................
Inventories, net .................................
Advances and other assets .......................

1968 actual 1969 estimate

1970 estimate

696.7
87.1
22.0
29.7.......:8
33.2
38.6
1.5
1.9

165.5

168.6

35.3
26.5
1.6

35:2
23.3
1.6

209.4

228 9

1228.8

152.6
139.0
580. 8
.I
8 ..............

168. 9
.1
2.2

169.1
.I
1.9

Total liabilities ................................

734.2

139.1

171.2

171.1

Capital:
Appropriations and reaprpo riatlons ...............
Assets capitalized less liabilities assumed, net ......
Accumulated operating results ....................

56.2
6.8
-14.1

56.2
6.5
7.6

56.2
-6.1
7.6

56.2
-6.1
7.6

48. 9

70.3

57.7

57.7

783. 1

209.4

228.9

228.8

Total assets ..................................
Liabilities:
Current liabilities ...............................
Prepayments from customers ....................
Other liabilities .........
...................

783.1
.

Total capital .................................
Total liabilities and capital....................

.
.

1Does not add due to found Ing.

Assets decreased in fiscal year 1968 by $573.7 million to $209.4 million
while liabilities decreased by $595.1 million to $139.1 millIon. The elimination of prepayments and a changes-to-progress payment procedures
as of May 31, 1068, pursuant to instructions from the Office, Secretary
of Defense account for the major portion of the changein assets and
liabilities. Accounts receivable increased by $52.1 million in fiscal year
1968 because the progress payment procedure was not fully operative
by fiscal-yearend. Accounts receivable as of .June 30, 1969, are expected
to be $35.3 million and $35.2 million as of June 30, 1970. Current liabilities are estimated at. $168.9 million for fiscal year 1069 and $169.1
million li fiscal year 1970,np from $139 million as of June 30, 1068.
The increase in liabilities is due to several items, most of them related
to the extension of the AIF to the 11 'new depot maintenance shops.
Annual leave liability assumed for the 21,178 employees in the depot
maintenance shops amounted to $12.7 million. Accrual for salaries and
wages is expected to go up $6.6 million, accounts payable are expected
to be $6.1 millionhigher, and other accruals $4.5 million.
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The unbilled balance of customer orders shown on the last line of

the financing section of the program and financing schedule as "Unobligated balance available, end of year" in the President's budget declined $48.1 million in fiscal year 1969 to $456.1 million. The unbilled
balance of orders will decline to $393.9 million at the end of fiscal year
1969 and drop-to $365.1 million at the end of fiscal year 1970 as orders
are filled.
(o) Invedtment of the UBS. Government
The total investment of the Government in the fund consists of cash
with the Treasury, receivables, inventories, and retained earnings, less
liabilities for amounts due suppliers, accrued salaries and wAvges, and
for accrued leave. The net Governmnat investment or equity on the
above basis for fiscal years 1966 through 1970 is as follows:
(In millions]

June 30, 1960 (actual)
June 30, 1967 (actual)
June 30, 1968 (actual)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------

June 80, 1969 (estimated)

--------------------------------

June 30, 1070 (estimated)

$63.4
48. 9
70.8
7
57.7

The $21.4 million increase in Government investment as of June 30,
1968, is due to an adjustment of prior year expenses, following resolution of a billing problem with the Navy. It was included in fiscal year
1967 accounts as an AIF liability. The drop in Government investment
in fiscal year 1969 of $12.6 million isduoechiefly-to tlhe assumption of the
amual leave liability of the employees in the depot maintenance shops
which began operation under the find.on July 1, 1968.
This concludes my formal statement. We shall endeavor to answer
any questions you may have. Thank you for giving me this opportunty to appear before you.
OPERATION

OF TIE ARMY INDUSTRIAL, FUND

Mr. AxDRuws. Thank you, Colonel.

Colonel, the Army industriAl fund was established under provisions
of title 10 of the United States Code, 2208, to provideV working capiti
to finance research and limited-quantity production of goods and

services needed by the three military departments and other Government agencies, according to your statement. Tell us briefly in Iayman's langua ge Just. how this fund, operates. You start off by getting

nmney from tE U.S. Treasury; is that correct.?
Colonel En-v. Yes, sir.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

You operate maintenance facilities primarily for the

Army and the other services?
Colonel EDDY. Yes, sir.

You bill the Army and other services for the work

done?

Colonel EDDY. Yes sir.

Mr. ANrDEws. And do the proceeds received for work done go ,ack

into the fund or intothe Treasury?
Colonel EDnY. They go back into the fund, sir. It is a revolving fund.
In other words, once the fund is established and the activity commences, its operations, that is, it. is supposed to be a self-perpet.nating
80-08-- 00-vpt. 2-10
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operation assuming that the installation or the activity accomplishes
its work, keeps its books in proper manner. When the fund charges the
customer, as you have just mentioned, sir, for the work performed, it
bills the customer periodically; the customer then reimburses the fund
and the cycle continues.
Mr. ANDREWS. How frequently does the Congress have to beef up
or reappropjriate money to the fund?
Colonel EDDY. Since the fund was established, sir, it has not been
necessary for the Army to come back to the Congress.
Mr. ANDREws. Would you put something in the record showing what

the original amount put into the fund was how much, if any it has
been replenished during the years? Also tell us about your prokit-andloss experience.
Colonel EDDY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
Total amount initially provided by Congress in 1951 was $866,930,000. No additional replenishments were made throughout all these years. Of the original
amount, $050,000 was transferred to the defense Industrial fund, $110 million was
returned to the Treasury by congressional action, and $200,100,000 was transferred to other Army appropriations with the approval of Congress.
The cumulative profit from inception of the Army industrial fund amounts
to only $7,614,000, which is a very minute fraction of the tonl revenue or business
done by the fund.
PROFIT AND LOSS HISTORY

lr. AxDnEWS. YOu say the fund is self-sustaining?
Colonel EDDY. Yes.

Mr. ANDREWS. Let's take the year 1968, the latest year for which

you should have figures. Did the fund make money or lose money that
year?

Colonel EDDY. The fund made money that year.
Air. ANDREWS. How much?
Colonel EDDY. $7.7 million.

Mfr. ANDREWS. Go back for a period of 5 years from 1968 and show
what the profit-and-loss situation was, for the record.
(The information follows:)
ARMY INDUSTRIAL FUND ANNUAL OPERATING RESULTS, AS OF JUNE 30, 1968

ln thousands)
Annual
Accumulated
opera""
AdJustments operating gain
or loss -) to prior years
or loss(-)
Year:

1964.........................................................

1965.........................................................
1966 .........................................................
1967 .........................................................
1968 .........................................................

$464.6

14.3
-490.1
-12.197.1
7,753.0

$152.23
,2 :
-2,071.1
13,922.0

$1,885.7

1,938.3
207.5
-14, 007
7,614.3

UNFUNDED COST

Mr. ADDWBO. If the gentleman will yield.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Addabbo.
Mr. ADDABBO. You say you made a profit of $7 million-plus. But
from your statement I understand this does not include Army per-
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sonnel cost,, which is being paid fromt a different budget; is this
correct?

Colonel EDDY. The military costs are not included; that is correct.
Mr. ADDABBO. In other words, you are just receiving money for direct services but your personnel costs are not being charged off as part
of your expenses?
Colonel

EDDY.

Colonel

EDDY.

The civilian personnel costs are.

Mr. ADDABBO. But military personnel costs and the costs for military supplies are not being charged off. So if you start accounting for
that in your expense, that would cut down considerably on your socalled profit?
Colonel EDDY. It would make a difference; if not recouped'.
Mr. ADDABBO. Would you show for the record what the true figure
would be if you had to charge off these additional expenses?

Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)

Inclusion of military pay and allowances as an expense of the fund would
have increased costs by $32.2 million to $1,133.5 million in fiscal year 1968. However, since the Army Industrial Fund must recover all costs it would have had
to increase billings to customer appropriations by a comparable amount.

Mr. ADDABBO. Thank you, Mr. Clairman.
ITEMS EXCLUDED FOR INDUSTRIAL FUND COSTS

Mr. ANDnEWS. In billing your customers for work done, if I understand correctly, you do not take into consideration the capital investment that the Government has in the Physical property, the shops,
depots that are operated by the fund; is this correct?
Colonel EDDY. This is correct, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. But I assume that the purpose of the fund was not
to make money but to render service to the Government?
Colonel

EDDY.

Colonel

EDDY.

Yes, sir.

Colonel

EDDY.

All, sir.

This is correct sir.

Mr. ANDnEWS. Do you feel like this method is the cheapest available
to the Government?
Colonel EDDY. I think that it is a good system and I say this, sir,
from the standpoint that the purpose of the fund was to place this
kind of an operation, depot-type operation, which is similar to a
commercial operation, on as moh of a businesslike basis as could be
done within the constraints that would apply to a military-type
operation.
Mr. ANDREWS. Well, you do business like private industry except
for calculating the cost of Army personnel and the capital investment
in the charges made to the customer; is that not about the size of it?
Mr. Am)pREws. Now, are your services available to all Government
agencies or just the armed services?
Mr. ANDRmWs. Who is the biggest customer outside of the services?
Mr. KYmOsz s. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration at Huntsville, Ala., gets a good bit of support from the Missile
Command. They are the largest single customer. We do a little bit
of work for the Bureau of Mines and others.
Mr. ANDREWS. What do you have at Huntsville?
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Mr. KYDoszius. Marshall Space Flight Center.

Mr. ANDREWS. I know what is there. W-lat does the industrial fund
maintain there?
Mr. Kioyiszus. The Missile Command proper, at Redstone Ar.
senal in Huntsville is under the fund.
Mr. ANDRmS. I visited one of your installations down at Anniston
several years ago and was impressed by what I thought was a good
job you were doing there. At that time they were bringing in tanks,
tearing them down from top to bottom and reworking them. That
was at the Anniston Army Depot. I notice from your statement that
you repair and overhaul combat vehicles, automotive equipment and
armament; including renovation of ammunition; and also provide
calibration services.
Colonel EDDY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. Areyou still working on tanks down there?
Colonel EDDY. To the best of my knowledge yes, sir.
General HAYES. Yes, sir; we are still carrying part of the tank
overhaul on down there.
ARIY INDUSTRIAL FUND CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT

Mr. ANDREWs. How many civilian employees does the AIF have?

Mr. KEYDosZIus. Approximately 2,200 in the maintenance shop at
Anniston.
Mr. ANDREWS. I am talking about overall.

Colonel

EDDY.

The total?

Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.

Mr. KyDoszrus. We would have to provide that for the recorc
because they would be financed from two different sources.
General HAYm. I can give you the figure for just the depot maintenance personnel.
Mr. ANDRMV8. I would like to get it all.
General HAYmS. All right.
General TAYLOR. The total number in the Army industrial fund pro.
jected for fiscal 1970 is 76,402, total, all AIF.
Mr. ANDREvws. Are they. all civilian civil service employees?
General

TAYLOR.

Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)

The number of elvilfan employees the fund had in fiscal year 1968 was 61,05E
It is expected to be 70,424 in fiscal year 1969 and decline to 76,402 In 1fical yea
1970.
OPERATIONS OF THE INDUSTRIAL FUND

Mr. ANDREWS. When

you revise

your remarks I wish you would ad

to your statements which you made in answer to my questions about
the type operation you have, Colonel.
(Te information follows:)
Industrial funds are currently in use at eight arsenals, five proving groun'
and laboratories, 15 depot maintenance activities, two traffic management an,
terminal service agencies and the Army Pictorial Center.
Arsenals perform research, development, Industrial and production engineerin
pilot and limited quantity manufacturing, and overhaul of artillery and sma
arms, ammunition, rocket launchers, missile vepons systems, tanks and comb
vehicles, aircraft weapons, and other types of military materiel. They are atengaged in loading of hazardous chemical and biological materials.
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Tie proving grounds do testing of ordnance and chemical materiel, ballistics,
research ,and ammunition surveillance. The laboratories are engaged in research
and exploratory development in structural materials (metals, plastics, etc.) and
mechanics for machining, forging, welding, stamping, and other fabrication processes on materifil used it production of military materiel. In addition research,
development, industrial engineering and testing are performed on fuzes and
biological munitions.
Depot maintenance activities are engaged in repair and overhaul of aircraft
automotive equipment, combat vehicles, missile systems, armament (including
renovation of ammunition), rail equipment, general equipment, avionics, and
electronics and communications equipment.
The traffic management and terminal service activities plan, regulate and
control movement of personnel and military cargo through waterfront terminals.
The Army Pictorial Center produces, processes, procures, stores, and distributes
motion pictures, film strips, and recordings on military training and education.

PURCHASE OF CAPITAL EQUIPMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. Should the committee give any credence to the financial information which you 'have presented?
Colonel EDDY. Yes, sir. I would be in a bad position if I gave you
any other answer to that; the information is valid.
M1r. ANDREWS. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)

Mr. ANDREBVS. Is the Army procuring any capitAl eqtiipilent out
of the Army industrial fund during fiscal years 1969 and 1970?
.Mr. KEYDOSZIUS. No capital equipment is being procured from the
industrial fund. It is all budgeted in the applicable appropriations.
Mr. ANDRmWS. What do you mean by .hat. T Ifyou need some capitAl
equipment, other branches of the service would buy it and turn it
over to the industrial fund?
Mr. KEYDOSZIUS. If we needed production equipment PEMA 4900

wouldforpay for it; if we needed R. & D. equipment, R. & D. would
it.
.
P r.AxD.REWS. Does that mean from now on the fund is not going
to buy capital equipment, that they are going to let the different
branches of the services purchase whatever you need to get this
job done?
Mr. KEYDOSZIUS. The DOD budgetary policy requires that all capital expenditures must be budgeted in the applicable appropriations.
Mr. ANDRE:WS. My question is: Does that mean that from now on
the fund is not going to buy any capital equipment?
pit

Mr. KYDoszIus. That is right, under current DOD policy.
Mr. ANDREWS. So you are static from now on.

Mr. Krn-DosZrus. Yes, sir; as far as capitMl equipment is concerned.
Mr. ANDREWS. So far as capital equipment is concerned?
Colonel EDDY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDnEwS. Is that good?

Mr. KEiYDoSmUS. It would be preferable if the fund could have authority like other revolving funds to charge for costs of using equipmnent; in other words, depreciation on capital equipment.
Mr. ANDWAVS. Let us assume you needed some capital equipment
to get. a job done for the Army. Some other braneuh of the Army
would be requiredto buy the capital equipment; is that correct?
Mr. KEYDOSiUS. The same branch of the Army, it happens, would
be buying this equipment. It would be in our own division.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Explain that.

Mr. KmmoszIus. The PEMA appropriation, which budgets for all

this equipment, also is handled in the same Directorate, in the Office of
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics.
Mr. ANDREWS. Let us say you needed a peculiar type of equipment
to do a job for the Army, you would call on the PEMA appropriation for that equipment
Mr. KE, oszrus. Yes, sir.
Mr. A NDREws. You bought it under the PEMfA appropriation, they
delivered it to the fund. Who gets the title to it?
Mr. K YwszIus. It is still in the PEMA account. It is shown as
a memorandaentry on the AIF financial statements showing the
value of equipment installed.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Would you add it to your account?

Mr. Knyvoszius. No, sir. It is not capitalized.

Mr. ANDREWS. Not capitalized?

Mfr. I YDOszrus. Not capitalized in the industrial fulid.
Mr. ANDREWS. Then when you use it you would not charge the
Army for the use of that piece of equipment?
Mr. KuyDoszius. That is correct, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long has that system been in operation?
Mr. KEmoszius. Ever since the inception of the industrial fund.
This has been the long-established OSD policy.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long has it been since the fund bought any
capital equipment ?
Mr. KEYDosz'us. It has never purchased any eapitetl equipment that
could not be charged to expense. In other words, the piece of capital
equipment of less than $200 up to several years ago could be charged
as an expense item. Anything over that was considered an investment
item under the OSD policy. A recent change raised the unit cost expense limit to $1,000.
Mr. ANDREWS. Investment by whom?
Mr. KEYDoszius. Investment by the Government and not as an
investmentMr. ANDREWS. Is it.added to the equity or the property of the capital fund of the Army mdustrial fund?
Mr. KPmoszIus. No.

Mr. ANDREWS. Never goes on their books?

Mr. Kumoszius. Never goes on their books. They are, in effect, a
bailee holding somebody else's property.
Mr. ANDREWS. You do not have any capital equipment, do you?
Mr. KEYDoszIus. Not in the fund itself.
Mr. ANDREWs. That is what I mean.
Mr. Knmoszius. That is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. You are just the workshop for the Army and other
services and Govenment agencies?
Colonel EDDY. Yes, sir.
Mr. AxDREws. And custodian of their property?
Colonel EDDY. Yes.

Mr. ANDREWS. That is what it amounts to?
Colonel EDDY. Yes, sir.
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CASH POSITION OF THB ARMY INDUSTRIAL FUND

Mr. ANDREWS. What is your current cash position, Colonel?
Colonel EDDY. Well, sir-

Mr. ANDREWS. It is on the back of your statement, pege 16.

Colonel EDDY. Yes, Sr. You are on the right page. If you look at the
top, you see the cash shown for 1967 actual, 1968 actual, and then estimates for 1969 and 1970. For 1970, for example, it is estimated to be
$168.6 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about at December 31, 1968, do you have an
actual figureon that?
Mr. KEDoszius. I do not have the December 31 figure. I have the

January 31 figure.

Mr. ANDmiws. Very well.
Mr. KEYmoszIus. $T0i,36,20.
Mr. ANDPxWS. How do you account for it being so much lower than

your estimated 1969f
Mr. K1Y'oszius. We have not yet reached the fiscal year end. There
are rather substantial accounts receivable and work in progress which
will be billed before the fiscal year ends.
Mr. ANDREWS. How do you account for the very sharp decrease in
your cash situation of $609.6 million? Now these are actual figures,
1967 to 1968. Your 1967 figure was $696.7 million and your actual 1968
was $87.1 million.
Colonel EDDY. Yes, sir. The difference there-and I agree it is a substantial variance-is because the method of payment by the customers
to the fund was changed. Previously, during 1967, customers paid in
advance, so you accumulated a substantial amount of cash. Then when
this system was subsequently changed, which took effect in 1968 you
see the impact here where the advance payments were terminated and
now we are on a progress billing situation where you do the work and
then you bill the customer. So that explains the difference.
Mr. ANDREWS. WO will insert page 16 of Colonel Eddy's statement
in the record at this point.
(The page follows:)
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION, ARMY INDUSTRIAL FUND AS OF 30 JUNE
(In millions of dollars]
1968
actual

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

696.7
87.1
22.0......................
29.7
81.8
33.2
38.6
1.5
1.9

165.5

168.6

783. 1

209.4

228.9

152.6
139.0
580.8
.1
8 ..............

168.9
.I
2.2

169.1
1
1.9

Total liabilities................................

734.2

139.1

171.2

171.1

Capital:
Appropriations and reappropiations ...............
Assets capitalized less liabiitiles assumed, net....
Accumulated operating results ....................

56.2
6.8
-14. 1

56.2
6.5
7.6

56.2
-6.1
7.6

56.2
-61

1967
atcuai
Assets:
Cash ..........................................
Prepayment to government agencies ...............
Accounts receivable .............................
Inventories, net .................................
Advances and other assets ......................
Total assets .................................

.

Liabilities:
Current liabilt ...............................
Prepayments from customers .....................
Otherlabllitles$.................................

Total capital ..................................
Total liabilities and capital....................
I.Does not add due to rounding.

.

35.3
26.5
1.6

35.2
23.3
1.6
1228.8

48.9

70.3

57.7

57.7

783.1

209.4

228.9

228.8
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Mr.

ANDIW.WS.

Do you foresee the need In the future of having to

call on the Treasury or the Appropriations Committee for any addia
tional money?
Colonel Eni-. I do not see any; no, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. When was this fund set up ribder that statute? What

is the date?

Colonel ERDDY. Think the earliest one was in 1951.
Mr. ANruws. I-low much money was put into the fund at that time ?
Colonel EDDY. I don't know, sir.
TRANSFER O

INDUSTRIAL FUND CASH TO OTJJER ACCOUNTS

Mr. ANDIIEWS. Will there be any cash transferred out of the Army
duri~lg fiscal year 1969? Is there any contemplated
industrial fid

during fiscal year 1970?
Colonel Epow. The answer toboth questions, sir, is %o.
Mr. ANDiEws. Has this fund been tappod'ih recent years for eproany way?
graminf
or trying to Yes,
help the
1966. In 1966,
it has,situation'
but not insince
sir; budget
Mr. Kn'oszitts.
$100,000 was transferr'od to MPA.
Mr. ANimiFWS. $100,000?
Mr. Krwqzius. $100,000. In 1964, $50 million was transferred to
MPA, and in 1962, $100 mllltomv was transferred to MPA, the "Milit.ry
Personnel, Army,' appropriation.
Mr. ANDRAVs. It l-ooks like if you save any money and build up a
reserve
danger oo someo Of it being taken
little cash
atednrofs
you ?I there is alwaysthe
away
fr.from
KaxyDOSmS. Sir, we can provide for you the initial amount at
the inception of the Army industrial find. 'Thefigure is $366,930,000.
Mr. Axmmwvs. And none has been added to that since the first. time
it was set up?
Mr. KEYDOSZIUS. None has been added to that.
Mr. Aunvws.And on several occasions that fund has been tapped
for other purposes?
Mr. Kpymosztus. Yes sir. Congressional rescissions amounted to $110
million, transfers to other Army appropriations totaled $200,100,000,
and transfer to Defense Supply Agency totaled $650,000.
Mr. ANDrEws. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. ANqDnIws. Colonel Eddy
ABIIIITY TO MAINTAIN FUND AT

R.,%KpvEN'

rOINT

Colonel EnDY. Speaking about the accomplishments of the fund shice
its inception I thifk it has operated in a remarkably efficient way when
you look at. lhe total operational sphere of the fund, the totAl amount
of money Involved and the turnover in the. activity, that the standing
of the fund at this time when you look at it from an overall percentage
relationship of whether you made or lost, the variance would be a
fraction of a percent. In other words, the objective of the fund is not
to make money, not to lose money, but to break even.
Mr. AN nrVws. We have already discussed that it is to render service
at the cheapest cost to the Government.
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Colonel Enry. Right, sir. So if you are handling your ftilld prolvCrly,
you should come out'. ight at the zero poitt each tne. This is t.e thewory
behind the ftind. Of course, there are other things that take place that
(N1u.0 1ufore.seen problems that, make it. difficult frol t.iim to time to
do this. But when you Consider that. over these years since 1951 tie

overall varialico is a fraction of a percent, I think it would illusiate

that the fid has been pretty,well managed.
Mr. ANDREs. Especially in view of the fact that you have had hundreds of millions taken out of the fund for purposes foreign to the fund.
Colonel EDny.Yes, sir.
ADJUSTOMENTS

IN ESTIMATED

YEAt MN

(%,S!i

IAIANCE

Mr. ANDmEWS. You originally estimated a cash blAnco6t' the end of
the fiscal year 1969 of $121,830,000. You are now estimating a cash balamice of $16r,497,000 for 1969. Can vol exp)lain how you expect to gomierate this additional cash of about $44 million during fiscal year 11)9,
Mr. Kvyoszmus. Was that last year's budget, sir?
Mr. AxnmEWs. Yes.
Mr. Kiwnoszius. This did not, contemplate the extension of the fund
to the new depots. It.is because of this that. we will be generating addi.
tional even and additional cash.
INCLUSION OF SAFEOUAlID COSTS UNDER INDUSTIA,

FUND

Mr. Ammws. Colonel, on page 9 of your statement you discuss the
missile Compomid aid state tlt costs are projected to go up during

fiscal year 1909 and to drop during 1970. You state that the cost inCreases stem from tHie inclusion of the Safeguard Systems Cohliih'Md
and tlme Safeguard Logistics Conimnand in flal year 1969. You furt-her
state they will be taken out of industrially funded activities during
19670 and placed under direct appropriations funding. Can you tell us
why the Safeguard Systems Command and the Safeguard Logistics
Command were place under the industrial fundIn the first. place?
Mr. Kn nosz is. They were initially a-part of the Missile Coftfihid
operation organizationally. They started as a Nike X project manager

concept. 'hey were redesigned amd established as seiaattimijo co--

mands, not under the MAssile Command. Therefore, they' were not
authorized to remain mnder the Missile Command industrial rulid.
RATIONALE FORt MISSILE COA1M1ANI)

lHENO I NDITSTiITAI 1 LY FUNDED

Mr. ANDIIws. Why is the Missile Command in and of itself an industrial-ftnded act.iv it.v ?
Mr. KE.Ynoszivs. The Missile Command started oighinlly as Redstone Arsenal, of an inditstrial-type nature. Its mission hins changed
somewhat since it originally wag activated in the early fifties. 'l'Fmev
have foundbthe industrial fund a very useful device for not, only their
ownI internal operations but. providing support, to the Mai halh Splce
iliht, (enter which is under the Nat|onl Aeronautics and Space'Adminitrat ion, and also the Ordnance, Amnffmiltion 'nt er and(I School,
the old (uided Missile School which is underthe 3d Army Command
and is also not under the fied. So they are using this to operate their
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own facility. and also provide support on a reimbursable basis to two
other agencies, one all Army agency and one a non-Army agency.
Mr. ANDREIwS. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
AIIMY

MUNITIONS COMMAND

Mr. ANDI.Es. Regarding the Munitions Commiand, you state that
program will decrease by-$17.8 million between 1909 and 1970 be.
cause of the exclusion of (ho direct mission cost, of tenaint act ivities at

several of the Munitlons Commiand facilities which wore not chartered

to opernto l1Ider the industrial fitd. Are these tenant. activitlest no
being fillanced out. of the i(u'1tih
1 ilfunld?
Colonel Erlnv. Th t enant activities? No, sie.
Mr. IECEnO'Ssz11. Yes, sir; they tre for fiscal year 1901)only. They
will not, be financed through te
h'ftnd beginning July 1.
"r.
AN-mws. ])o you have any tninllillnition plalits itnder this fund?
Colonel Ewnriy. No.The aumnuniition plants widcli do come under tle
Mummnitions Command are not industi'hallv funded activities.
Mr. ANDURA.nS. Why We te08 illelidl 114de' tile ill(hfl-ritl fund
for the Munitioils Comttnnd?

Mr. Kumvmoszus. Pieat inny Arsenal, Pine Bluff, and Rocky Monitain do produce anmhtiiiti6n, but they also do other work. Tihe (Goveirnmeiit-owned, contractor-operated plants are not under the fund,
but. are Ider tho MuiItli6n, Comn d.Tlhecnt'tActor operates thimn
using Ids own funds and gets reimbursed directly from- tie proctemn11Olt.
ney.
Mr-. AN1;niws. How many tenint activities are included tndof what

I r. IKmoszius. I believe, to be more precise, we should furnish
that for tile record because it varies at, the different. installations.
(The information follows:)
Twenty-three tenant activities are currently being financed through the Army
industrial fund. Eight of these are highly specialized research nod dovelopment
activities, four are major subordinate command headquarters, two are military
units, two are administrative units, and seven are logistics support activities.

Mr. Ammnlwe. Further considering the Army Munition Command,
you state that the remainder of tle decreases between 1969 and 1970
largely reflects a revision of procedures for accomplishing orders as
between in-house and contractual -ffort. What types of revisions are
you talkingabout and what effect does it,
have On the operations?
Colonel EDDY. The reason for the change is because of a change in
procedure. Initially this work was hadled completely througli the
find as if it wero all done right there by the fund at tile funded
activity. Since then that part ofiho requirement that is contracted out-

that pertains to
that activity rather than the industrial fund. This might give an impression, then, that there is an overall increase in contractuil activities
but tFo is not. It is purely an administrative and bookkeeping change
in method of finding contraetual effort.
side is charged directly to the appropriate allotment
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COST OVEBJIUNS ON INDUSTI1AI.LY FUNDED WOMR

many industrially funded activities nade profits
Mr. ANDInEws. IIow1

and how many incurred losses during 1008?

Colonel EDDY.During 1908, sir, all of the iiiustrially funded activi-

ties made money.
Mr. ANDREWS. All of them ?
Colonel EDY.All of them; yes, sir.
Mr. AND6REWS. When you have-a request from a Government agency
to do work, (1o they ask you to givOrthemi a bid or make them a price for
the voik to be done ?

Colonel EDDY.Yes, sir. It other words, tle customer who hs itparticular job thathe wants done will go to one of the AIF activities that
has this capabilit.y and ask that particular activity: "What will itcost
to do this work Tlhat particular AIF activity will then analyze the
requirement that the customer lias and go back to th potential custonier and toll him : "This is what. it. will cost you to lave this work

done hore."
Mr. ANn tws. Is hat a contract?

Colonel EDDY. It, is, if the customer then comes back and places the
order.
Mr. ANDREWS. SuPl)pose you start )orformance of that contract and
when you wind up the work you find that the cost, is more thn you
estimated and priced to the customer, whose loss is it?
Colonel Eu)Y. You have to follow the costs, and this is an inlherent
function within the fund,'aSthe work progresses. When you see that
the costs are going to be significantly greater than what you had anticipated and hald told the customer in tie first place, then you are suplosed to go back to the customer and tell him, "Look, this is the situation we now find. Because of these circumstances, costs are going to be
so-and-so." You work this out with that customer at that time. So if it
is obvious that. additional money is required then you have the opportunity to obtain this additional funding from the customer as soon as
you know tie sitffition.
Mr. ANDREWS.Suppose your work is 50 percent completed and you
find that costs are rliumina higher than you anticipated and quoted to
the customer and you catll 6imnliand have a conference with him. If he
does not agree to faythe added cost what happens?
Colonel EDDY. Then you might have to sustain the loss.
Mr. ANDREWS. But would you stop work on the contract?
Colonel EDDY. No, sir.
Mr. ANDRMWS. You would go through to completion?
Colonel EnID. Yes sir.
Mr. ANDiJWs. And ftie fund would sustain the loss I
Colonel EDDY. Yes.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have many cases like that?
Mr. KCFyDoszivs. Generally speaking, no. The orders are almost invariably of a cost reimbursable nature. There are a few fixed-price

orders. On a fixed-price order we bill on the agreed-upon price and we
absorb the cost overruns or underruns. On the type where you cannot
come up with very precise costs, which is what many of the arsenals
are doing, or i the overhaul and rebuild area,-until you have had some

work experience you negotiate a cost reimbursable project order, as
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it is called, in Defense, with the customer. You review these at 30, 50
percent stages and then 70 percent and renegotiate. If the customer

still wants the same quantity he has to provide the additional funds.

"Mr.ANDRtWS. From the situation as you are speaking of it, you are
operating like a big family.
Mr. KEYi)oszius. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You are doing business on taxpayers' money.
Mr. ADDABBO. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Add-abbo.
Mr. ADDABBO. Just for clarification now: The customer, in this case
you are speaking of other services and not private industry?
MIr. KEYDoszIUs. That is true. We do very little work for private
industry.

M r. ANDREWS. Do you do any for private industry?

Mr. KIEYoszmus. A little bit under an 1880 law, the Testing MNachinery Act, where we do qualified product list testing or whore we
have peculiar cap abilities. That amounts to only a couple of million
dollars a year of fiis type of work. We are reimbursed by the customer
in that case.
M1r. ANDREWS. Do you lose any accounts? Do any customers ever
fail to pay?
Mr. KEYnoszIus. In these cases we make the commercial firm putt up
a deposit which isput in a suspense account.
Mr. ANDREWS. I am talking about Government customers, not corninerical firms.
Mr. KEYnosmzTs. The only losses that have been incurred are on
fixed-price orders which have been absorbed in the fund. Otherwise,
there are no losses as between Government agencies. There is no writeoff. These are in effect guaranteed orders.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, you agree to do a certain job for a
Gove rnment customer and he pays?
Mr. KEYDosZus. He pays at the agreed-upon price and terms, fixed
price or actual-cost if it is a reimbursable type order.
Mr. ANDREWS. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
INDUSTRIAL FUND WORK FOR PRIVATE INDUSTRY
Mr. DAVIS. Who are the eligible nongovernmental customers that
you would be serving?
Mr. Krnyoszius. It would be primarily firms that are interested in
selling to the Government and who want their products tested in
order to get on a quhiltfied products list.
Mr. DAvis. It would necessarily be confined, then, to a private firm
that has a Government contract?
Mr. KFYwOszrUs. Or hopes, to get a Government contract. Let us
say he is producing hydrAtlio fltulds and he insists his product is as
good as that which, is already acceptable. So he will send samples in.
We will charge him for the cost of the tests. If it passes the military
specifications-his name will then be added to the list and Defense agencies can then buy fromnhim, knowing his product will meet or has met
prescribed specifications.
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Mr. ADDABBO. Must the services come to you or can they first go to
private industry if private industry can do the same service that you
perform?
Mr. KEYDosZrUS. Under Defense policy, they are required to go to a
Government agency if we have the capability. They, however, do not
have to if they find thatour costs will be far too high.
Mr. ANDREWS. Let us resume at 2 o'clock, gentlemen.
AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. ANDlAWs. The committee will come to order.
ARMY INDUSTRIAL FUND OPERATrNG RESULTS

Colonel, will you submit for the record a schedule showing the
operating results of the 21 industrially fified activities for fiscal
years 1968 1969, and 1970?
Colonel EDDY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
ARMY INDUSTRIAL FUND REVENUE AND OPERATING RESULTS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1968'
Fiscal

revenue

Net
operating
result

Percent of
kscal year
1968 revenue

Acculated
operating
result

Atlanta Army Depot ...............................
Lexinston.B[ue Grass Depot ........................
U.S. Army Depot Tooele ...........................
U.S. Army Support Center-Richmond ...............
Redstone Arsenal .................................
Edgewood Arsenal .................................
Frankford Arsenal .................................
Picatinny Arsenal .................................
Pine Bluff Arsenal ................................
Rocky Mountain Arsenal .....................
Rock Island Arsenal ..............................

7,857,744
24,4417.313
1.66888
4,429,057
145,095,323
60.458,28)
76,914 381
165,496,239
23,802,994
15,502,349
71,746,913

8,958
18,607
8s
539
6,810
48,799
27,492
44,850
40,536
2772
18,784

0.1
.1

168,888
92,945
179,848
27,885
488,133
-355,528
-33,585
777, 26
26,6
234
606,857

Eastern Area MTMTS ..........................
Western
Area MTMTS
.........................
Aberdeen
........................
U.S. Army Provinj
MaterielGround
and Mechanics
Research Center...

115,902,429
146,392,830
81,930,
9,08,775
381

2,693,278
4,609,921
110192
30,

2.3
(1) 3.1

15,2 372

11,27

.1

WatervlietArsenal ...............................

Duway moving Ground..........................

FortDetrick ......................................
Harry Diamond Laboratories ........................
Army Pictorial Center .............................
Springfield Armory ................................
Closed installations ...............................

70,

r968

,498

25,212,454
29.417,196
9 467,259
7,489,21
0

Total ...................................... 1,109,061,829

60,787

4 562
25.759
28,427
4,534
0
7,753,621

(1
(

.1
()

(,)

.2
.2
(')

1

92,$69

-631,)16
6,945,780
664,507
50

3,799

.2
.1
.3
.1
0

-65,726
57,219
229,696
282,363
4435

.7

7,614,444

OK No gains or losses are foreasted for fiscal year 1969 or 1970. AIF Installations prepare budgets on a no gain or loss
basis since they are required to seek to break even annually.
I Less than 1110 of 1 percent.
NEED TO AVOID OPERATION TOSSES

Mr. ANDREWS. You mention that you are stressing to field commanders the need for maintaining the integrity of the industrial fund
by avoiding operating losses, and you have been explaining the miportance of operating as close as possible to a break-even point..
Since this is a basic, fundamental concept of industrially funded activities, why is there a need to stress this fact so heavily?
Colonel EDDY. This is an area, sir, that we regard as very important,

and we want to insure that the right kind of mtinagement attention is
being directed at all levels within the Department of the Army to
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insure that the operations are being done as effectively and as effi-

ciently as possible. It is not being done because we are fearful that
things are going badly. On the contrary, as you recall, sir, I made
a comment earlier in the discussion about how well I felt the Fund had
been doing since its inception back in 1951.
Mr. ANDREWS. Haveyou had any success in this'endeavor?
Colonel EDDY. Yes, sir, I believe we have.

Mr. ANDREWS. You have told us you are not trying to make money

I would assume you are certainly not trying to lose money.
Colonel EDDY. This is true, sir.
General TAYLOR. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I think there is another
benefit that comes from visits from higher headquarters. It not only
carries out the command responsibility, but it also gives the commander of the installation a feeling that you are interested in his opera.
tion, you want to know what is going on, and you want to be able to
help ifyou can.
We do have new people coming Op through the chain of command
constantly, so it is one of these continuing things, not only in the industrial fund, but in MAlladtivities.
Mr. ANDREWS. A morale booster.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
DECLINE IN

UNBILLED CUSTOMERS ORDERS

Mr. ANDREWS. Colonel, on page 14 you discuss the unbilled balance
of customers' orders, and Point out that they are to decline by about
$48.1 million during fiscal year 1969 and drop another $30 million
during 1970.
Since it is a known fact that the Army is requesting hundreds of
millions of dollars and probably a billion or more for work financed
by activities under the industrial fund) how can you realistically project this decline? Realistically, should it not be much higher for 1970?
Mr. KEYoszrms. The Army Industrial Fund only does a small part
of the Army's total program in-house. We are forecasting a gradual
increased capability in deliveries against orders which were financed
in many cases out of prior year supplemental appropriations. The 1970
column in the President's budget does not anticipate any supplemental
appropriation for 1969.
Mr. ANDREWS. Ho* much business does the Army do with the industrial fund?
Mr. KEYoszs. In 1968, the Army appropriations were billed approximately $1 billion; $950 million were the-billings to the Army appropriation out of a total of $1.1 billion.
Mr. ANDPmws. How much work does the Army have done outside
these facilities?
Let me ask first, did you have any work done outside these facilities
that could have been done by the industrial funds? Put something in
the record on that.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir; we will.

Mr. ANDPWS. You are supposed to go here first; are you not?
General TAYLOR. That is right, sir. Iithere was any, it would be very
small.
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(The information follows:)
While AIF facilities have a broad spectrum of capabilities and facilities for

performing a wide variety of work, under Army policy they are not normally
involved in quantity production work. Only that production which commercial

concerns are unwilling to undertake, or cannot deliver in time to meet urgent
requirements; where It Is required for security reasons or where their prices
appear unreasonable is placed with Army Industrial Fund facilities. AIF activities adhered to this policy and there was no production appropriate for in.house
performance which was done outside these facilities.

Mr. ANDREWS. Does this projected decline anticipate that you intend
to hire additional personnel, work substantially more overtime, or
expand facilities?
Mr. KayOSZIus. The budget does reflect a productivity cut applied
by the Secretary of Defense to all appropriat ions, its share of it. It is
based upon lower civilian manpower for end strength fiscal year 1970
than we had in fiscal year 1969.
Mr. ANmpDPwS. That is not' the question we have in mind. The question is: Does this projected decline anticipate that you intend to
hire additional personnel, work substantially more overtime, or expand
facilities?
Mr. Kzyoszius. No, sir.
Mr. ADRENWS. We are referring to the ktnbilled balance-of-customer
orders.
Mr. KBYDoszrs. We will do a little less work because we will have
a smaller staff to do it with. We will carry forward into the new year
a smaller amount of backlog of orders. We will not be able to accomplish as much as we might have if we could have retained the same
civilian strength that we had at the beginning of the year.
LIMATION ON OBLIGATIONS TO THE INDUSTlAUL FUND

Mr. ANumws. Do these unfilled customer orders as shown in the
President's budget, "The unobligated balance available at the end of
the year," represent uncompleted orders outstanding which have been
placed on the industrial fund activities?
Mr. KYDoszrus. They represent that portion of orders outstanding
which work had not been completed as of the end of that year, a firm
requirement financed from prior year obligational authority.
Mr. ANDIIEws. Can you incur an obligation after the close of the
fiscal year for the uncompleted orders outstanding
Mr. KzYDoszrus. The obligation has already been incurred b the
customer appropriation and we are merely completing that and boiling
just as a contractor would.
Mr. AzmP wS. They place an order before the end of the fiscal year,
and you complete it. You do not get paid until you do the work; is
that right?
Mr. KCBYoszrus. That is right.
Mr. ANDREws. How long do you have to obligate funds for orders
outstanding at the end of a fscal year ?
Mr. KEioszwUs. The industrial fund does not have any additional
authority for recording obligations than the appropriation has. The
appropriation must be legally obligated by the customer within the
period of availability.
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Mr. ANDRmws. If you have unlimited time in which to place obliga-

tions on the records of the industrial fund, are they not in effect oper-

ating under the no-year appropriation concept?
Mr. KzyOszius. The industrial fund is not, no, because it must
complete the order within the period of availability of the appropriation for9expenditure purposes. In other words if we have an annual
appropriation, we must be able to complete the job and bill before
that appropriation lapses.
CONGRESSIONAL CONTROL OF THE INDUSTRIAL FUND

Mr. ANDiuws. Should not the Army industrially funded activities be
placed on a direct appropriation basis for better control by this comittee and the Congress I
Mr. K YDoszIus. We believe the committee has adequate control now

in the appropriation process for all the appropriations.
Mr.

A;NDRMWS.

Not on this fund, but on the individual activities

that lead into the fund.
Mr. KEYDOszius. We do believe that this gives a better means for allocating costs more equitably to-the various appropriations than if we
had tooffinance
an installation from multiple sources of funds, multiple
types
appropriations.
Mr. ANDrEws. What control, if any, does this committee have over
your administrative costs? The answer is none, is it notI
Mr. KEYDoszi-s. You could, if you chose, direct a reduction in our

manpower. You could, if you chose, apply an expenditure limitationa
if you thought we were abusing the process.
INDUSTRIAL FUND ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

Mf r. ADRxivAs. You are operating a fund which has been almQst like

perpetual motion since 1951. Nothing has been added to it or taken

from it by this committee except you have had bites taken out of it
by other branches of the Army on certain occasions. Who determines
the limitation on your administrative costs?
Mr. K yDoszus. Each installation submits its budget, which is subject to review at the intermediate command levels and the departmental'
level and the Secretary of Defense level. The budgets when finally approved then become a part of the President's budget. They are subject
to availability of the customers' orders. They have to come in with
detailed budgt showing exactly how much work they expect to do,

with supporting schedules showing different types of work they will
do, which has already been approved in the appropriation process.
Mr. ANDREWS. Then the Secretary of the Army has jurisdiction over
your administrative budget?
Mr. Czmoszius. Yes, Sir.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Have you any instances where they have been cut"

Mr. KNymOsZmus. Not at the Department of the Army level; no, sir.
Mr. ANmREws. What about DOD ?
Mr. KEYDOSZIUS. The Department of Defense did make a couple of

minor adjustments in this past year. Colonel Eddy has the specific
details, sir.
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Colonel EDDY. On this point, Mr. Chairman, in the review of the
budget submission for the industrial fund, the Office of the Secretary
of Defense did reduce the revenue and cost in the Army's initial- A,
budget submission by $2.2 million for fiscal year 1970.
In addition, the Office of the Secretary of Defense directed that
$56.1 million of cost and revenue attributable to operations of tenant
and satellite activities which were not chartered by OSD to operate
under the fund also be excluded. We touched on this point earlier in
the discussion.
Neither of these actions had any effect on the Army's request for
obligational autli6rity, and the Army did not reclama these actions
by 08D.--.

Mr. ANDREWS. Are your books regularly audited by Army auditors?
Colonel EDDY. Yes, sir; they are.
Mr. KmYDoszIus. And GAO.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

You, of course, are under the supervision and juris-

diction of the Inspector General of the Army.
Colonel EDDY. Yes, sir.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Mr. Sikes, any questions about the industrial fund?

Mr. Snm. Noquestions.
Mr. AtmR~ws. Mr. Davis?

INDUSTRIAL FUND CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

Mr. DAvIs. Getting back to the questions that our chairman asked
you, are there any expenditures or investments, we will say, or anything that might be termed capital items, that -are managed tlniug h
this -und I

Mr. Kzymosz_rs. The industrial fund can make capital expenditures

subject to availability of funds from an official appropriation. That
is, if they so choose, they can buy capital equipment which may have
been budgeted in a PEMA appropriation, but they must have a reimbursable order. They cannot make any capital expenditures of their
own at all.
Mr. DAVIS. What about construction of buildings? Have you financed the construction of any buildings out of this fund?
Mr. KEmoszrus. All construction projects must be financed from
the "Military construction, Army" appropriation. The only thing the
fund can pay for is day-to-day maintenance and repair and restoration of buildings. Alteration projects over $5,000 likewise must be
separately financed and not through the fund.
V . DAVIs. The reason I asked is that the Corps of Engineers has
what it calls a revolving fund, too. I think we have seen a few instances where they constructed administrative buildings out of their
revolving fund that could not really be attributed to any particular
construction project. I wanted to see where we are heading with respect to the industrial fund.
Mr. KN sozius. I am familiar with the Corps of Engineers revolving fund. The Army industrial fund does not operate in that
fashion, either on construction or on acquisition of equipment.
Mr. DAVIS. You are, then, as I gather it now, strictly a service
agency which the various segments of the armed services may or may
80-088-69-pt. 2-
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not use. They use you when it is to their advantage to do so, but they
might go out and independently contract for something that would
be within your capability to do, if their judgment so dictated. Is that
correct?
Mr. KEYDoszrs. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Colonel EDDY. Sir, if I might add a comment about capital equipment, getting back to your question, which is one we addressed earlier
this morning, I would like to make a brief comment, because there
may be some clarification needed as to how the AIF activities do acquire equipment that'they need to get their work done.
In this connection, special purpose capital equipment which is required for a specific project by a customer is charged to the cost of
the job. This is one of the exceptions.
Mr. DAVIS. It is amortized out and it might be over a period of

several years.
Colonel EDDY. And the customer pays for this. If he places the
order and we have to acquire some special equipment to do this, the
equipment isacqutred and charged to him.
Tn other cases, if we get capital, equipment for R. & D.-type purpostes, then the "R. & D." appropriation pays for that equipment. It
does not go through the fund at All.
In like manner, if we have to acquire capital equipment for production purposes in general, then this is provided by the PEMA
budget program 4900 area.
f-the Army industrial fund activity requires capital equipment,
industrial production-type equipment, to be replaced from time to
time in order to maintain its capability and accomplish its mission,
then it must submit a special project request to the Department of the
Army, fully justifying what the requirement is, what they need to
replace, machine by machine, with a full cost analysis included. Once
this is staffed and approved by the Department of the Army, then
authorization is given to that particular AIF activity to acquire the
equipment. But it does not again pass through the fund, and it is not
charged to the customer.
Mr. DAVIS. I do not know to what extent you are doing this any
more, but in-the Korean war era where there were contracts to be let,
frequently the Defense Department would lease or make available
the machine tools or the equipment needed in order to complete that
Government contract. Would you be involved in that operation?
Colonel EDDY. Not in the industrial fund; no, sir. That would be
handled through what we would call the production base support
area, which is in the budget program 4900 area.
Mr. DAVIS. You never become the owner of heavy equipment of that
kind?
Colonel EDDY. No; not the fund.
EXCLUSION

OF MILITARY PAY FROM AIF COSTS

Mr. Chairman, if I might go back for just a moment for a brief
comment on a question Mr. Addabbo asked about military pay and the
impact it has on the industrial fund, it is true that if we absorb this
as cost without reimbursement, the fund could not continue to function.
Just for illustration purposes, in 1968 the military pay cost to the
industrial fund was $32.2 million; in 1969, it will be about $37.3 mil-
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lion; and in 1970, it will be about $37.9 million. Of coure, provision is
made for this in the "Military personnel" appropriation, MPA. As
stated earlier, while these costs are not charged against the customer
because they are already in the MPA, if we did want to charge the
orders to make the overaIll cost, expense and income relationship, more
complete, the fund itself, in order to maintain its integrity, would have
to be reimbursed in billings and subsequent payments from customers.
This would cause some complicdt.t6d bookkeeping exercises throughout
the Army in order to do this because of the way in which the military
personnel are paid now and the way in which the fund itself actually
operates.
Mr. ANDREws. As far as AIF is concerned now they get the labor
free because of military personnel attached to AIF
Colonel EDDY. I do not really think that istrue.
Mr. ANDREWS. It is true. They are working for you and you are-not
paying them.
Mr. KBoszrus. They are also working for nonindustrial fund

activities.

Mr. ANDREWS. What do you mean by that?
Mr. K yoSzius. An installation not under the industrial fund also
has military labor.

Mr. ANDREWS. Still, you are getting free labor as far as the military

people attached to your organization are concerned. The way I look at
it,.you are all one big family. It is the taxpayers' money- hope you
will never forget that-which is operating all of these funds,whether it
is AIF or whatever it may be.
You said you had about 80,000 eiVilian-enpl0yees.
General TAYLOR. I believe I said approximately 76,000, sir. I can
verify that.
NUMBER MILITARY PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO TIE INDUSTRIAL FUND

Mr. AwNDRws. How many military personnel do you have?
Mr. KEYoszIus. 10,556 is the projected military end strength for
fiscal year 1970.
Mr. ANDREWS. These people who are selected out of the military
for AIF work. What is the basia for their selection t Because of their
unique skills which can be used by AIF?
Colonel EDDY. They are selected based on their experience and
ability.
Mr. KYoszIus. I would like to correct the figure I gave on military
strength; 4,441 is the military strength.
Mr. ANDnws. Total?

Mr. KEYOSwzus. 4,441 total end strength, officer and enlisted personnel, in the industrial fund area.
Mr. AxDnEWS. Any further questions, Mr. Davis?
SALARIES OF GIVILTANS INCLUDED AS A COST OV PRODUCTION

Mr. DAVIS. All of the compensation that these people receive, however, is charged off as a cost of production, we will say, to the various
service agencies that make use of the industrial ifund or is there
what might be termed a separately paid group of administrative personnel in the industrial fund?
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Mr. KYDoSZIUS. They are all charged either as direct cost or indirect
cost. That is for civilians, not for military.
Colonel EDDY. The military are excluded. They are not charged:
Mr. DAviS. They come under the regular military appropriation.
The civilians, I suppose, come under the 0. & M.
Mr. Kpmoszius. No, sir. They come under the industrial fund.
Those end strengths are not included in the 0. & M. or other appropriations.
Mr. DAvis. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
MMICAL SERVICES

Mr. ANDREWS. Gentlemen, we will now take up medical services,
and we will insert in the record the summary justification page.
(The page follows:)
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, ARMY-2400, MEDICAL SERVICE ACTIVITIES
iDollar amounts inthousands)
Actual,
Title

easeo raton ....................................................
Office of the Surgeon General .......................................
Patient care In Army facilities .............................
;.....
Health benefits in non-Army facilities, except those administered by
Executive Director ...............................................
Health benefits administered by the Executive Director ...............
Medical training ..................................................
Armed Forces examining and entrance stations ....................
Other medical activities .........................................
Total, direct obligation .......................................
Personnel requirements:
Average number of all employees .............................
Number of employees at end of year ..........................
Total, personal service obligations ...............................

Estimate
Fiscal ear

Fiscal year

$15,493
3,512
218,459
12,83
60,706
10,505
8,582
25,397
355,490

$13,755
3.681
220,455
12,924
74,986
12,808
9,606
27,400
375,615

$12,867
360
224,721
13,079
84.410
12,680
10,004
26,132
387,539

22,364
24,252
$145,928

22, 577
22,642
$155,182

22,375
22,859
$154,646

fisca

M[r. ANDREWS. General Collins, do you want to make a statement?
Have you a prepared statement?
General
COLLINS.
I do not have a prepared statement.
Mr.
ANDREw.
TellNo,
us sir;
briefly what the picture is at this time.
General COlLINS: The medical service provided in Vietnam is the
finest medical service ever provided the soldier in combat at any time,
any where.
MVr. SIXzS. I do not thitik you need to qualify that. It is the finest; is
it not?
General COLLINS. It is the finest; yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. General Heaton went into detail about your medical
setup in VTietnam. He is the Surgeon General.
Generai CoLLXS. Yes, sir.

Mr. AN,lIEws. Are you the Deputy Surgeon General?
General COLLINS. I am the Deputy Surgeon General; yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. And General Peatfield?
General PEATFIELa). I am the Executive Director of the Civilian:

Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services.
Mr. ANmDo ,ws. You are Army medicare.
General PEATFELD. For all uniformed services, sir.
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EXPLANATION OF INCREASES

Mr. AwDhEWS. For fiscal yeaW 1970, you are requesting an increase
of about $13 million. What activity is this increase generally associated
with?
General COLLINS. The increase in 1970 of $11.9 million is in several
2420projectt?I
one beiis tat
a majorWhat
projects,
'01r.ANDRZWS.
General COLLINS. That is $4.2 million for equipment in Army hospitals and dispensaries. e have an increase of $155 000 in our 2430
project, which is health benefits in non-Army facilities due to an
increase in active-duty patients in veterans' facilties. Another increase
is for physical examinations in the Armed Forces examinihg stations.
Of course, the large increase is in medicare, $9.4 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. MedicareI
General COLLINS. Yes, Sir.
TRANSFER OF INDUStIAL FUND ACTIVITI.8 TO MEDICAL SERVICES

Mr. ANDREWS. What industrially funded medical activities have
been transferred to this budget actvlty?
General COLLINS. We have transferred two hospitals.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where?

General COLLINS. The hospital at Redstone Arsenal in Alabama, and
the hospital at Dugway Proving Grounds in Utah.
Mr. SiKEs. Transferred them?
General COLrINS. Transferred from the industrial fund ito 6tir
2400 program. Severaldigpensaries were also transferred.
Mr. ANDREWS. What was the p im'pose o6 tle transfers?

General COLLINS. The transfer, was to facilitate management of our
medical department resources increase responsiveness to changing
conditions affecting the medical mission, and to provide the best medical service possible within existing capabilities.
Mr. ANDREWS. You would have more direct control from the Surgeon

General.

General COLLINS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are all your hospitals manned by Army people?
General COLLINS. Yes; to a large extent.

Mr. ANDREWS. The doctors and nurses are all Army personnel?
General COLLINS. To the maximum extent possible, sir.
PROCURE31ENT OF MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. How much is included within this budget request for
the procurement of new medical equipment and for the replacement of
furniture and fixtures?
General COLauixS. The new medical equipment in fiscal year 1970
amounts to $4.2 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does that include furniture and fixtures?
General COLLINS. This is primarily equipment.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about furnitilre and fixtures? Have you any
Figures on that?
General CoLLiss. No, sir.
MNr. ANDREWS. Supply that for the record.
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(The information follows :)
The $4.2 million requested for equipping new medical facilities includes

approximately $518,000 for furniture and furnishings.

FUNDS FOR MEDICAL FACILITIES

Mr. ANDREWS. Are there any funds included in this request for the
new hospital that was to be constructed at Fort Stewart?
General CoLLINs. There is nothing in here that I can see, sir, for
Fort Stewart.
Mr. ANDREWS. I believe you said the amount for new medical facilities was $4.2 million.
General CotWNs. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDRupws. On page 405, the fitnre shows $4,760,000. Could that
include both medical eqtpItient and f trniture I
General COt.UiNS. That is primarily new facilities. There is about
$500,000'tht is not now facilities.
Mr. AN RtWs. What is the $500,000 for I
General ComimNs. Eqvti ynaiE for other hospital facilities. There is
the amottht for new facilities plus about $500.000 for others.
Mr. ANDREWS. I asked you how much you were requesting for
furniture and you did not know. You said you would supply it for the
record. Could this $500,000 be for furniture?
General COLLINS. I do notknow, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Take a look at it when you correct your testimony,
and elaborate on it.
General COLLINS. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The $500,000 for equipment to be utilized in other than new facilities, does
not include any amount for furniture and fixtures. These funds are to replace
wornout diagnostic and treatment equipment required for patient care. The

$613,000 requirement for furniture and fixtures included in the $4.2 million

equipment requirement for new facilities results from the design of these new
facilities. The structural and architectural design of modern treatment facilities
provides in certain instances for smaller rooms consequently it is necessary
to replace certain items of furniture and fixtures in order to achieve maximum
efficiency of available space.
7NCREA ED MrEICARE COSTS

Mr. ANDEWS. Why is the cost of the medicare program increasing so drastically during fiscal years 1969 and 1970, from an actual
of $15,625,000 in 1968 to the $200,568,000 being requested for 1970?
General PEATFMLD. Mr. Chairman, there are two major reasons for
this increase in the cost of our program. The first is the increase in
medical care costs. The second is the increase in the number of bene.
ficiaries. We have realized an increase of about 21A percent over fiscal
year 1969, which means we now have about 6.6 mil ion beneficiaries.

Mr. ANDREWS. Are they dependents of men in service?

General PEATFIELD. These are the dependents of active-duty personnel. They are the retiree and his dependents, and the dependents
of deceased personnel.
Mr. ANDREws. The dependents of deceased personnel?
General PEATFIELD. These would be the widows and children.

Mr. ANDREWS. The widow of the servicemanI
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General Pmmpm). Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDPWS. Is it necessary for that serviceman to have a service-

connected disability in order for his widow to be eligible?
General PATFZLD. No, sir; but he must have qualified for retired
pay or died on active duty.
Mr. ANDREWS. As long as he is on retired pay and dies, his widow
is elgible for hospitalization at Government expenseI
General Piwnam. Hospitalization, care by physicians, and other
ancilliary medical personnel.

=IARo~M

FOR DEPE

ENTS

Mr. ANDREWS. What is your policy with reference to medicare for
dependentst
Our policy, sir?
General P Twr'i.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where are they treated? If they are near an Army
hospital and space is available, they are required to go there, is that
correct?
General PEATFIELD. They are required to go to a military medical
facility if they are living with their sponsor. If they are living apart
from"the sponsor, they hkve free choice of either military medical facilities or civilian facilities.
For outpatient care they have free choice of either military medical
facilities or civilian.
Mr. ANDPRWS. It matters not that there is space available at the
Army medical facility.
General PFATFIELD. Of Course, the military medical facilities are
used to the optimum, but if there was not room, the dependent would
need a certificate of nonavailability before she could go to a civilian
source of care.
Mr. AN-DREws. If I remember correctly, that was the rule when this
program was first adopted..
General PE rmLD.Yes, sir.
Mr. AxDPxws. There has been no change in that rule?
General PEATFIELD. There ham been no change. However, the retiree and the dependents of retirees or the dependents of deceased
personnel have free choice either in military or civilian medical facilities.
Mr. ANDREWS. And they cannot be forced to go into the military
facility if they prefer civilian?
General PAFr M. That is correct, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. I assume you pay in civilian facilities the going rate.
General PEATFmL. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREIVS. What is it today? What are the variations?

General PEATFIELD. Today we pay for the average day of hospital
care about $59.98.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that a private room or semiprivate?
General PEATFIELD. This is semiprivate, sir. The national average
ranges around $65.24. The reason that our cost is a little less is because
of the economic differences in the geographic areas where we have
most of our dependents hospitalized in civilian facilities. We pay
generally about te same as civilians.
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Mi.
xIt ws.H.Iem is a man In service, In the, Army, ovorsms. I-10
laves at homo his wife and children And a dependent mother and

latier. Ihow farl does medicare r6aeli out?
General Pr,.Mqn:lD. We will take cure of the wife and 6hlldron, but
iit,tho niotlhev Mid father, sit.
Mr. ANiRntiWs. Suppose he is a single man and he has a dependent
mother and fiffher.
Gonleral PEVrIT'IPv.m). We do not cover the mother and father, sir;
only thosjl)USo Ufld e'llth'61.
Mr. SiKvs. Are there no circumistances under which you do a(OM] 'o1date the another tnd father?
(Welncral 1PfTPI6in. No, sir. The law is very speclile on thrat; point.

Wn ('1tnnlot take earo of the 11mothler or ft-h0r. Mr. ANOimpws. We have a new Federal progt'ain, mediald. 1)oes

the Army have atything ConlmlM'lle to that, or dots 1our l

imedicare
progiann embrace the same provisions that. niediklwd does for
civilians?

General P,'r'ItPI1,). We (10 not have a rograml tIII, is compm'able
to the medicaid pro ram. Hrowe-ver, the range of Cfl-re that we provide
and tho benefits as far as cost-sharing is concerned, far exceed, I be-

lieve, anythingthl at medicaid. or medicare has at. the present tin. We
hmaev a better program as I see it.
Mr. ANo\tiFs. You handle medicare for all tho services?
General PEATPrttI. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDnvs. Are you reimbursed by the other services'?
generall PRA'rrlurm. Yes, sir,. Each service submits its own budget
for its portion of our program.
STEAIIIX" RS1NO

()''S

OF MWI)'AIHM PII00RAM

M'r. ANDREWS. these figures go back to 1968. I would mImmuio thore
has been it substantial increase in the cost. of the program in 1968, 1969,
and 1970. Do you wiant to make a projection beyond 1970 with respect
to these costs? Will they continue to go up at, thie same rate?
General PRTvIErD. Up ntil this time, sir, the cost figures have
increased on the average about. 8 percent a year; Our workload, about
; percent. I believe weliave reached the inaximum as farl as increased
workload is concerned. I believe now the increases will be in con-

sonance with increases in medical costs in civilian lifo.
Mr. ANiDRnWS. How long have we had this program, General?
General PAT1'rIErJD. It is now in its 13th year.

Mr. ANDREVS. I wish you would put something i thorecord showing the Post of it for the first. 5 years and the last 5 years.
(The information follows:)
Total (rgnd)hitrC'8
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiseal
Fiscal

of the ea lth benefits program for the ufformed seric('8e
by fiscal year as of 81 Mareh 1969

year 1957 (7 Dec. 1956-30 June 1957) -----------------$24,521,729
year 1958..
--------------------------------------89, 6*3, 525
year 1059
--------------------------------------80, 049,627
yeAtr 196)
----------------------------------------0, 304, 887
year 1961
---------------------------------------1, 311,566
year 1M65
-------------------------------------- 73 294,135

Fiscal year 19110

Fiscal year 1907
--------------------------------------Fiscal year 198
--------------------------------------Fiscal year 1069 (1 July 1008-31 Mar. 1969) -------------------

.---------------75, 0110
108, 01,043
102, 374,071
105,401,704
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TR, A'FMIENT O1 IF)P1NI)EFTS AY CIVILIAN I)OtU'()llS

Mr. ANmIWs. What ar'angements do you lave for civilian doctors
to treat medicare patients?
General PEAP'r1PH.. They take care of beneflCiaries on a voluntary

basis. We have, had excellent Iartieipat lon as far as the pIysicilians
are concerned.
Mr. ANDhWtS. On a vohntary basis?
General P ^,lFMu.t). Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. What do you mean by that?
General PmATFIE. I mean they can choose to take ere of a patient
or to say, "I do not card to do it."
Mr. ANuEws. You do notnea'nithey do it.-for free?
General PEATrmELD. No, sit'. I mean voluntary as far as whether they
wantto take care of the pati ent. It is nbt. free, no, sir.
Mr. ANimmws. That is a question I had ini mind. What kiidf arrangenients do you have with them about what they charge iii the
way of fes?
General PpaTmiEImD.

We pay them i accordanlce with the usual and

customary fee concept, which is exactly the same as t hat used in the
medicare program forthtose over 65.
Mr. ANDREws. That is about like a Mother Hubbard. It covers
overything-awd tMuches nothing.
General PEAIEI.D. The usual and customary fee costs, as yolu filay
know sir, depend utponthe custonary fee charged by the physicia,
and this, in turn, is applied to the prevailing rate that is charged in
that area for that particular procedure. The two are-used to come up
with a reasonable fee for that partietlar l)rocedum.
Mr. ANDREWS. Let us take a concrete case, and tell its the mechanics
of the program.Here, is the widow of a man who was in Vietnam. She
goes to a civilian hospital for an appendectomy. You pick up from
them and tell us what happens. She receives the operation and medical
treatment in the hospital. Site leaves the hospital. What does she sign?
Who pays the bill,and when and how is it paid?
General PIKATMEiJD. This is a widow, sir?
Mr. AwnDRws. Lot us take n wife.

General

PEATIFIELD.

She would go to a physician and present her

symptoms.
Mr. ANDREW. Would she have an I.D. card of anty kind'
General PEAFimmD. She has an I.D. card which the physician would
ask to setat the time he examined her. This would establish the
fact that. she is eligible for medical care: under the civilian program.
He would then say, "I will accept, you as a patent or bneffciary
of the civilianshealt-h and medical program." She would give lire
certain information which he would-fll in on our physician form,
which establishes further her eligibility. I-To would thon take her to a
hospital or have her sent. to a hospital where they in turn, would
complete i hospital form for the same tyvpe of information which
the physician had already l)rocured f rom her in his office. At that time
they would tell her that they accept her as a beneficiary of our
program.
Following her discharge from the hospital, she. would only have to
sign ti forms. The hospital would then submit their form to-one of
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our subcontractors, Blue Cross in the majority of cases, who will pay
this charge to-the hospital intoto, except for $25 which is the responsibility ofthe beneficiary or the sponsor of the beneficiary.
Mr. ANDzEws. In other words she is in the same position as the

holder of a Blue Cross-Blue Shield policy.
General PEATF7 I . Yes, sir.

USE OF PRIVATE INSURANCE, COMPANIES AS FISOAL CARRIERS

Mr. ANDIEWS. You do business through Blue Cross-Blue Shield?
General PEATILD. Yes, sir, Blue Cross pays hospitals in 33 States,
the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

All right.

Mr. Snxxs. You have the same program, to all intents and purposes, as the civilian progm.
General PEATIELD. Yes, sir. We cover the full range of care. In the
case of an appendectomy where the patient is expected to be in the
hospital for approximately 5 days $25 would be the offly responsibility
of the beneficiary. If it were extended hospitalization, and a $1.75 a day
would amount to more for the totMl timo of care than the $25, then
she weildpay at the rate of $5I a day.
Mr. ANDRFWS. The same as her husband would.

General

PEATFIELD. Yes.

General

PEATIELU.

As far as the doctor's bill is concerned, the doctor submits his bill,
and in this case it probably would be to a Blue Shield organization
who would be our carrier. If he submitted the bill and, let us say,
his charge was $200 for the appendectomy,, if this were determined by
the Blue Shield organization'to be the usWffl and customary charge
for that particular procedure, then they would pay him $200.
Mr. ANDRFWS. So, you operate through Blue Cross and Blue Shield
in many States.
General PEATFIELD. Yes, sir; through Blue Cross, Blue Shield,
Mutual of Omaha Insurance Co., Connecticut General, and Continental Service Life and Health Insurance Co.
fr. ANDREws. They do all the bookkeeping?
General PnArFrzrT. . They are our fiscal carriers.
Mr. ANDREWS. And bill you"?

Yes, sir. We have 48 fiscal carriers for the phys-

icians' side of the program, and two prime carriers, Mutual of Omaha
and Blue Cross, for the hospital side.
Mr. Awraws. Are outpatient cases treated in the same way I

General PEATFIL. In outpatient care, there is a $50 deductible for

the individual or a $100 deductible for the family. For active duty
beneficiaries, there is a coinsurance factor of 20 percent for the beneficiary and 80 percent as far as the Government is concerned in paying
the reasonable charges. For the retiree and his dependents, they have
the same deductible, $50 and $100, but they pay 25 percent of the
reasonable charges and we pay 75 percent.
Mr. ANDREws. Do those deductibles apply to the calendar year?
General PHATMIIE. They apply to the scal year.
Mr. ANDRPW. And not to each particular case of hospitalization?
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General PEATFIELD. No, sir. Once the $50 deductible or the $100
deductible is satisfied, that is good for the entire fiscal year.
Mr. ANDREWS. Will you prepare for the record a schedule showing
the amounts contributed by each service for the Medicare program for
fiscal years 1968,1969, and 1970?
General PEATFILD. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
HEALTH BENEFITS ADMINISTERED BY THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Fiscal year1968

1969

Army
................................................
06,000
t~a~.................................5:~9:

$74,986,000
68,619,000

USPHS ..........................

...............................

Toul ......................................................

1970
$4,

8200

3,845,000

4 41,000

5,1 8;000

157,625,000

177,366,000

200,568,000

TRAVETj OF PHYSICIANS TO MEDICAL CONFERENCES

Mr. A-DREws. Under "Mledical'tralning 11 how much is included for

the travel of physicians to various medical conferences and how many
doyou anticipate will be traveling?
General COLLS. We do not have that information.
Mr. ANDRE.WS. Put something in the record about it, will you,

GeneralI
(The information follows')

It is anticipated that 3,450 physicians will be traveling to medical conferences
at a cost of $552,000.
MEDICAL TRAINING IN CIVILIAN INSTITUTIONS

Mr. ANDREws. You are requesting an increase of $713,000 for trainingin civilian instituftions. What requires this large increase?
General COLLTNTS. The increase of $713,000 from fiscal year 1968 to
fiscal year 1970 is due to a larger student load in civilian institutions,
and increased costs of tuition in civilian schools.
Mr. ANDREWS. Medical schools?
General COLLINS. Some are medical schools. Special programs are

involved in this type of training.
Mr. ANDREWS. Doctors, nurses, technicians, or what?
General COLLNS. The Army student nurse program is one of our
procurement programs. We also have the Walter Reed Army Institute
of Nursing program (WRAIN), which includes a 2-year civilian
school.
Mr. ANDREws. General Heaton described those programs pretty
well.
General COLLINS. We also have a senior program for medical students, dental students, and veterinary students.
We also have a program to supply us with required individuals
at the Ph. D. and master's level.
Mr. ANDREWS. You finance educational courses for other than medi-

cal students? You mentioned Ph. D.'s.

General COLLINS. These are other than medical students, yes, sir. It

could be a nurse. It could be a sanitary engineer.
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Mr.ANDREWS. Anytlihn connected with medical corps?
General COLLINS. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. In connection with the previous question where you

are requesting an increase of $713,000 for training in civilian institutions, how many students are involved in that program I
General COLLINS. 2,07 students for fiscal year 1970.
Mr. AxDREWS. Give us a breakdown on that for the record, showing

the different types of students.
(The information follows:)

Student training in civilian institutionsfiscal year 1970
Type of students

Student nurse

----------------------------------------------

~umber oy
students

1114

Military personnel assigned to medical and allied science activities ------

Student doctors, dentists and veterinarians -------------------------Total

-----------------------------------------------

888

75

2 07

Mr. Simu:s. What obl
-.
do they have to serve in return for the
t raiilling which they receive froth the dovernment.I
General COLLIS. Each one of them has a service obligation. In the
wrain progrtm-there is a 3 years' obligation upon the completion of
their program.
The medical student the senior program, has 1 year in additionto
his ordinary 2 years ol obligated service. Then those in the advanced
degree program have a service obligation which I will have to, provide
for the record. It depends e trely on what he is going for and on the
number of years in-the - course.
APPLIOAN'TS FOR M3FDI)CAl, "'ilNINO EXCEED AVAILABLE SPACES

Mr. SIKE. Do you hive more apl)licants than you have billets?
General COtLINS. In the wrain program, for instance, we have

about twice what we have billets for.

Mr. SIKES. What about the other-)rograms?
General COLLINs. The student nurse program is a 1wocurelient

program and we are short of nurses. There really is no limit. In other
words, we do not have a set figure. We just try to get as many as we
can. Over half of our nurses come fromthis program.
The validated pro -amis based upon the requirement of our structure for the various degrees.
Mr. SIKES. The question is, "Do you have more applicants than you
have billets training slots?
General 0L. NS. T es, we do,throughout.

Mr. SIKES. There is a demand for these programs?

General CoiaiNs. Yes, sir.

Mr. SIKs. You have some selectivity among the applicants?
General COLLINS. Yes, sir. There is competition for these courses,

especially in the advanced degrees.

.IAINIX0 OF P11. D.'S

Mr. SIKES. In what areas would you be giving training for a Ph. D.I
General COLmIs. There aren't too many of those, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Why would the Army need to educate Ph. D.'s?
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General CoLLINs. Such fields as entomology, microbiology, and
bacteriology. These are the types.
Mr. SuKS. You do not have to train those. There is a pretty good
outpouring of Ph. D.'s from civilian schools.
General COiLINs. Tis is a program of retentin. This is one of our
mechanisms for keeping people in the Army. This is an incentive to
individual as well as a means for supplying our requirements of
the
specialists.
Mr. SIKv. Then what does he do? As soon as he finishes his obligated service he goes o0tand gets a better job ?
General COLINS. We hope not. We do have a payback time which
I will supply'for the record.
(The information follows:)
Military personnel provided civilian schooling leading to an advanced degree
at Government expense incur a service obligation of 2 years for each year or

fraction of training furnished.

Mr. SiKS. How many Ph. D.'s are you graduating annually?
General CoLiNs. I will have to supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)
Army Medical Department officers receiving doctorate degrees during fiscal

years 1968 and 1069 follows:
Fiscal year
1968
196

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number
12
19

Mr. SIKES. How long have you been training Ph. D.'s
General COLIms. I really cannot answer the question. They have
been doing it for several years. I don't know exactly.
Mr. SIS. The Army got into some trouble with Congress a number of years ago for trilfli1g lawyers. It seemed to us to be unneeessary. N oow you are training Ph. D.'s. I wonder how essential tlat is.
General COLLINS. This is for career officers.
Mr. SIKm. Expand your answer for the record, show us why you
consider it essential that the Army train Ph. D.'s.
(The information follows:)
JUSTIFATiON FOR TRAiNo PH. D.'s
Positions within the Army Medical Department against which graduate level

training is conducted at civilian institutions are positions which have been
established by a Department of the Army Validation Board convened under
the provisions of the National Defense Act.
The Army Medical Department requirement for a nucleus of career officers with
doctorate graduate level training is based upon the following criteria:
(a) To maintain educational, professional and technical standards In
the execution of the Army Medical Department training mission reqiures a

small number of positions to be filled by personnel with doctorate level
training.

(b) As part of the Medical Department research misison, certain technical positions must be filled by personnel with the highest level of
graduate training who can direct professional and technical staffs in
scientific research missions.
(o) Command and staff positions involving technical, scientific, and
professional knowledge requires doctorate degrees in order to meet prescribed
accreditation and professional standards.
(d) lRapid technological change in the state of the medical art has had an
impact on the mission of the Army Medical Department requiring graduate
level training for a nucleus of career officers who possess professional,
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technical, and scientific expertise essential to the basic mission of quality
health care to the Army and fo rcoordination and interchange with the
scientific community.
Determination of requirements for Ph. D. level training of AMEDD military
personnel is based upon a careful Job analysis of each position to be filled.
The dominate factor Is the dequistion of individuals who are career oriented
and whose combined military experience and civilian education provides the
leadership essential to the direction of the professional, scientific, technical, and
educational missions of the Army Medical Department.
Experience has shown that a minimum of Ph. D. level personnel, voluntarily
enter 'the service and those who do, are not career motivated nor do they possess
the rank or military experience essential for assignment as fully qualified
physical, biological and social scientists. Maximum utilization of those qualified
Ph. D.'s who enter the service is established policy. To"Insure that the military
mission is effectively and efficiently executed, recognizing that civilian resources
are not attracted to military service and do not respond to military requirements, Inservice career development, education, and training are essential.

SCHOOL NURSE PROGRAM IN EUROPE

Mr. ANDREWS. The Army is requesting $808,000 for a new school
nurse program in Europe. Has the Army Medical Corps been assigned
the responsibility for obtiding these nurses?

General CoLLINS. I am notaware of that.
General TAYLOR .No, sir, I do not believe they have.
Mr. ANDPWS. Tell us something aboutfthat school.
General TAYLOR. That was going to b discussed during the Defense

Department, OSD witnesses presentation concerning the total dependent overseas school program.
Mr. SiKEs. Why not tell us a little something aboutt it now f Do you
send nurses to Europe to train? Is that the proposal here?
General TAYLOR. No. This is a part of the school expansion program

that we discussed during the hearings on budget program 2500, on
the increasing of the school nurse program overseas. In the case of
Europe, the Army is the executive agent.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are you talking about school nurses or medical nurses?
General TAYLOR. I am talking. about school nurses. It is part of the
school nurse program. They are in a dual capacity not only as a nurse
forth students but also for instruction al purposes.
Mr. ANDREws. Where will the school be locatedI
General TAYLOR. Sir, there will be schools for both the Air Force
and the Army in Europe. I do not have the locations, which I will be
happy to get them for you.
(The information follows:)
The European school area encompasses 222 schools located on the Island of
Bahrain and the following countries:
Belgium
Denmark
Ethiopia

Germany
Great Britain

Greece
Italy
Libya

Morocco
Netherlands

Norway
Pakistan
Scotland

Spain
Turkey

Mr. ADnEws. Are you talking about the overseas educational

programs
General TAYLOR. I am talking about the overseas educational program. That is where the $808,000 in 19t0 for the school nurse program
shows up.
Mr. ANDREws. I understand they are going to hire nurses for each
of those schools.
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General TAYLOR. I would haveto get the staffing, but I understood it

was one nurse to 1,000 students, which I believe was in the previous
testimony.
Mr. ANDREWS. The question is will tie Army Medical Corps be
charged with the responsibility of employing tlhe nUrses?
General TAYLoR. No, sir, it will be a part of the overseas dependent
schools program.
Mr. SIKI. But this is in your budget and this school program is
in your budget.
Vleneral TAYLOR. Yes, sir' in the budget program 2500. What happened in the overseas dependent school education program is that they
lave taken the world and we have been assigned portions of it; in'the
case of Euope the Army is the executive agent in- the case of the
Pacific I believe it is the Air Force which is the executive agnt,
and in the case of the Caribbean the Navy has that responsibility.
This is a program that is really conducted from the Office of Secretary of Defeise on that basis with the three services responsible for
those areas that they have been assigned.
Mr. ANDREWS. Based upon your experience, do you think the Army

will be able to obtain these 121 nurses for duty in Europe I
General COLLINs. Based on our experience, it is going to be rather
difficult. I am not too familiar with this program but we are having
difficulties in the United States getting nurses.
CONDITION OF THE MEDICARE PROGRAM

Mr. AwDrmws. General Peatfield, are you satisfied with the way your
medicare program is operatingI
General PIATWLD. Yes, sir. I believe we are providing a broad

scope of much needed care to a large number of beneficiaries and that
we are certainly helping in defraying the expenses of this medical care.
Noteworthy is a program of health services, training, special education and rlhabilitation for handicapped dependents of active dUty personnel, also, the provision for treatment and long-term hospitalization for chronic diseases, nervous, mental and emotional disorders.
Mr. AwNpws. Are all your hospitals operated by the Army equipped

with modern equipment?
General CoLmrS. Yes sir, throughout.
Mr. ANIDPWS. No roblemI

General COLLINS. Irell, we have had some deferment of the equipment replacement program in CONUS hospitals.
Mr. Awiunws. Are your doctors keeping up with the most modern
techniques in practicing their profession?
General CoLLizs. Yes, sir, definitely.
Mr. Amn ~wS. Have you done any heart transplants?
General COLLINS. We have done no heart transplants.

Mr. ANpEws. An kidney transplants?
General COLLINS. We. are in the process of training a man at Massachusetts General Hospital. We will start a program on that out at
Walter Reed in the next few months. It will'be a while before we do
any transplants. We are starting the organ transplant program overall,
kidney and all. We do not have that capability at this moment.
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Mr. ANinws. But you are training people for those transplant
programs?
General COLLINS. That is right. We are looking forward to that;
yes, sir.
I
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you had any serious epidemics in the last year
that you want to discuss with us? Did you have any meningitis cases?
General COLMNS. Yes, sir; they are with us, but not in epidemic pro.
portions. We have had meningItis, at our training centers. We are
reaching the end of the season now, we hope.
MALARTIA IN

VIETNAM

Mr. ANDWS. What are you doing about the malaria situation in
Vietnam?
General CoLLINS. Malaria in Vietnam, during fiscal 1968 decreased.
In 1967 we had 9,124 case or a rate of 80.7 per thousand of troop
strength per year. In 1968 we had 8,616 cases, reducing that incidence
to 24.8 per thousand per year.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

I read recently where the enemy is suffering from

a new strain or typeof malaria. Are you familiar withthat?
General COLLINS. Yes, sir. This is the same strain that we have,
known as Falciparum Malaria. About 60 percent of our cases is of ths
falciparum strain.
Mr. ANDREWS. IS that contagious?
General COLLINS. It is transmitted not from individual to individual,
butethrough-a carrier mosquito.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have our troops been affected by that same strain?
General COLLINS. Yes, sir; especially in the central highlands.
Mr. SIKEs. The reductions which you cited, are they due to new control methods or due to the fact that we do not have as many men in
those areas where the malaria seems to be most prevalent?
General COLLINS. I believe it is better discipline or better carrying
out of the control measures. In other words, we are using the same controllneaures there today that we used last year and the year before, but
it is a matter of troop discioline anid really insisting on the carrying
out of these measures. Our commanders are well aware of the requirement and are really carrying it out. We do not have 100-percent
prophylaxis for the. Falciparum Malaria but we do have almost 100
percent for the other strain. I am talking about the tablets that they
take by mouth. The one we have for the falciparum strain now is 50percent effective. We have, I think, a fine program and it is very much
dependent on the line commanders.
INCIDENCE OF PSYCIIATRIO ILLNESS IN VIETNAM

Mr.

ANDREWS.

How about mental cases in Vietnam? Do you get

many? Do you get many of the cases that we used to refer to in World
.
War I as shellshock?

General

COLLINS.

It is much lower than World War I.

Mr. SmK . Is that because of the limitation of the tour of dutv?
General COLLINS. I think that has a definite influence on it. We will
put something in the record on this. It is much better than it was in
Korea or World War II.
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(The information follows:)
Tho incidence of psychiatric illness in U.S. Army troops in Republic of Vietnam

remains lower than that recorded in any previous conflict in which U.S. Armed

Forces were involved, The rate in Republic of Vietnam during the last 4 calendar

years has average 10 to 12 per thousand troops per year. This compares with
the rate during the Korean War (July 1950 to December 1952) of 37 per thousand

troops per rear. The rates in World War II in combat areas ranged from a high
of 101 per thotisand troops per year to a low of 28 per thousand troops per year
(9th U.S. Army, Europe, September 1944 through May 1945). All the above

rates reflect incidence of those individuals hospitalized or excused from duty
for psychiatric reasons.
Factors contributing to this low rate are the 12-month rotation policy and
general lack of prolonged periods of conflict, early detection and treatment of
adjustment difficulties as near the area of combat as possible, maintenance of
an expectancy by psychiatric personnel of return to full duty for all save the
seriously ill.

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Sikes?
INCIDENCE OF OTHER DISEASES IN VIETNAM

Mr. SiKs. You discussed malaria. What is the next most serious
disease?
General COLLINS. In Vietnam? I would say it is hepatitis. The reason I say that is because of the length of time that the soldier is away
from duty. It takes about 30 or 60 days of hospitalization. There is
not a very high incidence but it does take a long time away from duty.
Mr. SIKEs.-1Ow serious is the VD problem?
General COLLINS. It is with us but it has decreased. In Vietnam in
196' it was 238.9 per thousand per annum, and this last year, 1968,
193.9 per thousand per annunr. So it is decreasing. It has decreased over
the several years we have been in Vietnam.
Mr. SIKES. How does this compare with Korea?
General COLLINS. Korea is higher.
Mr. SixK . How does it compare with the District of Columbia?
General COLLINS. I do not have figures on the District of Columbia
but I do have worldwide figures as far as the military is concerned.
We have 85 per thousand per annum worldwide as compared with
193 per thousand per annum in Vietnam. In Conus, it is 31.6 per thousand per annum.
Mr. SIKES. Are there any serious new problems that have not previously been discussed with tie committee from the standpoint of disease
or epidemic control? Are there any new diseases?
General COLLINS. No new diseases.
Mr. SIRm. No new tropical diseases?
General COLLINS. No, sir.
Mr. SmEs. You seem to be improving in your control over the old
I)roblems.
General COLLINS. Yes, sir.
CONDITION OF MEDICAL PROGRAM IN GENERAL

Mr. SIKES. Does the equipment in hospitals in the zone of interior
compare favorably with the equipment in civilian hospitals?
General COLLINS. In general, I would say yes.
Mr. S RES. Is the situation on the availability of doctors and nurses
improving or is it about the same?
General CoL iNs. It is about the same, sir.
30-088 0-69-pt. 2-
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INCREASE IN

DEPENDENTS RECEIVING MEDICAL CARE

Mr. SIKES. You mentioned this additional 214/ percent of personnel
under the medicare program. Is that a normal increase or is it larger
than normal?
General PwrmEw. No, sir. This is an expected increase and one
that we had projected when we first expanded the program.

Mr. SIKS. Is this increase confined to this fiscal year or is it antic-

ipated in each year?
.
General PEATIELD. I believe there will be some expansion each year,
especially among retirees and the dependents of retirees.
Mr. SIKES.Is that where the increase is coming from?
General PEATFIELD. Yes, sir. Of the increase in this past year the dependents of retirees constituted 8.7 percent andthe retired 8.4 percent..
Mr. SIKES. Do I understand, then, there have been no changes in the
eli ibility standards, that the standards have remained the same?
general PATFIELD. They have remained the same.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Lipscomb?
MEDICAL EXA3fINATIONS AT INDUCTION CENTERS

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Mr. Chairman, you may have discussed earlier today
about medical examinations at induction centers.
Mr. ANDREWS. Briefly.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. I would like to ask a question.

Have you any up-to-date information as to how the medical examinations are going at induction centers? Are you having any problems,
complaints? How are they operating?
General COLLINS. You mean in general, sir?
Mr. LIPsCOMB. At wherever new enhistees or draftees get inducted.

General CoLIaNs. I don't know of any other than the general run

of complaints that we have had over the years. I am not sure that I am
being responsive to your question, however.
MLr. Lsco3M. The examinations are what I am speaking of. In other
words I do not think the experience of my office in this regard is unusual but I have had many complaints about the light treatment the
man gets or the discourteous attention that lie may have while he is
there. Have you hadl enough of these complaints to warrant a look
into the situation?
General CoLLINS. We have not, from our own office, gone into these
but the Army Recruiting Command where we have a surgeon and a
medical section, is constantly checking on the Armed Forces examining
stations by inspecting and supervising their operations.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Your branch has nothing to do with these?
General COLLINs. We have technical supervision of all of them since

it is a medical problem. It, is exercised through the Recruiting
Command.

Mr. LIPSCOmB. Who would have the responsibility to se that, they

are operating up to professional standards, for instance?
General COLLINS. Ce have part of it, but the primary responsibility
is with the Army Recruiting Command. The Army Recruiting Command, with the surgeon on its staff, is responsible for operating the
examining stations.
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Mr. -LIPscOrB. For instance, who would I ask about this: I have
heard that they are not kept up, not properly maintained, that the
people who are on duty thereare discourteous, that they think a lot of
follows are either goldbricking, goofing off, or do not really have a
problem. Who would check to see that everything is operating upto
standard?
General TAYLOR. Sir, I believe that that would really be under the
I)eputy Chief of Staff for Personnel to whom this Recruiting Command reports.
Mr. Lipsco~in. What, would the Deputy Chief of Staff know about
medical services?
General TAYLoR. I am talking about the conimand relationship now.
Mr. LiPsco3m. I am interested in the-medical point of view.
General TAYLOR. Then you are talking to the man who I think is
the proper one.
Mr. LiPSCO3B. Would that be your responsibility?
General COLriNS. Yes, sir; we have technical supervision over the
operation of anything medical within the Army.
Mr. LrscoM B. All right, then you are the one who would be concerned with the kind of complaint that I am talking about.
General COLLINS. We get the congressional letters on these things,
which are referred down to the Recruiting Command.
Mr. Lipsco~iB. What has been done to look at these centers to find
out if these complaints are valid or invalid?
General COLLTNS. Every complaint is investigated.
MIr. Lipsco.%m. Are there any places or any centers around the
United States that have been cleaned up or the situation has been corrected? Can you show some action in regard to some of these complaints or are you satisfied?
General COLLINS. We are never satisfied; but as long as you run
these stations, of course, we will have some complaints, naturally.
But we are doing our utmost. to keep these to a minimum by having
the medical authorities in the Recruiting Command visiting and insI)ecting these stations constantly.
fr. LPsCOtBI. Do you have any records of your visits that you
have made to them?
General COLLINS. I am sure we could furnish you the records we
have. I do not have any with me, but the Recriting Command stirgeon, who has primary responsibility should have some records.
Mr. Lirsco.%in. That is fine. But what I am trying to determine is,
tre they up to professional standards or might it be just poorly
operated?
General CoLLiNs. We do not feel that they are a sloj)py operation,
sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. You keep them up to standard?
General CoLriNs. We do our best to keep them up to standards.
Mr. LiPscoxM. For instance, when was the last time Los Angeles
was checked?
General COLLINS. I couldn't answer that, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMiB. Would you check it for me ?
General CoLNs. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
The U.S. Army Iecruiting Commands' surgeon Inspected the Los Angeles
Armed Forces Examining and Entrance Stations In October 196 and February
1009.

Mr. LIPscomn. How many of these are there around the United
States?
General COLLINS. Seventy-four.
Mr. LIPaSC(3on. Could you indicate for the record during the past 2
years when these 74 were inspected as far as coming up to professional
standards?
General Coxiws. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
During the last 2 years each of the 74 examining stations were inspected by a

medical representative of the Surgeon's Office, IJ.S. Army Recruiting Command at .
least once annually.
Mr. LipscomB. I imagine that the complaints I have received woul(l[
be usual to any Member of the Congress. I think that perhaps we could
for the record show that we are concerned and you are giving the best
possible exaniifation that there is, if that is the case.
General CoLLiNs. We are, too, sir..
Mr. LiesOmI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Rhodes.
Mr. RHODES. I have no questions.
Mr. ANDnvs. Mr. Davis.
OFFICE OF CIVILIAN HEALTH AND MEDICAL PROGRAM OF TIlE UNIFORMED
SERVICES

Mr. DAvIs. Tell us a little bit more about this operation out in Denver. As I understood it, the actual administration of this program here
now is fanned out to a private organization. Now, tell us a little bit
more about, what this $1,,00,000 that we see listed hero actually goes
for.
General PEATFIwLm. The headquarters of the whole operation is in
Denver. That is my office. We then operate through 48 fiscal agents or
carriers uho pay the physicians, antiancillary medical -)ersoniiel, for
all care, including outpatient care.
We also have to prime contractors Blue Cross and Mutual of
Om0a Insurance Co., wlo pay for the hospital ale. Adnunistrative
costs are, of course, incurred by each of these contractors. That coinprises part of our administrative overheIa(1. The. renain(le of the cost,
isfor the operation of my office in 1)en-er which includes 138 people,
of whom 26 are officers.
M.ir. Dxvis. Basically, 3&3Uhave the organization to cheek on coiiil)lailts relating to the performance of thie indelendent contractor.?
General P.Fv%,,'1 ). We adniimster the whole program as far as
policies, l)rocedures, and practices are concerned; we accumllate all
the data connected with tis
rograin anti keep the serve ices advised
as to whnat, thtr costs and workload are as they )ertaln to each of the
Services so that they canl properly ftnid and make estimates for their
budget requirements for the following year.
Mr. DAVIS. So actually that amount. that is shown here is for largo1y
the payment of salaries and the operation of equipment for the people
at the headquarters in Denver?
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GenerM PATFIIJD. Yes. It. is similar to the home office of an insri lico conll1aMiy.

Mr. Dvm. This is not just, for the Army, thein.
General PBrTF1FLr). This is for all of the services, including the
Public Health Service.
Mr. Dwm. Is thero somewhere itlittle more of a. beikdowir of this
$1,555,000? Isthat the correct figure?
General PlwrtralF). Yes, sir. We could give you a complete breakdown on that.
Mr. DAVis. Would you submit something for the record

we

o

know

low much is for personnel, how much for equipment., and what other
SCrVices a-e involved?
General PIFATPILI). Yes, sir; I have all that infonntiOn.
('h0 information follows:)
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS FOR OFFICE OF CIVILIAN HEALTH AND MEDICAL PROGRAM OF THE UNiFORMED SERVICE

Personnel services ..............................................................
Travel and transportation .......................................................
Utilities, rent and communications ................................................

Printing ..............................................................
Contractual services......................................................

Supplies

FlIsea Iiear

Fiscal ag

$1,101,000
42,000
151,0

$1,102,000
42,000
151,000

205,000

3,000O

22000

205,00
3,000
22,000

1,554,000

1,555,000

.........................

Total ....................................................................

Mr. DAV's. Thank you. That is all I have.

Mr. AmNDRws. Mr. Addabbo.
INCRrUsA.I)

cOST OF MEDICARE

Ar. Am)Almuo. General, under accowut 2440, under "1Health Benefits

Administered by 1bExecutive )irective," there was general testimony

ats to the next, increase of $9.4 million ad I understand $4.3 million
isa workload increase. Do you have an itemized breftkdowii of your

illUereased costs amounting to $5.1 millioll?
General PMTvrPI. 1,1. Yes, sir.
Mr. A1m)AuBO. Would you sup)l)ly that.?
(The information follows
('ot Inlcrease In

edfeare fis('al JIar 1W70 orcr fiscal yicar 1.969

Inpatlent care----------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------

Outpatient care

$4,340,000

400, 000

Admlinlsrntlon claims proecssIhg ----------------------------Totl ------------------------------------------------us

op ('Ft

360,000
,

00
,

y'MF
N '1'O SI' I'I,';MpENT I)otCrois

Mr. AI)I),Bno. Relative to the inductee examinationi and also examinatioil of servicelen, are those exanlillatiOlls condlucted by doctors or
I corpl)ll

General Comtamxs. The doctor is in charge of the examination. Cer-

tain parts of the examination are by corpsmen, such as height, weight,
and other similar things that he can do.
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Air. ADDABBO. After a serviceman is in, before he can get to a doctor
does he have to go through 42 different corpsmen who try to palm
him off with an aspirin or other medication?
General Couuras. You mean for a sick call?
Mr. ADDABBO. Right.
General COLLINS. We use the corpsmen to supplement the physician.
This is the procedure we have in tll of our dispensaries.
Mr. ADDABBO. General, is this a matter of choice or is it alue to the
fact that there is a lack of medical personnel?
General COLLINS. If we did not do it this way, our requirement
for physicians would be greater. With~this vely scarce commodity in
this Nation it is mandatory that we use anei1lary I)ersolnel to the
fullest extent.
MENINOITIS OUTBREAK AT FORT DIX

MHr. ADDABBO. Recently there were several medical problems in the
New York region, particularly, I believe, at Fort Dix.
General COLLINS. Yes, sir.
Mfr. ADDABBO. Has that matter been investigated fully or is it under
investigati~nAt thle present time?
General CoLLiNs. I am not. sure-you are referring to the meningitis
outbreak recently? Yes, sir; it is being investigated.
Mr. ADDABBO. "Vill we be advised as to the basic causes of wlhat happened there the fault., if any?
General COLLINS. We can put it in the record. You mean the results

of the investigation?

Mr. ADDABBO. Yes.

General COLIMNS. I assume that you are referring to the recent
meningitis cases.
(The information follows:)
The first case was that of a soldier who expired at William Beaumont , neral
Hospital In El Paso, Tex., on March 2, 1969. While In basic training at F,.rt Dix.
N.J., this patient had been seen on previous occasions in the dispensary and h(ad
also been hospitalized because of blood in the urine; a kidney stone was suspected
but not proven. These were conditions unrelated to his final illness. ills final
illness apparently began while en route to Texas for his advanced individual
training.
Upon arrival he reported to the emergency room at William Beamnont General
Hospital'with the complaints of fever and testicular pain. His urinalysis showed
pus in the urine and with the physical findings of testicular tenderness suggested
a urinary tract infection or renal stone.
,He was admitted to the hospital at 2300 hours on March 1, 1969. It was not
until later that night that there were any new developments that would make
one suspect meningitis. Even a spinal tap performed at 0400 hours, March 2.
was not clearly diagnostic. It was not until a rash appeared at 0700 hours that
the diagnosis of meningococcemia (bloodstream Infection by ineningococcus organism) was apparent. This IndIeated bloodstream Invasion, which Is an ominous
sign, unfortunately. Immediately Massive doses of penicillin were administered
intravenously but the patient failed to respond and expired approximately 3 hours
later.
This case illustrates the rapidity with which the meningococcis van strike
and kill. An interval as short as 2 hours has been observed between onset of
symptoms and (leath. Fortunately, the majority of eases are not so severe and
show favorable response to therapy.
The second case was that of a soldier who expired on March 18, 1969, at
Walson Army Hospital, Fort Dix, N.J. At approximately 1030 hours on March 10,
this patient first appeared Ill with complaints of headache and a nonspecifle
upper respiratory infection. lie was taken by ambulance to the emergency room
at Walson Army Hospital where he arrived at 1130 hours.
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Because of the appearance of a rash with his other associated symptoms, the

emergency room physicians Immediately admitted him to the hospital's Intensive
care unit. Once again the rash Indicated bloodstream Invasion and a guarded

prognosis. The patent continued to do poorly despite early treatment with
massive doses of Intravenous penicillin. At 1700 hours he was placed on the
seriously Ill list. His terminal course was complicated by overwhelming Infection, renal shutdown, shock and intravascular clottlng which did not respond
to appropriate, timely therapy. He died at approximately 1830 hours, March 18,

1069.
Once again is dramatized the very dramatic and sudden capability of the
meningococcus to kill despite heroic medical measures.
The Fort Dix training facilities have been inspected by the OTSG consultant

staff who have found that control measures are maintained at a high level of
effectiveness. It may be of Interest to know that the incidence of meningitis
at Fort Dix Is not statistically higher than at other training centers and Is
almost half of that of a year ago. Also, there is a significantly lower death rate
at Fort Dix.
Mr. ADDABBO. I would say this, that your office has been very help-

fll in many requests I have put to you. In many instances we found
where those local cases were completely erroneous due to straight
medical proof, such as X-rays, and so forth. That is the reason for
my question whether in order to get to a doctor the soldier has to
come through many people or whether he can get to doctors just by
reporting on sick call. I think this is a matter that should be reemphasized to the medical corpsman, to be not so enthusiastic about his
work, that is, in trying to preserve their officers, givingthem a little
les.s to do, and at the same time causing us greater problems and
causing your office a great deal more work, wlich I think could be
avoided.
Thank you.
Mr. ANDREws. Mr. Sikes.
ADEQUACY OF 'MEDICAL TREATMENT

Mr. Siixs. There are a goodly number of mothers in my district
and some fathers who do not think their sons are getting proper medical treatment. They report to me on the aches and paios of their sons
and I report. them to you people. Usually you come back and say
there is nothing the matter with them. That does not satisfy the mama
and the pa)a. Now, some of these cases undoubtedly are goldbricking,
hut then again some of them are not.

Now, how hard do you work to insure that a man does get the medical attention that he needs and that he does not get shunted aside by
a corpsman when these cases come to your attention?
General COLLINS. Every ease we have of the type you mentioned, sir,
is thoroughly investigated]. It is our goal to give the very best medical

service to the soldier and we investigate every case that we have, every
one of them.
Mr. Sics. Is there not an inborn feeling on the part of the ex-

aminer that lie has to substantiate the decision that he has already
reached in the case?
General COLLINS. I hope not.
Mr. SIKEs. If he thought. that. John Doe was goldbricking the first.
time lie examined him, when he gets a letter from a complaining Congressman is lie not more or less determined that he is going to show
that lie was right, that John Doe was goldbricking?
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General COLLINS. I hope that isn't the case.
Mr. SIKES. I hope it is not., either, but I am asking you, sir.
General COLLINS. I don't believe so, sir; I just. don't believe physicians would do that. I hope I am right. We are dedicated to caring
for the sick and the wounded and the injured. It is in our profession
that we shall dothis. If we make mistakes it is incumbent, upon us to
admit the mistakes. Our goal is to give the best possible care to the sick.
ASSIGNMENT OF WOUNDED SOLDIERS TO HOSPITALS NEAR TK.ll{ I101M.8

Mr. ANDREWS. One question, General: Are you using all your hospitals on the mainland for returnhig woumfded soldiers fioin Vietnam?
General COiLiNs. The larger ones, not ill of them, sir. We are using
the hospital closest to his lime that can give the care the.soldier needs.
That is more or less the general princllle we use.
Mr. ANDREws. That is what I wanted to ask you about, if yon took
that intoconsiderat ion, which I think you should.
General CoLI.s. The nearness to home is taken into consideration.
In fact, we use some Navy and Air Force hospitals because of that
very reason.

Mr. ANDREws. All right. If there are no further questions, we thank
you, gentlemen.
General COLLINS. Thank you, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
CIVILIAN MARKSMANSIIIP PROGRA25

Mr. SlxEs. General Taylor, are you ready to discuss the civilian
marksmanship program?
General TAYLOR.Yes, sir.
Mr. SIXEs. Who is your witness?
General TAYLOR. I have Colonel Hinds here froin the National
"Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice. Between the two of us we
hope to be able to respond to your questions.
Mr. SiKEs. Thank you very much.
Colonel Hinds, would you like to tell us something about the status
of the program, the.progress you are making, the problems you tire
encountering?
Colonel HINDS. Yes, sir'.
RECENT CtHAN(1E

IN Tilt, CIVILIAN MAIKMANSIIIP PROGRAM

Mr. Sxiu's. I hope that you will be completely factual with this
committee and tell us from your own experience and your own information. I just (to not want, the past, performance based on ArmyIN
currently position. I want, to know what. is happening in this program.
Colonel HINDS. Yes, si r.
In the middle of 1968 or the beginning of fiscal year 109 we were
reqmuired to (1o a number of things that would seriously affect thle
civilian marksmanship program. 'I' he first of them %vaslithat ill pistol
support was withdrawn froin clubs that were affiliated with the eivilian marksmanship program. This restilted in withdrawing pistols
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from some 1,200 pistol clubs. We also told the senior clubs which
(lid iiot. support a junior division that we would ask them to return
Ill of their weapons and all equipment on loan if they (lid not supl)ort a jumior division by )ecember 31, 1968. We started the recall
of pistols somewhere along in July and t the present time we have
gotten most of them back. We have about 800 taint are still iotl returned. We started on December 13 recalling rifles, some 20,000 of
them) from some 2,400 civilian clubs which did not support junior
divisions as of December 31.
Tie impact, that this has had on the entire program was a general
cropoff in the number of junior shooters that, we have and a very
severe dropoff in, their number of senior clubs which we supporteodat
one time. In addition to-this in July of 19068 we no longer supplied
ammunition to any sei or• clubs am1 supljied .22 ammunition! offly
to junior clubs in their first, 2 years of affiliation with us. After that

time we have given so much anmuniition to support. the program
with and once we had given ammunition to the junior cibs for the
tirst 2 years of their existelice and we got. that out of the way, then
we were authorized to give it, to the clubs that were most. recently
affiliated.
As I say this has resulted in dropoff in our club meml)ership and
will result fythe end of this fiscal year in our club membership going
down from some 5,500 clubs witl a club membership of 330,000
people down to around 3,000 clubs with considerably less people.
Mr. SI:s. Do you consider these new regulations under which you
must operate have had an adverse effect on the civilian marksmanship
program?
Colonel HiNDs. I consider they definit6ly have, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Were they imposed with the recommendations of tile

national board for the promotion of rifle practice?
Colonel Thmls. They were not, sir.
Mr. SI ES. Were these then arbitrary instructions which were given
to the National Board by the Department of the Army?
Colonel HINDs These were instructions ,which were, given to this

sir...
Under ~Secretary of the Arm,
office by the
. 9' st
•
•~
Mr. Simvs. 'Were you given un opportunty to rebut these dirvetives ?
Colonel Hims. No, sir.
Mr. SIKES. You are smeiking of the former tdler Secretary of the
Army ?
Colonel IINDS. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Smi ms. Not the present one.
I hope the present,one is not, carrying an ax for the civilian marksmanslup program.
IE(OMMFNI),ATIONS IX)lt IMtI'OVINOU TIIE CI.VtILIAANNIltll'
(11tI.IAFN
IPRO(I I{,\

Colonel Ilhss. If I may add something at. this point., sir, in my
initial meeting wit'h the now tinder Secretary of the Army I was
instructed by hini to reevaluate the ohangos wlich took place in July
of 1968 as to the effect that. they latve had oil the program lnd to como
up to him with recomment(laitons on how to improve the prograill.
Mr. Sitter. When will those recommendations be made?
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Colonel HINDS. They are in the process of 'being formulated at the
present time, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Do you anticipate they will be before him in a matter of
weeks and prior to the ieginning of the next fiscal year?
Colonel HINDS. Abslutcly, sir.

Mr. SIKES. Is there any reason liy this committee could not be
apprised of these recommendations?
-Colonel HINDS. There is no reason at, all, sir.
Mr. SIKEAS. I would like to have them available for the record. I
would hope that these recommendations would be in. the -handsof Mie
Secretary prior to the time this committee hears the Secretary.
Mr. Garrity, do you know when tlat will be?
Mr. GAnmTy. No, sir. I do not believe it ,has been decided.
Mr. SiK;s. MAy I request tfhat the preparation and submittal of your
recommendations be expedited? I would hope they would b in the
hands of the Secretay at the time he testifies before this committee
so I can discuss them with him.
Colonel HINDS. Yes sir. I have here, sir, soine of the recomlnendations that will be included.
M r. SIKES. Would you run over then briefly?
Colonel HINDS. Yes, sir; I will. I ought to preface this, sir, by
another statement that I have here.
Mr. SIKES. Surely.

Colonel HINDS. These are my personal feelings based on 16 years of
competitive shooting and as an intense proponent of accurate aimed
fire. I have been the Director of Civilian Marksmanshi since July 1
of 1968 and Executive Officer of the National Board for ti e Promotion
of Rifle Practice since February 19, 1968. My Opinions do not necessarily reflect those of the Secretary of the "Army who has a much
broader overview of required expenditures than do I. Nor are my
views to be construed to be a request for additional funds. However,
some of my opinions involve cost and so I have included dollar estimates based on previous years' experience factors. These items are also
based on fulfilling the requirements outlined in sections 4308-4313,
title 10, United States Code.
INCREASED CIVILIAN PERSONNEL

The firs recommeiidation, sir, at. nil estimated cost of $17,000, is an
increase of three civilian spaces in the DCM office. Our civilian spaces
were reduced from 22 to five spaces over the period of 1 day when the
fiscal year changed. Then we were left with five people to do the work
of 22.
Mr. SiKFs. You are asking for an additional three?
Colonel HINDS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Raising it to eight.?
Colonel HINDS. Yes.
Mr. SiKFEs. That would seem a very modest increase. Will that be
adequate? I presume you are basingz this on the reduced scale of
operations.
Colonel HINns. That is correct,, sir.
At. the present time at the end of the first. 2 months of the new fiscal
'ear we went behind 6 na-nonths in routine administration. We are
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at present 81/2 administrative man-months behind. So if we were to

have three more spaces doing various things in there we would probably be in pretty good shape. Now, to assist us in the recall of pistolswe asked for and were provided by the Secretary of the Army's Office
with four additional eidisted personnel for 4 months. This got us over
that hump.
When we got into the business of asking for the return of rifles from
the senior clubs which
ild
not support , junior division we asked for
six additional enlisted men for a period of 6 months. We are in tho
process right now of getting these rifles back and the fellows are really

gainfully employed.
ISSUE OF .22 CALIBER AMMUNITION

AND TAROETS TO ,JuNIOR CLUBS

The second thing that I would do would be to resume the free

issue of .22 caliber ammunition to all juni'oclubs and junior divisions.
At the present time we support the junior clubs only for '2years. This
is not really i fair way to do it because, say a club has been with us
for 10 or 15 years, every 3 or 4 years they have a. complete changeover
in junior membership. This would be at, a, cost-it does not come out

of our appropriation and it has not before. It comes out of the PJMA
appropriation, $860,000. This would be 36 million rounds of .22 caliber
ainmuinition.
Mr. SixEs. .22 caliber only ?
Colonel HINDS. Yes.
Mr. Sxms. All right.
Colonel HIIxs. The third thing is we would resume free issue of
small-bore rifle targets to all junior clubs, and junior, divisions. The
present policy is that we can provide no targets for junior clubs and
we can sell oly targets to junior clubs that are not l)rocurable on the
civilian market. This would be a cost of $16,000.
The fourth thing I would do wotild be to restore authority to provide
free ammunition to competitors in national board excellence-in-competition events and regional matches and in national matches or
national championships. The average is 42 matches per year and can
be done at a cost of $18,000.
No. 5, is to restore authority to sell all types of targets available
within the Army to all clubs enrolled with the DOM as well as to
individual members of those clubs. This is a no-cost item. As the
present time we cannot sell ally targets that are procurable on the
.ivilian economy. Whereas, we are not trying to run in competition
with civilian industry, we can sell the targets at about half the cost
that they can be procured on the civilian market because we call do
it in such volume quantities.
AWARDING

F031"
MEI)A

No. 6,1 would resume awarding of place medals, first, second, all(I
third, in all National Board "leg" matches.
We have no money for the giving away of these place medals il
these matchs at the present timie. This can be done at a cost of $600.
'The problem is we do give away credits towards excellence in competition of which this is the top badge (indicating), the distinguished
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badge. We do give away those, but if a fellow is already distinguished
and shoots in one of these matches, then we cannot give him another
one of these badges, he doesn't get anything. So at a minimal cost of
$600 a year we can resume that practice.
U.S. INTERNATIONAL SHOOTING TEAMS

No. 7, I would -restore support for the U.S. International Shooting
Teams.
Mr. SiKF.s. Has that been withdrawn?
Colonel HINDS. Yes, sir. That was withdrawn in fiscal year 1969
and is not provided for this year in the budget.
In fiscal year 1969 the National Match Fund, which is a nonappropriated fund, had some $27,000 in it. This fund can be used for any
support of shooting activity. So since it had that excessive amount of
money in it, the national Board recommended that $20,000 of that
be provided to support of the U.S. Olympic Team in Mexico City.
We have not paid the bill on it but we will have the bill very, very
shortly.
Mr. SixEs. How did we come out in that competition?
Colonel HINDS. We produced the winner in the free rifle event, Mr.
Gary Anderson, with a new Olympic record, by the way, which is
his seventh world record and second Gold Medal in Olympic shooting.
Mr. SiKES. How did we fare as a team with regard to the othei:
countries?
Colonel HINDS. In team shooting, not very well.
Mr. SIKES. Who was the winner?
Colonel HINDS. If I am not mistaken, Russia was the team winner,
sir.
Mr. SIKES. Is that not to be expected? They give full support to
their marksmanship programs on a year-round basis whereas we do
not.
Colonel HINDS. That is correct, sir. On any activity related to the
military, they spend lots of money on it, yes, sir, including support
of an international shooting team all the way around, plus support of
their junior shooters with the idea that they will eventually come into
the military service.
Mr. RHODES. Before he leaves that point, may I ask a question?
Mr. SIRES. Yes.
1970 WORLD SHOOTING CHAMPIONSHIPS

Mr. RHODES. I am told that my home town, Phoenix, Ariz., has
been awarded the 1970 World Shooting Championships. Are you
aware of that?
Colonel HINDS. Yes, sir.

Mr. RHODES. There are supposed to be teams from about 80 nations.
The problem seems to be that they do need some help to operate the
ranges. This comes about in October. They cannot use schoolboy help
because all the schoolboys are going to be in school at that time.
Can you tell the committee whether or not there are any resources
in your activity which could be used to support this sort of thing?
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Colonel HINDs. That is a very difficult question, sir. Resources within
my activity; no, sir. This would have to be probably a servicewide
activity to include all of the services' support and probably would have

to be directed by the Secretary of Defense.
In other words, that they would provide w number of people to
assist in pulling targets, running the statistical office, providing mess
personnel and medical personnel, probably signal personnel, and so on.
Air. SIKES. Could any of this type of help have geen given by the
national board prior to the limitations which have been imposed on itq
ColonelHmNDs. It. might well have been related in a way, sir. In 1967
and before we had provided stipport for the national matches at Camp
Perry; I think in 1967 there were some 2,900 support personnel who
were provided by the Chief of Army Reserve who did nn extremely
good and creditable job there.
Now, where the people would come from I don't know, sir, but I
believe there would have to be a decision at a considerably higher level
than mine to be able to provide this support.
Mr. RIIODFs. The matches are to be held at the Black Canyon Range
near Phoenix, and I am told it. is Just as good a range as anywhere
in the world. in fact, it is good enough so that the Air Force has been
training all of its personnel going to Vietnam on the M16 rifle at this
Black Canyon Range. The range is near Luke Air Force Base. As I
understand it, the facilities were built without expense to the Government. and they are actually being used by Air Force personnel without
expense to the Government, with the possible exception of some aid for
maintenance and for dressing up the range after its use. So I certainly
feel, Mr. Chairman, that, there may be a case of quid pro quo here
and that we can prevail upon the Secritary of Defense to provide
some aid and I suppose some Air Force personnel because they would
be the closest, to help these people conduct, this rather important world
shooting championship mateh.
Mr. SIKrs. I would hope so. I would suggest that you maintain contact with the National Board and we, in turn, will discuss the matter
with the individuals at the Secretary level when they are before us. I
think we will have some support on this.
1009 NATIONAL ISATOHES

Colonel HINDs. No. 8 is to authorize limited support of the 1969 national matches. We are in the process now of allowing the National
Rifle Association to conduct four of the five National Board Promotion
Rifle Practice matches at Camp Perry. They consist of the national individual pistol, national individual rifle, national team rifle, and the
national team pistol matches. We could provide them with about a
100-man detail at a cost of about $50,000 in pay and allowances which
would provide the staff of the NRA with some working peoplethere to
support the administration of these particular things. ff these people
were used there they would not be used as target pullers nor would
they be used as ash and trash detail; they would be used strictly in
their own MOS, such as Signal Corps people, basic engineers, clerks,
medical personnel, and so forth.
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FOR

IEM RBPRESENTATIVES

No. 9 is that the Arthur D. Little report recommended that five field
representatives, civilian or military, be authorized for addition to the
DOM staff with duty station in. several Army areas; the rating officer
to be the Director of Civiliani Marksmanship. At the present time if
we were to be criticized by the Congress for any one particular thing,
the one area that the DOM office was weak in, it would be in the area
of supervision; with some 5,500 clubs right now going down to some
3,000 clubs at the end of this fiscal year you can see that with myself
and one other civilian capable of making the club inspections that we
spread ourselves pretty thin. This wilf be at an additional cost of
$50,000, estimating about $10,000 per person.
DCM SALES PROGRAM

No. 10, I would expand the DCM sales program to include all available competitive weapons in the system. Heretofore we have sold
through the DCM sales program all weapons that were declared excess
to the Army's needs. These included M-1 carbines, shotgtnis, pistols
of various types and calibers, and I have no intention of going back to
that particular setup there.
Last year we were allowed only to sell the national match grade M-1
rifle which left out all of the rest of the weapons in the Army inventory. We still have a number of weapons that may be used for competition firing that could be sold were the Secretary of the Army to
release them.
This would mean a return to the U.S. Treasury of some $114,000.
In the past 10 years we have returned through the DOM sales program across the board, some $12 million to the U.S. Treasury.
Mr. SIKES. What is happeningto that surplus now?
Colonel HNDS. Sir, most of the weapons are at Rock Island Arsenal
at the present time.
WEAPONS DESTRUCTrON PROGRAM

Mr. SIHES. What is happening to the destruct program that was
being instituted?
Colonel HINDS. Sir, I understand that the furnace that was so controversial for a while is not yet in operation. I know that we have had
many, many letters complaining about the clubs having to return their
weapons only to be destroyed in the furnace at Rock Island. This is
not the case. These weapons are going into the Army Supply System.
The ones that are national match-type weapons are earmarked so that
they do not lose their identity. In the event that these become available,
of course, we need approval to sell them. One other thing that I might
add is that we run a tighter gun law over a DCM shop than Senator
Dodd ever thought about, putting on anybody. They have to qualify
in so many respects to be able to purchase a gun that it is very difficult
to do. For instance, they must be a member of the DOM affiliated club,
they have a local police check that is made with the cooperation of the
Internal Revenue Service, the Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms Division. In addition to that., they supply us with a certificate notarized
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that they are not an alcoholic or dope fiend, that they are a citizen over
18 years of age and they are a member of the National Rifle Association as require by statute.
Sir, that completes them.
Mr. SIREs. What would bethe cost of the recommended changes?
Colonel HiNDs. The total cost I do not have. I can figure it out.
Mr. SIKES. Provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)
Recommended f widing for marksniatnihipprogram

1. Increase of three civilian spaces in DOM office (1 GS-9--2 0S-4)

$17,000

2. Resume free issue of smallbore rifle targets to all junior clubs and
Junior divisions. (Estimate, 2 bxs tgts/10,000 rounds .22 ammunition=3,600 bxs at $4.50) ------------------------------3. Restore authority to provide free ammunition to competitors in
NBPRP excellence-in-competition ("Leg") events in NRA regional matches and in national matches or national championships. (Average Is 42 matches per year.) -------------------4. Resume awarding of place medals (1st, 2d, 3d) in all NBPRP
"Leg" matches ------------------------------------------5. Restoration of support for U.S. international shooting teams -----6. Authorize limited support of the 1069 national matches--7. The A. D. Little report recommended that five field representatives.
civilian or military, be authorized for addition to the DCM staff.
with duty station in the several Army areas; rating officer to be
the director of civilian marksmanship -----------------------

16,000

18,000
600
20,000
50o,000

50, 000

PHJLA
1. Resume free issue of caliber .22 ammunition to all Junior clubs
and junior divisions. (Estimate 3,000 clubs at 40 members each x
300 rounds per year=30,000,000 rounds at .01 round.) --------Total
-------------------------------------------Income from sales
---------------------------------Net cost to government
EFFECT OF PROORA.

Mr. SI

------------------------------

360,000
531,600
114, 000
417,600

CANOES ON 31ARKSM1ANS1IP TEAMS

S. For the record, prepare for me a statement giving your

estimate of the effect on marksmanship teams' spirit and efficiency as

a result of the limitations which were imposed. Also a similar stateinent on the effect of participation in matches. In other words, are our

teams better or worse than they were prior to those limitations?
(The information follows:)
OVERALL EFFECT

A considerable number of senior members have written at length, describing
the history of their clubs and their accomplishments. and expressing regret and
displeasure at the restrictions imposed by the Army.
It Is, therefore, my opinion that the effectiveness of the entire civilian warksmanship program has been lessened by the 1908 budgetary restrictions. Of the
400,000 persons oil the rolls of the DCM In June 1968, a conservative estimate
would be that at least 80 percent have been or will be directly affected by these
restrictions. Membership as of March 31, 19069, was 348,249.
COMPETITION

In extension of the impact upon clubs. State rifle and pistol associations have
also suffered by the curtailment of support. There are no longer statewide conipetitions in all States to select shooters to represent the States in national com-
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petitions, which, in itself, has a depressing effect on the entire marksmanship
program. Junior shooters of eligible age (16 years) no longer receive training
and assistance in their efforts to "make the State team" because very few State
associations are capable of continuing State programs without government assisttance. (A State team must have two new members every year.) In 1967, some
300 riflemen and 200 pistol shooters participated in local and national competitions as members of State teams sponsored by the NBDRP, whereas in 1908 less
than 50 shooters of any kind engaged in State programs.
Budgetary restrictions have also had a direct impact on club participation in
local and national competitions. In 1966 and 1967, an average of 30 club rifle
teams participated in the national matches, while in 1968, in the national trophy
rifle 'team match at Phoenix, Ariz., only three clubs were represented. This reduction, very simply, is due directly to loss of all Government support other than the
loan of rifle authorized by title 10, United States Code.
From a competitive viewpoint, the following statistics indicate stfll another
impact of the curtailment of D01 support:
OPEN COMPETITION

Year
1967 ------------------------------------------------------------1968 -------------------------------------------------------------

Numberof
tournaments

Numberof
competitors

Average

2,776
2,930

117,261
107,502

42,41
36.12

NBPRP EXCELLENCE-IN.COMPETITION MATCHES (REGIONALS)

1967 -----------------1968 ------------------

Number of
serve
pistol
matches

Number of
civilian
competitors

Average

18

8J8
751

45.4
35.7

21

Number of
service
rifle
matches

Number of
civilian
competitors

18

885

21

702

Average
49.01
33.42

EXCELLENCE-IN-COMPETITION INDIVIDUAL MATCHES (CAMP PERRY, OHIO)

Year
1967 -------------------------------------1968 -------------------------------------

Number of
service pistol
matches

Number of
competitors

Number of
service rifle
matches

- 1

1,371
379

1
1

Number of
competitors
1,707
306

This information indicates, in my opinion, that reduction of the DCOM program
has had a severe impact upon competitive shooting as well as on general marksmanship training with the service rifle and pistol, for although there were more
tournaments conducted in 1967 than in 1968, fewer shooters participated, and If
this trend continues the eventual output will be even fewer and of lesser quality.
SEPARATE APPROPRIATION FOR NBPRP

Mr. SiAES. Prior 'to fiscal 1969 there was a separate appropriation
item for the National Board for 'the Promotion of Rifle Practie. This
was dropped, I suppose, as a part of the program to kill off this activity. Do you consider that from the standpoint of identifying the
program, adding some esprit d'corps to its operation that this separate
appropriation should be reestablished.? Do you think it is significant?
Colonel HINDS. I think it is very significant, Mr. Chairman. If we
had our own appropriation line I know that my morale would increase
100 percent. In addition to that, I am surathatthe entire shooting community would know that the program is being put back in proper perspective, even if there weren't any more money added to it.
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Mr. SIKES. I would like to have placed in the record a comparison
and breakdown of appropriations for fiscal year 1968, fiscal 1969, and
currently estimated fiscal 1970.

General TAYLOR. We will provide that.
(The information follows:)

Fiscal year
Fiscal year
1968 actual 1969 estimate
Personnel compensation ...........................................

$138,461

$42,000

$42,000

Personnel benefits................................................

9,970

3,000

3,000

:

500
150
150
8,293
2,257
2,257
926
250
250
92
343
343
150 ............................

Life Insurance fund ............................................
Retirement fund ..............................................
Health fund ..................................................
FICA ...............................,t.........................
Incentive awards .............................................

104,886

Travel and transportation of persons ................................

NBPRP a0 DCM .............................................
Board members ...........
.

Civilian teams, national matess
ISU
world
PanAm
rkchampionship
n gai
,Pm
Pan.American
m,s,9--1da.
anada ......

......
.....................
manyy
.......
..........

Lea

f Camp Perry, Ohio

Ran

EDPequipment
lo

Other

rvices

....

ackin and hand

..

..
.........

20,175 ............................
1,719
126
4,

.

-...

.........
a
...................
pment and facIlitle.......

....
........

1Maintenance

Spplie~s and mat

ials ....

Office supplie..............I......

Equ ment .........................
q0

Su

ta1 (obligations).

In addition,

-r::.

............

1,150

1,9M ....................
778
200
200
2,So5.00 .....................
138 ...... .....................
838
750
750
324
200
200
53,860

..

2,120
1,000
1,000
10,062 .. ..................
101
50
41,577 .... ..................
....

..................

cipment ............
Na na matches .........
..

- 11150

..
. ..

Badges, medal , and troplle .........
Subscriptions...........--..
Targets.....:
.
.
...................

250
2.300
1,580

...............

4,004

.....

....................

Repair pistol range.................
Stenographic series, national
Maintenance and repair ot offi

250
2,300
1,580

840..
....

2,500

1,000
1,000
5,510
1,500
1,500
75,959
............................
o
. o. ,.o0.
......
.
.... ..
°.
.......

........................
...

2,500

,5.242

Transportation of 1 s ...........................................
Rent,Comm
commun ctins......
ns, and utilities .............

I

Fiscal year
1970 estimate

..........

.....

..... ...................

1,050

2,547

500

312
2,235

500
500
..................

.

370,57

....

4,870 has been taprogramed Into the program from oth or

1,050

152,750

500

52,750

within 0. & M., Army.

Mr. Siise.'
estions, Mr. Rhodes I
Mr. RHODES. N0
ions.
Mr. Suxms. All right. en emen, thanil i you very much.

WEDNSDAY,

OPERATION

AND

MARCH

12, 1969

.MAINTENANC E, ARMY

RESERVE

%AND

OPERATION AND
GUARD

MAINTENANCE]R, ARMY NATIONAL

Mr. MAnHoN. We will now discuss the i%quest for "Operation and

maintenance funds," for the Reserve and Nnationall Guard, Army.
30-088 O--69-pt. 2-22
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The Army Reserve funds are included in the Regular Army budget,
under "Program 2600"; while the funds for the National Guard are a
separate appropriation.
For fiscal year 1970, the Army Reserve is requesting an appropriation of $130.8 million, an increase of $24.9 million over the current
estimates for fiscal year 1969.
The National Guard is requesting an appropriation of $306 million
for fiscal year 1970, an increase of $28.3 million over funds currently
available for fiscal year 1969.
ARMY RESERVE

We will first hear from General Sutton on the Reserve request, to
be followed by General Greenlief for the National Guard. General
Sutton, will you proceed?
General Stn'rok. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it is
a pleasure to present budget program 2600. "Operation and maintenance, Army," for the Army Reserve and ROTC.
This budget provides a wide variety of direct support funds for
operation and maintenance of the U.S. Army Reserve and Reserve
Officers' Training Corps. It includes the employment of civilian personnel, operation and maintenance of facilities, supplies and materials,
procurement and maintenance of equipment, and support of yearround and summer training.
The Army Reserve troop unit program for fiscal year 1970 has an
average strength of 256,264 and end strength of 261,220. The senior
division ROTC will have a beginning enro lment of 150,400 students,
and an estimated 17,523 second lieutenants are expected to be commissioned from the program at end fiscal year.
The fiscal year 1970 request is for $130.7 million, including $112.5
million for the Army Reserve and $18.2 million for ROTC. This is a
net increase of $24.9 million over the revised fiscal year 1969 amount
of $105.8 million. The increase results from equipment maintenance
to upgrade materiel readiness, increased purchase of stock-fund equipment, increased employment of USAR technicians, increase in junior
ROTC instructors and ROTC scholarships, and other minor program
changes. Details by account are as follows:
Account 2609 (base operation). This account finances operation costs
of inactive Army installations used primarily for Army Reserve components field training, direct support/general support maintenance of
USAR equipment, and maintenance of real property facilities. The
request for this account for fiscal year 1970 is $22.3 million, as compared with the revised fiscal year 1969 estimate of $18.8 million. The
$3.6 million increase is for operating costs of inactive installations and
UTSAR centers ($0.7 million), maintenance of USAR equipment ($2.6
million), and civilian personnel compensation ($0.3 million).
Account 2610 (Army Reserve and ROTC administration). This account finances elements of the Army Reserve program such as unit adviser operations, supply management, recruting, information, civilian personnel, and inspection activities. The request for this account
for fiscal year 1970 is $3.2 million which is a decrease of $0.6 million
from the revised fiscal year 1969 estimate of $3.8 million. This is primarily the result of relocating funds for ROTC information and recruiting activities from this account to BPA 2640 to better display

ROTC costs.
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Account 2620 (Reserve duty training activities). This account supports expenses incident to conducting Reserve duty training at Army
Reserve centers, logistical programs, civilian technicians for USAR
units, publications, USAR school support operation of aircraft, procurement of PC' and expendable supplies, and equipment maintenance activities. The fiscal year 1970 request for this account is $79
million, as compared with the revised fiscal year 1969 amount of $60.6
million. The increase of $18.4 million will provide additional stockfund equipment ($8 million), increased UAR technicians ($6.7 million), organizational equipment maintenance ($0.7 million), and increase support ($3 million) in operation and trainbig activities, operating supplies, and transportation.
The technicians funded by this 2620 account accomplished the daily
staff, administrative, supply and maintenance activities necessary for
the effective operation and training of units. They constitute a practical and effective method of providing the support which is essential
to the readiness of our Reserve units. A total of 6,127 civilian technicians are requested for fiscal year 1970.
Account 2630 (Active duty training activities). This account supports Army Reserve summer camp training, to include opening and
closing mission costs and the pay of civilian personnel. Also included
are costs for travel for Active Army personnel in support of annual
field training, operating supplies and maintenance of equipment in
active duty trinin'. Our fiscal year 1970 request of $7.9 million is an
increase of $1.1 million over the revised fiscal year 1969 estimate, primarily for increased use and maintenance of euipment and per diem
for USAIt personnel on short tours of active duty in support of summer camp ol:ierations and training.
Account 2640 (ROTC activities). This account provides for the
operation and training of ROTC units at educational institutions and
summer camp training. The request for fiscal year 1970 is $18.2 milat,
lion, an increase of $2.4 million over the revised fiscal year 1969 estimate of $15.8 million. This increase provides additional scholarships
for ithe senior division ($0.9 million) and the contractual hire of additional retired military personnel for the junior division ($0.4 million), both BP2600, 0. & M.A. programs of which were authorized in
Public Law 88-647, the "Reserve Officers' Training Corps Vitalization
Act of 1964." Funds for ROTC information and recruiting are included in this account for fiscal year 1970 in the amount of $0.6 milthe activation and operation of new senior division and
lion,
juniorand
division
units adds about $0.5 million in supply, equipment.,
and operating costs.
For this budget I believe a summarization is apl)ropriate at this
piont. The increase requested for fiscal year 1970 is $24.9 million,
which I consider absolutely essential.
The Army Reserve has long received operation and maintenance
support oni a basis that provided very little improvement in materiel
and support readiness. We now have only 66 percent of our unit technicians. These employees are the only full-time support available to
Army Reserve units, and they are vital to unit readiness and training.
There is a heavy and full-4me workload that simply cannot be deferred or ignored. On its effective and timely accomplishment rests a
good part of the fundamental readiness of units. This fiscal year 1970
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budget increases technician support from 66 percent to 90.7 percent
and provides
of the
6,755 fiscal ofyear
1970 requirement.
I simply
cannot overem6,127
phasize
the criticality
providing
'this manpower
suport.to ui'lts. In the vast majority of cases the technicians to be hired
(luring fiscal year 1970 will aiso be military members of the units they
serve. Thus, the technician program provides vital unit support to
units while on both Reserve duty and active duty for training, and
during both peacetme and mobilization/deployment..
In stock fund equipment., we now have about 55 percent of our requirement arid this fiscal year 1970 bud t will improve ithe units to
68 percent of the requirement. While sI1 substantially below our full
need, the fiscal year 1970 increase is an essential step in our effort to
fulfill our requirement.
The training and materiel readiness of many of our units has been
less than satisfactory in past years due to inadequate quantities of mission equipment, use of obsolete and nonstandard equipment, the advanced age of much of our equipment, and deferred maintenance. I an
pleased to report to you that we are now receiving increased quantities of new or modern equipment and that an accelerated program of
equipment maintenance is budgeted for fiscal year 1970 toward eliminating our backlog of equipment maintenance and insuring that the
modern equipment coming into our inventory is kept in combat deployable condition.
'these three vital requirements of technicians, equipment, and maintenance, and their direct and related costs, primarily account for the
fiscal year 1970 fund increase. It is correct to state that this fiscal year
1970 budget and the increased funds for readiness improvement represent a definite increment in compliance with Public Law 90-168, "Reserve Forces Bill of Rights and Vitalization Act," signed into law on
December 1, 1967.
Mr.Chairman, this completes my statement.
Mr. MAHON. We will now hear from General Greenlief.

ARmy

NATIONAL GUARD

General GREENLIEF. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
it. is my pleasure to appear before you at this time to report further
upon the functions and activities of the Army National Guard. At my
last ap earance before this committee it was my pleasure to discuss

most. o our overall responsibilities and specifically those relating to

the budget estimates for National Guard personnel, Army.

My purpose today is to present the fiscal year 1970 "Operation and
maintenance, Army National Guard," budget request of $306 million,
which provides the administrative and logistic support to Army National Guard units necessary to accomplish their training program. I
will discuss briefly those major programs which relate to this appropriation.
TECHNICIAN PROGRAM

The National Guard Technician Act of 1968 has greatly improved

our technician program. Efficiency and effectiveness in unit administration, supply, and operation of all Guard units, largely the -work of
the technician personnel, is to a great extent responsible for maintaining and heightening the readiness required by mobilization plans and
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deployment schedules. For fiscal year 1969 the employment authorization is 24,417, providing for 19,416 Wilt., logistical, and headquarters
technicians, 4,7 1 in the air defense onsite program and 230 in military
support. to civil authorities. These numbers do not include an estimated 300 technicians employed on a reimbursable basis for TIterervice MainitenAnce Support Agreements.
For fiscal year 1970 the technician program is 24,614, providing for
19,013 logistical and headquaters technicians, 4,771 in the ai' defense
onsite progiin and 230 in military support to civil authorities. Again
these figures do not, include an estiomat&l 300 reimbursable technicians.
AIR DFF NSE

The Army National Guard Air Defense units enjoyed their most
successful year in operational performance during fiscal year 1968
since entering the program. Outstanding achievements included winning both Aradcom commander's trophies for Nike Hercules units.
A battery from Ohio won the outstanding Nike Hercules Battery in
Aradcom trophy, and two batteries, one from Missouri and one from
Pennsylvania shared the outstanding Nike Hercules Firing Battery in
Short. Notice Annual Praotice competition by achieving perfect scores.
For the first. time in Conus Nike Hercules history, Guard units received perfect scores on two major evaluation inspections. Guard units
also received nine of the 17 "E" awards for excel lence in combat proficiency presented to air defense units.
Involved in these outstanding accomplishments were one group
headquarters, 15 battalion headquarters, and 50 fire units. The 44 fire
units in the continental United States comprised
- percent of the
Nike Hercules fire units in the U.S. Army Air Defense Command. The
six fire units in Hawaii provide the only Nike Hercules air defense for
that State.
SUPPORT OF FACILITIES

Federal funds in the amount of $4.5 million were provided in fiscal
year 1969 under 55 separate service contracts with the States to op er-

ate, maintain, and repair the nonarmory facilities of the Army Nationel Guard.
These funds provided for facilities operating costs including utilities, and for maintenance and repair of nonarmory facilities such as
offices and warehouses of the U.S. Property and Fiscal Officer, combined support maintenance shops, organizational maintenance shops
and hangars for .the care and safeguarding of Federal property.
In addition to funding under service contracts, Federal funds in
the amount of $0.5 million were provided to support 160 repairs and
utilities projects for minor new construction, alteration, extension, and
relocation of nonarmory facilities.
Federal funds in the amount of $100,000 were provided to support
States in the maintenance and repair of 51 approved known distance
rifle ranges.

Also, the costs of opening, operating, and closing field training sites
amount to $4.5 million annually. These funds support Federal and
State operated annual field training sites. Additionally, $1.8 million
supports costs of weekend training sites.
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EQUIPMENT

Reorganization of the Army National Guard included establishment

of SRF II and generated a priority requirement for distribution of
additional equipment assets to those units concerned. This initial SRF
su)port. task was in addition to continuance of SRF I support thrOuh1
the latter half of fiscal year 1968. Materiel readiness status and tte
overall Army National Guard equipment inventory was gradually
raised through distribution of new items and increased emphasis on
improving the equipment maintesince posture. Isue priority designators for requisitioning repair parts were changed to provide a
quicker response to the needs of the user. At. the same 4im, 179 A-ton
trucks'and 550 5-ton trucks are currently being reconditioned by Army
depots for the ARNG.
MEDICAL SERVICF8

Maximum emphasis is placed upon obtaining excellent medical support for the Army National Guard to insure the maintenance of a high
degree of medical fitness at all times.
In May 1968 there were 12,234 Army National Guardsmen mobilized. During the alert. period, these personnel had been medically
reevaluated to determine their fitness for active duty. Two officers, one
warrant officer, and 159 enlisted men, or 1.2 percent of the 12,922 alerted
for mobilization were found to-be medically unfit and, therefore, not
mobilized for active duty.
Fund support for the medical services provided for the Army National Guard does not come from this alpropriation. Our requirements
are included in the "Operation and maintenance, Army,"- appropriation. In fiscal year 1968, obligations for medical examinations and
medical care were $0.6 million. In fiscal year 1969 the program is $0.9
million.
BUDOBT PROJECT SUMMARIES

The fiscal year 1970 "Operation and maintenance, Army National
Guard," request is contained within four major projects totaling $306
million, an increase of $28.3 million over the fiscal year 1969 program
of $277.7 million.
TRAINING OPERATIONS

This provides for the costs of the activities directly contributing to
the training mission needs of our units. These include the pay costs for
7,387 technicans, who provide the administrative and training support,
unit training supplies, trophies and awards, Army advisor travel, and
opening, operating, and closing costs at State field training camps. The
estimate for this project is $'(0.5 million, an increase of $2.7 million,
compared to the fiscal year 1969 program of $67.8 million, due to the
return of mobilized technicians and the full year implementation of the
National Guard Technician Act of 1968.
AIR DEFENSE OPERATIONS

The funds needed for this project are estimated at $47.2 million and
provide the pay costs of the 4,771 air defense technicians and the
services, supplies, and equipment required to maintain and operate
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onsite locations. The request is an increase of $2.2 million over the
fiscal year 1969 program of $45 million and is attributable to a full year
iml)lenentation of the National Guard Technician Act of 1968.
LOGISTICAL SUPPORT

The funds requested for this project are the pay costs for 11,567
technicians who are employed in organization and field maintenance
shops as well as those in the offices of the U.S. Property and Fiscal
Officers, the l)rocurement costs of stock funded equipment, repair parts,
petroleum products, transportation of equipment and supplies, comnmunication services, the cost of opening, operating, and closing Federal
campsites, and the cost of service contracts with the States. This
project, estimated at $173.9 million, is an increase of $22.2 over the
fiscal year 1969 program of $151.7 million. The increase is a result of
a one-time upgrading of ARNG equipment of $15.2 million, Wage
Board increases, increased manning level and the full year implementation of the National Guard Technicians Act.
HEADQUARTERS AND COMMAND SUPPORT

This project supports National GuardBureau activities, the employnient of 181 civilians for these activities, 659 technicians authorized
State headquarters and 230 technicians for military support to civil
authorities, our recruiting, publicity and community relations programs, procurement of official blank forms and publications, and reimbursement to the Post Office Department for postal charges. It also
provides for reimbursement to the Department of Labor for payments
made under the provisions of the Federal Employees Compensation
Act. This project is estimated at $14.4 million, an increase of $1.2
million over the fiscal year 1969 program of $13.2 million which is
attributable to full year for the Technician Act and the increased costs
of the National Guard Computer Center.
SUMMARY

The funds requested will provide the support essential to the training programed for Army National Guard units in fiscal year 1970.
Our mission is to provide trained units and qualified officers and men
to attain and maintain premobilization readiness required by mobilization plans and deployment schedules. The Army National Guard has
maintained and is maintaining a high degree of premobilization
readiness.
This concludes my statement. I will be happy to answer, to the best
of my ability, questions which the committee members may ask.
AnMY R sF v

AND

ROTC ACTrviTnnS

Mr. GARRITY. We will insert
in the record at this point the summary
funds.
justification page for reserve
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, ARMY-ARMY RESERVE AND ROTC
lin thousands of dollars)

Estimate

Actual
fiscal
year
1968

Fiscal 1969
year

Fiscal 1970
year

2 ,889
14,053
50.213
7.183
13,092

18,716
3,768
60 607
6.829
15,838

22.343
3,234
79.044
7,947
18,166

......................

111,430

105,818

130,734

Personnel requirements:
Average number of all
employes ...............................
Number ofemployees at end of year .........................
Total personal service obligations ...............................

8,299
8,827
$57,097

7,0j6
7,518
$52,704

7,852
9,017
$59,392

Title
Base operations ..................................................
Army Reserve and ROTC administration .............................
Reserve duty training activities ................................ .
Active duty training activities ................................ .
ROTC activities ..................................................
Total ....... .....................

INCREASE, FOR ATOCK-FTNDF.I)

EQUII1MN'I--IESERVE

Afr. GARRITY. General Sutton, you are asking an additional $8 million for stock-funded equipment. Since you have stated that 155,172
members of the Reserve Forces will he in active duty training durilig
fiscal year 1970, why do you need this large increase for stock-funde(l
equipment?
General Suvro.. We need the increase of stock-funded equipment
for our units. It. has nothing to do with tlhe fact. that, an average
of 20,324 trit members will be in REP training during the year. For
fiscal 1968, we had approximately 150 percent of our stock-fund equipment, and we intend to-provide required equipment just. as rapidly as
possible, and the equipment. we have in t.is budget is the inrent
for fiscal year 1970.
It. relates to the existing units and the existing shortage. We have
a requirement for 135.9 million, of which we have about. $70 million on
h1a1nd.
Mr. GMiry. This is generally to build up your stock-fund equipment?
General SuTroN. Needed equipment for unit readiness, yes.
Mr.GITY. WillO .ouprovido
for the recorda schedule showing
the balance of your stock-fund equipment for the last 3 years?
General Suwox. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

The total fiscal year 1970 stock-funded equipment requirement for this budget

is $135.9 million. The actual and estimated year-end balances on hand are as

follows:

Fiscal year 1907 (actual)
Fiscal year 1068 (actual)

Fiscal year 1960 (estimated)

MitHon

------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------

$61.8
03. (1

75. (

ARMY RESERVE TECIINICTAN8

Mr. GARRITn.
You are asking for the additional employment of
1,627 teehiicians at. an increastd cost of $6.7 million. Why do you need
so many additional technicians?
General SuTTOr. We actually need more techniciains than that. That
is all I could get approved for 1970. We need 6,755 technicians. This
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has been verified by two high-level study groups. We have 1,627 as
the increase for 1970 and, hopefully, we 'will get, the balance of thern
in 1971.
Mr. GARITY. What. study groups were they?
General Surrrox. One was a study group directed by the Chief of
Staff, and the other was a study group directed by the Under SecretalTy of the Army.
Mr. Gmtrmr'g.
Since you are not increasing the overall strength of the
Reserve, why would 3;ou need so nny additional technicians? When
you got along with 4,500 for the last. several years, why (1o you need
such at largo increase?
'
"
"
Gene~mFSuvrow. In my opinion we have not been tting ,long very
well the last, several years with only 60 p3reett of required technicins.
This shortage of technicians has" impacted severely on mobilization
readiness, maintenance of authorized unit strength satisfaotory administration, equipment maintenance, and has resulted in unreasonable requirements for unit members to perform these functions on their
own t-me as well as taking some of them out of training to cope with
the workload for which telhicians are required. The Army Reserve
has needed and has requested substantially more technicians that 4,500
in recent years, and both the Congress anA DOD have approved larger
numbers. Circumstances connected with the major reorganization of
the Army Reserve during the past several yeirs has made it. impossible
for us to eml)oy the reduced numbers authorized and has kept Army
Reserve technician support at. such a substandard level. The. requested
fiscal year 1970 technician progrIam provides compliance with -Public
Law 90-168, and will bring the Army Reserve ul) to the same percentago of technician support provided tli Army National Guard. rhe e
technicians are the only full-time support. available to Army Reserve
units, and they are vital to proper management. unit readiness and
training. There is a heavy and full-time workload that simply cannot
be deferred or ignored. On its effective aid timely accomplishment
rests an important part. of the fundamental readiness of the Arny
Reserve. This fiscal year 1970 budget increases technician support. from
66 percent to 90.7 percent. and provided 6,127 of the 0,755 fiscal year
1970 requirement.. I simply cannot overeml)hasize the urgent. necessity
of providing this manpower support to units.
Mr. GARRITY. It is to fill all existing backlog?
General SurroN. That is right. We are trying now to got. technicians that we have long needed.
EVFFECT OF 1,iVENUE AN)

EXPENDITURE CONTROL ACT ON A RMY RESERVE
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT

Mr. GARITY. To what extent did the Army Reserve reduce civilian
employment as a result of the Revenue and
lxpenditure Control Act,
of 19681
(The information follows:)
The fiscal year 1069 President's budget Included 5,187 technicians for end
fiscal year 1908 and 5,045 for end fiscal year 1969. The fiscal year 1068 major
reorganization created toriulenee, ncertainty. and other conditions that resutled In Army Ieserve tetlmhilnn employment beig only 4,560 at end fiscal
year 1068. As a result of Public Law 00-304, the end fiscal year 1009 technician
program has been reduced from 5,045 to 4,500, therefore the fiscal year 1069

reduction as a result of the public law will be approximately 545.
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AIRCRAFT RENTAL

Mr. GARITY. Will you explain to the committee why the Reserves
are requesting $731,000 for the rental of aircraft?
General SUTrON. In the Army Reserve we have not had the aircraft
that we require for our units. As an interim measure, we train our
pilots in rental aircraft so they can get their flight hours to maintain
ight proficency. This item is related to that requirement.
Mr. GARRITY. Will you submit for the record a schedule showing
the amount expended for this activity for the last 3 years?
General SuTToN. All right, sir.
(The information follows:)
Actual and estimated aircraft rental costs are as follows:
Fiscal year 1067 (actual)
---------------------------------Fiscal year 1968 (actual)
----------------------------------Fiscal year 1969 (estimated)
--------------------------------

$407,000
400,000
649,000

ROTC COSTS

Mr. GARRITY. For the ROTC program, you are asking for an increase
of $5.074 million over the actual obligations incurred for fiscal year
1968. Since you have indicated that the numbers participating in this
program are actually decreasing, why are you asking for this additional money?
a
General HANNUM. We are adding 15 additional units this year over
last year. That is part of the cost. We are slowly phasing up to our congressional authorization of 5,500 scholarships. We have 4,000 this year.
Next year this will increase to 4,750. We are also increasing our number
of junior ROTC units. We have some 528 on the books now, and we are
going to around 640 next year. This accounts for most of the increase.
Mr. GARRITY. How much of this will 'be used for the employment of
additional civilian employees?
General HANNUM. Very little, if any.
Can you answer that, Mr. Pethtal ? How much of the increase for
ROTC will be in the employment of additional civilian employees?
Mr. PETHTAL. None of it.
Mr. GARtrry. For the record, will you break down what this additional increase in costs is associated with ?
General HANNUMf. Yes, sir.

(The inform ation follows:)

The increase of $5,074,000 is for the following:
Increase of 1,819 scholarships (Public Law 88-647) ----------

$1,700,000

Increase of 134 OFF and 511 NOO retired military personnel
under contractual hire of Junior Division instructors (Public
Law 88-647)
--------------------------------------1,988,000
Increase of 465 student enrollment for flight training ----------371,000
ROTC program costs for revised ROTC developmental curricu-

lum study starting fiscal year 196------------------------

Increase for information and recruiting due only to internal
transfer from BPA 2610 into this account for fiscal year 1070. In
fiscal year 1069 and earlier this cost was BPA 2610 ----------Additional Senior Division units --------------------------Total

---------------------------------------------

213,000

590, 000
118,000
5,074,000

NATIONAL GUARn ACTIVInTs

Mr. GARRITY. We will insert various pages from the National Guard
justification in the record at this point.

DEPARMNT OF THE ARMY
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
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Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)
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Program by Activities:
Direct obligations

1. Training operations ...................................
2. Air defense operations ................................
3. Logistical support ....................................

65,931
39,698
125,675

67,794
44,963
151,686

70,545
47,219
173,891

4.

Headquarters and command support ......................
Total direct obligations ............................
Reimbursable obligations

10,371
241A675

13.221
277.664

14.345
306.000

1. Training operations ...................................
2. Air defense operations ................................
3. Logistical support ....................................
4. Headquarters and cam-nnd support ......................
Total reimbursabl.e obligations ......................
Total obligations ...................................
Financing:

227
13
2,723

390
10
2,800

71

3,034
244,709

390
10
2.800

-

-

3,200
280,864

3,200
309,200

Receipts and reimbursements from:

11

Federal funds ...........................................

-

3,019

-

3,192

-

3,192

14
25

Non-Federal sources 1/ ..................................
Unobligated balance lapsing ...............................
udge authorit;y2... ......................................

-

15

-

8

-

.242,828

277,664

8
306,000

241,000

264,664

306,000

Budget authority:
40 Appropriation .............................................
42 Transferred from: "National Guard Personnel, Army"
(P.L. 90-392) ...........................................

43 Appropriation (adjusted) ..................................
44.10 Proposed supplemental for Wage Board ...................
44.20 Proposed supplemental for Class Act ....................
44.30 Proposed supplemental for National Guard Technician Act
1968 ............
..........................
1/ Reimbursements from non-Federal sources are derived from

commercial carriers for property lost and/or damaged in
I
transit (31 U.S.C. 489a).

1153

1,828
242,828
-

-

-

264,664
2,950
4,650

306,000
-

5,400

h.

-
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Relation of obligations to outlays:
71 Obligations incurred, net..................................
72 Obligated balance, start of year ..........................
74 Obligated balance, end of year (-)........................
77 Adjustments in expired accounts ...........................
90 Outlays, excluding supplemental for civilian pay act
increase and National Guard Technician Act 1968 ...........
90.10 Outlays from Wage Board supplemental ...................
90.20 Outlays from Class Act supplemental .....................90.30 Outlays from National Guard Technician Act 1968 ........

241,675
23,967
- 21,051
860
-

1969

-

f
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277,664
21,051
24,715
-

•

306,000
24,715
- 30,715
-

243,731
-

261,600
2,900
4,500
5,000

299,400
50
150
400

1,369
174,618
175,998
8,806
2,719
2,979
3,600
1,005
10,987
27,161
8,149
86
185
241,675

1,371
194,600
39
5
196,015
13,266
2,966
6,015
4,323
1,121
10,916
30,941
11,766
100
235
277,664

1,765
203,291
39
5
205,100
16,495
2,651
11,087
4,141
1,121
11,026
36,721
17,222
100
336
306,000

2,122
351
11
14
243
293
3.034

2,021
106
15
13
425
620
3,200

2,021
106
15
13
425
620
3,200

Object Classification
11.1
11.3
11.5
12.1
21.0
22.0
23.0
24.0
25.0
26.0
31.0
32.0
42.0

Personnel compensation:
Permanent positions...............................
Permanent positions, technicians /................
Positions other than permanent.....................
Other personnel compensation .......................
Total personnel compensation ......................
Personnel benefits: Civilian ........................
Travel and transportation of persons.................
Transportation of things..........................
Rent, communications and utilities.................
Printing and reproduction .........................
Other services ....................................
Supplies and materials.............................
Equipment.....................................
Lands and structures..............................
Insurance claims and indemnities ...................
Total direct obligationso....
................

Reimbursable obligations:
11.0
Personnel compensation..............................
Personnel benefits..................................
12.0
21.0
Travel and transportation of persons.................
Rent, communications and utilities...................
23.0
25.0
Other services......................................
26.0
Supplies and materials ..............................
Total reimbursable obligations...................

99.0
obliga-tons.made......
.....
7.
-- SalariesTotal
for technicians
Federal employees
in January 1969 by Public Law 90-486 have been inclfuued
under object class 11.1 for comparability.

PERSONNEL SUMMARY
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24,795
24,571
155
Number of permanent Pederal positions .........................
23,740
Number of permanent non-Federal positions .....................
24,795
24,571
23,895
Total number of permanent positions ......................
4
4
Full-time equivalent of other positions .......................
24,731
12,263
160
Average number of Federal employees ...........................
12,109
23,451
Average number of non-Federal employees .......................
24,731
24,372
23,611
Average number of all employees ..........................
8.3
7.6
9.1
Average GS grade ..............................................
$8,217
$8,126
$8,979
Average GS salary .............................................
$8,360
$7,951
Average salary of ungraded positions ..........................
_
$8,121
$7,540
Average salary of non-Federal positions ....................... ..
For expenses of training, organizing, and administering the Army National Guard, including maintenance,
operation, and repairs to structures and facilities;_hire of passenger motor vehicles; personal services in
the National Guard Bureau and services of personnelLof the National Guard employed as civilians without regard to their military rank, and the number of caretakers authorized to be employed under provisions of (1)
law (32 U.S.C. 709), and those/ necessary to provide reimbursable services for the military departments
than mileage),(2)
L, may be such as is deemednecessary by the Secretary of the Arrmy/; travel expenses (other
as authorized by law for Army personnel on active duty; for Army National Guard division, regimental, and
battalion conanders while inspecting units in compliance with National Guard regulations when specifically
authorized by the Chief, National Guard Bureau; supplying and equipping the Army National Guard of the
several States, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia, as authorized by law; and
expenses of repair, modification, maintenance, and issue of supplies and equipment (including aircraft);
(3)(4)
L$264,664,000/ $306,000,000 of which not less than $1,900,000 shall be available only for the
maintenance of real property facilities: Provided, that obligations may be incurred under this appropriation without regard to section 107 of title 32, United States Code. (5 U.S.C. 3101; 10 U.S.C. 261-280,
2231-2238, 2511, 4651; 32 U.S.C. 701, 702, 709; 60 Stat. 810; Department of Defense Appropriation Act,
1969.)
1. and 2.

Deletion as result of P. L. 90-486.

3.

Deletion of FY 1969 appropriation.

4.

FY 1970 appropriation request.
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Training Operations ...................................................
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Bass operations.....................................................
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Operating services and supplies and travel of personnel..............
Operatio and maintenance of facilites ................................

37,814
357
1 527

42,962
503
1,498

45,491
374
1.354

Total...........................

39.698

44,963

47.219

Battalions Operation On-Site (end-of-year)
Nike-Hercules (CONJS)............................................
Nike-Hercules (Havaii) ...........................................
Total ...........................
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Travel and transportation of personnel .........
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Organizational clothing and equipment .................................
Repair parts, materials and contractual services .......................
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Transportion services ...............................................
mtcaton services ............
..............................
Other supplies, equimnt and services ................................
Base operations .......................................................
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5,437
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100,966
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National Guard bureau activities ......................................
State hoadquarte-s activities.........................................
Military support to civil authorities ..............................
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Other operating costs .................................................
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LOGISTIC SUPPORT PROORAMS-NATIONAh, GUARD

Mr. GARRITY. For the record, will Genoral Greenlief provide an
answer to this question: Tho National Guard is r~pesting an increase
of $28.336 million in operation and mpinienithbe funds. Of this

amount, $22.2015 million is for logistiv support progmms. Why is there
such a large nicres in this program activity
General Gat:NiIErm . I can answer it now, sir, or for the record.
Mr. GARRITY. For the record, will be fine.

(The information follows:)
The increase in the logistic support program Is made up of the following:
a. Full year implementation of the National Guard Technician Act
of 1068
---------------------------------------$2,541,000
b. Increase in technician man-years and fiscal year 1900 wage board
increases
--------------------------------------8, 671,000
c. Increased procurement of stock funded equipment -----------2,001,000
d. Procurement of repair parts for one-time up-grading of Army
National Guard equipment and for increased usage of equipment as a result of a higher average strength -------------, 806, 000
P. Increase in PO, due to higher average strength -------------488, 000
f.Increase in transportation for shipment of equipment to Army
depots for rebuild and return to the user---------072, 000
0-----g. Decrease in miscellaneous supplies anti services primarily In
the automatic data processing area at the State level-_------ (-)959, 000
NATIONAL GUARD TECIINICIAN8

Mr. GAnlIT'. Is the National Guard requesting any additional teehneians for fiscal year 1970?
Oeal! GRsENLI.F'. Only 197, sir, and those are the technicians in
the units that were mobilized.
Mr. GARRITY. You mention that the Guard is employing 230 techni'ians to support, its civil authorities. For the record, when did you
1e)in j)erforiling this activity, and what support, do you render?
1eneoral GmEENFx1F.

Yes, sir.

(The itnforination follows.)
In June 1004 the Secretary of the Army delegated to the National Guard the
responsibility for coordination, planning and controlling of all resources made
available by all services for military support to civil authorities. To accomplish
this mission, the Adjutant General in each State; and the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico was provided from three to eight technicians based on the assigned
strength of the combined Army and Air Notional Guard in the State. These
technicians are resposilble for all planning in connection with the handling of
civil disaster emergencies, civil disturbance emergencies, atnd natural and major
disasters.

Mr. GARRI'Y. You also mention that the Guard employs 300 tech-

nicians on a reimbursable basis for interservice maintenance support

agreements. When did the Guard begin providing this service, and
what duties do these technicians perform ?
General OGm'NImxv. Sir, this is a program which has been in effect
for about 6 or 7 years. These are personnel who are hired as technicians. They are not paid for from Guard appropriations. They are
paid from the appropriations of the service whieh they support.
For example, we 1-re technicians in the Army Guard to
maintonance work on lISAR and Active Army equipment. Their funds are
not iI our appropriation. They are reimbursed to us.
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Mr. GARP Y. Do these 800 technicians we are discussing here perform any duties related to activities or operations of the Guard?
General GREENLIEF-. No, sir. Tley are employed in our shops to do
work for these other agencies. This is also a program we have in the
Air National Guard.
Mr. GAmu'rry. Are they managed by the Guard? Is that the principal
reason they am there?
General GREENIr.F. Yes, sir; plus the fact that we have the shops
and we have the overhead personnel. It is actually a saving to the
Government, in that it, utilizes our shops and our overhead personnel.
These are, in the main, mechanical-type personnel, who do the maintenance.
Unfortunately, they count, against our total number of technicians
as applied to the National Guard Technician Act ceiling of 42,500.
Mr. GARRITY.

That is my next question. The Nationa lGuard Tech-

nicians Act of 1968, Public Law 90-486, limits the number of technicians which the Guard may employ to 42 500. Do you know the total
number of technicians currently employed by both the Army and the
Air Guard?
General GREENWLIjF. Yes, sir. The fiscal year 1970 budget provides
for a total of 42,923 technicians, which includes 300 reimbursable
technicians in the Army Guard program and 395 techniqiAns in the
Air National Guard program. So, there are 695 technicians in our
program who are performing services for other services and other
components, and those 695 count toward the total of 42,923.
Mr. GAuTY. Are they included in the ceiling?

General

GREENLIEF.

UnfortUnately, they are, sir, and that makes

our total 400 above the ceiling provided by the law. This is not. the
place to seek relief, I understand, but it does create. a problem in that
these people are not working for us and yet they count against our
ceiling, sir.
Mr. GARITY. What is your figure at the current time? How many
technicians do you have?

General

GREENLiEF.

The current employment in the Army National

Guard is very close to the figure of 24,417. On the Air National Guard,
there are in the 1970 budget 17,614. I cannot answer directly to the
onboard strength, because there are some force structure problems
occurring in the Air Guard that would change the number. I can provide the number forlhe record sir.
(The information fOllows:)
The onboard strength for the Air National Guard technicians as of the end
of January 1969 Is 15,825.

Mr. GARur. Are you technically in violation of the law at this

time?

General GRENLIEF. No, sir.

Mr. GARRTY. Will you be in 1970?

General

GREENLIEF.

If we employed all of these personnel on any

given day, we would be in technical violation of the law. Obviously,
if we have no relief, we will not violate the law. We will have 400
positions vacant.
Mr. GARRITY. What do you propose to do about it?
General GREENLIEF. Sir, I would hope that General Wilson Chief
of the National Guard Bureau, in subsequent testimony might be able
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to bring this problem to the attention of the House and Senate Armed
Services Committees. We would be hopeful of a language change
which would exclude these reimbursable technicians from our ceiling.
I would consider this to be an oversight in the discussion last year of
the Technician Act. I am sure the committee was not made aware of
the fact of these reimbursable technicians.
Frankly, we did not think ilbout it until we started counting all the
numbers. Since these people are not in our budget, we do not normally
count them in our numbers.
Mr. GARR=T. Will there be any change required in our legislation
because of this?

General

GREEN Iw.

No appropriation act language is required.

Appropriation act language has sometimes in the past been used as
an exception to other law. I would hope that the subject will come up
during the authorization hearings. We do need relief from this. Our
alternative might be to have to deny the mission we perform for
the other services.
Mr. GARRITY. We will consider that after the authorization legislation is passed.
General GREENLIEF. It does not affect the dollars. It is just the
authority to employ.
REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE CONTROL ACT EFFECT ON
GUARD CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT

NATIONAL

Mr. GARRiY. Did the National Guard Bureau reduce their civilian
employment during fiscal year 1969 in compliance with the requirements of the Revenue and Expenditur6 Control Act?
You may answer that for the record.
General GREEN.LIEF. Three people, yes, sir.
REPAIR PARTS, MATERIEL, AND CONTRACTUAL SERVICES

Mr. GARRITY. What caused the requirement for repair parts and
materiel and for contractual services to increase by $9,300,000 in
fiscal year 1970?

General

GREENLIEF.

Sir, our repair parts program has been inade-

quate to maintain-our equipment at a combat serviceable level. The
increase provided in flscal year 1970 is provided to raise the standard
of our equipment from a training serviceable level to a combat serviceable level.
In the training serviceable level, we operate equipment with torn
or missing tarps, with a cracked rear view mirror, and things of that
sort. We ol)erate them at the minimum level that. we can safely
operate. This does not meet the requirements for combat usage or
deployment of the vehicles. We have a serious parts shortage this year,
1969.
TRANSPORTATION COSTS FOR NATIONAL GUARD

Mr. GARRITY. For the record, will you tell us why your transportation costs are increasing by $5 million during 1970?
General GREEIF. I can answer it quickly, sir. It is to provide for
the shipment. of equipment. back to Army depots for repair. It is a
part of this same upgrading program.
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Mr. GARiTY. Isn't that a considerable increase
General

GREENLIEF.

Yes, sir. That is part of this overall upgrading

program. This will be shipment of equipment we now have on hand,
back to depots for rebuild. It costs a lot of money to ship equipment.
It is there and back, sir.
AU T OMATIC DATA PROCESSING-NATIONAL

GUARD

Mr. GARRITY. How much is the Guard requesting for the rental of

ADP and associated equipment for fiscal year 1970?
General GREFNLIEF. In the National Guard Bureau automatic data
processing, we have National Guard Bureau costs to operate the
small center we have at the NASSIF building, plus we have costs
for the rental of equipment in the States. Within our center in fiscal
year 1970, we are requesting $110,000 for equipment rentals. Within
the States, we are asking for $1,017,000 for equipment rental. That
is a slight. decrease in the rental of equipment in State operations over
1969.
Mr. GARRrrY. What is that-a refund to the States?

General GRI.ENuEF. No, sir. This is a case where we have eight
card processors that are establishing this year. This is one of the
few times that progress seems to save some money. This is a more
complicated, more capable piece of equipment, and we are able to
replace several other items of equipment by installing this. We are
saving some money by installing more complicated equipment and
eliminating a greater number of items of less complicated equipment.
Mr. GARurry. For the record, will you tell us the types of ADP

equipment you are using and also the total cost for operation of ADP
equipment in the Guard budget?
General GREENLIEF. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

Within the Army National Guard there are 52 data processing Installations

at State level and a computer center In support of National Guard Bureau headquarters. These activities have the following types of ADP equipment.
NATIONAL GUARD COMPUTER CENTER

Key punch

Printer punch, reader and eight key

Sorter

Memory expansion to 24 key

Verifier

memory for control precision

Collator
Channel expansion
Accounting machine
Magnetic tape slaves
Reproducer
Magnetic tape master
Interpreter'
Univac 1060 III system with eight key
memory I
I Government owned.
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STATE DATA PROCESSING INSTALLATIONS

Key punch
Verifier
Sorter
Collator
Accounting machine

Reproducer
Interpreter
Calculator
Card processors
NGCC

Fiscal year 1970:
Annual rental ind maintenance costs..........................................
ADP paper supplies andcards ................................................
Other supplies and services .........................................
Personnel costs ............................................................

State

$122,000
$1,017,000
50000
150,000
101:000.........
. 708,000
2,000,000

The increase In personnel costs In fiscal year 1970 for the National Guard
Computer Center relates to additional personnel who are developing programs
for a new generation of equipment which will come Into use In fiscal year 1971
and fiscal year 1972. The personnel at State level are Army National Guard
technicians.

Mr. GARRITY. How nuch is the Guard requesting for the rental of
aircraft?
General GREENLIEF. None, sir.
Mr. MA1ION. Mr. Davis, any questions?
Mr. DAvIs. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
ROTO PROGRAM

General HANNUM. Mr. Chairman, with respect to ROTC, and in
view of the lack of understanding of the issues, particularly as outlined by the press, and what the Army is doing about it, I prepared
a short statement which explains these issues and what we are doing
about it, and I would suggest that this be added to the record.
Mr. MATION. I will be pleased that it be added to the record.
General HAN uUM. Thank you, sir.

(The statement follows:)

Gentlemen, in view of all the varied stories and adverse publicity the ROTC
program is currently receiving, it Is of particular importance that the record be
set straight ,regarding this very important officer procurement program and that
recent happenings be put In their proper perspective.
ROTC draws young men for Army leadership from all geographical, economic,
and social strata of our society, It Insures that men educated at a broad
s1ctrum of American Institutions of higher learning are commisslonod annually
into the officer corps. For the foreseeable future, the ROTC will continue to be
the major source of Junior officers for both the active Army and the Reserve
components of the Army. Further, ROTe Is our most economical means of acquiring large numbers of new officer accessions.
Currently 151,000 Army ROTe cadets are enrolled at 268 institutions. This
fall 10 additional institutions will begin enrolling cadets, plus two more will
Join in 1970. This expansion to 280 units will provide the Army a broader sustaining base for post-Vietlam officer production. Fiscal year 1968 through fiscal
year 1070 enrollments In the senior division advanced course, and the resultant
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production of second lieutenants, will be at all alltime high. The graduating
class of 1968 provided us with over 17,000 second lieutenants, and approximately
the same number are scheduled to be commissioned this year. This situation is
gratifying; however, we bave to face reality Ilirecognizing that a fair amount
of this high enrollment stems from the current draft pressures.
The ROTC program, as part of the American educational system, has been
caught up in the evolutionary educational changes that have occurred over the
past decade. A number of educational concepts and philosophies have had a
particular effect on ROTC. The academic load placed on the student il order
to meet minimum degree requirements has increased dramatically in the last
few years. As a result, subject matter not considered relevant to a particular
discipline is being eliminated; while at the same time more emphasis has been
placed on the student being allowed to make his own commitments. These
actions tend to make ROTC less attractive to the sudent. Association of ROTC
with Vietnam, by the dissidents on campus, is causing some difficulty. They have
isolated elements of the program that appear to be at variance with these
educational concepts and have then sought alliance with the majority of concerned educators to act on these issues against ROTC. The general statement
under which ROTC is being attacked is "academic freedom." It is used in the
context to make ROTC look like it is limiting such freedom. It was recently
pointed out to me by a prominent educator that this is always a good approach
because "most educators would vote against their own mothers on the question of
academic freedom."
Attacks on the program have centered on four areas:
(a) Required versus elective program.
(b) Academic credit.
(M) Curriculum content.
(d) Professorial rank.
I will briefly discuss what Is being done In each of these areas.
The question of a required versus an elective basic course has not been a
particular problem to the Army because a firm policy on this question has been
in existence for some time. The public law and our policy clearly states that
this decision rests squarely with the university and not the Army. It reflects the
educational philosophy of the institution as to what subjects, be it English or
military science, it feels all students should receive. As such It is an educational
rather than a military decision. It is interesting, however, that many people
fight to maintain the required program on the grounds that the elective option
will destroy ROTC. Where that decision has been left entirely to the university,
the question of "academic freedom" has dissolved. The biggest problem here is
with those pro-ROTC persons who support the dissident point of view that the
ROTC has been weakened. Ten years ago, approximately 30 percent of our
host institutions had an elective program. Today, this has swelled to about 70
percent.
Academic credit is by far a more difficult problem. Here again a great deal of
misinformation and emotion has clouded the issue. There Is a tendency to regard
a diploma as a certificate of attendance. The degree actually attests to the fact
that certain requirements have been met in order to qualify Ili
a given discipline.
Credit for ROTC courses is subject to the same periodic review by the faculty
boards of our host institutions as are other academic disciplines. As a result of
such reviews, faculty committees of some institutions have recommended that
academic credit for purely military subjects be eliminated. This does not mean,
however, that academic credit is being denied the entire ROTC curriculum.
Most institutions, over 200 of the 268 colleges having ROTC units, pursue a
military science curriculum option which permits up to 25 percent academic
electives within the curriculum. This 25 percent consists of academic courses
taught by the university faculty and selected by the student from a list of subjects approved by the professor of military science. This subject is extremely
complex in that each of the 268 institutions that host ROTC units have different
credit structures. Further, the faculties of the various colleges and departments
within a given university hold different views concerning the award of credit
for ROTC subjects (and other subjects as well) for students pursuing academic
disciplines in those departments. We find wide variAtion in the amount of credit
awarded some different colleges within the confines of a single university. We
have, therefore, adopted a flexible position on this matter and have been working with institutions on an individual basis. In any case, the Army encourages
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the granting of academic credit for its ROTC courses and is constantly striving
to improve curriculum content to give maximum assurance that credit is given.
Since credit is dependent upon course content and relevancy, curricula options
are under continuous review to insure that the material presented meets Army
requirements and at the same time is acceptable to the student and the institution. Significant curriculum changes were made in 1901 and 1067. We currently
offer three such options. One of these is a developmental curriculum presently
being tested on 11 campuses. This curriculum resulted from the recommendations
made by the Mershon study group at Ohio State University in 1064. Course material may be presented either by military staff members, faculty members, or a
combination thereof. Whei faculty members present the instruction, the Army
reimburses the institution for this service at the rate of $30 per instruction
hour, up to one-half of the total hours taught. As a follow-on to this test curriculum, the Army has been studying for several months another approach to
the curriculum question. We envision a program which will embrace the philosophy that the principal mission of ROTC is to procure college graduates with the
potential to become quality officers. This curriculum concept will recognize that
the procurement mission will be given precedence over the training mission. The
concept is not revolutionary in nature. Simply stated, it is an expansion of the
academic electives concept which began in 1901. Purely military subjects will be
reduced in total hours taught, with a greater emphasis on specified academic
subjects.
In making the curriculum attractive to the student, the Army acknowledges
that Army taught professional subjects will not, in some cases, be accredited by
the host institution find will not count toward a degree. The subjects will, in such
cases, be carried as an overload by the students.
It is not unreasonable-or unusual in the academic world-to expect a student to carry an overload if the reward is proportionate to the amount of work
involved. Academically, the reward would be the granting of a "minor" in a
particular field of study; in the ROTO program it will be a commission. The
Army, therefore, has a right to expect the student to accept military instruction
as an overload, but the amount must be tempered with reasonableness. The Army
will, of course, continue to encourage that academic credit be awarded for all
portions of the ROTC curriculum. The clkanges envisioned will result in the
curriculum for the military department at any given institution being designed
and administered In a manner very similar to that of any academic department
at that institution. The curriculum will be flexible, will embrace those currently
available, and should meet, for the most part, current faculty criticism and Army
requirements.
Academic rank for PMS has created some problems. The public law states that,
"the senior commissioned officer * * * is given the academic rank of professor."
This provision of the law is creating problems for some university administrators
within their faculty. Many faculty members resent a military officer, who is
essentially a transient, and who is outside the tenure system having full voting
privileges on campus. This problem is currently under review. Since all three
services are collocated on many campuses a common position must be taken by
DOD. I personally believe that a modification of the term should be allowed as
long as it Is clear that the purpose of the change would indicate only that the
head of the ROTC department is outside the tenure system and that his full
voting rights are retained in matters concerning ROTC.
The Army's approach to these problems is based on an overall policy of remainIng flexible In dealing with Institutional officials so that a program which is
mutually beneficial and acceptable to both parties can be developed. The program cannot remain static.
In light of all the points made so far, it is important to note that there has
not been a single instance whereby a responsible college or university official has
advocated that ROTC be removed from the campus. To the contrary, they unanimously agree that, in keeping with the American tradition of the citizen soldier,
the university has a responsibility to provide officers for the national defense.
Their only discussion deals with the form and content that the ROTC program
should have, not with whether or not the university should remain an active
participant.
Finally, I would like to quote from a memorandum to the presidential commission on military training, dated November 5, 1008, from Professor Van Riper,
Cornell University, "The military must not be turned inward for the training of
its own officers. It Is absolutely essential for military officers in a democracy to
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be recruited as widely as possible and with as wide a range of perspectives as
characterize the Nation as a whole. To force the military off campus and, as a
result, to an entirely internalized officer training program would, in my opinion,
be a national disaster."

AIR DEFENSE OPERATIONS

Mr. MAHON. General Greenlief, will you explain why there is an
increase of $2,256,000 for air defense operations in view of the fact that
the Army has announced the deactivation of several air defense sites,
the latest announcement being on December 11, 1968.
General GPEENLIEF. The increase is due to the full-yeqAr implementation of the National Guard Technician Act, of 1968 which provided
civil service benefits for National Guard technicians and premium pay
for approximately 95 percent of the air defense technicians.
Mr. MAHON. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
(CLERK's NoTE.-For a further discussion of Army Reserve and
National Guard operations, see page 105 of the hearings on Military
Personnel, Part I, Department of Defense Appropriations for 1970.)

WDNEsDAY,

APRim 16, 1969

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, ARIY (LIQUIDATION
OF CONTRACT AUTHORITY)
WITNESSES
MAT. GEN. L. B. TAYLOR, DIRECTOR OF ARXY BUDGET, OFFICE,
COMPTROLLER OF THE ARMY
R. L. TRACY, ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER OF THE ARMY, FISCAL
POLICY

(. A. OLSON, OFFICE, DIRECTOR OF ARMY BUDGET, OFFICE, COMPTROLLER OF THE ARMY

Mr. ANDREWS. The committee will come to order. We will now take
up the subject of "Liquidation of Contract Authority Under Operation and Maintenance."
The Army.is requesting for fisml year 1970, $142,165,000 for the
liquidation of obliations incurred pursuant to section 3732, Revised
Statutes (41 U.S.. 11), during fiscal year 1966. We will at this point
in the record insert the justification page submitted in support of this
requesL
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(The page follows:)
For an additional amount for "Operation and maintenance, Army," fiscal year

1966 for liquidation of obligations incurred pursuant to section 3732 of the
Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C. 11), $142,165,000.
STATUS OF UNFUNDED CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION
[in thousands of dollars)
1968
actual

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

Unfunded blans
n start of year .....................................
125,999
136,165
142,165
Contract authorization .............................................
10,166
6,000 ..............
Unfunded balance end of year .....................................
136,165
-142,165
Appropriation to liquidate contract authorization ............................................
142,165
An appropriation Is requested to liquidate certain obligations incurred during
1906 under the authority of section 3732, Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C. 11).
GENERAL STATEMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. General Taylor, I believe you are going to discuss this
request. You may proceed with your statement.
General TAYLOR. Thank you,MAfr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I welcome the opportunity to address the Army's request for an appropriation to liquidate
certain obligations incurred during fiscal year 1966 under the authority
of section 3732, of the Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C. 11).
Section 3732 of the Revised Statutes authorizes the incurring of
deficiencies by the military departments for clothing, subsistence, forage, fuel, quarters, transportation, or medical and hospital supplies.
Section 612 of the DOD Appropriation Act broadens this authority
to permit deficiencies to be incurred for all types of expenses of an airborne alert, or for all types of costs incident to increased military
strength beyond the number provided for it. the appropriation act.
In late March 1966 it became apparent to the Army that the obligational authority which would be available in the operations and
maintenance Army appropriation would be insufficient to finance
fiscal year 1966 requirements in that appropriation. Estimates of the
deficit were made known to OSD on A ril 4. On April 11, OSD in a
memorandum to the services, recognized the need to use the authority
of section 3732 to the extent the fiscal year 1966 prjetted deficits eould
not be reduced by transfers between appropriations, reprogramming,
or other management actions.
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The Army continued to operate durifig the remainder of the year on
this basis. The anticipated deficit was reduced by the transfer of $34.5
million into operation and maintenance, Army from other appropriations under the provisions of section 636 of the DOD Appropriation
Act. As a result of this and other management actions, the eventual
excess of obligations over availability as reflected in year end fiscal
year 1966 fiscal reports, amounted to $139.6 million. This amount was
recognized by OSD as a deficiency incurred pursuant to section 3732
of the Revised Statutes.
By the end of fiscal year 1968, subsequent obligation adjustments
reduced the deficiency to the $136.2 million shown in the fiscal year
1968 column of the fiscal year 1970 budget. It is anticipated that in
fiscal year 1069 accounts receivable will be reduced by $6 million. The
impact of this reduction is to increase the deficit from $136.2 million
to $142.2 million. This is the amount which the Army has requested
be appropriated in fiscal year 1970 to liquidate the fiscal year 1966
deficit.
In conclusion Mr. Chairman, I would like to emphasize that the
actions taken by the Army in fiscal year 1966 caused the deficit to be
reduced by more than $50 million from the amount originally projected for the year. The deficiency still on the books for fiscal year
1966 represents those costs of supporting Southeast Asia that the Army
could not absorb within available resources.
That concludes my statement, sir.
USO OF FUNDS

Mr. ANDREWS. General Taylor, were these funds used to support the
increase in military personnel strength which took place during fiscal
year 1966? 4

General TAYLOR. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. We did have increased
strength during that fiscal year.
Mr. ANDREWS. Due to what?
General TAYLOR. Due to Southeast Asia, sir. As a matter of fact,
fiscal year 1966 budgeted end strength was 953,094; the fiscal year 1966
column of the fiscal year 1967 budget reflected 1,159,043 and the 1966
column of the 1968 budget showed an actual June 30, 1966 end
strength of 1,199,046.
So during that, fiscal year there was quite a rapid increase in
strength. As I understand the supplemental request that was presented
to the Congress that year was made up and submitted in early January of 1967 and no further action was taken by the Department in
attempting to adjust that.supplemental.
Mr. ANDREWS. You state that section 612 of the Department of Defense Apropriation Act permits deficiencies to be incurred for all
types of cost, incident to increased military strength. Whut is your
interpretation of types of cost?
General TYLOR. Sir, I would interpret that, speaking as a layman,
that any costs incident to increase in strength, that is, pay for the
strength increase and support for that increase, such as quartering
the troops, feeding the troops transporting the troops, and anything
that has to do with their health, welfare, and morale, would qualify
under that section.
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Mr. ANDREWS. The same thing that applies to a regular authorized
contingent of the Army?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Were any of these funds used for the purchase of.
fuel, quarters, transportation, or medical and hospital supplies in support of the increase of military personnel during fiscal year 1966?
General TAYLOR. The funds we are speaking about in the deficit,
yes, sir, Mr. Chairman, they were.
fr. ANDREWS. I wish you would put in the record a breakdown, if
you can, of the total amount incurred, the deficit, and-the pui'poses for
which the deficit was incurred.
General TAYLOR. Yes sir; I will be happy to.
Mr. ANDimWS. Suchthings as clothing, food, et cetera.
(The information follows:)
The deficit of $142,165,000 was all incurred for transportation.

Mr. ANDREWS. What support costs were these funds used for? That
will be answered in the breakdown, I take it.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
USE OF SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDS PROVIDED FOR 1066

Mr. A-NDRWS. General, was any of the $1.7 billion included in the
Department of Defense Appropriations Act for fiscal year, 1966, Public law 89-213, for "Emergency Fund, Southeast Asia" allotted to
the "Operation and Maintenance, Army," appropriation?
General TAYLOR. No, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. Why was not the $1,077,200,000 appropriated for
"Operation and Maintenance, Army," in the Supplemental Appropriation Act of 1966, Public Law 89-374, approved on March 25, 1966,
sufficient to meet the requirements of the Army for the remainder of
that fiscal year?
General TAYLOR. Why were they not sufficient, sir?
Mr. ANDREWS. That was the supplemental appropriation of $1,077
million approved on March 25,1966.
General TYLOR. Yes, sir. One portion of it would be the strength
increase that was taking place dtwing all of the fiscal year. The second part of that would We the support of that strength which falls in
the "Operations and Maintenance, Army," account.
In addition, that was at the same period of time in which the buildup
was taking place in Southeast Asia. There were large amounts of supplies being sent to Vietnam, not on a requisition basis but again on
what the Army terms the "push package" basis, which means that we
assemble supplies and ship them in large amounts. In this instance
we shipped to South Vietnam. We actually did not know at that
particular time what those costs would be.
Mr. ANDREWS. During those years the budget requests were not in
keeping with the level of the activity. Would that be a true statement?
General TAYLOR. That is a true statement, sir. I don't really know
in retrospect how we would have known what to budget for with
the buildup, the rapidity of the shipments, and attempting to get our
forces into place.
Mr. ANDR WS. This supplemental of $1,077 million was for the
regular force that you hadbudgeted for in fiscal 1966; right?
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Mr. Oso.

Sir, I am. Mr. Olson, in General Taylor's office. The

$1,077 million supplemental requested in January of 1906 was to pro-

vide for the increase in tie enid strength from the 1966 enacted bill

of 953,094 to 1,169,043, or an increase of 205,949. The actual 1966
strength ended at a figure of 1,199 046, or an increase of 40,003 over
the amount presented in the supplemental.
Mr. ANDxVws. If I remember correctly, during fiscal 1966 there was
a ti emendous blfldtp of the Armed Forces.
Mr. OLsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Asqnwt;w. Beginning back in the summer of 1965

General 'l'AYWOR. Yes, sir; that would be right.

NEED FOR ADDITIONAL FUNDS

Mr. ANDREWS. Was any of the $1,077,200,000 which we just men-

tioned applied to the liquidation of the deficiencies incurred under

section 3732 during fiscal year 1966?
General TAYLOR1.
No, sir.
Mr. ANDRFWS. You mention on page 1 of your statement. that in late
March of 1966 the Army realized that the "Operatioui and imaintenance" appropriation would be insufficient, to finance the fiscal year
1960 requirements and that,this was made known to the Office of the
Secretary of Defense on April 2, 1966. You further state that on
April 11 the Office of the Secretary of Defense recognized the need to
use the authority of section 3732 to the extent the fiscal yea' 1966
budget deficits could not. be reduced by transfers between appropriations, re)rograming, or other managtgement actions. At the time
you recognized the possibility of insufficient funds in late March 1966,
what. was your estimate of this deficiency?
General TAV
1 on. Sir, I am not sure that we had a f'im estimate
in late March of 1966. I do know that. upon notifying OSD that. additional funds would be required we were then advised to take all of
these actions we could possibly take to prevent increasing or requiring
additional funds. We also went to all of our commands in 1066--I
am looking for the date, and I believe it, was around the 11th of
March-we went to our commands and asked them what their deficiencies wore and it was based upon that and many actions taken
within the Dopartinent of the Army that finally on the 29th day
of April we did go forward to OSD with some fairly firm figures,
our best estimates at that time.
Mr. AiNDREws. Would it be fair to say that the Army withheld
knowledge of these potential deficiencies from the Office of the Secretary of Defense until after the Supplemental Act for 1966 was app)roved on March 25 1906?
General T, rn. No, sir; it would not, Mr. Chairman. As a matter
of fact, it. was on tie 7th of March 1966 during hearings before this
committee on the fiscal year 1967 Army request for "Operation and
maintenance" funds that the then Budgot Director indicated that additional funds would be required, as well as having notifiedMr. ANDRE w. Off te record.
( Discussion off the record.)
enoral TAYOn. On page 43 of volume 3 of the House hearings for
fiscal 1967 the Budget Director of the Department of the Army was
then testifying and7 have an extract of some of that testimony.
Mr. ANDREWS. Read it.
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General TAYLOR. The question was addresed to the Director of the
Army Budget, I will read:
Mr. ANDREW8. General Taylor, on page 2 of your statement you refer to the
0. & M. budget for fiscal year 1060 and state that "According to our latest report
dated December 31, 1005, our fiscal year 1960 obligations of these funds are on
target."
Do you niean that with the supplemental now pending the Army will have sufficient funds to carry it through the end of this fiscal year?
General TAYLo. Mr. Chairman, If you consider the midyear reports as Indicative, it was 48-percent obligated. This Includes consideration of the funds we
have in our 1000 supplemental.
Mr. ANDREWS. You anticipated those funds?
FURTHER SUPPLEMENTAL ESTIMATED VREDIOTED

General TAYLOR. Vo anticipated those funds. That is correct. At the present
time I believe It Is highly problematical as to whether or not be will have adequate funds. Let me put It specifically. I do not bellidvethat we will have adequate
0. & M. funds to carry us through the rest of fiscal year 1906 without getting
assistance from outside of the Army.
Mr. ANDREWS. What do you mean by that?
General TAtLOR. By assistance, I meanMr. ANDiws. Another supplemental appropriation?
General TAYLO. Sir, this would not be a determination made by the Army. It
would beMr. ANDVXWS. In other words, the Army has to have ielp to carry this program through to the end of the current fiscal year?
General TALOR. That is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. Including your 100 regular appropridtlotis puts the 100 supplemental appropriation?
General TAYLOR. That Is my current estimate.
Mr. ANDP.Wis. The 1000 supplemental which has not passed Congress yet?
General TAYLOR. That Is correct. Mr. Chairman, this outside help could come
in several ways. For example, to rates at-whiclt we are procuring ninnunition
for Southeast Asia appear to be adequate and may be more than adequate. As
at result, certain funds In this area might become available to offset deficiencies
In other appropriations.
The Secretary of Defense has statutory authority to transfer funds between
appropriations up to a total amount of $200 million a year. I don't know what
the Army's portion of that requirement may be-if any. What I am saying is
that the Army would lve to go to the Secretary of Defense to ask for assistance
Mr. ANDPXWS. You predict that funds for 1000, both regularly appropriated
funds plus the supplemental funds now pending, will not be sufficient to carry
out the planned 0. & M. program for fiscal year 1906?
General TAYLoR. That is correct.

Sit, Uhat is a quote from the House hearings at that thie.
Mr. ANDRMPwS. I had that in mind.
AT[ONS TAKRN TO

lEDTCT, D)FICIFINCY

What managerial or other actions did the Army take to reduce this
deficiency ?
General Twvt.on. Sit, I have it list. hero of the items that.the Army
did take. These are the actions that the Department of the Army directed Army cormmanders to take in attempting to conserve on fun'lds.
Mr. ANnnypws. Now, you are talking about fisal 1966?
General TAyLOn. Fiscal 1066, sir, in an attempt to conserve, trying
to hold down the additional requirements.
To obligate for consumable supplies based on consumption only as
necessary, defer procumrment of equipment during the remainder of
fiscal 1966I as necessary, defer maintenance of real property and defer
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printing during remainder of fiscal 1006 as necessary, shorten length

of contracts for maintenltice of materiel work which is scheduled
to continue into 1967, defer 0. & M.-financed portion of contract for
rebuild of M--42 dusters, defor procurement, of basic issue list items
associated with electronic and communication equipment.

Mr. ANimmitEws. Now, can you tell us how many of those (lireetives
were respected and how muclh was saved as a result of them?
General TAY1or. Yes, sir. The amount that, was saved as a result of
those calculated out,to be $22.4 million.
Mr. ANWitws. If it had not been for those directives and that saving then the deficiency would have b)en even higher by that, amount.
general 'l',wron. The deficiency would have been higher.
TRANSFER OF FUNDS

Mr. ANDR.WS. Now, during the hearings on the supplemental request, for fiscal year 1966, this committee was advised that if the Army
needed any additional funds for military personnel ineroases during
1966 they would be financed under transfer authority of section 036
of the fiscal year 196 Department. of Defense Aplropriation Act.
Why were not these defliencies financed from that. transfer authority?
General TAy.oR Sir, that authority was utilized and the Army 's
portion amunted to $34.5 million that was tvAnsferred from the Reserve components appropriations through the emergency fund to the
Department of the Army.
Mr. ANDREWS. And with all the funds you came up with this deficiency still occurred?
General TAYLOR. The deficiency remaining after all of that; yes.
Mr. ANDRE W8. Who makes tihe determination of whether or not funds
will be transferred or deficiencies incurred under section :3732?
AMOUNT OF' UNFUNDED DF ICIENCY

General T^rWon. The Secretary of I)efense, sir.
Mr. ANDRvPws. The committee has been advised by the office of the
Secretary of defensee that the Army was authorized to incur deficiencies in the amount -of $119,600,000 during 1966 and this was the unfunded balance at that tine. If this was the total amount that the Army
was authorized, why are you now requesting $142,105,000 or an addtional $3,566,000? 4
General TAYIOR. Sir, the difference arises because of receivables in
the 0. & M. account.
In other words, when the Army does work for others or anticipates
doing work for others, that, falls in our accounts receivable. It. appears
to usthat there are possibly $0 million worth of receivables that we
will not realize as a result of the receivables that. we anticipated at
that time. That is the reason that it increases at. this time to $142,200,000.
Mr. AND Ews. Are you authorized by statute to incur deficiencies for
work done for others? You tell us you are looking for accounts receivable. What do you mean by that?
General Tvwot. I think, Mr. Chairman, that this is one of the resuits of the accounting system that we have within the Department
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that comes into play after the close of i. fiscal year where you still have
accounts receivable remaining on your books for work tiat you have
ilone for others and many th rtg1enter into this picture, of course.
Mr. ANnM8ws. ho pmint, is th,: l)id you incur a efficiencyy for work

you did for othors'e
General ',YI~r. No, sir; we did not.

Mr. 'IACy. his was simply an aset under the appropriation, Mr.
Ciirilan. These accounts receivable were an asset which was taken
into consideration in determining the,total imnomtof the deficit. Later
when. these assets fell by the wayside, that meant the amount of the
deficit was greater. This work was not. done specifically on a deficit
basis, nothing like that at all.
Mr. ANDREWS. That was ny question.
General 'TAi-mo. Yes, sir. Had we been able to collect more on receivables we would have been able to further decrease the amollunt of the
deficiencies.
Mr. ANUMws. Your accounts receivable were part of your income?
General TAYLOR. YeS, sir.

Mr. ANmm ws. And you hadtoincur tho deficient because of a lack
of income? You lacked the money in hand' is thtt right?
Geneli 'lrvlr
n. That is correct, yes; jack of direct, funds, lack of
direct obligational authority.
Mr. ANII'mWs. If you had $50 million of accounts receivable you
could have cut the deficit down?
General 'I'AYJo. It would have reduced this amount.
Mr. A NiDWS. Reduced the deficiency?
General 'PYmit, That is correct.
ADDITION,

OIlTOATIONS INCURRED

Mr. ANnr ws. If this request. represents deficiencies incurred during
fiscal year 1966, will you explain why you incurred additional deficienciea of $t0166,000 il 1908 and an estilmatel $6 million in 1969?
General TAYLOr. Air, after the close of the1fiscal year there are many
adjustments made in the obligations both upward and' ownward and
01 igations could h)e made on the books, which (lid not. mat(wifalize for
itLnuIlnler of reasons which we would then credit to the total defleit
am1ounit, which lhas tie effect, of reducing it.. Iere again, these receivables get, into the picture. That. is the reason for it, d i'oppi g and then
coming back uip.
Mr. ANDREWx'S. It. is sfe to OStiSsit that. as long 1s we have a war

going on we may expeetto have
ldelcieneies'?
General TAI\A)m|. Sir, I would he the last one to say that we wouldn't.
have, but we are (loilg oillr utmost not, to ha1,e 11,1y moir (lleieeies.
ADV.Q1ACY

O'

1111owr ESTIM'ATES

Mr. IRsXmn. i Mr. Chairman.

MI. ANUMS. Mr. Lipscomb.

Mr. ImssCOMil. If that, is true, the estimates Or ev'altttion of Our
problem is very poor because we have had sulpplenntals and i'egular
budgets and we Iave not skimped. We have given everything reason30-088 O-0D---,t. 2---24
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able that the Department of Defense justified for in the area of South-

east Asia, where the war is.
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. LuiscomB. So it must be extremely poor estimating. In fact. the

estimates have all been over, as far as we know. We have appropriated
to all military personnel needs either in the original budget or in the
supplemental-ammunition also. Where do we fall down?
General TAYLOR. Mr. Lipscomb, I don't think that the committee
has fallen down, nor do I think that the estimates have been so terribly
bad. There are many factors that cause the estimates to be incorrect, and
in-well, may I use the term-hindsight, when we go into a fiscal year
we are budgeting many months in advance of that fiscal year bised
upon what we know at that tune as approved programs.
Mr. LipsootB. All right. Right at that point may I say we recogize
that the regular budget could be off but that is not the end of the road.

General TAYLOR. No, sir, that is not the end of the road, because

since I have been involved in this business there has been hardly a
program that has not changed after the beginning of a given fiscal
year either through increasing strength, increasing deployments, increasing equipment, or a new program such as we are familiar with
today, the modernization of the Vietnamese forces. These are several
of the contributing features as to why we are not able when we look
behind -s to look so good as being very competent estimators in my
view. Now, in the case of ammunition, here again I think that the
ammunition situation is a direct result of the actions that go on in
South Vietnam. A year alo we had the Tet Offlensive when the combat
action reached a very high intensity. Then there was a drop-off
following that. I believe it was in late summer there was a slight
increase in intensity and then it dropped still further, up until I guess
it was the end of February this calendar year that the intensity
started to increase quite substantially again and it still is on that
increased level at the present time.
These factors all have a bearing on how we try to attempt to not
only produce ammunition or equipment but how we attempt to budget
for it.
Mr. OLsoN. Mr. Lipscomb, I might add that I believe fiscal year
1966 was an unusual year in that the activations, deployments and
strength of the Army continued to increase over the level provided for
in the supplemenfal which was considered by this committee.
Mr. LIPscoMn. That may be. This isn't necessarily an Army problem
exclusively.
General TAYLOR. No, sir.
"JUGGLING" OF FUNDS

Mr. LwscoMn. You are just a part of the whole picture, but over
the last several years the financing of operations by the Department
of Defense has been on a hit-and-miss basis. Evidently there was
knowledge over in DOD that they could juggle the figures or that
they had funding "pots" that they could draw -on. I don't know what
it was. You can't tell unless you live with it'like you men do. But we
sit here day after day listening to justifications of programs and
amount of money. I was just looking at some testimony given in
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January of 1066 where Secretary McNamara said that that supplemental would cover everying.
Mr. ANDREWS. And then you had another one in March.
Mr. Lwscomn. Yes; again in March. These exercises we have gone
through here in"the past haven't been worth much. Because now 2 or
3 years later you come tip and show us a deficit and it is necessary for
you to try to justify to us why you have a deficit.
You could just as well save us a lot of time and say, "We ran into a
deficit because we had to juggle so many figures so many ways, and all
of a sudden we came up with a deficit.)'
Mr. OlsoN. Sir, I would like to poit out that for fiscal years 1967
and 1968 this situation did not occur and I think primarily because the
l)rogranled deployments stayed on the prog-ram anticipated in the
budget and in the supplemental.
Mr. Lwsco.in. The reason it did not occur in 1967 was because you
juggled-not you, but. the Department of Defense went through an
extremely complicated and massive reprograming action. They reduced programs and took that money and put it into Southeast Asia.
I am oversimplifying the problem I realize, but it was through the
manipulation of the 1967 budget that you did not have to go to the
deficiencies.
Mr. ANDREWS. They did have $10 million.
Mr. Lipscob. Yes; but $10 million is relatively a very small additional amount compared to the $146 million. I am surprised that with
the way that you have had to operate over there, that the deficiency
isn't greater.
General TAYLOR. Sir, if I might add to this discussion on this problem, I am sure you are well aware that each one of our budgets during
these years has been based on the assumption that June 30, the end
of that fiscal year, would be the end of the war. Now, this could bring
a great deal of criticism from the standpoint of being a bad assumption on the one hand
Mr. ANDREWS. It was.
General TAYLOR. But, on the other hand, sir, I think if we look
back to World War II, where we did not have that assumption and I
was not privileged to be in this business at that time, but we did
wind up, I think, following those wars with a great deal of excess,
if you will, or surplus equipment, and ammunition. I think this is a
good assumption in that respect. that we are trying to prevent that
from ever occurring again.
Mr. A DREWs. Wel, I would hope that those who have charge of
the finances of this defense Department would just realize the fact
that we have got a war going on and the way it is being fought today
it will be with us until the turn of the century, and make plans to adequately finance it. I think the record will show that in almost every
hearing on each separate subject some member of this committee has
asked the question: Are your efforts in South Vietnam adequately fianced? The answer is always yes. And here we come up and find a
deficit in 1966 of $140 million-plus.
USE OF MITER FUNDS " RVDUCH DFFIClNCY

Now, why weren't fiscal years 1967, 1968, and 1969, operation and
maintenance funds used to liquidate this deficit?
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General TAYLOR. Sir, the operation and mdnitenance appropriations
am funds appropriated for 1 year only and I believe I am. correct
when I say that they could not havo been applied to f prior year deficit.
Mr. ANDREWS. Dld the Amly origmnylly intend to use the $360 million of excess cash in the Army stock fund, to liquidate this deficit and
subsequently change its mind aimd transfer it to the PEMA appropriation?
General TAYLOR. Not to my knowledge, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. You don't know anything about it, Mr. Olson?
Mr. OLSON. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Tracy?
Mr. TRACY. I never heard of that one; no, sir.
General TAYLOR. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Lipscomb.

REPORTING DEFICIENCY TO CONGRESS

Mr. Lumsco-mn. General, why wasn't, this reported to Congress at the
time the deficiency came up?
General T YLon. Sir, I don't, know that I am in a position to answer
that question. Our requirement, the amount that we needed was made
known to higher authority and I would expect that the responsibility
would be at tiat level.
Mr. Lirscom. In section 512 of the Defense Appropriations Act
there is in section (d) :
The Secretary of Defense shall immediately advise the Congress of the exercise of any authority granted in this section and shall report monthly on the
estimated obligation incurred pursuant to sections (b) and (c).

And one of them pertains to the increase in military personnel. That
section, (c), reads this way:
Upon determination by the President that It is necessary to increase the number of military personnel on active duty beyond the number for which funds are
provided Iii this act, the Secretary of Defense is authorized to provide for tile
cost of such increased military personnel as an accepted expense in accordance
with the provisions of Revised Statutes 3732.

Now, two things: Was this section not in existence in 1066? Or is
there some other reason for not having reported it?
Mr. TRACY. 1We should make one thing clear, and that is that this
determination by the President was never made under this section.
This deficiency was incurred under the provisions of 3732 of the Revised Statutes and not under this 612(c). The Secretary of Defense's
authority to us made it very clear that we were to invoke, or he was
invoking, the authority of Revised Statute 8732 and not the authority
of subsection (c). This Presidential determination was never made.
This is not the authority which was relied upon for this deficiency.
This was incurred for purposes authorized by the basic statute 3732
and not on the basis of the increase in military strength.
Now, the additional cost of transportation did arise from the fact
that we had increased militAry strength, more men had to be moved
and more supplies had to be moved, but we did not rely, nor did the
Secretary of I)efense, upon this subsection (e) and that is the reason,
we assume, that no official notiflcation was made under the provisions of
this section.
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Mr. Lipscoiin. To be very frank, I don't understand what you just
told us. Maybe some of the attorneys on the coffimittee might.
Mr. TRACY. Let me pnut it this way: We have the basic statute, Revised Statute 3732, which authorizes incurring deficiencies for certain
purposes, including traiisportttioin, clothing, subsistence, fuel, and
quarters.
Mr. Lirsco~m. Yes.
Mr. TRAcy. That has been in existence since 1900.
Mr. Liwscoimu. That is right.
Mr. TRAOy. Now, subsection (o) of section 612 enlarges that old revised statute to add this additional circumstance, that if it is necessary
to incur costs that are identified only with increased military strength,
the President can make a determination that we can also incur a (eftciency for that purpom. Now, these would be the deficiencies that are
not within the coverage of the basic statute. Otherwise we wouldn't
need this amendment of subsection (c), we could rely upon the basic
statute.
In this particular instance in 1966 the additional requirement for the
deficit was attributable to transportation requirements and thelrfore
fell under the old 1906 statute and not under the additional authority
given by this subsection (c). Am I making myself clear? It is a. little
complicated.
Mr. LIscon. Yes, you are making yourself clear to the point that
somebody made the deterinination that they wonld .iot abide l)y the
Appropriations Act and would go toalmother paur of the act so Congress wouldnt have to be informed.
Mr. TnACY. Well, no, sir. If I gave that. impression I should restate
what I said.
Mr. Lirsco~iti. No; you were very clear.
Mr. Tntcy. That isn't.what I intended to say at all.
Mr. Lirsco,,n. It was not your decision, was it?
Mr. TRAcy. No, sir.
NONDISCLOSURE OF COST

Mr. ANDREws. Who made the decision to go the deficiency route
rather than come up here for a Sul)Plemental?
General TAYioR That was made by the Secretary of Defense.
Mr. ANDRMWS. The former Secretary of Defense?
General TtYron.Yes; the Secretary of Defense at that time in 1966.
Mr. ANDRFWS. And, of course, by pursuing this deficiency route it
kept the cost of the military for the year 1966 down, (lid it iot?
Mr. TRACY. I think that follows, yes.

General Ttyrnn. Yes, I think so.
Mr. LAsco.p. It, isshowing up now.
Mr. A.s)imws. It is coming iome to roost now.
General T.%YLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. A\Ipry1vs. Well, lhat is ' pretty good way to i'!in1 an Army.
Mr. Lipscomb, questions.
HEI)RTINO TIEQIIRMVNT

Mr. T,co.Mt. Are you saying that when we Imsse(l the SUlplemelital
budget for fiscal year 1966 that it all applied to military personnel
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and when you created the deficiency you then applied that just to trans.
portation, for instance?
Mr. TRACY. No, sir. Tile 1966 supplemental was used for a number
of 0. & M. purposes, not for military personnel exclusively. Are you
speaking of the appropriation for military personnel?
Mr. Liwsco~rn. I am trying to justify along with you why in the
world you wouldn't abide by section 612 of the Appropriation Act.
Mr. TRACY. Well, I think we did abide by it, Mr. Lipscomb, because
as I say, the deficiency was not incurred under the authority of then
section 612(c), it was incurred under the authority of the basic statute,
and at that time in 1960 there was no requirement for notification of the
Congress when the basic statute was relied on.
Now, the following year you put a provision in the Appropriation
Act in section 612 which amended tile old revised statute of 1006 to
require notification to the Congress immediately when the old revised
statute was relied upon. So we do not have the same situation now
that we had in 1966. If this were done today, if we relied upon the
old 3732 statute for transportation deficiencies, let's say tle requirement would exist for the Secretary of Defense to immediately notify
the Congress. But that was an amendment that was placed in the
1967 Appropriation Act.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. I think I asked you that when we began the discussion
on this subject, whether there had been something put in the law
since or some other reason.
Mr. TRACY. I did not get that question. It was not in the 1966 Appropriation Act but the amendment was added in 1967.
Mr. LiPSOMB. Would you say there is any way today that you could
create a deficiency and not report to Congress?
Mr. TAoY. I on't know of any way; no, sir.
Mr. IrIPSOOMB. Have you reported your 1967, 1968, and estimated
1969 deficiencies yet?
Mr. TAoy. We don't report them to Congress. That is a function
of the Secretary of Defense. What report has been made I cannot say.
Mr. LIpsooMB. Just so we don't forget it, would you find out, could
we find out if it has been reported?
Mr. TRAoy. Yes, sir. We can put that in the record.
(The information follows:)
No deficiencies have been incurred in the "Operation and maintenance, Army"
appropriations for fiscal years 1967, 1968, or 1969. Therefore no reports have been
made to the Congress.
ADDITIONS TO 1966 DEFICIENCY

Mr. TRACY. Mr. Lipscomb, I am not sure we are talking about the
same thing. We did not have a deficiency in fiscal 1967 or fiscal 1968
0. & M. accounts that I know of. I have not heard of any.
General TAYLOR. No, sir, we did not have.
Mr. LrPsoftB. You mean, I phrased my question too specifically?
I thought this was a 1968 deficiency
General TAYLOR. There were adjustments to our original deficiency
made at the close of each fiscal year subsequent to 1966, Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. LPSCOMB. I am iust getting into this. If you did not have any
deficiency there was nothing to report.
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General TAYLOR. No, sir; not in 1967, 1968, nor anticipated in 1969.
-Mr.LipscomB. In your justification book there are deficiencies, 1968,

$10,166,000; in 1969there is an estimated deficiency of $6 million. These
deficiencies are showing up in this justification sheet but they are
applicable to 1966
Mr. TRACY. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. All right. Now, have these beeh reported to
Congress?
Mbr. TRAOY. I don't think there was any requirement to report them.
These are not additional deficiencies that were incurred after the close
of the fiscal year. These are simply accounting adjustments in the figures that were recorded during that year. They may be the result of
additional payments under contracts, they may be the result of cancellations of contracts; they may be the result of failure of accounts
receivable or any number of factors tip and down that result in nudjustments in these figures. This happens in every appropriation after the
close of the fiscal year, where there are many, many hundreds of adjustments up and down that result. in these figures being amended.
But these were not additional actions taken to incur deficiencies after
the close of the fiscal year. Therefore, there would be no requirement
for any-further report after the close of the fiscal year.
DEFICIENCY NOT INCLUDED IN

1900

SUPPLEMENTAL

Mr. ANDREWS. Under present law could that deficiency have been
incurred under the old Forage Statute? I am talking about today,
without notifying the Congress.
Mr. TRAYo. Not without notifying Cbngress; an immediate notification is required.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, you came up here in April of 1966
with a supplemental request for 0. &M. ?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Did you know at that time that you would have un
additional expense of roughly $140 million?
General TAYLOR. Sir, we knew we would have an additional expense.

Mr. ANDREWS. Why was it not, included in the supplemental; that is,
the request for the $140 million?
General TAYLOR. The supplemental was made up in late December, or early January. It was never amended to include this additional
amount.

Mr. AND RWs. But when you came here you knew that you would
have that additional $140 million expense.
General TAYLOR. We knew we would have an additional expense.

Mr. ANDREWS. And you had reason to believe that had you made the

request it would have been granted in the supplemental?
General TAYLOR. Yes.

Mr. ANDREWS. But it,was not requested, it was not granted?

General TAYLOR. That is right. sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Then after-the final supplemental of April 1966 was
passed the Secretary of Defense went out and incurred $140 million
expense tinder the old Forage Statute of 1906; is that it?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir, that is correct.
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Mr. ANDREWS. That kept the amount of the supplemental down, did

it not?
General TAYLOR. It had that effect, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. It made the bookkeeping look better for fiscal 1966;
is that right?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Davis.
ACCOUNTABILITY FOR UNFUNDED AMOUNT

Mr. DAvis. I am still a little unclear.
Apparently for 3 years now somebody or some bodies-taking thatIi
in an entity sense--are holding the bag for something like $142 million.
Who is holding the bag ?
General TAYLOR. The Army has a deficit. We are in red ink, sir,. for
1966 and have been, and we have been attempting over those years since
1966 with available funds to see that we could reduce that deficiency. [;
We have not had the funds become available, therefore we are holding
thebag, if you Will, of $142 million.
Mr.-DAVIS. "Wle" being some other part or some other fund within
the Department of the Army; is that correct? I mean, the contractors
have been paid, have they not? The purveyors have all been paid?
General TAYLOR. Yes, sir, they have.
Mr. DAVIS. So scattered through various other organizations within
the Army there are these deficiencies that total $143 million; is that
correct?
General TAYLOR. No, sir. These are not scattered through other
funds. This is money that has been paid out of the Treasury. As you
say, the contractors have been paid but, all this means is that more
money has been paid out of the operation and maintenance account
than was appropriated into that account. So we are in a deficiency
status. It is a red balance.
Mr. DAVIS. What we would actually be doing, then, is replacing
money in the operation and maintenance account that you wil need
for other purposes; is that correct?
General TAYLOR. No, sir. It would make the operation and maintenance account for fiscal year 1966 whole, if you will. In other words,
we expended and obligated $142 million more than the Congress appropriated under the authority of 3732 and if this amount would be
appropriated this merely brings the book in balance and erases the
red ink.
Mr. DAvis. I am a little bit at a loss here. As a practical matter,
how have you gone through these 3 fiscal years?
General TAYLOR. Sir, in the case of the "Operation and maintenance, Army," appropriation, this is a 1-year appropriation. It is good
for only that 1 year. In other words, each year is appropriated for
the year in which it is intended for use. So that in case of fiscal 1966,
we actually obligated more than was appropriated, therefore we have
a deficit in that year and that has not happened since that time. In
fiscal 1967-in fiscal 1968 the funds that were appropriated were sufficient to cover our requirements and we did not create a deficit.
Mr. DAvis. An additional effort?
General TAYLOR. Right, sir, or a deficit in those fiscal years.
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Mr. DAVIs. As a practical matter, this means on three separate occasions you have had -toeat up newly appropriated 0. &M. funds and
then try to struggle through the fiscal year with the money that you

have available. In other words, you are short, and yet you cannot be

short because the money is already paid out.
General TAYLOR. No, sir. At the beginning of the fiscal year July 1,
1967, we started with a new appropriation, appropriated by the Congress. That appropriation was utilized for that fiscal yr ending
.June 30, 1968. That was a year, an entity in itself, without regard to
the deficit that had taken place in the previous fiscal year.
So, it is separate and apart in a single year appqrpiiation.
Mr. DAVIS. Expenditurewise, then, you have had to juggle aroUdid
and delay payment to new contractors because you have already paid
these people that you did not have the money for?
General TAYLR. No, sir.
Mr. DAVIS. If this has not caused any hardshipfor 3 years, why is it

here now? Who decided to bring it here now, rather than last year ftnd
the year before that and the year before that?
Mr. TRAOY. The appropriation shows a red balance and therefore,
the money should be appropriated in order to balance out the account.
The money has already been paid out of the Treasury. The bills have
been paid.
Mr. DAVIS. I understand that.
Mr. TRAcY. This in effect amounts to an accounting adjustment.
Mr. DAVIS. It seems to me somebody has to be holding the bag for
this, haven't they?
Mr. TRAcY. That is why we are here, sir.
Mr. ANDRE.WS. Is that all, Mr. Davis?
.
Mr. DAVIs. No. I am trying to figure this out and I do not have it
figured out yet..
(Off the record.)
Mr. DAVIS. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, gentlemen.
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T. S. HICKEY, COMPTROLLER, BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY
P. H. WARD, BUDGET OFFICER, NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING

COMMAND
C. IL CLARK, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, FLEET RESOURCES OFFICE,
NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND

OPERATION AND MNTENCE, NAVY

For expenses, not otherwise provided for, necessary for the operation and maintenance of the Navy and the Marine Corps,
including aircraft and vessels; modifitation of aircraft, missiles, missile systems, and other ordnance; design of vessels;
training and education of members of the Navy; administration; procurement of military persormel; hire of
.Assenger
motor
vechicles; welfare and recreation; medals, awards, emblems, and other insignia; transportation of things (including transportation of household effects of civilian employees); industrial mobilization; medical and dental care, -are of the dead;
charter and hire of vessels; relief of vessels in distress; maritime salvage services; military ccmnications facilities
on merchant vessels; dissemination of scientific information; administration of patents, trademarks, and copyrights; annuity
premiums and retirement benefits for civilian members of teaching services; tuition, allowances, and fees incident to
training of military personnel at civilian institutions; repair of facilities; department salaries; conduct of schoolrooms,
service clubs, chapels, and other instructional, entertainment, and welfare expenses for the enlisted men; procurement of
services, special clothing, supplies, and equipment; installation of equipment in public or private plants; exploration,
prospecting, conservation, development, use, and operation of the naval petroleum and oil shale reserves, as authorized by
law; and not to exceed B14,000,00Q $2,999,000 for emergency and extraordinary expenses, as authorized by section 7202
of title 10, United States Code, to be expended on the approval and authority of the Secretary and his determination

shall be final and conclusive upon the accounting officers of the Government; [5,356,200,000 $5,383,000,000

of which

not less than [$155,600,00(2 $147,500,000 shall be available only for maintenance of real property facilities, and not
to exceed [$1,490,06Q $1,900,000 may be transferred to the appropriation for "Salaries and expenses", Envirormrntal Science
Services Administration, Department of Coamerce, for the current fiscal year for the operation of ocean weather stations.

(5 U.S.C. 503, 3101, 3109. 53429 5702-04, 5724, 5730, 5742, 5912, 5941, 5943-44, 7903; 10 U.S.C. 265, 276, 351, 951. 1037.
1071-85. 1125, 1481-885 2110, 2602, 26b32, 274-75, 5012-13, 5031, 5151, 5531, 6022. 6028-9, 6153, 6201-3, 6297, 6951-2,
6968, 7041. 7043-4, 70855 7202, 7205. 7207-8, 7212, 7214, 7229. 7293, 7297, 7303, 7361-2, 7391-2, 7394-6, 7421, 7432
7571, 7587; 24 u...
a, 16a, 21a, 37; 31 U.S.C. 22a, 104, 725h; 33U.S.C. 367; 37 U.s.c 404; 39 u.S.C. 712, 4169; 40 u.s.c.
523; 44 U.S.C. 265; Deoartrnent of Defense Appropriation Act, 1969.)

________________Pro~a

and Financing (In

thousands of dollars)________

12L8 actual I12g9 est1mte

M0 estimate

Program by activities:
Direct program:
1. Operating Forces .............................
.............................
2. Logistics Support
3. Medical Support ...............................
4.
5.

Training a. Military Personnel Support ............
Naval Reserve ...............................

6.

Servicewide Operations ...........................

7.

Petroleum Reserves .................................

Total direct program

1,780,351

1,985,651

204,892
75,694
421,398
,M6
6-6
5

255,351
92,884
450,632

2,304,613
176,142

2,399,433
193,672

1,857,902
2,432,848
212,123
282,214

98,016
494,59T

3

4631,03 5,300

5,383,000

Reimbursable program:

1.

Operating Forces...................................

2. Logistics Support.. .........................

218,254
......

3. medical Support..................................

4.
5.

6.
7.

10.

Training and,Military Personnel Support..........
Naval Reserve ..........................................
Servicwide Operations..............................
Petroleum Reserves ................................
Total reimbursable obligations .................
..............................
Subtotal..........
Intrafun. obligations...........................
..........................
Total obligations...

327,T490
14,408

28,740
2,504
31,690
623,086
5,591 547
-309,580
5,281,967

224,000
360,000
14,000
32,000
2,000

224,000
360,000
14,000
32,000
2,000

38,000

38,000

670,000

610,000
6,053,000

6yo,ooo

6,053,037
310,000
5,743,037

-310,000
5,743,000

Financing:
Advance and reimbursements from:
11.
13.

............................
Federal Funds..........
Trust funds ..........................................

..269,420

-

5,689

-319,874
- 7,86

-320,821

-

7,858

estimte

1 actualT1

-38,939T
22U,

250

biatd balance transferred from other accouts...
.. 0 **..
balance aing.......
zbiae
0

-1,274

-32,v262

-500

tie

-31,321
5,P383,000O

Budget MA., ority:
prran
Transferred. to other coms
ts.............
42. Tranemmed from otheracc
a~utd.................
rpito
43.,
plna
for cIvIlII=pay act increases....
44.20 Prommposdi
40.

~41,

4,691p941l
-1,v734

5,356,200

282,899

237

4,93,106

5,v356,v437

5,583,000O

00000

5,83000

26.100

Relatofc obligations to outlays:
4,w968,462.

5,383,037

568,924
75,000

846PO86

5,383,9000

72.1.0 Obiae.balance, start oft year:
72.49

Cocxtract mtoito.................
Oblgatd.balance, end oft year:

74.49
7

C;tmcb authorization....*
.
InauWents iIn expired .

929-,123A

66,000

-929,323
85

000 000000

..

........

00000~~oooo

28,v856

0000

Incmawe In Indfinite contract authorization, of
prior years (adjustment In expired accounts). 0 00 0 0

0 00 0

0..
91.20 2#4May from civilia pay act increase su000nt
1 Beinbursmnnt frx= non-Federal. sources are principally from
sales of surplus U. S. Goverent proert, sle f god
and services ton Individuals mlnc.ding laundry services,
subsistence oft hospital. patients, surdharges on caumi-ssary9621,9625,
sales, and uioffics2 tbl-eipbol2 services (10 U.c.
9626,962Tv 22 U.s.c. 2335,23316.)
-r

47003

166,11.

5,274,700
2500

5,3,00

800

.jet

ClassifaUeon (In thxsands af dol ars)

1968 acul 11969 estimte 1970 estimte
Lrsomnel Cdqpensation:
11.1

s.; .........................
11.3 Positions other than peri
.nelo.............................
11,5 Other person
.u.8 Special personnel service pay nts .............
.....................
Total personnel ccmensation

1,020,98
14,352
47,593
26

1,101,507
15,000

53,55

26

A,8,99

1,170,087

961,722

1,016,073
76,87
350
80io0o
339,627
186,000

1,109,873

15,000
53,974
26

1,178,9873

Direct obligations:

Porsom~l compensation ......
12.1

13.0
21.0

22.0
23.0
24.0
25.0

26.0

........

........

............
Personnel benefits, cvili.... .... P......*
Benefits for former personnel............................
.....................
Travel and trasportation of per

TrnsNortation of things...............
nications a utilties............
Rent,
Printing and reproduction ..........
.
Other Services..
Sqlwand

.......

tell..................

31.0

32.0

Grants, subsidies and contributions ......................

41.0
91.o Insran~ne ela

91.0

and ixenties.....

.....

75,p496
350
79,523

326,79
185,291
23,336
2,253,853
975,713

21,,000

2,530,3111
12O40,V00

1,023,909
77,824

350
80,000
306,133

18T,000
2,,000

2,593 ,235
1,012.,000

73,500

72,203
1,001

73,000
1,500

450
100
12.6f9

450

450

100

100
2,999
5,383,000

5,39T505

Ttal direct obligations........

1,500

Reimbursable Obligatiorz:
Personnel coensation...... ....
12.1 Pt-wsoxel benefits, cvla ..............
of persons....................
21.0 Travel and tItion
22.0 Transportation of this......
23.0 Rent, cmnicatons and utilities ......................

121,1TT
8,602
2,423
221

154,014
10,885
2,500
225

1514,96g

10,591
2,500

225

196 Actual
214.0 Printing and reproducIon......
25.0
26.0

Other services
.
Supplies and mterial.s. .

31.0 E

0

*

.~.ooe,*.oo*o******************
........

.......

upi
n..4,2W2
Total reimbursable obligations
Subtotal. ............................

.................

.........

0000

......

...

Intrafund Obligations..............................
Total Obligations......

........................

*00

19-0 Estimate
5

4

5

316,9055
1420015

31.2,526

311,870

150,000
24300
670.000O

150,00
4,300
670,000

623,086

0.*00....*

.

1Z9 Estimate

,591,54

6.053,903T

A,53,9000

-309,580

-310,0P00

-310,000

5.8196T

5,9743,9037

5,7143,000O

Personnel Sumry
1W6 Actual
Total number of permannt pstos...
Ful. t1m equivalent of otherpsiin............
Avrg nuner of all employees ...................... 0*000000*0
Average GS pae......................
Average GS slr.
Avrg salary of ungaded oiin...... . .

161,656
3,161
154,v422

6.8
8,006
6,652

1 3969 Estimate I 1970O Estimate
160,041
3,v288
159,521

6.8

8,450
6,856

161,244
2,720
160,500

6.8
8,469
6,920
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obligations
Proposed supplemental for Civilian Pay Increases
Proposed transfer from other accounts
* Net NIJutmnts
Total direct

o

pa

ration

1968 Atual
$4,968,461

1

Est

e

1 (

$5,383,037

-26,100

state

$5,383,000

-737

$+4&
,9T3,z6

$5,36,200

f.8.0
000

The prupose of this appropriation is to operate and maintain Naval Forces.
These forces consisting
of men, shps and aircraft represent the Navy's capability to project the national policy of the United
In most locations, seapower is on the scene continuously. Navy
States virtually anywhere in the world.
Ibrces provide the full range of choice of responses to aggression from showing the flag to nuclear retalia-

ion if provoke.

The fast carrier task force is a prime example of such a range of choice.

In addition, reliable

aid ready Polaris submarines at sea are virtually inregnable, combining mobility with concealment.
The budget activity structure for the Operation and Maintenance, Navy appropriation in fiscal year
1970 is aligned basically with the command structure of the Navy, while retaining the identity of programs
to the greatest extent possible. The seven budget activities which comprise this account are: 1 - Operating
Forces, 2 - Logistics Support, 3 - Medical Support, 4 - Training andiilitary Personnel Support, 5 - Naval
Reserve, 6 - Servicewide Operations, and 7 - Petroleum Reserves. Budget Activityl, Operatig Forces, covers
the entire complex of Fleet and air forces, and provides the day-to-day support necessary to sustain them
and maintain their readinss, includIng cyclical maintenance and other repair work on Active Fleet ships.
Activity 2, Logistics Support, aligns with the various supporting technical commands which constitute
the Naval Material Comnd. The remaining activities under the appropriation follow mostly along functional
within the framework of Navy's commnd structure. As an example, the Training Couzid is included
li-s
under budget activity 4 - Training and Military Personnel Support.
Planned end fiscal year 1970 ship inventory is 895 or 11 fewer ships then in fiscal year 1969.

The fiscal year 1970 request of $5.4 billion is on a level with the total direct obligations shown
for fiscal year 1969. This comparison, however, when adjusted for a change in appropriation cognizance in fiscal
year 1970 reflects a decrease of $52.0 million. This change involves activities formerly funded under the
In our continuing effort to improve
appropriation "Research, Development, Test and Evaluation, Navy".

appropriation content, it is proposed in this change to remove from the research appropriation those items
which are improvements and changes to equipment already procured and in operation with the Fleets. It is

00W

felt that this fleet support is
research effort.

consistent with the operating budget rather than with the

The basic trends causing the program decrease in fiscal year 1970 over fiscal year 1969 are
reduced cobat support requirements in Southeast Asia partially offset by increases in training and other
military support activities, oceanography and communications, support allies and naval reserve activity s.
The following are illustrative of some of the specific tasks to be undertaken in 1970 with the
funds requested in this budget:

repmaednss for fleet forces through continuation of necessary training operations and Fleet

exercises is reflected in the 2.3 million steaming hours budgeted for Attive Fleet ships, and the 2.1
million flying hours for fleet assigned naval aircraft. Provision is made for 190 regular ship overhauls
including 5 nuclear attack submarinPs, and 4 attack carriers. Overall the schedule includes 7 less ships
than ere overhauled in fiscal year 1969. With respect to ship and aircraft operations in fiscal year
1970, the projected reduction in combat support requirements in Southeast Asia results in programmed

reduction of 136 thousand flying hours and 400 thousand steaming hours below 1969.

In addition, reductions

have been projected in the consumption of ship parts, non-scheduled ship repairs and other aircraft and ship

supporting Programs.
The average operating aircraft in 1970 will require the rework of 3,791 aircraft.

flying hour program, 5,999 aircraft engine will be overhauled.

Based on the

this workload represents the minimum required

to provide the operating forces with mission capable aircraft. Air and ship launched missiles, guns, bombs
and other ordnance will require maintenance, overhaul, test and check out to assure safe and reliable
operation.

In addition to Fleet operations, training is provided to Naval personnel at the shorebased training

activities. In 1970 an average student load of approximately 89,000 officers and enlisted personnel
will receive so= form of specialized, technical or professional training, and an average of approximately

28,000 recruits will receive initial military training.

Finally, funds to operate and maintain the Naval Shore Establishment are also included here. The
latter's mission is to provide supply, overhaul, modernization, repair, training and other support services
for Naval Forces and personnel. This is accomplished through shipyards, aircraft overhaul and repair
departments, naval and Marine Corps Air Stations, Naval Hospital, Supply Centers and Depots, Naval

Stations and Support Activities, and Co-m.cation and Radio Stations.

SUZMARY OF OBLIGATIONS

(IN THOUSANDS)

Difference

Budget
Activity
No.

1970
Budget Activity

1968
Actual

1969
Estimate

1970
Estimate

Compared
with

Justification

1969
1

Operating Forces

$1,780,351

$1,985,651

$1,857,902

$-127,749

1-1-1

2

Logistics Support

2,304,613

2,399,433

2,432,848

+ 33,415

1-2-1

3

Medical Support

176,142

193,672

212,123

+ 18,451

1-3-1

4

Training and Military Personnel
Support

204,892

255,351

282,214

+ 26,863

1-4-1

5.

Naval Reserve

75,694

92,884

98,016

5,132

1-5-1

6

Servicewide Operations

421,398

450,632

494,597

+ 43,965

1-6-1

7.

Petroleum Reservcs

5,371

5,4114

5,300

__ _ __ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ _ _ _

Total direct obligations
in budget document

$4,1968, 461

_

i

_ _ _ _

$5,383,037

I

_ _ _ _

$5,3832000

-

_ _

_1-__

1-

1-71

1:4
_-1
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OPENINo

REMARKS

Mr. Wm=I'N. Gentlemen, the committee will come to order.
We have with us today-and I will not try to read the list of wit-

nesses, which is about four pagas long-but we have the Deputy Chief
of Naval Operations, Vice Admiral Shifley, who will be our principal

witness.

The committee is of the opinion that we should proceed with the
original budget as submitted by President Johnson at this time. The
amendments to that budget have just been delivered to the committee. We have not had a chance to study them. From a casual glance.
it appears they will not make any substantial difference. But until
it is decided how to deal with the whole Defense Department, we
will continue discussing the original budget.
So we will proceed with the original plan.
The justification before us lists the Navy as requesting $5 383 million, an increase of $26,800,000 above the appropriations or fiscal
year 1969 and $700,000 above the current estimated amount required
for fiscal year 1969.
Admiral Shifley, we are glad to have you back with us today, as
well as your supporting witnesses. You may proceed with your
statement.
GENERAL STATEMENT

Admiral Shifley.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Comittee, I am Vice Admiral
Ralph Shirley, the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Logistics.
It Is an honor to appear before you to present the FY 1970 Operation
and Maintenance, Navy Budget Request.
My statement will cover the entire Operation and Maintenance,
Navy Appropriation. The Budget Activity structure in this Budget is
the same as that in which the 1969 Budget was presented. The appropriation contains seven Budget Activities: Budget Activity 1 is
Operating Forces; 2, Logistics Support; 3, Medical Support; 4,
Training and Military Personnel Support; 5, Naval Reserve; 6, Servicewide Operations; and 7, Petroleum Reserve.
The FY 1970 Budget Request for the O&MN Appropriation is $5
billion 383 million dollars. The Budget Request for the appropriation last year was $5 billion 702 million. The Budget estimate for
this fiscal year, 1970, is equal to the reduced FY 1969 funding
level which was occasioned by the Revenue and Expenditure Control
Act of 1968 and necessary FY 1969 Southeast Asia program adjustments
made during the formulation of the FY 1970 Budget Request. Throughout the statement, prior year comparisons are made with reference to
these reduced funding levels. Notwithstanding the equal FT 69 and
FT 70 funding levels, there have been adjustments in the FY 1970
Budget estimate that alter significantly mvreral program and Budget
Activity funding levels from those of FTY 1969.
Anticipated reduction in the combat support requirements in
Southeast Asia has decreased the FY 1970 estimates from FT 1969 for
Maintenance and Operation of the Active Fleet, Flight Operations,
Transportation, and the Aircraft, Engine and Component Rework
program.
In the Ship Repair Program, the outlook for FT 70 is for some
continuation of the gradual decline in the material condition of
the fleet as a whole which we have experienced for the past several
years. Accelerated operational usage associated with our heavy deployment schedule, the increasing age of already old ships, the
complexity of our newer ships, and the shortage of skilled shipboard personnel all contribute to the increased cost of ship repair.
We are striving to hold the ship overhaul and repair costs down
while working to maintain a timely, effective and well balanced ship
repair program.
The decreases from the comparable FT 1969 request are offset
partially by a transfer of fleet support functions previously financed under the RDThR Appropriation, and partially by increases in
other Budget Activity estimates.
Medical, training, and military personnel support increases in
the budget request relate generally to increased costs of operation
and improved and expanded facilities and services. A portion of the
training increase also relates to the increased pilot training rate
programed for FY 1970.
In the Naval Reserve Program the increase in funds requested is
primarily for the Aviation Program.
The Budget reflects a net end of year decrease in. ships operating in the Fleet from 906 in FY 1969 to 895 in FY 1970. Some 55
ships are expected to join the Fleet from new construction or conversion, while 68 older ships will leave the active Fleet, 8 of
which are scheduled for conversion.
In the Air Program, we plan to support 7,117 operating aircraft,
on the average, compared to 6,860 in FY 1969. The population of
higher performance aircraft will continue to increase.
I would like now to present the Budget Request for each of the
seven activities of the account individually.
Budget Activity 1 - OPerating Forces
The FY 1970 O&MN estimate for Budget Activity 1 is $1 857.9
million, a net decrease of $127.7 million over FT 1969e This budget
activity finances the annual operating and maintenance costs of the
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operating forces and shore activities under the following Commnders:
Commanders in Chief, U. S. Atlantic Fleet; U. S. Pacific Fleet;
U. S. Naval Forces, Europe; and the Marine Corps Air Stations.
The program is divided into four major categories: operation
and maintenance of the active fleet; flight operations; active fleet
ship repairs; and support of the Naval Shore Establishment activities that directly support the operating forces.
The Maintenance and Operation of the Active Fleet program basically provides for the operating expenses of active fleet ships. An
amount of $407.2 million is requested, a decrease of $34.7 million
from FY 1969. This program includes the following areas:
The Ships Supplies and Equipage request is $176.1 million
In FY 1970; a decrease of $19.0 million from FY 1969.
$132.5 million Is included for ship propulsion fuel and
utility services; a decrease of $15.3 million from FY
1969. In addition, funding is included to support fleet
personnel travel, construction battalions, charter and
hire transportation, project DEEP7REBZE, and facility
maintenance costs for fleet and force commands. The
$98.6 million requested for these programs in 1970 Is
approximately the same as the FY 1969 level.
The Flight Operations program provides for the operating costs fuel, oil, consumable supplies, and other direct support for Navy
and Marine aircraft assigned to the active fleet. $355.5 million Is
requested in FY 1970, a decrease of $13.8 million from FY 1969.
This program will support 2,097,443 flying hours, a decrease of
135,897 hours from FY 1969. The resources requested reflect in
dollar terms Navy and Marine Corps requirements to provide for combat readiness of attack and anti-submarine warfare carrier air wings
and groups, shore based anti-submarine and early warning squadrons,
Marine Corps Air Wings and supporting aviation units.
The Ship Repair program finances both scheduled and nonscheduled repairs. A total of $526.3 million is requested for FY
1970; a decrease of $78.0 million from FY 1969. In FY 1970, 190
overhauls are scheduled at an estimated $371.9 million as compared
to 197 scheduled overhauls at an estimated $430.7 million in FY 1969.
Funds requested for non-scheduled and emergency repairs are $19.3
million below the FY 1969 level of $173.6 million.
The Base Operations and Other Support Program provides funds
for the operation and maintenance of Fleet support stations. In FY
1970 $568.9 million is requested$ a decrease of $1.2 million from FY
1969. These resources are for a wide range of services and direct
fleet support at activities such as Naval Stations, Naval Air Stations, Marine Corps Air Stations, Amphibious and Submarine Bases,
Fleet Training Centers, and other support activities in the U. S.

and overseas.
Budget Activity 2 - Logistic Support
This activity finances operations of the Navy's supply system;
rework and overhaul of aircraft and weapons, both surface and air
launched; and a wide range of technical, engineering and logistics
programs supporting all Naval forces and facets of the Navy's
mission. Funds requested are administered by the Naval Material
Command's six Systems Commands and the Strategic Systems Project
Office.
This activity request for "Logistics Support" is $2,432.8
million, an increase of $33.4 million over FY 1969.
The increase is associated primarily with a transfer of fleet
support functions previously financed under the RDT&E Appropriation.
These functions involve improvements and changes to in-service equipment procured with procurement appropriations and are more properly
budgeted in O&MN, for FT 1970 at $51.9 million.
An additional increase results from the transfer of $5.4 million from procurement
appropriations for installation costs, Exclusive of these transfers,
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our request in this activity is $23.9 million less than in FY 1969.
Primarily, the decrease Is associated with the aircraft rework and
transportation programs.
Aircraft. Engines and Component Rework
We have requested $676.2 million for the depot level overhaul
and progressive rework of aircraft, engines, and other components in
FY 1970, a decrease of $23.3 million from FY 1969. The decrease Is
primarily the result of an anticipated reduction in the combat support requirements In Southeast Asia, coupled with a management improvement goal of reducing aircraft rework costs.
Other Logistics Programs
All other logistics programs are budgeted at $1,756.6 million
in FY 1970. Our request is divided among servicewide supply, aviation, ordnance, ship, facilities, Fleet Ballistic Missile, and
electronics programs, and support of the Naval Material Command
Headquarters and Support Activity.
The request of $464.0 million for servicewIde supply programs
administered by the Naval Supply Systems Command is $9.3 million below the 1Y 1969 program. This decrease again results from a projected reduction in combat support requirements in Southeast Asia;
in this instance, primarily related to transportation.
Logistics programs in support of Naval Aviation in FTY 1970 will
require $348.0 million.
Although the 1Y 1970 estimate represents a
net increase of $19.9 million over 1Y 1969, transfers of responsibility of certain programs from RDTUE ($23.4 million) and procurement appropriations ($4.2 million) have produced an increase of
$27.6 million, so that the net comparable 1970 program is $7.7
million below the 1969 support level. Almost one-third of the
$348.0 million total request In 1970 is budgeted for transportation
of material, ammunition, and aeronautical support equipment. The
remainder provides for rework of ammunition, catapults, and arresting gear; field operations such as the operating costs of contract
administration and inspection offices; and a wide variety of other
supporting programs. Among the latter programs are photographic
and meteorological support, overhaul of aircraft ground support
equipmentg procurement of technical publications for out-ofproduction aircraft and weapons, and in-house engineering effort
supporting fleet operating aircraft.
Funds are requested in the amount of $234.4 million for ordnance programs administered by the Naval Ordnance Systems Command.
These funds will provide for the maintenance and rework of surface
and underwater launched ordnance, shipboard weapons systems and components including guns, amunition, missiles, torpedoes, mines, and
fire
control equipment.
The request for these programs is $14.6
million over FY 1969 which is primarily related to the transfer of
functions from the RDT& appropriation in the amount of $11.6
million. Other significant increases are associated primarily with
rework, maintenance and engineering services for Surface Missile
Systems.
The request of $313.4 million for ship programs administered by
the Naval Ship Systems Command will fund ship Inactivations; rehabilitation of electronic, hull, machinery and electrical equipment;
support of salvage operations including salvage forces in Southeast
Asia; the Supervisors of Shipbuilding; the Naval Ship Engineering
Center; other Fleet Industrial support facilities;
and technical
training and hardware support of training operations.
Other significant programs include printing of technical publications, standardization ship designs and engineering services to the fleet,
and
industrial readiness. The request for these programs Is $21.9
million over the F1969 request.
Primarily, this increase is for
the transfer of functions from this R7DT
appropriation vhich totals
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$16.9 million.
In the facilities programs administered by the Naval Facilities
Engineering Command, $139.1 million Is requested. This includes an
increase of $8.1 million over the FY 1969 level primarily for procurement of collateral equipment for initial outfitting of completed
military construction projects and replacement of furniture and
equipment for barracks, BOQ's, messes and other personnel support
facilities.
The remaining centrally administered logistics programs are for
support of the Fleet Ballistics Missile System, communications and
electronics support provided by the Naval Bleotponics Systems
Command, and operation of the Naval Material Command Headquarters.
Funds requested for these programs $257.8 million, are approximately level with FY 1969 funding of $656.2 million.
Budget Activity 3 - Medical Support
This budget activity requests $212.1 million in fiscal year
1970g an increase of $18.4 over FY 1969.
Here funds are provided for various medical support functions,
including inpatient and outpatient care of active duty personnel
and other eligible beneficiaries in naval hospitals and non-service
facilities. Also provided by this Budget Activity are the professional education and training of medical department personnel at
naval and civilian institutions, the care of the dead, and the
operation of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.
Primarily responsible for this increase are higher costs of
care to be provided in non-service facilities, funds for the Medical
Education for National Defense program, and increased operating and
maintenance costs at naval hospitals.
Budget Activity 4 - Training & Military Personnel Support
Our request for Training and Military Personnel Support totals
$282.2 million, an increase of approximately $26.9 million over
fiscal year 1969.
This activity will provide instruction for some 4,100 midshipmen at the Naval Academy, training of over 151,000 new Navy recruits,
pilot training for 2,860 naval aviators, and other specialized
training and education to about 415,000 officers and enlisted men.
In addition, the program supports training facilities, training
equipment, and comprehensive programs of personnel distribution,
morale, and discipline to sustain the effectiveness and well being
of our Navy people.
The $26.9 million increase primarily relates to an increase in
flying hours from 1,016,545 to 1,091,538.
However, this increased
funding level will also provide support for the following additional
programs or program levels:
(1) the increase of 335 pilots to an
annual pilot training rate of 2 860- (2) improved facilities and
curriculum at the Naval Academy; (35 operation of new facilities provided for the pilot training program; (4) expansion of training
facilities at Orlando$ Florida; (5) new training facilities at existIng centers to meet specialized training requirements arising from
new equipment and weapons systems; (6) implementation of new In:
structional techniques and training courses; (7) Improvements in the
Atlantic area Overseas Dependent Schools program; (8) Increased
tuition costs at civilian universities; and (9) increased participation In tuition assistance program for off duty education.
Formal training and education in combination with practical
on-the-job training continues to be essential to prepare the Navy
man to effectively use the products of modern technology.
Budget Activity 5-

Naval Reserve

The Naval Reserve program totals $98.0 million, an increase of
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$5.1 million over fiscal year 1969.
This activity will provide systematic instruction and training
in essential Naval subjects at civilian educational institutions to
prepare approximately 10,000 young men for careers as commissioned
officers of the Navy and Marine Corps. Also, it will provide education in citizenship and military service for high school students
as directed by congressional statute In the ROTC Vitalization Act of
1964. Routine operating funds are requested to support the Naval
Reserve Training Centers and Facilities where approximately 141,000
officers and enlisted Reservists (pay and non-pay) are trained.
Funds are requested to support maintenance and operation of Naval
Reserve Training ships, Naval Reserve flying, and costs of base
operations for the Naval and Marine Corps Reserve Training Program.
The $5.1 million ince~se mainly relates to the Naval Reserve
Aviation Program. In addition, the Increase will cover increased
tuition, fee and book charges for the Naval Reserve Officer Training
Corps and for a planned increase of 23 schools and 4,914 students
for the Junior Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps.
Budget Activity 6 - Servicewide Operations
The request for Servicewide Operations totals $494.6 million,
an increase of $44.0 million over FY 1969.
This activity funds a wide range of services and direct Fleet
Support provided by:
Navy-wide Finance and Audit Activities
Servicewide Communications
Naval Intelligence
Oceanographic Programs
Naval Stations Washington
Naval Observatory
Naval Air Facility, Washinton, D. C.
Naval Weather Service
Space Surveillance Activity
Computer Institute
Naval Command Systems Support Activity
Support of Allied Naval Forces In Vietnam
In addition, headquarters support is furnished the Secretary of
the Navy, his departmental staff offices, and the Chief of Naval
Operations.
Significant increases and decreases include:
(1) An increase o! $15.7 million is for the Naval Intelligence
Command of which $11.8 million represents the transfer of Investigative agent compensation from the emergency and extraordinary milItary expenses account. The remainder of the Increase will improve
and/or expand intelligence data handling, counterintelligence and
investigative work, and scientific and technical intelligence
programs.
(2) An increase of $13.5 million is for the Oceanographer of
the Navy to support scientific and technical operations and enhance
his ability to collect and process oceanographic survey data for
fleet use. Specific allocations provide for the operation of newly
constructed Oceanographic Ships and Mapping and Charting Ships
which will be operated by the Military Sea Transportation Service
during FY 1970.
(3) A $12.5 million increase Is required by the Office of the
Chief of Naval Operations of which $6.0 million is to provide for
increased costs in classified projects. $3.2 million of the CNO
increase is also required to provide increased Vietnam support of
U. S. and Allied Forces. The remaining increase of $3.3 million is
the net of various program increases and decreases.
(4) A $6.7 million increase for the Naval Communications
Command provides for minim essential communication improvements
and for leased
cations
system.communications within the world-wide Defense Communi-
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(5) A $2.0 million increase for the Naval Security Group is
associated with the increased costs of the Consolidated Cryptologic
Program,
(6) A net $6.9 million decrease is reflected In the estimates
for the Navy Secretariat, Departmental Staff Offices, and their
Field Activities. This decrease results from the transfer of $11.8
million, required to support certain emergency and extraordinary
expenses, to other operations accounts. This decrease is partially
offset by a $1.9 million increase for Navy-wide Finance Activities
required for the implementation of the Joint Uniform Military Pay
System; $1.7 million for the increased official mail costs; and minor
cost increases for the Naval Audit Service and the Employee Compensation Fund.
Budget Activity 7 - Petroleum Reserve
The final budget activity provides funds to conserve below
ground a supplemental supply of fuel for national defense,
Of the $5.3 million requested for fiscal year 1970, $4.8
million is to continue operation of the Naval Petroleum Reserves in
California and Wyoming and to drill another gas well in the Alaskan
Reserve.
The expenses for this budget activity are being kept at approximately the sam level as in fiscal year 1969. The annual revenues
from the sale of oil and gas produced is twice the annual cost of
operation and maintenance of the Reserve. These gross revenues are
deposited directly in the Federal Treasury.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my formal statement.
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FUNDING REQUIREMENTS FOR 1070

Mr. WinwrN. Thank you, Admiral, for it very detailed statement,
as to the reqUirelents of the Navy. You note in your statement that.
(lhe Proposed funding levels for "Operation and maintenance, Navy,"

in fiscal year 1970 remains tit, about the same level as it, was in fiscal

year 1969. U6,ally there is a difference of at least it few hundred

million dollars iln the 0. &M., Navy, fndling requirements. How was
(he Navy. able to arrive att the same funding level for both fiscal yenrs
1969 and 19701

Admiral Stmtrixt. Mlr. Chairman, there wias no l)t-fteular attempt
to make them comne out that. way but it resulted frnin a very careful
estimated of the amounts that we would require in 1970 with all Attem pt
to hold down to the very nininut tile amount of money that would
he inquired to conduct, our essential operations.
Mr. WInivrN. In other words, you started off witfhlthe recoglition
that. we would be lutckyto continue as we haitve, in all'tih eireumstatces,
and with that ill mind came out t6the same basis; is thlt.approximately
right?
Admiral SiIIxiItv. Yes, sir; I would say that we certainly attempted
to hold down to the very lowest, level possible.
Mr. l,nscomn. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wntv n N. Mr. Lipscomb.

ItEDUMYrIONH 'We 10?0 NAVY IlUI7II BY 8ECRETARY OF I)EFN8E

Mr. LIi'scoMn. Admiral, wlutt was the original request for 0. &M.,
Navy that. went to the Office of Secretary of-Toense

Admiral Sitn'rm.i. Our initial request. was $6,178,700,000.
Mr. LimscoMn. Then what was the amount, that was deleted by the
Office of the Secretary of 1)efense?
Admiral Sninzyr,. The original 0SD reduction was $871.3 million.
Mr. LIPSCOMii. Did the Navy reclama ally of these reductions?

Admiral Sninmviy. We made a reelamna for $476.3 million; yes, sir.
Mr. iamscomnu. How nuch of that did you obtain or have reinstated?
Admiral Smpix-. Th Secretary of Defense restored $75.6 million
of
the allount we rmiharnaed, resulting inl a net reductioll of $795.7
millionn.
Mr. LlscoM. So it, was the Office of Secretary of. Defense that
brought about the action that made this come out imscftly even between 19069 and 1070 and not. the Navy that, made the decision?
Adminrl St'ivmy. Yes, sir; I would say that tile figure was, in the
ihnal analysis, dotermited by the Secretary of defense .
Mr. 1,1rsc'mmil. But. the fact that. it. just. by coincidence copies out, the
same in 1969 and 1070 is not the Navy's doing. It. certainly is not to
your liking but rather it. wats what. was gven you, was it. not?

Adminri S'lIrlmv. Obviously, we wouldihave liked to have had morM,
Mr. lisilomlb, but that is the proce, by which budgets ame finally
arrived at., and certainly the Navy sulpportS the amont. that the President has r quested, sir.
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LTST OF ITEMS DRLETID FROM TIHE 1970 NAVY BUDGET

Mr. LipscoMn. Can you, for the record, provide a list of the items that

were deleted by the Office of Secretary of Defense and the ones that
you reelamaed on?
Admiral Siiwnz. Yes, slir. That is quite a number of items. We can
provide that. in as much, detail as the committee would like to have, sir.
I would like to if I may, provide that for the record, although I could
give you some details here if you wish.
Mr. LipscoMn. No. For the record will be all right.
Admiral STIFLEY. All right, sir.
Mr. W'nrrrpz. When you do that, in order to get a true comparison
I think it would be well to also list it for the preceding year. It has
been my observation that Delmrtments of Government usually antici.
pate, some folks say they put extra in there so it can be taken out,
others say not. But just the fat that the Bureau of the Budget and
the Department of Defense always cut back, and you, and I bothl know
they are going to cut back; some say you put t little in so they can
take it out. So in order to have a true comparison I think we should
have the cutback that you went through in the preceding fiscal year,
what you were requesting, and what you got.. You received about the
same cut, did you not?
Admiral Siinv.y. I don't have those figures.
Mr. Wnvrm¢. Provide that for the record, and include the preceding 2 years. The information will speak for itself.
Admiral SniiFJxY. Of courts, as I mentioned in my statement here,
there have been some reductions since the Congress appropriated the
money for hfie fiscal 1069 year.
Mr. Witrr N. Is that as a result of the Reveme antd Expenditure
Control Act?
Admiral StnJFY. Yes, sir.
Mr. Whitmrm. Public Law 364 of the 90th Congress.

Admiral SHlILEY. So that the comparison tNat I have made here
is with the final figure that we have to work with now, the money
available now as a result of these further cutbacks.
Mr. LiscoMa, You were just talking about the submission and the
cuts by the OSD prior to thaft, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WlllwrrEw. Yes. I Just wanted the true comparison so that we
can see the 2 years.
Admiral Snm
4 xv. Yes, sir. I can provide that. I can provide what
the Navy requested what we got. then the further reductions that
brought us down to the $5,883,000,000.
Mr. LiPscosm. It should he easy to accomplish. Those figures are in
the record for past years.
Admiral Sninz. Yes, sir. We have them readily available. I can
provide them with no difficulty.
Mr. WitIru. You might include 2 preceding years to match against
this one.
Admiral Sitjzy.Yes air. 1968 and 1969 as well.
Mr. WuirrrsE. Yes. Te purpose is to bring it together here so that
we can see it all in one place instead of having the staff pull it out.
(The information follows:)
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($ in Millions)
Navy submission to 08-)
OS1 Reduction
Adjusted Submission
Navy roclwla
Adjusted Submission
OSD Deapproved
Coynesslonal Mvnlslcn

q F114it
-tIVrS Operations
Forces:

Ship Overhauls
Ship Fuel
Ship Non-Sched Pprs
Supplies &Equipage
aso Ops &Other Sup
CD Support

Mlical §port

rt:
SuinIr
& Peps
T WEtOps
All Other Training
Naval Reserves:
NRP Overhauls
All Other Support
Servicewide Operations

5o605,8
73
4003.

179.5

1269
Recian,

1et0 Restorea
Res-toiW fL~uctioneelafe

. _684..5_ .. 75,9 -. ..... _

811.3

476.3

183.1
17.1
25.8
38.3
109.6
2.2

147.5

188.0
51. 4

.9
19.1
26.6

83.1
4.5

226.6

20.0

30.7
20.0
+7.2
48.2

21.41

19.2
15.5
5.5
.6
16.2
16.0

.2
2.8
1.4
28.3
-

3.3

42.4

6.0
-

21.0
26.0
13.2

.3
5.1

36.5
51.8

-

17.7

4.5

2.2

12.2

13.3
9.6

1.2

46.8

411.3
1.8
8.4
34.1
35.1

&.L2

35.0

2.0

32.7

8.8
3.4
3.9

75.6
7.3

6.6
.3
5.2
12.9
43.0
4.5
126.8

26.2

=1t,0 em Reserves

Additional [aget Submissiom
Aircraft Reworks
Ship Overhauls
Transportation
Other

$6,178.7

5s7o2.2

Air .9ya Te-cl

Ships Sys
Ordnance Sys
Fac Tech
Elec Sys
&V Sy '
KH4 & I11C

684.5

... 423.2
51060.8

fwduetiom
rationn and Maintenance,

$6,290.3

$51509.5
871 .9

WY1270

3.4
.2

-

10.0
4.8

15.9
7.4
6.6

.8
~10.7

46.7

46.6
+10.0
3.8

Due to the change In Budget Structure In FY 1969 the FY 1968 OD reductions
are not available In the above format.

1.1
1.2
26.0
7.4
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TRANSFERS

BETWEEN APPROPRIATIONS

Mr. WHLrr N. Admiral, would you briefly outline any major funding transfers between appropriations which may have occurred in either
year which might affect the comparability of the totals for the 2 years?
Admiral SmFiLY. We have the figure that I mentioned the $51.9
million shift from R.D.T. & E. This is for the support. of inservice
equipment and Items, which were previously funded in R.D.T. & E.
It was felt these items should be more properly funded in 0. & M.N.
Mr. DAwS. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Witrrmx. Mr. Davis.
Mr. DAvis. Am I to understand that this shift, has already taken
place in the current fiscal year?
Admiral SHiFLY. No, sir. We are budgeting for it in fiscal year
1970. In fiscal year 1969 this same work was funded in the R.D.T. &E.
appropriation. In fiscal year 1970 weare shifting that over and funding for it inthe 0. &M.N. appropriation.
Mr. DAwS. So when the chairman asked you about shifts in either
year you have not responded as to any shifts that may havetaken place
in the current fiscal year; is that correct?
Mr. WHTEr'. We have not had any detailed answer no,

Would you advise us at this time what shifts have been made inthe
current fiscal year? Understand, Admiral, you can complete the
record.
Admiral SHIFLEY. I don't recall any shifts that have taken place
in fiscal year 1969. I will investigate this. If there are any, I will provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)
There have been no major functional realinements in the fl .al year 1969
0. & M.N. appropriation since the Congressional enactment. The following table

illustrates appropriation adjustments since enactment and for comparability Includes prior year and budget year information.
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[Dollars In millionsl

President's budget ................................................
Congressional adjustments.

;v
Pub
Ic W
w
r^....

""'

Fiscal year

Fix&al rear

Fiscal ya

$4,706.0

$5,702.2

$5, 383.0

-346.0 ..............

-53.0

o+
............

'""................
".'.."." "':' ....

,356. 2 ..............
4,653.0
Pay raise .+3.......................................................

SEA requirement ..............................................................

-

..............

SEeormriniytase .....................
+. 9
1 -&3 ..............
.....................................................
enoramsng
SEA
emergency 8 ...r..anfe................................+289
...............
.........
.................- 1.7
+1.7
Minortransfers ....................
............

App~fltiu duste ...........................
,97 1
5,383.0
5,383.0
+1.3 ......................
Transfers from other accunts.................................
Total direct obligations ......................................

5,383. 0

4,968.5

5,383.0

I The net of these adjustments resulted InAfiscal year 1969 supplemental request of $2.!.

Mr. Wilixrx. Will you insert in the record a schedule showing
total funding being transferred to "Operation and maintenanceP
1970 from other appropriations? In addition, will you also show
accounts to which it was transferred and the amounts requested
fiscal years 1968 and 1969?
Admiral SHIFLJY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

the
for
the
for

The funding being transferred to "Operations and maintenance" for fiscal year
1970 from other appropriations Is:
(Dollars in thousands
Fiscal Ze

.......................
,550
RT. &E.................
Other procurement (InsallatIon of shorebase equiment)..'........3,568

iscal ear1969 Fiscal 1970
yf

$52872
7,800

$5.
7,356

REDUOTIONR UNDER THE REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE CONTROL ACT

Mr. WHriT if. How much cutback did you have as a result of the
Revenue and Expenditure Control Act and from what accounts?.
Admiral GADDIS. The reduction in 1969 programs, sir, m addition
to that made by the Congress, was an additional $53 million, in response to Public Law 90-364.
Mr. Wnminz. Would you supply for the record the projects that
this may have affected or the accounts that it might have affeted
Admiral GADvis. Yes, sir.
(The information allows:)
Reductions In 1WO programs were as follows:

Administrative costs ..

-------------------------------------

Lease versus buy computers

---------------------------------

---------------------------------Logistic support programs
----------------------------------------------Medicare

Revised estimates assocated with force level reductions ---------------------------------------------Reduced employment levels

Tot..---------------------------------------------530

1.8

2.7

10.0
4.0

12.2
9.7
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REDUCTIONS IN SOUTIEAST ASIA REQUIREMENTS

Mr. Witrrrpm. Admiral, you mentioned that the budget, estimate for

fiscal year 1970 4is equal to the, reduced fiscal year 1969 funding level
which was occasioned by the Revenue and Expendittre Control Act of
1968 and the necessary fiscal year 1969 Southeast Asia program adjustments made during the formulation of the 1970 budget request. What
reductions inathe funding levels for fiscal year 1969 are applicable to
the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act and what reductions are
applicable to Southeast Asia program adjustments? Earlier I had
a ked about the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act. You might
give us the same information with regard to the Southeast Asia program adjustment.
Admiral Snmm-. Reductions between fiscal year 1969 and 1970 associated with Southeast Asia?
Mr. Wiitnrmr. That is right.
Admiml Sitiwa. That .s $127.3 trillion.
Mr. WJirm N.What actiities did that affect, Admiral?
Admiral Sniim . Transportation of things were reduced $30 mile
lion; maintenance of material $25 million; ship operations $24 millon; air operations, $16.5 million; base operations, $14.8 milhon; ship
maintenance $12 million; supply operations, $5 million; for 0 total
of $127.3 nielion.
INCREASES OFFSETIING SOUTIHEAST ASIA REDUCTIONS

Mr. WuTrEN. You have stressed the reductions resulting from the

Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968 as well as tose affecting Southeast Asia. Is it not a fact, however, that the reductions that
you just detailed, were offset by increases in other uses in an equal
amount, approximately?
Admiral SnikiIy. Yes, sir. The net change in this appropriation
was zero.
Mr. WitrrEN. What increases have you made to offset this reduct ion by account or by activity ?
Admiral SHmWEY. Could I supl-ly that for the record?
Mr. Wit'IVmN. Tell us general ly at this. point what you have increased and then you can go into further detail for the record. We have
been talking about your reductions. Now it develops that you increased
other things to offset the reductions.
AdmiralSf nxy. You speak to 1069 now, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Wittr N.No, 1970.
Admiral Siimry. 1970? I have that. I mentioned most of them in
my statement here. I would have to go back and go through It.
Mr. WiTrrmN. According to the study on this side of the table you

have reduced Southeast Asia by approximately $127.7 million. It also is
indicated that you have increased other activities in approximately the
same amount, What are these activities that are being Increased to offset the decrease in Souheast Asia?
Admiral Sitrpijn. They are generally spread throughout all the
activities. They are mostly small increases. I would have to 0o through
my statement again to identify all of them. Of course, te biggest
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one is the one I mentioned whore we transferred from R.D.T. & E.
into 0. &M.N., the $51.0 million.
Mr. WiirrrN. That is during the current fiscal year, however. That

is in the 1970 budget request.
Admiral SIiq'LY. It was shifted-it appears in the 0. &M.N. appropriation of fiscal year 1070; in 1969 that comparative amount appeared in the R.D.T. &E. appropriation.
Mr. WimnlrEz. Admiral, we are not trying to keep you from correcting the record to show the true facts. We just want as much iniformation here as you are able to provide, with the right to supply the
details.

Admiral SxiwLzY. It would be rather time consuming for me to go
through my statement and pull these out. If I may, may I provide
it for the record?

Mr. Wurrir. That will be fine. But could you give us what general
activities are involvedI
Admiral GADDIS. By budget activity, Mr. Whitten,ithe increases are
for $18.4 million in medical support; $26.8 million in training and
military personnel support; $5 milion in Naval Reserve; $44 million In
servicewide operations; $33.4 million ii logistics support offset against
the figure of a minus $127.7 million ih operating forces.
(More detailed information follows:)
The 127.7 milLon decrease In Southeast Asia supports is offset by the following

requirements:

R.D.T. & S. transfer

If$ ions

--------------------------------------

51.9

Budget activity 3-Medical support
---------------------------18.5
Primarily responsible for this increase are increased costs of care in
nonservice facilities, and Increased operating and maintenance costs
at naval hospitals.
Budget activity 4-Training and military personnel support------------ 26.9
The $269 million increase primarily relates to the following:

(1) Increased flying hours and support for an Increase of 385 in the
annual pilot training rate.
(2) Improved facilities and curriculum at the Naval Academy.
(3) Operation of new facilities provided for the pilot training pro-

gram.

(4) Expansion of training facilities at Orlando, Fla.
(5) New training facilities at existing centers to meet specialized
training requirements for new equipment and weapons systems.
(6) New instructional techniques and training systems.
(7) Improvement in the Atlantic area overseas dependent schools
program,
(8) Increased -tuition costs at civilian universities.
(9) Increased participation In tuition assistance for off-duty education.

Budget activity 5-Naval Reserve
----------------------------5.1
The $5.1 million increase mainly relates to support of the Naval Reserve aviation program. In addition the increase covers increased tuition, fees, and book costs for the Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps

and an increase of 23 schools and 4,914 students in the Junior Naval
Reserve Officer Training Corps.
Budget activity O--Servicewide operations
---------------------25.3
The $25.3 million Increase includes costs for increased support of
allied naval forces and of classified projects in Southeast Asia; for
operation of new oceanographic survey ships; and for increased intelligence operations.
30

6 -0-pt.
.
2.-26
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DEACTIVATION OF 55 SHIPS IN' 1969

Mr. WHrrmN. Since the record at this point would indicate that you
have increased the amount for these activities to offset the reductions
in the others where in the fiscal year 1970 justifications do you show
the savings from the deactivation of the 55 ships in 1969 resulting
from the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act?
Admiral SHIFLEY. Of course, those savings would be scattered around
among a number of the
Mr. WHrmrN.Admiral, we do not mind your turning to the 40 or
more witnesses that you have here. My information is that we supplied
you with an outline as to what you would be expected to know, starting
off with funding level, civilian employment, management studies,
maintenance of real property, support of free world forces, and the
rest. Now, having that before you, it strikes me that you should have
some of your folks prepared to give us answers to these things in
detail.
Admiral SHFizY. I don't recall breaking out the figures to fit that
exact question, Mr. Chairman. If there is anyone here that has any
figures that would give a direct answer to that I would be happy for
them to speak up.
Mr. WirrrEN. You deactivated 55 ships. Certainly, it should result
in some savings. You should be able to figure out how much it resulted
in and then we should be able to find out where it is reflected in the
budget.
Admiral SHiFLEY. It certainly does, sir. It provides some savings
the cost of fuel,
not only in the 0. & M.N. appropriation, such as in.
supplies, and equipage, and so forth, but also, obviously, there is a
reduction in the pay for the personnel that would have manned those
.
ship
Mr. WHIrI N. Yes. But you have us guessing about it, and apparently you are also guessing about it. We have a whole lot of guessing
here when we are trying to make a record.
Admiral SHIFLEY. I mentioned that we have certain reductions in
ship operations, ship maintenance, and so forth-

Mr.

WHITFN.

But you do not have them broken down in detail,

tied back to the 55 ships.
Admiral SHIFLY. Not to those specific ships; no, sir.
Mr. WrmNE. Can-you do it for the record?
Admiral SnvLzy.We will try; yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
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SHIPs

DEAOTiVATED UNDER THE REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE CONTROL AOr

The actual number of ships deactivated under the Revenue and Expenditure
Control Act was 52. In addition, seven aircraft squadrons were deactivated. The
reductions are:
In retlrn.
1 S, 1 AGSS
------------------------------------------1 SSN
-------------------------------------------------.

$2.4
3

1 CVS, 20 escorts ---------

18.8
12.5
5.5

1010----------------------

m-----------------------------------

-------------------------------8 amphibious, 10 mine warfare, 7 auxiliary
----------------------1 AO,1 AF --------------------------------------------Total ships (52)

-------------------------------------

6 ASW carrier squadrons (2 ASW air groups)
1 SP2 squadron (patrol)

---------------------

------------------------------------

Total aircraft squadrons (7)

-----------------------------

Total ----------------------------------------------------------

The budget reductions were effected in the following areas:
Supplies and equipage
-------------------------------------Fuel
------------------------------------------------Restricted availabilities
------------------------------------Overhauls
---------------------------------------------Inactivation costs
----------------------------------------Flight operations
Aircraft reworks

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Aircraft storage costs
---------------------------------------.
Engine/component reworks ..............................
Total ------

--------------------------------------

.8

40.8

3.0
2.0

5.0
45.8

5.2
4.7
5. 7
29.6
4.9
1.9
2.4

1
8
45.8

INCREASES IN 1970 OFFSEMNG 1969 DECREASES

Mr. LipscoMB. We are not exactly asking you to tie it down to the
ships, but, inasmuch as your 1970 budget compares with your 1969 and
there are significant reductions in your 1969 program, where are these
increases showing up in your 1970 budget I That is what we are trying
to find out.
Admiral SHIPLEY. Yes, sir. We will provide that.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Just because you deactivated 55 ships does not mean
that the increase in 1970 applies to ships. That was the implication I
got. I have to reiterate what the chairman has said: There must be
some answers here, because we have information in front of us supplied
by the Navy. Now, we are trying to get the record straight, that is all.
The answer must be around someplace.
Admiral Sntnmy. I am sure it is.
Mr. Lrescomw. That is the cost breakdown on ship and aircraft
deactivations totals, in Operation and Maintenance, $68.5 million,
according to our information.
Admiral SHIFrny. Let me see if we can't sort this out and provide it.
We have all the information. It is simply that it has not been aggregated in this particular way, sir.
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Mr. LrPsco.B. But does the Comptroller have accurate lists of the
real increases in fiscal year 19701 You gave us some. What does that
total toI
Admiral GAwis. I can break that down in more detail, yes, sir;
within each budget activity.
In response to your last question about the effect of the ship cancellations in 1969, the data I have here indicates-and I would correct it
for the reoord-a total of $45.3 million of costs which are not in the
1970 budget, because these same kinds of costs were taken out of the
1969 budget for these sifie ships that were inactivated.
Now, this is a part thenI of the total reduction in the cost of active
ship operation of $34.7 million, and a reduction in the cost of active
fleet nonscheduled repairs of $19.8 million.
I would be glad to go into greater detail on the increases, if you
would like, sir.
Mr. LrPsoMB. What we are trying to get at is we want to see where
the Navy fiscal year 1970 budget has been increased over fiscal year
1969, and the activities and the total, inasmuch as you are operating
under the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act

Admiral

GADDis.

Yes, sir.

Mr. LnscoMB. And inasmuch as there have been significant actions
taken within DOD, and yet your budget for fiscal year 1969 0. & M.
is basically the same.
Admiral GADDI. Yes, sir; based on increases and decreases balancing off. Yes. sir.
_C~inic's NoT .- The Navy subsequently provided the following
additional information for the record.)
In both fiscal years 1969 and 1970 significant changes have occurred. The fiscal
year 1969 President's budget started with a request to Oongress of $5.7 billion.
As a result of congressional reduction, It Is currently at $5.4 billion. The reduction has caused program adjustments Involving the deletion of some SMplus
ships. In fiscal year 1970, although the request Is also $5.4 billion, the composi-

tion of the program is different. Significant reductions are proposed In operating
forces, but additional funds are being requested in other areas.

Mr. LuPSCoMB. What we would like to know is why.
Admiral SHILIY. I can give you the exact amounts in each budget
act'vity
Mr.LnIrcomB. Then you cut down on Southeast Asia activities by
$127.8 million.
Admiral SHiPly. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lnwom& You have reapplied that money someplace and I
think it is our responsibility to find out what has happened. Otherwise

your budget wouldishow a decrease.

Admiral SHIPLEY. Yes, sir. I can certainly give you the net effect,
but it is rather difficult to say that the specific dollars that were
reduced from trans rtation were applied toMr. LIPsCOMB. You gave us one good one, and that was the transfer
of funding from R.D.T. & E. into 0. & M $51 million or better.
Admiral SHIFLtY. Yes, sir; almost half of it,
Mr. Lmoox-s. Are you going into any new programs? For instance:
Project Value, Project Transition, Project Referral, and the summer
outh programs? Are any of these funded in Navy, Operation and
,amitenancl
Y sir.
Admiral GADm.Yes,
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Mr. LiPsom. And they are new programs, are they not?. Project
Value is a new one; the comprehensive employment program is a new
one.

Admiral GADDIS. The summer youth opportunity program is not in
the 1970 budget as it is submitted today, sir.
Mr. LWSComB. It is in the Army.
Admiral GADDIS. The other programs are in. Project Value is a new
program.
Mr. LIPscoMB. In the budget, but
not in Navy 0. &M.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. WHmImN. What we are driving at here, and we might just as
well lay iton the table: The Congress acts on your requests after you
have been reviewed by the Defense DepVartment, by the Bureau of the
Budget, and then the Congres passes the Revenue and Expenditure
Control Act, you take reductions under that as required by 'the law,
and you come before us stressing how mudh reductions you have taken
in Southeast Asia, and other reductions you have made. Then it
develops that you are asking for the same amount of money because
you-have increased other things. Now it develops that these other things
new -programs, in time of war. To me, at least, it leaves the Navy in
somewhat of an untenable position. Now I repeat again: You -have
explained what reductions you made; you have acknowledged that you
have increased other things about the same amount, but we are having
difficulty finding out w1hat in the world it is. So, name what you are
doing with the offsetting amounts in the way of increased funds. How
many of them are new programs and how much for each one t
Admiral SHiFLY. We can provide that down to any detail.
Mr. WHrmrw. Just to say "we can provide" is not enough. You know
we are busy, we are not near as prone to digging into these hearings
later to sift out the information. As I understand it, you were supplied with a breakdown as to what the committee would be interested
m. So, out of this array of about 40 People, somebody should know.
You do not mean that you have $127 million of new projects here and
nobody knows enough about it to admit it, or name them, or designate
them
Admiral GADIs. Could I detail the impatMr. Wnirirm. I am seeking somebody who will.
INCREASES IN THE 1970 BUDOT

Admiral GADris. Yes, sir.
The budget activity increases I spoke to before in budget activity
2 consists of the net of a decrease of aircraft and component reworks
of $23.3 million; a decrease in ship and craft activations of $15 million; and increase in the deep submergence systems program of $5.9
million; an increase in fleet ballistic missile system technical support
of $4.5 million; an increase in antisubmarine warfare system rework
and maintenance of $7.5 million; an increase in surface missile rework
and maintenance, $6.2 million.

In budget activity 3, naval hospital and medical centers are supported at an increased rate, $3.7 million.
Mr. LiU8oxB. Does that include the reestablishment of the MEND

program in the field ?

Admiral SIFIXY. This is under "Medical."
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Admiral GADDIS. That would be in "All other medical support," sir.
'Mr. Lwscom. That is in the increase that you just mentioned?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir. Contracts for medicare, we are requesting

an increase of $11.4 million.
In "All other medical support" we are requesting an increase of
$1.6 million. That includes the MEND program which you spoke to
and which is deleted in the budget amendment, sir.
Ih budget activity 4, training and military personnel supVit, g*neral training and academic support, an increase of $11.2 million; the
Naval Academy, an increase of $1.3 million; overseas dependent education, an increase of $2.2 million; aviation trt ning, which the admiral spoke to in his statement, $11.3 million increase; departmental
administration for the Bureau of Naval Personnel, an increase of
$900,000. In the Naval Reserve activity, Naval Reserve training ship
operations go up $900,000; Nav~l Reserve flight operations go up $1.1
million; the Naval Reserve training base support increases by $3.2
million. In servicewide operations, intelligence actiVities increased a
net of $3.9 million; oceanograPhy increases by $13.5 million; communications, weather, and security group operations increased by $9.1
million; administratin-including both ONO and the Secretariatincreases
$100,000., by $6.7 million;'the petroleum reserve activity decreases by
(Clerk's note: The Navy subsequently providedthe following additional information for the record.)
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
Dif.

Fiscal year
1969

Fiscal ear

r

70

ference

Ship oruls .... ....................................
Nofscheduled repairs ...................................
Supsliss and equipage ......................................
Fueefor ships ..............................................
Naval mobile construction battalions......................
......................
support
Bae support:
operations and other
. ..............................
2, Logistics
Aircraft
and omponent. reworks

31.
173.6
195.1
147.7
42.7
680. 4
699. 5

Shlp-craft activatns .......................................
Shlp-craft inatvations ..................................
Deep submergence systems program. .....................
Fle ballistic missile system technical support .................
Antisubmarine warfare systems ..............................
Surface missile rework and maIntenance ......................
3. Medical support:
Naval hospitals and medical centers ..........................
Contractual medicare .................................
All other medical support.. ..........................
4. Training and military personnel support:
General training expansion and academic support.............
Naval Academy............................................
Overseas dependent's education ..............................
............................
Aviation training .....
BuPers.departmental administration ..........................
5. Naval Reserve:
Naval Reserve training ships operations .......................
operations ..............................:.
flight
Reserve
Naval
........................................
support
NRT bass
6. Servlcewide operations:
Intelligence activities.......................................
..................................
0ea nopy

16.6
19.2
7.1
162.0
25.5
51.1

371-8
154.3
176. 1
1 .5
.9
679.5
676.2
1.6
22.0
12. 9
169.9
33.0
57.3

-19.3
-19.0
-15.2
-2.8
-. 9
-23.3
-15.0
+2.8
-5. 8
+7.9
+7. 5
+6.2

101.4
58.7
33.6

105.1
703
36.7

+3.7
+1.6
+3.1

88. 0
19.8
13.4
117.6
16.6

99.2
211
15.6
12&.8
17.5

2
+1.3
+2.2
+11.3
.9

17.6
30.7
44.6

18.4
47.
47.

+.9
+1.1
32

32.4
.3.0

3. 3
76.5

+3.9
+13.5

Administration and related activities ..........................
7. Petroleum reserve-All budget activities..........................
Transportation .............................................
M. & R.of real property ............................
FWMAF ...................................................

144.6
5.4
339.6
138.6
47.5

Budget activity
1. Operating
i raform:,tio
s ...........................................

,-we
~satheir,-and secK-urit y group ope ratlo ns
C0mmn,

140.8

149.9.

151.3
5.3
306.1
147.5
51.7

41

-

1.9
--. 2
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NEW PROGRAMS TO BE INITIATED IN 1970

Mr. WHiTPEN. Now, Admiral, that is specific information. I renew
my question: What new programs do you intend to initiate from funds
requested for the 1970 fiscal year?
Admiral GADDIS. I know of no new specific large-scale programs for
1970.
Mr. WHrrN. Let us say they are not so large. Now, please name
them.
Admiral GADDIs. Project Value, which Mr. Lipscomb spoke to, is a
new program. This is supported at $300,004)
Mr. LnscoxB. Would Project MEND be considered a new program?
Admiral GADDIS. The MEND program is an old program which was
not funded in 1969 sir. It was in the January budget at $1.5 million.
It is recommended for deletion in the present budget amendment
scheduled to be delivered to the Congress today, sir.
Mr. LniscoxB. It would be in the classfication of a new program,
though, for 1970 because it was not in the 1969 budget..
Admiral GADDIS. That is correct, sir, but it was in prior years for a
considerable period of time.
Admiral SHLzY. I would like to say one thing on that.
Mr. L1Pscom.B. Admiral, so that our record is a, little more straight,
do you mean to say that the only new program in the Navy budget is
Project Value? Is that what you are "ying, or do you want to ,heck
and add to the record when you get the opportunity, if you cannot
remember?
Admiral GADDIS. I would like to correct the record.
Mr. LuPscoMB. But everything in the Navy 0. &M. budget for fiscal
year 1970 has in one form or another been funded in the past?

Admiral

GADDIS.

Yes, sir.

(Clerk's note: Admiral Gaddis' answer was corrected to read:)
The new programs are oil pollution technology, $1.5 million; weapon system
file, $2.9 million; naval readiness analysis system, $0.3 million, and Project Value,
$0.3 million.

Admiral SHILEY. I would like to make one comment, Mr. Chairman, if I may. Of course, we have had price increases in the cost of
everything in the United States and I suppose in the whole world, it
has gone up from fiscal 1969 to fiscal 1970. Although we are asking
for the same amount of money in fiscal year 1970, on a comparative
basis this buys less than it would have bought in 1969. Therefore, I
think overall there is some reduction in what we are asking for in
1970.
Mr. WHIrm. In terms of purchasing power, I have to acknowledge
that that is true, but when you initiate new programs or are getting
off into new activities, you further reduce your regular activities?
Admiral SHiFLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. WHimmz.
So inflation hits you to some degree but you are
also shifting emphasis. What increase do you have in here for the
automatic data processing equipment? What increase do you have
in that ama?
Captain OLLER. Approximately $9 million for increased rental of
data processing equipment and maintenance thereof.
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BUDGE

REVIEW PROES

Mr. Witrmrq. The committee will be faced with deciding what. to

recommend or what action to take. etA us go briefly Into the way this
budget was prepared. How much review has tis budget that you
submitted to us, the original budget, how imuich relief has it, had?
It starts with you, then it goes to the Departmient of Defense and
then on to the bureau of the Budget? Or do you go directly to the
Bureau of the Budget antd then come back to tle Department of Dofense? How do you handle it f
Admiral Smnixyn. It is submitted to the I)epartment of 1)ofense
and the Department of Defense submits it to the Bureau of the Budget, sir. The Navy does not, submit. it directly to the Bureau of the
Budge
Mr. Witrtm . Then when the budget comes back, you meet with'the
Department of Defense in case the Budget. Bureau s(alcs down the
total amount. You work out t list-of decreases and increastm.

Admiral Siwi.xy. Yes, sir.

Mr. Writives. Do you feel this review has been stieh that further
adjustments ftitlt be in line? Particularly since you have lived all
rigIt with the reductions req itred by the llovent and ExpOiditure
Control Act. in the currentfsal ye'ar why is it. that. you could itot
in the coming year?
reduced ailt.l,
live on that
Admiral Sigw ixy. We thinkthe amount in the prisent request. is

pretty tight., sir. I do not. kniow of any amounts oe and alove those
tile President has recently submitted to th Coiigrotss and to which

I amt not testifying today. A g'in, let te say we fully support the
sent forward.
President
has just.
reduced request that
the following addiprovided
suhsequently
Navy
(Clerks note: 'rhoe the
tionl information for the record.)
,In spite of inflation and a functional transfer from the .I).. & E. approwintion of over $50 million our fiLsal year 1070 request Is for exactly MI, reInee
amount the Congress provided In the current fical year. When the Pnixdent's
amendment is received, It will illeate that we prolw* to live in fiscal year 1070

with slightly le, than the reduced amount.
MANAUKMENT

IMPROVEMENTS

TO IN'REASE EFFICIENCY

Has tie Navy initiated atn
Mr. WtrrEmI.

imanagemnt.t or other im-

provements which will improve efficiency in the. "Operation and
maintenance" funds attd whlnci would generally eonttilbute to reduction in the amounts being requested? For example, hts tie Navy eliniiated any of the unnecary communications system that. we dis-

cussed last. year or improved their

management of

automatic data

procssuig projects?
Captain Omjr.R. In the area of automati. data pressing, we are
increasing our oxpenditures. However, we feel at. the sane time by
giving more mnunagement attention to (laht processing, we can get
more for our money.
Mr. WnmrrE. In other words, we never save imy moiley. We just,
get more for it.? Is that the way it. works?
Captain OI,t,YR. I do not. think that. is comlpletely correct, sir. I do
think there are savings. There are areas in data processing where the
machine s can sve money.
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Mr. Wlinr;. Whore do these saving show up, or are you just
gtmting a lot, of extra information whicI is of doubtful vdiihu~ You
ihink there ought to be some savings. I do, too. I am trying to fltid out,
whether they cim be identified.
Captaini OIh.%Offhand sir, I would sty the savings aro nt.recogniallo bocaueSO we Are (1oin1more till the tu.1ne. For exathile, as we
buy more supplies for t.he fleet, we are doing it. for alproximately
the saimle price by using data pmsT.88ing.
Mr. Wijhtrm. I have. the feeling that. we 11awe been doing itwhole

lot of talking mid asking lots of questions and gttitng Answers, but.
thist requeetL
in maki a reord to just ,If
ifr
we are not g0tAng vry
but. now I
Asea,
We are reducing activities, we are reducing Soutlwst.
ant told what we are really doing is sulpljfying the fleet witl a whole
lot more than we ever did, an-d any savings we have. mado l)y handing

nianagenient on itbetter basis are being absorbed by the fact. tht. w.
are furmishing more to t-hm at, A.time when we are supposed to be

cutting back.

Captain MoHIrmNv. I ant Captain McHenry, from t.he Supply Systems Command.
On this matter of ADP, knowing elcongrssiolnl interest. in it mnd

knowing that the Supply Systems Comnand Is a large ptrt of thes
Navy's overall 0. & 1M.N., A)i bill, I have gone back looldng at. our
overall civilian employment and the )CIfidO workloaA at, two of our
key fleet 1Pot,aetiWvltie., the Naval ln)ply Contor li Norfolk and
the Naval Supply Center in Oaklaid. I find, going baek to 1956 for
exmllo, at Norfolk and Oaklaitd wo were employing inlte neighorhood of 12,000 people. In the case of Oakland, I am going to end up
this fiscal yearIwith 3,728 people, and that,compares w't.t 6,458 in 1956.
But Norfolk, lit 1956 we had 5,813 people. We are going to eond tip t.his
fiscal year with 3,948 people.
Workload at both of thoso activities--when I speak of workload at,
the supply centers, I an talking of the number of Items we are issiing
to th fleet, the ntibor of items that we have ini the warolouses that,
we have to preserve, maintain, and inventory-is actually on tohe ilcrease. It has been Increasing. Yet I look at the people level and I
look at the fact. that we are into this computer business very heavily,
and I can, in fact, attribute some of those savings to the use of
coinPutors.
I have been talking of the quantitative, workload. I could also alyand here I would have to get some specific fi ures, but in the quatative aspect of our business, iln other words, 1ow fast. are we able to
respond to fleet, requests with it24-hour basis if it is ithig-tpriority
item, how fast, are we able to process material front the receiving floor

onto the stock records--there
capability of doing things in
the fleet."
Mr. Wlmmrrrm. Thank you
are very significant, It leaves
where fie savings show li).

again the computer is providing us thei
a much faster timeframe in support of

for speaking uip, captain. Your figures
us still with the question, however, as to

IUMO.T IUNIiRttIONR I1FAU/PINI

FROM INR,',ASIND VIFFICTENY

We will- be gtt.ing to civilian persoannl monientarlIy, wl.,en we got
through with this subject matter. Where does the saving in rodu ed
personnel show up in tie budget.? That is the )rimary question I have.
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We now have evidence that it is there, but where? Does anybody care
to answer that?
Admiral GADDIs. I do not think you will find it showing up in a

specific line item, sir. It is a development frfm time to time, and is
reflected in the general support levels of both the active fleet and the
shore station operations.
EFFECT OF INFLATION ON BUDOETARY REQUIREMENTS

Mr. WIrrri~. Of course, there is one question that crosses my mind.
I do not mean to be argumentoive about it. I am aware of the inflationary trend. This is leading the witness, but I ask you, does this type
of thing enable you to meet your existing levels, notwithptanding the
decreased purchasing power of the dollar? Is that one of the ways in
which you absorb it I
Adfiral GADDIS. This is one of the ways it happens in across-theboard items, sir. As you will recall, Admiral Shifley talked to our dollar
level this year being the same as the dollar level after Project 693
last year. Yet, withtfunctional transfers into the account of well over
$50 million and with'the inflationary effect year to year for which I do
not know the exact figure-I have heard evethingfrom 5 percent
down to 2% percent, sir-in real capability, then, tlisbudget is significantly less in 1970 than for 1969.
Mr. WHIFN. Thank you, admiral.
PRwOJir MEND
Mr. LiPSCOMB. Admiral last year in the committee report and by

action of the Congres, money was deleted for grant aid to medical
schools, the so-called MEND program.
Admiral SHIrLEY. Yes, sir.

Mr. LIPscoMB. There was a request in the 1970 budget to go ahead

with the medical program again this year, and at an increased level,
$1.5 million.
Under the new budget, that has been deleted, I understand.
Admiral SHiFLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. What assurance can we have now that the MEND

program will not. be reinstated in fiscal year 1970? Is this sure now?
Admiral SHiFLEY. Mr. Lipscomb, in this day and age, I would not
like to make any guarantee, because, first of all, the Navy does not
really have control over this budget and what goes into it., and specifically this program. The MEND program is a DOD-wide program
which the
retary of Defense directed the Nnvy to fund. Isn't this
a fact, Admiral Davis.
Admiral DAVIs. Yes.
Mr. LrPscomB. But it is out of the budget now.
Admiral SHIFLEY. It is out of the budget.
Mr. LiPSCOuB. As far as you can say at this moment, the MEND

program will not be reinstated?
Admiral SHIFLEY. That is correct.

Mr. LirscomB. Unless further regulations or orders, or whatever,

may reinstate it.

Admiral SHiFLEY. Yes, sir. I would think the chances of its getting
back into the program or being funded are very slim.
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USE OF REOAPrURED MEN FUNM
Mr. LnPscoMB. According to an audit report which was before the
committee last year, there were certain reserve funds that had been
allocated in previous years in the hands of the schools participating
in the program. They still had some reserve funds. Coulg we have an
up-to-date report as to the amount of funds as of the beginning bf
fiscal year 1969, and the reserve funds estimated to be on hand in
fiscal year 19704
Admiral DAVIs. Yes, sir. If I remember correctly, there were $638,000 remaining In the reserve fund when this program was cut off in
1968.
Mr. HIcKEY. All unused funds were withdrawn. The only funds
that were spent in fiscal year 1969 were the fulids to clean up the 1968
program.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. The schools participating in the program did submit to you the reserve funds which they had on hand? You recaptured
all of it?
Mr. Hic.y. Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPscoMB. What did you do with the recaptured funds?
Mr. HICKEY. They went into unobligated balances and in some

cases there have been deficiencies; for example, in Medicare.
Mr. LiPsCOmB. Was there a reprograffing action taken?
Mr. HICExY. I do not believe it was considered a reprograming ac.

tion, sir. It was done after June .80.
Admiral GADDIS. I think it would be a reprograming legallyq sir,

but it was below threshold and would show up nowhere except on the
DD 1416 total. It would not require a reprograming action.
Mr. LnPBcoMB. So, with the figures before us now, the Navy re-

captured approximately $638,000?
Mr. HIiCKEY. I wouldwant to verify that.
Mr. LIpscoMp. You may correct the figure, but basically it is in that
area. Then the Navy took those recaptured funds and reapplied them
someplace within the medical account?
Mr. HicKEY. That is correct.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Is this the usual procedure?

Admiral GADDIS. Where you have assets within a budget activity
and an overrun in another part of the same budget activity, repro-

graming is indicated. If that reprograming, as in this case, is of the

order o-f magnitude of $600,000 or $700,000, this is below threshold

unless specific congressional interest has been indicated, sir.
Were we reprograming into the MEND program which this committee opposed, it would have been considered a matter of congressional interest and it would have had to come to the Hill.

Mr. LiPsoomB. I consider it of congressional interest because, even
though it might be considered a relatively small account it indicates
that you reapplied this to a program that you considered underfunded last year.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir, along with other moneys as well, sir, for

that program.
Mr. LUPSCOMB. There is no place that this type of action shows up

(xcept internally within the Department of the Navy, I would assume.
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Admiral GADDIS, It should be reflected in the DD 1416 report of
programs to the Congress for the last half year, dated December 31,
1968.
Mr. Hioiny. I am not sure that this figure of $600,000 is right. I
do not know the precise figure now, but my recollection is that. it was
much less than tlat. As I-indicated, I would like to provide the exact
figure for the record.
Mr. LmsooMB. Are you sure it was recaptured
Mr. HiCKzy. I know the MEND coordinator initiated a program
to recapture it.
Mr. LPscoMB. It can be straightened out in the record, but I do think
it ought to be spelled out. The amount of money in comparison to the
totalbudget is relatively small. However, I would like a full explanation of it.
For instance, one of the papers before this committee on the MEND
progam shows that the coordinator distributed a number of pamphletslast year. Do you suppose that the recaptured funds cold have
been used for the purchasing of prhiting*
Mr. HIOmmY. I think you will find t hose publications were on hand
out of 1968 funds. I will olarity it for the record.
(The Infotrmation follows:)
Unexpected balances prior to fiscal year 1907 totaling $106,921.92 have been
recaptured, As of Mar.h 31, 1969, there was an outstanding balance of $25,400.18
at eight schools of fiscal year 1967 program funds. As of the same date there was
an outstanding balance of $104,847.27 of fiscal year 1908 program funds at 40
schools.

These balances exist only because final contract settlement has not been
achieved. The funds are not available to the schools for other than valid expenses incurred in connection with fiscal year 1067, and fiscal year 1908 pro.
grams, Dependent on final settlement some part of the outstanding balances
will be recaptured. A program to achieve final contract settlement as soon as
possible has been initiated.
A pamphlet entitled "The Treatment of Mass Civilian Casualties in a Na.
tional Emergency" was distributed to the medical schools during the latter part of
calendar year 19068. The cost of the pamphlet was $2,730.74 and was charged to
printing funds available to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.

Mr. Lipscoun. I hope it is clear at this point without any further action by the DOD that the MEND program is out of the 1970 Department of Defense Budget request.
Admiral SitFEY. -'Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPscoMa This is not easily understood. When the Congress
takes an action and it is fully understood that the program had not
been operating Up'to expectations, and then it shows up a year later,
I do not understand this.
Admiral DAvis. Mr. Lipcomb first, I would like to correct -the figure which I gave earlier on the MEND balances left at the schools. The
figure I mentioned was the level of funding proposed in fiscal year
1969 before the program was curtailed. We were directed by OSD
to reinstate this program. This had been deleted from the Navy budget.
This program, as you may very well know, has received a considerable
amount of interest from the medical sehools and from the American
Medical Association.
Mr. LIPscomB. On the surface, it looks like a good program, but
when we dig into this MEND program in depth and find it certainly
does not have many of the expectations that might appear on the sur-
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face. Apparently you feel we are putting the heat in the wrong quarters at the present time.
. Admiral SiiiFLzy. I would like to say, sir, this is the President's
budget that is before you, sir, and we support the budget that he sent
over here. We also, at the same time, are very sensitive to the views of
the Congress.
Mr. LiPscom. You ought to have insisted the former Secretary of
Defense put it in thi budget and leave the Navyout of it.
Admiral SiiFwEy. Mr. Li jscomb, I do not knIOw how to do that.

Admiral GADDIS. We asked specifieally'that, sir.
Admiral DAvis. May I speak off the record?
Mr. WmiTmEN. Admiral1)avis off the record.

(Off the record.)
GAO REPO R ON PROJECT MEND

Mr. LwPscoMB. Did you have a chance to read the audit report?
Admiral DAvis. Yes sir.

Mr. LiPSCOMB. Did fhe application of the funds that were given dis.
turbo you at all?I
.
Admiral DAVIs. It did, indeed. There were some abuses of this. I
think if you .really made some detailed inspection of what some of
these application were, such as buying bicycles and a Jeep and things
of this sort they were used for disaster casualty drills.
Under the new arrangement, the National Research Council was
asked to look into this particular situation and I belieVe that their
was really basically a
substantiated
report
pretty good
program. the fact that, the MEND
Mr.LipscoMt.
One of the things that came to my attention on this
program. just now was the fact tiat. the justification that was written
to support .the program-I assume it came from the Navy-although
justifying the program, did not once mentionthat there would be certain administrative changes, or updating, or a look at improving
the administration of the program. All there was was a justification of
a half
dollars.
thisAdmiralDAvws.
program for which
they
wanted
a million
andthat
or not.
I do not
k ow
whether
we wrote
(Clerk's note: The Navy subsequently provided the following addi.
tional information for the record.)
When the program was discontinued, OSD asked the National Reeearch
Council to reevaluate the program In full light of GAO's report and the program's
overall worth. While the official report Is not available, the National Research
Council has indicated that In their opinion, it was a good program, worthy of
continuation and offering a potential unavailable in any other, program. They
too acknowledged certain fiscal discrepancies found by GAO and are in the process
of making some hard and fast guidelines for responsible fiscal management and
careful evaluation of each medical school's program patterned after the type
projects evaluated and funded through NIH's programs. The reinsertion of the
program in the original budget was not to do something against Congress' wishes,
but hopefully to ask Congress to reevaluate the great potential In this program.
Mr. LipsooMn There are four sheets before the committee, and not

on one of those four sheets is this mentioned.

Admiral DAVIs. One of the reasons may be that the Deputy Assist-

ant Secretary of Defense for Health and Manpower wanted to come
and testify to this himself.
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(Clerks note: The Navy subsequently provided the following additional information for the record.)
Had the Secretary appeared, he would have assured the committee that dur-

ing the past year all of the deficiencies that had been cited concerning the management of the MEND program had been corrected. The major management
change, which was reflected in one of the four sheets submitted to the committee,
was the change in contracting procedure which in itself substantially Increased
the control over the program. The change in contractual procedures would Insure a program which met the objectives of the MEND program and reduced the
latitude at each school in Its conduct of the program.
In addition, new guidelines had been developed for each medical school
participating in the MEND program which specifically spelled out those areas

considered within the objectives of the MEND program. All activities at the
schools, be it travel, visiting lecturers, or curriculum content, had to fall within
these written guidelines. This In itself was recognized by the National Academy of
Sciences-National Research Council in Its report on the evaluator of the MEND
program. The independent review by the National Academy of Sciences unanimously approved the objectve of the MEND program and recommended its con-

tinuance and recognized the contribution to medical education that would be
derived from the improved management procedures.
Without a funded program in fiscal year 1969, it was impossible to demonstrate
these changes due to the absence of a program Had a 1970 program been approved, these changes would have been instituted beginning with the fiscal year
1970 contracts.

Mr. LiPscomBa. I just might suggest, with all of the public ififormation funds that are available tothe Navy, ad with the number of medical people who travel around the country from the Navy, certainly
your contacts must be or can be very extensive with medical schools.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
INACTIVATION OF SHIPS IN 1069

Admiral SHIPLEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to correct some previous testimony.
A few moments ago we had some discussion about the 55 ships
that were inactivated. Actually, the decrease in ships in fiscal year 1969
to 1970 was only 11 ships. We came down from 906 in 1969 to 895
in 1970. This consisted ofJ55 ships that were coming ihto the fleet, and
there were 66 older ships that were inactivated and went out, sir, for a
net decrease of 11.
Mr. DAvis. As I understand it, you did deactivate 55 ships as a
result of either the"Revenue and Expenditure Control Act or else
because of the action of this subcommittee. It is just pure coincidence
that that 55 happens to match up with those that are expected to join
the fleet, is itI
Admiral SHImEY. There may have been 55. I do not think the figure
was that high as a result of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act.
It could be that was a coincidence, but I do not believe so. That figure
sounds high for what happened at that particular time, sir.
Mr. DAvIs. I thought that figure was mentioned here earlier this
morning.
Admiral GADDIS. The actual number, sir, was initially 50 ships, 2
ASW air groups and I SP 2 squadron resulting from 693 actions.
Subsequently, three additional ships were selected for inactivation for
reasons relating to manning and one deleted from the listing as having
already been designated for inactivation. Thus, in terms of total ships,
52 were inactivated at the time of implementation of the 693 actions
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instead of the 50 ships originally announced. Some of those were early
releases in anticipation of new ships coming into the inventory in 197,
in order to save operating costs in 1969.
Others replaced Naval Reserve training ships, which in turn went
out of the inventory. And still others were reductions which are
included in the total net difference of 26 between ship inventory increases and decreases occuring in fiscal year 1969.
Mr. WHITTzB. This is what led to the series of questions. I have
before me a few news releases. I will read from the release of August '. It is headed "News Release, Office of Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Public Affairs), Washington, D.C. 20301." You will please
note the date. The number of the release is 739-68.
The caption reads:
Defense Plans Reductions to Comply With Revenue and Expenditure Control
Act of 1968.

It then goes on to state:
The Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968, signed into law on June 28,
1908 required the President to reduce Federal expenditures in fiscal year
1909 by $6 billion, and new obligational authority by $10 billion.

In order to meet the limitations enacted by the Congress, the Defense Department is proceeding with plans to reduce expenditures in fiscal year 1969 by up

to $3 billion and new obligational authority by up to $5 billion.

Further down on the same page, quoting:
The first major action taken under this program was the decision not to
complete the activation of the 6th Infantry Division, announced last month.
Another major action in this program, the inactivation of 50 Navy ships and
eight Naval air squadrons, Is being announced today.

Then on August 7 you have a similar announcement.

Then a letter of August 9 from Captain Seymour to the staff,
subject: "Cost breakdown of ship and aircraft deactivations." Quoting from the letter:
In response to your request, the following is an appropriation breakdown
of the reductions resulting from the ship and aircraft deactivations recently
announced.
[Dollars in millions]
Military pay, Navy

---------------------------------------

Operation and maintenance, Navy
----------------------------Other procurement, Navy
-----------------------------------

42.6

68.5
.9

Throughout all of this, the Navy, through the Defense Department,
is stating that it is meeting the requirements of that law as is shown
by the news release by the Associat d Press, New York Times, Thursday, August 8, in which it qays: "150Ships in Navy to be InaCtivated."
From your statement, it looks like you might have been pulling our
leg und the public's leg indicating you had done a whole lot to live up
to the law when you did not say you were putting in approximately
as many ships as you were taking out. I believe you said there was a
difference of 11.
Admiral SmFLzY. As Admiral Gaddis indicated, I believe a .o
deal of the savings in expenditures came from inactivating early sps
that would have been inactivated later in the next fiscal year.
(CLERK'S NoT.-The Navy subsequently provided the following
additional information for the record.)
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Ship inventory reconcillation--fisecal year 1969 and fecai year 1970
Fiscal year 1969 President's Budget:
-----------------------End Year fiscal year 1968 (planned)
---------------------------------Increases
Total
Decreases

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

End Ydar fiscal year 1969 (planned)
------------------------Fiscal year 1969 Enacted Budget (POST Public Law 90-364) :

End Year fiscal year 1968 (actual)
-------------------Increases
-----------------------------------------Total

Decreases

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

sh ps
935
66
,001
41
960

932
60
992

6

End Year fiscal year 1969 (planned)
------------------------906
The planned ship Inventory for end year fiscal year 1969 of 906 reflects the
reduction of 52 ships taken under the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act
of 1968.
ships
Fiscal year 10O President's Budget:
End Year fiscal year 1969 (planned)
------------------------006

Increases ----------------------------------------Total
-----------------------------------------Decreases
------------------------------------------

End Year fiscal year 1970 (planned)

55
961
6

85---------

CHANGES IN COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS

Mr. WnmTTn. One further question in line with what I asked you
earlier. Last year the committee took some exception to the unnecessary communications systems which the Navy was operating. Have
you eliminated any communications activities during the present fiscal
year?
Admiral SHIrLpY. No, sir.
Have you some information there?
Admiral GADDiS. I have some information here sir, on our communications program for 1970 relative to 1969. 'There are both increases and decreases. The net change is an increase of $2.2 million
from $121.2 million to $123.4 million in the entire Navy commulications establishment, 0. & M., Navy, covering budget activities 2 and 6
but excluding the Naval Security Group.
The major increases and decreases are an increase in station operating costs, principally related to-the increased operating costs of satellite ground terminals at the Navy Communications station Honolulu,
Guam, and Harold E. Holt, Australia, which used to be called NorthWest
Mr.Cape.
WnITTEN. Looking at your justification sheets that were supplied the committee back in January, I note you list sorvicewide
communications as carrying an increase of some $8 735,000. The estimate for 1969 is $133,032,000. The 1970 estimate is $141,'767,000. How
do you reconcile those figures given to this committee in January with
the figures you just related to us?
Admiral GADDIS. The data in the back speaks only to budget activity
6, servicewide operations, servicewide communications. I was including
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in my figures also budget activity 2, principhlly the istittion of
communications equtipInet, which is a significAnt fifiiis in 1970 versus
1969, sir.
Mr. WI trmN. But you included the two?
Admiral GQADDis. Yes, sir. This is how I was going to dethiil tie
increases and tlio decreases.
Mr. Wiftrmnv. If I understood otr figures, you ire inthe neighborhood of $120 million to $122 million. The last 2 years' figures are
considerably higher than that.
Admiral GADDIS. I admit I have difficulty reconclliig the two levels.
It is obvious that I was speaking to different level of coVerage.
Mr. WiiierpEN. What are the-facts with regard to servicewide cobimunications, where the tables before us show a request for an increase
of $8,735,000?
Admiral SIHFLEY. Mr. Chairman, we did not expect to get down to
budget activity 0 this morning, and I do not have my commulfkations
backup witness here this morning. I wonder if we Might hol d that
question until a later session when I will have a communications backup
witness.
Mr. WiTiFR.v. You had better bring him a chair.
Admiral SmFLEY. We probably wlI have to do that.
Mr. WiimEN. It is hard to conceive tliftt you forgot anybody.
Admiral Sm rLy. We did not forget them, sir.
Mr. WmtN. Are there any further questions on general activities?
Mr. LtPSCOM'B. No further questions.
Mr. 1VhTTF.- Mr. Rhodes, have you any questions on general
activities?
NAVY BASE AT RdTA, SPAIN

Mr. RHODES. I have some questions which I think probably would
come at this point. My'question has to do with the Spanish bases. Mr.
Lipscomb t'nd I were at Rota in December or late November. We were
very much impressed with the type af facility it is and the work which
is being done there in maititenance and overhaul.
My question has to do with the attitude of the Navy toward the
retention of Rota as a base. What are your desires along those lines?
Admiral Siri.y. We think the retention of the base at Rota is
quite important to thecontinfation of our operations. I am sure you
were well briefed on the kind of operations they conduct there and
the forces they support. We think that is the most effective and
efficient wvay to provide that support, sir.
Mr. R-ODES. If that type of support had to be provided somewhere
in the Continental United States or perhaps at another base farther
to the west, would it be quite a bit more expensive?
Admiral SiiipiY. Yes, sir.

Mr. RHIODES. And less efficient as far as the operating level of the
fleet is concerned?

Admiral SMFLx'Y. It would, indeed sir.

Mr. RiiODEs. I felt that way. The briefing I got at Rota convinced
me this was a most important base,
Admiral SiiiFi.Y. Yes, sir; it will.
Mr. RnODrs. Do you consider Rota adequately financed in this
budget?
30-088-69--pt. 2-27
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Admiral SIFLtY. Yes, sir.

Mr. lIIIODES. Thank you.

CIVILIAN E 31PLOYMENT
INCREASES IN

CIVILIAN EMPoY31ENT

Mr. WHiTrmv. We turn now, Admiral, to "Civilian employees. '"

We note in the justification book that the average civliiaiyemployee
strength will increase during fiscal year 1970 by 979 positions, and
the end strength will increase by 1,164. Taking into consideration
increases and decreases in civilian employment, what will be the
total increase in civilian employees during fiscal yearL1970?
Admiral SuiriEy. Admiral Gaddis, do you want to take that?
Admiral GADDIS. The total increase in the January President's
budget of 1970 over 1969 in this appropriation is 1,146 employees.
There is a reduction projected in the budget amendment wInch will
make this a net decrease, sir.
Mr. WM -rir . We have had the same problemaililyeatr. We have had
to be pretty shifty. Admiral Shifley said a while ago that he backs the
President's budget, and I thought of asking him which one. It is difficult to justify the one in front of yo, knowing that next week you
have to come back with changedtlhnking in line with the now recommendations.
Admiral G . DDIS, Mr. Chairman, I support both of them.
Mr. WmTTrrrx. That means you might be right both times.
Mr. Lirsco.Ni. At thoesame tim, the-new Secretary of Defense has
given you liberty to speak out before the committee this year.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. LsCo M. In fact, the restrictions that you have been held to in
the past have been considerably liberalized.
Admiral SmULRY. I have always felt that I not only had the right
but was obligated to answer any questions that were asked of me here,
sir. As far as I am concerned, this has not changed. I have always been
perfectly willing to answer the questions that were presented to me,
and I continue that way, sir.
Mr. WuItTTEN. Whatare these new employees? I notice most of them
are listed for Southeast Asia support or Pacific Fleet. I would like you
to list for the record the activities.
(The information follows:)
Activitfe8 requiring additional manpower in fiscal year 1970
Additional
employees

Activity

Naval Intelligence Command (includes conversion of 908 cor'ract
------------------------------agents to civil service)
--------------------------Naval Communications Command
------------------------------Oceanographer of the Navy
Navy Comptroller and Bureau of Naval Personnel (Joint Uniform
Military Navy System) ------------------------------------------------------------OINCPAOFLOEUT (Southeast Asia)
Naval Security Group Command

--------------------------

--------------------------------Naval Audit Service
Naval Academy ----------------------------------------------Miscellaneous
---------------------------------------------------------------------Reduction for increased productivity

Total employment change

----------------------------------

1, 232
101
209
441
1,164
73

64
87
5
2,810

1, 146
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Mr. WimprEN. Generally speaking, whit'Are the increases?

AdmirAlAGADrs. In general, sir the Southeast Asia support rep.
resents an increase of 1,034 in the Southeast Asia theater, consisting
principally of an increase of 798 a't-the Navy stipport activity, Danang; 114 at the Navy Supply Depot, Subic; 100at -the Naval Air Facility, Cam Rfanh Bay; and a few additional other activities.
Mr. WiTrbN. According to our figures, yofur tottl indroase is 3,456,
of which 1,104 are in the Southeast Asia area. Where Are the others?
While you are looking for that, Amiral, we probably will have to
start testifying on this side of the table. According to the information
supplied- to'-tsrby y6tr Own Depart-ht, yolu have 1,232 addlfift'61
for NaVal Itelligence Command primMl'lly related to the conversion
of NIS agents; 191) additional for NaVhl Comh'UflktAtlns Coin.
mand; 209 for oceanogi'aphy; 4411 for the joint lluuifoitry pay
system; 14 for cryptological support; and then, of course, 1,104 for
Southeast Asia support.
Admiral GADDIS. I thoughtyou asked specifically for Southeast Asia.
Mr. Wh asN. I did earlier but I came back to the larger figure.
Admiral GADDIS. I have that same data; yes, sir.
ADDITIONAL EMPLOYEES FOR INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS

Mr. WxhrrrN. We also made some inquiry abolitt intelligence. I do
not know that I have ever seen any area in which there is so little
coordination or organization than in the area of intelligpnce.
It strikes me that we have Navy Intelligence, Army Intelligence,
Air Force Ititelligence, the Central Intelligence Agency, and then when
we had this debacle in Cuba we had Defense Intelligence on top of
all the rest.
How do you go about getting anything that you can count on out
of that many duplicating agencies all gathering information? Why do
you need these now people? To find out what the others are doing
Admiral GADDIS. I wild note sir, that the 968 of the total for the
Navy Intelligence Command really represents a transfer in the means
of handling the investigative personnel which are in the 1969 budget as
contract employees under the "Contingencies of the Navy" line item,
another budget program within this bulget activity. In the 1970 budget
they have been converted to direct-hire civil service, sir. So that number
is merely a transfer and not an increase in numbers.
Mr. Wurn r. Under what heading have thesepeople been carried?

Admiral

GADDIS.

Under the "Contingencies of- the Navy" classifi-

cation in budget activity 6.
Mr. WrImK. How many contracts are you canceling out in order
to take on this activity directly as against contract?
Admiral GADDIS. This is not a contract., but contract employees, sir,
whose status is being shifted to civil service,
Mr. WmTmx.In other words, the have been working directly for
you, but to avoid limitations in pay thiy have been doing it under contract heretofore.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir; previously there had been restrictions as
to their employment under evil service for this investigative function.
Tlat has disappeared, and they are now civil service employees in

1970.

Mr. WtrrrrgN. That would indicate, from your answer, that it is
just a shift from one title to another.
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INCREASED FUNDS FOR NAVAL INTELLIGENCE

In intelligence, I notice you are requesting an increase of $15.707
million in 1970 uYider the name "Naval Intelligence."
Admiral GADDs. $11.8 million of that change is the money to pay
for the 968 security investigators, sir.

Mr. WturF,-. They have been under Intelligence, and now they are

again under Intelligence but they are handled differently. How does
that result in this increase of $15 million? It strikes me if you were
changing from one activity to the other, you would at least hold your
own or even reduce costs, but the figures show you are greatly increasing costs by this method.
Admiral GADDIS. The $11.8 million also shows up in budget activity
6 as a minus in this budget, sir. So, the net increase is the difference
between the $15.6 Million and the $11.8 million, or $3.8 million.
Mr. WiTrrEN. What is the justflcation for that increase ?
Admiral GADDis. The largest item of that increase, sir--possibly the
Director of Naval Intolligence can speak to it later when he is present
in the room-is related to an intelligence data handling system at
three facilities which is planned in order to collate, coordinate, and
speed up intelligence data handling.
RE LATIONSHIIP OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE TO OTIIER INTELLTOEXCF.
OPERATIONS

r. We will get into intelligence later, but how does
Mr. WITN.

your Naval Intelligence fit in the intelligence community? I know you
have intelligence officers here, there, and yonder, as does the Air Force.
Irow does this intelligence work so far as its relationship with the
other two services and with CIA and Defense Intelligence?
Admiral SHIFLEY. M1ay Ispeak to that, sir?
Mr. Wmrrx,. I am ]ust talking about generally. We will talk to
the intelligence officer later.
Admiral SmIrixY. Generally, I would say the Navy is concerned

with gathering intelligence of partieitlar concern to the Navy and
naval operations. The other services are primarily concerned with collecting intelligence of direct concern to them. Certainly there are overlaps in this intelligence. There is an exchange of intelligence between
the services and, of course, we have the Defense Intelligence Agency
that does some coordination.
Mr. WIIU',Tx. Admiral, I cannot help but believe, from this side
of the table, that there is overla pping When I learn of certain things
that happen to us in the way of intelligence not getting through and
information going to the wrong place, I wonder whether we may have
entered into a lot of fact gathering and we are on the hook with a
lot of things just because we started it we are trying to keep it up. We
are gathering a lot of information that is of relatively little immediate
or present day value.
Admiral GADDis. I am sure there are overlaps, Mr. Whitten. I think
the additional point is that Naval Intelligence is tasked additionally
for providing ocean and pure naval force intelligence to the Defense
Intelligence Agency that DIA does not collect for themselves but the
task services to collect in their specific areas.
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fr. Wuiim-rN. It was testified last year that as you or the Army

or Central Intelligence gather the information, it was sent to Defense
Intelligence which produced intelligence. That is a phrase which
struck me. But it took about 8 days for Defense Intelligence to get
around to analyze it to the point that they had 517 linear feet that
they had not gotten around to.
You may be gathering information that is vital to you, but if
Defense Intelligence is that far behind and there were 517 linear feet
that they have not gotten to it strikes me that somebody is sending
them information that they do not have very much regard for or use
for or they would not be so far behind with it.
Hlow does this work in the Navy?
INTELLIGENCE DATA HANDLING SYSTE3f

Admiral GADDIS. The intelligence data handling system is designed

to speed up the handling of intelligence within the Navy and to
provide that which we need immediately. I am sure the Director of
Naval Intelligence will want to speak in detail to it when he is up
later on budget activity 6.
Admiral SITIFLEY. Mr. Chairman, Captain Myers, from the Office
of Naval Intelligence, is in the room, and I think is available to
answer any specific questions you may have that you would like to
ask at this time.
Mr. WiViTrEN. We will got to intelligence later. I really got into

it here because there was an increase in personnel. We will wait until
later to go further into the subject.
JOINT UNIOR1 MILITARY PAY SYSTEM

I notice that you have 441 additional employees for the joint uni.
form military pay system. Why cannot the people now associated with
the military pay accounting system of the Navy be used to carry out
the requirements o-O the JUMPS project?
Admiral SH!FLEY. Admiral Wheeler, will you talk to that?
Admiral WEELEn. I am Admiral Wheeler, Mr. Chairman.

The joint uniform military pay system has been under development throughout OSD for some years now. The increased personnel
requirement next year is a reflection of this continuing program
which will eventually bring about the centralization and automation of military pay and implementation of the program within the
Navy, principally at Cleveland, where we are centralizing.
Essentially, the reason we have additional requirements in the
Navy is for personnel to operate the machinery, funds for the
machinery itself, skilled specialities are required for the programing
and implementation of a very complex centralized personnel and
military pay operation. We cannot concentrate at Cleveland sufficient numbers of our people currently performing these functions
because we have a continuing decentralized system with field disbursing functions spread among 800 ships and 23 widely dispersed
Navy finance offices. The very nature of the ship-oriented Navy and
the proliferation of its forces precludes the concentration of all of
these people in one place.
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So, when we actually concentrate tlhe pay,records and the comIutation of the pay into a centralized mechanized system, it requires
people to operate the central activity. Tits essentially is the reason
for the increase in our personnel request for JUMPS.
Mr. WlirrLx. Thank you, Admiral.
NAVAL

COirUXIcAvrIONS

COMMAND

Why are you asking for an additional 191 employees for the Naval
Communications Command ?
Admiral GADDIS. The additional 191 employees for the Naval Communications Command is for an increase in the AUTODIN program.
This is the Navy's share of the joint, DepmartmMit of Defense
AUTODIN. Also fo a, new station in Puerto Rico which will open in
fiscal 1970, for the Defense Communications System qualit.v control,
the Navy portion, and for additional support for the cryptologic
progfrm.
Mr. WIm'IT,,€.I thought this was largely automatic. It,
is pretty hard
to see how you need 191 additional employees for one location.
Admira'l 'G,%ims.It. is m uderst.anodi4g, sir, subject to correction
when Admiral Fitzpatrick is here, that the 191 Increase is for the total
of the three separate things
an increase in AUTODIN support, the
manning of the Isabella, station in 1uerto Rico, and for the quality
control -function
~within the entire Naval Communications Command.
Mr. W rrF.Nr.
You mention crylptology. I understood Intelligence
handled that. Are you trying to aet your folks to learn something
aboit it from intelligence oflicers? "
Admiral GDmis. No, sir. The communications part of the cryptologicsd program is under the Naval Security Group Command, sir.
Mr. WlmTrn'.
How does Intelligence fit into flint?
Admiral GDDIS. Intelligence receives the intercept information,
evaluates and utilizes it in the intelligence community, but the actual
job of mating and managing the sigiial intelligence stations is under
the Naval Security Group Command, sir.
Mr. Wjm-irmN. Was that true at the time we had these mixed-up

messages with regard to the Liberty and the Pueblo?
Admiral GADDis. Yes, sir.

Mr. WmTrmN. Did you ever fix the responsibility in those cases?
Admiral GADDIS. I am not in the channels by which this is estab-

lished. Possibly someone else could speak to that.
Admiral SiiirLPY. It is my understanding a determination was made
as to who was responsible for the errors in communications in the
Libert/ case; yes, sir.
Mr. 'W1w'rmN. One of the most disturbing things about thaCt was the
fact that we did not have any system to find out thati the message was
not received. We sent a message out but did not have any idea in the
world as to whether it was received at the other end.
Have you any awareness or any knowledge of that?
Admiral SnirTLvY. I have no personal knowledge of that, sir.
RlE8OURCPJ MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Mr. W'ntrT
FN I-ow many additional civilian employees does the
Navy anticipate employing in fleal year 1970 to carry out requirements for the resources management- programI
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Admiral WimVuit. We intend no increases in the Midget over fiscal
year 1969 to operate this program.
Mr. 'Vm'ln,. I eight ask what this resources management program
consists of.

Admiral WimiLrun. The resources management progeilln is ai OSDdirected program that was subject to considerable conversation last
year.
Mr. llripr.. In effect, it amounts to a new acc(Ainting system?
Admiral W1rwara.m. Yes, si'; it is the implementation essentially of
the President's commission report on the budget which directs implementation of accrued expenditure accouinting and other financialfiitlaageient innovations throughout tie executive branch of the Gooernment. It is a specialized program introduced by the former Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Oomptroller) as a series of projects to effect

actions to cycles.
close the gaps in accounting, programing, budgetig, and
reporting
OTIIER 1ERSONNE

1

COMPENSATION

Mr. Wurivrr-. Wha~tht will the request for $53,974,000 for "Other
personnel compensation" be used for, and how much for each category
of expense?
Admiral GA nns. The $53,974,000, sir, covers overtime and holiday
differnight workand
of $4,517,000,of a$O,215,000,
day pay differential
$30$7,200,000,
510,000 excess
pay
an
an overseas
ent mlof of
"O0tlr category" of $5,532,000. which includes such things as hardship
posts, hazardous duty pay, and'so forth,
YOUTH OPPORTUNITY PROORAM

Mr. W
-,w Admiral, we cannot always tell what is in there when
you use general terms. I guess that is always true. Is it a fact, that you
have the youth opportunity program planned and budgeted here, or
is there a separate identilfcatio
pfl•
r
Admiral G,%lDDs. We have no dollars in the 1970 budget specifically
to support the youth opportunity program.
Mr. Wurrn.j. You have lots of money that, is not specifically set
aside for that, but subject to your doing so at your will and-pleasure. Is
that what you mean? I notice your answer was very much down the
line. I will ask it this way so you can answer it a little more effectively :
Do you contemplate and do you have any plans for the youth opportunity program at this time?
Admire GADDIS. We would expect to participate in any youth opport unity program that is inltituted in Defense or in the Oovermnent.
The dollars therefore are not, included personnel ceilings, but the dollars therefor would haveto come out of prograindollars in the programs where these people are hired.
M[r. Wivn'i'. And recognizing that, you have made allowances in
your request for funds so that the money would be thore, or would you
contemplate coming up and asking for additional funds?
Admiral Gimis. We have no funds justified on this basno, sir.
Mr. WrmN. I will get to where I will get. the answer. ihow much
money would be available for that purpose shodd you decide that
you would so use it, and where would fliat money be?
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Adiniral SitiFrLY. I would like to take that. In the context in which
you ask the question, sir, I do not think there would be any additional
money. It would be it matter of pleferential hiring of people.
Mr. Wrirrrm. You say there is no money specifically included to
meet that purpose. I repeat my question. I (1o not seem to be getting
very far with it in my use of the English language. What money in
here, though it may be justified for anther purpose, wolid be avallable to you, should you so decide, to pay for such a program?
A(hniral SH1FLEY. I would thilc we would have a number of things
in the Navy that need be done that could be done by use of this program, as, for example, I am sure in our supply system we probably
could employ some of these people.
Mr. Wnitirrpm. Let me ask it this way. As a matter of fact, money
is justified for personnel for the purpose of carrying out certain activities. If you were to get into this youth opportult I)r0l'am, you
could assign them to perform the services and you could legally use
a part of that money t6 pay them?
Admiral GtmA)is. Exactly, sir, and they would be paid normally out
of the funds assig-ned for administration of each command.
If there is not enough money in this administrative command fund
budgeted for personnel hires and administration of the command,
then we would hae to reprogram from other programs within that
command.
Mr. WIiTTEN. I have recently had an inquiry, as I am sure all of
us in the Congress do, f rom various youngsters of college age, seeking
summer emloylfnent.. I am advised by tie regular del)artnlents that
they had to make application some 5 or 6 months ago, alnd that it is
too late now; but the Department of the Navy has not set up any
such program at this time, and I l)lres1ube you are not taking aly
applications. Ain I correct in that, or do you have such a program ?
Admiral Gmrn~s. Not to my knowledge. I will correct it for the
record.
MrP. Wmprrm. I would appreciate It if you would do that.
(The information follows:)
PARTICIPATION IN YOUTH OPPORTUNITY CAMPAIGN PROGRAM

The Department of the Navy Is fully committed to the 1969 Federal summer

employment program for youth. As of this date I have received a secretarial
directive of April 4, 1909, to all Navy and Marine Corps activities employing
civilians, establlshing goals for participation. Spefclc goals set for fiscal year
19069 are to employ a number equal to at least 4.2 percent of the regular full-time
coniplement. Disadvantaged youth, employed uider the youth opportunity cam)alig iimust confprise at least 76 percent of the quota.
No funds are included in the fiscal year 1070 estimates for tli youth oppor-

tunity campaign. Other summer employees are included in the civilian manpower
request as temporary employees.

Mr. Wnntinm. The committee will recess until 2 o'clock wlhen we will
consider the Army request, for funds for the liquidation of contract

authority, followed by a special briefing on the EC-121 shootdown.
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TltuJSDAY, Arnri, 17, 1969.
OPPFIATI NO FOcF.s

M[r. Axnitv.s. Tihe committee will come to order.

This ilorninlg we will consider thorequest for "Operating Forces"
and insert in the record nt this point various pages of the justification
book.
(The pages follow:)
BUDGET ACTIVITY I.-OPERATING FORCES, SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS
(Inthousands]

actual

estimate

1969

1970
estimate

Difference 1970
compared
with 1969

$242,604
422,487
580,947
534,313

$369,376
441,811
604,294
570,110

$355,543
407,152
526,280
568,927

-$13,833
-34,719
-78, 014
-,183

1,780,351

1,985,651

1,857,902

-127,749

1968

Budget prc2ram
A. Flight operations ..............................
8. Maintenance and operation ol active fleet ............
C. Active fleet ship repairs ...........................
D. Base operations and other support .................
Total direct obligations In budget document ......

S atencnt relating to fiscal year 1968, 1969, and 1970 programs, Budget Activity
1: Operating Forccs
[In thousands of dollars]

Fiscal year 1008 program

--------------------------------

1,780,351

Transfer of Marine Corps station aircraft ---------------------+2,230
Transfer of aircraft constumables and spare parts front procurement
appropriations
.----------------------------------------+11939
Transfer of support for major repair and minor construction projcots
of------- p---t-o----and
--+11,860
Increased cost of flight operations and supporting programs -------+5, 137

Increased support at naval support activities, Salgon/Dannng ------ +30,090
Full Year cost of civilian substitution program ------------------+8, 433

Full year cost of civilian pay raise; Federal Salary Act of 1907-----Federal Salary Act of 1967, Executive Order No. 11413 of June
11, 1908
---------------------------------------------Wage boa'd salary Increase
--------------------------------Increased Active Fleet sh1) repair --------------------------Increased Active Fleet operation cost ------------------------Medical and other costs in support of SEA ----------------------Reserve Construction Battalion support -----------------------Civilian personnel reduction consistent with Public Law 90-3114----Facilities maintenance reduction---------------------Transfer of dependent schooling responsibility -------------------Obligation definition change for supply requisitions --------------Reduction In overseas activities
--------------------------

Functionnl transfer of ships to R.D.T. & H., N. appropriation ----

Other functionni transfers ----------------------------------Other decreases
-------------------------------------------Fiscal year 1109 program

--------------------------------

+3, 400

+15,388
+2, 153
+27,666
+20, 013
+1, 859
+1,500
-12,019
-8,600
1,200
11,200
-867

---

0,107

1,470
2, 017
1,985,651

Full-year cost of wage board salary Increase ---------------------+1,
Real property maintenance support ---------------------------+5,
Automated data processing Increase --------------------------+3,
Assumption of fleet support from R.D.T. & H., N. appropriation------+2,

118
783
400

050
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Atlantic Fleet weapons range support
Implementation of an underwater detection system ---------------Obligtalon definition change for supply requisitions -------------Increased cost of foreign national master labor contract ------------Messman contract costs increase
-----------------------------Marine Corps air station support
-------------------------Miscellaneous station cost increases
--------------------------Anticipated reduction in Southeast Asia flight operations -------Decreased support requirements for flight operations support programs
-------------------------------------------------Reduction in overseas activities ------------------------------Reduction in civilian personnel -------------------------------Decreased ship operation costs
-------------------------------Reduction In cost of Active Fleet ship overhauls-----------------Reduction of nonscheduled ship repairs -----------------------Anticipated reduction in SE.A support at Dahting and Saigon -----Fiscal year 1070 program

----------------------------------

+2, 400
+1,441
+11,200
+1, 100
1, 72
+1,220
+1,206
-11,728
2, 105
3, 545
7, 207
34, 71W
58, 728
10,280
-24,021
1,857, 002

FL16HT OPFIRATtO XS, FUELS, SUPPLIES, AND SPARE PARTS

Mr. AnDREWS. We shall first discuss "Flight operations, fuels, supplies, and spare parts."

For fiscal year 1970 you are asking for an increase of $93,680,000 for
aircraft operating costs over the actual obligations incurred during
fiscal year 1968. Since Navy aircraft operations have been reduced considerably because of the bombing pause in Southeast Asia, why are you
requesting such a, large increase?
Captirtn CoxN. Mr. Chairman, basically that increase reflects the
APA migration that took place in fiscal year 1969.
Mr. AmDrEtWS. What do you meafi by thiat?
Captain Covx. APA are the items that formerly were not charged
to the operating activities. They were purchased by the procurement
account. They are now chargeable in the 0. & M.N. account, sir.
1'PFECT OF BOMBING HrALT ON FLIGHT OPERATIONS

Mr. AxDU-ws. It is triue that naval flights have been reduced considerably since the bombing pause in North Vietnam; is it not?
Captain Cox.s. No, sir. I would-not say they have been reduced.

MNr. A,\DnD WS. Where are your aircraft OperaIing?
Captain Cox,%. In Southeast Asia, sir. We had a leveling off starting

in about November br December of last year which has projected
through tho first quarter, but we have not noticed a decrease in the actual number of flights In Southeast Asia..
Mr. AxnDUws. How many carriers do you have down there today?,
Admiral SirTIY. Sometimes two and sometimes three on the line,
Mr. Chairman. We have five in the 'WesternPacific, and we keel) two
or three at Yankee Station.
Mr. ANDnR.ws. Are these aircraft operating over South Vietnam?
Admiral SiftrtvY. Yes, sir; they are operating over South Viet-

nam

Mrr. AN'-XxRIVs. But. not North Vietnam?
A (Iminl 19t
,
r..Not Noih Vietnam no, sir.
Mr.AnDREWS. Thot. was the. basis for tbip qu1e.stion. since the flight
activity over North Votnam lins. been cuutnilod, why should you be.
asking for an inereae in operating costs?
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Admiral SIIIvtYx. Let me say, sir; we had thought that after the
bombing pause over North Vietnam the colnbat support requirements
might drop off down there, and there would be some reducti6n, but the
Support requirements are rmnaihing up. As a matter of fact, they are
going up a little since last fall. The low spot was about. in November,
Sir.
Mr. ADNDR wS. I wish you would put something in the record about
that, also.
Admiral SfiFLEy. Very well, sir.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
TUSTIFICATION Or ICREASED COST

Ir. ANDnpWS. The next, question is almost like the former question.
Since the active fleet flying hours program will be reduced by some
136,000 hours during fiscal year 1970, why do you need an increase of
$93,680,000 over the actual for 1968 for this'operation?
Answer the question for the record.
(The information follows:)
The net Increase of $93,S80,000 over fiscal year 1968 Is comprised of the
following:
Fiscal year 1068 flying hour cost -----------------------------$210, 008,030
Fiscal year 1070 cost of material migrated from appropriation purchase account to Navy stock account--------------------+1020802,985
Fiscal year 1970 over fiscal year 1008 flying hour reduction -----1910, 0,000
Change In average cost per hour of fiscal year 1970 program versun.

fiscal year 1068 program due to change in mix of aircraft ------Total

-------------------------------------------

+10, 187, 315
303, 089, 230

OPE MT NS TO BE SUrrORTED

Mr. ANDREWS. Will you supply for the record a detailed list of the
operations And costs to be supported by this request for fiscal years
1968, 1969, and 1970?
A(miral SiFximy. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)

This request provides for the operations of all active fleet aircraft both Iiftd
and carrier based. Forces include 4,467 average operating aircraft which are
expected to fly 2.1 million flying hours. They are structured Into 15 attack
carrier air wings, five antisubmarine warfare carrier air groups, three marine
air wings, fleet combat readiness air training wing/groups and supportng aircraft.
The costs of these operations are as follows:

Aircralt fuel ......................................................
Intermediate maintenance ..........................................
Total ......................................................

Fiscal year
,968

Fiscal year
1969

Fiscal year
1970

160,214
49,795

164,597
150,820

155.693
147,996

210,009

315,417

303.689

INCREASE IN FLI011T OPERATION SUPPORT COSTS

Mr. ANDREWS. For flight operation support costs, you are requesting an increase of $19,259,000 over the actual obligations incurred
during fiscal year 1968. Why do you require such a large increase?
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Captain CoWN. Once again, sir, when we are comparing fiscal year
1970 with the actual 1968 figures, the 1968 figures do not reflect the
APA migrated parts which I spoke of earlier. In addition, while we
have had a reduction in the combat support requirements or a leveling
off, the support costs are based on the total number of forces supported.
We are supporting the same number of operating aircraft, essentially,
in the area, and the support costs would go up by the amount of the
APA migration plus the general cost increases that we have experienced across the board, sir.
SOUTHEAST

ASIA LEVEL OF OPERATIONS

Mr. ANDmREWS. Since the ending of the North Vietnam bombing,
have you decreased the number of aircraft in the Southeast Asia
Theater?
Admiral SIFLEY. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is this budget based on the assumption that the war
will last through fiscal year 1970?
Captain CONN. Yes sir.
Mr. ANDREtWS. Is it based on a decrease in operations?
Captain CoNN. Yes, sir.
Admiral SHIFLY. I might read you a statement which I have prepared in anticipation of such a question, Mr. Chairman.
The fiscal year 1970 budget reflects a reduction in aircraft operating
costs and a decrease in ship steaming hours based on anticipated reduction in Southeast Asia combat support requirements. A review of the
first 7 months of 1969 reports for the steaming hours and the flight
hours program indicates a level program and not a reduced program.
The steaming hours reported in the first 7 months of 1969 are 1.432
million.
Assuming no change in support requirements, these hours projected
for a full year would result in a 2.460 million steaming hours for 1969.
Likewise, the flying hours projected for 1969 would result in 2.3 million. If the level of combat support requirements continues into fiscal
year 1970, the estimates of 2.3 million steaming hours and 2.1 million
flying hours are understated by 160,000 steaming hours and 200,000
flying hours, and underfunded by $8.6 and $29.8 million, respectively.
I am saying here, sir, that we made estimates at the time this budget
was prepared and which was finalized in December. We made the
estimates based on the situation as we saw it then, and I am saying
now that the events which have transpired since then have not corroborated our estimates at that time. They are higher than we estimated in December.
Mr. ANDiEws. Let us assume that there is a resumption of bombing
of North Vietnam and a stepped-up tempo innaval aviation in Southeast Asia and carrier activity; would this budget take care of that
contingency?
Admiral SirrEY. I would think there would not be too much
change in the sums req tested, sir, because, in my opinion, if we resumed
Bombing of Noith Vietnam, we would reorient our effort there. It
would be a reorientation of our effort and not necessarily a quantum
increase in the overall tempo.
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Mr. ANDnRws. In other words, the -level of activity today is about

what it would be if you had North Vietnam targets insteadof South
Vietnam targets?
Admiral Snixy. That would be my estimate of it; yes sir.
INITIAL OUTFITTING OF AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

Air. ANDREVS. For 1970, you are asking for $26.1 million for the
initial outfitting of aircraft consumable materials and repair parts on
aircraft carriers. What aircraft carriers are we going to be initially
outfitting during fiscal year 1970, and why will it require $26.1 million?
Captain CoNx. In 1970, we will be initially outfitting the U.S.S.
Ranger OVA-61 whih is dhanging from the A-7D to the A-TE aircraft; the U.S.S. Oriskany, which is changing from A-4F to A-7A;
the U.S.S. Enterprke, A-7B to A-7E; U.S .S. Kitty Hawk, A-7A to
A-7E; the U.S.S. Bn Homme Richard, A-4E to A-7B; U.S.S. Hancook A-4E to A-4F; U.S.S. Forresttd)F-4B to F-4#J; U.S.S. Independence, F-4B to F-4J; U.S.S. Intrepid,F-8C to F-8H, and A-4E to
A-4F.
Air. AxDnEws. That is practically the whole fleet; is it not, Captain?
Captain CONN. No, sir. That is nine out of 15 OVA's.
Mr. ANDREWS. When you change the aircraft aboard those carriers,
do you have to do anything to the carriers?
Captain CONN. Generally, no, sir, other than the support equipment.
Captain MonoAN. Mir. Chairman, we have to do generally some small
changes to the carriers, $30,000 or $40,000-a ship.
Mr. ANDREWS. $30,000 or $40,000 per ship?
Captain MoReAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are you talkingfabout supplies or repairs?
Captain MORGAN. Changes to the fittings and equipment for aircraft
support are all done on board.
Mr. ANDREWS. I did not think you could do anything to a ship for
$30,000. I am told you could not even fill it up with fuel for that
amount.
CHANGE OF SUPPLIES WHEN CHANGINO AIRCRAFT

When you are changing aircraft on a ship, why do you have to change
all the supplies, if that is what you plan to do?
Captain CONN. Mr. Chairman, the aviation consolidated allowances
items are what we are specifically speaking to here. These are spare
parts, if you will, for that particular aircraft. Consequently, when
we change from one model to another model, the parts are not all interchangeable. This allowance list increase is due to the change of
those spare parts which are not interchangeable between models of
aircraft.
In some cases, such as the OtiAkany, where we are going from A-4s
to A-V's. it is an entirely new aircraft. in some of tfhe olters, we are
just changing from one model of the same type of aircraft to 'another
model.
Mr. ANDREWS. You take all of the old spare parts and put them in
your supply inventory?
Captain CONN. Yes, sir.
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Mr. ANDIIEWS. But you do have to have new spare parts for the new
aircraft..
Captain CONN. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREws. That is the bulk of this request, the $26.1 million?
Captain CoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You say there is about $30,000 or $40,000 of other

expenses?
Captain MoReAN. It varies, Mr. Chairman.

SII[PBOARD INVENTORIES OF SPARE PARTS

Mr. ANDREWS. What management programs is the Navy carrying on

to control shipboard inventories of component spare parts andi. repair
parts?
Captain JonNSTOx. The primary program is one which has been

running for several years now, called the ACCESS program. It is an
acronym. I am afraid I cannot tell you what the acronym means, but
I can tell you what the program is, sir.
It consists of consolidating at the'level of the administrative type
commanders and the fleet commanders the availability of spare parts
of all the ships in the fleet or in the command, for cross-referencing
system. In case one ship does not have a particular spare part on board,
there is a rapid capability to find out if another ship may have it.. This
may be quicker than normal resupply. Also surpluses which might dev'elol) in one slhp can be applied against shortages of the same material in another ship.
The major payoff is that through the use of corn puterization, we
have been able to reduce the number of spare parts which are carried
in the allowance list of the ships, in effect reducing the number of
insurance spares.
NAVYvIDE INVENTORY OF AIRCRAFr SPARE PARTS

Mr. ANDREWS. Captain, what about the spare parts inventory for
Navy aircraft overall? Are you overstocked?
Captain JOHNSTON. No, sir. I believe the latest statistics show that
the average ship has on board about 92 to 93 percent of the authorized
spare parts.
Mr. ANDREWS. Iam not talking about ship. I am talking about in
your warehouses. Are you piling up a big inventory?.
Captain JohnsToN. I cannot talk to the inventory level. The only
indication that I can give to inventory level is that with regard to
aviation spare parts, when requisitions are submitted by. a ship or
squadron to the supply system, about 60 percent of the requisitions are
filled by the local supply activity. The other 40 percent must then be
referred around the Navy Supply System to see where it is available,
if at all sir.
Mr.AINDR WS. You do not know anything about the inventory in all
the supply depots?
Captain JokxrON. No, sir. That is part of the stock account, which
is a revolving fund. I believe that it will be reviewed by the committee
later on, sir.
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DETERM[INATION OF SPARE PARTS INVENTORY

Captain CONN. I might add to that, Mr. Chairman. Our aviation

spare allowance list, in other words the aUthorlzatfion to procure

parts that the ship might use, is not based on a full number of spare
parts. Those lists are constructed with, I believe, a 15-percent chance
of a stockout. In other words, you would not go ahead and order all
the spare parts that you normally require. It would thke about 85
percent.
Mr. ANDREws. The captain said 60 percent.
Captain CONN. He said 60 percent being filled, sir.
Captain JolzxsToN. When the ship submits a requisition, the chances
are 60 percent that it will be filled by the lochl supply depot.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, there is a carrier which needs 100
percent spare parts. You give him 85 percent?
Captain J0INSTON. That is correct, sir.
Captain CO . If lie could get all the items he was authorized, le
would have 85 percent; but, as Captain Jolston is pointing out, lie
•is only getting about 60 percent of what lie is ordering.
Captain JOHNSTON. When the spare part requirements are computed
by line item and by number, so many units, so many bolts, this would
be 100 percent of requirements.

Mr.

AN DnEWS.

That is what lie needs.

Captain JOHINSTON. That is right. This is the maximum requirement. The allowance list only provides for 85 percent of that amout.
Mr. ANDNwWs. In other words, he can get. aboqird 85 percent of what
he needs.
Captain JOHNSTON. Yes. You take a calculated risk on 15 percent.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Has that reduced percentage of requirement gotten

you in trouble?
Captain JOHnSTON. Not particularly, sir. The selection of whiat
items are not carried is the subject of computerization of demand. You
take your chance on the parts that you have the least chance of using.
PERCENTAGE OF AIRCRAFT INOPERABLE

Mr. MINsIIALL. What percentage of your aircraft., if any, would be
deadlined or inoperable because of the shortage of parts?
Captain JOHNSTON. I cannot answer that question, sir.
Mr. MINSIIALL. Is it a concern?
Captain CONN. Yes, Sir. We have an index called tei NO1S index,
not operationally ready because of supply parts. That index is watched
very carefully by our Deputy Chief o Naval Operations for Air.

Mr.

fINSITALT,.

What is the NORS ratio?

Captain COWNi. I am not sure what the current. figure is.
Colonel SPAnIoNG. It changes by the series of aircraft. We caii provide that for you by each aircraft. However, on a carrierMr. MINSHALL. It does not affect your operational capability to any
degrees then, or does it?
Colonel SPAnLiNo. Yes, sir; it would. If we do not have the part
and we cannot get the plane in the air, obviously it would affect our
operational capability.
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Mr. MINSITALL. Supply that for the record, would you, please?
Colonel SP,%RLINO. Yes, sir.

(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
PURCHASE OF SPARE PANTS FOR NEW AIRCHAFr

Mr. AwDnEws. captain , I assume all these air raft. that you are talk-

ing about going on these carriers are new aircraft.

Captain CoNK. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDR FWS. Do you not buy spare parts for the aircraft when you
receive the plane in the initial outfittihg? Does not the flyaway cost
include spare parts?
Admiral SnrflY. Mr. Chairman. we buy spare parts two ways. We
buy the initial outfitting and then replenishment spares.
Mr. ANwDRws. Then this $26 million we are talking about is for
additional spare parts, is that right?
Captain Jonrxspiq. The parts procured in the PAMN appropriation are the expensive parts which are the free issue parts, the APA,
so-called. They are not costed in the operation and maintenance appropriation. The parts that we are talking to in this area are the
parts which are purchased from the Navy stock fund and are consumable parts costing generally less than $1,000 apiece.
Mr. ANDReWs. On page 1-1-6 of your justification, paragraph (o),
$26.1 million. The funds requested under this category provide $26.1
million for the initial outfltting of aircraft consumable materials and
repair parts on aircraft carriers and modification of inventory allowances resulting from changes in the models or types of aircraft aboard
aircraft carriers.
Captain Jouisrow. I underline the word "consumable" as the operating word.
Mr. ANDREWS. We are talking about $26 million. The book says for
the initial outfitting of aircraft. Why would not the initial outfitting
of these spares be in the procurement cost?
Captain J0NSTON. The initial outfitting for the APA spares is in
the poreurement account, sir.
Captn Cour. If we were not speaking of aircraft carriers, which
we have spcifically addressed in the $26.1 million, the.e parts would
remain in the stock fund in the warehouses ashore. When we move
these items aboard ship, then the 0. & M.N. account must purchase
these parts from our supply system from our Navy stock fund. This
is why we have associated this $26.1 million with aircraft carriers.
This is the only place that we buy these spares from the stock fund
and place them on board ship, because we do not extend the stock
fund aboard ships.
Mr. ANDRtws. Here is the question, Captain. When you get a new
aircraft, you get spare parts as a part of the purchase price.
Captain CoNN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Amnws. Are these spare parts different from the ones that
come with the ship when you first buy it?
Captain CoNK. No, sir. It is all the same. The consumable items
might be. There might also be a large group of these parts that would
Iein addition.
Mfr. ANDnEws. So, you are putting an extra layer on the cake.
Captain CoNm. No, air.
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STOOK FUND PURCHASE OF SPARE PARrS

Mr. ANDREWS. What happens to the spare parts that come with the

planes when you buy them?
Captain CbONN. They go into the Navy stock fund ir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why do they not go on board the ship with the new
aircraft?
Captain Coxe. This is the way we get them on board ship, sir. We
buy them from the stock fund.
Mr. Am)nWS. Yoti have already bought them when you bought the
plane.
Captain Corny. Yes, sir; but to keep the stock fund active and so
they can buy other parts, it is a revolving fund operation, sir.
Mr. AwNEmvs. It looks to me as if the Navy is paying twice for the
initial spare parts.
Mr. LoBr. I wonder if I might add a comment. I am Mr. Lobi, of
the Navy Comptroller's Office.
When we contract for the aircraft, we buy certain spares with the
aircraft. These are high-cost items like, perhaps, a spare landing gear
or a tail section. At the same time that a contract i let with a company,
the stock fund also places a contract for the procurement of consumnable spare parts. Then we have to reimburse the stock fund at the
time the 0. & M. appropriation buys it out to put it aboard the ship.
Consequently, sir, there is not a pyramiding on the one contest.
by our
consumables
we have the
Actually,
with
on then
to goand
in stock
order fund,
the money
to recover bought
furd
for this revolving
some other purchases, the 0. & M. appropriation then buys it out and
puts it aboard the ship.
In essence, sir, for the insurance items, for the high-cost items, for
the kinds of things that we call investment spare parts, these investment spare parts are bought by the procurement appropriation. For
what we call the expense spare parts or the consumable spare parts,
these are bought by the 0. & M. account. This is the distinguishing
fact between the two.
Mr. ANDimWS. All right. Will you show for the record the inventory
status of shipboard repair parts and consumables?
Admiral Srn.y. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The distribution of assets requested for inventory allowance and initial outfitting of aircraft consumable material and repair parts on aircraft carriers Is
as follows:
(Dollars In thousands
Fiscal

1. Fuel .................................................

2. Initial outfitting of repair part. .................

3. Repair parts required due to transitional chne nArrf-

- - - -

4. Providing Of test equipment .....................................

Total ......................................................
FLEET AIM

$3,481

6,473
,1,341

2,754

13, 534

Fiscalyear
196997

Fiscal year

$,701

$3,524

1..451

2,6U. 9
1,034

28,693

I-

",,

F 16, 536
1,520

26,098

STAPP

Mr. ANDUEWS. Why do you need $7.7 million for the Fleet Air
Staff ?
30-088-69-pt. 2-28
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Admiral SimFLEY. Captain Co1m. can you speak to that?

Captain CoN. I think, Mr. Chairman, this is directly associated

with simply the cost increases that we are experiencing i the Fleet
Air Staff. Our funds requested provide for general operation and
maintenance support of the Fleet Air Staff.
The request that we have in this year reflects a decrease of $0.3
million from fiscal year 1969 levels.
1r. ANDREWS. Will you explain a little mare the Fleet Air Staff?
Captain CONN. Under the ,arious fleet commanders, such as Cinepac
Fleet and Cinclant Fleet, we have type commnanders such as destroyers,
cruisers, and air. Cominav~Iirlfint and Comnavairpac are the aircrafttype commanders in the two fleets.
Under the various type commanders we have for instance patrol
wings, Fleet Air Wing Staff. We have Carrier Air Group Staff. These
are the Fleet Air Staffs, the Fleet Aviation Command support stricture.
4tr. ANDREWS. Each commander has his staff?
Captain CONN. Yes, sir.

Mr.

ANDRIEWS.

Explain a little more the maintenance support of

Fleet Air Staff. What is this $7 million for?
Captain CONw. In addition to the regular Fleet Air Staffs that we
have discussed in the various echelons, both fleets have a fleet aviation
electronics training unit. That outfit also receives its funding from
the Fleet Air 'Staf, sir. These are the training units for the Navairlant and Navairpac that train the fleet crews and electronics crews.
Admiral SHiFLEy. Mr. Chairman, you want to know specifically
what the money is spent for, I believe.
Captain JOHNSTON. The three major areas that are funded are the
pay of civilian personnel who work in the air-type commander headquarters, the temporary additional duty travel and subsistence funds
for the people on their staffs when they are ordered away on trips
for official purposes, and the general expenses of operating the offices which these staffs occupy, the paper, the typewriter rib ons, the
paper clips.
Mr. ANDREWS. Supplies.

Captain JOHNSTON. Supplies.

Mr. ANDREWS. Will you provide for the record a detailed listing of
the types of support to be provided and the cost for fiscal years 1N68,
1969, and 1970.
(The information follows:)
The type of support and cost for fiscal years 1068, 1069, and 1970 is as follows:
(Dollars in thousands)
Fiscal ?
Civilian personnel .........
a. ...Supplies and other purchased service .........................
Data processing ......
Office equipment..............................................
Printing and reproduction .........................................
Total .....................................................

.

Fiscal ear

Fiscal year

$2,162

1$6,062
$8,039
617
81
468
1...................................
1,037
1,017
1,037
71
74
74
79
82
82

3,966

3,066

7, 700

I The fiscal year 1969 Increase over fiscal year 1968 reflects the full year cost of civilian personnel hired on a phased
plan during fiscal year 1968 In compliance with the civilian substitution program$
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CONSUMABLE

PHOTOGRAPHIC

SUPPLIES

Mr. ANDREWS. Will you prepare for the record a schedule showing
the amount requested in.
fiscal years 1968, 1969, and 1970, for consumable photographic supplies?
Admiral SuiFTY.Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal

amount requested for consumable photographic supplies.
year 1968---------------------------------------year 1969
----------year 1070 ------------------------------

$852,000
8---------------000
1118,000

. Mr. ANDRFvs. Will you provide for the record a detailed listing of

the operations associated with this request for fiscal years 1968, 1969,

and 1970?
Admiral Sunm.FY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
CONSUMABLE

P'IOTOGRAPHIO SUPPLIES

These consumable photographic supplies provide for the operation of Combat
Camera Groups%nd Fleet Air Photographic Laboratories.
M8s8ion and Tasks of the FP JJ em
ramera,,Vroup:
(a) To maintain t W&It photographic teams d specialized photographic
equipment in a sta of readiness for rapid deployme
n order to provide fleet
commanders wit~_pecialized photographic capabilities.
(b) To obtajl still and motion pictt photograpby in coJunfion with fleet
operations fofintelligence, tes evalu tion, rearcb, and doc entary purposes.
(o) To d9felop and main
a undo ater jiboographic cap ility and pursue
an effective training prgam fo assi ed perso nel.
(d) T provide p
lacngu tion s graphic
ces to fleet uni

Fiscal

ear 1908

nil
an
- -----.....- --- ---------- -- $142,
$1-------000

-

Fiscal year 1969 ---Fiscal year 197-

-,..
- .

Pro ide operate onal an

ou
0c

.

t-rfp tjgPp

comm nds includ ng integt ted oper1toD4I'
for al wing and hip'da
personnel
Fiscal

1968----------------

Fiscal y r 1969-----1Viscal ye
1070 -----

-

== -.
-.
.

--

- 142, 000
291,000

-. -.

pport, for t sking fleet

telligence center (101 ) training

------ ----------------$710,000
-.----. .
- -------- 749,000

-------

-

_827, 000

NEW FUft"5 FOR SHIP PROPULSION

Mr. A"DRpw On March 18, 1969, it was an
nced by the Department of Defense hatjt had authorized t
avy to shift to a new
fuel for ship propuls1mi--WJmL~yp

using hi the future?

fuel oil will the Navy be

Admiral S rELpY. This is a program to shift from the black oil

which is burned in'the conventional boilers of the ships now, to a
middle distillate fuel. The black oil has a lot of impurities in it, sulfur and that sort of thing, which contribute to soot .and slag
buildup in the boilers and gets on the topside of the ship.
. Mr. ANDRwws. You are getting a better type fuel?
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Admiral SIIFLEY. A better type fuel.
[r. ANDREWS. What about the cost?
Admiral SiiFLmY. It is going to cost more. We estimate that overall
we will have considerable beneits because of the increased ships readiness, reduced maintenance costs, and particularly the manpower associated with cleaning the firesides of the boilers which can be used
for other needed fireroom maintenance.
Also, we are convinced we will save a lot of money in the maintenance of the topside of ships and the maintenance of aircraft.
Mr. ANDREX.WS. In other words, you will not have to scrub the decks
down as much as you do now?

Admiral

SHIFLEY.

Yes, sir; we will not have to scrub the decks.

We will not have to paint as much topside. We will not have to repair exposed antennas, directors, and other equipment as much. Probably one of the biggest savings will be the savings that we will have
in the condition of our aircraft. They will not corrode nearly so fast
because, as you know, when the flue gases come out now from the black
oil, if it mixes with water it makes a sulfuric acid which is very
corrosive.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

When will you start using this new fuel?

Admiral SHiFLEY. We have some ships in a test program right now.
As fast as we can make arrangements to provide this new fuel and
shift the ships over to permit them to use it. We will have to change
or modify pumps, and so forth.
SHIP MODIFICATIONS RESULTING FROM NEW FUEL

Mr. ANDREWS. My next question was: What ship modifications will
be required in order to use this new fuel?
Admiral SHIFLEY. Primarily we will have to change some of the
pumps and make modifications to some of the pumps.
Mr. ANDREWS. Will that be an expensive changeover?
Admiral SHFIEY. It will cost quite a few million dollars, yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREVWS. Will this apply navywide?
Admiral SnIFraY. Yes, sir, to the active fleet.
Mr. ANDREWS. All ships using oil will change to the new type?
Admiral SriymnY. That is our intention.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long will it take you to change over?
Admiral SHiFixi. We do not have a phased plan yet, but in my
estimation it would be a minimum of 3 years, and probably longer.
Mr. ANDIMAEWS. Are any modification costs included in the 1900
budget for the changeover?
Admiral SHIFLEY. No, sir; not in the 0. & M.N. appropriation.
Mr. ANDRFWS. Not in this budget?
Captain MOHGAN. Not in this budget.
Admiral SiHFLEY. It would be in the other procurement, Navy
account.
SUPPLY OF NEW FUEL

Mr. ANDREWS. What about the sources of supply of this new fuel?

Admiral SHmIrLEY. We think we will have no difficulty. Our liaison
with the petroleum industry indicates they will be able to shift over
and provide this new fuel as fast as we want. Of course, we would
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have to continue to maintain close liaison with them to be sure our demands do not get ahead of their ability to supply.
Mr. ANDREWS. IS this a brand new fuel?
Admiral Siimaty. No, sir. It is quite similar to many fuels on the
market; it is between our Navy diesel fuel and a commercial marinedistillate fuel-product.
Mr. ANDREWS. Who else uses the new fuel at this time? Do any
commercial companies use this new type fuel?
Admiral SnIIWLY. The distillate now being procured in limited
quantities for test ships and for some filling of fuel depots in the continental United States is a commercial marine diesel fuel widely used
by commercial diesel-powered ships. This distillate is not compatible
with gas turbines and modern high-speed Navy diesels. The Ultimate
distilh-ite will have slightly different specifications to permit the fuel
to be used in shipboard main propulsion diesel plants and gas turbine
engines besides using it in conventional boilers. This ultimate fuel,
although only slightly different from present diesel fuels, is new and
not presently used by commercial companies.
BENEFITS OF NEW FUEL

Mr. ANDREWS. Will you get more mileage out of the new fuel?
Admiral SHiFEY. We are certain we will get better efficiency out
of our boilers. They will stay cleaner, operate more efficiently, and to
that extent, we will get more mileage.
Mr. ANDREWS. The benefits will come in the years ahead. It costs
you money to modify your ship to use the new fuel. It costs more
money for the fuel. But the benefits-to be derived would be in the
future.
Admiral SiiiFLEY. We are convinced of that. The amounts of money

required to convert the ships to use this are comparatively minor., Wo
think we will start reaping benefits, of course, immediately, as fast
ships are shifted over. We have some ships in the test program
as
ri the
ht
I. now.
ANnDEws. Have you any reports on the test?
Admiral SiJrLEY. Yes, sir. They have not had to clean the firesides.

This, of course, is very popular with the firemen. We had a dispatch
not long ago from one of the ships in the test program, and the comments of the firemen were to the effect that they were certainly happy
to see that, at long last, somebody was paying attention to the firemen
and doing something for them. They were very pleased about it.
Mr. ANDunws. Have you any ships using coal now, Admiral?
Admiral SHIFLrY. No, sir.
FLTOTIT OPERATION SUPPORT COST'

Mr. DAVIS. Before we get into ship support, Admiral Shifley read
a statement to us relating to this matter of flight operation support
cost, and I was not sure I. grasped the significance of it. It indicated
there had been some experience since the time the budget had been put
together in December, but I did not see the conclusion to which that
experience led us.
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Was there a change in the figure of $51,854,000lat shows on our
justification sheet 1-1-5, or was there not?
Admiral SniIFx'. No, sir; we have not requested any additional

money at this time. I was merely stating thant since tle budget wits submitted, we have beeit watching ti tompo of operations very closely to
see if our estimates were in fact going to come to pass, and our experience up to now has been that the temtpo of operations has been higher
than our estimate. We tare not. asking for aniy additional flds at this
time.
Colonel SPA\Tio. May I add something to this. These funds as you
see hero include tie frine Corps operating incountry one of the
Navy carriers oit ofall.
country. So, the facility rate does include that.
is
Mr. DAVIS. That

SITIP SUPPORT PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral, you are asking for an increase of $8.412
million over the actual for fiscal year 1968 for ship Supl)pot. pl)it-fl1.
Since you anticipate that Navy activities will decline in 1970, why do
you need this increase?
Captain CoN,;N. Mr. Chairman, once again, I think this is a reduction
in tempo and a very small reduction in overall force levels. We.are
still Su)porting the number of forces, but this does not decrease the
support costs. The support. costs are relatively fixed.
Ill addition, these dollars provide for tlhe travel and per diem exponses of fleet personnel. performing temporary additional duty a.signments to attend technical schools, and also bharter and hire costs
for tug hire, pilotage for slips entering and leaving ports.
In addition, it. is to support the Military Sea Transport. Service for
the operation of ships and resupply the I BM subi-arine, and operating costs for the Niavy: mobile construction battalions.
We are expmriencing cost rises in these service areas, and even
though there has been a small decrease in the overall number of forces,
the support costs are gradually creeping up as a fact of life, sir.
SUPPORT OF DEEP FREEZE PRORAH

Mr. ANDIW WS. Did you reduce the support level for the Deep Freeze
program as suggested in the committee report last year?
Captain CoNNr. The $4.1 million requested for fiscal 1970 is a level
program, and provides for no increase over fiscal 1969 sir.
Mr. ANDRF, WS. That is not the question, Captain. The question is:
Did you reduce the support level for the Deep Freeze program as
suggested in the committee report of last year? If it is at the same
level, the answer is no.
Admiral Sirux. The estimate is slightly higher in 1970 than it
was in 1969, sir.
Mr. AinDRPws. Why?
Admiral Suirx-. The bicrensed amount is in the "Other Procurement, Navy" appropriation, Mr. Chairman. The "Operation and
Maintenance" appropriation is about level sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is there a reduction in other appropriations for Deep
Freeze?
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Admiral Siiivi~.w. No, sir; there is an increase in the OPN nppropriation.
Mr. A

mDims. What was the appi'opriation overall for Deep Freeze

in 1969, and what is the request. for 1970?
Adimiial Siivwixy. The total in till aplOl)rfltois, including."Other
Procurement, Navy," and "Operation and Mantemnatne, Navy a total
of $16.3 million; in 1970, $17.1) million. The 0. & M.N. appropriation
in 1969 was $8.1 million ; andii 1970, also $8.1 million, sir.
Mr. Aiummws. I read from page 31 of this commifee's report last
year:
The Navy could very well reduce funding in support of Antarctic operations.
Navy fiinancinl support of this scientific research effort hIis Increased over the
last year or so, and because of the current fiscal sittiation could be reduced. If
additional funding Is needed to support high-priority research tests, it should
be sought from olher Government programs in support of selentille research.

So, the request, oven in the light of that committee recommendation,
is more for Deep Freeze in 1970 fhan it was in i969.
Admiral SHIFLEY. I would have to agree it. would have to be considered to be higher; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDiUEWS. We'have finished the section on "Flight Operations,
Fuel Supplies, and Spare Parts." Any questions, Mr. Alnshidl?
Mr. M-ISIALL. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDRFWS. Mr. Rhodes?
Mr. RmODES. No questions.
Mr. ANDRE ws. Mr. Davis?
Mr. DAVIS. Not at this time.
SIIP OVERuA1urS AND REPAIRS

Mr. ANirrws. Now we shall take up "Ship Overhauls and Repairs."
FUNDS FOR .NONSC1IEDlIIE) SIHIP

EPAIIRS

Since you are going to have 190 ships in overhaul during fiscal year
1970, and many ships are to be deactivated, why (o you require
$154,345,000 for nonschelduled ship repairs? Isn't thi's quite high -under

the eircumstmces, and should it, not, be considerably less?
Admiral Suirtwr.. What, was the figure you used,"sir?
Mr. ANDR-ws. $164,345,000.
A(lmilal Shnl. EY. No, sir. hi's supports o11 total mber of operating ships, which is down only 11 shtl)s from 1969. From 1969 to 1970,
thero was a decrease of 66 ships, but there was also the addition of 55,
for a net decrease of 11.
The figure you have quoted there is f reduction from the amount. of
money, in the 969 budget for this purpose.
Mr. Aximws.Theso are for nonscheduled ropai s.
Admiral SiiLaw:r-. Yes, sir. There am the nonscheduled repairs.
Mr. ANtiErs. Explain nonscheduled repairs for us, Admiral.
Admiral SmTLPr. V e overhaul our ships on a rogulnr schedule. The
length of time between regular overhauls varies, depending on thie class
of ship. Between times, things happen to ships that require repairs
that are beyond the capability of the ship's force. We have to put them
into a Navy yard or else brini the workmen to the ship outside a Navy
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yard to make these repairs. That is what this sum of money provides
for.
Mr. ANDFWS. Are these major repairs? Or is it repairs of all tyles?
Admiral SHFILEY. These are repairs that are beyond the capab ]lity

of the ship's force. I suppose to the crew of the ship they would seem
plrett.y major. They are not major in the sense that they make any
great change in the capability of the ship.
CONDITION OF NAVY SHIPS

Mr. ANDREws. I am of the opinion that the Navy repair program is
far behind the schedule I think it should have.
Admiral SinrL.
iv. I would agree, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You are operating ships today that have long since
outlived their predicted life.
Admiral SIPFLEY. I agree, sir. I think we are badly in need of new
ships to replace some of the old ships we are operating. W1e also are
badly in need of finds to maintain the ships we have, sir.
Mr. ANDIEvws. I am sure you are familiar with the bill pending now
in the Armed Services Committee authorizing a much higher level of
ship procurement than we have had in the past.
A admiral S Imm1a.Y. Yes, sir; I am familiar with the bill to authorize
a higher level of ship procurement.
Mr. ANDiRws. If that bill becomes law, will these figures still be
realistic, or would you ask for more money?
Admiral SiHiFiLY. I do not think there would be any reduction in
these figures, because I think the amounts we are asking for in this
budget are very low. CertainlyIf we got newer ships into tie inventory,
the unit cost of the overhauls might come down in that a newer ship
does not require as many repairs as the older ships.
Mr. AnDRr.ws. You are talking now about regular overhauls. What
about nonscheduled overhauls and repairs?

Admiral

SHFLEY.

Regular; yes, sir. I would think the nonscheduled

repairs and overhauls would be reduced, also, in that a newer ship
would not break down as often.
Mr. ANDinEws. For years you have been delaying or postponing or
putting off, any way you want to describe it, things that you would
like to do to ships that need to be done, is that not correct?
Admiral SuIFiJY. That is correct; yes, sir.
EXAMPLES OF NONSCHEDULED

REPAIRS

Mr. ANDREWS. What nonscheduled ship repairs do you anticipate
incurring for this $154,345,000? Could you give us a breakdown on
that for the record if you cannot do it nowI
Admiral SHiirLvy. Yes, sir; I would like to provide it for the record.
This would cover all kinds oi repairs. For example, an aircraft carrier
comes in from a long operating period and it is very apt to need some
repair work done on its catapults and arresting gear that is beyond
the capacity of the ship's force, and possibly some boiler repairs. It
could be almost any kindof repairs to the ship.
(The information follows:)
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NONSCHEDULED

SITIP

REPAIR

Nonscheduled repair funds are utilized by the fleet conmmahers in chief to
pay for any work on their ships beyond capacity of forces afloat and so requiring
shore industrial support for which the need arises between the regularly schetduled overhauls. The work may range from small specialized instrument repairs
on equipment delivered to the yard to such things as repair of the Enterprise,
Forrcstalor Orfskany fire damage; thus any type of ship repair work may be
involved. Additional examples are:
Boiler retublngs.
Repair of collision and ground hull dftmage.
Repairs to ships' small boats.
Post deployment repairs to attack aircraft carrier and major surface,
ships hull, machinery, or equipment.
Repair of casualties to reduction gears and main )ropulsion turbines.
Replacement of worn cruiser gun barrels.
FUNDS FOR SHIP OVERIA17LS

M r. ANDREWS. What is the total amount requested in fiscal 1970 for
shi) overhnuls?

Admiral SuFr1 Ey. We have requested $154 million in nonscheduled
repairs, and $372 million for regular overhauls. That adds up to $526
million.

Mr. ANDnFWS. $526,280,000.
Admiral SIiiFLmY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDnEws. If that bill now pending before. Congress passed,
you would be authorized to request more money.

Admiral SnLr,'y. The ships authorized in fiscal year 1970 would
not affect this at all, because those ships would not be completed within
that time. It would not replace any of the ships we are presently
requesting this money for.

Mr. ANDRTWS. Admiral, the Navy originally scheduled 269 ships
for overhaul in fiscal year 1969. You are now advising us that the
revised schedule is for only 197 ships.
Admiral SitmrF.v. Yes, sir; 197 is the 1969 figure.
Mr. AN DRvws. That is what. we are talking about, 1969.
The question is: You originally scheduled 269 ships for overhaul
in fiscal year 1969. You are now advising us that the revised schedule
for 1969 is for 197 ships.
Admiral SHiFi4 Y. That is right, sir.
EFFECT OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE CONTROL ACT ON SIIP OVERHAUL

Mr. ANDREWS. Is this reduction a result of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968?
Admiral SIPLEY. That has a bearing on it. because as a result of
that act, some of the ships that otherwise would have required overhaul
have been inactivated early and, consequently, they do not require
overhaul.
Mr. ANDREWS. Some of the 269 ships that you planned to overhaul
in 1969 have been deactivated?

Admiral Silimny. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDnws. How many?

Admiral Sitrivy. I could not tell you that figure, sir.
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Captain MoRoN. There were 18 overhauls canceled for ships that

were dropped from the fleet as a result,of the Revenue and Expenditure
Control Act.
Mr. ANDREWS. That brings it down to 251.
Captain MoRoAN. Yes, sir. I can read the complete answer or provide
it for the record.
Mr. A

nimws. Provide the information for the record.

(The information follows:)
ADJUSTMENTS TO THE NAVY'S 1000 SHIP OVERI!AUL PROGRAM

Since the fiscal year 1969 President's budget program level of 269 overhauls,
the following changes have occurred:
F18cal year 1960 Prcsidcnt'8 budget
Total overhauls

---------------------------------------------

1. 15 slippages due to changes in operational commitments; 5 were substituted with other overhauls
---------------------------------2. i0 overhauls canceled, for ships decommissioning and going to inactive
reserve status or to disposal
--------------------------------3. 26 overhauls deferred to future years, due to the budget reduction ------4. 9 overhauls accomplished in the NRT program. These ships transferred
from the active fleet to NRT as a result of the budget reduction.-Subtotal, reductions made due to Public Law 00-364 -------------Other: 9 additional overhauls dropped for other reasons (e.g., changes in
the ship inactivation schedule) ----------------------------------Fiscal year revised program

-------------------------------

269
10
18
26
-9
03
9
197

Mr. ANDREWS. What type and class of ships were deleted from the
1969 overhaul schedule? Supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)
DELETIONs-77 Snips

Reason
Reason Hull No.:
Hull No.:
CVA 14 -------------------1
DD 724
CVA 43 -------------------1
DD 779
CS 15 --------------------2
DD 790
__
CVS 1o ------------------3
DD 795
AGSS 392 -----------------2
DD 825.................
SS 340 -------------------3
DD 839
SS 35 ...
------------.
3
DD 872
S 424 -------------------1
DD 950----------------SS 478 -------------------3
DDG 1---------------SSN 58 ------------------2
DE, 1025................
SSN 589 ------------------2
DD 1020 ---------------SSN 613 ------------------3
DE 1044
AS 12 --------------------3
DE 1045 ---------------ASR 8 -------------------3
DER 383...............
ASR 9 --------------------1
AD 16-----------------DLG 28 ------------------1
AD 18 -----------------DLG 33 ------------------3
AKA 06
DD 408 -------------------2
APA 37----------------DD 08 -------------------5
APA 210................
DD 577 ------------------2
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Hull No.:

Reason Hull No,:
Reason
APA 213 -----------------3
4
MSO 437 -----------------APD 90 ------------------2
MSO 438 -----------------4
LPHI 10 ------------------3
MSO 443 -----------------4
LSD 14 ------------------3
MS0 448 -----------------4
LST 515 -----------------3
4
MSO 488 -----------------2
LST 583 -----------------MSO 490 -----------------4
TLST 838 ------------------1
1
MSO 491 -----------------LST 854 -------------------1
ARL 18 -----------------2
3
LST 980-------------------3
AP 55 -------------------LST 1123 ----------------1
AP 62-----------------LST 1150 ----------------1
3
AFS 2 -------------------PG 89 ----------------------1
4
All 10 -------------------P0 90 --------------------1
2
AKS 1 -------------------MCS 7---------------------- 2
AN 83 -------------------2
MSC 121
5-----------------AO 22 -------------------2
MSC 194 -----------------5
Al 5 --------------------1
MSC 19 -----------------5
AOG 52 ------------------2
MSO 197 -----------------5
AT4 107 -----------------3
MSO 201 -----------------5
3
C 2
----------------REASON CODE

1. Operational shift out of year, not replaced because of funding constraints.
2. Canceled overhaul, ship inactivated/scrapped because of funding reductions
(Public Law 00-364.)
3. Deferred to future year because of funding reduction (Public Law 90-304).
4. Overhaul canceled, other reason.
5. Transferred to NRT program and overhauled as NRT.
Recap-77 ships

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1 ----------------------2 ----------------------3 ----------------------4-----------------------5 -----------------------Total -------------------

Additions

15 Hull No.:
18
DL 1.
20
DD 715.
9
DD 703.
9
LST 509.
ATF 92.
77

NUCLEAR SUBMARINE OVERHAUL COST OVERRUNS

Mr. ANDREWS. YOU are now estimating the overhaul cost of the
John Adams, SSB 620, at $22 million and the Henry Clay, SSDN
625, at $21,692,000. What was the original estimated cost of overhauling each of these two nuclear subs?
Captain MORGAN. The original estimate that. was contained in the
1969 budget, $20,500,000 for tie John Adams.
Mr. ANDrE ws. That is up, then, $1,500,000?
Captain MORGCAN. Yes.
Mr. ANDREws. For the AdamsI
Captain MORGAN. I don't have the Oay with me.
Mr. ANDREWS. Supply it for the record.
(The information oollows:)
John Adam"e'r~a
SSBN-626
S;V161
Original estimate (September 30, 1967) ............................................
Current estimate ................................................................
Increase .................................................................

$20,190,000
23, 500, 000
+3,310,000

$20,190,000
24,907,000
+4,717,000

Note. These figures Include total funding In fiscal year 1968, fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970. The f-guret inthe
body of the record are fiscal year 1969 only.
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Mr. A.NmDws. What alout the cost increase in shipbuilding and repairing? We were told last year, if I remember correctly, that costs
last year were up 25 percent in some areas. Wliat about that area
today?
Captain MORGAN. In overall terms the increase has not been as
much as 25 percent.
Mr. AXDI EWS. I said last year. I am sure costs are still climbing.
Captain MORGAN. Yes, sir; they are.
NUCLEAR SUBMARINE, ('ORES

Mr. ANDREWS. When you overhaul these subs will you 1)ut in new
cores?
Captain MORAN. Yes, sir.
Admiral SHIFLEY. For some regular overhauls they would be
recored.
Mr. ANDREWS. A new core is contemplated in the Adams and the
Clay?
Captain MORGAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDnEWS. What about the cost of cores now?

Captain MORGAN. The cost of cores, themselves, is included in the
procurement account. The cost of the installation of the cores is in
this budget.
M'. AN-DiE ws. Do you know about the cost ?
Captain MoRAox. I do not have the accurate figure as to how much
the cost of cores has increased between last year and this year. We will
have to provide it.
Mr. Axi)mEws. What, about mileage, do you get more mileage fi'om
these new cores?
That is going up, the trend is up. I can get you
Admiral Sir.i".
a statemneit on that.
Mr. A-Nmmws. Put a chart, in the record at this point to show what
progress has been made over the last 10 years.
(The information follows:)
COMPARISON OF NUCLEAR CORE COST AND PERFORMANCE

Ship type
Submarine (I reactor) ...............
Aircraft carrier (8 reactors)...........
Frigate (2 reactors) .................

Initial cores(s)
Miles
Dollars
Cost
steamed (per mile)
(millions)
$4.1
61.1
10.2

62.000
207,000
309, 000

$66
343
33

Present replacement core(s)
Dollars
Cost Anticipated
per mile
miles
millions
$40
90
11.5

400,000
935.000
700,000

$10
85
16

Naval nuclear power unit prices have increased by approximately 10
percent in the last year. These increases were due to escalation in the
price of special reactor materials as well as increasing labor costs.
However, there has been a marked increase in the life of naval nuclear
power units in recent years so that, even with the increasing price of
power units, the net cost per unit of energy has declined significantly
since the beginning of the nuclear power program.
Admiral giimwY. Ideally, Admiral Rickover I believe is working
toward being able to provide cores with a new ship that would last
the entire life of the ship.
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Mfr. ANDJiEWS. Ile has told us about that. Also, if I remember cor-

rectly, the price of the cores has been decreasing #rom what they were
when you first started using them and you get more mileage out of
them.
Admiral S~iMLMY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDRFAYS. Therefore, your cost of operation has come down ?
Admiral SitnhjEy. That is correct, sir.
COST OF NUCLEAR SUIIMAINE AE1ISUS CONVENTIONAL4

Mr. ANDRE1s. lHas the cost of operating the nuclear-powered submarine gotten closer to the cost of oJelrating a conventional type sill?
It is getting closer but nuclear power is still more
Admirtal Sitiry.
expensive thatn fossil fuel power.

M'. AN-DRnms. And better?

Admiral SinLwxY. Yes, sir, much better. As a matter of fact, the advantages, particularly in the submarine, to be gained from nuclear
power are just.so maniy fold higher than and better than a conventional

sul)marine-that it is difficult to make a coxnpaison.
Mr. Axwm)ws. I wish you would have some of your men put in the

record a statement about the experience you have had operating the
nuclear-powered submarines vis-a-vis the conventional type, the overall
difference in the cost, and compare present-day statistics with 10 years
and 5 years ago.
Admiral SHIiLEY. I will be happy to do that.
Mr. ANDREWS. I have always thought it is much, much cheaper in
the long runi to have an atomic-powered Navy craft whether under the
sea or on the sea.
Admiral SnmrnY. I will be happy to provide that, sir.
Mr.ANDRTwS. You might consult Admiral Rickover.
Admiral SiFrxY. I will ask him if he wouldn't like to contribute to
this.
(The information follows:)
COST OF NUCLIFAR POWER VERSUS CONVENTIONAL POWER

There Is some difficulty in choosing conventionally powered submarines that

are "comparable" to nuclear powered submarines for purposes of an operating
cost comparison. Even when such factors as length, weight, crew composition,
electronics and weapon characteristics can be reasonably matched, the contrasts
dominate. Every conventional submarine must return to the atmosphere after

whereas tho
submerged endurance of nuclear powered submarines Is limited only by the
endurance of Its crew. The conventional submarine is severely limited in speed
when either totally submerged or snorkeling as compared to top speed on the
surface whereas the submerged speed of a nuclear powered submarine equals
relatively short submerged periods in order to continue operntiln

or exceeds the top surface speed of a conventional submarine. In addition, the
conventional submarine is fuel limited to a maximum cruising radius measured

in thousands of miles. In essence, we are comparing two weapons systems

with completely different tactical and strategic capabilities regardless of the
"match" in size, armament or electronics.
Nevertheless, during the last decade, the average cost of operating nuclear
powered submarines has decreased relative to the average cost of operating
the most similar diesel electric submarines. The table below shows the reductiorn in the ratio of operating costs for nuclear powered submarines compared

to the operating costs of diesel electric submarines. The average operating
costs are based primarily upon overhaul costs, alteration costs, nuclear core

costs and core reprocessing costs. The cost of fossil fuel, supplies and equipage,
and unscheduled repairs was considered In the analysis hut the overall Impact
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on the ratio was relatively minor. Personnel costs were excluded since the crew
allowance for the nuclear and conventional submarines in these classes is virtually identical. The following comparisons were made:
The SS 503 fast attack class with the SSN 478 Skate class and the SS 580

fast attack class with the SSN 585 SkipJack class.

RATIO OF AVERAGE ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS

1. Submarine being compared: Skate SSN class (SSN 578, 570, 583, 584) to
the fast attack SS class (SB 503, 504, 505, 5600, 507, 568).

Average nuclear cost as a percentage of average diesel cost
Fiscal year:
191

---------------------------------------------------

195

---------------------------------------------------

Percent
856

205

1970
--------------------------------------------------106
2. Submarines being compared: SkIpjack SSN class (SSN 585, 590, 591, 592)

to the fast attack SS class (S8 580, 581, 582).
Average nuclear cost as a percentage of average diesel cost
Fiscal year:
1962
1065
1970

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Percent
219
237
197

COST INCRMSE OF SHIP OVERHAULS

Mr. ANDREWS. How much has the original cost estimate increased
for the 197 ships now scheduled to be overhauled in 1969? What is
your original estimate and the most accurate cost as the most recent
date? Do you have those figures?
Captain MORGAN. Yes, sir. In July 1969 when we formulated the
final program we expected to be able to overhaul those 197 ships for
$430 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is your original estimate?
Captain MORGAN. Yes, sir, Now, there have been increases and decreases; some of the ships have gone up, in some cases they have gone
down; but at this point we expect to overhaul the ships of the fleet
within that budget.

Mr. ANDREWS. $430 million?

Captain MORGAN. $430 million. It is possible we may have to add $5
million or $10 million to it at the end of the year.
Mr. ANDnxws. The increased costs have not been as high this year
as they were last year?
Captain MORGAN. I think, sir, it is not the increase in cost has been
any less, it is just that we were able to estimate more accurately at the
beginning of this year what it was going to be.
ADVANCED PLANNING AND CHANGE ORDERS

Mr. ANDREws. Included in the $430,663,000 revised estimate for
regular overhauls for fiscal year 1969 is an amount of $24,649,000 for
advanced planning and change orders. How much of this amount is
for advanced planning and how much for the change orders? Do you
have those figures?
Captain MORGAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. AN"R1ws. Put them in the record.
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(Tile information follows:)
IIn thousands)

Advance planning ...............................................................
Change orders ..................................................................
Total ....................................................................

Fiscal year

Fiscalear

$11, 529
13,120

$22,900
7,732

24,649

30,632

MNfr. ANDm'WS. What types of advanced plainino costs are involved
here and what were the change orders? Put that in the record.
Captain Mouo4 x. I can give you the answer to that right now, sir.
Advanced planning costs are for design work prior to the time the ship
arrives at the shipyard and for the procurement of materiel. Some of
the materiel requires long leadtime. Change order costs are for picking
up the repairs that arise in a new fiscal year for an overhaul which
was started and funded in at prior fiscal year.
Mr.
ANDREWS. Don't you find the change orders are very expensive,
Catin?
Captain MoN. Yes, sir; and we hold them to the least possible
amount. INVT try to get the repair package defined very early and very
accurately.
Mr. AINDREWS. But where after tie contractor starts work on the

job you come in and change ordersCaptain MoRnox. In the case of a ship overhaul a change order
refers to work, the necessity for which is discovered in the course of
the overhaul. For example, the contractor opens a piece of machinery
which
needs more work than was originally estimated, that kind of
thin.
Adniral SHIrLY. I might say we have made a lot of progress in

this area, in the last couple of years. As a consequence, of course, the
funds required for planning have gone up, but we are now, on a large
ship. starting the detailed planning about a year before the ship is
scheduled to go into overhaul. For example, if a ship is going to go
into overhaul in fiscal 1970, we have to have funds in 199. This (letailed planning, of course, will better define the work package. We
won't have so many things being discovered during the overhaul that
must be accomplished so that we can plan our work in an orderly
fashion and get it done in a more orderly way and therefore much
cheaper. This has worked out very well. I'he Arst ship that we used
this technique on was one of our carriers, the Saratoga.The next ship
is the Roosevelt. We have been very successful in both of these. The
Saratoga just completed her overhaul and was back in the fleet as of
January. The Roosevelt is going to complete this summer. We have
found the results to be very satisfactory.
SCHEDUIANO OF SH1IP OVEIIAULS

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you still overhaul ships periodically at the end of
a certain number of years or months of operation, regardless of
whether there are any apparent defects?
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AdniM SttpLpry. Well, I wouldn't say that we have ever found a
ship that. (lid not require an overhaul at the end of the planned
operating period.
Mr. A N-DRVS. Well, do you (to that?
Admiral SiuFp.xx. Yes, sir. We overhaul them, and I Suppose if we
ever found a ship that did not require an overhaul we wouldn't overhaul it. But this just has not ever happened.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that true for all sips, that you bring them in on
schedule?
Admiral SitiwrEY. We are unable to bring them all in on schedule.
Wre have never been adequately funded to do that. Every year we are
forced to slip some overhauls and not do them for lack'ot funds.
Mr. A-; n-rws. If you slip them this year, do you bring them in next
year?
Admiral. SninwEY. Well, we probably will bring those in and overhaul them, but that forces some that would normally be required to
be overhauled that year to slip into the following year.
Mr. ANSDRFWS. In other words, you have not had enough money in
years gone by, say the last 10 years, to give all of your ships periodic
overhauls?
Admiral SHIFLEY. That is correct, sir. We, on the average, should
overhaul aromixid 240 ships per year, as far as we can see in the future
with the size Navy we have now.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is your regular scheduled overhaul?
Admiral SiiiFrEY. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. And not the nonscheduled jobs that you get?
Admiral SHiFLEY. That is correct, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. I assume that a nonscheduled overhaul is due to an
immediate need?
Admiral SHiaizy. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDPWS. You always have that type of overhaul ?
Admiral SniiLry. Yes, sir.
Mr. AN DRWs. That could even happen to a ship that has just been
overhauled on schedule?
Admiral SHirLEY. That is correct.
1070 FUNDS FOR ADVANCED PLANNING AND CHANGE ORDERS

Mr. ANDREWS. 'I note that on the overhaul schedule for fiscal year
1970 which has been provided the committee there are no funds for
advanced planning or change orders. If you needed these funds in 1969
why are you not requesting them in 1970, or are they included somewhere else in the budget estimate?
Captain MORGAN. They are elsewhere in tho budget estimate, sir.
Mr. ADEws. Could you tell us where that request can be found?
Captain MORGAN. Yes, sir; it is in the budget, the long backup book
which was provided.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

We have a list of overhauls and it is not on the list,

I am informed.
Mr. Lont. I think you will find on the last page there is an amount
of $30,632,000, on the velr las page.
.r. ANDREws. Yes, here it is. Didn't you want us to see it?
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Captain MORGAN. Sir, you will find the advanced planning is larger
and the change orders smaller than in 1969, indicating an improved
ratio.
NUCLEAR SUBMARINES AND ATTACK CARRIERS TO BE OVERIIAULED

Mr. ANDREWS. We note that for 1970, 190 overhauls are scheduled at
an estimated cost of $371,935,000. We also note froni the justification
book that this schedule includes five nuclear attack submarines and
four attack aircraft carriers. Which submarines and carriers will be
overhauled?
Captain MORGAN. The nuclear attack submarines to be overhauled

are the 588
Mr. ANDREWS. What are the names. Do you know?
Captain MORGAN. I do not have all of the names.
Mr. ANDREwS. Provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)

CVA'S AND SSK'S IN THE FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET
Carrier

Submarine

CYA-14 ............................ Ticonderoga ......................
CVA-63 ......................
Kitty Hawk ....................

CVA-64 ...................
CVAN-65 ...................

SSN-588 (Stamp).
. . $SN-591 (Shark).
.. Constellation ........................... SSN-604 (Haddo).
Enterprise .............................. SSN-612 (Guardish).
SSN-613 (Flasher).

Mr. ANDREWS. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
COST OF OVERHAULING A NUCLEAR SUBMARINE

Mr. ANDREWS. You have told us that the cost of overhauling a

nuclear-powered submarine is $20 to $22 million.
Captain MORGAN. That is the cost of overhauling a fleet ballistic
missile submarine.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about the cost of the Creenling class sub?
Captain MORGAN. That varies, depending upon Whether the ship is
to be record or not during that overhaul. It is between $5 and $10
million.
COST OF OVERHAtTLING THE CARRIER "ENTERPRISE"

Mr. ANDRiWS. What about the'carrier, what is the cost of overhauling these carriers that you were telling us about?
Captain MORGAN. Typically, the cost of overhauling a conventionally powered attack aireraft carrier is about $13 million, and for the
Elte risee we have about $30 million. This is for repairs in all cases.
Mr. A 'niws. Will'that include'recoring?
Captain MORGAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Which carrier is the OVAN-65?
Captain MORGAN. The Enterprise,sir.
Mr. ANDRIEws. Will'there be any conversion or alteration work done
on the EnterprWse at the time it is in overhaul, aind to what extent, and
what will 'bethe cost?
30-088-09--pt. 2-29
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C Atain NMrOON. There will be alterations doiie to the ship. 'here
wil ho no convelion. The alteration will include othit aiterationls to
the power )lant and to the rest. of the sip , the aircraft.olerating caplbility, an(s1 forth. The cost willbe at )I)u$16 mlllion-$15,9o,(0O
as shown hero.

Mr. ANmIUwS. Wasn't- she the one t-hat had the fire not too lone ngo?
C0nptain MotAiN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDRR'WS. Has that damage been repaired?
Captain Mrouo'%. Yes, sir.
Mr. Ammws. What did it cost?

Captain

MOROAN.

$4.6 million.

Mr. ANmmws. Now, this $30 million-plus will be, over and alxwo
that., of course?
4aptai, MoroAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is she back in shipshape form now?
Captain Mooaw. Yes, sir. 11er repairs were completed on the 4th
of March?
Mr. ANDiuWS. This past March ?
Captain MORGAN. Yes, sir.
Admiral Sntuiwe. She is now in. Southeast. Asia.
Mr. ANDXUMS. When do you plan to bring her back and start work?
Captain MOROAN. She comes back in for overhaul in.
Mr. ANDRmWS. You estimate that the overhaul of this ship costs
$30,260,000. Why would the overhaul work on this ship cost so much?
Captain MORGAN. $17,300,000 of that is connectCd with the refueling.
Mr. ANDumws. The new cores?
Captain MORGAN. The installation of the new cores; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDFAws. That is right. lProcurement pays for th core itself?
Captain MORGAN. That is right, sir; $13,600,000 is the nonnuclear
repairs
fr.MINsTAtt. Would you yield for a minute, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Minshall.
FREQUENCY OP RECOJUNO THEENTRPRSE

Mr. MINSITALT. How often do you laey to record the Enterprise?

Captain MORGAN. She has been record once before. This is the second rocoring. If I am not mistaken, she is expected to go at least,
years on these cdres.
Mr. MINSHALL. So overall it is a less expensive ship to operate, as
far as the overall is concerned; yes or no?
in that, Mr.
Atmlshall.
captain MORGA. There are a number of variables
Mr. ANDREW. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
BAMIVJ.TSIIIP "NEW JfERSEY"

Mr. MfiNSALL. How much money is in this budget for the overhaul of the New Jersey?
Captain MORGA.m The New Jersey is not scheduled for overhaul.
There are approximately $600,000 in there for nonscheduled repairs.
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Mr. MINSrALL. It has been publicized that as soon as she returns
to Califorhia from Southeast Asia-that some kind of refurbishing

will take place.
Captain MOROAN. No, sir. She came back, she finished her deploymont and came back in a routine fashion. She will receive some minor

repairs while she is off the line, just as every ship does.
Mr. MINAnIALL. When is she scheduled to go back?
Captain MOROAN. I will have to pl)rovide that, sir. I don't have it
with me. But it is in a few months.
Mr. MINSTALL. Thank you.
sir.
Admiral Siiinary. After about
(The information is classified.)
Mr. ANDEtWS. r. Rhodes, do you have any questions on ship overliquls and repairs?
Mr. Rmronr s. Yes.
COMPARISON O

1008 AC'UaL TO 1008 ESTIMATE

time actual,
justifications
fiscal 1908
the figurerepairs,
for regular
overhauls
is Iii
listed,
at $306for
million;
nonischedu|red
$184 million-ns
the actual expenditures. Can you give us some idea as to how this
compare d with the estimates you iad made for fiscal 1068?
Captain MORoAN. Yes, sir.
In fiscal 1968 for overlhuls the President's budget submitted to
the Congress was $301 million, 229 overhauls; for nonscheduled
repairs t]me congressional sul)niission in the President's budget was
$128 million and ateiual for 1968 was $198 million. Now, this reflected
a supplementary al)l)ro)riation in 1908 which was connected with
t he Southeast Asia operation.
In supplies and equippage--I beg your pardon. Your question was

conflnd to rel)airs, was it not?

Mr. RuODEs. Would you also give us the revised estimate for 19068
which appeared in the 1909 budget?
Captain MoUMAN. The 1968 column of the 19069 budget? Yes, sir;
I can provide thait.
(The information follows:)
Fiscalycar 1908 colimin offl eal year 1609 Presldcnt's budget
Regular overhauls (232 overhauls and 1 recore) -----------------

Unscheduled remirs.

----------------------------------------

$409,700

10,283

AMr. RIrors. Actually, the revised estimate I have here is $393
million for regular overhauls and $188 million for nonschethiilod repairs. There are the figures, I believe, which appeared in the 1909
budget as estimates for 1908, which is up somewhat, of course, from
the estimate that was originally given the Congress.
ACCURACY OF 1000 ESTIMATES

Now, as to fiscal 1969, the estimate was $480 million for regular
overhauls, $173 million for nonscheduled repairs.
Can you now forecast how close you will come to hitting these
figures on the nose or whether you will have a carryover in these
accounts?
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Captain MORGAN,. Sir we expect to be pretty close on the nonscheduled repairs, too, I have already spoken to the overhauls in
fiscal year 1969; nonscheduled repairs, we don't anticipate any
changes, any substantial increase in that figure.
Mr. RnoDEs. Actually then, the estimates on this item known as non.
scheduled repairs have been fairly close in the last 2 years?
Captain MORGAN. Yes, sir$ but you must recall that they are based

really on experience, operating experience with the nuMber of ships
we have.
For example, in 1969 we have picked up the Enterprerepairs for
$4.6 million. Now, that reduces the money available for other ships
but we might not need it. It should balance out.
ACCURACY OF ESTMIATES FOR NONSCHEDULED REPAIRS

Mr. RHODES. Is the estimate for nonscheduled repairs really just
a guesstimate or is it more precise than I think it is? It appears to be
rather precise from the results you have obtained. Yet looking ahead,
I don't see how it can be.
Captain MORGAN. Well, the estimated figure for scheduled repairs,
for regular overhauls, is formulated by a rather careful analysisMr. RHODES. I did not ask you about regular overhauls. I am asking

about nonscheduled repairs.

Captain MOROAN. Yes, sir. I am trying to point out the contrast

between the two estimating methods.
We estimate for a regular overhaul beause you know which ship is
goiug to require what work, and that is rather precise. The estimate
for nonscheduled repairs is done on the basis of the number of ships
of e.ch type which will be operating in the fleet for the year, and past
experience as to the number of dollars which have been required for
nonscheduled repairs on all the ships of that type.
Mr. RHODES. The nonscheduled repairs items include battle damage?
Captain MORGAN. Yes, sir.

Admiral SHIFLE. Mr. Rhodes, I think an important point in this
issue is that we frequently are unable to perform repairs that our best
judgment tells us should be made because we are constrained fiscally,
we don't have enough money. So frequently we do not make repairs
that our best judgment tells us we should. In other words, we try to
come out even at the enid of the year. We certaiftly can't spend money
that we do not have. If we can't find any other money around that
could be reprogramed we must stay within the amount that has been
apportioned.
Mr. RHOmES. I think you have just said what I was trying to indicate,
and that is that this nonscheduled repair account really appears to
be a second category of scheduled repairs. I don't see now you can
come out this close if you are just guessing what your nonscleduled
repairs are going to be. I think you are scheduling this money.
Do you care to address yourself to this point? I think it is wonderful if you can do this, but you have to have a crystal ball somewhere
in the Navy the like of which I have never seen, if you can come
this close.
Admiral SHIFLEY. Of course, in this area a lot of it, a lot of the

estimate depends on our past experience, this is true. Our estimate is
not made on the basis of exactly which repairs we know or think will
have to be performed on each ship.
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SHIPS NEEDING OVERHAUL IN 1970 BUT NOT SCHEDULED

Mr. RHODES. Actually, Admiral, don't you have a list of ships you
are going to put in for regular overhaul and then don't you have
another list that you do not really give us which you would like to
put in for overhaul and probably .will if you have the better experience under the nonscheduled repairs category than you thought you
were going to have ?
Admiral SHIFLY. No, sir.
Mr. RHoDEs. You don't have a shadow list anywhere?
Admiral SHIPLEY. No, sir. We have ships that we know would be

overhauled if we had the money but, as I indicated previously, I can't
ever remember when we had enough money to perform all the
overhauls.
Mr. RnIODFs. Would you submit for the record a list of the ships

that your best judgment indicates should be overhauled in fiscal 1970
which are not listed for regular overhaul?
Admiral SIFIJEY. Yes, sir; I can do that.
(The information follows:)
ACTIVE FLEET SHIPS OVERHAULING IN FISCAL YEAR 1971 WHICH SHOULD OVERHAUL IN FISCAL YEAR 1970

Ship

Fiscal year
1971 overhaul
start date

Normal
Interval
months

Months since
last
overhaul

AE 15.......................................................... July 1,1970
37.0
AE 12 ............................................. .......... July 31,1970
37.0
AFS 3
Nov.o..................................NOV.
2,1970
37.0
AGSS
. . ............................
July 1,
1970
30.0
ASS569....:
............
....
......
..........
30.0
AOE2.......................................... May IM171
37.0
AO56 .................................................... July 1,1970
37.0
AR8
............................................... May 28,1971
48.0
ATA 188......................................... July 22,1970
30.0
CO 12 ........................ ................ :....... July 30,1970
36.5
CLG 4 ...........
............................... July 1,1970
36.5
CVA 43 ................... o.................................do..
........
48.0
CVS 38 ......................................................... Nov 16, 1970
36.0
OD 704 ...............
.......................... July 1,1970
37.0
DD
........................... ............... do .......
37.0
DD 945 ........................................................
do..
37.0
DD870 ..............................................."O 16,1970
37.
DD886 .............................................. Oct. 22,1970
37.0
DD 447 .......................................................... Oct. 26.1970
37. 0
DD 836 ........................................
.............. Nov, 1 19703.
0
DD 851 ..................................................... Nov. 11970
370
DD 875 .............................................. Nov.. 20,1970
3,0
DD 872 ................................................ Jan. 151971
37.0
DDO 7........................................................... July 1 1970
37.0
DDO 2............................................................ July 22,
37.0
DOG 19........................................................... July 31,1970
37.0
DO 18 .......................................................... Sept3o 1970
37.0
DE 1047 ......................................................... Oct. 19, 1970
37.0
DEG I ............................................................ Oct. 15,1970
37.0
DL029 .....................
.................................
1 1970
370
OLa34 .................................................
j
70
37.0
LPA36 .................................................
July 1170
33.0
0 7.............
.............................. Aug. 24170
it 0
L 10...............................................Nov.
2,1970
0
LPH4 .................................................. mar. 1, 1971
35.0
LPH8 ....................................................... May 121971
35.0
33.0
July 1:1970
LSD027 .................................................
LSD26 ........................................................... May 3,1971
33,0
LSD33
.......................................... May 14,1971
33.0
SS568
.......................................... Ocf. 15,1970
30.0

37.7
42.0
42.2
31.0
63.4
50.0
45.8
59.9
33.2
89.0
45.0
49.7
53.2
60.4
51.9
50.2
47.9
41.3
44.7
45.8
46.5
46.1
67.1
48.4
41.4
40.8
41.8
47.1
55.4
40.7
42.2
41.6
40.7
51.6
4.1
45.9
37.5
47.7
45.9
34.8
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SSN!SSBN OVERHAULS WHICH HAVE BEEN DEFERRED TO FISCAL YEAR 1971

Ship
SSN 578 ........................................................................
SSN 579 ....................................................................
SSN 54
...................................................
...................
SSN 5S5 ................................
........................
SSN637 ...........................
SSBN 5,18 ..................................................................
SSBN 601 .....................................................................

FIscal year
1971 overhaul
start
date

Lost overhaul completion
date

1,1971
3,1970
1.1971
17.1971
6.1970
15,1970
6,1971

Sept. 19,1967
Aug. 31, 1967
Nov. 20,1967
21.1968
May 27,1968
feb. 2,1966
July 5,1966

Mar.
Nov.
June
May
July
July
Jan.

NRT SHIPS OVERHAULING IN FISCAL YEAR 1971 WHICH SHOULD OVERHAUL IN FISCAL YEAR 1970

Ship
DD747 .........................................
DD699.................................................
DD 74 ............
...............................
DD 795 ........................................................

Fiscal year
1971 overhaul
start date

Normal
Interval
months

Months
since last
overhaul

Sept, 17, 1970
Oct. 1,1970
Nov. 17,1970
Jan. 5,1971

33.0
33.0
33.0
33.0

46.1
43.7
48.6
50.4

PROVISION FOR UNANT101rATED DAMAGE TO e1IPS
Mr. ANDRIEWS. Admiral, I would like to ask you at this point, is it
correct to say that your nonscheduled funds more or less are a cushion
to take care of unforeseen damages that might be afflicted on ships?

Admiral S IIIF Y.Yes, sir; this is included.
Mr. ANDR-s. And if your damages are not as much as you aiticipated in the fund you could then use some of the nonscheduled funds
to overhaul ships that needed it, not on your scheduled list of overhauls?
Admiral Sirixiy. Yes, sir; I think that. is a true statement.
Mr. ANDREvS. And you have no way of anticipating. what the damages incurred by ships on the nonscheduled list for overhaul will be
in a given year?
AdhniralSSm .Y. No,sir; we don't.

Mr. ANDRm s. As for instance the ,,ntcrprisefire that cost you $4.0
million?
Captain MORGAN. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. MP. Davis?
Mr. DAVIs. No questions.
BAsK: OvP-,I,%rIos

Mr. ANDRnws. We will now consider base operations.
For "Base operations" and other support you are requesting $508,927,000. This is an increase of $34,614,000 above the actual obligations
incurred for fiscal year 1968. Can you explain why you need such a
large increase?

Admiral Smny. I would say generally this is because of the gen.
eral cost increase in everything.
Mr. ANDREWs. Inflation?
Admiral Snivixy. Yes, sir.
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SCOPE OF BASN OPERATIONS

Mr.

AN DRIWS.

Just what does this subject cover, Admiral?

Admiral
program
general
operational
and
supportSIiFLY.
expenses This
at naval
shore finances
activitiesthe
under
command
of the
operating forces. Funds requested support the operation of activities
such as naval stations, air stations, submarine and amphibious bases,
fleet support activities, fleet training centers, and Marine Corps air
stations in the United States and ovom.eas. Funds will provide for
functions such as personnel administration, general administration,
fire protection su plies and materials, automatic data processing,
travel of ersoino, recurring maintenance and repair of real property (bUldings, grounds, and other structures) mind other pilblic
works programs (utility services, janitorial operations and maintenance and operation of transportation equipment). Additionally, this
program flnancs the Navy's pro rata, share of operational costs incurred at NATO activities located in various member countries of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization and for Fleet Marino Force aviation support requirements.
INCIMRASE COST OF PIIILCO-FORD AND KOREAN EXPRESS CONTRACT

Mr.

ANDINI.RWS.

We note that in 1970 you are-reducing the support

for activities at Saigon and D1a Nang by $24 million. The effect of this
is to increase your request, for base operations and other support for
1970 by $22,817,000. To what operations is this increase in funding
beig applied?
Captain CoNN. Part of the increase is going to the Ph lco-Ford
contract, and another part. of the increase is going to the Korean Express contract.
Mr. Amnrews. Explain those contracts, how mutch they cost and the
purpose of each, and so forth.
aptan CONN. The Korean Express contract, provides third-country nationals under the Korean Express contract for ofiloading of
cargo within the Da Nang area. The Philco-Ford contract furnishes
operations and maintenance of facilities and the overhaul aid repair
of equipment, all equipment and facilities being Government furrished. In other words, they are providing labor.
Mr. Ammws. Is the 'Philco-Ford contract for communications
maintenance?
Captain CoNN. There are components that they overhaul. T think
most of these components are for motor vehicles but I am not sure
about the communications equipment.
Mr. Amurniws. What is the amount of these two contracts?
Catnin CON. The 1069 Philco-Ford contract was $36200 000 find
the Korean Express was $12,500,000. The est imated cost in 1970 is $37
million for the Philco.Ford and $11,700,000 for the Korean Expres.
Mr. AN.-mims. How are these contracts awarded, by negotiation

or by competitive bidding?

Captain CoN N. Undor negotiations.
Mr. A Dr ws. Are these cost-plus.fixed-fee contracts? Supply that
for the record if you do not have the answer.
Captain Com. Yes, sir.
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Mr. ANDREIWS. Also supply for the record the number of employees
engaged in the performance of each contract.
Captain CONk. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Also explain what the contracts are for; elaborate
on that for the record.
(The information follows:)
KOREAN EXPRESS CONTRACT
The purpose of this contract with Korean Express Keang Nam LTD is to provide stevedoting and litherage services in Da Nang, Republic South Vietnam.
This is a negotiated fixed-price contract under which the Government agrees
to make available to the contractor a minimum guarantee of not less than 60,000
measurement tons of cargo for drayage each month. In the event the Government
does not make available this quantity of tonnage, it shall pay the contractor the
difference in the contract price between the tonnage made available and the
guaranteed 60,000 tons. However, if the contractor does not handle the full quantity made available, then he is paid for only the quantity handled. Based on the
current contract, the Korean Express Co. will achieve a minimum offload effort
in the Danang area of 160,000 measurement tons per month.
Under the provisions of the existing contract, the contractor is responsible for
all maintenance and repair of contractor-owned and Government-furnished equipment, including the stocking of spare parts and tools, erection and maintenance
of repair facilities and the training, use, and supervision of mechanics and labor.
The Government will furnish to the contractor, to the extent available, consumable supplies such as food, tires, parts, and repair services at Navy prices prevailing in the area.
Summary of cargo handled, fiscal year 1969
Measurement

Month

tons

July
----------------------------------------------August
--------------------------------------------September
------------------------------------------October
----------------------------------------November
------------------------------------------December
------------------------------------------January
-------------------------------------------February
-------------------------------------------March
---------------------------------------------Personnel employed:
Local nationals
--------------------------------------Third country nationals
--------------------------------Total

---------------------------------------------

163, 000
168, 000
170,000
165,000
170,000
163, 000
194,700
137,000
19 105
132
60
738

PHILCO FORD CONTRACT

This contract is a cost-plus incentive fee contract negotiated in order to
provide a capability for the operation, maintenance, and repair of equipment,
craft, lighterage, and facilities (facilities include waterfront facilities, covered
reefer and open storage, streets, roads, drainage, telephone systems, electrical
distribution systems, water supply systems, cantonments, ground, and other
structures) under the cognizance of the U.S. Naval Support Activity Danang and
as may be required within the I Corps Zone.
Specifically this includes the operation and management of a vehicle and
equipment component repair and rebuild facility capable of producing 1,650
units per month, operation and maintenance of a tire recapping facility capable
of producing 4,000 units per month, operation and maintenance of a generator
overhaul facility capable of overhauling 48 generators (maximum capacity of
1,500 kilowatts) per year, receipt, storage, inventory control, warehousing of
material and other functions essential to the operation of a supply depot and
the maintenance and repair of Naval small boats and craft at the small craft repair facility.
A total of 8,910 personnel are currently employed; this is comprised of 950
local nationals, 2,800 third country nationals, and 100 U.S. personnel.
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In addition the contractor commenced on July 1, 1968, an "on and off the Job"
training program for 101 Vietnamese personnel. This training program is designed to produce a corps of skilled and semiskilled Vietnamese technicians and

mechanics at all levels of labor.

ENEMY INFLICTED DAMAGE AT DA NANG AND SAIGON

Mr. ANDREW8. Has the Navy suffered much damage at Da Nang
and Saigon as a result of the bombings or the rocketing
Admiral SmzLEY. Yes, sir. We receive attacks in there periodically
and sometimes the damage is rather extensive.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are the rep airs funded from this appropriation?
Admiral SyIIEY. I would say several ap ropriations. Ammunition, for example, is paid for out of the OPN appropriation. They
malifed to blow up one of our small utility craft loaded with ammuntion.
Mr. ANDREWS. I am speaking of real estate, buildings, and warehouses.
Admiral SIIiFL-Y. Yes, sir. Some of the repairs to those facilities

come out of this appropriation.
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would put in the record the loss sustained
by the Navy because of hostile fire or sabotage in the last few years in
these two cities.
Admiral SHIFLEY. That was paid for out of the 0. &M.N. appropriation; yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The loss sustained in the0. & M.N. appropriation due to hostile fire or sabotage
occurring at Naval Support Activities Saigon and Danang is as follows:
Fiscal year 1968
--------------------------------------$2,000,000
Fiscal year 1969 (through Mar. 30, 1969) ---------------------3,100,000

The above costs were to provide for inventory losses and repairs to real property facilities.
FUNDS FOR NATO PROGRAMS

Mr. ANDREWS. What are the NATO programs for which you are
requesting $3,704,000?
Admiral SiiiFLEY. Captain Conn.
Captain CONN. Just a moment, sir. I don't have that with me, sir.
Admiral SHFIEY. Can we provide that for the record?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes, and also give us a breakdown of what the money
is spent for.
Admiral SiiFLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. AxDRFIws. I assume that does not include pay, does it, Admiral
Duncan?

Admiral DUNCAN. No, it does not.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
UNDERWATER DLEEOTION SYSTEM

Mr. ANDnEws. Now, you are asking for $1.4 million increase to pro-

vide for the implementation of an underwater detection system. I wish
you would discuss that, Admiral Shiley. Tell us about this program,
what pirogress is being made, what part you play in it, and why you

want tfus increase.
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Admiral SITIFLEY. Do we have Captain Kelly here?
Captain Conn, do you have that?
Captain CONN. Yes, sir. These funds are primarily to commence
operation in fiscal year
Mir. ANDIRWS. This is out of the R. & D. phase?
Captain CONN. This is for implementation of the system.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is what I mean. You have flnis4hed all the R. & D.
on it?

Captain CONN. That is my understanding.
Mr. AND'Dtws. Is it operational? What experience have you had?
Admiral SiUFLpY. This will be the first application of this.
Mr. AN Dws. Have.you tested it?
Admiral Snwi.EY. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. How did the tests turn out?

Admiral SIiFIX.

To the best of my knowledge, they were satisfactorily completed.
Mr. A NDRJWS. Just what will you get when you install this sy.Stem ?
What will this system do?
Admiral SiTIFLY.
Mr. ANDin WS. Is this an addition to what you already have, or is it
a new system ? It is a new system, is it not?
Captain CONN. In the
- yes.
Admiral SIFmEY. This is a system which performs the same ftnction as the
Mr. ANDnWS. Do you have any such system as that today in the
Admiral SRIFLEY. No, sir.

Mr. ANDR, WS. This will be the initial deployment?
Admiral SrnLFxr. Yes sir.
Mr. ANDRIBWS. This is the
?
Admiral SmFLY. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDRIVS. Portable?
Admiral STiTFILJY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWs. Can be moved from place to place?

Captain CONN. Air transportable, yes; sir.
Mr. ANDRIEWS. And you need it in tiheAdmiral SIrIFI.
Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDiws. From wiat i read, I think you do.
Mr. Davis, do yOum have any questions on base operations?
CIIANOE IN DEFINITION OF DATE, OF OBLIGATION

Mr. DAvIS. I have a question relating to the $11,200,000 item on page
1-1-11. Had you reached that point, ifr. Chairman.
AMr. ANDREWS.

It is on this subject, yes.

Dr. DAVIS. I have a question relating to the rationale of the item
which is set forth on page 1-1-11 of our just.ifications.
Captain JOhNSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. DAvIS. Is there a sound accounting basis for this or was this
primarily just one way of cutting down the actual figures shown in the
bookkeepings
SCaptain tJOINSTON. I think it is both, sir. There is a one-time saving
in fiscal 1969 which was one of the methods used to reduce supplemental
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funding in fiscal year 1969. In an accounting sense I believe that it is

sound on the basis that if a requisition is submitted and the material
requested is not in stock at the point where the request was initially
made, the theory-not the theory, but the operation is that the requisition is then referred into the supply system as a whole. The mal who
has ordered it does not have firm knowledge as to when that requisition
will be filled, sir. It might be filled in a week, a month, 2 months. It may
have to even be procured before it can be provided to him. Therefore,

we were tying up money for indeterminate periods of time pending the
filling of a requisition. The money was obligated but not expended.
The system now provides for the stock fumd to hold money in abeyance during this interim period and that the bill will be charged to
the ordering activity at the time the stock fund delivers what has been
ordered. I believe that this is a sound procedure. It would be rather
similar to commercial practice. When a commercial concern orders
from a supplier lie does not pay until delivery. I would say that this
is comparable to that process and therefore sound in an accounting
or-fiscal sense.
Mr. DAVis. Is this primarily an acounting reform? Project, prime
that we have been talking about, or its more simply a deferral of
charges from one fiscal year to another ?
Captain Jo1inSi.m. I think it can be considered as part of the overall Government directive to go toward an expense base method of opperation; therefore, inasmuch as project prime does move us toward
an expense based system, this is therefore a part of it; yes, sir.
Mr. Dvis. This is something that, in your opinion then, would have
been done or at, least could be substntially justified outside of the
expenditure limitations that were imposed?
Captain JoiINSToN. Yes sir.
Mr. DAVIS. That is all, Kir. Chairman. Thank you.
LrAsE-PUROCIASu AiRcRAFT AOnrEEENTS

Mr. ANDIEws. Now we will discuss lease-purchase aircraft agree.
ments.
Are there any funds in the Navy's 1970 budget request for the rental
or purchase of additional service-support aircraft?
Colonel SPARLING. No, sir; there is no line item in this budget for
the lease or lease-purchase of aircraft.
Mr. ANDRF1WS. What amounts did the Navy obligate for this purpose in fiscal years 1967 1968, and 1969?
Colonel SPATITNo. ie did lease aircraft in fiscal year 1068 for a
period of about 6 months, three aircraft. I do not Lave the actual
costs with me.
Mr. AwDREWs. Have you been leasing aircraft and paying for the
lease, or the rent?
Colonel SPARJmNo. Just these three that we were talking about that
we did lease in 1968.
,fr. ANDMAwS. What about 1969?
Colonel SPA IU, N. No, sir; we have not leased any in 1969.
Mr. ANDREWS. How about 1967?
Colonel SpAuTaNo. Not to my knowledge, sir.
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PROPOSED LEASE OF FOUR TRANSPORT ARCRMAT

Mr. ANDRWS. I am reading from Aerospace Daily, October 2, 1968:
"Naval Air Systems Command is considering leasing, with an option
to buy, four transport aircraft which it described as new light multiengine turbojet fan. NASC also is planning to include an option to
buy two more aircraft of the same model. The lease contract will commence about February 1969. The aircraft will probably be North
American Rockwell T-89 Sabreliners. The Navy now is flying three
of the executive jet aircraft in VIP configurations."
Colonel SPARUNG. Yes, sir. The three that you are talking about are
the three that we did lease in 1968 and we did buy them in the fiscal
year 1969 PAMN procurement account.
Mr. ANDREWS. You didn't pay for them out of this account?
Colonel SPARIJNo. The lease for 1968, we did pay out of 0. &M. for
the 6 months in 1968.
Mr. ANDREWS. You paid for the leasing out of 0. & M. funds?
Colonel SPARLINO. Yes, sir.
Mr. AN"rnws. But you paid for the purchase of them out of the
procurement account?
Colonel SPARTINO. In 1969, yes, sir.
Now the four that they are talking about is four that we asked to
lease this year, an additional four. That particular lease has been
turned down by Congress, the Senate Appropriations Committee, and
that contract has not been let.
Mr. ANDe.Ws. Admiral, do you consider 0. & M. funds proper for
the lease of aircraft?
Admiral Smrpuy. If we are going to lease them, that is the proper
appropriation to pay for them; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. But where it is tied in with a lease-purchase agreement?
Admiral Samriy. The purchase should be out of a procurement
appropriation.
Mr. ANDREws. That is what you did in the case you discussed?
Colonel SPALInIO. Yes, sir. Mr. Chairman, we had an urgent need
for these aircraft in the Navy.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many aircraft do you anticipate purchasing
under the lease-purchase agreements the Navy has been entering into
for the last 3 years?

Colonel SPARLINO. We have none at the present time, sir.
Mr. ANDnEws. Do you have any plans to do that?

Colonel SPARTJro. As I say, we requested four more.
Mr. ANDREWS. But it was turned down by theSenatel
Colonel SPARmIo. Yes, sir. We hope to purchase those aircraft.
Admiral Smnrr. I think the categorical answer to your question
is there are no approved ple.ns to do this at this time, air.
Mr. AwnDEws. Did the Senate turn down the Navy reprograming
69-1, DOD series 69-23; is that what you are talking about?
Colonel SPARL iN. Yes, sir.
Mr. AxvnEws. You are not going to purchase or lease any of these
aircraft at all during this year?
Colonel SPARLINO. No, sir, we will not.
Mr. ANDiRWS. Do you have any in the PAMN appropriation request
atthistime?
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Colonel SPAIRLINO. No, sir; there is none in the PAMN appropria-

tion, the congressional fiscal 1970 PAMN appropriation.
However, we are still talking with the Senate Appropriations Committee in hopes that we may get it.
Mr. ANDREWS. In the letter delivered or addressed to the chairman
of the committee dated October 28, 1968, signed by the then Secretary
of the Navy, which initiated the procurement of this aircraft under
lease-purchase agreements is no longer applicable; is that right?
Colonel SPARLINO. That is correct, because they denied it in the Congress; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Will you notify the committee if you intend to go any
further with these lease-purchase agreements?
Colonel SPARLINO. Yes, sir i we certainly will. That is one reason we
notified the Congress of our intent at this time. We started this back
last October because of the congressional interest. Mr. Ignatius then
sent a letter to the Chairman stating his intent at that time, and also
to Senator Russell. We certainly will notify the committee of any
change in those plans.
USE OF LEASED AIRCRA?1

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the mission of the aircraft which is or which
would have been purchased under these lease-purchase agreements?
Colonel SPARLINO. The three that we leased in 1068 and purchased in
1969 had all been used in the WESPAC area. We needed to get fast, dependable transportation in WESPAC to get technicians, repair teams,
analysis teams, at a fast pace into the Pacific. We gave up four old
G-54's in our inventory for these three that we leased and later purchased. This was a very big success in WESPAC. The four that we had
hoped to lease and buy this year mainly were to be used by our ferry
commands in an effort to reduce our pipeline of combat aircraft. That is,
when an airplane is delivered at the factory or has completed its maintenance at a repair facility we want to get that airplane as fast as possible to the end user, the actual squadron who is training pilots. By
using these aircraft here again alight, fast, dependable aircraft, we can
get these pilots around and do this faster.
Mr. ANDtEWS. Mr. Davis, do you have any questions on this lease-

purchase of aircraft agreement?

APPLICATION OF LEASE PAYMENTS TO PURCHASE PrICE

Mr. DAVIS. Yes. I would assume since a typical lease-purchase contract does give a substantial 'credit for payments on the lease to go
to the purchase price, that in the instances where lease-purchase was
used in 1968 that the credit on the price by virtue of the rental payments was made back to the O. &M. at the time of the actual purchase; is that true?
Colonel SPARLINO. No, sir; it is not.
Mr. DAvIS. It is not?
Colonel SPATRLIxo. The actual purchase price was decreased, as you

say. Approximately 50 percent of your lease cost, if you buy after 1
year, your lease cost is reduced in the procurement cost by 50 percent--that is, it reduces the cost by 50 percent.
Mr. DAVIS. So that 0. & M. really earned something for your procurement account, didn'tit?
Colonel SPARINo. I would say morally, yes, sir.
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Mr. DAVIS. And that is all it was. a moral obligati6nI
Colonel SPARLtNo. Yes, sir. W'e didn't get any money bick from

procurement.

like to add one thing on this subject,
and that is that these aircraft, had they been leased, would have
replaced some old aircraft that are about, on the average, 24 to 25
years old.
Mr. Axnvhws. Old C-47'sI
Admiral SHnumY. 0-47's and C-117's.
Mr. AN"RpWs. Are you still flying -47's in the Navy?
Admiral SymTmy. Yes sir.
Mr. ANDlRWS. There hasn't been one built in 25 years, has there?
Admiral SHnmmy. A little less than that. The average age of our
0-117's, which was a G-47 modernized in the early 1950's, is now a
little over 25 years and the average age of the C-47's that we have in
our inventory is a little over 24 years. These are the airplanes that
we would like to replace with some of these newer modern aircraft.
Mr. AwDR.ws. I d6n't blame you.
The committee will adjourn until 2 o'clock.
Admiral

SHIFL.Y.

I would

AFTERNOON SESSION
MEDICAL SUPPORT

Mr. ANDRWS. The committee will come to order.

We will now discuss the medical support program, and insert in

the record various pages from the justification book.
(The pages follow:)

BUDGET ACTIVITY 3: MEDICAL SUPPORT, SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS
[in thousands
A. Hospitals and medicl centers ......................
B. Other medical activities ..........................
C. Care In nonservice facilities .......................
D. Education and training ............................
E. Care of the dead .................................
F. Decartmental administration, Bureau of Medicine and
Surgery .......................................

$89,832
6,631
64,356
4,578
7,452
3,293

$101,359
6,903
68,332
4,607
8.761
3,710

Total direct obligations In budget document ......

176,142

193,672

+$3 728
$105,087
4556
7,459
+12,727
81,059
+1,487
6,094
-47
8.714
3,710 ..............
212,123

+18,451

Statcincit relating fisbeal year 1968, 1969, and 1970 programs, budget actiti
NVo. 3: medical support
(In thousands of dollars]

1068 program

---------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------Civilian pay increases
Establishment of naval hospital, Orlanda, Fla -----------------Increases Incident to fUnitional transfers --------------------Workload increases and price adjustments ------------------Transfer investment equipment responsibility to procurement ap------------------------------------------propriation

Collateral equipment

--------------------------------------

$176, 142
+3,264
+1, 593
+4,451
+14,416
3, 569

1,605

1,020
Medical education for national defense program ----------------193,672
---------------------------------------------1969 program
Transfer of funding responsibility from R.D.T. & U., N appropri+283
------------------------------------------------ation
+16,783
Workload Increases and price adjustments ------------------+1,500
Medical education for national defense program ----------------

Other decreases

1070 program

-------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------

115

212, 123
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ExPLANATION OF INCREASES

Mr.AxDnEws. Admiral Davis, we note that you propose to increase

this program from $193,672,000 in fiscal year 1969 to $212,125,000 in
fiscal year 1970, an increase of nearly 10 percent. To what extent is
this increase due to a larger patient load, and to what extent i.it due
to price, increases?
(The information follows :)
Price increases

Analysis of proposed budget increase

$10, 733

--------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------Workload increases
-- - -- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- -- - - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - Policy change 1

MEND program
Total

4,318

--------------------------------------------

1,900
1,500

-----------------------------------------------

18,451

1 Change in requisitioning pro adures for stock fund material.

INCREASED COST OF MEDICAL CARE

M:
r. ANDREWS. What has been your recent experience with regard
to price increases, both at naval hospitals and medical facilities, and
at nonservice facilities?
(The information follows:)
5.YEAR COMPARISON OF COSTS BETWEEN NAVAL HOSPITALS AND NONSERVICE FACILITIES
[Average cost per Inpatient day]

Fiscal year:
1984..............................................................
1965..............................................................
1966 ...................................................
1967 ..............................................................

Naval
hospitals

Nonservlce
facilities

$25.20
26.54
26.98
28.88

$2.82
65.61
66.82
78.34

1968 .......................................................................

30.90

84.43

ARMED SERVICES MEDICARE PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. What will be the Navy's contribution to the armed
services medicare program for fiscal year 1970? How does that compare with the contribution for fiscal years 1968 and 1969?
(The information follows:)
Navy share of uniformed services civilian health and medical benefits Program
Fiscal year:

1968

---------------------------------------------

$55, 892,000

1969
1070

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

58,669,000
70,259,000

TRAVEL OF PHYSICIANS TO MEDICAL MEETINGS

Mr. ANDREws. How much are you requesting for the travel of

physicians to various medical meetings and conferences, and how
many physicians do you anticipate will be traveling?
(The information follows:)

It is estimated that 2,330 physicians out of 4,760 medical officers will attend
professional medical meetings atid conferences at a total estimated cost of $1,092,.
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000. No specific budgetary provision is made for attendance of dentists, nurses,
and allied medical personnel. To the extent that such other personnel attend,
the number of physicians will be reduced.

Mr. ANDREWS. How did you arrive at this cost?
(The information follows:)
The requirement for attendance at professional meetings was based on:
Attendance by 1,530 physicians stationed in CONUS at $400 per
meeting

-----------------------------------------------

Attendance by 800 physicians stationed outside CONUS at $600 per
-----------------------------------------------meeting
Total

---------------------------------------------

Conus:
Travel -------------------------------------------------Per diem -------------------------------------------------Miscellaneous ---------------------------------------------Fees ----------------------------------------------------Total

--------------------------------------------------

Outside Conus:
Travel -------------------------------------------------Per diem -------------------------------------------------

Miscellaneous ---------------------------------------------Fees -----------------------------------------------------

$012, 000

480,000
1,092,000
$219
90
10
75
400

$361
144

20
75

600
Total -------------------------------------------------The foregoing estimates are based on costs experienced during fiscal year
1968.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN NAVY BIEDICINE

Mr. ANDREWS. Will you give us some up-to-date information on
the accomplishments in Navy medicine during the last year?

Admiral DAVIS. I would like to supplement the record, if I may, but
I would like to tell you that most of our effort has been concentrated
in the care of the severely wounded in Vietnam. We have had a surgical research team over there which is a little more than research, in
that they stand a watch and actually work right in the hospital.
The heaviest workload at naval medical facilities in Vietnam occurred in 1968 when the hospital at Danang averaged 2,000 admissions
per month with a Comparable number of major surgical procedures.
The most seriously wounded were provided care by the surgical research group previously established at Darning to study new methods
of managing fresh trauma. During a 2-month period, 23 very seriously
wounded patients, usually double or triple amputees, were treated by
this group. Only one of these casualties ied, but without the sophisti-

cated and meticulous care-capability of such a team, the mortality rate
would have been much higher. The knowledge acquired by this research
group will be invaluable assistance both to the military and civilian
medical community in the management of fresh trauma and handling

of mass casualties.

They have had a wealth of material, unfortunately, to work with.
During the last 2 years they have accumulated a great amount of very'
interesting data on the best methods of taking care of acutely injured
people, so much so that I would venture to say that if I were acutely
injured, I would much rather be over there for them to take care of
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me than perhaps to be out on the highway here in the United States.
This has been our major accomplishment.
One fairly recent one which may be of some general interest to you,
Mr. Chairman, is the recent development of a holoraphid microscope
by our Medical Research Institute, in collaboration with the University of Michigan and Jodan Engineering Associates, which has the
capability of seeing the bubbles that are formed in cases of bends in
animals. It is attached to a hyperbaric chamber. Under massive pressure with quick decompression, we now can actually visualize these
little nitrogen bubbles. With this particular instrument we hope to be
able to get much more accurate decompression tables, much more accurate information about how to handle them.
Mr. AD-P EWS. Is that a breakthroughI
Admiral DAVIS. We think so, yes, sir. There is even the possibility
that this instrument may be helpful in certain clinical conditions that
are characterized by little blood clots that break lose in the bloodstream, and things of this sort, but we have not gone into this as yet.
We are doing a considerable amount of work in some of the tropical
diseases that we are now encountering. Malaria, of course, is ever a
problem
in Vietnam. We are doing some work in plague in Java and
tindonesia.
By and large, these cover most of the efforts that we are expending
right now.
(The following information was subsequently provided:)
DzVELOP.IENT IN NAVY MEDIcINE

Blood program.-During 1008, the Navy collected 51,873 units of blood for
shipment to Southeast Asia. This greatly 'exceeded the 18,440 units collected
in 1007.

Ti8suc bank anti transplantation.-Anew tissue bank was established at the

San Diego Naval Hospital to meet the demand for tissue which because of in-

creased battle casualties had increased seven times existing procurement rate.
The bank augments the capability of the tissue bank in Bethesda, Md.. and
greatly enhances the Navy's ability to meet current requirements for freeze
dried tissues, especially skin, bone, and dura.
Physical standards.-The visual acuity standards for commissioning and for
enrollment In officer candidate programs were revised in 1968. The three most
significant changes concern: (1) Conversion to a new approach for the Navy's
visual standards--binocular visual efficiency system (BVE is a system that

considers the visual acuity of both eyes Instead of each eye individually, (2)
establishment Of appropriate refractive error limits, and (8) lowering of visual

standards for most officer candidate programs. The change Increases the availability of otherwise qualified applicants without incurring a significant risk
to the Navy or qualitative compromise.

Training o olvillan nuring 8tudeflt8 in Navy faollities.--TrainIngagreements

were reached with 20 civilian schools and hospitals for use of 19 Navy Medical

facilities by civilian nursing students. The academic programs include curriculum for practical nurses and hospital diploma nurses as well as candidates for
associate and baccalaureate degree In nursing.
Health benefits program information wvorkshop.-Because of the complex
nature of the uniform services health benefits program as well as the fact that

many beneficiaries have coverage under other Federal health care programs

such as social security and the civilian employees health benefits program it be-

came necessary to establish a health benefits program office at naval hospitals

and selected dispensaries. Workshops were held In the Bureau of Medicine and

Surgery in 1968 to Insure that designated officers were aware of the benefits
available under the health benefits program and the procedures for obtaining
them so that they might provide assistance to eligible beneficiaries particularly
those with questions concerning payment for care provided by civilian sources.
30-088-69--pt. 230
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Medical
k
facitis,-Nearly lialf of the Navy's total normal bed capacity of
10,800 bleds Are in temlporary buildings constructed rl
lor to or ding
World
War II. These buildings no longer lend themselves to Increasing medical service
reQuirements and because of age an1d inrollablo electrical systenns represent it
fire hazard. duringg 108 it nine story ,60 bed naval hospital was ddlcated in
Oakland, (slif., replacing temporary buidings used on a 200-itcre sito sliwo 1942.
The new structure features an ultramoniderit surgery, the Navy's widely known
prosthetic laboratory, coronary, and surgical Intensive care units, a new auirAl
speech and rehabilitation center, and so forth. Plains for replatement of the
naval hospitals in Charleston, S.C. and Corpus Christi, 'Tex., lit fiscal year 1009
were approved but a program for replneenteni of the naval hosldtal, Camp
Pendleton, Calif. was dented. This hospital suffetreo a serious tire in Novemtiber 160iand only fortuitous eiretinishmces preveflted spread of the fire to the
entire hospital. Replacement plans have lhenm reprogramed in the Navy's isal
yea r 1970 program.
In addition, the Guam naval hospital was expanded In 1008 by activation of
Asan annex. 'The anex its a capacity of more tian .100 beds amd was Intended
to reduce overcrowding at the imain hospital caused by Increased Vietnam"
casmltles.
Sp(par program.--j'he Navy Medical. Department continues to make a signicant contrIbution to the space program and in 1908 provided direct medical
support to Apollo 8 iunar Orbital Flight. Medical personnel were assigned to sur.
glcal teams aboard ,the primary recovery vessels (11.1.4.
assar and U.S.H. Yorktown) and aboard several of the secondary recovery ships. InI addition the naval
hospitals at San 1)iego, Calif., Guam, M.I., Yokosuka, Japan, and Suble Day, P.1.,
were alerted for contingency medical support.
Dentlstrl.-The Navy's preventive dentistry program for prevention of tooth:
decay and for dental health education was extended to (eipendents. This prograti: was widely plublitzed lit 1068 by individual notiflciton to dependents in
their allotment checks and savings bonds. Since inithition more than 300,000
children have ben treated under the program.
A maxillofaial injury study was Initiated at Danang, Vietnamn and on the
hospital ships )?epoSO and Sacftuarp. This study Includes domuienfititl6n of
the nature and extent of Injury, Including evidence front photographs and radiographs and a detailed account of Initial treatment. The course of treatment along
with the final results of reconstructive surgery at CONIJ8 hospitals will be recorded and used as a basis for making recommendations Involving Initial treat.
meant of similar cases.
Research. on
inenngococcai ,nenfngiltl.-A Repository sponsored and supported by the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery was established as a collaborative
effort of the Naval Medical Research Unit No. 1, the Naval Biological Taboratory.
and the school of pubile health of the Uiniversity of California. It IN expected
that tis relosltory will aid significantly In coll tilng well deflned isolates from
healthy carriers and patients with the disease thereby enhancing studies of
meningitis epidemiology, pathogenicity, Immunity, serology, and genetics. F,-.
change procedures will be established with the World Health Organlzation lie.
pository in Marseilles, France and the National Communicable Disease Center.
Atinuta, Gn.. in the Interest of developing broad spectrum elassifleations of
neisserla Isolates from. widespread geographical areas.
Underwater rccaroh.-Ditring 1068 the Navy's underwater physiological
resoaroh efforts were vastly expanded and in two major research efforts volunteer subjeets were expmsed to simulated environments at depths greater than
1,000 feet. Extensive 1pychological, physiological, and human porformanee data
were acqinred demonstrating that properly selected and trained personnel can
pierform complicated tasks deep In the ocean with Rafety and effleiem'y if life
stipport equipment provides poropor environmental control. Studies are continuing
on potential problems in mderwater habitation such as Infection, diver nutrition,

nseptle ine necrosis, and speech performnnce.

In addition, in n undersea research project known ns TrFIKTlTIO, Jointly
spMnsored by the Office of Naval Research. NASA, and the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries, civilian marine hilogists explored sea life patterns and plenomna
(luring a 00-day period in an ufiderse habitat i the Virgin Islands. human he.
baylor studies' weroe con currently conducted on the Tektite Inhabitants. The
Naval Submnrlne Medical Center, New London. Comn. develoled and provided
decompression tables and biomedical support for Tektite Incluing health oars
of assigned personnel. Three Navy medical officers were directly Involved in1
support of this mission.
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InlternIationl~a coop(1atbif.--liitorliclly, central Jauva line beeni the victim1 of
pigte outbrenks ever El to It) years. D)urinig early 196$, It wns again subjected
to 111 epiiltcni with high morbi.dity and mortality rates, thle Naval Medlial Riesearch Unit No, 2, Taipei, Taiwan was Invited by tho IndonesiAn Ministry of
119ilth to 'oniduict Ine,
tW'letlie studtes4 of tile ecology of plague in thle liojolali
itrea. Thieso studies inelud edt he loontion of the reservoir of plague anud exploration of relationiship between tilt, host. vector, pathogen, and habitat that make
(lin jwrrpetratloii of plague possible. Bly kSejteiiher UMIS thle area w~as declared
free (of the dk1ealse. There Ist every reason to believe that thefrendly attitude oxpressedI will lend to a more rewardlig relotiottip between the research unit
aind tho Indonesian medical professto1 atid that medical science hane benefitted
greatly fromn this endeavor.
Mr A-xi)IK.s Wo' livort 1j
)i~omil
disisetld with you and 'mnitwhrs
of. v)ljistair voti'l IW'solilti(' Itbl'oit".
Adlitill IOAVIS. 'Yes, 4it'.
Mr'. Aximpnvws. IDoesi this budget. fluld thle operaion of your11 hos-

pit ils?
Admirll.)DAVI. Yes, Sill.

COINiiITION (1i-1NAVY HKOSPITALS5

Afr. ANDREWA~S. Geneorally sletlkin~g, whlat~ is t]10 Coudit iofl of your
hospitals?
Admirl- 1),wis.
Cngnrl
hink tho majority of ouir hiospitatls
tire somewhat, like ourt his. They are getting obsoescent. '1hey aro
getting it lit tle old . I'Thol' il~tmitmne Costs areo ireatsing.
- V
,1i'.ANDRE~WS. You t11o speaking nloW Of thle buildings
AdirilAl D)AVIS. TIho bulildinlgA; Nyes, sirt. WeO have had(good suipptt
fa'oni1 0111, en1gliners himll Cho Ilinhgs themselves are getting pretty3
01(1. '1'h equipment. Is ill good slhapje.
Mrs A-kwmmEs. I was going- to- tusk you about, your operating-roomls
ail eqnuilneut.
Adiral DA~VIS. TheyV are in all cases, T think, equal tolthe finest,

zuuywhore. Our equipitent. needs h11Ai0 always been adequately mlet.
SPECIAIZED) '1'JAINI NO MROf
NAVY 3rEmfOAv. PERISONNEEJ

Mr. A'Xnnnws-. Are0 you0
tri'iining?

giving n11iny of your people speciali?.ed

Admiral DAVIS5. YIes, sir. Wti lImmue something over (100 iiiseivice I1081dets~ inl specitlty-tyj)0 t-rabling. This inlui-des opekrational 11medicinle,
T re it
too, liko aerospace6 mediine. Wero have itswzithle p)rogram1. We
not
fin. thlis programli, I think we would 1)0 in eveni m~oreC s-orious ti'otble
wvithI the i'e-teutioul Of ltiedic'al oflkcets ini t Nitvy. nev08 programs are
good, ilt 111.1 opillion, and I tbilnk ii.nmost. l)oOIl0' op~inion.
IIm,'rNVtr0N OF' NAVNy l)OeT,1lI8
All.

ANDRE~WS.

What, Per-eentilgo of retenti

m1(vion witi foum' doctors?

o 1 you have int conl-

Admiranl flAwiS. It is it difficult. question, but I can answer it like
this: Soueth lu ill t110 natur' Of 13 Ipcrcent of our total corps have
to) years 0o.more1. service. It. would he muchl 110. dtos
(lesirble to harve at
leftst. 20 l)Cre~tt, or, lpleletlily, evell hliglioi.
O)f ft ftta 11ediea-l corpS Of fllPlIlOxilliately 4 500 lpe01lo we will
eratu oe evr year of 1,100 to 1,200. Tftis is largely due1 to
itmuv heery
Phln imliut. o"f (loctot's 1itidem' 2.years' oltligationl.
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TRAINING OF NAVY DOCTORS IN ORoAN TRANSPLANTS

Mr. ANDREWS. Are you giving any of your people training in organ
transplants?
Admiral DAVIS. We expect to have an organ transplant team work.
ing in Bethesda before the end of this year. It will not transplant
hearts. It will transplant kidneysand other organs.
This has been in the planning phase for the last 2 to 3 years. We
have a well-qualified surgeon coming to head his team. We have a
tissue bank.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is he a Navy man?
Admiral DAVIS. Yes sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Regular Navy?
Admiral DAVIS. Regular Navy.

MIr. ANDRTWS. He is making a career of it?

Admiral DAVIS. He is making a career of it. He has had this advanced training which has obligated him for several years. le has
been trained at Colorado General, where they are doing a considerable
number of various organ transplants. He has been there for at least
3 or 4 years.
NAVY

Mr.

ANDREVWS.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

MEDICARE PROGRAM

How is your Navy medicare program operating? We

heard yesterday from General Peatfield, who is the overall head or
administrator of the armed services medicare program. He told us
about how the program is operating, with patietitlar ehl)hasis on
the Army part of it.
Have you anything you would like to say about the Navy medicare
program?
Admiral DAVIS. No. I think it might be of general interest to the
chairman to know that this program is only a little more than 2 years
old, and is increasing with gTeat rapidity, both in its cost and in its
acceptance in all of the services. There was a period of time when
it took a little while for people to become aware of the benefits of
this particular program.
Mr. A mDREWS. That program is about 10 years o( now; is it not?
Admiral DAVIS. That is the original medicare program. The new
one, which is much moro expensive, is a little more. than 2 years old.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the difference between the new plan and the
old plan ? Does it include more people?
Admiral DAVIS. There are considerably more benefits. Retired and
retired dependents are now entitled to care in civilian hospitals under
the new plan. There is outpatient care provided, for instance, which
never was a feature of the old plan.

That is comparable to the medicaid program.

Admiral DAvIs. Yes, sir.
Along that line, one of the things that is responsible for the increased cost, in my opinion, is that under our original medicare program we operated on a fixed-fee basis for the physician. Since the
social security medicare program operates under the usual and customary fee basis, in order to get them both together the military tnedicare program has had to switch to usual and customary fee, which in.
creased the cost of paying the doctor.
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OOCUPANCY OF NAVY HIOSPITALS

Mr. ANDREWS. What percentage of occupancy do you have overall

in your hospitals?
Admiral DAVIS. In CONUS we are averaging in the nature of 85
percent as a round figure.
Mr. ANDRIws. Is that about normal?
Admiral DAVIS. That is about normal.
In some instances in our larger hospitals we are operating at expanded capacity. This is with all beds at 6-foot between centers rather
than 8-foot, because the normal bed capacity of the hospital has had
to be expanded in order to take care of the casualty situation.
M[r. AN.vDIWWS. Are you handling Vietnam cases in all of your hosp~itals?
Admiral DAVIS. Not all, no, sir. Most
of our smaller hospitals do
not take them.
ir. A inDRws. You say your rate of occupancy is 85 percent overall. Do you have some hospitals that are 100 percent occupied?
Admiral DAVIS. Yes, sir; based upon the assigned normal bed capacity. You see, we have a method of adjusting what a hospital's op.
erating beds are best kept at, fr6m the standpoint of space, supplies,
and the manning of the lospitl. In times of stress we have an expanded capacity. They shift the beds for instance, in thd open wards,
from 8-foot centers to 6-foot centers, which increases the bed capacity
by one-third. In several of our larger hospitals this has been necessary
in order to meet the load.
EPIDEMfICS

Mr. AxDnvws. What about epidemics during the past year? Have
you had any of unusual proportions?
Admiral DAVIS. We have had none of unusual proportions. We
have a problem in California right now, which is paralleling a similar
problem that is present in the civilian population, with meningococci.
Spinal meningitis would be the term that you know it by. To date,
I think we have had something in the nature of 35 cases with 7 deaths,
which is a very high death rate.
AMr. ArnWws. Is that in the San Diego area ?
Admiral DAVIS. Largely; not confined to, but largely.
Mr. Axmnwrws. Is that contagious?
Admiral DAVIS. Yes, sir. That is the problem.

Mr.

ANDREFWS.

Can you give any reason why you have it in that par-

ticular area, and not elsewhere?

Admiral DAVIS. Not really. We have had it elsewhere. For instance,
the Army, I think has had a problem with it on the east coast, at
Fort Dix. It is probably due to the fact that you have a number of
young men coming from all different areas carrying a number of
different germs. They get. together and cross infect each other. If they
can last, out the 8 or 4 months to build up their own tolerance to the
other person's germs, they will have little further trouble. It is during
that period of time when they are in jeopardy.
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NAVY OPERATED HOSPITALS

Mr. Aw nmys. Would yon place in'the record the total number of
ospitals and the totol number of hospital beds that the Navy opertest
Admiral DAVIs. Yes, sir.
Mr. AwNnWs. And comment in your remnrls about the number of
hospital buldhfigs that nre over age. Tu your oldest hospitals, I understand you to say you have the most modern facilities in operating
rooms.

Admiral DAVIS. Yes, si'. The equipment is good in all of our hos-

pitals.

Mr. A,-Dnrws. That is really what coiints, is it not.?
Admiral DAVIS. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
CAPACITY AND CONDITMON OF NAVY IIOSPITAT.S

Since IO, the emphasis of the Wavy's medical construction program has been
largely directed toward the replacement of the several aged hospitnls housed
in temporary buildings constricted ditring World War H1. The table depiets
the cost of construction required (1) to replace those hospitals whose buildings
are more than 5)0 percent temporary, and (2) to incorporate, by modernization
and/or addition, the most recent advances In hospital design. There are 38 naval
hoqpitnls worldwide which have 16,800 normal beds.
[In thousands)

State/country, naval hospital

California:
Camp Pendleton .
............................
temoore .................................
ton Beach ..................................................
Oakland .....................................................
Port Hueneme ................................................
San Diego.....
................. ..........
Connectiut: New London .........................................
Florida:
Jacksonville ..................................................
Key West ....................................................
Orlando ......
...........................
Pensacola ..............................................
Illinois: Great Lakes ...............................................
Maryland:
Annapolis ....................................................
Bethesda ...............
.....................
Patuxent River.
.................
Massachusells: Chelsea a...........................................
New Hampshire: Portsmouth .......................................
New York: St. Albans .............................................
North Carolina:
Camp Leeune ............................................
Cherry Point ..................................................
Pennsylvania: Philadelphia ........................................
Rhode Island:
Newpor e
................................
Quonset Point
..............................
South Carolina:
Beaufort .....................................................
Charleston I..................................................

Tennessee: Memphis I ............................................
Texas, Corpus Christl t ............................................

Virginia:
Portsmouth ...................................................
uats o.....................................................
Washngton:
Bremerton ....
............................
Whidbey island ...............................................
See footnotes at end of table.

Percent of beds
reuiring
construction

Typo
construction
required I

100 R

0 ..........
38 A
0.........
100 R.
46 M
100 R
0.........
50 M-A
100 R
100 R
75 M
100 R
77 M-A
0...........
60 R
0 .........
42 M
100 M
100 R
100 R-M

Cost of
construction
required I

$19, 800

0

6,000
0
5,000

14,000

6.100
0
9:000
0000

14.306
1:,500

8.000
34,000

0

11,000
0

4,000
6.000

7,000
44.000

100 R
100 R

10,000

0...........
100 R
100 R
100 R

0
6.600
15.000

46 A
100 M

3.000

100 R
0.........

5,000

0
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(in
thousands]
Percent of beds
requiring
construction

State/country, naval hospital

Cuba: Guantanamo Bay ..................................
Italy: Naples .................................................
Japan: Yokosuka ................................................
Mariana Islands: Guam ............................................
Republic of China: Talpel, Taiwan ................................
Republic of Philippines: Subic Bay, Luzon ........................
Spain: Rota ..................................................

Type
construction
required I

0 ..............
0 ..............
100 R
68 M-A
50 M-A
0 ..............
0.........

Cost of
construction
required I
0
0
12,000
I1,000
3,000
0
0

I R-replacement; M=modernization; A-addition.

t Cost based on fiscal year 1971 DOD cost guide for hospital construction.
2600.bed replacement Included In fiscal year 1970 budget.
125-bed replacement approved by Congress, fiscal year 1969.
a342-bed replacement agpproved by Congress, fiscal year 1969.
* 200.bed replacement (first Increment) approved by Congress, fiscal year 1966.
S50bed replacement approved by Congress, fiscal year 1969.
23bed replacement approved by Congress, fiscal year 1968.
* ]95-bed replacement approved by Congress, fiscal year 1969.

Nf r.ANDRIMwS. Mr. Rhodes, questions on medical support?
1'tOUIIESS IN

iBANKING ORGANS FOR LATER 'ITRANSPLANT

M r. R ODEs. Doctor, 0n11 you tell me anything about the progress
that has been made in balking organs 1or later transplant? Are

we able to do that at all, or do you have totnMke the organ right from
the donor to transplant it?
DAVIS. I can tell you we have no really great progress, but
weAdmiral
have what
we think is a very exciting program going on where we
are using primates, the primate being a baboon in tils instance, in the
research institute at Bethesda, giving immunosuppressive drugs and
storing within him- human organs so he may keep them alive for further use elsewhere. This is not novel in the Navy. Other places are
doing this. But there has been some degree of success or at least hope
of success, and we are continuing this as a very exciting field.
Mr. RHODF.S. Is it possible to do that tinder artificial circumstances?
Admiral DAvIs. I would think the major progress will ultimately
be made along this line. I would think probably an artifieial organ of
some type will be better in the long run than the human organ trans.
plantation.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ARTIFICIAL HEART

Mr. RHODEs. I was about to ask you about that. Recently, as you,

know, there has been an instance where an artificial heart was actually

put into the body of a living man, and it kept luim alive for some days.
He died when they tried to transplant a human heart.. Is this hopeful
and are you doing work along these lites?
Admiral DAVIS. We are not in this particular category. However,
as you likely know, Mr. Rlhodes, the National Institutes of Health, to
which we have access, is devoting a considerable size of money along
this line, and has been for severalvcars., developing an artlflcial heart,
a mechanical type.
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TREATMENT OF NEUROPSYCHIATRIC CASES WITH DRUMlS

Mr. RHODES. Are we still making substantial progress in the treatment of neuropsychiatric cases with drugs? The Veterans' Administration has been very active in this in past years.
Admiral DAVIS. I could not talk with great expertise on this b. cause,
as you probably know, by the time a man has been labeled as psychotic
or mentally disturbed sufficient so that he is unfit for duty, we do not
keep him in our treatment atmosphere. lie goes into veterans
atmosphere.
I can say that our psychiatric hospitalization has been greatly reduced by the use of various types of drugs that are currently available
to psychiatry.
VIETNAM PSYCHIATRIC CASES COMPARED TO PRIOR WARS

Mr. RHODES. Have you any way of comparing psychiatric cases or
perhaps personality deficiencies in the armed services in combat areas
now with similar cases, say, during World War II or World War I?
Admiral DAVIS. One of the things that has been striking in the war,
if we call it this, in Vietnam has been the relatively lower percentage
of this type of case as compared with World War II. The reasons for
this are speculative. They perhaps are due to the fact that a man knows
exactly when he may expect to come home. I think the fact that he
realizes he has good medical backup is also of some value.
The exact reason beyond these is not clear to me. There has not been
the high percentage that we had even in the Korean war.
Mr. 'RHODES. Maybe that is because the ones that might be susceptible to this sort of thing are back here burning draft cards.
Admiral DAVIS. This could be.
Mr. RHODES. I wonder seriously, if we have not refined our selection
processes to the point that perhaps we are not getting the type of
individual who would be a risk to have this type of difficulty.
Admiral DAVIS. I think we are better, Mr. Rhodes, but we still have
a long way to go. We are better because within the last 10 years we
have put psychologists and psychiatrists in most of our recruiting stations, and they have been, I think, quite effective. It still is difficult
to find what the breaking point of a man is, though, without a long
period of observation.
Mr. RHoDEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AiREws. Mr. Davis?
Mr. DAvIS. No questions.
NAVY HOSPITALS IN VIETNAM

Mr. ANDREWs. How many hospitals are funded under this budget in
Southeast Asia?
Admiral DAVIS. In Southeast AsiaMr. ANmDRws. In South Vietnam.
Admiral DAVIS. There is one hospital at Danang, and the Marine
Corps operates three field hospitals.
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Mr. ANDREWS. They are funded in this budget?

Admiral

DAVIS.

They are funded in this budget.

Mr. ANDREws. What about your hospital ships?
Admiral DAVIs. They are funded in tis budget, everything except
the ship personnel.
Mr. HIiKEY. There is no money in the medical support part of this
budget for hospitals in Vietnam. This activity just funds the naval
hospitals.
Mr. ANDREWS. That comes under operating support. So, the ships
tre not funded under t1iis budget?
Admiral DAVIS. We only furnish tie personnel, that is right.
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would put something in the record about
the experience you have had with the hospital ships.
Admiral DAVIS. It has been very gratifying.
(The information follows:)
SOUTHEAST ASIA HOSPITAL SHIPS

Two hospital ships, the U.S.S. Repose and U.S.S. Sanctuary, provide direct
hospital support to operating forces committed to military operations in Viet-

nam, particularly those engaged In amphibious operations. The Repose arrived
on station in Vietnam February 16, 19%0, and was subsequently joined by the
SanotuarV April 12, 1967. They are staffed with highly specialized personnel,

equipped with the most modern medical equipment, have the capability of providing optimum medical care to the wounded, and offer many advantages over
fixed In country medical facilities, that Is, versatility, mobility, Increased capability, better environment, more efficient utilization of medical personnel, greater support In amphibious operations, et cetera. Though responsible primarily
for providing medical service support to members of the Navy and Marine Corps,
thus far more than 28 percent of the workload has involved other than mem-

bers of the naval service.

Since arrival In Southeast Asia, both hospital ships have performed superbly.

As an illustration of performance during an amphibious operation conducted
in January casualties with devastating wounds were received on Sancttlatv.
These Included nine double amputees, five single amputees, and one triple amputee. Four cardiac arrests occurred in triage as the casualties were being
received. With rapid transfusions and teamwork three of the four were resuscitated and later evacuated. Such performance more than adequately describes
the responsiveness and effectiveness of the hospital ship.

Mr. ANDREvs. That is all for you, Doctor, and your staff. Thank
you very much.
Admiral DAVIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
COMPLIMENTS TO ADMRAL PEARSON

Mr. ANDREWS. I want to say on the record, you have one of the best
men you have ever had up here on Capitol hill as our physicianAdmiral Pearson.
Adwiral DAVIS. Thank you, sir. We think highly of him, too.
RERVE FORCES

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Now we shall consider "Budget activity 5, Reserve

Forces," and insert in the record at this point the summary justification page.
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(The page follows:)
BUDGET ACTIVITY 5: RESERVE FORCES, SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS
(in thousands]

Budget program
A. Naval Reserve training ships ..................
B. Naval Aviation Reserve ......................
C. General Naval Reserve support .....................
Total direct obligations In budget document ......

Difference

1968 actual

1969
estimate

1970 1970 compared
estimate
with 1969

$17,450
38,700
19,544

$17,567
54,726
20.591

$18,421
57,823
21.772

+$854
+3,097
+1,181

75,694

92,884

98,016

+5,132

Statement relating fl8cal year 1968, 1969, and 1970 programs, budget activlto 5,
reserve forces
[In thousands of dollars)
Fiscal year 1068"program
-----------------------------------Flight operations
---------------------------------+2,108
Transfer of consumables and spare parts from procurement
appropriations
---------------------------------+11,596
Naval Reserve training ship operations and repairs --------+117
Civilian pay increases -------------------------------+964
Civilian substitution program ------------------------+1,826
Functional transfers
------------------------------+1,384
NROTC
------------------------------------------+508
Junior NROTO -------------------------------------+193
Other increases
----------------------------------+1,125
Civilian personnel reduction consistent with Public Law
90-364 ------------------------------------------------511
Maintenance of real property reduction --------------------600
Obligation definition change for supply requisitions --------- -1,500
Other decreases --------------------------------------20

75,694

Fiscal year 1969 program
----------------------------------- 92, 884
Flight operations
----------------------------------+1,091
Naval Reserve training ships operation and maintenance....
+854
Obligation definition change for supply requisitions--------- +1,500
Maintenance of real property --------------------------+452
NROTO
--------------------------------------+543
Junior NROTO -------------------------------------+410
Other increases_, ------------------------------------+309
Civilian personnel cost reductions ------------------------27
Fiscal year 1970 program

----------------------------------------

98, 016

CURRN,,T READINESS STATUS OF NAVY MEERVE

Mr. ANDRE ws. What is the current readiness status of your Reserve
Forces?
Admiral DUNCAN. I would like to ask Admiral Burke to reply to
that.
Admiral BURKE. The readiness status of personnel is very good.
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The units have about the same responsiveness as comparative fleet
units.
The Selected Reserve strength authorized in the current year is
129,000.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the number you have on board?
Admiral BuRKP,. Actually, right now we are over that strength
because the amount was authorized after the begimifnig of the fiscal
year, and we are reaching for a man-year average.
Mr. ANDREWS. We went into this when we covered "military
l)personnel.,,"
Admiral BtnKE. Yes, sir.
INCREASE IN .FLIOHT OPERATIONS

-

Mr. ANDREWS. Why are yola requesting an increase of $1.091 million
for flight. operations Has the flying hour program for Reserve pilots
been maintained at 125 hours during fiscal year 1969, and will it be
retained at that amount during fiscal year 1970?
Admiral BURKE. Colonel Sparlingwill reply to that.
Colonel SPARLINO. Fiscal year 1969 allows 125 hours per pilot. In
1970, we are expecting 126 hours )er pilot. The slight increase in the
hours, almost equal, is because Nye have mq& pilots flying twin seated
aircraft. We-require less hours to get the more pilot time.
To answer the question why Ave need more in fiscal year 1970, aillion more it is because we have a richer mix of aircraft. We are trying
to upgrade the Reserve Force to better aircraft. We are putting iA the
F-8K/L, the new version of the Crusader fighter, which is remanufactured in the Ling-Temco Co. We are adding additional A-4Cs, which
is an improved version of the Douglas A-4B Skyhawk. We are putting
more of the latest model of the S-2E, antisubmarine warfare aircraft.
We are adding the SP-211 and replacing the SP-2E. We are adding
more helicopters into the Marine Personnel Reserve. So, we are upgrading the Reserve and have a richer mix of aircraft.
Mr. ADREws. I wish you would elaborate on that when you revise
your remarks for the record.
(The Information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
Mr. ANDREWS. Are there any questions on Reserve Forces?
LOCATION" OF RFASERVE SHIPS AND AIRPLANFS

Mr. DAvis. Mr. Chairman, would it be appropriate to ask that there
be placed in the record a listing of the ships and planes, by types, available for the Reserve Training Forces, and the location Where each of
those is based?

Mr.

AWNDREWS.

Without objection, that information will be made

available in the record.
(The information follows:)
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NAVAL RESERVE TRAINING SHIPS
Ship type
DD.....................
DDo...
.............
OD................
DD .......................
OD...........
.......
DD ......................
DD ........................
DD..O..
................
DD ......................
DD ......................
DD ........................
DO ........................
DD .................
OD........................
DD ........................
O ........................
DD ........................
DD..................
OD ........................
OD ........................
DD ........................
DE ........................
DE.......................
DE.......................
DE........................
DE........................
DE .......................
DER................
DE ........................
DE ........................
DE ........................
DE ........................
DE ........................
DE ......................
IX ......................
PCER......................
PCE .......................
PCE .......................
PCE.......................
PCE .........
.......
PCs .....................
MSCO .....................
MSC .......................
MSC .......................
MSC .......................
MSC .......................
MSC .......................
MSC .......................
MSC .......................
MSC .......................
MSC .......................
MSC .......................
MSC .......................
MSC .......................
MSC ......................

AGSS ......................
AGSS ....................

AGSS ....................

AGSS ......................
AGSS ......................
AGSS ......................

AGSS ....................
AGSS ....................

AGSS ......................
AGSS ......................
AGSS ......................
AGSS ......................
AGSS ......................

AGSS ......................
AGSS ......................
AGSS ......................

AGSS ......................
AGSS ......................
AGSS ......................
AGSS ......................
APSS..................

Hull No. Name
507
508
510
540
547
596
676
696
700
702
705
707
708
712
732
734
753
756
762
775
857
708
1023
1024
1025
1026
219
383
532
634
644
684
685
699
305
853
856
877
880
902
1385
54
121
122
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
201
203
204
224
• 236
240
244
245
246
269
272
287
297
298
301
310
334
338
383
384
409
423
481
313

Location

Conway ................................ Philadelphia, Pa.
Cony ...................................
Do.
Eaton... ........................
Do.
Twining ............................... San Francisco, Calif.
Cowel..
.........................
Do.
Shields .............................. San Diego, Calif.
Marshall ......................
Tacoma, Wash.
English ................................ Jacksonille Fla.
Haynsworth ............................. Galveston Tox
Hank ............................... PhiladelpIa, Pa.
Compton .............................. Boston, Mass.
Soley ............................... Charleston, S.C.
Dickson .............................
Boston, Mass.
Gyatt ............................... Washington, D.C.
Hyman ........................ New Orleans, La.
Purdy .......
......
...........
Fall River, Mass.
Pierce .................................. New York, N.Y.
Beatty ......................... . Tampa, Fla.
Henley .......................... " Norfolk, Va.
Keith ..................................
Do.
Bristol ................................. New York, N.Y.
Parle ................................ Chicago, ill.
Evans ................................ Seattle, Wash.
Bridget .................................
Do.
Bauer .................................. San Diego, Calif.
Hooper................................. Long Beach, Calif.
Blackwood .............................. Whitestone, N.Y.
Mills ................................ Baltimore, Md.
Tweedy .............................. St. Petersburg, Fla.
Whitel'rst .......................... .. Portland, Ore g.
Varn;nen ............................. Long Beach, Calif.
Delong ............................... Fort Schuyler N.Y.
Coates ................................. New Haven, donn.
Marsh .................................. Long Beach Calif.
Prowess .............................. Buffalo, N.Y.
Amherst .............................. Detroit, Mich.
Whitehall ............................. Cleveland, Ohio.
Havre ................................ Great Lakes ill
Ely .................................... Sheboygan, Wis.
Portage ................................ Milwaukee Wis
Hollidaysburg ........................... Toledo, Ohlo.
Ruff ................................ Everett, Wash.
Bluebird ............................ Fort Lauderdale Fla.
Cormorant .............................. Long Beach, Calf.
Falcon ................................. Providence, R.I.
Frigate Bird ........................... Portsmouth, N.H.
Hummingbird .......................... South Portland, Maine.
Jacana .............................. Fall River, Mass.
Kingbird ............................. Pensacola Fla.
Limpkin ................................ Perth Amboy, N.J.
Meadowlark ..........................
Do.
Parrot ................................ Atlantic City, N.J.
Shrike .............................. Wilmington, N.C.
Thrasher ............................ San Francisco, Calf.
Thrusk ................................. Miami, Fla.
Cod .................................... Cleveland. Ohio.
Silversides .............................. Chicago, Ill.
Angler ................................. Phila delphia, Pa.
Cavilla ................................. Houston, Tex.
Cobia .................................. Milwaukee, Wis.
Croaker ................................ Portsmouth, N.H.
Rasher ................................. Portland, Oreg.
Redfin ................................. Baltimore Md.
Bowfin ................................ Seattle, Wash.
Ling ..........
.................. New York, N.Y.
Llonfish ................................ Providence, R.I.
Roncador ............................. San Pedro, Calif.
Bat Fish ............................... New Orleans, La.
Cabezon ................................ Tacoma, Wash.
Carp...................................Boston, Mass.
Pampanito .............................. Mare Island, Calif.
Parche ............................... Alameda Calif.
Piper ................................ .Detroit, Mch.
Torsk................................. Washington, D.C.
RequIn ................................. St. Petersburg, Fla.
Perch .................................. San Diego, Calif.
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Naval Air Reserve afroraft
Location and aircraft type:
NARTU, Alemeda:
Attack (VA)
-----------------------------------------Patrol (VP) -----------------------------------------------Transport (VR) ----------------------------------------ASW helicopter (HS) -----------------------------------ASW carrier (VS) -----------------------------------------------------------------------------Training (VT)
Total

-----------------------------------------------

NAB, Atlanta:
Fighter (VF)
-----------------------------------------Patrol (VP) .
------------------------------------Transport (VR)
----------------------------------....
ABW helicopter (HS) -----------------------------------Training (VT) ----------------------------------------Total

----------------------------------------------

NA8, Dallas:
Fighter (VIP) --------------------------------------------Patrol (VP)
------------------------------------------Transport (VR) --------------------------------------ASW helicopter (S)
-----------------------------------Training (VT) ----------------------------------------Total

-----------------------------------------------

NAB, Glenview:
Attack (VA)
-----------------------------------------ASW carrier (VS) -------------------------------------Patrol (VP) ------------------------------------Transport (VR) ----------------------------------------ASW helicopter (HS) -----------------------------------Training (VT) ----------------------------------------Total ----------------------------------------------NAB, Grosse Ille:
ASW carrier (VS) --------------------------------------Transport (VR)
---------------------------------------ASW helicopter (HS) ------------------------------------Training (VT)
----------------------------------------Total

-----------------------------------------------

NARTU, Jacksonville:
Attack (VF) ------------------------------------------ASW carrier (VS) --------------------------------------Patrol (VP) ------------------------------------------Transport (VI) - ---------------------------------------ASW helicopter (H)----------------------------------Training (VT)
----------- --------------------------Total

-----------------------------------------------

NARTU, Lakehurst:
ASW carrier (VS) -------- ----------------------------Transport (VR) ----------------------------ASW helicopter (HS) ------------------------------------Training (VT) -----------------------------------------Total ----------------------------------------

Number
27
10
2
10
8
3
3
20
9
3
0
7
39
18
8
3
6
9
44
22
9
11
7
11
9
69
8
3
4
2
17
9
9
7
2
4
4
35
11
5
4
2
22
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Nara[ Air Reservo aircraft-Continucd
Location and aircraft tye:

NAS, Los Alamitos:

N'inibr

Fighter (VF)
------------------------------------------ASW carrier (VS) -------------------------------------- 13
-it)
Patrol (VP) ------------------------------------------------3
Transport (VR) ----------------------------------------7
ASW helicopter (HS) -------------------------------------8
Training (VT)
-----------------------------------------Total

-----------------------------------------------

NARTU, Memphis:
Attack (VA) ------------------------------------------Patrol (VP) -------------------------------------------Transport (VR) ----------------------------------------Training (VT) ------------------------------------------Total

-----------------------------------------------

04
14
6
3
4
27

NAS. Total New Orleans:
Attack (VA) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Patrol (VP)
Transport (VR) ----------------------------------------ASW helicopter (S)
------------------------------------Training (VT) -----------------------------------------Total

-----------------------------------------------

NAS. New York:
Attack (VA)
---------------------------------------Patrol (VP)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Trnnsport (VII)
ASW helicopter (HS) ------------------------------------Training (VT)
-------------------------------------Total

--------------------------------------------

NAIMU, Norfolk:
-------------------------------------------Attack (VA)
--------------------------------------ASW carrier (VS)
Transport (VR) -----------------------------------------ASWV helicopter (S)
------------------------------------Training (VT) ------------------------------------------Total

--------------------------------------------

9
6
3
9
4
31
27
.
4
53
10
10
:1
7
6
36

NAS, Olathe:
Attack (VA)
-------------------------------------------Patrol (VIP)
---------------------------------------Transport (VII)
-------------------------------------Training (VT)
-------------------------------------Total

-------------------------------------------------

NAS, Seattle:
ASW carrier (VS) --------------------------------------Patrol (VP)
-------------------------------------------Transport (V)
---------------------------------------------------------------------ASW helicopter (HS)
-------------------------------------Training (VT)
Total

------------------------------------------------

:
2

s
3
2
2.1
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XYral Ah- Rcservo aircrafl-Contluetwd
Dwo(ation mid aircraft type :
NAS. 8outi Veyinout
Attack (VA)_
-ASV carrher (V\S)
Patrol (V1) -Trainport (VI) -A8W helicopter (118)

,:
'umber
15

5

-

-6

Trainhig (VT)

44

-

Total

NAS, 1'win Cities:

13

Attack (VA) ....Patrol (N'P) -

Transport (V1)-A8WV helicopter (18)

3
5
(

-

Training (VT)

-

-

Total

30

-

NAIRTU, Washington :
Fighter (V) ----------------------------------------------ASW carrier ('VS) -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Patrol (VP)
Transport (V1) --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Training (VT)
Total ---------------------------------------------------XAS.Wilow 0 rove :
fighter (VP)----------------------------------------------ASW carrier (VS)--------------------------------------Patrol (VP) -----------------------------------------------Transport (Vt) ---------------------------------------------ASV helicopter (I,4) ---------------------------------------Training (VT)----------------------------------------------Total ----------------------------------------------------

13
8
3
7
37
12
S
3
13
8
4

Mir. Axitmws. Any other questions?

Mr. D, is. Tht. is nil, Mr. Chairman, thank you.
NAVA, PI.I'RO1 EUN1 RESEVE

Mr. ANnmews. Nqoxt we will take u) naval petroleum, reserve. Wo will
insert initho record the suinary justification pages.
(Tho pages follow:)
BUDGET ACTIVITY 7: NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVE-SUMMARY OF BUDGET
[In
thousands 0l dollars)

Difference
1970
Budget program

A. Naval petroleum reserve ..........................
Toll direct obligaion Inbudget document .......

1969
actual

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

compared
with
1969

$5,371

$5.414

$5,300

-$114

5,371

5,414

5,300

-114
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Activity 7.-Naval Petroleum Reserve
Program A, Petroleum Reserve:
1070 Estimate
1069 Estimate
1968 Actual

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Amount
$5,300,000
5414,000
5371,000

Purposeand 8oope ot work
This budget program provides funds for operation of the naval petroleum and
and oil shale reserves in accordance with the act of June 4, 1920, as amended
(70A Stat. 457, as amended, 70 Stat. 904-906, 10 U.S.C. 7421-38 (supp. V, 1904) ),
which directs the Secretary of the Navy to explore, prospect, conserve, develop,
use and operate the naval petroleum and oil shale reserves for the production of
petroleum and shale oil when required for national defense.
.Justificationof funds
For fiscal year 1970, this budget program provides for (1) continuation of
operation of naval petroleum reserve No. 1 in California for the purpose of
developing and maintaining the reserve in a state of readiness for production
.and to protect the Government's oil against drainage; (2) continuation of administration of oil and gas leases on naval petroleum reserve No. 2 in California ; (3)
-continuation of production of protective wells in naval petroleum reserve No. 3
in Wyoming and the drilling of exploratory wells to obtain a more accurate
estimate of oil reserves in this reserve; (4) drilling of another gas well in the
South Barrow gas field in naval petroleum reserve No. 4 in Alaska; (5) con•tinuation of management of renewable natural resources on naval oil shale reserves in Colorado and Utah, and a study of improving permeability in oil shale
by fracturing the shale with high explosives; and (6) administrative expenses
and the hiring of consultants.
NEW GAS WELLS

Mr. ANDREWS. How many new gas wells do you expect to drill next

year?
Captain MOORE. I am Capt. Howard N. Moore, director of naval
petroleum reserves.
We expect to drill one.
Mr. ANDnRws. Where?
Captain MooR. Point Barrow.

fr. ANDRE wS. Do ou have hopes of striking oil?
Captain MooRE. No, sir; gas. We have a gas field. It is not an exploratory well. It is a development well. We expect to find gas. It is a
stepout from knowil gas regions.
Mr. AwDREws. Is this more or less a routine type operation in which
you are engaged?
Captain MOORE. The whole operation is routine.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you done anything or do you propose to do anything of any special significance during the fiscal year 1969?
Captain MoonE. Not anything new. We have the programs which
we mentioned last year and which we are continuing.
NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA

Mr. ANDREws. We understand from recent articles in newspapers
-that there have been significant discoveries of petroleum in the Arctic
areas. Are any of these near the Naval Petroleum Reserve in Alaska,
-and how do these discoveries affect the Naval Petroleum Reserve?
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Captain MOORE. Yes sir, the field discovered is about 50 miles from
our Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4. The area is in a large geologic
basin. The newly discovered oilfield has been estimated to have 5 to 0
billion barrels of reserves. It will not affect us unless another field
has been discovered which crosses our line, and then drainage would
take place and we would have to take some action. It does enhance the
value of the Naval Petroleum Reserve in the Arctic. We have approximately the same area as they have outside the reserve in the
same geologic basin.
As you know, we drilled shallow wells during the fifties and found
some oil, but we did not drill deep wells. The new discoveries are
deep wells on deeper structures. We coilld have as much or more oil
in NPR No. 4 as is outside, which could be 20 or 30 billion barrels.
It will affect us economically when the field outside the reserve is developed and we know more about it.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Have any recent rulings or orders issued by the Sec-

retary of the Interior affected your activities?
Captain MooRE. Not directly, sir, none that I know of affect our reserve in Alaska. Interior has no jurisdiction over oil and gas in our
reserve.
SLANT DRILLINOS

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Have you found any slant drilling up there?

Captain MOORE. The nearest well is 50 miles from our boundaries,
so there is no slant drilling.
Mr. ANDREWS. It would be too slanted to produce?
Captain MOORE. It would be a long, deep hole.
Mr. ANDimws. That is what you call, fiot stealing, butCaptain MOORE. It would be stealing if they slanted a hole and came
on our reserve.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you had any of that kind of hanky-panky in
the last few years at any of your wells?
Captain MooPn. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. You did have in years gone by?
Captain Moon.. No, sir; not slant drilling. We have had, of course,
drilling next to our reserve which drains oil out of the same pool.
Since we do not produce, that in effect drains some of our oil, but
this is legal under state laws.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is not stealing
Captain MooRE. Not legally stealing.
Mr. ANDREwvs. Here is the land line. Your well is over here. This
man drills over here. You say he is taking your oil.
Captain MooRE. I did not say stealing. I said he is taking our oil.
Mr. ANDREWS. You said it is legalized stealing.
Captain MOORE. It is legal to take it. It is not legalized stealing. It is
called the law of capture in oil and gas law, because the oil in the
ground will flow across the boundary when the pressure decreases due
to drilling and production from -an adjacent operation. The adjacent
operation legally cAptures it as it flows across.

Mr.

ANDREWs.

H6 has a perfect right to drill on his side.

Captain MooRn. Yes, I agre.
Mr. ANDREWS. Suppose he had his well there first, and you put yours
over here.
30-088 0-69-pt. 2-

31
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Captain MooE. We would be taking his oil.

Mr. ANDREWI-S. Have you done that?
Captain MoonM. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWs. What else (10 you want to tell us about. your operation

of the last 12 months and the next. 12 months?
is going along pretty good, sir. We are not doing
CaptAin Moon. It,
anything spectacular.
SUy,3M MARY OF NAl

I'lITPOhF,UM I1ltERVE8

Mr. ANDm.Aws. How many oil-pxodttollg wells do you have?
Captain Mooni:. How anituy producible wells? We have 1,00) in
NPR No. 1. We have 115 or 120 inNPR No. 3.
Mr. AN MIMwS. Provide for the iveord a sumniary of what. yot have.
sir.
Moor..Yes, follows:)
Captain
('he information
STATISTI'AL SUMMARY

OF NAVAL PETROI.Et'M AND 01, SIAI.E RErHvR

1. NAVAL PETROLEUM 11Y.8SEVM

NO. I

Naval lPetroleum Reserve No. I was establllied by Executive order In 1912
and Is located intflip western part of Kern County. ('slif., about 20 milles south.

west of lakersflield. This reserve, Inellding the Elk 1lls field, Is probably the
largest reserve of recoverable oil in the State of taliforfnia and one of tile largest
in the United States. The reserve consists of 40,093 acres of which 37,554 are
owned by the United States and 8,54I are owned by the Standard Oil ". of
California. The major portion of tie Elk 1lllIt field Is operated as a unit ider
a iuilt plan contract with each participant slaring in production lind costs.

lloughly the divided ownership of the -unit is 80 percent Navy and 20 percent

Standard 011 Co. of California. Tie reserve contains and Is estimated to exceed

I billion barrels of recoverable oil and 256 billion standard cuble feet of gas,
valued at more than $3 billion at current prices. Tietllel contains 1,017 producible wells. The total llnlt value of tle facilliles in place is $75 million. Today's replacement costs for these facilities would liroblahly le twice thils figure.

These facilities presently can produce 75,000 barrels of oil per day within a 00day notice. Currently an operational readiness prograiiIsIundrway which will
allow Navy to produce 160,000 barrels per day within i 60-day ni6tieo of an olel

up order by n joint resolhitlon of Congress. Additional plans are being formulated

to upgrade the field to provile for a daily production lit ilergency of 230,000
barrels per day in order to be able to replace all waterlbornlo Iniorts Into the
west coast. Production from Naval Petroleun Reserve No. I Islimited to that
necessary to prevent loss from drainage to adjacent lrivnte lprodtcing wells: to
prevent loss from wqter encroachnent: to prevent loss by migration and that
produced to test the capacities of shallow zone wells. Approximately 2.5 million
barrels will be lroducled and sold In fiscal year 1909.
2. NAVAl, PIHrROL.fUM RESERVE NO. 2

Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 2 was established by Executive order In 1012
and consists of 30.181 acres of which 10,446 are owned by the United States and

19.7.5 are owned by private Interests, principally by Standard Oil Co. of Cali-

fornia. The lands in Navy custody are leased to several oil companies and the
reserve Is operated as a normal oilfleld because Oovernment holdings Are checkerboarded throughout the field and It would be difficult to maintain It as a reserve.
It is estimated that the remnalning reserves in Navy-held lands now approximate
25 million barrels of oil. Approximnately 2.0 million barrels will be produced in
fiscal year 1909 from which the Treasury will receive approximately one-eighth
royalty.
3. NAVAL PETRO.ItM RESERVE NO. ,1

Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 8 was established by Executive order in 1014
and consists of 941 acres all owned by the United States, located anproximately

M5 miles north of Casper, Wyo. The fleld contains 133 producible wells. Presently
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known oil reserves are estimated to be approximately 5'0 Million barrels of oil.

Navy Is now I)rodtucing some 750 barrels of oil per (lay from this reserve. This

production is necessary to protect the reserve from the activities of adjacent
operators. Approxiately 300,000 barrels of oil will be produced and sold during
fiscal year 1069.
4. NAVAl, PIErIOLEUIM tES

VI NO. 4

Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4 was established by Eoxecutive order in 1923
and consists of approximately 23,680,000 atres lmated between the Brooks Range
and the Arctic Ocen. While the reserve has lnot been fully explored, two signifWant oil and gas fields have heen discovered and Interesting shows recorder at
several other locations. No activities aire being conducted at the present time
except 1in the area of Point Barrow. The South Barrow gasfleld has been produced there since 1949 lit order to provide it fuel supply to military and Federal
civilian agencies located at Barrow. Congress by statute, has specillmclly authorIzed this production and tit addition the sale of gas to the native population iI
the village of Borrow. There are seven producible wells on the reserve. It Is estimated that the Government will save $1,500,00 lit fuel costs by using tie gas
produced at Barrow during fiscal year 1009. The native's fuel bills have been reducvd by as much as $147 per family per aititum over the cost of bringing fuel in
by tanker. Increasing demand for gas at Barrow by government and private users
has required this office to drill one additional gas well in fiscal year 1009. Presently, the Alatiant petroleum Industry in the area north of the Brooks Range and
east of Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4 Is engaged lit drilling 13 wells, preparing
four additional sites for future drilling, as well as employing 17 seismic
crews in order to evaluate all geological structures. Most of the drilling wells are
associated with the Prudhoe Hay field discovery. The farthest west Prudhoe Bay
structure evaluation drilling well Is some 29 nliles east of Naval Pl'trolount Reserve No. 4. The drilling (losest to Naval Petroleum IReserve No. 4 not assoclated with the IPrudhoe Bay Ile1(] Is located :3 mlles southeast of Umlt oliflehl of
Naval Petroleum reserve No. 4. Should this well be successful and the operator
ultimately produces It, It is cmncelvable that the Naval Petroleum Reserve No.
4 Umlut fIeld will suffer some drainage. This will not occur until the adjacent
lessee has a market for Its oll.
5. NAVAL OlL SHAM? I1M8IKS
The Navy has three oil shale reserves. Naval Oil Shale Reserve No. 1 was
established by Executive order li 1910. Naval Oil Shale Reserves 2 and :1 were
established by Execulive order' In 1924. Naval Oil ,Shnle Iteserves 1 and 3 are
located together In (arfield Cotuty in Colorado. Naval Oil S4hale Reserve No. 2
Is located it lintat alid Carboln Counties, U1tah. The reserves in Colorado contain 1S4,893 acres of land and contain an estiniated 12 billIon barrels of oil In
shares ylehling 15 gallons per tol or more. ThPe reserve in Utah contains 90,440
acres of land and almost 4 billion barrels of oil in shal" yielding 11 gallons per
ton. or non.

l)uritng fiscal year 1068 the above naval lKtroleum and oil shale reserves 1nd an
income of $9,521,008, expenses of $3,802,970, thereby realizing a net income of
$ .0,,3.

Mr. Anim,ws. Any questions about oil re~sre, Mr. Floods

Mr. FIPoo). No. I ant interested in mnthracitocoal.
M'. ANDptiWs. Thcy told us this mornig they do not. have it single.

shi p1 ulsig coal.
1Mr. F;, x'.

Yes, I know.

Mr. AN.DR.WS. Mr. Davis?
USE OF PETROLF.UM RIWsF Rv8S
5

Mr. DAVIS. I am not, sure, Mr. Chairman, that, I am sufficiently familiar either with the historical development or thet utilization of the
product of these reserves.
Is all of the output, whether it he petroleum, itself or the natural

byproducts from petroleum operations, used directly by the Navy?
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Captain MooR.

No, sir; none of them are. We do not try to produce

anything. We only produce when we have to for protective reasons.
When we do produce, we sell the production at competitive sale, to
anybody who will purchase the oil. They use it in their refineries and
sell it back to industry or back to the military. We deposit the money
we get in the Treasury.
ItrSTORICAJ, BACKGROUND OF PETROLEUM RESERVES

Mr. DAvis. What is the historical background of the petroleum
reserves?
Captain Mon. They.were originally established, the first one, in
1912 when the Navy quit burning coal and went to oil. It was felt
there was not enough oil, at least on the west coast at that time, to
fight a long military engagement. So, they set. aside NPR No. 1 first.,
to have a stockpile of oil Underground.
Over the years Congress has directed us to develop NPR No. 1 and
have it ready for production. We did produce during World War II
at the rate of about 65,000 barrels a day to supplement the fuel required on the west. coast. We have not produced for defense purposes
since that time. It remains in the ground for our needs.
On the west coast in District 5, they import approximately 200,000
barrels of oil a day. It goes up and down from that. These are marine
imports. Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 7,our Elk Hills Field, the one
that is ready, will produce approximately 200,000 barrels a day to supplement the refineries in the event of an engagement where we cannot
bring oil in to the west coast. It just about brings the refineries back
up to the capacity that we need.
The other reserves are for the same purpose. They are not fully
developed. We have oil shale reserves in Wyoming and Utah that are
not developed, but they are there in case they need to be developed in
the future.
The one in Alaska we are talking about is wholly undeveloped. We
have some test wells in it, but we (o not. know how much oil is there.
It is a possible stockpile for future use.
Mr. DAWVIS. That is all I have Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. That, is all, Captain, for the oil reserve.
CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES

Mr. ANDRzwS. Yesterday under "Civilian employees" we discussed
the summer employment progrm of the Navy.
Admiral GADDIS. I 'have thle information that I promised to get. for
you yesterday, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDnEws. Will you supply it for the record?
Admiral GADDIS. I will explain it for the record, yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
In addition to the youth opportunity program which Is restricted to disadvantaged youth, the Navy Department does provide summer employment to
youth under various other programs. This other summer employment IsIncluded
within the temporary and part-time budget ceilings Employment of college student is by the Summer Employment 'Examination which is administered by the
Civil Service Commission to allow college students to compete for summer em-

ployment on a merit basis. The cutoff for filing for this examination was January
30, 109. It is this latter program that is understood to be the one referred to.
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REDUCFIONS IN CIVILIAN PERSONNEL

Mr. ANDREWS What was the reduction in civilian personnel strength
as a result of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968, and
how close is the Navy to the June 30,1966, ceiling?
Admiral GADDIS. In this appropriation, O.&M., Navy, we took out
4,705 ms a result of Public Law 90-364.
Mr. ANDREWS. Could you put a dollar value on that? Supply that
for the record.
Admiral GADDIS. We will supply that for the record. It is approximately $35 million.
(The information follows:)
The civilian personnel reductions identified with section 201 of' Public Law
00-364 total 12,083 end strength; 5,787 of this reduction was contemplated in the
fiscal year 1969 President's budget. The balance of 0,896 results in a reduction
in funds of $39.1 million. Of this amount $29.4 million was reduced from the fiscal
year 1069 appropriation request by congressional action and $0.7 million Has
been applied to Southeast Asia supplemental requirements.

Mr. ANDFWS. What reductions in expenditures were made in fiscal

year 1969 as a result of reduced civilian employment under the Reve-

nue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968?
Admiral GADDIS. For this appropriation, that would be the same
number, sir.
SOUTIFAST ASIA CIVILIAN EMPLOYIENT

Mr. ANDREWS. How many civilian employees does the Navy now
have in Southeast Asia, which area is-exempt from the provisions of

the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act.?
Admiral SIPFLEY. Captain Conn, do you have that? How many
civilians come under the Southeast Asia exemption?
Mr. ANDREWS. Supply it for the record.
Captain Co,.. I would have to supply it for the record, sir.
(The information follows:)
As of February 28, 1969, the Department of the Navy had 16,000 exempt
Southeast Asia area civilian employees. Only those Southeast Asia spaces authorized since June 30, 1966 are included in the exempt category.
POSSIBLE REDUCTION IN 1070 EMPLOYMENT

Mr. ANDRF.wS. By what amount can the 1970 budget request be reduced if the personnel reductions required by the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968 remains in effect?
You may supply that for the record.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. AnnpEWs. You will have to do a little research on it.
(The information follows:)
For the most part there would be no savings as long as program requirements
are not reduced. To the extent that ships and aircraft maintenance, ammunition asseirbly and loading, MSTS transport requirements, supply, and other
workload Is not dininished, the work must be carried out by additional overtime,
or by contract, often at an Increased cost to the Government. For example, most
of our productive work is accomplished at Industrial fund activities. Funds for
this work are not budgeted specifically for civil service employees, but are related to the work to be performed, such as ships and aircraft overhaul. Statistically, if section 201 of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act remains in
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effect, the Navy will be reduced by approximately 12,200 positions from the fiscal
year 1970 figure, resulting in salary reduction of approximately $53 million to all
appropriations.

Mr. ANDrEws. Will you provide for tlhe record a schedule showing
the reductions applicable to the 0. & M. procurement, and the
R.D.T. & E. budget requests for 1970?
(The information follows:)
Estimated impact of extension of Public Law 00-364 on the fiscal year 1970
F1aoW year 1970
budget request
personnel

Fund
Operation and maintenance, Navy

reduotion

3260

-------------------------

Operation and maintenance, Marine Corps -----------------------------------------------------Navy industrial fund
-----------------------------Marine Corps industrial fund
Research, development, test, and evaluation, Navy -----------------

Total

----------------------------------------

220
7,495

29
1,190

12,200

CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT ON JUNE 30, 1000 AND 1000

Mr. ANDRFws. Again for the record, wvill you compare the estimated
civilian personnel strength of the Navy for fiscal year 1969 with that,
at June 30, 1966, by title of the Department of Defense Appropriation
Act of 1969?
Admiral GADDIs. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)
TOTAL DIRECT-HIRE EMPLOYMENT
June 30, 1966
Operation and maintenance, Navy .............................................
Corps .....................................
and maintenance,
operation
......................................
Navy .. Marine
procurement,
Other
ShIpbuilding and conversion, Navy .......................... . . . . . . . . . ...
Procurement of aircraft and missile , Navy .....................................
Research and development, test and evaluation, Navy ...........................
M litay construction, Navy ..............................................
Navy RndrIll fund ........................................
Mar n Corps Industrial fund ................................................
Navy manalgementfund ........................................
Laundry service, Naval Academy ..................................
.:
....................
Military, assistance ............ ".................
..........................
Family housing, Defense ..............
Budget employment level ..............................................

June 30, 1969

162,732
142, 211
20,718
17,042
488 ................
..........
. . . . . . 407
257 ................
33,587
30,807
3,804
3,1 7
191,908
157,352
1,644
34
2,089
162
1..
49
850

660

356,744

415,249

1,925 ................

Several significant appropriation realinements have taken lace since fiscal

year 1066 which are reflected In the fiscal year 1969 column.
The most significant of these are:
FISCALYFAR 1008

a. Transfer of 18,759 end strength at ordnance activities to the "Navy Industrial

fund" from "Operation and maintenance, Navy."

b. Transfer of 1,925 end strength from "Fanily housing defense" to "Operation" and maintenance, Navy" and "Operations and maintenance, Marine Corps"
(reimbursable).
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FISCAL YEAR 1969

a. Transfer of 1,644 end strength at depot maintenance activities from "Opera.
tons and maintenance, Marine Corps" to the "Marine Corps Industrial fund."
b. Transfer of 1,800 end strength from procurement appropriations to "Research, development, test and evaluation, Navy" and "Operations and maintenance, Navy."
o. Transfer of 2,201 end strength at ONR Headquarters from "Operation and
maintenance, Navy" to "Research, development, test, and evaluation, Navy."

Mr. ANDREWS. Any questions on "Civilian employees"?
Mr. LmrscoMn. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RiODES. No questions.

Mr. DAvs. No questions.

MANAGEMENT STUDIES

Mr. ANDREWS. We will now take ip "Management studies." Will you

please insert in the record at this point this list of the contract manage-

ment studies undertaken during fiscal year 1968, 1969, and those
proposed for fiscal year 1970?
(Clerk's note: The list of contracts provided for use during the hearings was subsequently revised by the Nafty to provide the detailed
in formation desired Iby the committee.)

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses
FY 1970 Congressional Budget Sabmit
($ in thousands)
Fiscal
Year
1968
(2)

Fiscal
Year
1969
(3)

Fiscal
Year
1970
(4)

4, 053

4,440

5, 000

Budget Activity 2

4,443

2, 762

3.296

Budget Activity 3

-0-

-0-

-0-

Appropriation/Budget Activity

O&M, Navy
Budget Activity I

$

Budget Activity 4

53

148

60

Budget Activity 5

-0-

-0-

-0-

Budget Activity 6

1,445

1,484

1, 870

-0-

-0-

-0-

9,994

8,834

Budget Activity I

Total

10, 226

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses
Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1970
FY 1969
FY 1968

Requiring Office

Appn.
Budget
Activity

Fleet Resources Office

O&MN (1)

90

O&MN (I)

760

O&MN (1)

3, 203

270

-

Contractor
North American

Rockwell

762

3,408

-

5,00

VITRO

Stanwick

Purpose
To provide systems analysis of
specified organizations on the NAVSUBASE, New London, Connecticut, leading to the design of a fully
integrated management information
system.
Provides for design, analysis, and
program support in development of
Polaris Tender Management Information System (PTMIS). Subsystems involved are production.
financial, supply and a technical
library. In addition, the contractor
is developing an Atlantic Command
Integrated Command & Control
and Management Information System
(LANTICOMIS).
For development of computer-produced maintenance data. This data
supports type commanders and unit
commanders In developing and analyzing management information to compare their actual progress
The
against CNO milestones.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses
Appn.
Budget
Activity

Requiring Office

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1968
FY 1969
FY 1970

Fleet Resources
Office (contd)

Contractor

Purpose

types of reports being analyzed
include a float consumption cost
and effectiveness surveillance
system/in ventory control procedures (access/pica) systems.
current ship maintenance programs, restricted/technical
availability analyses, shipyard
cost data analyses, and Ship
Casualty Report/Casualty Correction (CASREP/CASCOR)
System. The contract involved
analyses of 36 such reports.

Total

053

4,440

5, 000
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Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office

Appn.
Budget
Activity

Air Systems Command

O&MN (Z)

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1970
FY 1969
FY 1968

Contractor

188

Resources Mgmt

1ZZ

Corp.

150

Not determined

Purpose

Conduct analytical studies on

Naval weapons systems and
their major components and
associated support systems
and development management
information and evaluation
and control systems.
Provides professional services
and technical assistance support in the operational research analysis field. Services
include cost effectiveness
evaluation of alternatives, development of systems costs and
prediction of technical systems
reliability and maintainability
analysis, development of simulation models and programming
and computer services.

O&MN (Z)

99

Vitro

Studies and analyses to establish and apply improved methods for determination of procurement quantities, inventory
control, optimum distribution,
maintenance and disposal of

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office

Appn.
Budget
Activity

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1970
BY 1968 FY 1969

Contractor

armament ground support
equipment.

Air Systems
Command (contd)

O&MN (2)

59

23

O&MN (2)

Total

Purpose

276

385

249

General
Electric

To develop and furnish a procedure and analytical technique which will optimize resource allocation in support
of multiple aircraft and
thereby improve aeronautical
spares and repair parts
utilization and support.

Bunker-Ramo
Data Systems

To assist in establishing an
effective program for standardization of computer data elements within NAVAIR. The program will insure NAVAIR compatibility with Navy and DOD
data element standardization
programsthereby allowing the
interchange of information
among NAVAIR computer systems and between NAVAIR systems and other systems throughout DOD. The program will also
establish a data bank of the standardized data elements to be
used in reference.

~
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Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office

Ordnance Systems Comnmand

Appn.
Budget
Activity

O&M

(2)

0& MN (2)

FY 1968

175

Program Estimate
(SO00)
FY 1970
FY 1969

195

210

-

Contractor

Purpose

E. A. Keeble

Procure technical and professional services for systems
design and development of a
variety of technical and logistical -reports which provide
for the. determination of worldwide requirements of expendable ordnance, asset projections, distribution and storage.
including on-going modification
and continuing development of
current programs for compatibility, using Fleet developed
planning factor inputs, fair
sharing of assets, tabulation
of line items for various Contingency War Plans and determining of CONUS basic stock
levels.

National Acad.

Conduct a study for a period of
twelve months of new developments in design, materials
and manufacturing processes
to provide improved technology
for the manufacture and processing of gun barrels and gun
liners for manual use.

of Sc/Nat. Acad.
of Engr

''

"

Department of the Navy
P rocurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses
Appn.

Program Estimate

Budget
Requiring Office

Ordnance Systems
Command (contd)

Total

Activity

(SOOO)
FY 1968

FY 1969

O&MN (2)

FY 1970

50

175

255

260

Contractor

Battelle

Purpose

The objective of this study is
to identify and remedy
Industrial Readiness deficiencies of Naval ord1nance items.
This project will provide
NAVORD with the capability
for obtaining quick response
services to aid in solving
manufacturing technology
problems, locating industrial
deficiencies and determining
open production capacity.
Production of current weapons
and new designs involving newer materials and more complex
configurations requires continuing development of new
manufacturing technology. The
detailed, specific knowledge
required for this program is
available only in a large technical organization, active in
many diverse fields and having
access to the very latest state
of the art events. Battelle
Memorial Institute is considered to be the only qualified
source.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Aunalyses

Requiring Office

Electronic Systems
Command

Total

Appn.
Budget
Activity

O&MN (Z)

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1970
FY 1969
FY 1968

Contractor

.Not determined

Purpose

NAVELEX is working to standardize complete electronics
systems, rather than systems
components. This study will
examine the requirements of
other Navy commands for
electronic systems standardization and compatibility to
provide for the maximum use
of developed systems.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses
Program Estimate

Appn.

($000)

Budget
Requiring Office

Activity

FY 1968

Ship Systems Command

O&MN (2)

137

O&MN (2)

FY 1969

FY 1970

Contractor

Purpose

Stanwick

The effort involved the collection and analysis of installation, operational, maintenance, repair and cost data forwarded by ships, type commanders, building yards, repair
yards and laboratories. This
data was used to establish: (1)
corrective maintenance rates
and time to repair each component or sub-assembly in the
system; (2) failure rates and
distribution and repair times
and distribution (how often did
which item fail and how long
did it take to correct) for the
systems components and subassemblies; (3) the achieved
maintainability and availability
for the entire supercharged
steam generator system for
the period of the contract.

Minn-Honeywell

To determine what tasks would
have to be accomplished to
meet the requirements of the
operating forces for improved
aircraft ammunition handling.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of'Contractual Studies and Analyses
Appn.

Program Estimate

Budget
Requiring Office

Ships Systems

Activity

Ow&N (2)

(SOOO)
FY 1968

FY 1969

FY 1970

200

Purpose

RCA Service Co. Radio frequency compatibility
and interference studies in
support of ship design requirements. These studies are required to develop safety precautions and ship design modifications which prevent radiation
hazards to people and destruction of on-board equipment.

Command (contd)

O&MN (2)

OWMN (2)

Contractor

-

Booz-Allen

The contract involves development of a system for industrial
communications by ship type
and class. The developed system will be used to provide a
rapid response in determining
shipboard communications
equipments requirements and
as a guide for future communications equipments requirements planning.

Stanwick

Provide automatic data processing products encompassing
Maintenance and Material Management. Casualty Reports, and
alteration data for fleet use.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office

Ships Systems
Ccan mand (contd)

Appn.
Budget
Activity

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1 968
FY 1969
FY 1970

Contractor

Purpose
This effort was to develop and
test validation techniques for
use by NAVSHIPS in purifying
Maintenance Data Collection
System (MDCS) data tapes
prior to use. Utilizing purified or validated MDCS data
reduces the possibility of erroneous analyses due to invalid data. These techniques
are currently being utilized
by NAVSHIPS to validate all
MDCS data tapes received from
the fleet.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office

Appn.
Budget
Activity

Ships System

O&MN (2)

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1970
FY 1969
FY 1968

100

Contractor
Not determined

This effort is a study to determine the total cost to the consumer for the lifetime of all
NAVSFIPS equipment. This
study will provide data on the
maximum equipment reliability from a cost effectiveness
standpoint and will aid in minimizing the over-designing of
shipboard equipment. It will
also assist in the preparation
of better procurement specifications.

QRC Inc.

This contract was a study to
develop procedures for quantitative safety assessment in
order to prevent accidents in
non-electrical (mechanical)
ships systems and equipment.
The contract resulted in new
ideas to be used in future procurements specifications for
hardware.

Command (contd)

O&MN (2)

Purpose

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office
Ships Systems
Command (contd)

Activity
O&MN (2)

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1968
FY 1969

FY 1970
200

O&MN (Z)

O&MN (2)

ZOO

Contractor

Purpose

Not determined

T1eobjective of this contract
is to develop mechanical reliability prediction techniques
by attempting to apply electronic reliability techniques
to mechanical application.
Better- prediction of mechanical
equipment reliability would
permit the Navy to more efficiently stock parts for mechanical equipment.

Not determined

Analysis and evaluation of the
effect on ship systems of alternative methods for maintenance
logistics support.

Not determined

This contract will provide for
a study of facilities and equipment arrangement for submarine overhaul work packages.
By designing efficient facilities and equipment for industrial overhaul of submarines, the
Navy will be able to significantly reduce the dollar and time
overruns that have plagued the
industrial overhaul of nuclear
submarines.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office
Ships Systems
Command (cond)

Activity
O&WN (2)

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1970
FY 1969
FY 1968
125

Contractor
Not determined

Purpose
This is to be a study of facilities and equipment required
to use HY-130 steel in the
overhaul and construction of
submarines. The basic characteristics of the new materials required for safe operation
of submarines are such that
existing methods and facilities
for such functions as welding
and machining are not adequate.
The results of this contract
will facilitate the implementation of techniques required for
industrial use of one of the
most importmt, of these materials, HY-130 steel.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office
Ships Systems
Command (contd)

Appn.
Budget
Activity
O&MN (2)

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1970
FY 1969
FY 1968

162

Purpose

1.000

Stanwick
Comm. Systems
Inc.
Sigma Systems
Not determined

This effort involves ADP support
to validate, coUate and analyze
data and provide print-outs
identifying high man-hour consumers, high parts users, high
dollar value of parts failed and
deferred maintenance items.
This data is utilized by NAVSHIPS to identify problem areas
and allocate resources to resolve them. Specifically, this
ADP support is helping to improve ship material readiness,
hardware acquisition specifications, parts support, resource
allocations, and pinpoint training
deficiencies, particularly on new
and complex hardware.

500

Stanwick
Not determined

This contractor effort involves
development of properly sequenced operating instructions
called the Engineering Operational Sequencing System (EOSS) for
use by all shipboard levels. The
system provides shipboard personnel with a set of management
tools defining each person's role.

1352
799

O&MN (2)

Contractor

315

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses
Program Estimate

Appn.

($000)

Budget
Requiring Offic3

Activity

FY 1968,.

FY 1969

FY 1970

Contractor

Purpose
when it occurs, who is involved
and how an engineering operation
is to be performed on each specific ship. EOSS is intended to
bridge the gap between increasing complexity of main propulsion systems and the decreasing
availability of skilled shipboard
personnel.

Ships Systems
Command (contd)

O&MN (2)

O&MN (2)

60

52
50

Booz-Allen &
Hamilton

This study examined a proposed
information system for Naval
Shipyards and compared its merits to those of the existing system. As a result, it was determn ed that a faster turn-around
time for ship in overhaul, as
well as cost avoidances, would
result from modifications to the
information system.

Larkin Co
Not determined

To analyze and develop an accounting system at the Naval Ship
Engineering Center. Phila. The
system centralized accounting
for 40 satellite activities of the
Naval Shipyard, Philadelphia,

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office

Appn.
Budget
Activity

FY 1968

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1969
FY 1970

Contractor

Ships Systems
Command (contd)

Purpose

under the Navy Printing and Publications Office. The contract
assisted in the development of a
labor distribution system as part
of modified Industrial Fund accounting to accomplish this
centralization.
O&MN (Z)

Lake Co.

To analyze and develop a system
for engineering workload planning for the Naval Ship Engineering Center, Phila. The resultant
planning discipline has produced
better project scheduling, and
more effective utilization of inhouse engineering manpower; also, it permits early identification
of critical project milestones
and proper sequence for reaching
them.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office

Ships Systems
Command (contd)

Appn.
Budget
Activity

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1969 FY 1970
FY 1968

Contractor

Purpose

O&MN (2)

CTIInformatics

This study was to provide for a
new teleprocessing system to reduce the manual effort which had
beeninvolved with the "batch"
process system for workload
planning previously used. The
old system, in effect since 1961,
had not been satisfying the current needs of managers. The
new system, developed under
this contract, has reduced manual
effort by 70% and has provided
the manager with direct access
to daily updated information.

O&MN (2)

Adams Associates

The purpose of this contract was
to develop a modification of the
standard Management Information
System-Payroll System in order
to reduce running time of the Management Information System Payroll Application in Naval Shipyards. The development of a
more efficient NAVSHIPS MIS
Payroll Application was necessitated by a critical situation in
computer capacity and ability to
process current workload.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office

Appn.
Budget
Activity

Ships Systems

O&MN( 2 )

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1968
FY 1969 FY 1970

447

Contractor

Kaiser Engineers

This was an initial study to
determine the scope of the
problem of modernizing the
facilities and equipment of
eight Naval Shipyards to cope
with changing technology and
workload demands. Based on
the results of this study, the
shipyard modernization program has become an ongoing
effort to implement changes
to enable shipyards to handle
increasingly complex work
faster and more efficiently.

Booz-Allen
Hamilton

The purpose of this study was
to determine if economic and/
or military benefits could be
gained from shipyard modernization program. The evaluation made demonstrated the
military and economic desirability of the proposed modernization of eight Naval Shipyards.

Command (contd)

O&MN (2)

Total

162

2, 840

I, 512

2,075

Purpose

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office
Facilities Engineering Command

Appn.
Budget
Activity

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1969 FY 1970
FY 1968

Purpose

Contractor

Computer Service The objectives of this contract
are as follows: (1) to develop the
Corp.

O&MN (2)

maintenance subsystem of the
Standard Public Works Center
Management System. This is
the missing link in the total Public Works Management System
installed in five Public Works
Centers in the Continental US
and being installed at the four
overseas Public Works Centers.
(2) To develop the internal management and preliminary program
requirements subsystem of the
maintenance module of the standard, Navy-wide Public Works Department Management system.
Process Consulting Inc.
82

Not determined

of

II

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office
Facilities Engineering Command (contd)

Appn.
Budget
Activity
O&MN (2)

Total
Supply Systems
Command

O&MN (2)

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1968
FY 1969 FY 1970
252

290

430

327

390

512

396

Contractor

Purpose

Operations Research Inc.

The objective of this effort is to
automate the Shore Facilities
Planning and Programming
System, the basic tool used by
CNO to develop the Navy Military Construction Program.
This automated system will provide uniform and timely planning
and programming information to
all echelons of command. The
specific modeling application of
the system will determine
optimum economic utilization of
facilities based on alternative
pilot training programs.

Planning Research Corp.

The contract provides for studies, surveys and analyses of the
data being collected under the
Material Management System,
development of user requirements and measures of effectiveness, and development of management contracts. Some examples
are: (I) Determining the feasibility of and developing a series

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office
Supply Systems
Command (contd)

Appn.
Budget
Activity

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1969 FY 1970
FY 1968

Contractor

Purpose
of mathematical models for
ultimate use by management in
the maintenance decision-madng
process; (2) Use of 3-M and
other data to determine the general effects of deferring ship
overhaul* on the basis of maintenance cost and readiness; (3)
Developing procedures for collecting configuration change
data through the 3-M system:
(4) Need for 3-M depot maintenance level data reports to satisfy the requirements of managers in CNO. NAVMAT, SYSCOMS, FLT/TYCOMS; (5)
Statistical analysis of Aviation
3-M readiness, utilization and
manpower reports; (6) Development of a Priority System for
ranking weapons system and
supporting program for NAV ORD.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office

Supply Systems
Command (contd)

Appn.
Budget
Activity
O&MN (Z)

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1968
FY 1969
FY 1970

Contractor

E. A. Keeble

Assoc.

Purpose
This effort will develop and furnish
data elements for all non-nuclear
expendable ordnance. These elements will be used in all those systems that manage conventional ordnance. The data elements now being used by these systems are not
compatible between systems nor
are they machinable. Thus, there
is no way that an inventory manager can effectively access the system. The new elements will make
access possible and will be essential to effective worldwide management of the conventional ammunition Inventories.

-7%

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses
Appn.
Requiring Office

Supply Systems
Command (contd)

Total

Budget
Activity

Program Estimate
FY 1968

($000)
FY 1969

FY 1970

Contractor

Purpose

O&MN (2)

Univ. of Mich- Development of a problem statement language to achieve machine
igan
independence throughout Supply
Systems Command's program
repertoire. Such rmchine indeperd ence is necessary to allow interchangeability of hardware, facilitate competitive bidding for equipment replacement and allow interchangeability of programs between
systems.

O&MN (2)

COMESS.
Inc.

Use of the Systems Comparison
Evaluation and Review Technique
(SCERT) to simulate various systems models for the Conventional
Ammunition Inventory Management
System (CAIMS). This will allow
NAVSUP to effectively assess which
is the best alternative before choosing the final systems model for development and refinement.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Reqmiring Office

Strategic Systems
Project Office

Appn.
Budget
Activity
O&MN (2)

O&MN (2)

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1968
FY 1969
FY 1970

159

200

Contractor

Purpose

General Electric To develop computerized longrange planning systems. These
systems permit expeditious and
accurate response in determinig
the FBM capability required to
meet actual or hypothetical enemy
threat.
Systemetrics

To determine best approach to
development of an automated system for SSPO budgeting that will
reduce time and cost of estimating
with no reduction in reliability.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office

Strategic Systems
Project Office(contd)

Appn.
Budget
Activity

O&MN (4)

OWN (4)

Contractor
Aries

O&MN (Z)

Total
Chief of Naval
Personnel

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1970
FY 1969
FY 1968

261

159

200

33

138

'60

Purpose

Resources Management Information System (REMIS)-programming
and systems design for the enhancement of REMIS in order to
improve reporting and reduce
operating time on the computer.

Vitro

To identify, verify and record
individual skills and training received based on an evaluation and
comparison of individual questionnaires and service records so as
to improve the management of personnel resources.

R. L. Martino

To analyze the number of additional personnel required to perform
the projected workload in the Management Information Division of
BUPERS.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses
Appn.
Budget
Activity

Requiring Office

Chief of Naval
Personnel (contd)

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1968
FY 1969
FY 1970

O&MN (4)

Total

Contractor

R. May Assoc.

53

148

60

Purpose
To conduct a comprehensive and
critical analysis of the academic
and administrative space requirements for students, faculty and
administrative personnel of the
Naval War College. The study
takes into consideration those
normal space requirements anticipated in a graduate school and
additional requirements necessary
to fulfill specialized curricula demands of an advanced military
college.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office

AppnBudget
Activity

Intelligence Command

O&MN (6)

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1969
FY 1970
FY 1968

398

79Z

IBM Corp.

646

O&MN (6)

Contractor

This classified contract relates
to the development and design of
the Fleet Intelligence Centers
Automation Program and to the
program design and redevelopment of the Ocean Surveillance
Intelligence System.

Not determined
IBM Corp.

244

Purpose

Contract for Naval Intelligence
Processing System Support At.ivity (NIPSSA), which will provide

computer program development
of formatted files for Fleet Intelligence Centers (Atlantic. Pacific,
Europe) in FY 68 and refine these
files in FY 69/70.

O&MN (6)

100

Planning and
Will provide organizational analyResearch Corp. sis of Naval Reconnaissance and
Technical Support Center's
(NRTSC) automatic data processing capability in relationship to
newly assigned responsibilities in
Ocean Surveillance Information
System. The objective of this

W0

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office

Appn.
Budget
Activity

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1970
FY 1969
FY 1968

Contractor

Purpose

effort is for an operation and systems analysis of NRTSC. including
major intelligence data and information interactions between and
among NRTSC, selected elements
of the Assistant Chief of Naval
Operations (Intelligence), and selected elements of the Naval Intelligence Command. The analysis
shall encompass both general and
specific producti on procedures.
and NRTSC requirements for software support to the operational
needs of the Fleet.

Intelligence Command (contd)

O&MN (6)

Sanders
Associates
Inc.

Contract for the Naval Scientific
and Technical Intelligence Center
to determine feasibility of displaying acoustic signatures on
cathode ray tube to permit "quick
look" capability to replace present
time-consuming procedures. This
would enable direct movement
from tape to the tube for measurement and comparison - the computer will be able to recall other
classified signatures and display

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office

Appn
Budget
Activity

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1969 FY 1970
FY 1968

Contractor

Purpose
them for comparison with the
newly acquired signature. Presently activity must "print out" the
whole recorded portion of the
tape and search through it for
areas of interest. Rapid CRT
screening will help eliminate the
data-less areas to enable the
activity to make hard copy of only
signatures of interest.

Intelligence Command (contd)

16

O&MN (6)
O&MN (6)

25

Preston &
Associates

153

Systems Development
Corp.

This classified contract concerns
information on prisoners of war.

Contract for the Naval Scientific
and Technical Intelligence Center
(NSTIC)to establish, convert and
maintain machine data base and
subsidiary magnetic tapes and to
provide for new programming
activities supporting Technical
Information Office of NSTIC, and
to purge, develop, and reorganize
corporate source index files and
prepare documentation.
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Requiring Office

Appn.
Budget
Activity

Intelligence Com-

O&MN (6)

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1970
FY 1969
FY 1968
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mand (contd)

Total

795

947

1,175

Contractor

Not determined

Purpose

This classified contract relates
to sensor data analysis at the
Naval Scientific and Technical
Intelligence Center.
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Department of the Navy
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Requiring Office

Appn.
Budget
Activity

Office of Information

O&MN (6)

Systems Planning and
Development

Total

Program Estivate
($000)
FY 1970
FY 1969
FY 1968

Contractor
Booz-Allen &
Hamilton Inc.

Purpose
Develop organization, facilities
and arrangement methods to
implement the major ADP applications currently under development or being planned in the DON.
The major tasks of the study
included: Determining the organization and reporting relationships
which will best serve SECNAV ADP
planning, developmental, and
operating requirements under
study; specifying the characteristics and the order of magnitude
of equipment required to handle
the SECNAV ADP applications
studied; and recommending procedures to enable SECNAV to most
effectively and economically provide data processing resources for
the applications currently in operation, under development, or being planned.

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses

Requiring Office

Automatic Data
Processing Equipment Selection Office

Appn.
Budget
Activity

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1970
FY 1969
FY 1968

O&MN (6)

Contractor

Purpose

Auerbach
Corp.

To assess the use of COBOL
(Common Business Oriented Language) in industry and facilitate
establishment of COBOL as standard computer programming language for the Department of the
Navy.

Peat, Mar-

The study provided professional
financial management and systems analysis services for the
implementation of the Department
of the Navy Program/Budget/
Accounting and Performance Reporting System. This system was
required to improve and strengthen
financial management procedures
and functions by providing greater
visibility, greater response, and
an improved analytical capability.
In addition the system enables the
Navy to meet the requirements of

Total
Comptroller of
the Navy

O&MN (6)

193

wick, Livingston & Co.

Resources Management.

Budget
Activity

Requiring Office

Department of the Navy
Studies and Analyses
Procurement of Contractual
lvgz;stimate
($000)
Contractor
Budgetsyottemsto
FY 1970
FY 1969
FY 196s
to
SIncor.

ups

progrdeal~ ne

stalltiote

Industrne

Comptroller of the
Navy (contd)

O&MN (6)

Industries
Inc.

programming in system
the installation
will
allotmentwith the which
final Joint
of
compatible
be an
To
System.
Pay
Uniform Military
will
contract
the
achieve this,
the alprovide for conversion of
format
a
to
lotment master file
compatible with the proposed
the
JUMPS master file, with
incOrporatof
ultmate objective
a subing the allotment file as
Moresection of the JUMPS file.
provide
will
over, the contract
for acprocedures and controls
to the
commodating rapid inputs
charoptical
from
allotment file
will enand
devices
reading
acter
system
sure the existing allotment
the
during
operation
full
in
kept
is
above-described transition.
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Total

Department of the Navy
Procurement of Contractual Studies and Analyses
Appn.
Budget

Requiring Office

Activity

Oceanographer of
the Navy

O&MN (6)

Program Estimate
($000)
FY 1968
FY 1969 FY 1970
387

320

695

Planning Research Corp.
of Cal.

Purpose
The objective of this effort is to
develop a system to automate
oceanographic
collection of
data aboard ship, its transmission and storage on shore and its
retrieval and utilization in research and practical application.
The automated system would allow data to be processed quickly
for timely use and will facilitate
access to and charting of all the
material available on a subject.

This is a one-time contract to
Raytheon and
Bissett Berman define a program to equip the

O&MN (6)

Total

Contractor

387

445

695

Navy's operational oceanographic
research vessels with an integrated system of shipboard oceanographic survey equipment. These
ships survey the world's oceans
oceanographically and acoustically in support of Navy weapons systems. The results of the study
will provide for the most effective
and efficient equipment mix for
these ships.
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IN DEFINITION OF MANAGEMENT STUDMS

Mr. ANDEWS. We note thfat you tre requesting $10.226 million for
management studies in 1970. This is an increase of $1.392 milli0wover
the funds expected to be obligated in 1969. What was the original
request for fiscal year 1969? What isthe total?
Adniral Sitxi~xy. Captain Oiler?
Captain OLLER. Last year we were asked by this committee to give
a summary for the record of the studies we anticipated. We gave the
figure for the record of $1.9 million. We were advised by Congressman
Sikes that our definition of management studies and the committee's
definition were two different things. As a result, we have had quite
a change in our approach to the management of management studies
within the office. All management studies are reviewed by us before
t:hey are permitted to go out. and they arc followed very closely.

We have a Department of Defense instruction regarding manage-

mnat studies to make certain there is a reasonable degree of useful

product, anticipated, and also to make certain we cannot do it in-house,
even by deferring projects of a lesser nature,
We find the discrepancy between last year's $1.9 million and this
year's $8.8 million comes about as a result of the redefinition, our
definition and your definition.

Mr. ANDRWS. Is it tie same thing now?

Captain OLvnat. Yes, sir. We were excluding software and coml)uter programs from the definition-last year.
Mr. AND11Vs. You are asking more money for next year than you
had last year.
Captain OLLER. This is true, sir, $1.4 million more.
Mr. ANDEWS. Why ?
Captain OILR. It. is a matter of the scope of the management studies.
MANAOEMFNT STUDIES IN PROCESS

Mr. A cnMEwS. HoWImany studies do you have underway ?
Captain OLLR. I would havo to give you that informaion. I would
estimate right now that there are about 18 studies underway.
Mr. ANDREwS. By whom are the studies made?
Captain OLLER. hey are made by a variety of organizations: North
American Rockwell; Vitro; Booz, Allen & Hamilton; and'others.

Mr. ANDREWs. Supply a list of the studies for the record.
(The information follows:)
3MANAOEMENT

STUDIES RECENTLY COMPLETED OR CURRENTLY

UNDERWAY

The following Is a list of contracted studies and analysis which have been

completed recently or are currently underway in the Department of the Navy
(contractor and purpose) :
1. North American Rockwell: To provide systems analysis of specified organizations
on the Navsubase,
New London,
to the design of a fully
Integrated
system.Conn., leading
2. Vitro:management
To provide Inforhiation
support In development
of Polari tender management
Information system (PTIfIS) program.
3. Stanwiek: For development of ADP products for analysis by fleet commands.

4. Resources Management Corp.: Conduct analytical studies on Naval weapons systems and their major components and associated support systems and
development management Information and evaluation and control systems.
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5. Vitro: Studies and analyses to establish and apply Improved methods of
determination of procurement quantities, inventory control, ontlimuin (lstrilbution, maintenance and disposal of armament ground support equipment.
0. Booz, Allen & Hamilton: To determine tihe optimum use of limited number
of spare parts and related Items.
7. Bunker-Ramo Data Systems: To complete the Navair data element dictionary and convert it to the proper DOD standard data element format.
8. E. A. Keeble: To procure services for systems design and development of a
variety of ADP technical and logistical reports.
9. National Academy of Science/National Academy of Engineers; Updating of
gun barrel technology study.
10. Stanwick: Analyze data collected on supercharge steam generators.
11. Minneapolis-Honeywell: Master plan on the improved rearming rates
program.
12. ROA Service Co.: Radio frequency compatibility and Interference studies
In support of ship design requirements.
13. Booz, Allen & Hamilton: Industrial communications systems definitions by
ship type and class.
14. Stanwlck: Provide automatic drita processing products encompassing maintenance and material management for Navships.
15. IRC, Inc.: Procedures for quantitative safety assessment of nonelectrical
ships systems and equipment.
10. Stanwick Communiioations Systems Inc., Sigma Systems: Development of
techniques and systems design for processing and aunlyzing reliability, maintalnability, and management data for the typo commanders.
17. Stanwick: Provide improved engineering operational sequencing systems
for OVA-02, CVA--0. DE-1040. DDG-3, OVA-42, OVAZ-0.
18. Booz, Allen & Hamilton: Value analysis of Navshlp management information system for shipyards.
19. Larkin Co.: Analysis and development of accounting system at the Naval
Ship Engineering Center, Philadelphia.
20. Lake Co.: Analysis and development of a system for workload planning
for the Naval Ship Engineering Center, Philadelphia.
21. OTI/Informatics: To develop teleprocessing system for workload planning.
22. Adams Associates: Modification of standard management information system payroll system.
23. Kaiser Engineers: Shipyard modernization study to determine what is
needed to modernize facilities anid equipment at eight naval shipyards.
24. Booz, Allen & Hamilton: Economic and military benefit analysis for shipyard modernization.
25. Computer Service Corp.: Develop specific subsystems for the public works
center/department management system.
20. Process Consulting, Inc.: Develop specific subsystems for the public works
center/department management system.
27. Operations Research, Inc.: Mechanization of the Navy shore facilities
planning and programing system. Develop system for optimum facility/usage/
requirement related to alternative pilot training program.
28. Planning Research Corp.: Studies, surveys, and analyses of data being collected under the Maintenance and Material Management Sy.Aem; development of
potential user requirements and measures of effectiveness ; and de-velopment
of products recommended for use by management.
29. E. A. Keeblo Assoc.: Develop and furnish data elements for ammunition
items.
30. University of Michigan: Development of a problem statement language to
achieve machine independence in program repertoire.
31. Comress, Inc.: Use of SOERT (System Comparison Evaluation and Review
Technique) as an aid In the (levelopment/refinement of CAIMS. (Conventional
Ammunition Integrated Management System).
32. General Electric: To establish computerized long range planning systems
that develop both actual and hypothetical FBM Weapon Systems hardware requirements.
33. Systemetrics: To determine best approach to development of an automated
system of budgeting that will reduce time and cost of estlmating with no reduction In reliability.
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34. Aries: Resources Management Information System (REMIS) programIng and systems design for the enhancement of REMIS in order to improve
reporting and reduce operating time on the computer.
35. Vitro: Study and analysis of various enlisted structures.
30. It.I,. Mirtlno: Deilne functional organization aid manpower needs.
37. It. May Aoc.: Acadeinic space requirements for the Naval War College.
38. IBM Corp.: Ocean Surveillance Intelligence System Program Design and
Program Redevelopment.
39. IBM Corp.: Develop Program for Ultimate Files Systems In Fleet Intelligence Centers.
40. Planning and Research Corp.: Intelligence System Automation Program
Design and Development.
41. Sanders Associates Inc. ADP Support to Acoustic Data Analysis.
42. Preston & Associates: Analyses of special prisoner of war assessment
problems.
43. Systems Development Corp.: Analysis Study for scientfic and technical Intelligence center to develop plan for implementation of operational systems in
technical information office.
44. Booz Allen Hamilton: Develop organization, facilities and management
methods to iffiplement the major ADP applications currently under development
or being planned.
45. Auerbach Corp.: To assess the use of COBOL (Common Business Oriented
Language) In industry and facilitate establishment of COBOL as standard compmter programing language for the Department of the Navy.
40. Peat, Marwick Livingston & Co.: Conduct system analysis of the Department of the Navy Program/Budget/Accounting and Performing Reporting
System.
47. Information Industries Inc.: Provide all necessary computer systems design, analysis and programing in the installation of an filotment system which
will be compatible with the final Joint Uniform Military Pay System.
48. Planning Research Corp. of California: Develop and integrated automated
data processing system for storage, retrieval, and utilization of oceanographic
data within the Navy.
49. Raytheon and Bissett Berman: Evaluate/redesign data systems of operational, oceanographic survey ships.
TYPES OF MANAGEMENT STUDY CONTRACTS

Mr. ANDRFiWS. Take one case and tell us what they are studying
and how much you are pAying them for it. Are these contracts negotiated or let out to low bid?
Captain OLLaRn. It has been a combination. There have been unsolicited ones. There have been some negotiated. This past year we have

directed that. they be competitive within the next year.

lMfr. ANDREIWS. What do you mean, "unsolicited'?
Captain OrtaiE. Wherein we have been. advised that there is what
you igjht call a breakthrough in u certain area, and they would like

to sell it to us. _
Mr. ANDREWS. They try to get the business?

Captain OLiLn. That is right, sir.
Mr. ANDRnIws. W,hat do you mean by a breakthrough, Captain?
Captain OJAJFJr. I 4hink almost every day someone comes up with a
new way to do business, a new teolmique. They are constantly, quite

naturally, trying to market this product.

1Mr. ANDRBWs. How many of those 29 contracts were unsolicited?

Captain Oiramt. I would guess no more than one or two, but I would
have to provide that for the record, sir.
Mr. ANDF WS. They just come up and tell you they can do something and want to do it for you ut a certain price?
Ca ptain OLLm. This happens many, many times, and most of them

are rejected.
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EXAMPM OF A MANAOEMNNT STUDY CONTAC,!'
Mr. ANDReWS. Pick out one contract, and tell us what they are
studying.
Captain OLLR. I would live to provide it for you.
Mr. ANDRDWS. I am not talking about unsolicited studies. I am talkingubout an example of a contract.
apitan O~mn. n 1968, a contract was let with. Booz, Allen, &
Hamilton to determine the optimim use of n limited immber of spare
parts and related items. This was in the Air Systems Command, sir.
In 1969 this contract was extended for another $23,000.
The intent here was to keep the cost of spare parts down by limiting
the actual number and by getting better mileage from them through
efficient positioning, and also by the shifting of inventories.
Mr. ANxDRes. Did not the Navy have the in-house capability of
studying this matter without 'having to pay $23,000 for a contract to
huve it done?
Captain OLLER. Not without deferring a higher priority subject, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You do not place any high priority on this contract
you gave them?
Captain OLrLa. Yes, sir; we do.
Mr. ANDREWS. There is no telling how much these study commis-

sions cost the Government. Every year they seem to be increasing.
This year you want about $1.4 million more to study something.
Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if they ever had a commission
to study not having any more study commissions.
Mr. ANDMWS. Do you want to solicit a contract for that purpose?
Captain OLLr. I am sure you could get lots of volunteers to work
on that at a price.
Mr. FLOOD. Beginning with you.
CONMACr WIT!

PERSON AND ASSOCIAteS

Mr. ANDREVS. Let us look at this one awarded to Preston & Associates. Are you familiar with tlt one? It is on page 12.
Captain OLLR. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDR ws. How much did you pay for that study?
Captain OLLR. We paid $16,000 last year, and we anticipate spendin Vr.
$26,000
this yer.
ANDvE..$41,000.
Captain OLL.R. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. The purpose of that was to get an analysis of special
prisoner-of-war assessment problems.
Captain OLLER. Sir, I cannot discuss this one. I do not have the information. I will have to provide it. It is a matter for the Intelligence
Command.
Mr. ANDEWS. Does the Navy have any prisoners of war at this
time?
Captain OLLER. I do not know, sir.
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, we have.
Mr. ANDREws. How many, Admiral?
Admiral DUNCAN. U.S. Navy missing and prisoners of war, about
253.
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Admiral Siuiiy. These are our people who are prisoners of the
enemy.

Mr. ANDRF WS. This is for the purpose of having an analysis of speM

cial prisoner-of-war assessment problems.
Admiral DUNCAN. I probably misunderstood your question. I
thought you meant those of the Unit d States whoare prisoners.
Mr. FLOOD. Who wrote that? 0. Henry? What does that mean? You
have no idea, Mr. Chairman. Neither do 1. What in the world are they
talking about? What does the language mean? Merely translate the
English.
Admiral SmnF.Y. Is there anyone here from Intelligence?
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you come up with anything at the end of the
first year for $16,000?
Captain M-T-ns. I would have to provide thytt for the record, sir.
Mr. ANDRWS. Do you know of anything they came up with, any
suggestions they made?
Captain MYERS. No, sir.
Mr. ANDRB~vs. Anything that was helpfulto the cause for which

you paid $16,000 ?
Captain MYERS. That answer would have to be provided for the
record.
Mr. AxDREiWS. Does anybody in the room know the answer to that
question? What have they offered to do for the $25,000 in fiscal 1970?
Admiral SnInxy. I will have to provide it for the record, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. ANDpmWS. If you can.
Admiral SHTF Y. Yes, sir.
(The information was provided t6 the committee and is classified.)
RSPONSMLITY FOR ISSUING CONTRACT

Mr. Ln'scot. Who is in charge of this study ?
Admiral SMiwrFy. That is a study being done for the Intelligence
Command, Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. Lwscom. Who is in charge of letting out the contract and
making arrangements forthe study?

Admiral SIUnFLEY. Captain Oller's organization is generally in

charge throughout the Navy of these contracts, but this contract is
to provide information and services to the Intelligence Command.
Mr. LiPSCoMI. Do they know the results of the 1969 study before
they platn the 1970 study?
Admiral SuiFirY. I do not have that information, sir.
Mr. LTrscoikmt. Is the man in charge here?
Captain OLLFR. The office I am attached to is required to review
l)rosPective contracts for management studies to insure thait they
comply with the overall DOD policy regarding general management
studies. They wmtto keep them to the minimum.
Insofar as contract authority and review, the individual systems
commands or offices make the initial determination of the need for
the contract and the specifics for it. It is passed up to the Secretary
of the Navy's Office for review. Following approval, it goes to a Navy
purchasing office.
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Once the contract is let, the initial command or systems command
who originally asked for it is responsible for insuring that they get
what they asked and paid for.
Mr. LmscoiB. Before you come hero to justify another year of

study-you do not know whether they have performed this particular
study under the first year's contract or notCaptain OLL . Not normally, sir. I should hope by next year we
would. Just before Christmas there was established a central location
where, for any contract that is reviewed such as this, the subject matter
is inserted into a repository of information. We now check to make
certain it has not been done anywhere else within GoVernment before,
to make sure we are not buying it for a second or third time, and at,the
same time to see if any elements of it may be useful.
Similarly, we will have to check to see that there is a payoff. At the
Secretary level we will have to check to see if there is a payoff from
one year to the next before we go forward.
Mr. LTrPSCOMB. Can you tell us who Preston & Associates are? Or the
subcontractor, who they are?
Captain OLLF.R No, sir, I cannot. I can provide that.
NAVY ADVISED

TO BE PRF.PARF.D TO DISCUSS MANAGEMENT

STUDIES

Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral Shifley, the clerk informs me that the Navy
was forewarned that one of the general areas of discussion would be
management studies, and so far we have not gotten any evidence about
what these contracts are, except the price, which is increasing each
year.
Here is One which is nearly a year old, and you do not even know who
the contracting palies are. You do not know: what they have done. All
we know is that you want more money for that same contract for next
year. We have no evidence that anything has been accomplished during the first year, which cost $16,000.
Mr. FLOOD. You do not know who the parties to the contract are?
Mr. ANDreWS. That is what the captain said.
Captain OLLER. The one you are addressing, sir, is for the Intelli-

gence Command.

Mr. ANDPwWS. The contractor is Preston & Associates, and you said

you did not know who they were.
Captain OLLER. I am not familiar with the corporation, sir.
CONTRACTOR

PLOWYEES WORKING ON STUDY

Mr. ANDRF.WS. I would like you to supply for the record who these

people are, how many people are working 'on this contract, what salaries they are getting, and what. they have accomplished for the
$160 000 that they got in fiscal year 1969.
Captain Or.,in. All right, sir.
(The information follows:)

Initially, a total of eight employees from Preston & Associates and its subcontrdetor, Dunlap & Associates have been assigned to the study. These person-

nel are as follows:

A. PRESTON & ASSOcIATES, PRIME CONTRACTOR

1. Name: Mr. Tames Monroe; position: principal investigator; salary: $14.42

(rate/hour) ; utilization: 160 man-hours.
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2. Name: Mr. James Ewing; position: senior operations analyst; salary: $14.42
(rate/hour) ; utilization: 320 man-hours.
3. Name: Mr. Robert Engle; position: research assistant; salary: $4.85 (rate/
hour) ; utilization: 480 man-hours.
4. Names: Katherine Donovan, Mary Lyon, and William Heenan; position: clerical (coding) staff; salaries: $3 (rate/hour); utilization: 2,800 man-hours
total.
These persons will be used for short periods of time and two more people will
be added to the list.

5. Name: unknown (position vacant at his time) ; position: secretarial; snary:
$3.50 (rate/hour) ; utilization: 400 man-hours.
B. DUNLAP & AB3OOIATEBi SUBCONTRAOTOR

1. Name: Mr. Douglas Whittemore; position: systems analyst; salary: $31.30

(rate/hour) ; utilization: 170 man-hours.
2. Name: Mrs. Pat Feulhart; position :+associate scientist; salary: $17.20 (rate/
hour) ; utilization : 500 man-hours.

Other professionals and technical personnel will be assigned as required to

meet contract commitments.

(Clerk's note: Progress on the study to date was providedt'o tire

committee and is classified.)

NEED FOR nTER PREPARTno

Mr. FLOOD. That is all right, Mr. Chairman, but the only trouble with
this hearing is that this is an Appropriations Committee, and these
people are supposed to be hero to give us information on this budget.
You have been sitting here as long as I have. They had dress rehearsals
down there in the old days, Admiral. They used to go so far as to
set up a table like this and have Nai'al officers sit in these chairsFlood, Andrews, Whitten, Sikes, Mahon-and bring your witnesses
in and dress rehearse them.
Did you ever hear about that?
Admiral SiiFi.x1y. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. This is act II, scene I. The answer always was, "We will

supnly that for the record." Tell them nothing.

Here we are at the hearing. The chairman has 1l aced you on warning
about these contracts. These have been around here for years. They are
real cats and dogs. Imagine a vice admiral wasting time on a $16,000
contract. We have no information, Skip~per.
Admiral SiWl Y. Mr. Flood and Mr. Chairman, I think the problem is the large number of small contracts here. We really would have
the hearing room flooded with people if we tried to have enough people
in here who knew the details of all these small contracts.
We have the information here as to the number of contracts what the
company is that the contract is with, and who they are providing services for, and generally the terms of the contract, "whatthey are doing.
But I certainly do not pretend that we have enough peopl
Mr. ANDrFWS. $10,226,000 is not small change, Admirail. Suppose the

record remains as it is and we go to the floor to try to protect your
record. Suppose somebody jumps us and asks about this contract for
Preston and Associates, $16,000 in 1969, $25,000 for 1970. Tell us some-

thing about it. How on earth can we answer those quest-ions? We do
not know.
30-088 0-69-pt.
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The first thing you know, somebody will offer an amendment to
knock it out of there. We cannot defend you. We have nothing to defend
you with. That is our problem.
Admiral SHrPLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPS00MB. As Mr. Flood and Mr. Andrews pointed out, we have
been going into management studies for years.
They have been going on all over the lot. Last year in our report we
recommended that an area thnt could be reduced was management
studies. This has been prepared for the staff bf the committee and for
the Members, a list of all your studies for 3 years. Why couldn't the man
in charge, the one who signs the contracts, allocates the money, have
a briefing on this and be able to respond with the answers without any
trouble at all, without bringing the whole Pentagon over here?
Admiral Sirmmy. Well, I think it would be rather difflctlt, for one
man to know the details of all of these contracts, that is, the subject
matter and the details of the studies themselves, sir.
Mr. LiPscoiB. If we ask what the title of the study is, what it does,
who the contractor is you can look at the record last year and this is
the substance of it: Has it produced anything? It seems to me like
somebody could sit down and get briefed on this.
Mr. FLOOD. The simplest thing to do, Mr. Lipscomb, would be to reduce the number of contracts to such a number that one man could adequately present them, you see. That would solve the problem. If it is just
too big a job for one man to do, then why not reduce it to the level where
one man can do it ? It is a very simple equation. Otherwise we will never
know.
Mr. ANDREws. Do you have any more questions?
Mr. LiPSCO3B. I have some questions on some of the studies but it appears it wouldn't do any good to go into them.
Mr. ANDRmWS. Admiral, don't you believe that to be requesting over
$10 million for management studies is inappropriate?
Admiral Sirpriy. No, sir. I think fll of these are useful studies and
are needed in the management of the various parts of the Navy.
STANWICK CORP. CONTRACT

Mr. ANwDRws. We note that you are requesting $5 million for the
Stanwick Corp. to continue development of the Navy's ADP products
for analysis by Fleet Commands System. This is an increase op$1,592,000 over the amount requested for this study in 1969. Why Ure you increasing the amount for this study?
Admiral SmrLEY. First, the submittal we provided you is in error.
That will be a competitive contract in fiscal year 1970. That particular
contract is to support the type commanders in analyzing the data that
they get from the maintenance of their ships, primarily, and assist them
in making management decisions in this area.
Mr. Ax iRnws. Explain that in a little more detail.
Admiral SitiFLEY. For example, we collect quite a lot of information on the maintenance of ships; that is, how often and which parts
fail, personnel utilization, and so forth. This information is sent in to
the type commanders and also to our central data processing office in
Mechanicsburg. This contract is to assist the type commanders in
analyzing this information in order that they might better manage the
maintenance and support of their ships.
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Mr.

ANDPWS.

Tell us something about the Stanwiek Corp.

Admiral SHIFLF.Y. Well, it is a corporation that provides management services.

Mr. ANDRE WS. Where are they located?
Admiral SHIFLEY. Their main headquarters are in Arlington but
they have offices in various )laces at both coasts on this contract.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you think they know more about Navy ships than
Navy people do?
Admiral SIFLEY. No, sir; I don't think so.
PURPOSE OF THE STANWICK CORP., CONTRACT

Mr. ANDREWS. Why is it necessary to get them to point out the defects

in ships?
Admiral SUIFLEY. We don't use them to point out the defects in our

ships. We use them to process and analyze information reported by our
officers and men so that our Navy engineers can determine the action
necessary to improve maintainability, reliability, suppy support
training, personnel allocations, and so forth. You know, a good dal ol
our work is performed under contract, one way or the other.
Mr. ANDREWS. Repair work?
Admiral SIFLEY. Yes, sir; all kinds of work.
Mr. ANDREWS. Just what do these people do?
Admiral SHIFLEY. They perform three kinds of services. They work

on the systems, the information systems, they alsoMr. ANDREWS. Explain information systems for us.

Admiral SHIlEmY. They work on the systems for analyzing informa-

tion.
Mr. ANDREWS What information?
Admiral SHIFLEY. The information that we get from the operations
and maintenance of our ships.

Mr. ANDRFIWS. Who gets the information?
Admiral SHIPLEY. It comes from the ships; the bluejackets and
the officers on the ships report the information into their respective
type commanders' headquarters.
Mr. ANDREWS. You mean, they notice the defects in the ships?
Admiral SIFLEY. They make reports.

Mr. ANDREWS. They make a report to their commanding officer?
Admiral SHIFLEY. As to the maintenance work done on the ship
and the defects that happen, the repairs that have been made or need
to be made. This information is all fed into
Mr. ANDREWS. Nobody knows the defects and the repairs better
than the commander of the ship.
Admiral SHILEY. Tlat is right, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. All right. H-ere is a ship out at sea or coming imfto
port. You have got your sailors on there. They report to the commander of the ship that something is *wrong,something needs to be
done. That commander knows what needs to be done. Why should
these people have to tell him what needs to be done?
Captain OLLEn. The Stanwick Corp. analyzes the information from
the commanding officers, afnd develops a machine computer capability
that is to say, an information system which will take that information,
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place it on punchcards, automatically process it and give our people
ashore or in the repair ships who ive to do the repair work or
provide the parts the information they need to plan ahead to get
these parts and to schedule the work.
STANWICK EMPLOYEES ASSIGNED TO NAVY

CONTRACT

Mr. ANDREWS. I still don't see why you have got to get these people
based here in Washington-and there isn't a Navy ship within 100
miles of Washington-to tell you what needs to be done with that ship.
Captain OLLER. In the case of the St anwick Corp., they have people
at each of our type commander headquarters, physically located at
their offices, doing the work.
Admiral S1IFLEY. People working on this contract are located with
the fleets, they do systems design, punch cards, and provide computer
time.'
Mr. ANDREWS. I am still at a loss to lkow why the Navy would
have to get an outside firm to tell them what to do with ships or where
to do it.
Admiral SmiriY. Mr. Chairman, we could do this if we had enough
uniformed people in the Navy or if we had enough civilian employees.
We certainly feel we could do this job just as well, probably better
than the Stanwick Corp., or any other management services contractor.
Mr. ANDREWS. I would hope so. How many people from this company are actually employed on this contract?
Admiral SHFEY. I couldn't tell you that. I can provide that for
you. Obviously, it is quite a number. This is a $5 million contract.
USE OF INFORMATION GENERATED BY STANWICK CONTRACT

Mr, ANDREWS. We were told this morning that you know you have
more ships needing repairs than you have money to do the work with.
Admiral SIrFLEY. Yes sir. The analyses we prepare with assistance
from
contractor enables us to establish priorities.
. Mr. the
ANDREWS. So anything that these people tell you is just another
layer on the cake.
Admiral SHxFLEY. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You know you have got the work that needs to
be done.
Admiral SHIFLEY. No, sir. These people assist in analyzing what
has happened to the ships In the way of breakdowns and this sort
of thing, in order that a commanding officer may better maintain his
shLmiral DUNCAN. May I say something? Perhaps I might be able
to provide information based on shipboard experience.
Mr. ANDREWS. Yoiu have been out with the destroyers.
Admiral DUNCAN. Every man on t shipmaking a repair is required
to fill out a,foin. He fills out how much time ife spent, whether he
used a repair part, what 'broke down, and this is all coded. When we
started this system there was not enough, nor is there enough now
at least in the fleet where I was, enough of our own people to take
these forms and to punch the information into a machine and then to
analyze it. So Stanwick did this. They had girls and men puhehing
information into cards from data; recorded by our men on the ship who
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had been working on repairing a pump or repairing a generator. Then
by analyzing this, the type commander in the area and the engineers
in Washington can tell which kind of generator breaks down the
quickest or which piece goes first or which equipment requires the
most man-hours for repairs, and a lot of other technical details which
other officers here are more familiar with than I. But this is really
the purpose of the part of the Stanwick contract that applies to the
type commanders of which you were speaking.
Admiral GADDIS. You also find from collectifng this data Mr. Chairman, from the entire Navy, all ships doing this so that all equipment
of a similar type, no matter what ship it is on, then can be collected.
You can find the spare parts requirements the overhaul requirements, the deficiencies or the performance o# these various kinds of
equipment. This is the object, then, of collecting this data, writing
programs to get this kind of supply and repair requirement, design
requirement data from. all of thq ships of the fleet.. That is the job
that the Stanwick contract has been doing.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is this an analysis of the information submitted
under the 3M *stem?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes sire
e
to the 3M system.
Mr. Lmrsco~n. Mr.
airman.

Mr. ANDREWS.
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Admiral GADDIS. I would
Mr. Lwscom. How much is going into this, total, this 3M program
now in these contract.-so-called--studies?
Admiral SHiLmy. There is not very much in management studies for
the 3M program. Almost' all of the work is done in-house. The 3M
program, of course, is a name applied to an -improved method of
managing the day-to-day maintenance of ships and aircraft, and most
of the work is performed in-house.
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Mr. Chairman, it is obvious that the people here do not know all
the details about these contracts as, for example, this one we were just
discussing here. Could I suggest that you pick any of these studies that
you are particularly interested in and I will bring in someone tomorrow to talk to it, particularly ?
Mr. ANDREWS. We have all ready asked you to put something in the
record about all of these contracts.
Admiral SiirmY. Yes, sir.
The information follows:)
(Clerks note: The information provided for the record by the Navy
appears on pages 485-520.)
Admiral SiimFLY. May I expand on ti epurpose of each of these for
the record so that you will have more information and more detail?
I can assure you that all of these are examined in great detail before
they are permitted to become contracts.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where are the details? They are not in the record so
far.
Admiral SHiFLEY. I will be happy to provide them for you.
BENEFITS OF TlE STANWICK CONTRACT

Mr. ANDREWS. Let me ask you this question: Has any useful information been produced under this study with the Stanwick Corp.?
Admiral SHIFLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Spell it out.
Admiral Siiirra?. Well, it provides information so that the commanding officers of the ships can better manage their crows and maintain their sips.

Mr. ANDREWS. Can you think of anything else? If you can, I suggest

you put it into the record.
(The information follows:)
Stanwick contracts have benefited commanding officers of ships in two broad
areas. These are:
1. Preventive naintenance system

(PMS).-Stanwick developed systematic

procedures to better plan, schedule, and carry out shipboard maintenance on a
daily, monthly, and quarterly basis.
2. Maintenatwc data collection ywtem (MD

S).-Stanwick assisted in design

of products emanating from the MDCS which collects maintenance Information

on completed and deferred work aboard ship. When processed centrally, reports

are sent back to the commanding officer of the ship in the form of "Machinery

Histories" and "Current Maintenance Status" which are his principal tools
in maintaining the material readiness of his ship-in planning daily maintenance

work and In planning for shipyard overhaul.

Mr. LIPSCO31B. Would you yield there, off the record?
(Discussion off the record.)
STANWICK CORP. MANAGEMENT

STUDIES

CONTRACT

Mr. ANDREWS. We notice in the list of management studies provided
the committee that there are several studies to be undertaken by the
Stanwick Corp. What is the total amount being requested for the
Stanwick Corp. to undertake studies?
Admiral StiiLEY. They are all listed here, sir. I would have to add
them up.

Mr. ANDREWS. Put it in the record.
(The information follows:)
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STANWICK

CORP. MANAGEMENT

STUDIES CONTRACT

The Department of the Navy expects to have or to have had a total of eight
contracts with Stanwick Corp. during the 3 fiscal years 1968 through 1970.
The 3-year total cost of these contracts is estimated at $13.7 million.
The distribution of these contracts Is as follows:
COST ESTIMATE (in thousands
Fiscalr

Study
Fleet Resources Office ...........
Ships Systems Command .........
Do .....................
Do ........................
Do ......................

Fiscalyear Fiscal
re
9 Purpose
1969

$5,000 For development o1 ADP products for
analysis by fleet commands.
137 ........................ Analyze data collected on supercharge
steam generators.
Provide ADP products encompassing main.
83................
tenance and material management, casand alteration data for
ualty
fleet ureports,
so.
1,352 ........................ Development of techniques and systems
analyst' deslgn for processing and analyzing reliability, maintainability, and management data.
162
315 ............ Provide Improved enflneering operatonal
sequercing sstem for CVA-62, CVA-66,

$3,203

$3,408

4,937

3,723

DE-1040, DDG-3, CVA-42, CVA-60.

Total ....................

5,000

I Although this contract has been listed In all submissions as an expected Stanwick contract, It will be competitively
procured and may, the restore,be awarded to some other contractor.

NEGOTIATED COST-PLUS-AWARD-FEE

CONTRACT

Mr. ANDREWS. We note on a Pentagon news release dated October 1,
1968, that ithe Stanwick Corp. was awarded a $1,912,465 negotiated
cost-plus-award-fee contract to develop) and analyze management information products for various naval commands. Was this a management study contract which was approved last year?
Captain OiLu. Yes, sir; it was. It was a part of tle $3.4 million that
shows in the information which has been provided to this committee.
Regarding the previous question, you asked how much will be
awarded to Stanwick for fiscal 1970. Actually, all of those contracts
show Stanwick will be competitive in fiscal 1970, without exception.
Stanwick may or may not get any of them or all of them.

Mr. ANDREWS. All right. Why was this a negotiated cost-plus-award-

fee contract?
Captain OLTEjR. I will have to provide that for the record, sir.
(The information follows:)
STANWICK

CoNTRACT

TO DEVELOP AND ANALYZE MANAGEMENT
PRODUCTS FOR VARIOUS COMMANDS

INFORMATION

Negotiated sole-source procurement of this contract was considered In the best

interest of the Government for the following reasons:
(a) The vital requirements established by 8-M, resources management system,
and TYCOM\% administrative functions as set forth In the fleet management Inforination systems plan would not permit interruption of current support which
would be the case in a shift of contractors.
(b) The cost of transferring the large body of technical skill developed by
Stanwick to another contractor would have been prohibitive.
(o) Costs by Stanwick had been continuously audited and carefully controlled
by the Navy and had proven reasonable.
(d) Performance by Stanwick had been highly satisfactory.
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(e) The effort was at the time of negotiations and Is now In the process of

being moved "In-house" as rapidly as resources become available. A shift in
contractor personnel would have retarded thius objective by reducing the flexibilUty provided by Stanwick's Immediate responsiveness to Navy's increases In
ability to cut back contractor support.
The decision was made to award the contract as cost plus award fee for three
reasons:
(a) In prior years, the contract for these services has been awarded as a
cost-plus-fixed-fee contract, a contract type that does not require much respon-

siveness to costs on the part of a contractor. The cost-plus-fixed-fee type contract

demands that the contractor carefully consider efficiency and thrif IInorder to
earn his fee. A general switch to the more reslmnslve contract was considered

beneficial to the Government.

(b) The fee rate under cost-plus-award-fee (OPAF) tyix, contracts has averaged 8 percent. For comparable commercial endeavor, a contractor usually
achieves substantially more.
(o) The quarterly evaluations required by a OPAF contract keep the con-

tractor competitive. These evaluations have been shown to be highly favorable
from all participants.
AMr. ANDREWS. Is this the same contract for which you are now

requesting $5 million?
aptain OLrLR. Yes, sir.
Mr. FiOOD. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDnREVS. Mr. Flood.
Mr. FLooD. Skipper, you don't. know why that contract was cost
plus? Why, that stands out like a sore flumb. You don't know why?
Captain OLLE. I would have to get. that information from tie contract personnel.
Admiral SIJIFLDY. May I say this, sir: Generally, in this type of
a contract it is more efficient, more economical where you are having
a follow-on contract to have a sole-source negotiated contract becau.se the man who has been doing this has had to build Ul) an organization, get them trained and organized in order to do it.
Mr. FLOOD. Now, that is a good answer.
Admiral SHIFIJEY. If you change contractors, then his organization gets disbanded, somebody else has to go out and hire people,
organize, and so forth, and there is a good deal of lost, motion in his
startup, We pay for this. He doesn't, pay for it, we do.
There haIe bn so many questions, though, as Captain Oller says,
that all of these that have Stanwick listed here are going to go coinpetitive next year. He stands a little better chance of getting the new
contracts than somebody else because lie is already organized, has his
people, has an organization already going. He ought to be able to
underbid them. But this is not l)roven. lIe is going to have to do this
in order to get the contract.
RETIRED NAVAL OFFICERS PEM%PLOYFI) BY STANWICK CORP.

Mr. ANDRFEWS. Are there any retired naval officers niow employed by

the Stanwick Corp.
Admiral Siumny. Yes. I don't know how many that Stanwick has.
Mr. ANDREWS. I asked you previously to put into the record the
number of people employed on this Navy contract and I wish you
would list the names of them and what time background of each of
them is.
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Admiral SmFi

y. Of each retired naval officer?
Right.
(The information follows:)

Mr.

ANDR,

S.

RETIRED NAVAL OFFIOEBS EMPLOYED BY TnrE STANWIOK CORP.

There are 12 retired naval officers out of a total of 250 employees engaged in
the TYCOM ADP support contract. All of these former officers are performing
operational work at the TYCOM headquarters.
The retired naval officers are as follows:
Commander (ret.), 28 years' service, 1D39-07 (apprentice seaman through
commander).
Line officer and naval aviator: Experience in ADP applications of project/programing planning and control; experienced at pollcymaking level with Navy
3-M system (PMS/MDCS); obtained extensive knowledge of amphibious warfare doctrine and techniques.
Lieutenant commander (ret.), 20 years' service, 1941-07 (seaman through
lieutenant commander).
Engineer and repair officer: Ship alterations anaylsis, maintenance material
management.
Commander (ret.), 20 years' service, 1943-3 (ensign through commander).
Line officer/naval aviator: Experience included assignments as air operations
officer U.S. 7th Fleet; Director of Academic Training, Pensacola, Fla.; aircraft
maintenance officer, Ellyson Field, Pensacola, Fla.; ordnance officer, U.S.S.
Shangri-La; project engineer/manager (launch and recovery equipment), Naval
Air Experimental Facility, Naval Air Material Command, Philadelphia, Pa.
Lieutenant commander (retired), 20 years, service, 1049-60 (ensign through
lieutenant commander), 143-45 (enlisted service).
Line officer: Experience included weapons maintenance and rework; personnel
administration; Staff Anti-Air Warfare Officer Amphibious Group-One; Head
of Operations Department U.S.S. HoIli8tcr (DD-788). Overall experience includes program management, cost analysis, and systems maintenance and
management.
Lieutenant commander (retired), 24 years, service, 1930-6 (seaman apprentice through lieutenant commander).
Supply Corps officer: Experience included all facets of ashore and afloat supply procedures; planned and converted five ships of the Pacific Fleet from manual
to mechanized supply and accounting procedures; developed curriculum and
tests for teaching Navy supply management to newly commissioned Supply Corps
Officers.
Lieutenant commander (retired), 24 years, service, 143-07 (apprentice seaman through lieutenant commander).
Engineer and Repair officer: Experience included coordination of overhaul and
repair of vessels; operation and maintenance of steam engineerig plant; repair
officer of repair ship engaged in repair of MINFOIO1 units; manager of 3-M
Coordination Center while engaged in design and development of Navy 3-M
system.
Lieutenant commander (retired), 30 years, service, 1925-55 (apprentice seaman through lieutenant commander).
Electronics officer: Experience included electronics maintenance officer afloat
and ashore; radar installation and maintenance; instructor In radio, radar,
and air control; electronic test equipment desk, Maintenance Division, Bureau
of Weapons.
Lieutenant commavider (retired), 25 years' service, 1942-67 (apprentice seaman through lieutenant commander).
Engineering officer: Experience included administrative, technical, and supervisory assignments relative to repair and maintenance of ships and boats. Special emphasis in areas of: machinery operation: repair and maintenance; budgeting and cost controls; maintainability and reliability; personnel training and
safety.
Lieutenant commander (retired), 20 years' service, 1947-07 (ensign through
lieutenant commander).
Line officer: FVxnerlence Included Staff of Commander Naval Air Forces, U.S
Atlantic Fleet in Shins Material Readiness Division. which entailed Navy main.
tenance and alterations reoulrements and procedures, Navy budgeting pro.
.edures, ship/personnel operational requirement interface; shipboard engineer-
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Ing and maintenance which entailed maintenance, damage control, and personnel
training and administration on carriers and submarines.
retrial opriate 'TAQIII
Mieutenant commander (retired), 30 years' service, 19,065 (apprentice. seaman through lieutenant commander).
Line officer: Experience Included offleet' ii charge of UI.S. Atlnntic Fleet,
Personnel Accounting Machine Installation; Service Force, Atlantih, Personnel
Accounting Machine Installation ; Personnel Program Planning and Administration with the U.S. Atlantic Fleet; directed the assignment and distribution of
enlisted personnel of the U.S. Atlantic Fleet; a tour with Bureau of Naval
Personnel, Washington, D.C., as supervisor of IBM tabulating equipment
operations.
Commander (retired), 24 years' service, 1943-67 (iipprentlee seaman through
commander).
Line officer: Experience Included commanding officer of two destroyers and a
mlinesweeler; executive officer of U.S. Naval Ammunition D)epot. St. Juliens
Creek, Portsmouth, Va.; Commanding Officer of U.S. Naval Reserve 'TrainIng Center, Charlotte, N.C. ; department head on various ships and shore stations; training officer and Instructor at U.S. Naval Schools Command, Norfolk,
Va. ; and division commander of four ocean-going mine,'weelers.
Lieutenant commander (retired), 31 years, service, 1933-l4 (apprentice seaman through lieutenant commander).
Engineering and ordnance officer: Experience Included serving as chief englneer and electrical officer on several slips: tehnleal Sul)ervisor (nulear weal)ons)
,.5.S. Ticonderoga (OVA) : Head, Jnsnection department Nuclear Weapons Training Center, Atlantic; experience in depth in maintenance, overhaul
and operation of engineering plants plus structural and eqtlipnent alterations
to ships.
STUDY OF FAOTTATIES AND EQUPMENT A1tllANOMENTS
OVERITAUI, VORK PACOAOFS

FOI

SUBMARINE
T

Mr. ANDRVWS. Tn 1070 you are requesting $200,000 for a new study
of facilities and equipment arrangements for submarine overhaul work

packages. Why would the Navy require an outside consultAnt. firm'to
make a study of an area in which the Navy is most familiar?
Captain OlTim. That is a shil)S system command con tractCaptain Fvwpirnc. The ip'oblem here is that in the subilarine area
we have a program where we are trying to providee overhaul packnaes,
of work for tho ships so that theoy can be worked more efficiently. The
idea is to collect all of the material that is needed to pitt into these work
packages and get, it ready for installation in these ships. Now, I am not
familiar with that contract and I am not exactly sure what; it is that
they are asking for.
Mr. ANDREWS. ts there anybody in the room familiar with the

contract?

Captain FTpmrnloH. It is a question concerning fiscal year 1970, I
don't know what the plan is but the contract has not. been awarded. T
will provide more information on this for the record.
(The information-follows:)
During the preparation of the naval shipyard modernization program a stateof-the art report was made. As a result, NAVSHIPS has Judged It necessary to
conduct a detailed engineering analysis of submarine overhaul work sites at
Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard to assure that the newly developed work package concept and the facilities and equipment for accomplishing the work packages
are totally complimentary. This evaluation will include drydoeklng concepts, material handling, weight handling, utilities and services, specialized product overhaul lines, and the like, less the facilities, equipment, and work packages related
to the nuclear reactor portion. Tils is a one time, short term, highly concentrated
study effort and It is in the best Interest of the Governnent to contract for this
effort. It Is proposed that the contractor would be selected through normal competitive bidding techniques.

a
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STUDY 01' SENSORS DATA ANALYSIS

Mr. ANOrRIs. You aro alo initiating it new study of sensors data
analysis. What is the purpose of this study?
Admiral SIIwLEY. Is that oil the list. of studies that we gave you?
n)ptuin O1,1xii. Yes, sit-. It was lutolligonco Command, proposed

$432,000 contract.
Admiral Sitiruti. Oh, yes.
Mr. A N)R MwS. You have not soleeted a contrActor yet, havO You?
Captain OiYur. It is for funds to he allocated in fiscal 1070, sir.
Mr. ANmtiws. Can you toll us what kind of an analysis they will

make, what the Iurlpose of the st uly is?
CIlphain Otiait. No, sit'. I would hUve to provide the information on
tis inluolligyeni (,o lt,11 for the record.
(''he information follows:)

fi('hnictil Intelligence ConTilu contract will provide the Nasal Sclentilfc and
ft'r (NS'lCV) with a completely autonmiaed computer ,ystem which will provide

iacoustie ehanrneteristle of foreign ulbinarines In printed form, produced by input of raw acoustieal data to thp machine. 'Ihe contract requires the contractor
to procure att Intiegrate componuqts, develop programnihg, oral siipport doextthe system and deliver
mentation, anml perinlerhl equipment, eqnpIj aml nsdaemln,
It to NSTIO where It will he operat~l by Navy ier. ompel.

NAVY AIRICrJ TASSES IN VITNKAM

Mr. ANmmws. Is the Navy making a study of aircraft losses in
1?
Vietnam
Colonl1 SPAIITINO. Studie ?
Mr. ANimmVs. Yes.
Colonel SPAntoLO. Not. that,Tknow of, sir.
Mr. Ft,onn. What ive been tw Navy's airer'aft losses in Vietnam?
Admiral Si rwvax. 1)o you know the total, Colonel ?
Colonlel SPArIANO. No, sir: I don't. I would have to provide that. I
ean say what we project, for 1970. 1 don't know what our total losses
are. I 611n provide flint for you.
Mr. Fioo. If I wits in tho Navy T would know at. 4 o'clock every
plane of very category that. wo lst4, like the back of my hnmd.
Colonel Si'An;Am o. The Navy (os know this, sir.
Admitl Stmwi... I can ive them to you right now, if you like,

Mr. Flood.
Mr. Foon. Just,give meoa. round total number.
in 1965,
Admiral SIIJFT.EY. fit North Vietnmnn the Navy lostin 1968, andl tho total up
in 1907,
ill 196, ill
f.
until the 18t.h of March, wo had lost.a
Mr. Froon. Are these all carrier-hasAedrnft, of the various eatogories?
Admital Situwry. Them wero attack attrition rntes, 1.S. Navy.;
yes, sir.
Mr. Ftrop. I say, they wre nil earrier-lasd craft?
Admiral St wraw. Yes, sir. these are P.S. Navy carrier based.
Mr. ANmimws. Mr. Flood, (ho you have any questions oil managemont studied ?
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NEED FOR COMMITrTEE INVESTIGATION OF MANAGEMENT STUDY CONTRACTS

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Chairman, we are wasting the time of the committee

and of these witnesses. To my knowledge, there never has been an investigation made by this committee of the area of management study
contracts. The time has come when the Appropriations Committee
must direct a full-dress investigation of this entire area. We -ra at
the end of the line. We have been kicking this around for years. I
don't know whose fault it is. I do not think it is the fault of these
people in the room, but certainly the time has come when this committee as such must direct an investigation of this whole area of management study contracts. We are getting no place here. This should have
been done years ago.
Mr. A vEws. Mr. Lipscomb.
SAMPLE OF A MANAGEMENT STUDY TO BE SUBMIITED) FOR COMMITTEE USE

Mr. LIPSCOmB. Mr. Chairman, we have alw ays gone into this in
detail but I don't think it would add anything to go further. When
you come back before the committee, I would like to have an opportunity to look at a study just to see what use it was put to ,and how it
came out. Now, this 'one is listed on your analysis and the requiring
office is the Supply Systems Command. It cost $27,000. The contractor was the University of Michigan. The title of the study was
"Development of a Problem Statement Language to Achieve Machine
Independence in Program Repertory."
I would like to take a look at the study, see how it was used, the
distribution of it and also the performance of the contractor.
Admiral StIFLEY. Yes, sir; we can provide that.
Mr. LIPscoMB. Not just for the record, but if we could have it brought
in so we could take a look at it tomorrow morning.
Admiral SHIFLEY. Yes, sir. Captain Oller, can you bring it in?

Captain OLLER. Yes, sir.

Mr. Liesconi. That is all I have.

Mr. Andrews. Mr. Davis.

Mr. DAvis. I have nothing further at this time.
OFF-BASE HOUSINo REFERRAL

Mr. AwDEws. With respect to off-base housing, does the Navy
have an off-base housing division?
Captain JOHNSTON. Is this the off-base housing referral system; is

that the question?
Mr. ANDREWS. Off-base housing referral.

Captain JOHNSTON. Yes, sir. The major shore activities in the
continental United States Alaska, and Hawaii do have housing re-

ferral offices as a part of the normal service to officers and enlisted men

reporting there for duty who will not be housed in quarters on the
base, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the estimated cost for supporting this opera.
tion in fiscal 1970?
Admiral SiuFLEY. The Housing Referral Service is a DOD spon.
sored program and is funded through the family housing appropriation with the exception of military personnel expenses which are
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funded under the MP, N appropriation. For 1969 there were 201
billets and $1,750,000 was requested in the family housing appropriation and was not appropriated by the Congress.
Mr. ANDREWS. Not appropriated ?
Admiral SmFu.Y. Was not appropriated; no,.sir.
Admiral GADDIS. It is an administrative service on each base.
Mr. ANDREWS. This $1 million figure would cover all the bases?
Admiral
Haw-%aii.GADDIS. Yes, sir. In the continental United States, Alaska,
and
Admiral SiiFLEY. In fiscal year 1970, 85 civilian, 85 military billets
and $1,300,000 have been requested under these other accounts. No
funds are provided or requested in the 0. & M.N. appropriaton.
MAINTENANCE OF REAL PROPERTY

will now discuss "Maintenance of real property."
The Navy proposes reducing the amount restricted for the maintenance of real property facilities by $8,100,000 in 1970. Why is this
reduction being proposed?
Mr. ANDREWS.

We

Captain RED. We are requesting $147,500,000 in fiscal 1970 for
real property maintenance.

Mr. ANDREWS. That is a reduction of $8,100,000.
Captain REED. From $155,600,000 the year before; yes, sir, it is.
EFFECT OF REDUCING REAL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

Mr. ANDREWS. What effect will this reduction have on your maintenance programI
Captain REED. It will cause us to defer some of the maintenance
until later years.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have been doing that for years, haven't you?
Captain REED. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you operate on a priority basis when it comes to
maintaining real estate?
Captain REED. Yes, sir, we do.
Mr. ANDREWS. Overall, Admiral, what is the condition of your real
property,?
Admiral SiiIFLY. Our backlog of essential maintenance is going
up every year.
Mr. AxDREWS. What is it now?
Admiral SiIFLEY. At the end of this fiscal year it will be up to about

$274 million.
Mr. ANvPxws. You are asking for how much as against that
backlog?
Admiral SHiFLEY. We are asking for $147,500,000 for the real property maintenance, and a part of this will go to work on trying to hold
down the increase in backlog of essential maintenance, and the balance
is required for day-to-day recurring maintenance and minor con-

struction.
NAVY USE OF PAINT

Mr. ANDREW8. Is this where you buy your paint?
Admiral Smnxy. Yes, sir, for those facilities supported by the
0. & M.N. appropriation.
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Mr. AwNDRws. Iiave somebody put. in the record the total imiber
of gallons of paint that the Navy uses in a year's time.
Admiral SirLvx-. We will do our best, sir.
(The in formatione follows:)
lBascl on liurchases from OSA, approximately 2 million gallons of l1Aint were
used In-house by the Navy in fiscal year 1908 In connection with the manteilance
and repair of real projvrty.

Mr. ANDREWS. I would think that the Navy uses more paint than a1y
other organization in America.
Admiral Siiwlrxiw. We use a lot of paint, I agree with you. I also
notice a lot of unpainted buildings around our installations, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. ANDREIWS. The backlog maintenance of $230 million, with a backlog like that you are bound to have some rough surfaces.
Admiral S .IIWLY.That is true. The $230 million does not apply
only to the unpainted buildings, however. The $230 million applies to
all repair projects. Included are major repairs.
Mr. ANwimvs. Carpenter work, for example.
Admiral SuipiyFr. Yes, carpentry and till types of building trades
are included.
Mr. ANDiws. What is your total backlog of maintenance?
Admiral SjIIriy. The $230 million is the backlog or will be the
backlog.
Mr. ANDRFWS. You say that does not include i)ainting?
Admiral Siiwixx. NO, sir. That is routine maintenan ce and I don't
think you could classify that,as a major jepair.
Mr. ANDREWS. Caltain, do you want, to mako a statement?
Captain. Rr.ED. Painting is in the backlog but. we differentiate between a minor and a major repair. Normally, painting is minor and
therefore would be considered as minor.
CONTINUAL,

YEARLY INCREASES IN MAINTNANCM

BACKLOG

Mr. FLOOD. Is that $230 million figure about the level you have had
for the last 10 years?
Admiral Su
yrEI.
No, sir. It is going up. I would like to correct
that. The $230 million figure was for ti end of fiscal 1968. At. the
end of fiscal year 1969 it. will be up beyond that, $274 million. This
figure has run, sinte the end of fiscal year 1964, $160 million; end of
fiscal year 1905, $170 million; end of fiscal year 1960, $173 million;
end of fiscal year 1967, $184 million; end of fiscal year 1968, $230 million; and estimated at.the end of fiscal year 1969, $274 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. I amn sure increased costs have added to the increased
volume of the backlog.
Admiral SjiiFLiy. That, is correct., sir. As you well know, the cost. of
housing is going up by leaps and bounds all over the country, every
)lace.
APPLICATION OF $8.1

MILLION REDUCTION IN REAl, PROPERTY
MAINTHNANC1,

Mr. ANDREWS. Is there any particular area in which this reduction
will be applied, speAking of the $8,100,000 reduction in 1970?
Admiral SuiPixy. I think the reduction would have to be in the
daily maintenance, in view of the fact that as shown by the increase
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in the backlog of maintenance here we obviously have not been putting
think that we wou!dh1vO
to raise that. In fiscal year 1969 we estimate we will apply about $13 or
$14 million into the backlog of maintenance. This is not enough. I
think more will have t (jo in 'there in fiscal year 1970. Obviously any
reduction woild lifvetoI) ill the daily maintenance.
e0oulgh molly into the mIajor repair area. I

fr. ANDREWS. I h11avo always been t st.rong advocate of maintenance.
Sometimes YoU cl l) penny wise alld pound foolish.
Admiral Sit 1riy. This is correct) sitr. I share your view and I think

that we will have to ptint fewer buildings, cut less grass, sweep fewer
streets and apply more money to the baklog of essential maintenance
1)ro'ects.

Mr. ANDREWS. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Flood, do you htve any questions on mnaintelialuce?
Mr. Froom. No.
Mr. ANnmws. Mr. Lipscomb.
M r. L iosco1m. Off the record.
(Diseussion off the record.)
SUIrORT OF FREE, WoTA)

FoRCES

Mr. ANDvEWS. We Will now take up Support. of the Free World
Forces. What is the total amount, included in tle 0. & M. budget request, for the support of free world forces and what. country forces
will these funds support ald in what, amounts? Put that ill tile record.
(Tile information follows:)
The total amount in, the 0. & M. budget request for the free world forces is
W"%1.745 million. Comprising the total Is - million for Vietnmn,
million
for ThAtland amid

-

million for Korea.

MIL1TARY-(IVILIAN

ASSISTANCE

PROGRAM IN

VIETNAM

Mr. ANDRFWS. Are there any funds being requested for tile militaily(ivilian assistance j)rograflm ill Vietnam?
Admiral SIIIuImmy. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANmms. Provide it for the record.
Admiral Simuvlp-. All right., sir.
(The information follows:)

All funds requested for Vietnam million in this portion of the submission are for military ,is-tanses and represent U.S. support of the Vietnamese
Navy under the military aslstance oerviceo funded program. No fun&s or being
requtsted here for any of the civilian assistance programs in Vietnam.
NAVY SUPPORT OF SEATO lIEAI)QUArTFAS

AlMr. ANDRWS. We understand that the Navy hns been assigned the
responsibility of supporting the SEATO Military Headquarters. What
is tleamount being requested for supportof this ativity?
Admiral SmliFJEy. SEATO Military Headquarters, $83,000, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. How will you spend it.? What. is tiat, for?
Admiral Suwwr. The $83,000 budgeted in 1970 covers the U.S.
slat.re of the adM nistative support costs of the SEATO Military
Headquarters located in Bangkok.

.-
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Mr. Awmn WS. Is it true that prior to fiscal 1970 these costs were included under the MAP apprpriation?
Admiral Srnri y. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. And the 1070 estimate includes $53,000 for U.S. con-

tributions to the International Military Headquarters and $30,000 for
national support costs related to SEATO?

Admiral SHIAY. Yes sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is the Navy required to provide any other typo of

support?

Admiral SiummY. For SEATO, not to the best of my knowledge.
Mr. ANDREWS. All right. Any questions about the support of free
world forces?
Lomso SUPPOnT

Now we will take up your request for logistic support and at, this
book.
(The pages follow:)

oint in the record we will insert vrrious pages from the justification
BUDGET ACTIVITY 2.-LOGISTICS SUPPORT, SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS
fin thousands)

Budget program

1968 actual 1969 estimate 1970 estimate

Difference
1970 compared
with 1969

A.
systems
technical
support
......................
B. Air
Shis
systems
technical
support
C.
ordnance
systems
technical
support................

$681,593
598,523
183,550

$1,027,591
291,501
219,799

$,024,
237
313,372
234,360

D. Facilities technical support ........................
E. Electronics systems technical support ...............
F. FBM system technical support .....................
0. Supply support ..................................
H. Naval Material Command support ..................

146,024
54,263
169,911
456, 568
14,181

131,017
78,818
162,030
473, 321
15,356

139,101
75,902
166,548
463, 972
15,356

-$3,354
+21,871
+14:561
+8.084
-2,16
+4,518
-9,349
..............

Total direct obligations In budget document ......

2,304,613

2,399,433

2,432,848

+33,415

,Statencint relating fiscal year 1968, 1969, and 1970 programs, budget activity 2:
logltics support
[In thouimnds of dtlars]

$2,304,613
1968 program
----------------------------------------A. Air systems technical support:
Classified and wage board pay Increases ----------------+7,20
Consumable material migration -----------------------+276, 20D
+40,,318
Aircraft, engine and component rework---------------Missile and ordnance rework ------------------------+5,260
Meteorological support
-----------------------------+1,066
Basic automatic checkout equipment/semiautomatic checkout
equipment
--------------------------------------+2, 772
Technical publicoatlons
-----------------------------+2,700
+1,864
Fixed wing evaluation
-----------------------------+1,400
Weapons range support
----------------------------Quality evaluation and metrology ---------------------+1,533
Short airfield and tactical support equipment------------+3,401
+1,454
Contract engineering services------------------------+3,95
--------------------------Ground support equipment.
+0,343
Activity operations
----------------------------------2,338
Transfer of ground electronics installations--------------1,921
Transfer of Marine Corps aircraft operations -------------2,211
General equipment
----------------------------------1, 772
----------------------------Transportation--------866
Other logistics
-------------------------------------
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Statcniont relating fl8cal year 1968, 1969, and 1970 programs, budget activity 2:
log(its support-Continued
B. Ships systems techdeal support:
Classified pay raise -----------------------------------+3, 223
Antisubmarine warfare technical support -------------------+3, 7M)
Ship design services ----------------------------------+3,431
Training equipment installation ---------------------------+, '6
Inactivation of ships and craft --------------------------+17, 090
Other logistics ------------------------------------------+33
Activation of ships and craft ---------------------------54, 152
Transfer of ship alterations and improvements --------------271,320
Consolidated ships allowance list -------------------------15, 462
C. Ordnance systems technical support:
Classified and wage board pay Increases ---------------------+5, 03
Ordnance rework and maintenance ------------------------+7,612
Command ind administration ---------------------------+1, 172
Antisubmarine warfare rework --------------------------+7,544
Surface missile rework
--------------------------------+13,336
Other logitics
------------------------------------9
D. Facilities technical support:
Classified pay raise -----------------------------------+1,931
Collateral equipment ----------------------------------+0,780
Major repair and minor construction project ----------------11,687
DDEBPFREEZE and classified project ----------------------9, 27
Other facilities support --------------------------------2,407
E. Electronics systems technical support:
Classified pay raise ----------------------------------+2,104
OMEGA
--------------------------------------------+1,200
Transfer of material restoration --------------------------+2, 193
Transfer of logistic support of training operations ------------1,976
Field operations
---------------------------------------1, 3(5
Fleet ballistic missile command and control -----------------+1, 639
Installation of special purpose communications equipment -----+10, 421
Other electronic and engineering support ---------------------+3, 597
F. ,'BM system technical support:
Classified pay raise -------------------------------------+969
FBM system equipment repair ----------------------------+930
Program administration ----------------------------------+352
POLARIS overhaul ------------------------------------0, 486
POSEIDON
------------------------------------------3; 46
G. Supply support:
Classified and wage board pay increases --------------------+10, 145
Transportation
---------------------------------------+19, 895
Supply depot operations --------------------------------10,885
Supply management --------------------------------------712
Other support -------------------------------------------145
Savings from base closures ------------------------------1,545
H. Naval material command support:
Field activities-----------------------------------------+381
Departmental headquarters -------------------------------+794
1069 program
-------------------------------------------2, 39,433
A. Air systems technical support:
Transfer of fleet support functions from research, development
test and evaluation, Navy -----------------------------+23, 400
Missile and ordnw"nc rework -----------------------------+1,570
Tactis evaluation -------------------------------------+1,000
Ground electronics installation program ----------------------- 2, 700
Aircraft maintenance department shop rearrangement ---------+1,000
Versatile avionics shop and test ---------------------------+1,400
Other logistic support ----------------------------------+4, 54
Aircraft, engines, and component rework --------------------23,235
TransportAtion
----------------------------------------13,513
Field activity operations ---------------------------------2,236
80-088-69-pt. 2-85
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Statement relating fiscal year 1968, 1969, and 1970 programs, budget actitvity 2:
logistics support-Continued
B. Ships systems technical support:
Transfer of fleet support functions from research, development
test and evaluation, Navy
----------------------------+10, 900
Deep submergence system technical support ------------------+5, 831
Reproces-sing of nuclear cores
-----------------------------+5, 045
Inactivation of ships and craft ----------------------------+3, 021
Salvage support
---------------------------------------+1.110
Submarine silencing
------------------------------------+2, 000
Restoration of electronic equipment ------------------------+1. 027
Other logistic support
----------------------------------+1,305
Ship and craft activations -------------------------------15, 034
C. Ordnance systems technical support:
Transfer of fleet support functions from research, development
test and evaluation, Navy -----------------------------+11,600
Surface missile rework ---------------------------------+6235
Ammunition receipt segregation stowage and Issue-------------2, 707
Other logistics ------------------------------------------567
D. Facilities technical support:
Collateral equipment and personnel support equipment --------- -+13, 637
Major repair and minor construction projects ------------------3, 206
Construction battalion center operations --------------------1,201
Other facilities support ----------------------------------1,086
E. Electronics sysemq technical support:
CalibratiOn of test equipment -------------------------------863
Installation, maintenance and repair of equipment at Naval
Training Device Center ---------------------------------918
Other logistics support. ------------------------------------+805
Fleet ballistic missile command and control -------------------- 406
Installation of special purpose communications ----------------5, 090
F. Fleet ballistic missile technical support:
POSEIDON
------------------------------------------+10,631
Fleet ballistic missile system equipment repair ----------------3, 896
POLARIS overhaul --------------------------------------2,217
G. Supply support:
Transfer from Defense Supply Agency ----------------------+4,264
Logistic support programs -------------------------------+3479
Miniaturization of Navy Federal catalog data ----------------+2, 500
Transportation and terminal services -----------------------18,266
Workload changes --------------------------------------1,326
H, Navol material command support -----------------------1070 program
------------------------------------------2,432,848
AiCRAI

REWORK
Fr
AND ENGINE OVERHAUL

Mr. AND.Rnws. With respect to aircraft rework and engine overhaul, for aircraft rework and maintenance you are requesting $676,242,000. This is an increase of $276,083,000 over the actual obligations
incurred for fiscal year 1968. What additional work do you intend to
carry out which justifies this large increase over your actual cost for
1968?
Admiral SHIFExY. We have Catain Suerstedt. here.
Captain SUERSTFDT. Yes, sir. This relates to migration, APA migration.
Mr. ANDnvEws. Explain that.

Captain

SUFiRSTEDT.

With your permission, sir, 1 have Captain

Heile here, of the Air Systems Command. I would like to have-him
handle that question.
Mr. ANUiEvws. Captain?

A
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Captain HEILE. Mr. Chairman, the increased dollars in the fiscal

1969 budget over fiscal 1968 were placed there to permit us to buy
material from the Navy's supply system that had previously been
provided free to the user. The material had been procured in the Navy,
though, under the procurement accounts the procurement of aircraWt
and missiles, Navy. Beginning in fiscal 1969 there was a transfer of
appropriation responsibility frrni the procurement account to the operation, Navy, account.
Mr. ANDFAWS. The level of activity remains about the same?
CaptAii HELE. Yee1 sir.

Mr. ANDRnWS. This is a bookkeeping proposition?
Captain HEILE.. It is part of the resource management system to pIMt
expenses in the expense budget and procurement in the procurement
budget.

Mr. Andrews. You don't anticipate any increase in the workloads
for 1970 over 1968?.
Captain HFiLE. Very small, sir.

CONVERSION AND MODERNIZATION OF AMIRAIT

Mr. ANDniFws. Included in this request is $28,500,000 for the conVersion and modernization of aircraft. How many aircraft do you
intend to modernize and convert.?
Captain SURSATEDT. In 1969-

Mr. AxmnpRws. We are talking about 1970.
Captain SUERSTEDT. In 1970, 91 in modernization and 121 conversions.
Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Chairman, I would like to know a little more about
this.
Toll me something about conversion and modernization. What. kind
of aircraft'are involved?
Captain SoF~nsWFriD.

The QF-9.J in modernization; those are being

modified to drone aircraft.
Mr. ANDFJWS. Drones?
Captain StmitsTrT. Drones; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDiWJWS. For target practice?
Captain SUERSTEDT. Yes, sir.

fr. ANDnEs. How much do they cost per unit?
Captain StrST7 T. In 1970 we anticipate

Mr. ANDnpws. Who will do the work?

per unit.

Captain SUERSTEDT. This work will be done at Pensacola, and the

TAF-9J also.
Mr. ANDiRws. In-house or by contract?
Ca

tan SurERSTmT. In-house. This applies also in 1970 to'th QT-33

whih is the old T bird, the T-33. This is also being modified as is
the QF-9J.
Mr. ANDnws. Do all your modifications consist of drones?
Captain SrMRSTEDT. No, sir.

Mr. FLOoD. The drones are conversions ?
Captain SUE8TEDT. Yes.

Mr. FLOOD. Have you finished with the conversions I.You are going
to make these aircraft into drones. What else are you going to convert?
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CONVERlION OF C-47 8 'M

CaptAin SURJSTE4 Ir. We are going to convert the 0-47 into an
attaeh16-typo aircraft. For use in the atach6 area. This is the old C-47
of World War II vintage,
Mr. Aimi, ws. That is the one we were talking about this morning,
Captain SuFmnsmTr. No, sir.
Colonel SrAnTJtNo. Yes, sit.
Mr. Ft oon. There is only one C-47.
M.[r. ANDImWS. Aren't they too old to convert, or modernize in any
wav?
(aptain Sl.rs'rvmt. No, sir.
Mr. ANmmws. What are you going to do to them when you convert
them?
Capfitin SupatsWrDT. I will have to mpply that for the record. I know
that they are updated from the cargo versions. I know they are different communications.
'Ir. ANimws. That was done in 1969, was it not, at a unit cost. of
Captain SvEIsrTDT. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDmWS. Did you put new enginesin there?
Captain Sumimmwr. Not in these; no, sr.
M'r. ANDIF.ws. You don't have any listed for 1970, do you?
CaprtIain SUEIATEDT. No, sir.
LOCATION OF ApritacmI

AUWFrCr

Nfr. LiTscomn. Where is this aircraft going to be used?
Admiral 81tv.rm'. I don't know exactly where this one will go.
Mir. Anums. Where are you going to um them and what are they
used for?
Captain SuivmshmT. They are used for attach purposs. Colonel
Sparillg, can you say?
Colonel SPA,\nTNo. No, sir; I can't, We have six airplanes that are
attached to the at-tach6, from the Navy. Others are from the Air Force.
We have one at Oslo, one at Djakarta, one at Monrovia-six total.
Admiral SmmwrFI. This is a DOD-controlled program. The Navy
and the Air Force Provide the aircraft.
Colonel S1',,rrtNo. We don't pay for the operation of these. The Dofense Intelligence Agency reimburses the operational costs of these
aircraft,.
Mr. Fwon. Is there one down at Quito?
Colonel SPAnT.11No. I will have to supply that.
(The information follows:)
There to an attach aircraft located at Quito.

Captain Summmv. There was one down there some years ago.
Mr. Fwoon. Yes. I know about that one. I rode in it once. It is a good
conversion, too.
Captain Sunsm. Mr. Flood, the one at Quito was used a lot for
bringing in stppies, I believe, to the people in Quito.
Mr. WtOD. Y696
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CONVERSION OF1 Us--.2A AICIRIL'
Mr. ANmWS. Wlat about the US-'2A? In 11)(1) 'ou plan on 'Von'orting 360 of thoinl at it unit cost of $15,0310. Will Hint p)rogran be
colflpllted il 1109?

('altain Sumus'rmtvr. No, sir. '['hvy U'o cari'iled o into fiscal 1970.
ZNr. ANDREWS. 306
'The1n you
& ask for another 31) in tiseal 1970. Is that ill
addition to the
CAptain Surmsmw. Yws, sir.
Mr. Fioon). Port what purpose are you converting them?
C1,ptain S;Elmr11mYr. Those tre being convortef to rephWo tho C--45,
the Old liedhera ft.. The Bemelieraft, Iro, going out. of service, and t-hese
tire replacing them. '1'leso Ituo utility versions for combat-reladiuess

an d training proficiencyflying.
Mr. ANmmws. Now. for 1970, for the US-2A, you want money for
tho conversion of 39 at it unit cost. of $415,372?
Captain Sum:Itwrn,. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANmmmws. Is that slight increase due to inflation?
Captain Sumts'mwr. Material -midlabor costs, sir. Our labor costs are
going ui ) about 3.4 parent.

CONVFM1ON OF TIIM, Q'-33 AIRORAFT

Mr. ANDIUm

S. I will ask you about one more group hero. The

QT--33, what is that?

Captin Sumrrrm. That is the old T-33. It was a two-seat version
of the old Shooting Star that was used during Korea. The Air Force
had that aircraft for some time.
Mr. ANDnmws. What are you converting it to?
Captain Sumumiyr. A Drone. The Q desiginats the Drone configuration.
Mr. ANnmIws. You had 22 for 1969 at a unit cost of $03,990. You
doubled the number in 1970, 44, at a slight increase in cost, $04,476.
Agaln, is that duo to inflation'?
Captain SAtwEnsTEwr. Yes, ir.
Mr. ANnnmws. Is that the work you plan to do in-house at Pensacola ?

Captain

SUERSTDT. Yes.
MODERNIZATION QF-D, AIRCRAFT

Mr. Ammrrws. Now, I notice the QF-9J, in 1909 you had 12 at, a
unit cost of $37,020; in 1970 you want four modernized at a unit cost
of $88,208. Whore will that work be done?
Captain SummTmm Also at Pensacola.
Mr. ANDrEms. In-house?
Captain SumSmi
. Yes.
Mr. ANDFmWS. The price which I am quoting, $88,208, is that the
unit cost for each aircraft or is that the total for the four?
Captain Su .nsr Dr. I can give you that answer in just a minute.
We have the backup material and figures available. I believe that is
the average unit cost.
Mr. ANDlFWS. Average unit coat?
Captain SutRsmwDI. Yes, that is correct.
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PROVUHINNTV FUNDS F,OR MOi)EIINIZATION AND

CONVERSION

Mi'. Axnitmws. hI
Tur "Procurenient of a irera ftand Missiles, Navy,"
you lie requesing $235,000,000 for the modernizaition and conver-

sioll of aircraft. Why are you rlequesting funds in two appropriations
for the same purpose and es really for the same aircraft?
Admnial Siltt, 111%,'.
CtaPt
?lul'stedt.
Captain lIl
:. If I ay, sir: 'I'lo procurement. aecolmt. l(tle'rs
the material, pays for the desIgn, the engineering of the c
oll\,rSiO or
tile thing to be modernized. Tle accomit that we are discussing here,

sir, is tilo installation of tlhat nAtoriktl procured from the iAMN
acecouit.

A['. A NDnIl,wS. You aro talking aIbOut itardware in o110 place and
her.
labor ill tile of

Captain llEIlE. Yes, sir. Thore are some expense-typo materials,
thougll, included ill this account that, I spoke to before.
M.. ANimws. We will adjourn until 10 o'clock t/nnorrow.
Ft\i)y, AMIrr,

18, 1969.

1'.-ANinmPvs. Tloconimittee will come to order.
CoN'rrtrru'WITHr TENIVE:tSm'rS'

OF MI0IIIGAN

Yesterday we discussed son0 inanngen -ellt contracts ind1( the gentlemall from California, Mr. Lipsconbiu asked that. certain information

be available this morning. Admiral Shifley, do you havo that information?

I

I

Admiral SiitruY. Yes, sir. That. was the contract with the Univer-

sity of 'iclligan..
Nir. ANDIIDwVs. MrA ipsCom.
.Mr. Livsco:.tri. Mr. Chairnat, I haven't seen it yet..
Mr. ANDUEws. Admiral, suppose you submit that to tile committee
and we will take a look at it.
Admiral SHrinLF'. Yes, sir.
Admiral Binr. Could I spexilc to this?
Mr. Axnnmws. Yes, sir.
Mr. LscoMiI. Is (his the report?
Captain Omxrxra. No, sir. 'I hat is the background on the contract.
It shows what theproduct will be.
Mr. Lnrscobin. I want to see the report. I believe I inade that very

clear.

Admiral GAmts. Ie wanted a copy of the report.
Admiral SHIPLEY. Yes. I understood you wanted a copy of the report.itself; that is correct.
Mr. LrscoiM. I wanted to see the report and th distributioii of the
report, where it was sent, the use that was made of it.
Captain OuP.Rn. This report was delivered 2 weeks ago, sir.
Mr. GARRiTY. Do you have additional copiesI
Captain OrLErn. I will have to make them available.
Mr. ANDRFWS. Admiral Beri, you want to make a statement, do
you?
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Adliral lhBmi. I would like to, Sir.

I an Admiral Biori, conunandier of the Supply Systems Com1and.
'This particular contract was with the University of Michigan, was
asked for by my ADPpeople in an effort to try to come to grips with a
basic l)roblem that. we have of the numbers of analysts and i)rogramners
thatare required in all of the AJk)1 programs.

As you know, tins is it very critical field as far as expertise is concerned and it, is quite a technical ouie as far as workload. Anything

that we can (to to atiitoimate the work that is done by our analysts ani
our progiaimors is that much money ahead.
.Tieobject, of this contract was to devise a language, a problem statemeait. language In which we coild put the problems t liat. we at. the
management, level have in some system or or er so that you can translate thenm into ilechanizcd programs for these machines and got
fIIrtiher on with our analysis.
At the other el of the spectruin people are trying to devise a
language to go ilto the computer Wogralis', hut in this case we are
try ing to get at common method of getting out statements of the
rloleill to tit analysts in time ield.
No they were asked to (lo two things: to come up with a dictionary
for delimiug our busiit
)s'oblCniwhich woul be subject to autoIllation and, second, to hoh{ a semlinar and indoctrinate our top people

in this method.
The m1n at" the University of Michigan that we did the work with

was )r. Daniel Teichroew, w ho is lead of the management engineering
department fhlore and is a recognized authority in this ADP area.
We will be able to furnish you with additional copies- We have the
report of the dictionary that I spoke of. This is a manual of approaches
to defining these problems in automated fashion and we shortly will
have the seminar conducted by hin and his staff.
M '. A NDI EWS. )o you have anyN9 questions now ?

Mr. ImPscorfi. Not at this poit..

Mr. Amims. All right.
COST OF ENGINE OVERIiAUT,

lI'he revised engine overhaul schedule for 1968 which appeared in
the justiflcation book for fiscal year 1969 indicated that you would
overhaul 7,951 engines at an estimated cost of $88.7 million. The actual
for fiscal year 1968 as appearing i this year's justification book shows
that you actually overhanled 6,092 engines at a cost of $41.8 million.
This is a difference of 1,309 engines and $46.9 million. How was
the
Navy capable
of reducing the cost of these engine overhauls so
substantially
?
Admiral Suirv. Captain Suerstedt, do you want to answer that
one'?

Captain SUrE.rsTED. Yes, sir'..

There was a 15.percent reduction in unita. The actual reduction in
cost was about. 10 percent although it did not appear that way on the
face of it. We had, if you will notice, in the 1968 column of the 1969
congressional budget almost 8,000 overhauls and little over 1,500

engine repairs.
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In the 1968 column of the 1970 congressional budget there were

roughly 6,700 units overhauled which is about 1,200 fewer overhauls.
We actually had 2,873 engine repairs in fiscal year 1968.
Essentially, we have reduced the overhauls by about 1,259 and
increased the repairs by about 1,346.
Mr. ANDREWS. W are not complaining about saving money, Captain. I want to commend you for what looks like a good job. WIiat we
would like to know is how you were able to overhaul 6,692 engines
at a cost of $41.8 million when you originally estimated 7,951 engines
at a cost of $88.7 million which is a saving of $46.9 million. It looks
like the unit cost actually was much less than you estimated.

Captain

SUERSTEDT.

between the time of submission of the 1969

congressional budget and the submission of the fiscal year 1970 congressional budget, we have changed our method of displaying the
costs. The support costs were incorporated In the engine cost figure in
the fiscal year 1969 budget submission. In the later submission we took

out supporting program costs and displayed them separately.
SUPPORT COSTS FOR ENGINE OVERhAULS

Mr. ANDREWS. Are you telling us, then, that you haven't saved any

money?
Captain Summarr. We have saved money in that we have cut down
on the overhauls and reworked more engines.
Mr. ANDREWS. According to the book, the 6,992 engines cost $41.8
million. How much supporting costs should be added to the $41.8
million?
Captain SUERSTFD. I think if we take the supporting costs out. in
the comparison, there is a small difference between the two submissions.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, how much of the $88.7 million have
you spent or will you spend for engine overhaul and supporting costs?
Captain SUERSTEDT. The supporting costs were in the neighborhood

of $36 million.

Mr. ANDREWS. The revised estimate is now before the committee

for the fiscal year 1969. It indicates that you estimate the completion
of 6,004 engines at a cost of $87.7 million. Why is there such a variance in the cost between 1968 and 1969, especially in view of the fact
that you are overhauling the same type engines ?
Captin SuEPz'rDT. We are not overhauling the same type. of engines, sir. We have new engines coming into the inventory that are
more comple and fewer engines will cost more money. The TF-80
engine coming in is a more exotic engine. I can give you a breakdown
or submit for the record the differences in the unit costs of the
engne.
Mr. ANDpW S.I wish you would.

Captain Sumnsm. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
OVERHAUL COSTS BY TYPE OF ENGINE

ENGINE UNIT COSTS
[Page 2676, following line 3j
Fiscal year 1968
Quantity
Unit cost

Model

J-34-WE-34

...............................

65

J-34-WE-/36A...............................
J-34-WE-48
...................................
J-48-P.-8
$A/8-8/-8
...................
.

. 132
32
299

................................
8

6

J-48--4
J-57-P-16 .........................................
J-57-P-10 ....... ........................
J-57-P-20A
J-51-P-22 ..........................'..........
J-79-G E-t0..*.'
...
J-05-W-16A ....................................
J-65-W-18 .................................

38
121
193
is
2
5

J-S7-P4

J.-w-2o ...... "..........

$2457
457

3812
11178
8,446

Fiscal year 1969
Quantity
Unit cost
45
105
42
361

$7,709
7,
8,632
10,8

a

20,285

55

25,72

, 423
.
.i
12,744
81
24,306
12 005
27,409
12
672
72
11:692
36
25,69
1.:.::.............614
71 69
69
29, 78
15,573
362
7,680

'".....................
90
5,158

.o
e ,.....o...

,.. .. ...... ,

J-79-GE-B..................................
3
379
14,984
321
J-0-P-3A ....................................
42
4.665
30
10,840
J-0--6 ..........................................
31
10. 840
28
4.765
323
25,893
J-52-P-6A .........................................
430
10 376
3
22,944
J-52-PA
9
1,128
J-65-16A t:WO...............................:2
7,245 .......... ...............
J-52-P-8B .....................................
1
10,640
TF-P-6A .....................................
64
19,402
32. 88
77
TF30-P-8A ...................................... ...
65
32,89
10
359
24
6,411
4
2,27
R-1820-7A/B/C" .................................
R-i 820-82
82-A..
83
6,143
I......................................
2692
R-1
421
2,
272
428
5,786
285
5,671
R-1820-82A .. " .....
.........................
29
2,255 .............5..............
i
R-I.20-8BA.................................6.
4
2,147
5,4
203
R-1e8o-sA/o.."........................... .....
56
24
289
6,143
5,442
R-2800-52 ........ ........................
230
6,698
IN .14,693
R-3350-26WA BWCIWD............. ...... "".""
5
7, 624
R-SSO32W/WA
....
"..
184..........
184
1044
R-3350-42/34.............................
......
124
,109
158
17,434
-.
30.WWA ..................................
109
6,753
41
18,092
T-56A-7P*...... H51-7)61
.............................".....
31
7624
20
19,175
9,144
38
23,18
108
23,382
T-5-A-1
A-ISP ...............................
1
180
22,438
,6
42
T-56-A
T-56-A-16P ......................................
31
5
2
21;,73
T-58-G
.................
"
........
5
T-58-E-10 .....................................
80
T-fl-E-6..'......................................48
T-5-E-8E .......................................
.......................................
T-50-GE-8B
33
T1/2-.-10
2..........................
..
...
4
J33-A20/24/24A/35 ...........................
113

3,504
4,060
7,190
4,915
4,003

108
35
41

9.~484
14,855
9,147

121

9,477

3927
4855

82
151
114

J8-GE-4 ............. "............................
................
o-520-50 ..................................................................
R-I3O-6 ...........................................................
R-1830-92 ......................................................
.......
T--B048 ...........................................................
T-5-O-10112 ..............................................................
T-53-L-13 ....................................................

0-33513B5 ......................................

0-470-4 .........................................
0-470-11A/B ..........
.
......
..

-i30- /D.........."..............:
..
R-2800-97 ...............................
R-2000...".........................
.......

3

.0,,

.. 50
10
240

2,200
3,521
2,776

137
. 48

,162
1,328

T53-L-9A/1. ......"...........................
30
5,610
MK-529-8 ... ........................................
Total engines ................................

6,692 ..............

12
5
15

1
to

148
48
25

9816

147

786
1, .801

0,'
5.428
7,000

3.
2,
2,387
6,

20
6,004..............

The large Increase In unitcosts In fiscal year 1969 Isprimarily the result of the change
in fundin; responsibility forcnsumable materials from the "Procurement of aircraft and missiles, Navy." appropr aon to the Operation and maintenance, Navy," appropriation.
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INCiREASED COST Ol

ENOFNE OVERIIIAI'I

Admniral GAD6s. There is ali additional item, Mr. Clairmnn, between 19068 and 1909 in this line item for engines, just. as for aircraft
overhauls, in that the consumable spnr parts wore provided from
another appropriation in 1968 and are now provided from this line
item and this appropriation in 19069 incident to the expense transfer
which
been spoken to many tnes
before
Mr. has
ANvnEw8. Comparing 1970
with
actualir.porformanco for fiscal
1908, can you explain why, wi ion you are estimating that you will over.

haul 093 less engines than
m you did in 19068, you are requesting an ad-

ditional $45.3 million? In other words, if you could overhaul 6,092 in

1908 for $41.8 million why can't you overhaul 5,999 in 1970 for a lot
less thain $87.1 million?
Captain

SUERSTEUrr.

I think we come back hero again to the migra.

tion
a 3.4-percent
increase
laborWecosts;
a 3.4an engine
are in inlabor.
have 60
ha percent
of theincrease
costs of plus
modifying
per'ent inc vaso in labor costs. Again, we have the complexity, the
sophistication of the nower engines coming in.
One of the things that is occurring here is that we are in fact, in.
stead of ovorhaulin~g repairing engines.
If an engine requires rel)air prior to the time it reaches 80 percent
of its maxunum operating time it is repaired rather than going into
overhaul.
AVERAGE TIME BETWEEN ENGINE OVERItAUIS

Mr. ANIniEwS. Youl have to repair an engine whenever necessay?
Captain SUERSTEwDT. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDItEWS. And you overhaul poilodically ?
Captain SuErsTE'rr. We overhaul an engine if it nteds repair after 80
percent of its maximum operating time. The repair really becomes
an overhaul. If it requires repair at. less than 80 percent we repair the
engine and return it to service.
fMr. ANDREWS. HoW often do YOU overhaul an engine? At. the end of

so many hours of flying?
Captain SuFams'rEr. At the end of its maximum operating time.
Mr. ANDREwS. What isthat?

Captain SRnmuswr. I have a breakdown on the average of all tle
engines. They vary.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put something in the record about, the variations of
the overhaul periods of the different engines.
(The information follows:)
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Flying hours bet wcn

fine overhauls

A rerage
time bctwren
(hours)
Model
,-84-WPI-34
178
81
---------------------------------------------J-434-WVE--/30A
854
.- 34-WI-,i8 .......
,I-48-1'-8/8-A/8-B/8-O-372
J--7-1r-4/4A
410
J-57-11-611
577
J-57-P-10
360
J-57-P-10
770
J-57-P-20A
507
J-57-P-22 -------410
J-79-l1-10
.....
268
J-65-W-16A
552
J-7-fl3-8
---------------------------------------------------610
.I-1Hk---P-3A
619
J-I01-P-6
378
,1-52-PMA --- -- -- ---..--- -- -- --- -- ---...-- -- -- -- -472
J-52-1I'-8A
3997
J-52-11-8A--------------------------------------------------------39)
TV.F0-1A 215
11-1820-760/D
-57
I-1820-SOA -48
R-1820-82A
992
451
It-1820-840 .......
H-1 820-80A -.
703
451
It-1820-84B/D
402
1I-3350-20/WBI D ....---fl-335-0-32/WA
875
1, 258
R-3350-42
I -33r0Q-31O/WA --653
1,96
T-5UA-71 -T-A-81 -------------------------------------------------045
2, 6241
--T-10-A-10W/P
--- A-14/
913
T-ftI-A-161
---- -m- - ---- -- - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 1,810
T-8-.
m0---278
T--------6
215
T-S-F-SB
- -----------------------------------------------------503
T-70-0-10/12
------------------------------------------38
J33-A20/24/24A ----------------------------------------391-413
0-335/5D --------------------------------------------------401
0-470-4
---------------------------------------------------978
-130-900/)---------------------------------------------88
8M
8------------110-92 .
00
Rt-200-6 ----------------------------------------------------------- -115
4/8
T- IT--40-110-10/12
---------------------------8----------86
T53-Ir-OA/1
----------------- ------------------------------418
-

The average time between overhauls is based on historical experience. In certain engine models product Improvements are made to Increase their service life.
The use of the same model of engine In different aircraft causes the average time
between overhauls to vary significantly because of the operational demands
placed on the Aircraft.
NAVY FNOINE OVERIAUL CONTRACTOIlS

Mr. Axnws. How are your overhaul eotitracts awarded?
Captain Str.n"W.1r. The majority of them are. (lone in-house. Some
of them are done on a competitive basis with industry.
Mr. ANnrnRws. How many outside contractors do you have engaged
in overhauling Navy engines? Put that in the record.
Captain Suins~n'r. Aye, Aye, Sir.
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(The information follows:)
NAVY ENGINE OVERHAUL CONTRACTORS
Type engine

Contracting agent

Contractor

J-33 ........................... Air Force ..................... Southwest Airmotive Co.
J-85 .............................. do
.. .............. General Electric Co.
0-520 ......................... Army ........................ Continental Motors Corp.
M
K-529-8E.
....................
Navy
.........................
Dallas Airmotive Corp.
0-335-5D .................. Army
EninCo.
no................rankin
0470-4 ...................
Continental Motors Corp.
04.0-11 .....................
do..................
Do.
-W (phase out) .............. Navy ........................ Boeing Aircraft Co.
T-50 (phase In)......................do ..... "..............
Stewart-Davis Co.
T-76 .......................... do................ Garrett Corp.
TF 30 -:::::::
do ... ............. Pratt & Whitney.
R- 830.............
A Force............ Gary Aircraft Co.
R-2000 ................... do...............Spartan Aircraft Co.
R-2-7 ...................
......... DDallas Airmotive Corp.
R-2800-52 ........... F.USAF
Dallas Airmotive Corp.
J-57f/5 ......
Navy ......................... Pratt & Whitney.
J-34
do .......................
Do.
J-57-4/0 ...................
do.................
Do.

AWARD OF ENGINE OVERHAUL CONTRACTS

Mr. A-mytEws. Where 'they are given to outside contractors they are
awarded by competitive bidding?
Captain SuztSTwDT. All of those that are put out to industry are done

through competitive bidding.

Mr. ANDREws. Do you do all overhauls in-house when you have the

capability of doing so ?

Captain SUER8TEDT. Yes. If we have the resources. With the person-

nel constraints, however, this tends to limit our ability.
Mr. ANDPWS. You only let a contract on that which you cannot do
in-house?
Captain SUERSTEmT. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADrmnws. When you did, let a contract, it was by competitive
bidding?
Captain Sum TEDT. Yes.
Mr. ADp-Vsws. So when you are talking about the price of these en-

gines ou are talking about both -thosedone in-house and those done by
outsIde contractors I
Captain SUERSTDT. Yes.

IN-HOUSE COST OF OVERHAUL VERSUS CONTRACT

Mr. ANREws. How does the cost per engine compare between your
in-house work and outside contracts?
Captain SuzwSTED'. We feel it is cheaper to be done in-house. We
have additional problems where we have to establish new supply procedures for parts in order to have them done by contract.
Mr. ADR EWS. In other words, if you -had the capability you would
do all your work in-house?
Captain StmuTn
mr. Yes.
Mr. ADmws. Because i t ischeaper?
Captain SuERvsETr. Yes, sir. If we had the resources we would do almost all of them.
Mr. AwnnEws. Very well.
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CONTRACT

TO REWORK SPARROW WARHEADS

The Naval Air Systems Command recently formulized into a con.
tract an unsolicited proposal by the Midday Co. of Lodi N.J., to rework 350 MK-38, Mod 0 warheads for the SPARROW A[M-7 air-toair missile. It is reported that this rework is aimed at providing an interface for the missile apparently with a fire control system. What is
the purpose of this contract?

Captain SuERnsm . I can only say that if we in fact did this
Mr. ANDPWS. Are you familiar with that contract.
Captain SuERSTEmr. No, Sir, I am not.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is anybody in the room familiar with itV
Admiral GADDIs. I am not, sir.
Mr. ANDnEwS. I wish you would look into it, Admiral, and put something into the record abbut it.
Admiral SHIPLzY. All right sir.
Mr. Ax-pDws. Why did tle Wavy accept an unsolicited proposal for
this work?
Admiral SHIFEY. All right, sir; we will provide an answer to that

also.
(The information follows:)

The sole producer of MK 88 MOD 0 SPARROW warhead metal parts is the
Midway Co. Recently some of these parts have been accepted by the government
"out of tolerance" due to faulty calibration of Government inspection gages.
After learning of this problem, the Midway Co. submitted an unsolicited proposal
to correct the deficiencies. The resulting contract is funded under the "Procure.
ment of aircraft and missiles, Navy appropriation", which originally financed the
metal parts The contract provides for the correction of 855 sets of MK 88 MOD 0
warhead metal parts at a total cost of $15,700.

AI SYSTEmts COMMAND, HEADQUARTERS COST
FUNDS FOR SALARIES AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

Mr. ANDREWs. 'Under the heading of "Air Systems Command, Headquarters Cost," why are you requesting $38.2 million for the salaries
and administrative expenses of the headquarters, Office of the Naval
Air Systems Command?
Captain HErLE. These funds are for the personnel which we will

have on board in the Air Systems Command Headuarters. We anticipate an average on-board count of about 2,600 civilian employees in
fiscal 1970. The average salary cost for these people is slightly higher
than the fiscal 1968 cost. This comes about in two ways. One is the
full year cost of pay raises. Second, the increase, the small increase
in grade levels.
In the attrition, the Public Law restrictions on the number of personnel when they are in force, the lower grade personnel seem to turn
over much faster than the hlher grade personnel.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where will this office be located?
Captain HmLE. This office is in Washington, D.C.

ORIGIN OF TIHE NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND

Mr. ANDREwS. How long has it been here?
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Captain HEmum. A Naval Air Systems Coimmand Headquarters was
just formed from the old Bureau of Naval Weapons. That was formed
in part. fr6m tle Bureau of Aeronautics. And before that, I am sorry,
sir, my history is not that good.
Mr. ANDn~ws. This is more or less a reorganization, then, is it?
HEnIAE. The Naval Air Systems Command, sir, was formed
inl Captain
1006.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, a couple of years ago it was a

reorganization.
Captain H ,LE.Oh, yes, sir.
Mr. Axmws. You say you want 2,600 employees?
Captain HUTK. YS Isir.
Mr. ANDREws. Civilian military?

Captain HmrJ.u Civilian, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many military will be attaohed to the System
Headquarters?
Captain HEILE. I believe there are approximately 400.
Mr. ANDnFWS. That is a pretty good size shop, then, 3,000 people.

Captain 1r.IrF,. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. $38.2 million for salaries and administrative expenses?
Captain HEILE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDRFWS. They are pretty highly paid, aren't they--or will be?

Captain Imp. Mr. Chairman, tlese people have been on board;
this is a continuing thing. This is not a start of a new program, sir.
These people have beenhere for many years. Some I worked with
when I was here in 1955.
Mr. ANDRFAwS. We realize that, Captain, but we are questioning why
you need 3,000 people in an office.
Captain hILE. Excuse me.

Captain Sunswrr. If I may, sir, the Naval Air Systems Commaiil
in one name or another has been in existence since the start of naval
aviation, and the people in the Naval Air Systems Command are
primarily the ones who are responsible for the design, production and
su)ort of all of the Navy's aircraft
Mr. ANmiwVIs. The committee knows what they do.
Captain SUER8srEDT. Pardon me?
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. The committee is fairly well acquainted with the
responsibility of the office. The question is: Why do you need so many
people? How long have you had 2,600 civilians n board in that
office?
Captain HEILE. I would say at least for the last 4 years, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral SiFLmY. That number has been about the same since it was
reorganized in 1966. Before that there were more people in the preceding organization which was the old Bureau of Naval Weapons. There
wa-s a split in 1966 and the surface ordnance part was taken out so
that the part that remains in there now, as Captain Suerstedt says
relates to the design, production, and support of aircraft and integral
systems and weapons.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you ever made a study as to whether or not this
office is overstaffed?
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Admiral SJTIFLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDRtVWS. And you concluded that it was not?
Admiral SIIiFLEY. Yes sir.
Captain SuEnsTEm. 1 I may add here, our study showed that we
are grossly understaffed, Mr. Chairm an.
Mr. ANDRmWS. Did your study reveal that?
Captain SUERSTEDT Yes sir.
We had a manpower validation study about 3 years ago. I speak as
the assistant commander for logistics and fleet support. In my attempt to meet the requirements of the Navy which are put upon me
daily I find that I have about two-tlirds of tIh number of people that
I require to stay current with the state of the art and to stay with
industry.
LOGISTICS 3,ANAGI., EMNT INSTITUTE SfrUDY

Mr. ANDREWS. Captain, the Logistics Management Institute just
completed a study of ti workload forecasting and alternative overhaul schedules for Navyoaircraft and aircraft engines. Are you familiar
with that study?
Captain SUESTEDT. I am, generally. I am not, in taili.
Mr. ANDREws. What were the general recommendations made in
that study?
Captain SUERSTEDT. I think LMI, in my l)art of the Air Systems
Command, had a hand in it and indicated hat we required additional
people to meet the requirements of logistics and fleet support today.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why wasthat study made, do you know?
Captain SuEIISTEDT. The study was made, I believe

Mr. ANDREWS. LMI is an organization,

private organization which
works exclusively for the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Installations
and Logistics-

Captain SUERSTEDT. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDRPws (continuing). Performing various management and
other type studies?
Captain SUERSTEDT. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREws. So the question is why were they requested to go in

and make this study ?"Was it done at the behest of the Department of
the Navy or did they do this on their own, or what reasons were
behind it?
Captain SUEnSTEDT. I'm not familiar with what generated it. I know
that we were involved in it. It was viewed as an attempt on the part
of the Navy to assist us in better preparing our position to defend our
budget.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is a good study.
Captain SUESTEr. To validate and defend.
MANAGF3ENT

AND SUPPORT SERVICE CONTRACTS

Mr. AxrDnEws. Admiral Shifley, would you place in the record at
this point all that the Navy spent in 1968, 1969, and all that you
propose to spend in 1970 for management studies?
Admiral S HWLEY. Yes, sir.
(CLUMI's NOT.--The information requested appears on pages 480

through 520.)

Mr. ANDREWS. And we would like for you to list for the record the
total amount for support contracts by types, such as management
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service contracts, technical/engineering service contracts personnel
service contracts, and contractor-operated facilities for fLscal years
1968, 1969, and the estimate for 1970 for the military personnel, operation and maintenance, and procurement appropriations. You can
also put in the amount for contractor-operated facilities under research,
development, test, and evaluation. Put it all in at one place at this
point in the record where we can see how much the Navy is spending
for studies and service support contracts of one type or another.
Admiral SnuEy. Yes, sir.
(The information follows :)

-. ~.

___________________

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY, FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET REQUEST FOR SUPPORT CONTRACTS
co

[in thousands of dollars]
Technicallengineering

Appropriation

Fiscalgear

96

Fiscalea

169

Personal services

Fiscalear

970

Fiscalear

Fiscalyear

Management services

Fiscal

ar

Fiscalea

170
r98999

96

Fiscalr

9

Contractor operated facilities

Fiscal ear

970

Fiscal

ar

Fiscal

r

Fiscal e1970r

96;?97

Operation and maintenance, Navy------- 103,169
99,122
91,517
40,972
53,955
56,046
9,994
8,834
10,226
9,818
11,308
12,606
Operation and maintenance, Marine
Corps ----------------------------435
889
1,229
2,392
2,491
2,500
151
662
1,010 ----------------------------------Procurement, Navy....................
10,739
15,774
10.031 -----------------------------------------------------------------------1,367
1,336
1,400
Procurement, Manne Corps ........................
1,000............1.....300
1,00
1,300 ...............-...........................................................
-.......
Procurement, aircraft, and missiles,
Navy . .
. ..-----------------------51,960
57,599
56,953 ....................................................... ....
...
.
Research, development test and evaluation ......-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7.800
9,200
10,000
Grand total --------------------

166,303

174,384

161,030

43,364

56,466

58,546

10,145

9,496

11,236

18,985

21,844

24,006

C;
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Mr. ANDRVIWS. WO also waflt you to supplJAy the Co01Umittee with
a list of all such contracts over, let's say, $250,000 by typo and aPproprilttion, including the name of tho contractor, the iurpose of (lie
contract, the type of contract, and the amount involved.
AdmilAd S1iiiy. Yes, sir; for fiscal years 1968 and 1969?
Mr. Nmtpmm .Yes, sir.
Mr.
i Ntsw s.Now will you prepare for ihe cord n.
schedule showig both tho 1u11116n of military and civilitin peolllnol as- ignod to
tlo Air SystensI Teaidquatrters Oliceo for the fiscal yealrs 1967', 11(18,
11l9, nd l1)0? Will you also l)reparo for the ,e(0ord'1 and analysis of
llio tv1x of oxpeuis e inci'red or will be iietrved for the fiscal years
19117, 9(18, I111, and 10)70?
("'lhe in formation follows:)
EiniplvIlcnI

noad
IaxpenRcs,

Air Syste'ls

l'ladqiflrl('r,

TABLE I.-HEADQUARTERS PERSONNEL
Fiscal11 ar
7199 Fiscal~r

Military personnel

Fiscal year

Fiscal 1970

Officer .............................................

436

368

419

421

Enlisted ............................................

3

4

4

4

Total ........................................

439

372

423

425

Civilian personnel (average) ..........................

2,446

2,718

2.639

2,605

Fiscal 19897 Fiscal year

Fiscal 90
ear

TABLE II.-NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND HEADQUARTERS EXPENSES
(Dollars In millions
Type expense

Civilian salaries ...................................
Employee benefits .................................
Travel .........................................
Communications .....................................
Equipment and supplies .............................
Miscellaneous costs .................................
Total ........................................

Fiscal 1967
9ar
$27.6
20
8
5
4
7

$31.8
2.4
.8
.7
.3
1.4

$33.2
2.5
.8
.7
.3
.7

$33.2
2.6
.8
.7
.3
.6

32.0

37.4

38.2

38.2

STUDY OF INVENTORY ANAOEMInNT OF AIRCIZAV 1NoINF,8

Mr.- \Arnu'we. (optain, tile Logistics Mangellment Institute will
begin a study in April, some time this month, of the inventory managelilent of Navy airernft ongines. It is task No. 67-7. Will you toll us
whatfthe piUrpose of that study is?
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'mli r. Yes, sir. 1 believe this lirim lhen generated by
Captain Srit
the Office of the Secretary of 1)efense to see if th Navy's estimates
This is a serious
of engine 1se,, m11' requirements for spares, is accurate.
oblem for us to try tojustify 6t',usage data,on engines. We ar' look-

Ing forward will a great deal of enthusisnl for this study to be

co01!plet-ed.

W1'. AN )REws. I misled you. Actually, tlht study has I)eln underway since fiscal year 196 'and it is Sul)posed to be omIpleted oil'the 30t It
of Mit' 1969. But. as of April It was still in process. )o you know any
of the resllti so fail?
Captapin1 StE.i.IT'.. No, sir.
W Are you a(ised that the studies arc being Inade,
Afit. AN

areas? 111V which true CIh1lg develcl)e( by the lfogistics
what the problem
Miuatgemlent
Inlstitute
Captain S-1'Urwr. No, sir- I have no f-el for that. My IrOlsonal
us in le 1ogistlies
is tlat.'tlle Studles will 'e quite Ielpfulf to' m
area. of the Naval Air Systems Commalld.
o0)1illi

Mr. ANDIRWS. Captain will you lprovido tile committee a. copy, of
the report on lhe workload fore(.asting and alternati-h overliatt1 seiediles for Nn'y aircraft and aircraft engines, and also a copy of this
report on inventory nianngenlenlt of Navy aircraft enghies when it is
made available.

(a )ttll1 SIl -iI'VV.YeS, sir.
(
Ihe
inform(atIon follows:)
The report entitled "W6rkload Forecnsting And Alternative Overbaul Schediles for Navy Aircraft and Aircraft Engines" was fitrnished to the committee.
The report nt Inventory mAnagement of Navy aircraft engines Is expected to be
comlpeted In thP iieXt few nontils. A copy will be provided at that time.

Am

SUPPORT PROGRAM s

Air. ANrimmys. For air support, programs, you are requesting $237,612,000. This is an increase of $20,541,000 over your current estimate
for Ilscal year 1969. Why areryou requesting this large increase?
Admiral S11vil,'. Do you want to take that, Captain Suerstedt.?
nrhe major part of this is the shift from the RT.T. & E. appropri.
nation that. we talked about yesterday, Mr. Chairman.
Captain lIhtE . $213.4 million.
Admiral S1uwrE. $23.4 million of that,was part of that $51.9 niMl1iin
we were discussing.
TIANSFIR OP FUNt)INO HnEsirONSIIurTrrY 1-110"M R.IT.T. & E.

Mir. Ammatws. You state tlhat. the reason is the result of a transfer of fu ding responsibility of $20.5 million fron the R.D.T. & E.

appropriation. When did theR.D.T. & E. appropriation have anything

to do with the ship- mnd shore-based launehing aids, second destiination
transportation or idu,trial readiness of the Nav),? Ts it. not, a faet that.
these fulntions have eelu in the operation and maintenance al)Propriation since this appropriation was established f
Admiral SUiTIm-. Yes, sir.

those
l thrust
itemsofhave
T.vitf',t,.andM'r.
C support
liairma, yes,
sir Theo
the always
answerbeen
was
in Catar
our aviation
other
areas.
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to show that the large increase, the biggt part of the increase was the,
transfer of the R.D.T. &H. money ino 0. &M.N.
The transportation account, between 1909 and what we are requesting in fiscal year 1970 shows a decrease of $13 million.
AiR SYSTEMS SUPPORT PROor

Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us briefly what the air systems support program,
Captain HMLa. Mr. Chairman, it is a compilation of many small
programs. It has in it the repair and overhaul of the ships' catapult and'
arresting gear, the repair and overhaul of the short airfield tactical
systems--the SATS systems-that are being used by the Marines at
Chu Lai.

We pay for the second destination transportation in this area. We
support quality evaluation and metrology, the calibration of the test
equipment in the field; we support the weather service to a small
d r.AmNDRFW. Will you buy any hardware out of this $237 millionplus budget request?
Captain HPEn. The consumable material that I spoke of yesterday,
sir. We are buying consumable-type hardware.
Mr. ANDRF.WS. Such as what?
Captain Hrni. Gaskets-we always refer to that, gaskets, nuts and
bolts, things that are consumed in the overhaul, repair, upkeep, mainteananeo. We are not buying as such a plece of equipment., the complete
piece of equipment. Those kinds of things are bought in the procure ment account.. We buy tocinical servicemin this area for the contract
technical services support, on-the-job training of service personnel in
new weapons systems.
EVAITUATION',

SURVEILLANCE AND

INOINERTN(

SERVICES

Mr. ANwDRWS. Under this appropriation you are requesting an increase of $4.5 million for evaluation, surveillance and engineering servsIces in various support, areas. What is the total amount you (tt requesting for these services? You can supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)
The total requested for these services in fiscal year 1970 Is $7.0 million. A
breakdown of this request by program follows:
In million

Aircraft structural life surveillance
------------------------Tactics evaluation (FO/210)
--------------------------------Airborne mine countermeasures
--------------------------------.
Versatile avionics shop test (VAST)
---------------------------Safety and survival equipment --------------------------------------.
Total ------------------------------------------------------

0
$4. 1
0
1.4

0

7.0

Mr. AnDRws. What type of evaluation, surveillance and engineeringsrvices are you procuring?
(apt.lin Iiri. The engineering services, Mr. Chairman, are the

on-the-job training services primarily for the training on now equip-

ment and new aircraft, the weapons systems in the fleet for which we
do not have an inhouse capability for training all of our personnel.
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r'he survoillance part. of it is combined with lletest equ ipment calibration. A part of t.at calibration line item pays for stock surveillance.
We take guided missiles out of the .tockpilo and test .theim periodically
to see that the quality has not, deterioraied during storage.

Mr.

ANDJIEWS.

What type of contracts are used to procure these

services?
Captain ll ,w. You mean cost-plus-fixed-fee or fixed price?
Mr. ANDrnws. Just whatever typo they are.
Captain HEL,. They aro indefinite quantity type contracts with a
negotiated fixed man-day rate. We negotiate a man-day rate for various areas. There are special additives for combat zone pay if it is
necessary for them to he there. We have centralized this contracting.

We do all of our contracting through an office in Philadelphia so that

all rates are held as evenly across all contracts as possible, so that we
pay about the same rate to each contractor.
Mr. A-mDRwws. Are thoy cost.pI)lusI
Captain HETLE. No; they are fixed man-day rates.
SHip SYsrFmms TrcIINicAm. Suiloirr

Mr. ANDitPws. Why are you requesting an overall increase of $21,871,000 for ship systons tecnincal stippor r,?
Captain FrrzivroK. the one sinkve biggest increase is the transfer
of tho items that were formerly fmided in research and development
to this appropriation. This accounts for aboit, $10.9 million of the
$21 million.T remainder of the increase is nit increase reuired for
the reprocesing of mlear corcm. 're is some modest increase in
support of the deep submergence prograin.
RIEPROCESSINo OF NUMcYAR CORES FOR StI7IIA1NFA

Mr. ANDREWS. Why wouldn't the cores be in the proctrenmont program ?
Captain FITZPATHICK. They are, sir; when you buy now ones. These
cores are ones which are removed from submarines and are reprocessed
so that they can go back into the Subs, et cetera.
Mr. Anrnws. You told us yesterday you hadl two atomic submarines schelided for overhaul 'in 1970 and you propose to buy now
-cores. Now, that would be under procurement.
Captain FITZPATRICK. Yes, sir; it, would.
MNr. ANDRnWS. Where do you use these reworked cores?
Captain F rzvmicic. It is my intdomtand that they are removed, as
I say, from submarines or surf a6 ships that atr under overhaul, taken
to an overhaul facility, there they are reworked, and then thbey are
available for replacement during Kutuno overhauls. Wo buy now cores
where we have to replace the whole core.
Mr. ANDnRws. Hrow much dos it cost to refurbish an old corel

Captain FITZPATRICK. There is $8.0 million in the budget for that.
Mr. ANDREVws. Just to rework an old coreI
Yes, sir; manty of them.
Captain FrrzpAtoR.
Mr. AND1 Ews. Whtat?
Captain Frrz'ATRICK. A number of them. This is not just one core.

Mr. Axipv.

I was asking you about one.
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Captain FrP,vrntK. Mr. Chairman, it will va'y with the kind of
core.
Mr.

ANDIUEW8.

You have $8 million in here to rework how many

cores?
Captain FITZPATRICK. A number of cores.
Mr. AwDlnwws. A number of them?
Captain FITZPATRICK. I do not have the exact number.
Mr. ANDivWS. How does that work?
Captain FITPATRICKC. I mn not sure, I couldn't answer. I can give

you that. for the record, but I am not sure.
(Tie information follows:)

CORIIFTION OF TESTIMONY IRIOARI)INa IIEPROCESSINO OF NUCLEAR CORES

The Information supplied on reprocessing of nuclear cores is somewhat misleading. The following explanation Is provided to correct the record. "NA%'.III1S budgets each year in the O&MN account for the reprocessing of expanded
reactor cores removed from nuclear powered shipsq. Rleprocesdng is a chemical
process used to recover the resIdual uranium from expended nuclear tores for
return to the AEC's Inventory. Through this operation the AEC determines
the quantity of AC-owned uranium which was burned up during the operation
of the core in the ship. The actual work on the expended cores Is done by the
AEC and funds budgeted are required to reimburse the AEC for both the work
done to recover the residual uranium and for the cost of the uranium and for
the cost of the uranium or fuel actually burned up In operating the core. Expended cores are shipped to the AEO reprocessing facility when they are removed from a ship Incident to refueling.
There Is no reusable material residual to the reprocessing other than the AECowned uranium which was, In effect, loaned to the Navy at the time the core
was fabricated. Therefore, there Is no storage of us cores either before or after
reprocesing.
In summary, the navy procures new cores from the AEC in the SON and OPN
accounts for new contruetion and refueling requirements and installs them in
ships. Expended cores which are removed from ships are returned to the AEC
for reprocessing to recover uranium nid the Navy reimburses the AEO for the
reprocessing and for urantilunt iurnup from the O&MN account."
STORAGE OF NUCLEAR CORF8

Mr. ANDnvs. When you rework the core, what do you do with it-

)u11 it. in storage?

Captain

FITZPARICK.

I believe so,sir.

Mr. AxNiWs, Have yoti many in storage?
Captain FITZPAT4WK. It is myunderstanding they are reproces.sed

in sch a fashion as to be avatla blfl when the ships require them. They
are keyed to the overhaul schedule of the ship.
Mr. A NDRV8w. Do you know whether or not you have any in storage?
Captain F1zPAtmeC. I do not.. That is tinder Admiral Rickover
and I do not. know if he has anything in storage.

fr. ANDnRWS. Mry question, my thought is: Why, if you have re.

worked cores-and I assume they are as good as now, are they notl
Captain FrrzPATRUIK. I assume so, sir.
Mi. ANqDRnws. Why do you want to buy two now cores? They are
pretty expensive gadgets.
Cal)tain FITZPATRICK. My Impression is that we are buying more
than two.
Mr. ANDiEws. I am talking about these two relatively new sub.
marines that you talked about yesterday. You are going to rework those
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submarinem and put in new cores. If you have got reworked cores in
storage and they are just as good as now ones, why buy now ones?
Ca)tain FirzPAiRcK. I think one of the answers to that-again, I

am speaking out of my field-one of the answers to that is that there
is it program for replacing the short-lifo cores in submarines which only
years, with long-life cores which have a much,
had a life of
greater life,, much greater operating life before they nieed recoring or
replacement.
This requires purchase of now cores.
Mr. ANi)PxNWS. See how much you can put in the record about how
many cores you have in storage, how many have been used, and so
forth.
Ca l)tain FITZPATRICK. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
CORIwwoTiON Op TK TiMoNY REMAMnINO STORAoE

op NUCLEAR CORES

The funds requested for nuclear core reprocessing Is for 17 cores from 10 ships.
Of this number, eight cores are from the Enterprise (OVAN 65). As stated in the
preceding insert to the record, the original testimony on reprocessing of nuclear
cores was somewhat misleading; there Is no storage of cores since the only
product Involved Is the uranium itself which is In effect loaned to Navy by AEO;
the Navy pays only for what It actually has used.
SHIP ENlNEERINO L0ISTC8

Mr. ANwv8ws. Why do you need an additional $33,384,000 for ship
engineering logisticst
CaptainFrrPATntcK. There are a number of things covered-by that
program, sir. It is a very broad progrtim. That $16.9 million of the
R. & . program transfer is a part of that.. That is a piece of that.
The nuclear core reprocessing program is in that piece, as is the
deep submergence program. Those arl three of the big items.
Mr. ANDIwiws. All right. Put something else in the record on it.
(The information follows:)
The transfer of functions formerly funded under the R. & D. approprintion
(+$10.9 million) ; relrocesslng of nuclear cores (+$5 million) and the deep submergence systems program (+$5.8 million) account for mo.st of the increase.
There are other Increases for such programs as: submarine silencing, underway
replenishment program, antisubmarine warfare technical support, restoration
of electronics equipment, technical training, and 1,200 PR-1 boiler program: there
are minor offsetting decreases In other technical support areas.
CIASSI

IFIED PRIOJEC'M8

Mr. ANDiFAWS. For what classified projects are you requesting an
increase of $2.6 million and what is the total cost of these projects?

Captain FITPARICK. May I ask Captain Nicholson, who has cog-

nizanceo of the deep submergence project to respond.
Captain NxonoLs0N. Could I ask Nlich increasel There is an item
of $1.2 million. Roughly half of that is for the support of the
program. The other half is for another classified program
Mr. ADREVWS.
Captain Nxciorsox. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDnEws. Tell us about that. We haven't heard about that before--I have not.
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Captain NImoILSoNo I would prefer to do that in closed session. I
cannot disclose the total implications of that here.
Mr. Aiwinws. Is that a brand new project?
Captain NzOHoLsoN. No, sir. It is about 2 years old.
Mr. ANrmws. How much is in here for that project?
Captain NICHOLSON. In this appropriation about $600,000.
Mr. ANDPxWs. Is that part of this $2.6 million?
Captain NICHOLSON. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. All right. Put as much in the record as you can

about it, Captain.

Captain NIOHOLSoN. Aye, aye, sir.

(The information follows:)

is in addition to the $0.6 million. The
The $2.6 million for project
Navy's total request in this appropriation for this project is $3.2 million. The
shopping list for these funds is:
In thousands

Item

(a)
(b)
(o)
(d)
(e
(f)
(g)

$345
-----------------------------Integrated test program
200
--------------------------------System engineering
250
-----------------------------------Design services
420
---------------------------------------Training
8 10
Contractor field engineering services ----------------------------Documentation/configuration control ---------------------400
Special shipyard services (support services for platform in naval
1,275
------------------------------------shipyard)
Total

--------------------------

------------

3,200

ANTNSUBMARINE WARFARE SYSTEMS REWORK AWD MAINTENANCE
Mr. ANDREWS. Under Antisubmarine Warfare Systems Rework and
Maintenance you are requesting $7.8 million for antisubmarine underwater ordnance fleet support. This is the first time you requested these

funds. What is this request for?
Admiral GPimA. The $7.8 million is for investigative effort relative

to deficiency correction and minor updating in support of inservice
equipments. The item was transferred in 1976 from the research, development, test and evaluation, Navy appropriation to the operation and
maintenance, Navy appropriation. This continuing program provides
a means of responding to fleet requirements for improvements to inservice antisubmarine warfare ordnance systems through problem
investigation, engineering design support of inservice systems and
preparation of technical instructions to insure effective accom lishment of required system changes generated by introduction op new
systems into the fleet.
SLEEVES AND LINERS FOR THE NEW JERSEY'S 18-INCH GUNS

Mr. FLOOD. Are you making sleeves for the 16-inch guns on the New
Jersey any place?
Admiral GmLtA. Yes, sir. And liners. We are reworking gun barrels
and installing liners essentially at S. & A. Fabricating, at Pocatello,
Idaho.
Mr. FroD. Did you have any in inventory ?
Admiral GRALLA. Yes, sir.

Mr. FLOOD. You do have some?
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Admiral GRALLA. Yes, sir. Right now I cannot give you the exact

figures of the ones we have but, if memory serves me, we have 19 gun
barrels right now ready to go.
Mr. FLOOD. Is that good?
Admiral GRAMA. Yes, sir; tested and ready.

Mr. ANDEmWS. How long will a sleeve last?
Admiral GRALLA. We are doing a little better than we thought.
Initially a liner lasted a certain number of equivalent service rounds;
but in the current deployment of the New Jersey by virtue of using
extra additives that we have added to the powder and reduced firing
rates, she has only used 30 percent of the life of the installed barrels.
Mr. FoD. After we close Washington we are making no new ones?
Admiral GRALLA. No, sir; we are redoing the old gun barrels by installing new gun liners.
Mr. FLooD. How long can you keep that up I What is the life expectanoy of a sleeve after reworking?
Admiral GRALLA. It is as good as new. We reline them, put new
liners in them. So we have no requirement for any new barrels now.
You may recall that we do have in the inventory of the ships that are
laid up, additional battleships that will match the New Jersey. These
ships have 27 additional barrels installed which we have not yet been
called upon to use.
MK. 46 TORPEDO

Mr. ANDRWMVS. You mentioned new torpedoes. Tell us about them.
Admiral GRALLA. Yes, sir. When I say the new torpedoes I am talk-

ing primarily of the Mk. 46 torpedo which is in production and which
is in the fleet now. The quantities are coming out at a substantial rate.
We will have an inventory right now of these light torpedoes and we
will work up to
eventually.
This is the backbone.
They are light torpedoes,
torpedoes and have a homing head
in them. They will pick up a ship at about
and home in on
their own. They can be launched from ships, torpedo tubes of ships,
and from aircraft. The ASW aircraft carry them as well.
U.S.

MISSILES COMPARABLE TO THE STYX

Mr. FLOOD. What do we have to match what the Egyptians had
when they knocked out that Israeli cruiser?
Admiral GRAmA. I take it you are talking about the STYX missile?
Mr. FLOOD. Yes.
Admiral GRALLA. We don't have counterpart to that. I know that
you recall we used to have the REGULUS, which is similar to the
STYX, has the same characteristics. We launched it from ships or
submarines. It was homed in on surface targets. We don't have anything comparable to that right now. One thing which we have which
is excellent for use within limited range is the TERRIER, TARTAR,
and TALOSMr. Foor. Yes; I have heard of those before.
Admiral GraAu. I know you 'have. And I have results now to show
how good they are now, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. You do?
Admiral GraLAu. Yes, sir.
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Mr. FLOOD. The three of them ?
Admiral GRALTA. Yes.
Mr. FLOOD. The three of them?
Admiral GRALLA. Yes.
Mr. FLOOD. You are short on one; one is not working.
Admiral GALLA. Everyone is working.
Mr. FLOOD. Again ?
Admiral Gn,%.TA. Yes, sir. 1We have brought Ul) their capabilities now
so that we have a hit expectancy against targets which look like the
Komar boats, the PT boats that the Soviets have and we are getting
an average of
percent kills. As a matter of fact, . Now,
I must tell you this
-.
Mr. FLOOD. The Russians have had it for 8 years.
Admiral GRALLA. Yes, sir; and we had REGTLUS many years ago.
Mr. FLOOD. I know. But they got them right now, built in for the
last 8 years.

Admiral

GRALTJA.

They have. We are making a modest effort to ob-

tain enoughM r. F1oon. ModestI
Admiral GnALLA. I say modest efforts.
Mi'. FLOOD. Why should you be modest?
Admiral GRALLA. I guess our salesmanship
Mr. FrLooD. The Rusky has that pigeon and it is a hot pigeon.
Admiral GRALTJA. It is, and we don't deny that. However, we have
means, as I know you have heard, of combating targets. We have
aircraft and aircraft carriers which-the Russians don't have.
Mr. FLoOD. I am not talking about those, I am talking about what
I am t-6hking about.
Admiral GRALLA. I know that, sir.
and I am sure that is
what you have in mind.
MNr: Froon. Yes.
Admiral GRALLA. All right.
SURFACE MISSILE SYSTEMS RFlWOR[

AND

M1AINT1NANCH

Mr. ANDPW8s. For surface missile systems rework and maintenance,
you are requesting an increase of $6 ,35,000. What is the total request
and why is the increase required And tell us briefly about this
program.
Admiral GRALTA. Yes, sir. The surface system reworks and maintenance handles the rework of our missiles like the three T's which are
in our inventory and which are currently getting older. The missiles,
as you know, have a certain shelf life. Some of the components such as
theo propellant deteriorate after they have been on the shelf for a certain number of years. We have been running what we call a bow wave,
pushing them out, extending their lives. Generally, they are about
twice now what we anticipated.
Mr. AxvnDWS. What is that?
Admiral OnALLA. Right now, about 9 years is where we have pushed
them to now. In other words, we don't replace the grain in a booster
or in a sustainer motor until about 9 years aftet we have had them.
Initially, we thountht we would need it every 5 years.
Mr. ANDRFJws. You haven't had any 9 years.
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Admiral GALLA. Yes, sir. The TERRIER missile has been with us
since about 1948. 'rheSo are ol beasts. Our people raise Cain with
them, these have the technology of World War 4I. We are moving
ahead with new missiles.
Mr. Aimmws.What, about the POLARIS, are they included uihder
this?
Admiral GRATITA. No, sir; that is under a separate item.
Mr. FLOOD. It just so happens that Mrs. Flood christened a ship
called ti Dale, now over in tihe Pacific. Does she have anything new,
any of these pigeons, since the day we launched heir?
Admiral
AtJT,.%. Yes. She has the same tyl missile. Those are the
updated TERRIERS. Th'liose updated ones we are replacing by what
we call the Standard missile, which takes all the dope that we have and
gives it. a new technology, solid state eleetronics. Thoe we have just
finished our technical evaluation last week on. We are very proud of
them. That is a ste up fromthe -1T, which is the homing ''IERRiEIR.
IMPROVEMENTS IN SHIP ORDNANCE

Mr. FI.oOD. I was the nut around here years ago, as far as the Navy
was concerned, because I raised Cain wlen they started taking 3-inch
guns and everything else. Well, we ha've come back full circle.
Admiral G
ALtA.
W ehave, sir.
Mr. FLooI. What is the attitude of the current brass now sitting
in those chairs? You know, this is a different troupe, Act 2, Scene 2.
Admiral GnALA. Exactly.
Mr. FooD. All right. What do you think about it.?
Admiral GRLTA. Well, sir, I am very proud of the fact that ship
ordnance which was fairly dead has comie back. I was the first Commander of the Naval Ordnance System Command, and we pushed
pretty hard for guns.
Mr. FLooD. Y ou know, there isnothing better thanwbeing a Monday,
morning quarterback. Boy, would I like to see the red faces on that
one.
Admiral GnALTA. Mine was not one of them.
Mr. FLOOD. So we. agree now; is that it ?
Admiral GrTA. You and I are on the same team, preaching to
the same choir.
Mr. FLOOD. But I was alone.

Admiral

GRATLA.

You are not alone now.

Mr. ANDREWS. Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)
Adiral GRALA. Do you want. me to go further?
Mr. ANDREWS. Put something in the record on that.
Admiral GrALA. All right. sir.
(The information follows:)
From its inception, the Navordsyscom Instituted a program for the revitaliza-

tion of conventional ordnance, an area neglected for many years. This program
includes the rehabilitation and modernization of gun systems of World War II
and Korean war vintage, the installation of only new guns on new ships and the
development of a family of rapid fire lightweight guns. As a part of the pr6gram, new'and better ammunition has been and is being developed-pioviding
much longer ranges and greater destructive power. These developments are
rapidly enhancing the Navy's defensive and offensive capabilities.
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SIIP ANTIMISSILE INTEGRATED DEFENSE SYSTEM

Mr. ANDREWS. W"That is the ship antimissile integrated defense
system?
Admiral GRALLA. As a result of the emphasis on antiship missiles
like the Styx, which the Soviets have a project was set up known as
Samid, Surface Antimissile Integrated Defense. What we are trying to
do :is to have a quick reaction to the missile because the big problem
is if you are set and ready you can shoot them down but the problem
is that it comes over the horizon so quickly at a speed
that you
have very little time to get on with it. There are
defenses that
you have, essentially. You can try to
Mr. ANDREW. Do you have that capability?
Admiral GRALLA. Yes, sir; we have. -.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have that capability I
Admiral GRALLA. We have that capability.
Mr. LPsoOMB. What capability are you now talking about?
Admiral GRALLA. This is the one in the
Mr. Luswomn. When did you get that capability I
Admiral GmArLA. We have ]ust got it this last year.
Mr. LnmSomB. Where was it developed ?
Admiral GRu.
Mr. LwPsoon-B. Through last year you had no capability in this area.
Admiral GnAwA. That is right.

Mr. ANDREWS. Are they expensive, Admiral?
Admiral GRAuA. I can get the cost on that.
(The information follows:)

The cost of SAMID packages varies according to ship class. However, an averbeing installed during fiscal year 1969 and 1970, is about $1.8 million. This price
includes equipment such as which were previously developed, procured
under other programs, And scheduled for installation on an individual basis. The
SAMID program combined these improvements as one package and for that
reason the costs are included in the above amount.
age procurement and installation for the SAMID immediate package, which Is

Mr. ANDREWS. I imagine you want to take much of this off the
record.
Admiral GRALLA. It is rather highly classified; yes, sir.
WITHII0LDINGO OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

Mr. LiPSCOMB. They have always had
privilege of taking if off
the record. There is nothing new about the
the procedure for receiving
secret testimony before this committee. Perhaps all of the people on
that side of the table are not cleared.
Admiral GRALLA. I do not mind that, as long as this is not the public
record. We would not want this
Mr. LiPSco.B. The thing that we have been complaining about over
the past years is overclassiflcation which hns been done by the Defense
Department.
Admiral GRALLA. In sensitive areas, we certainly do not want this
out.

Mr. LiPaCOMB. Of course not. We don't, either. The thing is, I did
not know that we should assume that you are keeping secrets from
the committee.
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Admiral

GRALILA.

W are not; no, sir.

Mr. LIwscoifn. I do not know why you have to worry about it at this
late date.
Admiral GRALTA. I was only worried to make sure it was not in
the unclassified version.
DEFENSE AGAINST TILE STYX MISSILE

Mr. FLOOD. Will'the gentleman yield?

ok, Skipper, this is what I don't like. I went into the Styx missile
last year at some length. I don't care whether it was on the record or off
the record or who knows about it. That doesn't interest me. You fellows told me absolutely that there is no defense against the Styx. Now
all of a sudden, out of the clear blue sky, you are back here this year,
ready to knock it off. What have you got? A crystal ball or a magic
wand or what? Lastyear you had nothing. Now you have it.
Admiral GRALLA. NIay I answer that question I
Mr. FLOOD. I don't care who answers, but what happened?
Admiral GnALLA. Last year at least I did not say in my testimony
that we did not have any capability against the missile.
Mr. FLOOD. Somebody did.
Admiral GRATLA. They may have. Probably not in this room.
Mr. FLOOD. Somebody told me flatly that they had no defense against

the Styx.
Admiral GITALLA. We have, sir. This is the defense I am talking
about
Mr. FLOOD. Did you ever hear of the Chief of Naval Operations I He
is the guy who told me. Tell him I said so.
Admiral GRALL. I shall.
Mr. FLOOD. Wlat's the matter, are communications bad, or what,
over there I Is that ivory tower too high for you to get to?
Admiral GRALLA. I have no trouble getting to it.

Mr. FwoD. He told me. You tell me something else all of a sudden.
AdmiralGRALLA. You must understand I prefaced my remarks by
saying with the advent of Styx we started to work to see what we
had.
Mr. FLOOD. Isn't that nice.
Admiral GRALLA. I think this is the usual routine.
Mr. FLOOD. With the advent of Styx, with the advent of the attack
upon the Israeli destroyer, you got working on a defense for a Styx
system that the Russians had had for 7 years, and we knew it.
Mr. RHODe. As I recall, the difficulty last year-and I wonder if
it is not still the difficulty-is that it took a
. Is that still the
situation
Admiral GRALLA. That is what we are doing now in the
.I
tried to preface my remarks-but obviously did not make it very
clear-that what we are trying to do and the trick is
Mr. RHODES. But you do not have that on shipboard now?
Admiral GRALLA. Yes, sir; we have
Mr. RHODES. When will that go in
Admiral GRALLA.
now having this installed on the west
coast.
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Mr. RnioDEs. how long will it take to have this capability on all the
ships in the active fleet?
Admiral GRALLA. I would have to give that for the record.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
Admiral GADDIS. The present program, sir; is a reprograming of
$12.8 million which was reported in the 1969 supplemental. This was a
reprograming from the Southeast Asia Emergency Fund which I
testified to. That $12.8 million is to provide the interim system which
Admiral Gralla speaks of in
- ships scheduled for operation off
the present-active coast in Southeast Asia.
It will be a significant and large project to do this kind of thing,
particularly with a permanent system in all of the ships of the fleet,
sir.

Mr. FLOOD. Here is what I still don't understand. I was here at the
accouchement of that pigeon. I went through all the life of that bird.
We knew the Russians were building the STYX into those ships. We
know this as plain as the nose on your face for 7 years. We scratched
the REGULUS. We don't bother about defenses to the STYX until
a class D outfit like that Egyptian knocked off the Israeli destroyer.
Then we say, "Boy, that's a-hot pigeon," and we knew it was. We had
nothing.
First of all, we didn't have a pigeon ourselves and second, absolutely no defense for 7 years until they knocked off that Israeli destroyer. What in the world kind of a railroad is that you are running?
That's it, gentlemen.
Mr. RuoDEs. I hope you are putting that system on the 6th Fleet
ships, too. It seems to me you have a threat over there that might be
even hotter than the one in Vietnam.
Admiral GRAIJA. That is in the program as well, sir.
Mr. LIPSCoMB. What do you mean,-'it is in the program as well" I It

was just stated here that this is an interim system.
Admiral GADDIS. In fiscal 1969; yes, sir.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. That comes through a reprograming.

Admiral

GADDIS.

Yes, sir.

Mr. LUSCOMB. How much are you asking for in the 1970 budget?

Admiral GRALLA. In 1970, we are asking for $3.7 million. We reprogramed $12.28 million in 1969. There was nothing in 1968.
Incidentally, that is in the procurement appropriation OPN. In
RDT & E, to work on this further, we are asking for
million

in 1970.
Admiral

GADDIs.

Which is for development.

Mr. LPcsctB. If you have the capability as you specifically said
here why is the Navy looking toward other major programs to combat
the threat of the STYX missile?
Admiral GRAuL.
We never have 100 percent capability.
Mr. LTPSCOMB. But you were specific that you have the capability.
Admiral GRALTA. We have a capability and we are continuing to
improve it, sir; but that capability consists of many things. First,
Mr. LUPscomB. You know they are trying to develop a capability
for the
. They do not have it right now so how can you talk to
us in positive terms.
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Admiral GnA,LA. I must talk to you in positive terms, because tho.e
things are positively there.
Mr. LTrsco.%in. You shock me.
Admiral GRALLA. I am sorry about that, sir.
ADEQUATE WARNING TO DEFEND AGAINST A STYX 3MISSILF.

Mr. FLOOD. That still isn't my problem. My problem is, this Israeli

destroyer had no idea at all tfhat she was that close, to that STYX
launcher. What I want to know is, do you today have enough surveillance intelligence hardware so you are not so close to a launcher like
the Elath was, that you know the launcher is there? That guy didn't.
It was a complete surprise. He was dead before he knew it. What about
you?
Admiral SiiiFLEY. May I say just one word here, sir. I do not wantto intimate that we do not take a very serious view of the STYX mis,
sile. We do, indeed, as Admiral Gralla has testified here this morning.
On the Other hand I think to put this in proper context you have torealize that, particularly during peacetime, you cannot always stay
completely away from a potential enemy's weapons. As, for example.
we cannot always stay completely away from torpedo-firing range of'
his submarines.
On the other hand, we have no right during peacetime to go in and
attack him. All we can do is move away. You cannot always do this.
So, if some foreign country's submarine gets within torpedo-firingrange, there is always the possibility that he will fire a torpedo and hit
one of our ships.
By the same token, if one of his destroyers or other ships comes withingunfire range, there is nothing to prevent him from suddenly train,
ing his guns around and shooting.
Mr. FLOOD. But the Israelis and Egyptians were in a state of war or
what amounted to a state of hostilities-condition red, anyhow. That
Israeli destroyer was condition red off that Egyptian coast, and he did
not know the STYX launcher was there.
If and when the situation arises, tomorrow morning, off North
Korea, I do not know what the President said today, but suppose it is
i. condition red and the destroyer Dale is off the North Korean coast,
do you know or will they know on the Dale that there is a STYX
launcher there?
Admiral Srmny. Yes, sir, I am sure he would. This is tlhe same sort
of situation that started our active participation in the war in South
Vietnam.
Mr. FLOoD. That is all I wanted to know.
Admiral SHrLEmY. A torpedo boat came in.
Mr. FMOr. The Israelis didn't know. The condition was red. Yousay you do and the Dale will. This afternoon the Dake will know ?
Admiral SmiBLy. He certainly has the capability of knowing, yes,
sir.
SHIP

UtPPORT FUNDS

Mr. A D EWS. What ship support funds are now included in this
appropriation which were formerly under the "Shipbuilding and con-.
version, Navy," appropriation, ana what is the total amount?
Admiral Sitivixy. I do not know of any.
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OVERHAUL AND REPAIR OF MISSILES

Mr. ANDREWS. How much is included in this budget activity for the
overhaul and repair of the 3-T'sI
Admiral GRALLA. The rework and maintenance of missiles will be
$25.327 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. What do you do to the missiles?
Admiral GRAra.A. In the missiles we essentially rework the grains,
as I mentioned, as they get older. We also take the electronics and test
them and rework them. We expect to rework, for instance, about 250
missiles. Sometimes you do not have to do very much to it. Sometimes you do quite a bit.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is it true you plan to replace the 3-T's?
Admiral GRALA. Yes 'sir They are eventually to be replaced by
what we call the STANDARD missile, which we have just started
production on.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is there any use to overhaul the present 3-T's if you
are eventually to replace them?
Admiral (ThALTA. Yes, sir; because the present 3-T's will be with
us for a long time to come. They are good missiles. We are just phasing
out the old ones, ihe BW-I's, which are on the BOSTON, but ti
other ones are still good and we will keep them going.
Mr. ANDRWS. They are the ones you mention having a record of
out of
Admiral GRAr A. That was the STANDARD missile, sir.
Air. ANDnRWS. That is the one that will replace tie 3-T's?
Admiral GRALLA. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is your latest experience with the accuracy of
the 3-T'sI
Admiral GRALIJA. We are getting between
kill. That is, it
takes
missiles and you have your kill on targets that we
have.
percent kill capability.
-

TOTAL COST OF T1E 3-T PROGRAMS

Mr. FLOOD. Will you put in the record at this point, if you have
the exact number or a ball- park figure, the cost of that system from
the day somebody gave birth to it in V. & D. and walked into this
room and told us Jtbout the 3-T's, beginning with the first one, 1, 2,
3? Not now, but in the record give us a final figure I never thought
I would live this long--a figure for the 3-T's?
Admiral GRALLA. Yes sir.
(The information follows:)
The 3-T weapon system cost in all appropriations including missiles from pro.
gram initiation through fiscal year 1960 has been $4.7 billion. This investment
includes all 8-TI missile and missile system development costs, procurement costs,
and associated ordnance fleet support costs. The cost also includes depot missile
facility military construction, and checkout and handling equipment, and associated school construction, and equipment. Excluded is the cost of shipbuilding and
conversion of missile ships, except direct missile system costs which are included.

PoINT DEFENSE PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the status of your point defense program?
Admiral GRALLA. We have a basic point defense system which is
one of the features of our antimissile defense.
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Mr. ANDRPWs. Describe it, please.
Admiral GRALA. That uses the Sparrow missile, which is an airship
launcher,
the first
shipone.
put it on
nowcontrol
essentially. Wefire
missile,hand-controlled
to-air
controls
A manwith
in the
lire control,
it.
and does quite well
It has an eifeetive range out to about
within its limitations.
We have bought 72 of these systems. We are under contract for
72 of these systems.
The point defense system will be superseded later, we hope, with a
better system. This is an interim basic point defense system with more
automation.
Mr. ANjnPws. Is this a crash program?

Admiral

GRAT,TA.

The 72 will fill our needs fairly well in the eArly

stage; yes, sir. We are looking ahead for improvements in this.
Incidentally, we are working with NATO. The NATO nations are
interested in this. They have a group working with us on NATO
Seasparrow.
Mr. FLOoD. The boys tell me you have something. It is pretty
good.

Admiral GUALTJA. Yes. It has about a
kill capability. The
air-to-air missiles themselves, as you know, are short range, so we
have large quantities of those available.
.Mr. Axwnnws. We are at the end of a section. Mr. Lipseomb, have
you any quest ions?
CLASSIFIED PROJECTS

Mr. Livscomn. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to refer back to your question, Mr. Chairman, where
you asked about classified projects.
Are you requesting an increase of $2.6 million? We have information, Admiral, from the Navv that this $2.6 million which is on page
1-2-16 of the justification sheets, is for
. When Mr. Andrews
asked the question what is he witness saidthat he could not
discuss it before the committee.
We had been informed previously by the Navy that, witnesses will
Ie available duing the review for an, further 'information desired.
Perhaps Mr. Andrews' question could be answered at this point.
Captain Nictrorsox. The people on the Navy's side of the table are
not cleared for this information.
Mr. LipsoMn. That answers my question.
Admiral SjtiFwY. This is on a need-to-know basis, sir. We are
happy to provide this information to you. If you wish, we can clear
tle room right now.
Mr. IPscoMB. No. That answers the question.
Then, just so we understand, does that mean that many of the things
and many of the questions we are asking are not being answered because the room is not cleared?
Admiral SiIFLFY. No, sir.
Admiral GAD)DIS. That is the only subject so far.
Mr. Lirsco-xn. The Styx missile has a lower classification than the
Admiral SitInPY. Yes, sir.
30-055-6 -pt. 2-37
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Admiral GRAM.. I have no-objection, from my point of view, to

telling you all I know about the Styx missile.

Admiral SiiipixY. No information is beiig withheld.

Mr. ANDREWS. Let me suggest that sometime in the future we have
a little executive session, and one or two witnesses come over and
explain that.

Admiral Sitipjuy. Any time at your convenience, sir.
F,\curris T.cINICAL Surrorr
PERSONNEL SUrPORT EQUIPMENT

Mr. ANDDnws. Under facilities technlin l support, you arc requesting
an increase of $6.2 million for personnel Sul)port equipment.
What is the total amount for this equipment, aid wlat typet of
equil)meht do you intend to pu rhuse?
Captain lRICKENIIERoER. This e uipment, Mr. Chairman, primarily
consists of beds, mattresses, wardrobes, desks, lams), rugs, tables,
chairs, kitchen equipment, griddles, coffee heaters juice dispensers, and
work tables, for the outfitting, generally speaking, of the barracks,
BOQ's, messlialls, and community facilities of the Navy ashore. exclusive of RVN worldwide. Tei total amount in this budget is $25.9
million, which includes $4.8 million for initial outfitting of newly
constructed and rehabilitated facilities and $21.1 million for replacement/augmentation.
We now have a totdl on-hand inventory of this equipment of $127.9
million. Tlie total backlog in this category is approximately $(S.I

million, which includes $35.8 million to furnish the above type facilities up to the habitability standards of the U.S. Navy and $32.3 million for replacement of worn out items presently in %use.
The general increases in 1968 up through 1970 reflect the policy
of the Chief of Naval Operations to raise the habitability standards
for our bachelor enlisted and officer personnel.
CONSTRUCTION COLIATEIML\

EQUIPMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. Under the same budget activity you are requesting an
increase of $7.5 million for collateral equipment for initial outltfting
of certain military construction line items. What is the total amount
in this budget request for this collateral equipment., and what type of
equipment are you purchasing?
You mtv put that in the record.
Captain ki OKENBEROER. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)
The total amount in this budget Is $7.5 million. This equipment consists primnarily of Items such as office furniture, classroom furniture, dock equipment, shop
equipment and furnishings, dispensary and dental equipment and furniture,
and medical equipment for newly constructed facilities. This function was assigned to NavFac effective July 1, 1969.
FUNDS FOR PERSONNEL SUPPORT AND CONSTRUCTION COLLATERAL
EQUIPMENT

Mif. ANDRIEWS. Will you prepare a schedule for the record showing

01e total amounts for iscal years 1067, 1068, 1069, and 1070, for both
of these types of equipment I
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Yes, sir.

Captain K11IIEB

(The information follows:)

(In millions of dollars)
Fiscal years

item
Personnel suppo t equipment .........................
Construction collateral equipment .....................

1967

1968

13.8
17.6

12.9
16.2

1969
19.7
'10. 1

1970
25.9
7.5

I he amounts shown for fiscal years 1967, 1968, and 1969 were not Included in the NavFac budget.

INSTALLATION

OF' COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEMS

Mr. ANDREWS. What communications systems do you intend to in.
stall during fiscal year 1970, for which you are requesting $9.084
million?
Admiral SniFixY. May we defer that question until a backup witness is here?
Mr. ANPDREWS. You may supply it for the record.
Captain ANDREWS. All right, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You cannot answer it now?
Captain ANDREWS. I do not have a breakdown of the information.
(The information follows:)
Commitnlcation8 Ilstallatton Program, Fiscal Year 1970
(Dollars In thousands)

Fleet multichannel broadcast ----------------------

$70.9

Microwave systems --------------------------------------

338.0

Replacement program ---------------------------------12.8
Antenna systems
---------------------------------------343.0
Fleet multichannel ship/shore
-----------------------------1,410. 8
Pacific missile range
------------------------------------- 784.0
Environmental services ------------ ----------------------250.0
Compromising information bearing emanations ------------------ 1,153,0
AUTODIN

------------------------------------

AUTOSEVOCOM ----

DCA HF consolidation

Total

------- 2,730.0

------------------------------------

------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

835.0
148. 5

084.0

F FET BALLISTIC MISSILE SYSTEM TECHNICAL SUPronT

Mr. ANDIIEWS. For "Fleet ballistic missile system technical sup.

port," you are requesting $106,548,000. This is an increase of $8,518,000
over the estimate for 1969. What axe you going to use all this money
for, and why do you need an increase inunding?
Admiral SMTI. We have furnished to the committee a 80-some-page
description of the various items contained in the $166,548,000 request.
The fiscal year 1969 estimate is $162,030,00U.
Mr. ANDREWS. Generally speaking, what is it for, Admiral I
Admiral SMm!. It breaks down into operations and engineering
support, and general support. Then there is a sub-breakdown of the
operations and engineering support between Polaris and Poseidon.
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Polaris, under Olerat-ions and engleprilg support, there is a
decrease of $23.0157 inlion. nithis decreasee in th
fie categories of perforimance evaluation, surveillance, and engineering support for overbaulMr. ANirnnws. Overhaul of what.? The missiles?
Admiral Sizrrii. No. Submarines and the weapons systems equipment on them.
Mr. ANDRvws. You have to make certain modifleations on a sub.
marine to change from the Polaris missile to the Poseidon missile,
is that.correct?
Admiral SMImT. Yes, sir.
AiWnvwB. Is that money in this budget?
Admimi, l SitHim. No, sir.
Mr. A NwRr.ws. Where is It?
Admiral S~ritiu. In the "Shipbtlildlig and conversion" account.
That amount to approximately $80 tuillion per suihminrine for the pro.
curement of the new equipment and the installation of the now
equipment.
Mr. ANDnnrws. Just, what will the money from this budget be spent
for in connection with Polaris and Po.eidonl ?
Admiral SmITH. In Polaris, it is for evaluation, surveillance, roliability maintenance, repair and alteration of missiles themselves, a
Vor

,Mr.

small amount for shore facility mnintennnce.
"Mr.ANDUrWS. Put the rest of it, in the record.
(Thle information follows:)

'Tie reduetlon in Polaris operational support In fiqeal yeir 1970 os coimipared
with fiscal year 1mp reflects a conscious decision to minimize the Investnent In
maintaining the relinhility of systems destlnel to replaced by Poseldotn. fit
general, redloctlons have been applied where they are not expected to cause
unrecoverable degradation of performance or reliability, in those areas where
there Is greater confidence that the actual degradation is Dionitorable, and

efhiinatIon of efforts to Improve reliablity or accuracy.
The budget request In support of Poseidon provides for training of crews and

the establishment of systenis to maintain in operation the reliability and depend.
ability of the weapon system after It deploys. 0. & M.N. funls are required to
intlato logistic analysis and control, component and system testing, conflguration control and documentation maintenance. Poseidon equiinient will be In
operation at training facilities, test facilities ashore and aboard test ships, and at
Polaris missile facilities. 0. & M.N. funds are also required for fire control computer programing and analysis to meet operational requirements for presetting
and targeting data. These efforts begin as the development program is completed

to assure the maintenance of initial weapon system effectiveness after the Poseidon missile Is placed In operational service.
REhTABITAVY

AND ACCURACY OF POLARIS ,MISSlI,VA

Mr. ANDReWS. What experience have you had in connection with
testing Polaris missiles for reliability and accurate?
Admiral Stivr. We now have two types of Polaris missiles deployed, one called th6 A-2 with a 1,500-mihe ni'mxnrtin range, and the
other one the A-3, with 2,500 miles range. We have two difftrent types
of tests.
First, the testing at Capek Cantveral on com pleti.n of construction
and on completion of major overhaul. The reliability experience in
tlat catego' 6f missile for the A-2 is
percent.
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Mr. A Nimw8s.Out of how niany missiles tested?
some missiles, as I
Admiral SMITH. That is out of about
remember.
Mr. ANDR'ws. Do you consider that good?

Admiral Smr'. Ves, sir.

Mr.Aimumms. What about the A-i?

Admiral SAMrI'.

Iho A-I has )eLen retired.

Mir. ANIrEws. No more in the fleet.?
Admiral SMmini. No more in the fleet.

The A-3, the reliability is about

percent.

Mr. ANDREws. Out. of how manniy tests?
Admiral Smi-rmti. This also is more than.
Mr. ANimmws. That is better than the A-21

Admiral Sarri. Yes t sir.
of thois A-3?
the rangerange
ANmmrWS.
Mr.
2,500 nautical alies without
maximum
T1he is
S.im'i. What
Admiral
leteratloll ailds.

Mr. Amrsws. What albl:ot the A-21
Admiral Smrmt. 1,500 miles without. penetration aids.
CONAVUlISION

i.RION POI,ARI8 TO VOSEIDON

Mr. ANmmms. Ilow tire yoUi progressing with the changeover from
Polaris to Poseidon?
Admiral Smii'. I woifld like to break that into two parts.
Fil.t, the shiphoard eqn1 ment, navigat.ion, fire control, and launch.
'Ti 1imvigation'accal;imy lests, both in the factory and aboard surface
shil), aro better lhan w

ex)eeted. The reliability tests are better

than the A-3 now. With regard to firo control, we have on6 single.
channel system at Cape Canaveral, and we have just. delivered another
system for the surface ship, Observation Island. Both factory tests
and the installation te., aboard ObseVation Island and the tests at
Cale (,anav'eall show excellent results in meeting all of the performe44s.
a( civi
ai('e ndilf!
r.A-NMimWS. ,dil,
marines?

do you plan to convert all of the sub-

Admlral Strimr. Thirty-one of the 41 submarines.
Mr. A NIM-ws. 'en wit)) Polaris and 31 with Poseidon?
Admiral S~rnrm. Yes, sir.
Mr. Asmimws. Ilow long will it take to make that planned change?
Admiral SmIth. The c6nversions ar'e tied to the scheduled overhauls,
coivorsion program. The first. submarine to be converted has already
entered the yard, and the lst onl is seliedhiled to be Colnj)leledl
iMr. AN ImVS. Thank you, Admiral.

o'clock ,Monday morning, wvhe0n
1
The ('ommitteo will adjotiru11 itl()
we will start With "Supply sUp)port."
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MONDAY, APRIL 21, 1909.
SUPPLY SUPPORT

Mr. SrACK. The committee will please come to order.

This morning we shall continue the appropriation request for "Oporation and maintenance, Navy."
The first item we will consider is supply support.
REQUEST FOR SUPPLIES AND BfATERTALS

Admiral Shifley, what is your current inventory of supplies and
spare parts for all activities under this appropriation ?
Admiral Birmn. May I .4sk a question there, Mr. Chairman. You
asked for the inventory under this appropriation. We carry our inventories in the Navy in the Navy stock fund or in the appropriation that
purchases it. I think that is what you are looking for.
Mr. SLACK. Tell us, then, what you now request under this appro.
priation. Can you supply that?
Admiral BERT. Under our segment of this appropriation we do not
carry specific inventories.

Mr. LoB!. We do have the information, Admiral, and we can supply
BIER!. I withdraw my comment.
(The information follows:)

Admiral

SUPPLIES AND MATERIAL

Aviation fuel lubricants and repair parts .............................
Ships fuel..........
..............................
Ships spare and repair parts, consumables (mops, toilet paper, cleaning
materials, etc.) ........
.... ..............................
Shipboard medal and dental materials ..............................
Shipboard Issued allowances of aviation spare and repair parts.........
Shore, station, and bases supplies, office supplies, documents. chemical
cleaning supplies, building materials for repair of bullidings and
structures, forms and manuals, nuclear core reprocessing an d other
centrally managed fleet.related programs ..........................
Hospital and dispensay medical and surgical supplies ................
Training and Instructional malrlals and documents................
Communications equipment spare and repair parts..................
All other consumable supplies and materials ......................
Total ......................................................

1968

1969

256.2
148. 3

396.2
150.5

392.2
134.2

189.5
6.8
13.5

199.8
6.5
28 7

181.8
7.5
25.9

(134.0?

(135.0)

213,.2

1 .2

10. t

26.8
12. 2
11.1
98. 1
975.7

2.0
13.0
12.0
67. 1
1,040.0

(133.1

.

1970

28.0
13.5
13.0
75.8
1,012.0

1 Nuclear core reprocessing.
EXCESS NAVY SUPPLY SYSTEIM INVENTORIES

Mr. STACK. On Juno 80, 1068, the Navy had $12,009,982,000 of sup-

ply system inventories, which does not Include $959,809,000 of Sitboar4 supplies. Of these, inventories, $1,523,591,000 was excess to DOD
needs. MWhy does the Navy have such a large excess of supplies and
spare parts?

Admiral SitiWY. Admiral Bieri.
Admiral BrERt. On the question of size, if you are talking about a

$12 billion total inventory and an excess of '$1 billion, this is not a
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tremendously large excess considering the large amount of technical
material involved, which has an obsolescence factor attached to it.
One of the specific reasons, though, that the inventories have not
been brought down as rapidly as we would like is that we have been
reluctant to dispose of material, particularly that which is located in
the Pacific area, until we know whether or not we are going to need
those items in the present conflict.
We recognize that there is a lot of material that might have a use,
and we carry it strictly for purposes of insurance. I think you will
find, however that the excesses of material that are in the Navy stock
account are relatively small.
Mr. SLACK. However, based upon a $12 billion figure of supply
system inventories, the excess would amount to about 10 percent. Is
that. a fair statement?
Admiral BxEnT. Yes, sir.
EXCESS STOCK IN SOUTIIEAST ASIA

Mr. SLACK. 'hat. is the total amount of excess stock you now have
in the Pacific area, and in the Southeast Asia area in particularI
Admiral SmJEM.Y. I have some information on that, Mr. Chairman.
I think your question is directed to our inventory at NSA, Danang,
which is our big supply point in the I Corps Tactical Zone. The
inventories down there have been running, on the average, about $62.6
million, with a turnover of about $28 million per month.
We have fouind that.-from Maroh to December 19068 they had reported
about $7.3 million of excess material. In January they reported $12
million. There have not been very many excesses reported since then.
In February they reported an additional $1 million. That is the latest
information I have. That is a total of about $20 million in a year's
time.
These are reasonably small excesses, and the primary reason for
holding this down and being able to report these reasonaly small exces-es is that they are on a pull system of supply. They order only what
they need. We1do not push supplies to them.
INVENTORIES AND EXCESS IN PACIOiC

Mr. SrAcK. Please supply for the record, Admiral, the overall total
amount in excess in the entire Pacifle-area.
Admiral Sim'1
1 Ev. Yes, sir.
Nr.SLACK. At. the same time, you might put in the total amount of
inventories in the Pacific area.

A dmiral SInpi.EY. Yes, sir.

(Tie information follows:)
As of December 31, 1068, the total value of Navy inventories ashore In Southeast Asia and the rest of the Western Pacific area was $080 million. This includes
items hold In the Navy stock account and the appropriations purchases account.

Ba.ced on our average monthly Issue value In this area of $157 million, we are

well below the Navy's authorized on hand stock levels In terms of days' supply.

Nonetheless on an Item analysis basis, there Is material in long supply. The total
value Is approximately $62 million. There are a number of categories of items

making up this total. For example, there are quantities being held for contingencles, others where we forsee future Issue and consider it more economic to retain quantities in long supply than dispose with the probability of having to
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replace later. There are also true excesses, such as obsolescent items and others

which now have excess quantities due to reduced usage. These latter are screened

for other service utilization through PURM/PURA procedures, and if still excess are then screened worldwide by the appropriate Navy inventory manager for
possible use outside of this area prior to any disposal action.
EFFECT OF INVENTORIES AND EXCESSES ON 0. & M. FUND REQUITIEMENTS

Mr. SLACK. With this large supply of stocks on hand, why are you
requesting $1.012 billion for more supplies and spare parts in fiscal
year 1970?
Admiral SIIIFLEY. I do not believe I understood your question, Mr.
Chairman. Could .you repeat it, please, sir?
Mr. SLACK. I will repeat the question: With this large supply of
stocks on hand, why are you requesting $1.012 billion for more supplies
and spare parts i fiscal year:1970?
Admiral GADDIS. I think Mr. Lobi can answer this question, sir.

Mr.

SLACK.

Will you respond to that question?

Mr. LoBI. The $1.012 billion is what we expect to consume during
the year for such things as fuels, spare parts, supplies, and materhils
of various nature. We do not in the 0. &IM.appropriation stockpile or
stock any of these items. Either we buy them from the stock fund,
either GSA, DSA, or the Navy stock fund, or we buy them in the
open market. But, essentially, anything we buy in this appropriation
under "Supplies and materials," we expect to consume in the same
fiscal ye-ar.
Mr. TS'o.B. What, we are trying to arrive at here is: Have you
any way of telling whether you are making a buy on stocks which
you already have inexcess inSoutheast Asia? Have you any way of
telling that you are not compounding your excess?
Mr. LoBr. No, sir; I could not from' our data that we have here,
unless Admiral Shifley can from the overall stock inventory levels.
Any excesses we mi ht have, sir, the stock fund would buy lesiz trying
to consume things that are already on hand. If so, we would still, have
to pay for it.
For instance, if you have an excess at Danang, when we purchase it
out of that particular stock fund, 0. & M. appropriation would have
still to buy it, but the money would go back into the stock fund and,
presumably, for any excesses that they may have, sir, they would simply
buy less in the future to eat down the excess.
Xdmiral SirWLEY. Mr. Lipscomb, I think you are referring to the
procedures that have been set up specifically to avoid this, known as
PURM-PURA.
Admiral'Bieri, I think, can provide some details on how this system
works to event our buying when we do have excesses, not only excesses in t e Navy but excesses in the Army or Air Force.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. We know basically how the system works. The Army,
for instance, gave us examples of some items that they knew were in
excess and would not have to be purchased in 1970. Some they were
trying to dispose of to other services or othor agencies.
We are trying to establish whether the $1 012 billion is for stock that
you do not already have in excess. The Army used such examples as
paper plates, paper cups, and 9ome 6ther items that were in long .upply.
Does the Navy have any way of determining that?
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Admiral BIEwr. Yes, sir. We are in the same system in the Pacific that

the Army and the Air Force are in. It is a joint service endeavor of reporting all of our assets to the central controlling agency in Okinawa.
This information is immediately fed to the inventory control points of
the three services or DSA that control the individual items that are in
excess. So, what is true of the Army in the Pacific is also true of the
Navy and the Air Force insofar as reporting and circulating excess
reports to the other services is concerned.
We in the Navy do not buy common items. We buy ships parts, aeronautical parts, and electronics parts which are not common to the
other services. They are parts peculiar to the Navy.
MNr. LiPSCO31B. We are trying to assure ourselves that a real evaluation was made of excess stocks so that your $1.012 billion is a figure
that you feel today is necessary for util'ization in 1970. I assume that
you took this under consideration.
Captain JOHNSTO. If there is any excess, Mr. Lipscomb, it would
not be in this appropriation. It would be in the holdings of the stock
accounts themselves. The money which is requested in this appropriation is to purchase for consumption, for end use. It is not a holding
account in which stocks are held which may develop to be in excess;
for example, perhaps paper plates. The stock account is the bulk supplier. We are the consumer in this appropriation.
Mr. Lipsco-.Nn. But you do the buying.
Captain JolNsToN.'We buy from the stock account, sir. The stock
account is the procuring agent.
rfl..
LIPscoM. If you 'have excess, you overbought.
Captain Jotsroimx. We buy only for consumption in this appro-

priation.

Mr. LTiscorn. Tf you have excess, you did not consume all you
bought. Is that not it?
Captain ,JoroxSTO. No, sir. The excess is in the stock account itself.
It is unsold stock which is excess.
NEED FOR REPENISHMENT OP SHIPBOARD AND OPERATING STOCKS

Mr. SLACK. Are your current shipboard stocks a part. of the stock

fund?
Captain ,TonsTnN..
load-carrying ships.

No, sir, they are not except for certain of our

Mr. GARmTY. Your current operating stocks are not a part of the
stock fund inventory?
Captain TOmNSTON. That is correct.
Mr. GAmTY. All right. At, June 30, 1968, you had $959,809,000 of

shi),hoard stocks.
CapitAin Jolrxs'roN. Yes.
Mr. G:AuTrv. You have other stocks, tile amount of which we do not
know, at. bases thromihout the world. which are not part of the stock
fund. The.o also will Ib replenished by this $1.012 billion which you
are requesting this year for what you term an operating tock.
Capta inJOHSTON. Tiat is correct., sir.
Mr. GAnnrry. With all these stocks that vou have that are not part
of thew stock fund, do you need this $1,02 "bllon?
Captain JOTTNSTOx. That is correct, sir.
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Mr. GAiRnITY. Have you made any analysis to determine whether or
not you really need all of this? If you have an inventory of $959
million aboard ship, do you really need all of this additional $1.012
billion to replenish it? Is there any excess there that would not be
required?
Captain JOHnSToN. There are indeed items which are carried aboard
ship in the current inventory which will not be used during the year.
There are other items in those inventories aboard ship that will be
replenished numerous times in the course of a single fiscal year.
Some of the spare parts that you carry on board ship are by nature
insurance items, for which there is a very low utilization. If something breaks aboard ship, he frequently is not close to a stock fund
outlet, so you have to carry these items whether you are having high
utilization or not.
The amount developed for purchases of material from the stock
fund Is based almost in its entirety on experience. In other words,
we record and track every purchase from the stock, any of the stock
accounts. We have developed quite precise figures as to the anticipated
consumption in dollar value by all the ships and shore activities of
the Navy. This $1.012 billion is the sum total of all of these requirements for annual purchases.
Mr. ANDREWS. I think it would be helpful if you would put in the
record at this point, Captain, the amount requested each year for the
last 5 years and the amount actually used each year. That would show
how much you overshot your estimate.
Captain'JoNisToN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDrews. This $1 billion that you are asking now is to buy
from the wholesale, so to speakCaptain JoHNsTON. That is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS (continuing). And to put it on your self. You may
use it or you may not use it.
Captain JOHNSTON. That is correct, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. I think a table like that in the record would be

helpful.

Captain JOHNSTON. We will provide that, sir.

(The information follows :)

Object Classification

Congress.

e6.0-Supplies and materials amounts submitted to
Actual chang

Fiscal year:

1968............
1967 ...................

...........

..............
.....................

1966 .......................................................
1965 ...............................................
...

...................................

fromr

original
estimate

Original
estimate

Actual

$1007.283
1,004.362

$975,713
996,051
841, 6t

-$31,570
-8.311

701,764
705, 730

-80.938
+6,240

821,027
824.318
782.702
699,490

785,265

20.839
-3 .053

The above table indicates that Actual obligations for supplies and materl.-I are
slightly less than the original budget estimates. The average actual experience
over the last 4 years, fiscal years 1065-1068, shows an actual obligation amount
of 1.6 percent less than the original budget estimates. However, it should be
noted that the original estimates do not reflect any Impact that congressional
reductions to the presidential budgets may have had on material purchases.
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Admiral GADDIS. Could I add one point, sir? You speak to the inventories in ships and at stations. These are inventories maintained in
accordance with an allowance list, which is modified, modernized, and
kept up to date in order to have on board those things necessary to
effect repairs, and so forth.
You can transfer back into the stock fund with credit anything that
is not necessary to be on an allowance list on board. So, really, what we
are talking to here when we talk to the billion dollars usage is the
net of returns and usage, and it is very closely controlled.
INCREASE TO INVENTORY OF NAVY STOCK FUND

Mr. SricK. With all of these stocks on hand, why in 1970 are you increasing by $100 million the inventory of your current operating stocks
in the stock fund?
Admiral BInzu. Is this an increase of $100 million in the Navy stock
fund, sir?
Mr. SLACK. Yes.
Admiral SnIPLEY. May we provide some information on this for
the record, sir?
Mr. SLACK. If you would, please.
(The information follows :)
Several factors contribute to the Increased Navy stock fund operating stock
investment projected in fiscal year 1970. Increased prices for selected existing

stock Items to reflect latest replacement, obsolescence, and transportation cost
experience Is part of It. It Is also anticipated that there will be some Increase
related to support of the new range Items added to the fund through the extensive fiscal year 1069 capitalization program. In addition, the Increase reflects a

need for greater depth of operating stock to support the Increased stock fund
sales program projected for fiscal year 1070.

ADP PROGRAMS
Mr. SLACK. The next subject is ADP programs.
LOGISTICS SUPPORT ADP SYSTEMS

How many logistic support ADP systems does the Navy have in
operation? Provide the numbers and a list of the names, for the
record, if you will, please.
Admiral Snmy. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
1. Conventional ammunition Inventory management system.
2. Navy logistics information system.
3. Naval Ordnance management information system.
4. Uniform automatic data processing systeni/Industrifl naval air stations.
5. Uniform automatic data processing system/Inventory control points and
uniform automatic data processing systems/stock points.
6. Standard Navy maintenance and material management systems.
7. Public works management system.
8. Shipyard management Information system.
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Would you give us the number at this time, Admiral?
Admiral SMFLEY. Do you have the specific number, Captain Oiler?
Captain OLLER. In the logistic area, I would say approximately
eight major systems.
Mr. SLACK.

AUTOM1-ATIC EQUIPMENT CHECKOUT SYSTEMS BACE/SACE

Mr. SLACK. We note you are requesting funds in 1970 to rework
and update the basic automatic checkout equipment system (BACE)
and the semiautomatic checkout equipment system. (SACE) Will
you tell, us about these two systems and why they need to be reworked
and updated?
Captain OLLER. Admiral Shifley, if I may, in this particular area we
found, after we used these particular systems, that they could be
greatly improved, and this money has been requested to do just this,
to take a. new look at the systems and, like many of our systems, come
up with one which will dos better job.
Mr. SLACK. You may elaborate on this for the record.
Admiral SHInLY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The rework and update of BAMI/SACI includes repair, inspection, calibration. a performance demonstration utilizing self-test tapes, and a complete

verification with each respective aircraft system.

The BACEI/SACE equipment needs to be repaired and updated to maintain
compatibility with the aircraft systems which they support. The improvements
or changes in -the aircraft systems are made to increase operational capability
of the aircraft weapon system, to overcome a deficiency in operation, or to Improve the maintainability and reliability of the aircraft system. The BACE/
SACE equipments are updated by installation of kits which accomplish the nec-

essary changes to the test equipment required as a result of changes to the air-

craft systems.
AUTONIATED VERSATILE AV'IONICS SHOP TEST SYS'EM-AVASTS
.%r. SLACK. What is the difference between these two systems and
the new automated versatile avionics shop test system (AVASTS)I
Are they interrelated in any way?
Admiral GADDIS. The admiral has information on that here.
Admiral SITiFLY. I can talk to that.
SACE, BACE, and VAST are similar to each other to the extent
that they all are shop test equipment. However, there is a difference in
tile scope of their application. The VAST is a standardized computercontrolled, general-purpose electronic intermediate maintenance test
system which will b6 installed in all attack and ASW aircraft carriers
and selected air stations. The impact of VAST will be to provide a
giant step forward toward the optimization of an aircraft carrier's
capabihty for-operating with any make of aircraft models on a demand
basis.
The presently utilized BACE/SACE support equipment differs
from VAST in that the BACE/SACE is designed for a particulAr
model aircraft, and the airerft. qunported by its own complex of test
equipment. manufactured especially for that system. The BAOE/
SAGE is designed for the A-6A/E-2. R-A.O aircraft, rest)nedcively,
to test. only the particular avionics equipment it supports, and the tea4.
equipment is not interchangeable among other aircraft models.
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Another objective of VAST is to reduce the space required for

avionic shops in aircraft carriers. This will be accomplished by testing many avionic equipments at one test station rather than by testing each systemon its own specialized test bench.
MAINTENANCE AND MATERIEL MANAGEMENT-3M

Mr. SLACK. Admiral, will you supply the cornfibttee, for the record,
how these three systems interface with the 3M system I
Admiral SHinLEY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
BACE (basic automatic checkout equipment), SACE (semiautomatic checkout
equipment), and VAST (versatile avionics shop test) equipments are used by
aviation technicians to check and test arlonics systems, equipments, and components. BACH was developed for the RA--50 aircraft, and SACE is associated
with the A-6A and E--2A aircraft. These equipments are used by aircraft maintenance department personnel aboard aircraft carriers and at naval air stations

(Intermediate level maintenance). The VAST system, currently in the early
production stage, will be used initially in conjunction with the A-E aircraft.

However, it is planned that this equipment will have wide application in off-line
(intermediate level) testing of aircraft avionics equipments across a broad range
of aircraft types.
All three of these test equipment systems interface with the 3M system
through the medium of maintenance data collection subsystem (MDCS) pro-

cedures. MDCS is designed so that each maintenance man reports, on standard
forms, actions he takes In testing, checking, repairing, and alineing equipments.
These data are automatically processed for use by maintenance and materiel
management personnel in establishing usage rates, predicting failure rates, evaluating design faults, and myriad other actions leading to more efficient and more

economical support of avionics equipments.

UNIFORM ADP SYSTEM AT INDUSTRIAL NAVAL AIR STATIONS

Mr. SLACK. For 1970, you are requesting $3.4 million for the implementation of a uniform ailtomatic data processing system at the
seven industrial naval air stations. What is the purpose of this new
system, and what is it intended to provide?
Captain OLLER. This is an improvement of an ongoing system which
ciurrehtly varies from industrial naval air station to industrial naval
air station. What it is intended to do in the future is to'provide standard
management for the industrial naval air station in such areas as fleet
readiness, supply, the Naval air rework facilities production, planbihn
and control, controllership, public works, off-station support or satellite station assistance, and
fiso fleet unit support.
Each of the seven activities in the past has developed data processing
applications to meet their particular requirements. We feel that by
developing one system and testing it and then exporting it to the other
six, we can save funds through uniforMity-uniformity in the systems design and programing required to come Up with this system,
and in data elements and applications.
We feel that the time has come when we can improve the timeliness.
and accuracy of the entire program.
Mr. SLACK. Do any of these three systems tie into the.3M system?
Captain OLER.There is a tie-in to the 3M system.
Mr. ST.WC.. Was ?199
there any cost associated with this system in fiscal
years 1908 ndl
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Captain O,,.vmu. 'l'llo oigoilig cost of this actual work in 1008 was
$2.3 million, and in 1969 $3..lmillion. I calnot. say this money was
for tho development, of tle s'sotem. It was for the development and
operation of the systems cui'roiutly in USe. '['ho $3.4 million for 1970
will be used hot, only to, opelllto, 11nt also to work onl the now pototy)e system.
1r. SI,,CK. When was t his system aclutlly installed
C11oafl
Th sbeen
i ft, placed
sytM01 illwhich
1 cannot
installed,
sir. I icees of i.,t.FI.
it. have
operation
oversaya was
period
of tile
last. 4 or b vear.s. The first, installation of the standard nll)fhication
will be in fiscal year 1970.
Mr. SAoIC. Whht. will be the total cost. to install this system, includin gtdesign, testing , install ng, and operating cost.'?
Captain Ola n. l'Ir total cost to install to unniforin-autonmtic data
j ovessing system for industrial naval air stations is $13.5 nlillion.
T'his includes design, testing, installation, and optenlittn.
Mr. SLAVC. Who was the cont rneor who de'Veloped this system?
Captail OIIm,.

1)ovelopluint. of the 111 formilltollih

(lil

I

p'dess-

ing system for industrial naval air stat-ions is an internal Navy
Will SY.M.
.\li)I SYTEM IFUNI)ED UNDRE

SERlVIVW\I.E OPEIRIIONS

Mr. SIAMu. Admiral, you are request-ing $26 million under serviOcewide operations for the opratiolvof AI)P systems. What systems will
this $26 milli-on suppolrt,-and what are tou' peirpolses?
Captain OIm,.

TIhe systems coveted here, sir, will involve certain

areas such as the oceanograp)hic surveillance system, the typo cominanderols automatic data pirocessiug system, the weather service or environmental data processmng system.' the programing, planning, and
budgetingl system ,JUMPSfinnneinl control, a small 1Ilnount of fioney
for testing requirements for future data.processing equipment instalhutio, i dU
the devolopmout, of systems for conmnnd aid control by the
Naval Command Systmis Sul~lort Activit.v.
Mr. SAiCK. W1htt is the Navy Integrated Commnand/MAnagmouent
Information System, and how nmh
I is bingr requested( in 1970_ for tits

operzt.ion q

Captain Or1 mTX.NICOMIS is a system In planning at. the present
time, to be installed wit.hiun tho Oflic of the Chief of NIiAvI Op rations.
It is designed to pull tdogthor at one lool, in formation from otlucir sy'stems for an integrated infornat,ion system for the Chief of Na;'al
Operations.
I will hiav to provide for the record the exact amount of funds
req ested for it..
Ifi.

STACIK. Very woll.

(The information follows :)
$100.000 Is Ielng requested for the Nnvy Integrated CommnnifMnngeont
Information ystepi in fisn year 1970.
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Mr. SLAcK. Wlmt. is he Navy Readiness Analysis System?

Captain JOiTNsrON. 'ile ,Navy Readiess Aiialp4is System is an
s for all echelons of command, a
tlile
efWort. to provide on a real to
colnt Iolled deflni ion of the readhiess of all ships and nireraft. sqimdrons
of t he operation v forces, their readiness to perform the missions for
whitsI they are designed and for whiel they exist.

Mr. Si,, ic. low much is requested in this budg et. for tho support.
of this system, and what is the in-reaso over Iiscaryear 1909?

Captain aJomISTON. he amount. requested in the'coming fiscal year
is. $300,000, which actually represents a decrease of about, $1t,000

below 19(9, sir.
NAVY A)P SIYSTEM8 INITIATED Olt EXPANDED IN FISCAL

M~r. Si.mcK. 1low

umv new

AI)P

systems

YEAR 1090

will the Navy put. into

operation in fiscal year 198 )?
Captain Oi-..:i. n lieal year 19018, sir?
Captain Oi,1,V.1. We ant iciate no new A1)IP s..sl ems in 199, sir.

Iclc. low many A)W systems will the Navy expand during
S r 1969
Mr.yea
?
fiscal
Ca pta in Oi.ixm. Apl)Ioxiia(ely five, Sir.
Mr. SIA(KI. Wijich live are tlhey?

Captain 01..1:. 1 was liilithlg my rellua'hs to tie at-ea of logistics
siv)port. I f ltis is erroneous
1fi'.
S .CK. 'I'll is k--over-a ll.
('aptalu (.1.1:1. (ver-all. \Ve are expanding the aptplieA.i1i of dlta
proeesshng in'the Atlantie and Pacific Fleets, in their dalta processing
Support systems. Similarly, we are expnmling thle Ship Systems Com-

mand management ilnformation systems for our shipyards. We are
having a major expansion in the Supply Systemis Compnnand for stocks
oitnda,

inventory control points. 'Vo are expanding our BuPers

and Personnel r1Management, Informatiton System, and
mw mpran;'et
JUMPS is coming in 1970, sir.

to comment, though, that in tie expansion of these
I would
systems,
we like
are doing
so only after full consideration of the effectiveless of the Cutrron0t system aril any possible interrelationship with other
major systems. We are fully awaro of the intent, of this comnittee last.
year in' stating that, new systems or major expansions shall not be
undertaken without first fully analyzing what we have, and it is'being
done withillithis context.
APPROVAL

OF AIDP SYSTEM

Vore these systems all reviewed and approved?
Captain Oitnrt. Yes, sir fthey were.
Mr. SrAcK. 'lhat is, tie expansion of them was reviewed and
? VRt. Yes, sir.
alwDoved
C1aptainOr
Mr. SACeI.

Mr. STACK. By the Office of the Comptroller?
Captain"Ort.r. Within the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the

Navy for Financial Management, sir.
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Admiral SniFLEY. The Office of the Secretary of the Navy, sir. Tile
Office of the Secretary of the Navy has an organization that passes final
judgment on tile expansion or the establishment of a new system, sir.
Mr. SLAOH. How about the OSD Comptroller?
Captain OLLER. In recent months, more frequent discussions with

General Carter's office have taken place, and in recent weeks the OSD
Comptroller's office has started a comprehensive review of all our
logistics efforts and all our logistics systems, and from the conversations I have had with then, they intend to move Into other areas so
eventually they will be reviewing all major systems expansions or all
major system implementations.
Mr. GAIMITY. If the expansion and implementation of these systems
hiad not been reviewed by OSD yet, how could you go ahead with these
systems and the expansion of these systems during 1969?
Admiral Siin 1 ,,Y.May I take that, sir. I think Captain Oiler was
talking in the context ot an ADP organization and the Secretary of
Defense Office specifically reviewing these. All funds we request, of
course, are reviewed in the Office of the Secretary of Defense by the

Comptroller. In that sense, all of theso are reviewed, sir.
Mr.DAVIs. In tie absence of not. just a review, but in the absence
of explicit approval, I am curious about these expansions in the light
of til very( efinite Illguage that appeared in this committee's report
on pages 28 and 29 last year. I thought tile committee made itself
quite Clear that. in the absence of an affirmative result fromthat kind
of review at the Secretary of Defense level, expansion was supposed
to Ieslowed.
Admiral Slinvw'. All of our requests for funds are, indeed, reviewed
in detail by tie Office of the Secretary of Defense, sir.
Captain Ou.r
1 En. In fact, this year for the first time OSD and the

Bureau, of the Budget conducted a comprehensive review of data
proessing.
Mr. DAVIS. Are you speaking of operational concepts or of funding
Whon you refer to tis review?
Captain OLL, R. In this instance, it.was both, sir.
Mr. ),wis. When did you get approval for these various items from
the Secretart of Defenselevel?
Admiral (]AnDrs. The funding and program approval which Admiral
Shifley
to,of
sir,these
was specific
achieve din
a specia inp rograin
decision
after the
OADspoke
review
submissions
this budget,
for
both 1969 and 1970--a specific detailed approval of programs and
the fundi nq therefor.
he additional apl)roval which Captain Oller spoke to as restig
within tile Secretary of the Navy is the specify review, by the Special
Assistant to tile Secretary of Lho Navy, which speaks to the specifics
of ti e kind of data-processing equipment, the approval of the competitivo contract review and assignment, in addition to the program
anid funding review and approval from OSD.
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Mr. DAVIS. Are we talking about the same reviewing authority here?
Are we talking about Gneiral Carter's operation at the Secretary of
Defense level?
Admiral Sim-,mv.. I am not sure how active he is in preparing the
p program budget, decisions. Tihe program budget decision is generally
signed out by the 1)eplty Secretary of Defense himself. 1 am sure
that General Carter has a voeo in going over this and making a
recolllnendation to the Secretary of )efense before hle signs.
Captailni Ou.u. His ofilCe did )artieipate in this particular one, sir.
Mr. DAVIs. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
ANAVY OFFICE OF-' INFORMATION

Mr. SLACK.

Ilow

SYSTEMS P1NNI ,NG AND DEvI.0PMENT

nuch is being requested for 1970 for the support of

tie Office of Information Systelms l1la1uiing and Development ill the

Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Naviy? What will )e the cost
in fiscal year 1969?

Captaii Om m. We are asking for $600,000 for OISP1

) in fiscal

1970, and the cost in fiscal 1069 was $600,000, sir.
Mr. SLACK. What has that office accomplished during the lat year?

I would classify the accomplishments into four

Captain Ox,LE.
major areas, sir.

Mr. SACK. You may supply that for the record, if you will, please.
Captain OLLR:R. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
ACCOMi'LIS1IMENT8 OF TIlE OFFICE OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT (OleD)

PI.ANNINO

ANID

OISPD Is responsible for Improving the planning, development, and operation
of A)P and information systems throughout the Departnient of the Navy. In
close conjunction with offices at tWe Assistant Secretary of Defense (Conp-

troller) (ASD) (COMPT)), Chief of Naval Operations (ONO and Commandant
of the Marine Corps (CmO)
levels, this office strives to provide high caliber,

lower cost decision support for all levels of Department management.

1.Accomplishments during the first year of operation include improvement
of the Information systems network of the Department. OISPtD continues to work
with ASD (COMPT), ONO, and OMO staffs in pulling together the various
subsystems which make up this network. Consistent with congressional guidance,
n large portion of the effort has focused on improving the review of information
systenis. This insures that systems under development or being planned are
carefully evaluated prior to approval of expansion.
2. The office has undertaken a major overhaul of servicewide ADP reporting.
Now being implemented, new policies and proceduress provide both Internal
managers and external aulthorities with a better understanding of how Al)l

resources are being used to support overall l)epaittment objectives.
3. Computer software management continues to be a major area of OAI'PD
activity. The work of Cmdr. Grace Hopper, USNIt (retired), a leading expert on

higher order languages, has been Instrunental! In promoting machine Independence an(l In assisting lower echelon commanders to Increase the overall pro-

ductivity of ADP software and control associated escalating costs. Comprehensive COBOL manuals and programing guidelines are among the products
of her efforts to date.

0-088-119--pt.

2-
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4. Increased emphasis has been placed on sharing existing computers and on
the efficient reutilization of Government-owned equipment to save acquisition
dollars. In fiscal year 1068, the total value of ADP reutilizatlon by Navy was
$13.8 million. In the first 0 months of flsval year 1909, this has Incrensed to
$10.3 million.
COST OF A11I

SYSrE3S TO 0. & 3t., NAVY

Mr. StACK. Tho next question is for tho record, Admiral.
What is tho total Iamiftottt in the operation and maintenance budget
request. bMfore us for the operation of AD1P systems? Also show
comparable figures for fiscal years 1908 and 19069.
(Tho information follows:)
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS APPROPRIATION, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, NAVY
(in millions of dollars]

Program by activities

Equipment
rental and
mainte.
nance

Civilian
salaries

Contract
services

Suppies.
materials,
other

Tol31

Fiscal year 1968:
1. Operating forces ..........................
2. Logistics support .........................
3. Medical support ..........................
4. Training and MILPERS support .............
5. Servicewide operations ....................

7.7
15.2
.5
3.1
2.5

10.6
3.7
3.8
27.2
1.3 ............
.3
7.5
13.6
3.6

3.7
5.4
. .1
.7
2 1

25.7
51.6
1.9
11.6
21.8

Total ..................................

29.0

60.2

11.4

12.0

112.6

Fiscal year 1969:
1. Operating forces ..........................
2. Logistics support .........................
rt........................
3. Medical sup
4. TrainMng and ILPERS support .............
5. Servicewide operations ....................

8.5
19.2
.6
4.0
3.2

4.0
13.1
30.6
5.6
1.6 ............
.2
8.6
15.2
2.1

4.6
6.7
.2
1.0
2.2

30.2
62.1
2.4
13.8
22.7

35.5

69.1

11.9

14.7

12.1
22.4
.8
5.1
4.2

13.7
31.2
1.7
9.1
17.0

4.3
5.6
.1
.1
2.6

4.8
6.5
.2
1.5
2.2

44.6

72.7

12.7

15.2

Tolal ..................................
Fiscal year 1970:
1. Operating forces ..........................
2. Logistics support .........................
3. Medical support ..........................
4. Training aid MILPERS support .............
5. Servicewide operations ....................
...............
Tolal .................. &

COST OF APi SYSTEBMS-AL,

131.2
34.9
65. 7
2.8
15.8
26.0
145.2

NAVY APPROPRATIONs

Mr. STACK. The second question for the record:
What is the total amount for the Navy in all appropriations for the
operation of ADP systems for fiscal years 1908, 1969, and 1970?
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(''ho information follows:)
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY-AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS
[Inmillions of dollarsi

Equipment
purchases

Appioprlationjfiscal year

Equipment
rent
mainte.
nance

Civilian/
military
salaries
and
related

Contract
service

Supplies
materials/
other

Fiscal year 1968:
29.6 ........................
Military personnel, Navy ...................................
12.0
29.0
60.2
11.4
tperarson
and maintenance Navy ...............
9.8 ........................
Mitary personnel, Marine ips ............................
Opel ation and maintenance, Marine
1.4
2.8
1.3
5.3
Corps ...................................
18.5
1.9
3.6
Navy Industrial fund ...........................
13.3
2.5
3.2
10.8
12.6
5.0
Research and development .........
.4
Military construction ...............................................................
2.6 ................................................
Other procurement, Navy ..........
6.t ................................................
Procurement, Marine Corps ........
Total ..........................

11.9

58.4

Fiscal year 1969:
militaryy personnel, Navy ...................................

Operation and maintenance Navy...............

35.5

Total
cost

29.6
112.6
9.8
10.8
31.3
34.1
.4
2.6
6. 1

19.6

19.9

243.3

69.1

11.9

14.7

131.2

154.9

21.1

27.0

271.0

133.5
35.9

35.9

12.4 ...
..................
12.4
Militarpersonnel Marine Corps ............................
Operation and maintenance, Marine
15.8
9.3
3.7
.5
2.3
Corps ......................................
2.9
6.4
39.5
10.2
20.0
Havy industrlM fund ..........................
5.8
2.3
33.3
.
4
11.0
13.8
Research and development....
1.3
1.3
Military consteucuon .................... .......................................
1.6
Other procurement, Navy ........
1.6 ..............................................
Procurement, Marine Corps .............................................................................
Total ..........................

2.0

66.0

fiscal year 1970:
.....................
Military personnel, Navy ................................ ... 31.2
44.6
72.7
12.7
15.2
Operation and maintenance Navy ...............
12.5 ........................
Military personnel, Marine torps ............................
Operation and maintenance, Marine
2.3
Corps.......
..................
13.6
3.8
1.3
19.8
2.8
6.9
12.0
Navy industrial fund.......................
14.5
5.6
3.1
2.0
13.6
Research and development .......
.8
Military construction ...............................................................
1.3 ...............................................
Other procurement, Navy ..........
Total ..........................

3.3

83.8

160.5

22.4

28.3

37.2
145.2
12.5
21.0
41.5
38.8
.8
1.3
298.3

Mr. SLACK. Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDnPws. No questions.
M r. SrACK. Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. Lipscosm. No questions.
Mr. SLACK. Mr. Davis.
Mr. DAVIS. No questions.
TINIm

AND MILITARY PFI.ISONN 1,

SuprORT

Mr. SAoCK. We will now consider the request for "triAlindg nd nuilltary personnel support," and insert in the record at this pointthe sum-

mary justification pages.
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(The pages follow:)
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
BUDGET ACTIVITY 4.-TRAINING AND MILITARY PERSONNEL SUPPORT, SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS
(In
thousands)

Budget program

1968 actual

1969 estimate

1970 estimate

Difference 1970
compared with
1969

$81,745
16,763
90,183

$101,317
19,843
117,563

$114.743
21.121
128,822

+$13,426
+1,278
+11.259

16,201

16,628

17.528

+900

204,982

255,351

282,214

+26,863

A. General training and military personnel
support ...............................
B. Naval Academy ..........................
C. Aviation training .........................
D. Departmental administration, Bureau of
Naval Personnel .......................
Total direct obligations In budget docu.
ment..............................

Statement relating fiscal year 1968, 1969, and 1970 programs, budget activity

4:

Training and military pcrsonncl support
[In thousands of dollars]
Fiscal year 19068 program
----------------------------------$204, 892
Civilian substitution program ----------------------------8,457
Civilian pay increases
----------------------------------7,074
Establishment of Naval Training Center, Orlando -------------++4,406
Project transition
-------------------------------------1,151
Transfer of consumables and spare parts from procurement nppropriations
------------------------------------------+15. 2t
Facilities management
----------------------------------1, 2W5
Overseas dependents education ---------------------------8, 492
Naval Academy
---------------------------------------- +1,344
Collateral equipment -------------------------------------328
Other functional transfers
------------------------------3, 147
Student loading
---------------------------------------+1,709
Flight operations Increase to support pilot training------------6, 789
Other increases
-----------------------------------------+517
Civilian personnel reduction consistent with Public Law 00-304.._ -2, 557
Obligation definition change for supply requisitions -------------2, 200
Other decreases
----------------------------------------4, 757
Fiscal year 1009 program
----------------------------------255, 351
Facilities management
----------------------------------2, 018
Naval Academy -,----------------------------------------+
243
Overseas dependents education ------------------------------+ 2, 225
Continued phase-in of Naval Training Center, Orlando, and De.
velopment and
aining Center, San Diego..----------------1, 82
Joint uniform military pay system and additional computer rental.
+89
Voluntary off-duty educational programs --------------------1,393
Expansion in educational programs and tuition Increases --------- +, 152
Increased cost of messmen contracts ..
.-------+1,400
Flight operations Increase to support pilot training ------------+0, 677
Pilot training program support for Increased pilot training rate--.... +2, 771
Obligation definition changes for supply requisitions ----------- ++2,2)
Other increases
-----------------------------------------+458
Collateral equipment -------------------------------------862
Civilian personnel cost reductions ---------------------------780
Recruit training
-----------------------------------------11
Fiscal year 1070 program
-----------------------------------2S2, 21-1
PROJECTS TRANSITION, REFERRAL, AND 100,000

Mr. SAC, K. IHow much is in tlis ludget request for Projeot. Transi-

tion?

Admiral SilFnY. $1.3 million.
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Mr. SLACK. I-row does this com pare with fiscal year 1969?
Admiral SivwrLiw. This is a $0.8 million increase over fiscal year
1969 and r-epresonts full year costs of the program. The costs of fiscal
year 1969 were not for a full year.
Mr. Si-AcK. How much is the Navy requesting for Project, Referral I
Admiral Siimrny. None.
Mr. SLACK. How much is in this request for Project One Hundred
Thousand, and what is the increase over fiscal year 19069
(imiral Sirvtw . Funds for Project One Hundred Thousand are
not, specifically identified. However, the Navy estimates that costs for
all Navy appropriations totAl About $2.4 million in fiscal year 1969.
This cost is estimated to remain level for fiscal year 1970.
(EDnTOl?'s Nor..-For further information see. page 594.)
3tESsMEN CONTRAOrS

Mr. SLACK. For messmen contracts, you are asking for an increase
of $1.4 million. What is the total cost of these contracts, and why
is the increase required?
Admiral SiiFL .Y. The total cost of the messmen contracts is $5.8
million. Ti increase is attributable to four factors of mess operations.
The conversions of messed from military messmen to contract messmen
that was under phase I of the civilian substitution program requires
an additional $0.5 million. Messes which have converted from a metal
mess tray operation to crockery service under habitability criteria for
improving the retention ratio of trained navvmen requires $0.5 million in the extra handling cost of crockery. Expansion of service to
provide a meal for late shift students in schools that operate either
16 or 24 hours daily requires $0.1 million. A personnel cost increase
of $0.3 million results from the rise in local wage scales.
FACILITIES MANAOEThENT

Mr. SLACK. For "Facilities management," you are requesting an
increase. of $2.618 million. What is the total amount being requested
for facilities management, and why is there a need for an increase?
Admiral SItiFEY. The total amount requested for facilities manaement. is $54.3 million. The increase is needed to provide for utili.
ties, janitorial services, and other operating costs for added facilities
such as the no w technical trining butldIIgs and new buildings at
the inval trinfing center, Great Tnkes and San Diego, the postgraduate, school at, Monterey, Calif.. the Naval Acndinov nnd the
Naval Sehonls Command, Newport. Additionnlly fit'ds are required
to reduce the backlog of essential mafitenance and to accomplish
major repair and alteration projects.
NAVY ENLISTED SOTPNTTFT0 .DTAVION PROOIAM (NEF.PI

Mr. SLACK. What is the NPEjEP progrTamrwhich we seo mentioned
in the justification book, and what has been the cost of this program
for fiseal years 1968,1069, and 1970?
Admiral Snwr,ir. The Navy enlisted scientific education program
provides college educAtion for highly qutlified enhisted peronitiel in
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fields of sicence or engineering, including systems engineers for ad.

vanced fire control systems, advanced armament, digital computers,
and nuclear propulsion. Candidates are sent to a designated college
or university for not to exceed 4 consecutive years. Upon receipt of
a baccalaureate degree, graduates are commissioned in a category
commensurate with their education and special qualifications and needs
of the service. The costs for fiscal year 1968 was $1,0i 00O; estimated
cost in fiscal year 1969 is $1,100,000 and the fiscal year 1970 estimate is
$1,405,000. This is one of the best programs we have. It discovers
talented enlisted men who would probably have no other opportunity
to go to college and produces fine naval officers.
COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH PROJECT TRANSITION AND PROJECT O'E INU.DRW.D
THOUSAND

Mr. LTPSCOMIB. For the record, would you put in the fhmds that are
expended in Project Transition, Project One -undred Thousand, and
any other comments that you care to makeI
Admiral SHiFLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIsCOWXB. Is this the activity that Project Value is being developed under?
Admiral SHIFLEY. It is in this account but not this budget activity,
sir.
Admiral GADDIS. It is in the budget activity servicewide operations,
sir.
Mr. Lfrscown. Then if you will just put in the amount of ftuids,
and the personnel participating in Projects Transition and One
Hundred Thousand.
Admiral SHIFLy. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
PROJECT TRANSITION

Civilian staff ............ ..............................................
Military staff ...................
Operation and maintenance (in millions)
................................
Training plan, counseled .......................................................
Training plan, trained ..........................................................
Sites ..........................................................................

Fiscal year
i 69

Fiscal yfear
82

69
59
$0.5
4,000
18,000
14

82
39
1.3
28,000
14
$

PROJECT ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
(Dollars In millions]
fiscal rear 1968Fiscal year
1~96910 Fiscal rea r
Operation and maintenance, Navy ...................................
Military pay, Navy ..............................................
Research and development, Navy ....................................

$1.14
.1.01
16

$1.32
1.07
.04

$1.29
1.14
.01

Total ......................................................
Trainees .......................................................

2.31
8,182

2.43
12,240

2.44
10,400

These costs are related to the process of bringing a man into the Navy under
this program and providing basic training. Action starts by recruiting persons
who would not have been qualified under previous mental standards or who have
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a correctable physical deficiency, and continues by attempting to correct the
deficiencies during the basic training period so that the individual can perform

as an acceptable member of the naval service in a regularly established billet.
Total costs for this effort Include support for recruiting, administrative ex-

penses connected with data processing and preparation of reports, medical and

remedial literacy action, research and personnel studies, special processing and
testing, and additional pay and allowances of recruits and military staff person-

nel attributable to the project.

LIBRARY IMPMOVFMENT I1ROGAM

Mr. SLACK. You are requesting $1.3 million for the second phase of
the library improvemelit program at. the Naval Academy. How mueh

did o1 u request for this program last year, and what did you do with
the unds?
Admiral ShIPLEY. The $1.3 million increase you refer to is the
total increase for the Naval Academy. Only $0.3 million of this is for
the library improvement program. In fiscal year 1969, we requested
$0.95 million for library improvement. The funds were used as follows:
[Dollars In millions]

Fical year
1969

Civilian salaries
-------------------------------------------Books and periodicals
-----------------------------------------.

Recataloging

Book restoration

------------------------------------------------.

---------------------------------------------.

Supplies, equipment, other costs
Total

----------------------------------.

-------------------------------------------------

$0. 49
24

02

05

15

.95

Mr. SLACK. I believe there was a recent reprograming for about

$2 mlon for the library improvement program. Why was this increase necessary, and what were the funds used-forI
Admiral SInFLEY. Only $0.6 million of the fiscal year 1969, reprograinng. action was for the library improvement program. The reprograming resulted from a need to correct internal Navy initial assignment of a portion of the congressional reduction in the fiscal year
1969 budget. Closer study of the application of the congressional reduction indicated that restoration through reprograming was required
to provide a satisfactory funding level at the Academy. It has long
been Navy policy that the Naval Academy merits highest priority
consideration in fding. The urgency for an improved funding level
at the Academy is not a temporary requirement related directly to
Southeast Asia actions but rather a continuing one needed to assure
that Naval officers of the future are academically and profession'Ally
qualified to meet the operational demands that they will face.
Reports of the Board of Visitors to the U.S. Naval Academy and
the latest report of the Commission on Institutions of Higher Education of the Middle Atlantic State Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools (Accreditation Commission) have stressed the urgent
need for upgrading the Academy instructional program, including
the provision of much improved library facilities and services. The
Board of Visitors has noted the urgency of funding needs for course
improvement, additional faculty support, and improvement in techniques of instruction, in addition to the library expansion and inprovement. Naval Academy library facilities, including books, are
deficient for a college-level institution of the size and scope of the
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Naval Academy. There are many colleges with smaller student bodies
with much superior libraries. For example, Trinity College in Hartford, Conn. with 2,000 students has about 21/2 times the number of
volumes the Naval Academy has. There are 4,100 midshipmen at the
Naval Academy.
Mr. SLACK. What is going to be the total cost *ofthis library improvement program?
Admiral SHIFLEY. The continuing cost of staffing and maintaining
the library at the required level is expected to level off at approximately, $0.9 million by fiscal year 1974. This is an increase of about
$0.3 million over the fiscal year 1968 base cost. The increased _cost in
the interim 5-year period for additional staffing, books, recataloging,
rebinding, and other costs will be about $2.5 million.
ADP TRAINING OF MIDSHIPMEN

Mr. SLACK. I note that you are requesting funds to expand the ADP
capability for training midshipmen. What type of training is being
given with this equipment? What is the total cost of this program?
Admiral SHnrLY. The Naval Academy is using computer equipment as one innovative method of instruction. This requires the rental
of computer equipment and the salaries of programers and other operational personnel. Various segments of instruction are being employed experimentally.
In cooperation with the Office of Education, three comprehensive
areas of instruction in economics, physics, and management physiology
are being developed for use as the Naval Academy.
Inasmuch as this is a developmental effort, the principal costs are
being met with Navy research funds and funds provide by the Department of He61th, Education, and Welfare. This cost is about $1.5
million annually at present. About $0.2 million annually of "Operation and maintenance, Navy" funds contained in this program will
be used for programers, operator personnel and time-sharing costs
of commercial computers.
COST OF HEATING AND AI-CONDIToNNo

PROJECTS AT NAVAL

ACADEMY

Mr. Sr.AcK. I note from the justification book that you intend to
install a new high-temperature hot water plant at the Naval Academy and air condition some older buildings. What will be the total
cost of this renovation program?
Admiral Sir.ty. This is not actually a renovation program. The
new high-temperature hot water plant was built with militar' construct.i6n furads at a cost of $3.5 million. It will begin operation in
June 1969 and the cost of the operation will be approximately $0.1
million iii fiscal rear 1970.
The air conditioning of some of the older building and of the new
Miehelson and Chauvenet Ialls was also accomplished with military
construction funds at a cost of about $0.7 million. The additional utilities cost resulting from the air conditioning in fiscal year 1970 is also
approximately $0.1 million.
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Mr. SLACK. Have you any questions with regard to the questions
justasked?
Mr. ANxDPWS. No questions.

Mr. Lwsco=i. No questions.

Mr. DXvts. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
HELICOPTER PILOT TRAINING

Mr. SLACK. The next subject is helicopter pilot training.
HELICOPTER PILOT TRAINING IN FIXED WING AIRCRAFT

Last year we had quite a discussion of the need to give helicopter
pilots training in fixed-wing aircraft. It was the opiffion of the comnittee in its report on the fiscal year 1969 appropriation request that
this training be discontinued.
Is the Navy still continuing this practice?
Admiral SIIIFLEY. Yes, sir; they are.

Mr. SLACK. When does the Navy expect to comply with the coininttee report.?
Admiral SIIFLEY. Mr. Chairman, the reason we are continuing to
train them in fixed-wing aircraft is because it is less expensive to train
a helicopter pilot that way, to start hin out on fixed wing and then
shift him over to helicopters, rather than give him all his traihiing
in helicopters.
Mr. SLACK. Why would it be cheaper?

Captain TitoMAs. I am Captain Thoinas, Director of Avinti-i,
Training.
Today we are training helicopter pilots in fixed-wing aircraft, for
several reasons. One, it is cheaper today to train a helicopter pilot
with the assets that we have on board, namely, the T-34 aircraft and
T-28 aircraft, and then to give him the helicopter training.
This has proven satisfactory to both Navy and Marines. If we were
to go to the helicopter training as was suggested, it would require some
150 additional helicopters to do this kind 6f work.
Secondly, it would provide us with a pilot who has a very definite,
narrow potential. For instance, we have only 10 percent of our pilot
seats in the Navy for helicopter pilots. If we were to have people helicopter-only qualified, it would give us a management problem.
Tiose are-the two basic reasons that we have for doing this. It
would also require more facilities. At the present time, until our fixedwing assets are depleted, it would be better for us to continue training
in this manner.
Mr. SLACK. Of course, this was not the opinion of the majority of
the committee and this view, as I understand it, was stated last year
before this decision was made.
Ifthere is anything you can add, other that what was stated last
year, we would be happy to have it. We would like to know when
and if the Navy intends to comply with the mandate of a committee
of Congress.
Captain TiomrAs. Mr. Chairman, we are constantly studying this,
and we would be most delighted to train the pilots at ns little cost. as
possible and still be able to do the job. We are constantly studying
this thing, and it will be under constant study in'the future, also.
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PILOTS TRAINED BY CATEGORY AND COST

Mr. SI cK. Will you prepare for the record a schedule showing the
number of pilots trained in each category for fiscal years 1968, 1969,
and 1970 -Will you also prepare a schedule showing the average cost
of traiihg these pilots for these 8 years?
Captain THOMAS. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
NAVY/MARINE PILOT TRAINING
Total trained

Jet ..............................................................
P'O
Total......................................................

1968

19691

19701

795
711
828
2,334

901
875
749
2,525

1,228
944
688
2,860

I Planned.

Cost to train

Jet ............................................................
Pop.
elo .........

. ...................................

Composite average ..........................................

1968

19691

19701

$107,210

$98.705

$98,705

77,840

65,050

65,050

50,550
51,255
e.......................
37.880

50,5
37,880

I Estimates,
Note: Comparison of pilot training costs between the services are misleading unless all the serves base their costs on
the same criteria and use comparable cost elements. This is not the case now ard common cost factors on which a reason.
able comparison could be made are non-existentL

FIXED-WING PILOT TRAINING

will consider fixed-wing pilot training.
Why are you Planning such a large increase in your pilot production
for fiscal year 1970?
Admiral DUNCAN. We have a shortage of pilots in the Navy, Mr.
Chairman. We asked for and received permission for an increase in
pilot production from the Office of the Secretary of Defense. Our pilot
training rate is authorized at 2,860 in fiscal ear 1970. This is an increase of about 13 percent over fiscal year 196. Of those 2,200 will be
naval aviators and the remainder will be trained for the Marine Corps,
Coast Guard, and foreign countries.
We estimate as of the end of this year we will be about 2 000 pilots
short. At the end of fiscal year 1970, with the same force levels, our
deficit will decrease to about 1,300. We expect that in fiscal year 1971
our pilot inventory will -approximate requirements.
Mr. SLAoK. Next we

COLLEGE PROGRAMS FOR PILOT INSTRUCTORS AND PILOT TRAINEES

Mr. SLACK. The next question you can respond to for the record, if

you will, please.
I believe last year the Navy initiated a program whereby a pilot
trainee could obtain his master's degree while undergoing flight train-
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ing. What has been the participation in this program and hos the Navy
noticed any effect on the ability of pilots to be able to conduct their
flying training and obtain a master's degree at the same time? If you
prefer to respond now, we would like to ]lave it.
Admiral DUNoAN. Yes sir.

We have a program which started this year for instructors on duty
at Pensacola. This is actually an undergraduate program designed to
give aviation instructors an opportunity to obtain a baccalaureate
degree while serving as flight instructors in basic aviation training.
Mr. SLACK. When did you change the concept?
Admiral DuNCAN. Tlis is the first time that we have installed this

program for instructors. In January 1969, 16 flight instructors started
undergraduate studies at the University of West Florida. The instiuctors concerned are engaged in flight instruction duties the equivalent
of one-half day and participate in university courses the other half
day.
Mr. SLACK. The fact sheet that you presented to the committee last
year, on May 28, 1968, stated under "Program Description" the
following:
The MS program will be offered to qualified officer flight students who will
pursue graduate level studies in aeronautical systems concurrent with pilot
training.

So my questionl is, when did you change the concept?
Admniral DuNOAN. There are actually two diiferent programs, one
for instructors and one for pilot trainees.
Mr. SLACi. Will you give us all the. facts in this regard for the
record?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.
(The information follows:)
The following describes the present status of the two programs.
Instructors.-This program enables flight instructors at Pensacola who do
not possess a baccalaureate degree to attend university classes on a part-time
basis (usually 50 percent) while serving the remainder of their time as Navy
flight Instructors. The student pays the academic costs assisted by either the 0.1.
bill or the Navy's tuition aid program. Upon successful completion the instructor
obtains a baccalaureate degree from the University of West Florida. Sixteen
students were enrolled in this program In January 1069.
Prospective Pilots.-This program permits selected student pilots holding
undergraduate degrees in engineering, physical sciences or mathematics to obtain
a master of science degree in aeronautical systems from the University of West
Florida at the same time that they are undergoing flight training for designation
as naval aviators. This is a cooperative program in which the students obtain
university academic credit for portions of their flight training. This feature pernlts the student to complete flight training and the related university courses
in the 18-months normally associated with flight training. The cost of this program
is paid by the Navy, but the student extends his service obligation an additional
year.
The program started with an experimental class on 31 March 1967 with 32
students. Of these 28 successfully completed the program Including flight training
within 18 months after the start of flight training. Based on this initial effort an
on-going program was convened In January 1069. This program is designed to
enroll 30 student naval aviators each academic quarter.

SF.RC.-WDE OPERATIONS

Mr. SLACK. The next item is entitled service-wide operations and
we
will insert in the record various pages from the justiflcation book at
this poinlt.
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(The information follows':)
SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS
[in
thousands
Diffetence 1910
comp3rd
1968 actual 1969 estimate 1970 estimate
with 1969

Budget program

A. Servicewftecoinmuniations .......................
119,961
B. Naval Intal.gnce ...............................
11,2
C. Naval Weather Servie ...........................
7,044
D. Oceanoaraph...........................57406

. Office ofthe Chief c Nava Operaions riqd Actvitis.

F. Departmental administration. Office ot the Chief of
SNavalOperations ...... ...............
.Navy se etial fiai iA .....
: .. .71.163
H. Oepailrnental admInistrationi, Nav secretaifat .......
Total direct obligations In budget document.....

Slahenct rclathg fiscal ye(v

$133,0.2
20,572
7,61
6304

$141.76?
219
:M
76.539

448.735
+15, 707
+i419
113.515

.. )?,14
22, 441

13,538
77,31t
1730

14.000
70.273
17.481

+46?
-7.011
1 180

421,398

450.63?

494.597

-(43.965

113,937

18. 18

330, 172

+ t,9'.

Ib68, 1969, and 1970 programs, budget aertI,Il!NO.

6: Scraicewrlv Operations
I Iii thousands of dollars]

1008 program -------------------------------------------421.398
'lranster Office of Naval Itesearelh fittldig to Research, Develop.
tent, Test. antd V1'valuatlo, Navy npprolprintlon ---------------, 280
Inerunil audit program ------------------------------------+558
Official mnll costs --------------------------------------------+1)20
],tnp11yees' w()tolptetllitl tttl
f1,-------------------------------+1,052
Coliilled ItIplei emltalol jotlt tt ltfora military pny system ....
lvll11ik graded pay htereaso eflk'et v o July 19(,
--------------

mctriordittnry
military
exnss

5is2
'2. 925

---------------------------

I. 119

Not If Iinor Intreaiss
llnd
decreases --------------------------.13
lI4,U4ed cOlillillilltions atnd COllllilllt stattoil olvil'tl O31._-4-10, 3-1
Stpliort of naval seerilty group operi lmw ---------------------2. 1190

Weather serv°he operntio s -----------------------------------Itltelligotn('

prwgrn

--------------------------------------

Oceantogriphle owlrAt.ois
Chief of naval iprations

190 program

---------------------------------.
tIvletie -----------------------------

---------------------------------------------

4-112:3

1-3. a1 )
Il S
4-5. 51M)

450. 1L1,2

Contintued impletmentationi joint- utlform ttilltnry im system-.....-f I+
*$15
Internal audit program -------------------------------------1111
Omelal 110ll cots
--------------------------------------+ 1, 7
I-eased coilmnletio,L-----------------------------------C011n1n11tttlons
atlol)lr
opertig costs ---------------------

+1, 11N)
+5, 072

Support of naval seitrit" grotp O rntlons---------------------+, 1

Weather service operations -----------------------------------Intelligence programs --------------------------------------- +.

Ocennographle operatioms

--------------------------------

411)
921

+18, ill;
1.$, 9-18
Support of hlled naval forem In Vlotnnn ---------------------- ++1,
I
lnImfled anttd suborditfte commnnds ---------------------------2. 415
Naval command systemstlsupport ntIvity --------------------Net of ninor Iticrenses or deereases ---------------------------1, SIM
Classfled

1070 program

proJeets

-------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------

44t. n97

co'Mnst('A'rr"ONR

Ar. Sr,,oci. Thidet the t itl( "Coiniiinient.ions," T note dint. tler it;
fu1 inerMISO ill 1909 over 1908 of $13,072,000. T believe tile cOlfmititee

indicated last year that,comnimiefltion costs should be reducdod (utritig
fiscal year 1909. Whait i.q
the re'.1coli for this lnrge iilereaoe. thig lil3p)ecedented ielCen"so? Who isgoilig to respond to tlint?
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Admiral Firzv,/mTwil. T am Admiral -FItpatrlek, sir. Tieo increase
thnt
you referred
is primirIly
the result. of theSystm,
increased
for
the site
nets oftothe
)efens Conulntions
thocost.
lease
costs.
Mr. SLACKir
Why was that. done, in view of the committee report?
Admiral .Pl'ArzmIc.K. '1'1 hienrease, in com nicatioms Per so is only

that which is addis.ed in general service effltilticitlon, exclusive of
the Naval Stcurity Gronl ) oerations. That increase only nboit. $10
million and is diret. ath.ribitabho In large meamire to the increased
costs for leased service, of tho Defense Communieations Sy.stemn, lease
chargs.

Mrt. SL.AMC. You are requesting an Increase of $8,78,000 for service-

wide eonuimilnitlimoi. This is an inereaso from $11,0112,000 in fiscal
year 1 69 to $141,17,000 in fiscal year 1970. Why are you requesting
an addition increase for 1970?
Admiral Ftw.PAtIIK. That additional tIrease can b%Iroken down
into two incremnt., 'rite flrst Increment of aporoxlmntly $l.A rlllifn
is occasioned hv the Naval oirmmnmiuenatlons Svstem, Two million Thllars is occasloned by i'ceases in tie cost. of' NnvAl Seurity Group
operations. Tie Inerease in Naval ennitcatlo Systems costs hero
are generally attrilmtMA10 tothe Inease in operating costa because of

previous iniestiment, such nftho new stationS that. exist now at. Sugar

OGrove, W. Ia., and thnow Harold ). Trolt. Comnications Station
in northwest A usittralla ;tle fact that. we are now operate g more mtifichannel enpahilties and sonie higher powered transmitters. We are
also fldinlg here full-year costs for certain spares associated primarily with tile satellite ferminals that we are responsible for nd
spare larts for newly installed equlmtnt. whiehias been put In INthe
last part of 196)iandwhieh we antieipat(%for 1970.
The increased costs of ttilities nssociated with this newly installed
equipnient ndtle fact that. tider the Navy and tle Defense Depnrtnient. program of consolidations we have inherited certain minttenaneo
and repair eosts as well as those assoeilte with certnineew construe
tion: therefore,,t he.e costs now have visibility in this progrnm,%rear
previously they were somewhere else.
COMH'tNICATTONS COSTS, O.&.f. NAVY

Mr. SrTACi. That is a very mind response. Thank you.
For tie record Admiral Rhifley, what is the total Amount for commnllcati olns ill tile 0. & M. Navy, appropriation request. for fiscal

yen.s 1.648, 19oop, and 1070?
Admiral Strrir. Yes, sir.
(The information follows :)

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCr, NAVY
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM COSTS
[Dollars Inthousands)
FIscal
Staiion operainf costs ...........................................
t es lines an) refit&.............................................
EqWpment IstalltiUon ind repair projKs ...........................
Total ......................................................

rlsAI year

Fiscal 1er

$15.,497
"1S
6,175

$5%827
C700
13,665

$K 932
5$7.800
9,66?

103, 367

121.192

123, 399
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IMPROI'EMENTh W COMMUNICATIONS OPMATIONS
Air. SLACK. Has the Navy taken any steps to

Improve its commutlca-

tions operations during fiscal year 1069? Also tell us what is planned
for fiscal year 1970?
Admiral Fr.rzlATtlCK. W

aReI following a prograimn of consolida-

tions in tle Navy. This is both inspired iniouse as well as in rospoisto a certain policy that has been adopted in the Office of the S:ecretay
, will assnmne
of Defense. IIlIushT'tlvo of this is the fact that the Navy
in the defense communications aren't the responsibily to operate

all DCS as well as non-DCS facilities here in the Washinglon com-

plex principally associated here with high frequency. W6 have recently done the same thing, taken on this same respo'uisibility oll the
west coast.
Within the Navy we are consolidating message centers and facill ties

in geographical complexes in order to active at and achieve increased

economies, enhanced efficiencies, and discharge responsibilities t re-

spond to theol)eratloial coiuimnaldeirs and the colfinandS that exist in

those geographical complexes.
r. SLAcK. What is the Navy doing to eliminate unnecessari message and communication handling centers?
Admiral FirzPATMcK. This program of consolidation will do that.
I might add, however, that in fhe Nravy it has always been our ojwrationalImethod that we do not have separate communications centers
and message centers. The function of message processing and distrilil11
tion has always been a single function performed it t con1munientions system.
Mr. SLACK. Are you actually cutting (own on-any of these message
and commUnications handling centers?

Admiral

FITZPATntOK. Yes, sir.

Mr. SLACK. Could you supply for the record the number that. will
be eliminated in 1969 and also in 19701
Admiral FITZPATRICK. Yes sir.

(The information follows:)
Communications consolidations, fiscal 1069-10 facilities In 6 geographical,
complexes.

Under consideration, fiscal year 1970 or later-38 facilities In 11 geographical
complexes.
DEDICATED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

Mr. SLACK. How many dedicated communications systems does the
Navy operate and what do you use these systems for?
Admiral FTzr'rnMcK. The dedicated communications circuitry that
I would identify as fitting that category pertaining to the Navy
generally falls into these categories:
We have the environmental dedicated network which serves the
ASW weapons and this sort of thing; the Weather Service we
have the Navy high command network which, among other things,
serves presidential communications as our contribution to that
function.
We have a small dedicated network which contributes to the NMCS
support principally relating to the national emergency command post
afloat (NECPA). We have certain data networks which we retain
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as dedicated networks, non-AUTOI)IN. There is the facsimile network and then we have a small dedicated network in the service of
Naval Forces/Europe.

C03131UI OA'IC.S WITHl'POMIIIS SUnMAIUNES

Mr. .ANmtEs.
How do you coiimiunicate with the POLARIS ships
at sea, Adiniml ?
Adimiral Frri,,iWcic. Presently comlnlntieaflot
with POLARIS
ships at. ,ea is iccoinlllislied thimiigh,i,.Alximp~ws. )o yol Ilse one of thio,,, sysltems which you illiMi'. AmlwlI'Ws. ,ai you pllniihig a new low frequency station in

Ne'ada, or olsewheire
Adinliiad irrziwrni cic. No, sir. At the iioment we ar tin a 1R. & D.

and test phaso looking towaild"tioh possible establishment of an -ELF,
extra, low frequency transittiier site which will be located in tho
northeril part; of the State of Wisconsin.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that for coininunicating with submarines at sea?
Adiniral FrrzIDniUK.

-.

Mr. AxvnDvs. Thank you.
lPiROJET

IlULILSEYE

Mr. S,,AcK. What is,the IMLSIE]YE comuniiication project whieh

you mentioned in tho just-ification book on page 1-0-01 What was the

total cost of tlhat program in 1008 and what will the total cost be in
19) and in 1970f
Admniral FITZIATniCic. The total cost I will have to provide for the

rNVor(1, Mr.Chairman. I do not have that figure.
(Tho information was provided as follows:)
Bullacyc funding

Dollars in
thousands

Fiscal year 108

-------------------------------------------

Fiscal year 1970

--------------------------------------------

Fiscal year 19

-----------------------------------

$2, 447
2, 718
3,068

Mr. SLACK. Who do you operate this communications project for?
Admiral FITZPATRICK.

Mr. SLACK. Is this a dedicated system?
Admiral FITZPATRICK. The interconnecting circuitry is dedicated;
yes, sir.
Mr. ANDEws. Would you toll me for my own information what is a
dedicated system I
AdmiralFilA'Tmcg. Very simply, it is one that is not shared with
anyone else. It is devoted full-time to a functional employment.. Mr. ANDnIEws. This is a special-purpose system that can be used
only for that designated purpose?
Adniral FITZPATRICK. Yes, sir.
]REMNT TO FOREIGN GOVERNMENT

Mr. SLAcK. For the record, you mention that one of the reasons for
the increase in 1970 is the full impact of additional rents to a foreign
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government. To which government are these rents paid and for what
purpose?
Admiral Sitiny. Yes, sir.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
TLASED

iNF 48 AND RFILT.q

Mr. STACK. For leased lines and refills you are requesting $57,800,-

000, of which $25,020,000 is for other leases. What are those other
leases? Will you provide a schedule for the record?
Admiral ShmrExy. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
OTHER LEASES
[Dollars In thousands]

Joint voice and channel derivation ...................................
Aulosevocom .....................................................
Commercial efile .................................................
Federal Telecommunications System (FTS) ...........................
Naval distikts ....................................................
Dedicated circuits .................................................
Total ......................................................

Fiscal 1ea

Fiscal year

Fiscal ear

$13.786
1,200
1 712
1,517
510
9.102

$12,539
1.216
1,786
1.828

932
7,939

$7,787
2,625
2,005
2.194
I 607
8:808

27,827

26,300

25,026

MIr. Sr,T(CI. Are there any questions at this point?
Mr. ANDRw8. No questions.
Mr. LtPscosrn. No question, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DMis. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
INTroF,1,NCNq1-

Mrh'. Sri. The next item is entitled Tntelligence.
For Navy Intelligence you are requesting an increase of $15,707,000
for fiscal year 1970.
CEANOI, FROM CONIVACT ITT.

To CIVIL, SFAVIOE

According to the justification book $11.8 million of this increase reflects the transfer into this budget program of extraordinary, military
expense funds formerly contained under Navy Secretariat Field

Activities. These funds covered personnel compensation and temporary
duty travel of 968 agents of the Naval Tnvestigative Service who were
prviously hired under contract and will ho transferred to Civil Service positions in fiscal year 1970. Will you tell us what this is about for
the record I
Admiral Snarxy. Aye, ayb, ir.
(The information follows:)
Bly l'rogrnin/Budcret Dec.I-lon (P1flfl) No. 277 of December 100, the Secretary
ot Defense directed that, commencing In flseal year 70. the Naval Investigative
Service's contract agents be converted to Civil Service status and that their fund.

lg be under a conventional appropriation subhead. In effect, $11.8 million was
transterred from the "Contingency" to a conventional subhead In the Navy's
fiscal year budget request. Further, the PBD Imposed a personnel ceiling of 008

agents, the number of man-years which the $11.8 million would purchase. The
primary reason for the decision was concert with the gr wth over theipast sev.
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eral years In the size of the contingency appropritlon, and the fact tat eath
increase in the appropriation, such as the recent Federal pay raise, required
congressional approval because of specified Ihuitations or ceiling on such funds.
For many years, special agents of Naval intelligence have been paid out of
a "Contingencies" fund made available to the Secretary of the Navy by the
Congress, and suballotted by the Secretary to the Assistant Chief of Naval Oporations (Intelligence). 'The use of such funds has permitted great and useful
flexibility In the employment and utilization of personnel for Investigative anl
counter-intelligence duties. Utilizing the annual "Contlngencles" appropriation,
a system of contract agents was established prior to World War II. These agents
are Federal employees In every sense except that of having Civil Service status.
They receive pay, health Insurance, retirement, and other benelts, comparable
to their Civil Service colleagues. A great advantage of the system has been
that personnel ceilings have not applied. As many man-years of employment
could be obtained as available funds permitted. Further, due to the requirement
for unusual and unexpected demands inherent in investigative operations, and
as a result of an ever increasing workload, the contract personnel have been
called upon for, and have willingly contributed, Innumerable uncompensated hours
In excess of the normal government work week. These uncompensated hours have
( luated to 70 to 100 man-years of productive effort per year for each of the past
several years, Under these arrangements, a corps of almost a thousand agents
has been developed.
Under PBD No. 277, 008 man-years and 08 personnel spaces were transferred
to civil service. Of the $11.8 million transferred to conventional funds, $11.4
Is for agent personnel compensation and benefits and $0.4 million for agents' operational travel. Normal costs would be the same tinder either category of fundIng; however, the provisions of the public law concerning premium pay (administratively uncontrollable overtime as defined in see. 5545(c) (2), title 5,
United States Code) will become applicable to the entire agent corps under
conversion and will require additional funding to the amount of $0.0 million per
annum over previous expenditure levels in order to Insure maintenance of current
worklonad and productivity levels.

Mr.
Mr.In
Lipscomb.
Mr. SLtcK.
Liscoin.
answering that question would you also set forth
the differone between what, you nre asking here and what you used to

pay under the contractual service?
Admniral Suwtrav. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPscoMB. Is it di flerent?
Admiral G

bADDs.
The cost. is the salme, sir.

Mr. I.APscoutn. WVhon you siy the cost is the same, do you mean with

all of the so-ealled fringe benefits, too, of civil service?
Admiral GADDIS. It is my understanding, sir, that when they were
hired on contracts before the contract called for their employment to
follow the procedures and benefits or civil service schedules. Now that

they are being converted to civil service, theve same people, there is no

shit.in the rate of payment relative to this change from being contract
to civil service.
OTHER INTFLTTIOENCE INCREASES

Mr. SAcit. What other intelligence programs are you increasing in
fiscal year 1970?
Admiral HARLPIn
Etr. The $3.9 million difference between this Inst
figure covers the third generation computer equipment with associated

software and supplies for intelligence data processing and ocean survoillance and additional manpower and sul)ort costs to suprt increased requirements in other intelligence fhnctional area, including
imagery or photographic. interpretation and scientific and technical
intelingence; and-then in the fintelligence management and support.
Finally, the intelligence data-handling system.
30-08869-it.2----3U
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II0TOlNAPI IlC INTJRPIII.ErATIO

Mr. SLACK. The justification book states that part of this add( itil
civilian employment is required to support increased requiements in

photographio interpretation. Isn't this operation a responsibility of the
fense Intelligence Agency.
Admiral HAitrFINA1n. The 1)efense Intelligence Agency l)ar(ls ' out
certain projects of which the Navy is executive ag, nt for one portion
and it is in this area in which we have additioll tasks.
Mr. LAsco.%m. Do you mean they do not reimburse you for this out
of DTAI
Admiral HAu Iur,nC . No, sir.
Mr. LTnsco-.%. We understand correctly, don't we, that DIA does
have the responsibility for interpretation of photographic imagery?

Admiral HAfRYNoF.R. Right.
Mr. LiPscom. Then if we follow your statement, they parcel out

certain tasks to the Navy to do?
Admiral I{ATt1,INOa.. Which are peculiar to the Navy in particular.
In other words, certain Naval photography, a portion of which -oes
into the National objectives and certain Imagery reproduction wlioh
goes intolthe cmurlers, flaships., and others. The integrated operationtl
intelligence centers (OIC's) is particularly a naval task and follows
this down through the whole chain. Now, there are certaint .elementsof
this, in part, ular in regard to the mbmarine threat, that is a sp'ifie
task of the Navy given to them by DIA. We are the agents for the submarine threat. ai d-anl lihg of photograthv of allthe now submarines
that we would see of another nation, and it Is done in the Xaval Recoinaissance and Technical Suipport Center. We do the imagery interpretation. VO take the imagery t hat we get and define what this new
submarine or other naval sips would look like. This is a very ex-act
science. That is a particular thing assigned to the Navy. Othir services are assigned other projects.
Mr. i ,swom. Then what do you do with your product? Turn it
over to DTA ?
Admm'IM IARItoINOER. Our product goes back into DTA and cones
out. under DTA cover or auspices. Almost 65 percent of this work is
nat tonal tasking a.-ignd by.DIA.
The other 35' would. be in support of the Navy tasks supporting
ships at sea. Information goes into their target folders and the like,
items which would not be useful totleAir Force and the Army. You
have the same thing at the Sientifl and Technical Intelligence Center, STIC. I will use a roueh percentage, roughly 65 percent of their
work or probably closer to 7,5 percent of their work is done in support
of the national ' bjectives as the executive agent for the DIA. The
other 25 to 30 percent is in direct support of the Nfavy.
Mr. LTPscoMn. To your knowledge, after you turn your product
over to .TA, do they io further woik on it?

Admiral HArtf tNoER. No, it is a simple system of dissemination be-

causA they are the central point of dissemination.
•1M1r. TArsco.mn. Do they reevaluate your interpretation of the
imagery?
Admiral TTARLiNorn. It is used in many respects. A particular book
would he used, for example, in the final inakeup of the national
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intelligence estimate which works its way up from DIA over into tle

U.S. Intelligence Board Subcomunittee which would be working on
that estimate.
Mr. LI'SCoMB. Does DIA reevaluate your product and your ilteirpretation of that?
Admiral HARL-I!NER. No, Sir.
Mr. LIPScOMB. Navy's interpretation is the final evaluation?
Admiral HLALFINom. That is final except s it is interrelated witi
the total thlrat.. That is what I amn trying to sy, with respect to the
national intelligence estimate. But. tlat part of it-oh, there ave arguments, during the plrolimifitry evaluation in these subcommittee s as
to the essential meaning of the l)roducts. The submission is questioned
in minute detail and the whole intelligence community goes into each
item very thoroughly. Such questions as:- Is this nuclear submarine
multiengino? )oes it. have this particular type of armament, range,

missiles, types of torpedoes, etc.?
When you, have very little evidence to go on, everybody adds to it..
We start out first with photo ini'am6ry then add other known facts.
Mr. LipscoMB. Why doesn't DIA do the job itself?
Admiral HARLFINO R. They (10 not havethe resources.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. You know. DIA comes before us, too andfhey are
always trying to get the re,sources. You say they do not hav'e the
resources?
Admiral HARLFINOER. Yes, sir; but these resources are in naval

technology, construiction of slps, and we lean very heavily on the
materiel-btiureaus. A lot of figures do not. showv up in here. For exafiple,
we ask the Ships Systems Command, for the use of their teclnial
experts. We do the same with Navy laboratories personnel and they
all contribute to the Naval Re onnaissance and Technical Suppor:t
Center and to the Naval Scientific and Teclmical Intelligence Center
in the interpretation of this photography.
fr. LTPscomn. Thank you.

ITAPROVEfMENTS IN NAVAL

INTELLIGENCE PROGRA31

Mr. SLACK. Have there been any inproi'ements in the Navy intelligence program during fiscal year 1969? Tell us what is planed for
fiscal year 1970.
Admiral ,IARIIN
O n. This applies across the board.
Mr. SLAOJ. Yes, sir.

Admiral HIARTINOR. Well,
01 I could cover-some things I )refer to

submit
record but.,
in general,
have tightened
managemnent offor
thethe
collection
system.
We are we
consolidating
the up
twothe
production
activities in one area, S8TIC. and the Naval Photo Reconnaissance and
Technical Support Center. This came amut. because of two reasons.
Naval Intelligence Proce.sing System Support Activities (NIPSSA)

which is automatic data processing and storage ashore and afloat, leading all the way to the intelligence centers on the flag ships andAfu'riers.
This whole system is being brought into one central place at Suitland,
Mfd. It had been previously scattered all over. We are moving and
consolidating for two reasons. One is they are widening Shirley H-ighway and we are losing all our buildings at Quarters K. The second
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reason is GSA wanted to move these activities down to Alexandria

into a leased building for 2 years and then consolidate. We went to
Suitland, to our Naval Reconi taissance and Technical Support Center
and found enough room to put the heart of all these data processors
and these various scattered computers into one place. This will form
essentially the ocean surveillance intelligOnce system that is required
in this day and age with the Russians having more ships in every
ocean, both wars i, and merchantmen. We will thus save one extra
more by going to Suitland first and we will be better able to have a
better place and keep it closer together to keep close track of these
ships as well as doing the norma I intdligence analytical work connected with these types of activities.
*Ur.S-iXci. You will supplement the recordI
Admiral HARVINOER. I will add for the record.
(The information was provided to the conmitteeand is classified.)
Mr. LrPscOMBs. What other improvements have you made in naval
intelligence?
Admiral HALFINGoE. I would like to submit this for the record.
Mr. Lrsoo'MB. You must have outstanding examples of improvements that you put into effect.
Admiral HARLFMlOEI. Yes, sir. I say I would like to put it in the
record, if I may. Everything that comes to my mind is now rather
sensitive.
Mr. L.som. This committee was very critical of the overall Government intelligence efforts last year. I should think that you would
want to'build a good record this year. Well, do it for the record. You
know, last year in our committee report again we said we were disturbed
about our intelligence-and not just the Navy, I don't mean that.

Admiral

HARLFIFn'E.

May I say for the record, sir,

-.

As a

result of this- -- I have tightened up our means of communications
between intelligence, as collected, and analyzed and delivered to the
. This is, I would say, a major effort. We
)eople who build the have done this through various means. We have tied a direct tie line between the Scientific, Technical Intelligence Center called STIC to each
and every one of our Navy laboratories who are responsible, in turn. For
.
example, take the ---- that you heard described last year. Now, through this improved means of communication, improved means
we think we have made our greatest
of collection against, this
gains this year.
. I think we have really tightNow, the same can be said of the
ened up the Navy system of collection analysis, and dissemination to
the customer who needs this type of information. I think this has been
beneficial to the Navy as a whole.
The same applies across the board in research and development. It
is quite a change in this particular year over former years whereas we
using our own developments as a model to
built a lot of our build against. We are starting to get better information now so that
the research and development people are building against exact and
specific details of
Admiral GADDIS. I would offer in addition, sir, that tactically this
has made it possible for us to train our people going out on operations in the -.
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In about three specific areas that I cnn think of it has paid off
dividends in specific tactical applications.
Mr. LPscom-n. Thank you. You can expand more for the record.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
NAVAL INTELLIOENCE CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT
Mr. SLACK. How many civilians are employed by Naval TIntelligence activities? How many additional civilian employees do you intend to hire during fiscal year 1970, other than the transfers we
referred to a moment ago?

Admiral

HARLfINOR.

The total of 262. The largest increase is for

the Naval Scientific and Technical Intelligence Center which receives
an increase of 124 positions; 26 for the new consolidation that I told
you about of the automatic data processing; 55 more in the Naval
)econnaissanco and Technical Support Center; and in headquarters
we receive 32, and in NIPSSA 24, and Navy Field Operational Intelligence Office, one.
Mr. SLACK. How many civilian employees are employed by Naval
Intelligence activities at the present. time?
Admiral HAnraiNAFINtotal.
R. How many are employed total?
Mr. SLACK. Yes,
Admiral HAnrizioirR. 1,426, end strength 1969.
Mr. SLACK. Now, to recapitulate, how many additional civilian em.
ployees do you intend to hire during 1970?
Admtlifl IT~rFINGoR. The additional figure is262, sir, leaving the
agents out of this.
.Mfr.SLACK. Are there any further questions on IntelligenceV
CONTROL OVER INTELLOF.XCE-OATITERIXG SHIIPS AND AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDRE WS. Does your shop have anythln to do with the plane
that was shot down? Was that under your fiurisdictionI
Admiral HARLrINO R. N aI places the requirements in generally
through DTA into the Joint "Staff for all of this reconnaissance. Ih
other words, the Navy., ArmyMr. ANDRws. Does the request for an overflight or a flight like that
originate in your office?

Admiral

HYARLnmNFR.

No.

Admiral Snimpy. This airplane was under the operational control of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
fr. ANDRFWS. I understand. All right.
Admiral HAnLPixoER. Navy has requirements, as I was mentioning, for technical data for the various laboratories who are building
the weapons. We write these requirements, in turn give them to DIX
where all the other service' requirements are gathered. Then there is
a priority system. In turn, they decide how many flights, how many
ships, or other platforms will be utilized.
Mr. ANDREWS. You do participate in the determination of the need
for a flight?
Admiral HAnLriTNop. Oh, yes, sir.
Mr. AxDnws. But the actual order for the flight is down originally
from the Joint Chiefs of Staff office over to the local commander?
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Admiral IARTIN OPR. Right, sir.
Mr. AwRn.avs. The President has sAid that the tratedy that occurred-which, in my opinion, was an act of war--would not stop
certain flights in the future.
Admiral
ALnrvNozn. I firmly believe we need to have our scout

planes, reconnaissance planes; we need to gather b6th the intelligence
and we have to be on guard always for surprise attacks.
Mr. ANDREWS. I am not. arn h&Ig against the decision for the need.
Admiral HARLFINOF.R. Yes, sir.
Mr. AN-IIF.ws. That is all.
Mr. SLtclC. Mr. Lipscomb.
RFCRUITMEXT OP CIVILIANS FOR NAVAL

NTELT10 NCE ACTIVITIES

Me. Ltvscorn. Admiral, I believe you said there were 1,420 civilian
employees in the naval intelligence activities?

A dihiral- .lUArn.OER. Yes.

Admiral Sur
ulrY. That was 1969,.Mr. Lipscomb.

Admiral I-.TALr.ToP.R. Yes, leaving out thO agents.
Mr. Lirsco-.n. Leaving out the agents?
Admiral I.\n
ARTIM.R. Yes, sir.

Mr. L)sco-un. What is the number and kind of jobs that are not
filled at the present time out of the total 1,426? That is your authorized level?
Admiral ]T.%nt,rivovn. Yes, sir; I think I have the end strength
right
now. N[YERS. PreISently
"Captain
we are about five short of that end
strength flwure, Mr. Lipsconib.
Mfr. Lipsco,.rn. Five?
Captain MIus. Yes, sir.
"Mr. TiPsco'.rn. That is a pretty good record. But are those five in
any particular area?
Admiral HARTVXPoR. Visually we have a problem in hiring the more

technical people. There the pipeline is a little slower.
Mr. IJIPScouMn. The additional employees requested for fiscal 1970,
as I understood your answer, happen to be in the very technical area.
Admiral HTo.%mrT-.;

. Yes, sir.

Mr. Lipsco-mn. How do you anticipate getting 262 new employees
in this teelmical areas?

Admiral HARTLFNOPM. We have a great number of these people in
ti Scientific and Technical Intelligence Center and at Naval Reeonnaissance Technical Support Ctnter pipeline earmarked, that we are
already interviewing. We constantly interview people for these jobs.,
But the end strength, as the Captain says, we are about five short. now.
That is f matter of the moment. A month from now we may he five
over and 2 months from now we may be five under. But we keep very
close tabs, as we are usually pretty short in intelligence resources.
Navv is one of the smaller intellig nce activities that you review.
Mt. TarPSCoIn. As I correct
262. that you need 262 new ones?
Admiral TARLFNOER.

Mr. LPs.CO-,%n. That is a rather large increase.
Admiral HAnrFo,.rN

Mr. LTscOmu.

. Yes, sir.

Where are yiu going to find them ?
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Admiral ITIArYINGEIR. We get them fr1o1 college grau(llfteS, ex-naI'al
officers, and we will get, them from-I SUp)Os the general market,
people who decide they do not like to be in bIusiness who wotld i,'ahcr
have a Government job, who ht1ve been trained in this tvpe of activity.
Mr. LTpscoM.I. Qualified intelligence specialists Are dflfiult, t6' flifl.
For example, would a college graduate qualify for a high-level intelligence position?
Admiral H, m.mn. Well, this is scientific analysis, really. You
have a larger labor market. This is not just intelligene. They are used
in the int-lligence system but. you halve each oie of the disciplines
such as metaliirgy, engineering, let's say, communications, electronic.
Each one of these disciplines i the Nit I'SC the Navy Scientific Intelligence Center and elsewhere are not necessarily iitelligenco people. They aro people trained in these sciences. Then we in turn trAin
them as intelligence analysis. Naturally , they should have the basic
knowledge with respect to analytic, methods.
MJr. TTPSco.mn. 'You mean a college graduate comes out with an
educational background in photographic interpretation that would
be valuable in your infagery operation

Admiral

HARLPloER.

NTo, sir. I would say we usually get people

who have been in the business as enlisted men and also photo interpreters. When they come to the end of their eilkthnent we really try
to hire these people because this is highly specialized.
Mr. Lrsco. m. It is not a problem you are worried about flen.
Admiral HAttFINoER. No, sir.
Mr. Lwtscomi. I heard testimony last,year from DIA, from Army-the intelligence community-in our lngthy hearings with respect
to the serious personnel problem that they had in getting qualified
people to serve in intelligence. At least, thesis my memory of the thing.
Now, if you can go out and pick up 262 qualifl'ed people, that is very
good, and evidently the Navy has had no problem in this area.
Admiral HART.FINOER. Oh, it is a hard problem, sir; we recruit.
It is not an easy problem but we work at it and we get good people.
Mr. IJTqcPnSC0 . How do you recruit on a college caml)us? have you
beeii up to Harvard- lately, the University of Michigan, the University
of California, MI1T? Of course not.
Mr. A,%,rnws. What do you )ay them, Admiral?
Admiral HIAr 1 ix(omr. They range from (IS-8 on up.
Captain Mv1m~s. From tho level alpl)roximately, Oil up.
Mr. Axnmws. What is that salary?
Captain Mvrc;. About $8.0O or 90,000 startingr salary.
Mr. ANDRE,%ws. Do you get that many who would be draft-exempt?
The draft board is waiting for them when they get out of college.
Captain M i.s. Two programs, two of our field activities that we
have had have been highly successful, they are advertising through the
trade journals. It seems, as though there has been a stability in the
technical field in this past year because Government workers are not
rotating as much, at least not in our area. I think Mr. Garrity probably knows we have had difficulties in the past in filling some of our
vaancies., but im the past 6 months we have been extremely successful
and feel confident that we could fill these vacancies that we are asking
for for next year.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Wouldn't one of these men, if you took him, be
exempt fr m the draft.?
Captain MYErs. No, sir, not necessarily. As the admiral pointed
whohave been highly
out, we are picking up a number of young men
trained on active duty in the intelligence area, both officers andenlisted. Unfortunately, the career doesn't look as good there for them
so they come into the civilian community and pick it up.
Mr. ANDUIEWS. Thank you.
Captain MYrns. Yes, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Mr. Davis.
RELATIONSHIP OF NAVAL

AND DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

Mr. DAVIS. Just. generally; what operational activities of Naval
Intelligence have been taken over by the Defense Intelligence Agency,.
generally?
Admiral IIA
XrixoER. I am not aware of any in this past. year.
Mr. Dvis. At any time? What I am trying to get at is tfiis: Have
we just created another layer on top when we created the overall Defense Agency or have they actually taken some of the load off of you?
Admiral fRALPINGER. Iay I say this-I must say now this is my
opinion: I think that the Defense Intelligence Agency had a very oaod
mission and did a very good service in the beginiing, in that this
country was faced with a missile threat that we knew very little about,
and there seemed to be some difference among the services and there
used to be a constant difference of the testimony given over here in
front of Oongress. DIA was one way of bringing this together before
it got over here, in arriving at a sound national intelligence estimate.
I know this does not exactly answer your question but it is my belief
that I have a very hard job to do to
. It is to this end we asked
for certain of these increases.
Mfr. DAVIS. When the agency was established, did they actually take
part of the operation and part of the manpower away from Naval
Intelligence?
Admiral HARLFIN(WR. Oh, yes, sir. I do not. have the facts and
figures here, but it was quite a large portion.
SIIH[I'

FRO

CONTRACT TO CIVIL SERVICE STATUS

Mr. DAVIS. Now, can you relate that response to this $11 million
transfer that we see here.
Admiral IIAmNoF. No. The $11 million is a paper transfer, sir.
Admiral SnIFEY. We had 968 and now have 968 investigators that
were paid for out of another part of this same appropriation. They are
hired under contract. They are civilians. They are not Civil Service.
They have a contract with the Navy.
They are being shifted over next year and will become Civil servants part of the Civil Service, at the same dollar figure ns in 1969.
So there is no increase in the number, there is no increase in the dollars.
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It is merely a shift in their status from contract employees to Civil
Service status. They will be doing exactly the same work next year.
Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral, are you the Chief of Naval Intelligence?

Admiral HAnmxNoEn. Yes.

TOTAL NAVAL INTELLIGENCE PERSONNEL

Mr. ANDREWS. How many military Navy people do you have at-

tached to your office throughout Naval Intelligence?
AdmiralHARLFINOFR. 1,025, inlugive bf Navy officers, enlisted men
and
Marines.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many civilians
I
Admiral HARLFINGER. 1,42.
Ar.ANDREWS.1 T426
and 1025
l
Admiral HARLFINOER. Yes.
r.ADRWS.Isthat 1,025 officers and enlisted men
Admiral HARLFIXOER. Ys,sir.
Admiral SmFLEY. That is a total of approximately 2,500, and 1,426
of them are civilians.

Admiral HARLEINOER. Yes.
Admiral Sun-xy. 1,025 are military.
Admiral HARLFINOER. Today itis1,02.
Admiral
SANDLEY. Itisalmost 2,500.
Ir.LIPSCOMfB. Plus the agents?
Admiral HARLFINOER. Plus the agents.
Mtr. ANDREWS. How many agents If

Admiral I-LkRLFiNoEm. 968.
afr. AxiDpaWS.Roughly 3,5001
Admiral -HARn~m .es.
X
fr. DAVIS. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
M r. ANDREWS. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SLACK. The next item is "Oceanography."
OCEANOGRAPHY

Mr. SLACK. For "Oceanography" you are requesting an increase of
$13,515,000. What is the reason for this increase?
Captain AYRFS. The increase requested is due primarily to operation of 4 new survey ships in fiscal year 1970 and full year op erations
of 4 survey ships delivered in fiscal year 1969. This expaidedcapability will permit increased hydrographic and ASW/USW surveys and
AGOR support to meet military and statutory requirements. Limited
expansion is also planned to meet requirements in sAupport of Project
CAESAR and for mine warfare environmental surveys.
Mr. SLACK. What are the four new Oceanography sur%ey ships to
be put into operation in fiscal year 1970 and how are their operational
cost funded?
Captain AYmVs. The ships put in operation in fiscal year 1970 are
the hydrographic survey ships U.S.N.S. Wyman, (hauvenet and
Hark'kess and the oceanographic survey ship U.S.N.S. ilke8. ill of
these ships will be MSTS manned and funded from this appropriation
under budget activity 6. Two military manned hydrographic survey
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ships and ono military mnMled oeeanogra)hie surve Ttphi, fiulidd
pinariil from tii aIppropriation
BA 1 and
'i
the
sameMilitary
l)erin(l.
In the
he inntinVted
Nn vy npprio'rint ln., will under
PROE1 IC"T' CAESAII

skinS for additionAl fullds for th1e limtled expansion of the CAErSAR pinjeet. What is this- project? Whnt.is the
Mir. SLAVIC. You are

amount of the additional fund. being requested for 1970 and what is

the total amontt for this project and what was the funding for 19.0~g
antd 1969~?
Captain Avrts. Project CAESAR refers to the produdlion and installation of the

The funds requested are for additional oeenmirnhie surveys
required
Speifliallv, oveanographle surveys must eomimenee
and a ship mu.t h ehnitered throtigh MSTS in order to impleare also funded in this
ment. the effort. Tlydrographic surveys
budget. aetivit.v.
The ndditionnl fund. being requested for fiscal year 1970 are $1,2A.q000, of which $90,000 is for the charter ship. The total amount for
this project in this appropriation and budget activity is $1,992,000.
The funding for this project. in flisal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969
was $691,000 and $705,000 respectively: These fi gures are exclusive of
the costs of a military manned oceanographic survey ship utilized in
surveys.
t'1111ISS IN O(.A

OOlA1i1"lY

2?
Mfr. Sr,.j,%c. yoaTave
r we made nny progress in Oepanography in the
of
couple
la.t
Cnptain
vWe have indeed, in a number of area.. As example.q.
our oceanographic prediction services to fie operntin' forest hav, expanded several fold in scope nnd have improved in bolh accuracy mid
utility: we have perfected an array somar sounding system which
surveyS a path over ,1miles wide in the dee ocean with great preision,
and nuomnatienllv pereel.cs contoured strip charts from the dntn ! we
have vastly impnved our data handling ad chart production -tehniq lies through ,APP: we bnve eollected" key environmental data over
millions of square miles of the oeenn, and" come n long way toward
translathnig these datna itntotetlenl indexes ielatnsff to the performlaee
of a number of amtisulmnrlne and undersea warfare system: our
SUTvy And re earch techniques and eqtipments hale seen maio improvement, particularly in the g eophysi s area: and our abilitv to
8N'e with preei ion has been expanded to the entire world ocean. Thie
navy"has, in addition strengthened its management, of the oeeanoranhie program Iby the etnblishment, of fhe-0Mee of the Oeennorlher of the Navy, and bv the aqsiumnent of the Chief of Naval
"Researel. Teputfv Chief of Novel Material for Development, and the
Commander of the Nnvnl Weather Servie Command as assistants to
the Oceanographer for management of the science, pineoring' -nd
l)'edtetlOn .er~v
areas respectively.
Mr.Sr,^cI. The stbcommittee 4111 stand in reeess until 2 o'clock.
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(Ar.mmoo.

SEsm)

PUBLIC AVFAIIS, flEI,,VlIONS,

AND INFOUMMION

M1r. SLAcK. The committee will come to order.
The next subject we will consider is the Navy's public affairs, reintions, and information activities.
How much is being requested for public affairs, public relations,
and public information activities of the Navy Department?
Admiral G 'is. As Chief of Informetio, lavy Dep artmet, I have
requested $5i87,000 for departmental operations,'and g$767,000 for field
activities for a total of $1,354,000 for fiscal year 1970.
Mr.SLACK. Will you provide for the record a breakout of this cost
for fiscal years 1968, 1909, and 1970?
(The iiformat ion follows:)
198

1969

1970

Depatmental .....................................................
Field..............................................

$535, 000
616.000

$587 000
767.000

$587,000
767.000

Total ......................................................

1,151,000

1.354,000

1.354,000

IOSSIuuI,, CONSOLII)ATtON OF IIOMETOWN NEW8 CEN'ITs

Mr. Sm '. Wihy Cannot the Navy consolidate its hometown news
center operations with those of the Army and the Air Force?
Admiral Gis. On the basis of an informal and unilateral study
conducted by thiofficer in charge of the Fleet. Home Town News Cetiter, it appears that such a consolidation would be feasible. I ai not
)rel)ared. to state flatly, that it would be desirable either from the
standpoint. of assured .v'ings in funds or increased efficiency of operation. Despite the savings whieh seem the obvious result of any
consolidation of common overhead itemns, s yingm- have not always resulted from such consolidations. It is quite clear from our study that
the immediate requirement would be for more rather than less noney
to prepare a new location for such a.joint operation.
AurATION AT 11031 - TOWN NEWS CENTERS

'Mr. SLACK. Why isthe Navy nutonitning its hometown news center
olWrations?
Admiral Gims. For the same reason that all kinds of tasks are automated, that is, to increase l)roduction without the corresponding increa:o in manpower which would-be required to achieve the higher
level manually. The number of news media which request the services
of FII'TNC and the indications we received from the media concerning the usefulness of the material we provide am convincing evidence
that more individual recognition of Navy men and women in their
homo areas could be obtnined than at present ifwe had the means
to increase our production.
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DUIC.VTION

OF PUIILIC INFORMATION

PIIO(lINIMS

mr. S.w Ko. Why does tho Navy need a public in formulation haldoffice organized on thi saileo lilies as that. of the Oice of tlhe
.sistaint Seetavy of lDofens for Public Alai s?
1mtrel'.

Adndral GRns. ft should perhaps b pointed out. first, of all (lint.tir

Navy had a public iifot'iibtitn organization before thtre was it DOplrtment of Dofense. It was organized generally along ihe linle which

the office of the A.sistanut. Secrearv
T of 1)efouse for PNhlie Airairs is
now organized, 130yond that, since the O-SID/PA origiliates IXhicy'
follow, reviews actionls rO tlhe other -services
which fle Navy al, 1111d
for NAvy
t h1e
leasing
+'sees
110.ed by- thO ,N
tho two orgalllzed
logical
to hav110hot14y
ll'
i.teeIts s.lls
hi
lpeowscOf IltlAl
in a fashion which facilities thes relationships. I call explainiwliv the
Navv 01l1co of In formation is, orhliizened as it. is; I am nolt. s1re it, is

nIlprlte for me to speak for OAI)/P.A's olalliziloil.
Is9 there any duplicationn b elween Operatiols of y-oulr
-Mr.
public atrairs office and that of Ihe 0f1ice of the Assistiut SeeretaiV of
I)efenso for Public Al'ains?
Admiral OSTs. In all of the sco-es of daily conlets bet.w,,enl the
Navy Office of Infornation and the OASI)/PA I would l'e hard
pr,.,sed to slate flatly that, no duplicatioii exists. However, no4.st of
thO relationships between th two ofices-even Whell it. involve. soquential handling of the samo project-involve net ions which are more

accurately descrilwd as eomnplemontary rather than duplicating. For
example,*mh inquiry from it newsmnn will be referred by OASI)/PA
to my ollice for reply. Ie will research the Inswer ind give it, to

OAS4I)/PA for delivery to tile iiewsmnn. 1ut, before giving the nnswer
to the newsmlen, OASP/PA will often provide the additional service

io
sensitive in forof -ecuritv review to insure that the ilswer ilicludes
mintion. i'n addition, I should point out that, if the qiiestion had been
relyy routine it would never have been referred to my oflice at all but
woulh have been answered by OASD/PA. Thus, the t.wo offices working together provide-the most necurate and comprelen.ive iiforliitioln
to tie newsmen and, ultimately, to the American pmlolC.
effort and
I have beel exalning iny own office for duplicatlt

nlaking changes to elhnlnate it. I mve asked

11y

staff to applylho

sano critical eye to our relationships with OASD/PA. I will not

hesitate to reconinend changes to OASD/11PA procedures to eliminate
al duplication Ave liay fil(..

Mir. sI.A(K. Are t-hor0 allnV qu stions with regard to pub\le, affairs,
relations, and iiforinntion ?
n qifletinii.Q, Mr. Chairimanitl.
Mr.'MIxSl.ALL., I iI
Mr. Sr.i0to. Mr. Andrews: live ypou any questions with regard to
public affair, relations, and information?
i't is bad. Perhaps you can
Mr. Androws. The news we usually
imi prove on that nild give ts more cheer fu! news.
'That is all, Ar. Chairman.
CIVILhhAN FIPLOYEN '111AININO

Mr. Si,.cic. Will you Iplemse provide for the reeord, Admiral, a dotailed listing of the types of training to le provided civilian employees
(e' servicewi(lo support..
with tho $738,000 you aro requesting
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Adnil

Situ1 tIyr. Yes, sir.

('1'lio information follows:)

The term "long term civilian training" refers to training consisting of more
thnn 120 consecutive training days In either Government or nonGovernnipint fni.Ities. Tie subject matter may cover inanngentent or varloi.4 fie01s (if S)CIalizatIon. 'he objective of thls type of tralilnng Is to enlble the l)elartltent of the Navy
IItS. IlKh withinl
to keel) abreast of zillingerlil, technical lind SCIInItl atllVaRMll
and outside lhefederal Government. Soe exaamples of long-tern civilli t I ra nIng are 11s follows:
EMPL.OYEEm JOlB TrM.: AND COUnSR PURSUIF
Aerospace engineer (flight systems) Englineering Administration (George Wash.
ilnglo University).
Supervisory procurement agent, Bsine," Adziniist ration (Tenple University).
Supervisory iauditor, Advanced liusiness Administration (Northeastern 1'1iiversity).
A s-Aiant professor, lhiglineering Itpartnput, Naval Academy, Okea nographle
Engineering (Catiholle University).
'liTe leplartmuent of thiv Navy Is ai o pIrlticikating ilnlipth ueiitioll prograin
III systealJtlt' IInllyi.sl whihh Is administeredi by the Natlamil Instilute of Pihille
Affairs In cooperittlon with the U.S. (vil Service Colnission, the Bureau of tl
program Iq designed to encourage Federol deBudget, and five universities. Tlhi
partments ini agelles to Ilontlly and develop persons vhotare e\xet'l to nmake
a major contrIbilon to systemilt Its program ifilfly.ir Iln their orgaunizatlons. Tyjplcal subject matter includes itlero-econiomiles, quantitative methods, public expenditure theory and systems analysis.
One Navy civilian sp'ie .isalhullted at timl' National War ('ollge. TpIl' mission
of the college Is to prepare selected personnel for the exercise of joint and combined high level policy, coannind and staff' functions and for planning national
strategy. The academic program of time college is designed to accomplish the
mission through a systematic study of the nature, formulation, and iplementation of national security policy. xamniples of study are: the military force necessary to Implement national policy in pence and war; strategy and war planning;
the impact of science and techllology upon the arined forces ; and deintrilnental
and Interdopartmentnl problenis which concern the national security.
Navy civilian employees are also enrolled iln the defense systems analysis education program at tile University of Rochester. This 15-month program provides
advanced study in the ilainIng-l rogrnining-lhfanciAl tlifnagement system.
In addition, planned Individual stmly programs will enable all engineer at tie
naval avloniles facility, Indlianamolis to study Industrial dmliniflntratioli : a nnval
architect at the Naval Ship Engineering Center to study advanced iilival arehltecture ; a professor at tlie Naval l'ostgradutate School to study compllier s cetne
to update hli capabilities related to the school's programin computer sclenve for
officer students; an entomologist of the Naval Facilities Engineering Command
to study graduate level entomology and related subjects.
PIIOJ cfc. VALUE"

Mr SAo. How much is the Navy requesting for the support of
Project, Value?
Admirl GADDns. $300,000.
Mr. STACK. To be used for what?
1Department of the Navy has been desigintited
Admiral GAnns. The
as the host, component for 10 eiti which will require Counselors, city
coordinators, and a Navy Department. coordinator.
Time Navy envisions trMinlng up to 2,250 youth over the 15-nionth
period of tht project. The Department of Labor will pay the cost of
salarie.s and training of the trainees, but. the service department must
pay the cost and support of Its designated counselors and participants.
This is what the $300,000 is for.
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Mr. SLACK. Are there quest ions?

Mlr. MINSUALL. Will you list for the record the 10
M'. YE NIELA. Washington, D.C.; Boston; Lobg

cities?
Beach; New Or-

leans; New York City; Norfolk; Oakland; Illiladelphin; San Diego;
Seattle; and Oahu. This is 11 rather than 10 cities. These cities rein'esent areas in which there is a concentration of naval activities.
PROCUREMENT OF TECHNICAL MANUALS

Mr'.

SLACK.

Admiral, will yOU provide for tile record at. this point

tile a:o1no1
ts being requested for tie preparationl miyd procurement of
technical manuals for fiscal years 1968, 1969, and 1970?
Admiral (lADDIS. We can provide them now or place them in the
record.

(Tile information follows:)
Tlie estimate( contractual costs for preparation aid procurement of technical
manuals Is as follows:
Actual fiscal year 1968.

--------------------------------

Estimate, fiscal year 1009 -,----------------------------0,834000

Estimate, fiscal year 1970

----------------------------

$5,16, 000

7078,000

Mr. SL,,AcK. Admiral, according to information provided the coin.
mittee, theme is an increase of $1.144 million being requested for this
purpose in fiscal year 1970-referring to the technical manuals. Why
are.you requesting tis increase?
AdmiralGAnns. The $1.144 million increase is requested for two
reasons. First, approximately $700,000 is generated by changes in
weapons systems which necessitates an updating of the technical
manuals. Second, in fiscal year 1069 and prior years, technical manuals
l)rocured indirectly through other Defense Department agencies were
classified as in-house costs. In fiscal year 1970 those manuals procured
directly or indirectly from other Defense agencies are considered conIactual costs to the N'avy.
UNIFIED AND SUBOR)RDINATE COMMANDS

Mr. S,,\cm. Tie justification book states that a $2.4 million increase
is being requested for the unified and subordinate commands for re.
quirements deferred by prior year austere funding. What. requirements
wero deferred in prior years because of this austere funding?
Captain AmnRzomnuE. Of the $2.4 million increase referred to, only

$0.'2 million is applicable to requirements deferred by prior ,ear austere
ending. Requiremelts deferred are $0.1 for travel and supplies, and
C I for the message center computer at CINCLANT.
.\[r. Si..cI. If they could have been (lefelred in prior years, why
cannot they he (leferked in fiscal year 1970?
Captain Anmncnomm. The $0.2 million can ho (IeCfrrel; however,
the $0.1 million increase for message center coin mter at CINCLANT
is to pIrO)erly distribute the cost 6f operating this conmlter between
f ho unified and th1 fleet staff.
Mr. SLACK. Are there any questions up to this point, Mr. Andrews ?
Mr. ANDRBWs. No questions.
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1'IXJINICAL MANUALS
3'[r. MIH-8,1JI,. I would like to ask wlmt is the. total anmoitt for
technical manuals. Tho increase the $1.144 million is an increase of
what p)ercentago, for teehinical muituil'ts.
Admiral GDDrs. The change is from $9.080 million, to $10.682 millionl in this line item for teclical Inalimlls, engineering drtwings,

d(wImnontation, an(d techileaIdata,

Mr.MINSHIALh. IS that an inflationary increase.?

Admiral Gums. For technical manuals only, the lhvel is $6.83-1
million in 1909, and $T.978 lion in 1970.
Mr. MINS.\LL,. Will yoU Supply for the record the iason for this

inelase?
Admiral GADmS. Yes, sir.
Mr. Afl,sn,%u,. Thank you.
(The information follows:)
Approximately $700,000 of the $1.144 million Increase reflects updating of
manuals due to changes In various weapons systems; $400,000 Is now shown as
contractual whereas they were previously considered as In-house costs. They are
acquired from other Defense agencies.
DEJLm'ION OF PROVISO AGAINST SPECIAL TRAINING

Mr. SLACK. Next we will consider the proposed -deletion of the proviso against special training.
Section 503 of th general provisions of the Department of Defense
Appropriation Act for fiscal year 1969 provides in part:
That no appropriations contained in this Act. and no funds available from prior
appropriations to components departments and agencies of the Department of
Defense, shall be used to pay tuition or to make other payments to educational
Institutions In connection with the instruction or training of file clerks, stenographers, and typists receiving, or prospective file clerks, stenographers, and

typists who will receive compensation at a rAte below the minimum rate of pay

for positions allocated to Grade GS-5 under the Classification Act of 19M, as

amended.

This proviso has been carried in the Department of Defense appro)riat-ion act. for many years. It is being requested that the provision
be deleted
tionl
bill. from the fiscal year 1970 Department of Defense appropriaAk fact sheet provided the committee states that the Navy is requesting that. this proviso he deleted. Will you tell us why tho Navy is
requesting the deletion of this proviso?
AdMila|1 GAIMS. Yes,

fr. Chi ilrmal.

It.is possible to live with this proviso In the act. There is no question
about. it.. HTowever, in developing new systems for doing business, particuwlnly when you are associated wit]; ADP systems, this proviso of
the act whieh restricts you fr'olf providing training to clerical, typist,
stenographic-type positions, automntically restricts you from teaching then directly in contractor facilities the things necessary for then
to be coordinated Into the new system. In other words, where a typist
originally was making out a sedule of charges, now he must prepare
a punch card or something like that. This proviso of the, act. makes it
iece.ssr, for you to train sujervison personnel in external activities,
and then they'in turn train t le clericAl-typist type, personnel. In other
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words, it can be done, but it seems eminently desirable when what we
are talking about principally is taking advantage of the training provided by contractors, and I quote, "without additional charge to the
Government," of operating personnel of your organization when a now
system is instilited, tImt thie people can be trained direct much more
easily than training your supervisors and then having the supervisors
train your clerical personnel.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the length of the taining period?
Admiral GADDIS. It woMld vary, sir, but it is orfshort duration-3, 4,
or 5 weeks.
Air. ANDREWS. You say they would be trained at contractor's expense?
Admiral GADDI. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why is that.?
Admiral GADDIS. The proviso in a whole series of contracts which
we hav--I have a list of them across here--concerning training and
technical services, specifically provides that this training in the procedures of any systems installed will be provided. "Without additional
charge, contractor shall train an adequate number of operating and
programming personnel."
Mr. ANDnws. Don't you think the contractor takes the training into
consideration when ho fixes the original price?
Admiral GADDIS. Either he trains these people or he trains the supervisors, who in turn must train these people.
Mr. ANDREWS. And at his expense?
Admiral GADIS. Yes, sir. It would not change the size of the con-

tract.
Mr. ANDRIEWS. When an employee is being taught, of course the Govermnent pays his or her salary.
Admiral GADDIS. It is on-the-job training, sir. It is not the kind of
thing for which you go to a special school.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is tie training given in a Navy office in which the machine is installed?
Admiral GADDIS Yes sir.
ir. ANDmWEWS. Does this limitation save the Navy any money, or not?
Admiral GADDIS. I do not think so, sir, because it requires the training of the supervisors in the system, and then the retraining of the
clerical personnel in the same system on the job, as if the contractor
personnel had trained them.
M[r. ANDEREWS. I read here that:
It is estimated that If the restrictive language is removed from the DOD
Appropriation Act, of the 38,000 employees in those restricted categories in the
Department of the Navy, approximately 10 percent, or 3,800, are hired as

replacement each year.

Is that about right?
Admiral GADDIs. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDRVWS (reading):

Of this number, approximately 000 to 1,300 would require some training in
non-Governnient facilities, particularly in the areas of ADP and peripheral
equipment operations, such as cardpunch operators, quality control clerks, et
cetera, and in the higher utilization of the minority and disadvantaged groups.
Tis training will be accomplished by contractors within the terms of contracts
for equipment already under way. No additional funds will be required.
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Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.

Mi1'. ANDREWS. What isthie history of this proviso? Who suggested it
originally?
Admiral GADDIS. It is hearsay, as far as I am concerned. It is a
longtime provision.
-r.ANDREWS. Hearsay evidence is permissible in this comMittee,
but not in a courtroom. Tell us what you hear said.
Admiral GADDIS. The original restriction was to insure against clerical-type personnel being educated in the process of hiring and then
educated to the point of being able tWhandle the job.
There is every good reason for having that kind of restriction on
education for lower-level, clerical-type personnel.
Mr. ANmirWs. I understand the Navy would like to be permitted
to have certain clerical employees receive instructions in the use of
these sophisticated machines at the cost or expense of the contractor.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir, without, taking the extra time first to
educate the supervisors and then have toMr. ANDrnEWS. How long has this proviso been in the bill?
Admiral GADDIS. 1949 isuthe date of the act. I presume it has been in
that long.
Mr. A NDnWS. We did not have so many sophisticated machines
back in"
those days.
Admiral GADDIS. No, sir. I will have to admit, sir, that we have been
able to live with this provision and would continue to, but it is
extremely more complex.
Mr. ANDEWS. How does this tie in with Project Vnlue?
Admiral GADDIS. There is no relation to Project Value, sir.
Mr. ANDRSWS. I sometimes wonder how the Navy ever olrated
without all these sophisticated machines that you have today.
Admiral G, Ds.Tie job was simpler and ii was more handwork
and it took longer.
Mr. ANMD wS. We have had a good Navy through the years, but
that is progress, I guess. You are doing a good job better now with the
machines.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir. It is similar to the difference between
getting your information from a lookout or getting it from a radar, sir.
Mr. ANDEVWS. That is a good answer.

That is all, Mr.Chairman.

Mr. SLACK. Are there any further questions with regard to this
subject?
Mr. MINSHALL. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman, thank you.
OPERATINO COSTS-NUCLEAR VERSUS CONVENTIONAL SlIPS

Mr. Riiwos. Admiral, do you have any figures to give the committee concerning the difference between operation and rnhintenanee
of a nuclear ship as compared to a conventional ship of the same
category ?
a
ral Sir1FLrY. We are working up some information on this and
will provide it for the record sir. I do not have it yet.
Mr. RIorDs. I think this sould cover a reasonable period of years

so as to include the cost of overhaul. It costs more to overhaul a nuclear ship. You have to put in a new core and the like. I would like to
30-08-09-t. 2-40
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have some idea of what costs we can expect as for these two categories
of ships over a reasonable period of years.
Admiral SiiFLfxy. As I recall the request from last Wednesday, it
was to go back and cover a period of 10 years, what the situation was
10 years ago, 5 years ago, anud what it is now, in order to get a trend.
Mr. RI ODES. That would be satisfactory.
Mr. MINSITALL. As long as you are doing it, I think you might as well
put in a whole discussion about the advantages of operating a nuclear
ship over a conventional ship.
Mr. ANDREWS. If necessary, we will call on Admiral Rickover to
help prepare it.
(The information follows:)
ADVANTAGES

OF OPERATING A NUCLEAR SHIP AS COMPARED TO A CONVENTIONAL

SHIP
"Nuclear propulson has the fundamental advantage of permitting our warships to go anywhere in the world, to deliver their combat load and to return;
all without logistic support Nuclear propulsion in the combatant ships will free
the striking forces of our Navy from the obvious restrictions of reliance on a
worldwide propulsion fuel distribution system. As our potential enemies continne to improve their capabilities over, under, and on the sea, the importance of
reducing our dependence on logistic support becomes increasingly critical."
This quotation is from a report issued by the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy, December 22, 1963. Today the new and improved nuclear-powered submarines and surface ships which have been added to the fleet or are being built
make it an even more cogent statement of the benefit gained from the use of nuclear power in combatant ships.
The importance of the relative freedom from logistic support for a nuclearpowered ship as compared to an otherwise comparable, fossil-fueled ship has been
demonstrated repeatedly by our nuclear-powered surface ships off Vietnam.
Nuclear propulsion helped make possible the fleet ballistic missile weapons
system, which continues to be the Nation's foremost strategic deterrent.
Operations such as under-the-icecap patrols, high-speed, submerged crossings
of the Atlantic, and sustained submerged operations by attack-type, nuclearpowered submarines have, in the short space of 10 or 12 years evolved from
daring exploits headlined around the world to standard operating procedure.
'The fact that a nuclear powered submarine or frigate or aircraft carrier is
not Just a new submarine, frigate or carrier, but a radically different weapons
system is not always recognized. This explains at once the difficulty associated
with drawing comparisons between nuclear-powered and fossil-fueled ships, and
also the controversy that such comparisons have sometimes aroused. Fossil fueled
ships cannot do what nuclear powered ships can do.
Experience with nuclear powered ships in actual operations has clearly dem.
onstrated that earlier predictions of the advantages of nuclear power for com.
blatant warships were correct.
In a memorandum to the SECDEF dated 20 September 1003, SECNAV Korth
stated :
"The Navy continues to recommend a policy of installing nuclear propulsion
in surface warships because it will significantly increase their versatility and
effectiveness in war or deterrence of War. Increased range, responsiveness, staying lower, and reduced vulnerability provided by nuclear propulsion will make
naval forces much stronger and more useful as instruments of national policy and
power. Nuclear propulsion provides the following specific advantages which
substantially increase military effectiveness both offensively and defensively:
a. Virtually unlimited endurance at high sustained speed which means:
1. Increased tactical flexibility and freedom for Independent action.
2. Enchanced opportunity to use evasive trnwilt tracks.
3. Improved capability to operate in bad weather or to take circuitous
routes to avoid storms.
4. Ability to extend attack along greater perimeter.
5. Reduced vulnerability to submarine and guided missile attack and
freedom from dependence upon replenishment In area of high threat.
0. Greatly reduced dependence upon mobile logistic support.
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7. Elimination of concern for loss of fuel oil facilities at the source, pr'positioned fuel depots, or en route to the refueling rendezvous.
8. Ability, under severe threat situations, to operate from distant bases,
completely free of logistic dependence, cycling in rapid transits for amnmunition and aviation fuel.
b. Feasibility to design for sealing ship against atomic, biological, and chemilcal attack due to elimination of air Intake required for boilers.
c. Elimination of corrosive effect of stack gases on radar antennas and air.
craft and the hazard of flying through the turbulent path of the exhaust gases.
Elimination of stacks and air Intakes eases topside arrangements.
d. Increasing shipboard electric power requirements for new radars, sonars,
and missile systems can lie accommodated by nuclear reactors without reducing
the range of the ship during operational deployments."
In January, 1060, Rear Adm. Henry L. Miller, USN, Commander, Carrier Division 3, wrote of his experiences with Enterprise and Bafnbridgc during their
tirst Vietnai deployment:
ADVANTAGES

OF NUCLEAR POWER AND ITS UTILIZATION IN A COMBAT ENVIRONMENT

(By Rear Adm. Henry I,. Miller, U.S. Navy, Commander Carrier Division 3.)
Since the advent of mechanical propulsion, ships have been freed from the
uncertainty of dependence on the wind for motive power, but this advantage
has been significantly reduced by the constant requirement for fuel whether it
be coal or oil. Today, this inhibiting characteristic has been eliminated by the
development of nuclear power.
The advantages of nuclear propulsion for surface ships do not appear dramatic
nor spectacular when compared to nuclear powered submarines, for nuclear
power gave us the true submersible for the first time in history-a truly dramatic
breakthrough in the state of the art. However, once the lines are cast off from
dockside and the nuclear powered ship starts to move, the commander realizes
immediately that the unlimited, sustained power in the hull of that ship can
give us or any other power that develops it, a dynamic revolution in naval
warfare. It allows a commander to devote his attention and plans, toward
itfeetively executing whatever task he has been assigned, without having to
worry every step of the way about his logistic support of black oil.
Aq you recall, during World War II, we develold replenishment and refueling
at sea to a high art. Such achievements greatly reduced our dependence on
shore bases; allowed us to keep our combat ships at sea longer, and thus increased our combat effectiveness. Still, the times that fuel oil or the lack of it
played a vital role in the success or failure of battles of World War II is
astounding. Historians credit the inability to provide adequate fuel oil as being
one of the most significant items leading to the downfall of Japan.
Today, nuclear powered task groups, without the constant periodic black oil
rel(hnlshment, can add to our combat effectiveness by totally eliminating the
ltack oil need. Nuclear power has and will continue to have a tremendous Impact
on the effectiveness and capability of the fleet as a whole.
The ultimate product of nuclear power when equated to a surface warship
could probably best be summed up as "a vastly increased response." Whether it
be providing greater versatility, flexibility, mobility, reliability or any of the
dozens of highly desirable features of a man-of-war, the nuclear propelled manof-war responds the best. In short, it can do Just about everything better. easier,
and faster than her conventional brethren. As such, nuclear power becomes
of vital significance in the execution of national policy and the application of
naval power.
During the past several months, we have had occasion to observe, In combat,
the first nuclear task group, including the aircraft carrier V.S.S. Enterprise,
CVANO5, and the frigate U.S.S. Bainbridge, DLGN25. A broad reference has Just
been made to the influence nuclear power could have on the waging of war. I
would now like to draw attention to several advantages of the superiority of the
all nuclear powered task group. Then I want to give several specific examples that
have been experienced during these past several months of combat and that
point up and support the advantages I will now enumerate:
1. Increased tactical flexibility as a result of unlimited endurance at high
speed. This permits:
(a) Greater use of evasive tracks when approaching the objective area
thereby reducing the probability of detection.
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(b) Longer routes to avoid storms.
(o) Capability to operate in bad weather is improved by the elimination
of the hazardous and, sometimes, infeasible refueling requirement under
these circumstances.
(d) The high speed endurance extends the ability to attack along a greater
perimeter of coastline.
(o) The ability to maintain high sustained speed reduces the vulnerability
to submarine and guided-missile attack. High speed is one of the most im.
portant measures to employ against submarines and guided-missiles.
2. Reduction of replenishment frequency with a greatly reduced dependence
upon all forms of mobile logistic support (not only fuel)---as a result of increased
storage space formerly required for fuel oil. Etiterprtse took on aviation fuel
and ammunition about once every few days.
3. Air intakes for boiler operations are eliminated thereby greatly Improving
the capability to seal the ship against atomic, biological and chemical attacka quantum Jump in ability to survive.
4. Elimination of the undesirable stack gases and smoke which not only
make it difficult for the pilots sitting in their planes prior to take-off or during
approaches to a landing but also adds considerably to the Navy's maintenance
bill due to the corrosive effects of the stack gases on communication and radar
antennas and on aircraft.
5. The concern for loss of fuel oil facilities is eliminated. This Includes the loss
of facilities at the source (in any foreign country) by political action. It also
includes the loss of propositioned fuel depots to the enemy or the loss of the replenishment oilers enroute to refueling rendezvous as a result of enemy action.
6. There is the ability, under severe threat situations, to operate from distant
bases completely free from mobile logistic dependency, with the capability of
high speed return to such bases for replenishment of aviation fuel and
ammunition.
7. Increased maneuverability resulting from much more rapid acceleration and
deceleration.
R. High standards of technical trahlnig set in the nuclear propulsion program.
9. A cleaner ship internally and externally saving hundreds of thousands of
hours a year in cleaning ship and aircraft.
10. And finally-ships in the 1007 and 1068 programs will be With us until
the turn of the century. We are buying time if we build nuclear powered ships.
We are buying reduced effectiveness if we purchase oil burning warships.
Most of the above comments apply to any nuclear combat ship, be it carrier,
destroyer. or cruiser. I would like to emphasize a few pertinent points, however.
with respect to the DON Balnbrdgo. Several specific examples of her performauce on this deployment will be mentioned later. She, of course, derives all the
same benefits from nuclear power that the carriers do with the exception of
those affecting air operations. But some are particularly applicable to her spe.
cialties--air defense and anti-submarine warfare.
A. With a nuclear ship, the screen commander has one always ready as a
submarine search and attack unit. There is no need to worry about which ship
is ready or how long the unit may be away from the screen. Nor Is there a need
to relieve her with a freshly refueled ship.
B. Independence from an external fuel source enables her to provide uninterrupted screening of aircraft carriers or other large ships. This Is especially
applicable during replenishment operations while the force Is at a vulnerable
slow speed and steady course.
C. There is no need for the carrier to interrupt air operations to refuel her
nuclear-powered escort because the escort is freed from worries over fuel.
D. She can more readily follow speed changes of the carrier, for example, faster
acceleration and deceleration.
e. And finally, as a picket she can remain on station without oiler need, or
destroyer relief in order to retire to refuel.
Now, for some examples of how some of these advantages of nuclear propulsion have affected our operations on the current deployment.
First, let iae speak of the transit of BEterprise and Bainbridge from Norfolk,
Va.. to Subic Bay in the Philippine Islands, a concrete example of not only
flexibility but conservation of resourcesas well.
We were directed to maintain a speed of advance (SOA) of something in
excess of 20 knot.4 the entire 10,000-mile trip. This was accomplished with ease;
with absolutely no strain. While doing this, flight operations were conducted for
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ai total of 9 days and 3 nights. In addition, a 13-hour search was made in an
area of the South Atlantic Ocean as a result of a man falling overboard. Regard.
hss of this high SeA and resultant delays, the entire transit proved to be a
routine event with arrival in We.,;tPac exactly as scheduled and yet with slflicient Jet fuel remaining to conduct days of heavy combat operations. The mo.st
obvious and imntedilte gain was the fact that RJitcrprise commenced combat
operations shortly after arrival with an air wing in a comparatively high state
of readiness. This was demonstrated by the fact that on only her second day of
operations, she set a new daily record for combat sorties by any OVA performlog In-country support.
In contrast to the Enterprise transit, had any other oil-burning OVA such as
Porrcstal class attempted to accomplish the same transit in the same timespan and conduct similar operations, it would have consumed some several nillion gallons of fuel en route. This would have necessitated prepositioning oilers
along the track in order to prevent the oil-burning OVA from running out of fuel.
The inconvenience and added expense of maintaining the oilers are, of course,
obvious. A conventional frigate the size of Bainbridge would have had to refuel several times along the track at the high sustained speed made by Enhterpric and Baitnbe'ldpe.
This same situation would exist in a tactical environment as well. If for exampie, Forrestaland Enterpri.gewere ordered front the South China Sea to another
area at flank speed, to forestall or counter another outbreak of Communist aggression, Forrestal,in order to carry out the speed required, would possibly (depending on how far) require refueling before departure and perhaps require It
seen after arrival. This would generate a requirement for an oiler to be scheduled
to fuel Forrestalsoon after arrival. If an oiler were not available for tilts purpose, Forrcstalwould proceed to station at a much slower speed than desired in
order to conserve fuel, and upon arrival limit her operations-also to conserve fuel-until an oiler could be positioned.
Enterprise,however, ahd with Balnbridge as an escort ship, could respond instantly, arriving ready to meet the task without need for fuel and remain on
station within the limits of her expenditure of aviation fuel and ordnance. This
is much greater than Forrestal, as a result of the increased storage space for
these items usually required for fuel oil storage, air Intakes for boilers, and the
huge smokestacks.
Thus, in comparing the responsiveness and staying power of these -two mighty
ships, Enterprise would be able to arrive sooner, stay longer, and deliver many
more combat sorties than Forrestal-thisIncreased effectiveness stemming prlmarily from the fact that she has nuclear rather than conventional propulsion.
To document this in even more detail, I would like to mention the following:
First Is the fact that Entterpr8s carries one more squadron--an A40 squad.
ron at the present-than any of the other big OVA's. Although Enterprise is
slightly larger than Forresta1, for example, one of the primary space savers
comes as a result of elimination of smokestacks, air Intakes, and the many other
items normally running up through the ship to provide for the proper functioning of conventional boilers. A quick glance at a side view diagram of Eenterpr.e
and any other OVA points up the smaller island structure of Enterprise with a
resultant increase in available aircraft parking space. This same condition exists
down through the lower decks as well. The end product is more shop space, living space, storerooms, and so forth, and on the hangar deck, again more aircraft parking and maintenance space.
Commenting further on the storage space, we have now found, even with the
high intensity of flight ops, that a longer refueling cycle is completely acceptable
with respect to aviation fuel. The only factor affecting this cycle Is the pumping
rate of the tanker Enterprise refuels from. The advantages to be gained from
this longer period between replenishments versus the shorter period include
such important items as:
A. Lesser period of higher vulnerability from air, surface, or submarine
attacks.
.3.
Greater periods of time to be performing combat operations.
C. Greater periods of time can be spent at remote distances from the
unrep "lifeline."
D. More crew rest in what is already a greatly overworked environment
These, and many others have often been enumerated before in discussion of
nuclear power but they have been particularly notable during the operating
period since December 2, 1965 when Enterprise went on the firing line in the
South China Sea.
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(Paragraph deleted by the Department of Defense.)
A similar situation exists with regard to conventional ordnance. stowage, the
second item of primary significance Is evaluating ERterpri8e's combat staying
power. If, under normal circumstances, a reasonable onboard reserve Is maintained, this, with the previously mentioned greater Jet fuel, provides a p )tent
and previously unattainable sustained operational capability. And going still
further, Enterpri8ecould be sent with full Jet fuel and ammunition loads"; to any
ocean area of the world and fight for many days before running out of fuel
and ammunition.
We had several specific examples of rapid reaction during the first few days
of our combat operations..The first occurred as we were proceeding from Subte
Bay to our station off the southeast coast of South Vietnam. We received word
of a submarine sighting by an underway replenishment (unrep) ship some
145 miles from our position. The unrep ship was without ASW protection so
we were directed to detach a ship to provide assistance. Bainbridge was, without
question, the obvious and In f&ct only choice. Within less than 5 hours she had
transited the 145-mile distance and was actively performing ASW search in the
suspect area. Most probably our earliest concern with Bainbridge would have
been several days later when we may have had to send an ammunition ship to
replenish ordnance if she had had any extensive ASW engagements. If the ordnance"usage were relatively light, our next concern may have been weeks hence
when we decided to send along some fresh vegetables.
In contrast, the two conventionally powered destroyers also accompanying us
required nearly 5 hours' time fo close Enterprise, top off with black oil and then
depart to the submarine contact area. By the time they arrived, some 10 to 20
hours had elapsed. Then, of course, the immediate and necessary problem of
keeping them in fuel oil began. Regardless of the amount of combat operations
they engaged in, an oiler unrep ship would have been a twice a week necessity.
Again, the inconvenience and added expense Is obvious.
Some 5 days later this situation repeated itself when an additional destroyer
was required to be moved rapidly from our task group north to the Tonkin Gulf
area, a distance of about 500 miles. Again, Bainbridge was the logical choice.
Twenty hours after she was directed to detach, she arrived on station fully
prepared to execute all missions assigned. Not so a conventional destroyer. The
average oil burner would probably have required refueling soon after arrival In
the gulf area. Continued frequent refueling would, of course, then have continued as the norm.
Enterprise too was involved in a similar incident shortly after arriving on
the line. Late one evening, while operating southeast of Saigon, a message was
received to the effect that the Cam Ranh Bay Airfield was generally unservice.
able because of heavy rains. Enterprise'sbird farm of about 100 planes was re.
quired early the following morning In the 2d Corps northerly area of South Vietnam. Response was instantaneous and because of her capability for sustained
high speed, Enterprise was launching support operations in this northern area
in less than 9 hours after the initial alerting message. Conventional ships can,
of course, take similar actions. However, they would require redisposition of
replenishment ships to supply fuel. The nuclear ships can immediately respond
to a request of this type, operate for some days, and then return to their normal
stations without affecting replenishment force schedules and positions.
Increased maneuverability was mentioned earlier as a much desired advantage
of nuclear power. The examples of this are a daily, in fact more properly, an
hourly occurrence. The maneuverability, combined with tremendous acceleration
and deceleration characteristics, provide the carrier skipper with a truly amazing
response-it is an instantaneous response. Getting underway, turning into the
wind for launch and recovery, approaches to replenishment ships and general
ease of shiphandling are constantly recurring examples of this. And, of course.
in the ever-present environment of possible enemy offensive surface craft and
surface-to-surface missiles, this rapid response could very easily mean the dif.
ference between survival and disaster. In routine evolutions, Enterprisehas consistently left the destroyers--commonly referred to as the greyhounds of the
sras-i-n her wake. One conventionally powered DD skipper said he drops behind
station some 1,500 yards In, for what Is to the big "E", a routine acceleration from
15 to'25 knots. In a man-overboard maneuver if "El"Is 12 knots or lower, she stops
Immediately and goes to full speed astern. This cannot be done in a conventionally powered ship.
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This capability for sustained speed and outstanding maneuverability provides
another especially attractive feature In the South China Sea. Because of under
water geographical conditions, the submarine In this area Is essentially required
to remain near the ocean surface. Entterprisc considerably enhances her own
safety by avoiding the submarines with the use of her speed.
An advantage also mentioned earlier was elimination of stack gases and smoke.
The point was made of the reduction or elimination of these corrosive effects on
the aircraft and the ship, and on ship's components so that many thousands of
man-hours were saved each year in the process by a vast reduction in cleaning
requirements. Today under our present tempo of operations, this savings in manpower Is probably one of the most important items that can be realized, When
16- to 20-hour days are the routine, the ability to make available, additional
manpower, even if only to permit the crew to get an additional hour or s of
much needed sleep, is of special significance in the ship's overall performance.
An excellent example of corrosion control is available in one of the F-4B
squadrons presently on board. A year ago, this squadron with essentially the
same aircraft were deployed on the U.S.S. Ranger, n conventionally powered Fhip.
Any man who was a plane captain ou that cruise will attest to the long hours
lie devoted to sweeping stack gas residue from his airplane in an attempt to
maintain some semblance of cleanliness. The problem of corrosion control became so acute that corrosion control teams on the F-4B had to be increased
from four to six fitn working 12 hours a day plus augmentation with an additional four to six men on nono pgan
y
to curtail the spread of corrosion. And still within 3
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Another advan te
gatned'direct jy
the nuclear plant 1. increased electrical power. The'd ifnds for this power are many and va
and Increasing
almost daily with the production of better radars, sonars
d missile systems.
This electrical power is
course generated by steam
r, and is made aVailable through the ship's pro
ion plant. It foll
hat the greater the requirement for electrical power, the
el consumption and thus a consequent reduction in fuel available for propulsion. For nuclear powered ships
this Is not a consideration.
One additional word on catipults. As you know, all our carriers now use steam
presmire for the firing of catapults. And, of course, as just mentioned, this steam
must come from the ship's engineering plant. We found last year it the South
China Sea In Ranger during conditions of low wind ahnd high temperatures
requiring the ship to steam at very high speeds'during launchlngs that the rate of
buildup of steam in the catapults coulil become critical. Delays of 10 to 20 seconds betweenlaunches on the heavy aircraft Xvas not uncommon while waiting
for adequate steam pressure to build up. Although this seems minor, when the
requirement exists for large launches or for rapid response to a threat to the
force, this time can be significant. This slow buildup hab not been the case with
Efl erg~rie. Regardless of the conditions, steam is available now and in the
quantities desired.
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These last several paragraphs have cited just a few examples of the many advantages we have already experienced during this "combat cruise." They are
realistic and typical. They are the type of items that will continue to occur in
increasing frequency as the full operational capability of nuclear power is in.
vestigated, exploited, and documented.
And now let us examine another facet of nuclear power that takes on considerable importance when the topic of providing for additional nuclear propelled
warships is discussed. This facet is cost effectiveness.
By 1963, nuclear propulsion technology had progressed to the point where we
were technically capable of constructing a carrier of the same size and operating
characteristics as Enterpri8ebut with only four reactors producing the same shaft
power as Enterprise'seight. These reactor cores had about a 7-year life as opposed
to the approximately 3-year life of Enterprises cores. Since that time, the state
of the art has taken another quantum jump and we can now produce a two reactor plant that can drive a ship the size of Enterprfse and will require refueling
only once In the life of the ship.
A study was made on the total cost of constructing end operating a two-reactor
nuclear carrier over its lifetime, with its aircraft. The nuclear carrier was compared to the conventional carrier's total cost under the same conditions. The
total cost for the nuclear powered carrier came to 2% more than the conventional.
With nuclear powered escorts, the all-nuclear task group was calculated to be
about 6% more expensive than the conventional carrier group, depending on the
specific assumptions for force composition and costs.
(Three paragraphs deleted by the Department of Defense.)
The successful operations of Enterprise, Bainbridge and Long Beach have
demonstrated the military advantages of nuclear powered surface ships, and have
confirmed our ability to build effective and reliable ships of this type. Reactor
core Improvements in the past 10 to 11 years. as validated by the nuclear submarine program, have increased the life of nuclear cores by a factor of over three
and at the same time have decreased the cost by a factor of three or more, so that
today the actual cost per unit of energy is only one-tenth what It was 10 years
ago, and there is every possibility that we will be able to make further improve.
inents In the unit cost of nuclear energy In the future.
Two final points that have Implication far beyond the immediate situation with
Enterpriseand Bainbridge. First. we have seen an almost complete revolution In
undersea warfare with the advent of the nuclear submarine. And all within the
last decade. The concept of what are virtually self-sustained boats In our submarine fleet, combined with the deadly Polaris missile is one of the greatest single
military advantages that the United States possesses over any other nation In the
world today. We know, however, that the U.S.S.R. has succeeded in producing
nuclear powered submarines and I assume they are progressing rapidly with a
submarine compatible missile similar to Polaris. In other words the power advantage In this one vital area is lessening. We have, however, the most powerful
surface Navy In the world today. We can retain our current overall naval superiorlty--and in fact increase it-by a conversion to nuclear powered warships.
Nuclear power Is such a significant advance In the state of the art in naval war.
fare that the Nation with the first nuclear navy will become the world's leading
naval power.
My second point Is the significance that the nuclear power program can have
on our national industrial potential. Nuclear plants for civilian use are a natural
follow-on to nuclear power in naval ships. This advancement in technology, and
in fact, creation of a new Industry will be a requirement for our fnturp domestic
ned.q. The Atomic Energy Commission has stated as early as 1062 that in 10
years 20 percent of our new powerplants will be nuclear powered. This will con.
tinue to spread well beyond the borders of the United States. Every nation will
be looking for a nuclear powerplant and other products of nuclear power, and will
naturally turn to the nation with the beat product. A nuclear power Indutry with
a sound base In research, development and production will provide vast benefits
to that nation, far beyond all expectations. We have competition. Great Britain.
France, Ruqsia, and Germany at this very Mloment. All are engaged In building
nuclear power Industries of some kind. France Is concentrating her nuclear pnwor
in bn1ldinz submarines. Germany on the other hnnd is pointing her R. & D. In
nuclear power to merchant ships. Great Britain and Rtlssia are Interested primnrily In putting nuclear power into their navies. The United States, however,
has one dramatic and successful advantage-a full decade of experience with at
lea.at a partial nuclear Navy and one merchant marine ship. This is an advantage
we cannot-we must not-lose. The freedom and economic well-being of our Nation
Is at stake.
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In summary, the evolution of the Navy to a progressive program of nuclear
power can revolutionize our naval establishment and naval warfare In a nore
dramatic manner than that realized by the change from sail to steam or from
coal burning to oil burning propulsion plants. The future of the U.S. Navy is
nuclear power. We must not ignore it.
The Chief of Naval Operations, in a memorandum to the Secretary of the
Navy dated April 14, 1960, summarized the advantages that nuclear powered
surface ships have over their fossil-fueled counterparts, as confirmed by operating experience gained during more than 1,220,000 miles steamed by the
Enterprise,Long Beach, Truxtun, and Bainbridge.
1. Virtually unlimited endurance at high speeds which gives:
(a) Increased tactical flexibility and freedom of independent action.
(b) Capability to cycle in high speed transit to and from distant and less
vulnerable sources of ammunition, aviation fuel, and other supplies needed
to continue In action.
(o) Freedom to extend attack along a greater perimeter.
2. Reduced vulnerability due to'
(a) Freedom to extend attack along a greater perimeter.
(b) Improved capability for sealing ship against nuclear, biological, and
chemical attack.
(o) Enhanced opportunity to use evasive transit tracks.
3. Significantly reduced dependence upon logistic support gives:
(a) Decreased requirement for mobile support forces.
(b) Reduced requirements for Navy special fuel oil (NSFO) at bases
and propositioned at depots.
4. Greater attack effectiveness due to:
(a) Ability to be on attack station a higher percentage of time.
(b) Increased ability to exploit weather conditions.
5. Reduced maintenance effort on hulls of ships and aircraft by elimination
of corrosive stack gases.
All of the above advantages, with the exception of reduced topside maintenance, apply equally to submarines.
But there is really no way of comparing the FBM submarine with a diesel
submarine because there are no diesel submarine armed with strategic weapons.
Two quotations provide some insight as to the Importance of the nuclear powered
fleet ballistic missile submarine as a strategic deterrent:
"The nuclear propelled ballistic missile submarine marks the closest approach
now foreseeable to an ultimate deterrent" (Senator Clinton) ; and "Once one
has seen a Polaris firing, the efficacy of this weapon system as a deterrent is
not debatable" (President John F. Kennedy).
The nuclear powered attack submarine possesses the same advantages of endurance, speed, and maneuverability inherent in nuclear powered surface ships.
But the use of nuclear power in a submarine also makes it a true submersible,
virtually independent from reliance on the earth's atmosphere within the limits
of crevw endurance. The fact that it is a true submersible makes the nuclear
powered attack submarine not only a formidable offensive weapons system, but
probably the best defensive (ASW) system against other submersibles.
NAVAL AIRFIELDS

Mr. MINSHALL. How inuch. traffic do you have in and out of Patoxent Naval Air Station and what you are using it for?
Admiral SmFiJY. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)
The Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, Md., primarily supports the Naval
Air Test Center and Fleet antisubmarine operational and training squadrons.
During calendar year 1968 the combined local and transient flights at Patuxent
River totaled 157,052 flight operations.

major airfields?
Admiral Suiry. One of our master jet, fields is Oceana, whieh is
down near Virginia Beach. Another master jet field which is very
busyMr. MIIINSAIL. Wfhat are some of your other
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Mil'. M[INS IAT.T. Whait.afire somle that ar not so busy ?
Admiral Srzir, ,y.I would say Quonset is not as busy as the master
jet fields.
Mr. MUNS1.
sLT,.What do you do there?
Admiral SIITPLEY. It SU pom'ts primarily a(tiIlmarif...air r up'..
Mir.
stIN
tALt,. Without getting ilto, too much detail, incli'de the
west coast. south, gulf, and all the rest.
Admiral Siiiri'X. I will give you the esential facts.
Mir. MIESHALLr. What do you'have around New England and New
York?
Admiral SUiL1piy. We have Floyd Bennett, but that is a Reserve
station, NAS New York. Then we have Quonset, which I mentioned.
We have a field at Brunswick, Maine, which supports patrol plane
operations.
Mr. 1MISISr.%LL. And at Mayport down in Florida?
Admiral STHrirY. We have a field down there, but that is primarily to support the carriers and the other ships that are hOmeported or based there. This is not a fleet operating field with combat
squadrons permanently based there.
Mr. MINSHATL,. Is the Navv Department maintaining any airfields
and/or strips that are not being used or in mothballs, so to speak,
or being used very little?
Admiral SIUFLEY. No, sir; none that I recall.
Mr. A.-nnnvs. What did you do with that field at Sanford, Fla.?
Admiral SmFrrY. I am not sure we even still own the property,
it it hNs net been an operational field for many years. That was a
World War II field, part of the operational training complex in
Florida.
(Clerks note: The Navy subsequently supplied the following additional information:)
The Navy closed NAS Sanford, Fla., on July 1, 1968, and transferred the
Sanford mission to NAS Albany, Ga. The city of Sanford requested use of

the field and facilities and was granted a right-of-entry on March 15, 1969.
Approval of a deed of transfer to the city is currently pending.

M[r. [IS/IrLA. What are you using Floyd Bennett for?
other activities.
Mr. MkIT-NS!TALTJ. Is it not getting a little congested up there? Are
there not a lot of buildings going up there?
Admiral S1Htr,1 Y. They are closing in on it, yes, sir.
In addition to the Navy air operations out of Floyd Bennett, there
-re a number of other operations. The Coast Guard operates out of
there. The New York Police operate some aircraft of various descriptios out of there. It is getting built up there, it. is true.
Mr.M'!NsTyN,T,. Have you any fields up on Long Island?
Admiral STIIFLEY. No, sir.
(The information follows:)
Admiral SHIFLEY. Reserve training, and there are a number of

The Navy owns the airfield on Long Island at Calverton currently being
operated by the Orumman Aircraft Corporation. The airfield Is used in connection with test and production of military aircraft.
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M'. MINSIIATTX. Put tie whole story in the record.
Admiral SHIPLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSIALL. Thank you very much.
(The information follows:)

L1EVEL OF ACTI1'ITY AT NAVAL AIRFIE.LDS

The following table shows the primary missions supported and the level of
-ictivity at Naval Air Activities In the Continental United States during Calendar Year 196S:

Station
NAS, Alameda. Calif .........................
NAS, Albany, Ga............................
NAS, Brunswick, Maine ......................
HAS, Cecil Field, Fla ........................
HAS. Ch3as Field, Tex .......................
NAF, China Lake, Cilif ......................
NAS, Corpus Chiristi, Tex ....................
HAS, Dafas, Tex............................
HAS. El Centro Calif ........................
HAS, Ellyson, lia ...........................
NAAS Fallon, e ..... ...................
HAS, Genview, Ili ...........................
...................
HAS, Glynco, Ga.
.................
HAS, Grosse lIe, Mich
HAS, Imperial Beach, Calif ...................
HAS, Jacksonville, Fla .......................
NHAS
Johnsvilfe, Pa .........................
NAS, Key West, Fla .........................
HAS, Kingsville, Tex .........................
HAS, Lakehurst, N.J ..................
HAS, Lemoore, Calif .........................
HAS, Los Alamitos Calif ...................
NavSta. Mayport Via ......................
NAS, Memphis, Tenn ........................
NAS, Meridian, Miss .........................
..................
HAS. Miramar Calif
..............
NAS, Moffett Vield, Calif.
HAS. New York ,N.Y ........................
HAS, New Orleans, La ...................
NAS, Norflolk, Va ............................
HAS, North Island, Calif ..................
NAS, Oceana, Va ...........................
HAS, Olathe, Kans .........................
HAS, Patuxent River, Md .....................
NAS. Pensalcoa, Fla .......................
.............
NAS, Point Mugu Calif ...
...............
NAS, Quonset Point, RI.
HAS. Saufley Field .........................
NAS, Seattle, Wash .........................
AS, South Weymouth, Mass ...............
HAS, Twin Cities Minn ...................
HAS, Whidbey Island Wash ..................
......................
NAS, Whiting Field, FV3
NAS, Willow Grove, Ps .......................

Primary missions supported
Aircraft rework/various .............................
Jet reconnaissance .................................
Antisubmarine patrol ..............................
Jet attack ........................................
Advanced jet training ..............................
Research and development .........................
Advanced prop training ............................
Naval Air Reserve .................................
Various ..........................................
Helicopter........................................
Jet attack ........................................
Naval Air Reserve .................................
Technical training .................................
Naval Air Reserve .................................
Helicopter ........................................
AircraIt rework/various .............................
Research and development .........................
Various ..........................................
Advanced jet training ..............................
.............................
Variaus......
Jet attack ........................................
Naval Air Reserve .................................
Various ..........................................
Technical training/Naval Air Reserve .................
Basic jet training ..................................
Jet fighter ........................................
Antisubmarine patrol ..............................
Naval Air Reserve .................................
do ...........................................
Aircraft rework/various .............................
do ...........................................
Jet attack/fighters .................................
Naval Air Reserve ................................
Research and development and antisubmarine ........
Basic prop/jet training .............................
Research and development .........................
Aircraft reworklvarious ............................
Basic prop training ................................
Naval Air Reserve .................................
do ...........................................
do ..........................................
Jet attack .......................................
Basic prop training ................................
Naval Air Reserve .................................

Total
operations,'
calendar ya
1968
132, 352
75,092
40,925
202,228
285,810
31,258
512,166
118.461
114,923
1,579,435
85, 6E2
62,175
48,155
30,102
158,000
35660
12,237
159.826
553,930
148,062
347,012
120.402
26.563
58,350
421,663
342,000
121,402
51,818
106,225
121,853
173,581
148,800
40,823
157,592
367,584
49.548
64.895
1,312,450
30,133
49.885
74, 915
123,156
720.230
59,927

'Aircraft operations Include aircraft arrivals and departures, field carrier landing practices, ground-controlled
appioaches(adual and simulated), and touch-and.go flights.
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REVOLVING AND MANAGEMENT FUNDS, NAVY
WITNESSES
REAR ADM. W. D. GADDIS, U.S. NAVY, DIRECTOR OF BUDGET AND
REPORTS, OFFICE OF THE NAVY COMPTROLLER
VICE ADM. R. SHIFLEY, U.S. NAVY, DEPUTY CHIEF OF NAVAL
OPERATIONS (LOGISTICS)
CAPT. W. N. FITZPATRICK, U.S. NAVY, COMPTROLLER, NAVAL SHIPS
SYSTEMS COMMAND
CAPT. W. McHENRY, SC, U.S. NAVY, DEPUTY COMMANDER, PROGRAMING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, NAVAL SUPPLY
SYSTEMS COMMAND
CAPT. M. GODEK, U.S. NAVY, COMPTROLLER, MSTS
COL. R. W. CALVERT, U.S. MARINE CORPS, DIRECTOR, FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT DIVISION, HQMC
AMr. SLACK.

The next item is entitled "Revolving and Management

Funds, Navy."
Admiral Gaddis, will you please proceed with your statement.
GENERAL STA'T.,MENT

Admiral

GADDIS.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it is

my pleasure to appear before you to provide information regarding
the revolving and management funds used within the Navy and Marine
Corps. Through the use of the funds we are able to more effectively
finance and manage certain of our operations that lend themselves to
the commercial-type aspects, of such funds. The Navy and Marine
Corps Stock Funds, the Navy Management Fund, Naval Working
Fund, Naval Industrial Fund and the newly established Marine Corps
Industrial Fund are considered to be our more significant revolving
funds and with your permission I would like to devote my remarks to
these funds. In particular I will give you some details on the expanded
scope of coverage of Items financed in the Navy Stock Fund.
NAVY

MANAGEMENT

FUND

The programs financed through the Navy Management Fund are
reviewed and justified as part of their respective parent appropriatiorns. Transfers are made from the parent appropriation to the management fund, which, in effect, acts as a "clearing house" in the settlement of charges.
Our requirements in fiscal year 1970 are $677 million, about the same
level as that expected in fiscal year 1969. Most of this is to finance
transportation of material and equipment.
NAVAL WORKING FUND

The total activity in the Naval Working Fund in fiscal year 1970
is estimated at $18 million. This is about a $8.5 million increase over the
level experienced in fiscal year 1968 but is the same as that expected in
fiscal year -1969. The coverage and content of the fund has remained
essentially the same for the past several years.
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'NAVY STOCK YUND

Tie planned expansion of the scope of coverage by the Navy Stock
Fund was implemented on July 1, 1968. This expansion is part of a
continuing )epartment of Detense program to improve management
of inventories. We reported to the committee last year that this
expansion was ePstiiated to require the capitAhiation into the stock
fund of approxunately $1,116 million in expense or consumable-type
items which wore formerly financed by the "Procurement of Aircraft
and Missiles, Navy" and "Other Procurement, Navy " appropriations.
It is now expected that about. $1,199 million in inventory will be
actually capitalized into the fund during the current year. With respect
to sales our experience indicates that purchases of these items by customers will amount to approximately $430 million or $90 million less
than planned. This, in turn, has caused us to reduce the fiscal year
1969 transfer to the "Piocurenient of Aircraft and Missiles, Navy"
appropriation to $i)45 nllion vice the $375 million reported last
year. This reduction is reflected in the "Procurement of Aircraft and
Missiles, Navy" budget now before you. Our stock replacement program has been adjusted downward to offset for the lower sales
projection.
Fiiscal year 1970 obligations for the Navy Stock Fund are estimated
at $2,762 million, which is $497 million more than the plan for fiscal
year 1969. This increase does not represent a further growth in the
scope of coverage by the fund but is related to the expansion of our
retail inventory system in which obligational authority is required to
move material from a wholesale segment of the stock fund to a lower
level which is commonly referred to as the retail system. The retail
system was installed so that we can have simplified financial
over material which was formerly managed by applying onycontrol
stock
level discipline. Fiscal year 1970 sales of $2,910 Mi! 1on, an increase
of $562 million over fiscal year 1969, includes primarily an increase
of $421 million of sales for the retail system and $121 million in
aviation-expense type.
Inventory levels are expected to decrease by the end of fiscal year
1970 to $1,501 million, a decrease of $140 million from the amount estimated to be on hand at the beginning of the year. This decrease is all
in long supply or excess stocks since we expect to hold the mobilization
reserve stock level at $246 million.
MARINE CORPS STOCK FUND

During fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 the scope of the Marine
Corps Stock Fund remains unchanged. Fiscal year 1970 sales are estimated at $258 million or only $6 million more than the planned amount
for fiscal year 1969. Obligational requirements are set at $241 million
for the budget year. This represents a $5 million increase over the
amount planned for fiscal year 1969. The budget calls for an end-year
inventory of $172 million, including $83 million of mobilization reserve stocks. Total inventory is $19 ml ion lower than the inventory on
hand at the beginning of the year.
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NAVY INDUSTRIAL FUND

At the time the President's budget was pl'epald there were 85
activities operating wider the Navy Industrial Fund. The two largest
industrial fund programs are our naval shipyards and the Military Sea
Transportation Service which do an annual business approximatingy
$1.2 billion each. Other major facilities operated tinder the industriAI
fund aV trei'tt niaittenel'e and ordnance with an anutcal volume of
businesss al)proximatoly $600 and $500 million, respectively. Sublysquont to the preparation of the fiscal year 1970 budget only one additional account. lhas been added. This is time Naval Weapons Station,
China Lake Calif., which was consolidated with t~he ahrady industi'ially funded Naval 'Wealpons Center, Corona, Calif., on January I,
1969. In addition to tile China Lake activit, it has been (l0ci(l to
industrially fund 14 more Research and Deeiopmnent activities eof'ctive July 1, 1909.

The fiscal year 1970 budget. contemplates the contiuation of the
progress payment procedures inlaugurated in January 1968, thus retaining an operating policy similar to our contractual dealings with

private industry.
Cash working capitll allocated to industrial fund activities on
December 31, 1968, totaled $17.3.8 million. TI'he operations for fi.;'al
year 1968 reflected a gain of $22.7 million on revenue of $3.7 billion, :t
variation of less than two-thirds of 1 percent from achieving the de-

sired breakevenpoint. This data is shown in exhibit 1.
lRovenue for fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 exclusive of the
,l(rit.ional revenue which will be obtained from the aforementioned
consolidation is estimated to be $4.1 billion and $1.0 billion, respectively. This represents a turnover rate of allocated working capital to
annual sales of approximately 221/2 to 1 for both fiscal year 1969 and

fiscal year 1970.
Exhibit. II lists the activities operating under the Navy Industrial
Fund on December 31, 1968, together with certain operating
information.
MARINE CORPS INDUSTRIAL FUND

In implementing the Department of Defense policy of uniform
financial procedures for operating commercial-type 'facilities, the
Marine Corps Maintenancee Depots at Albany, Ga., and Barstow,
Calif., were converted to industrial fund operations on July 1, 1968.
Tho cash working capital allocated to these two aet.viities amounts to
$4.6 million and was obtained by transfer from the Navy Industrial
Fund.
Sales for fiscal year 1069 and fiscal year 1970 are estimated to be
$24.4 million and $25.2 million, respectively.
This completes my statement, Mr.Chairman. I will now attempt to
answer any questions you might have on the Department of the Navy
Revolving Funds.
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EXHIBIT I.-NAVY INDUSTRIAL FUND-STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSE, BY ACTIVITIES, FISCAL YEAR
JUNE 30, 1968
lin thousands of dollars

Shipyards (9)...............................................
Military Sea Transportation Service (1) ........................
Aircialt maintenance (1) .....................................
Ordnance plants (15) ........................................
Naval avionics facility (1) ...............................
Polaris missile facilities (2) ..............................
Research activities (3) .......................................
Base services (9)............................................
Printing plants (37) .........................................
Total (84) ............................................

Revenue

Expense

Gainfloss

1,218,851
1, 277,859
409.476
410.088
49,880
... 9,315
161,266
132,162
35,122

1,216,817
1,261,355
408,45G
405.857
49.970
9,273
161,238
132,707
35,617

+2,034
+16, 504
4-1,020
+4.231
-90
+42
+28
-545
-495

3,704,019

3,681,290

+22,729

EXHIBIT II.-NAVY INDUSTRIAL FUND ACTIVITIES AS OF DEC. 31, 1968
[Dollars In thousands]

NIF implemented
Shipyards (9) (under NavShIps management) .......................................
Philadelphia ............................................
Charleston, S.C .........................................
Norfolk, Va ..........................................
Portsmouth, N.H ......................................
Boston Mass ...................
...............
Puget Sound, Wash
...........................
Long Beach, Calif ......................................
Mare Island, Calif., San Francisco, Calif. ...................
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii ....................................

Corpus
allocation

Estimated
sales, fiscal
year 1970

$65,750

$1,247,117

April 1952.......
July 1953.......
.do..........::
April 1954 .......
do........
July 1954 ...........
Auu 1954.
September 1954.....
December 1954 ......

7,000 ..............
5, 500 ..............
9,000..........
7,600..........
7,800..........
6, 500..........
4,600 ..............
12,250..........
5,500 ..............

Military Sea Transportation Service (1)(under CNO management). July 1951 ...........
Aircraft maintenance (1)(under NavAIr management) ...............................
May 1959 ..........
uonset Point RA ..................................
March 1962 .........
Afameda, Calif ......................................
North Island .........................................
April 1962 .......
July 1962 .......
Norfolk, Va ...........................................
August 1962 ........
Cherry Point, N.C ....................................
October 1962 .......
Jacksonville, Fla .....................................
November 1962.....
Pensacola, Fla ..........................................

31,000
1,244,364
24.000
627,569
2,000 ..............
5,000 ..........
5,000..........
4,500 ..............
1,600..........
2,400..........
3, 500..........

Ordance Plahts(15) (under NavOrd management) ..............

25,900

.............................
Forest Park III
Indian Heal, Md............October
Louisville, Ky ..........................................
Yorktown, Va ................................
..
............................
Keypor, Wash
St. Jullens Creek, Va
..........................
Bangor, Wash ........................................
Crane, nd ..................................................
.................
Earle N J...................
..............................
Hahorne, Nev
..........
McAlester, Okla.......................
Oahu, Hawaii .......
.............................
Charleston, S.C ..............................................
Concord, Calif ..............................................
Seal Beach, Calif ............................................

2.90

January 1953 .......
1952.
February 1957 .......
.......
January 1960 ....
July 1967 ...........
.... do ............
do .........
do.........
do .............
do .............
do .........
do .........
do .........
do .........

3,000

2,200
1,100
1,100
400
750
5,600
900
1,3C0
2,100
750
500
2,500
800

Naval Avionics Facility (1) Indianapolis, Ind. (under NavAIr
..........................
July 1955 ...........
management) ......
Polaris missile facilities (2) (under Special Projects Office management) ....................................................................
Atlantic, Charleston, S.C .................................
Pacific, Bangor, Wash ..................................

July 1.67..........
do............

....

465,513
..............

..............
o....o.........
......o.o.o....
.o...o.........
....

o.o.o..o

..o...o......o

4,400

53,376

955

11,576

675 ..............
280
..........
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EXHIBIT Ii.-NAVY INDUSTRIAL FUND ACTIVITIES AS OF DEC. 31, 1968-Continued
[Dol!ars in thousands

NIF implemented
Research Activities (4)...........................................................
NRL, Washington, D.C. (under ONR management) ...........
tiOL, Corona, Calif. (under DLP management) ..............
NSRDC, Carderock, MI. (under DILP management) .......
NMADL,
Panama City, Fla. (under DLP management) .........

January 1953 .......
September 1953.....
July 1957 ...........
July 1968...........

Base services (9) (under NFEC management) .......................................
PWC Norfolk, Va ........................................
PWC Treasure Island, Calf ........................
PWC Pearl Harbor, Hawaii .........................
PWC Newport R.I
.......................
PWC Guam, MW........
..............
PWC Subic Bay, R.P .....................................
PWC San Diego, Calif ....................................
PWC Great Lakes, III ....................................
PWC Pensacola, Fia ................................
Printing plants (37)

July 1957 ...........
August 1957 ........
November 1958......
July 1959 ...........
........... April 1962 ..........
July 1962 ...........
July 1963 ...........
July 1967 ...........
do.............

(under NavSup management) ..................................

Navy Publications and Printing Service ...................................
Philadelphia, Pa .......................................
Norfolk Va
...............................
New Orleans, La
............................
Pensacola, Fia ........................................
San Juan, P.R .........................................
Charleston SC
.............................
Brooklyn, N.Y
Washington, D.C ...............................
Boston, Mass ...........................................
Great Lakes III
.............................
Bremerton, Wash
............................
San Diego, Calif .........................................
Vallejo Calif...............................
Pearl Harbor, Hawai
............................
Naples Italy ...........................................
Defense Printing Service .........................................................
Subtotal ...........................................................
Unallocated cash.........................................................

Corpus
allocation

Estimated
sales, fiscal
year 1970

$7,300

$211,516

2,000 ...........
800 ..........
4,000 ..........
.,000
..............
12,265

134,031

1,900..........
165 ...........
"
1,800..........
900..........
,800 ........
..
2,000..........
1,700..........
1,000..........
11000..........
1,725

47,878

..........
September 1951 ................................
do .........................................
November 1951 ................................
September 1952 .................................
September 1960 ................................
November 1952 .................................
December 1952 ..................................
do .........................................
January 1953 ..................................
February 1953 .................................
March 1953 ....................................
April 1)53 ......................................
May 1953 ......................................
June 1953 .....................................
September 1953 .................................
500 ..............
173,795
4,042.946
5,958 --------------

Total (85) ................................................................

179, 753

4,042,946

I Mare Island and San Francisco Naval Shipyards were merged on May 11, 1965, Into a single naval shipyard known as
the San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard with headquarters at Mare Island.
I Includes listed major plants plus 21 branch plants not listed.

NAVY STOCK FUND

MNr. SLACK. Admiral, what transpired in the operations of the Navy
stock funds which prevents you from transferring the $375 million
which you anticipate to the "Procurement of Aircraft and Missiles,
Navv," appropriation?
.Adira l-GADDIS. Mr. Chairman, all along the plan provided that

most. of the cash to be transferred would be generated from sales of
newly migrated items. The reduction in the transfer amount to $345
million has stemmed from several factors. In pat; it related to difllculty in predicting sales for these newly stock funded items since information used to predict was extremely limited in some instances.

There were some misforecasts of usage of migrated items. Experience
suggests too that customers may be a bit more cautious in ordering
Navy Stock Fund material since there is a charge. Since the original
sales projection, there has been a $89,880,000 reduction in the amount
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estimated to accrue fioin new items. Steps have been taken to minibize
the impact of the reduction in other financial areas where possible.
Also, the necessity to increase inventor levels for support in Southeast Asia has contributed to the reduced cash availability for transfer.
This higher support level began with the TET offensive last, spring
after the fiscal year 1969 budget was completed.
INCREASED CAPITALIZATION OF INVENTORIES

Mr. SLACK. If the Navy is capitalizing $85 million more of inventories than originally estimated during fiscal year 1969, why cannot
you transfer all of the $375 million you originally anticipated transferring?
Admiral GADDIS. Mr. Chairman, the cash generation is primarily
dependent on the realization of sales from newly stock funded items.
Notwithstanding an increase in the gross projected capitalizations for
these items, sales have lagged somewhat, because of the reasons I have
mentioned. In addition, the most recent budget includes approximately
$55,391,000 worth of material which will be decapltalized in fiscal year
1969. Thus, the net difference in capitaizations for all material since
the original fiscal year 1969 budget was submitted is an increase of
$29,928,000.
DECLINE IN

STOCK FUND SALES

Mr. SLACK. Last year, the Navy anticipated sales of $2,585 million
for 1969. However, the revised sales for 1969, as currently estimated,
are only $2,348,500,o0W. What caused the decline of $236,500,000 in
sales?
Admiral GADDIS. When the fiscal year 1969 President's budget was
prepared in October 1967, Navy was planning to implement a new
program whereby all consumer requirements for expense material not
normally carried in the supply system would be rocured by the stock
fund, rather than consumer appropriations, and subsequently sold to
the consumer. The objective in this program was to charge the consumer appropriations when material is received and consumed. It was
estimated that this program would require $157 million of additional
apportioned obligational authority which would be offset by $157
million of additional stock fund sales. Subsequently it was decided that
this program could not be implemented by July 1 1968, and financial
plans were adjusted accordingly. The remainin $79 million reduction
in sales is the net adjustment related to several changes I mentioned
earlier, such as, the difficulty in accurately forecasting sales of newly
migrated items given the limited historic basis for projecting.
POSSIBILITY OF "PROCUREMENT OF AIRCRAFr AND [ISSILES, NAVY"
TRANSFER IN LIGHT OF REDUCED CASH BALANCE

Mr. SLACK. Last year you estimated a cash balance at June 30, 1969
at $162,807,000 after the cash transfer of $375 million. The actual
cash balance at December 31 was $123,205,000. The estimated cash
balance at June 30,1969, is now estimated at $31,840,000. With the decline in sales and the inability to generate the cash estimated at June 30,
1969, how do you anticipate being able to transfer the $345 million to
procurement of aircraft and missiles, Navy?
80-088--9-pt. 2-41
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Admiral GADDIS. The cash position situation is very tight and will
require close control in order to generate the $345 million transfer.
With the vast capitalization program being executed, there have been
a number of problem areas, particularly in the first half of fiscal year
1969 as the program got underway. gince that time there has been
considerable progress made in refining reporting procedures, in executing price changes to reflect the most currelit costs, and in stressing
discipline to record collections at the time of sale. In view of these
actions it is expected that performance in the second half of fiscal year
1969 will surpass the first part of the year. Barring some unforeseen
obstacle to this progress, it appears now that the Navy stock fund will
be able to transfer the $345 million.
CASH TO ruRchASE INCREASED OPERATINO STOCKS

Mr. SLACK. You are projecting an increase in operating stocks of
about $100 million during fiscal year 1970. Where do you expect to get
the cash to purchase these additional operating stocks?
Admiral GADDIS. The increase to operating stocks in fiscal year 1970
is partly the result of reprising actions and )artly the result of a stock
rebalaneing effort. As for the latter, the effect of the fiscal year 1969
capitalization program will have a carryover effect in fiscal year 1970
for sales and revenues. It is estimated that a substantial amount of the
inventory available at the beginning of fiscal year 1970 will be sold
without a need for replacement. A portion of the cash generated in
this manner will be used to fund the increase in operating stocks.
LONG SUPPLY STOCKS

Mr. SLACK. During fiscal year 1969, your long supply stocks increase
by $264 million. What is causing this large increased.
Admiral GADDIR. Most of the increase in long supply inventory in
fiscal year 1969, is a temporary condition and is another aspect of the
mass migration of items to the Navy stock fund during the year. Included in this inventory are economic retention and contingency retention stocks. Prudence dictates that these stocks be retained in the event
tley are needed for mobilization or other exigency. There are two other
segments of these migrated stocks. They are stock held for normal sales
in subsequent years and those that are considered to be potentially exces and are slated for disposal.
Mr. SLAoK. During fiscal year 1970, long supply stocks will decline
by $230 million. How do you anticipate accomplishing this reduction?
Admiral GADDIS. The major reasons for the reduction of the long
supply material will result from achievement of the forecasted future
sales without replacement and disposal of potential excess which I
mentioned in my previous answer.
VALIDITY OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT PROJECTION"

Mr. SLoACK. Can the committee place any validity in the projection shown in the financial statements for fiscal years 1969 and 1970?
Admiral GADDIS. Mr. Chairman, I believe these represent the most
valid projections the Navy could make of the financial program for
these years. I recognize, as I think you do, that these projections are
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to support a dynamic situation and could change. Should there be
changes, you can he assured that we will accommodate to them as
wisely as we can within the ground rules prescribed by the OSD, the
Bureau of the Budget, and by the Congress.
Mr. SLACK. Will you provide for the record a cash reconciliation
showing how the Navy arrives at the cash available on June 30, 1969,
including the transfer of $345 million, and also showing a reconciliation through June 30, 1970.
Admiral GADDis. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
[inthousands
Fiscal year
1969
Cash on hand, beginninZ .........................................................
$13,840
Collect
ons .....................................................................
000
Expendlitures
................................................................... -1,2,33,
968,00'
Cash tUansfer to PAM, N.........................................................
-345,000
Cash on hand, ending ...........................................................
31,840

Fiscal year
1970
$31$40
2,.003,
OC
-2,767.000
0
167.840

Mr. SI,.CK. Are there any questions with regard to the Navy stock
fund?
TRANSFER FROM STOCK FUND TO OTHER ACCOUNTS

Mr. ANDREIwS. Was the fund tapped any last year for reprograming or other purposes, Admiral Gaddis?
Admiral G,\unis. In fiscal 1969, sir, the Navy stock%fund is scheduled
to transfer to the "Procurement of Aircraft hnd Missiles, Navy," appropriation $345 million. This is the result of the transfer of aviation
consumable material from direct purchase by procurenent appropriate tion to purchase through the stock fund. the capitalization of this
material in the stock fund and the re.siltant sales during the period
wlen on-order material would normally accrue to the funds, results
in this one-time increase in the availability of dollars in the fund, and
this to be.transferred to the "Procureinelit of Aircraft and Missiles"
appropriation.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long has it been since appropriated money was
given to the fund ?
Admiral GADDIS. This fiscal year 1967 supplemental provided transfer to the stock find of $77 million.
Mr. ANDREwS. Other than that, it has been self-sustaining?
Admiral GADDiS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDrEWS. If this $345 million is taken from the fund, in what
position will it leave the fund?
Admiral GADD8s. This will not mean a reduction in the cash pnsitinn
of the fund, because the dollars result from the sale of transferred

material into the fund.
Mr. ANDymws. Do you consider the condition of the fund adequate

todayI
A&miral GADDIS. Yes, sir; I consider that the fund is adequate. The
cash position is extremely austere. We had $15 million of cash at the
end of the past year, and are scheduled to have $32 million at the end
of this year. That is a tight position, but we have been able to live with

it.through very close controls.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Will the $345 million to be taken from the fund be
in goods rather than cash?
Admiral GADDIS. No, sir. This will be a cash transfer.

Mr. ANDREWS. You say you have a balance of $15 million?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that after the $345 million is taken from the fund?

Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. When will the cash be transferred?
Admiral GADDIS. It will be transferred to the PAM appropriation
before June 30 this year, sir.
CURRENT CASH POSITION OF THE STOCK FUND

Mr. ANDvEWS. So, as of some recent date or as of today, you have
roughly $361 millift in cash?
Admiral GADDIS. We are still amassing that money as we achieve
sales, sir. The last cash position through February, we had $145
million cash in the fund.
Mr. ANDREWS. How much cash do you have today?
Admiral GADDIS. I do not have an exact number, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. If you only had $145 million cash last February, how
are they going to be able to take $345 million? You do not generate
money that fast, do you? .
Admiral GADDIS. We will generate more cash in the latter half of the
year than we did in the first alf of the year sir. For instance, our esti$200 million. We expect to
over
justthe
end March is by
mated
end of June, which will allow
millionposition
the $361for
achieveposition
the $345 million transfer.
Mr. ANDRzWS. And leave you a balance of $15 million, which you
consider to be adequate for the beginningof fiscal year 1970?
Admiral GADDus. The end 1969 position will be $32 million; yes,
sir. Our start 1969 position was $15 million.
AMr.

ANDREWS.

I thought you told me you will have $15 mllion-

Admiral GADDIS. I am sorry, sir. I had $15 million to start with.
Mr. ANDREWS. Let us go back. You started fiscal 1969 with $15

million?
Admiral GADDTS. That is right, sir. We will have $32 million at the
end of 1969.
Mr. ANDnws. Plus $345 million that will have been taken from the
fund. So, the fund did pretty well in 1969.
Admiral GADD.S. Yes, sir. This requires an increase of $363 million
in 1969, a one-time increase, I might add. This is not the normal
routine of things.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

It has been traditional to tapthis fund every time it

has a little surplus.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir but may I explain, sir. As of the start of
the year, we had a small cash balance.
1f. ANDREWS. $15 million.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir. Then we transferred into the fund the inventory of aircraft consumables from the procurement of aircraft and
missiles appropriation. Some of the sales of those assets then result in
cast position in the fund.
the incre"
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Mr. ANDREWS. What are you going to do if the fund gets so low that

you cannot operate in the normal way that the fund is supposed to
operateI You might even have to ask for an appropriation.
Admiral GADDIS. There are only two ways, sir. One is to request a
transfer between working capital funds of the Defense Department
which the Secretary of Defense has received authority from the Con-

gress to do.
Mr. ANDREWS. You mean take from the Marine Corps and put it in
the Navy, or from the Army and put it in the Navy?

Admiral

GADDIS.

Something like that. .

Or the alternative is to ask for appropriations from the Congress.
Mr. ANDREWS. I am impressed with the way you generate money in
that fund, because you are not supposed to make too much of a profit on
it, are you?
Admiral GADDIs. No, sir. This is supposed to be
Mr. ANDREWS. You just swap goods and merchandise. Isn't that
about the size of it?
Admiral GADDis. Yes, sir.
TRANSFER OF ASSETS TO THE STOCK FUND

Mr. ANDREWS. I still do not see how you could generate $360 million
in fiscal 1969 starting off with $15 million in the fund and winding up
with $32 million in the fund plus $345 million that has been taken out
of the fund.
Admiral GADDIS. The place the additional money comes-remember,
I said this is a one-time increase this year-is that the fund had assets
transferred into it from the procurement appropriation of some
$1.199 billion worth of merchandise.
Mr. ANDREWS. And you turned around and sold that?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir, some of it.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is where you generated your $360 million?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes Sir. Over a part of the year, those sales result
in cash. Over the rest o# the year those sales result in no cash increase
because we have to replace in kind.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

AlI right, That is all. I think the fund has done

pretty well this year.
Admiral GADDs. Yes, sir.

If yOu were not tapped for the $345 million, you

would really have an impressive record at the end of the fiscal year.
Admiral GADDIS. The $345 million, sir, was a part of the adjustment
at the time of the transfer-in of the assets and, therefore really our
relative pOsition is the begin-year position versus the end-year position $15 million versus $32 million.
Z. A1DREWs. I think, personally, the more you pull down from the
fund in merchandise, the better off you are.
Admiral GADDis. That is true.
Mr. ANDnIWS. Not letting the merchandise pile up on you.
Admiral GADDIS. That is why we agree that we should make this
transfer, sir.
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NEIhVI'ION

P01?

FUND PIROI'TS

Mr. RiIomns. How do you generate a profit i this fured?
Admiral GADDIS. The only Wayou 0ant r01101a10 It rofit. iS to 0hm' O
more for the material to t i user than you paid for it, wln you obi.

gated stock fund dollars to replace.
M[r. Riioi)s. low mmlih more(to
(o1yoeuhu'm ?
Admir-ad (DDI) . We normally in t;litaireI('aft. Iivle'itory, whre obsole'scee is a lit (o higher, charge a surllargo of W)l)Olont. to cov'or
oIsolesceee, t iispt lat iou, ht'eakage, and so forth.

Captain MoIIEMNIY. 1 ami1 Captain MlcIlenry, of the Supply Systems
Command.
To give you sonie other Slweeil e xanules, in tie hull, mec hanical, and
electrical parts for the ships of our i avy, where we h1ve a high dogree of obsolescence, we ar1 charx'11ging a tot al sureharge of 25 pomelnt
wv'hih lreaks down b percent, for first and seeomd dest ination tralsPor.
tation, md 2(0 pwreent to cover obsolescelle, losses by inventory, pilferage, anld the like.
In an area such as fuel, whero there is very little obsolescee Itnid

we sell Ile product our surcharge runs soven-tonths of 1 percent plus
the tra nsportalioil charges.
Mr. RIiopps. You do have shrinkage?
Captain MoHmoty. We have shrinkage in tle tanks, yes, sir.
Mr. RToDF.s. 1)005 this covet' the shl'ikago'
Captain MoHll'tRNy. Yes, sir.
Admiral GAmns. You aIso get, contaminated tlihs front tim-0.to- tili1h.
Mr. bioin:s. This is a matter of taking th money out of one Gov-

enmient pocket a1djmttIlg it, in another.

Adlmiral Grnis. Yes, sir. We try to make it a no-prof it.operation.
Mfr. ]IIOIIq. It.is pillr0 1y [Ill 1c'Oititting deViCe.
Admiral G.nmI. Yes, sir.
Mr. fittomws. With which I agree. It stens to me easior to under-

stand it this way.

.[ think we have to hear it mind that. we are really playing with our
own money.
Admiral GOmis. It, is a $2.5 billion business with no reason to
exist except service to tho customer.
Mr. lmomus. Yoil would iot. wenl. tolullytiw stocc in it, wolld yoll?
Admiral G,%Dis. No, sir. I wouldn't makhe a ienny.
NAVY INDUSTRIAL FUND

Mr. S umi. . The next item is entitled "Navy Industrial Fund."
INDUSTUJAL FUN)N0 OF n. & D. AgrIViTlES

Admiral Gaddis, you state that it has recently boon decided to
consolidate the Naval Weapons Station at, China Lnko with the Naval

Weapons Center at Coron) Calif., and in addition to industrially

fund 14 more research and development, activities offectivo July 1
1969. Who decided to industrially fund theso research activities and
why was this decision made?
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'W11111-61 0APD18. T110 NRVV Deparimmit. requested and 1ho Depart111cmit, of Defellso ap WOVed 1110 ilidlist0al fuliding of these Ildditlolial
I-eseal-c-11 filellifics. 11so of (110 worichig ellphill collcept, for tllose Ilecivicies will allow us, to lodgm 101111 ("Xpenso to eneh mistomor iii flie fi'me
jum-iod ill Avidell tile hmio'flt is,- realized mid thust will facilitaWboffor

illailligellielit. by focilsilly allelitioll oil tho cost. of pew fol-11111 lice.
Ah. H"ke
.
at Which
11).01 Ile[WiHo.'.. will ho ilidlish'iftlized?
Admiral (Immis. Tho nmv cesellrell lielivities to he iliditsti-inlized
1, 19119111-misfollows:

NilvilliApplied Svimwo
1NIIVV 61diologivill Dt4ewse 1,11 bol-11 lot.%,.
Nil%, .NY 111dol-walet. Soltild I'llboratory"Now

NX.
leraliviswo'calif.
I AmIdoll, (101111.

NaNval I Imlorwider
Reskint-ell -ftild Hlighiporilig
Nowport, R 1.
Navid Wc-apows Lithorntory, Dalilgreii, NFa.
N"'
it %.
it I Civil

Still ioll,

Labol-11tory, Port. 111101101110, Calif.

Nftvy 14',leetromes Ltiborittomir C'm6l., Sall Diouo. Calif.
Nitvid I hidm-s(sa Warfare Ceittor, Still D10 y) Ailit.
Nit%onI Air FlIghleet-11-Ig
11,11i Iadel lift', 'I m).
Naval AiI-Tilst'. Colitol.; Pil tit Xplit IIivor, td.
Naval Air Pmputsioii rcst, colter, n-mium, N.J.
Naval Ships AR.s.silt) System l0aighwerbig Statim), Port, Himlwillp$ Vall 1'.
MI.. Sl'mll . Will You li'.t. for the I'veord till tho reselivell at"fivifies to
1w industrially rillided collilklolleilig thily I 1 1969?

Admil-ft"! (f4knills. Tito rps.pai.eli aeflvities whielt will I)c%industrially

funded mi obily 12,1069 or0 IlSfollolvs:

Navy liespareh Laboratory, Waslibigton D.C.
N1161 W'01111011'.K CtMlt0l', 6WO1111 TAII)OI-IltOHOS, CorOlin, Callf.

,N'Rvill
'N'twal

Ceittor, CardorovIc, Md.
ship
ship Ilesparell
Rt's-parchalld
1111dDovolopillmit
Dovelopimmit Labordtory, 11ammin,

city, Fla.

N.Y.
Navy 11adiologival 114pmsze Tinhoratory, Sail t raiieisvo (1-allf.
Navy UnderwAterSomid LaboratoryWeiv Tiondmi, Comi.
Naval A ir Developmetit, Cmiter JoWnsville Pa
Naval-Ordiiatiee Laboratory, White Oak, IN.
Naval tbiderwater INTenpoi's' Rosen reh'a it'd Emghiccrhig Stnt-lont
Newport It T.
Va.
Naval Civil Eingineering L'Aorqtoiy,, Nrt I-Tumenio Calif.
Naval illectroiiies Lnboratory Ceder, 8aii Me po, &m.
Naval ITrAorseft % rfare Conter, Saii DIX o Crifif.
Naval Air Eugineerbig Conter, Philadol p li " Pa.
Naval Air Tost Cmiter 1"ahmmilb Rivor, M.
Naval Air Propulsioll Yest,&Wer, TrMiton, N.J.
Naval Ships Misallo Syst)om Engineerhig Statim, Port Hus.
liellip, Calif.
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1969 PROFIT FOR INDUSTRIALLY FUNDED ACTIVITIES

Mr. SLACK. For fiscal year 1968, the Navy originally estimated that

its industrially funded activities would break even. Now you report
these activities made a profit of $22,729,000. How was this profit
realized?
Admiral GADDIS. Most of this profit, $16.5 million, relates to MSTS
operations. Over the years it has been the policy to maintain a stabilized tariff rate structure in MSTS to simplify as much as possible
the budgeting of appropriation expenditures for sealift. The present
tariff rates have been in effect since May 1967. Application of these
rates to the sponsors' lift requirements has at times resulted in relatively small profits to MSTS and other times has resulted in relatively small losses. These fluctuations are the result of minor but
inevitable variations in the mix of commodities and modes of shipping
from the MSTS breakeven budget plan. The relatively small profit
(1.3% of sales) developed by MSTS for the year ended June 30, 1968
is the result of such minor variation. The remaining $6.2 million profit
for all the other activities represents a very minor variation less than
three-tenths of 1 percent of sales, from our anticipated breakeven
plan and was primarily due to the increased use of fixed cost contracts
which are not readily adjustable to actual costs incurred. I would like
to point out that as of June 30, 1968, after consideration of the $22.7
million gain for fiscal year 1968, that the cumulative gains and losses
for the Navy Industrial Fund as a whole since its inception in 1950
reflected only a slight deficit of $641,000.
Mr. SLACK. What is the Navy going to do with these profits?
Admiral GADDIS. As I mentioned previously, we have a cumulative
loss vice profit in the fund as of June 30, 1968. You will note that
our retained earnings account reflected a deficit of $641,000 as of
June 30, 1968.
PROJECTED PROFIT FOR INDUSTRIALLY FUNDED ACTIVITIES IN 1060

Mr. SLACK. The Navy Industrial Fund activities have already
realized a profit of $12,091,440 for fiscal year 1969. Of course, you
originally estimated last year that you would break even during fiscal
year 1969. What is your total projected profit for the year?
Admiral GADDIS. We do not anticipate a profit in the Navy Industrial Fund for fiscal year 1969. Although our operations do show a $13
million gain through December 31. $9.8 million of this was attributable to MSTS operations. MSTS is currently experiencing sharply
increased costs, labor, for example, which have had an adverse effect
on the last 2 months, operating results. January and February losses
amounted to $1.8 million, thereby reducing .STS profit through
February 28 to $8 million. We anticipate that this trend will continue
for tho balance of the year and that a break-even operattion will be
achieved in the Navy Industrial Fund for fiscal year 1069. Indicative
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of the MSTS trend are the monthly operating results from July 1968
through February 1969 which are in millions of dollars as follows:
Fiscal year 1969:
July ----------------------------------August ----------------------------------------------------September -------------------------------------------------October--November
------------------------December ---------------------------------------------------January ----------------------------------------------------February ----------------------------------------------------

or lois
4.4
+1.6
+ 8
6.9

.5

8.4
.7
1.1

Mr. SLACK. How many of the industrially funded activities made a
profit during fiscal year 1968, and how many incurred a loss?
Admiral GADDIS. Forty activities had gains and 44 had losses.
Mr. SLACK. What has been the results thus far in fiscal year 1969

on the individual industrially futided activities?

Admiral GADDIS. Thirty-eight activities had gains and 47 had losses

as of December 31, 1968.

PRIOR YEAR ADTUSTM ENT WRITEOFFS

Mr. SLACK. Against the profit you have thus far made in fiscal year
1969, you have written off $3.9 million of prior year adjustments. Wlhat
are these prior year adjustment writeoffs, and why would they be
written off against current operations instead of the profits realized in
fiscal year 1968?
Admiral GADDIS. Primarlly, this $3.9 million writeoff against the
prior year account was required to correct an overstatement of profit
by MSTS in fiscal year 1968 which was caused by an underacerual of
certain commercial shipping costs. When the actual cost data became
available through receipt of invoices in fiscal year 1969, it was necessary to adjust earnings in the prior year account in order to equate
income with work accomplished and thus maintain the current year
Gain and Loss Statement as a useful management tool.
M1STS PROFITS

Mr. SLACK. The Military Sea Transport Service made a profit of
$16,504,000 in-fiscal year 1968, and during the first half of fiscal year
1969 has realized a profit of $9,839,000. What will the Military Sea
Transport Service do with these profits?
Admiral GADDIS. Although M%
STS realized a profit in fiscal year
1968 and the first 6 months of fiscal year 1969, the cumulative gains
and losses for MSTS through December 31, 1968 reflect a deficit of
$622000. Losses sustained since then have increased this deficit to
$2.5 million as of February 28, 1969. Therefore, there are no cumulative profits at this time available from the MASTS operation.
SUMMARY OF OPERATING RESULTS BY FUND

Mr. SLACK. Will you submit for the record a schedule showing the
operating results of each industrial funded activity during fiscal
year 1968 and for the first half of fiscal year 1969?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
Navy industrial fund activites-summary of operating results for fiscal year 1968

(Amounts in thousands]Ac

tivity
gafn or loss

Shipyards (9) :
-$93
Philadelphia, Pa
+958
Charleston, S.C -----------------------------------------1,313
-------------------------------------------Norfolk, Va
1,015
---------------------------------------Portsmouth, N.H
+197
-------------------------------------------Boston, Mass
153
Puget Sound, Wash ---------------------------------------+344
Long Beach, Calif ---------------------------------------+1438
------------------------------------San Francisco, Calif
+1,071
----------------------------------Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
Activity group, gain or loss ----------------------------Military Sea Transportation Service (1) -----------------------Aircraft maintenance (7):
Quonset Point, R.I --------------------------------------Alameda, Calif -----------------------------------------North Island, Calif --------------------------------------Norfolk, Va
---------------------------------------------Cherry Point, N.
---------------------------------------Jacksonville, Fla ----------------------------------------Pensacola, Fla -------------------------------------------Activity group, gain or loss

---------------------------

+2,034
+16,1505
+366
+65
406
261
+139
+807
190
+1,020

Ordnance Facilities (1) :
Naval Avionics Facility, Ind ---------------------------------90
Foreqt Park. Ill ------------------------------------------314
Indian Head, Md
-----------------------------------------214
Louisville, Ky
------------------------------------------+182
Yorktown, Va
------------------------------------------+102
Keyport, Wash -------------------------------------------88
St. Juliens Creek, Va -------------------------------------+3
Bangor, Wash
------------------------------------------+811
Crane, Ind
-------------------------------------------+1,087
Earle, N.J
--------------------------------------------+1,042
Hawthorne, Nev -----------------------------------------+43
MeAlester, Okla
-----------------------------------------+686
Oahu, Hawil
-------------------------------------------+170
Charleston, S.C ------------------------------------------+82
Concord, Calif -------------------------------------------+43
Seal Beach, Calif ------------------------------------------64
Activity group, gain or loss

------------------------------

Polaris missile facilities (2):
Atlantic, Charleston, S.C
Pacific, Bangor, Wash-.
Activity group, gain or loss
Research activities (3) .
NRL, Wash., D.O.....................................
NOL, Corona, Calif ...................................
NSRDO, Carderock, Md ...............................
Activity group, gain or loss...........................

+4, 141
+24

+18

+42
+22

-63

+69
+28
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.Yavy inau.itrial ftind aetlvitlcs-Summary of operating restilts
for fiscal year 1908--Continued
[Amounts In thousands]

Base Services (0):
PWC
PWC
PWC
PWO
PWO
PWO
PWC
PWO
PWO

Actlrlty

aft or togs

Norfolk, Va
Treasure Island, Calif ......
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
Newport, R I
Guam, MI ...................................
Subic Bay, R.P..
San Diego, Calif_Great Lakes, II1 .......
Pensacola, Fin .................................

-204
-178
-16
-92
-223
-132

Activity group, gain or loss...........................

-545

Printing plants (37) :
Navy Publication and Printing ServiceDefense Printing Service -------------------------------------Philadelphia, Pa
Norfolk, Va ..............
New Orleans, La ............
Pensacola, Fin -..............................
......
San Juan, P.R_
Charleston, S.C
Brooklyn, N.Y .............
Washington, D.C_Boston, Mass........................................
Great Lakes, Il-.....................................
Bremerton, WashIan Diego, Calif.....................................
Vallejo, Callf ....
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii ....
Naples, ItalyActivity group, gain or loss -------------------------------Grand total (84)
------------------------------------2 Includes 21 branch plants not listed.

-10

+7

+303

+109
+35

+213

+42
-69
+13
-56
-31
-124
-355
-62
-82
-106
-65
-109
+241
-90
496
+22,720

Navy Industrial Fund Activities-Sunimary of Operating Results for the 0
Months of Fiscal Year 1909 Ended Dec. 31, 1968
(Amounts in thousands]Activy
gain or loss
Shipyards (0) :
Philadelphia, Pa
----------------------------------------$516
Charleston, S.C -----------------------------------------+720
Norfolk, Va
--------------------------------------------+5511
Portsmouth, N.H ----------------------------------------204
Boston, Mass
-------------------------------------------4S6
Puget Sound, Wash
----------------------------------68
Long Beach, nlif ----------------------------------------453
San Francisco, Calif
-----------------------------------+1,419
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii ------------------------------------+437
Activity group, gain or loss ---------------------------Military Sea Transportation Service (1)
------------------------

+2,010
+9, 89
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Navy Industrial Fund Activities-Summary of Operating Results for the 6
Months of Fiscal Year 1969 Ended Dec. 31, 1068-Continued
[Amounts in thousands]
Actvt y
gain or Woes
Aircraft Maintenance (7) :
Quonset Point, R.I --------------------------------------+636
Alameda, Calif
-----------------------------------------137
North Island, Calif -------------------------------------+102
Norfolk, Va
------------------------------------------1,592
Cherry Point, N.O ---------------------------------------+387
Jacksonville, Fla
--------------------------------------- +1,365
Pensacola, Fla
------------------------------------------327
Activity group, gain or loss

------------------------------

Ordnance Facilities (16) :
Naval Avionics Facility, Ind --------------------------------Forest Park, Ill
----------------------------------------Indian Head, Md ----------------------------------------Louisville, Ky
------------------------------------Yorktown, Va ----------------------------------------------Keyport, Wash
-----------------------------------------St. Juliens Creek, VA ------------------------------------Bangor, Wash
-------------------------------------------Crane, Ind
--------------------------------------------Earle, N.J
----------------------------------------------Hawthorne, Nev
---------------------------------------McAlester, Okla -----------------------------------------Oahu, Hawaii -------------------------------------------Charleston, S.C ------------------------------------------Concord, Calif -----------------------------------------Seal Beach, Calif
---------------------------------------Activity group, gain or loss

------------------------------

Polaris Missile Facilities (2):
------------------------------Atlantic, Charleston, S.
Pacific, Bangor, Wash ..............

+434
114
+265
102
-380
+284
130
+236
236
+764
363
+439
-87
21
85
+384
+288
+1,145
-109
+16

Activity group, gain or loss---

-93

Research Activities (4):
NRL, Wash., D.C....................................
NOL, Corona, Calif...
NSRDC, Carderock, Md
NMDL, Panama City, Fla ......

+51
+327

Activity group, gain-or loss ...............

+156

-30

-192

Base Services (9) :
PWO Norfolk, Va .....................
PWO Treasure Island, Calif .......
PWO Pearl Harbor, Hawaii ..........
PWO Newport, R.1

PWO Guam, M.I

PWO
PWC
PWC
PWC

-153
-99
-9
-

-

Subic Bay, R.P .........
San Diego, Calif ......
Great Lakes, Ill
Pensacola, Fla ................

35

+102
+91
___

Activity group, gain or loss -------------------------------

+

-9
-23

2

133
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Navy Industrial Fund Activities-Summary of Operating Results for the 6
Months of Fiscal Year 1969 Ended Dec. 31, 1968-Continued
(Amounts in thousands)

A otivity

gain or iols
Printing Plants (37) :
Navy Publication and Printing Service _
-------------------------62
Defense Printing Service ---------------------------------73
Philadelphia, Pa
----------------------------------------+107
Norfolk, Va
-------------------------------------------+ 46
New Orleans, La -----------------------------------------29
Pensacola, Fla
-----------------------------------------+ 52
San Juan, P.R
-------------------------26
Charleston, 8.0
----------------------------------------+ 17
Brooklyn, N.Y
------------------------------------------52
Washington, D.C ..... --------------------------------------228
Boston, Bass
-------------------------------------------59
Great Lakes, I
------------------------------------------83
Bremerton, Wash ----------------------------------------53
San Diego, Calif -----------------------------------------5
Vallejo, Calif
-------------------------------------------90
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
------------------------------------+215
Naples, Italy
-------------------------------------------43
Activity group, gain or loss --------------------------------

Grand total (85)
1

----------------------------

366

-12,992

Includes 21 branch plants not listed.
CAPITAL ADDITIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

Mr. SLACK. During fiscal year 1969, you anticipate expending $10,-

419,000 for capital additions and improvements. What type of additions and improvements do you intend to make to industrially funded
activities I
Admiral GADDIS. First, I would like to clarify-that this $10.4 mil-

lion does not represent any capital additions or improvements to be
procured by the industrial fund. DOD policy prohibits the use of industrial funds for this purpose. All capital expenditures required to
improve existing plant facilities must be budgeted in the applicable
appropriation. The $10.4 million which you refer to here represents
outlays for capital equipment and military construction that are included in our fiscal year 1970 budget request under appropriations
such as "Other procurement, Navy," and IMilitary construction,
Navy." For example, between $4 and $5 million of the requested
amount is for our shipyard modernization program and is included
under the OPN
appropriation. The remainder is for various facility
improvement
projects
at our other industrial-funded activities and
is budgeted
the
proicts..in the applicable appropriations responsible
...- for funding
Mr. SLACK. How much does the industrial fund anticipate spending

for capital equipment during fiscal years 1969 and 1970?
Admiral GADDIS. None, since it is contrary to Department of Defense regulations to use the industrial fnd for .this purpose. Any
expenditures required for capital equipment at our Navy industrial
fund activities must be budgeted for in our appropriation accounts.
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MILITARY SEA TmNsrorrr SEmvIcn

Mr. SIACK. The next item is entitled "Military Sea Transpol. Serv-

ice."
OPEn,vrION AND CONTROL,OF

1STS

Admiral, who controls the operations of the Military Sea Transport
Service?
Admiral G 1,mns.The Military Sea Transport Service is coimanded
by Admiral Raimage within the Navy Department. It, operates com1 etelv industrially funded. Captain Godek, the Comptroller of the
MIS'I', is here to answer your qi stions.
Mr. SLACK. Is this an'independeiit Navy operation apart from the

normal cmin of commind whicli we are accustomed to in regard to
Na vv operations?
Captain GoDEI. In that strict sense, yes, sir, it is.
Mr'. SLACK.What do they do?
Captain GODECK. Our business is to provide the sealift requirements
to fulfill the delivery of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps
cargo. We provide the ships either through our own nucleus fleet or
charter ships to provide the sealift throughout the world.
SHIPS IN THE MSTS FJLEEr

Mr.

MINSITALL.

Call you give us a breakout at this point of how

many you have in your nucleus and how many you charter, a sort of
backdrop for your whole operation?
Captan GODEOK. Yes, sir. My latest sheet that I have is the April 11,
1969 fleet. In the active nucleus fleet, we have 85 cargo ships, 3 passenger ships, 26 tankers, and 38 special project ships.
In the chartered fleet we have 150 of the cargo ships, 47 tankers.
And we have 4 speial project ships.
We also have the MARAD or the General Agency Agreement ships,
the maritime administration contribution. We have 144 GAA ships
MARAD ships in our inventory, 85 of which are operational and
the others are in a reduced operational status.
So, as of April 11, 1969 our total fleet numbers 320 cargo ships, 3
passenger ships, 77 tankers, and 42 special project ships.
MSTS PASSENGER 8111PS

Mr. MINSHALL. Tell us about the passenger ships. What are they
and where are they operating, from where to wh r3?
Captain GoDEok. Originaly, sir we had a total of 16. In fiscal year

1966 we started laying them up and returned 5 to the NDRF. We have

11 which are considered active. By "active," I mean there are two
categories of operation. We have only 3 in a fully operational status.
Two of them are in a shuttle service between Korea for the movement
of ROK troops to RVN, and the other one is in a rotation with the
other two, so as one comes off the line for overhaul and comes back to
the west coast, the thiid one goes out to replace it. Those are the only
3 ships we have in operation:
Six ships are in reduced operational status in New York at the
Brooklyn Army Terminal and two ships are in reduced operational
status in San Francisco.
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M1STS 811118 IN M0THBALL
fMr. MINSHALL. How many ships do you have laid up or in moth
balls?
Captain GODEK. There are the 8, 6 on the east coast and 2 on the west
eO:v.t.

Mi1h [ISWrAI~T. What other shil)p do you have in moth balls, if any?
Captain om.nt. We havo noni, sir. Wmen we turn them over to the
NI)IF, they go under tha MAIAI control.
Mr. MINSHAL,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

1r3STS

oPErirIoNs OUT OF NEW YORK

Mr. ANIRmvs. Captain, wlat (10 you mean by limited operation out
of New York'? How many shis did .yousay you have there?
Captain Gom'K. We hive no active operating fleet. We have 6 transports tied up in reduced operational status. Wie operate a mother ship
concept where one ship's crew of a total of 52 men provide the watchkeeping services to I)sure there is no flooding and no fires.
.[r. AtND ws. But you make no crossings?
Captain GODEK. NO, sir. In 1966, we took the passenger ships out of
the Atlantic and transferred some to the Pacific. The initial unit
moves were in one ship. Then after the materiel and the men were
moved, that is the Army and the Marine Corps, then the personnel
were transfereA by MAC airlift.
So, as the ships were no longer needed for combined cargo and
passenger moves, we took them out of service.
USE OF MSTS TO MOVE TROOPS TO VIETNAM

Mr. ANDREWS. Are you taking any servicemen from the west coast
to South Vietnam?
Captain GODEK. No, sir; we are not.
Mr. ANDRFws. There is no surface transportaiton for servicemen
to Vietnam?
Captain GOER. At the present time, that is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you sent any by surfaceI
Captain GoDEK. Oh, yes, sir. In 1966 and early 1967, we used sea
transport for the unit moves where the men were accompanied by
their unit personnel vehicles, carriers, etc.
Mr. ANDRWS. Could you send them over by surface cheaper than

by flying them over?
Captain GODnE. In the initial build-up; yes, sir. I think in the complete analysis of productive man-days, the small amount of time that
a man spends in air travel, he is more gainfully employed over a longer
period of time.
Mr. A~nDwaw. Does MSTS operate any aircraft?
Captain Gom.K. No, sir.
1STS SHIPS OPERATING BETWEEN KOREA AND VETNAM
Mr. ANDxws. Now you say you have thee ships, two operational

and one on standby, operating between RVN an dS outh Korea?
Captain GODER. Yes, sir.
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Mr. Awivuws. Do you charge for the transportation of servicemen
and equipment, goods?
Captain GOD.K. Yes, sir; this is the fulfillment of an Army requirement and we bill the Army for the movement of those troops. Any
other troops that may move, if they happen to be Air Force or Marine
Corps, those charges are offset against the total cost to the Army.
Mr. MINSHALL. Will you yield?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
Mr. MINSHALL. Are all these troops that are moved from South
Korea to RVN moved by ship or are some transported by air?
Captain GODEK. To my knowledge, except for emergency moves they
are moved by ship.
Mr. MNSHALL. Why is this particular run strictly a ship movement
rather than by air ?
Captain GODEK. This is a highly productive move in that we can very
effectively load the people at Pusan and then discharge them in RVN.
They have their personal gear accompanying them into Vietnamn and
when they leave Vietnam it also comes back to Korea with them.
Mr. MINSHALL. Wouldn't that be the case if they were transported
by air?
Captain GODEK. Yes, sir; I believe it would, sir.
I think it would be more costly by air.
Admiral GADDIS. I think also, sir, the nature of the moves where ]arge
numbers of service units are involved, makes it more efficient to do it
by ship than air, whereas from the west coast to RVN, air is more efficient and they have gone to that. '
Mr. MINSIA'LL. How much of a run is this ? What are we talking about
in days or miles?
Admiral GADDIS. Three and a half days.
Captain GODM. I believe it is 2 days for loading and the leg between
Pusan and RVN.
fr. MINSITALL. You still feel it is more economical for this, or the
Defense Department does, to do it by ship rather than by air?
Captain GODEK. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHAL. Thank you.
Mr. AwNmws. Are the South Koreans on a rotation basis down them
to South Vietnam like our troops are?
Captain GODEK. Yes, sir. We move a transport from Korea into RVW
about every 22 days:
Mr. ANDREWS. Are other servicemen aboard ?
Captain GODMK. Only servicemen and their-equipment.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the capacity of those ships?
Captain GODEK. I do not have that figure immediately available. I
will provide it.

(The information follows:)
Ship

USNS Geiger ...................................................................
USNS Barrett...................................................................
US S Upsh1ur .................................................................

Regular
.1,852
1:850
1,849

Emergency
2,811
2,784
2,779
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There are two different classes of ships, and these three, as they are
completed in overhaul, are rotated back to the west coast. Another
ship may conveniently be undergoing an overhaul which may have
a larger capacity, which would be a replacement. So I can provide
those specific figures.
(The information follows:)
Ship

Regular

Emergency

USNS Barrett ...................................................................

1 850

2,784

USNSGeiger ...................................................................
USNS Upshur ..................................................................

1852
1 849

2,811
2 719

1,748
1,725

2, 156
2,172

USNS Patch ...................................................................
USNS Buchner ..................................................................
USNS Darbey ...........................................................

USNSRose .............................................................
USNS
USNS
USNS
USNS

Gordon ...................................................................
Walker ..................................................................
Pope ...................................................................
Weigel .................................................................

1,800
,761
,

3,250
3,250
3,250
3,250

2,456
2253
4,548
4 716
4 817
4 602

Mr. MINSHALL. Can you see any future need for these ships if
you were not using them on this run from South Korea to RVN.
Captain GODEK. The only knowledge I have, sir, is that there is a
requirement for the Marine Corps to provide transport in the initial
move of the Marine Expeditionary Forces and for that reason the

transports are kept in a reduced operational status.
MSTS SHIPS IN A REDUCED STATUS

Mr. MNSHALL. You say you have some of these other passenger
types on a standby basis?
Captain GODEK. Yes, sir; reduced status.
Mr. MAINSHALL. What do you mean by that?
Captain GODEK. They can be ready in 90 to 120 days. They have
no crews, they have not been updated insofar as any alterations, and
they have not been overhauled since they were put into the reduced
status.
Mr. MINSHALL. Where are they being laid up in reduced status?
Captain GODEK. There are six in New York and there are two in
San Francisco.
Mr. MfmsHALL. How long would it take you to outfit these ships

if you had to?

Captain GODEK. Any one ship could probably be made ready in
less than 30 days. To make all eight ready, we estimate would take from
90 to 120 days.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is the capacity of all of these ships? Can you
put that in the record?
Captain GorFE. Yes sir. I will put each ship's troop-carrying
capacity into the record, if thdt is what you mean
Mr. MINSHALL. Yes, sir.

80-088--69--pt. 2--42
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(The information follows:)
Ship
UStS Patch....................................................................

USNS
USNS
USNS
USNS
USNS
USNS
USNS

8uchner..................................................................
Darby ....................................................................
Rose .....................................................................
Gordon ...................................................................
Walker ...................................................................
Pope .....................................................................
Weigel ...................................................................

Regular

Emergency

,800

2,456

,748
,725
1,761
3,250
3,250
3,250
3,250

2,156
2,172
2,253
4, 548
4 716
4,817
4,602

Mr. 'MINSHALL. Thank you.

Mr. ANDREWS. One of those ships you were talking about-the ones
in New York and San Francisco; weren't they World War Il troopshaptain Go0K. Yes, sir. They are all World War II, just about all.
Mr. ANDRFWS. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
REVIEW OF M1STS OPERATING DEVISIONS
Mr. SLACK. Who reviews the management decisions of MSTSI
Captain GODEK. The financial decisions, sir?
Mr. SLACK. Overall; the operating decisions.
Captain GODEK. Our normal procedure is to submit our planning
budget and our operating budget to the Comptroller of the Navy. He,
in turn, I believe, reviews it in consonance with his other industrially
managed funds, then sends it tothe Department of Defense. We then
are given a review by a combined Bureau of the Budget-Department of Defense review board.
Mr. SLACK. Is it reviewed by the Office of the Secretary of the
Navy or by his staff?
Captain GOD K. Yes.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Captain GODEK. The Army, Navy and Air Force requirements are
the bases for the details of our development of these figures.
Mr. SLACK. Is there really a need for this function to be industrially
funded?
Captain GODEK. I believe it is probably one of the most efficient
ways to run it. We are given the latitude to make recommendations
for increases or decreases in rates depending upon whether or not
we have to make immediate responses for urgent needs for the transports. Had we been appropriation-funded we probably wouldn't have
the latitude that we have in the industrial fund to lay them up or break
them out as we need them.
Mr. SLACK. Please elaborate for the record.
Captain GODEK. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
NEED FOB MSTS To BE INDUSTRIALLY FUNDED

There is a real need for MSTS to be operated as an Industrial funded
activity. The transportation service function performed by MSTS is for each
of the services of the Department of Defense and the State Department (AID).
Under the industrial fund, MSTS bills each agency based on the amount of
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tonnage actually lifted. The Industrial fund provides a sound business practice
method of allocating the costs to the user based upon actual services provided.
At the same time, the industrial fund operation is capable of quickly expanding
or reducing its ship capability as the workload increases or decreases.
At the inception of the Southeast Asia situation, with the concurrence of the
Chief of Naval Operations and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense,
MSTS activated 170 ships from the National Defense Reserve Fleet (NDRF).
Tie Maritime Administration (MARAD) allocated ships to MSTS. These ships,
under the operational control of MSTS, were manned by contractor (U.S. shipping
companies) personnel.
During a period of urgent need, the personnel of the Merchant Marine were
acquired Immediately by competent U.S. shipping companies. By this process,
U.S. Navy personnel were not diverted from their assignments, nor was congressloiial legislation required to authorize personnel Increases. When the sealift
workload started falling off, MSTS was able to withdraw the surplus shipping
capability and place these ships in a reduced operational status (ROB). The
administrative procedure in both MSTS and MARAD provided a very rapid
acceleration and deceleration of shipping capability needed by the Army, Navy,
Marine Corps and Air Force.
The industrial fund provides the most efficient means of managing the ocean
transportation requirements of the Department of Defense. Under the industrial
fund, MSTS recovers its cost at fixed rates per ton of cargo. Each year the
rates are reviewed and are established to result in no profit or loss. However,
because of the innumerable factors affecting operating profits or losses do occur.
A review of the causes for actual profit or loss alerts COMSTS to take corrective
action. Concurrently, other reviews are being made to improve sealift capabilities so that the Shipper Services can have the needed sealift capability at
least cost to the government.

Mr.

SLAOK.

Why cannot this operation be financed on a direct ap-

propriation basis? Place the answer to that in the record.
(The information follows :)

POSSIBILITY OF FINANOING MSTS BY DIEOT APPROPRIATION

The operation could be funded on a direct appropriation basis. However, if
MSTS were appropriation funded we would be justifying the ocean transportation appropriation requirements for the Department of the Army, Department
of the Air Force, Department of State (AID) and the Department of the Navy.
Any major fluctuations in shipper services' requirements could result in reprograming actions which could have a deleterious effect on immediate, appropriate action. If the workload were greater than planned, MSTS would not be funded
adequately and would be required to process a supplemental funding request
which properly belongs to the service. If the workload were less than planned,

MSTS would have to Initiate action for reprograming excess funds within the

Navy, when in effect, savings should benefit all shipper services.
Under our industrial fund concept DOD is the central clearing house for shipper service's requirements and funds. Each service, as a segment of its operation
and maintenance appropriation, provides the entire requirement and cost for its
transportation. The Industrial fund concept provides a rapid response and reduction of administrative workload which would not be so under the appropriation
funded basis.

MSTS RELATIONS WITH PRIVATE INDUSTRY

Mr. SLACK. What is the relationship between MSTS and industry,
including shipbuilders, shippers, and labor unions ?
Captain GoDEiK. We maintain a very close relationship. We have
frequent meetings with members of industry to get a feel for their
nec and to let them be aware of our requirements so that we can both
plan effectively the needs and plans for ships. Insofar as the building
of ships is concerned, we invite the shipping industry by means of a
request for proposal to submit bids on specifications which we generate
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for the various types of ships we are interested in. We also submit
requests for proposals from our contracting officer industrywide, for
them to fulfill and provide ships for MSTS shipping needs.
CHARTER AGREEMENTS WITH FALCON AND CENTRAL GULP

Mr. SLACK. As you know, the committee in the past has expressed

its interest in possible cost savings to both MSTS and its customers
through the expanded use of large modern tankers. Since we last talked
about this subject there have been several developments which
we wish to discuss at this time. First of all, MSTS has recently entered
into long-term agreements to replace the MSTS tanker fleet. I am
referring to the agreement with Falcon to charter five 36,000-ton class
tankers and with Central Gulf for nine additional tankers of the
26,000-ton class. Could you brief us on the terms of these agreements
which have been entered into?
Captain' GODEK. The Falcon Tankers, sir, were in fiscal year 19067.
Falcon Tankers were to build ships with their own capital and then
put them on long-term charter, 5-year charter periods, with renewable 5-year terms, the MSTS use of those tankers. Those were tankers
of their specifications with MSTS use for the forseeable future. The
nine tankers, the latter one you referred to, we had one outstamwding-one of the better bids that Central Gulf was to provide the capital
and we, in turn, were to charter these ships on a bare boat basis, to keep
these ships operational for a period of approximately 20 years with an
initial period of 5 years, and then to renew at our option the charter
hire for the tankers.
Mr. SLACK. What is the comparative cost of constructing these
ships under those charter agreements in lieu of having them constructed by the Navy with direct appropriationsI You may elaborate for
the record.
Captain GODEK. Yes, sir. I believe just generally, though, it is the
interest plus the profit that the contractor would deem appropriate
for his investment.
(The information follows:)
COMPARATIVE COST OF CHARTER VERSUS DIRECT CONSTRUCTION

The cost to MSTS for construction of nine diesel tankers under bareboat charter hire agreement is estimated at $218,402,179 based on level debt service over
20 years. This cost consists of the bareboat charter contractor's investment in
the tankers after reducing the ship construction costs by the equity sold to other

investors, plus interest on the funds required to finance the owner's investment,
plus a fixed fee to the owner to cover overhead and profit. The details of these

costs to MSTS are shown elsewhere. Although the costs to MSTS would amount
to $218,402,179, the costs should be discounted over the period of payment in
order to arrive at a fair comparison with costs of having the ships constructed
by the Navy with direct appropriations. The cost to MSTS discounted at 10 per-

cent over 20 years would amount to $92,978,807.
The costs to the U.S. Government of having the ships construtced by the Navy
with direct appropriations are estimated at $118,148,700, with shipyard construction cost. This amount is not discounted since the expenditures would not be
deferred.
The details of the foregoing costs are shown elsewhere.

Mr. SLAcK. Please provide for the record figures which will show
the comparable costs.
Captain GODEK. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
NAVY VERSUS CONTRACTOR CONSTRUCTION COST

Construction cost
~9to contractor (estimated)

Shipyard cost

-------------------------------------

Legal fees -------------------------------------------Supervision ------------------------------------------Financing costs -------------------------------------Interest during construction ---------------------------Commitment fees--Late delivery -------------------------

tankers

$118, 143, 790
252,210
450,000
1,250,000
3, 36,000
1,468,000

Total construction cost --------------------------Less equity to be sold to other investors -------------------

125, 100, 000
22,140,000

Bareboat charter contractor's investment ---------------Interest at 8/ percent level debt service -----------------Overhead and profit -----------------------------------

102,960,000
113,200, 579
2,235,600

Costs to MSTS before discounting ---------------------

218,402, 179

Discounted costs-------------------------------------

92,973, 807

The costs of construction by the Navy with direct appr6priations would be
the shipyard costs of $118,143,790. The discounted costs to MSTS of constructing
nine diesel tankers under bareboat charter agreement would amount to $92,973,807, which would be less than the costs of construction by direct appropriation. The foregoing estimate contemplates a bareboat charter agreement exendIng 20 years, with 8.75 percent interest during the construction period and 8.5
percent interest on the $102,960,000 funds borrowed by the contractor to finance
his investment. The interest of $113,200,579 is calculated on the basis that repayment of the $102,960,000 would be in equal monthly installments sufficient to pay
the principal and interest in 20 years.

Mr. SLACK. Let me say that we would expect in this comparative

statementto have you point up the depreciation costs, et cetera.
Captain GOnEK. Yes, sir. We have a complete file on the factors
which were taken into consideration during our evaluation when the
contractors submitted their bids.
(The information follows:)
Under bareboat charter agreement, the contractor would depreciate his investment in the ships. In the example provided in the foregoing figures, it would
be expected that the contractor's depreciable investment would be $125,100.000
less an estimated scrap value and that this investment would be subject to
accelerated depreciation.

Mr. SLACK. What are the characteristics of these tankers? Are they
specifically designed to meet MSTS needs?
Captain GODEK. I do not have those. I will provide those for the
record.
(The information follows:)
Characteristic of four Falcon tankers: LOA, 669 feet; beam, 89 feet; draft,
34 feet 3 inches; DWT, approximately 34,000; BBL capacity, 300,000; speed
16.5; cargo systems 5.
Characteristics of 9 MSTS designed tankers: LOA, 600 feet (maximum);
beam, 90 feet (maximum); draft, 32 feet 0 inches (maximum); DWT, 25,000
plus or minus 50 L/T; capacity, 220,000 barrels (minimum) ; speed, 16 knots
(minimum) , cargo systems, 4 coated cargo tanks and piping.
The Falcon tankers were not specifically designed for MSTS. They are one
of many types which MSTS can and does utilize. They will have some added
features required by MSTS such as limited replenishment-at-sea capability, cargo
segregations to carry multigrade cargoes, and communications.
The nine tankers proposed to be constructed and bareboat chartered by MSTS
would be of a design to meet MSTS needs. They would replace the 16 T-2
(16,500 DWT) Government-owned tankers in the MSTS fleet,
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a lot, everybody in business does it. You do it when you buy a home,

everybody does it. It would certaiily ease the strain of laying out the
entire cost of something in I year.
Admiral GADD S. This is tile object of the enabling legislation which
we are working on at this time.
COMPARISON OF COST OF LEASED VERSUS NAVY BUILT SHIPS

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Mr. Slack asked you a question a few minutes ago:

Why do you think this is the cheapest way to operate rather than take
appropriated money and go into your own Navy Yard and build the
ships that you need?
Captain GOrEK. There is not the requirement for the initial outlay
of appropriated dollars.
Admiral SHIPEiY. I think, as a matter of fact, Mr. Andrews, it
probably in the long run would cost you a little more. It stands to
reason that it would because you have to pay something for the money,
the interest on the money, you also have to pay a profit to the person
that you lease from. So tliat you would pay out that much additional.
On the other hand, there is a lot of advantages to it, as I mentioned,
in that you would not have to pay out the entire cost of the ship in
the first year.
Mr. ANDREws. What it amounts to then, you are renting instead of
owning.
Captain GonDr. Yes, sir.
Admiral SHIFLEY. You buy it on terms.
INCREASED COSTS OF SHIPBUILDING

Mr. ANDREWS. We had some questions here the other day about the
increased costs of shipbuilding in the last year. Somebody'said it was
around 6 percent. Is that a figure that we were furnished with?
Admiral Smrny. I don't know what figure you were provided but
that sounds as though it is on the low side of the bracket, to me.
Mr. ANDnEws. Last year we were told in some areas they increased
,costs as high as 25 percent for ship construction, 1 year over another
year,
or it may have been 1 year over the 2 preceding years. This is a
bad time
to build anything.
Admiral SHItPTEY. That is correct. That is what we have concluded,
sir.
Mr. A-xDm ,ws. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
LEGAL, BASIS FOR OBLIGATING FUNDS FOR LONG TERM SHIP CHARTER

Mr. SIIACK. Section 3732 of the Revised Statute (41 U.S.C. 11)
provides that no contract or purchase on behalf of the United States

shall be made unless the same is authorized by law or is under an
appropriation adeuate to its fulfillment. Since these agreements will
and since these
and Maintenance
outonly
of Operation
bo
financed
entbr into a 5- or 8how can youfunds
a I-year period,
funds
are for
year agreement, in view of the requirements of that statt?. Provide
that for the record.

Admiral

GADDT.,

We would be pleased to.

Mr. ANDnEws. May I ask a question?

001
Mr. SLAoK. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. While your lawyer is giving ain answer to that one,
let him also point out crystal clear why a 5-year contract is valid aid
a 10-year contract is not.
Admiral SnnmzY. Yes, sir.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes sir.
(The information follows:)
FEBRUARY 19, 1909.
MEMORANDUM

COVERING THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THE OBLIGATION OF MSTS FUNDS

WITH RESPWT TO LONG-TERM CHARACTERS
It has been the practice of MSTS ever since its creation, for the past two
decades, to enter Into bare boat charters for a period which was keyed to the
planning cycle officially established within the Department of Defense for operational and fiscal purposes. This planning cycle is expressed In the 15-year
defense plan. The current MSTS Request for Proposal (RFP) for the charter
of nine (9) 25,000 DWIT tankers to be constructed over a 3-year period contemplates the use of these tankers for an Initial period of 5 yeirs. Thus, the
initial obligation of the Government is for a maximum period of 8 years, which
embraces both the construction period and the bare boat charter period. This
8-year period Is keyed to the force structure established In the 5-year defense
plan. This plan provides for the basic requirement of the force structure for an
8-year period as well as the establishment of a financial plan over a 5-year
period. It is the projected requirement under the 8-year planned cycle that supports the Initial period of the proposed charter.
The enabling legislation providing for the establishment and operation of
working-capital funds (10 U.S.C. 2208), under which MSTS operates, authorizes
the Secretary of Defense to establish working-capital funds to "(1) finance
Inventories of such supplies as he may designate; and (2) provide working
capital for such industrial-type activities, and-such commercial-type activities
that provide common services. . .

."

By law, these "funds shall be charged,

when appropriate, with the cost of-(1) supplies that are procured or otherwise
acquired, manufactured, repaired, issued or used; and (2) services or work
performed." While these authorized -costs are required to be reimbursed from
available appropriations (primarily DOD customer appropriations) or otherwise
credited for those costs, It Is inherent to the nature of a revolving working
capital fund financing an Industrial-type activity that It may be obligated for a
period beyond the needs of the current fiscal year with appropriate consideration
of the anticipated reimbursements.
Congress has spelled out specific controls on which it intended to rely for
the operation of working-capital funds. Subsection (f) of 10 United States Code
2208 states:
"The requisitioning agency may not Incur a cost for supplies drawn from Inventories, or services or work performed by Industry-type or commercial-type
activities for which working-capital funds may be established under this section,
that is more than the amount of appropriations or other funds available for those
purposes."
Subsection (h) of the enabling act (10 U.S.C. 2208) directed the Secretary of
Defense (SECDF)F) to prescribe regulations for the management of workingcapital funds. It Is well settled that regulations expressly directed by the Congress
have the force and effect of law If consistent with the law to be implemented.
SECDE)F did establish such regulations, under which a charter was Issued
to MSTS. The authority of MSTS to obligate funds and to enter into long-term
contracts was expressed In section IX of the charter as follows:
"Military Sea Transportation Service Is authorized to enter into contracts Including long-term contracts as may be necessary In the best interest of economy
and/or national defense for materials and services provided that the cash
requirements to liquidate the contingent liability for undelivered materials
or services under such contracts plus other commitments and liabilities will not
exceed the total available cash plus anticipated receipts for the same period .. ."
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Alone, this section would probably be sufficient to sustain any contract considered economically advisable. However, we have for many years applied the
added test to this broad provision of doterntining a period of predictable operations. Within this predictable period, we can then apply the test of available
funding to cover long-term contracts authorized by section IX of the charter.
Although the funding provisions in section IX do not necessarily require a
100-percent coverage of the gross obligation, as is the requirement for appropriation accounts generally, each long-term contract must be adequately covered
by available resources, plus anticipated receipts, for current payments thereon.
These aspects were discussed generally during the hearings on Seniate 278,
and in a letter dated March 10, 1054 from the Secretary of the Navy to the
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services, U.S. Senate. These prieedings led
to the enactment of Public Law 575, 83d Congress, authorizing MSTS to enter
into certain 10-year charter contracts similar to the one here under discussion.
That statute .; not available for this proposed procurement.
It is the considered opinion of the cognizant legal staff that the period of
predlietable operations which cold support long-term contracts by MRTS and
meet the several provisions of law discussed above is five (5) years. with a
construction period of not to exceed three (3) years. This has its roots in the
DOD five year defense plan, which Is based upon a projection of physical
requirements of the force structure for a period of eight (8) years. This plan
not only establishes plans, programs, and operations of the Department of Defense
during the 8-year period, but also determines budgeting and funding for a 5-year
period. When Congress receives annual budgets for DOD requirewents, it is advised of long-range plans contained in the DOD 5-year defense plan. Certainly,
Congress is not in any way committed to appropr'att, future funds based on present budget planning and structure. Nonetheless, we have for several years icen
planning the defense operations and programs on the 5-year defense plan. The
plan, for example, projects disposition of forces and activities. Supply pipelifn
budgets for the cost thereof are projected. We can reasonably anticipate during
sueh planning period thnt Congress will appropriate funds to MSTS customers
for such basic requirements. To proceed beyond thi, 5-year defense plan for the
present purpose could only be on conjecture.
In establishing any liability in anticipation of receipts beyond the current fiscal
year, the probability of any technological change which would affect the continued use of the service sought must be considered. This should be In addition
to the indicated requirements found In the 5-year defense plan. Generally, the
capacity covered by long-term charters probably should be less than 150 percent
of the total charter requirements of the type of transportation covered by the
long-term charters. This Is consistent with MSTS planning for this procurement,
and gives a more certain predictability to the anticipated revenues for the period
involved. Any liability from termnil6n claims should also be included in this
calculation. In accepting this approach in pastyears, this discipline was always
applied. A good operating rule in regard to total obligations outstanding (of the
fund), Including liability under long-term charter hire, should be that in no
event should the total liability incurred at any time exceed the corpus of the
fund plus anticipated revenues for 2 years. The proposed program for the charter
of nine (9) tankers could be supported within this rule.
In view of the foregoing, it has been concluded that the bareboat charter of
nine (9) 25,000 d.w.t. tankers, as provided in the request for proposals and
contemplated in the charter with the Central Gulf Steamship Co., is legal and
proper under the statutory authority cited in this memorandum.
a.
LAWRENCZ R CnERMA
Counsel for the Comptrollerof the Navy.

MSTS FAQP SHEMr

After full advertisement and under competitive procedures, an award was
announced on February 12, 1969 to Central Gulf Steamship Corp. for the bareboat
charter by the Navy of nine 25,000 d.w.t. tankers. These tankers are to be built
under a contract between Central Gulf Steamship Corp. and Bethelehem Steel
Corp., In the latter's shipyard at Sparrows Point, Md. The period of construction
is 8 years.
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The tankers are of a size, draft and speed not now In existence under the
American flag. No commercial counterpart Is available to Military Sea Trans.
port Servico (MSTS), nor will such be made available except under a long-term
charter. The nine new tankers are to replace 10 small T-2 type tankers owned
and operated by MS1S. These overaged T-2 tankers are inefficient, deteriorated
and expensive to operate. They will be laid up or scrapped as the new tankers are
delivered.
The eharters have an initial period of 5 years with a series of annual options
by which tile Government may extend the period for a total of 15 additional
consecutive years. During this time, the Government may direct the owner to
elhrter the tanker to others ; or It may terminate the charter during the extended
period, but in that case may pay certain termination charges. Tile Government
may also offer to buy the tankers by tendering a preagreed price that declines
with tile years; and If such offer is rejected, tile owner waives all right to any
termination charges. Upon termination of a charter at any time by failure of
tile Government to exercise option. to extend the period, charter hire will be
adjusted retroactively by adding or subtracting the difference between the fair
net market value of the tanker at tile time and a declining schedule of the total
loss value of the tanker agreed to-as part of tile charter.
Cliarter lire is at a fixed rate, but tile total to be paid over tile full extended
term is estimated as stflicient to return to the owner approximately 82% percent of the cash capitalized value of the tanker (which value Is estimated at
about $13.500,000 each), plus interest on the 82%2 percent of that value, plus a
very small profit factor. The owner's recovery of equity and principal profit is
represented by the remaining value of the tanker and the advantages of tax
deferment. It is estimated that Over tMe fully extended charter period, the bareboat charter hire plus operating expenses will result in a long ton mile cost for
transportation that is less than ,MSTS Is presently paying in operating expenses
alone for the transportation by tile overaged Oovernment-owned T-2 tankers to
lie replaced by tile new prIvfltely owned tankers.
I)EAIFMENT OF TIlE N VY,
OFFICEU OF TIlE GENERAL, COUNSEL,

Washi gton, D.C., June 18, 1969.
SUIrPI MENTAL MEMORANDUM COVERING TIlM LEOAL IRASIR FOl TIlE OBLIGATION OF
MSTS FUNDS
WITII RESPECT TO -ON(O-TERM OIIARTERS

The Department of the Navy may not obligate any funds of tile Navy Industrial
Fund which would result in obtaining services for a period greater than the
requirements established under the 5-year defense plan. 'he 5-year defense plnn
establishes an 8-year period of requirements for the force structure of tile Navy.
Under this force structure it would be proper to enter into a contract for services
over an 8-year period which would include a 3-year construction period and a
5-year period for services. This concept applies to bareboat charters or ally other
service contracts required to support the Military Sea Transportation Service.
Within this concept it would not he possible to enter into a contract where the
services to be rendered would cover a 10-year period instead of a 5-year period.
IrAWRENCE

. CIIERMAR,

Counsel for tho Comptrollerof the NavV.

OPINION OP"GAO

Mr. SLACK. Has tie MS'S or the, )epartlent of the Nfvy obtained
opinion fromn the General Accounting Office as to the alidity of
tlieso contracts?
Admiral SmIIFuy. No, sir.
an

MSTS COSTS VERSUS CIIARTER COSTS

Mr. SLACK. Tell its generally if the cost of charter tankers has gone
up or down in the lastI3 years and what has been MSTS experience in
that. same time as to the Cost. of petroleum tranortatiorn with naval
tankers? Provide that for tie record, if you will.
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Admiral GADDIs. Yes sir.

(The information follows:)
The cost per ton-mile to move bulk petroleum In chartered tankers Increased
about 11 percent between fiscal year 1066 and fiscal year 1908. There was considerable variance in the increases for different types ol charters, ranging from
6 percent for long-term consecutive voyage charters to 18 percent for time
charters. Ton-mile costs for the Navy tankers assigned to MSTS rose about 6%/
percent during the period.
AvAIIAIITY OF AMERICAN-OWNED TANKERS IN AN EMEROOY

Mr. SLAci. What, nunber of tankers would be available to you in
an emergency situation?
Captain GODEK. At the present time, sirl
Mr. SLACK. Yes.

Captain GODHK. The 26 active nucleus fleet plus those that we have
chartered for the period of their charter hire. Tiey range from 1 to
5 years. They areusually 1-yea' contracts with options to renew.
Mfr. SLACK. Do you have any specific commitments from U.S. oil

companies to make tankers available to you in case of an emergency?

Captain GoDEK. None that I know of sir; no, sir. On no ships do
we have any spwi fie commitments from U.S.-flag oil compa ties.
Mr. SLACH. In an emergency do we feel that we can be sure we
can rely on foreign crews even if they are on U.S.-owned talkers?
Supl)ly that for the record.
Captain GODEK. Yes sir.

(The information follows:)
DEPENDABILITY OF CREWS OF AMERICAN-OWNED

SHIPS REGISTERED UNDER FOREIGN

FLAGS

There wore 400 privately owned ships registered under the flags of Panama,
Libertn, and Honduras on March 31, 1960. These ships are considered as being
under effective U.S. control, and are obligated under contracts with the Maritime Administration to be available In time of national emergency. By definition
and custom, "national emergency" has come to be interpreted as applying to a
time when requisitioning of American-flag merchant ships is in effect.
The crews of these 400 ships are recruited from many nationalities. Some ships
lave full complements from one country, such as Italy or Germany. Other ships
have multinational crews. A number of these "effective control" ships have
America officers and foreign unlicensed personnel.
During World War rI, many non-Anericans sailed in American ships or in
ships of foreign countries allied to the United States. Because these non-Amenrcans sympathized with the cause for which the United State was fighting, there
were no problems of dependability; the record of the seamen Is outstanding in
support of the democraticc free world.
The Korean conflict was a United Nations effort, and ships of foreign registry
wore used successfully because the governments under which these ships were
operating were coniftilttod to the United Nations action in Korea. There were
no Incidents of seamen refusing to sail shipsx to the combat zone.
The Vietnam operation has Ieen carried out In aidifferent climate, nnd several
well-publicized instances have taken place where non-American seamen have
refused to sai their ships to the combat zone. Addftifihlly, at least one Swedish
tanker owner specifically requested that his ship not be sent to Vietnam because
of the anti-American sentiment in Sweden. This tanker was used satisfactorily
for cargo destined to the Pacific area outside the war zone. While it may be
argued that the crew was willing to take the ship to Vietnam, the repercussions
in Sweden which could have occurred cannot be estimated with any accuracy.
The dependability of non-Amercan seamen now manning ships owned by cltizens of the United States and under effective U.S. control is, at best, a matter
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where reasonable doubt may be said to exist. The circumstances of World War II
aind Korea have been outlined. On the assumption that the U.S. war effort had
the general approval of either the NATO nations or those members of the
United Nations outside the Soviet bloc, it might be postulated that the citizens
of those nations who comprised the crews of the effective U.S. control ships
would sail those ships to the war zone. On the other hand, assuming that the
U.S. war effort were as unpopular around the world as the present Vietnam
campaign has become, it Is problematical how much dependability could be
credited to the foreign seamen.
Based on experience during the Vietnam operation, it may be concluded that
In similar circumstances in the future there will be some difficulty In finding
foreign crews to sail ships under effective U.S. control into the war zone. To
destinations around the world outside the war zone, ships probably will be sailed
wvitbout measurable objections on the part of the seamen. Support of the combat
forces will have to be maintained by ships of American registry mabtid by
U.S. nationals. So long as there are adequate numbers of American ships, there
should be no logistical problems. If the magnitude of the military effort exceeds
the capability of the American ships, and combat supplies have to be moved by
ships other than of American registry, the probability of personnel refusals to
sail ships to support the unpopular military operation appears to be substantial.
USE 01' SUPER TANKERS BY MSTS

Mfr. SLACK. Has MSTS given any farther consideration to the use

of large tankers such as those in the capacity of 200,000- to 300,000-ton
range?
Captain GOnEK. Yes, sir. There has been consideration given in our
overall requimremets. For the flexibility that we need in MSTS we
have insisted that we need the smaller tankers and that is why we have
wanted to limit,our buying to that class.
Mr. SLAcK. How many larger tankers do you have under charter
contract?
Captain GonDE. May I supply that for the record ? By larger, you
mean is excess of 45,000?
Mr. SLACK. No, in excess of 200,000 tons.
Captain GOnER. I don't think we have any of that capacity.
Mfr. SLACK. Then what do you have in excess of 45,000 tons?
Captain GonER. In excess of 45,000; yes, ir.
(The information follows:)
During the last half of calendar 1068, eight tankers of 45,000 DWT or more

were under charter, totalling 425,000 DWT, or 23 percent of the total MSTS
tanker fleet.
OSD STUDY InuGARDING TIE USE OF LARGE TANKERS

Mr. SLACK. Since we discussed the use of larger tankers with you
in 1067 the Office of Assistant. Secretary of Defene for Systems Analysis has prepared a report on the study of the use of those tankers.
The study is entitled "Ocean Transpolation of Petroleum Products
in Support of the Department of Defense Forces." Have you examined

this tudy in detail and what are your eneral oonclusiolis regarding
the recommendations made in this study F
Captain GonEK. I would like to supply that for the record. I have
not seen that particular study.
(The information follows:)
We have received and examined a working draft of the staff study so titled,
dated May 22, 1067. To our knowledge a final report has not been published.
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We generally agreed with the couclsion. and recommendations except those
pertaining to the use and charter of foreign-flng tankers.
We believe foreign flag should only be used when U.S. flag are not available.
U.S.-flag tankers must be supported in order to insure U.S.-flag tankers will
be available In times of emergency.

Mr. SLAcic. W,rould you provide to the committee a summary of the.
major conclusions and recommendations of this study, and why MS'ITr
ages or disagrees with each?
Captain GODEK. Yes.

(The information follows:)
OSD STUDY CONCeFnINo Tim. UsE or LRaGE TANMCns
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
1. There will be an increasing need for large tankers as terminal and Plrt
facilities change to accommodate them.
Comment: It should be pointed out that the study by large tankers refers
to shiips of 40,000 to 60,000 DWT class. MSTS agrees. Experience has demonstrated that more can be used as terminals and suppliers improve.
2. Continued need for "handy" sized tankers 25,000 DWT maximum 32 foot
draft for approximately 40 percent of the projected peace time demand for
bulk P0L transportation. -The heed must be met by new construction.
Comment: Agree MSTS to meet military requirements, needs 'and u.ses all
sizes of tankers: small 90,000 bbl T-1's, handy size 25,000 DWT; medium
30,000 to 40,000 DWT; and large over 40,000 DWT. The larger sizes are available
on commercial market, but 25,000 and tinder can only be obtained by appropria.
tons or charter and build. Experience has demonstrated that 40 percent Is
a good proportion.
3. Significant savings to DOD would result from changes in policy to permit
use of foreign flag tankers.
Comment: A savings would result, but perhaps not on the long run. Such change
would not maintain the U.S. flag tanker fleet required for National Defense.
SUMMARY

OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Analysis be made by sponsoring services of POL terminals to determine
cost effectiveness of Improvements to permit use of larger tankers for POL
deliveries.
Comment: Agree. Sponsoring services (Army, Navy, Air Force) do review
terminali on a case-by-case basis where the long range requirement are of sufficient volume to possibly economically support cost of improvements to permit
use of large tankers.
2. MSTS continues to long term charter the maximum number of large tankers
compatible with product availability and destination terminal facilities, Including
multi-port loading and finloading to reduce total cost.
Comment: Agree. This is and has been standard operating procedure.
3. MSTS be authorized to employ on short-term foreign flag tankers whenever
cost of U.S. flag would exceed twice cost of foreign flag.
Comment: Disagree. U.S. flag should be used when available. Difference in
cost of crew, construction, M. & R., etc., results in greater cost for U.S. flag
tankers. Foreign flag cannot be relied upon for use in combat areas.
4. Funds be programmed for serial production of 9 now tankers of approximately 25,000 DWT to replace MSTS nucleusT-2 tankers.
Comment: Agree. The 16 old costly T-2's should be replaced by modern efficient 25,000 DWT either by appropriated funds or carter and build.
5. The design configuration and special features of standardized new tankers
be established with strategic mobility concepts for delivery of bnlk P0L to military service terminals.
Comment: Agree. Such factors were considered in the design.

Mr. SLACK. At this time will you tell us whether or not you agree
with the statement on page 7 of the study which states "It is obvious
that since the use of large tankers is accompanied by significant con-
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omies, handy tankers should be1 used only when prts, channels, P01

storage throughput capacities make ft impossible to use larger
tankers?"
(The information follows:)
Generally agree, but other facts must also be considered: stiltable tanker availability, deadline delivery dates, charter market conditions and operational
flexibility.

M r.

SLACK. The study

goes on to state:

Spxelfle trade-off analysis, port by port, of the cost to increase or relocate
storage capacities and to dredge or provide offshore mooring and delivery systems
if necessary versus the savings achieved by larger tanker deliveries have not been
made. Such analyses are recommended. The results of these analyses can best be
responded to by changes in the long-termn charter fleet size mix.

Has such analysis been initiiited by MSTS for U.S.-controlled ports:

and if not, why have they not been undertaken ?
(The information follows:)
This statement is covered by one of the recommendations of the study which
states, "Analyses, on a terminal-by-terminal basis, be made by the sponsoring
set-vices (Army, Navy, Air Force) to determine th cost effectiveness of incurring
the costs of the facilities needed to achieve the savings which would result from
use of large tankers for POL deliveries." Such port and terminal analysis must be
made by the services who own or control the terminal, who can determine future

needs, requirements, volume of throughput, etc., and who must obtain necessary
funds for terminal improvements. The services do make such studies and 3MSTS
provides necessary tankers data and costs. Recent studies have been made for Norfolk, Subic Bay, Goose Bay, and Pearl Harbor.

Mr.SLACK. Are there any questions with regard to this item, Mr.
Andrewsq
SHIPMENT OF 014 AND GAS TO SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. A

nmvs. Captain, do you have the responsibility for shipping

oil and gas to Southeast Asia?
Capttin GoEKm. Defense Fuel Supply Center purchases all POL
required by Department of Defense. Part of the POL is purchased at
the reflneiy and delivered to required destinations by MSTS tankers.
The balance is purchased and delivered to the destinations by the oil
company supplier. For Southeast Asia approximately 45 percent of
the petroleum required is delivery by AfSTS tankers and 05 percent is
delivery by the oil companies utilizing their own or chartered tankers.
The oil companies supply the product, the ocean transportation, in
country storage and in country distribution to U.S. bases and air fields.
Mr. ANDREWS. MSTS then furnishes gas and oil for Southeast
AsiaI
Captain GODiFK. Throughout the world; yes sir.
Mr. AND'reWS. Where do you get that oil Irom? How do the ships
get there? Where do they leave from?
Captain GODEiK. These ships are in the Arabian Gfllf, the Caribbean.
South America, wherever the source for the particular product happens to be, in the fulfillment of the Defense Fuel Supply Agency's
requirements for the moving of oil.
Mr. ANDRENV8. You get oil then from several different places
Captain GODpK. Yes sir; many places.
Mr. ANqoiws. The ships go out loaded, of course, and come back
empty?
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Captain GODEK. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Doesn't that make it doubly expensive to handle gas
and oil?
Captain GODK. I don't know that it doubles the expense

Mr. ANDREWS. I did not mean double, but very expensive is what I

should have said.
Captain GODFK. I think by and large we move ships closest to the
source of supply and then keep shuttling them throughout the world
from one spot to another, so that a ship may have a light voyage from
the Far East, Asia, but chances are that they would shift it into the
Arabian Gull for its next load.
Mr. ANDPRWS. For a refill?
Captain GODEK. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. You shuttle them between the Arabian Gulf and
Vietnam?
Captain GODEK. Throughout the world.

M1r. ANDREws. About how long does it take to make that trip?

Captain GODEK. I don't know. I can provide it.
Mr. ANDREWS. Maybe we don't want to put it in the record.
Captain GODEK. I don't think it is classified.
Admiral GADDIS. I do not think it is classified.
ir. ANDREWS. All right. Put something in there about the cost of
taking oil down there, the length of the trip, and so forth.
Captain GODEK. Yes sir
(The information follows:)
The distance varies somewhat, depending on the loading and discharge ports,

but averages about 9,000 mies per round trip. During the last 6 months of fiscal

year 1968 we moved an average of 900,000 barrels of petroleum products per
month from the Arabian Gulf to Vietnam. This cost to the military services
was about $1,130,000 per month (No=e: This is transportation cost only.)
The voyage from the Arabian Gulf (Persian Gulf) to Southeast Asia is 12-14

days depending upon the tanker's speed, etc. Round voyage including loading
and discharging Is approximately 30 to 39 days.

Mr. AwDumzws. You do not get any oil nearer than the Arabian
Gulf ?
Captain GoDEK. Yes, sir. We get some of our distillate products off
of the west coast.
Mr. ANunmvs. You have been doing that for years.
Captain GODEiK. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. But you need it now down there in South Vietnam I
Captain GODEK. Yes.
SHIPMENT OF OIL TO VIFTNAM BY CHARTERED SHIP

Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us briefly, give us an example of this situation:
You charter a ship from a private owner, a private company. What
are the details of that transaction? How do you determine the price
that you pay for the ship and the wages of the crewmen? Who furnishes the crewmen and what nationality are they? Do they take any
oath with respect to allegiance to the American cause?
Captain GonEi. We have many variations. I can take an Americanflag ship which is under charter. It may be chartered 'for a single
voyage, if that product is close to the source where the ship happens
to be available. If there is more than one ship available then it is a
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question of supply and demand. We pay for the tanker an ATRS
rate or American tanker schedule rate, which varies by the size of the
ship, the product carried and all of tho charges depending upon
whether that ship with that particular product has to transit the
Panama Canal. We pay the toll charges- and all subsequent charges
are taken into consideration also. The 2merican crew aboard that ship
is paid whatever the current wages are by whatever union the crewmen aboard that ship happen to belong to. If it happens to be going
from one of our Gilf ports to the Far East, and if that happens to
be the product needed there, then as soon as that ship enters the war
area the crew then is paid a bonus. They get a 100-percent bonus on
tol) of their regular base pay.
MIr. ADrmWS. In other words, a man who makes $500 a month,
makes $1,000 a month as soon as he gets Into the dangerous waters ?
Captain GODEK. Yes, sir; as soon as he gets there and until he
leaves, for any day or fraction of a day he is in the war area.
Mr. AnDrws. If that ship is tied up due to a dock strike--and we
did have a situation'like that in Saigon-he is sitting out'there and he
gets that hazardous duty pay, or however you want to describe it?
Captain GODmK. Yes, sir.
Admiral GADDIS. This is one of the major reasons why we have
worked so hard to improve turnarounds in the ports of Southeast
Asia.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the average turnaround time now?
Captain GODEK. It is approximately 11 days total for cargo ships,
sir.
Mr. Alwm)Rws. How far out is the hazardous duty pay measured?
Captain GODFK. In miles from the coast, [ cannot give it. I can
outline the geographical boundaries.
Mr. ANm)iws. Put something in the record on that.
(The information follows:)
G(EOoiAPHICAL BOUNDARY OF WAR ZONE

The war area bonus agreed to among ship operators and the maritime unions

is Identical to that promulgated as a combat zone by the Executive order of
April 24, 1965, which is described as follows:
"Vietnam, including the waters adjacent thereto within the following described
limits: From a point on the east coast of Vietnam at the juncture of Vietnam
with China southeastward to 210 north latitude, 1081i5' east longitude; thence
southward to 18* north latitude, 108,15' east longitude; thence southeastward
to 11, north
to 17080' north latitude, 1110 east longitude; thence southward latitude,
1050
latitude, 1110 each longitude; thence southwestward to 70 north
thence
longitude;
east
103*
latitude,
north
70
to
westward
thence
longitude;
east
to
northward to 9030' north latitude, 1030 east longitude ; thence northeastward
10015" north latitude, 1004271 east longitude; thence northward to a point on the
west coast of Vietnam at the Juncture of Vietnam with Cambodia."
100
Ships entering or departing this area normally would be approximately

miles from the Vietnamese coast

Admiral Smnr y. Eleven days is not just for tankers but for cargo.
Captain GODEK. That is right. The time for a tanker depends on
its size. It can vary from as little as 6 hours to discharge its total cargo
to a maximum of 6 days for the largest tanker that we have.
Mr. AxDxwFWS. Is there any way you can put in the record an indication of the total amount of transportation cost, surface transportation cost-which is all you are concerned with-for the cargo, gas,
30-088-69-pt. 2-48
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oil, everything that goes into Southeast Asia, SoUth Vietnam, in
connection with the war effort? Put it on a yearly basis for the last
6 years, if you c.n do that. I think it would be a staggering figure.
(The information follows:)
YEARLY SuRAcE. TRANSPORTATION CosT OF GOODS SIPPED TO VIETNAMl
It Is not possible to calculate or estimate with precision the total ocean
transportation cost of supplying cargo and petroleum to support the military
effort in Southeast Asia. One of the major problems, for which no solution is
apparent, results from the fact that a considerable volume of Vietnam support
cargo and petroleum Is not delivered directly to Vietnam, but to intermediate

points: for example, Okinawa and Guam. From those places it may be transported, subsequently, by ship to Vietnam, consumed by fleet ships or organic

aircraft of the several services. Even In the case of cargo that i subsequently
reshipped to Vietnam, it Is not feasible to determine the initial cost of transporting that specific cargo to the point from which It was later reshipped.
The following figures represent the best available approximations of the cost
to the military departments for service provided by MSTB in connection with
transporting cargo and petroleum to Vietnam and Thalland. The figures Include
the cost of intra-Vietnam water transportation and related services, including
tankers and reefer (refrigerated) ships providing "floating storage" facilities.
(In millions of dollars]

Fiscal yea r1968 ....

1967

........................................

1966 .......................................................

1965......................................................

1964......................................................
Total ............. I ..................................

Csrgo

Petroleum

service

service

606.3

516.4

34.

18:

Total
640.4

534.6

5.3

297.3

16.5 ................

16.5

292.0

40.2 ................

1,471.4

57.6

40.2

1,529.0

Mr. MI"NSIIALL. What is the average freighter time from the west
coast to Vietnam?
Captaint-GoorEK. I believe it is pretty close to two and a half weeks.
Mr. MINSHALL. You say your average turnaround time is 10 days?
Captain GoDnK. Yes, sir, for all ships. This depends again on
whether or not the ports are already filled, whether the depots can
receive the particular cargo aboard the ship, and in some instances
where there are critical storage such as ammunition we may have to
leave our ships back ip the Philippines before we let them come into
the war zone area to avoid paying unnecessary war bonus until that
ship can come in.
THEFT OF MATERIAL SHIPPED TO VIETNAM

Mr. ANDREWS. Captain, can you tell us anything about the alleged
theft of the materia, shipped into the Vietnam ports I Does that come
under your jurisdiction?

Captain GoDF.K. No sir.

Admiral SmrniY. insofar as Navy is concerned, of course, they
carry cargo for everybody but most of the Navy's cargo goes into
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Danang. We have not had very much pilferage inDanang. It has been
I, ... ',
very minor in Danang.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you make that as a categorical statement?
Admiral SITIFLY. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. Or have you just not caught them?

Admiral SHIFLEY. I think we can say categorically there has beer

very little pilferage.
Mr.ANDREWS. I saw a picture on television showing the black markets "Buy anything you want made in America." It looks, like, to me,
that someone could stop those black markets. This war means too
much to some of those people down there. They have never had it so
good. You have men down there today riding in Cadillacs who 5 years
ago were walking or riding a bicycle. That is why I can't believe some
of them are interested in getting a peace settlement. So I read and so I
am told and so I see on television-great big cans of vegetables i y ou can
see the labels "Property of the U.S. Army-' and they are out in plain
view for sale on the black market in Saigon.
Admiral GADDIS. I think Saigon is the center of this sort of thing,
Sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. It is the center of everything down there.
Admiral SuuI Y. I don't want to make it appear that I am saying
that other people do not have as good control as we do, but I think it
is true that up at Danang our security is better. Because of the gitliation
we are able tohave tighter control than they have down in Saig6on. The
Navy does not have very much shipped ihto Saigon.
Mr. ANnntws. Wrho ;hips into Saigon ?
Admiral SHiFILAY. The Army and Air Force. Mostly Army.
Captain GODEK. It is our ships but it is not Navy cargo. It is con-

trolled by either the Army stevedoring or the Vietnamese contractors
who come under control of the Army in Saigon.
Admiral .ADDTS. We have an advantage in Danang, sir, in that we

control the hghterage and we control the docks.

Mr. ANDRFWS. Didn't you have a big rocket attack there last night

or the night before last?

Captain GODPK. Shell fuel storage was hit. That is a commercial

storage.

Mr. ANDREWS. The Navy did not suffer damage from those rockets
or shells, or whatever they lobbed over there?
Captain GODEK. To the best of my knowledge, the most recent attack

which was written up was on a commercial storage. Although there
were some military casualties, the preponderence were civilians in the
area of the Shell storage.
Mr. ANDRcWS. Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

Mr. SLAoK. Mr. Minshall.
Mr. MINSHALL. Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. RHODES. No questions.
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, NAVY (LIQUIDATION
OF CONTRACT AUTHORITY)
WITNESS
REAR ADM. W. D. GADDIS, U.S. NAVY, DIRECTOR OF BUDGETS AND
REPORTS, OFFICE OF THE NAVY COMPTROLLER

r. S1,ACK. The next, is "Operation and Maintenanee," Navy
(liquidation of contract aUthority).
The Navy is requesting $66 million in fiscal year 1970 for the
liquidation of obligations incurred pursuant to section 3732 Revised
Statute (41 U.S.C. 11) during fiscal year 1966. We will at thispoint
in the record insert the justification submitted in support of this
request.
(The justification follows:)
OPFRATION AND BIAINT.NANOB, NAVY (LIQUIDATION Or CONTHAoT AUTIIORIZATION)

For an additional amount for "Operation and mantenance, Navy," fiscal year

1060, for liquidation of obligations incurred purstuant to section 373. of the
]Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C. 11), $06 million.
STATUS OF UNFUNDED CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION (Inthousandsof dollars)
1958
actual

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

66,000
64, 854
75, 000
Unfunded balance, stall of year .....................................
1,146 ..............
Contiactauthorization ...............................................
16...................
Adminlstrative ancellation of unfunded balance .................
-66,000 ........
.- 64.854
Unfunded balance, end of year ....................................
Approprlaon to liquidate contract authorliaton (79 Stat.865) (75
66.000
............................................................................
t
Note' This ap ropiation liquidates certain obligations Incurred during 1966 under the authority of sec. 3732 Revised
Statutes (41 U.IX. 11).

Mr. SLoK. Do you have a statemnewt with regard to this tlpproprintion request?
Admiral GADDIs. I do have; yes, sir.
Mr. SLAKo. You may proceed. Without objection, we will insert
your statement into the record as though read.

aGENElRAL

STATEMENT

Admiral G,)rs. 'TlelI'Qsi(lelit's budget 'i.lltldes 111 alp)ropriatio
request of $66 million for "Operation and inatenanco, Navy" to
liquidato fiscal 1966 obliatnions mnurrld rider s(section :1732, 11'vised
fiscal 1966 the apartmentt. of the Navy was
Statutes (41 U.S.C. 11).
to utilize the provisions of
nutlhorized by the Depanrtment. of Defo.
this section to fund certain of its operation and maintenance. requirements related to the force buildup in Southeast Asia. Section 3732 perinits the military dol)artinents to incur obligationsin. excess of available appropriations in prociring or furnisling lothing, subsistence,
forage, fuel, quarters, transportation, or me~dienInltl hospital Sul)plies
not to exceed the necessities of the current fiscal year. Under this authority fund availability of $83.7 million was auptori:e(1 lithe Office
of the becrotary of Defense for "Operation and maintenance, Navy."

rn
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The0 following table shows obligations incurred against this authority as of Decehe'r 31, 1968, assets applied against these obligations,
a11d the current cash defioiency.
FISCAL YEAR 1966 0. & M., NAVY CASH DEFICIENCY
lIn millions of dollars)
OblIatlons,
Dec. 31, 1968

Puipose

Fuel .............................................................
Tianspoitatlon ....................................................
Ship activation and overhauls ...............................
........
........
All other .................................................

Assets
applied

Cash
deiclency

3.2 ............................
15.8 ............................
46.....................
14 .....................

Total ......................................................

80.5

15.2

65.2

As ti tal)le shows, most of thewso funds were required for fuel,
t ransportation, and shi) activabio and overhauls.
Aj )1)ro tlition of tme amount requsted . will not inereaso the availabill y of funds to the )epartmont of the Navy in fiscal 1970 nor result
in increased social 1970 obligations or expenditures. Rat-her, the funds
will serve tie single purpoSe of li 'nidating the dash deficiency which
(.iurrent-ly exists in tie fiscal 1966 "0poratiofl and mnintenamcm, Navy"
BASIS FOR INCEIMINO TIM DEOwIJ

Mr. S.

CY

Admiral, why was there a need to incur these obliga-

t iol1s during fisal yeatr 1960
Admiral GADDIs. Early in calendar year 1960, it became apparent

that the funds needed to support Southeast Asia requirements would
exceed those, Iequested of the Congress. An analysis of these requireinents was devel-oped and subtintted to the Secretary of Dofense. An a
result of his review, it was determined that a (leficiejcMy of $209.2 million hd to be met. It was determined that. $56.1 million of this deficiency should be accommolated by program reductions frown within
the appropriation, $69.4 million won (1be met through ,th use of the
Secretary of Defense's transfer authority under section 036 and that
the remaining defioienoy of $83.7 million would requiro coverage
through the invocation of 3732 of the Revised StatUtes. The incurring
of this latter deficiency in this amount for items sp ocifically covered by
the statute was authorized by the Secretary of Defense.
Mr. SIACI. What type of support. were these funds used for?
Admiral GATDns. Ties funds were used for fuel ($3.4 million);

transportation ($15.8 million) ; ship activations and overhauls "r($46.7
million) ; and ill othor Soufleast Asia requirements ($14.8 million).
USE 014' SEUION

3732 AUTH ORITY '0

ACIVATE AND OVERHAUL SHIPS

Mr. StACK. On what basis did the Navy conclude that it could use
about. $37.9 million for tle activation Mid overhaul of ships since seetin 3732 specifically states that fids are to be used only for clothing,
subsisteiteo forage, fuel, quarters, transportation, or medical and hoslpital Supflis ?

.

..
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Admiral GADDIs. The term "transportation" as used in the text. of
3732 R.S. was interpreted as including the cost to repair or maintain
vehicles (including ships, boats) used[ for transportation. Therefore,
the ship activations and repairs which were determined by Navy to
qualify for funding under section 3732 R.S. fell in the transport, hospital, or replenishment category. Examples of shipwork costs accommodated under Section 3732 1.S. are cost increases on the hospital
ship activations (Repose and Sawtuai'y) and MSTS dry cargo ship
activations; activation of non-self-propelled barracks craft; and cost
increases on several MSTS troop trallnsport, activations.
OTIIER OBLIOA'rIONS INCURRED UNDER SECTION

3732

Mr. SLACK. Of the obligations incurred, $14.6 million is characterized as being used for all other activities. Wil you give us a more deflnite description of what these funds were used for?
Admiral GADDIS. The $14.6 Mtlllon obligated for all other activities
supported Southeast Asia requirements for:
Fleet trail.
FMFPAC messing support.
Maintenance and rehabilitation of perso nel facilities.
Advance base functional components.
Armed Forces courier service, travel.
Collateral equipment, personnel support facilities.
DISTRIBI TTION BY APPIOPIIATION O

1900 EMERGENCY FUNDS

Mr. SLACK. Admiral, was any of the $1.7 billion included in the
Department of Defense Appropriation Act for fis.cal year 1969, Public
Law 89-2,13 for emergency funds Southeast Asia, allotted to the
"0 )eration and maintenance, Navy,' appropriation?
GADDIS. No sir, the Navy received $549.6 million of the $1.7
billion. These funds were distributed- as follows:

admiral

Million

PAMN
OPN

PMO
MON

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total Navy

-------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------Army
---------------------------------------------Air Force

Total

--------------------------------------USE O

$100.2
167.1

149. 1
43.2

549. 0

59.1
681. 3

1,700.0

1000 SL'PPLEME'INTAL FUNDS

Mr. SLACK. Why were not the funds appropriated for "Operation
and maintenance, Navy," in the Supplemental Appropriation Act. of
1966, Public Law 89-374, approved on March 25, 1966, sufficient to
meeting the requirements of the Navy for the remainder of the fiscal
year?
Admiral GADDIs. Subsequent to the preparation of the fiscal year
1966 SEA supplemental budget. estimates, changes in plans for sup-
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)ort of operations inSoutheast Asia, occurred which materially affected the fiscal year 1964 financial plan. The Secretary of Defense
wits so informed. On April 11, 1966, the need of the Navy to use the
authority of section 3732 was recognized to the extent that the fiscal
year 1966 projected deficiency could not be reduced by transfer between
appropriations reprograming, and other management actions.
M
Ir. SLACK. Were any of the funds which we just mentioned applied
to the liquidation of deficiencies incurred under section 3732 during
fiscal year 1966?
Admiral GADDIS. No sir, none of the $1.7 million was received into
the appropriations incurring deficiencies under section 8732.
UNFUNDED OB.IATIONS INCURRED IN FISCAL YEAR 1000

Mr. SLACK. Th committee has been advised by the Office of the
Secretary of Defense that the Navy was authorized to incur deficiencies in the amount of $83,700,000 during fiscal year 1966. What was
the amount of the unfutnded obligations Incurred during fiscal year
1966?
Admiral GADDIS. Unfunded obligations (i.e., qualifying under see.
3732) reported in fiscal year 1966 amounted to $48.9 mill[6n. Unobligated balances as of June 30, 1966 in non.3732 areas amounted to $34.1
million. These were used to offset the unfunded obligations incurred
thus leaving a cash deficiency of $14.8 million as of June 30, 1966.
DE ICIP.NM.S IN(cRRF.,

IN FISCAL YEARS 1007 AND 1060

N[r. SLACK. As we understand it, the Navy hicurred obligations of
$14,824,000 in fiscal year 1966, $60,176,000 in 1967, and $1,146,000 in
1969. Will you explain how you can incur additional deficiencies of
$60,1762000 in 1967 and $1,146,000 in 1969?
Admiral GADDIS. The 114.8 million reflects the net cash deficiency
in the appropriation as of June 30, 1966. The $60.2 million and $1.1
million reflect additional cash deficiencies reported in fiscal year 1967
and fiscal year 1969, respectively. The cash deficiency is the net unfunded requirement after applying available ,uoblieated balances in
non-section 3732 areas against obligations incurred under the authority of section 3782. The table below is a chronology of the development of the $66 million utifunded balance. Adjustments shown
in the column entitled "Unobigated Non-3732 Offsets" reflect the net.
of adjustments to existing obl"gations and to fund availability created
by the acceptance of reitnbursable orders. Adjustments to both obligations and a pted orders are a normal occurrence in this appropriation after the first year of fund availability. As noted in the table,
total authorizations under section 3732 amounted to $83.7 million and
it is.anticipated that $3.2 million of such authorizations will not be
required. Of the remaining $80.5 million, $14.4 million will be funded
by the ,pplication of available resources, leaving 'anet appropriation retirement of $66 million.
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[In millions of dollars)
Cumulative
sec. 3732
obligations

Balances, June 30,1966 ......................................... .

Fiscal year 1967 adjustments ......................................

+31-1

Balances, June 30, 1967 ......................................

80.0

Fiscal year 1968 adjustments .................................

+0.4

Balances, June 30, 1968 ......................................

80.4

Unoblilated
non-3732
offsets

34.1

-29.1

5.0
+10.6
15.6

Net cash
deficiency

14.8

+60.2

75.0
-10.1
64.9

Fiscal year 1969 adjustments:
July-December
January and February... ................. "........
+0.02
+....................................
-0.5
-0.4
+0.3
+0.
March-June (estimated).............................................
-0.
+0.
3
-0.33
+0.3
Total ......................................................

+0.02

Balances, June 30, 1969 (estimated) .................................

80.5

Authorization .....................................................

-1.2

14.4

+ .1

66.0

83.7 ............................

Estimated unused authorization............3.2..................
Note: Totals may not add due to rounding.
USE OF APPROPRIATED FUNDS TO LIQUIDATE DEFICIENCIES

Mr. SLACK. We note that $10,146,000 of fiscal year 1968 "Opera-

tion and maintenance" funds were used to liquidate part of the unfunded obligations incurred. How did you generate these funds in
order to liquidate these deficiency obligations?
Admiral GADDIS. In fiscal year 1968, downward obligation adjustments in non-section 3732 obligations amounted to $10.6 million.
Upward obligation adjustments in section 3732 type transactions
amounted to $0.4 million. This resulted in a net increase of $10.1 million available to offset unfunded balances.
Mr. SACoK. Why.were not additional fiscal
years 1967, 1968, and
these obligations?
1969 funds used toiqidate the balance of
Admiral GADDiS. No transfer authority existed in the Department
of Defense Appropriation Acts of 1967, 1968, or 1969 to liquidate the
unfunded balances in prior year annual appropriations.
Mr. SLACK. Mr. Andrews.

FUNDINO 1986

D

OFIIENOIES IN 10 0

Mr. ANDREWS. The Army has a comparable problem, does it not?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir; much larger than ours, more money.
Mr. ANDREuWS. $145 million?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDIEws. This whole statute goes back to 1861?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes sir
Mr. ANDREWS. Was designed to let the field commander incur expenses to keep the Army moving?
Admiral GiADDiS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. My question is this: This had to do with South
Vietnam?
Admiral GADDiS. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. You knew about this in December 1968?
Admiral GADDIS. December of 1968? Yes sir.
Mr. ANDREWs. My question is this: Why was not this request in
the supplemental bill that came before the Congress?
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Admiral GADDIS. It, is my understanding that it was a free choice.
You are speaking of the 19069 supplemental at. the same time?
Mr. ANDUFws. iThe 1969 and the supplemental; right.
Admiral GADDnS. This supplemental for 1969 and the fiscal 1970

bundget were prepared at the same time.
Mr. ANDRWS. Vhoso decisionn was it to let, it travel under this old
statute?
Admiral GADDIS. It is my understanding that it was the decision of
the. then Secretary of Defense.
Mr. ANDREWS. Made whenV
Admiral GADDIS. December 1968.
Mr. ANDRYVS. Then it made the 1908 Navy budget look better, did
it not?
Admiral GADDIS. By $66 million; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDURws. Right. The one in connection with the Army made
tei Army budget look better for 1966. '
Admiral GADDIS. I don't think tLat this was the intent, in all candor.
Mr. ANDrmJws. I did not say it was, but I did- say it made it look

better.

Admiral GADnIs. Yes, sir, by that much money.

Mr. ANDRP, Vs. Now, when was this $66 million debt incurred?
Admiral GAOD1s. It was incurred during the last days of fiscal 1966.
Mr. AwDnnws. Then this made the 1966 budget look better?
.Admiral GADDIS. Yes sir.
Mr. ANinnrws. For 1N66?
.dUm11al O,%nois. Yes.
Mr. ANnnnwa. Here you are coming in now asking for money to pay
for a hillithat was incurred in 1966 and we had a supplemental in April
of 106 for fiscal 1966. My question again arises: You made your military budget look better for 1966 by roughly $200 million?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. A pretty good way to keep books.
Admiral GAMnIS. Twouild note that the speoifl increase in requirements reflected in the utilization of this authority in 1966 surfaced
after the supplemental for 1966 was submitted to the Hill'; rather than
submit a second on, the decision was made by the Secretary of Defense
to go ahead with this one.
.- ANDRIWS. It does not look good to me to ask the Congress to
Mr.
fund in 1970 bills that were incurred in 1966. It makes the 1966 bill
look much better by $200 million-plus. The Marines may have a comparable problem.
Admiral GATAMS. They have a comparable problem.
Mr. ANDnPJWS. The Mir Force may have one.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANtiuPws. We may come up here with a $1 billion debt incurred

'in '66 that we will hivco fpay in 170..
AdmtMal G.%mns. The Marine portion is only $2,500,000.
Mr. ANDRWS. Thank you.
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Mr. Lipsconb.
Mr. LnpscomB. No questions.
Mr. SLACK. The committee will adjourn until 10:00 o'clock tomorrow morning when we will take up operation and maintenance, Marine
Corps.
31r. SLACK.

TUESDAY, APRIL 22, 1969.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, MARINE CORPS
WITNESSES
BRIG. GEN. GEORGE C. AXTELL, U.S. MARINE CORPS, ASSISTANT
CHIEF OF STAFF, G-4 (LOGISTICS), HQMC
REAR ADM. W. D. GADDIS, U.S. NAVY, DIRECTOR OF BUDGET AND
REPORTS, OFFICE OF THE NAVY COMPTROLLER
BRIG. GEN. E. H. SIMMONS, U.S. MARINE CORPS, DEPUTY FISCAL
DIRECTOR, HQMC
LT. COL. E. L. MEEKER, U.S. MARINE CORPS, HEAD, FACILITIES AND
0. & M. APPROPRIATIONS BRANCH, 0-4 DIVISION, HQMC
LT. COL. 1. W. COTTON, U.S. MARINE CORPS, ASSISTANT HEAD,
BUDGET OPERATIONS SECTION, BUDGET BRANCH, FISCAL DIVISION, HQMC
EDWARD T. BEESE, HEAD, BUDGET OPERATIONS SECTION, BUDGET
BRANCH, FISCAL DIVISION, HQMC
DANIEL F. LAYMAN, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION,
HQNC
CHILTON L. MIScH, MANPOWER UTILIZATION SPECIALIST, G-1
DIVISION, HQMC
HOWARD J. LINZ, HEAD, OPERATIONS BRANCH, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION, SUPPLY DEPARTMENT, HQMC
MRS. ROSEMARY S. FOSTER, PROGRAM ANALYST, G-4 DIVISION,

HQMC
J. A. LOBI, OFFICE OF THE NAVY COMPTROLLER
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE,

MARINE CORPS

For expenses, necessary for the operation and maintenance of the Marine
Corps including equipment and facilities; procurement of military personnel;
training and education of Regular and Reserve personnel, including tuition and
other costs incurred at civilian schools; welfare and recreation; conduct of
schoolrooms, service Clubs, chapels, and other instructional, entertainment, and
welfare expenses for the enlisted men; procurement and manufacture of military
supplies, equipment, and clothing; hire of passenger motor vehicles; transportation of things; medals, awards, emblems, and other insignia; operation of station
hospitals, dispensaries and dental clinics aand departmental salaries; [$435,700,-

0003 $457,000,000, of which not less than k$22,661,0003 $28,426,000 shall be available only for the maintenance of real property facilities. (5 U.S.O. 503, 8101, 8109,

5849, 5702-04, 5724-27t, 6780, 5748, 691, 6941, 5948, 5944, 7908 ,-10 U.S.C. 265, 276,
1087, 1071-85, 1125, 1481-88, 2110, 6911, 7214, 7571, 7580; 81 U.St.O. Ma, 104; 87
U.S.C. 404-11; 89 U.S.C. 712, 4169; Department of Defene Approprlatom Act,

1969.)
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PROGRAM AND FINANCING (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

1968
actual

1969
estimate

1970'
estimate

PROGRAM BY ACTIVITIES
Direct program:
1. Training an operations ......................................
2. Depot supply system ........................................
3. Transportaon of things .....................................
4. Marine Corps Reserve training ...............................
5. Cataloging .................................................
6. Departmental administration.................................

219,061
67,848
64,878
6,637
2,398
13,137

305,412
71,953
65,079
6,225
2,751
13,180

296.799
78,207
59,679
5,827
2,751
13,737

Total direct program ......................................

433,959

464,600

457,000

31,640
41,228
182
113

25, 615
2,600

159
56

25,210
2,700
194
107

73,163
507,122
507,1!22
-32,457

28,430
493,030
493,030
-4,312

485,211
485, 211
-4312

474,665

488,718

480,899

Reimbursable program:
1. Training and operations ....................................
2. Depot supply system
..........................
4. Marine Corps Reserve training
.....
...................
6. Departmental administration .................................
Total ....................................................
Subtotal .................................................
Intrafund obligations ..............................................
Total obligations ............................................

28,211

FINANCING

Receptsand reimbursements from:
Federal funds .................................................

Non-Federal sources I.........................................

Budget authority ............................................
Budget authority:
Appropriation
..............................
Transferred to other accounts.....................
Transferred from other accounts ................................

-37,306
-3,401
433,959

463,600

-20,499
-3,400
457,000

457,000
435,700
393,550
-160 ............................
40,569 ............................

'Appropriation (adjusted) .....................................
433,969
Proposed supplemental for wage-board Increases ...............................
Proposed supplemental for civilian pay act Increases ............................
Proposed supplemental for Southeast Asia operations ............................
Relation of obligations to outlays: Obligations incurred, net .......

433,959

Appropriation.................................................

123,744

Obligated balance, start of year:

-20,718
-3,400

Contract authorization .........................................
4,639
Obligated balance, end of year:
Appropriation.................................................
-124,023
Contract authorization .........................................
-2,232
Adjustments In expired accounts.....
...................
-6,769
Increase In Indefinite contract authorization of prior years (adjustment In expired accounts) ..................................................
Outlays, excluding py Increase supplemental ....................
429,348
Outlays from wa board supplermental........................................
Outlays from civilian pay act supplemental .....................................
Outlays from proposed supplemental for Southeast Asia ..........................

457,000
435,700
1,950 ..............
2,650..........
25,300..........
464,600

457,000

124, 023
154,623
2,232
2,500
-154,623
-159,123
-2,500 ..............
............................

268 .......
452,2
407, 900
1,900
50
2,600
50
21,600
2,700

I Reimbursements from non. Federal sources are prindpally from sales of surplus U.S. Government property and safes
of goods and services to Individuals, Including laundry and unofficial telephone service (10 U.S.C. 2481 and 7581; 70
Stat. 1105).
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OBJECT CLASSIFICATION (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

1968
actual

1969
estimate

1910
estimate

116,813
495
2,442

111,594
487
2,674

110,582
375
2,674

119,750
actual
1968

114,755
1959
estimate

113,631
1910
estimate

108,290
8,122
12 625
6 225
8,447

102,260
7,106
12,948
65,407
8,721

101,675
7, 70
15, 228
60,007
6,596

467, 000

Personnel compensation:
Permanent positions ...........................................
Positions other than permanent ................................
Other personnel compensation ..................................
Total personnel compensation ................................
Direct obligations:
Personnel compensation .......................................
Personnel benefits............................................
Travel and transportation of persons ............................
Transportation of things ...................................
Rent, communiction and utilities...........................

Plntirg se rep(odactitn ..................................
Other services ..............................................
.............................
Supplies and materials.
Equipment ...................................................
Lands and structures ..........................................
Insurance, claims, and Indemnities .........................
Refunds .................................................

.. 1916
28,341
189,
12,
24
115
-1,077

2,098
32,592
221,924
12, 458
36
125
-1,075

Total direct obligations ......................................

433,959

464,600

2,133
39,15S
212,810
13,140
36
125
-1,075

Reimbursable obligations:
11,956
12,495
11,460
Personnel compensation .......................................
90
940
860
Personnel benefits ............................................
432
432
400
Travel and transportation of persons ............................
900
900
900
Transportation of things
2, 428
2,428
Rent, ommuniations n i2,428
2,315
2, 267
2,300
..................................
Other services.
8,444
024
8,099
Supplies and materials54:.............................
800
800
800
Equipment...................................................
36
24
36
Land and structures ...........................................
Refunds ...............................................................................................
Total reimbursable obligations ................................

73,164

28,430

28,211

Subtotal .........................................................
Intrafund obligations ..............................................

507.122
-32,457

493.030
-4,312

485,211

474,665

488,718

480,899

20,821
467
20,980
5.8

21,075
477
20,642
5.9

20,701
386
21,003
5.9

8

6,958

17,010

Total obligations ............................................

4,312

PERSONNEL SUMMARY
Total number of permanent positions ................................
Full-time equivalent of other positions ...............................
Average number of all employees...................................
Average GS grade ................................................
Average GS sale ....... :........................................
Average salary of uniraded positions ................................

7115

$7,435

7,442

OPENING REMARKS

Mr. SLACK. The committee will please come to order.
The committee will now consider the Marine Corps request for
"Operation and maintenance" funds for fiscal year 1970. The request is

for $457 millflt, a reduction of $7,600,000 from-the amount currently
proposed to be available for fiscal year 1969.

JUSTIFICATION MATERIAL

At this point we will insert certain pages from the justification book
into the record.
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(The pages follow:)
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY-OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, MARINE CORPS
APPROPRIATION INTRODUCTION
[in thousands)
1968 actual 1969estimate
Total direct obligations ...........................................
Proposed supplemental for civilian pay Increase ...........................
Proposed supplemental for operations in Southeast Asia ..........................
Proposed transfer to other accounts .................................
Net adjustments ..................................................
Appropriation ...............................................

1970estimate

$457,000
$464, 600
-4,600 ..............
-24,300.........
+160 ............................
-40,569
457,000
435,700
393,550
$433,919

This appropriation provides the funds for the costs of all Marine Corps missions,
functions, activities, and facilities except for those costs related to procurement
and
of major items of equipment and ammunition, personnel costs of the Regular supfunctions
those
and
housing,
family
military
the Reserve Establishments,
ported by Navy.sponsored appropriations.
The funds contained In this appropriation are intended primarily for the support of the operating forces with particular emphasis on the Fleet Marine Forces.
Marine
A significant Marine Corps objective is to train and maintain the Fleet
or
ashore,
or
fleet,
the
with
service
for
readiness
combat
of
level
Forces at a high
for such other duties as the President may direct. At the present time a major portion of the Fleet Marine Force Pacific Is engaged in combat operations in Vietnam.
The operational aspects of that operation and the climatic conditions of that area
have resulted In significant increased costs above those normally associated with
the peacetime training effort. Additionally, the Marine Corps, in coordination with
the other services, will continue to develop the tactics, techniques, and equipment
use1 by landing forces in amphibious operations.
The two Fleet Marine Forces supported by this appropriation are composed of
Marine Expeditionary Forces (Marine Division/Marine Aircraft Wing Teams)
including a combination of combat and service support organizations, and a variety of supporting units. It provides funds to support operations of our Fleet
Marine Force committed to combat in Southeast Asia, and the uncommitted Fleet
Marine Forces. It also supports two landing force training commands, the Marine
detachments ashore, and the security forces to naval and other Government
activities ashore.
The Individual training of enlisted personnel from recruit training to the
highest Marine Corps technical training and advanced training at schools of the
other services and at civilian institutions as well as individual training of officers
from basic to the highest level training Is supported by funds in this appropriation.
Such schooling Is designed to produce highly trained and highly disciplined officers
and men for duty with the Fleet Marine Force, capable of effective growth as well
as effective performance.
Shore facilities receiving budget support from this appropriation are: four
major unit support bases; two recruit depots; the air installations (Marine Corps
peculiar items only) ; three major supply activities; one Marine Corps Developnent and Educational Command; one overseas training facility at Vieques. P.R.;
two landing force traLijng commands, and numerous Marine Barracks and detachments (partial support of some is provided by Navy appropriations). These facilities are being maintained at standards that will permit the most effective utilization, avoid major replacement costs, serve as a means of attracting properly motivated personnel to a service career, and allow their operation and maintenance on
an economical and effective basis.
This appropriation alsosupports the Marine Corps supply system. The principal
objective of the supply system is to provide the combat forces with the proper
materiel and equipment in the proper quantities and condition at the proper
time and place.
Except for military- personnel costs, this appropriation provides the funds
for the support of the Marine Corps Reserve units, both ground and aviation
(Marine Corps peculiar support only), including the funds necessary to support
annual field training. The objective is to provide a strong Reserve capable of
rapid assimilation by the operating forces when and if required.
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This appropriation also supports other miscellaneous activities such as special
training, recreation and welfare services, cataloging, recruiting, equipment over-

haul and repair, and miscellaneous individual expenses,
The expansion and almost total commitment of Fleet Marine Force Pacific
units to combat in Vietnam has resulted in an increased workload for virtually

all training units/commands and logistic support functions throughout the marine
Corps during the past 3 years.

SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS
(inthousands)

Training and operations ..............................
Depot supply system ................................
Transportation of things .............................
Marine Corps Reserve training........................
atoing..........................................
Departmental administration .........................
Total direct obligations In budget document ......

1968 actual

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

$279,061
57,848
64,878
6,3?
2,3
15, 7
433,959

$305, 412
71,953
65,079
6,225
2,751
13,180
464,600

$296, 799
78,207
59.679
5,7
13,737
457,000

Difference
1970
compared
with 1969
- $8,613
+6,254
400
-398
.......
+557
-7,600

BUDGET ACTIVITY 1 TRAINING AND OPERATIONS-SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS
(inthousands

Budget project

1968
actual

Unit purchase and maintenance of materiel and operating
$161,779
..............
.............
expenses
al propStaton operation and maintenance other
53,066
er (unittralnin)................
13,
Malntenane of realop rtyhcllitle (unit training)....
than
real
propother
anrmaintenance
Station operation
20,303
erty (individual training).....................
Maintenance of real property adlles (InIvldual train:
5,851
...
In ...........................
2,536
Special training expenses.........
StatiOn operaon n8,174
y(scurand service).
Maintenane otreuIpropertyfcilitres (security and serv625
Ice) ...................................
3,537
.............
Recruiting........
Central procurement, maintenance paris, and orjanize:
8, 888
tional equipment ..................................
1,208
Troops services .....................................
279,061
Total direct obligations Inbudget document ......

Difference
1970
compared
with 1969

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

$178,975
58,064
11,917
23,382
5,544
2,624
10,245

$158,180
60,860
13,
24,360
5,381
3,101
10,782

-$20,795
f2,796

620
3,624
8,829
1,588
305,412

678
3,772
14,812
1,610
29,799

+58
+
+5,983
+22
-8,613

+978
-163
+477
+537

BUDGET ACTIVITY 2: DEPOT SUPPLY SYSTEM-SUMMARY OF OBLItiATIONS
Iln thousands of dollars

Budget project
Repair, rework, renovation, and preservation of mAteriel.

Depot operations and maintenance other than real
...........
property ............
Maintenance of real property facilities .................
Total direct obligations Inbudget document......

1968
actual

1969
estimate

1970
esUmate

27,185
37,851
2,812
67,848

31,133
38,055
2,765
71,953

36,669
38,749
2,789
78,207

Difference
1976
compared
with 1969
+5,536
+694
+24
+6,254
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BUDGET ACTIVITY 3: TRANSPORTATION OF THINGS-SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS
1969
estimate

1970
estimate

$14.782
3,156

14 681
'39:398

$14,381-$
35, 09

64,878

65,079

Budget project

inland transportation .....................
Ocean transportation.......................
Air transportation .......................
Total, direct obligations In budget
document..........................

Difference 1970
compared
with 1969

1968
actual

11,000

13,940

0
430
-800

10,200

59,679

-5,400

BUDGET ACTIVITY 4-MARINE CORPS RESERVE TRAINING, SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS
(In thousands]

Budget project
Operation and maintenance other than real property,
MCR, ground .....................................
Maintenance of real property facilities, MCR, ground....
Operation and maintennce other than real property,
....
MCR avition......
total direct obligations In budget document ....

Difference,
1970 com.
pared with
1969

1968
actual

1969
estimate

$5,082
299

$4,713
315

$4,315
-$398
315 ..............

1256
6,637

1,197
6.225

1,197.........
5,827
-398

1970
estimate

BUDGET ACTIVITY 5: CATALOGING, MARINE CORPS
SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS
Difference
1970 esti. 1970compared
with 1969
mate

1968 actual

1969 estimate

Cataloging ..........................................

$2,398

$2,751

$2,751

0

Total direct obligations Inbudget document .......

2,398

2,751

2,751

0

Budget project

BUDGET ACTIVITY 6: DEPARTMENTAL ADMINISTRATION-SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS
(Inthousands of dollars)
Difference
1970 compared
with
1968 actual 1969 estimate 1970 estimate
1969

Budget project
Personal services ...................................
Other expenses .....................................

10,580
2 557

106583
2,597

10,683.
3;,14 ....

Total direct obligations In budget document ......

13,137

13,180

13,737

W,
+557

GB,14RAL STATEMENT

Mr. SOcK.iGeneral Axtell, we welcome you back before the committee for your second appearance. We also welcome your supporting
witnesses.
Mr. SLAOX. Will you please proceed with that statement.
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General Axmmm. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
an Brig. Jen. George C. Axtell, Assistant Chief of Stair for Logistics,
Headquarters, U.S.-Marine Corps, appropriation sponsor for the oporation and maintenance, Marine Corps bud get. I appreciate this opIortunity to appear before you to present the Marine Corps' request
for operaitlon a id mna.ftolteanceo funds.
The funds contained in-this budget request. aro for all costs required
to support Marine Corps missions, functions, activities and facility is
except for those costs related to procurement of ajor items of equtpment; military pors-oitel costs, family housing c4)sts; and for those
specific functions supported by Navy-sponsored appropriations. This
a pm'opriation finances di#r Fleet Marine Forces (wticl contains four
aircraft .wings) basic, technical and
activO diVisions and three acivet
professional training; operation and maintenance of traiig 1')ises,
supply activities, Marine detacluents and security forces; and the
Marine Corps Reserve Division/Aircraft Wing Team.
The operation and maintenance budget request for fiscal year 1970
totals $457 million. Of the totAl requested, $243 million or 53 percent
supports Southeast Asia activity.
The fisca year 1970 request represents a decrease of $7.6 million over
the level for fiscal year 19069. This is net, amount. which r slts (rout
several large decreases offset by a tamnber of smaller increases.
are tll related to the
The major decreases total $27.4 million. Tei
inl lIA
Co0It111)tiol
materiel
nd
cotlitintolsity
that
assumption,
will 1)0 1es in fiscal year 1970 than fiscal year 1969.
The major increases are: $2.4 million for an increase Inutho ave rag
number ol officers mid men aboard olir bases and a tll(inllese ill al0sociated trilifning support.; $5.2 million for full year operation of A1)PE
installed during fiscal y'ear 1969; $7.2 to l)refhid work scheduled for
rebuild in the inlustrially funded depot. equipment repair installations; $1.8 for maintenance of real property; $3.2 for F MF equipment
improvement, and fire protection previously funded from other appmoprat ions In prior years. ...
Budget activity 1 (training and operations), contains a m1jor
net decrease of -$8.6 million over fiscal year 1069. This results from
assumed lower combat intensity in fiscal year 1970 than projected for
fiscal year 1069 which reduces funds available to the Fleet Marine
Forces $20.8 million. This $20.8 million reduction is offset by increased
costs for training, maintenance of real property, full year f ruling of
data processing equipmont'installed in fiscal year 1969), and improvement of FMF equipment funded from another appropriat.Invo In fiscal
year 1969.
An increase to fand vork in process at our Albany, On., and liarstow, Calif., depot rebuild istallations is included in budget. activity 2.
Budget activity 2 (deo)Ot supply system) and budget activity 3
(transportation of things both contain decreases due to the projected
reduction in combat intensity and materiel consumpntion addressed in
.
activity 1. , uhs a rdu.Iln
Budget activity 4 (Miarine Corps Reserve t IAl
related to onetinme costs experienced in'fiscal year I 069 f6rhinitial pro(vtl0urtntof hidiviulal Items of equipment required for the addiiomil
3,000 l)solil authorized in fl1o Selective Reserve by Public Law
9-500.
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Budget activity 5 (cataloging Marine Corps) is level with flscnl
wmir 1)69.
Budget activity 6 (dep!artmental administration). Includes costs
AUl puhlicl:uio ; coinmunicafor: incr'ea-e.d dtia, prwOCesing; print!
tion services; and military ani civilian teniporary additional duty
travel.
In summary, based on the projection that the intensity of combat

ojrathfl will bo reduced in fiscal year 1970, the. $467.0 milillio- is considored adequate for the continued support of the Marine Corps efort.s
in Southeast Asia and to isure that our unwonmutitted Fleet Marine
Forces art in a. materiel readiness posture which will permit their
initial doplo'yment shouldfih occasion arise.
This comapletes my formal stateniont, I will he glad to try to answer
any questions on thiii ap)rol)riltion request.
Mr.STA . Are there any questions on the overall statenimet at this
point., Mr. Andrews?
PII1OTE'TION 11IAOAI

INTP;.N.11TY OPC('MIAT

Mr. Amiwuws. General, I noticed twice in your statement here you

is111e r1pferenceto th.0 projwfton that the itiencilty of combat olraloi

will Io reduced. You say this reduced ilquest is related to the assumnptio thf, th (oflhut ilitensitv in Southeast Asia. will he less than in
lsvel. 1969. 'T'hat isan 6.inistio statement. I certainly hope and p11y

it is a trutlifll aassumption.

Who is making these assumptions that we are going to slow down

1970?
ill 1970, in(Hiating that there mnay he an en0 to that war in"

General Ax.-rTT,. Yes, sir. It isbncd oh'the equivalent of 15 percent
less activityin 1070 than iii 1969; that is coriet,sir.
t
REDl
(?ToN lY TIlM NAVY AND DOD IN Til.'MIINF: COl'S 1970 IIEQITEST

Mir. A,4ai.nv~ws. You are asking for $457 million 0. & M., Marine
Corps, 1970. What was thepriginal amount, the origin l request of the
St,,retary of the Navy and DO)? How much did tle Navy and DOD
cut v'oil?

G oeral Axm,,. The original request to DOD was for $524.7 miuliroe was a cut of $07.8 million. Our original request to fle
totaled $544.4 million, a reduction of $19.7
Secretary
m1illion. of the Navy
Mr. ANqDRws. $544 million!I
General Axmr,. Our original request to the Secretary of the Navy
was $544.4 million.
Mr. Amniws. You are coining up hero requesting $457 million?
General AxTrt,. Yes.
Mr. ANpi'w8s. You have, been cut $87 million from your original
request. Now. I do not think that the Marine Corps nakes any assumption thal things are going to get better over there. I do not share
any such assumption. I think it is going to get worse until we get
tougher and fight that war to win. When the Secretary of State came
out and told the Senate Committee, 2 weeks ago, that we have no
objective of trying-tQ win a military war ii Southeast Asia, we had
belter. get pIrepared' for it to go on like T6nnyson's brook, forever.
That is all want to say.

lion,

8o-
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You have been cut pretty deeply from your original request.
General Axiiht. We have, air.
Mr. ANTnFAws. And the only way you can make it is for these assumptions to come true; oth'rwi e-I do not want to be putting
words in your mouth--otherwise you are going to have to come back

for a supplemental.

General ArT1,L. If the intensity of combat operations there does
not decease, as they have decreased over last spring-there has been
a reduction in the Intensity since then-if we do not attain a 15 percent
reduction over the 1969 level in 1970, that is correct, sit'.
Mr. ANnnws. That is all Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STACK. Mr. Lipscomb.
IIEI)Vc'rIONS BASED ON LOWER IEVE[

OF ACTIVITY IN 1070

Mr. Linlscorn. General, in answering Mr. Andrews you used the
ligtire of $457 million as the 0. & M. Marine Corps figure as submitted to the Congress in the original budget request last January for
fiscal year 1970. What has been, if any, the reductions in the revised
budget which is before the committee now for the Marine Corps?
General SIrmoNs. There were no reductions in 0. & M. as a result
of the Secretary of Defense review.
Mr. LiascoMB. It still remains at $457 millionI
General AXTEIr,. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Lisco~m. What were the types of reductions that were made
from the original request of the Marine Corps to the Secretary of
the Navy?
General Axrr,rL. The ty pe reductions from our submission to OSD
was a $6.8 million reduction for Free World Military Forces.
$40.3 million, grouping together; because of a lower level of operations, $10.3 million reduction was as.sd because our activity at
the end of the year after we submitted our budget had reduced; the
other $80 million was based on the assumed lower level of activity16 percent below the 1969 level that we would expect to experience in
Mr. Limcowsn. I thought I heard you say $43 million.
General AxMrL. $40.8 million.
Mr. LwscoMn. $40.8 million was the reduction for a lower level of

activity?
General

AXT LL.

Yes. When we originally submitted our budget

it was based on the Tot Offensive. The activity decreased after that
time and we did accept the $10.8 million reduction at that time, based
on the level of operations of our original submi,"lon. The other $30
million of the $40.3 million was based upon the assumed lower level
of activity in 1970 than we projected in 1969, approximately 15
percent.
Mr. Lnscorm. So is is actually $70.6 million overall for a, lower
level of activity in fiscal year 1970.
General AxTP~t,. I would have to break that down. No; the $40.3

million is the total.
Mr. Liv&o~m. What was this 15 percent?
General AxThLrJ. It equates to the $80 million'tIat I justmentioned
sir. We started out on a higher level in 1969 based on the level ol
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nativity, on the '['et Offensive increase. Based on that level, our projection indicated we would need $40.3 n111on, but siace the level of
activity did reduce we took out $10.3 million. That was accepted.
'I'lien they took an additional assessment of $30 million, which equates
to 15 percent.
General SIMMtONS. We were given the figure of $30 million as a
directed reduction in the course of the program budget review.
Mr. LTPscoMn. This is just. in operation and maintenance?
General AXTEL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LiscoMtD. Thank you very much.
(General Ax'rei.r,. Yes, sir.
)NIY MINOR

,IIIfVAS

M, 0.

M. FUNDS IUWr

:FVN 1000 AND 1070

M[. SncicK. General, the Mainel'l Corps request for fiscal year 1970)
is only $7.0 million below the amount proposed to be available for
fiscal year 1909. Generally, themt has been a somewhat larger difference
in the Marine Corps request for operation and miaintenance fUbit froin
Year to year. Why is it thattho Marine Corps was nl)le to pr)joct esi imates so close between fiscal years 1909 and 1070?
General Axorpt,. Our request for operation and maintenance in the
1969 and( 1970 was based on our com station of ine'emeints and deetements throughout Our hudget, a.smirilng th-tilevol of activity would dieerease by 15 percent, offset by such things as an increase for full year
ADP ftindhig; we had an, inre
of nift-years, small increfa inend
strength, andI also offset, its I indicated befoe, because of the change
in logistics guidance
- . We hiad an increase of $7,2 million to fund
one-timen work in oulr indutrilploants.
'had $6.2 million taken out ns
far its the funds we needed to incmase our depot maintenance for ce'tain electronics
Sthrought 1970. equipment. This was hold at our 1969 level straight
General StiMMowNs. If I could add it commilent. to that, sit': Of illthle

diret Marine Corps appropriations this is the most difficult one to
prolectbeause of the varinh es which are not under Marine Corps control. Over half'of thits Applprntlon got to support of Sottheast Asia
operations. It is most.diffeltt o project forward Itito the time f ameoof
this budget. There will be chniges in operational Intensity, there will he
III
surprise on both sides, there may
lows and escalations, there will
ho additional forces introduced into the country or forces witlidrawin
from the country. All these things cause variations. For example, supthat we did have a cessation of hostillties and we were able to with.draw significant forces, these very withdrawals: would general largo
•0 things.
. in the area of tRans)ortttion
'tion. and maintenance cost primarily
o 1f
So of all of our appropriations this is the one that is most difficult
to project.
INORPIARM INCL.UDED IN 'Mfr, 1070- AUWo~r

hposo

Mr. SrACK. The reduction of $7.6 million is a net reduction. What is
the total amount of the increases included intho budget for fiscal year
1070?
General Axm.trt1 . Total amount of tho inordasesI
Mr, STACK. The total amount of the inWrases, and what they are for.

First, the figure of the totAl amount of increases.
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General SiMMoNs. I can provide th imst, signifh,-tt, iU t'N, i'
you woul( like. I do not have the total. FrIll year fuldin.g of A I)I is
11us $5.2 .111il0ion increa. d lOSlllol 10ads it otr'MilritO(ors I'js),
i1.2 inillion: maintenance of real property, $1.2 Adifl ion Above the re(lilced floor for fiscal year 1)(19; migrationl fronu .I)..T. & H. Navy to
increase of ,3.I
O.& M. Marine Corps, equipment improvement, itemn,milliol
: fitndi'ng,,
million; rework and"1( rnovttion of t-Anhunitiol, $1.7
for work in press at.our repittl centers fnder the Marine CorPs IIIdustrial Fund, $7.2 million. 'I heso -re the signifleant, increases.
Mr. Sr,AOK. Tno total of the items that you havo just givoln tl Ille

is $18.5 million.
Gooral SIMMONs. 1 lttve it voniplte In(rl'tt/(l'elnent 5elt41lt
whichI we canllintrodtee for the record.
(The information follows:)
IN 1970 Ol~t
'19419
INORFAS.S AN!) DF:emEASE^
[In thousands]
Fiscal year 1004 program..
Assumed reduced level of combat intensity and reduced materiel constined relatedl to operations in Southeast Asia ------------------Automatic data processing equipment rental and other assoelated costs,
---------------------------------Fleet Marine Forces
Automatic data processing equIpinent rental and associated costs, sul----------------------------------porting installations
---------------Operation and maintenance of new faeillitq -Base support costs for increased number of military Iwrsonnel at Marine Corps bases --------------------------------------------Viro protection support at MarilI( Corp, las(, formerly fundeL( tinder the family housing, management account, defense ------------------------------------------Maintenance of real property
Support of equipment at the communicntions-electronles school at Marine Corps Iecruit Depot, San Diego, and an increased training load-

Olieraition of the computer science school, Quantlo, Va.---------

$404, 601)
21. 'Q32
+1.
+4. 131
+
+ 1. 119(1
+1, 2415
+4100

+393

Additional student input to the Navy enlisted scientifle education pro.
gram, the special education program, and the 'Marine Corps Asol+01
ate degree completion program ----------------------------Costs to support training of a greater number of Marines attending fac.
tory type schools on computer and aviation subjects, and at military
+261
locations whore govertmttnt quarters are not available -----------+122
------------------------------------Training devices
+1-11
Increase officer accessions, and enlisted recrlting workload -------equipment
Support for Improvement of Fleet Marine Force (FMIi')
formerly funded from the research, development, test anld evalua3, 100
tion. Navy (R.D. . & H., N.) appropriation --------------------+1. 64
----------------------Rework and renovation of ammunition
+-0
Official mall, reimbursable to the Post Office Depaitment ------------+727
---------------------------------Contract technical services
Funds for work In process at the Marine Corps Depot naintennnce
+7, 222
----------------------------------------------activities
, l3q.
Reduction in planned depot maintenance program ----------------Decreaso in preservation, packing, and crating, due to the anticipated
-- 548
reductions In shipments to Southeast Asia ---------------Decrease due to anticipated decrease In material requirements for

supply support of Southeast Asia --------------------------------

704

Decrease In land, ocean and air transportation attributable to antici-5, 4001
pated reduction In tonnage shipped to Southeast Asia .----Net decrease duo to one-time funding of individual equipment in sup-3919
.
port of recruitment of Marine Corps Reserves in fiscal year 1
923
Decrease related to civilian personnel ----------------------------+241
--------------------------Other increases and decreases (not)
457, 00,
-----------------------------------Fiscal year 1970 program
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'UNIINO 'rhANS.F:1lE1). Fo-l 'FiiP, lI.'r., & H. APPRJIOPIIAION
M[r. SLACK. Wihat, is th total amot of fnllldilg transferred from
tlhe R.D).T.
L%R. apliroprhiltion for fiscal year 1970?
loneral AxTrtr,. I'ho toItAl Iainofffit of funding g transferred from thIl
R.I).'. & E. it)polwiitiloll ill fIsal year 1970 is $3,100,000.
PREi*'IINN

O1' WOlIK SCIIEDUIE)

I'OII IltEHUIID

Mr. Sr.vcK. ()I lmge 2 of your statement, General, you mention that
tle' Marines are-rqest 1inA11 Ie'eae of $7.2 million to prfafmid work

sIduied for rbuld il Ito ild1(ttst rialy filidd (lopot equilpiiieiit repalir insta.llations. Will you give us sontle additional information on
tlhis requt..

Ggeneral Ax'rkl.. I will, sir This is at requirenment on th industril
finding ConleOpt.. We fndall' work as it, is introduced io the schedulo to bW rebuilt. Oir past lractic--thiis should iave been don in fiscal
year 1969 but. we lhave had it waiver oni it. Our past practice had beki
to i'lnd its t'he work was act1lly
O l)lislled.
Mr. GArMIr'. What do you-iean by fund as introduced to rebuild
(henoral Ax'rma,. As the articles go in the funds lavo to go with

Hie j1irtiuiqlar work order.

Mr. GARRV'r. I thOught that I)ro'edlro had been ehangled and billin.,e wero nlow on the blustiof work (o'111 jlhtd.
generall SI..MoNs. 'l'lhis year only. 1)O1) p0licv ruires full-year
rinidiig of work to Im Klrtorncd by, the Industrif1 Fufltd. Ullider the
Ilndustil FAnd which was etrictivc I July 1968, last year at our Maine ('Cps bltst,s ut Bar.stow, Cllf., aid Albany, Ga., we just. did-not

have 1tiinds nvailAble in the 1961) ApropriatIon Act to fully funId the
IV1'l( iml press at, that tuie as
14ell as the new work to bo inducted
during the year 1919. 'I'lerefore, at our request, the Navy Comptroller

submitted to the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Comptroller, a roquest for a waiver of this policy for tliis yearonly."
Mr. GAITUY. This is only ior 1-year funding of work in process?
(Genoral SuMmots. Yes.
Mr. -GAInTy. In future years billings will be on an incremental
1i)sis, on th6 basis of work completed?
General SimmoNs. These are moneys that we should have had to get
properly started with tho Marine Corps industrial fund last year. TITie
is it one-time only situation. It is essentially a bookkeeping transaction.
Mr. GARITY.Then is this, in effect, a direct appropriation to the Marino Corps Industrial Fund?
General Axmvtp,. No. To the best of my understanding, Otisl is ptying for the work as introduced.
General SMMo3Ns. This is not the corpus of the industrial fund,
no. sir.
oenenal AxrLL. No, sir.
MAr. GAMTY. But it does add to the corpus of the industrial fund.
Mr. Loni. No, sir; it would not. If I may just oommont on this:
In the industrial fund you must fund the total work package when
you contract for work with a proJect order. Now, towards the end of
tile fiscal year you have material being reworked which has not been
completed in that. fiscal year but will go on into the next fiscal year.
So you must fund tho work in process at the end of the fiscal year.
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Up nitil this time tile industrially funded activity has been funded
on a level of effort. That is we have only funded the work accomplished in that particular year. But the regulations require that we
fully fund the work package as we induct work into the rework
facility. Therefore, any of the work which follows on into the next
fiscal year must be funded in a precedin g fiscal year. It is to cover
the work in process which will go on into the next fiscal year.
Mr. ANDRIIWS. In other words, you have to pIay inadViico?
Mr. 4on. It is a contractual arrangement where you obligato the
money for the entire work to be done regardless of what fiscal year
it is finished in.
Mr. ANDPEWS. That is paying in advance.

Admiral GADDS. One point fo add is this: The funding of the Work
in process is relative to having funds to support the obligation. You
do not pay in advance in that you actually pay the money as the
expenditures are incurred by the industrht fund activity. But the
money must be available in the area in which the work was inductedin that year.
Mr. ANDlrcWS. You have got to block it off, in other words?
Admiral G"Dis. Yes.

Mr. ANDREWS. You place an order to have some work done on
the first of May. It cannot be completed witil the first of August.
Now, if the cost of that work is $1 million you have to earmark the
$1 million in May?
Admiral GADDiS. Yes, sir; even though you are paying $250,000
a month for 4 months for actually the conduct of the work. The money
must be available for obligation at the start of the work even though
it is not paid except as the work is performed in process.
IDPROVEMENTS IN FiLEVI' MAiINE FORCE FQUjPMENT

Mr. SLACK. General, we also note in your statement that you are
requesting an increase of $8.1 million for FMF equipment, limp rovement of FMF equipment and for fire protection previously funded
from other appropriations. What does FMF indicate?
General Axmrz,. Fleet Marine Force.
Mr. SLACK. What equipment improvements do you intend to implement with these fiscal year 1970 funds?
General AX'nLtJ. This is a transfer from our R.D.T. & E. account
where we had previously funded it. These funds are to continue technical services or engineering services, for engineering improvement,
of tracked vehicles for instance, and other types of motor vehicles.
It supports maintenance of drawings, engineering records, engineerIng changes as a sort of a product improvement fnfd that they
thought was better associateil in the operation and maintenance
accounts because it is not actually R. & D. or research, the development phase, sir.

Mr. SLAoK. Are there any questions with regard to the overall

funding, Mr. Andrews?
Mr. XA-DrmWs. No.

Mr. SLACK. Mr. Lipscomb?
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PRODUCT IMPROVMENT

Mr. LTsco,M. General, can you tell us more about product improvement? How does it work?

General Ax'EI. You have a contract to support our tracked
vehicle LVT; you will have a failure of some component or some
Ipart over a period of time which needs changing or upgradhig.
Now, you got a fix on it. An unsatisfactory report comes in on that.
We et a surge of these things. Then you go in and contract to find
a better way to improve this particular component. This is where
the funds go to support this type of development.
Mr. LIPscoMB. If a truck breaks down you repair it?
General AxmLL. You repair it; ye Sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. That is not product improvement.
General AXWhIJL. TI't is not product improvement. We will have a

generator or a spring or some other component of the transmission go
bad. Now, you have parts to replace them but somehow over a period
of time you flvd out that thlsi palt is not holding -ip or not giving the
iervi ce- life it should. What they are trying to do-they may have to
redesign a small component, a cog or something similar or a different
metal should be put into it-or a d-ferent methodof engineering should
be used. These are the costs associated with improving that part which
goes into the equipment.
Mr. Lwrscomi. This has been in the R.D.T. & B. budget in the past?
General AXTLr,. It has.

Mr.

LWscoMB.

Did you in any way change the administration?

General AXTELT, No, Sir; not as far as Iwe are concerned, the actual

operation, no, sir.

Mr. LiPscoMn. You usedto do the research and everything on that

part and then get your funds from R.D.T. & E.?
General AXTETL. It was budgeted for in that appropriation, yes,
sir, and then was suballotted to the same people who are doing the
same work now, sir.
Mr. LiPsco~M. Is this done under contract with manufacturers?

General Ax'mu,. Yes, sir. We have some with manufacturers.
Admiral GADDiS. It could be done in-house by either the Marine
Corps or Navy laboratories.
fr. Lipscomn. Do you have any records available as to how much
of the funds have been spent in the past with contracts?
General AXTELL. We can furnish that.
General SimOs. Yes sir, In 1968 under R.D.T. & E. we had
$1,000,000; in 1969 we IQo $3.6 million for the same purposes.
Mr. LiPsCOMB. That is the total?
General AxTELL. That is the total; yes, sir. We can give a spread
for the record.
(The information follows:)
COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS FOR PRODUOT IMPROVEMENT

R.D.T. &E.

Fiscal year

1970

1W... .....

...

.................................

..

.......

si0o00o

•......................0

O.& M.MC

0
3,100,000
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In fiscal year 1968, commercial contracts were awarded to the Aerojet General
Corp. for $40,700 for wheeled vehicle improvement. The remainder of the funds
for product improvement were issued to the following for performance of services requested by modification work orders:
Army Materiel Command.
Army Tank Automotive Command.
Navy Ships Command.
In fiscal year 1069, commercial contracts were awarded to the San Bernadino
Materiel Co, for $33,300 for wheeled vehicle improvement. The remainder of the
funds for product improvement were issued to the following for performance of
services requested by modification work orders:

Army Materiel Command,

Army Tank Automotive Command.
U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experimental Station.
Navy Ships Command.
lit fiscal year 1970, It is not anticipated that commercial contracts will he
awarded for product improvement.

General SIMtMONs. In 1968 that $1.9 million included $500,000 for
tracked vehicle improvement, $300 000 for wheeled vehicle improvement., and $1.1 million for amYph Ibious vehicle improvement. In 1969
the $3.6 million split the same three ways was $200,000 for tracked
vehicle improvement, $300,000 for wheeled vehicle improvement, $3.1
million for amphibiotis vehIcle improvement.
CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSIBILITY FOR PRODUCT IMPROVE

ENT

Mr. LiPscoBti. Why is this not the contractor's responsibility, the
one that sold the ori inal equipment ?
General AXTELL. It is not included. You have a guarantee for a certain equipment that is produced but this is something beyond that period of time sir, just as you have, I'think, a similar practice, if you are
manufacturing or maintainhig trucks, and so forth.
General Si .MoNs. As an example, I can read you the project description justification for this year's tracked vehicle improvement
in the amount of $200,000. The justfication reads as follows: Funds
are for the support of vehicle design agents, VDA; for ONTOS, that
is, antitank vehicle, heavy and flame tanks, and the tracked recovery
vehicle, VDA, provides engineering services during the service lie
of the end items in malntaiiftng drawings and specifications current,
product improvement, investigations furnishing field technical representatives, preparation of technical instruction bulletins, and proposed modification w6rk orders.
Mr. Lipscon. This request appears to be about $500,000 less than
in 1969.
General AXTFTII,. Less; that is correct.

Mr. TLPscomun. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CwILIAN EMPLOYEES

Mr. SLAO. The next item under "Operation and maintenance,
Marine Corps," is entitled "Civilian employees."
EXPENDITURE REDUCTIONS RESULTING FROM REDUCED CIVILIAN
EMfPLOYM ENT

General, what expenditure reductions were made during fiscal year
1969 as a result of reduced civilian employment tinder the Revenue
and Expenditure Control Act of 1968?
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General AXTMLL. In 1969 we reduced our civilian productivity by

60 people under Public Law 90-364.
General SimfoNs. A reduction of $200,060 was associated with
that reduction.
Mr. SLACK. The answer is $200,000 ?

General SIMMONS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SLACK. What was the number of civilian employees reduced

as a result of this act?

General SImMs.

Mr.

SLACK.

Sixty.

How many were general schedule employees and how

many were wage board employees?
General AXTELL. They were all graded employees.
REDUCTION INMCX

Mr.

SLACK.

EMPrLOYENT DURING 100
EAN

As I understand it, the Marine Corps will not reduce

its civilian personnel strength at all during fiscal 1969. Is that a
fair statement?
General AXTELL. Insofar as Public Law 90-364 is concerned, sir?
Mr. SLACK. In the overall.
General AXTELL. Well, sir------

Admiral

GADDIS.

I have the data on that, sir. In 1970there will be

380 less civilian personnel hires, .Marine Corps, versus 1969.

Mr. SLACK. I referred to the year 1969 rather than 1970.
Admiral GADDIS. Excuse me.

General AXTELL. Our end strength in 1968 was 20,581, and we have
increased our end strength to 20, 18 but this increase was primarily
the increase in ARVN of 1,942 foreign billets that drove our strength
up as offset by transfer to the industrial fund of 1,643 people.
Mr. SLACK. Who are the 1,042 that were increased for Southeast
Asia support as set forth in the fact sheet?
.
General AXTELLL. The 1,942 are personnel supporting the III MAF
in ARVN.
INCREASED CIVILIAN EMPLOYMLENT IN SUPPORT OF SOUTHEAST ASIA
ACTIVITIES

Mr. SLACK. Information provided to the committee indicates that
the Marine Corps civilian personnel strength was increased by 1,942
during fiscal year 1969 in support of Southeast Asia activities.
General AXTELL. That is correct, sir,
Mr. SLACK. In what country will these employees work?

General AXTELL. These emp-loyees will work in South Vietnam,
and they are all foreign nationals.
Mr. SLACK. Who ar these employees?
General Ax~mu. They are South Vietnamese, sir.
Mr. SLACK. What dties were'they employed toperformI

General AXTTLL. They will do such duties as from working in

galleys, messhalls, to working in our maintenance shops, providing
other housekeeping-type functions to support the activity in Southeast Asia.
General SIMMoNs. I on give you some typical positions.
Mr. SLACK. Insert a full list into the record, at this point, if you

will.
General SIuMMOS. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
Positions occupied by the 1942 Foreign Nationals hired for 'duty In Southeast
Asia.
The type and number of positIons referred to are as follows:
FOREIGN NATIONAL EMPLOYEES

Number
Position title:
12
---------------------------------Administrative assistant
1
Air conditioning/refrigeration mechanic-----------------------85
-----------------------------------Automotive mechanic
-------------------------------------------Baker
113
------------------------------------------Carpenter
8
---------------------------------------Carpenter helper
51
------------------------------------------Clerk/typist
2
---------------------------------------Cold storageman
3
------------------------------------------Cook helper
5
----------------------------------------Diesel mechanic
9
----------------------------------------------Driver
25
-------------------------------------------Electrician
3
-----------------------------------Equipment repairman
3
------------------------------------------Gardner
6
----------------------------------------------Guard
3
--------------------------------Heavy equipment operator
54
-----------------------------------Interpreter/translator
33
---------------------------------------------Janitor
9
-------------------------------------Key punch operator
378
---------------------------------------Kitchen helper
59
------------------------------------------Laborer
30
-------------------------------------Laundry operator
43
--------------------------------------Maintenanceman
9
----------------------------------------------Mason
9
-----------------------------------------------Nurse
4
-------------------------------------------Nurse aide
14
Painter
---------------------------------------------17
--------------------------------------------Plumber
Plumber helper
----------------------------------------3
12
Repairman
-------------------------------------------4
-------------------------------------Stock control clerk
Telephone operator
-------------------------------------5
Tire repairman
----------------------------------------5
66
----------------------------------------Warehouseman
Welder
----------------------------------------------5
250
Kit Carson scout
-------------------------------------Total

---------------------------------------------

1942

Mr. LiPscOnm. May we have just, a couple,just as examples?
General Simmozs. A few representative samples are: administrative assistant. air-condit0141ing/refrigeration iechanic;* ntomofive

mechanics, quite a few of those; bakers, carpenters, quite a few of those;
clerk-typists; cooks' helpers: interpreter-t

nslators, lab6res, the

largest number of all; kitbho-in helpers, a very high number; warehousemen: plumbers; plumbers' helpers; telephone operators; welders; a.
few key punch operators; a few guards.
TRANSFER OF CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES TO THE INDUSTRIAL FUND

Mr. Lwecom. How do you accomplish this transfer, these foreign
niitonnls?.

General Axrmr,. You mean, make our total strength come out from
the previous year?
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Mr. Liscowo. It says this increase of 1,942 is attributable to Southeast Asia support, offset by reductions of 1,043 due to the treAnsfer to
the Marine Corps Industrial Fund.
General AXTELL. Those people were transferred to the industrial
fund, 1,643 they are paid out of the industrial fund and no longer are
paid directly out of the 0. & M. Marine Corps funds. This is part of
the industrial fund program of bringing all the activities under the
industrial fund so that where the customer pays for his work, just
as he would contract some place else for the total package of the cost
of the repair program,
General SiMtoNs. The figures that you were given earlier as to
end str6hgtli, were those civilian employees of the Marine Corps which
are paid under this appropriation. To repeat these flgres, the end
strength for 1969 is 20,718; the end strength for fiscal year 1970 is
20,338, but the total number of Marine Corps civilian em ployees under
all appropriations, end strength, 1969, is 26,484 end strength 1970,
26,266. In addition to those funded by 0. & M. Marine Corps, we also
have a significant number funded by Operations and Maintenance,
Navy, as well as the Marine Corps Industrial Fund. Our end strength
in 1968 was 24,817. That will show you the difference between 24,817
in 1968 and 26,484 in 1969. I think that is what you are getting at.
Mr. Lnscoim. Thank you.
EMPLOYEES EXEMPT FROM REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE CONTROL ACT

Mr. SLACK. HOW many civilian employees does the Marine Corps
now have in Southeast Asia which are exempt from the provisions of
the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968? Provide that for
the record.
(The information follows:)
As of March 81, 1969 the Marine Corps had 3,847 civilian employees in the
Southeast Asia area exempt from the provisions of the Revenue and Expenditure
Control Act of 1968.
INCREASES IN CIVILIAN EMPLOYfENT

Mr. SLACK. We note from the justification book that the average
civilian employee strength will increase by 301 during fiscal year 1970.
Why are you, increasing the average employee strength and what type
of positions will be filled ?
General AXTELL. The total man-years average I believe you are
talking about increases because we took on the 1,942 in late fiscal year
1969 and they will be employed for a full year 1970 but we have to
reduce our end strength front end 1969 to end 1970. go the man-years
will be higher through'the year and will drop down during the latter
part. of the year to obtain our end strength.
Mr. SLACK. How close is the Marine Corps to itA June 80, 1966,
civilian employee ceiling as required by the Revenue and Expenditure
Control Act of 1968?
General AXTELL. It is projected that as of June 30, 1970, the marine
Corps will 'be 589 above the June 30, 1966 civilian employee ceiling
required by the Revenue and Expenditure controll Act of 1968.
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EFFECT OF CONTINUING TIlE REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE CONTROL ACT
IN 1970

Mr. SLACK. By what amount can the fiscal year 1970 budget request
be reduced if the personnel reductions required by the Revenue and
Expenditu re Control Act of 1968 remain in effect?

General

AXTELL.

If the personnel reductions required by the Reve-

nue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968 remain in effect it is estimated that the fiscal year 1970 operations and maintenance, Marine
Corps budget would be reduced by $1,159,000.
In respect to personnel reductions associated with the Revenue and
Expenditure Control Act of 1968, it should be recognized that, although the Marine Corps civilian employee ceiling for fiscal year 1970
is 589 above the required June 30, 1960, ceiling, since June 30, 1966,
the Marine Corps has converted 1,549 military to civilian positions
under this appropriation. None of the positions converted were related
to SEA. Further, from, the effective date of the law to the end of
fiscal year 1970, the Marine Corps will have reduced its non-Southeast
Asia operations and maintenance, Marine Corps funded employment
r
by 478 (2.7 percent).
In view of the military to civilian conversions, the planned end fiscal
year 1970 strength is in reality less than the comparable (adjusted)
end fiscalyear 1966 strength.
Mr. SLACK. Are there questions with regard to civilian employees,
Mr. Andrews?

Mr.

ANDREWS.

No questions.

Mr. LIPscomu3. No questions.
ADP OPERATIONS

Mr. SLACK. The next item is entitled "ADP Operations." We note
from your statement that you are requesting an increase of $5.2 million
for the full-year operation of ADP equipment installed during fiscal
year 1969. What is the total amount in the Marine Corps 0. & M.
request for the rental and operation of ADP equipmentI
General SIMmoNS. In fiscal year 1970 it is $20,973,000.
General AXTELL. That includes supply, materiel, and other costs,
contractual services-and civilian/mi'litary services as related to the
equipment.
Mr. SLACK. What was the amount in 1969?

General

AXTELL.

Total amount of all those things, 1969, was

$15,750,000. This is the total ADP costs, everything associated with it,
sir.
TOTAL COST OF ADP EQUIPMENT

Mr. SLACK. What is the total amount being requested by the Marine
Corps in all titles of the appropriation bill for the rental, purchase,
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an(l operation of ADP equipment and how much was requested for
fiscal years 1968 and 1969?
General AXTELL. The total amount for all appropriations?
Mr. SLAcK. For all appropriations.

General SIMmoNs. In fiscal year 1970 it is $35.9 million; in fiscal
year 1969 it was $30.6 million.
Mr. SLACK. What about 1968?

General SiMMoNs. $28.5 million.

Mr. SLACK. Would you break it down as between appropriations,

for the record?

General AXTELL. Yes sir.

(The information follows:)

AMOUNTS, BY APPROPRIATION, FOR ADP OPERATIONS IN FISCAL YEAR 1968, FISCAL YEAR 1969, AND REQUESTED
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1970
[Oollars In thousands

Fiscal ggea

Appropriation

Fiscal y~~r9

Fiscal es

Military personnel, Marine Corps ....................................
Operations and mainteiano, Marine Corps' ....................
Operations and mintihince, Navy ' .................................
Procurement, Marine Corps ........................................
Military construction ...............................................

$9,846
10,773
1,844
6,063
0

$12,372
11,750
302
0
200

$12,518
20,973
2,354
0
103

Total ......................................................

28,526

30,624

35,948

'These appropriations Include: Equipment rental and maintenance; civilian salaries and related costs; contractual
services; and consumable material and other related costs.
NEW ADP SYSTE1[S

Mr. SLACK. How many new ADP systems were put into Operation
by the Marine Corps during fiscal year 1969?
General AXTELL. No new ADP systems were put in in 1969, if I
understand the chairman's question.
Mr. SLACK. That was the question. How many were put into oper-

ation during 1969?
General AxTsm. New systems; no, sir.

The answer is zero?
General AXTELL. Yes.
'Mr. SLACK.

MrARINE

CORPS AUTOMIATIO DATA SERVICE CENTER

Mr. SLACK. WVhen was the Marine Corps Automatic Data Service
Center established and what is its purpose and function?
General AxTmrL. It was established at the beginning of 1968., May
I correct that for the record? We changed the title in 1968. 1 do not
have the exact date handy as to when it was first started.
Mr. SLACK. Include therehi the purpose and function.
General Ax-rL. I will, sir.
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(The information follows:)
What is now the Marine Corps Automated Sorvices Center was inltially estab.

lished on May 1, 1'06, by authority Olthe Seeretory of the Navy. At tfht' time It
was designated at the "Marine Corps Reserve Data Services Center." Its mission
w~as, to probvIde data processing services for pay and personnel functions In support

of Marine Corps reserve forces. SecNnv Notice 5450 of August 10, lIM7, redesignated this installation as the "Marine Corps Automated Services Center." The
present mission of this installation is to provide data processing services for
irnY and IprsonneI functions In stiplmrt of Regular and Reserve Marine 3orps
forces.
1I111IRAI)INUt OF AD)P SYA TEM8U

Mr. Sz, Acx. How many of the ADP systems were upgraded in
1969?
General AxThiT,. Six.

Mr. Si.rcic. What, was the purpose for upgrading these six?
General AXTELA. rh lpurpose of upgrading ott r compUter is to
change froma second generation faniltlt to establish a third generation system throughout the Marine Corps so we can have standard
and corn1
tible progm s, andto handle the vohlun of business, both
personnel accounting, military accounting, maintenance and operationnl reporting, winch is required in the current, eii'iromentai setting.
Mr. ANDniRws. May I ask a question, 'Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Si,Aci. Yes.
Mr. Axpimws. General, when you put in these systems do you de-

crease civilian employment?

General Axrrat. At the piveseiit time I will have to say no, sir.
Until you get. the complete system in, the complete third
MgenerAtion,
both at Headquarters Marine Corps, throughout our various establishinents, and also out to the consuming ubit, it, is necessary torn
a redundancy of your systems until this complete package is in. I

do foresee a reduction once we pass this transitional slage, sir, insofar
as the number of people that will be required to dothlis same job, bitt

I can't say now by putting one computer in here andthere that we

will save sonic people right, at this time because we have torun paVAtllel
systems until we get the whole package in. It. does take some time, but
in the long run we will, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. So is it correct to say that you have the same number
of civilian employee's doing bookkeeping work that you had before
you got into the computer system
General AXTELTJ. We do. But what is happening, sir, we are getting
much more detailed information, information that is required to manage and to utilize other things like personnel accounting, keeping track
of it, our ability to be more knowledgeable, have more knowledge of

our supply system, which in turn reduces the amount of funds required

to maintain your supply system. There are many Indirect, payoffs in
it that I cannot g l veat this time.
Mr. AnDRws. But you lavo not lit any of them yet?
General Ax'rrni.. Ys; we think we haive some, but I can't come out
and identify specifically where they are. We are reducing our pipeline,
we are getting a better turnarouid on our supply systeni. In other
words, we are improving our readiness. Our read mess iis continued to
improve because of this ability to identify What is needed, whor it, is
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needed, and to keep track of it and also get. better utilization of ' our
skills and personnel.
Mr. AxRmws. Thank you,
INIREARP IN AP FUNIANG FOR I1EAIQUAfTI-8
:Mr.

MAIIINH CORPS

SLACK. Why is additional ADP funditig re qulred at Head-

qlarters, Marine (orpsI

General Axmzu,. There are several reasons, why we need it in Headquarters, Marine Corps. To really effectively ttlize the third-generatio1n computer and flnly get the payoff we are all looking for, we need
the same capability throughout the system so we can use standard
programs, so that they can exchange information.

Mr, StrHcK. What _system are you referring to ?
General AXTFLL. I aim referring to a tbiird generation of whatever

snted, sIr, somothinVtltt is compatible with our present 360 family that we have now. It will be the alternate site for our manpower

or control system we have at Kansas City in the pay system. If some-

thing goes out at that point, it will be an alternate systeni to maintain certain reords. It is needed to tNkethils information that is produced at. our supply centers, our operational readiness reporting from
tei Fleet Marine F1orce., our maintenance records, to extract. tflat information and give us management inforMiation 0o1 a morwue p-to-date
1sis, to eoiable us instead of looking historically, to project, into the
future what we at going to require.

Mr. Lipsoomn. When do you estimate the payoff is going to come?
General AxTrt,. I believe we are having payoffs now, but we dlivot
have sufficient people to come down and specify exactly what is taking place. But the real payoff is going to come, sir, if we can got

sufficient computers In 1970 and 1971 to complete our system, providing
third-generation computers in the divisions and wings and to get our
headquarters computer operating at Washington, and then you will
see some significant payoffs in the following years.
Now, you have to take this in order of magnitude, the output of work
that is going to be accomplished, too. When you talk about payoffs,
I am talking amut the effeet ivenes of your supply sytere, getting people, knowing where they are, the effectiveness of yokir pay system and
the effectiveness of your maintenance system, and' things like that.
Mr. Iuiscomn. Our questions on ADP are not directed to oly the
Marino Corps, you know.
General A .TFrTT,. No; I am sorry if I gave that impression.
LAOK OP VISIIYF,. PATOFF OP COMPUTRu

RYSTEMS

Mr. Tiiwsco.tn. We see so many computer systems .running throughout. It runs into the billions of dollars and the Marine Corps is small
enough that you can get a picture of it a little better. But we ask:
When is the layoff coming? Because we have been buying computers,
putting in systems, working on systems, and still we-keep seeing
more inventory, more employees, and the defense budget goes up.
I understand'the requirement and use, but when can we expect that the
computers will start ,paying offfI
ask you "Can you show me a
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system that has been completed 011(ls1 paying off "'-Iwonder wore
in the Defense Department you would toll me to go to see it. Instead,
somebody would tell us that they need a nowv machine. Just yesterday
or the other day before I asked for a report and was given a report
which is an investigation of a system and a new computer that will
set up a matrix that will tell how to make another compter to do
the Job.
The study only cost $27,000 so it was not very expensive. But the
computer
several millions of dollars.
Generalcost
SIMMONS.
Sir I can describe two small systems that I

think are apparently paying off in the area. of our disbursing service.
We have one called Carepay, which is a nMisleading acrolym. it stan ds

for central automated reserve pay. We are now paying all members of
our organized Marine Corps Reserve out of Kansas City on an
automated pay system which saves the preparation of many small
manual pay records and accounts. I.is sort. of a pilot model for what
we hope to be able to do in.JUMPS, the j6lnt uttiform military pay
system. Another subdisbursing System we now have is an automated
bond and alotemont system where we are working from opticalscannable bond authorizations or allotment authorizations that come
through the system and then are snmned at Kansas City.
Mr. ANDM ws. Before you get awvay from Kanss,City, General, you
have two computers out there doing Very usof ul work, very efficiently.
Have you been able to reduce the manpower in that office in Kansas
OityI
General Snvtm~os. No, sir. The number of manpower continues,4 to
go up at Kansas City but we are reducing the effort out in the field in
the area of pay, andthat is all I am ad cIresing myself to right now.
As a matter of interest to you gentlemen, you know how much congressional correspondence you send us on faitres of allotments because somewhere along the line the allotment request by the man
does not get into his pay record. We look to a quantum reduction in
allotment failure as a result of this system.
Mr. Liscom. I never have any complaints about the Marine Corps.
General SI

sMoNs.
Off the recrd.

(Discussion off the record.)
HEADQUARTERS PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO ADP FUNCTIONS

Mr. SLACK. How many Marines are involved in ADP operations

at the Pentagon, and what is the associated military personnel cost?
General AXTELL. You mean by that at Headquarters, Marine Corps,

sirl

Mr. SLACK. Yes, I do.

General AxrEL. May I supply that for the record. I hav it but.
I cannot put my fingers on it at the moment.
Mr. SAOK. Very well.
General AxTLr,. I have it broken out for headquarters.

(The information follows:)

As of April 22, 1069, there are 143 military personnel employed in ADP

functions at Headquarters, Marine Corps. The estimated annual cost for these
personnel Is $1.8 million Ii fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1070.
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NEW COMPUTER FOR. TIlE MARINE CORPS INSTITUTE

Mr. SlACeN. Why is it. necetuy for the Marine Corps to get a now
collputer for the Mai'ho Corps Institute, since the present one is only
operating one shift. 5 dtys a week?
General Axariu. The Marino Corps is not getting a now Compluter
for the Marino Corps lustitute. The Marine Corp)s Institio will pay
its associatepd cost of the now computer that. we hop we will be able
to procure for Headquarters, Marine Corps.
Mr. SLACK. It is not. a new computer for thle Marine Corps Instittite?

General Axwja,. No sir; it is not,
General SIstMoNs. We have no dedicated computers as such. We
have all general-purposo computers, and ail the various systems and
customers use them on a t ime-sharing basis.
Mr. SAcK. Are there further questions with regard to ADP operations? Mr. Andreows?
Mr. ANDIEWS. No questions.
Mr. SLACK. Mr. Lipscombl

Mr. LIuosco'.ti. No, Mr. Cilltrman.
CoNIrtrrEll ScIrNct SCltOOhi
TYPES OF COURSFA4

BEING TAUGHT

M r. SlAqK. The next item is entit-led "Computer Science School."

General, when was the computer science school established by the
Marine Corps, and what. type of courses atre being taught there?
General Ax'ma,~. It. was established in djjmal'y 1968. I have a list
of the courses. Thero tire about six courses, sir.

Generid Sissltos. There are four enlisted courses: A course on.the
IBM 360 operating system of 13 weeks; itcourse ol the IBM 360 disc
operating system of 12 weeks; a coutrse on programring the IBM 1401
of 7 weeks; and then t systems design and analysis course of 7 weeks.
For the officers, there is at12-week system engineering t raining
course.; and for senior officers there is t.1-week automatic data processing orient nation cotirse.
We expect in fiscal year 1970 to have t total of 130 officers and 770
enlisted pass through the school.
NEED F()I

A MARINE CORPS COMPUTER SCIENCE 80HOO,

Mr. SLACK. Why is it necessary thntt,the Marine Corps have its own
comlputer science school rather thanl utilize the facilities of the Defense
Computer Institute oerated by the Navy Department?
General Axmia. I lhe school at the Defense Institute does not provide us with the type training on the type col uters we are ol erating
in the Fleet Marine Force, in the specific programs that we are
1ellfnrafSIMMONS. We do make t good deal of use of ti Defense
Computer Institute, but it is primarily of an orientation nature bectause te ilnstruet ion is nonspecific as relates to Marine Corps systems.
By the same token, we make large use of contractor schools, but. here
the contractor schools, of course, are oriented to their own product,
30-088 O-0-pt.

2----45
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As we are getting away from conpleto orientation to one noffantcturor, we would like to have our own school so we can teadO our own
systems. We thitik it is nore efficient and more effective.
COST OF TIIH COMPUTER SCIENCE SCHOOL

Mr. SLACK. What is the cost of operating the Computer Science
School for fiscal years 1969 and 1970?

General AXTELL. We project to spend $150,000 in 19069, and we are

requesting $543,000 in 1970.

Mr.SLACK. Is this school operated on a contract basis?

General AXTELL. No, sir. We hmve had some contractual assistance
in the school in the first year or two provided to us by the manufactuter. It is a Marine.Corps school, sir.
Mr. SLAcK. Are there questions with regard to tie Computer Science School?
Mr. ANDRFJWS. No questions.

Mr. LiAscoMB. No questions.
INCREASED RENTAL COST FOR ADP EQttIPMENT

Mr. SLACK. A few moments ago I asked the question "Why is it
necessary for tho Mariln Corps to get a new comliter for the marine
Corps Institto since the parent, one is only operating one shift, 15

days a week?" The answer was that it was not getting a new computer.
oneeral AXT.LL,. That is correct., sir.

Mr. SLAiCK. I read from a fact sheet preptired for the committee.
Question: ADP Rental and Operation (page 2-24). Explain more fully the
requirement for the Increase of $475,000.

The answer reads us follows:
The above amount is the result of expected Increased expenses at two separate

Installations, the Marine Corp Atitonnted Data Services Center, Kansas City,

and the Marine Corps Institute (MOI), Marine Barracks, Washington, D.C.

What are these increases for?
General AxTmrt, ,.The j)att for Kunsas City is to provide full-year
funding for equipment stalled last, year. The funds that atre located to the Marine Corps Institute are tol)ay its propI'otionato shar,
on a time-sharing basis, of the headquarters comptior. Each customer
or agency outside the headquarters has to identify and stanid on its own
merits as to its contribution to the total cost, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Very good. Thank you.
MANAOE 1ENT STUDIFq

The next item is entitled "Management studies." What amount does
the Marine Corps intend to obligate during fiscal years 1969 and 1970
for contract management studies?
Goneral AXTELL. Vo hlaveinthe 1969 budget.$1.010 million. We lave

obligated at the jrsent time $750,000. In 1970, we have in the budget
request $1.010 million for "Management studies."
Mr. StACK. What contrawt management studies will be carried out
with this proposed $1 million?
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General AXT.T,. It. Is a c6ntract on the subject of Marine Corps
U1aintenane NfMiagemeit. System. It. will be conducted by tho North
American Rockwell Corp.! the Autonotics Division, sir.
PROJECT TRUMP

Mr. SLACK. What I)rogtes are you making with your contract
studies on the maintenance procedures for Project TRUMP?
General AXTE:L. As of July 15 we establishl a baseline of a con-

ceptual Muarine Corps Maintenance ManiA cement System which requires
further study. In flius phase, tho object,'es, basir policies, guidelines

for management were established. Otrt gros plM-for the management
of equipment was ident.fled. Ou.r maintenance management organization was defln d.A systems design proposal was submitted to Supplrt
a maintenance management system. The means for identifying the
degrees of skill, the capability pl)oposed. Develop new occupational
fiehl. And a means of assigning maintenance resp6nstbility.
In essence, the system design prtoduced was ready for a sytsems enginer to dr;ft specific programs. 11re ame going onflromn there with our
study to identify exactly what is taking 1mace in the Fleet Marine
Force, because this is a sort of optil-nmmvsvstem. We are drafting and
going back to improve our present system iu'tho, aireas and 'automtate
it. were we ctn'identify significant iaOffs. Otherwise, we d6not want
to change the system. This is what. the'program is doing at he present
time.
Mr. SLACK. General, does this requI mallew computer?
General AxTjL,. No, sir. We will use our general-purpose computers
which we have throughout, our systom. That is the hinteft. In other
words, we are not having dedicated computers for this particular
purpose.
Afr. SLr. how much is included in the budget request for fiscal
ears
1969 anid
1970 for
TRUMP as a whola?
a General
Axw.m,.
1069Project.
and 1970, $2.020 million.
That is the total for
both years, or $1.010 million in each year.
Mr. SLACK. This was the same figure referred to a while ago for contract management studies.
General AXTrLL0. That is it., sir. That is the only one we have. They
are one anlid tho same.
Mr. SLACK. You are goingtocontiiuethat in 1970?
General AXT.LL. We plan to, yes, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Did I understand you to say Project TRUMP was
finishedI
General AXTFLJ. Phase 1, sir. 'We finished Phase 1, sir, of four
)hases. We have four phases to complete. It is our expectation that the
finds for 1970 will -16sufficient. to complete this program.
Mr. SLACK. Are there questions with regard to management studies,
Mfr. Andrews?
Mr. ANDREWS. No questions.
Mr. SIACK. Mr. Lipscomb?
Mr. LxPscomn. No questions.
Mr. DAvis. No questions.
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CowmAor SERVICES
Mr. SLACK. The next item is "Contract services." For fiscal year
1970, you are requesting an increase of $727,000 for contract technical
services. What is the total amount being requested for contract technical services, and what was the amount for 1968 and 1969?
General AxTmL. In 1968 we had $502,000; in 1969, $402,000; end
in 1970, $1.129 million for "Contraot services."
SERVICES TO BE

PROVIDED BY CONTRACT

Mr. SLACK. What type of services will be provided?
General AXTELL. These will provide, in the second year those tech-

nical services on such things as our new autom1ated fire distribution
system, the HAWK, the introduction of components for Marine tactical data system for the second year we have it in operation until
our school develops skilled people in these functions and they are
brought up to date in the field in the actual operation of this complicated equipment.
Mr. SLACK. Is it necessary to have such a large increase to provide
this service?
General AxTmu. It is, sir. We are updating our HAWK missile
system and our Marine tactical data system, the air control, sir. The
new equipment has just been introduced, and we need these people
there to help us maintain this expensive equipment in the sense that
they provide the on-the-job training that you just cannot provide to
that degree in a school, sir. We do have schools to trliw'people to take
over this function.
HAWK MISSILE CONTROL SYSTEM

Mr. SLACK. What is the HAWK missile control system which is
requiring an additional $413,900 in fiscal year 1970?
General AxTmu. That includes the HAI system, $126,000; the
tactical air control center, $690,000; new teletype sets, $45,000; $156,000 for other components of our tactical data communications control
center, three groups; plus our compatibility computer group for our
air control system, which is rather technical, $38,000.
That will aggregate the total figure when put together in one
package, sir.
Mr. SLAiCK. Of the increase for 1970, $313,100 is associated with
new requirements for teletypewriter sets, tactical data communications
control system, and an improved light antiaircraft missile system.
What are these new teletypewriter sets to be used for?
General AXTELL. These new teletypewriter sets are to be employed
at our various communications centers which we are upgrading or
replacing at our various communications centers, groups, divisions,
and wing., and our Fleet Marine Forces.
Mr. SLAOK. Is this for a dedicated system?
General AXTELL. No, sir; this is not dedicated. This is our total
system. These teletypewriters are used to take all type work within
our communications systems.
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IMPROVED HiAwK

SYSTEM

Mr. SLACK. What are the new tactical datar communications control
system an-dlhe improved light antiaircraft missile system?

General AxTErL. In the improved nntiaircraft missile system we
are gradually upgrading our missile system to improve its reliability
to increase its envelope to increase its range to improve its
acquisition gear at lower altittides. This is a series oi replacement of
components into it. If wo get approval of the improved HAWK,
these are the basic building blocks to improve our basic system that we

hope to attain this capability, what we call the improved HAWK

system.
As far as our tactical coitfil system, MLDS, these are the various
components that go into the total system for controlling air control
for air defense, to provide facilities for control of air and close air
support, and to automate these systems into it in addition to the
HAWK system. These are new components that are going in, that have
been phasing in over a period of 4 or 5 years. The new components
are just recently reaching the Fleet Mathie Force, and we need people
to insure that we get the operational capability in the Marine Corps.
DEPLOYMENT OF THE HAWK MISSILE SYSTEM IN VIENAM

Mr. ANDREWS. General, are you using the HAWK anywhere?

General AXTELL. Yes sir The Marine Corps deployed the first
HAWK system in South Vietnam. We have it in South Vietnam at
Danang.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

What is it used for?

General AXTELL. It is a deterrent, sir. It is air defense, close in air
defense, sir; in other words, against aircraft.
Mr. ANDREWS. The question is: Have you used it?
General AXTELL. No sir; we have not been attacked by aircraft.
Mr. ANDREWS. Could they be used as antipersonnel weapons?
General AxTEr. No, sir.
Mr. AmNREws. Antitank?

General AXTELT,. No, sir.
Mr. ANj)DEWS. Only antiaircraft?
General AXTELL. Antiaircraft, and missiles that are within the
envelope of its capability.
Mr. ANDREAVS. Do you have them deployed at your bases in South
Vietnam?
General AXITLJ. We have, sir.
Mr. ANDRFWS. What about your tests?
General AXTELL. About every 6 months they have an operational

test against drones and other aircraft to test its operational capability.
Mr. ANDREWS. What are the results of the latest test?
General AXTELm,. Highly effective, sir. They get out of
direct hits, something like that.
Mr. LTPscomB. On what?
General AXTELL. On drones.

Mr. LiPscomB. What kind of drones?
General AXTELL. It is a prop drone; the ones I am familiar with
are subsonic, sir.
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USB OF HAWK AGAINST A MISSiLE

Mr. LIPSCOMB. What kind of missile would come under the HAWK
envelope.
General AxmLL. I was asked that question once before, and I said
none. If there is a missile that would stay at speeds, within its envelope,
an air-breathing missile, in theImproved HAWK system.
Mr. Lnscomm. What kind -of missile would be deployed in North
Vietnam that would come within its envelope?
General AxriLL. I do not know of one, si-r.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. The HAWK is deployed there for antiaircraft?
General AxTELL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LPSCOMB. Your answer implies it would be used against a
missile.
General AXTLL. If I did, I want to correct that.
Mr. LPoOMB. There are no missiles deployed in North Vietnam?

General AxTqmi. I took Mr. Andrews' question to broaden the discussion a little bit as to its total capability, not confining it to its
deployment in Southeast Asia.
Mr. LPscoMB. You have never tested a HAWK against a missile?

General AXTELL. No. The tests did not come off.
Mr. LIPSCOmB. The HAWK is a good weapon system, but we cannot
expand its capability beyond what it was designed for.
TECHNICAL MANUALS

Mr. SLAOK. Please provide for the record a schedule showing the

amounts to be obligated in fiscal years 1968, 1969, and 1970, for
technical manuals.
(The information follows:)
The following amounts were obligated or budgeted for technical manuals:
Fiscal year:

1968
1969

lO0T

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------

$690,000
659,00
09,00

Mr. SLACK. Are there further questions on the item entitled
"Contract services"?
PURCHASE OF FURNITURE AND FixTrunm

The next item is "Purchase of furniture and fixtures."
General, what is the total amount being requested in fiscal year
1970 for the purchase of collateral equipment, and what type of
equipment will be purchased?
General Ax=jLLe. The total amount in the 0. & M., MC budget for
fiscal year 1970 for procurement of collateral equipment required for
military construction in fiscal year 1970 is $1,900,000. A representative
listing of type of equipment leing procured is as follows:
Dormitory furniture and fixtures.
Sterilizers, X-ray units, dental units, dental chairs, electrosurgical apparatus.
Office furniture and fixtures.
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Classroom equipment (projectors, recorders, chairs, desks, and
benches).
Maintenance shop equipment (battery chargers, voltmeters,
lathes, benches, cleaning tanks, spray guns).
MAINTENANCE OF REAL PROPERTY
REDUCTION IN TIlE FLOOR ON MrAINTENANCE OF REAL PRoPiry

Mr. SLACK. The next item is entitled "Maintenance of Real Property." For fiscal year 1970, you are requesting a reduction in the floor
for the maintenance of real property facilities. Why are you requesting this reduction, and what effect will it have on your maintenance
program?
General AXTELL. We are requesting this reduction in the floor of
$1.5 million as a result of our requirement for supplement 1969. We
reviewed all our expenditures, seeing where we could absorb or take
funds to support the Southeast Asia operation, and this is one of the
accounts where we reluctantly decided we would re-uest a reduction.
General SimmONS. I might say this request has been overtaken by
natural events, that is, flood damage in southern CAiifornia, and we
will-be spending substantially more than 'the reduced floor for the
maintenance of real property.
Mr. ADimws. How much damage did you suffer?

General SIBBI[oNs. Considerable, sir, in the vicinity of $1 million

worth of damage at Camp Pendleton and a somewhat less amount at
El Toro.
Mr. SLACK. What is your current estimate for 1970
General SImxoNs. T'lhe figure is $224 million.
Mr. SLACK. What is your current estimate of what the floor should
be? In other words, you said you would perhaps spend a lot more, so
what would be your estimate of the floor?
General SitmoNs. Sir, as far as 1969 is concerned, with respectMr. SLACK. 1970.
General SimmoNs. If we were to catch up or tryy to get back on
schedule, ve would have preferred to see $23.4 million as the fiscal
year 1970 floor, rather than the $22.4 million.
Mr. SLACK. You are asking for a reduction from $22.661 million to
$22.426 million. That is correct, is it not?
General SIxstMoks. These are the 1969 to 1970 figures you just gave,
sir. The $22.6 million is the floor in the language of the law now. It
goes down to $21.1 million. I said earlier tlis was largely academic
as far as the Marine Corps is concerned, because we w ill be spending
something over $22 million.
Mr. SLACK. According to the committee print, it goes back to
$22.426 million.
General SIMMoxs. In fiscal year 1970, sir.
Mr. SLACK. What was the $21 million figure that you referred to?
General SIMMoNs. The 1969 floor.
Admiral GADDIS. That is the request in the 1969 supplemental and
the language of the supplemental to reduce the ffoor to $21.161
million.
General AxTELL. Two different years, sir.
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SUPPORT OF FREE WORLD FoRcEs
Mr. SLAoK. The next item is entitled "Support of Free World
Forces." What is the total amount being requested for Support of
Free World Forces, and what country forces will these funds support?
General AXTELL. In fiscal year 1970, we are requesting
million to. support the Thailand Marine Corps, the Korean Marine
Corps, and the South Vietnamese Marine Corps, sir.
MODERNIZATION OF THE SOUTH VITNAMESE

MARINE CORPS

Mr. SLAoK. Of this amount how much is for modernization of the
South Vietnamese Marine Corps?
General AxTEL. I do not have a specific figure for pure modernization. We have been upgrading. There is very little in our 0. & M.
budget for modernization, sir, because most of the modernization is
replacement of equipment and would come under procurement. It is
very. minor, sir.
General SmMoNS. For the three appropriations, if you want to go
beyond'0. & M. Marine Corps, for fiscal year 1970, the total amount
for modernization and improvement of the Vietnamese Marines is
million is in procurement, Marine
million. Of this
is in military personnel, Marine Corps.
Corps
r.SLAox. Are there questions with regard to the item entitled
"Support of free world forces"?
(No response.)
PROJr

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND AND TRANSITION

Mr. SLACK. The next item is entitled "Projects One Hundred Thousand and Transition."
PROJECT ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND

How much is included in the 1970 request for Project One Hundred
Thousand?
General AXTELL. We have no direct money in this appropriation
for Project Qne Hundred Thousand, but approximately $60,000 in
1969 and 1970 is attributable to supporting costs, only, absorbed out of
other funds, sir. We have not come in with a specific item request on it.
PROTEOT TRANSITION

Is any money being requested for Project Transition?
General AXTErLL. Yes, sir. $1.035 million.

Mr SLACK.

FUNDS NOT SPECIFICALLY BUDGETED FOR PROJECTf ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND

Mr. LIPSCOmiB. I did not quite understand your comment about Project One Hundred Thousani. I understand you are estimating $60,000.
General AxTJT,. Yes, sir.
Mr. LPscomBI Where is this shown in the justification?
General AXTELL. It is not broken out in the justification, sir.
Mr. LPSCOMB. Where is it coming from?
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General AXTELL. It is absorbed as part of the reporting costs in the
reporting system. This is the best we could do. Our costs are primarily
concerned with personnel-type information, specific data, reports on
people. They require additlo al information on these people. This is
where the cost is primarily attributable.
Mr. LiPSOOMO. Under what amount?
General AXTELL. That would be under activity 6.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Just as a point of interest, tell us how you get that

out of this account without budgeting for it.

General SimmoNs. For Project One Hundred Thousand, sir?
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Most other services have it right in their justification

sheet so we can easily see it.
SIMBtoNs.
costs personnel,
for Project.
One Hundred
fallGeneral
primarly
between The
military
Marine
Corps, andThousand
0. &M.,
Marine Corps. We have fully integrated Project One Rhndred Thousand into our regular recruit training program. Therefore, with the
exception of the medical remedial elifistment rrograin, there areno
direct costs or no readily identifiable costs attributed to Project One
Hundred Thousand.
However, it is true that we have to recycle some of the Project One
Hundred Thousand marine training. So, there are indirect costs. This
causes an increase in the average training time for these marines as
compared to others. However, since there is no compensatory allowance, we absorb this cost and accept it as a reductioinhitrted manpower which is available to us at anyonetime.
With respect to the medical remedial enlistment program medical

costs have been recorded over a period of about a year, and they seem
to average out about $268 per man.

In addition, we have about 22 noneffeetive days for each of these
MREP recruits.
We have restructured and reoriented some of our basic courses in
order better to accommodate Project One Hundred Thousand trainees.
The net effect has been that our instructor staffs are working longer
and harder to accomplish the job, but to date we have not added any
new instructor billets, nor have we redesignated any billets specifically
identified with Project One Hundred Thousand.
As far as numbers of trainees in fiscal year 1968, we had a total of
9,564. In 1969, we expect 11,354. In 1970, we expect 12,324.
ASSIGNMENT OF INDIVIDUALS TO PRoj

ONE HUNDRED 17OUSAND

Mr. LIPSCOMB. How does the Marine Corps define Project One

Hundred Thousand?

General SIMMONS. It represents those proportions of the new mental

standards and of the medical remedial enlisted program which we are
assigned or assessed by the Department of Defense, which we must
accept as part of our input into the Regular Marine Corps.
Mr. LiPsco.%m. What is the difference between them and the normal
input?
General SiMMoNs. In case o . new mental standards, this is the lower

edge of mental group 4.
Mr. LiPscom!. You are assigned a certain percentage- of the lower
edge of mental group 4?
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General SIMMONS. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMrB. What other factor? You say physical?
General SIMmoNs. Yes, sir, there is the remedial physical program.
It is a much smaller program, sir. In those totals of numbers I gave
you, we had 578 in 1968, 1,094 in 1969, and we expect 948 physically
remedial candidates in 1970.
UTILIZATION OF PROFAY

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND INDUCTEES

Mr. LIPsCOmB. Have you any records available as to the uses and
utilization of your Project One Hundred Thousand manpower? What
lhapened to them?
General SiMmoNs. They lost their identity in the rank and file of the
Marine Corps. Their assignments as far as military occupation
specialties, of course, are governed to some extent by the level of their
mental attainment. To the best of my knowledge, once trained, they
perform well.
Mr. LiPscomB. I should 'think your experience, for instance, with
the lower portion of mental group 4 wotd be helpful in evaluating
Project One Hundred Thousand. What happened to these men? Did
they go into infantry or did they turn out to be cooks? Can they drive
trucks?
General SiMmozs. We did keep track of them. That is what this
$60,000 data processing cost is for, keeping tabs on them.
To give you a more definitive answer, I wouldhave to provide it for
the record, but my impression, sir-this is all it is-is that as the
Marino Corps gets more and more sophisticated, we have a larger
requirement for the mental groups 1 and 2 for such things as data
processing, and so forth, so by the very nature of things, the mental
groups 3 and 4 tend to perform the raInk and file jobs-cooks, bakers,
truckdrivers infantrymen, artillerymen, and so forth. We have no
option on tie numbers we take. This is an assessed or assigned
percentage.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. In other words, you are saying the use of Project
One Hundred Thousand personnel as far as the Marine Corps is concerned has not in any way jeopardized your capability, andlthey have
performed well and are performing tasks that would ordinarily be performed by men who came under your previous higher standards and
requirements?
General SimmoNs. I do not think I said quite that, sir. I sid there
were some indirect costs and there were some losses in timeMr. LrpscooxB. I am not talking about costs now. I am talking about
capability and the use of these men for the standards of the Marine
Corps. I think I gathered from our conversation the fact that you are
taking in the lower level of mental group 4 has not jeopardized your
operations one bit. There was a charge some time ago when we were
talking about Project STEP, special training enlistment program,
that it might lower the capability and operation of some of the
branches ofthe service. That is why we have had higher standards.
General SIMmoNs. I think this is true, sir. I am saying that., by and
large, these persons, once trained, perform satisfactorily. If we had
our option or our choice, we woud prefer to have fewer mental group 4
and the new mental standards, and more of the higher mental groups.
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Mr. LIPSCOMB. I have been concerned with Projes One Hundred
iThousand. I am willing to change my view on it if we can show that
it is producing good results, beneficial to our country.
General SiMixoNs. Sir, rather than try to give you a definitive
answer, I would prefer to provide for the record a statement as to our
experience.

Mr. LiPSOom. All right. As long as you are doing that, include

your disciplinary problems, too, if any.
(The information follows:)

MARINE CORPS EXPERIENCE WITH PROJECT ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND INDUTEE8

The Marine Corps has participated in Project One Hundred Thousand since its
inception on 1 October 1960. As of 31 March 1000, 40,361 accessions in the mental
group IV category (AFQT 10-30), and 1,544 medically remedial accessions had
been accepted under the provisions of the program. Included within the mental
group IV category were 18,317 new mental standards (AFQT 10-20) accessions.
Thus, during this 30 month period, the Marine Corps has accepted 10,861 new
standards accessions.
Recruit training data collected on 14,318 new standards accessions during the
period I January 1967-31 December 1963 reveals that 8.2 percent of these
personnel had been discharged prior to completing recruit training. By comparison, the average recruit training attrition rate for all Marines during the
same period was 4.14 percent.
Recruit training data also indicates that 28.7 percent of the new standards
accessions
accepted during the 2 year period have required recycling or received
remedial training. This recycle/remedial training rate is over twice that for
other accessions.
For purposes of comparison, a control group of 2,730 personnel (910 mental
group I & II, 010 mental group III, 910 mental group IV A) was established to
compare with a group (585) under the new mental standards. Comparisons of percentages between these two groups over a 2 year period are shown below:

1.

r

[In percent
New mental
Control roup
(2,730) standards (58)

Situation
Attrition rate:
Recruittainin ............. .............................................
Entry level skill training .....................................................
Desertion ..................................................................
KIAIDOW ......... ...........
........................................
Administrative
discharge alter loining unit .....................................
Disciplinary
records:
Nonjudl
cia
punishment ......................................................
Summary court-martial ......................................................
Special court.nartlal ........................................................
General court-martial .........................................................
Field performance rating:
Desired .................................................
Marginal ..............................................
..
Unsatisfactory
.............................................

.

4.1
0
2.1
4.1
10.8
19.0
1.0
2.0
2
8t0
17.0
3.0

84
.8
5.3
6.5
9.6
39.0
5.0
3.0
0
65.
0
.0

COST OF PROJECT TRANSITION

Mr. Lipsco=in. How about your experience with Project Transition? How much have you spent from the beginning of this program,
Project Transition?
General AXTELL. In 1968, we spent $74,000; and in 1969, the program was getting under way and we expect to have it geared up to
the full program. We have $1.035 million. We expect to turn out 1,098
trainees in 1969, and our projection for 1970 is 1,413 trainees. Only
a small number of those eligible for this program actually participate
init.
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BENEFrS OF PROJECT TANSiTiON

Mr. LIPSCOMB. What has been your experience to date with Project
TransitionI
General AXTELI,. I am not sure I understand your question, sir.
Mr. LrPscoMB. What did you get for the million dollars?
General Ax'rErT,. We do not get a whole lot for Transition because
the Program Transition is to provide for someone who does not have a
skill or who has incurred a disability while in serviceMr. LIPSCOMB. What did you as a taxpayer get for the expenditure
of a million dollars, then?
General SimoNs. The presumption of the project is that we return
society a man who is better equipped to enter that society.
to M~r.
civilian
LUSCOMB. DO you keep) ay records on the result of your efforts
with the men who go through Project Transition?
General AXTELL. To the best of my knowledge, no records are kept
once they phase into civiliainilfe. I will confirm my information with
the personnel people.
Mr. Lxpscoitii. As far as the Marine Corps people are concerned,
did Project Transition perform a ftnetion and did the Marines obtain
any results? This is a mammoth program in the Department of Defense. The Marines are just a small part of it.
General AXTELT,. Yes, sir, we are.
Mr. LiPscom-B. The thing is, you can evaluate it better than the big
programs.
General A XTFLT,. I do not have the specifics as to the capabilities
and evaluation of people who have completed speciflc schools.
General SiMONs. Sir, we do have the records here of participation
in the program. What we do not have is what happens to them after
discharge.
Mr. ANDREWS. You could not possibly do that. General.
Mr. LrscomBn. Does this not cost. about $7,000 or $8,000 per Trnsition participant? We must be expending this money on an individual
for some purpose.
General AXTELT. It is about $700to $1,000, sir.
Mr. LPscoMB. I thought. you said 1,000 men.
General AXTFL. In 1969, sir.
Mr. LVScomI. Iow.much did vou spend?
General AxTELT,. We project$1.035 million.
Admiral GADDs. That is on the basis of trained output, sir, on the
basis of those who received some training, which is just over 10,000.
It would be gigniflcantly less per person.
Mr. Lipscomn. What I am looking for, and I imagine other members of the committee are, too, is if a man went through this training
and you were trying to help him become an accountant, a house
painter, or something, we must know if we got results.
General AxTEr. We can provide information whether they satisfactorily completed a course of instruction.
EFFECT OF CANCELLINO PROJECT TRANSITION

Mr. TIPsco.1un. Let me put it this wav and you can onqver for the
record. What loss would there be if we deleted $1.035 million from the
Marine Corps budget?
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General AXT:LL. The loss would be that we would not be able to
provide this service to these people who have not acquired a skill while
ini
the service for their trangition to civilian ife, people who suffered
a disability and need to acquire another skill in order to become useful
disca.r ed from fie services. This program is
once they ar-citizens
broad. We are trying to provide, a capability thlt will enable someone
who has ably served ids country to do something else.
As for the real social evaluation, unless you work with it, it is difficult to put a real definition on it. I think it serves a useful purpose.
That is my own personal opinion.
1OW PROJECT TRANSITION OPERATES

Mr. ANnEmws. General, take a specific case and tell us what you do,
where
i donie. you do it, how you do it, a)d]how long it. takes to get the job
General

AXTEL.

Yes, sir.

We arrange for a school at. Cai) Pendleton, both on-base and off
the base, teaching people to be draftsinen, to be butchers, electricians,
automobile mechanics.
Mir. ANrntWs. 'rake the example of the butcher.
General AXTELI,. We put them in our commissary, sir, put them in
on-the-job training.

fr. A NDrWS. This man has been to Vietnam?

General AX'rET,. Yes, iAr. He is in the last several months of his
service.
Mr. ANDRWS. flow much time remaining does he have?
General AXTLL. Normally about. 3 months.
Mr. ANDIEWS. He has 3 months' service remaining. You put him in

itbutcher shop with your professional butchers, and le works with
them in the butcher shop. He leaves there and you lose track of him.
You couldn't, possibly keel) track of all those who receive thistarining.
General

AXTELI,.

It. would be a costly program, and it, would be vol-

umitary on hit part..
Mr. ANDRE.WS. Suppose he does not want to take training when he

has 3 months remaining, what do you do?
General AXTELT. Many of them do not take the training. They just
serve in their military specialty.
VAIu1

OF PROJECT TRANSITION

Mr. ANDREWS. Personally, you think this is a. good program?
General Ax'rpt~m..

I will putoit personally, speaking not as a military

officer. Any program by which we can uplgrade those people who have
1o.skill to (1 something useful i civilian life is a good program. I

think it. has some utility. The scope of it. -is very limited. That is my
personal opinion.
Adiniral-Inm.
I can give you a specific example, Mr. Andrews.
I know personally a lad, a Marine corporal, general service, who came
back from Vietnam in June, went into the nuto mechanics training
at Quantico sometime in July, and was due for discharge in September, but. stayed on, on his own, for 3 weeks to finish the school, and
he is now a mechanic's helper in a garage in Illinois, outside Joliet,
which is his hometown.
Mr. LiscoMn. What is wrong with that kind of testimony I
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Admiral GADDIS. This just happens to he my personal knowledge
of one marine. Statistically it is not significant . As an example, it is
a good example of what t-his can do for a man.
Sr. LTPScoMn. The way the record stands now, if you account, for
just one man being liell)d, we are better off.
Admiral GnDrns. This is why I brought. it. up, sir.

Mr. AwRmnvs. Are the people in the program mostly in the Category IV?
General SvirONs. Not necessarily.

General Axrt,. I would have to do an analysis. These are people
who have not acquired any skill whatsoever. They may have just. been
infantrymen.
USE OP CATEGORY IV SOLDIERS

IN COMlBAT

Mr. ANDREWS. T want to ask this question in connection with the

Category IV people. Have any of them beeni in combat.?
General AXTErLT,. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADxinupws. What kind of soldier do they make?
General AxTm.,. These*people in this eatej.ory have a slightly lower
qualification in marksmanship. They have a tendency not. to measure
quite up to the standards of the other people.
Mr. A',nmws. You really do not expect them to?
General AxTt.t0. That, is correct.
Mr. ANDREANwS. But overall, they make l)retty good soldiers?
General AXTrJL. I have not had experience with it. I would like to
supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)
A complete analysis of the data contained in the current master file of the
Marine Corps personnel accounting system and nil statistical files for fiscal
years 1007 and 1068 would be required to provide accurate Informintion as to the

number of mental group IV category personnel who had served, or who are

serving in Vietnam. However. data collected on 10,841 new mental standards
personnel Joined during the period 1 January 107 to 30 September 1908 Indicates that 0,1&8 or 1.0 percent of the 9,5.11 accessions in this population who
finished entry level training had served or were serving in Vietnam as of 12
March 1069. Analysis of similar data indicates that 2.092 or 76.6 percent of
the 2.730 personnel comprising the control group Ive so served.
Information concerning field performance ratings of new mental standards
and control group personnel in a combat situation or in a combat area appears

on page 111.
Mr. ANDieWS. What about disciplinary problems with then?

General AxTELL. We have a little more disciplinary problems with

them, yes, sir.

Mr. AND1IAVwS. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SLACK. Further questions?
PROJECT' VALUE

Mr. Lipsco.ti. Are you partieipating financially in any way with
Project Value, which is a new program?
General SIMMONS. Very minute partiil)ation. sir. We have identified 50 spaces for the Marine Corps ill the total Proiect Value program. We do not expect to have any military or civilian personnel

overhead in order to administer these 50 people.
Mr. LTMCOMIm. You have no funds, and you are not contributing
any funds to the Dopartment, of T,abor?
General SIuvmNs. No, sir.
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PROJECT REFERRAL

,%r. LIpscorn. I-low about Project Referral?
General AXTE LI,. Is that the Federal summer employment program
for youth, sir?
Mr. LiscoMi. We will get to that. You are not involved in Project

Referral?
General Axmr.T,. Not that I am aware of. It has not been brought
to my attention.
SUMMER YOUTlI FMPrOYMF.NT PnOGRAM

Mr. LIPSCOMBl. Do you have funds allocated for the summer youth

em ployment program*?
General SIMMoNs. The funds would be those which would always
he allocated for summer employment. Our goal is 600 spaces, sir.
Mr. LirscoM. 600 spaces. Ilave you any costs attached to that?
General SIMMONs. No specific funds especially for it, no, sir.
Mr. LiPscoBn. Would you put in the record what the 600 spaces
will cost the Marine Corps ?

General

SI..ONS.

Yes, sir.

Mr. Thrscoru. 1low many did you have last year?
General AXTELI,. 11e, will l)loide (inhat for tho record.
Mr. Liscq.Nt. Supply for the record all, the, details on the Marine,
Corps paricil)ation in tho summer youth employment program.
Admiral GA0u1s. I can srivO a quick summary of the program appli.
cable to both Navy and Marine Corps, sir.
Mr. Liscorm. You can do it for the record.
Adminil GAnrns. Yes. sir.
(The information follows:)
During the summer of 1008. the Marine Corps employed 344 disadvantaged
youths a11 the fiscal year IMO related cost was $2315.000. The Mat'ine Corpsn goal
for smimer 19 is 1600 youths (450 lisdvnitnged1, 150 others). The' fiscal year

1970 cost is estimated at $490,000.

The Delmrtment of the Navy is fully committed to the 1969 Federal summer
employment program for youth. As of this (late I have received a secretarial
directive of April 4, 1069. to all Navy and Marine Corps activities employing
civilians. establishing goals for participation. Specific goals set. for fiscal year
1969 are to employ a number equal to at least 4.2 Ivrcent of the regular full-time
complement.
advait
d
tged youth, employed under the Youth Opportunity Cam.
lpign must comprise at least 75 percent of the quota.

No funds are Included in the fiscal year 1970 estimates for the Youth Oppor-

tunity Campaign.

Mr. LiPscomi. No further quest-ions.
Mr. D,%vis. No questions.
USE OF PERSONNEL TRAINED IN TIlE VIETNIAESE LANGUAGE

Mr. SlACK. Where does the Marine Corps n&in a marine officer
after he conmplkts a. year of study at the Dfose Taigti-l Tge
nstitute
ill the Vietnamese lajminge? Gen orally speaking, how do you handle
theeo officers or enlisted perso el after they have been Mihrongh a. year
of t.rallin iln tie Vietnamee language?
G 6enera.l AxT'r,i. Normally, anvly who goes through a. course of
instruction like that. is nssig l to a. position that requires the use
of his skill.
Mr. Sr,,Ac. The committee is aware of an instance recently where
an officer went through a year's study of the Vietcnamese language at.
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the Defense Language Institute and was immediately sent to Vietnam
and put into un artillery outfit as an artillery officer, without any
possibility to use his training. Would this be an appropriate way to
use an officer who has been through tie Instifttte I
General AXTELL. I would my iiost office s in an artillery battalion
or infantry regiment have use for the Vietnamese language. We operate with Vietnamese units. He can be employed as a.liaison officer with
the Vietnamese unit he is sporting.
Sitting from this vaitage point, I would htvo to have more specifics
to indicate tht this would not be a useful assignment.
Mr. SLACK. Do you use these, officers in your intelligence program
in any way or in your work with the Vietnamese civihans?
General AxmLL. Yes, sir, we do.
Mr. SLACK. Will you provide something for the record concerning
your experience in t.he use of these officers or enlisted men who have
been sent through this Vietnamese training program ?
General AxTrLj. You are tAlking about the Language School at the
Presidio?
Mr. SLACK. Either there or here in Arlingto.
General AxTr,,. I will, sir.
MAir. SLACK. Thank you.
(The information follows:)
Quotas for the Vietnamese language course are based on a forecast of billet
vacancies which are expected to develop.

Our experience has been that of approximately 102 Marines who were as-

signed to the course during fiscal year 1908. about 63 percent completed it,20
percent failed, and 17 percent were extended due to illness, leave, or marginal
cases which required an additional period in which to satisfactorily complete the
course.

Upon completion of the 47 week Vietnnmese language course at the Defense
Language InstitUte (DLI), and based on the total billet requirements as they
are known, personnel are ordered to Vietnam. Occasionally requests for extended tours are received from linguists who are presently serving in Vietnam
after their replacements are on route. Since the personnel occupying unique
linguist billets work closely with the Vietnanmese populace, where personal relationships are very Important, we normally approve their requests for extensions.
In such cases, the Incoming linguist is normutlly assigned duity in the area
where he is best qualified. It is highly desirable to have personnel who are con-

versant in Vietnam assigned to all milts as our operAtions place our units In
close contact with civilian as well as adjacent Vietnamese units in combat

operations.

&

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, MARINE CORPS
(LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT AUTHORITY)
WITNESSES

BRIG. GEN. GEORGE C. AXTELL, U.S. MARINE CORPS, ASSISTANT
CHIEF OF STAFF, G-4 (LOGISTICS), HQMC
REAR ADM. W. D. GADDIS, U.S. NAVY, DIRECTOR OF BUDGETS AND
REPORTS, OFFICE OF THE NAVY COMPTROLLER

Mr. SLACK. Tie next item to be considered is operation and maintenance, Marine Corps, liquidation of contract authority.
In. fiscal year 1970, the Marine Corps is reqilesti.g $2.51 million for
liquidation of obligations incurred during fiscal yeaxr 1966 under section 3732 of the revised statutes (41 U.S.C. 11).
We will insert in the record at. this point ppropriate justification
paTe pages follow:)
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OPERATION AND AlAINTENANCF, MARINE CORPS (LIQUIDATION OF CONTRAOr
AUTHORIZATION)

For an additional amount for "Operation and maintenance, Marine Corps,"
fl.wal year 1906 for liquidation of obligations incurred pursuant to section 3732
of the Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C. 11) $2,500,000.
PROGRAM AND FINANCING (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)
1969

Status of unfunded contract authorization:

esUmate

2,232
2,500
....
26 . ..........
....................

4,S39
Unfunded balance, start of year .................................
Contract authorization ...................................................
-2,407
Administrative cancellation of unfunded balance ..................
Unfunded balance, end of year ..................................

1970

estimate

1968 actual

-2,50

2,23

........

Appropriation to liquidate contract authorization ............................................

2,500

JUSTIFICATION FOR LIQUIDATION OF UNFUNDED CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION

The amount of $2,500,000 Is required to liquidate obligations Incurred during
the fiscal year 1906 under the authority of section 3732, Revised Statutes (41.
US.0. 11). The obligations were incurred to provide support to operations In
Southeast Asia.
GENER11A,

STATEMENT

Mr. SLACK. General Axtell, Iave you a statement with regard to
this appropriation request?
General AXThLL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SLACK. You mly proceed.
General AXTFLL. The President's budget, includes an appropriation
Iequest of $2.5 million for operation and maintenance, Marine Corps
toliquidate fiscal 1966 obligations incurred under section 3732, Revised
Statutes (41 U.S.C. 11). In fiscal 1966 the Dl)epartment of the Navy
was authorized by the Departnent of Defense to utilize the provisions of this section to fund certain of its operation and maintenance
requirements related to the force buildup in Southeast Asia. Section
3732 permits the military departments to incur obligations in excess
of available appropriations iii procuring or furnishing clothing, .ubsistence, forage, fuel, quarters, transportation, or medical and hosnital supplies not to exceed the necessities of the current fiscal year.
Under this authority, fun availability of $7.9 million was authonzed
1)y the Office of the Secretary of Defense for Operation and Maintenance Marine Corps.
The following table shows obligations incurred against this authority as of December 31, 1968, assets applied against these obligations,
and the current cash deficiency.
FISCAL YEAR 1966 0. & M. MARINE CORPS CASH DEFICIENCY

11n millions of dollars
Assets applied
Obligations, Dec. 31, 1968

2.8 .......................................................................

.

0.6

C sh
defilefcy

P.2

Appropriation of the amount. requested will not increase the availn~il[ty of funds to the Department of the Navy in fiscal 1970 nor
result in increased fiscal 1970 o)ilgations or expelhditures. Rather,
the funds will serve the single purpose of liquidating the cash difficiency which currently exists in the fiscal 1966 0. & M., Marine Corps

aAbount.
30-088 0-09-pt.

2-4
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OBLIGATIONS INCURRED UNDER SECTION

3732

Mr. SLACK. What was the total amount of obligations incurred
under this authority
Admiral GADDIS. $2.5 million.
Mr. SLACK. The question was: What was the total amount of obligations incurred under this. mthority I
Admiral GADDIS. $6.1 million, sir, but $3.6 million was liqtuidated
by assets from the appropriation in 1967 and 1968, so only $2.5 million
remained uncovered.
Mr. SLACK. How can you incur an obligation in fiscal year 1969
for an authority applicable to fiscal year 196 ?
Admiral GADDIS. We have not incurred any obligations in 1969,
sir. All of these were obligations incurred in fiscal 1966, sir, and the
assets applied to reduce the obligtions to the present level of $2.5 million were assets which resulted from the 1966 program.
Mr. SLACK. Then would you speak to the figure of $268,000 which
appears on page 2-9 of the justification book under contract
authorization?
Admiral GADDIs. That is a rounding number, sir, to insure that
this will be a one-time request for funding, and any amount of the
$2.5 million that is not actually expended will revert, to the Treasury
Department.
USE OF 1006 SUPPlEMENTAL FUNDS TO COVER 1000 OBLIGATIONS

Mr. SLACK. Why was not the $102.6 million appropriated for "Operatton and maintenance, Marine Corps," in the Supplemental Defense
Appropriation Act. of 1966, Public Law 89-374, approved on
Mtrch 25, 1966, sufficient to meet the requirements of the Marine
Corps for the remainder of fiscal year 1966?
Admiral GADDIS. It was anticipated at the time that. the supplemental request for fiscal 1966 was prepared, sir, that it. would. As
you recall, in the latter part of that year there were significant
increases in the manpower strength in .Southeast Asia. This small
increase beyond that. 1966 supplemental funding was found to be
necessary late in the year, and the Secretary of Defense approved
the request for implementation of 3732 to meet these expenditures.
CHOICE OF 1070 BUDGET TO LIQUIDATE 1006 BALANCES

Mr. SLACK. Since the Marine Corps has been successful in reducing the total uifunded balance to $2.5 million, why cannot, fiscal years
1968, 1969, or 1970 appropriated funds be usd to liquidate this
amount?
Admiral GADDS. It was chosen to request the amount in the fiscal
1970 budget request. These funds must be covered either by fiscal 1966
dollars or by appropriated dollars in a later appropriation. It was a
question of choice of appropriation, and we chose 1970 rather than
1969 supplemental, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Are there further questions?
Mr. LiPsco~m. No questions.
Mr. SLACK. We thank you, gentlemen, for your appearance before
the committee this morning.
The committee will stand adjourned until 2:00 o'clock this
afternoon.

TUESDAY, Arn r,

22, 1969.

AFTERNOON SESSION

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, AIR FOROE
WITNESSES
MAT. GEN. GEORGE S. BOYLAN, DIRECTOR OF AEPOSPACE PROGRAMS, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES
BRIG. GEN. WILLIAM F. PITTS, DIRECTOR OF BUDGET, COMPTROLLER OF THE AIR FORCE
ALBERT N. RHODES, OPERATIONS DIVISION, DIRECTORATE OF
BUDGET
MAJ. GEN. JAMIE M. PHILPOTT, DEPUTY ASSISTANT CHIEF OF
STAFF, INTELLIGENCE
DANIEL P. COLLINS, PLANS AND PROGRAMS DIVISION, DIRECTORATE OF COMMAND CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS
COL. MILLER G. WHITE, PLANS AND PROGRAMS DIV):SION, DIRECTORATE OF PERSONNEL TRAINING AND EDUCATION
COL. GEORGE S. MAXWELL, DATA SYSTEMS COORDINATING DIVISION, DIRECTORATE OF DATA AUTOMATION
BRIG. GEN. FRED jA HEIMSTRA, DIRECTOR OF PLANS AND HOSPITALIZATION, OFFICE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL
COL. VITO T. VELLA, DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF DATA AUTOMATION,
COMPTROLLER OF THE AIR FORCE
CHARLES D. McELHANON, PLANS AND PROGRAMS DIVISION,
DCS/SYSTEMS AND LOGISTICS
LT. COL. RALPH JOICNSON, ALLOCATIONS DIVISION, DIRECTORATE
OF AEROPACE PROGRAMS
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Mr. SLACK. The committee will please come to order.

This afternoon we shall commence consideration of the budget ro-

quest for "Operation and maintenance," Air Force. At this time the
committee will give consideration to the request of the Air Force for
fiscal year 1970 Operation and Mrtintenance Funds. It should be noted
that in reviewing this budget request the committee will give consider.tion to the revised budget as recently presented to the Congress in
H. Doe. No. 91-100.
For fiscal year 1970 Operation and Maintenance Funds, the Air
Force is requesting$6,711,700,000. This is a reduction of $4,300,000
below the original budget submission as presented to the Con resin
January. As revised, this budget also represents a reduction of $237,-.
405,000 below the amount currently estimated to be available for fiscal
year 1969 which includes the supplemental request presently pending
before the Congress.
The committee is pleased to have witl us again this year General
Pitts to present this budget request. General, we welcome you and all
your supporting witnesses. We would like to remind you to feel free
to call upon your supporting witnesses to discuss any of the axeas
and answer any of the questions which will develop during these
hearings.
General, will you please proceed now with your statement.
General Pitts.

GnmlAL

STATEPiN
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S

Mr. Chairman and Meabors of the Committee, for the Operation and Maintenance
Appropriation 46.712 billion is requested for FY 1970, compared to an actual
obligation of $5.90W4 billion in Fr 1968 and a F 1969 program of $6.949 billion.
Within these totals, SEA expenses were $1,780 billon in Fr 1968 and will be $2.539
billion and $2.300 billion in FY 1969 and FY 1970, respectively. The major reductions in Southeast Asia cost are $58.2 million associated with B-52 sorties and
$193 million related to an estimated decrease in Southeast Asia activity rates.
. Provision has been made for the forces and military personnel to support a
sustained sortie rate in FY 1970 if this action becomes necessary.
The following are the other major changes which occur between FY 1969 and
FY 1970:
Reduction of 3,)400 civilian personnel
-595.
Electronic Data Processing rentals and services
Long Line Comunications

+21.7
+10.5

Depot Maintenance of Equipment (Non-SEA)

-14.9

Modernization Program for Vietnam Forces

+43.2

Pilot Training

+114.7

REDOOSTS - Non-Personnel Costs

- 3.7

.

AIRCRAFT AEL AND OIL
The FY l
estimate for airra-f
eand
oil Is $62.imillion as compared
to $717.2 million in FY 1969funds
rt the flying hour program of
the Regular Air Force
, the Air Force Reserve a
ur allies In Southeast Asia.
While the dollar re
nt decreases in Fy 1970, the f
ng hour program
increases by 379,8
hours. This is due primarily to the
gnlttbn of anticipated slippages
the Non-SA prom,
1!l
year effect of
costs of B-52
sorties in SEA and the estimated effe
of
decrease in SEA
tivity rates that
I mentioned
eviously. A redbon of $23 mill
is associated
th the assumption on SEA
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ForF 1 0, $1.260bi
Is reque
- a
mass of $13 million from the
FY 1969 pro
A large part ot--ed
tion - $82 million - s related to the
estimated effect
decreased activities in Southeast Asia.
gf the $1.260
llion requested, $1.239 billion will
used to purchase
repair and overhaul s
ces from the Depot Maintenane
utrlal Fund (iVY).
The remaining *21 million
finance depot ainte e
activities such as storage
of aircraft, missiles and ve
e
calibration program; technical
data changes ind the maintenance technology office which are not included In the
Industrial Fund.
As you are awer, a large percentage of our aircraft inventory is comprised of
old aircraft. With utilitaton rates far higher than ever before, and retention of
aircraft longer than their designed life, many serious structural fatigue problems
are being experienced.
Examles are the center wing replacement on C-1308/aircrafti replacement of spar caps and ving panl!s on 0-124'. selected for retention;
center section and lover wing outer papel replacement on the F-O0; replacement of
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wing spars and wing fold fittings on A-I'ej rear bulkhead modification on all versions of the C-135j repair of wings on A and T-37'sj and completion of the longeron
and side skin modification on the long-life B-5/H. Fatigue tests and analyses
are being conducted on several other older aircraft to detect and correct the problems before they affect the operational capability of the aircraft.
Another area relating to older aircraft is the requirement to update systems
within the aircraft, through modification. The costs of the kits are financed in
the Aircraft Procurement Appropriation, and the installation costs are borne by
this account.
In many cases, aircraft are removed from storage, rehabilitated and
converted for an entirely different mission than envisioned in the original design.
Examples of this are: A-1 trainers obtained from the Navy and converted to tactical
roles, C-119 transports to a gunship role, and RB-66's modified to a Tactical
Electronic Warfare System.
The majority of the equipment being installed in aircraft is state-of-the art
systems which require a high level of engineering and depot support to assure their
Sensors, low-light-level TV, E01, and navigaoperation in a combat environment.
tion systems are examples of this type equipment.
Southeast Asia operations continue to account for a large percentage of the
budget.
Crash and battle damage, damage from ground attack, performance demands on
aircraft due to adverse landing field conditions, stresses due to short-duration
sorties, and the corrosive conditions prevailing in Vietnam are all contributing
factors. The rigorous conditions involved in SEA and the variety of configurations
adopted for specialized operations will result in a heavy depot Laintenance workload upon completion of that conflict.
Some of the more significant programs to be done in FY 1970 are: IRAN and
modification of B-52 aircraft at a cost of $58 million; IRAN and modification ofthe
C-130, including continuation of the program started in FY 1969 to replace the center wing sections, which in FY 1970 will be accomplished on 180 aircraft at a cost
of $49 million; support of the P/RF-A, the mainstay of our tactical forces, will require $79 million; wing repairs, IRAN and modification of the F-100 will cost $21 M.
We also have an increasing program for overhaul of engines and exchangeable
components for support of our aircraft. The widely used J-57 engine will cost $55
million to overhaul plus $34 million for component support.
As the flying hours

accumulate on the J-79 engine, particularly those used on the F-4, the overhaul removal interval is decreasing.
For the overhaul of the J-79, we expect to spend $31
million. Guidance and control systems for the Minuteman missile will require $25
million. we are continuing our efforts to develop repair capability for items
normally disposed of when they are worn and to improve the repair processes and
techniques in order to reduce costs and increase effectiveness.
TRANSPORTATION
For the transportation of materials from CONUS depots to our forces world-wide
and the Air Force share of APO mail, $433.1 million is requested for FY 1970. This
compares to a program of $470.8 million in FY 1969. Approximately 78%of the total
transportation request is to support our requirements in the Pacific There is a
reduction of $10.3 million for the movement of munitions to Southeast Asia by the
Military Sea Transportation Service related to the lover number of B-52 sorties.
Tariff reductions by the Airlift Service Industrial Fund account for a reduction of
$3.9 million, and other Non Southeast Asia activities reduce by $12 million. These
reductions are partially offset by movements of additional units to Southeast Asia
to replace existing units. T1b move the unit equipment will cost $2 million. This
account is also affected by the assumption that activity rates in Southeast Asia
will decrease and has been reduced $19 million.
LOISTICAL SUPPORT OF ALLIED FORCES
The FY 1970 estimate for support of the Vietnamese Air Force and our allies in
Laos and Thailand is $77.8 million, which represents a decrease of $6.8 million
from the FY 1969 program. For FY 1970, $7.0 million is included'for support of
Phase I of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces Improvement and Modernization Plan.
To finance a contract in Thailand requires an increase of $1.3 million. The cost
of reconditioning and servicing aircraft, engines and other equipment of our allies
decreases some $4.4 million, primarily due to a one-time requirement in FY 1969 to
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recondition T-28 aircraft and UH-34 helicopters. A decrease of $10 million is
related to the estimated effect of Southeast Asia activity rates.

MOOISTICAL OPERATIONS
For Logistical operations s $959.6 million is requested for FY 1970, a decrease
of $14.3 million over the FY 1969 level of $973.9 million. The estimate provides
for the operating expenses of five major supply depots and two supporting Installations. The major cost ($591.6 million) is associated with the pay of 67,970
civilian personnel manyears. This compares to a 1Y 1969 program of 71,713 manyears
at a cost of $628.0 million. Partially offsetting this decrease are increases of
$17.9 million for in-service engineering to provide the funding level experienced
in prior years when the majority of these costs were financed in the major Procurement appropriations; $7.3 million for rental of computers in the Air Force Logistics
Commnand; $5.2 million to improve the capability of the engines used in the SR-T1
aircraft; $6.0 million for location of and development of data on hard rock sites
for possible construction of missile launch facilities and combat centers; and $3.8
million for data processing services by contract, of which $2.2 million is for
support of the C-5A Malfunction Detection Analysis Recording Subsystem (MADARS).

TRADn#J
For Air Force individual training programs in FY 1970 $466 million is requestedj compared to $410 million in FY 1969. These funds will provide for the
individual training of personnel for the Regular Air Force, Air Force Reserve, Air
National Guard, and students from selected foreign countries. Shey also provide
for Air Force training of students from other Services and government agencies.
The program is generally divided into six categories: Military and Technical
Training, Flying Training, Professional Education, Reserve Officers Training Corps,
Air Force Academy, and the Air Force Reserve.
MILITARY AND TECWICAL TRAINING
The programmed decrease in total Air Force strength directly affects the number of new enlistees we must recruit and train. IT FY 1970 approximately 122,000
new airmen will enter basic military training at Lackland AFB. This includes
18,000 for the Guard and Reserve Forces and 104,000 for the active force, a
decrease of approximately 15,000 from the 1Y 1969 program. Approximately 80 percent
of the new active force airmen, upon completion of a six-weeks basic military training course, will attend a technical training school where they will acquire a basic
technical skill. The other 20 percent will be assigned directly to operational
units for on-the-job training, supplemented in most cases by correspondence courses.
Programmed adjustments in Air Force strength have the reverse effect on advanced technical training loads. Increases are necessary in this type training to
compensate for losses of more highly skilled men. As was discussed by General
Faver during the Military Personnel hearings, the requirement for new officers also
increases. These additional officers will be attained by increasing the input at
the Officers Training School at Medina Air Force Base In Texas. This is the source
we must use, as it is the only one that can react quickly enough to achieve a short
term increase. Over half of our new officers will enter flying training in FY 1970
to become either pilots or navigators.
FLYIN

TRADING

Under the general heading of "flying training" we include undergraduate trainIng for pilots and navigators, advanced and specialit-id courses such as electronic
warfare officer, instructor pilot, helicopter conversion, and survival training.
The FY 19T0 budget estimate for this type training ts $133.1-4 million, compared wiith
18 million in FY 1969.
Following exhaustive analysis of future requirements for pilots and navigators,
we now plan substantial increases over the next two years. Our new undergraduate
pilot training base at Columbus, Missisaippi will receive its first class of
students in July of this year, and by the end of FY 1970 our total pilot training
establishment will be operating near its capacity. Programmed production of new jet
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pilots for the Air Force is 3,450 for FY 1970, an increase of 307 over the FY 1969
budget figure. Moreover, enough students will be entered to assure a production of
3,875 in FY 1971. Pilot production for the U.S. Marine Corps and for foreign
countries will also increase, so that in total we expect to train about 500 more
pilots in FY 1970 than in FY 1969.
The number of new navigators for the Air Force will rise from 800 in FY 1969
to 1,000 in FY 1970. A further increase to 1,200 i programmed for FY 1971. This
increased program results from the decision to use navigators in lieu of pilots in
the second seat position in a portion of our PA's and F-131's, plus the loss of
older navigators through retirements and resignations. All undergraduate navigator
training is conducted at Mather AFB in California.
Training loads in other specialized and advanced flying training courses
remain at about the FY 1969 level.
HODMIZATION OF VIETNAMESE AIR FORCE
Our training budget includes $37.3 million for Improvement and Modernization
of the Vietnamese Air Force. This program provides for the training of Vietnamese
Air Force personnel to increase their helicopter force. The helicopter pilots and
mechanics will be trained by the U. S. Army and the Air Force will reimburse the
Army for the costs. The fixed wing training will be accomplished by the Air Force
as will related technical training.

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Professional education of Air Force personnel ts the mission of the Air University, headquartered at Maxwell AFB, Alabama. Its responsibilities include resident
schools such as Air Command and Staff College and the Air War College, which provide
general military schooling for officers. Short courses are also given to assure
that officers are kept informed of the latest developments in weapons and operations.
The Airmen Education and Comissioning Program continues to be an excellent source
of new officers. This program enables a number of well-qualified airmen to pursue
an undergraduate degree in civilian institutions. Upon graduation they are enrolled
in Officer Training School and subsequently commissioned in the Air Flrce. With
very few exceptions these education programs for the coming fiscal year will be
held at the FY 1969 level.
At the Air Force Institute of Technology, we do plan to increase entries In
the School of Systems and Logistics by about 1,500 students. Approximately 55 percent of this increase will be students from other Services and government agencies
entering Joint courses. The largest increases are in the fields of contract administration and materiel management.
Officer manning problems caused by Southeast Asia commitments have, for the
past two years, forced us to limit the number of Air Force officers attending our
staff colleges to 30 percent of the pre-Southeast Asia levels. we had hoped to
begin Increasing attendance during Fr 1970, but subsequent to submission of this
budget, have reluctantly decided that present restrictions must remain in force.
We are, of course, continuing such programs as off-duty tuition assistance,
through which we strive to assure that the widest feasible range of individual
educational and occupatt6nal growth opportunities are readily available to Air

Force personnel.
AIR FORCE RESVE
As you know, it is now planned that all Air Force Reserve units called to
active duty early in 1968 will be released this year. This action results in an
increase in FY 1970 of some $8.9 million in this account over the FY 1969 program.
This occurs because when the Reserve Air Technicians are on active duty, they are
paid from the Military Personnel Appropriation. When they revert to inactive
status, they are paid out of Civilian Personnel funds. The force structure changes
programmed for the Reserve have been presented in detail by General Marchbanks
in a previous hearing. Designed to modernize, streamline, and strengthen the Air
Force Reserve, these changes result in an increased requirement of $1.8 million.
The total request for the Reserve program in 1! 1970 is $90.6 million.
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AIR FORCE ACADE
For operation of the Air Force Academy in FY 1970, we are asking $21.3 million,
an increase of approximately $1.2 million over the current year. About half of this
increase is for pay of civilian personnel. The remainder is required to finance
the continuing growth of the AcadeM in accordance with the program approved by
the Congress several years ago. C&4et population will rise by 277 during FY 1970

from 3L874 to 4,151.

The estimate for the Operational Support program will finance the locally
incurred costs for the operation of the Strategic, Air Defense, Tactical, and
Airlift Forces.
During FY 1970 these forces will be located at 146 major installations and be responsible for the operation of 259 aircraft squadrons and 33
missile squadrons.
The funds requested will also provide for the baso level operating expenses of
the Air Defense Ground Environment System such as: Ballistic Missile Farly Warning

System (BMEWS), Semi-Automatic Ground Environment System (ADE)
the Distant Emly
Warning System (DEW LINE), the Backup Interceptor Control (BUIC), the Space DetectIng and Tracking System (SPACETRACK) and the Air Force portion of the Canadian
Continental Air Defense Integration North (CADIN).
The FY 1970 estimate is $2.1
billion as compared to an FY 1969 program of $2.2 billion. I will summarize the
major changes which have occurred by type of force; i.e., Strategic, Defensive,
Tactical, and Airlift.
STRATEDIC FORCES

The FY 1970 estimate for Strategic Forces overall reflects a relatively small,
net decrease from the FY 1969 program.
It is expected that these forces will continue to be preoccupied largely with Southeast Asia actions where they have three,
privaryp conventional bombing responsibilities. The most important of these is
that of sanctuary denial or the continuous harassment that prevents the enemy from
assembling large forces for sustained attacks against allied ground troops.
hey
also are called upon to fly direct support missi9ns, hitting strike zones within a
few miles of advancing allied forces, and to interrupt the enemy's supply lines to
the battlefields.
In addition to the foregoing, the estimates provide support for the operation
of three (3) FB-lll squadrons in the last half of FY 1970 and for a new Satellite
Basing Program.
Only military bases are to be used as satellite bases. On each satellite base,
the alert force complex will be sited in close proximity to the runway to obtain
mini .um alert reaction time.
Strategic Forces costs of $366.6 million for FY 1970 are $5.0 million below
the FY 1969 program. This Is a net adjustment, however, which includes the following principal increases:
(In Millions)
Satellite Basing Program
$3.6
Activation, equipping, and operation of three FB-111 squadrons
3.9
Flectronic data procesaing equipment rentals for continuation
of the base-level standardization program (Phase n) and for
replacement of large scale computers for command and control
1.6
Principal decreases totaling $14.0 million result from the closure of Clinton
Sberman Air Force Base, the transfer of Columbus Air Force Base to the Training
Program and the full year effect of personnel changes in FY 1969.

DEFENSIVE FORCES
The estimate for Defensive Forces is related to the requirements of the Aerospace Defense Comand and the Alaskan Air Command. The interceptor and missile
forces during FY 1970 will be at the levels presented last year for the end of
FY 1969. However, there will be further downward adjustments in the Control and
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Surveillance systems. These actions represent a continued implementation of the
plan established in December 1967 wherein selective reductions can be made in
consonance with a re-orientation to a concept of perimeter radar coverage. Also
inherent in the plan Is the assumption that under the approved modernization program a completely efficient wartime surveillance mission capability will be
provided by AWACS in the mi-1970's.
In sury,,
the reductions planned for
accomplishment by end FY 1970 are: one combat center, two direction centers, ten
long-range search radars and six stations of the Distant Early Warning Line.
Primarily as a result of the foregoing the FY 1970 estimates for Defensive
Forces are approximately $11.4 million below the FY 1969 program.
This net amount
encompasses a decrease of $11.9 million associated with the Control and Surveillance system reductions.
It is partially offset by an increase of $2.2 million to
improve the scope of the SPACEtRACK computer program, and an increase of $1.0
million incident to the conversion of Backup Interceptor Control sites (Bic 11)
to the expanded operational capability possessed in the BUIC III configuration.
TACTICAL FORCES
The Tactical Forces encompass the operations of the Tactical Air Command,
Pacific Air Force, Air Force in Europe, U.S. STRIE Comand, and the Air Force
Southern Command. The FY 1970 estimate for these forces is $1.069 million, $1
million less than the Fr 1969 program of $1.070 million. The estimate is affected
by the relocation and consolidation of Air Force activities in Europe, uhich has
been given the name REDCOSTE, deactivation of the Air National Guard Units and
modernization of our forces through new weapons systems.
As a part of the force modernization program, during FY 1970 we will add into
the force F-111D and F-h11E squadrons and A-37 squadrons.
Increases are:
Supply equipage for F-Ill aircraft
Rental of data processing equipment
Supply equipage for A-37 aircraft
Personnel for new or expanded programs and reassessment
of workloads
Minor maintenance and repair projects
Principal decreases are:
REDCOSTE - TIon Personnel Expenses
Deactivation of ANO Units
Reduced supply requirement
Reduced equipment requirements
AIRLI

(In Millions)
$7.1
2.6
1.8
5.2
1.1

$3.7
11.2
2.3
1.
FORCES

The estimate for Airlift Forces will finance those operations of the Military
Airlift Comnand (MAC) not financed by the Airlift Service Industrial Fund. This
encompasses the requirements of world-wide air rescue operations, weather service,
and audio-visual activities. Provision is also made for certain DOD-ide requirements such as aerowedicalevacuation, joint airborne training, ard the transportation of military personnel in Southeast Asia to and from rest and recuperation
areas. The Air Force, as the designated Department of Defense executive agent for
these activities, is responsible for total financing. FOr 7Y 1970 .$M.8 million
is being requested for MAC programs and compares with a FY 1969 program of $230.9
million. The $1.0 million Increase is a net result of the changes which affect the
airlift
program.
Significant a&Justments are:

(in Mllions)

ADPE Requirements
Transfer of in-country Aeromedeal Evacuation
responsibility from Military Airlift Comand
to U.S. Air Force Europe

+2.3
-2.3

MEDICAL SUPPORT
For the Medical Support Program we are requesting $206.1 million, an increase
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of M.0 million over iY1969. It is planned to operate 101 hospitals during FY
1970, twO less than in FY 1969.
The malor increase, $1.9 million, is for medical-dental supplies related to
the continued increase in the cost of drugs and medicines. Other increases are
$0.9 million for payment to the Department of labor, Bureau of Employees Compensation; $2.2 million for care of patients in civilian facilities; and $0.7 million
related to increased costs of labor in contractual service requirements.

COMMUNICATIONS
Leaed longline communications services and facilities are the largest single
segment of the Service-Wide Support Program. The FY 1970 Program of $198.5 million
is an increase of $10.5 million over the current FY 1969 Program of $188 million.
The change is comprised of $l4.7 million in new requirements, offset by reductions
of $4.2 million in existing programs. Commercial carrier rate increases which
became effective in September and November of 19(8 resulted in additional costs of
$5.8 million in FY 1969 and $7 million in FY 1970. These new prices are included
In the totals for both fiscal years.
The largest single increase, $7.2 million, is related to the Defense Communications Service (DCS) Automatic Voice Net (AUOVON) program. $6 million is to
provide for Air Force use of the AUIOVON switching facilities which are now
scheduled for activation in the European and Pacific areas beginning in June 1969.
The remaining $1.2 million is needed to provide additional subscriber circuits to
improve service to Air Force locations in the CONUS. The hope is to ultimately
further reduce "dedicated" voice communications services through use of AUIOVON
in lieu of the dedicated circuits currently in use.
Other significant increases are in the Continental Air Defense Integration

Northward (CADIN) and DCS Automatic Digital Netvork (AUTODIN) programs. These
increases are $3.7 million and $1.9 million, respectively. The CADIN increase
provides for completion of the ongoing program to provide automatic switching for
voice and digital data communications required for Air Defense purposes within
Canada and between Canada and the CONOS. The AUODDIN increase provides for subscriber charges for increased Air Force use of the AUITDIN capabilities in the
European and Pacific areas using the new DOD-ovned Digital Subscriber Terminals
which are expected to become available in quantity from prior year procurements
during the last quarter of this fiscal year.
Six other lesser increases total $1.9 million. Included are additional
communications services designed to Increase the command and control capability of
CINCPACAF over deployed forces; and collection and transmission of intelligence
information by the USAF Security Servicej the seismic detection and reporting
capabilities of the Air Force Technical Applications Center and Improved communications for the CINCSTRiDE command and control system.
The FT 1970 program reductions of 1.2 million includes $1.6 million in the
Semi-Automatic Ground Environment (SAGE) system resulting from the inactivation of
selected Air Defense facilities previously discussed. The replacement of "dedicated" voice circuits by AWTOVON for Presidential communications results in a $1.1
million reduction; and substitution of AUTIVON for certain "dedicated" voice
facilities used by the Strategic Air Command and Hq USAF for conmm.d and control
reduces our requirements by A-5
.. million.
In sumnrry, we are asking for a new appropriation of $6,711,000 for Fiscal
Year 1970. This estimate, while considered austere, is deemed to be adequate to
finance the planned level of activity rates. It must be recognized, however, that
many uncertainties face us with regard to activity rates in Southeast Asia. This
concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I am prepared to respond to any questions
you might have at this time.
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JUSTIFICATION MATERIAL
Mr. SLACK. Thank you very much, General Pitts. Before
we begin
our detailed questioning, we will, at this point, insert various pages
from the justification book.
(The pages follow:)
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Eatimte
$ 717,209

2,309,199
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1,873,939
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90,177
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410,093
2,177,173
199,283
516,918
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Estimte

2,730,9475
J466,4.72

2,109,450
2o6,1oo
534,072
2,920
6,7U,700
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PROGRAM 10:

~

Aircraft Fuel and Oil
PROGRAM REQUIRE
FY 196bTotal Direct Obligations ...................

TS (In Thousands of Dollars)
l69
FY 1970
$717,O9

$657,183

662,211

PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This estimate covers funds for fuel and lubricating oil required to support the operation of all
Air Force and Air Force Reserve"aircraft except those assigned to research and development activities,
the Air National Guard, and that portion of the airlift service of the Military Airlift Comnand which is
financed by the Air Force Indusrial Fund. Provision is also made in this estimate for fuel and oil
utilized by installations in aircraft field maintenance activities and for operation of such ground
support equipment as auxiliary power units, crash boats and crash fire trucks which consume aviation type
fuel. In addition, funds are included for procurement of chemical-type fuel having special application
in the Strategic Air Command.
JUSTIFICATICK OF FUNDS REQUESTED
The following table summarizes the fund requirements associated with the components of this
estimate and compares them with corresponding prior years' fund requirements:
FY 1968
Actual
A.
B.
C.
D.

...
Flying Program Requirements ..................
less: Estimated effect of SEA activity rate
decreases .............................
Fuel and oil for aircraft maintenance and
miscellaneous issues ...........................
Special fuel elements for Strategic Air Commnd..
Total Program Requirements .......................

(In Thousands of Dollars)
F! 197o
FY 1969
Estimate
Estimate

$635,200

$701,309

-

-

20,963
1
657U717,209

14, 900
1,000

$669,311
-23,000
14, 900
1,000
62,21

PROGRAM 430:

Logistical Support
P..
Total Direct Obligations ..................

m

FawUwmsTs (in

.*,309,199

Thozsends of

2,j925,266

42,73075

PURPOSE AND SCOPE
Force,
The funds requested for this program are required for the logistical support of the Air
and Free World Military Forces in Southeast Asia. Provision is made

Air Force Reserve, Air Force ROCC,
distribution of
for depot level maintenance of airborne and ground equipment, depot supply operations,RVAF and allied
of
support
logistical
materiel other than first destination. procurement operations
equipment and
forces., Vietnam, engineeri1/iaztellation of fixed ground communcations-electronics
operation and mintenance of i- istical installations.
"ECD
JUSTIFICATION OF FUNDS REQUE

provides
The Fiscal Year 1970 estimate of $2,T10,&T5 thousand for the Logistical Support Program
the nonfor
and
installations
logistical
in
employed
for the pay of 69,276 civilian personnel mnyears
system.
logistics
the
operate
to
personnel expenses required
development of the
Major increased items of cost include operation of the SR-71, $5,200 thousand;rental of EAM equipment.,
thousand;
C-5A Malfunction Detection Analysis Recording Subsystem (MADARS) $1,600
$6,000 thousand; improvement
Survey,
Silo
Rock
Hard
thousand;
$1Tv903
engineering,
service
thousand;
$T,,215
classified projects, $524& tIbuinAM.
and
thousand;
and modernization of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces .$7,000
maintenance; $20,517 tboumd
These increases are offset by decreases of $58,332 thousand in depot
of 3,746 mwaears for
decrease
the
to
related
thousand
$36,568
transportation;
in second destination
rate decreases.
activity
Asia
Southeast
of
FY 1970 and $126,000 thousand estimated to be the effect

suwAw OF REgiunmorS (Dollars in Thousands)

Ff 1969

PROJECr
NO.
41

Depot MaInt

U_3

Depot Supply Operations ..............................

Actual

435

DistributIon of Mffterlel other than
First Destination Transportaton ...................
s ..............................
t OperatIm
Pr twe

436

Logistical Support of RVAF and Allied

433

437

$

ce ....................................

$1,395,911
153,631

483,208

470,790

7o,786

433,100
67,682

40.,295

814,624

77,816

64.,300

63,480
684s,870

4,906

56,190

438

65,4&97

Base Operations ...............................
TO=A

DfRECT OBIIATX0NS

---

Fr 1970
Extimte

157,508

67,595

Frces, Vietnam ................................
gIteerinug/Installation of PLmd
Ccm ations-Mectrories Tecbcal

RPstimte

2,309199

685,224
2,M
2bb2,730,117

143,596

PROGRAM Z40

frininc, Support

(In TbousanAs of Dollws)

PROGRAM

Fr IZ2
2
Total Direct Requieents ...............
$41oo93
$9,
"72
PUOSE AD SWZ
This estzmte provides for the individual foml training of Regular Air Fbrce, AIr Force Reserve, Air Tore Acsdea
Cadets, Alr Fare Reserve Officers Trining Corps, Air national Guard., foreign students and students frm other Services
m ent agencies. Generaly, the Training Support Proram includes:
and
"Iing
e a te Pilot an Ndavigator
go
In
a. Basic Mlitary
(Non-ere)
a-&
Flying
Specialized
and
Advanced
h.
b. Bwsic Tec,-ical Taining
1. Air orce 'Reerve Officers ~rsaning Corps activities
c. Advamed Techncal Training
J. Air Phre Reserve Plying and certain other Reserve
d. Non-Resident Technical Trainng
activities
e. Resident Professional Mlit rY Scbools
k. USAF AcaeW Cadet r wcation and
f. Air Foree Mmstitute of Twctmology
1. lRecruiting Service (Peraonel. Pric"'wt"%)
JUSTM'CATION OF FMIDS 2REEM
Trying support activities of the Air Taining Cow , Air Univerasty, AIr Fame Acasd, and the Air Force
Reserve are largely provided for in this program. The following table sm=rizes funding by ccmand for fiscal
Cbm nd Distribution
years 196B-1970.
(In Mhousands of Dollars)
p 19Pr.1969
.T1968
Eti. It.5O
Etimte
Actual.
$ .o,9 h3
,E
6
w ..............................
Air Taining
&3,6
40,889
35,766
Air University .........................................
90,5 51
79,830
78,79
Hq Air Fore Reserve ...................................
2
20,096
18,916
Air Fore Acaem ......................................
T2
4 ,6.
O093
377,796
TOTAL .............................................
EK 1968
$377,796

Fr

MAJOR
1.

Air Traldpn

Comnd:

MDM CHIMES FK F! 1969 to

1970

Costs increase $41,800 thousand from FT 1969 to FT 1970.

a.

Added costs associated with the increase in undergraduate pilot and navigator
production programmed for FY 1970 and FT 1971.

b.

RVNAF -_provement and moderniztion plan.

Major changes in program costs are:
(In Tbusands of Dollars'.

+$ 14..700

This program provides for training

of Viet NamMlitary personnel to enhance their capability to perform the mlitary
mission. These funds will provide for training helicopter pilots and meintance

personnel.

2.

c.

Closeout of Amarillo Air Force Base, December 1968

d.

Decreased student inputs and loads.

Air University: Costs increase $2,700 thousand from FT 1969 to FY 1970.
are associated vith:

-

,300

The maor changes

a.

Increased tuition costs for students in attendance at civillan institutions.

+

900

b.

The number of schools participating in the Junior ROTC program increase from 112
in FT 1969 to 2oo in FT 197o.

+

800

c.
3.

+ 37,300

Scholarships will be granted to 4,750 Senior ROT members in FY 1970 versus 14,000
granted in Fr 1969.

9AAr Force Reserve: Costs increase $10,700 thousand from FT 1969 to FT 1970.
for this change is the early release of units to active duty in FT 1968.

4. Air Force Acade=: Costs increase A.,200 thousand for FY 1969 to FT 190.
In program costs are:

900

The prime factor

10,700

Major changes

a.

Increase in civilian personnel requirements associated with the academy expansion program.

b.

Support costs related to the increase in cadet stre,th from -3,8714 at end FT 1969 to 4,151
at end FT 170.

+

600

+.

600

:

I,

PROGRAM 450:

Operational Support
TS (In Thousands of Dollars)
FY 197O
FY 1969
Estimate
Estimate

I
PROGRAM
Fr 1968
Actual
Total Direct Obligations ... .............

*1,873,939

-

$2,177,173

$2,109,9450

PAPOSE AND SCOPE
expenses
Ois budget program provides funds for the locally incurred Base Operations and Maintenance Air
Force.
the
of
missions
Carrier
in support of the Strategic, Air Defense, Tactical, and Transport/Troop
JUSWICATIMN OF FUNDS REQUESTED
Me following is a cosparison of the major programs mhich this budget program supports:

r 9T

FYt 1968
Operational Bases .....................................

151

151

i6

Aircraft Squadrons....................................

280

263

259

Missile Squadrons ........................................

34

33

33

air defense
In addition, these funds also support the operation and maintenance of the complex System (BMEWS);
Warning
Early
Missile
Ballistic
the
as
such
systems
communications detection and control
Control (BUIC); the
the Semi-Automatic Ground Environment System (SAGE) vith the nev Back-Up Interceptor
System; and the
(SPACETRACK)
Tracking
and
Distant Early Warning System (MV) Line; the Space Detection
(CADUI).
Continental Air Defense Integration Nrth
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Scretary of the Ar taf2
AF Data S
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$

tem ........................................

Alaskan Ommications

In support of 3Me Opertiom nd

A~r Cmm

2,5

Center ........................................

.

.

..

0

24,117
4,726

69,540
3498

208,3490t

230,85k4

22,834

50,608
9,003

58,048
10,176

5,T522
9,232

3,656

38,834

366s627

371,653

534,038

695,913

686,059

176,637

200,908
311,358

206,-214
300,8

16

I'

0

23,055
3,88

319,330

.. .

Fr 1970
tiuate

68,206
2,279

.•312,898

so ....

s.

6312=
,

33.,962

.......

Air Defmese Ooin6..
Eope .....................
e,,
U. S. Ar
Tbtal

246

a,661
1

..................

Air lbzrge C-m,,,stos service ....................................
Us S Sik.e
... *om.d
smea mters Omn ................................................
Mlliary AIrlift Ommd .......................
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ommnd ............................
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AlaslmA
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F! 1968
P! 1969
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Actual
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PROGAM 4,70:

Medical Support
MM F=noorrS (In ftmnands of Dollars)
Fr 1970
Fr
Fr 1968

$199,283

$192,319

Total Direct Obligations ..........................

2o6,O0

PUROSE AND SCOPE

active duty il-itary pwuomiel and their dapems,
Ws progm provides for the medical support of Air
bers of the Air ree Reeerve, and Air Porce Remee Ofners.
retired military perso=el and their dependents,
Training Corps Students. This support includes hospitaization, outpatient cae, dental care, =lta= public hm th
zedlcIne, medical supplies for aaadical
ve
we
egeeri,
,lne
bioe"
i j
and occutol
flights for all services), ybysolgcal training (Including altitudee cbngww
(Inclvding casualty
eV IoC
edthe operation of ep!uioogcal flihts. Tis support also incldes the
and pressure suit ftigs)
of Air Pbrce medical facilities In the United States and overseas; medical cane and
operation and itae
facilities
civil
pendens
a
bositalIzation of Air Force active duty and retired pernwl and tdr
and by civilim a -icians; the training of military perwoi In medical specialties; printing services for medical
ewptal level.
a a d istrative expenses of the medical service at- d
andes;
pu

The Fiscal Year 19TO direct obligtion estimate of $o6,1oo thomand. contains $151,866 thousand for the
operation and maintenance of medical facilities; $45,8T6 thousands for care of Air 1Three personnel and their dupendents in medical facilities of otber govern agsecies and in civiia= medical facilities; and $8,358 thousand
in support of the medical training progm, Initial outfitting of newly constructed medical facilities, the medical
level.
support program, and medical administration at dprmna
SMOUM! OF F
PFOJWr

RD0.
472
473
475
476

47
478

EM

S (Ib11ars in Muuands)
Fr 1968
Actual

Title
and WW ....
Intial ou=tting of Medlca • Facilities
.0........... ........
Medical Zdiucation and TruInJLiti;es - ..... ........
Medical Ce In Wo-anF Fact
Medical Support ............
Medical Adnistratn ..... o....................
Operation and Ik@ntmse 01 Medical
Treatment Facilities... .........
TOM

3Y2AL O99.23

............................

$

Pr 1969
Estinte

FT 1970
3stimte

$ 833

4,0 0
41,190

$ 289
4.,276
43,693
822

J&y256
5,8T6
8k7

2,326

2,453

3,355

I47,750

151,866

659

y.319

.GS1,.1o

The estimate of :&5,876 thousand for medical care in non-Air Force facilities provides for furnishln medical
re
dePeSent s in facilities of the
care to active duty and retired Air Force military personnel and their au
Veterans Admlnlstration and the Public Health Service and in civilian medical facilities.
The estiate of $151.,66 thousand for the operation and maintenance of medical facilities provides for pay of
civilian staff, teUOra& duty travel, comincations, printing and binding, contractual services, prurehas of
±Intenance of medical
medical and non-mediml supplies, zmterlals and equipment required for the operation and
medical
t
tmnt facilities, and for projects involving major repair, rehabilitation, and alteration of esting
facilitIes. $5,630 thousand is included for rei urement to the Bureau of Employees Comentlon for cbarge;s
made in accordance vith Public Law 86-7T67.

.Njor

c

s from
fr T 1969 to -F 1970
+$ 2,183

Medical Care in Non-Air Force Paci1ities .......................................................

1,968

Increase in rates ..................................................................

+$

Net of changes to w rkloa d.............................
................................
of MedicalTreatent FacTlities
Operation and
Decreased cost for persmne services and beefits .............................
Increased cost of other contr-tal services ......................................
cost for supplies ....................................................
Inrae
.......................
.0600............
...
cost for equiet
~e
............................
Increased cost for civil engineer services .....
Payment to the Department of Labor for Bureau of Employees
p
tion ............
Net of other adjustments ...........................................................

+

215

-

404

&Aintenmne

Net of other &umt

+
+
+

+ U, U6

704

1,969
391

125
873
458

.......................................................................

+

2

PROGRAM 480:

Servicevide Support
PROGRAM REQUIRBAMTS (In Thousands of Dollars)
F! 1970FY!
FY 1968
Total Direct Obligations ..................

$490,177

$516,918

$53-*,072

PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This budget program provides for the direct administrative, operation and maintenance expenses of
Headquarters, United States Air Force; field extension offices of Headquarters, United States Air Force;
and major air comnd headquarters. It also includes costs of servicevide leased commercial communications
systems; the operation and maintenance expenses of the USAF Security Service and the Aeronautical Charting

and Information Center; requirements associated with certain classified activities uhich are directed by
Headquarters USAF and programs in support of JCS and OSD.
J

nCATION OF FUNDS RUIRED

A fiscal year sunmsry of funds by budget project required for servicewide support of the Air Force is
presented in the following table:
SUARY OF REQUIF0

1968
Actual

F 1969
Estimate

FT 197O
Estimate

.....

*... $134,527

$139,006

$138,463

Comercial Cnmunicatons Systems and
Networks ................................
Servicevide Activities .........................
Special Activities...........................

172,970
47,376
1

187,982
48,483
14111447

198,535
48,250
148,824

490,177
4li4t~os.............

516,918

534,OT2

PF
NO.
481
482
485
489

480

TITLE
Cmmand Administration .......

8 Total Direct

I...

PROGRAM 490:

-,

-

1.

-

Irr"M.-

Contingencies
FROGM REQUI10W!S Y(In
19To
EY Dollars)
1969Thousands of
$3,186

Total Direct Obligations ...........

$3,163

$2,920

PURPOSE AND SCOPE
current expenses required
This program contains funds to provide for emergency and miscellaneous
Inter-American and
furthering
and
maintaining
representation,
for official courtesy and protocol
inspection of Air Force
with
connection
in
foreign relations, camunity relations, congressional travel
program are authorized
this
in
Expenditures
nature.
activities, and for other purposes of a classified
Force.
Air
the
of
end approved by the Secretary
JRS3ICATIO( OF FPUTDS PUETED
for contingencies support is
A fiscal year comparison of funds by budget project required
presented in the following table:
Project
No.

491
492
493

Miscellaneous Current Expenses .............
Special Expenses .............................
Classified/Ifvestistional Expenses .............
Total Direct Obllgtions ..........................

.....

$ 441
..2,563
182
,46

$ 439
2,589
135
3,163

$ 431
2,354
135
2,920

I Aq.A
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OVERALL FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

Mr. SLACK. General, are there any major funding transfers between
appropriations which will occur during fiscal year 1970"that will have
a major effect on the comparability of the request for fiscal year 1970
with the amount estimated for 1969?
General Prrrs. Yes, sir; $20 million for engine support of the SR-71
aircraft that was previously carried in Aircraft. Procurement Appro)priation. This transfer results from the fact that the aircraft is no
longer in production and those charges prol)erly should be horne in ithe
Operation and Maintenance Ap)ropriation.
Chaff i another item; $0.5 million has been transferred frOm aireitft
procurement, to the 0. & M. budget for these procurements.
Mr. SLACK. What is Chaff?
General Prrrs. Chaff is a product made from alumbumtn foil, sir,
cut into ribbons of certaini lengths. It. is an electronic countermeasure
system. Dropped out of aircraft, in single bodles, it resembles aircraft. on a radar screen.
General BOYLAAN. It was first developed in World War II and used

extensively over Germany.

General Pvrrs. To confuse enemy radars.
Mr. ANDREwS. You use it as a decoy?

General Prrrs. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. I have seen rods about that long (indicating).
General Pi'rS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Was there any R.D.T. & E. money transferred?
General Prrrs. No, sir; not to my knowledge. But I would like to

review that for the record, sir.

Mr. SLACK. You might list any other's for the record.
(The information follows:)
TRANSFER OF R.D.T. &

E. MoNEY

Certain intelligence systems, which In prior years were finance front tiw
R.D.T. & P3. appropriation while they were in the research and development
phase, will become operational in flsal year 1970. Accordingly, the financing
becomes the responsibility of the 0. & M. appropriation. The( additional costs
to 0. & M. in fiscal year 1970 as a result of this transfer of responsibility Is
$3,925,000.
FUNDING ADJUSTMENTS

Mr. SLACK. General, we note from your statement that.the reduced
funding level for Southeast. Asia is $239 million. We note that, the
overall reduction in the request, for operation and niaintonAnce funds
is $237 million. Is the committee to assume from this that the funding
level for activities other than Southeast Asia remain relatively the
same during fiscal year 1970?
General Pirrs. *No, sir. This is a net. out of a number of majio
decreases and major increases. I can give you some examples. For
reduced Southeast. Asia activities rates, as I indicated in my statement,
minus $193 million; reduced B-52 sorties, minus $ng million; for
reductions in personnel, minus $60 million. There are a variety of
others, depot maintenance, non-Southeast Asia, minus $14 million.
Those all come up to a major decrease of about. $394 million. Some
items under increases whieh total $159 million would be the inprove-

,
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ment and modernization of the Vietnamese Air Force, $43 million;
increase in pilot training, $20 million.
Mr. SLACK. We referred to only other than Southeast Asia. In that
last, you mentioned Southeast Asia.
General Prrrs. These are increases and decreases that go across the
al propriation, sir, Southeast Asia and non-Southeast Asia.
Mr. Sr,ACK. Let me restate the question, if I may:

We note from your statement that the reduced funding level for
Southeast. Asia is $238 million. We also note that the overall reduction
in the request for operation and maintenance is $238 million. Is the
committee to assume from this that, the funding level for activities
other than Southeast Asia remain the same during fiscal year 1970?
General Prms. No, sir. There are some increases and decreases for
non-Southeast. Asia items as well as for Southeast Asia items, sir.
I can give you some decreases in the non-Southeast Asia items if you
like.
Mr. SLACK. Would you elaborate in your response for the record?
General Prms. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
0. & M. FUNDINo LrvELe
The following are the major changes in non-southeast Asia costs which occur

between fiscal year 1069 and fiscal year 1970:
Major decreases:
Personnel cost
-------------------------------------------

Depot maintenance
--------------------------------------Transportation
------------------------------------------REDCOSTE--Nonpersonnel costs -----------------------------

Air defense inactivation
Major increases:
F/FIB-I11-F/RF-

----------------------------------------

Data processing rental and software -------------------------Data automation maintenance --------------------------------.
Leased communications
-----------------------------------ROTO program
------------------------------------------R-71
-------------------------------------------------Hard rock silos
-------------------------------------------.
Service engineering --------------------SAC basing plan
-----------------------------------------Mr. SLACK. Call you give us at this time some examples of other

59.5

14.9
12.0
3.7

0----------

34,0

21.7
7
10.5
1.7
2.8
0
18. 0
4.0

than
Southeast Asia?
General Prr'rs. Yes, sir. In decreases related non-Southeast Asia act ivities there is a minus $60 million connected with personnel; there is
a minms $14 million for depot. maintenance, non-Southeast. Asia: there
is a minus $4 million incidental to reductions of costs in Europe. There
is an acronym for that rogam-REDCOSTE. There is a mimis $12
million associated with transportation non-Southeast Asia. A minus
$3 million associated with SR-71 activities; a minus $11 million associated with Air Defense inactivations and phasedown.
For some increases in non-Southeast Asia: $34 million associated
with the FB-I1 and F/UF-4 aircraft- $22 million associated with
electronic data processing equipment; $6 million associated with hard
rock silo developmentt, $10 million associated with communications; $4
million associated with SAC satellite basing and $18 million associnted with service engineering.
Mr. SLACK. Thank you very much.
General Prrrs. Yes, sir.
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COST OF B-52 OPERATIONS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. SLACK. Will you briefly outline for the committee the changes
which have occurred in the recent review of the 1970 budget which have
resulted in the net decrease of $4.3 million from the original budget
estimate?
General Pirs. Yes, sir. For Phase II,Vietnamese Air Force modernization $20 million on the plus side; for Air Force Reserve retention, plus $1.6 million; for a slowdown in reduction of costs in Europe
under REDCOSTE, plus $19 million; for herbicides, minus $14 million; for medical reimbursements, minus $1.6 million; for service
engineering, minus $5 million; for electronic data processing, minus
$3.6 million; for civilian employment, minus $14 million; for transportation, minus $12 million; for supplies, minus $22.1 million, and to
finance the B-52 sorties at the 1600 rate during fiscal year 1970 plus
$27.4 million. Those pluses and minuses net out to a minus $4.3 mil lion.
Mr. SLACK. General, we note from your statement that one of the
major reductions in Southeast Asia costs is $58.2 million associated
with the full-year effect of reducing the number of B-52 sorties per
month in Southeast Asia from 1800 to an average of 1600. Yet one of
the items listed in the revision to the original budget is an increase of
$27.4 million to provide funding for an average of 1600 sorties per
month through June, 1970. Does this in effect mean that in the original
budget submission you projected a decrease of $85.6 million for reduced B-52 sorties?
General PITTs. Basically, yes, sir.
Mr. SLACK. In your statement you say thatMr. LIPSCOMB. Do you want to leave it just like that: "basically,
yes"? The fact is that it was underfunded, originally, wasn't it?
General Pirs. Yes, sir. The original budget as submitted was based
on a basic program to fly an average of 1600 sorties during fiscal year
1970. However, included in the original budget was an overall decrease
of $220 million related to an anticipated decrease in Southeast Asia
activity rates. Within the $220 million, $27.4 million was related to
B-52 sorties. A subsequent review determined that to fully finance the
1600 proNrain it was necessary to reduce the $220 million to $192.6 million which would provide the funds necessary to finance the 1600 sortie
program.
Mr. ANDREWS. You were saving $58 million by cutting down from
1,800 sorties to 1,600?
Mr. ALumr RHODES. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREVWS. That is a very, very expensive operation. What is
the total cost of operating 1,600 sorties?
Mr. ALBERT RHODES. In 0. & M. in 1970 it would be $266.5 million.
Mr. ANDRwS. That was for the 1,600 sorties in 1970?
General Pirrs. For 1,600 sorties per month in fiscal year 1970; yes,
sir.
Mr. ANDRE8WS. That is a real expensive operation, isn't it?
General Pirrs. Yes, sir. To fund the 1,800 sorties per month in fiscal
year 1969 requires $325.7 million.

Mr. ANDRFAWS. What does that include?

General Pirrs. That includes the fuel and oil (POL), depot maintenance, logistical support., transportation, travel, systems support, spare
parts, and other base operating costs.
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Mr. ANDR ws. Everything incident to having the B-52's in the
theater and ready to operate?
General Pi-rs. Other than tie. military persomel costs and tauni.
tions; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDimmws. This (toes not include munitions?
General Prrs. No, sir; they are provided for in "Plrocurement."
Mr. ANDREws. Can you tell me how mucl they cost ?
General Pi'i-rs. I don't lmve that. I can give you a rough figure, for
200 sorties per mouth for a fiscal year, roughly $54 million.
Mr. AN1w s. I wish you would place in the'record the ammunition
cost, the total cost of operating B-52's in 1968, and as much as you can
for 1969, everything.
General Ii-rs. All right, sir.
Mr. SLACK. That is total procurement, 0. & M., military personnel,
the whole ball of wax, you want the total ?
Mr. ANDREWS. Right.

General Pi'Ts. Yes, sir.
Mr. AN-DHFWS. He gave us a figure here of $325 million.
General Prms. That is 0. & M,.costs associated with 1,800 sorties in
fiscal year 1969.
Mr. ANDaR.WS. Right. But that. did not include military personnel
pay and ammunition?
General PrrTS. No, sir.
Mr. ANDtews. In other words, we would like to see in the record
just what it cost to operate the B-52's.
Mr. SLACK. We would like to have the total cost and the cost per
sortie. Can you break it down that way?General Prrs. We can give you an average cost per sortie for the
various elements of cost.
Mr. SrAQK. That would be flne.
Mr. ALBERT Ritons. We compute the costs in0. & M. by type of
expIense. We price the flying hours at a special rate for B-."2's in Southeast Asia, we price the ammunition separately, the depot maintenance
separately, the systems support. Each one oi those has a factor. For
instance, on an average sortie we know we drop 27 tons of amlinifition.
To this we apply a conversion factor for measurement tons and then
price the measurement tons times the rates charged by, for instance,
the Military Sea Transport Service to ship it over there. We can put
that table in and I think it, will probably be more meaningful.
Mr. ANDREws. I would like to know just what it costs to operate

B-52's.
General PiTrs. Yes, sir.
(Tie information follows:)
8-52 MUNITIONS AND OPERATING COSTS
1(n millions of dollars .
Appropriation
Operation and maintenance .....
............................. 166.0
Other procurement, munitions..
.............................
330.2
Aircftal procurement, spares...
...............................
51.9
Military personnel .............
................................
33.3
Total ....................................................................

30-088 O-09-pt. 2-48

581.4

325.7
486.0
21.8
59.9
893.4
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B-52 average costs per sortie
Aircraft POL
--------------------------------------------Depot maintenance
------------------------------------------

$3, 397
4 424

Military sea transport service
---------------------------Stevedoring
--------------------------------------------

(2,312)
(020)

Transportation

Commercial surface

--------------------------------------

Systems support supplies
-------------------------------------Base operating support
-------------------------------------KC-135 support
Munitions
-----------------------------------------------Aircraft spares
---------------------------------------------Military personnel
-----------------------------------------Total average cost per sortie

-----------------------------

8----

(530)

1,349
1270
8---22, 500
872
2,773
41,376

May I ask something off the record, please?
Mr. SLACK. Yes.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. IAPSCOMB.

COST OF SUSTAINING A SORTIE RATE OF 1,800 PER M1ONTI IN 1070

Mr. SLACK. General Pitts, in your statement you say that provision
has been made for the forces and military personnel to support and
sustain a 1,800-sortie rate in 1970 if this action becomes necessary. How
much added cost is involved in retraining the forces and the military
personnel to support a sustained 1,800-sortie rate? What appropriations are affected by this?
General Prrrs. The resources to support the 1,800-sortie per month
rate are in the numbers of aircraft and personnel. We have the aircraft
deployed to Southeast Asia in necessary numbers to support. the 1,800sortie rate. We have the military personnel, the combat crews, maintenance personnel, munition loaaers in sufficient quantities to sustainf

the 1,800-sortie rate. So you would need additional moneys in the
"Other procurement" account for munitions and in the "Operation
and maintenance" account for the operating cost to sustain the 1,800
sorties throughout fiscal year 1970.
Mr.

SLACK. How much

added cost. is involved in the military per-

sonnel?
General Pirrs. None in military personnel. We have the resources
aboard.
A ball park figure for those extra 200 sorties would be $50 million
in 0. & M. costs and $54 million in muitions costs, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Is the money already in the budget for this? I understood you to say provisions have been made for it.
General Pirrs. No, sir; just. for the military personnel, and we have
the aircraft out there.
So the moneys to operate those aircraft that is the Operation and
Maintenance money of $50 million and in 6 ther Procurement $54 million to provide munitions--and these are ball park figures-those
moneys are not in this budget..
Mr SLACK. All you have there is the personnel in the Air Force?

General PiTrs. Yes, sir.
VIETNAMESE AIR FORCE MODERNIZATION

PRO(IRAM

Mr. SLACK. Anob6her increase reflected in the revised budget is $20
million for Phase II of the Republic of Vietnam Air Force moderniza-
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for this
tion. What is the total amount included in the 1970 budget
million
$20
additional
modernization program, and why was this
added?
General Pirrs. In the fiscal year 1970 0. & M. budget, sir, there is
$44.3 million associated with the improvement and modernization
p)rogran for the Vietnamese Air Force.
The second part of that question, sir I am sorry, I did not catch.
Mr. SLACK. Why was the $20 million finite added.
General Pim... That was the phase II portion of the improvement
phase I.
and modernization program; $24.3 million is associated with
sir.
you,
to
program
the
explain
to
I will ask General Boylan
phase
General BOYLAN. Mr. Chairman, in combination, phase I and
accelan
objective
its
as
and
program
II of the Vietnam improvement
eration of military capabilities on the part of the South Vietnamese.
- squadrons to
In substance, we are moving from some
in South Vietnam. Our
supported
be
to
types
squadrons of various
objective is to have theprogram largely completedby fiscal year with
It includes, in broad categories, tactical squadrons equipped
squadrons of A-i's, - squadrons of A-37's, a
F-5's,
gunship squad]lumber of helicopter squadrons, transports, rons equipped with the AC-47, liaison-type units for forward air controller, a training unit, and some reconnaissance units.
The bulk of the funds that we are addressing here is related to the
training that has to be accomplished to put. these units in being, to
qualify the pilots and maintenance personnel and all the ret.
Basically, thoetrining task that we have, I would say falls into three
categories. No. 1 is an English language problem. This is necessary
because practically all of fheir instruction in technical training will
be provided in English. This program largely is being conducted incountry in South Vietnam.
The second part of the program relates to that which the Air Force
will be responsible for. This program is aimed at the fixed-wing aircraft, the A-i's, the trainers, the gunships, the F-5's, et center. We
plan to do in this country, and in a moment I can give you some of the
locations and what we will be doing at those locations.
The third phase of the prograii relates to training that, the Army
will do for us, and that is principally all of the helicopter training.
Of course, the Army will do this on a reinbursable basis between the
Air Force and the Army.
The Army will conduct helicopter training at places like Fort
Rucker. WNe'will conduct T-41, and T-28 undergraduate pilot training
at Keesler AFB.
Mr. ANDREWS.You are speaking of training Vietnamese pilots?
General BOYLAN.That is correct, sir.
Those locations will be the undergraduate pilot training. This is
where the langua ge-qualified and educationally qualified student enters
trading and receives initial qualification as a pilot.
They expect, for example, something like 30 percent attrition on the
input.
Following the basic qualification on fixed-wing or helicopter traiiing, the Vietnamese pilot will receive transition training to F-5's,
A-37's, and cargo aircraft at places like Williams, England Air Force
Base, and Eglin. I think those will be the three locations.
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In summary, these funds are in direct support of the training effort

to build in-countryVietnamese squadrons.
Mr. SLACK. You may expand on that for the record, if you care to.
(The information follows:)
VNAF 'MODERNIZATION
The Republic of Vietnam improvement and modernization plan is designed to
upgrade the forces of the Government of Vietnam (GVN) so that the burden of
the war can be shifted to them (GVN). The current effort will increase the
Vietnamese forces from 20 to
squadrons and will be achieved intwo phases.
Phase I is designed to provide maximum possible GVN ground combat support
capability, assuming U.S. participation in the war at presently approved levels.
It incorporates conversion of
CH-34 helicopter squadrons to UH-1I1's and
activates
new UH-1H squadrons. The training Of the first
squadrons
Is being accomplished'in-country by Army units transltioning H-34 personnel into
ITH-1H's. The remaining helicopter pilots and initial cadre of helicopter mechan.
ics will be trained in CONUS by the Army. (Follow-on training, that is, upgrading
of mechanics to higher skill levels will be accomplished by AP through the use of
field training detachments). OSD approved $1.1 million in fiscal year 1969 and
$24.3 million in fiscal year 1970 for 0. & M. costs of phase I. The fiscal year 1970
President's budget includes $17.3 million in P-440 and $7 million in P430. The
$17.3 million in P-440 is to reimburse the Army for training
helicopter
pilots and
mechanics. The $7 million is for clothing, books, maps, publica.
tions, tools and other items required to support the program.
Phase II has an objective to provide a balanced and self-sufficient RVNAF
force structure capable of meeting insurgency requirements only based on assumption of United States/allies and North Vietnam withdrawal from South
Vietiiam. It provides for
-additional
VNAF squadrons by fiscal year 1972
for a total of squadrons. All fixed wing undergraduate pilot training and
combat crew training will be accomplished by AF. (This includes a total of
VNAF personnel to be trained in CONUS.)
$20-million P440 requirements have been identified for phase II. This amount
was not reflected in the President's budget but was approved as part of the
revised budget.
TRAINING OF VIETNAMESE PILOTS

Mr. ANDREWS. How many pilot students are to be trained?

General Prrrs. I will ask Colonel White to answer that.
Mr. A7,nnRws. Colonel, do you have the information now?
Colonel WHr.

I have the figures for the fixed-wing pilots to be

trained by the Air Force during fiscal year 1970 beginning their training at Keesler Air Force Base, in July of this year. We will enter, 206
studentss and expect to produce 144 graduates. Also during fiscalyear

1970 the Army will enter approximately 1,486 helicopter students

to produce 1,040 ,helicopter pilots.
Mr. LIPscomB. What is the length of the training of the fixed-wing

pilot?
Colonel WHITE. It is a 210-hour course. It takes 42 weeks.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. I read in the paper the day before yesterday that we
just transferred some A-37's over to the South Vietnamese. Where
were those pilots trained?
Am I right that some A-37's were transferred ?
General BOYLAN. Yes, sir; that is right.
Colonel WriTE. The pilots who entered the A-37 training, which
is provided by the Tactical Air Command in combat crew training
schools in this country, were qualified pilots when they came or they
were product of the normal pilot training program that we do for the
Vietnamese which has been ongoing all along at Keesler.
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Mr. LiPsco~im. Those A-37s that were turned over this week sometime are manned by South Vietnamese pilots, is that correct?
General PiTrs. Yes, sir.
Air. LIPSCOMB. How long does it take to train a South Vietnamese
pilot on a helicopter?
Colonel WHITE. The Army's helicopter pilot training program for

-Vietnamese is 30 weeks sir.
General BOYLAN. Te future A-37 COTS will go to England Air
Force Base as opposed to Keesler.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. It is planned to turn over some more squadrons to
South Vietnam within the next 6 to 8 months.
General BOYLAN. We will provide

T-41,

during

fiscal year 1970. Then we will provide
squadrons in fisca.
year 1971, composed of
squadrons of 0--i's and _ _ squadrons of helicopters.
Mr. SLACK. General Pitts, we notice on page 10 of your statement
that funds are being provided to increase the output of Vietnamese
Air Force helicopter pilots, and that this training will be done by the
Army on a reimbursable basis from the Air Force.
If this training is to be done by the Army, why are these funds in
the Air Force budget ?
General Pirrs. Basically, sir, because the pilots to be trained are in
the Vietnamese Air Force. Unlike the U.S. Army, the Vietnamese
Army does not 'have an Air Corps. They rely on the Vietnamese Air
Force to 'provide the helicopter battlefield 'airlift mission which is
organic to our Army. The U.S. Air Force does not have the capability
to train large numbers of helicopter pilots, but, as General Boylan
pointed out, the U.S. Army does at Fort Rucker, Ala. Under budget
guidance, component services of our Armed Forces bud
for r Irements of their sister services in the Vietiamese Armed Forces. Hence
we 'have funds in our budget for this training to be provided by the
U.S. Army on a reimbursable basis.
-

PROJECT REDCOSTE

Mr. SLACK. In the re-viged budget, you are asking for an additional
$19 million because of REDCOSTE
slippage.
First of all, tell us what this program is and why you are requesting
an additional $19 million.
General PiTTs. I will ask our director of programs, General Boylan,
to answer that, sir.
General BOYLAN. Mr. Chairman, REDCOSTE is an acronym for
"Reduction of Costs, Europe." It stems from a Department of Defense
survey %fforces and support elements in Europe, all three servicesArmy, i y, Air-last sumnier. The defense team visited installations
and looked at tie relationship of the support overhead to the combat
posture, and concluded that, in fact, savings could'accrue in Europe
throughconsolidations, eliminations, and changes.
Mr. SLACK. Is this the same as REFORGER?
General BOYLAN. No; it is not. REFORGER :relates to dual basing

of U.S. Forces in the United States and having them committed to
Europe, and possessing the capability to deploy them on very short
notice. The two programs are not directly related.
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Throughout the fall and into the budget development process, the
Department of Defense and the service exchanged views on the extent of reductions that could be accommodated in Europe and, in fact,
as of this date some actions have been directed. I can give you that list
if you so desire.
As perktins to the Air Force at the moment.
(Additional classified information was provided for the committee's
use.)

General BOYLAN. The total REDCOSTE package as pertains to the
Air Force in the original budget submission of 0. & M. and military
.#
- a total of $88.4 million.
personnel, is
Mr. SLACK. What will be the amount of the savings in fiscal 1970?
General BOYLAN. The reduction fr fiscal year 1970, taken as aln
aggregate in our original budget was $88.4 million. There has been a
civilian spaces in the revised
restoration of $19 million and
budget for u net revised reduction of $69.4 millon. For the record,
I will break that down into budget categories.
Mr. SLACK. If you will, please.
(The information follows:)
FIOCAL YEAR 1970 REDCOSTE SAvINos

The budget edJustment of $19 million was in the 0. & M. appropiation. A total
million for other support.
million was for civilian pay and
After this adjustment the total REDCOST)E savings programed -for fiscal year
million in mlltaTy personnel for a
million in 0. & M. and
1970 is
total savings of $69.4 million.
of

Mr. LiPSCOxB. Do you mean that your original REDCOSTE action
cut too many civilian employees, and now you have to restore them?
Mr. ALBERT N. RHODES. Yes, sir.
General BOYLAN. The answer, Mr. Lipscomb, is Yes, based on the
projected timing of these actions and the type of action. For example,
. The Air
one of the REDCOSTE actions proposed a move Force and the Department of Defense have not fully agreed on the
feasibility of this action. Because the final decision to execute this
part of the plan has not been received, Defense realistically appreciated that the timing was such that some adjustment in personnel
would be necessary.
It is a point of~judgment. Whether or not the move will be direct,
I do not know. However, it is still in the basic REDCOSTE
plan, and we have developed a plan to move
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the reason for the move, General, and how
much will it cost to move? I was over there several years ago, and
you had a nice setup General Pirs. That is part of the argument, sir-the offsetting
costs in making the move versus what you save by moving. For one
thing
- that you just mentioned?
Mr. ANDREWS. Where are all thqse
General Pirs.
Mr. A NDRFWS. Would you not have more crowded conditions at
yes, sir.
General Pirrs. Without the construction
Mr. ANDREWS. You have a good setup.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. The Air Force thinks so, too.
Mr. ANDREWS. Who is chomping at the bit to want to move?
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General BOYLAN. The project was conceived and developed by the
Department of Defense, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. When you say Department of Defense, we have had
two or three over there in the last 18 months. Which branch of tlmt
Department of Defense are you talking about--3 months ago, 12
months ago, or as of today?
General BoYLAN. It was approximately 9 months ago. The plan was
developed in the summer of 1968. Systems Analysis acted for the Department of Defense in the survey.
Mr. ANDREVS. I do not know anything about whether
should
be moved or not, but if you have a good setup
you ought to
think a long time before moving. Of course, it is not in your jurisdiction to say whether it is moved or not. I wish you would put a cost
figure in here of the estimated cost of such a move.
General BOYLAN. We will be happy to do so, sir.
Mr. ANREws. Is any money requested in this budget to make such

a move?
GeneralPiars. Yes sir, in 0. & M., there is some.
Mr. ANDREWS. Would there be money in 0. & M. to make the move?
Mr. ALBERT N. RiODEs. To make the move, yes, sir. Any construction required, of course, would be in the construction budget, Mr.
Andrews.
(The information follows:)
A total of $2.8 million has been provided in the 0. & M. appropriation for the
move ($1 million in fiscal year 1069 and $1.8 million in fiscal year 1970). In addition, $4.2 million In military construction projects will be required, primarily

at

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the thinking about the future use
General BOYLAN.

Mr. LiPscom. There is something about
, though, that I think
could be looked at.
. Maybe this is what gives
the
trouble.
General BOYLAN. Mi. Lipscomb, I wanted to make one final comment on REDCOSTE and the Air Force view. The Air Force does
not totally disagree with the actions of OSD. We in large measure
agree that reductions are possible. Specifically with respect to -the Air Force has urged that certain reductions be made
- but
that the facilities remain as they are. I am agreeing with your
suggestion. That is absolutely correct.
W

LIPSCO31B.

General Pirrs. Your point is very well taken.
General BOYLAN. The Air Force agrees that some reductions are
possible
Mr. ANDRE WS.

General Prrs. No, sir. Congressman Lipscomb has a fine point, and
we are taking a very hard look at. as General Boylan IndicAted,
and we agree reductions can be made.
General BOYLAN. We view these as two separate points. They come
together because of the Defense objective of reducing our budget by
about $88 million and sings in the balance of payments of about,
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PROCUREMENT OF HERBICIDES

Mr. SLACK. We note that one of the reductions in the budget estimate is $14 million for the procurement of herbicides. What' is the

total being requested for procureinent of these herbicides, and what
is your tirrent inventory level '
General Prr. For fiscal Mir 1970, $15.9 million is requested for
procurement of herbicides. Tihe dollar value of herbicides inventory
in the Air Force stock fund fiscal year 1970 budget estimate is $12.5
million.
NEW DATA AUTOMATION PRO(IRAMS TO BE STAWITI) IN 1070

Mr. SLACK. What new projects or programs does the Air Force in-

tend to initiate during fiscal year 19707
General PI-rrs. B sically no new starts, sir, except in data automation.
Mr. STACK. WNrould you elaborate at this point, General Pitts, on the
fact sheet presented to us entitled "New Starts Fiscal Year 1970
Budget," under Air Force item No. 2, contraet services, new contracts being stalled in flcmil year 1970.
General Pirrs. Yes, sir.
They are all data automation items, sir. The first, one, is the data
storage and retrieval progr'ain at headquarters, Air Force Logistics
Command, AFLC, $120,000. Next, is the Hill engine test facffityagain under AFLC, $40,000. This makes a total f $160,000.
Mr. SLACK. You nmy list the balance of them for the record, if you
will, please.
General PIi'rrs Yes sir.
(The information allowss:)
There are no other new starts, Included In this revised budget.
AIR FORCE PROJECTS OF DOUBTFUL MILITARY VALUE

Mr. Sici. The committee has been supplied various information
which indicates that the Air Force intends to Initiate new projects and
increase certain programs in 1970 which are of doubtful military
value, such as, for example, Project Value, increases in AI)P operation and other programs. We will discuss these projects and programs
at tie appropriate point in the hearing, but generally speaking, do
you think the Air Force needs all these new projects, programs, and
general increases which we notice in the justification book ?
General Pivrs. Project Value was one which was started in 1069,
Mr. Chairman.
On the automatic data processing equipment projects, these are
ongoing programs, and the answer to the question is yes, we believe
they have value.
Mr. SLACK. Mr. Andrews ?
Mr. ANDiFWS. No questions.
Mr. SLACK. Mr. Lipscomb?

Mr. LiPsCOm. No questions.
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CIVILAN FMPLOYM

T

Mr. SLACK. The next item is entitled "Civilian employment."
CHANGES IN CIVILIAN FMPIOYMENT PROPOSFJD FOR 1070

At the end of fiscal year 1970, you are projecting an end strength of

219,834 civilian employees. This is a reduction of 3,394 employees
below the June 30 1969, strength of 223,228.
Although the Air Force anticipAtes reducing civilian employment
in total, do you anticipate hiring any additional civilian employees
during fiscal year 1970 and, if so, for what Operations?
General Prrrs. That reduction from 1969 to 1970, sir, is effected
by a net out of increases and decreases which brings you down to the
end strength figure of 210,834 civilian personnel.
I can give you some examples of some of the increases and decreases.

For example, under Strategic Forces program, some increases totaling 225 people. A decrease in the Air Defense Force of 293 people.
l)ecreases incident, to closing Clinton-Sherman Air Force Base, 824
people. Increases for intelligence and communications activities programs, 331 people. Persomel savings from electronic data processing
equipment installations minus 363 people.
Mr. SLACK. You migit place the balance in the record at this point.
General Pirrs. All right, sir.
(The information follows:)
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMNT

The Increases and decreases I have described were based on program changes
validated during the budget review before the consideration of a general Increase In employee productivity. Subsequently, a reduction of 4,630 positionS was
made for antilelpated gains in productivity. This reduction, In general, affects
the manning levels of all operations. The review leading to the revised budget
resulted In an additional redutiton of 3,684 positions not related to specific program adjustments. The application of these aeross-tho~oard reductions has not

been assessed completely. In general, as Indlceated by the estimated end strengths
In the budget request, projected increases related to programs which are of a
high priority will be increased. However, the majority of the Increases related
to program changes which I have referred to cannot be authorized.-Any increase
authorized would reqidre greater reductions elsewhere. For example, It already

has been determined that the Inereases for intelligence and communications
will not be authorized and those In the logistical support area cannot be supported within the reduced employment levels.

INCREASES IN vMPLOYE,

PROntUCTIVITY

Mr. SLACK. In the backup material supplied the committee on civilian
employees, we note a decrease of 4,039, which is attributable to an increase in employee productivity.
Would you please explain how you arrived at, this figure, and tell us
the operations to which the decrem~i is to be applied?
General PInrs. I will ask Mr. Rhodes to answer that question, sir.
Mr. AAIERT.N. Ruoiwps. Mr. Chairman, that is more or less a percentage decrease similar to those we have had for the last several years. It
,pplies to al agencies of the Department of Defense in anticipation
that as employees have been on the job longer, their productivity
will increase.
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DECREASES IN EMPLOYMFENT RESULTING FROM INSTALLATION OF PhIASE II OF
TIE BASE LEVEL DATA AUTOMATION SYSTEM

Mr. SLACK. Information supplied the committee also indicates that
as a result of the installation of the new phase II base level data automation system, a reduction of approximately 3,000 manpower spaces
will be realized at a savings of $105.3 million. Was that savings taken
into consideration in fho preparation of the fiscal year 1970 budget
estimates?
General Pirrs. Yes, sir; and I have an expert witness from the automatic data processing field Colonel Vella, deputy dilrcdor of data
automation who will supply the-detAils.
Colonel VErA. Yes; 7123 spaces will be reduced in fiscal 1970.
Mr. SLA K. Does that figure Appear in the justification book ?
Mr. ALBmer N. RHoDEs. Those are military and civilian positions
that Colonel Vella stated, sir. The civilian portion would have been
included in th6 budget.
Mr. SLAcrK. Will you point this up for the record, and show us where
the civilian employees are?
Colonel VELLA. Yes, sir; I can do that.
(The information follows:)
PERSONNEL REDucuoNs RESULTING FROM INSTALLATION OF THE PHASE II
BASE LEVEL DATA AUTOMATION SYSTEM

Of the 723 spaces reduced In fiscal year 1970, 363 are civilians. These reductions
have been made to the budget In the following programs:
Number

of spa ces

reduced
Budget program:
15
430 ----------------------------------------------------------4
----------------------------------------------------440
282
---------------------------------------------------450
9
-----------------------------------------------------480
11
690 -----------------------------------------------------------

Total

---------------------------------------------------

303

INCREASE IN EMPLOYEE PRODUTIMTY

Mr. SLACK. If.your increased productivity for fiscal year 1970
equates to 4,639 positions against a yearend strength on June 30, 1969,
of 223,28 positions, then your increase in productivity for the fiscal
year 1970 would be approximately 2 percent. Is this not a fairly low
increase in productivity in terms of what is being experienced in
private industry today?
General PITrs. I do not know what the figure for private industry
is, Mr. Chairman, but. this is a productivity increase levied on us
by the Department of Defense, and it has been fairly historical down
through the past several years.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put something in the record about it.
General PIrs. All right, sir; we will.
(The information follows:)
PRODUCTIVITY INCREASE

In the President's manpower report transmitted to the Congress in January.
productivity gains in the nonfarm sector of the private economy were reflected
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at an average annual rate of approximately 3 percent. The rates have varied
from a high of 4.6 percent during 1961-02 to a low of 1 percent during 106-7.
It would be a difficult and complex undertaking to make a general comparison
of anticipated productivity Increase for the Air Force during fiscal year 1970
with that being experienced in the private economy due to the problems of
comparability of operations. However, both the private and Government sectors
of the economy have been experiencing productivity gains related to the Increased use of data automation equipment. In addition to the reduction of
4,039 positions specifically identified with a general increase in productivity,
the fiscal year 1970 budget request has been reduced by 303 civilian and 300
military positions associated with the introduction of the phase II base level
data autbmatlon system. As discussed previously, the annualized personnel
savings when equipment is fully operational will be aproxinmvtely 3,000 positions.
Also, the development of manpower requirements for budget requests reflects
workload adjustments, Including those related to increase in output per manhour and thus reflect gains in productivity; however, these adjustments are
ainde before the application of a general productivity reduction. The Air Force
has been striving to manage Its manpower resources effectlvejy and economically
and these efforts will be continued.
SUBSTITUTION OF MILITARY PERSONNEL FOR CIVILIAN" POSITIONS

Mr. ANDREWS. Are any additional civilian positions being requested
for Project Transition in fiscal year 1970?
General Prs. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have all efforts under the civilization program durin the last few years now been terminated?
'fr. ALiBEr N. RiODE8. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDRFWS. Is the Air Force now instituting (t program for the
substitution of military personnel for vacated civilian positions?
General Pirrs. No sir.
Mr. ANDRFWS. Tell us something about that.

General PiTrs. You want us to tell you something about that for
the record, sir?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.

(The information follows:)
SUBSTITUTION

OF 11ILITARY PERSONNEL FOR CIVILIAN

PosrrroNs

The Air Force has no plan for the institution of a program for the substitution
of military personnel for vacated civilian positions resulting from the Revenue
and Expenditure Control Act. However, in February 1907 a program was
Initiated to alleviate some of the problems associated with CONUS/oversea Imbalanced skills. An lmbalanced skill Ls one in which military authorizations in
the continental U ilted States are not sufficient to support oversea requirements.
This program was designed to convert vacated stateside civilian positions in
lnbalanced skills to military. This Increases the CONUS bwoe to which unskilled
airmen may be a.wigned and trained to meet oversee requirements. All such conversions are accomplished without changes in the total military and civilian
strength ceilings. Accordingly, as civilian to military conversions are made in
sieclaltes which are imbalanced, offsetting conversions are made In others. There
is no voluntary termination of employment involved in the program. A specific
example of the Imbalanced skills problem would be our specialty 291X0, communications center specialist. The CONUS authorization for military personnel
is 7,979 and the oversea requirement is 9,387. The oversea 'tours vary from 12 to
36 months depending on the location. Considering the varying tour lengths,
aIp roximately 0,000 replacements mut be assigned overseas each year.
Obviously, the OONUS authorizations will not support 'the oversea require.
meant on a continuing basis and provide a reasonable CONUS residency for milltary personnel. This condition Impacts upon the morale of personnel in Imbalanced specialties and contributes to people instability in the CONUS working
environmental. Civilian vacancies In imbalanced skills which result from the
employment limitton provisions of Public Law 90-364 are converted to mill.
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tary whenever possible. The permissible rehire authority for civilian employees
is us.ed to fill vacant positions In specialties which do not have an imbalanced
skill condition. It Is entirely possible that there are, or will be, situations In
which the civilian losses occasioned by the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act
will necessitate the assignment of military personel to perform the duties of f?
former civilian hicumbenits. This would be a temporary arrangement until the
civilian resources became available and would happen only in those cases in
which the duties involved must be performed as an essential adjunct to mission
accomplishment.

OTHER PERSONNEL COMPENSATION

Mr. ANDREWS.
hat will the request for $51.307 million for "Other
personnel compensation" be used for, and how much for each category
of expense?
Mr. ALBFr N. RHODES. Do you want that. now, Mr. Chairman, or
could we provide that for the record? It is about 10 different items.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put it in the record.

(The information follows:)
Other personnel competation
Overtime.-Payments for services in excess of the 40-hour week or 8hour day
---------------------------------------------$20. 100
Holiday pay.-Payments for services of 8 hours or less on holidays ....
4. 000
Sunday pay.-Payments above the basic rate for 8 hours or less of regularly scheduled work on Sundays for which this premium pay is given.
3. 400
Nightwork differentials.-Payments above the basic -rate for nightwork
which is not subject to overtime or Sunday pay ------------------3. 100
Post differentials.-Payments above the basic rate for service at hardship
posts abroad and which are based upon conditions of environment
differing substantially from thos6 1f-the continOnthl United States.....
1.800
Cost of living allowances.-Payment to compensate for the higher cost of
living in Alaska, Hawaii, and U.S. territories --------------------4. 900
Hazardous duty pay.-Payments above the basic rate because of assignmentis involving hazardous duty ------------------------------3.000
Other payments above basic rates.-Payments above basic rates for any
other premium pay, such as flight pay, premium pay in lieu of overtime,
pay In excess of the basic 260-day rate, et cetera. Includes payments to
foreign national employees, such as bonuses and other pay entitlement. 11.007
Total

----------------------------------------------

51.307

REDUCTIONS RESULTING FROM TIE REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
CONTROL ACT

Mr. ANDREWS. What was the reduction in civilian personnel strength
as a result of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968, and

how close is the Air Force to the June 30 1966, ceiling?
Creneral Prwrs. The number of people that were reduced by the
Revenue and Expenditure Control Act is 9,831 personnel during 1969,

and at, this point in time, sir, we are below our June 30, 1966, level of
employment for full-time permanent, nonexempt employment.
Mr. ANDREWS. What reductions in expenditures were made for fiscal
year 1969 as a result of reduced civilian employment under the Revenue
and Expenditure-Cortrol Aot of 1968?

If you do not have -that, supply it for the record.
General PiTrs. All right, sir.
(The information follows:)
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EXPENDITURE REDUOTIONS RELATiD To RrnuoED CMLIAN EMPLOYMENT

A reduction of $37 million was made in fiscal year 1969 based on the reductions

iMcivilian employment to result from the employment limitation proviions of the
Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968.
EMPLOYMENT FXEIPT FROM THE REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE

CONTROL AOT

Mr. ANDREWS. How many civilian employees does the Air Force
now have in Southeast Asia, which area is exempt from the provisions
of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act, and how many do you
anticipate having there at the end of fiscal year 1969 and 1970?
ir. ALBERT N. RHODES. Mr. Chairman, the number of employees
actually employed as of February 28, 1969, related to Southeast Asia
who are exempt is 15,420.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many of the 15,420 are Americans, and how
many are natives?
Mr. ALBERT N. RHODES. I would have to furnish that, Mr. Chairman.

(The information follows:)
NUMBER

OF AMERICAN AND SOUTH VIETNAMESE CIVILIAN EMPLOYEEs

The Air Force currently has a total of 15,420 civilian employees in Southeast
Asia whose positions are exempt from the provisions of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act. We are now in the process of replacing 974 military positions
in Thailand with 1,461 local national personnel which will result in a projected
end strength for fiscal year 1969 of 16,881. Increased employee productivity and
other budget adjustments result in a projected end strength for fiscal year 1970
of 15,112. Of the 15,420 currently filled positions, approximately 500 employees
are U.S. citizens and 14,920 are local national personnel.
SAVINGS TO RESULT FRO1M CONTINUATION OF THE REVENUE AND
EXPENDITURE CONTROL ACT

Mr. SLACK. By what amount can the 1970 budget request be reduced
if the personnel reductions required by the Revenue and Expenditure
Control Act of 1968 remain in effect?
General Pirrs. The answer to this is rather complex since it must
be based on several assumptions and the ultimate validity of the assumptions may be influenced by events or actions over which the Air
Force will have little or no control. First, the baseline for reductions
in fiscal year 1970 is assumed to be our currently projected June 30,
1969 end strength. Although it, now appears that our fiscal year 1969
end strength will be as pro ected, operations under Public Law 90-364
during the remainder of the year could result in adjustments. Second,
the rate of voluntary employee selpmrations cannot be predicted precisely and it is assumed that full-time permanent employee losses will
be at the ate of 1 percent per month, approximately the rate now being
experienced. Third, the 1)eamrtment op Defense has been authorized to
fill up to 75 percent of the f ull-time permanent position vacancies resuiting from operation of the law. Within this total rate, the Air
Force has been authorized a rehire rate of 85 percent. It is assumed that
the 85-percent rate will continue during fiscal year 1970 since the total
Air Force nonexempt, full-time permanent employment level projected
for June 30, 1969 is approximately 12,000 below June 30, 1966. Employnent as of June 30 1966 is the level to which Public Law 90-364
requires that total Federal civilian employment be reduced. Based
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on those overall assumptions, if the employment limitation provisions
of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act remain in effect, the fiscal
year 1970 budget request for operation and nuilnteii.ance could be reduced by approximately $1.1 million. The net expenditure reduction
could be less since the cumulative effect of employment reductions during fiscal years 1969 and 1970 would require ihereased use of overtime
to accomplish essential workloads.
Mr. SILACK. What would be the reductions applicable to operation
and maintenance, industrial fftind, and the R.D.T. & E. budget requests
for fiscal year 1970 If the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act is
continued
General Prrm. As previouslyy stated the. reductions applicable to
the Operation and Maintenance Appropriation would be $1.1 million
which is related to an estimated employment reduction of 3,677 below June 30, 1969 and 283 below the fiscal year 1970 budget request,.
On the same assumptions, the R.D.T. & E. appropiiation could be reduced $3.3 million based on an estimated employment reduction of
493 below June 30, 1969 and 706 below the fiscal year 1970 budget request. The Air Force industrial fund would be an estimated 1,036 employees below June 30, 1969 and 914 below the fiscal year 1970 budget
request, if the employment limitations of the Revenue and Expendihire Control Act were continued during fiscal year 1970. The dollar
value of the associated payroll costs would approximate $3.1 million.

However, under industrial fond operations no -real savings would be

experienced scince workload is governed by customer requirements
and is accomplished through n combination of-organic and contractual
effort with the labor mix determined by many factors. The industrial
fund' workload as now projected for fiscal year 1970 would ,have to
be accomplished by a combination of increased overtime and contractual effort if the organic workforce were decreased. Real savings

associated with employment reductions in this area coulld be realized
only through corresponding reduetions in industrial unid workloads
based on reduced customer requirements. If tile employment limitations continue as presently administered and based on the previously
stated asslmptions, the Air Force full-time permanent, nonexempt,

employment on June 30, 1970 would be approximately 17,000 below

June 30, 1966.

COMPARISON OF CURRENT EMPLOYMENT WIt1ITTJUNE 30$ 1966
EMPLOYMENT

Mr. SLACK. For the record, will you compare fie estimated civilian
personnel strength of the Air Force for fiscal year 1969 with that at
June 30, 1966, by title of the Department of Defense Appropriatiof
Act of 1969, including both general schedule and wage board emplovees?
General Pirrs. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)

The operation and maintenance appropriation end strength on June 30, 1966,
was 269,698 and was composed of 133,118 general schedule employees and 130,580
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wage board type employees. June 30, 1969 estimated strength is 22,3,228 and Is
composedI of 123,789 general schedule employees and 99,439 wage board type
employees. The research, development, test, and evaluation appropriation end
strength on June 30, 1906, was 28,508 and was composed of 20,976 general
schedule employees and 7,532 wage board type employees. June 30, 19069 estimated
strength Is 27,592 and is composed of 20,511 general schedule employees and
7,081 wage board type employees. The Air Force Industrial fund end strength
on June 30, 19060, was 4,739 and was composed of 934 general schedule employees
and 3,805 wage board type employees. Junie 30, 1969, estimated strength is 57,534
and is comped of 10,884 general schedule employees and 40,650 wage board type
employees. The military assistance program end strength on June 30, 1066, was
552 und was composed of 245 general schedule employees and 307 wage board
type employees. In fiscal year 1969 ciVilian employees supporting the military
assistance program are included in the operation and maintenance strengths.
This transfer was effected to provide a uniform civilian authorization and
funding policy for MAP support. Prior to the transfer, some civilian positions
were funded directly by MAP and some were funded by 0. & M. with reimbursement from MAP. Under the revised procedures, all civilian positions are funded
Initially from 0. & M. with subsequent. relmbur*ment from MAP based on
man-years of effort expended in support of the military assistance mission. It
should be noted that the Increase in Air Force industrial fund strengths and
decrease In operation and maintenance strengths between 1960 and 1969 is due
in part to the establishment of depot level maintenance as an industrially funded
activity effective July 1, 1908.
MANAGEMENT STUDIES

Mr. SLAACK. The next item is entitled "Management studies." How
much is included in this budget request. for management studies during
fiscal year 1970?
General Pirrs, Nothing, sir.
AMr. SLACK. Will the Air Force have any management studies under-

taken during fiscal year 1969?
General Pivrs. No, sir.
Mr. SLACK. What is the amount being requested for technical service
contracts for fiscal year 1970?
General Prrs. I would like to furnish that for the record, if I might,
.Mr. Chairman. I can give you some examples of contracts, Mr. Chairman. I do not have the dollar amount. I could supply that for the
record.
For instance operation of the BMEWS sites is a contract with RCA,
Radio Corp. of America. For maintenance of the DEW Line we
contract with Federal Electric Company. For SPACETRACK, we
contract with General Electric.
Mr. SLACK. Would you supply for the record the total amount for
support contracts by types, such as management service contracts,
technical/engineering service contracts, personnel service contracts,
and contractor operated facilities for fiscal years 1968, 1969, and the
estimate for 1970 for the military personnel, operation and maintenance, and procurement appro portions. You can also put in the
amount for contractor operated facilities under research, development,
test, and evaluation.
General Piwrs Yes sir.
(The information allowss :)

SUPPORT CONTRACTS BY TYPES FOR FISCAL YEARS 1968, 1969, AND 1970
[in
thousands)
Fiscal yearApproprlaUon(s)/type

1968

Military personnel ......................................
Operations and maintenance:
Management services........................................
Technical se rvicelonglneering ..............................
Personal services ........................................
Contractor-operated facilities ...................................
Subtotal operation and maintenance ..........................
Procurement: Technical so rvke/englneering ..........................
Research, development, test, and evaluation:
Management services ..........................................
Contractor.operated facilities ...................................

1969

0

1970
0

$49
147,1
91,
97,5

0
$192,071
58,119
102,716

0
$234,939
57,115
7,678

335,974
864

352,906
642

391,732
7

248
141,987

0
91,834

0
90,955

Subtotal, research, development, test and evaluation............

142,235

91,834

90,955

Grand total.................................................

479,073

445,382

483,437

IThese are reported pursuant to the definition discussed with the committee staff; however, under the definition for
this type of contract, the armed services procurement regulation would define these as nonpersona service contracts,
as thl provide for specific tasks to be performed Inspecific places, free of Government direction, supervision, and control
over the contractor's employees at a fixed price for the work to be performed.

Mr. SLACK. Are there any funds being requested for management
service contracts in this budgt?
General Prrrs. No, sir; there are none in the 0. & M. budget.
Mr. SLACK. Will you provide the committee with a list of the vanous support service contracts over $250,000 entered into by the Air
Force during fiscal years 1968 and 1969, and those anticipated for
1970? Also Show the type of contract involved. We would like this
provided for all Air Force appropriations. However, Federal Contract Research Centers should be excluded.
General Prrrs. I understand. We will supply the information, sir.
SUPPoRT OF FPim WOytLD FoRCFs
Mr. SLAciK. The next item is entitled "Support of free world forces."
1970 FUNDING LEVEL

What is the total amount included in the operation and maintenance
request for the support of free world forces, and what country forces
will these funds support, and in what amounts I
General Prrrs. The total in this budget for the support of free world
forces is $157,138,000.
For Vietnam it is
- ; for Ios it is
- ; and for Thailand
Mr. SLAcK. Does this amount for Vietnam include the modernization?
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General PiTTs. Yes, sir it does.
Mr. SLACK.

Are there any funds being requested for the military-

civilian assistance program in VietnamI
M11r. ALBERT N. RHODES. Referring to AID-DOD realinement? Yes,
si; the actions that were taken several years ago when we picked up
Air Traffic Control Centers and several other contracts. In 1970, the
amount is $21,125,000.
Mr. SLACK. I would like the types of programs involved please.
Mr. ALBERT N. RiHODES. Of this amount, $2,600,000 is for traifig
represents
of Vietnamese personnel as air traffic controllers; the Air Force share of a contract which provides for passenger and
covers airlift of food
conmmodity movement in Vietnam and stuffs to frieffdly forces in remote areas
AIR FORCE SUPPORT OF CENTO MILITARY HEADQUARTERS

.Mr. SLACK. We understand that the Air Force has been assigned the
reponsibility of supporting the CENTO Military Headquarters. What
is the amount being requested for the support of this activity?
General PiTrs. $40,000 for the U.S. contribution to the International
Military Headquarters.
1r. SLACK. Is the Air Force required to provide any other type of
ssystems or support?

"GeneralPwrrs. Yes, sir; $272,000 for national support costs related
to CENTO.
:r. SLACK. If there are no further questions, we thank you, gentlelllP1l.
The (em)mittee will stand adjourned until 10 o'clock tom orrow

niori'nlg.

WEDNESDAY,

APRIL 23, 1969.

.Mr. SIKES. The committee will resume its hearings.
CHANGE IN MISSION AT VARIOUS MILITARY INSTALLATIONS

The Department of Defense has announced the approval by the
Seretary of Tihe consolidation, reduction, realinement, or elimination
of the mission at 40 military installations. The information provided
the committee mentions several Air Force operations or facilities which
are affected.

30-088-69-pt. 2-49
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Are those facilities included in the announcement the same as those
which you mentioned yesterday which appear on page 16 of your
statement? I quote:
In summary, the reductions planned for accomplishment by end fiscal 1970
are one combat center, two direction centers, 10 long-range search radar, and
six stations of the Distant Early Warning Line.

General BOYLAN. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIKES. These, then, are the same as those which you included in
your statement yesterday ?
General BOYLAN. That is correct, sir.

Mr. SIKES. Are there any others included in the announcement by
the Secretary which were not included in your statement to the
committee?
General BOYLAN. Not to my knowledge, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SIXES. Have you provided for our record a listing of savings to

be realized by each of these actions in the fiscal 1970 budget?
Mr. AI MEIT N. RHODES. Not a precise listing, Mr. Chairman, but
in the justification book in several p laces we have shown minuses related to these. We can provide a list for you.
Mr. SIKES. Very well. I would like that provided for the record at
this point. I would like a breakdown of each of the actions planned,

and the reason for the action, for each of the facilities which are affected, for the record at this point.
(The information follows.)

LIsTINo OF SAVINGS To BE REALIZED--BREAKDOWN OF AeTIoNs PLANNED
REASON FOR ACTIONS AT CERTAIN 'MILITARY FACILITIES

AND

The North American Air Defense Command's (NORAD) ground environment
and command/control structure willbe realined. This is in keeping with current
plans to modernize the air defense system by incorporating the latest technological advances. Key elements of the realinement are:
The 4th Air Force of the Aerospace Defense Command (ADO) and its Combat Center (CC) at Hamilton Air Force Base, Navato, Calif., will be phased out
this summer. Other subordinate units of the 4th Air Force will be reassigned to
other NORAD subcommands.
The 30th NORAD Division Headquarters and its Direction Center at Topsham
Air Force Station, Maine, and the 26th NORAD Division Headquarters and its
Direction Center at Adair Air Force Station, Corvallis, Oreg., will be phased
out this summer. Their missions will be reassigned? to other NORAD divisions.
As part of the realfnement, one aircraft control and warning squadron, five
defense early warning stations, and six radar squadrons of ADO will be closed
by September 1069, and two additional aircraft control and warning squadrons
and two radar squadrons will be closed by December 1969. Three of these sites
will be taken over by the Federal Aviation Administration.
The above actions result In the following inactivations and resultant savings
in 0. & M. in fiscal year 1970:
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Installation Olo8ures, reductions, and consolidations

Alaska:
Anchorage-The Air Force's 626th Aircraft Control and Warning
Squadron at the Fire Island Air Force Station will be inactivated and the facility declared excess by December 1009--$197, 000
Dutch Harbor-The Air Force's Detachment 2, 714th Aircraft
Control and Warning Squadron at the Driftwood Bay DEW
Station will be inactivated and the facility declared excess by
September 1069 --------------------------------------412, 000
Kulowlyl--The Air Force's 712th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron at the Northeast Cape Air Force Station will be
inactivated and the facility declared excess by September
1969
----------------------------------------------214,000
Nikolski-The Air Force's Detachment 1, 714th Aircraft Control
and Warning Squadron at the Nikolsid DEW Station will be
inactivated and the facility declared excess by September
1969 ----------------------------------------------412,000
Port Helden-The Air Force's Detachment 5, 714th Aircraft
Control and Warning Squadron at the Port Heiden DEW Station will be inactivated and the facility declared excess by
September 1969 -------------------------------------412,000
Port Moller-The Air Force's Detachment 4, 714th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron at Port Moller DEW Station will
be inactivated and the facility declared excess by September
1969
----------------------------------------------412,000
Unalakleet-The Air Force's 718th AircrAft Control and Warning Squadron at the Unalakleet Air Force Station will be inactivated and the facility declared excess by December
1969
----------------------------------------------128, 000
Unimak-The Air Force's Detachment 3, 714th Aircraft Control
and Warning Squadron at the Cape Sarichef DD-W Station
will be Inactivated and the facility declared excess by September 1969 ---------------------------------412,000
California: Novato-The Air Force's Combat Center and 4th Air
Force (Aerospace Defense Command) at Hamilton Air Force Base
will be inactivated by September 1969 ----------------------851,000
Illinois: Arlington Heights-The Air Force's 755th Radar Squadron
at the NORAD Center will be inactivated by September 1969-..
312,000
Iowa: Waverly-The Air Force's 788th Radar Squadron at the
Waverly Air Station will be inactivated and the facility declared
excess by September 1969 ---------------------------------914,000
Maine: Topsham-The Air Force's 36th Air Division (Aerospace Defense Command) at Topsham Air Force Station will be inactivated
and the facility declared excess by September 1969------------1,210,000
Minnesota: Chandler-The Air Force's 787th Radar Squadron at
Chandler Air Force Station will be inactivated and the facility
declared excess by September 1969-------------------------764,000
Montana: Great Falls--The Air Force's 801st Radar Squadron at
Malmstrom Air Force Base will be inactivated by December 1969-338,000
Ohio: Bellefontaine-The Air Force's 04th Radar Squadron at Bel.
lefontaine Air Force Station will be inactivated and the facility
declared excess by September 1969 --------------------------70, 000
Oregon: Corvallis--The Air Force's SAGE Direction Center and the
26th Air Squadron (Aerospace Defense Command) at Adair Air
Force Station will be inactivated and the facility declared excess
by September 1969
------------------------------------1,534,000
Pennsylvania: Oakdale--The Air Force's 602nd Radar Squadron at
the Army Oakdale installation will be inactivated by December
262,000
.-1969
Texas:
Pottsboro--The Air Force's 745th Aircraft Control and Warning
Squadron at Perrin Air Force Base will be reduced to training
operation by September 1969 ---------------------------Sweetwater-The Air Force's 683rd Aircraft Control and WarnIng Squadron at Sweetwater Air Force Station will be in.
activated and the facility declared excess by September
1969 ----------------------------------------------

659, 000

623, 000
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Mr. SIKtES. T[hero wseems to he it rather sigilinalt.('hahlgo III direcIioUl ill (hoe warnilig system. W'hat, priiititl hitls brolight. I his aboutII ?
Is there, inl your olphdon, any d imiutlonl of thle throat, or. is it. that
yoIu 11r1 a('omljsh tg tho Ilecess-ary sur'iI uein ot her ways?
( euralPuris. Mr. (Niairiltuil (ilucra Bovyll is (i retor ot' 110roSpace programs, 1rfeadqnrar1toers U.S. Air Force. I wolid li1ke to ask him
to Z1I1swe1' that quIestionl.
(Thliral Bovi,mv. Mr.60aran116

tdt(jOl

t f'T'l

ope

~'ill
y
iti'aol itilluntton of at I epaiflwit. of D eft'lso prwgufill to
rea'lhili tl e ir defese posture, lit pro Yeam't~ stt in g ab~lIt. 1907. This
1'QII Iiniint. nut jel pittes it prVOCYi'e.si14V' pfulsedlo Wit ill gI'0Uti(1-1tsod Milet'OiU'511'V~h~h~I'('1Ilpfll1lhit.iC5, to be' olyset ill thlt mid- I1)70's by thle
ju l'Ilt
l o
w tgng
Ith~'U di1control nirvra ftqivahle( AWVACS.
WithI tlis inltroletioll i. degree. of' siu'v1v'ahilit v against. liieal litUInI( wold(be it hlt'(ed ily thle S'l'nvIillltli('t andl control sys(il.
IRelf(ed (0)tisi flSIet of the Shift. froit: pt'inellial re1lince onl grounldImwvd s11il
Vt'1 lflU'
n' cmit t'(l tol~lit-vle,~tt sunvel1 litilco and Control was
t liw p)I'violls, propo.I))1. by the I epilrtmient.. of' IDfetwse to, int'roIuvo. er
iin major mnodif titonls inl tihe IightLM'-11t&'rceptoI' force. Th'lis Was

knowutl is F'--1tx. While thtat, Pronguenil. a1 linep item ill thle 1970slnhmlission to thle Conigress inl thle amlolint of $I8.16 mlillionl, which0 is illt4T'1dlC( to bo used for tfie contttol and missilo syst4mus5, it. will heo aplplieable to any aircra-ft, that. may be chiosen. The 1)opm-htment. of tile Air
Volvo&lilts lptoI)ON'(l to theO Stielt'tytP of I)&o1euse that. the Air Forceo will
not. tnt1'5ULm dovelopilnent. of theo 1-i OUX, bitt. Ntil I dliNSIvat ely propose,
p0ssllly for' fisi'ill yo'ar 1971 eonlsidei'titiolviby tlt%
Conlgress8, a.priogrami
to nir('(

lil tt

ad viinced itt4invopt or.

'mr. sIREs. ritpo coiiiiitei would like to diusss them t'aaiouls A1m"
ligIis
Iarned on l NvUlm Air Force and heat' what. hils happened
thmus far itnder these progrAins in fiscal 1909, amid the plan-s which are
offered for isal year 1970.
VPUNDS) FORl OPSERATION OF~ AIW] SYSTEMS

W~hmat. is the total atnfiou"nt. 1n thle "Oporatioln AfItn(Ininntotivilco" lmdget
for' thte operation of AD)P systems for-fiscal years 1960 and 1170?
(General Prrs., For Ost'idt yer1(9,
22133,000. VOrt flseol year
6r
$210615,2,00O. Yea,0
I van b)Ieakt those out by items, if yout would like, Sir, under rentAl,
voltii'et services, mainltenancele, and pay for (livituis inl tits account.
Mr. slim8 I would(I like that doneo both for fisemil 1901) mnd the rie(fIlested ailo- tolt' orfsc1l1970.
GeneoraIl l'nvs. All right.,sir.
M r. S11imq~. You iny provide flint. for*the record.
General Pi'rrs. All iit, Sir.

('rho informin

fbl Iowa :)
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0. & M. BUDGET FOR OPERA7ION OF ADP SYSTEMS
[In thousands ol dollars)
Fiscl y3
ear

Fiscal yeart

Rental ..........................................................
65,435
Contract servIces ...................................................
7 218
Maintenance ......................................................
7620
civilian pay......................................................
121,800
Total......................................................202,133

86,521
7,907
9,024
122.600
226,052

M!r. ksEls. 11V111t. is (ho totall litiflher of p)ersonnel, both1 nullitf:inV
an~d cifilaui inlvolved ill fill data.il au1tolmitionl Iltivities, Worldwide?
(0hwila 1 1 's. For)i'lseali va 1970, Sir,~ or both years?

(e'1001l1 Pi'i's. , or tiscill year 19(69, 13,Tfi5 Civiliftnls and 14)98"1)
1111iliWtaroy
101attal of 28,741d. For fiscal Year 1970, 13,893 6ivilIaS
allut lb ,141) 11ilitavy foi- it tot4l of 29,028.
MAAOMENL'OP AIIIP 8Y8''ht

Mr.Su's. or Choc record, 1 want. it listing of the various AD)P
tuana11goI11011. systems the Air Force now hats in existence, and plan. for
tIt fli
rt re fol. tpI w tM1'opi tt low neti Vit ies.
('101101,11~irs X'es, Si'.
(Tuel(' ilifol'1111lionll loj('ws:)
AtxN,.%ov1ip.%r ov, AD1

8'avli:,ts

LOUISTICS
Ihiiw lt'i'el.-Ollo h1ltldrel rlxti.six UINIVACI 10,'50', preciig a centrally
ulesigned, Slitilizl/ed data systeml, tire twed to p~rovidle daily supply respoiise
to iiiksion Mitt supllit"It it i'itie.4 oil a real, ti1110 hlts. Theli computers IproVide
V'ilnt illvelitory imid (lOII1i' control Information worldwidi~e, 1lildlig Smithvamst Asit, for aill 'ategorie.s of' im-e equipment mid1( muililivs.
IkpW' I('c 11lety- ive' Comliters, mainly 1115 708019, IIBM 300/051', IBMN
u6)/40'.4, id Il&'A 30t. nro tmst'd by tho Ali- Force ILogistics Coiiiii'tid ( AIFlC)
for whiole'sale msset Invenitory andt tlitrilittioii, oilher logistic itimngeient stilpiort (procilroment, iauintAtice, transportation) to depot indimstril rep it' lhim's,
1111ul go.'eri i11tiugelliint Support. n,111'IM 8610/40'-. tire for the APIA) bse
uiport sy.4tem mlid lire 1clsisedt -veparntely ii this record. (I'laiine )-T1he
111ulIIai.eed logisi ii SySteuui (A LS) will lie Impljlemtled Invtinfituly (luring tilt*1)70'S Oi NO'VL'f, aIVIItlt'ed de.4ign coniptiter systelimi with~ remotes acquired by
('onihH'tithivi selet on. uTe soveit Coumputer systems will replace the Oil comnIuiitrm lueiutione(I above, imny of which will thent become nvailable for re'111tii'atioil. Th li lIt't
logistic syvstin andI i64 uissoviuted eolumers, tire (imcuissed S.j0flrfltely ill till.4 record. A tewtratt' nation, it lte eoiietit ire selection
plroces Clirreuitly, will iot'4iure for APIO's Wrigmt-l.'eum AII it large-scale,

stenille coiffluter with remote.. to servo the ctIIIIpuInt(loll aind $1inmula1tion neet(is
of both AVL~O aind the Air UnIuveri'sity'.- Air F~orce Instititte of Trelunology. livittlIa lion is exllIcttd during 10)70.
Tranxporta1 foil (plonle 'd).- Te MACTIIAV sipsteiii militaryy airlift comfintiul tralle reporting and control system) i; (lesigil to serve userws, opierators,

and mnager.- of the 1.iilitai'y Airlift Commatnd (MAVI andi other lDeplrtit~t
of IDefens et'nei 11. wVill torilt tomally cotro l trafliv mioving through AAC
failitiem tmid will also provide' overall fifiiiigeril control of MAC's traflle, fNetioui. Thet' thtit lprovt'Swltg system will handle passenger reservations ail ioenniviitition. eargo (loeullteultAton, tmid prepare records for pamssenger mid( CArgo
tillinlg 111t1 for other (pmima mdmnimein ir~m~om. Th~e computer equlipIIItwit) 0silport tit, system will 1be Sql(-td Completit ively flnti li 1t'
sd ait the
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21st Air Force (Mcluire Air Force Base) and the 22(d Air Force ('I'ravls Air
Force Base). The present schedule calls for Inpleiientition during mild-1970.
IIASE

MANAOEMFNT

One hundred and seventy-four computers, mainly Burroughs 2(3's, process ceon.
trolly designed, standardized data systems in Support of base legal activities
responsible for resource management and operational ierformantce. A large
volume of detailed data is required to provide mandatory controls, Inventories,
and managerial reports. The dominant applications processed are for programs
and operations, military nd civilian personnel, ani accounting and finance
(civilian payroll, eheckwriing, fund records, and Atilled accounting). (Planned)The bulk of these Burroughs 203 compulters are being replaced progressively
by more advanced Burroughs 3500 computers, discussed separately In this
record. A few of the Burroighs 203's will he retained for use in those loealolis
where It Is not economical to install a 300 configuration.
BASE

MIIITARY

PAY

acerted
One hundred and forty-five NCR 390 comipters process the Sminlardl
military pay system (AMi'S) throughout the Air For'ce. lHard copy pay records,
reflecting entitlements, allotmnilts, and the various dductiols for each litary
member are the bosis of the system. This small, dedlieted equllmnllit comnptes
uiet entitlements to members, and tabulates gross changes to the personnel appropriatlin in terms of total amounts withheld (flllotments, taxes, etc.). Result.
Ing accounting reports permit tighter nmanagerial control of the military personnel appropriation, quality cheeks of the centralized allotment system, and coin.
putatonai accuracy In paiy.
MAJOR| AIR COM.MANID

IIEADQUARTEIS

MANAGEMENT

Seventeen (,omliers, ituilily lhlmeyw'hl 800/200 systems, operate at comtivltd
headquarters to process and sumnmrize I)nse level management reports for
commanders and their staffs. ''le dominant applications prom'ssed are tile equipment management system, the personnel management system, the n1lliltary constructlon program, appropriated funds reports, and medical records reporting.
plannedd) -Currently saturated with workload, it Is planned to replace these
computers during fiscal year 1072 with more flexible and responsive computers.
eolntetitively selected, for Improved support of major alr command standard
management systems.
MAJOR FUNTIONAt,

CFNTEB1S

Headquarters U0A' data scrmv'ie.i centcr.---Nine computer systems, ininly
IBM 7094's and IBM 1401's, provhle dtitl processing slipport to the headquarters
staff and to the Offi(e of the Seeretary of )efense. (Planned)-Tho Installed
equipment will be replaced In the near future with two dual-proeessor (General
Electric 035 computer systems, which have been competitively selected.
Air Force data syatein design eenter.-One Burroughs 3500, onelBurroughs
203, and one Univac 10.10 IT system provide eomputilng eapablity for the develop.
ment and testing of standard Air Force systems centrally designed by tile center
and then operated throughout the Air Porco at base level.
UMAP iffltaril perso niel centcr.--T'wo Burroughs 5S00 computers inAlbitnin a
centralized data bank of Information on military personnel, and support the
centralized military personnel management systems for officers and airmen.
(Plantned)-A new weighted airman proinotlon system (WANS) is being developed currently. It Incorporates weighted factors to lie applied In the airman
promotion proedure and will be processed on a Honeywell 1250/101 comlpter
system. Installation Is sch~dtiled for October 1, 199 to fulfill an Air Force commitmenit to Congress. It order to Incelude this system, we deleted several lower priority projects.
ar' o aceorinting and finanee eoter.--Six computer .sy.stems, mainly
Air
11A, support military pay pliiq military appropriations and fund reportilg
Plamed)--TWO IBM 3(10 computer systems are scheduled to replace the Installed
equipment.
A It 1?. erre peronndl crenter.--Two 111A 01 computer provide Reserve Forep
managers with personnel data entiliftble with that presrlbrid for the Active
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Duty Air Force. The data systenia and computers facilitate the assimilation of
Air National Ouard and Air Force Reserve Individuals and units into the Active
Force during national emergencies In support of partial or full mobilization.
COM MUNIATIONS

one hundred anld thirty-six computers, mainly UNIVAC 100's and UNIVAO
418's, provide communications and telecommunications support. Some of the coimputers are for comuniiivitioIIs security. Other computers are for AUTODIN
Switching centers ond terminalR or for other communications terminals; as such,
they provide user-to-user service, store-and-forward service, and message switchlug and processing. The services are provided to the Dfense Supply Agency and
the defensee Communications Agency as well as to the Air Force.
WEATHlElR

Twenty-three collputers, mainly UNIVAC 1108's, 1004's and UNIVAC 418's
plus- an assortment of JIM equipment, provide support for tie collection, proc.
t,.silig, and d1 IIsseninmition of wUt.lier information to designai)
Delpartment of
Defense and govorunithil agencies. The Air Porto Automated Weather Network
provides on-line i'ceipt of weather information, comLstructilon id short-term retention of a global wemither ba,*, completion of ntece o,ry ainalyes and prognoses,
jirelutatioi of clalillet 111)(i unclassitied products, and the (lhlmptch of these
lproduets Worldwide over a wide variety of tm)mmnnieatons miedla.
I NTEoLIUMT'.

Forty-seven (omliters, mainly IM models but lcludlng computers of six other
ill Air Force intelligence mlssions. The computers are
used to collect, awemble, validate, format, edit, compute, display, diseminate,
and gxenerat0 Intelligence products for tho entire Air Foree Intelligence community.
Tihe Air Forco intelligence data handling system (11)IS) and other Intelligence
systelml Interface witl-the worldwide Intelligetco-net work of the Defense IntelliumnufcitUrt'rs, support

gent-'t

Agency.
COMMAND AND (ON'rROlo

Thirty-nine computers, mainly IRM models but including computers of four
other nmnifacturors, provide Air Force commanders the nimsm to exerclIs oI-

tinuous control of their forced, weapons, mid support resources. The Air Force
Integrated Command and Control (APICOS) receives and disseminates orders
and information, processes, distributors, stores, retrieves, and displtys data as an
aid to (Nsionmaking,
the evaluation of plitus, and the monitoring of operational
situations. (lPlamned)-APICCS Is incorporated il the World-Wido Military Coinnmad anti Control System (WWMCCS) update project, which has not as yet
received final approval front the Office of the Secretary of Defense. Whllen approved, the Air Forco will receive new command and control computers, competitively selected. Included in the WWM('CS project are new computers to replace
the, FSQ-41 computers at Headquarters Strategic Air Command anid the computers
lit the NORAI) Cheyenne Mountain complex (CMC). Only the command and
control computers In NOIRA) (OSMO) will he replaced. If WWMCCS Is delayed,
a reqluiremient exists to nuthorize rephcemiemt computers for these two installationms because of olerational urgency.
IMESP.A1101[

AND DEVEL:[OPME.NT

Mue hundred and twenty computer of a variety of manufacturers support applied rc tarch, development, and testing at 15 Air Force centers, laboratories and
nig4.. Another 10 computers support asic reearch within the laboratories of
the

i r Forct, O lhie of Avrospace ]tos.Aarch.

(l'hnled) -Cmlletltvo

selection of

' eWOSS
to replatc IBM 1460, IBM 7094, and I M 70414 computtos
at hw Air Formo Cambridge teseareh laboratory. Similarly, the MIM 701)4 and
1IM 71-1
imnputers at the Aeronautical Systems Division will be replaced. At
the Air Force Satellite Control Facillty, Calif., new conifipters will he Installed
to .ilIlIort reil-tine mtellite (oinnimnd aid voutrol. Installation of three 1i1m
310/7's, two Control
alaiit(100's, two Ioloi(ywelil 518 display units plus new
UNIVAC 11:10'4 In the remote tracking silte, will replacO installed Control lata
100 computers.
colmiilmtlers I in
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QUASI-SCIENTIFIO

(PLANNED)

An in-house, competitively selected computer capability is planned to replace

computer services currently obtained by contract from commercial service
bureaus in support of the mission of Headquarters, Office of Aerospace Reserach
(OAR). The data system processed is identified as the OAR ,Management and
Scientific Information Data System.
MISCELLANEOUS

Twenty-five computers of varying sizes and manufacture are employed in

miscellaneous management and operational support functions:
a. MaOngenw t support at intcrmndlatc comnand.-Nine computers
(NCR 315's, RCA 301's, Burroughs 203's).
b. Education and training.-Fourcomputers (IBM 1020's, Scientific Data
System 920's).
c. Ground 8afCty (the In8pcctor General).-OneIBM 300/40.
d. Air defense (SAGE-Seeniautomnatio ground environmcnt).-Nine coin.
puters, AN/FSQ-7's.
e. Photo inapping.-Two computers (Scientific Data System 920, ROA

301).

NEW EQUIPMStENT FOR1

TiE

DATA

SERVICES CENTER

Mr. SIES. On April 7, 1969, the committee was advised that the Air
Force was instilling a new automated data processing system for the

Data Service Center Headq.uarters in Washington, D.C. The letter
states that the equipment will provide the increased computer capability needed to meet requirements for increased quantity and quality
of data processing service. It further states that the Mta Service
Center provides (lata recessingg support to the Air Staff and the Office
of the Secretary of Defense.
What is the purpose of the new system, if you can boil it down Into
simple words?
General Pivrs. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I have an expert witness from
our directorate of data automation, the deputy director, Col. Vito
Vella, and I would like to ask him to reply to that question.
Colonel VELTA. The equipment, which is located in the basement of
the PentnaYon, is used to manipulate tremendous volumes of data used
not only Cy the Air Force but by the Department of Defense. The
center is a service bureau type operation.
Mr. SIics. Why is it necessary at this time?

Colonel VELTA. The equipment that is currently located there is
saturated and old. Because of this many elements in the Pentagon
have had to go out on contract for necessary additional service. Tile
need is for a third generation equipment at this point.
Mr. SI EcS. You are simply substituting third generation equipment
for second generation, are you not ?
Colonel VELLA. No, sir. We are also going to substitute third generation systems for second generation systems.
Mr. SliFcs. I am not exactly certahl'thfit you have convinced me that

all of this is essential. Hasthe old system broken down ?
Colonel VELLA. The old system, sir, has not broken down per se, but
it has reached the point of satutation.
Mr. Slixs. How long has the second generation system been in
operation?
Colonel VFLTA. I would say since about 1962, sir. The average systems life of a computer system is about 5 years.
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Mr.

SIKES.

You are going to have to have a new generation every

5years?

Colonel VELLA. Not necessarily, sir, but in this particular case the
equipment is saturated.
Mr. SiKEs. You have heard the old story about what would happen

if all the alligator eggs were hatched and the alligators grew up,
haven't, you? Is that what you are doing to us in data-processing equipment if 'Congress does not see that some of these eggs do not hatch and
the little baby processing machines do not grow up ?
Colonel VEJLA. No, Mr. Chairman. We do exercise a great deal of
restraint over the growth of systems. We are attempting to provide
the manager, the man who has to make the decisions, only the types of
inforimation that he must have in order to make those decisions.
In fact, one of the biggest users of the Data Service Center is our
own budget folks. Much of the data being presented here and much of
the data that you ask for to be placed in the record comes from the
machines which are located in that Center.
Mr. SIKES. Will'this system interface with other Air Force management.systems currently in operation or planned for the future?
(olonel VELLTA. Yes, sir, it will. In fact, it is the apex, if you will,
of the systems which are operational in the field. Data flows upward in
a )yramid form. You start at the base level where all of the data enters the system. The Data Service Center forms the apex where informatin is finally gathered. summarized and turned over to the manager
who must make the decision. Intermediate management information
requirements are siphoned off as needed.
Mr. SxKES. Was it approved by the Air Force Data Systems Design
Center?
Colonel VELTA. Sir, the Data Systems Design Center really has
nothing to do with the Data Service renter. It is a completely different
organization. The Data Systems Design Center prepares or designs
systems which are used out in the field. Where the two organizations
interface is that the data from the field systems eventually works its
way up the structure to Headquarters, USAF, and here they are
brought together.
Mr. Smixis. Is there coordination?
Colonel VErr.LA. Coordination and collaboration.

Mr. SiXKS. Not competition?
Colonel VELLA. No competition, sir. We make sure of that.
Mr. SIKX.S. Is it reviewed and approved by the ADP review group
in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Co mptrollem)
Colonel V.LTA. Yes, sir. In fact, the plan for replacement of eqipment. for the Data Service Center was personally reviewed by Dr.
A nthony whenhe was Comptroller of th6 Department of Defense. The
rest of the systems which we are using are also under constant review
by the review organization of OSD. In fact, through the review process, the budget process if you will, this year they minutely examined
everything that we do in &T)P, so much so that our new starts have
been reduced to about $4 million, which is an ext.remely low figure
for the Air Force.
General Pim's. T might. add at this point, this is in consonance with
the desire of the committee last year as expressed on page 28 of their
report.
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NEW AI)P BYSTI'F1

FOR TIlM Alit FOiI.E A('('OUNTIN(

ANI)

FINANCE CENTER

Mr. SlIuEs. On December 19,198, it was anmouled by ti Air Force
that al new autonatic data proetsSing -ssteni would be installed at the
Air Force Accounting and Finance Venter ill Denver, Colo. The
announcement further states that, the new system will provide an illcreased conpuiter capability needed for the current. dtiu processing
task at the Accounthig and Finance Center nd for the implementation and continued operation of the Joint Uniform Military lPay
System.
Iow much will the operation of this system cost, for the fi.seal years
1969 and 1970?
Colonel VEI.LA. While we are locating that figure, 111y I eoInuilent
that the JUMPS computer which is ourreitly fi i'oeess of installation of course, has as one of its major pill'1)OSes tie consoli(lltion of
all the military pay in one central location. It is also one of 11r6 systeiiis
that has been roviowed by 'tho 1)opartment of Defense.
As a result of installing this equilment., we hope to be able to release
about 138 NOR 390 computers which are currently located at. virioMIs
places throughout the Air Force.
The cost of JUMPS is $600,000 for fiscal year 1969 and $1.2 million
for full year funding in 1970.
Mr. SIKvs. I am11 nlot s1re I understand the inCreaso of $600,000.
Colonel VELA. rite equipment is being installed in incremnlts, to
start with. Secondly, the cost. in fiscal year 1969 is not. a full year. cost
of the system. For the first, time in fiscal year 1970 you -ee a filll years'
funding of that particular system.
This, by the way, is a phenomenon that occurs in the entire ADP
budget. It occurs over, and over again.
1i1r. Slms. Was this system ire\ftewed by all parties concerned1lefore
it was approved for instaulatlonand the contracts awardedl?
Colonel VEIA. Yes. sir. Actually, IUMS itself, the system, is a
triservice system. The three services working together, unero
the g,i dance and auspices of the departmentt of Defense, have collihio':Ited
step by step. Everyone knew what everybody else. ins beenl doing.
The system has been approved as a system. Tilie equipment itself was
obtained through the coml)etitive bhl process.
AIR FORCE ADP SYSTEMS TO BE INSTALLED OR UPIATED IN 1070

Mr. SIREs. The committee has been advised that in addition to, th
two systems previously mentioned, the Air Forc will either intall or

update the following systems during fiscal year 1969: The air went her

service s.ystemi, the Air Force eomnllientions serv i e s.steoil), the Intolligence data-haindling system, the Air Force T~ogisticis Conimnand Qvs.tem, the Air Force military personnel system, and phase IT of the bIase
level data automation standardization program system.
Wero all of these sNystems rMvewed and aapproved during flseAl y',ar
199 by fie Data Systems Design Center of the Air Force and the A TP
review group in the Office of the Assstance Seretarv of Defonso
(Comptroll1r), before they were l)p'ovd for installation 01iupgrading?
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That, is a Itlher long question. 1) you lll1(k'stnild it ?
I t ink I follow it.

Colonel VE,..

,\s far, 1s the 1)( aa I )esigls )esign (enler is colicerned, they are in
fhe business of designing systems, So tley do not review.
II'XIEW ANI) APPROVAL, OF NEW AIIP SYSTEMS

Mr. StiEs. Wlo approves it?
Colonel Vvl,. Th systellm are basically approved at. la(lqtlrters, USAF,by the collaborative actions of the Air Staff itself, in
other words,l)y the funetioinil users, peol)le from my diretorate, and
o41t1 eXl'ts. If the systeit islhrgo etiough, it gos before the l)ati
AItoiiAt loll l| lt I,
Is who also review 1111d aPllo'v the systell.
As farl as tie (SI) people are coiie, -,
sil., I wid have toput.
it on 10 Ilsis of the 'oiiow process , the budget, process. They review
the systems and approve them.
1r. GAmrY. '1i1h comilt.teos nistsuctions were not. to review it
tlhroiigh the l)Idget plroecss. Thcomm ittee's instret lls, throuihi tha
report., were to give it a detailed review indelendentlv. So, how can
you say that, during the budget process yOu Coll d give al! thesesystems
the adequate review that we uteipated or inten(,ed by our report.
Colonel VIi,,. Sir, it is not. the budget review process itself. There
is a whole series of activities that, are going on between the, agencies
and tie )epartment. of Defense where our working relatClIishl)S are
Ic'olmlhl ng tighter and tighter, mid huvt been ever sine , the commlnllee
110 I' 't. wits istled.

7For example, th ])ejl)artllent of l)efense now has a, Department of
Defense ADP Policy Committeo. We aim members of this policy COMinittee. We meet with them every month. We ileet with ou sister
services every month. We discuss many things. Among the things discussed are somein of the systems that you are asking about. The major
accounting system which we have hi tailed has been approved by tih
Comptrolforof the Department of defense . The joint, uniform ilffitaythepy
system. Which is another large system, las )een approved
Comptroller
of te Department of defense. Again, the replacement,eqmpment that we talked about, for thl Data Service Center,
has Ieeii approved by the apartmentt of Defense.
In tho 1)eparllnt.t of 1)efense AST) (. & I,.) OMhice, we have ane1w
group that has been formed whoso primary purpose is to look at. logisties systems. The Air Foree, whicheonsn ers itself the fororumetr n
the development of automated logistics systems, has worked quite
closely with the othm sister services in rivlng theni it helping hand ill
installing logistics systems throughout t le world. We are now working
just as close with the new group which has heen formed, and the new
group is, in fact., reviewing all tme existing systems.
So, through this entim series of events, we feel the intent, and tile
spirit, of the pronumcement made in the congressional report ar, il
fact, I4ng carried out.
Mr. Sims. Does your answer apply to each of the six systems which
I ii0itioied?"1-

Colonel

VELLttA.

Yes, sir.
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STUDY CONTRACT FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM ING DOCUMENTATION

Mr. SiEs. The Air Force r-cently entered into a study contract
for computer programing docilmentatfion. What is the purpose of this

study?

Colonel VELLA. Sir, this is one of a series of small research and

development contracts by which we are attempting to take advantage,
if you will, of advances in the state of the art in applying technology
or a better degree of technology to the various and sundry things
that wo do in the Air Force.
Documentation, for example, of automated systems is extremely
important, Unless you lve followed a doctinentation procedure that
is clear Ad precise, a man cannot come behind you and pick up alter
you have left and continue with your activities.
Mr. SiKEs. Small in what sense? What is the cost of it?
Colonel VELLA. I will have to get it for th6 record. I do not have it

with me.
(The information follows:)

In the fiscal year 1069 I. &D. budget, we have Included $75,00 for this project.

MNr. SiiKE8. I am not sure that I understand just what you propose
to accomplish with this. What is the duration of the study contract,
and what really will you have when the study is completed that you
do not have now?
Colonel VELLA. We are attempting to obtain from a group of experts

who possess expertise beyond the expertise that we possess in-house, a
method or procedure to Iay out the various steps that are nece&sary to
examine our problem and to indicate the steps needed for a solution.

We are not asking them to define the Iroblem or solve the problem, but

to show us exactly the thinking and philosophy that underlies the
process, and then how' we document these various steps. With advanced

language types available what type of supporting documentation is
needed? The language itself is liartial documentation. How will our
forms be laid out? How will our files be structured? These are the
kinds of things we are attempting to resolve. The product to be ob-

tained under contract is a standard documentation system.
The reason this is important is that once we have a standard system, it. will be used .for documentation throughout the Air Force. As

it is nowN, you have people following one documilentatitonmetlod at the
Data Systems Design Center, lperhl)S another one at, SAC lleadquarters, perhaps another one at MAC, and so forth, around the Air Force.
We need one system. We want to avoid having to retrtiin people every
time they move.
BASE SUPPOIIT STOOI( CONTHOTR

AND DISTIIUBTION SYSTEM [

Mr. SLACK. What is tme st4at1s of the Air Force Logistics Conijnands base support stock control and distribution systein?
Colonel VELA,. The present status of this project is:
Two of the six approved €10/.10's are installed. One eompnuter installed at, Wright-Patterson is being used for program develo)mont,
test. and debugging while a. second computer is hinstalled at Sacramento,
Calif., to test, these programs and the concept in an operational environment prior to proceeding with implementation of the total system.
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Tho live pilot test, is being conducted at Sacramento air materiel
area. The pilot test began on April 1, 1969, and is scheduled to be
conpleted by July 1 1969
Subsequent deliverfes of 360/40 computer systems are to be schedtiled after successful completion of the pilot test.
Whenever we have instituted a program that will affect our air
materiel ,area computers the progimilng, testing, and debugging of
thoso programs has been accomplished at our central facilities. at
Wri t-Patterson. Th Newark Air Force Station account will be
satelIited on that computer in addition to the AMA workload.
A1S-X DATA

SYs'rEUM

Mr. SLACK. Tie Air Force Logistics Command has under development the ALS-X data system-Air Force logistics system-which is
to be used at various inventory control points at all AMA's.
Will you briefly toll us the current status of this program, wlie it is
scheduled to be hiitalled, how it diflers from other supply support.
systems now operating at. the A'MA's, and its estimated cost?
Colonel VELALA. The U.S. Air Force wholesale logistics system in
existence today is basically a second generation ADP system which
procees (lata'sequentiall in batches. This system is only Capable of
procesing a singih program at, a time and Many prognrms must he

l)rocessed to l)e1form a given operation. This system, in general, is only
adequate to a specific limited function; is hflnMpred by 1tiniely and
not easily accessible data; and laeks the capabilities which the stateof-the-at, has made available. It does not l)rovide liii adequate base
or model for a responsive future logistics sy,,ten.
'rTeadvanced logistics system-ALS--is designed to bring about a
major overhaul to the Air'Force's wholesale logistics system tlu'oulth
use of large-scale, tlhir'd generation ADP equipment with remote i1put-outlput capability, rapid data update antret.i'ieool capabil ity from
large immediate access storage, direct inter- and intra-air materiel
area Depot/AFLC--conimunications links, and data management
tech niques compatfible with this advanced concept. The system will
operate in an enviromnent of user-to-com puter-to-user communication
via remote il plt-output devices. Requisitions, inventory information,
catalog data, document control flies and other data will be maintAiled
on immediate access storage devices. This will permit rapid response
to inquiries and allow flie update as activity is generated. lh new
system will permit nir'iuateriel areas to interogate (ata flh,s at other
locations.
The concept envisions common data banks used in simultaneous
multi)rocessing operations, elinniating numeroUs led11dalt records
and delays in1
the present sequential system. More complete systellus,
encompassing all actions required l)ecause of a specific transaction, will
replace today's functionally oriented systems. The results of the inproved handling of transaction will be a more rapid response to customer requirements, a reduction of stock inventory levels and pipeline,
rapid 'and automatic posting of records, and a reduction of I)iersoniel
resources.
Tito preliminary cost estimate for this new system averages $53
million per annum during the first 7 years. This amount includes
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personnel costs to operate the ADPE, facilities, communications, lease
of ADPE, contract services, ADPE supplies, one-time costs, and so
forth. Tangible net dollar savings to the Government are exp ected.
The ssavings will be in the areas of reduction for stock inventory, reductions in manpower spaces, and the release of approximately 95
currently installed computer systems.
As ALS project is now undergoing Hq USAF review. It will then
be submitted for approval by the review committee established at
Department of Defense level to carry out the review action directed
by the Congress in the House report on the fiscal year 1969 appropriation bilL Subject to receipt of the required approvals, the current
schedule of implementation is:
First installation, Wright Patterson AFB Test Site, August 1970.
Second installation (pilot installation at an air materiel depot),
January 1971.
Next two installations, April 1971.
Last two installations, May 1971.
PHASE II BASE LEVEL DATA SYSTEm1

Mr. SLACK. The Air Force announced on February 28, 1969, that it
had authorized the Burroughs Corp. to go ahead with the installation
of the phase II base level data system at 150 bases throughout the
world. We have discussed this system during prior years' hearings with
the Air Force.
Was this system thoroughly reviewed so that it is now ready for
implementation?
Colonel VELLA. Sir, I have the phase II project officer with me, Colonel Maxwell, who will answer that question.
Colonel MA.XWLL.. Sir, at Langley Air Force Base, from the 2d of
December through the 5th of February of this year, we conducted a
thorough evaluation of the system that had been implemented under
the aegis of phase II.
Mr. SiREs. Did the Air Force give thorough consideration to the
necessity for installing this system at each Air Force base or satellite
base?

Colonel

MAXWELL.

Yes, sir.

Mr. SIKEs. Is it necessary for each Air Force base or satellite base

to have a real time computer operation?

Colonel

MAXWVELL.

Colonel

MAXWELL.

Yes, sir. All of the satellites will not have the

total system, as you are aware. Some of them represent only the ability
to access through a remote input, a standard computer located elsewhere.
Mr. SixRs. Have you encountered difficulties in the tests that you
have run on this?

Yes, sir; the normal types of difficulties. Any

time we run an operational test, of course, we anticipate difficulties.

We did encounter them here, and we are attempting to overcome them.

Mr. SixEs. Have they been overcome?
Colonel MAXWELL. 'they are in the process of being overcome; yes,

sir.

Mr. SIREs. What does that mean?
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Colonel MAXWELL. We have identified, for example, various im-

provements associated both with the system and with the software
that supports the system. We are striving now to reduce the total
throughput time associated with it, and also, as a result of having the
ultimate, user evaluate the products in an actual operating environment eliminate or reduce or perhaps add additional requirements that
they themselves have -identified.
Mr. Sinys. Costwise, will you reach the point that it is too expensive
from the standpoint of the advantages to be gained to have this operation at each air base or a partial operation at each air base?
Colonel

savings.

MAXWELL.

No, sir. The total system will show a profit, a

Mr. SEK.s. Can you supply some supporting material for the record
on that?
Colonel MAXwELL. Yes, sir; I will be glad to.

(The information follows:)

Savings in Implementation of Phase II of ADP System
Millions

Lease cost for ADPE in fiscal years 1968 and 1969 --------------ADPE purchase price less rental rebate in fiscal year 1970--------ADPE maintenance cost
-----------------------------------Communications networks -----------------------------------Increased cost of computer program maintenance ----------------Parallel operation
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Site preparation
Equipment transportation ------------------------------------.
Phase 11 selection, Implementation and control -------------------Systems analysis and initial programing: ----------------------Initial training (salaries) -----------------------------------Satellite device lease costs ---------------------------------Projected total cost

------------------------------------

Benefits
----------------------------------

Release of installed ADPE)

Release of installed POAM

----------------------------------

Reduction In operational supplies

----------------------------

Reduction In follow-on training costs --------------------------Reduction of approximately 3,000 manpower spaces -------------Projected monetary benefit

-------------------------------

$1.9

67. 5
17.8
17
3.1
2. 7
5.4
4
.6
3.8
4.2
5.1

114. 2
47. 6

17. 4
4.7

1.3
105. 3
170.3

Projected net benefit
Projected benefits
Projected costs

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Net monetary benefit

-----------------------------

-------

176. 3
114.2

62. 1

ABILITY OF IIEADQUARTERS TO QUERY SYSTEMS AT EACH BASE

Mr. Siiaus. When will this system or some other system be installed

at Headquarters, Air Force, which will be able to query the base level
systems at each base?
Colonel Mf AXWEFLT. There is nothing presently planned that will do
that, Mr. Chairman. That would be a follow-on application if it. is
undertaken.
Mr. SIKES. No such system is now being installed at the same time
as the phase II system?
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Colonel MAXWELL. No, sir. We are talking now about a direct inputoutput going from computer core to comp~lter core. In the sense Colonel
Vella has indicated that the data 'that are accumulated at the base
ultimately flow up and are available here at headquarters to the users,
that sort of hierarchy exists; but there is no plan at the moment for
a direct computer-to-computer contact.
PROJECTED COST OF PHASE 11

Mr. SIRES. During the hearings last year, the committee was advised that the phase I base level data system would cost in the neighborhood of $79 million. The latest informntioh indicates the total
projected cost will be $114.2 million, a very drastic increase. What is
the reason?
Colonel MAxwELL. As I recall, the figure of $79 Mill16n represents
the equipment cost of $61 million that was associated with the bid of
135 systems. Added to that was the $18 million dost for maintenance.
If you ptirehase the equipment rather than lease it ,you pay for separate maintenance under a maintenance contract. That then gave you

the $79 milli-oflire.g.
The $114.2 million, as you will notice, involved the total cost associated with reprograming, providing sites, all this sort of thing.
This encompasses the total cost associated with the system as opposed
to only the equipment and maintenance costs.
M1r. SIRES. Does that mean there will be a similar jump-next year
which is notnow known to the committee?
Colonel MAXWELL. No, sir. This is the total cost of the system for
its projected life.
COST OF SYSTEM ANALYSIS IN CONNEoTION WITH PHASE E II

Mr. GAmRITY'. We note costs which did not appear last year, such as
systems analysis, $3.8 million.
Colonel MAxWrLL. That is the cost of actually designing the system
by the data systems design center and other command units that would
convert the program to a standard system.
Mr. GARRITY. This is the cost of updating other systems?
MAXWELL. Incorporating them. What we attempted to do,
sir,Colonel
was where
each of the commands had what they previously called
command add-ons, they would take the standard system and perhaps
diverge slightly to accommodate a command-peculiar requirement.
These were all made known in response to a requirement laid onl by
the Data Systems Design Center. As a result wherever possible, these
were incorporated in a standard system written by the design center,
which now will be Implemented itn phase II and will be exercised by a
command identifying through an option the fact that this command
needs to have these additional data.
OTHER COSTS ASSOCIATED WITHIN PIASE II

Mr. GARITY. What is the cost of $5.1 million associated with the
satellite device costs?
Colonel MAXWELL. These are the remote inpitt-output devices that

will be located at the satellites that do not have a standard system.
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Mr. GAnRITY. That is in addition -o tle purchase price or the lease

rental cost of the equipment of $67.5 million?

Colonel MAXWELL. That is correct, yes, sir.
Mr. GARRITY. What is the communications network, which will
cost $1.7 million ? What sort of network is that?
Colonel MAXWELL. Of course, when we talk about satellites, we ate
talking about the need to provide some sort of commilnication from
the main computer to the output device located at the satellite location.
We are talking about a tradeoff in communications costs as opposed to
the location of fa computer at the satellite location.
BENEFITS TO BE DERIVED FRom PHASE I

Mr. GARRITY. We were discussing a few moments a o the benefits
to be derived from the installation of this system. You show a net
benefit of $176.3 milleh, of which $105.3 million represents the reduiction of approximattely 3,000 manpower spaces. How did you arrive
at that antmeipated reduction
Colonel MAXWELL. As a part of system design, and before the systems were presented to the Data Automation Panel in Air Force Headquarters, it was of course required that savings associated with the
implementation of the system be identified. These savings are those
identified by the ultimate user that he would anticipate realizing as a
result of the implementation of the phase II system.
Mr. GARRTY. Have you realized any reductions in civilian personnel
as of this time?
Colonel MAXWELL. As we noted yesterday, sir, 723 of those spaces
will be withdrawn in fiscal year 1970; 363 of those spaces are civilian.
Mr. GARRITY. Do you think this is a realistic estimate of the manpower spaces that you are going to realize?
Colonel MAXWELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. GARRITY. The Air Force definitely intends to eliminate 3,000
positions?
Colonel MAXWELL. Yes, sir. As part of the phase II planning these
will be eliminated.
COMMITEE'S REPORT REGARDING NEW ADP SYSTEMS

Mr. SIKES. In the committee's report last year on page 29, we stated
that until such time as the newly established ADP system review offices had an opportunity to review the various systems now in existence and those being planned for the futur6,'the expansion of all systems should be held in abeyance. Why did the Air Force proceed with
the implementation of the base level phase II and other systems, knowing that it was contrary to the intent of the committee?
Colonel VELLA. Sir, we didnot feel in our discussions with OSD that
really we were expanding or that we were doing something which was
contrary to the intent of Congress. Phase II, for example, was already
an approved program.

Mr. Sikts. Did you review this matter with the committee or take

arbitrary action on your'own?
Colonel VELLA. go, sir; it was not reviewed with the committee.
30-088-69--pt. 2-

50
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,Suvs. Why not.? That. would inlldiato o were uot. pnrticularly
concerned withIth0 'iewpoint of the committee.
Colonel VFJ ,A. Yes, sir; we were concerned with the v'owpoint of

the commit.toC but we felt. that we had, in fact, complied with the
committee's intent not to expand our system.
Mr. Sm1E. Why didn't you ask the collllltte

whuhoer the commit-

tee njred with you ormot1
right,, General, you probably want to take Mis one,.
General Pv-rs. I wnntel to get straw *It. whether you wero talking
about, the review committee within ), ,th 1)OD Aulcommittee, or

the Comn4li ee on Appropriations. 'l'he colonel was speaking to this
committee of Congress.
Mi,. Sums. I w,1 repeat the questioll: Ill Ihe committee's rp01)ot last.

,,wly
e-talblished
year On page 29 we stated that. util uch tuin,, as to
,010w ,ceshad an o)or1ttlltitv to Ieview the art'iols
A1) sy.slem reie

progtam.I Inow in existence and thosoeing plainuld fol. (11 futilre, the
expansion of all systems should h) held ill al teyflhcO. Why11(id the Air
F'ore('0 p'Oeed with thle imtllementation of the base level j)haseT IT and
other systems, knowiing that it. was Conlat'fy to the iltolit. of the C011mittee?
General Pri's. If I under0tn6dthe quesion, sir, .Chmlel Vella tried
to )ring out that. we had discussed this latter, with thile rvieAw per1':onuel. the review struettre down in t he01ffe of the Assistant. Seeretlac y of I)e. nse-Compt rol1e'-an(d that. this was an ongo|ig11program
thA. had alreaidv becen approved. In thalt. eolte.xt they did not think
thoy were not. being responsive to the desires of tle coulitlee.
Mr\. S uuts. l)o you feel you were thus VOnli)ltlg with tho desire

of tho committte?'
01euu'al 1mrrrs. WVo felt, so; ye sil'.

felt. Suuus. Did you at. tift. thno indicnto to the, eommitte tht you
felt
that you had eonl)lie(d with the committee's shted wishes in the
matter?
Colonel V.rlt,,%. I do not. understand the quetioll.
General Pt'rl's. Ny I go off (ho record just, m i inute.
(Off the record )
Mr. SiKEs. The question is: Tid you advise the committee that von
felt. you were Complying with its slated desires and that. on that bhsks

you Iproceeded ?

&

General Pimrs. We1re did not. advise this committee.
Ur. SI1.1 Why not?
General Ptt'rm. "As I stated previously, sit, we (lid not thikl we were
actig against the wishes of the connititec, l)ecflhs of the fact that
we had discussed this program with the Assistant Seerptary of Dofeus-'omnptr~llr-tho OD review striuturo, it. 'as tn ongoing
j)1oglVal ready approved and woe wett ahead with iiplementation
of It.
Mr. SJu
., It was an approved but not a funded program, is that, not
?
corrct
General Pl'mrs. Sir, the port-ion thmat we financed in fiscal yeat 1969,
was contained in tihe fiscal year 1969 approprintion.
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COMPUTER EwAITIlON

SERVICIV

Nir. SiKs. For the "Computer oevaitation service" (COMPIESS),
are ~equestling $M5 000M in fiscal year 1970, which is an incrmse
of $183,000 over your fiscal year 1969 planned level. What is this
lprgram ?.
olonel VELt. Si', t-hisrograni tO.s in with the question that was
asked on the advanced logistics system at AFLC. it,
is a simulation
p'ogramv~t. Wo hav contracted for a series of programs which permits
us to simulate workload against a wN'hole S1isris of ditrereit. types of
conmputers, thereby giving us a feel of several things: whether the

sst1ns we are designing will do the job that we are attempting to
4o; is tho system we ate attempting to design within the state of the

art; and, what typo of systems oxist in tho field as far as the commercial world is concerned that can possibly do the job.
Ir. SmK s. Why is the increased funding necessary ?
Coh01l V:IIA. 'ihe increased funding is necessary because we are
slowly but surely coming to the apex of getting readyto pUt together
this advanced logistics system that youl hav asked us to givo you a

report on for the record. We will being that out there, too, ir.
DA'TA 8 'P01LAUN AND IMM'IUBVAL SYSTEMS

Mr. Sim-s. For fiscal year 1970, there is a request for $320,000 for

data storage nd retrieval systems. Is this another noW prog ram V
ColonelV aT,. No, sir; tlat is a conitractual activity whlieh is being

carried out. by the Air Force Logistics Comnid which ovaluntes the
ifespaI of pr-opulsion engines and ordnance for the MINUTEMAN.
Itis directly tied in with the MINUTEMAN system.

Mr. Siiup.. I as there been- a similar fumd in prior appropriations

requests?
G30u0ral
l'O t'l 11 ' l.
lp

r

No, sir; there were no funds in 1968 or 1969 for that
.

.

Sr. Sums. That would indicate it is a new program. What is tie
purpose of it? What do you expect to accomplish with it.
C-olonlVmrp.t. We expect to conduct studio to determine the deterioration of tho propulsion system and determine the reliability and
lifespan of tie proplulsion sy-stem itself for the MINUTE A[AN1.
i'iiojao'r Ij'rmI

AI)P CONTIOTUArL sVICES

Mr.Smw s. For ADP contractual services in connection with Proj-

ect*lITH, you are requesting $128,000 for fiscal year 1970, the same
amount as your planned love for fiscal year 19069. Is this to be a per-

manent reqini-ement. each year?
Colonel VtJ, A. No, sir. The reason I sy this is because there are
certain decisions being made on lITE right, now which may convert
LITE from a contractual-tyl)o operation which it is at thd moment ,
to an inhlouso-type system.
Mr. Sums. At greater or less cost
Colonel VELA. It would only be converted if it was at less cost.
Mr. Sinrs. I-row much less?
Colonel VELLtA. Sit', I am not certain of that figure.
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IN ( ,! SION" O1. 4%II, 1%ill 1,1O1tCIF Il.(1Tl,,V'ION IN

Mr. Siivs. lWe

1I' I).%T.

1\1 ,

a rev'enl. II1TIE foewshittr that 1il Air

nole from

Foree reglidlitlons have now beeii included in the Lbl'P

data. hse.
Is it, necessary to put all this in forVmzI'll(io |lthe
nt
,IT4I d tid al k ?
Colonel Vi'Tt. Sir, if you are going to h4v a retrieval 8wst(i to
(10 the jo) tiat. you wtist to do, to alnsweir lllr user., it is e.entia1
tflit, you put into It. nil tile iniforvnmtion thntlt y111,on(e iszoJng to Vall
for.
Of coise, the Air Force regulations are thhasie diretlive w whiel
we in the Air Force liv.. We have to have these in the datn 'hank if
we are to know the directions hN whhle were to move.
Mr. SIKms. Ts it. tho intention of the. Air Force to conititi to xmimd the LI'P, data base to include all )OD reoiIlntions and nll
other legal information that is availiblo?
Colonel
Sir, I cannot answer (hat question. T wo'ould Iave lo
defer to other people.

General P]r-rs. May we reseireh that. and supply it for the reord.

sir?

Mr. Sinu,. Yes.

(The information follows:)
All DOD dlreeih'es and Instrutlons nrc on the TATlNl (aIn

base. Army ilIil

Navy regulations are lint at present. It Is the Intent of ),1 to put on hIII(1t:1
base n.9 much legal ad regulatory malerlal as I mv ssary to mneet th ne(,,i

of DOD users of the TATPl) system snd Information desired by other (noverlilllt

users on a reinbursable basis. We hol eveni(iltly to include the Arfmed Ser6'-eps
Bonrd
of Contract Appeals deelslons aid the
soiis, le.s Indinn claims flnd hwomotax ense. more recent Court of Clnlnv. iti,i.
UTILIZATION

TIY OP ,LT. DATA !I,\,t

M11.St
as%.
anon e made a utilizlation study of the infor'inutioti
now incorporated into* te LTE data Ihak?
Colonel
,,. Yes, sir; slh studies have. been niade. We would
like to present, it.for the record, If wo may.

Mr. Slua s. Tell us what the results have, been, and what. l)urpo.s
they have served?

(rhe information follows:)

UTILIZATION STUDY Op

IITI-1

DATA BANK

STUDY OF SEARCHES BY DATA BASE

Comptroller
general
decisions
vol. 1-11
Fiscal year 1968 ...........
Fiscal year 1969 (March)...

284
167

Comptroller
eneral
decisions
vol 19-45

Unpublished
Comptroller
General
decisions

791
538

625
480

Armed
United Services Court of
States Procure. Military
Code mentReis Appeals
185
166

12
4

129
198

Board of
Review
101
192

The number of searches slhice July 1, 100.5,,
has decreased for two 1ainil
reasons :
(a) Funds for 1,DPH were reduced by the Air Force with a resulting de.
crease in the number of computer hours avAlable for searches.
(b) A major new IITIH product, (lie Key Word In Context (KWIC) Indfx
of the published Comptroller Ceneral's deelsmons, was gneratled by II'IE and
)ubllshed by the Government Puhtinig Of1ce. Distribution of this index, IN llrst

to eolnsolhlate nll published Coml)trollher minerall delislonq Into a single Indhx, h1sIm.
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as expected, decreased the number of searches requested against the published
Comptroller General data base. Most relatively simple searches can be done in
a few minutes with this index; TATIO continues to get the tough ones. by In.
Perhaps the best way to describe what purposes have been served is
cludilng solne extracts front the IATl,Newsletter anid copies of uisolicited letters
received after various offices blind used the rITH, service.
Excerpts of Usrs' CoflmCnt8 from IITH Newsletters: ITI'IE NewsletterVol. 1,No. 2, February 1008:
,
*

*

$

*

*

Mr. Harold geldman, Assistant Director, ,Minagcment and Organization, Hu.
reanu of (lie Budget, in a congressional subcomnittee hearing on August 1, 1007:
"In the ease of the United States Code we used Project rITI,3. But in the
ease of the District of Columbia Code, which Is not In a computer, that had
to lie done manually, and that was a very complex and diillcult Job, going
through the whole District of Columbia Code, line by line. And It took a period
of months, while we had the data for l,TI In about a week-where we got
several volumes back. It greatly simplified our Job."
*
*
*
*

J,IT

*

$

*

Newsletter--Vol. I, No. 3, March 1908:

From )r. Charles J. Zinn, Law Revision Counsel, House of Representatives
search requests:
Committee on the Judiciary, concerning one of his recent
"The system saved tine. My request for references to Weather 11reau ulnd
to Coast nnd (eodetic Survey in (lie thited States Code covered (he entire
Code. It would have taken hundreds of hours to research manually."
*
*
*

*

*

*

*'

TITE Newsletter-Vol. II, No. 1, January 1009:
"I wish to take this opportunitY to express my appreciation to all the mere.
bhrs of your TNTE staff who have been so helpful to us here In CHAMPI'during the past year. The assistance' which they provided has saved us countloes hours of research, and hias uncovered a wealth of Information which would
otherwise be completely unavailable to us. This latest search * * * i8 an excellent example of how useful your services are to us here In the field.
"Again, many thanks to you and your staff for the trememl'ious service you
are making available to all of us."
A. [tuiiou,
(Signed) I-oWAn)
Sincerely,
Colonel ,J- 00, USA (00IHA WI)US).
Letter from: DepnrtmOit. of the Air Force, Tieadquarters Pacific Air Force,
A10'() Suni Francisco 00553, June 28, 1007, leply to Attention of I)MP,
'Subject: TATI' System.
To: AFAFO (MTA).
"1. Thank you for the tiniedinte response to or letter requesting a search
in reference to heads of procuring activities. Utilization of (lie TAT', search
saved this office many nihours tlint would have been spent researching tie
ASI'I for the required informifition.
ecoinnieided further advertisitig of your available services, aimed at
'2.
IHAAR. IROCURWtMENT OFFIR

FOR Tit CO.MMANDY1%R IN (.IIP,

(Signed) JouN 1). C(oomE1.
(For ..n. Medlerry,
Lihultenant (oConrl, Coloerl, Us.i ,,Dh'rclor of lm',oecment, i)cputyl Ohlef
(if taff. In frret.)
Letter from: The l)eputty Secretary of l)efen-e. Washington, ).C., March 10,
1066.
lo. r.. Mendel Rlhers. Chirmanu, Armed Servlces ('ommIttee, House of
Toe:
representatives.
Dt)1AR MR. Itivra: "In response to your request of November 8, 1005, aid in
Ilite with further diketsslons between our staffs, I am forwarding ymr cominittce
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50 copies of a composite index of titles 10, 32, 37, 50, and 50 appendix of the
United States Code and related materials.
"This comprehensive index is based upon the total text of the five titles, all
of which, as you know, have particular application to the Defense Establishment.
Every significant word appearing in the entire text of these titles has been
indexed alphabetically in context as it appears in the United States Code.
"This material has been produced through the use of the LITHI (legal infortation through electronics) system, developed by the Air Force In its Accounting
and Finance Center, Denver, Colo. The system is currently producing like material
with respect to the published decisions of the Comptroller General uf thL%United
States and, with the cooperation of that official, his hitherto unpublished decisions. Similar indexes can be made available for the armed services procurement regulations, international agreements pertaining to defense, regulations
and manuals of the Defense Contract Audit Agency, as well as other titles of the
United States Code.
"Aside from the capacity of the system to produce these comprehensive Indexes, there is, of course, a capability to search the text included in the data
base electronically, retrieve any desired portions and print them out in any
format responsive to the needs of the user. Our c6trrent plans for expansion of
the system provide for the inclusion of significant decisions of the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals, texts of defense and other appropriation acts,
together with the text of the single Department of Defense military pay and
allowances manual now under preparation.
"I would hope that you and members of your committee and staff will feel
request any assistance we can provide through the system."
free to Sincerely,
(Signed) CYRUS VANCE.
Letter from: House of Representatives, Committee on Armed Services, Suite
2120, Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C., March 11, 10606.
To: Hon. Cyrus Vance, Deputy Secretary of Defense, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. SECRETARY: "I have your letter of March 10, 1960, forwarding the
50 copies of the composite index of titles 10, 32, 37, and 50, and 50 appendix of
the United States Code and related materials.
"I would like to take this opportunity to extend our congratulations to those
individuals in the Air Force Accounting and Finance Center in Denver who
developed and produced this system. The committee will find It extremely useful.
"I have already congratulated Secretary McNamara publicly during a hearing,
but I would like for you to extend our appreciation to nil who worked on this
project."
Sincerely,
(Signed) L. MENDEL RIVERs,
chairman.
As to the effect of LITN on the number of lawyers: In the short run, LITE is
not expected to have tiny measurable effect on the number of lawyers required
by DOD. The number of additional legal tasks that have been imposed would
cancel out any effect LITE might have. Within the past few years, additional
duties have been imposed on DOD lawyers by the following:
(1) Hospital Recovery Act (recovering the Government's expenses of caring
for military personnel incurred through the negligence of third parties).
(2) E.O.10988 (Organization of Government Employees).
(3) Requirements imposed by the courts; e.g., Miranda and its military counterparts requiring greater use of qualified lawyers.
(4) AFR 80-80 (its counterparts, conflict of interest regulations in the other
services).
(5) Requirement by Air Force to use lawyers in all courts and boards.
Despite these additional tasks, there has been no significant increase in the
number of attorneys.
LITl's primary contribution is to improve the quality of legal work. It frees
the lawyer from the time-consuming drudgery of manual legal research to devote
more time to tasks only he can do: analyzing facts, Interviewing witnesses.
preparing arguments, writing opinions. It provides him, according to our testq.
with more of the relevant material than nianual research. It allows types of
research now impractical. He can research large masses of material for recur-
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of similar words, so lie can analyze the difference or similarities in usage-a considerable aid to statutory interpretation. "Needle-in-the-haystack" research
of material conventional searching does not find are feasible with LITI.
In ddlition to providing Improved results on individual legal problems, LITE
also assists the lawyer by producing computer-generated indices which greatly
extend the speed and accuracy of manual searching. Recently LITE was used to
produce a one-volume consolidated index to all the published decisions of the
Comptroller General, which has been published by the Government Printing
Office.
Two Important additional benefits of LITE should be noted. First, its data
base contains material that is not indexed nor readily available, though of considerable importance. For example, the unpublished Comptroller General decisions are neither indexed nor published and can be conveniently researched and
retrieved only through LITE.An extensive data base of international agreements
of interest to DOD and their negotiating history is ofi LITE tapes. This data base
is unindexed and only one complete set, in the OSD General Counsel's office, is In
existence. Otlier LITE matei-al, while published, is not readily available in the
fiehl and, when available, may be out of date. Such material can best be obtained
through LITE.
ITE has an extremely important additional benefit for the Department of
Defense. It puts the Junior attorney on the same footing with an experienced one
insofar as finding the relevant law and regulations is concerned. The experienced
attorney Usually knows the relevant law, regulations, and decisions in his field
and uses LITE primarily for unusual problems or when assigned work outside
his regular area. The junior attorney, by using LITE, has quick access to all the
same material. A manual search, we have found by testing, is not only tedious
but usually misses nearly half of the relevant material. With our low retention
rate for attorneys, LITE makes maximum use of younger lawyers.
DITE was a pioneering effort, both In electronic retrieval of legal Information
and in full text retrieval of any kind of information. It is still developing and
is not yet capable of doing as many searches as users require. At the end of fiscal
year 1908, for example, 500 searches were being done per month and demand was
climbing at the rate of 100 per month. This year, the monthly average has had
to be reduced to around 200 for lack of computer time. With considerably Increased capacity and more sophisticated means of communicating results to
users, which will take several yethrs to develop fully, it Is likely that eventually
the number of library personnel and researchers (not all of them necessarily
lawyers) can be reduced.

Mr. SIKEs. Questions on this item?

Mr. MINSI-ATT. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIXES. Mr,Davis?

(Off the record.)

11w PrfOJECT LrR WORKS

Mr. SiKzs. I think it would be useful to have an explanation of

Project LITE for the record.
Colonel VFI LA. LITE is one one of the really unique applications of

acomputer. What we have done with LIT] is to take the United States
Code, the Comptroller General's decisions and Air Force regulations,
indexed them scientificallyV, and have stored the informationin a computer. If one of the Air Force lawyers; for example, or the Army or
the Navy, has an inquiry and wants to check on some point of law in
a court-martial,, or other proceeding all he does is frame his inquiry
and send it to the LITE source, which happens to be out in Denver.
They will retrieve from the LITE data base the various legal references
that he needs to pursue his particular case.
It is one of the up and coming things in the computer world.
It is also used by Government agencies, other than the Air Force. It
is used by some of the civil agencies on a reimbursable basis.
Mr. M'INSUATJL. How long has this system been in effect?
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Colonel VErLA. I believe it has been in existence for 4 or 5 years.
Thley have been working on it. It is a progressive thing.
uses?
3r. MINTSIHATT. How much is it,
Colonel VELLA. It is used quite extensively. Enough so that practically every.year we take a close look at, it too see whether we want to
in exitence. W0 16k at our users and at our eosts, and we have
keep it,
always come to the conclusion that it was worthwhile to keep it in
being.
Mr. SIKES. Anything else?
Mr. Dvis. Is this handled for you by a legal reporting group on a
contract basis?
Colonel VELL.A. NO, sir. Of course, the operation is headed up by a
lawyer. Tie computer itself and the computer facilities are under contract.
We have our own legal staff that works with it. Some are not fullfledged lawyers, of course. Let's say they are in between. They are legal
clerks and other kypes. They are the ones who handle the system.
The system itself is on contract. By that I mean the computer and
the l)erpliheral equipment that goes with it.
REDUCTIONS IN LEGAL STAFF ]RESULTING FROM LITE

Mr. fINSIA,,. Have you been able to reduce your legal personnel

as a result of this system?
Colonel VELLA. I do not believe so, sir; no.
Mr. MxiNsfiqALAL. Why not, if it is doing their work more efficiently?
Mr. S KES. You better ask then if they havelincreased the number
(A lawyers as a result of this system.
Colonel VELLA. We are doing the work for the Air Force and, as I
pointed out, also for other civil agencies and for all the other military
departments.
Mr. MINSITALL. Have any other agencies been able to reduce their
legal personnel?
Colonel VErLLA. I do not. know, sir. They probably are being used
more effectively. JTust think of theftime that. is saved by the lawyers
not having to research volnnes and volumes of material.
Mr. SIKF.s. Will you have fewer or more lawyers as a result of this
system?
Colonel VErLLA. Mr. Chairman, I will have to research that.
Mr. SIXES. Show on the record how many lawyers you had prior
to and subsequent to the advent of the system, and the future anticipa~ted effect of the system.
General Prrrs. Mr. Chairman, if I might introduce a point on this,
I (lowt, think the intent is to save. lawyers so much as to provide a
faster service for lawyers, thereby providing Information on a quicker
time basis.
Mr. SIr.s. I am still interested in knowing whether more, or fewer
laiwvers are goi g to-be required.
General Pt'r'rs. Yes. sir.
(The in formiaition follows:)
'iMiER OF LAWYER PRIOR AND 1.IYIBEQUENT TO ADVENT OF

TATE

DATA

BANK

Project LITE will not directly affect the number of lawyers the Air Force
merely a research tool and as such will not reduce our requireIs
needs. TATE
ments for lnwyers. TATE will enmble Air Force lawyers to more econoilmally

utilize their research time. This may, in the long run, resiflt In sonie manpower
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savings. However, this is extremely speculative at this time. The lawyers, milltary and civilian, currently authorized in the Air Force Judge advocate gemicral's function for the following time periods are:
1,349
---------------------------------------End fiscal year 196
1,339
----------------------------------------EHnd fiscal year 1969
1,415
End fiscal year 1971
---------------------------------------The increases reflected In fiscal year 1971 are due primarily to the addition
of authorizati~ls to support the Military Justice Act of 1908 which imposed the
requirement for the Air Force to use Inwyers In All courts and boards. Within
the past few years, several statutes, Executive orders, directives and court decisions have Imtposed additional work requirements on Air Force lawyers.

S.vr:~l'r: BRstIN

Pllootr

Mr. Slr s. We will now take up the "satellite basing program.n"
On page 14 of your Oatement you mention'the new satellite basinfg
program. Give us a description of that program.
EXPLANATION

OP TiE SATELLITE; 11ASINO PlOGRA3[

General P'r-rs. I will ask our director of programs, General Boylan,
to General
answer that
question.
BoY-LAN.
Mr. Chairman, at the present time we are operaiting
*

our 13-52 force from some 30 main operating bases. By main operating
base, that is where the entire squadron of 15 aircraft nund possibly associated tankers are assigned on a permanent basis.
Next, at the end of fiscal 1970 we will have 26 main operating g bases.
In lIght of the known-growth in the Soviet submarine-launclhed ballistic missile capability, the Air Force has strongly recomnendled and
the Department of DefNlse has approved a program which will permit
the Air Force to spread its alert. bomber force over More bases, and
consequently because of the shorter warning time from the submarinelaunched ballistic missile threat we predict a higher probability of
survival of that alert force.
The program is projected to inelflde ultimately -such bases.
Our current planning based on the present bomber structure is oriented
at .All of these bases are military installations, Air Force, NavNy,
Army. We will locate at each of these bases
aircraft. It could
be
bombers, it could be
tankers, or any combination of
aircraft.
With respect to the funding in fiscal 19069, we are putting some
$.58 million to itiate the prograni, including test of the concept at
I homestead Air Force Base, Fla. This involves bombers and tanikers
from Ram.ey.
In fiscal 1970, including military personnel, const ruction mnd opcrating costs, the amount included in the total Air Force budget is
$11.9 million for the satellite progi'A l.
General Pi-rs. If I could interject at. that point., in the 0. & M.
budget with those figures that General Boylan gave, there are $717,000
in 1969 and Iii the fiscal year 1970 budget. $3.6 million.
General BoYrAN. Now, the bombers to be accommodated are standard 40 percent of the force on alert and this will be spread between
the satellite base and the main operating base.
Mr. Siimis. When did tiis program receive its approval ?
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General BOYLAN. The program received approval by the Secretary of
Defense in late fall 1968.
FUNDING OF THE SATELLITE BASING PROGRA31

Mr. SiKEs. How has it been funded to date?
General BOYLA. The requirements in the fiscal 1969 budget are

from Air Force resources.
Mr. SmnEs. You mean reprogramingsI
General PrrTs. In 1969; yes, sir.
Mr. SriEs. Has this information been provided to the committee?
Mr. ALBEwr RHODE. In 0. & M. the $717,000, Mr. Chairman, was
taken within the operational support program from other non-South.
east Asia lower priority requirements and therefore did not require a
ieprograming report to the committee.

Mr. SI S. I would like to have the information submitted to the
committee, showing the source of funds and the method of obtaining
the funda
(The information follows:)
SOUROH OF FUNDINO SATF.LLIT.

BASING PROGRAM

The requirement for $700,000 was financed from within the funds available In
the operational support program. This was accomplished by itreadjustment In
financing of the overall Systems Development Corp. computer programing contract. This contract supports various components of the semiautomatic ground

environment (SAGE) system and this decrease In contractual effort was made
possible through continuous scrutiny of the interrelationships between combat
centers, direction, centers, Headquarters NORAD/CONAD, and the backup In-

terceptor control system.

CONSTRUCTION COST OF SATELLITE BASES

Mr. SiF.s. Will there be any construction in fiscal 1969?
General BOYLAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIprs. How is that being funded?

General

BOYLAN.

My records show there is a requirement for $1.48

million to be supplied from emergency P-341 fuids available.
Mr. SixFs. I would-like to have a breakdown on that information
made available to the committee.
General BOYLAN. That will be'done.
(The information was provided to the Committee and is classified.)
ADEQUACY OP EXISTI'fG RUNWAY FACILITIES

Mr. SIKES. In your testimony, you speak of the requlreient for this
complex to he sited in clo..e proximity to runways to obtain minimum
alert reaction time, that you are proposing ans satellite bases some
Armv and Marine Corps bases. Will they have adequate runway
facilities?

General BOYTA,. Those bases that are boxing considered, Mr. Chair-

man, have all been surveyed by Headquarters, Air Force personnel
and Strategic Air Command personnel to determine the operational
feasibility. These surveys were conducted in conjunction with the
host, be itAir Force, in the case of for example or in the case
of tho Marine Corps air station, the Marine Corps itself.
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Mr. SIXES. What about Army bases?
General BOYLAN. In those cases also, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIREs. Where there are existing runways that are adequate?
General BoYLAN. That is correct. Both from the standpoint of
length, the clearance criteria, the load-bearing criteria, and other
factors.
Mr. SIKES. Are new funds being requested for fiscal 1970 for this
program?

General

BOYLAN.

Yes, sir.

1070 COST OF SATELLITE BASING

Mr. SIREs. ProVide a breakdown showing the funds that will be
requested in fiscal 1970; the breakdown should also show not only
0. &M. but the new construction and other costs.
General Prrs. And military personnel; yes, sir.
(The information follows :)
Fi8cal year 1970 breakdown of new construction and other cost81-SAO satellite

basing

-----------------------------------------------------

o.&

Construction -4------------------------------------Military personnel
--------------------------------Total
APPROPRIATION

------------------------------------OP FUNDS

FOR THE SATELLITE BASING

$8,9000
50, 000
4, 860,000

11,00, 000
PROGRAM

Mr. DAVIS. Mr. Chairman, aren't we getting into an entirely new
program here that is going to involve land acquisition installations,
construction, and a great many thins that are going to hit your Committee on Milittary Construction right between the eyes without your
ha"'ijg at least up to this point any knowledge of the thing?
.Mr. SiKs. That appears to be the case, but I would be glad to have
you answer the question, General.
General Pirrs. No, sir. To answer the question directly as to the
chairman's Subcommittee on Military Construction, the funds that are
being requested for this program in fiscal year 1970 will be a subject
to be addressed in the military construction hearings this year. This
does not involve land -acquisition. As General Boylan br6ight out, we
are going to use existing Air Force and/or Army and Navy facilities
that are available without cost. They are already there.
So we will require some construction to providethose facilities necessary for the Strategic Air Command crews and naiitenanco personnel
to perform this elrt misnsion at satellite'd bases. Those funds for military construction in 1970, as I stated previously, will be a subject to
be nddrevsed to Mr. Sikes' subcommittee in the forthcoming hearings
for this fiscal year.
,rho previous work, for fiscal year 1009, was done by internal reprograing, as General Boylan stated. I believe we owe an answer for
the record as to those funds.
Mr. SIKEs. That is the request..
General BOYLAN . May I add one point there?
Mr. SnES. Yes.
General BOYLAN. I mentioned that Homestead Air Force Base is
the scene of the site of the test which has been underway now for about
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3 months. At H6mestead the amount, of peculiar construction required
for tle
aircraft totals some $73,000. It includes inor alteration, $5,000; a trailer hookup for utilities.: a backup generator; six
crew trailers; security light, Aild a fence with a value of $7,500, and a
composite facility for which emergency construction funds are being
used in the .value of $45,000. But again,iit is on existing Government
property adjacent to existing adequate runway facilities.
General PITrrs. I might, point out, sir, in tat connection that Homestead was a former SAC base with a SAC B-52 wing on it. It has been
turned over to TAO now. So the facilities nre there In great 1)fltt for
this mission. They were built thero when the base was a part of the
SAC mission.

Mr. STCEs. Since YoU are not basins satellites with B-152's the use of
the term "satellite basing program," would appear to he somewhat
eonfishn
and something of a misnomler. Why did yon select that
terminology?
General I Bov,%. Mr. Chairman, we do iave something of a problem
in terminology.
Mr. STICs. You have always involted new words when you needed
them.
General BovrANW. Yes, sir: it. stems from the thought process that
tle main operating base is the center and, in. fact, is the mother earth.
and the small increnent away from that main operating base is satellited to tle main operating base. I think this is the logic of the. term.
I agree with you that in this world, in these times, it is confusing.
Mr. SxTW. Is this a prowrlam which will he implemented hotlvin th
United States and overseas?
General BOrLAx. Onuly in the Continental United States, sir.
Mr. STICvs. Questions?
STATUS; 011 T1

FB11-111 1 PROORA'M

Mr. MTxs51,ATJ!,. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
T see in the statement here on page 14 that. they are operating three
FB-Ill squadrons. T am just concerned a little bit. ahout the status
of the FB-11 program.
General PiTrs. The.FB-111, Mr. Minshall, has been terminated with
the 1969.buy at fimr squadrons of aircraft.. This will give us a ITE of
additional aireraft for commalld control
aircraft and
and attrition, a total ofaircraft.
The
additional aircraft are for attflton and command use.
Mr. MThs
How is it working out.in its role?
General Pivrs. The FB-111 isin testing at.this time.

Mr. Mt-st1ATt,. That is my point. I-low is it.testing?

General Purrs. The testlilg so far, to my knowledge, has been quite
successful. They are very happy with it.
General BoII,,vN. They are. SAC is very happyy with the airplane.
It has Performed well. Tt is the same bas-ic ahframe. as the F-1IltD
which has experienced Nwvii earrythrough problems.
The mamufacturer and our svstems command persomiel and test
personnel feel that the fix on this structure is in hand. We have had
absolutely no problems with the PB-111 in the test, program.
MV. MIsMTAL,. What is the nature of the fix?
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General BOYLAN. I think basically they found something that is, in
retrospect you know, pretty obvious, that work with the high heattreat steeliq r equires tig htly controlled fabricationprocedures and rigid

quality control. The carrythroituh box which, ofcourse, handles the

mechanism for sweeping the ing, originally had a failure in the
ground test lrogramn andthat. failure was traced to a defective bolt.
ohinspections which followed uncovered !o repetition of this situirtioh. However, during the failure investigation a high stress concentration was located it
flhe ft,lower corners of the wing carrythr6igh
structure. This condition was verified by flight test and action initiated
to Irovi(le a fix.
Our engineers designed a gusset to put in the corners of this box in
order to strengthen itly redistributing the stresses. Then while testing
the gusset fix we experienced a second failure. It has been determtine
that that failure stemmed from stresses that were induced by holes
that were
drilledand
In wiring..
another area of the box to carry brackets for
hy(l'anl
ic tulbin~g
So, as I said earlier, our engineers and the contractor are qutte sure
they are on top of this problem. The FB-111 itself is basically the
same airframe, would inherit the same kind of problem, but we'lve
had no problems in the test program of the FB-111.
FB-111 TESTING PROGRAM

Mir. MJx-sJ[.A,,. When are you going to complete your testing programn so there is no doubt as to the-usefulness of tlis bird?
(General BOYLAN. The category 2 tests will be largely completed by
early summer of 1970, and category 3 tests by Strategic Air Commatid will be underway in April 1971.
Mr. Mixsr.%tT,. What is the difference between a category 1, a category 2 and a category 3 test ?
General BoY,,Am. In our
category
parlance,
1 is the tests that the
-contractor performs as required. Category 2 is when the contractor
turns over the airframe to an Air Force test organization-normally
these tests are performed at one of our test centers. At that point the
Air Force looks at the mission worthiness of the airfr"iMe, and assesses
its performance.
The first operational units normally designated to perform category
3 tests that certify the aircraft to-ffl operational use in an Air Force
unit, prove that it can be operated and maintained by an Air Force
unit.
Mr. MSNS[AtJ,. When do you reach that stage, in calendar what?
General B0YLAN. This will be completed in July 1971, Sir.
CERTWI(CATON

OF FB-111 AS FULLY OPERATIONAL

Ifr.
MNSI rALr. You can understand our concern for this l-111
series, TFX series that has been plagued with so many problems,
especiallyin the l Vy version. Now, you come along with problems
in thie same basir aireitaft and that concerns the members of this
committee.
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General BOYLAN. Again, I think it is the Air Force judgeit that
the problems have been centered in this wing-carrying stiucttre.

What that problem is, has been with high confidence identified and

with high confidence the resolution of the problem is at hand.
Mr. INISHALTL. It will be another year, though, before you can give
us a final answer?

General BYi-LAN. When I said July 1971, I meant to say the conlpleti6b .f categ., ory 3 tests in the unit. The first operationfrl Atfit begins

its equippage in the third quarter of fiscal year 1970. The combat
crew training squadron begins to get its aieraft in September of this
year.
Mr. MINSHALL. When will you be able totell whether this FB-111
will be operationally ready to go into the Air Force without any
question?
General BOYLJAN. I think the Air Force considers at the present time
with some restriction on G loading, that the aircraft can be entered
into the force now.

Mr. MINSHALL. What do you mean, with some restriction on G

loading?
General BOYLAN. It has to do with this-. Because of the wving-box
problem, we have restricted the F-ill to a G load below the maximum
for which it is designed. Until all of the enlneeting fixes are completed, there will be some restriction-in G loading of the airplane.
Mr. MINSHALL,. When will you arrive at that point where there will

be no restrictions?
General BOYLAN. May I submit the answer to that question for the
record ?
Mr. MINSHALL. What is your best guess now? You can correct it

later.

General BOYAN. Mr. Minshall, I have confidence in this answer:

I think by the end of this calendar year the final fix will be moving
into all of these airframes, F-111's and FB-111's and early next year,
I would say before the end of fiscal 1970, all of die operational inventory will have received a fix.
If my answer to you is in any way in error, I will see that the
committee and you are informed.
CUJTBACK IN AIR FORCE-TYPE F-ill1 SERIES
Mr. MINSHALL. This wholeprogram has been characterized by slippage, slipping to the point o falling fiat on its face in the case of

the Navy bird. I am very much concerned about this.

How much is your cutback in production for the entire series of
the Air Force-type F-iii's?
General BOYLAN. I will trace the production for you, sir.
We are going to stabilize after all of the adjustments that you have
alluded to, including the total cutback in the approved Air Force
fighter procurement from six wings to four; withdrawal of the Navy,
the withdrawal of the United Kingdom, we are going to reduce from
an anticipated peak of about 18 airerait per month-this will occur
next April-to a -

per month production rate beginning in

January 1971 to the conclusion of the program.
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MODIFICATIONS TO THE P-1L AND THE FB-1 1

Mr. MINSHALL. The test aircraft you had in Vietmii have all been

recalled?
General

BOYLAN.

There are no F-11i's in Vietnam now.

Mr. MINSHALL. Where are'those birds now?
General BOmAN. At General Dynamics Fort Worth.
Mr. MINSHALL. What are they doing with then?
General BOYLAN. Modifying them with the wing-box fixes, prior to
returning them to, the TAC inventory.
Miy earlier discussion with you, sir; related to the FB-111 test.
Mr. MINSHALL. I understand. How is the fightr version coinig
along, as longs we are talking about it?
General BOYLAN. It is perfofiflig quite. well, sir. The Air Force
pilots like and respect the airplane. Again, the principal problem with
the F-111 has been in calftyt-hrough box incident that we have talked
about.
Mr. MINSHALJ. The same problem, that you have in the FB-11?
General BOYiAw. Yes, sir. It is basically the same fuselage arrangement. The differences between the twolarcraft lie prindp 'y i i higher
gross weight for takeoff for the SAC airplakh, extended wingtlps.
With the higher gross weight there is some strengthening of the landIng gear.
Mr. MINSHALL. Will this fix, as you anticipate it, in any way restrict the operational characteristics of this bird as to speed or turn
characteristics, altittide, weight, or anything else?

General BOYLAN. Absolutely not sir

Mr. MINSHALL. That is all, Mr. chairman.
AUTHORIZATION FOR THE SATELLITE BASING PROGRAM

Mr. DAVIS. Before we leave the satellite bases, AMr. Chairman, where
are we authorizationwise with respect to that?
General Prrrs. Do you mean congressional authorization, Mr.
Davis?

Nir.

DAVIS.

Yes.

General PITrs. I do not think that we consider that the basing of the
force needs to be authorized by Congress.
Mr. SIKFS. What you are saying is it just does not involve procurement or construction.
General PITTS. No, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Other than the presently authorized levels; is that what
you were sang?
General Prrrs. Yes, sir; exactly. This involves basing a force but no
additional procurement of aircraft. Of course funds for any necessary
construction must receive authorization.
Mr. DAVIS. I am not worried so much about the procurement of the
aircraft as I am the authorization of physical facilities. In other words,
before you get to Mr. Sikes' subcommittee you do have to go to Armed
Services to get authorization for some of the construction items.
General Prrs. For military construction we will, yes, sir; to the two
Armed Services Committees for authorization.

Mir.

MINSITALL.

Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)
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Mr. Amnmarr Riiowa. I believe this would he thef
iiajor imWculelnent.

accounts, pls the stock fund inventories.

Mr. Shms. It does include the stock fund inventoryl

Mr. Am rmlrr Rtom.s. I assume so, sir.

Mr. Sixys. What can you toll us about the exceive supplies and

Slau'e p arl What wouldbe an accurate flguro?
Mr. Ainvn'r Rumois. Mr. Chairman, not, iing familiar with tho

iigures, since they do not pertain l)lrticularly to 0. & M., could we
finish tids for thi record for yott?
Mr. Sms. All right.
(The information follows,)
SUPPLY SYSTEM lNVENTOnII:S

,mm limouts referred to are from table 82, pa go 80 representing total Air
Foro Inventories. The excess amount of $1,165 bIllion does not Includo any
0). & M. funded oxce,,es. 'The details by categories of supply to support table
32 are reteted on table 3 of the same report, which does iot reflect excesses

funded from 0. & M.; because base funded stocks are reported as unstratilld

sloks. Fiffeelive July 1, 194.8, 0. & M. stocks, with the exception of those III tho
1Paclile Air Force, were trausferred to the several Air Force stock funds. On

July 1, 11109, the 0. & M. Imso owned stocks of the Pacific Air Force will also
be vaniallzedinuder Ohw Air Force stock fund.

XCRESs Asli VWOl(

WI)O(,K

iN SOUTHE1AS'

ASIA

Mr. Sitm. Does the Air For'eo at present hvo an excessive supply
of stocks in th lef lllarea nd in the Soutast. Asia artm il )ptkC-

iltr Can thlkat post ion bo answered now I

Nr. Ai.'rr loumm.s Mr. Chairman, the Paciflc Air Command has
had itvory extensive program of redirecting stocks, redistributing
stocks. WO (id have some excess stocks at, certain locations. Tio comn-

nnd, t.ln'ogh the. numbered air fotcsq, have puit controls on the bases.

Before thoy submit. requisition back to the United States they go
thmrlgh
a s-Creening
proves to se if it. is available at. other locations.
Mrt. Sticm
r.
I arvity.
,Nr. (A,\irr'-. TIho committee is familiar with what has transpired
out in Southeast Asia under the PUIII/PU1RA program. What we
arts hvilg to determine is the amount. of excess stocks which have been

accunmulated by the Air Force in that area.
Mr. SlmvS. Is that information available?
Mr. Aiumpa' RitotFms. No, sir, it is not available, but we can secure it.
The last report I had from tho budge,t officer at. Pacific Air Force, who
wa on his third tour of the bases with a whole team from tho Pacific
Air Forceo Headquarters, this had gotten down to a relative minor
amount at this time.
Mr. SiKisq, I would like i breakdown for the record on tho situation
we were di,%ssing and a comparison showing the figure 6 months ago
and 12 nthis ago.
(lemnrl lriesr. We will supply that.
(The in forunution follows:)

30-0O-OO-pt.2----Gt
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N81P1Y.V

OF STOOKR IN PAOIPIO ARPA AND HOUTI-&BT AIA
PACIFIC AIR FORCE INVENTORY REPORT

IGeneral supplies includes electronics parts for aircraft and ground equipment, engineer, photographic, inlitorill, ground
POL, eutomotivej
PACAF totat
Dec. 31, 1967:
On-hand inventory ......................................
Dusin .................................................
Totalinventory ...........................
Economic retention stocks included in on-hand inventor i:::

Non-SEA

$196. 24,020
58,374,314
254, 638,394
132, 176,296

$175,330,355
48,783,810
224, 119,165
124,409, 839

$20,933,665
9,585,564
30 519.229
7,766.457

52

56

25

$137,540,203
66,294,062
203,834,265
74,966,001

$110,011,308
49,984,280
160,055,588
68,291,544

$27,468,895
16,309, 782
43,718,671
6,674.451

Percentage of economic stocks to total inventory ..........
June 30 1968:
On.hand inventory ......................................
Dueln .................................................
Total Inventory.....
Economic reten,tion stocIs included In on-hand invenloryl...

SEA

Percentage of economic stocks to total Inventory ..........

37

43

15

$128,256,831
41,832,901

$100, 059,849
37,349,048

$28,196,982
10,483,853

Total Intentory ..............................
Economic retention stocks Included in on-hand Inventory'i...

176,089,732
71,981,690

137,408,897
56,912,489

38,680,835
5,069,201

Percentage of economic stocks to total Inventory ..........

35

Dec. 31, 198:
On-hand Inventory ......................................
Due In .................................................

Mar. 31, 1969;
On-hand inventory ......................................
Duen .................................................

41

13

$115,528,647
70,073,760

$90,385,048
64,564,065

$25,143,599
15,509,695

Total Inventory ....................................
Economic retention stocks included in on-hand Inventory ...

185,602,407
63,285,356

144,949,113
48,793,970

40,653,294
4,491,386

Percentage of economic stocks to total Inventory ..........

29

34

11

SYSTEMS SUPPORT I
[Primarily aircraft parts, components for guns, gun barrels, aircraft tires)
June 30, 1968:
On-hand Inventory .....................................
DueIn .................................................

$81,346,636
29,198,430

S67,350,556
23,937,216

110,545,066
35,481,700

91,287,712
31,510,164

19,257,294
3,97,536

Percentage of economic stocks to total Inventory ..........

32

35

21

Dec. 31, 1968:
On-hand inventory ......................................
Duen .................................................
Total inventory------------------------..
Economic retention stocks Included In on-hand invent'o'ry"I

$59,608,968
19,678,189
79,287,157
20,527,216

$48,070,385

$11. 538,583

64,167,953
17, 321,25

15,119,204
3,205,951

Total Inventory ................
Economic retention stocks included in on-hind Inven ory

5...

P.centae.of economic stocks to total Inventory
Mar. 31, 1969:

On.handInventory ...............
Due In..................................

Total inventory .......................................
Economic retention stocks Included In on-hand inventory 1..
Percentage of economic stocks to total inventory ..........

16,097,568

26

$13,996,080
5,261,214

3,580621

21

4.......................
49,389,902
3,32,1

21
, 1

36

19,971,961

16,613,304

69,361,689
15,047,665

53,98,855

15,363,014

22

22

21

11,

4552

328 63

3,193.113

I Items lIcit remain InInventory In excess of I year's anticipated consumption (long supply). Under OSO criferia Assel
are notdefned as excess until they exceed 3 years' anticipated consumption.
Allinientonies on hand in Pacific Air rorce (PACAF) on June 30,1919, will betransferred to Air Force stock funds.
&Systems support mateiel was transferred to O. &M.from the major procurement appropriations effective July 1,1968.
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;

PAOAIAP has an asset redistribution center (PARO) which was established to
redistribute assets among Air Porce bases hi PACAP. Procedures were estqblished to Idettify items in long supply that could be redistributed to meet e tirelt
Leeds. Bases submit requisitions to PAIRO'(ltted at Don Mung All, Thailnd)
for supply action. If PARI has the item on record it directs the owning base to
action.
of thethe
is notilled
rijitisilIoning base, and the requisitioning
ship tothe
base
move from
Assets
-only data.base
There hi no movement of ssts to PA
is
denial
a
PATIO
when
Only
requirement.
with long supply to the base with a
received are the biist's nattthorized to jprocure from another supply source. W,'here
applicable, requisitions which have been processed as a PARC denhil are forwarded to PURtA for pplileation of PURA assets.
1IURCIIASE OF SUPPI.ES AND BPAIU

PARTS IN 1970

Mr. SixI:s. Now you are asking for $1,T4 miflloW for more SappliOs
and spare parts in fiscal 1970. Does this take into consideration any
exces that you have in Southeast Asia or elsewherel
M r. AIF.ItT RIu01ES. This would all be for consumption, Mr. Chairman, because even the Pacific bases will be on a stock fund operation

effective Jlly 1 of this c6t1Ang year.

Mr.SuNES, So you feel any excess whioh is available is being evalt-

r

ated as a )alt of this now require eno?
Mr. ALmn'r RiODES..IHas been done and is being done; yes, sir.
Mr. Sums. I would like to have for the record a table showing the
total amount obligatd for suit levs and materials for fiscal 1968 and
estimates for fisca1969 and 1970.

(The information follows:)

AIR FORCE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE APPROPRIATION-OBLIGATIONS FOR SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS
tin thousands of dollars)
Fiscal a
Fiscal 9Year Fiscal tr
96 (estimate)
169
170
(actual)
(estimate)
Aircraft
fuel and oil ........................................
Operating supplies .........................................
Total ......................................................

657,183
756,280

717.209
1,068,079

662,211
1,082,989

1,413,470

1,785.28

1,745,200

The $312 million increase In fiscal year 19069 for operating supplies is primarily
for s1are parts for aircraft, procured from-the sto(k fund. In fiscal year 1008
aud previous years, these supplies were paid for by the major procurement appropriatlons. rite transfer to operation and maintenance appropriation In fiscal year
1009 rellects the effect of the appropriation purification actions which were discussed in last year's budget presentation. The fiscal ypar 1970 estiniate provides
for the transfer of chaff front the other procurement approprlittolt as provIously
discussed.
3[r'. S11Kra. Are thero questions oni thlt
supply support?

Mr. MIlsl1A,I,. No.

Mr. I),Ats. No.
Mr. SmR. Very well.
AllmIR T FUi, AND 0l1A
CI',ANOES IN TIIM FI,YINO !OtUR PO(IRA3E

n'iii to,.fl
"Aircraft. fuol and oil" on page 13 of the justiflcations,
there are shown several increases and decreases in the flying-hour prograin requirements which affect the nircraft ftel and 'l request. For
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example, for tactical fighters you show an increase of $23,200,000 and
a decrease of $14,689,000. I would like to have higlilighted some of the
significant changes in the program ftnd the reasons for them and you
can dO this for the record.
General Prrrs.Yes, sir.
(The information was provided tothe committee and is classified.)
FUEL PRIoB INCRMEsE

Mr. SIES..Have you made any provision in this budget for fuel price
increases which may occur during fiscal 1970?
General Prrrs. We have not.
Mr.SnHEs. Do you anticipate this is realistic?
Mr.ALBErrT Riioton. We put into the budget,Mr.Chairman, a price
increase that went into effect January 1, 1969, and this was based on
stock fund evaluations after discussions with the Defense Supply
Agency on contacts they knew they were going to let. We hav6 had
three different price increases in the last 18 months but we do notthink
it p-rtdetit to anticipate at this time future price increases.
Mr. SiES. Mr. Garrity.
Mr. GARBTMY. If yOU have had price increases, three price increases
in the last 18 months, why would you not think it prudent to anticipate
that tlire will be a further price increase or increases in fiscal
year 1970?

Mr.

ALBirT RHODE.

The price increases--the degree of the price

TIr.

MINsHALL. Dollarwise, what have these last three increases

increases are such that I don't think the Air Force of the Defense
Department would want to come over and say "We think we are
going to need this" when we do not have any backup or factual information to support it.. It would just be a guess. It is similar to wage
board salaries, if you go back, in the last 10 years, every year wage
boards have gone up but the degree they have gone up has varied
so much that we do not put them into the future budget.
Mr. MINSHALL. Will-you yield, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Smws. Yes.
cost. you over the 18 months' period?
Mr.ABEr RHODES. $24.5 million-was in the 1969 supplemental
and related to Soutlheast Asia.
We had about another $44.8 million which we reported in the reprograming report to the Congress where we took non-Southeast
Asia requirements and trnsferred them to the aircraft fuel and oil
account.
Mr. MfINSHALL. What is the total, then?
Mr. ALBERT RHODES. $69.3 million.
AVA

LABIrr OF P

m

To CARY OUT FLYING HOUR PROGRAM

Mr. MxNSITALL. In computing your flyng hour program do you
make certain that you have sufficient pilots avail able, qualified by
specific type of aircraft to meet your pfaed program
Colonel JOHNSON. Yes sir. However, historioally, changes in forces,
mission requirements, production, and modification schedules, aircraft
grounding, pilot attrition, and aircrew ratios changes to support new
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mission requirements result in variances of actual accomplishments
compared to program. Therefore, the flying hour program is discounted dollarwise, to assure compatibility between anticipated, but
specifically undefinable program deviations by mission design and
series aircraft and funding within which the program is managed.
Mr. MINSHALL. How many pilotsure on board?
Colonel JOHNSON. I don't have the spe c'c figure.

General Prm. We do not have that figure with us, but we could
supply it for the record.
Mr. MrSHAL. Supply it, and mor detail with reference to this
question as to the specific type of airport, choppers, the whole bit.
General BOYLAN. I can give you a total inventory of our Air Force

pilots.

Mr. MINSIALL. Provide it in the record.
General BOYLAN. By type; yes, sir; we will do it.
(The information follows :S
AVAILABILITY OF PrLoTs To CARRY OUT FLYING HOUR PROGRAM

The total active pilot inventory (all grades) as of March 31, 1909, related to
mission and type aircraft is as follows:
Transport, troop carrier, tanker, search and rescue -------------------9,941

Helicopters

--------------------------------------------

Tactical fighter and fighter interceptor
----------------------Tactical and strategic bomber
------------------------------Reconnaissance and training
------------------------------Flight test

----------------------------------------------

Supervision and staff in rated positions '(base level, wing, division and
numbered Air Force headquarters, major air command, Headquarters
USAF, JCS, international headquarters, air attached, etc.) ---------Technical and management in nonrated positions
Total

-----------------

-------------------------------------------

EFT CT OF C-5 SLPPAGO

1,002

6,845
2, 069
3945
448

9,976

2,408
36,684

ON FLYING-HOUR PROGRAM

Mr. MI~su, T,. In the backup material provided to the committee
you show that in 1970 you will have a yearend active inventory of
eight C-5 aircraft with a flyinghour program for 1970 of 8,564 flyitl
hours. With the slippage in e C-5 delivery schedule do you still
anticlpite that.the flying-hour program will be met as planned
MNfr. AILBERT RituoDEs. No, sir.

Mr. Mxs%1

ALT. I did not hear the answer.
General BOVLAx. Mi'. Minshall, the original C-5 flying-hour pro-

gram will not, be met precisely. However, because of the slip in the C-5
there will be force adjustments such as retaining 0--133's a few
quarters longer, and at least one C-124 squadron which will tend to
increase those programs, and hold the total flying hours relatively
constant for strategic airlift which is financed from the military
airlift industrial fnid and the 0. & M. funded transport training
program.

Mr. MINSALL. But as you look down the road, how do you think
this will ffect your flying-iour program ?
General BOYLAN. Mr. Minshall as a matter of judgment, I think
the net effect of the 0-5 slip on the total Air Force flying-hour program will be minimal because we are taking, as I said, offsetting airlift actions and those will increase as opposed to the C-5.
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PILOT REQUIREMENT FOR TIIE C-5 PROGRAM

Mr. MINSHALu. How many pilots do you anticipate you will need
for the C-5 program I

General BOYLA2,. May I submit that for the record?

(The information follows:)

After all C-5 aircraft for Which we now have procurement authorizations are

operational, we will need 727 pilots for this program. This requirement is based
on our current plans using peacetime aircraft utilization rates.

General BOYLAN. As you know, the planned force for the C-5 will

be six squadrons. Those will be financed fr&in the industrial fund. In
addition to those flying squadrons there will be some eight aircraft in
a combat crew trainfiig school called the transport tpainning unit,
which will be financed ii the 0. & M. approptiation. The crow ratio
for the C-5 squadrons, per aircraft, will 6e 3.3 to 1, 3.3 crews to each
aircraft. In the tisport training unit the crew ratio will be approxiinately 1 to 1.
Mr,"MINSAL,. Are you having any siniUlatorti ' i n g ging onhow
with teI C-5's
General BODYLAIN. The simulator is on procurement, as I recall, and
it will be inst.dled at Altus, Okla., which will be the site of the C-5
training,this fall.
It will be installed on the orinal schedule, anticipated for the G-5
training aircraft. The net effect would be that simulator will be in.
stalled prior to the receipt of training aircraft at Altus.
IIUDOET REDUCTIONS RESULTING FROM C-5 SLIPPAGE

Mr. MISINiALL. You have in this budget 8,564 flying hours. What is
the cost. of that and what aircraft are you going to use to be getting
this much time?
General Pirs. The 8,564 hours were programed for the C-5 aircraf t
to be used by the crew training school at Altus. The slippage in the
progriff wifl result in a revised program of 3,888 hours for the C-5
Mr. MINSHALL. In other words, there will be a sizable reduction
in your flying-hour program.
General Pirrs. Itswill be a reduction, sir, in the 0. &M. funded C-5
flying-hour program.
Mr MINSIITALL. Will you give that in a little more detail for the
record?
General Prrrs. We will.
(The information follows:)
The reduction of 4.676 flying hours for the " decreases the 0. & M. budget
estimate by $3,020,696 ($1,921,836 for aircraft fuel and oil and $1,098,860 for base
support).

C-5 FLYING HOUR COST

Mr. MINSHALL. What is a ball park figure, right now? Can you give
us a feel for it, please?
Mr. ATJXRT RInoDrs. 0-SA cost per flying hour is $411 per hour.
That is for fuel alone.
Mr. MNS UTA,. That is just for the fuel I
Mr. ALBFRT Ryioiws. Yes, sir.
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Mr. MINSIIAL,. What is the rest of your prior costs? There are a
lot of other things that you have to crank into that.
Mr. ALBERT RHODES. Yes. About $235 per hour for system support
spares.
M1r. MINSHALL. What could you anticipate your total co3t per hour
for operating a,C-5 would be?
1r. ALBERT RHODES. I do not have that.

Mr. M 8sIIALL. You ought to have something, this is your shop.

Mr. ALERTr RHODES. I was speaking only to the operation and
maintenance.
Mr. MINSHAIL. I am not asking you-just you-the question. Some-

one in the room ought to know this. How much does it cost to fly a
C-5? You know how much it costs to fly a C-133 you know how much
it costs to fly the 141's and allthe rest. How much is it going to cost to
fly a C-5 per hour?
Mr. ALB1ERT RHODES, We have the fuel costs.
Mr. MINSHALL. Not just the fuel costs. I mean, crank in the whole

bit.
Mr. ALBERT RHODES. We can furnish this, Including aircraft spares
and other costs.
Mr. MINSAT,. We want to have, for the record a basis for comparison so also include the flying hour costs for the 0-124, 0-183, and 0141.

General Prs.Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
COST PER HOUR OF OPERAMI-G C-5 ANO 0-124IC-133-COSTS PER FLYING HOUR

POL ........................................
t maintenance .............................
.
O
pay.
villainn
....................................
.....................................
Subtotal .....................................
Replenishment spares 3..............................
Total ........................................

.

C-124

C-133

C-141

$113
113
17
49
292
63
355

$151
179
30
55
415
73
488

$238
55
17
55
365
73
438

.

C-5
$414
205
53
139
811
152
963

'Other support Includes supplies, TOY, communications, engineeringtehnical services, and conhactual services.
'To provide a more reasonable comparison the factor used for C-5 i$the present estimate for fiscal year 1973 funding.
The fiscal year 1970 factor is $690.

Industrialf/ind
operating cost per ton mile
.
C-5A -C-141
----------------------------------------------------------C-130
----------------------------------------------------------C-124
-----------------------------------------------------------

(Pent.

2.1
3.3
54
96

PLANNED MISSION TO TIE C--5

Mr. DAVIS. What is the C-5 designedd to do I Is that to supplement
your existing transport fleet, or is that a replacement for some existing
aircraft that we have?
General BoYAW. The C-5 was speciflcally designed to provide an
airlift capability for classes of Army equipment which never before
could be airlifted. This accounts principally for its great increase in size
over the C-141. It is also designed, it has designed into it other charac-
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teristics thati are not present in the C-141, such asshort field landing
capability, 4,000 feet; a landing gear which permitslandng on latively unprepared surfaces. It is designed so you can load from the
rear and drive through.
Mr. DAVIS. I have seen one.
General BOYLAN. Specifically, the aircraft will replace the G-133's
and C-124's that are now residual in our force.
CURRENT STATUS OF 0-5 PROGRAM

Mr. MINSPIALL. Canl you tell us something abut the current status op

the 0-5 program? With respect to the projected costs, that is, and the
problems thatthey have?
Generl PiTrs. At this point, in time, sir, we have had delivered five

C-5 aircraft which are the five research and development funded or
test aircraft. I believe at this point that four of those aircraft are
flying. Follow-on deliveries will be from aircraft, procurement-productiLn aircraft if you will.
Basically; tiftlie test prAgr'm to date the aircraft has met or exceeded
all specifications laid down or guaranteed by the contractor. In other
words, the plane is proving to be a very, very fine aircraft for its
intended use.
On costs for the aircraft, sirMr. MINSHALTT. This answer is not going to be quite so easy.
General Prrrs. No, sir. If I might for just a minute go into the
backup material here.

General BOYLAN. Mr. Minshall, we can give you very precise numbers as to the current estimate to complete this program.
Mr. MINSHALL. We have read so much in the press, I think you had
better have something in here.
General BOYLAN. Yes. There are basically three fotors that work
to drive the C-5 costs upward. Number one is inflation. The estimates
were based on I believe, 1964 dollars, and many personnel in the
Department o? Defense agree that some $500 million of the current
estimated program increase is related to inflation. The second

factor

Mr. MINSHALL. What percentage do you ascribe to inflation over
that period?
.
General Prrrs. All of us are well aware of the impact of inflation
during the past few years and virtually all indexes show substantial
increases. The airframe price index shows an increase of over 27 percent from 1964 to 1968.
Mr. Spis. Why didn't you anticipate there would be an increase
in costs from inflation at the time that the cost estimates were made?
Didn't you do that?
General Prrrs. Yes, sir. When we made our original cost estimates
we recognized that there would be fluctuations in the economy. However, to provide a better basis for comparison of different aircraft
configurations and to permit evaluation of contractor proposals on a
like basis inflation was omitted from our early studies. In addition,
we -recognized this problem and included provisions in the contract
for adjustments due to abnormal economic escalation.
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.fr. SiKEs. The fact is this is going to cost a great deal of moneys
more than you Anticipated. We will go into this in detail in the procurement hearings, but since we are into it I think me should discuss the
original and-the current estimated costs per copy and the costs for
the totAl program.
General BoYIAx. We will be happy to do that, sir.
Mr. SIxKEs. You may provide detiled information for the record,
but roughly vhat is the situation now?
General Pni.s. Roughly, there is going to be--and this is a rough
figure-there is going to be about 4 $1.2 billion increase in the estimated cost of the program over our original estimate.
M11r. MINSHALL.-Percentagewise, how much is that over the original
contract price?
General PTrs. Adding the amounts for the weight increase and
inflation, the $3,116 mill on becomes $3,966 million which compares
to Mir current estimate of $4,848 million.
Mfr. MINSIHALL. Just so we are talking with respect to the same
figures.
General Pirrs. Yes, sir. Roughly 9 to 10 percent.
ir. ~2MiNHAJL. About 10 percent?
General Pvrrs. Yes, sir.
THREE BASIC CAUSES FOR C-5 COST OVERRIUNS

General BOYLA;N. The original estimates that covered this program
were in the order of $3.1 billion. The current Air Force estimate stemming from thie basic cAtuses--and I have only touched on one of
those-is $4.3 billion.
Mfr. MINSHALL. What are the other basic causes aside from inflation?
You said there were three.
General Bom~rx. The original estimate in 1964 was based on an
airframe that was sized at about 645;000 pounds gross weight for
takeoff. The aircraft which won the design competition is something
like 728,000-pound airplaneon takeoff. Now, ths is not a weight increase for the same productivity. The aircraft that is being produced
at Lockheed produces more airlift than the earlier estimate. But the
point here is that it just absolutely costs more money to build an airplane that in the finalanalysis grosses more in weight.
Mr. SKEs. You gave us in the figure just previously an estimate.
Now, that did not include ground support equipment, et cetera, or
sparest
General BOYLAN. The figure I gave you included the research and
development and the production program, including peculiar base
ground support equipment but not spares.
General Prrrs. No, sir; it did not include the below-the-line costs;
that is right.
Mr. SmnrEs. So'that we are talking about a $5 billion or $6 billion
program all told,
General Prns. About $5.1 billion totel if you add below the line
spares and equipment plus construction through fiscal year 1974;
yes, sir.
Mr. MfiSSHALL. Is that the current estimate or was that the original
Cost?
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General Prm. That is the current estimate cost of the program
through'fiscal year 1974.
Mr. MiwsHLL. How much is that over your original cost?

General BoYLAN. The original figure that I was quoting to you of
$3.1 billion did not include the spares. So to some degree we are comparing apples and oranges. But the third factor that influenced the
cost is the fact that the contractor, we believe, felt that he could take
the 0-141 engineering experience and extrude, if you will, a C-5. He
found that not to be ,he case. The very size of the airplane presents a
completely diffetent engineering problem. So he had in the initial
hases a good bit of reengineering to do. All of these factors in comination, inflatioh, an estimate based on a different airplane of lower
weight and Lockheed's engineering performance initially, have driven
these costs up.
.
For the record, Mr. Chairman, we will be specific as to the previous
estimates and our current estimates.
(The information follows:)
For research and development and aircraft procurement our 1964 technical
development plan estimated cost was $3.11O billion and our current estimate of
the ceiling price (excluding spares) is $4.848 billion. Of the increase, approximately $500 million is because of economic inflation; $350 million isattributable
to an 83,06&1b. weight Increase due to a larger aircraft with added capability;
and the balance is because of the technical difficulties encountered with nnnufacturing the aircraft.
The gross unit flyaway cost in the original 1964 technical development plan
was $18 million compared to the current estimate of $26.9 million.
INCREASE IN C-5 WEIGHT

Mr. Sir s. What about the overweight problem?

General BOYLAN. Itis not an overweight problem. It was the original estimate for total cost based on an ifrplane with gross takeoff, including cargo, of something like 645,000 pounds. The airplane was
finally designed to have a gross weight at takeoff of 728,000 pounds.
The airplane as 728,000 pounds carries more than the airplane at
645,000.
Mr. SIKR.s. Then this is not a problem insofar as the Air Force is
concerned ?
General Botw.,No, sir. We are very happy with the 728,000-pound
airplane.
CONTRACT CHANGES IN THE C-5 r00RA

Mr. SYtEs. Let's get On to the matter of contract changes. Apparently there have been an unusually large number of contract changes;
is that correct?
General BOYLAN. In the C-5 program, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. SIXES. Yes.
General BOYL .It is my very definite impression that, if anything,
this program has been characterized by an almost absence of contract
changes.
General PITrs. Them have been some changes to the program that
the contraCtor has done himself in order to meet specs, but not as a
resultof engineering change proposals directed by the Air Force, Mr.
Chairman.
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General BoYL.ANr. The concept of procurement, the total package
contact, miniiiizes that type of thing.
General Pirs. That is tie third element in the cost growth. General
Boylan touched on two. One in inflation, two is the size of the aircraft.
The aircraft grew in size from the original estimate of the program
to the plane that went under contract.
The third element is the changes that the contractor has had to
effect due to technical difficulties with building a plane of this size.

General

BOYLAN.

I explained that.

Mr. SiREs. We will got into this in much more detail when we get
to procurement.

Mfr. MINSIIALL. If you will yield.
Mr. SIXES. Yes.

CHANGES TO ORIGINAL C-5 WEIGh1T

Mr. SHINSHALL. To have an aircraft, if I figure it right, that is 42

tons heavier than anticipated, is a lot more birf,isn't it.?
General BoYLN.7. Yes, sir, it is a lot more bird and produces a lot
more airlift.
M r. MINSHALL. Just out of curiosit where did they put those
pounds, most of this weight? Is it overall
General BoYLAx. It is an overall sizing of the aircraft, Mr. AMinshlijil.
I don't. have the original dimensions.
Mr. M 1N SHATL. Putt those in the record. Then we can have something
to go on when we get into "Procurement."
General BOYLAX'. We will do that.
(The information f6llows:)
The alreraft visualized in the 1964 technical development plan cost estimate
of $3.110 billion included some general sizing parameters but was not a completely
designed airplane and there were significant differences in comparison to the
present C-5A. For example, the engine was estimated to have 38,700 pounds of
thrust compared to 41,100 of the current -SA engine. The wing area was thought
to be 5,660 square feet versus the present 6,200 square feet. The cargo compartment floor area was estimated at 2,350 square feet in relation to the current 2,700
square feet. The original payload was estimated at 185,000 pounds versus 220.000
pounds for the C-SA of today. The original gross weight was estimated to be
645,000 pounds versus the current estimate of 728,000.

Mr. SInEs. Do you have questions, Mr. Davis?
Mr. DAvIs. No.
LOGISTICS SUPPORT
INSPECTION AND REPAIR OF TIE F/RF-4

Mr. SIRms. With respect to logistics support, air mater0l operations.
in connection with the inspection and repair as necessary programIRAN-you show in the backup material an increase in 1970 of $37.3
million for the F/RF-4 the F-100 and the F-105. What is the requirement for these increases I

Mr. MOELHANON. First.addressing the F/RF-41 as you know, there

is an ascending inventory. We are developing maintenance programs
on aircraft that are now old enough for maintenance that were not in
former. years coming into the IRAN program.
Mr. AIES. Does That also mean that yoi have had to defer a lot of
rework that. should have been done? Is thiat included?
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MCELIHANON.

Yes.

Mr. SIREs. Is that an accumulation beyond the normal accumulation?
Mr. MCELIANO N. Yes, sir; to a degree.
Mr. SIREs. To what degree?
Mr. MCELUAINON. I don't want to make a big point of this, but we
have had a bit of a problem with having capablIty to handle the rather
massive workload on the F-A. We are trying to expand this and as we
get expansion we get greater capability. We are trying to keep pace
with it. Butthere has been some deferral because of a lack of capability
to handle the work.
M.r. SiREs. We have here an increase of $37.3 million. How much

of that is due to deferrals which normally would have been provided
for and which were not provided for I
Mr. McoE.HAxoN. Let me address each aircraft in turn, because in
your "for instance" I believe you added the F-4, the F-105, and the
F-104, and there is a different story for each.
The F-4 needs about $10 million work in a deferred category that
we would like to have done in 1968 or 1969 but which will-impinge
upon us in fiscal 1970. One of the major problems with the F-4 is the
problem we have had on the electrical connectors. We spoke during
the supplemental hearings of the potting compound problem. We have
a rather large program in fiscal 1970 to replace electrical connectors
on a large number of aircraft. This is a significant cost to us. We also
have an increase in modifications on the F-4 but I think the essence of
the major increase on the F-4 which is shown as some $29 million relates to the fact that we have a larger inventory that has accumulated
age and is now due work that was not due in former years.
REPAIR AND INSPEOrION OF THE F-100

In the case of the F-100 we have had some deferral of maintenance
because of our wing problem. We have been into this wing problem
for just over a year now, and again we are running into problems of
capability of facilities. It is a peak type workload that will span less
than 2 years. We do not want to build tp additional facilities to cope
with that and then fall back to a lower level. So, intentionally, we are
deferring.
In the fiscal 1970 program we will continue to defer some of our
maintenance work in order to do the wing repairs. That is the major
task on the F-100,worldwide.
REPAIR AXD INSPECTION OF THE F-105

On the F-105 we move this from a 2-year IRAN cycle to a 8-year
IRAN cycle. Therefore, we are doing in fiscal 1969 no IRAN at all
and we startthen in fiscal 1970 those that hit their third year.
Mr. SIrE. Why did you go from a 2-year to a 3-year cycleMr. MOCLIHANON. We made an enLg'Jneering evaluation of the condition of the airplane and we felt'that it could stand a 8-year IRAN
cycle. The F-105-has beenMr. SIRES. To lengthen the span is one thing, but is it desirable?
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Mr. MCELHANON. Yes, sir. This is in line with our policies in regard
to IRAN. We don't want to do them any more frequently than the airplane demands, insuring flight safety.
Mr. SIKES. So that this was not arbitrarily done just to save money?
Mr. MoELuANON. No sir.
Mr. SixEs. It is something that you think is feasible?
Mr. MOELHANON. Absolutely.
Mr. SIKES. That is what I am trying to establish.
Mr. MOELHANON. Yes, sir.
General BOYLAMN. We will probably come to this on the F-4 as well.
POSSIBLE DEFERMENT OF INSPECTION AND REPAIR

Mr. SIKES. Then, am I correct in assuming froin these answers that

there has not been the accumulation of deferred maintenance that I had

feared?
Mr.MCELuANON. Sir, we are talking here of first line weapon systems of the Air Force and they are largely used in Southeast Asia. We
are not deferring maintenance that'is necessary there at all. We are
deferring some work that we would like to do in the interest of standardizing the fleet and upgrading them, but we are keeping the airplanes
operationally ready and certainly we are not going to do anything that
is goingto degrade the safety or performance of the airplane.
Mr. SIKEs. How much of the $37.3 million is deferral beyond that
which previously would have been considered proper?
Mr. MoErIANON. An estimate I have made on the F-4 is in the
order of $10 million that would come in this category of deferral.
On the F-100 we have had to forego IRAN programs*this year which

are in the order of $4 million in order to make way for doing the
wing fix. So I think that would be my answer: some $14 million. I
will claim no deferral on,the F-105 at all.
What it boils down to on the F-105 is that we have sort of a moratorium on heavy maintenance work in fiscal 1969 by virtue of the
extension of the iRAN interval.
General BoYLAN. Mr. Chairman may I supplement that answer?
Mr. SIKES. Yes. But let me ask this irst: Are you still saving that
this
is notproblems
a budgetI consideration, that we are not doing it because
ofMr.
budget
MeprobleN. In the case of the F-4, the F-100, your statement
is correct; it is not a budget consideration.

Mr. SIKEs. All right.

General?
General BOYLAN. As you well know, there are a number of categories
of maintenance to be performed either at field level with kits or in the
depots in conjunction with an IRAN, inspection and repair as necessary. The answer given you may leave the impression that the Air
Force does not have any considerable backlog o initinenance. We do.
The answer is intended to say that we have no critical maintenance
outstanding that would affect the safety or the in-being combat capability of these aircraft. There are a number of items like standardization of the various F-4 models, an improved operational capability,
which are highly desirable but not essential today; a modification
which will give all of our aircraft an immediate altitude read-out to
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the FAA and United States. These are the kinds of things that are in

a backlog status.

Mr. SIRES. But these are improvoinents and the fact that they are
being deferred has no effect, if I understand you, and I want you to
state specifically whether this is true or not, has no effect on the safety
and performance of the aircraft today?
General 'BoYLAx. These deferred items that I have ref rred to do not
involve safety of flight they are Wlot essential from the standpoint of
the aircraft being able to perform its mission. They are highly
desirable.
Mr. SikES. They would represent improvements in performlance
which are not iow available?
General BOYLAN%. That is correct.
Mfr. MINsHAL. The frosting on the cake.
General BoANq. No, sir.
Mr. SIKEs. All right. The committee will be in recess until 2 o'clock.
AFT ERNOON

SESSION

Mfr. SIACK. When the committee adjourned at lunchtime today, we
were discUsSing the overhaul of various aircraft, namely, F/RF4,
F-100, and F-105. I believe Mr. IfcElhanon was testifying at that
point.
Would you care to elaborate on your statement at this time?
Mr. MOE ANON. I think the point might be made because it was
initially a question in regard to deferred maintenance. We talked of
these three fighters as not being subject to deferred maintenance, particularly not beCause of budget reasons.
I think it should be stated, however, that we have deferred maintenance in our aircraft and equipment inventory but not to the detriment of flight safety or operational capability, particularly in the
areas of support aircraft,. This is where our deferments are taken in
the interest of living with our budget, if you will.
Mr. SLACK. Thank you.
POTrINo CO.IPOUND PROBLEMS

IN

V-4, ARCRA~r

Mr. Lpscom. During the supplemental hearing, we discussed this
potting compound problem. Is there any new information or new
reports on how you are getting along wlth your potting compound
proj
ect 1
P general Pirrs. I will answer in general, and I will ask Mr. McElhanon to back me up in detail, sir.
Essentially, we are ahead of the power curve on the potting compound problem. We are taking the planes that are in the worst shape
first. For instance, the planes down in Southeast Asia. I think you will
recall from the supplemental hearings that this potting compound
problem results from a reversion of the compound under certain temerature and humidity conditions which are most. prevalent down in
outheast Asia.
We will eventually replace the potting compounds throughout the
entire fleet. We are taking the worst planes first. So, we are ahead of
the program. In other words, there is not a flying safety problem with
the F-4 fleet.
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If you have some detailed questions on this program, we call ask

Mr. McElhanon to respond.
.Mr.Lipscomn. What is this problem doing to your capability and
readiness in Southeast Asia? -ow do you draw these planes out of
serve to put them into this potting comp6Und program ?
General Prrrs. They are put back in the normal IRAN program
when they are normally schedtdled1. We schedule our planes throughout
the fleet in the IRAN program at certain designated intervals, and as
they come up for an IRAN, the potti ng compound is included in the
IRAN program, inspection and repair as necessary. So, the plane is
not down for an extra period of time due to this problem alone.
Mr. Lrscozm. That is not the way I understood it during the supplemental hearing. What brought about the necessity of an emergency
appropriation for Southeast Asia for this potting problem if it is
just in the regular IRAN program?
General BOYLAN. Because the l)robleln was not foreseen and it suddenly appeared in aircraft in the field in Vietnam. Literally, the materil was flowing out of coinnector boxes. Consequently, it was not
an anticipated workload for repair.
There tire two types of compounds involved. One is called a Proseal 77 compound. That is the one that has deteriorated in the current
airplanes. Ihat is being replaced with the best we have available, and
should for an indefinite period cure the problem.
'-he long-term fix is to find a completely different way to make all
of these electrical eonneetions without-theui.e of sueh substances.
To get right, to your (,jstioil
about how do we do this
EXPLANATION

OF THE POTTING COMPOUND PROBLEM

Mr. Lii'sco,%t. Before we get to that, some of the members of the
committee may have missed the detailed explanation of what the
potting compound l)roblem is.
General BoYJAN. Th potting compound, in layman's terms-and I
am one--is a substance that is used in electrical connectors to prevent
outside interference or leakage, cross circuits, if you will. It has been,
a standard practice in aircraft manufacture. T i only difference is
that the majority of our aircraft have never been exposed to the type
of
humidity and temperature conditions which they are experiencing
in Vietnam.i
Tnis particular compound broke down and began to flow out of the
connectors and created a. very serious operational flight safety condition. Therefore, action had to be taken on an emergency basis. It was
planned and unscheduled.

In the total F-4 inventory, there are over
aircraft that have
this compound in them. This does not mean that all of these aircraft
are in serious operational condition; only those in which we have dis-

covered the deterioration. The aircraft in Europe and in the continental United States, where conditions of humidity and temperature
are different, have not retrogressed at the same rate.
We are, performing work in fiscal year 1969 on some
airplnnes, and will correct some in fiscal 1970. Some of this work
is being done as a special project. Some of it will be done during inspection and repair as necessary, or IRAN.
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EFFEUT OF POTTING COMPOUND PROBLEM ON OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY

Back to your question as I understood it, how can we perform this
work and still mailitain our operational capability in Southeast Asia,

quite frankly, tis has been a difficult thing to do. The standard allthiorization for aircraft procurement falls tIto categories of unit
equipment authorization. Cui|rently, our F-4 squadrons are 18 U.E.
in Southeast Asia. The allowance for command support is 10 percent
of the unit eqfilpmont or, say, two airplanes.

Then, because of high attrition, we have been authorized to inchude in our procurement estimated attrition. The 10-percent factor,
which is supposed to keep 18 airplanes available in units, has not been
sufficient to take care of this problem, and we have had to reallocate

aircraft, cut the corners, utilize aircraft on hand, that have not at-

trited, in order to keep the units at full strength in Solitheast Asia.
It has been a very tight thing.
CORRECTION' OF POUIMNO COMPOUND PROBLEM

Mr. Lmscomn. I believe I understand now that you really had two

potting compound projects. You had your emergency one which came
under the emergency appropriation for Southeast Asia. You are taking care of those worst situations first.
General BO'YLAN. That is right.
Mr. LiPscoin. The potting compound problemthat you are talking
about under the IRAN program is your regular inspection and repair
during the year, and you are going to do some not only from Southeast Asia, but maybe you might do a plane or two from Wester'n
Europe.
General BOYLAN.That is correct, sir.
Mr. Lnsco.on. But you do have an urgent potting compound-repair
problein going on, on Southeast Asia aircraft.

General

BOYLAN.

We certainly do have, sir.

Mr. Lipscoimn. How is that program coming along? How many
planes are Involved in that?
Mr. MoELITANON'. We have
airplanes related to Southeast
Asia which require urgent action. We hope to finish them in July of
this year. So, we are getting to the tail end of the program now. It has
been a sort of voxatious problem. We have had a lot of false starts since
we got started on it'last July. We are meeting the schedule as we laid
it out some 3 or 4 months ago.
M'r. Tisco.%tn. That is just, the potting compound program?
Mr. MCErAIA ON. Yes, sir; replacing the potting compound.
M r. LWSCO-MI. Why is there the coinecidtsnce of the-two figures ? You
mentioned
airraft, and the general mentioned
. Are
thev tho same ?
General BoyrAN. Yes, sir :they are the same
Mr. MIVErHANoW. We have had field toams operating out of Clark,
Yokota, and Misnwa. Tt is being done very largely through that means.
This has been mainly handled on a project basis because of the serinusness and the,urgency of it..
Mr. LAsPoAm. Tfiank you.
MJr. SLACK. Mr. Rhodes?
Mr. Ruonrs. No questions.

t
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PROCUREMENT OF CHANES TO TECHNICAL DATA
Mr. SLACK. Oil page 21 of thejustifications, you refer to an item for
the procitremlent of changes to technical data. In fiscal 1970, you are
requesting $8.4 million for this program, an increase of $900,000 over
fiscal year 1909.
Would you tell us what this program is and why the increase?
Mr. MCEaANON Sir, we are talking here of changes to all sorts of
technical data-the flight manuals that the crews use, all the maintenance instructions, the illustfi'ted parts breakdown for aircraft, missiles, and all other equipment. We are concerned with making changes
in inspection procedures, requirements, and methods. Changes in configuration impact on the technical data, the operating instructions, the
maintenance instructions, the parts breakdown as a result of making
modifications to the hardware.
The idea here is to have the teclmical data describe to lt operator
or to the technician precisely what the equipment is that he is working
on or operating.
Mr. SLACK. is this the total amount for preparation of the changes
in technical manuals?

Mr. McEIT&oN. Yes, sir; this is the total cost for the Air Force in

preparing the reproducible copy. This does not include printing, binding, and distribution costs, which is relatively minor.
Mr. SLACK. What is the printing and binding cost ? Do you have that
fr. ALrIERT N. RnoDF.s. 're would have to furnish that, Mr. Chairmail.

(The information follows:)
Costs of printing and binding technical data for fiscal year 1070: $4.5 million.

Mr. SNACK. What is the overall total cost for technical manuals for
1968, 1969, and estimated for 19701
Mr. ALBERT N. RIIODES. The total costs for preparing reproducible
copy, printing and binding of technical manual changes were $11.6
milhon in fiscal year 1968, $12.2 million in fiscal year 1969 and are
estimated to be approximately $12 million in fiscal year 1970.
REALINEME,NT IN MANAGEMENT

OPERATIONS

Mr. SLACK. The committee was advised on Febnary 24, 1969, of a
recent realinement in the management of operations between the Oklahoina City Air Materiel Area and the San Antonio Air Materiel Are .
This realinemnent consisted of transferring the inventory management
functions for the .J-57, J-75, and the TF-33 engines and components
from San Antonio to Oklahoma City, and a reciprocal transfer of
various engines and responsibility from Oklahoma City to San
Antonio.
It, was generAlly stated that, this would provide letter management
of the overhaul and repair of engines and components. This ii effect
alines the responsibility for the management of the engine or component with the overhaul activity.
Why was not this realinement of responsibility thought of a lot

sooner?
.10-0OSS-69-1l. 2---52
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Mr. MoEL-HANON. This goes back many years when perhaps we were
not as smart as we are now, but there was a different line of reasoning
that wont with it. In those days, we alined the management inde.
pendent of the repair point based on who made the equipment. For
instance, San Antonio n this process got the management of Pratt &
Whitney engines, but as it turned out, the best repair facility we had
was at Oklalioma City. That is where the repair was done and has
been done all these years.
This was the prevaiing philosophy we had in the Air Force. Management did not necessarily have to be done at the same place where
repair was made.
We find, however, that in practice, this gets to be a pretty sticky
problem, and we need to have the two together. This is the reason for
the colocation effort we havomade now.
Mr. SLACK. Does the Air Force have other disjointed alinements of
responsibility between the management of an activity and the actual
depot overhaul responsibility?
Mr. McEM1,1oANoN. Yes, sir; we still have some of this left, although
in the newer weapons systems that we have moved into in the past 5 or
6 or 7 years, we have colocated them, so it is a diminishing problem.
WORK FORCE REALINE1ENT AT TIlE SACRAMENTO AIR MATERIEL AREA

Mr. SLACK. The committee was also advised on April 9, 1969, that
the Directorate of Maintenance at the Sacramento Air Materiel Area
had initiated action to realine some of its 8,500-man civil service work
force in order to reduce the high labor cost currently charged to the
Sacramento Air Materiel Area to repair Air Force weapons systems
and equipment. The letter states:
"The basic reason for this action is to lower the depot maintenance
cost for its items produced. The cause of this high rate in the maintenance operation is the imbalance of overhead people to direct workers
and the SMAMA"-Sacramento Air Materiel Area-local wage
scale which is the highest of all AMA's. Therefore, it is necessary to
reduce overhead, which will indirectly result in lower cost, increase
production, and decrease sale price for items produced."
This action for inducing cost is to becommnded, and we are wondering if you are taking a look at the other AMA's to determine whether
or not there is an imbalance of overall indirect to direct cost.
ATTEMPT TO DECREASE RATIO OF OVERITEAD TO DIRECT WORK

Mr. MCELHANON. Sir, I think we might say that this is one advantage we get from industrial fund operations, which the depot maintenance activities were placed under effective in fiscal year 1969. It
gives us an opportunity to reflect total costs, overhead and all, in our
labor rate.
We have a,good deal of competition going among the AMA's now
in terms of what is the rate what goes to make the rate what it is,
what is the overhead ratio. §o, the answer to your question is, "Yes,
we have a great deal of action being taken to try to bring down the
ratio of overhead to direct work."
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Mr. ANDIIWS. You moved the work out of that area because the cost
was too high I
Mr. MCELHANoN. No, sir. They converted overhead spaces into direct
work which gives us greater productivity with a given number of
people. Therefore, tho cost per unit of work goes down. The industrial
fund gave us visibility of our total costs, overhead and all, and we are
now very cost conscious, one depot versus another.
M r. ANDREWS. In other words, you are spending your own money,
and you are a little more careful with it.
CENTRALIZATION OF CARGO MAOEMENT FUNCTIONS AT SACRAMENTO AMA
Mr. SLACK. The committee was also advised on March 17, that the
Air Force was centralizing all cargo management functions at the
Sacramento Air Materiel Area, and under this consolidation there
would be a savings of $245,000.
Will' there be further consolidations of these types of activities or
operations where savings can be realized?
General PITTS. I do not recognize that advisory to the committee,
sir. As a general statement, I would say that we are constantly studying this problem, and we take actions like this when we can effect savings. I am not knowledgeable about that advisory, sir.
SAVINGS FROM THE VARIOUS REALINE3IENTS OF RESPONSIBILITY

Mr. SLAoCK. Where do the resultant savings during fiscal year 1970
from these various realinements of responsibility and consolidation
appear in the 1970 justification book, and what is the total amount?
Mr. ALBERT N. RHxonEs. Could we furnish that for the record, sir? It
would be distributed through the various accounts within the "operation and maintenance" appropriation.
MIr. SLAoK. Were they all taken into considerationI
Mr. ALBERT. N. RIXODES. I believe so, sir. I would like also to check
that.
(The information follows:)
SAVINGS

FROM REALINEMENTS OF RESPONSIBILITY AND CONSOLIDATIONS

The realinement of inventory management functions for aircraft engines between the San Antonio and Oklahoma City air materiel areas resulted in savings
to the "Operation and maintenance" appropriation of $275 thousand. In addi-

tion, $2 million was saved through reallnement of the work force at Sacramento
Air Materiel Area to reduce overhead costs and $245 thousand was saved through

centralization of cargo management functions at the Sacramento Air Materle
Area. The total amount saved as a result of the foregoing actions is $2,520
thousand.

The savings of $2,275 thousand realized through the two realinements indicated
above was considered in computing the total requirement for Project 431, depot
maintenance, on pages 18 through 21 of the fiscal year 1970 justification book.
The saving of $245 thousand through centralization of cargo management functions Impacts on Project 438, base operations and maintenance, and was considered in arriving at the total requirement for Project 438 shown on pages 35
through 88 of the justification book.
CURRENT STATUS OF LOGAIR AND QUICKTRANS CONTRACTS

Mr. SLACK. What is the current status of your Logair and Quicktrans contractsI
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Mr. RHODES. Logair is the Air Force system which is also used by
the Army, Defense Supply Agency, and National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. Qicktrans is the system used by the Navy
and Marine Corps. The Military Airlift Command is responsible for
contracting for both Lopir anQuicktrans services; however, actual
operating responsibility is vested inthe Air Force Logistics Command
for Logair and'the Navy Supply Systems Command for Quicktrans.
Currently, there are 13 Logair routes-8 turbine and 5 piston-and 10
Quicktrans routes-8 turbine aid 2 piston. The Logair contractors are
Overseas Nationil Airways, Universal Airlines, Saturn Airways, and
World Airlines. The Quicktrans contractor is Uiversal Airlines.
Mr. SLACK. Are any Logair or Quicktrans operations being conducted outside of the United States?
Mr. ALBERT N.

RHODES. No,

sir.

SUPPORT CONTRACTS

PALMDALE CONTRACTOR OPERATED INSTALLATION

Mr. SLACK. On page 30 of your budget under "Procurement operations," you are showing an amount in fiscal years 1969 and 1970 of
$1.875 million each year for the Palmdale contractor-operated installation. Would you please explain what this operation is, and why it
is requiredI
General Pirrs. The funds requested are to support a contract with
International Telephone and Telegraph Technical Services, Inc., for
operation and maintenance of the common facilities at. the Air Force
Production Flight Test Installation, Air Force Plant 42, Palmdale,
Calif. The mission of this installation 'is to augment the production
potential of established aircraft industry by providing Government
facilities to assigned contractors for final assembly, flight test and
modification, and other approved Government contract work. The
present employment level ,is approximately 2,100. The service contractor's support for the installation mission consists of providing and
maintaining:
Adequate and safe runways and taxiways for high performance jet
aircraft.
A comp letely equipped fire and crash rescue organization, including
rescue helicopter service.
An industrial fire protection service for a Government investment
of approximately $75 million.
Adequate water and sanitation facilities.
A field operations organization consisting of specially trained external security force for protection against damage, theft sabotage, industrial security, radio car escort and standby for infield traffic and
maintenance demands.
A general maintenance department to repair and maintain fire, water, communications and electrical systems, fencing, construction and
administrative equipment, roads, grounds, runways, taxiways, buildings, facility rehabilitation and expansion.
All other duties necessary to maintain and operate this industrial
plant and airfield according to good industrial practices and within
the conservative economical standards desired by the Air Force.
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Tenant organizations presently occupying facilities at this installation are: M6Donnell-Douglas Aircraft Co Lockheed California Co.,

Norair, a Division of Northrop Corp. and Lockheed Air Terminal,
Inc., aircraft refueling service. All of these contractors have either
Air Force and/or Navy production or service contracts. Further, two
elements of the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) are located herethe Palmdale Flight Service Station as a tenant, and the FAA tower
personnel who operate the Air Force owned airport control tower.
CONTHAaTUAL SERVICES

.fr. SLACK. In the information supplied the committee, we note that
under contractual services you list four types of specific contracts.
They are: (1) contract education; (2) quality products testing; (3)
quality control studies; and (4) competition with colifldence.
Will you tell us what these contracts are for?
General Prrrs. For contract education $55,000 is requested. This will
permit Air Force personnel in the procurement operations category
to attend short courses offered by scientific, technical, and educational
institutions. This provides not only a career development program, but
it enhances the ability of Air Force personnel dealing with contractors
to assure that the Air Force receives what it pays or in quality and
reliability. For quality products testing $50 00 is requested. This is
a continuig program to evaluate photosensitive recording materials
used in Southeast Asia. The estimate of $40,000 for quality control
studies is the fixed Air Force share of a joint Navy/Army/NASA/Air
Force project on statistical quality control techniques. Finally, the
competition with confidence program which is estimated to cost $200,000 is related to the DOD high dollar spare parts breakout program. It is directed toward contractor assistance in determining the
optimum method of procurement ie.,.procure competitively, direct
from the manufacturer or from Zhe prime contractor. This program
plays a major role in our efforts to improve our competitive posture.
We have had very good success with the competition with confidence
aspects of the program. Under this effort the contractor screens designated items and recommends the method of procurement. These recommendations are reviewed and approved by Air Force personnel
before the recommendations are utilized.
The percentage of items the contractors recommend be procured
on a competitive basis has been very high. The Assistant Secretary of
Defense (I&L) has reviewed the results of this program at various
Air Force activities and encouraged a broader
usepart
of items
the concept
in the
throughout DOD. Because of the volume of spare
inventory and entering the inventory we consider the competition
with confidence program a vital part of our overall effort to improve
our competitive procurement posture and to benefit from the substantial savings which follow.
CONSTANT FUNDING LWEL OF CONM OURAL SERVICES

Mr. SLAoK. We note that they require the same funding during fiscal years 1968, 1969 and 1970. Is not this quite unusual? Will you
tell us why the funding remains relatively constant?
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General Pivrrs. Fiscal year 1968 costs represent actual obligations.

For the fiscal year 1970 budget estimate, we assumed the education
program would remain stable since there is little change in the contract management program. The quality products testing contract
represents our best judgment of continuing evaluation of photosensitive recording materials, anticip6ting no price increases. The quality
control study is the fixed Air Force share of a joint iNavy-ArnyNASA-Air Force project on statistical quality control techniques.
There has been an effort within the Air Force to increase the scope
of the competition with confidence program in fiscal year 1970, since
it is in an area that can result in signfcant savings to the Air Force
in the procurement appropriations.-However, at the time of preparation ofthe budget estimate, our best judgment was that a level of
funding authorized for previous years should be sustained.
Mr. SLACK. Questions, Mr. Andrews?

Mr.

ANDREWS.

No questions.

Mr. SLACK. Mr. Lipsoomb?
Mr. LIrscofn. No questions.

Mr. MiNSHALL. No questions.

Mr.

RHODES.

No questions.

FUNDS FOR MODIFICATION OF THE F-5-21

MTr.AwDimWS. I am afraid we have passed this subject, but I would
like to ask a question. There was mentioned in the supplemental hearing some modifications, and I remember the figure of $14 million. I
believe that was mentioned in connection with the F-5's.
General Prrrs. Yes, sir; $14 million; $16 million in total, yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. At that time it had not been requested by the budget.
General Prrrs. No, sir; that was not in our supplemental request.
Mr. ANDREWS. We discussed it at the supplemental hearing.
General Pii'rs. That is right, we did.

Mr. ANDREWS. But it was not requested at that time.

Has that money for the modification of the F-5 been requested in
the budget at this time, and is it in this budget; and, if so, how much
isit?
General Prrrs. Let me start out, sir, by saying the F-5 you are
talking about is the F-5-21, an advanced version of the plane with
which the South Vietnamese are equipped at this time, and the answer to the budget question is, no, sir; it is not in this budget, and we
are not requesting moneys in this budget for that modification to the
basic F-5.
Mr. ANDRibws. That answers my question. Thank you.
OPERATION OF LOX PLANTS
AIR FORCE PLANS TO CLOSE DOWN GOVERNMENT-OWNED

LOX PLANTS

Mr. SLACK. The next item is entitled "Operation of LOX plants."
The Air Force owns nine air separation plants at three locations in
southern California. These Government-owned Plants como~ete directly with privately owned facilities for the production and supply of
liquid oxygen and nitrogen 'to Federal installations in the area. Five
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of the plants are at Santa Suzanna, two are at Edwards Air Force Base,

and two are at Vandenburg Air Force Base. All have a rated production capacity of 75 tons per day of liquid nitrogen or oxygen.

What plans does the Air Force have to close down the facilities?
General Prrrs. Sir, we have closed down all of the facilities except
the two units at Edwards and' the five wtilts at Santa Susana, which is
at Canoga Park, Calif. The contracts for the production of liquid
oxygen and liquid nitrogen using the Government-owned facilities
at those two locations terminate on July 31, 1969. The contract operator for those Government-owned plants is Air Products &Chemicals,
Inc., of Allentown, Pa. They got this con fact on a compettivebid.
As I said, the contract terminates on July 31, 1969. If we determine
to keep these plants in operation, we will rebid the contract for a year
at a time, and only until we can secure a contract by a commercial
source under competitive bidding for the production of liquid oxygen
and nitrogen that will meet our needs at these locations.
Mr.

Sr,,cK.

Do I understand the competitive bid is to-operate fed-

erally owned plants?
General Pirrs. At present, sir, we have federally owned plants that
are being operated for us by a private contractor, at Santa Suzanna
and Edwards plus a partial operation at Vandenberg. We had other
plants at Patrick Air Force Base at Cape Kennedy, Denver, Colo., and
Nimbus, Sacramento, Calif., which we closed down.
It is the Air Force's purpose to let these contracts terminate if we
can get a favorable commercial 1-year contract on a competitive basis
so we are assured we will not be placed in a position of relying on
a sole-source supplier.
AIR FORCE PLANS TO PROCURE LOX FROM COMERCIAL SOURCES

Mr. LPSCOMB. Do you have bids Out now to take over this operation?

General Prrrs. No, sir. It is under study at this time.
Mr. LiPscoinm. If the contract expires in JulyGeneral Pir'S. 31 July. yes, sir. If we are not able to secure a 1-year
contract from a commercial source, we will continue tho operation of
those Government-owned facilities on a contractor-operated basis for
a year at a time until we can secure such a contract.
Ur. Ln,scorn. Is it not getting a little late to start looking for
another contractor?
General Prrrs. We should be getting the decision on the commercial
source by 28 April when we expect to know how to proceed.
Mr. LiPSCOmB. You mean you are negotiating with a contractor
now?
General Pirrs. No, sir. We plan to issue a request for a proposal in
the near future.
Mr. SLACK. That is on a year-to-year basis, or 5 years?

General Prmrs. The contract for a commercial source would be on a
5-year basis if we had firm NASA requirements, sir to replace the
production capacity from the Government-owned facilities. However,
NASA cannot give us long-term requirements at this time so we are
planning on another 1-year contract.
The reason we are goina into this is that the predominant commercial capability dr capacity in southern California is in the hands of
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one contractor, and they would be a virtual sole-source supplier if we
closed down the Government plants.
Mr. SLACK. What appropriation is this in?
General Prrrs.It is in the Stock Fund, sir. This appropriation reimburses the Stock Fund,
Mr. SLAoK. Which appropriation reimburses the Stock Fund?

General Prrrs. The Operation and Maintenance appropriation, sir,
is a minor customer and the major customer is other than Air Force.
OPERATING COST OF LOX PANTS

Mr. SLACK. How much money is requested for fiscal year 1970 for

the operation of these plants I
Mr. ALBRT N. RHODES. The operation of the plants would be in
the Stock Fund presentation which is scheduled to follow 0. & M. Mr.
Chairman. The total cost of the operation is financed from the Stock
Fund. NASA is one of the biggest users of this LOX, and they buy
from the Air Force Stock Funfd The Air Force Stock Fund pays for
the operation of these plants or ays for procurement of the product
which they get from a commercial source.
We can frnish this for you.
(The information follows:)
No money Is requested in the Operation and Maintenance Appropriation for
fiscal year 1970 to operate these plants. Their operation is paid for by the Stock
Fund, and the cost is included in the standard price at which the Stock Fund
se11s to its customers. In FY 1969, NASA bought 02.1 percent of the LOX sold
by the Stock Fund, RDT&ED and others bought 7.5 percent, and O&M only
bought .4 percent or $26,000 worth. During the same year, O&M bought $217,00M
worth of liquid nitrogen, or 2.4 percent. Therefore, the pro-rata share by O&M
of the cost of operating these plants which is built into the standard price
Is very small. NASA, being the big user, pays the greatest bulk of this cost.
1970 BUvDOVT FOR PURCHASE OF LOX

M[r. SLACK. How much is in 0. & M. to purchase LOX from the
Stock Fund?
Mr. ALBERT N. RHODFs. I have a total just for propellants. I do not

have it broken down.

Mr. AxDREws. Is that liquid oxygen that you are talking about?

General Prrrs. Yes, sir, and liquid nitrogen.
(The informatioh follows :)

0. & M. 8UDOET FOR PURCHASE OF LOX FROM STOCK FUND
Fiscalyjear
1969

LOX (liquid oxygen)
..........................................
LN liquidd ntgen
.......................................
Total ....................................................................

$26,000
217,000
243, 000

F19 ap72r
10

$23,000
212,000
235,000

COST OF LOX

Mr. ANDREWS. It used to be expensive. What about the price now

that you use so much LOX? Has it come down?
General Prrrs. I do not have the answer to that question.
lMr. ANDREws. Do you buy it sole-source?
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General Pirs. No, sir. We have two Governmelit-owned facilities
producing this, and we are thinking about going to a commercial source
if we can get a competitive price.
Mr. ANDRpws. Competitive with your price I
General Pirrs. Yes, sir; with our ability
duce.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put something in the recordabout the price of LOX,
and how it -hasvaried the last 5 years.
General Pirm. Very well.
(The information follows .)
PRICE CHANGES FOR LOX-COSTS PER TON I

Liquid
oxyeon,
GOCO'

Date
Sept, 1,1965 .......................................
July 1, 1966 ........................................
Oct. 1,1967 .......................................
July 11968..............................
July 1, 1969................................

$27.37
18.79
17.39
16.31
15.6

Liquid
oxygen
procured
from
commercial
sources
$55.49

.59

30.39
21.09
21.09

Liquid
nitroen,
GOCO
$17.34
17.17
19.54
18.46
17.51

Liquid
nitrogen
procured
from
commercial
sources
$51.17

45.40

34.69
26.13
26.06

I All costs are laid down at destination.
I Government.owned plants, contractor operated.

COST OF MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF LOX PLANTS

Mr. SLACK. How much is in 0. &M. for maintenance and operation
of LOX plants?
Mr. ALBEirr N. RHODES. There would be nothing in the 0. & M.
appropriation for this, Mr. Chairman. The t6tal operation is financed
from the stock fund.
Mr.SLACK. Will you supply for the record how much is in the stock
fund for this maintenance and operation I
Mr. ALBERT N. RHODE. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

FisCAL YEAR 1970 BuDrET FOR MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF LOX PLANTS
Our old long-term contract to operate our LOX/LN Government owned, contractor operated (0000) plants called for delivery of the product into Govern.
ment-owned truck trailers at a fixed price per ton. The contractor was responsible
for both the operation and maintenance of the plant We, therefore, have no
knowledge as to the maintenance and operation cost of the plants during this
period. Our new 1-year contract to operate the plants at Edwards Air Force Base
and Santa Suzanna during fiscal year 1970 will be drawn on the same basis.

Mr. SLACK. Other questions, Mr. AndrewsI
Mr. ANDREWS. No questions.
Mr. LnSCOMB. No question.

questions.
Mr. RHODEs. No questions, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. MINSIIALL. No

SERVICE ENGINEERING COST

Mr. SLACK. The next item is entitled "Service Engineering Cost."
In 1970, you are requesting an increase of $17.908 m1 lion for service
engineering, from $28.047 million in 1969 to $45.950 million In 1970. It
is my understanding that, there was quite a discussion of this last

0
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year, but would you please tell the committee why this large increase
is required?
General Prrrs. Yes, sir ;1 will ask our maintenance expert, Mr. McElhanon, to answer that question.
Mr. MCELHANON. To set the stage to answer your question,-fiscal
1969 is the first year this has moved to the 0. & M. appropriation.
Prior to this, it was in the three procurement appropriations.
The $28 million that we have in fiscal 1969 is completely miadequate
funding for the area of service engineering in view of the problems
that we have. In fiscal 1968, in the conglomerate from all of the appropriations funding it, we had some $56 million for the service engineering program .
INCREASED COSTS FOR BR-71
Mr. SLACK. General Pitts, in 1970 you are requesting $60.3 million
in connection with SR-71 support, an increase over 1969 of $5.2
million.
General PrrTs. Yes, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Why is there a $5 million increase in support costs for
the S.-71 program in 1970 when you are showing a $2.4 million decrease)in fuel requirements for the SR-71 program?
General Prrrs. That figure of $5.2 million increase from 1969 to
1970 is 'a. net figure resulting from the movement of $20 million formerly budgeted under the aircraft procurement account into the 0. & M.
account, and a decrease of millionn associated with other operating
SR-71 aircraft to a nqncosts, primarily the inactivation of operating active flyable storage category, for which we do not budget
flying hours and other associated costs. The net Out is $5.2 million.
INCREASED SERVICE ENGINEERING COSTS

Mr. SLACK. Going back to0 service engineering-we still fail to
understand why the increase of $17 inillion is required.
General Prrrs. Yes, sir, Mr. McElhanon can respond to that
question- sir
Mr. McELi, oN. Sir, just to rehash for a moment, up through
fiscal 1968 it was a conglomerate of several appropriations putting
money in. Our fiscal 1968'program was $56 mIllion. This means our
a, terTibly low flgtve.
$28 million program ir0. & M. in fiscal 1969 -is
Our program his lapsed terribly in'this fiscal year.
The increase requested is trying to get back to a level of activity
that is more commensurate with the task that we have, particularly
with respect to fatigue analysis of 6ur older aircraft, with which we
are having trouble, and this committee is familiar with some of the
issues.
Mr. SLAcK. Then the $28 million for 1969 was 0low estimate?
Mr. MoELHANON . Yes, sir.
Mr. SLAciK. Are there questions with regard to SR-71 support costs
or service, engineering..
Mr. A P wS.No questions.
Mr. LIPsCOm, No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.MAuiSHALL. No questions.
Mr. ]RHODEm. No questions.
-
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HARD-RocK SIO SURVEY

Mr. SLAcK. The next item is entitled "Hard-rock survey."
In fiscal year 1969, you, plan on spending $2 million in connection
with the hard-rock silo surveys. What do you'hope to accomplish
with this initial expenditure of $2 million
h
o
m
General Pius. That is basically for site surveys, sir, to find areas
where there is rock structure that could support hard-rock silos.
GEOLOGICAL LOCATION OF HARD ROCK

Mr. ANDIRWS. Have you any special geographical location in mind,
general
.
General BOYLAN. Looking at the map of the United States, basically
we are talking about granite to get the overpressure characteristics,
about
- pounds per square inch. We think there are areas that
come down through the Roc Mountain chain. There are some areas
in the central Oz
,
g .
think there are areasMr. ANDRE . Vlien you say geogr
ical location, would they be
where you nd the rock satisfactory,e
dlessf where they are
located,
would they hav
be in certain a ssof the country?
Gen al BOYLAN. I thi in
final analyst you would have to
look what you c
p w th and
ermine if thre are other factors
tha would ke you it o there, ch as the pri of the land, the
pr ximity t cities, ea
f ts, an
r .estit.
/ Mr. AYND
Iwab
u chinty
nii in
district.
General BOYLA-N-.
o
e Sotiesti
the areas to be
,naIzed.
(Of
cord.
OF stfII

Mr. SrA . A
i 1969 is 'in

td n spedifi

derstao

ons for lar

8 FOR HARD ROCK

d ck silo survey this $2 million
a o
to speak tat meets cerne, i hat r

neral BOXLAN. Tha is c, rrect.

. SLACK. H w huch h
in reard tothis
Mr. _L81RT N. RH-OD
record, si We can get it.

been pe

to the ast available date
%
e would .have
furnish that for the

.

(The info

ation follows:)

As of this date,

.

lion In fis

funds has been obligated for

ar 1989operatIon and maintenance

rock s i l o program.

Mr. SLACK. This, I assume, consists of core drilling, et ceteia.
General Prrrs. .Yes, sir; a sampling. These site surveys are designed
to find areas where there are known deposits of hard rock.
Mr. SLACK. Why do you reqire.$8 million for this program in fiscal
1970, an increase of $6millon?.
General Pvrrs. It is full-year funding for this activity, sir.
General BOYLAN. Mr. S ack,'your questions are directed at the
0. & M. dollars in this program. In the Air Force research and development program there have been fiinds-in-fisca.'198, $1.2 niiiion;
and, if my data is correct, sdme $25 million in fiscal 1969. This was
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not only to conduct the surveys but to conduct actual tests to determine
if we can build a silo in a rock structure that will withstand
o1luds per square inch overpressure. Some of these tests have already
een conducted. They have fabricated a facility. They have covered it
with primacord aind have literally built large mounds of earth. Through
the combination of the high explosive and it being shielded and directed
by the earth, we have largely proven the feasibility.
The research and development program anticipates, in coordination
with the Atomic Energy Commission and others, possibly a test underground where we can get atomic over-pressures, and possibly this
will be conducted in
Other witnesses who are more familiar with the research and development aspects of the program certainly will be here to testify. The
O.& M. funds are associated with site survey work related to possible
operational locations for a later deployment program.
Mr. LiPscoMR. General, the O. & M. funds are for site survey and

criteria.
General

BOYLJAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. LirPscoM. So what you are discussing is the 1R.D.T. & E. effort.

General

BOYLAN.

Yes, sir.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. You have let two contracts on site survey and criteria.

You had $2 million to do this.
General BOYLAN. In fiscal 1969; yes, sir.

COST OF HARD ROOK PROGRAM IN

1970

Mr. LiPscoimr. For what purpose are you going to require the $8
million for fiscal year 1970? Unless there is a commingling of funds,
it has nothing to do with the appropriation request f6r R D.T. & E.
How can we evaluate the need for $8 million in fiscal year 1970?
General BOYLAN. Mr. Rhodes, can you give a more detailed answer
tothis?
Mr. LiPsCOMB. If two contractors are making site surveys and developing criteria in 1969, how can they use $8 million in fiscal year
1970?
Mr. ALBEnT N. RHODES. It is my understanding, Mr. Lipscomb, that
the 1969 program, of course, was started late in the fiscal year 1969,
and the program to be financed with the $8 million in 1910 will expand it to greater numbers of locations.
I am not completely familiar with this program, and we can
furnish more information for the record.
Mr. Lrscom. $10 million to look for sites and for drilling seems
like a lot of money.
Mr. ALBERT N. RioDis. It is, sir.
Mr. LPscomB. There are other funds in other appropriations, also.

R.D.T. & E.last year was $88 million, and DOD cut itdown to $25
million. That is where that figure came from. It seems that to select
sites, $10 million is a little on the heavy side.
General BOYLAN. Mr. Lipscomb, I would appreciate the opportunity

to amplify for the record in detail what these funds will be applied to.
Mr. LT'sco~m. For the record, would you insert how much is included in the military construction appropriation for the hard rock
siloprogram?
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(The information follows:)
There are no funds In the military construction appropriation for the hard rock
silo program.

M1r. LXPscomB. For the record, will you insert how much is included

in the R.D.T. & E. appropriation for fiscal year 1970 in connection

with this effort?
General Pxrrs. Yes sir
(The information follows:)
There is $50 million included in the R.D.T. & . appropriation request for the

hard-rock silo development program.

Mr. MINSUALL. Looking down the road, have you any idea how
many additional silos you anticipAe acquiring of the hard-rock
variety?
General BOYLAN. I think the initial slice at this program was somesilos.
thing like

M'r. MICNSIALL. In addition to the present ones?

General BOYLAN. They would be in addition.
Mfr. MINSHALT. Would you phase out some of the others?
General BOYLAN. Yes sir; we would phase out some of the others.
The missiles would be INUTEMAN IIIs transferred from currently planned locations to the new silos, or emplaced in the new silos
direct from production.
Mfr. MINSHALL. When would you anticipate completing this program?
General BOYLAN. Based on the data I have available, it appears that
the first 10 silos probably will not be available before
Mr. MINsHArx. Thank you.
Mr. Lirsco~in. Do I understand you will give us a breakdown on the
$8 million?
General Pimrs. Yes, sir; we will give a breakdown of what that is to
be spent for.
(The information follows:)
DErrAL BREAKDOWN Or IAnD-RooK SILO FUNDS FIS0AL YEAR 1970
A total of $10 million has been budgeted under the 0. & M appr'priation for
the hard-rock silo program. Phase I of the program consists of establishing concepts and accomplishing general area studies and designated field investigations

within the Continental United States. It also includes evaluation and compilation
of field information which Is used together with strategic considerations inre.ommending a priority list of wing locations. Phase II consists of office and field
exploration studs leading to actual selection of Individual launch and launch

control facilities within the first wing after evaluation of the total phase I effort.
Of the total amount, $2 million is required in fiscal year 1969 and $8 million in
fiscal year 1070. The requirements for each phase are:
Fiscl year 1969
Phse ................................................................
Phase II...............................................................
Total............................................................
PHASE r, FISoAL

ZA

Fiscal year 1970

000,000
$2,000,000
04,000,000
8,000,000
2,000,000

1989

(1)' The contractor will establish, test, and revise siting methods based on field

exploration and Air Force directions; perform office and field area exploration
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including seismic tests, core drilling, and so forth, for eight potential areas
designated by AIr Force, $1,550,000.
(2) The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station will
perform laboratory tests of the core samples and furnish test results to the
contractor, $350,000.
(3) The U.S. Geological Survey will perform additional office studies of rock
availability in selected areas, $100,000.
PHASE I, FISCAL YEAR 1070

(1) The contractor will continue work initiated during fiscal year 19069 and
will investigate four additional potential areas. Also, he will prepare supporting
data for selection of the potential Hard Rock Silo wing area, $00,000.
(2) Waterways experiment station will continue support of the pilse I effort
through completion, $300,000.
(3) U.S. Geological Survey will continue their office studies through second
quarter, fiscal year 1970, $100,000.
(4) The facility associate contractor will develop and te.st exploration methods
and procedures to be used in the phase II siting effort; establish a matrix for
Hard Rock Silo system trade studies leading to selection of the lead wing;
perform the system trade studies and compile final report of prioritized wing
locations, $2,700,000.
PHASE II, FISCAL YEAR 1070

(1) The facility associate contractor will perform office studies leading to
site selection of the first squadron facilities; establish field control program;
prepare preliminary site layout including roads, utilities, and potential launch
and launch control facilities; using methods established during phase I, perform
individual site exploration to prove rock quality; establish field laboratories;
adjust site layouts based on result of field Investigation, $3,500,000.
(2) Waterways experiment station will support facility associate contractor
In performing laboratory tests of the cores, $500,000.
UFFEM

OF AIM SYSTEM ON ITARD ROCK PROORA

[

Mr. Sr,,%c. With the planned changes in the deployment of the
ABM system around our hard missile sites, is this increase for the hard
rock silo survey still required in fiscal year 1970?

General Prm;'s. Yes, sill.
Mr. SrACK. Will yoil tell us why?

General Pirrs. ft we were sucessful in implementing this program
of hard rock silos, as General Boylan has pointed out, these silos would
rsist an overpressure, of some
pounds per square inch. Silos
such as this would not require the protection of our softer silos, the

present ones, and, therefore, the depi oymen t of the Safeguard system,
if you will, would still not be affected by this program.
General BOYTAN. Mr. Chairman, I tlink it is incumbent on the Air
Force to take every action it possibly can to insure the survivability of
its weapons systems. Just as we have subnmittd to this committee our
plans for satellite basing of bombers, further protection of our missiles

through increased hardness is indeed appropriate.
'Mr. SLACK. Are there further questions with regard to this item? Mr.
Lipscomb?
Mr. LTPsco~m. No.

Mr. SLACK. Mr. Andrewsl
CHANGF8 IN DEPLOYMENT OF MNUTBMAN MTssI

Mfr. Awnniaivs. I would' 1ikc to-ask a*few questions about the hard
rock -urvy.

m
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Is the Air Force thinking now of changing the location of all the
ilmsently deployed MINUTEMAN missiles?

General ri'-rs. No, sir.
Mr. AN nmws. How many of them"are you thinking about-moving?
General Piirs. General Ioylan had at' rough, ball park estimate,
solle
Mr. Aminiws. -of those presently deployed in silos?
General Prr-s. No, sir. They will be the newer MinUteman III's.
Mr. ANDIwis. Why are you interested in moving t!hoti?
General BOYLAN. TO improve the survivability if we can acquire
a location for the silos under hard rock conditions that will give us
the ability to withstand ovrl~resures like
pounds per square
inch. Actually we will place t ie Minuteainn III missiles in the harder
silos.
Mr. AxnDIws. Does that mean that the decision made several years
ago to deploy those
missiles at the present sites were erroneous?
General BOYLAN. Absolutely not, Mr. Andrews. In those days, the
United States had to respond with a missile force against the Soviet
capability. The Soviet capability that could be applied against us was
gross in terms of yield and accuracy as compared to the Soviet capability today and projected into the future.
SMr. ADRn'WS. In other words, their capability is much greater today than it was at the time the selection of sites was made?
General BoyhAN. That is correct, sir. Specifically, in terms of accuracy and yield. It is that combination which call kill a missile unless
it is protected against such an attack.
Mr. AN Dnws. It is correct to say if and when, under this hard rock

program, you moire the locations of4deployed missiles, the money
spent to deploy them where they are now located to a certain extent
has been wasted.
General BOYLAN. I think the only answer I can give You to that
question is this: While those missiles were developed, procured and
del)oyed, the United States did not have to call on the use of those
missiles in its defense.
Mr. ANDREWS. I hope we never have to do that.
General BOYLAX. I agree with you. In that context, the investment
that went into that weapon system, from the national security point
of view, I cannot judge was wasted.
(Off the record.)
COST OF SUPPORTING KOREAN AIR FORCE

Mr. LIPscoMn. General, who has the responsibility -for 0. & M. of

the Korean Air Force?

l'. AIIEmT N. RiioDEs.
eV
finance the Korean Air Force, Mr. Lipscomb, out of part of our free world forces costs in this appropriation.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. In this 0. &A. appropriation?

Mr. ATJIInT N. RHODES. Yes, sir.

Mr. Lipsco.rn. In all the discussions that we have had to this point
on the support of allied forces, we have just referred to Thailand,

South Vietnam, and Laos.
(Off the record.)
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Mi'. T,1Psco.Sin. Under 0. & Nf., how is the Korean Air Forco sup-.
ported iii Korea I Under military assistance?
General Prins. Under the military assistance program. I'lere are
no funds in this budget for the support of the Korean Air Force in
Korea proper. There are, however, in 0. &M. minimal costs for medical
expenses and the operating costs of 3 C-54 aircraft used for medical
evacuation of Korvans from Southeast Asia. These costs are included
under free world forces.
Mr. LYsco.rm. That is all I have.
Mr. SL.AcK. If there are no further questions, we thank you, gentlemen.
The committee will stand adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morn.
intg.
TitunDaY, Arrnir '24,1969.

B-52 PROoRAM
Mr. SyiEs. The committee will come to order. We will begin today's
discussion with the B-52 program. Mr. Lipscomb.
PLANNED REDUCTION IN THE B-52 FLEET

Mr. TAPSCOMBn. During these hearings the Inst couple of years we

have discussed the phaseout of the B-52 fleet. Tn your overly statement of the 0. & M. budget T did not notice anything in your state.
nient on this subject. Are there any plans to reduce the 13-52 fleet
during 1970?
General Prrrs. I will ask General Boylan to supply the answer for
that.
General BoYLAN. Mr. Lipscomb, the B-52 force structure of 30
squadrons, each having 15-unit equipment aircraft., reduces from 30
squadrons at end fiscal 1969 to
squadrons end fiscal year
1970, a reduction in force structure of
B-52C through F
units.
Mr. Lipscomn. How many SAC units and aircraft were authorized
for the end of fiscal year 1968 and what is the planned strength at the
end of this year and 1970?
General IOYLAN. Mr. Lipscomb, the SAC force structure at the end
of fiscal year 1968 included 34 B-52 units, 6 B-58 units, for a total
of 40 Strategic Air Command units.
itf
6ata
At end fiscal year 1969 this total reduces to 30 B-52 units, 6 B-.)8's
for a total of 36 Strategic Air Command units.
At the end of fiscal 1970 we will have B-52 units, 6 B-58's,
3 FB-111's, for a total of
Strategic Air Command bomber
units.
As a measure of program adjustments from the end of fiscal year
1970 to the end of fiscal year 1971 we project a reduction of
St rategio Air Command squadrons.
MAr.I
cunt. How Ynany 13-52 planes, aircraft., would that bet
General BorAx. In trms of B-52's in units-of course, the unit.
squadron is the basis for the crews, maintenance support and flying
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liours-ed,t he end of fiscal' year 1967, 1515, B-5's wNore forined in units.
A the end of fisal year 11J71,
11-52's will be formed ill units.
Mll. Iiiscomtl. Nowv, are our tigui's correct from wlat you lvo testife4 to that thlat is a reduction. of
(.11011-11
lBOYLAN. Ill 111148?
Ntr. l 1IsCOYmit. i I its.

-

aircraft, in the Inst. . years?

(Jleneral BlOYLAN. Il)ring fiscal veer 1970 and d(l)endhlg 111)l1 the
iprojeTtions-wluitevelr those projectiolns inilght, be for t he Soutleast
,\si Nwar, an additional
aircraft will be operated in Southeast Asia. May I eorreet., myself? An additional
will 1)e Olperalel in Southeast. Asia.
(General lirrms. If I might inte'jedt lit, this. pioit. Ali'. Li .)oifl),
Getieral lBoylan wasg alkin g of the )rgraiel
pIaseilowu 0 ]1-5,'s
dirugh fiscal year 1971 an dvon used h. figure
1-5o's for t ho
list.4 ears. I think you woro'seakling through 1970, NVeren't you, sir?
Mr.JAl'SCOmB. ANYehl, as he testified we took down tie quantities and
it Cam to aircraft reduced.
( ;orial Plrrs. That. is t llrough fiscal year 1970 program: yes, sir.
Mr. Imoscomit. Now, can 'ou toll us how many aircraft are 1b)ing re(lhu,'1el from fiscal year 1968, 1n 1969,1to 1970'?
General Bov\ N. Yes, sir. Betweene(nd fiscal year 1967 to end flscal
yeai 1968 tei reduction of B-52's in units is, 1,, ejnivalent of three 13-52
lits. '1lieo relution front euld fiscal year 1968 to enid fiscal v'ea 1969,
rd(ution is (10 1-52's in units. '1he reluot.ion from 0nd fis al year
1911) to end liseal year 1970, 11-52's in units, is
.\1fain, Mr. Lipscoml, I add that.
airraft.will he operating
in Smtheast. Asia which are not, authorized for the force structure.
il-52 80I'TiHATINO IN SOu'rI .ASP ASIA

Mr. iL1'scoMil. Will he
aircraft withdrawl from tie SAC
units he placed in active storage inventory program ?
General 1loYi,,A. The
aircraft which I have referred to-and I understand your question to he tle same-are aircraft antici latd
in fiscal year 1970 that. vill he on an operating active stal usspportod
by flying]hours, crews, maintenance personnel, Old will Ibe based in
Soteast,Asia.
Mr. l',sco.mi. In other Words the aircraft, that you are reduein,
in youlr un11its,
o- 0101m
t
are iing used ill Soutlieast, Asia?
General BOYLAN. During fiscal year 1970; yes, sir. That is the equivalent of
squadrons.
jr'. lIscoru. IHowV many aircraft do you have active for fiscal year

1969 operating in Southeast Asia,?

General BOY[LAN. During fiscal year 1969, some

aircraft

operating in Southeast Asia.
Mr. LIPscoMB. How many of those are out of the active storage?

General BOYLIAN.

, Mr.
Mr. Lvscomr. All right. Now, explain what Iappons to tho airo-vaft
that are presently in active storage, )rosnftly operating ii) Southeast
Asia, andI what. is planned for fiscal year 1970V
General BoVIr,,N. There are several things that. come to bear here.
As I mentioned earlier, the force structure active units, authorized
0-088-09-pt.2-
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active units is h eing reduced from ild11 111) to end 1970 Imy
squadrons.
J)uring fiscal year 1970,
additional operatling air(ra ft ar
aultlorized for Southeast Asia.
alased on our current lrojecI toils, some
aircraft, nonoperating
active, will he ttiainitainod il lile 1om11er force thlougli fiscal yvinr 1970.
In addition to these three quantities, the units, operating'active, ill
Southeast Asia and tile nonoperatina active, we estimate that some
aircraft must move into exl(nded storage stringg (his fiscal year.
BI-52 AJIR(IAVI-i' IN DR AD STORA(UIR

mr. TAiscoCrn. I-low many aircraft, B-5'i2s, will end ip at (he end
of fiscal year 1970 in dead storage
General BOTrAN. At, fli l'estsit tinle tind(r'th deflifition of dead
storage, we account fo' 21 aircraft. in (lead storage. By the end of fiscal
will he eatmor'ized
year 1970. based on our programing (1ata
in dead storage, that is, not. associated with units, not in the SAC inventorv. Tile difference between the 2 years, theen, it. a net. addition to
dead storage of aircraft.
Mr. TIsco.Mli.
Where did they come from ?
General BoYrAN. Tn part, 6om the reduction in total units., from
3O to
Let tis stop right there.
Mr. LTmsco.
General BoYt,,,,. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lnsco.-r. You said that the
airernfl that were coming
from your units were going into use in Southeast Asia: that is what
you testifid to.
General BO,IAN. Mr. Lipscomb, I said in addition to the force struchire -would be operating in Southeast Asia.
Mr. LTmsco~mr. If they are going to he operating there, how can they
go into dead storage?
General BoYvi,,x. Mr. Tipscomb, may T approach the problem this
waly: At. the end of fiscal year 1909-'and all of these numbers will
reconcile-40 aircraft. are operatig in units: in command support
and test, an additional
aircraft,. In active, storage, associated
with units -; in Southeast Asia
operating active: 21
in extended storage, or a total inventory position from a program accounting point, of view of
- aircraft. At the end of fiscal 1970,
the operating units, ITE, reduces to
- command support, reduces
to
- plus
in test, nonoperating active, that is aircraft,associated with inits for which we have no support and no flying hours,
will be
- will be operating in Southeast. Asia
- will he in extended storage, and my inventory position will be
. It, is a combination of all of these'factors.
Mr. Tir-COMB. We have gone through a lot of figures hereGeneral BOYLAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. LtPscomn (continuing). And you are talking on a program
basis. It all adds up to the fact that you have reduced
units in
your active force; is that it?
General Bo ,aN. That is correct.
Mr. rrsco~n. But you have
- aircraft or
- units that are
used in Southeast Asia.

.To
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kA.
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b

(hoeiralu
]ovil.xN. li)uring lisval 1970: t luat is correct, sir.
sIt(Squarons on .wlrrogll.Mr.
Ji1Psco.iri. ''hetefor(, volt hve
Sl1'()ItS oltsid ,.
faiforce St rucluro an ld
'l'lat.
is
correct
,sit-.
(Iileral loyl'%A.
NIMr. b.ils-ol1b, recognize that ,cini'rently ill S1tmlast,Asia we aro
oprting -52's in addition to tlhZ 30 squadrons. So von have
sq11uidi'otl Vitlents right now ope'atintg ill 1Oiltt10'iSt,
really

Asia.

So the ilwn'ellc,, inl
this e "gory x|r'tVeel endl(199 a
d 9IT0 is
INly ailplates. hey .,,ine front coilni
sllul
lipport alibi of 1wor
(,attgories lit we,n the 2 yea r's.
NONI'FHI.VrlN(l .\rIVI'(AT-I'OlIY"
Ht-,5,2 AII CiAIiIT IN 111Til:

MI'. Ls'vomS. Why would these aire'Ia fthe ('otli~delvC(l a part of I1e
ative
storage inv'ottory'"wlei ihe-y j-ti being
p lly d it Soitt] east Asizi
o1)1~''tijolts
(Venen'al lo-t,:AN. I think tlie problem, really. Mr. Tipseoil. is tle
ionteicluttir t.hiat has heeli tise( to describe what. airplanes are doing.
"Ope'ating active" ]ies been generally restriet(d to descrile aircraft
lint are in units. All other categories of aircraft such as eommind support, advanced attrition if you have any, aircraft that are being maintained inflyable storage, are terniei "nonuo)erating act i%'e.' The Southeast, Asia i;ortion of this problem has been categorized "nonoperatig
active" anl Ihat is, in my mlind at least, clearly a bad classifie.t ion. We
reallv should have three Categories.WVe should ha'e
% oP t in f,'t i ye,"
that is for units- "nonolprating active," and those are (onimmitd sipport. and airerafli
that are not being supported by flying hours and

people; and then we should have a third cateory possibly ealhod
'Southeast Asia operations." Then we would, I think, hne ou r anrs
arouInd the nomenclature aspect of this problem.
Mr. TAPscomB. Are the aircraft, in Southeast Asia fully funded?
General BOTLAN. They are fully funded ; yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. B-52's

General BoYLAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. I,Tiscom. General, w-ho set, up the nomnel-ntine. flt we are
presently using and who set up the policy for including these aircraft
inthe active inventory I

General BOYLAN. Inam not evading the question, sir. To my knowl-

edge, the terms operatingn active and 'nonoperating active" are
terms tlat have been estabFished mutually, I would say. between the
Air Force and the DOD. Of course, I hesitate to coip)lictte it further;
there is another term that DOD uses to describe its aircraft programs
and that is "authorized active inventory." That only includes unit

eq, ipment annd command support for the 13-52's.
ADEQUACY OF f-IS 2 FORCE

Mr. -iPscoMn. One further question: In the opinion of the Air

Force, is the present B-52 force structure, which is in effect now and
pinned for the future, adequate and capable to maintain the force pos-

ture that is necessary?
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General BOYLAN. Mr. Lipscomb, throughout. the program review
and budget processes of the past year, the Air Force 1as consistently
requested that the-B-52 squadrons scheduled for deactivation
in fiscal 1970 be maintained in the force structure.
Mr. LIPscoM. We are talking both to units and to aircraft?
General BOYLAN. Both the units and the aircraft.

Mr. Lipsco-m.

And what is that figure that should be maintained,

just restate it? The one that you recommended be retained.
General Boyr,A.% The Air Force has recommended that 30 B-2's
squadrons be maintained throughout fiscal year 1970; 450 iuiitt equip.
meant aircraft?
_Mr. jIA,,q('oMI. Wotild you also state again what is the )resent plan
that is in the budget today?
Generni BoYI.,. The Air Force has recommended that A0 B-52
squadrons be maintai ned throughout i iseal 1970 budget period. The
current plan authorizes-B-52 squadrons in the force strictire
through fiscal year 1970.
MUr. Tal'SCo.MB. I-low many (10 you have in tie present plan for fiscal
year 1969?
(Ch-neral Uolt,%x. During fiscal year 1969, iO B-5 o squadrons are in
the force and filly sup 1o 'ted.
Mr. ITtScO.mn. Than Vou.
Mr. Smus. Thank you. Titis is very useful information.
R ANI NO S'SPOlRT
USE OF NAVIOATOIS IN

SECOND-SEAT POSITION

Mr. SIKES. We will turn at this time to pilot. training. Has a decision been made to use navigators in lieu of pilots in the second-seat
position of the F-4's and the F-111's?
general l PvrTrs. I will ask General Boylan to answer flint..
General BoYi,,%,,. Mr. Chairman, the answer is yes, on a i)rogiressive
basis, progressively phase in with navigators.
Mr. SIRES. Does this eliminate some of the problem of the pilot
need ?
General Boyr.,'. It certainly will relax tie criticality of that need
in the immediate tin~e period; yes, sir.
Mr. Sit1s. Is it necessary in view of that situation to increase pilot.
prodiwtion to the extent that it. is being done? I understand that. this
schedule of increased pilot production was set. up before the use of
navigators was determined. So it would seem that. you could scale
down the pilot tra inina program.
General BOYTAN. The overall pilot production estimated measured
against the pilot requirement including adjustments we could make in
the pilot-navigator ratio in the F-4 still clearly indicates a requirement for all 10 undergraduate pilot training bases and the projected
outmt of those bases, Mr. Sikes.
Mr. SmrKs. Would that inflicate that the increase, us first projected,
was too low? I don't understand how it is that you still need all of the
pilots that we set out to trmin when you have determined that navigators can be used for the second po.;ition in a substantial number of
aircraft.
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General lloir.\,-. ,Mr. Chairinn, the l)rojec(cd reqItirement as
mckasureld against the best, Air Force estimates of nvailabl1 Ity of pilots,
lieutenant colonel and below, shows that at the enld of fiscal 1969 we
will still lhve--let me call it a-deficit pilot. position of some 1,500;
byn the end of 1970 it is right at 1,000, and the situation theln stabilizes
after fiscal 1970.
Mr. Snu.s. But all of this still is predicated on a, requirement for
all of the additional training bases? You have not determined that
you can reduce the nmnber of bases in view of this situation; is that
General IoYv
We have not, 1ir. Chairman.
11x.
Mr. Stits. Mr. 1)avis.
TRAINNO

PEiIOI) FOR NVIO,\TORS

AND

PILOTS

Mrl. l),\vis. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Wlrhat are the COmlplparable perio(ls of training for navigators, fixedwing pilots and helicopter pilotss?
Colonel WtVri.. I am so'ry, sir. Would you mind repeating tie
question ?
Mr. DAVIs. In colection with this shift of using navigators at these

certain types of planes, my question is this: Whmat are the comparable
I)eriods of training for navigators, fixed-wing pilots and helicopter
pilots?
Colonel WhITE. Navigator training takes 38 weeks. Undergradunto
pilot training to the point where tie man pins on his wings takes
.3 weeks. Nowv, with respect to helicopter pilots, wVe use the term "helcopter pilot" in the same sense that we uise the term "bomber pilots,"
"transport pilots," or "fighter pilot." In other words, they are all
pilot. All Air Force pilots, are trained as fixed-wing pilots first.. Every
graduate, undergraduate fixed-wing pilot takes at least one tour in
fixed-wing aircraft, and then we have a helicopter conversion course
which is really like a combat crew trahiig school that converts this
man in 35 flying hours to a helicopter pilot and then we give him another 35 hours in tile helicopter specialty; that is, thle model that lie is
to fly in an ol)perational unit.
ilt. DAvIS. So you pick up whatever you refer to as undergraduate
ilot, training, you pick u ) 15 weeks then when you train a navigator
for a position 'like that from what you would if you were to use a
fixed-wing pilot in these positions; is ihat right?
Colonel )VTj..
Yes, sir.
Mr. DAVIS. 38 versts 53 weeks I
Colonel WHITE. Yes, sir.
Mr. DAvis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
PLANNED INCREASE IN PILOT PRODUoTION

Mr. SIKES. Last year the Air Force stated that it would increase
pilot production by 425 per year. Is that still the number that you are
going to train?
General BOYLtAN. That will be the projected pilot production increase at the end of fiscal year 1971.

r.. Sir, in fiscal year 1970 production will go tip fot,
Colonel WTIIn
IISAF 1)ilots, by ap)proxinately 300. Increase in other areas: that i.,
lotss fo' the Marine Corps and other categories, overall pilot proction will go up by 500. Then in fiscal year 1971 we project, a further
increas-e in USAF pilots of 425.
,Mr. SiKus. Does this follow the same sale tlat you set. forth last
year for TSAF pilots?
Yes, sir; it.does.
Colonel 1I1TE.
M r. SIK.s. Mr. Garrity.
Myi. (.Ntu'rv. Iow muany helicopter pilots will the Air Force train
during fiscal year 1970?
Colonel WimTum. Tn fiscal 1970 we will trhin 802 helicopter pilots
versus 299 in fiscal year 1909.
Mr. GARITY. And in fiscal 1971?
Colonel Wiiilm. It is projected to remain the same.
TRAINING OF HELICOPTER PILOTS IN FIXED WINO AIRCRAFT

Tr. ,Suus. *Mr.Davis has just brought. out the fact tiat. yoll still
plan to train helicopter pilots in fixed wing aircraft. re have had discussionis of this in prior vears, It was the opinion of this committee
and the Congress in adol;ting the committee report. on the fiscal year
1909 appropriation that this double training be discontinlled in view
of the cost, and there was some question with respect to the necessity.
The requirement. is sth that there seems to be little doubt but that
pilots trained for helicopter work will remain in helicopter work and
if iln the future it should be found they are no lonaer needed in helicopters they can be retrained for fixed'wing aircraft.
Is the Air Force not familiar with the committee's report on this
matter?
General PnTms. Yes, sir; we are.
Mr. SIKES. But you disregarded it?
General Prrrs. We didn't disregard it., sir. This has been studied
several times and, for what we believe are cogent reasons, we have continued our program to train pilots first in fixed wing aircraft and later
as required train them to be helicopter pilots. For a more detailed answer I would like to call on Colonel White.
Mr. Sx~xs. All right.
Sir, we can best understand the Air Force's problem
Colonel Wnmi.
here. if we look at the size fid nature of our helicopter force. We have
in the Air Force a total of only 520 helicopters. These. are in 129 different units that are scattered to 96 different bases worldwide. Approximatelv one-third of these are located at isolated or remote sites. The
average size of these units is about four helicopters.
If we take away the largest two iinits. the one at Natranq in Vietnam and the other at. our training installttion, Sheppard Air Force
Base, then that average number of aircraft per unit drops down to
about threo.
I believe you can see from this-by the way, in total, our total
helicopter pilot requi recent.is only 1,100.
Now, this is a very small percentage of our thtAl pilot force. Tfthese
people ars specialized to suteh an extent. that. they can only fly helicop-
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lets w( severely Iii l ll ' 1)rogressio(n
pt
of tlese ifl(livid(IIIIrI
:11d w( great l" emlplicate tie I(r1.-snfliLVl Inamiigelliilt problem. 'TlIat.
is, wte would fiid oilurselves having toi reshillle tii very S1i1:1ll groul) of
l)1)lle to isolated, reliiotet siles.
.fr. Si:.r. What is tho adhitional cost. per yeah' to lhe Air Force

for this double training prograin? Supply that , for the record.
(TV II'el i

s. AI I right,

sir, we will supply tha t.

('olonel W' itim. Sir, thw figure ym are asking for is the cost of (lie
Illiecopter collversioni itself f; is thait, coret.?
Mr. StIl.'.. That.is(,oI'ret.
General Pins. If I Inight state at this point, Mr. Chairman..
i:.s. let's Ie sure you 1id(lcrst
sld what I want. You train it
pilot. to le a helicopter pilot, and you -also Irain him to bo a fixed wing
)rilft.I want to know whlu itwou ld (,ost if you did not. train him in
)of i v:Ittgres.

General lri-Is. I ui(ter.i-anl (lint. May I ;iake one point in that reSl)(,.t, sir?
r. S I :.F.
Yes.

( 'ener'al ]i'rs. I think ('olonel White was lea(ling toward the, point
w(i look on th.,e people ats available for any type of flying we
miglit call on them for in the Air Force.
.Mi. SlIMS. I utndt'iPslaiiol.
General Pr-'rs. '1he a(lditional training to be a helicopter pilot would
l)e l10 (lill'ervelt than I railing a gradite of a fixed wing school to be an
F-105) pilot or a C-5 l)ilot or bomlber pilot.. It. is just a different category of pilot amnd a after lie had pe'formed a to' inhelico p ters lie might
be reassigned to fixed wing positions. .
Mr. SKss. Does hi get his fixed wing training or his helicopter
training finest?
(choeral Prrvs. Ie gets fixed wing training fir.t.
Chat

Mr. STims. Io~w much additional time their is required for his

helicopter t raining? In other words, how long is the helicopter training program ?
General Pirrs. I will ask Colonel 'White to supply that. answer, sir.

Mr. SiKvs. Supply also the (uration, the length of the fixed wing
pilot trainnig I)rIogrm so that we will have a comparison in the record.

General P"rs. All right, sir. The fixed wing undergraduate pilot
trial ining program is 53 weeks. Colonel White previously stated that we
require. these gra(luates to fly at. least, one tout' in a fixed wing unit
prior to being entered into helicopter training for use as helicopter
pilots.
(The information follows:)
COST OF AIR FORCE PILOT TRAINING

USAF fixed wing pilot ............................................................
USAF helicopter conversion:
H-43 ......................................................................
H-I .......................................................................
CH-3 ......................................................................

Cost per

Time

graduate

(Inweeks)

$79,760

53

36,543
24,759
35,362

12
12
12

All graduates of the standardized jet UPT program are Initially assigned
duties infixed wing aircraft for at least one tour (normally 4 years or longer).
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A considerable portion of the UPT cost Is amortized by this assignment practice.
Subsequent cross training into helicopters is managed as any combat crew
training program and Is much less expensive than cross training into many other
aircraft (for example, F-105, $258,680; F-4, $133,520; F-100, $201,490; and
RF-101, $120,280).
An Air Force objective is to distribute the burden of undesirable assignments
and high risk combat duty across as large a segment of the force as is practical,
consistent with individual qualifications. Our cross training policy has resulted
in a minimum of 3 years between remote duty tours with a maximum of two
such tours, and no involuntary second combat tours for helicopter pilots. Approximately one-third of all USAF helicopter pilot requirements are in remote
or isolated areas (387 remote versus 1,121 total helicopter pilot positions in
the USAF). If helicopter pilots (less than 4 percent of the total force) were
trained and managed as a separate force the time between remote/isolated
tours would be reduced to 2 years on a recurring basis. Under these circumstances we could expect to retain very few helicopter pilots beyond their initial
tour of obligated service. The high cost of training large numbers of replacement
helicopter pilots could well exceed any savings resulting from alteration of our
present programs and policies.
Air Force helicopter units vary in size from two aircraft and four pilots,
operating as local base rescue detachments, to combat units engaged in the
special air warfare and aircrew recovery role with upward of 20 aircraft and
40 pilots. Helicopter units are stationed at some 96 Air Force bases worldwide.
With the small size and remote operating location of many of these unts. career
progression and assignment opportunities are severely limited for the pilot
qualified only to fly helicopters. The U.S. Air Force program adds helicopter
qualification to experienced fixed wing pilots through a 12-week program of 70
flying hours. The product is an officer capable of returning to fixed wing duties
as Air Force requirements dictate, not restricted in career development and
cockpit or command staff assignment.
Entrants into the USAF helicopter training are fully qualified for instrument
flying by virtue of their fixed wing training experience, and are capable of
flying rescue operations worldwide in any type of weather conditions. This
differs from the graduates of the specialized Army undergraduate helicopter
pilot course who are restricted from instrument flight on civil airways.
From the Air Force viewpoint, specialization to helicopter pilot exclusively is
too costly in terms of pilot utilization and career development.

POSSIBILITY OF ARMY TRAINING AIR FORCE HELICOPTER rLOTS

Mr. SIKES. Would you explore the possibility of having the Army
to train your helicopter pilots in order to minize the number of training spaces required and the facilities required?
General Pirrs. Mr. Chairman, I am pretty sure the Army's training
capacity for helicopter pilots is saturated. As a matter of fact, we are
resently vimbursing the Army for building to increased capacity at
Fort Rucker, Ala., to provide training for helicopter pilots for the
Vietnamese Air Force under the Vietnamese improvement and modernization program. In view of this saturation, I seriously doubt if
they could increase the capacity for training Air Force pilots at this
time.
Mr. SIKES. Questions, Mr. Davis?

Mr. DAVIs. I have no questions for the record, Mr. Chairman.
INCREASED COST OF THE AIR FORCE ACADEMY

Mr. Snrme. On page 41 of the budget justification you request for
fiscal 1970 an increase of $1.2 million for the Air Force Academy.
This results primarily from $600,000 for increased civilian personnel
and $600 000 for support costs related to the increase in the number of
cadets. I you are increasing cadet strength from 3,874 at the end of
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fiscal 1969 to 4,151 at the end of fiscal 1970, 300 cadets, why do you
require an additional $1.2 million to support 300 additional cadets?
This would equate to an increase of approximately $4,000 per cadet..
It seems that this is more than it should be.
Colonel Wirr.. Sir, this breaks down to $623,000 for civilian personnel. This is for 77 additional man-years. These are needed for
two reasons. One is to support the increase in cadet strength, and the
other is associated with the addition of six new facilities or major
additions to existing facilities. I can give you a breakdown of the
$1.2 million.
Mr. SIKES. Provide a breakdown.
(The information follows:)
Inorea8es for Air Force Academy
Civilian personnel (77 man-years) ----------------------------Supplies and equipment ---------------------------------------ADP equipment rental----------------------------------------Real property maintenance-----------------------------------Travel, laundry, and other miscellaneous ------------------------

+$623, 000
+88,000
+200,000
+250,000
+00,000

Total------------------------------------------------

AiR FoRcE

,+1
227, 000

]RESERVE

EARLY RELEASE OF RESERVE UNITS FROM ACTIVE DUTY

Mr. SIKES. On page 41 of the budget justification you request $9.7
million for headquarters, Air Force Reserve, in connection with the
early release of units from active duty-in fiscal 1968. Tell us why
these additional funds are needed?
Mr. ALBERT RHODES. Mr. Chairman, we originally intended to have
the Reserves called to active duty, after the Pueblo on duty for 2
years. When those personnel are called to active duty they become part
of the regular Air Force cost. Now we are releasing them in June of
this year so they will be carried as Reserve costs during the fiscal year
1970.
Mr. SIKES. Is this a realistic action I We have just had Pueblo-Il.
You are beefing up the forces, at least the seagoing forces in the area.
There is no indication that this particularly unpleasant situation is
going to improve. Are you going to be able to release these men on
sch:11ul6?
General BOYLAN. Mr. Chairman, that very question has been addressed. Based on collective judgments of Active Force capability now
as compared to the time of the Puwblo, the consideration that the
Reserves, and the Air National Guard units, will have been on active
service for some 17 montlis of a statutory 2-year period, the consensus
and the judgment was that it is in tile best interests of the Reserves and
the Air Force, in fact the Nation, that these people be returned as now
scheduled.
The units that are specifically involved are in Korea; two fighter
F-100 squadrons, Air National Guard; in addition to a reconnaissance
unit that has been rotating into Japan. The Air Force has made plans,
if required, to replace that capability with active Air Force units.
Mr. SIKES. In that situation would there be a requirement for the
callup of other Reserve units?
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Auburn UnIversity, AubOrn.
I*iflversity (it Malimim. 110vorsit.v.
Ttiskegtv his-titute, 'I'twhowgve.
ArIzonik :
UnIven,41(yof irizotia,111ilmon.
Arizolul

State

UnIversIty,

11'empe.

.%rhim.ms: Univer-Aly of Arkillmilm,

MlyettevIlle.

('1111forldil :

Frvsno Matv College, Prtv4no.
Loyola IInIveralty of Im Aupleso Los Angeles.
141111.10se State Volleges 81111 Jose.
Stanfoixt Univelvity, Stanford.
UnIvensity (if Sout hern California, Ims Angeles.

001fornla Instilittv of'11tv-1mology, 11nandtma.
0veldoultil College, Lom Atimles.
.%*all Nego, *.41111to Vollege".41111 Mego.
San Y'ranchwo 181ale CisIlege, Him Frimcl.%Wo.

UnIversity of 001fornia, 1Wrkeley.
Colorado:
Colorado State 111tiversity, I-Iort V011his.
Colorado State Collew" Olvelev.
UnIven-4ty of Colorado, Boulder.
(1411111441 It'llt:

TrInIty Volloge. 11arttord.
U adversity of Conlivel lent, Storrs.
Dk11610 of coll111111111 :
(loorrelown UnhoorAlly, Washington. D.O.
llowilrd 11111vorsitv, Washingtoll, RC.
The Catholle 11111ver.sIty of jmeriva, Wimbington,

D.C.

FIorlda :

The Plorkla State UnIversity, Tallohnswe.
UnIversIly of Florlda, UnfitesvIlle.
VnIvem.-Ity of'.Mlilml. Voral 0alilwa.
(111vorghl :
The UnIversity of Georgia, Athens.
(Imrgla Institute of Teelmology, Atlanta.
Hanory 11111%lerslty 11%111111141.
11AW1111 : Ulliversity of 1111%vall. 11olloblill.
Idiihn: Uhh-prolly of MilliolMom-ow.
11111144-4:

Bradley University. Peoria.
11111%sersity of 11111101.q. V1111111palgil.
111111ols Ill'.4111111c

(1111011go.

Smitherik 11111tolm Ivulversity, 6irlimulbile and Valwardsville Minims of Smithorn 1111nols. 11ii1versify. Eaisl 141. lootils.
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Indiana:
Butler University, Indianapolis.
Indiana University, Bloomington.
Purdue University, Lafayette.
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame.
Ball State University, Muncle.
Depauw University, Greencastle.
University of Evansville, Evansville.
Iowa:
Coe College, Cedar Rapids.
Iowa State University of Science and Technology, Ames.
State University of Iowa Oity.
Drake Univerqty, Des Moines.
Grinnel College, Grinnel.
Kansas:
Kansas State University, Manhattan.
Wichita State University, Wichita.
The University of Kansas, Lawrence.
Washburn University, Topeka.
Kentucky:
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
University of Lousivllle, Louisville.
Louisiana:
Loiuslana Polytechnic Institute, Ruston.
Louisiana State University and A. & M. College. Baton Rouge.
University of Southwestern Louisiana, Lafayette.
Tulane University, New Orleans and Nichols State College, Thibodaux.
Maine: Colby College, Waterville.
Maryland: University of Maryland, College Park and Maryland State College,
Princess Anne.
Massachusetts:
College oftile Holy Cross, Worester.
Lowell Technological Institute, Lowell.
Tufts University, Medford.
Boston University, Boston.
Harvard University, Cambridge.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge.
University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
Michigan:
Michigan State University, East Lansing.
University of Detroit, Detroit.
The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Michigan Technological University, Houghton.
Minnesota:
St. Olaf College, Northfleld.
College of St. Thomas, St. Paul.
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
University of Minnesota, Duluth.
Mississippi:
Mississippi State University, State College.
University of Mississippi, University.
Missouri:
Saint Louis University, St. Louis and Parks College of St. Louis University,
East St Louis.
University of Missouri, Columbia.
Washington University, St. Louis.
Montana:
Montana State University, Bozeman.
University of Montana, Missoula.
Nebraska :
University of Nebraska, Lincoln.
The University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha.
New Hampshire:
University of New Hampshire, Durham.
Dartmouth College, Hanover.
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New Jersey:
Rutgers, The State University, New Brunswick.
Newark College of Engineering, Newark,.
Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken.
Princeton University, Princeton.
New Mexico:
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces.
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.
New York:
Colgate University, Hamilton.
Cornell University, Ithaca.
Fordham University, Bronx.
New York University, New York.
Syracuse University, Syracuse.
Union University, Schenectady.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy.
Manhattan College, Bronx.
Hobart College, Geneva.
State University of Now York at Buffalo, Buffalo.
University of Rochester, River Campus Station, Rochester.
North Carolina:
Duke University, Durham.
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
North Carolina State University at Raleigh, Raleigh.
East Carolina University, Greenville.
North Carolina A &T State University, Greensboro.
North Dakota:
North Dakota State University of A & AS, Fargo.
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks.
Ohio:
Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green.
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland.
Kent State University, Kent.
Miami University, Oxford.
The Ohio State University, Columbus.
Capital University, Columbus.
Ohio University, Athens.
Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware.
Denison University, Granville.
Kenyon College, Gambler.
Otterbein College, Westerville.
The University of Akron, Akron.
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati.
Oklahoma:
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.
The University of Oklahoma, Norman.
The University of Tulsa, Tulsa.
Oregon:
Oregon State University, Corvallis.
University of Oregon, Eugene.
University of Portland, Portland.
Williamette University, Salem.
Pennsylvania:
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh.
Gettsyburg College, Gettysburg.
Lehigh University, Bethlehem.
The Pennsylvania State University, University Park.
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh.
Allegheny College, Meadville.
Grove City College, Grove City.
St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia.
Puerto Rico: University of Puerto Rico, San Juan.
Rhode Island: Brown University, Providence.
South Carolina:
The Citadel, Charleston.
Clemson University, Clemson.
University of South Carolina, Columbia.
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South Dakota : South Dakota State university, Brookings.
Tennessee:
'Menphlis State University, Memphis.
Tennessee A & I State University, Nashville.
The University of the South, Sewanee.
University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
Texas:
Texas A & M University, College Station.
Baylor University, Waco.
Southern Methodist University, Dallas.
TexasTechnologlcal College, Lubbock.
The University of Texas, Austin,
Elast Texas State Univeralty, Commerce.
North Texas State University, Denton.
Southwest Texas State College, San Marcos.
Texas Chrlstinn University, Fort Worth.
Utah:
University of Utah, Sdalt Lake City.
Brigham Young University, Provo.
Utah State University, Logan.
Vermont:
St.
College, Winooski.
VirglllhIIMichael's
:
Virghiia llolyte(lle 1istitte, Jllhaekslurg.
Virgini Milltary Insltille, l.exilngton.
University of Virginia, Charlottesville.
Washington:
Comlral Washilngton ttate College, ,Ilensbirgh.
University of Puget Sound, Tacona.
WasIhIngton State Iniversity, P0liniftn.
University of Washington, Seattle.
West Virginia:
west VilrglinhI ITaiversity, Morgantowl.
I)avis & Elkins College, Elklins.
Wisconilsli :

University of Wiseonsln, Madlkon.
IViseoisin State University, Siperior.
Lawrence Ufnlversity of Wisconsin, Appleton.
Wyoming: University of Wyoming, University Station, Laramie.

The following detachments, which are lInluded in the above list. are swO'iluidI
to lie discontntiued:
1 linois Tistitute of Teeiilology, llinols.

Orinulml College, Iowa.
Tufts University, Mnssnelmsetts.
Capital University, Wisconsin.
,enyon College, Ohio.
I,:Liwrenve VniversIty, Wiseonin.
los ton UnIversl y, Massachusetts.
Butler University, Indiana.

"[r. SI1(r..

,irt1I-1,er questions?

,MFr. D.vrs. No questions.
OPIERAVrTIONALT

SUI-;LOnT

1,VNl)R FOR TIM1E I"'E-I 1 1 SQUAI)1IONS

mi'. Sim(iEs. Trirning to O)lerattiondl

Support,

un11deri

IiiiIhlent Re-

placemieit, oil page 58 of the .IlSltifienltiols thore is 11request for $3,89)5,000 for the netiiv'ting, equipiiig, and operilting of thlirme FI3-111
S adiron,. Now, thiM program is behig )lIn ed back vely slibtailtllly.
S iould tIhere not. lie i redulctiont
il this OIeriatioilnt sitlotio ?
,fr. Aiiirw Ihiio)1s. No, sil'. Ihese fI1o tli SqlildOllw t'il progriamied
to h)e. in the inventory durilig 1970#
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(loneral Pi'rs. riieso aro the first, operatlonal squadrons of FB-t 11
ft.
Tircra
Nir. Simrii. So tlheto is no redlnetion in this progr . rhro is hero n
oi'(ll y Ipogi-11n as planned pwovIously?
NMh. A iwr' liR romns. Yes, sir.

General Priilrs. As theli now program has evolved these units will form
part of that reduced progrnn of four squadrons.
R.QTIPMEiN1' REPLACEMENT FOl

riAtrEUiO OPElMtION

Mr. Slicas. On pago 58 there is it request, for an increase of $9.10,000
for (Mllq
unient replIemelnt. What. is tile total amount, included in the
strategic operations for equipment, repjhlemnent in fiscal 1970 and the
1t111Ollilts for fiscal 1108 an1d 110(9?
General Prrrs. 'rhl total alloluilt included in the Mi 'ategbc operations
for equipment.l-I'eeplieint, in fiscal year 1970 is $,710,000. T his compares with $1,770,000 i llIscl year 11)(9 nnd $1,447,000 in fiscal

yea r 1968.
MVr. SIK.FS. List, for thn0 record tle tvys of items included in the

eqoli jnent r-l)laeent nevoiutt and tleiri (101111. N-1e.
lTho iliformnation flowss)
Iteiis ihe'1idcl iU cIq'(
E'llllhl('l

t

'

fldftl'e
ll
Inen
neclln
't

The types of Itemins 1l1lHeh1ld Il the equplillmlt repllfleelnit aceouint imIul their

(o1llr value follow:
Tools -------------------------------------------------------Clothing -------------------------------------------------Omee111lnes
111nd equilint nt-------------------------------

Furnltllro

------------------------------------------

Refrigeration and nr-conditloning equipment -----------------.
.
Photographic equipment -------------------------------------.
Food prelmration and serving equipment ---------------------Service fnd trade equilmnt ---------------------------------Total

$220,000
T), 0)
m 1, 00)

Iss, 000
417, 004)
I. o))
m. ow
27. O)

T---.
00

-BACKUP INTI.'IICEM

'OR CONTrROIL

Mr. Simu:s. On page 59, I note nn inerenso of $1,009,000 for baclap
interceptor control. Yoll state that tile
lincrense is Incitlent to the coilversion of BhilC-I sites to BiIC-IlL. Tell us first why tho increase
isrorequired
in fiscal 1970 and thenotellhs the totnl amount of tlhe
,
p~ allail

generall PiT,'s. Tihe BIIIC-IIL Iprogetimn is becoming operational in
fiscal year 1909. )uring fiscal year 1)69 9 1l11TC-1 I control centers will
phase out, and by endfiscal year 1969 12 BIIC-Ill control Ceitors
will 1) operat.iona. The
nadditive costs in fiscal y(m.r 11)70 -rovido for
a full years costs of tle Control centers activaed il liscill yelt 196)
and (Ito cost of operating the three additional centers in lAscal yet
1970. These costs inchided uttilities for tho ('mlhl)fteI5 nld rolnted l is.
p)lay equ ipment,.lent, g Anld lihl ing of additional personnel fivell ities,
and the electronic supplies ind equipment necessary to suplL
rt, the opOrations.

Tho totrtl cost of the BUIO program financed fromntho 0. & M. ap-

lproprintion is $5,140,000 ill fiscal year 1969 mid $6,149,000 is programed
for fiscnl yenr 1970.
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SOFTWARE CONTRACTUAL SERVICES FOr TACTICAL FORCES

Mr. SIKES. Budget project No. 450, there is a request in fiscal 1970
of $2,161 000 for software contractual services in connection with sys-

tems analysis and programing for tactical Forces. ris

is a very sig-

nificant increase oi $1,538,000 over the 1969 level of $623,000. ell us
what kind of additional contracts you are including, why 'they are

requiredI
Will you please discuss the various operational contracts you have
under Air Defense.
General Prrrs. Yes, sir. Contracts for operational support of the
Air' Defense ground environment, for example, would be the ballistic
missile early warning system, BMEWS; we contract with RCA for
the operation at sites I and II and the Danish also have base support
contracts at site I. The fiscal year 1970 estimates for these are

$45,018,000.

For the SAGE and BUIC systems within Air Defense Command,
we have a contract with Systems Development Corp. for computer

programming and simulator training of personnel through use of

tapes to display realistic air battle situations. The fiscal year 1970 cost

is estimated to be $9,135,000.
For the main and eastern extension of the distant early warning
line or DEW line we contract with Federal Electric Co. for their
operation, The amount of that contract is estimated for fiscal year
1970 at $39,093 000.
Mr. SIK S. complete that answer for the record.

(The additional information follows:)

CONTRACTS FOR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND PrOORAMINO
This increase in contractual services is due to three support requirements;
$750,000 is needed to develop additional software programs for the currently
installed IBM 1410 Command and Control Computer at USSTRICOM and to
prepare new programs for the conversion from the IBM 1410 to a larger capacity
computer, as yet unselected; $500,000 Is needed to provide for operations analysis
support for USSTRICOM In thp develOplent of computer programs for the Joint
Task Force Headquarters. This analysis Is required In order to prepare equipment specifications for a computer to be used by Army and Air Force forces lit
the field and which is planned for Installation in fiscal year 1072. Some operations analysis has already been accomplished on this project by the MITRE
Corp. using R.D.T. & H. funds. Both contracts for software development and
operations analysis for UBSTRICOM are being performed by the Data Dynamics
Corp. of California; $288,000 Is needed for reprogramming ADPF) in support of
command and control systems In SEA. This reprogramlng Is required because
of the conversion of several command and control systems In SEA to larger
capacity computers. The contract Is being performed by IBM.
MEDICAL

Surrom'

AIR FORCE CONTRIBUTION TO 31EDICARE PIZOORAM

Mr. SIxi. Turning to "Medical support," what will be the Air
Force contribution to the armed services medicare program for fiscal
year 1970?
General Pir. $2.183 million, sir.
Mr. SIKFs. How does that compare with the contributions for fiscal
year 1968 and fiscal year 1969?
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General Pri-rs. I am sorry, I quoted tile increase from 1069 to 1970.
Mr. SIKES. What is the actual figure for fiscal year 1970?
Mr. ALaERT N. RjIODFS. $45.876 million. That is for medical care in
non-Air Force facilities.

Mir. Silus. How does that compare with fiscal years 1908 and 1909?

I

Mr.A.BERT N. RuonEs. The 1908 program was $41.190 million, and

the 1969 was $43.693 million.
Mr. SiiEs. What accomnts primarily for the increase?
Mr. AIIFIT N. Ruonms. The increase is primarily related to increase
ii cost of care in non-Air Foree faelfities based on rates established
by the central agency that handles this.
OF PIIYSICIAXS TO .MEDICAL MEE'PINoS AND CONFEIENCES

THIIAVE,

Mr. SiEs. How much is being requested this year for the travel
of )lhysicia1sto various medical meetings and conferences?
Mir. ALIBERT N. ]{nODms. May I submit that for the record, Mr.

Cliairman
Mr. Siiriq. All right, and the number of physicians who will be
traveling to these meetings and conferences.
Mr. ALERT N. RI [ODES. All right, sir.

(The information follows:)
TRAVEL OF PHYSICIANS

The fiscal year 1970 budget request contains $249,000 for temporary duty travel
of physicians to medical meetings and conferences for training purposes. During
fiscal year 1970 approximately 1,660 phy-sdlahis will participate In this type of
training. As tliere are approxhnately 3,300 physicians on duty, each physician
nuty attend this type of training every other year.
INCREASED COST OF MEDICAL TREATMENT FACILITIES

M r. SIRE. In fiscal year 1970, there, is a request for $151.866 million for operation and maintenance of medical treatment facilities.
There is a very substantial increase of $4.116 millilP over fiscal year
1969, and an equally great increase, $8.511 million, over the actual
cost for fiscal year 1968.
That would seem to be much more than could have been contemplated. What is the reason for this increase?
Mr. ALBErr N. RHODEs. In the increase from 1968 to 1909, of course,
we have had the civilian pay raise, and the cost of medical supplies
to support the daily atient load has been continually going u. Those
are tile two principal Increases, plus we have an increase in tie funds
which we remburs the Department of Labor for our share of civilians
wiho are injured and later receive compensation.
ACCOMPrTIISTUENT8 IN AIR FORCE MEDICINE

Mr. Slxvs. I would like to have a discussion of the more significant
accomplishments in Air Force medicine during the past year. In
that. connection, I would like to have a discussion of the principal
problems which continue to confront Air Force medicine.

General HEIMSTRA. All right, sir.
80-088-60-pt. 2-4
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(The information follows:)
General HEIMSTRA. We would classify the following events as significant
accomplishments of the Air Force Medical Service in the past year:
Introduction of the McDonnell-Douglas DC-9 "Nightingale" into the continental aeromedical evacuation system. This is an off-the-shelf Jet aircraft and
the first configured specifically for intransit patient care. It can accommodate 40
ambulatory or 30 litter patients or a combination of both. With its speed, 520
miles per hour, and range, 2,300 miles, it can deliver a patient anywhere it the
United States without overnight stops.
Improvement in aeromedical evacuation support to Southeast Asia (SEA).
Route structures were changed to provide more flights to central and eastern
CONUS with a significant reduction in time required to deliver patient-s to
destination hospitals. Frequency of scheduled flights was iicreaied to reduce
the backlog of patients in SEA.
Completion of a management engineering program (MEP) survey of 39 representative Air Force medical facilities. Tite direct result of this survey will be
thei most effective use of our medical manpower resources and the best possible
service with available resources.
Development of a new concept in modular medical facilities was initiated.
When completed, these new facilities will provide more responsive medical support to any size Air Force unit deployed wordwide.
developmentt of a new Air Force hospital system. This system will be initiated
on July 1, 199, and will be regionalized on the basis of beneficiary and operating bld distribution. The top echelon of the system will be six hospital centers,
each possessing a broad range of clinical specialties. They will also conduct
formal pol-4graduate medical educational programs. The intermediate echelon
will be the regional hospital which, by name, will provide certain specialized
care to geographical region,, in the United States. The fir.t echelon will continue to be the community-type base hospital. This new system will enhance
medical effectiveness, achieve greater economy, improve the clinical education
program, improve physician retention, and achieve optiffium use of the DC-9
aircraft capability.
Initiation of a central tumor registry. This has been established at the Wilford
Hall Hospital, Lackland Air Force Base, Tex. It is a repository of over 10,000
case records and will prove an invaluable tol in research of cancer and cancer
related diseases, their treatment, and ultimate disposition. Additional registries,
such as one on tuberculosis, will be added in the future.
Installation of panorex radiographic dental examination. This system which
combines panoramic radiographs and polaroid color photographs Is now used
for the initial dental examination of all recruits in the Air Force. It proved
successful in a pilot study in 1968 and is now in continuous use at Lackland
Air Force Base. It is relatively inexpensive, is not time consuming, and can be
easily mastered by the dental technician, thereby freeing the dentists for definitive dental work. In addition, it is an excellent diagnostic tool, as it reveals
many different types of dental pathology while establishing a permanent record
for identification purposes.
While we have accomplished much we do have and will continue to have
problems.
&
PHYSICIAN

RETENTION

We anticipate that recent legislation, improving both pay and promotional
opportunities, will improve retention. Until our regular and career reserve forces
stabilize, we will continue to have problems giving the best medical care to all
beneficiaries.
BHORTAGE OF PARAMEDICAL PERSONNEL

While the shortage of physicians is a problem, retention of paramedical personnel-optometrists, pharmacists, laboratory and radiological technicians,
et cetera, is equally grave. Improved promotional opportunities, career monitoring, and pay structure can assist in retaining these personnel in the face of evergrowing civilian competition.
ORONVINO

RETIRED POPULATION

Each year the retired population Increases. While the civilian health and niedical program of the uniformed services (CHAMPUS) has materially assisted
retired personnel in obtaining medical care, they still prefer to be cared for in the
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atmosphere to which they have become accustomed ; namely, In a Inilitairy
facility. As a result, our medical facilities In areas vith a large retired populatiin have an overwhelming problent, Iarticularly In the outpatient clinics.
SERVICEWIDE

SUPPORT

COST Or AIR FORCE IIEADQUTARTERS OPERArON

Mr. Stias. We turn to "Servicewide support, headquarters operation." Ilow much of the $138,463,000 being requested for command
administration is for the operation of the Air Force Headqutarters
Office in the Pentagon?
Mr. ALBn.RT N. RhIODES. $44,750,000, Mr. Chairmnan.

Mr. SIKES. I would like, for the record, a listing of the types of

costs associated vith headquarters operations and the comparative
anounts for fiscal years 1968 and19069.
Mr. ALBERT N. IhiODEs. Yes, sir.

Mr. SIKES. Trl~e figures should include the amounts for the field
extension offices of headquarters operations.
Mr. ALBERT N. RiUODES. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
COMPARATIVE HEADQUARTERS OPERATIONS COSTS
Hq., USAF field extension offices

Headquarters, U.S. Air Force

Civilian personnel ..............

Fiscal year
1968
actua(

Fiscal year
1969,
estimate

Fiscal year
1970,
estimate

Fiscal year
1968
actual

.$37,581

$38,645

$38,463

$34,115

$33,389

$31,931

44,057

45,061

44,750

47,376

48,483

48,250

Travel ..........................
1823
1,791
1,755
90 "
90
Transportation ......................
88
243
Utilities and rents...................
208
243
Communications ....................
1,556
1,564
1,540
Equipment maintenance .............
154
155
155
11,2(4
,1,155
11,155
Contractual services .................
911
911
Supplies ...........................
996
438
Equipment .........................
447
507
Foreign native personnel indirect hire .....................................
Total ........................

4,015
1,604
1,578
227
25
3,426
1,047
509
620

Fiscal year

1969,

estimate

4,105
1,756
2,081
230
240
4,620
984
420
658

Fiscal year
170,
estimate

4,000
1,750
3,417
230
240
4,620
984
420
658

I Over 50 percent ot these costs are payments to GSA for operating costs of the Pentagon.

Mr. SmiEs. You may supply a comprehensive statement for the
record, but will you tell me briefly now why there should have been
such a high cost, comparatively speaking, for the operation of the
Peiltagoll ollice?

Mr. Aum.wRT N. Ruon0 s. Actually, on a comnparative basis, we are
reducing our costs over the years. D ring 1969, for instance, the Seeretary of the .Air Force directed a 5-percent reduction in civilian and
military personnel in the Headquarters of the Air Force. For 1970,
wre are" progrufunig a further reduction in the civilian force in the
headquarters. This area is being looked at very closely and contiluousilV.
(The information follows:)
OPERATIONS-COST FOIl PENTAGON

During fiscal year 19069, In addition to applying a reduction In personnel related
to Increased Iroductivity, the Air Staff directed reductions In the lumber of per-
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sonnel authorized for Headquarters, USAF and the field extension offices. This
action resulted in a reduction of approximately 1,100 military and civilian
personnel positions.
The Management Division of the Secretary of the Air Staff is constantly
studying, with the cooperation of the various Air Staff offices, ways of improving efficiency of operations. Numerous organizational reallnements and streamlining procedures have been implemented which permit the Air Staff to better
perform its mission and additive workloads while decreasing the number of
personnel authorized.

Mr. SIKEs. Are there any questions on headquarters operation?

(No response.)
COMMERCIAL C013MUNICATIONS SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS

Mr. SIKEs. Turning to "Communications for Project 482, conmmercial communication systems and networks,", you are requesting $198,535,000, or an increase of $10,553,000 above the amount presently available for fiscal year 1969. What is involved in this?
General Pi'rs. I will nsk Mr. Collins, from our Directorate of Colnmunications, to answer that question, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CoLUNs. The principal items in the increase are $7.2 million for
expansion of the defense automatic voice network, AUTOVON; approximately $1.9 million for additional services from the defense automatic digital network, AUTODIN; about $3.7 million for continuation of the program to switch the air defense communications in
Canada. There are other increases, including intelligence networks
which aggregate roughly $2 million. There are offsetting reductions of
about $4.2 millii.
Mr. SmnE. Do these increases require more or fewer people for their
operation?
Mr. COLLINS. I would say, sir, there is probably a reduction in the
numbers of people generated by the increases in these communications
costs.
Mr. SIKES. Are you positiveI
Mr. COLLms. I cannot say for sure, sir. I would have to research it
and provide the information for the record.
Mr. SIKES. Will you do that. We find generally that additional equipment is more likely to mean additional people, rather than fewer people. I would like to have the facts in this particular case.
Mir. CoLLINs. In this particular case, of course, there will be additional equipment ifi the automatic digital network. We nre providing
new subscribers. We are using equipment which was procured for the
Air Force by the Army in prior years. This equipment will, of course,
replace other older equipment which is presently in service and which
is being maintained. So, overall, there hould bea leveling off. There
shoulder no increase generated.
(The information f61ows:)
COMMUNIOATIONS

The fiscal year 1070 commercial communications dollar increases under discussion are in the Air Force air communications (Aircom) program. A com-

parison of personnel requirements for fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 in the
Aircom program is included in the following table.
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Officers ..........................................................
Airmen .........................................................
U.S. civilians .....................................................
Direct-hire foreign nationals ........................................
Indirect-hire foreign nationals ......................................
Total ......................................................

Fiscal g6ar

Fiscal rear

1,463
23,194
3,384
362
815

1,398
20,771
3,437
318
793

-65
-2,423
+53
-43
-22

29,218

26,717

-2,501

9 1970

1i e!

chanq

The new Government-owned Autodin terminal equipments Is to be installed in
fiscal year 1970 as well as other new communications starts within the Aircom
program will be supported within the reduced fiscal year 1970 manpower authorIzation. (Approximately of the 2,501 reduction in communications manpower space requirements between fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 Is based
upon reduced manpower requirements in the European area (Redcoste). The
remaining - reduction is based on the phasing out of the plan 55 electronieclianical switching systems overseas and the reductions In the scope and
number of manual digital data relay centers and tributary stations made possible
through the advent of the Defense Communications System Automatic Digital
Network (Autodin) in overseas areas. Other Internal Air Force management
improvement and cost reduction actions including reduction of communications
personnel requirements in Korea have contributed to these manpower reductions.)

TOTAL COST OF COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS

Mr. SIKES. For the record, give us the total amount of money included in the Operation and Maintenance budget for fiscal year 1970

for communications systems and networks, including installation and
repair.
Also, what would be the total cost if military personnel costs were
included? I would like to have this infdrmation for fiscal years 1968
and 1969 as well as fiscal 1970.
(The information follows:)
COMPARATIVE 0. & M. BUDGET AMOUNTS FOR COMMUNICATIONS
(In thousands]
Fiscal year-

1968

1969

1970

'0. & M.costs .....................................................

$235,837

$211,565

$263,383

Total costs .................................................

420,329

447,528

445,254

Military cost......................................................

184,492

COST REDUCTIONS RESULTING FRO[ AUTOVON

195,963

181,871

EXPANSIONS

Mr. SIKES. Since the reduction in communications costs for the
Strategic Air Command for 1970 is primarily attributable to the expansion of the AUTOVON system during fiscal year 1969, there will be
further reductions in the costs associated with this and other commands as a result of the continued expansion of the AUTOVON system during fiscal year 1970?
Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir; it is anticipated that when the switched network programs reach their completed state, there will be reductions
possible in the so-called dedicated networks, including those of the
Strategic Air Command.
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REDUCTION OF DEDICATED SYSTEMS THRU AUTOVON

EXPANSION

Mr. SIKES. On page 19 of your statement, General, it is stated that
you hope the expansion of AUTOVON will ultimately further reduce
dedicated voice communieAtions services in CONUS. How many dedicated communicatifns systems does the Air Force operate fit the present
time?
.,%r. COLLINS. At the present time, sir, we have a total of 45, of
which 32 are financed in whole or in pwtA by Project 482.
ifr. SIKES. Will any systems be el1 ihittd in fiscal 1969?
M

Mfr. COLLINS. Not to my kmibiwledge.
Mr. SIKFS. During fiscal 1970?
fr.

COLLsS. During fiscal 1970, as yet we have not made a. deter-

rination as to a'ny sytMs which will be eliminated as systems. We
are participating In easibilit, studies with the Defense Commuicnlions Agency with this objective.
Mf r. SIKr . What is the basis of the statement that you hope the expansion of AUTOVON, will ultimitely reduce dedicated voice communications services? When will they be reduced?
Mr. COLLINS. We hope in the late 1970 or early 1971 time period.
There are a number or factors which we have to resolve before we
can make any hard-and-fast commitment.
SIs.
Do you want to predict the number that will be reduced
at that time?
CoINis. No, sir.
.MNfr. STKFS. Would you say,' this iS just wislifil thinking ?
r. COLrTNS. No, ir. I have a number of possibilities here, sir.
Mr. SiiES. Provide that for the record.
Mr.

AMr.

(The information follows:)

AUTOVON oN REDUCING COSTS
Within the Air Force, dedicated networks are derived from the DOD-owned
and leased-transmission facilities which are part of the Defense Communications
System (1)S). The Air Force dedicated networks are mission-oriented and
configured and operated to be completely responsive to specific high-priority
needs for rapid reliable communications. Use of these networks is under the
direct control of, and therefore immediately responsive to, the National Command Authorities, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Commanders in Chief (CINC's)
of the unified/specified commands, and major air commanders and their subordinates. The uses mude of these dedicated systems and some of the better
known network arrangements follow:
Force alerting: Strategic Air Command (SAC) primary alert system.
Force launch or recall: Strategic Air Command (SAC) positive control (green
pine) systems.
Surveillance and warning: Ballistic missile early warning system, over-thehorizon (0TH) warning system; bomb alarm system.
Weapons control: Overseas air weapons control systems (412L and 41,5L);
Titan and Minuteman intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) intersite
EFFECT OF

systems.

Force command and control : Strategic Air Command automated command and

control system (SACOS)-465L.
Space surveillance: Spacetrack network.

Beginning in fiscal year 1061, when the cutover of the seminutomnlic ground

environment/backup interceptor control (SAOl/BtITC) external commimnications system into the defense communications system automatic voice network
(AUTOVON) commenced, the Air Force has progressively reduced the scope
and cost. of the other leased communications networks and services which it
finnneps. The costs of these facilities in the 0. & M. appropriation has been pro.
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gressively reduced from $121.5 million in fiscal year 1966 to an $88.5 million
projection for fiscal year 1970. Thus, over the 5-year period, the Air Force has
reduced the costs of the dedicated networks and other leased communications
services which it finances for Its own use and for the use of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and the unified/specifled commands by $33 million annually. The following
table shows the distribution of Air Force costs for these leased services as opposed to the costs of the defense communications systems common user switched
networks between fiscal year 1960 and 1970:
(Inmillions of dollars-Direct obligations)
Fiscal years1966 actual

1967 actual

Switched networks:
9.9
AUTOVON CONUS ................
AUTOVON overseas ............................................
AUTOVO NCanada (CADI N) ..................................................
24.8
AUTODIN ........................
AUTOSEVOCOM .................................
Subtotal .......................
Other leased comm services ...........
Total .........................

.

1968 actual 1969 estimate

1970 estimate

40.9

43.9
8

27.2
4

32.0
1.0

51.6
.2
6.6
34.9
1.6

34.7
121.5

68.5
102.0

77.7
95.3

94.9
93. 1

110.0
88.5

156.2

170.5

173.0

188.0

198.5,

53.2
6. O
12.4
36.8,
1.6

Review of dedicated networks. To comply with direction from the Secretary of
Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, a networks review panel (NRP) has been
established. The NRP is chaired by the Defense Communications Agency (DOA)
and each military service Is represented. The primary purpose of the NRP is to
arrange feasibility studies for each individual dedicated network to determine
the feasibility of replacing these networks with equivalent or better service from
the DOS switched subsystems, basically AUTOVON and AUTODIN. During the
feasibility study cost comparisons will be made, special features required will be
examined, that is, signaling, conferencing, continuity pulsing, traffic data, and
so forth, in order to determine whether or not AUTOVON/AUTODIN can provide equal or better service. The feasibility studies are in line with JCS recommendations forwarded to the SECDEF in early 1966. When the completed feasibility studies indicate that AUTOVON/AUTODIN can provide the required
service, implementation plans will be developed and executed. A summary of the
current status of these studies follows:
Air Force
dedicated networks
Currently programed for or In process of elimination ------------------9
Projected for feasibility studies ----------------------------------28
Cannot be eliminated for technical or operational reasons --------------8
Total

---------------------------------------------------

45

CO0MMITTEE'S RECOMMENDATION REGARDING COMMUNICATION COSTS

Mr. SixEs. Air Force communications costs have increased in 1969
over 1968. The committee indicated last year a strong feeling that
communications costs should be ivduced in fiscal year 1969. Why could
that not be accomplished?
Mr. ALIERT N. RihODEs. Mr. Chairman, from the President's budget
as submitted to you last year, we did reduce the comntilerntions
some $18 million as the result of congressional action.
Mr. SKES. Where is that in your justifications?
Mr. ALBERT N. RHtODE,. That would be the difference between what
we showed in the 1969 column requested last year, sir, and the 1969
column today.
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Mr. GAIRITY. You are still increasing your costs from fiscal 1968

into fiscal 1969 by approximately $16 milli t.

Mr. ALBERT N. RiOD.s. That is correct Mr. Garrity. I was referring to the amount we presented to you last year and what we are
showing today. As the result of congressional action and the House
report, we did reduce the commuifications requirements some $18
million in 1969.

Mr.

GARITY.

If I remember correctly, though, the report of last

year said that communications costs would be cut substantially, but

they have remained practically even with those of 1908. That was the
intention of the report.
Mr. COLLINS. May I address that question. In early November we
received a letter from the Deputy Secretary of Defense. The subject
had to do with the implementation of ti language of the House
report. This gave specific guidance on what we should and should
not do in terms of expanding communications systems during fiscal
year 1969.
The guidance was to proceed with the AUTODIN, AUTOVON,
AUTOSEVOCOM, and other DCS progr'ams; to hold all other programs in abeyance, and not to start any new dedicated networks in
tle fiscal year 1969 time period. We have complied with that guidance,
sir.

Mr. GARUTY. Are you sure that is what the Secretary of Dfense
memorandum actually said?
Mr. CoLIsS. Yes, sir. It also directed that some studies in progress
to be completed, that high frequency radio be reduced, and a number
of items of that nature.
Mr. GARRITY. I thought it went further and said something to the
effect that only essential systems would beMr. CoLrmNs. Yes; and it identified each system, as I said, as defense
communications switched networks.
Mr. GARRiTY. It also said that the expansion of any system was subject to any restrictions recommended as a result of the pending study.
There were several studies going on at the time. I believe there were
several recommendations for consolidation of a lot of the systems and
a review of the need for further expansion of AUTOVON and AUTODIN at the current time. Did you take that sort of restriction into consideration when vou went forward this year?
Mr. COLLINS. I believe, sir,the inter)retfieion there was that there
would be no expansion of the switching program per se over and above
that which had already been previously approved and financed. Here
I am talking in terms of overseas AUTOVON switching centers, for
example, which are presently in the process of being installed. Again,
in the area of the AUTODINT system where switching center expansion
overseas
thas
been completed, the equipping of overseas subscribers
who are presently experienoing deficencies in record communications
with the new Autodin Digital subscriber terminals should resolve
their )roblems in fiscal year 1970.
Mr. STrKs. Have any new starts or expansions of dedicated networks
in fiscal year 1969 been made?
Mr. CoLLTNS. Wo have not started any new dedicated networks in
fiscal 1969, sir, and any expansion has been very minimal, to my
knowledge.
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SIKES. Can you state specifically whether there 'lave beeu
expansions?
Mr. COiLINS. No, sir; with one exception, I believe. This is in the
Mr.

area of the SAC satellite basing plan. Of course, this in itself gener-

ates expansions to the SAC dedicated network which will begin in
fiscal 1970.
IMPROVEMENT IN COMtMUNiCATioNS OPERATIONS

Mr. SIKES. Does this have the specific approval of the Secretary of
Defense?
Mr. CoLINs. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiKEs. Has Ihe Air Force taken steps to improve its communications operations during fiscal 1969?
Mr. COLTANS. Yes, sir; we have.
Mr. SIX ES. List th improvements for the record, and tell us what

similar plans are in the program for 1970 ?

(The information follows:)

Steps taken by the Air Force to improve communications operations per se durfrig fiscal year 1909 have consisted principally of further intensification and followup on those actions initiated during flscnl year 1008 to Improve communications
discipline, and the handling of message traffic and to reduce the volume of traffic
Introduced into the communications systems. These actions are detailed In pages
1049 through 1051, "Part 4, Operations and Maintenance, of the D0D Subcommttees, House Appropriations Committee Report on Hearings on Department of
Defense Appropriation for Fiscal Year 1969." The success of these actions was
confirmed during the annual High Heels exercise conducted during October 17-24,
1968. During the 7-day exercise period when communications "mninimize" was Imposed throughout the DOD, the volume of message traffic normally orighinted
by Air Force activities was reduced some 60 percent. This reduction represent. a
50-percent improvement over the 1967 High Heels exercise when the Imposition
of communications "minimize'" during the exercise period resulted In a 40-percent
reduction in the normal volume.
Other steps taken by the Air Force to improve communications operations during fiscal year 1969 have been principally in the resource management area with
the objective of optimizing use of available communications resources and funds.
These acUons have not only resulted in Improved communications support in many
cases but have also resulted In significant savings in communications equipment,
manpower, and other operating cosbs in fiscal year 1969, some of which will carry
over and be continued in fiscal year 1970. The major Air Force achievements are
listed In the following table. All of the actions listed have been introduced Into the
Air Force cost reduction program reporting channels with complete documentation and have been or will be subjected to review by Air Force Auditor General
personnel for validation and approval as bona fide management improvement-cost
reduction actions.
Table.-Fiscal year 1969 Air Force communications management improrentcnt
Fiscal year 1969
(Onthousands)

Item

Reduction in AUTOWN terminal equipment requirements ....
$7,857
Improved communications spare equipment management -------------7,062
Substitution of Improved communtcititons equipment ----------------1,300
Elimination of excess commUnmcatlons equipment ------------------1.137
Reconflguration of AUThVON subscriber circuits --------------------722
Substitution of common user switched network for dedicated network
services --------------------- ------ - ----------------555
Oonsolldatlon or elimination of communications and message centers ----584
Negotiated reductions In tariff rates -------------------------------699
Renegotiation of technical service contracts -----------------------1,854
Manpower requirements review --------------------------------5,N
Total

-----------------------------------------------

27,127
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The fiscal year 1069 management actions in some cases ive a carryover Offet
which will result in additional savings of $2,G10,000 in 1f.eal year 1970. Other
fiscal year 1070 savings in manpower and operating costs are anticipated from
the substitutiton of Defense Communications System switched network support for
communications services currently provided on a dedicated basis. Further Improvements and savings will result from the consolidation/elimlInation or autoniatlion of communications centers and message centers at Air Force Installations.
Air Force Automated High Speed Weather Data Network will be reconfigured
during fiscal year 1970 with a resulting savings of some 200 manpower spaces as
well as significant savings in Government-owned and leased communications

equipment. Tho savings for fiscal year 1970 have been Incorporated in the fiscAl
year 1970 budget submission.
1INNNECESSARY

MERSAOE ANI) COM3"3[TN('r.TIoNxs

rIANI)r.TNO

CRNTIS

Mr. S!t ns. Wlat is tl
Air Forep doing io eliminte unn1ecessary
m]Iessge and colon mtnications Ianillig epltCe.4 ?

Mir. COLLINS. Sir, we have j11.t,

C

to'd OcilIiti161 study. 1e have
nications centers and mess.,age
centers which we operate. We have uider eonsideraftion for consolidation. at the present, time 230 commonieations and messago centers.
During the past, fiscal quarter we have elimiiatod 11 message celiteris.
The major problem here seens to
tlint the benefits of such cmosolidations may not be forthcoming be
in all cases without aaltomfnftillg
the consolidated facilities. We have our proposals for these automations up to the Secretary of Defense for decision.
Mr. GARRrUy. You recently advised the Secretary of Defense about
your program for the consolidation of comnurnitions centers and
message-handling centers. Do you plan to eliminate all the unnecessary center that ar in existence at the present time
Mfr. COLLINS. Yes, sir. The whole subject of communications centers
and message centers is tinder review with the intention of consolidation and elimination where practicable. We expect to have a better
handle on the possibilities and the actions which will be required by
June of this year.

identified th total numl)ers of comn

LINKING OF cotr,

;uNicAToN' CENTERS IN TIHE PFNTAaON

Mr. GARRITY. Why would you link message centers and communications centers, when it is not feasible to eliminate them, with reliable or

secure communications lines?
Mr. COLLINS. I am not sure I understand the question, Mr. Garrity.
Mr. GARRITY. I believe you told the Office of the Secretary of Dofense that where it, is not currently feasible to consolidate the communications centers and the messnge distribution centers, they would
be linked with reliable and secure communications lines and facilities
designed to provide the same services that are available in a consol natod environment.
Mr. COLLINS. I believe that referred to a proposed consolidation of
communications centers and message centers withinn the Pentagon.

Studies were made under the auspices of the Joint Staff which indicated that such consolidation was, in fact, impractical, and the same
over-all effect could be achieved by linking the three facilities concerned in such manner that they would be interoperable.
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At 110l)tresent little, of course, t1y oleratt ildepeldelently of oue
another. 'Tho let elect, of such linikage would be very much tile silie
aIs it eonlsolihited center.
M r. GAIirTY. Does this require new equipment?

Mr. Commixs. Probably, ir; but to what(legree, I cannot say.

COM.MiLNI

.VI'IONS ('oS1lS POP,AlIR VI('E TI.'INI

(

ANIC.ATIONS ('1NT'.IT

Mr. Siiums. InltMe area of intelligence alld coi PmnieAtlns for tih
Ail. Force ''echnica 1 AlIcations Ceniter, you show that thme Ietllnal
(.ost for Iscal year 1968 was $136,000. You are planning $25-4,000 foisi"
ould
shiis
is vitluall
tiseal vent 1909, and $585,(00 for fiscal 1970.
reaP, 111ore than doulhiirff ill the c(ui'enit. (\9fiffinte. Why slotld
v'hi'
th is N) (lie vase.
(Ieneral Plrrs. I have Major General Ihlllpott, the Assistant Chief
of Stall' for Intelligence. I w(nil like im to answer tlat.
General Pimmro'r. The requirements that you are speaking about.

were transfeired f rom one fuludt another (hiing the last year. These

funds were, carried under RI)I&E. and a minor amount in Army
O&M and this year they are switched ovr to O&[M funds. It, actually
does not represent, an increase in funding.
Mr. Suu's. Is there no increase? Is it,
allogether a shift of funds?
General Pit(Abi,-r. A shift of fullds.
Alit FORCE

.OMM'IJNW0ATt'ONSN E'flOIK

Mr. SIKHs. For t1 Air FOrce communicationsns Network you are
requesting $17,1533,000 for fiscal year 1970, the sane. as for fiscal year
1969. Does that mean that this system has reached a level-off point and
can be expected to continue at about the elwrent, level ?
General Pitir,om'r. I think it willlcootime. at, about (hocurrent level.
Can you answer the question, Mr.Collins?
Mr. CotLJ
-s.I think, in fact, with one exception. This particular

line item includes what we know a Proj('t (;98AJ. This is a program

which has heen very sueeecsful and gives indication of expansion.
We hope that essentially some of the offsets we will get. through
replacement of commercial transmission systems with Governmentowned transmission systems in overseas areas will provi(lo sufficient
savings to compensate for any increase in the 6O8AJ program.
WORLDWrDE MILITARY COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM

Mfr. SIKES. For the Worldwide Military Command and Control
System, you are requesting $3,049,000, a decrease of $442,000 from
your 1909 level of $3,491,000.
Since the installation of this system has slipped, should ther not be
a larger reduction than the one indicated?
Mr. COLLINS. INo, sir. This is a particular line item in the exhibit
which consists of suP)ort of Headquarters, U.S. Air Fome, by a number of communications systems-the Air Force Command Post Alerting Network, the Emergency Message Teletype Alerting System and
the Washington switch.
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The title Worldwide Military Command and Control System in the
exhibit does not apply to the projected command and control system

per se. These are just the communications facilities which are associated with the Headquarters U.S. Air Force command and control
functions.
The reduction between 1969 and 19701in effect represents the integration, of some of the circuits from the Washington switch into the
AUTOVON backbone system to provide interconnections between
AUTOVON switches in ihe CONUS and those projected for installation overseas.
Mr. SIRES. Questions on communications?
AIR FORCE COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
LiPsCOMB. What is the Air Force communications network?
Mr. COLLINS. This basically consists of the so-called transmission
systems. It consists of the plan 55 switehing systems in overseas areas
which will be replaced by AUTODIN. It consists of interarea circuits,
generally voice fmrequency circuits which are equipped so that large
numbers of teletype channels are derived. These are defense communications system transmission systems.
The larger part of what we include in the AIRCOMI line is essentIally supporting the defense communications system in terms of
transmission systems.
Mr. LTPSCoMB. How do you coordinate all of these? Do you have
an interchange of people? How does everyone know what system they

Mr.

are on?

Mr. COLLINs. There are any number of printed documents and
circuit diagrams. Of course, people in the Air Force communications
service operating the system have no particular problem in this respect, sir.
COBMUNICATIONS INVOLVING EC-121 SHOOTDOWN

Mr. Li'scomB. Does the Air Force have anything to do with or
responsibility in regard to the communications with the aircraft which
was shot down by ?4 orth Korea ?
Mr. COLLINS. Not to my knowledge, sir.
General Pirs. Mr. Lipscomb, the warning that was given to the
plane, which you probably read about, was provided Vy U.S. Air
Force radar personnel.
a
Mr. LIPscoMn. What system would be used for this warning?
General Pirrs. Radar surveillance of North Korea. When they
saw the fighters coming up and being vectored toward that plane,
they provided the plane a warning-if you will, a Mig warning. To
my knowledge, at this point, that is when the plane turned outbound
uway from its intended track, away from the Korean peninsula.
General Pumo1r. Any more information than that would be clas-

sified.

(Off the record.)
Mr. LSCOMB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SixES. Further questions ?
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Mr. DAVIs. The President of the United States can. go on national
television and give them the information that we were able to act
upon our knowledge of their radar systems. I am a little curious what
is so classified here that we cannot talk about it.
Mr. SIXEs. We were cautioned very specifically not to reveal the fact
that we were readhig their conmnlilications.
Mr. DAVIS. That is correct, but that was certainly announced to the
whole country last Friday morning.
Mr. Si s. And to the world. I presumme this is something that the
President himself assumed the authority to do, and you are right in
alerting us to the fact that it is highly classified information.
If this additional information which you have is of sufficient significance that it would be useful to the committee in connection with
questions that have been asked by Mr. Lil)scomb and others, I think it
would be well that we clear the room long enough for this information
to be divulged. Is it of particular significance?
General Pimlo-r. I do not know that it is significant to this conmittee. It would be an informationAl type discussion. You get above
secret when you discuss the details, even though some of it has been
released.
Mr. SIKES. Do you want to take the time to get this information?
It will take 3 or 4 minutes to clear the room of l)eople who do not have
the necessary clearance.
(Off the record.)
Mr. Lipscomn. That is all I have.
INTEJLLIOENCE Act rvitrs
Mr. SIKES. We

will now tuen to "Intelligence activities." For fiscal

year 1970, you are requesting $148,824,000 for intelligence activities, an
increase of $7,377,000 over fiscal year 1968. Will you explain the reason
for the increase?
General PHILPOTr. The increase of $7,377,000 in fiscal year 1970 over
fiscal year 1969 is primarily due to(a) The net decrease of $59,000 in civilian personnel costs results
from P reasono in direct-hire civilian salaries to support an increase
of 21-.,an-years at the Foreign Technology Division (FTD) with an
annual average salary of $12,000 and an increased cost per man-year
at the U.S. Air Force Security Service (USAFSS). The total increase
of $338,000 is offset by a reduction of 53 man-years at the Aeronautical
Chart and Information Center (ACIC) for $395,000 and additional
minor reductions amounting to $2,000. The additional man-years for
FTD were approved in order to provide resources for collecting and
processing the increased requirement for knowledge of highly technical
enemy weaponry.
(b)An increase of $2,572,000 is required for utilities and rent to
support the following
(1) A sum of $622,O00 is required to support ADPE equipment
rental at a classified activity. This represents a project which became operational from an R.D.T. & E. effort and flerefore requires O. & M. funding.
(2) An increase of $1,298,000 in EDPE rentals is requested for
ACIC; $424,000 is for continuation of the base level standardize-
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tion programs (phase II) and $873,000 for rental of a class 6
scientific and technical computer for use in a classified project.
(3) A sum of $429,000 is requested for FTD to defray the increased costs of an installed 360/50 computer and supporting
peripheral equipment utilized in (he intelligence data handling
system (IDHS).
f
(4) An increase of $138,000 is requested for continuation of the
base level standardization program (phase 11) at USAFSS.clas.(5) The balance of $85,000 is requested to support various
sified projects in the CREEK RIB program.
(o)An increase of $405,000 in comtihications is requested to support additive costs at the classified activity previously mentioned.
(d) An net increase in contractual services in the mount of $2,889,000 is requested; $3,767,000 is requested to support the classified activity previously mentioned, $375,000 is requested for USAFSS to
acquire technical assistance in support of radio frequency interference
suppression at a classified site and$259,000 to satisfy external assistance requirements at ACIC which were deferred in fiscal year 1969.
This total of $4,401,000 is offset by savings of $1,512,000 at FTD and
USAFE by performing work which was previously contracted with
in-house personnel.
(e) The increase in supplies is primarily due for an additional requirement of $493 000 at USAFSS for magnetic tape and six part
paper in sup ort oi new mission-tasking assigned (Sentinel Mist, Rint,
and Comfy oat). An additional $65,000 are requested to support increased requirements at FTD, ACIC, and USAFE.
(/) An increase of $216,000 is requested for equipment; $136,000 of
this amount is for a classified activity with the balance oi $80,000 for
replacement items at FTD and ACIC.
In summary, $3,925,000 of the $7,377,000 increase is primarily the
result of transfer from R.D.T. & E. funding to support the requirements of the classified activity. This does not represent an increase
to the total NOA but merely a transfer of funding from R.D.T. & E.
to 0. & M., the balance being required to support various operational
elements.
Mr. SIKEs. How many civilian employees does the Air Force intelligence operation now employ?
General PnPO'rr.We are requesting funds to support 7,100 civilian
direct hire man-years iii fiscal year 1970.
Mr. SIKES. In the backup material supplied to the committee, an increase of 331 employees is shown for intelligence activities in fiscal
year 1970. In general, there has been an effort to reduce the number of
civilian employees. Why should there be this increase in intelligence
activities?
General PHmLPOTr. May I provide that for the record I

Mr. SIKES. All right.

(The information follows:)
INCREASE IN INTELLIGENCE AOTIVITIE

The total end strength in fiscal year 1970 for intelligence activities under Proj.

ect 489 reflects a decrease from fiscal year 1969 of 53 man-years. This is a net
figure which includes an Increase of 22 additional man-years for the foreign

technology division to provide resources for collecting and processing the increased requirement for knowledge of highly technical enemy weaponry with
offsetting decreases in the other intelligence programs.
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1MPI'IOVEM1XTS IN

AI'

FOItCE INTEL1,1iENCE

Mr. SlKEs. I would like a detailed statemeht'for the record on inprovlineiits in the Air Force intelligence operations and other im-

provenenits which are planed for fiscal year 1970.
Briefly, will you tell me what significant changes have been instituted for the better, and what additional ones are planned, but in less
detail that you will provide for the record?
(General 1HILPO-. In the field of personnel, we have established
during the last year at the personnel center at Randolph a career management prog'vi'n to monitor the careers of all officers of lieutenant
colonel grade and below. We have structured a better code for defining
the job descriptions of intelligence personnel in the juni6r officer career
lield s. This is being used in the career guidance program.
We will have completed up to 60 perc6-nt of our management engineering standards. By the end of next year we hope to get that up' to
73 percent. At that time we will reach the threshold of the difficulties
of writing engineering descriptions for a job. They will be covered by
engineering equations.
We have formed within my own shop over in the Pentagon this
year a combat applications group to better define and to work on the
doctrine and the roles and missions of intelligence for the future. We
are also concent~lating on air-effectiveness in SEA, and we will have a
series of conferences which will start this summer, possibly in May,,
and go on for 6 or 9 months, we will study the entire doctrine of
intelligence. We will validate all of our roles and missions and our
personnel requirements as well as our request for computers. The
validation will cover the national level down to the squadron level..
(The information follows:)
IMPROVEMENT

IN

INTEI-1GENCE OPERATIONS

There have been a number of developments and management actions, initiated

or completed, designed to improve present and future Air Porce Intelligence
operations. These apply to a broad spectrum of intelligence activities to include:
the personnel field; the Air Force Reserve, communications; mapping, charting
and geodesy production; formulation of concepts and doctrine; electronic data
processing support.
PERSONNEL

A career development branch dealing with intelligence personnel In the grade
of Ilieittenant colonel and below has been established in the Air Force Military

Personnel Center, Randolph Air Force Base, Tex. The branch chief's primary
task is provision of intelligence career counseling.
The Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence has established a program to identify outstanding junior intelligence officers for purposes of monitoring and influencing future assignments, training, career progression and

retention.

The Air Force Is presently in the process of revising the Air Force specialty
code 8OXX to better reflect the requirements of intelligence positions. Tailored
in response to improvements in intelligence production processes and the increased complexity of collection programs, the revision will permit more positive

and effective utilization of intelligence officer subspecialties.
The Air Force has also established certain experience identifiers which wilt
permit improved management of intelligence personnel by enabling resource
managers to more effectively assign the right man to the right Job.
The Aeronautical Chart and Information Center has instituted a program to,
recruit former military personnel in an effort to fill certain critical experience

and skill requirements associated with mapping, charting, and geodesy production activities. As a result it has been possible to fill approximately 80 percent
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of the peculiar staffing requirements with former military technical iexsonnel
having specialized skill applications, thus minlihzing the need for on-the-job
training.
AIR FORCE RESERVE PROGRAM

'.ACAF, USAI, ' NORAD and DIA all have requirements for Ready Reserve
personnel trained in the HUMINT field. Developing training programs and
connuanding reserve positlnlis have long been a problem for the coillniliids
concerned. Since Management and training responsibilities were centralized
under ACS/I control there has been a threefold increase in trained Ready Re,erve HUMINT personnel, from 65 in 1965 to 200 in 1968. During 1908 through
March 1909 two new Reserve detachments were staffed bringing the total to
eight in the United States. Centralizing the program brought eflh lency, economy,
effectiveness, and professionalism. A key factor was development of an unusual
concept that allows reservists to train themselves with only limited supervision
of an active duty cadre. This effected economy in dollars and nmnpower while
increasing the number of available trained personnel.
COMMUNICATIONS

During the fall of 1968, Special Intelligence Communications Autoniatic Relay
Centers were activated at Fuchu Air Station, Japan, and Pirmasens, Germany.
They replaced manual relay centers at Fuheu fnd LIThd ey Air Station, Germany.
The automatic relay centers provide Iproved intelligence message handling
capability in terni of speed and volume while saving 35 Air Force manpower
spaces in Japan and 20 in Germany.
MAPPING, CIARTINO, AND GEODESY PRODUCTION PROGRAM

The Aeronautical Chart and Information Center (ACIO) conducts a continuous self-evaluation to effect savings by organizational adjustments, equipment upgrading, improvements in technilques and procedures and product mnodifications. In 1968, AOIO received validation of $917,000 In the Air Force's cost
reduction program which encompasses all these items. Goal for fiscal years 190970 is $2,028,000. Based on past performance this is not considered overly optimistic since ACIO has received format recognition forprogram management and cost
reduction achievements yearly since 1966.
DOCTRINE

AND CONCEPTS

During 1968 a new group was established within the substructure of the
Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence. The group's mission is addressing intelligence doctrine and concepts, the roles and mission of intelligence in
the future, the revitalization of Air Force target intelligence programs and the
development of continuing dialog with Air Force field units as well as other
services and agencies with a view toward improving the quality of across-theboard intelligence support. Early actions sponsored by the group have been
hosting a Senior Intelligence Office Conference wherein major command intelligence chiefs identified long-term improvement goals for Air Force intelligence
and establishment of a USAF air target liaison program designed to provide an
interchange of ideas and methods for Improving target intelligence, a most critical ingredient of force employment plans.
ELEOTRONIO DATA

PROCESSING SUPPORT

As part of a long-range effort to improve Air Force intelligence, the requirements study phase of a project to automate certain important functions of the
AOS/I has Just been completed. System development will follow Air Staff, DIA,
and DOD approval of plans with system implementation visualized about fiscal
year 1972. Functions to be automated, in whole or in part, include aspects of
threat assessment, intelligence reporting, target planning, combat assessment,
systems planning, program planning and management, HUMINT and sensor
collection management, ,resource management, administration and security management and the implementation of disclosure policy. This system will prOtide
the management capability inherent to the use of online computer consoles connected to a comprehensive all-source intelligence data base, including improved
planning and forecasting, management followup on important action items, and
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Inalytical approaches to estimating costs and benefits resulting from policy
decisions.
AIR

FORCE PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO SOUTTI ASMIUCA

Mr. Si!Es. What is the total iunber of Air Force personnel assigned
iuSouth America? 1)o you have that readily av iliible?
General Pinmvm-r. Yes, sir. Presently assigned would be 190 assigned
to the U.S. Military Group plus 33 air attach personnel.
Mr. SIKFS. 1 would like a breakdown by country, for the record.
General PiurO'ror. Yes, sir.
('rThe information follows:)
A breakdown of Air Force personnel assigned to South America follow:
Country
A rentina ........................................................
Bolvia ...........................................................

Brazil ............................................................
Chile ............................................................
Colombia .........................................................
Dominican Republic ...............................................
Ecuador ..........................................................
El Salvador .....................................................................
Guatemala .......................................................
Honduras ........................................................
MeO W- ..........................................................
Nicaragua ........................................................
Paraguay .........................................................
Peru .............................................................
Uruguay .........................................................
Venezuela ....--------------------------------Total ......................................................

Enlisted
14
5

Total
21
12

16
4
9
5
4
7
8
9
3
2
I........... .
3
6
4
5
9
13
7
6
to
12

29
12
19
10
15
7
17
5
1
9
9
22
13
22

Office,
7
7
13
8
10
5
11

106

117

223

AIR FORCE INTELT IENCE 31ISSION6 IN SOUTII AMERICA

Mr. SIKES. Can you tell "me at this time how many intelligence nissions the Air Force operates in CentrAl and South America?
General Pim'vO'Pr. 1 ifteen.
Mr. SIKEs. Of the total number of military l)ersouel in South
America, how many are required for intelligence missions?
Genea'al Piiir,sotrr. 'I'hirty-thive are assigned to the Air Attaceh6
Offices.
Mr. SirEs. What are the duties of the remainder of the personnel
assigned there?
General Pin jro'rr. They are in 'the MILG group.
Mr. SIKEs. For the benefit of the initiated who may, hopefully,
read this record, what does that mean?
General PIuLFOTT. It is the U.S. military group. We will provide it
for the reword, sir.
(The information follows:)
Personnel assigned to U.S. military groups (MILO) perform the same funetions as the military assistance advisory group (MAAO) in other countries.

CONTRAOITUA

SERVICES FOR IWMT

OENCE

Mr. SIXES. On pae 87 of the budget justification there is a request
for $33,267,000 for fiscal year 1970 for "Other contractual services,"
an increase of $2,872,000 over the played level for fiscal year 1969.
What type of contractual services are we talking about?
30-088-69-pt. 2-
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General PHILOarr. They are primarily for the Foreign Technology
Division Aeronautical Chart and Iiformation Center and a classified
activity. Most of them get into classified projects. I could give youeMlr. SiKiS. Provide details for the record.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
Mr. SRsS. Why are increased costs involved for fiscal year 1970?
General PHITPOTr. $3.8 million of that is a transfer from R.D.T. &E.
to 0. & M., $375,000 of the increase is for the Air Force security service and $259,000 for the Aeronautical Chart and Information Center.
Mr. SIKES.Provide further details for the record.
(The information follows:)
A net increase of $2,889,000 is requested In contractual services to support the
following:
(a) $3,767,000 represents a transfer of funding from R.D.T. & E. in 1909
to 0. &M. funding for 1970 for a classified activity.
(b)$375,000 is requested to acquire technical assistance in support study
of radio frequency suppression at San Vito AFS, Italy.
(o)An additional $259,000 is requested to accommodate contracts for
compilation and negative engraving services to support production of aeronautical charts and cartographic programs which were deferred in fiscal
year 1969 due to shortage of funds,
(d)The above total of $4,401,000 is offset by savings of $1,512,000 at Foreign Technology Division and USAF (CREEK RIB) by performing work
previously done by contract with in-house military personnel. To accommodate this workload, additional military manpower spaces were authorized
these two activities In fiscal year 1970.

Mr. SIKES. Questions on intelligence activities?

STANDARDS FOR INTELLIGENCE POSITIONS

Mr. LipscOMB. General, did you intend to discuss the standards for
intelligence positions that we covered last year in your comments?
General PHnrorr. I can discuss them. I think General Boylan has
provided a brief resume.
Mr. LPsco3B. You mentioned something that was 73 percent complete. Were you discussing intelligence standards?
General P mLPoir. Yes, sir; I did not mean to say13 percent right
now. We will reach 73 percent.
Mr. LPsco.MN. Where are you on it now ? Last year you testified that
the commands were given until June 30, 1968, to develop and report.
Then you said when the commands had finished their standards we
will ensemble them and see whether it is possible to come up with some
general standards which will apply across the Air Force.
Did they submit their reports by June 30,1968?
General Pimo=Tr. Currently we have approximately 14,800MAr. LPscoMNB. Excuse me.On these reports, did they finish them on
June 30, 1968?
General Pin.Poe-r. I do not know that they were finished on the
exact date.
M[r. Lirsc=UB. But they have all been completed now I
General PiTiLPOTr. No, sir.
Mr. LIrscoM '. You mean all the commands have not reported yet?
General PirPoirr. The program isan ongoing program which will
have, in the year 1970, 4,188 more spaces. So, at the end of December
1970, we should reach 73 percent.
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AMr. LiPSCOMB.

We were talkhng about improvements, and last year

we were very much concerned about the intelligence community as
a whole. Last year you said the Air Force was not sure of the ultimate
impact of these standards for intelligence positions. "However, in
January 1967, all of the commands were directed to develop management engineering standards for 12 separate intelligence classifications.
The commands were given until June 30 1968, to develop these. When
the commands have finished- their standards, we will assemble tlem
and see whether it is possible to come up with some general standards
whidoi will apply across the Air Force."
Now bring us up to date just on that particular section. Did the
commands finish their work? Apparently not on June 30. And where
do you stand now in assembling the separate reports on standards and
establisling some general standards?
General, having heard the testimony last year, it stands to reason
that we wild like to know what progress has been made. One of the
problems in the intelligence field, as we pinpointed last year, is standards for intelligence positions.
General PmiLoTT. We are at 60 percent of completion of the
program.
Mr. Lipscoxn. Which program is this, now?
General Pumrorr. For the management standards. Sixty percent
complete in the Air Force. The program calls for 1. percent more
to be completed by the end of 1970. At that time we will have reached
the threshold where it becomes difficult to write standards for personnel.
For those personnel who will not fall under the management standards, we will write engineering equations. "
The program should be very near completion by the end of 1970.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. So, from last year when we discussed this, to this
time, you have completed 50 percent of the job of developing standards for intelligence positions. Is that what that means?
ovr. Yes, sir.
General Pnmi
Mr. LipscoMn. Could you tell us what positions are included in this
50 percent?
General PtimPOrr. May I provide that for therecord?
Mr. Lipsco3m. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)
POSITIONS INCLUDED IN COMPLETED DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS

Positions included in completed development standards discussed last year
were primarily in the functional areas of communications intelligence, electronics
intelligence, transmission security, and electronics security.

Mr. LiPscoMB. Is it possible, for the record, to indicate the positions

that you will come up with at 60 percent, and what you anticipate for
73percentI
General PmHLPOTr. Yes.

'(Th information follows:)
The 630 percent figure will include the functional areas of (1) communications
intelligence, (2) electronics Intelligence, (3) transmission security, (4) elect.

tronics security, (5) combat Intelligence, (0) phot/radar intelligence, (7) in-

tellgence collection,- (8) estimates, (0) indications, and (10) intelligence data
handling systems .(IDHS),while the .73 percent figure will include those functions addressed above plus intelligence elements of reconnaissance technical
squadrons, bombardment wings, and the Foreign Technology Division (FTD).

I
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Tile only exclusion being Headquarters U.S. Air Force and its field extensions.

The development of manpower determinants for this area would not be economleally feasible.
DELAY IN

DEVELOPING INTELLIGENCE STANDARDS

Mr. LiPscotmn. Why does it take so long? I would suspect that these

last ones are your very technical positions. Am I right?
General PTLPOTT. That is correct. As to why it is taking so long, I
cannot give you a good reason for that right now, except that the program was set up to be completed by 1970.
Mr. Livsco%)m. As far as the Air Force is concerned, has there been
any.joint discussions or meetings between the three branches of the
service since last year when we expressed such concern in our report
on intelligence activities?
General PrnLPrOrr. I know of no discussion triservice.
Mr. LiPsco zn. Was there ut any time after the hearings last year
any direction given by the then Secretary of Defense that came to the
attention of the intelligence officers of the Air Force for changes or
improvements?
General PHILPOTr. After the hearings last year, the program was
reviewed and emphasis was placed on writing good job standards for
intelligence. The program is progressing, -andwe expect to have it completed in 1970.
Mr. Lipsco-un. But was there any other direction or action taken,
through orders of the Secretary of Defense or through orders of the
Air Force?
General PmLPor. I do not recall any, but may I provide that for
the record ?
(The information follows:)
Research with respect to direction or instructions concerning improvement in
intelligence operations on the part of the Secretary of Defense indicates that the
Air Force has received ,no specific guidance. OSD is currently circulating a revised
edition of DOD Directive 5105.21 which is DIA's baic charter and which if
revised as recommended by JOS and the services will better delineate roles and
responsibilities thereby generally Improve intelligence management.
IMPROVEMENTS IN

AIR FORCE INTELLIGENCE OPERATION

Mr. Lipsco.iBn. Ca. you tell us of any improvement or gains that the

Air Force has made in the area, of intelligence over the past year? You
are fully aware thatthe committee had itch concern last year.

General PxiPOTr. Yes, sir.
Mfr. LiPscoiB. Can. you trive the committee any tetimony that will

assure us this year that the intelligence community has done some-

thing-at least as far as fho Air Force is concerned

Last year's com-

mittee report was very specific about intelligence activities. Of course,
it was directed-primarily at the Defense Intelligence Agency, but the
Air Force was included.
General PmT.ro'rr. I do not think we did a bad job last year, and I
think we have done a good job this year in all of the major projects

that were indertaken by the Air Force. We have made important

studies of some very difficult subjects by the Foreign Technology DivMsion. For example, many of theseb1ave been made available for national
level decisionmakers. We are responsible for significant portions of the
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Soviet weaponssystems. We have done some very good and promising
work in stating the capabilities of these particular weapon systems,
especially with respect to time of employment, and this information
has been used by decisionmakers in developing long-range programs
for the country.
We have made significant improvements in our collection capability
in Southeast Asia.
in the form of secondary explosions, fires,
trucks dathaged and destroyed, document the fact that our intelligence
is far superior this year to what it was last year.
I think we have even exceeded some of our expectations in estimating how good we really were concerning the impact of the enemy. I
think air effectiveness has been far more successful than we anticipated and I am sure this will be brought out as time goes on.
I th&nk we have been moving along on all fronts in intelligence. We
have been trying to energize all of our young officers. W3 have been

encouraging them to iniake the Air Force a career. We single out promlising young lieutenats and captains an~d move them into positions where
their careers can be broadened tremendously during their early years.
We even use young captains to brief General Meconnell once a week.
In the highly technical piat of intelligence, I think we in the Air
Force have done a tremendous job. It may not be well advertised. To
understand our contribution you really htve to get into the classified
levels. We can demonstrate very clearly our contribution at the national level. I am actually proud of the job we have been doing.
We can improve. I expect to improve intelligence. I expect to move
it. on within the next 2 years. Certainly, management standards will
be one of the subjects that I will be pushing and when I come over
next year you will be more satisfied with the report that'i will give.
Mr. LIPsCOM. That was an excellent statement. Thank you.
Mr. SIKES. General, we have had some outstanding testimony from
comparatively junior officers before this committee from time to time,
and I think they should be given an opportunity to show what they
can do. It broadens their horizons. Many of them are highly expert
beyond their rank and years.
LIST OF INTELLIGENCE SERVICE CONTRACTS

Will you provide for the record a list of service contracts ? I would
like the committee staff given a list immediately, or as soon as possible,
of the intelligence contracts, and a list to be provided for the record
in the orderly way.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
AIRCPFP WITHDRAWN FROM STORAGE

Mr. LIPscoM.B. Mr. Chairman, this is not on intelligence but on
another matter.
Last year the committee was informed that 644 aireraft of various
types had been withdrawn from storage in the period from fiscal
year 1965 to April 29, 1968. Thero is a table in last year's hearings,
part IV, page 969.
In the past year have additional aircraft been taken from storage
and put back into tIe active inventory? If o, which types of aircraft?
Could you update the table on. pag' 069 of last year's hearings?
General Prrs. Yes, air, we will.
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Mr. LiPSCOMB. If you have any information now, it would be helpful.

General BoYLAN. The only information I have is in the aggregate
over those years. If I may, I will submit a statement for the record
on that.
(The information follows:)
AIRCRAFT

VITIDRAWN FRO31E STORAGE

Since fiscal year 1065 through the period ending 20 April 10609, the U.S.
Air Force withdrew 743 aircraft from storage to put back into the active
inventory.
Type and numbers of aircraft are as follows:
Bomber/bombor reonnai88ance:

Model/design:
B-52
B-47

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------

16

B-50
B-6
B-57

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

35
0

------------------------------------------------

07

-------------------------------------------Tactical fighter: A-i
----------------------------------Fighter interceptor: F-104

15
5

Total

Tactical fighter/reconnaissance: F-101 -----------------------------Transports:
C-46

0-47

-----------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------

0-54
----------------------------------------------------C-119
---------------------------------------------------E--121
---------------------------------------------------

C-130
Total

Trainers:
T-28
T-33

3

17

188
29
18
32

1

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

235

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

143
172

Total
-------------------------------------------------Miscellaneous:
H-19
----------------------------------------------------H-21
-----------------------------------------------------HU-16
---------------------------------------------------U-3-----------------------------------------------------U-6
-----------------------------------------------------Total

1

--------------------------------------------------

Grand total

---------------------------------------------

JOINT CONTINENTAL DEFENSE SYSTEM

315
44
1
5
22
31
103

743

INTEGRATION' PLANNING STAFF

Mr. SIKFs. Last year we had some'questions on the subject,of the joint
contifiental defense system integration planning staff, which at that
time was under JCS. The committee now has a report of reprograming

action which would tranfor this etivity to the Air Force.
At the time the committee studied the matter last year, there was
some
think question
we were about the essentiality of the program, and I do not

particularly pleased or impressed with the responses.
Why has this group been transferred to the Air Force, and what do
you expect to accomplish with this program at a cost of $400,000 of the
taxpayers' money I
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Mr. ALBarr N. R{HODi:s. It was transferred to the Air Force for
funding responsibility.
Mr. Siiurs. Did you ask for it?
Mr. ALBERT N. Rioims. We agreed to act as executive agent for the
program, sir.
A r. Snm's. Were you looking for business ?
Ir. ALBEnT N. lRnoDZs. No, sir. It was determined that thefuinding
responsibility should bo assigned to one service, and the Air Force was
selectedi. It is still a joint effort, with all services participating.
Originally, the Joint Staff wsfas going to manage, this, with the
went
thatfinally
the details
allrecord.
Ii am
participating.
sorices.
It was
for the
I tppl
this with
s familiar
cannot
decision.
behind the
determined by the Secretary of Defense to transfer the fundigresponsibility to the Air Force.
Mr. SIKES. Do you know anything that this staff has accomplished
to date?
Mr. ALiBRT N. RnoDES. No, sir; I am not that familiar with the
proLgram.
Mr. SIKES. Do you know what they are hoping to accomplish in the
future lmnder Air Force ausp ices?
Mir. ALBERT N. RIO D S. 0, sir.
Mir. SIKES. That could be taken as an indication that there is no more

jutificatian for it than the eonmittee was able to find last year.
Mr. ALRnnR N. RuIODES. Mr. Chmirman, there is quito a bit of justification behind this. I am sorry we do not have somebody with us who
isqualifd to respond.
Mr."SIXES. I know it is difficlIt for you totry to -answerfor a program
when you do not have expert witnesses accompanying you.
Will you obtain for the record additional information to supplement
your own answers to the questions?
Mr. ALnEnR N. RHODES. Yes, sir; I will.
(Tie information follows:)
JOINT CONTINENTAL

DEFENSE SYSTEM-INTGRATION

PLANNING

STAFF

The Joint continental defense systems integration planning taff (JSIPS) Is
a separate planning staff responsible to the Joint 0defs of Staff, but established
outside the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Director is appointed bS
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and is responsible to them under the supervision of the
Director, Joint Staff. All tasking of or reporting by The JSIPS is through the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.

The Department of the Air Force, as executive agent for the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, provides administrative and logistic support of the' JSIPS, but otherwise

does not influence the substantive activity of JSIPS.
The joint table of distribution (JTD) for military and civilian personnel be-

caine effective May 29, 1908. A majority of the manpower spaces was filled In the
secondd and third quarters, fiscal year 1969. IFMding for the JSIPS was approved
October 18, 1968.
Wlhe JSIPS has completed or is conducting a number of major studies In aceoniplishiflg Its thigston of assisting the Jbohit Chiefs of Staff In planning for the

effective Integration of defensive systems which contribute to continental aeroqace defense. These studies include such tasks ,as deterring whether a certain system for tactical warning of missile attack should be eXpanded; the
feasibility and implcations of oncepts for different conflIgurations of

ninmwand

and control components of a defensive system; whether an existing mdar sensor
could be replaced by the radar of an ohor system to be deployed in the same
general Area; whether a certain Air Force weapon system could be phased out

ns a result of deployment of ibnother defensive system; end an examination of
continental aerospace defense weapon and sensor systems management.
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WORKING CAPITAL~ FUNDS
WITNESSES
BRIG. GEN. WILLIAM F. PITTS, DIRECTOR OF BUDGET, COMP.
TROLLER OF THE AIR FORCE
CHIEF, WORKING CAPITAL FUNDS BRANCH,
HERBERT SUIT,
AIRCRAFT AND LOGISTICS DIVISION, DIRECTORATE OF BUDGET

Mr'. Ss~l(. The ('01111111itt'(h will c'ome( it) order. Tho. ('olmlitte is
ready to consider the operation of theo Air Force 'working capital
These are thie Air Force stovc fund mid Induitsiial fund. Are you to
ituuikce the statement, on'this pi'ogiainl, (1(111011l Pi1440
General Prpr. I will make the stittemeent,, sir, midl I haive export
sefor
wit 1ItO.*

the various technical areas.

Mri. Sums. Very well. Proceedl.

of Jlt commliittee. I shaH1
em
l( lolbers1,
0Gen10r-1l P11I's. Mr. Oliairmnand
review briefly thie planned operat-ions of the Air Force stock and in(lustrial funds for fiscal year 1970. First, the Air Force stock fund.
Aut F(W('i. -8'mc:i lM'Im)

'1'hep Air Force um." this revolving f und concept of financing wherever this method is thie most practical, efficient, and economical means
of insuring Ighlly responsible mid effective logistic, support. In accord11nce With I)1)wide policy giddance. Tlho Air Force s9toec fund
finances the iroerenuent. of mnd ividual clothing: suisiisteniie mnid groceries; a1viaton, missile, and related fuel; the Academy eadet's personal and school supplies; medical and dental material ; till other base
funded expense items; and all expense items centrally proctired
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through the Air Force Logistics Command depots. This represents

a significant expansion of our stock fund coverage ini fiscal year 1969
in collection with a l)epartment of 1)efensewide decisionI to include
all expense items. I will now highlight, the basic, prinedples underlying

stock fund operations.

PrOOrIAM RF.QU1RRMI.NT

AMeting our customers requirement sts the level of the sales program.For example, the number of flying hours in the Air Forcm prograin is the key factor in setting the lovel of operations in tle aviation

fuels category of the stock fund. The hours flown by each aircraft,
multiplieT by the (onsumption rate for that aircraft, determine the
amount of fuel required for that aircraft. Total fuel required nmulti-

plied by the "standard price" gives the dollar value of sales. Prices are

set. to recover only the replacement cost of the item, plus transporta-

tion and recoverable losses, with a "lbrenak-even" objective.
UTsing sales requirements, inventory positions are determined to assure satisfatory logistical support for normal peacetime opratiolis
with consideration give to wartime requirements. Here, we have to
be careful that we o(1
not mduce operating inventorie- to levels that
make it,
impossible to meet emergency req irmeentq. To avoid this, we
establish a war readiness materiel (WRM) ix ient,based oi
stocks needed to support approved war plans, wiich in the aviation
fuels area, for exampl is $1.38 million for end fiscal year 1070.
CA,,Sh 1:FQli1nEMFN'rs

''he filct nation in inventory levels, both operating and WRM, attrihutable to ehaminging requi rements and expanded scope of ol)erat ions,
is tho major factor in the ability of the stock fund tW,provide cash for
transfer to other appropriations to offset NOA requirements. Section
538 of Public Law 90-580 fiscall year 10019 DOI) Appropriation Act)
miumiiiz'es the amount of cash reqtuirments in that it is only iecessary
to have cash on hand to meet the disbursements. This has resulted ini
excem cash in the stock fund. A transfer of $30 million! to the Marine

Corps st(wk fund was accomplishei

inl fiscal year 1968. Additklnal

transfers of $525 million and $30() million to aircraft lrnmmiromont,, Air
F,
are prolSe, for fiscal yeur 11)619 ,nd fiscal y -,o1970. This cash

will ho generated by calpitalil.atioii of material piiid for by the provi.
ously prucuri ling ,lap)ropriatfions. Oi1r relailling clsh inmve'tniellt'will
he adeqilate to support p)rograined activity.
AIIMAS 0F AurIVITY

Now, looking at tho individual divisions. First., the clothing store
division. Tni0form.1 clothing items are sold directly to military person.
nel on a cash basis. Initial 1 les at. the time of enlistment are charged
against. itcredit established on the enlistee's pay record. Subsequently,
each airman receives a cash monthly iitniiance allowance for r '

Placmentiand maintenance and individually procures whatever re.
l)lacemenit items lie needs. Revenue ill fiscal year 1070 is estimated at $57
million and total inventory at. $14 million. Considering operating
80-088 0-60-pt. 2----4S6
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stocks of $12 million, this is a turnover rate of almost 5, which, because of the required backup sizes, is quite satisfactory.
In the commissary division, we developed the first inventory and
capital control system, which has enabled us to operate under a.waiver

from apportionment aind substitute more flexible, yet positive con-

trols on inventory and capital to make this a true revolving fund
responsive to changing consumer requirements. Food sales are of two
types-trool feeding on a charge basis against the military personnel
appropriation, and purchases by authorized customers from commTissary stores on a cash basis. Total revenue in fiscal year 1970 is estimated
at. $818 million and total inventory at $69 million. Based on operating
stocks of $57 milln, the turnover exceeds 1..
Next, the fuels division. This consists of aviation and missile fuels
and related items. Aviation fuel is issued to aircraft on a charge basis
against the appropriation funding their operating cost. Missile fuels
covers propellants and related items for missile and other rocket
launches. Total divisional income in fiscal year 1970 is estimated at
$1.3 billion and total inventory at $263 million. With operating stocks
of $79 million, this reflects a turnover rate of 16. As I mentioned
earlier, over half of the stocks in this category are in war readiness
materiel.
In the Air Force Academy cadet store division, clothing, school supplies, and personal items are sold to the cadets on both a charge basis
against their pmy account and for cash. Revenue in fiscal year 1970 is
estimated at $3 million and end-year inventory at $2 million. The
resultant turnover rate of- 3, based on operating stocks of $1 milhion, is lower than in most other areas, and reflects the inventory backup required at the end of the year to meet size demands in all of the
cadet aistinctive and other clothing items:
The medical-dental division supports issue, inventory, and leadtime requirements for the Air Force medical program. Sales are made
primarily to Air Force medical facilities on a charge basis, with reimbursement to the fund primarily from the operating appropriations. Income in fiscal year 1970 is estimated at $56 million and inventory at $44 million. The bulk of this inventory is WRM, however, and
considering operating stocks of $9 million, the annual turnover rate is
over 6.
The general support division finances all base procured items not
included in another stock fund divigioni, such as office supplies and
equipment housekeeping supplies, et cetera. Sales are made from
base supply outlets to base customers, and charged against the customers' accounts. Sales are estimated at $697 million in fiscal year
1970, and inventory at $286 million. Operating stocks will constitute
$106 million, so thi resultant fturnover rate is almost 7.
Finally, the systems support division, which finances inventory requoirements for expense items procured and distributed through the
Air Force depot system. These include aircraft, missile, vehicular,
communications, and electronics repair parts. These items are stocked
not only at depot. level, but at, individual bae supply outlets and are
charged against base customers funds at time of issue for consumption.
Revenue in fiscal year 1970 is estimated at $949 million and inventory
at, $1.7 billion. Considering operating stocks of $990 million, the turj-
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over is slightly under 1 and reflects the complexity and magnitude of
the number and types of items included.
PLANNED OPERATIONS

Tables (I, II) to show actual and planned status and operations are
presented below:
TABLE I.-AIR FORCE STOCK FUND SALES, INVENTORY, AND PROCUREMENT
(in millions of dollars
Fiscal year
Fiscal year
1968 actual 1969 estimate
Total sales .......................................................
Total Inventories ..................................................
Total procurement ................................................

1,924.4
365.1
2,065.1

3,503.0
2, 282.2
3,349.6

Fiscal year
1970 estimate
3,864.3
2,386.3
3,592.4

TABLE I.-DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE-AIR FORCE STOCK FUND, STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION
(Inmillions of dollars)
June 30, 1968 June 30 1969, June 30 1970,
actual
estimate
estimate
Assets:

Cash with Treasury ............................................

162.

161.8

3.3
4.7
56.2

1,10.2
16.6
518.9
178.1
208.4

1,253.8
175.5
517.8
213.
225.4

Total Inventories .......................................
Other assets.................................................

365. 1
7.1

2,282.2
9.4

2,386.3
9.6

Total assets ................................................

559.2

2,724.1

2,854.5

Liabilities:
Accounts payable .............................................
Other liabilities ...............................................

180.5
1.3

292.9
1.2

365.2
1.2

Total liabilities ..............................................

181.8

294.1

366.4

Government Investment:
Cash authorization ............................................
Capitalized Inventories .........................................
OperatIng results ..............................................

-2.0
574.7
-195.3

-527 0
2,769.5
187.5

-827.0
3,068.6
246.5

Accounts receivable ...........................................

Inventories:
Operation
................................
W rea ness .........
.141.5
Authorized retention .......
.......................
Otherretention ...........................................
......................
Intransit and other .........

39.8

147.2
.159.4

269.7

296.8

Total Government Investment .................................

377.4

2,430.0

2,488.1

Total liabilities and Government investment ....................

559.2

2,724.1

2,854.5

As indicated in table I, the increase in sales from $1.9 billion to $3.9
billion results primarily from the inclusion of additional items in the
fund, particularly in the general support and systems support divisions. The inventory increase from $0.4 billion, to $2.4 billion results
from the same factor, with the significant increase in the depot inventories in systems support. Our procurement, or obligation, program
increases from $2.1 bi 1on to $3.6 billion; this net increase is less than
the sales increase, shice we are reflecting utilization of available
inventories.

Our assets increase from $559 million to $2,9 billion, primarily because of inventory increases resulting from capitalization of additional
stocks. Liabilities increase from $182 million to $366 million, reflecting
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a higher level of procurement to satisfy the increased sales and in-

ventory reqirements. Government investment increases from $377
million to $2.5 billion, reflecting the additional capitalization, partially
offset by cash transfers out. The operating deficit at. June 30, 1908,
reflected downward revisions of prices of stocks initially capitalized
and losses sustained in disposal of excess stocks during the early years
of stock fund operation. The operating gains estimated for June 30,
1969, and 1970, are based primarily on returns of stocks from customers, in conjunction with the extension of stock fund coverage.
Now that we have included all expense items in the stock fund. we
are achieving much greater visibility of our inventory transactions
and status and we are confident that this information will result in
more efficient and economical management.
Am

FORCE INDUSTRIAL FUND

I will now address the Air Force industrial fund. This fund i t used
to finance operations of industrial-type or commercial-type Air Force
activities. We are not requesting new obligational authority because the
fund is reimbursed for services or products furnished from various tppropriations of the Department of Defense and other Government
agencies and in some authorized instances by individuals or other nongovernmental sources.
The Secretary of Defense is authorized by 10 U.S.C. 2208 to designate for financing under the appropriate departmental industrial fund
any industrial-type or commercial-type activity providing goods or
services within or among departments and agencies of the Department of Defense. Cash working capital Is provided each activity in
sufficient amounts to pay operating expenses as they come due until
reimbursements he.in to be.received on a cyclical basis from-customers
for goods or services furnished. Each activity is reimbursed for costs
incurred in providing services ordered by ana r ridered to authorized
customers. Development of the budget estimate and operating program
isbased upon users' stated requirements. The objective is to operate on a
break-even basis. Predetermined rates or standard prices are used to
recover from customers or users all authorized expenses incurred in
providing requested services. Expenses authorized by the Secretary of
Defense generally include civilian pay and allowances, supplies 'and
materials, maintenance of plant and equipment, and other operating
costs associated with the production of end items or services. The costs
of plant and equipment usually are not authorized industrial fund expenses.
ArrTls

BEING FINANCED

In fiscal year 1970 this fund will be used to finance nine printing
and dunlicating plants, 34 laundry and dry cleaning plants, the worldwide MAC airlift system, the Alaska Communication System depot
maintenance at the five air materiel areas, and Newark Air Station,
and the Arnold Engineering Development Center. The Alaska Communication Svstem was industrialized on October 1, 1967, and the latter
two activities begn operations under this fund on July 1, 1968. With
the addition of these activities the level of business has increased more
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than $1.5 billion from $1.1 billion. Because MAC was able to speed u

significantly collections for airlift service rendered to the Army an
Navy, we were able to industrialize these new activities without requesting additional cash appropriations. This was possible because, as
in the stock fund, section 538 of Public Law 90-580 (the fiscal year
1969 DOD Appropriation Act) reduced markedly the amount of cash
which the Air Force industrial fuhd needs to have on hand at all times.
ARMIS OF AO iITY

Now, let me discuss each of the activities. Printing and duplicating
plants provide area support for the Air Force and other military
agencies. Sales in fiscal year 1970 are expected to total $12.9 million.
A large percentage of the effort of these plants is in the production of
2.3 billion printing units. A printing unit is one 8 inch by 101/2 inch
sheet of paper printed on one Side in one color.
The laundry and dry cleanin plants provide area su
for hospitals, organizations, officers, anl CO c ubs, and other Iepartment of
Defense agencies for military personnel. In fiscal year 1970 sales will
amount to $7.7 million of which 43 percent is for individuals. Total
production will be 97 million pieces oi laundry and dry cleaning.
Next, the MAC Airlift Service. As directed by the Secretary of Defense, the Airlift Service provides air transportation between the
United States and overseas areas for all agencies of the department
of Defense and for other authorized agencies of the U.S. Government.
One of the principle functions assigned to MAC is that of maintaining and operating it military airlift system designed to maintain an
adequate emergency readiness position. This function is the key to the
MAC mission of providing airlift services required by the Department
of Defense under all conditions.
To insure the capability to accelerate immediately to flying rates
necessary to perform emergency/wartime missions, the entire military
airlift system must be operated and exercised at a rate which will provide adequate training and realistic operational experience in all
phases of airlift. This includes terminal resources command and control communications, maintenance facilities and equipment and management systems as well as aircraft, nircrews, maintenance personnel
and aircraft spares. The maintenance of high level of training and
readiness produces an airlift capability which, in the interest of
economy, should be used to minimize DOD airlift and logistic costs.
The role of the commercial air carriers, in support of defense needs,
is to replace strategic airlift capability in the routine, nonhazardous
operations when the military force is performing its basic airlift mission in emergency/wartime conditions or participating in exercises
and tactical training in nonemergency periods. We have been successful in obtaining air carrier participation in the Civil Reserve Air Fleet
(CRAF) program with modern aircraft., and there has been no indication this will change in the failure. By legislative direction and DOD
policy, commercial airlift must be used for the movement of DOD
passengers and mail, except to locations where use of U.S. air carriers
is impractical.
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Users stated airlift requirements are for 1.7 billion passenger tonmiles, 4 billion cargo ton-miles and 1.6 billion special assignment airlift
ton-miles. To satisfy these requirements will require augmentation of
the MAC military airlift fleet with $525 million of commercial airlift.
The total level of business for this activity in fiscal year 1970 will be $1
billion-45.9 percent Army, 16.6 percent Navy, 36.5 percent Air Force,
and I percent non-DOD.
Communication
Systemlong-line
which operThe
next
activity
the Alaskapublic
utility, providing
teleates
very
much
like aismtunicipal
phone and telegraph service within Alaska and between Alaska and the
world. Services include both inter and intrastate telephone and telegraph, data communication facilities, marine and "bush" radio commulications, and press service in support of radio and television broadcast stations. These services are provided over ACS owned facilities as
well as shared defense related facilities such as the White Alice system
and the DFAV line. The latter facilities were constructed to carry primarily defense information, but were provided with overbuild capacity
allowing commercial message traffic toWpass over nondedicated circuits
from remote parts of the State to the four major toll stations constituting the heart of the ACS, and thence to all parts of the world. It should
be emphasized that ACS is primarily a long-lines carrier. Local telephone services are provided mostly by private and munteipiilly owned
companies which tie into the ACS. Billing to customers is usually done
by the local company which remits long distance revenues to the ACS.
The general public of Alaska accounts for 96 percent of the service
provided by the ACS. Government business represents 4 percent of the
total of these services showing decreases from prior years in both revenue and messages: Most of this government business is handled through
private line service. Total revenue in fiscal year 1970 will be $23.7
million.
In accordance with the provisions of Public Law 90-135, we have
requested interested bidders to provide proposals for purchase of the
ACS. Six proposals have been received and sale is expected to occur by
July 1,1970.
The depot maintenance activity commenced operations under the Air
Force industrial fund July 1, 1968. The Commander, Air Force Logisties Command is responsible for management supervision of the depot
maintenance program. This activity includes all organic and contract
depot maintenance for aircraft repair and modification, missile repair
and modification, engine overhaul, overhaul of exchangeable items,
area support, local manufacture, base tenant support, and other major
item repair and modification.
Organic depot maintenance is accomplished at the following installations: (1) Ogden Air Materiel; (2) Oklahoma City Air Materiel
Area; (3) Sacramento Air Materiel Area; (4) San Antonio Air
Materie Area; (5) Warner Robins Air Materiel Area; and (6)
Newark Air Force Station. These facilities are workloaded to their
maximum capability by priority of work to be accomplished. All other
requirements are placed on contract. Revenue in fiscal year 1970 will
total $1.5 billion-45.5 percent in-house and 54.5 percent by contract. Maintenfnce is provided primarily for Air Force with financing
from Airlift Service, Air National Guard, and operation and maintenance.
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Tast, the Arnold Engineering Development Center. This activity
began operations under the Air Force industrial fund on July 1, 1968.
Under management and control of the Air Force Systems Command,
this activity, located at. the Arnold AFS, Tullahoma, Tenn., provides

engineering development testing at simulated environmental conditions
for test articles in various stages of development where proof of theory,
1)erformance, and preflight qualifications are required to assure mission accomplishment. Testing services are provided for the Department of the Air Force, other agencies of the Department of Defense,
other Government agencies, and others as authorized by law.
The test and supporting facilities are managed, operated and main-

tained under a cost plus incentive fee contract with ARO, Inc., employing 3,700 people. The commander, Arnold Engineering Development Center, has a small in-house staff to accomplish overall planning,
programing, budgeting and administration of the ARO, Inc. contract.

Objective test data is obtained from each test facility and is used as a
basis for contracting, configuration, design and material decisions and
failure analysis of new weapon systems. Total sales in fiscal year 1970

will be $50.9 million-86 percent Air Force weapons system managers,
10 percent NASA, and 4 percent other Government agencies.
Table III, which follows, compares Air Force industrial fund operations for the 3 fiscal years shown.
TABLE III.--DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
AIR FORCE INDUSTRIAL FUND-STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSE
in thousandS)
Fiscal yar

Fiscal year

Fiscal
year

actual

estimate

estimate

$12,721
7,467
, 037, 027
21,734
,357, 607
52, 045

$12,914
7,669
1,016,162
23,688
1,474,189
50,855
2,585,477

REVENUE
Printing and duplicating ...................................
$11,821
Laundry and dry cleaning ................................
71.175
Airlift ..................................................
1,094, 06
Alaska Communication System ................................
21,179
Depot maintenance .........................................................
Arnold Engineering Development Center .......................................
Total earned revenue ..................................

1,134,261

2,488,601

EXPENSE
Materials, supplies, and parts used ............................
Salaries and wages ..........................................
Contractual services .........................................
Other costs...........
........................
Less costs of items manufactured .........................
Costs incurred for customers ...........................
Increase In work in process ..................................

217,208
57,438
804,539
34,220
-652
1, 112,754
-21

705,442
740,599
480,114
47, 655
1,330,644
1,329,193
69,046
66,681
-1l0I1 ................
2,584,235
2,65, 128
-79,640
-21,695

Costs of goods and services produced ....................

1,112,732

2,504,595

Net operating results ........................................
Prior year adjustments ......................................
Adjusted operating results .............................
Operating results beginning of year ............................
Accumulated operating results ..........................

2,593,433

21,529
-15,994
-7,956
4,469 ................................
25,998
-15,994
-7,956
31,517
57,515
41,521
57, 515
41,521
33,565

Note: Table IVwhich follows shows the financial status of the Air Force Industrial fund on the last day of the past fiscal
year and the status anticipated for both fiscal ears 1969 and 1970. The additional activities discussed previously account
for the Increase in the fiscal years 1969 and 180.
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TABLE IV.-DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
AIR FORCE INDUSTRIAL FUND-STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION
lin
thousands
June 30, 1968
actual
ASSETS
Cash with Treasury ..........................................
59,524
Accounts receivable .........................................
201,883
Inventories:
Work In process.........................................
359
Less progress payment collections .........................................
Materials and supplies ...................................
2,474
Advances..................................................
186
Capital property, net...
...........................
19,066
Commercial airlift of military mall.......................
11,065

June 30 1969,
eslimate

June 30 1970,
estimate

$103,224
160",880

$97,424
143,683

79,999
-20,773
45,535
341
18,386
9,300

101,694
-19,299
45, 538
341
19,280
9,000

Total assets ..........................................

294,557

396,891

397, 661

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities ..........................................
Reserve for major maintenance and repair .....................
TMO principal payable .......................................
Undistributed cash Items .....................................
Commercial airlift of military mail .............................

$127,027
12,251
8
-2, 614
11,065

$244,943
1,688
8
-2, 637
9,300

$254,697.
971
8
-2,649
9,000

Total liabilities ......................................

147,738

253,302

262,027

GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT
Cash authorization ..........................................
Assets capitalized ...........................................
Liability for accrued leave ....................................
Retain6d earnings ..........................................

71,000
22,150
-3,846
57,515

71,000
65,199
-34,132
41,521

71,000
65,199
-34,132
33,565

Total Government Investment...........................

146,820

143,588

135,632

Total liabilities and Government Investment ..............

294,557

396,891

397,661

Mr. Chairman, I believe that the use of these funds has given us an
opportunity to improve the visibility of financial operations. By the
application of proven business type accounting methods we achieve
full disclosure of operating results.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my presentation.
Mr. SixKES. Thank you very much, General.
TRANSFER OF STOCK FUND CASH TO AIRCRAFt PROCUREMENT
APPROPRIATION

General, on page 1 you mention the transfer of $525 million in'fiscal
1969 to the "Aircraft procurement" appropriation. When this was proposed last year we had a discussion concerning the ability of the Air
Force to meet this requirement.. You now say that this is still proposed
for fiscal 1969. Is there any indication the transfer will actually take
place durifL'this fiscal year?
General PiTrs. Yes, sir. As of today we have transferred $278 million to the "Aircraft procurement" appropriation. In the next week
to 10 days we will transfer another. $100 million and by June 30
1969, although it will be a little bit tight, we anticipate that we wili
meet the $525 million transfer.
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Mr. SiKuS. Your estimated sales for fiscal 1969 decreased by approxi-

mately $101 million below the original estimate for fiscal 1969. That
would indicate to the committee some difficulty in obtaining the $525
million. Am I wrong?
General Pirs. We do not anticipate any difficulty, sir. I will asl
on that answer, if I might.
Sufit
to expand
Mr.
Mr.
SImEs.
All right.
Mr. SurmT. Sir, with the reduction of sales, while it would lessen

K

the flow of cash into our program, we also lessen our requirement to
o out and buy; therefore reducing our requirements. So there is a
irect relationship between the sales and our program to obligate.
Mr. SiKFmS. You, too, foresee no insurmountable difficulty in obtainnig the $525 million?
Mr. SUFIT. No, sir. As General Pitts pointed out, we have gone on

an orderly procedure to transfer cash receipts as they develop in the
fund. Each month we examine our position and, as General Pitts
pointedd out, we should be in a position to transfer another $100 million within a week to 10 days.
Mr. SIKmS. In 1970 you propose transferring $300 millk6n to "Aircraft procurement," Air Force, appropriation. You are projecting increases in sales of $361.3 million in 1970. Do you believe this increase
in sales from which cash will be transferred is realistic? Bear in mind
the projected sales have not materialized over the last couple of years
as originally projected. Do you still consider this projected transfer
of $300 million a realistic one?
k General Prrrs. Yes, sir. That $300 million transfer is going to derive
from the capitalization of inventory assets in PACAF. You will recall
when we instituted this expanded system we did not put PACAF under the stock fund. We wiii do so in the next year and the capitalization of their stocks will provide us with the necessary assets to generate
the cash, this $300 million, to transfer into the aircraft appropriation,
from whence some of the assets were derived in the first place.
Mr. Srxas. If you purchase an additional $242.8 million of materials
in 1970 which will require additir.-aal cash, how do you anticipate being able to transfer the $300 million?
Mr. SuFrr. The $242.8 million represents obligations and not neessarily payments. Some of that obligation will represent materials
that have not been delivered, but they are valid obligations against
this account, so it does not necessarily require the outlay of cash.
Mr. SIKES. You we projecting -a $60 million increase in operating
-and other stock inventories in fiscal 1970 over fiscal 1969. Will this
require additional cash?
Mr. SUFM. No, sir. Part of that operoting inventory, as pointed out
by General Pitts, will come .about through the capitalization of inventories in the Pcific area.
Mr. SIKES. Will these purchases be financed on -acredit basis by allowing your accounts payable to increase?
Mr. Surrr. No sir; except to the extent that a larger volume of procurement normally Iireases counts payable.
Mr. Sixis. Are you in fact cutting the stock fund cash position quite
short with these transfersI
Mr. SUMT. Based on the OSD levels of cash of the authorized amount
of cash, we should have sufficient cash on hand. This provides the
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neoessay accounting flexibility, undelivered WRM and some initial
provisions requirements. So we should have sufficient cash on 'hand to
meet these particular requirements.
Mr. SIKES. Will your creditors have to wait any longer for payment
than they normally would?
Mr. SUFIT. No, sir. Our accounts payable are in n very good status.
CASH RECONCILIATION OF STOCK FUN-D

Mr.SIKES. I would like to have provided for the record a cash reconciliation showing how the Air Force arrived -at-theoash availability on
June 30, 1968, 1969, and 1970 taking ito consideration all cash transfers.
General Prs.Yes sir
(The information follows:)
AIR FORCE STOCK FUND-COMPUTATION OF CASH AVAILABILITY
[Inmillions of dollars)
Fiscal tg;

Fiscal9Yar

Fiscal 19ar

estimate
3,503.0

estimate

Sales ............................................................

actual
1,924.4

Change in accounts receivable and other selected assests ..............

-19.0

-124.9

-27. 2

Collections .................................................

3,864.3

1, 905.4

3,378.1

3,837.1

Obligations...................................................... .

2,065.1

3,349 6

3,592.4

Deliveriss ..................................................
Change in accounts payable and other selected liabilities ..............

1,992.4
-28.5

2,842.4
-112.3

3,610.4
-72.3

Change In undelivered orders .............................

-72. 7

-507.2

18.0

Payments ..................................................

1,963.9

2,730.1

3,538.1

Collections less paYments ...................................
Beginning cash balance ....... .................................

. -58.5
128.3

648.0
39.8

299.0
162.8

Total available ..............................................
Less transfers ....................................................

69.8
-30.0

687.8
-525.0

461,8
-300.0

Ending cash balance.........................................

39.8

162.8

161.8

Mr. SIRES. Questions?
SURPLUS CASH ON-HAND

Mr. ANDREws. I am impressed with the size of these transfers you
are taking out of the working capital stock fund. Now, you must be
making alot of money on your sates because these transfers represents
profits; don't they?
General Prrrs. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. They do not?
General Pirrs. No, sir. If I might, I will attempt to generalize a
statement. If we need to go into detail, Mr. Sufit and other witnesses
can back me up.
Basically, we had on hand inventories of spare parts and supplies
that were bought for out of the "Procurement and operating" accounts
for which the committee appropriaeed the money in past years. This
year we capitalized those assets in the stock fund for all areas of the
Air Force except the Pacific, and a minor amount in-the Air National
Guard.
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Now we had those assets on hand and we drew down on those assets
throughout' the year.
Mr. ANDREWS. You mean by that, you sold them I
General PrrTs. We sold them; yes, sir, and we generated cash in
doing this. Now we have to buy to replace those assets, but the bills
become due toward the end of the fiscal year. They are due and
payable into the next fiscal year nd this results in a balance on hand
of enough cash -to transfer these amounts of money over into the
"Aircraft procurement account."
Mr. ANDREWS. You do not think you are overcharging your customers?
General Prrrs. No, sir. It is based on a break-even proposition.
Mr. Surrr. Yes, sir; based upon our latest prices that we pay for
an item, plus a first destination transportation cost and an amount to
cover losses and services expenses.
Mr. ANDREWS. You wbl t have this type of thing every year; will

you?

Mr. Surr. No, sir; and 1970 should be the last year.
Mr. ANDE.RWS. That is all.
INDUSTRIAL FUNDS

Mr. Siuxa. Under "Industrial funds" on page 8 of your statement
you say the industrial fund provides services to individuals and other
nongovernmental sources. I would like to have for the record examples
of the type of services being provided to these individuals or nongovernmental sources.
General PITs. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
EXAMPLES OF INDUSTRIAL FUND SERVICES PROVIDED INDIVIDUALS OR

NON-GOVERNMENTAL SouRcEB

More than 95 percent of the Alaska Communication System business is provided to private individuals and businesses. Approximately 24 percent of laundry
and dry cleaning services are provided to military personnel. In the airlift
service industrial fund the following nongovernmental sources are authorized

transportation via MAC aircraft:

1. Contract technical services personnel who are civilian employees of commercial concerns under contract to the DO]) when essential to acomplish an
assigned mission required by the DOD.
2. Civilian employees of commercial concerns under contract to the DOD when
engaged in official activities for the DOI) requiring air travel.
3. Foreign military personnel and civilian employees of a foreign department
of defense, under the provisions of a bona fide reciprocal transportation
agreement.
4. The next of kin or a designated member of the immediate family of a
seriously Ill member of a military service or civilian employee of the DOD or

the Coast Guard stationed overseas.

INDUSTRIAL FUND PROFITS

Mr. SxIKS. You also state on page 8 that it is the objective of the Industrial Fund to operate on a break-even basis. I note from your fMfancial statement that the Industrial Fund realized a profit of $17,6ioo00
in 1967 and approximately $21,500,000 in 1968. If these are intended
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to operate on a break-even basis why would they have realized these
profits?
Mr. SUFIT. Sir, those profits were primarily derived in the Airlift

Service. We publish rates based upon the estimated workload and the
expenses that we would have in order to meet those requirements.
In view of the way the work generated and predicated upon our
rates, we were able to make profits. Each type of airlift provided is
not a break-even operation. The overall fund is intended to break even.
As a result, there were some items of the workload that we were able
to generate profits which we had not anticipated. Accordingly, we seek
adjustment in our rate structure from 0 SD in the Airlift Service to
minimize the amount of profits or loss. This is our objective.
Mr. SixEs. If there has to be either a profit or a loss, I would hope it
would continue to be a; profit.
General Pi-rs. Yes, sir.
CAPITALIZATION OF CERTAIN AIR FORCE ACTIVITIES

Mr. SpIES. You state on page 9 that the Newark Air Station, the
Arnold Engineering Development Center and the Alaska Communication System were recently industrialized. And also that because the
Military Airlift Command was able to speed up significantly collections for airlift services rendered to the Army and the Navy, the Air
Force was able to industrialize these activities without requesting additional cash. How much cash was transferred from the Mi itary Airlift

Command, Airlift Service Industrial Fund, to capitalize the operation of these activities and how much was transferred to each ? Supply
that for the record.
General Prr. Yes sir.
(The information follows:)
CAPITALIZATION OF MILITARY AimRrT COMMAND, AIRLIFT INDUSTRIAL FUND

On July 1, 19068, $50 million was transferred from the Airlift Service Industrial Fund to the Depot Maintenance Industrial Fund. Five million dollars was
transferred from our Industrial Fund unallocated cash account on July 1, 1968,
to capitalize the Arnold Engineering Development Center.

Mr. SIKES. Was this capitalization possible because of the Military

Airlift Command's profits of $17,600,000 in fiscal 1967 and $19.2 mi1lion in fiscal 19681.
Mr. SuFTrr. Only partially, sir. As pointed out in'the statement, the
major source of the funds came about through a recycling of our billing procedures in MAC enabling Us to reduce accounts receivable and
therefore creating additional cash.
The profits that we generated in 1968 we hope to even out in 1969 so
that we are not in a position of a high operating result.
CONGRESSIONAL

CONTROL OVER ESTABLISHMENT

OF NEW FUNDS

Mr. SIKES. What control does this committee or the Congress have,
if any, over the establishment and capitalization of new funds such
as the ones we have just discussed?
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Mr.

SUFIT.

Sir, the basic authorization for the establishment of in-

dustrial funds comes about by 10 U.S.C. 2208. This authorizes the
Secretary, of Defense to evaluate the industrial type and commercial
type service and determine whether it ct.n be better operated under
the industrial fund concept. At such times as we require additional

funds we have to come to this committee if we need additional capi-

talization. This committee in its enactment of the legislation Aftlforized transfers of working capital funds with. the approval of the
Bureau of the Budget. So it would depend upon the total cash resources of the Department of Defense.
Mr. SiKES. Under the law what controls, if any, does this committee
or the Congress have over ie operations and financing of any of the
Air Force industrially funded activities? Does the same answer app ly?
General PIrrs. This coinnttee appropriates the moneys for the
customers of the industrial fund, sir. Under that concept you have a
control on the activities of the fund because you appropriate the
moneys for the customers that are going to be buying services from
these funds.
Mr. SIKES. Mr. Garrity.
Mr. GARRITY. Does this committee have a control over the administrative costs of the fund or the overhead costs, indirect costs of any
sort?
Mr. SurIT. Not as a direct amount, only with respect to the fact that,
one, we have to report to the President and to the Congress annually
on these funds.
Mr. GAmTY. But the committee only has an after-the-fact vision of
what has transpired, the Congress does not have any before-the-fact
or direct control by budgetary process?
Mr. SUFIT. This was recognized in the initial legislation and in the
House and Senate reports that established this particular legislation,
recognizing that there would be certain administrative expenses. But
indirectly, as you control manpower, as you control flying hours, and
so forth you control the levels of work that can be accomplished by
these individual funds.
Mr. GARRITY. But is it not truethat although the Congress appropriates for specific operations, such as operation Oad maintenance, Air
Force the appropriations are not on a line-item basis. Although money
is iQncluded in this appropriation for the flying hour program, for
instance, those funds can be reprogramed within the Air Form and the
changes that come about as a result of this reprograming the committee
has little or no control over?

Mr. SUFIT. Well, to the extent that the committee controls an operation and maintenance fund or military personnel fund, it indirectly
controls the level at which we can perform. These funds cannot operate
by themselves. They have to depend on orders being placed upon them
to produce either services or goods. To the extent that the Congress
controls the operating appropriation, the military personnel approfunds.
piation, to that extent the control alters down into the industrial
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FIANOIAL STATEMENTS OF THE AIRLIFT SERVICE

Mr. SKmS. Provide for the record at this point the financial statemnents of the Air Force airlift service for fiscal 1968, 1969 6nd 1970.
(The information follows:)
FINANCIAL STATrM1NTs, AxnrL

r SEivoi,

FISCAL YEARS 1068-70

AIR FORCE INDUSTRIAL FUND-STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION, FISCAL YEAR 1970 PRESIDENT'S 9UOO.T
(AIRLIFT SERVICE)
1968

1969

1970

ASSETS
Fund balance with U.S. Treasury ....................................
Accounts receivable ...............................................

319

$2,,211
139,000

$24,600
125,000

Government agencies ..........................................
Other ........................................................

192,648
2,32

137,380
1,620

123,440
1,560

Other assets ......................................................

11,245

9,500

9,200

Travel advances ...............................................
Commercial military mail.....................................

180
11,065

200
9,300

200
9,000

Total assets ................................................

252,544

171,711

158,800

115,065

112,000

109,000

71110
43,955

88, 225
23,775

85,555
23,445

5,128

4,900

4,800

3,530
,497
101

3,300
1,500
too1

?,200
1,0
0

8,520

6,700

6,400

LIABILITIES
Accounts payable ................................................
Government agencies ..........................................
Other ........................................................
Accrued expenses .................................................
Leave .......................................................
Salaries and wales
..............................
..
Other..
......
.......................................
Other liabilities ..................................................
Commercial military mall .....................................
Undistributed cash receipts .............................
Undistributed cash disbursements ...............................

11,065
9,300
9,000
39 ............................
(2,583)
(2,600)
(2600)

Reserves: Major maintenance and repair ............................

12,236

1,673

956

Total IlabIlitl ..............................................

140,950

125,273

121,156

10,202
2721)

(2,721)

111,594
252,544

46,438
171,711

37,644
158,800

Capital property ..................................................

2,468,099

2,344,815

2,693,124

Machinery and equipment ......................................
Aircraft or ships..............................................
Undelivered orders and contracts ...................................

87,286
2380,813
1,854

90,000
2,254,185
1,854

000
2,603,)24
1,854

Oblated to government .......................................
Obligated to public ............................................

1,631
223

1,631
223

1,631
223

CAPITAL
Appropriations and rapproprtons............................
Less liabilities assumed ........................................
Accumulated operating results ......................................
Total capital ..................
Total liabilities end capital .................

60,202

1

10,202

3:, 613
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AIRFORCE INDUSTRIAL FUND-FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET ESTIMATE-AIRLIFTSERVICE,STATEMENT OFREVENUE
AND COSTS
(Inthousands of dollars
Fiscal years1968

1969

1970

$36, 726
371

$320,939
378,638

Exercises Ind JABT.
AF mission responsibility. ......................
Other ........................................................

$323,122
396,425
37,376
61,352
20,802
160,390
2,446
79,878
12,295

13736

9,948

Total revenue ...............................................

1,094,086

1,037,027

1,016,162

Revenue:

Passenger ....................................................
C arr mail
...................
..............................
Air
mai.................
Parcels
...........................................

Special assignment ............................................

Expense:
Pay of civilians...............................................
Aircraft depot maintenance .....................................
Airframes ................................................
Engines ..................................................
Gas turbine units ...........
............
Exchangeables .......................................
Area support .............................................
Base maintenance .............................................
Cross serve agreement ...................................
By contract ............
.................
Aviation POL .................................................
Supplies and materials .........................................
Administration expense ........................................
Temporary duty travel .........................................
Wake Island ..................................................
Communications ..............................................
Foreign nationals ..............................................
Contractor technklans.........
................
Borrowed aircraft (DOD) .......................................
Other .....................................................
Commercial augmentation ................................
Passenger ............................................ .......
R.& R.......................................................
Cuba ........................................................

40,783
(70 )

39,443
(67691)
23,294
22,401
2,038
19,925

18,54
26,"
17,11
23,344

1 116
4,77

200
(5756)

171:79
37,929
16,717

16.483
3,796
3,281
1,910
451

5,166
12,814
(691,423)

332,60

40,393
465
198, 426
119,530

Mall :
........ .. ... :....................................
Car
.........................

Total expense .................................... .........
Net operating results ................... ......................
Analysis o! retained earning:
Retained earnings, beginning el year ...........................
Adjustment of prior year revenue ...............................
Adjustment of prior year expense ...............................
Retained earning endof year ...................................

30:751
329,058
50.775
44
108,44
3
9,153
127 10
9,437
8,966
89,561

1,074,804
19,282

193,949
43,63
16,322

17til1
3,145
38
:04
544

38,95
4
560

)

20528

11120
2?, 72

?l
194
41,9
15,392

17,012
3,020
3,353
1,939
393

443 ..............
13,391
13,930
(641,471)
(629,076)

320,906

320,485

1,052,183
-15,156

1,024,956
-8,794

47,177
we
164,678
108,204

47,177
506
156,973
103,935

30.163
38,957
54,113
2,015 .3......7..o...........
2,653
0'1163
38,957
54,113

111OJI1) LOSSRF8OR TIlE AIRIFT 8ERVIC1

Mr. Sixivs. You are projecting al operating loss of $15,16,000 for
the airlift service for fiscal 1969 and an additional loss of $8',94,000
for fiscal 1970. In view of the fact that you have realized profits from

this operation-l -flscal 1967 and 1908, why do you project these losses?
Mr. SIFIT. Sir, there are two things involved. One we wanted to
allow the ulsing services, Army, Navy and Air Force, to haove a stability
of program. So we established rates that we hoped could last, some

18 months. Thus loss would offset some of the pro fits that we had made
in prior years. So it has two purposes; one, a stability of the ratA
structure so people can plan without hmving fluctuating rates, and
the other is to offset the profits that, we had made in prior years.
We do not want to augment or underwrite or taee away from the

appropriations that you have made available.
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USE OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT IN PLACE OF COMMERCIAL

Mr. SIKES. You state on page 11 of your statement that by legisla-

tive direction and DOD policy, commercial airlift, must. he used for

the movement of DOD passengers and mail except to locations where
use of U.S. air carriers is impractical. In August 19066 the committee
was advised that this policy would be amended to allow the use of
Military Airlift Command i'rcrft for the tranportation or passenger
service in two instances. First, in special sittttions where commerce al
airlift is not available, and second, to ttake adVAhttage of otherwise
empty seats between Charleston and Torrejon and Travis and Clark
on embassy runs. The committee was to be advised as to the use of
MAC aircraft for these purposes. We have no information from"the
Air Force and have not had any on this subject since October of 1967.
Does that mean there has been no transportation or passenger service
provided in these two instancesI
Mr. SuFrr. No, sir. To the extent that these services have been used,
reports were made to the committee. It has been in rare instaiices.
This is primarily the use of the C-141 and fi earlier times the use
of the 0-135. We get monthly reports, basically negative reports, in
my office, on the rare instances we have applied these services in this
manner we adressed letters to either a ineniber of the staff, I believe
Mr. Mlchaels, or to the chairman of the committee as to the use of
these aircraft.
Mr. SIKES. All right.

OPERATION OF ARNOLD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENTER

You state that the test and supporting facilities at the Arnold
Engineering Development Center which was placed tinder the industrial fund on July 1, 1968, are managed, operated, and maintained
on a cost-plus-incentive-fee contract with ARO, Inc., who employ 3,700
people. Was the Arnold Engineering Development Center so managed,
operated, and maintained under contract before it was placed under the
industrial fundI
General Pn-rs. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Provide for the record it schedule showing various types
of costs incurred under this contract, the overhead and profits for fiscal
years 1967, 1968, and estimates for fiscal 1969 and fiscal 1970.
(The information follows:)
COSTS. OVERHEAD, AND PROFITS UNDER ARNOLD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENTER FOR FISCAL YEARS
1967 AND 1968 AND ESTIMATES FOR FISCAL YEARS 1969 AND 1970
(In thousands of dollars
Actual.
ft lly"r
67
Contractor costI ...................................

54,340

Contractor fee......................................

.900

Total contract .................................

Utilities ............................................

1:649

Total AEDC operation ..........................

62,972

Actual.
fiscIl ra
52,00

Estimate,
Estimate,
al ear
fiscal
199170
43,2

43,038

945

800

800

5S,
2.951

44.033

43,836

61,165

52,045

50,855

4,485

4,371

i Includes cost for: Direct tasting effort, Independent research; research for others- facility technology development*

Improvement, modernization, and suppoAr equipment; calibration, shakedown, and lest; major rapalrs; manalemeni
and supporL
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Mr. SIKIs. Are there any other industrially funded contractor-operated activities?
Mr. SUFIT. No, sir; not by tie Air Force. We contract in the airlift
service with commercial airlines to provide a service, but not where
we have an operation siilar to the ARe operation.
Mr. SiKEs. I assume you are saying there are no contracts similar
to the Arnold contract?
Mr. SUFIT. Yes sir.
Mr. SIKES. Where the contract was completed before the
operation

Mr. SUviT. That is right.
AlASKA

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Mr. SIKES. Let's turn to the "Alaska conummunication system," for a
moment. What is the status on the bids for the sale of that system?
Mr. Surrr. The bids were received on March 1. They are under
to have
evaluation at this time. We hopewere
there?a selection in J1ly.

Mr. SIKES. How many bidders
Mr. SUFIT. There were six bidders.

Mr. Sitr~s. Has it been determined if they are realistic, if they are
responsive?
Mr. SUPIT. All but one, sir. We are very optimistic that--Mr. Sums. That would indicate that at long last you might be able
to sell the system?
Mr. SU rT.Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Is it now making money?
Mr. SUFIT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKF8. That isthe reason you are about to sell it?
Mr. SUFIT. We are not subsidizing it, now.
Ir. SixEs. Maybe you ought to keep it. if it is making money. Nobody wanted it. wen it wasn t. They just wanted to talk about buying
it,

Mr. SuPIT. That is right, sir.
REVIEW OF AnIAFllT AIR RATES

Mr. GARUITY. Has the Civil Aeronautics Board recently reviewed
the Airlift Service air rates?
Mr. Suprr. They ar in the process of reviewing them, but have made
no ann6tineement. It is under study. We have made recommendations,
as we always do-to the CAB, recommending proposed rates, which are
under study right now by the Civil Aeronautics Board. Whether they
will announce something or not, I don't know.
Mr.

GARRITY.

Will you insert in the record tiny rate changes which

may be anticiptted during fiscal year 1970 whieh will have an effect
on the budget as it is now cast?
Mr. SuIIT. Yes, sir. Usually we know about it at about the same
time the press does. At t.lis time we have not heard anythilig. It may
come about later this year. We hope around the first of Junie.
information follows:)
The CAI Is expieted to release revised Internatiotinal air rates about August 1,
1960. We do not, at this time, know what these rates may be.

(The
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OPERATION OF PRINTING AND 'DPLICATINO PLANTS

Mr. Six"Fs. Under what conditions do you operate your own printing and duplicating )lants? Are there any conditions under which you

contract with private industry for your printing and duplication
services?
Aft'. SITFIT. Very limited out. of these. These plants, as you know,
have to have the approval of the $Joint Congressional Committee on

Printing, not only for tle establishnielt of th6 planf but. also to main-

tain the plant under the industrialfund. Part of their workload is on n
contract basis.
Mr. ANDREWS. These plants you are talking about, are they owned
and operated by the Air Force?
Mr. Su'rr. That is right..
Mr. ANDRFws. Operated by civilians or military?
Mr. SUPIT. Civilians.

Mr. ANDFWS. How many did you say you have?
Mr. S IT. We have nine'underthe industrial fund.
Mr. ADiIuws. Do you have any in addition t6that?
SUFIT. There tre a torl of 32 plants in the Air Force.
Mr. ANDRPAWS. Do you do any business with the Government Printing Office?
Mr. 8UFIT. For the Government Printing Office?

Mr.

Mr. ANDREAVS. For them, or otherwise.

Mr. SUFIT. WN ell, yes, the allocation of workload is as governed by
the Joint. Congressional Committee on Printing, what we are allowed
to do and what we have to do with the Government Printing Office.
Mr. ANDIFWS. Do you do printing work for other Government
agencies?

Mr. SUPIT. Army and Navy.
Mr. ANDREws. Army and Navy?
Mr. SUFIT. That is right.. We service an area.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you think you can do that work cheaper than
you can get the GPO to do&it? Have you ever thought about that?
Mr. SUFIT. Yes, sir, because this is in the overall sprinting ar a and
Because the determination of what is to be done in our printing plants
is in relationship to what theJoint Congressional Committee on Print-

lig determines should be printed in the field and what should be done
in the Government Printing Office. This is the segregation that tile
Joint Congressional Committee on Printing authorizes, with respect
to the approval of these particular plaits.
Mr. ANDr EWS. What jurisdiction does the Joint Congressional Committee on Printing have over the Air Force and activities of the Air
Force in this l)artwUlar inst'Ance your printing presses?
Mr. SUFIT. They authorize the plant, they authorize the type of
presses that we are allowed to lve, they authorize, in essence, the type
of priting that we can do inthe field.
Mr. ANimvws. They have jurisdiction over your printing rather
than the Armed Services Committee?
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Air. SUPIT. That is right, sir. As I understand it, all Government
printing is within the purview of the Joint Congressional Committee

on Printing,

Mr. ANDR1WS. I understand that, but here you have got the Air

Force.

Mr. SUFIT. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANRmws. Why doesn't, the Interstate Commerce Commission

take over your MCA p)rogra1n ?

Mr. SUIT. 'Well, the Civil Aeronautics Board controls the rates

that I could contract with civilian airlines, they establish them. FAA
controls the airways. So this may be another aspect of where another
agency influences what we can do.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do any other services have printing presses?
Mr. SUFIT. Yes, sir; Army and Navy.
Mr. ANDRFws. Why are you doing work for Army? Why don't they
do it themselves?
Mr. Svrrr. We service an area. There is no point of duplication if

we can service the entiim area. This is reviewed so that we do not have
this overlap and duplication.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many plants does the Army operate?
Mr. SUIFIT. I don't know.

Mr. ANDREWS. Will you pit it in the record?
Mr. SUFiT. I will try to find it.
Mr. ANDRE WS. Also the Navy.
Mr. SUFIT. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. How about the Marine Corps?
Mr. SUFIT. I don't know.
Mr. ANDnREvs. Coast Guard?
Mr. SUFIT. I don't know.
Mr. ANDREws. The Civil Air Patrol?
Mr. SUFiT. Civil Air Patrol I I doubt it.
Mr. ANDREWS. I have been closely associated with the Government

Printing Office for a number of years. I thought they did all of the
Government printing.
Mr. SUFIT. There are certain types of printing that are required to
go through the'oPO.

Mr. ANznbws. That is, the Air Force has to?
Mr. SUFIT. Yes, sir; yes. In fact, I would say the bulk of the printing
of the Air Force goes through Government Printing Office.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put in the record how much it costs. for you to operate

your 32 printing plants,, how ninny employees are involved. Then, if
you can, put i tle same place in the record how many plants the Army
has, what it costs to operate them, the number of emlnployees, and the

same thing for the Navy.

Mr. SUVIT. Yes, sir.
Mr.
you find the Civil Air Patrol operates presses, put
attlnt Sa Ifepoit.
inANDRws.
that
Mr. SUPIT. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
COST OF PRINTING PLANTS OPERATED BY AIR FORCE, ARMY, AND NAVY, NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES, PRINTING
PLANTS APPROVED BY JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING, AS OF JUNE 30, 1968

Army: Nonindustrial fund ..........................................
Nonindustial fund......................................
IndustrIal fund .............................................
Total ......................................................
Air Force:
Nonindustrial fund ...................................
Industrial fund .......................................
Total......................................................

..

Fiscal year
1968 actual
Number of operating cost
plants (in thousands)

Number of
personnel
asslined

101

$29, 542

2,727

.24
36

504
17,71

513
1,191

60

23,251

1,704

30
9

13,834
11,866

1,073
875

39

25,700

1,948

OIVIL AIR PATROL

The Civil Air Patrol Is a volunteer, civilian, nonprofit corporation. It is an
official auxiliary of the Air Force and chartered by Congress. They have operated
their own printing plant for approximately the past 15 years. The Joint Commtttee on Printing does not control this plant. The Air Force provides two civilian

and six military personnel to operate this plant, at an annual cost of $50,000.
All materials used in the printing operation are obtained by the Civil Air Patrol
Corp, at no cost to the Government. All equipment is owned by the CAP.
LAUNDRY AND DRYCLEANINO PLANTS

Mr. SiiRs. Let's turn to "Laundry and Drycleaning Plants." Are
you establishing any new laundry and drycleaning plants for the Air
Force in fiscal 1970 program?

Mr. SuriT. No, sir.
Mr. SIKFA. Fiscal 1969?
Mr. Surrr. We opened a plant in Taiwan on July 1, 1968. We transferred the plant in Orlando to the Navy.
General PiTrs. I can speak directly to the opening of that Taiwan
plant. I was the commander of the 327th Air Division at Taiwan at
the time.
Laundry is basically for the hospital at China Chuan Kang Air
Base in Taichung, Tanlwan, China. he commerolal source in dtowntown Taichung did not have the quality of sterilization that we require for hospital patients. Therefore, we had to open a Government
laundry service there to afford the proper service for the hospital.
Mr. SiKE. None are contemplated during fiscal 1970?
General Prrrs. Yes, sir. None are contemplated in fiscal year 1970.
Mr. ANDR Ws. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SIKzS. Further questions?
Mr. MINSHALL. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
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CAPITAL EQUIPMENT TO BE PURCHASED WITH INDUSTRIAL FUNDS
Mr. GARUTY. Will you provide for the record the amount of capital
fundstheduring
industrial
with and
be purchased
which
equipment
same
also provide
fund activity
industrial
each will
fisal 1970 by
information for fiscal years 1968 and 1969?
General PiTrs. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT PURCHASED IN FISCAL YEARS 1968 AND 1069 AND To BE
PURCHASED DURING FISCAL YEAR 1970

The intent of Congress as exhibited in the hearings on the National Security
Act Amendments of 1949, which authorized establishment of the industrial fund,
and DOD Directive 7410.4, regulations governing industrial fund operations,

specifleally exclude costs of acquisitions or improvements of real property, ma-

chine tools, plant and equipment, and any other investment type property used
in the operation of an industrial fund activity. Industrial funds do record depreciation on capital equipment as statistical costs.
The Air Force does include capital equipment and associated depreciation
In the Alaska Communication System activity. This Is a unique military operation in that over 95% of our revenue Is derived by providing service to the
general public. By law, we are obligated to collect the costs of depreciation as
well as of military personnel for service provided to customers who reimburse
from other thann U.S. Government funds.
This permits operation of ACS in a manner similar to any other public utility
In accordance with FCC regulations. The'procedure is also providing prospective
buyers with useful commercial type financial information.
The total dollar value of capitalization applied or to be applied to the Alaska
Communication Industrial Fund (the only Air Force Industrial fund activity
to procure capital Items with Industrial funds) for the years requested is as
follows:
Fiscal year 1968 actual -----------------------------------$48,000
Fiscal year 1969 estimate
---------------------------------2, 112,000
Fiscal year 1970 estimate
--------------------------------4,475,000

Mr. SIRES. We congratulate you, Mr. Sufit, on the way in which you
have your facts and your. answers on the tip of your tongue.
Mr. SUFIT. Thank you, sir.
Mr. SIKRES. Gentlemen, thank you very much. We thank you gentle.
men of Ihe Air Force for your helpfulness and cooperation.
Mr. MINSIIALL. General, we enjoyed your briefing.
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will please come to order.
The next item is entitled "Operati6ft and maintenance, Air National
Gua d." We will now consider the request of the Air National Guard
forThle
fiscal
year 1970
operaion
funds.
request
is for
$842.5 and
litlt maintenance
-an increase
of $59.8 milltkn above
the amount presently proposed to be avtitltble for fiscal year 1969.
General Wilson, we are pleased to have you with us again today to
present this request for funds.
Mr. SLACK. The committee

JUSTIFICATION MATERIAL

We will insert various justification pages in the record at this point.
(The pages follow:)

S

StL'?

RY OF REUIEMNS (In Thousands of Dollars)
:

TIAX
410

-

Operation of Airclaft ..........
rt
1, "Total

Direct
Reiabursements

Logistical Support.- ..........

Direct
Re•ub segments

FTY1968
Actual
-----

S 58,776
1,547
60,323

/

FY 1969
Estimate

-

T
•

|--

$

ii

FY 1970:
!Jacime*

-

*

T

M--r

.

...

40,474
1,000
41,474

5w8
430

34,392
872
35,264

47,480
1,000
48,4 0

63,195

171,580
2,387
173,967

194,022

M2mz

Reimbursements
Total
470

Medical Support........... ... .Direct
Reimbursements
Total

627
1
628

556

480

Service-wide Support ......... 4..Direct

Total
440

Training Support............. Direct

l.

.........

. irect
i ,izbursernts

4.999

VV al7

199,021

150
$ 265,502
4,807
270,309

$282,682
7,000
289,682

350
$

ft~
- fOO0

b5

*.

IL

Operatism of Aircraft

PRAM 410:

Som3 T 0 rI
M UQIZDWS (In Tho2 yd
:POJECT
:o ;
411

-Aircraft Maintenance Spares, Spare
Parts and Supplies ....................

412

410

:

,.

;

Aircraft Fuel and Ol1 .................

To

.................

of Dollars)

Diect.

Reimbursements
Total
DLrect
Reimbsnts
•4,082
Total
t
ReImbusients

Total

FT 1968
,,u1
18 838
403
19,241
.39,938
1,144

58
60,3

6

FY 1969
stmte

..
$

-0-0-0-

FY 1970
.Aicueal
-0-0-0-

S

40,474
1,000
41,474

4Tr6

4o474
1,000-

8,

41,474

we

49, 4

9,3

PROGRAM 430:

Logistical Support
StMMARY OF REQUIR1NMC

PROJECT
NO.

FY 1968
Actual

TITLE
Direct
Rei mbursements

Depot Maintenance ....................

431

(In Thousands of Dollars)

$

Total
436

Memorial Services...................Direct

438

'
Base Operation and
Maintenmce......................Direct

......

430.

............................ Direct
Reimbursements

Total

PROGRAM

PR:
NO,

448

449

0:

FY 1970
Estimate

FY 1969"
Estimate

:
.

$

33,803
872

$

47,472
1,000

620
5w

34,675

48,472

63,1.S

3

8

9

586

-0-

34,392

47,480

872

1,000

35,264

48,480

-0-

(e_5
6% M

Training Support

SuMYU OF

z

,EXrV (inThousands of Dollars)
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GENERAL STATEMENT

Mr. SLACK. Will you please proceed with your statement..
General WImSON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, once
again it is my priVilege to a)ppear before this committee to present
the "Operation and mainteiiance, Air National Guard," requirements
for fiscal year 1970.
The highlights of the past year's accomplishments and our program
for the comin fisc l year is inicltded tItly presentation in Support of
the National G1uard personnel, Air Force aippropriation. Thetefore, in
this statement I will concentrate primarily on our fiscal year 1970 program and budget request, for "Operation and maintenance, Air National Guard."
AIR TECHNICIAN PERSONNEL

As I have stated many times in the past, the Air tecimicians are
the backbone of our Air Guard units. They are the cadre of highly
skilled and motivAted people that accomplish tile daily tasks of
operating a Guard fliit and are also Invaluablo i the irlAilg of
other guardsmen. With'the exception of a few female clerical positions, these technicians are also nilltAiy members of the Air Guard
as a condition of their employment. Consequeatly, the Air Force is
assured of this exceptional caphiity in 'tht event. of mobilization. The
salaries and entitlements for these employees represent, the highest
single cost in this apppr1riat.iont However, I firmly believe that their
cost is ant extremely economical investment when measured against
their productivity, their influence on other guardsmen, and tile ini ediately ready status our units have attAihed.
An indication of their value is the fact that industry has found
this to be a source from which to recruit talent. In the past few years,
this increased to the point that we became concerned. Fortunately,
however, the last Congress included these people in the Federal civil
service system, modified to permit State control. Now, for the first
time, t.h& technicians are provided security through retirement coverage Federal employees group life insurance, and Federal employees
health benefits.
This law became effective January 1 of this year, and in 'addition'to
its primary purpose of benefiting tlh; individuals, we as managers fully
expect, that industrial employment will be less attractive and that
attrition rates will drop sharply.
As is the case so many times, major advances also introduce new
problems. In this instance, the legislation of last year plai d a ceiling
of 42,500 on the combined number of Army and Air Guard techThat portion
one time.
at anyadded
be employed
that can
nicians
para(h) oftoPublic
subparagraph
otherthings,
among
Law 90-486,
graph 709 of 32 United States Code, which says: "In no event shall
the number of technicians employed under this section at.any one time
exceed 42,500."
I recognize this as nil expression of concern by the Congress and
their intention to exercise control over a piece of legislation of this
magnitude. However, I considerlit to be my responsibility to seek an
increase in this coiling if, and/or when, the time arrives When I cannot accomplish the training program.
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AIRCRAFT MODIFICATION AND MODERNIZATION

Our aircraft modification and modernization prorams are accomplished through the Air Force Logistics Command. Some of the work

is done "in-house" by the depots; however, the greater portion is
accomplished by contract, either at the contractor's facilities or by contract field teams at. Air National Guard facilities. This prOgram prov'ided for scheduled, recurring, depot-level maintenance of airfrmens,
engines, aircraft and ealine accessories communications and oleotronics equipment, airborne missiles, and other specialized equipment.
FORCE CHANCES AND AIRCRAFT EQUI12AGE

During fiscal ear 1970 the ANG force structure was impacted by
a number of major changes. OSD recently approved the retention of
all 92 units, by assigning the following new missions to seven units
previously prograned for inactivation:
One F-100 tactical fighter group.
One U-3/O-2 tactica-l air support group.
One F-100 combaterewv train ing school COTS)
Two KC-97 air refuelig gIn
oups.
Two 06-141 associate military airlift groups.
The fighter interceptor force was reduced from 22 to 17 groups.
Added to this force is one F-102 tafriing target. support group
which ultimately converts'to a C-141 associate militAry airiftumt. for
a total of 18 F-102 units. One F-102 unit converts to F-100 aircraft

increasing the tactical fighter force from 23 to 24 groups. Aside from,
but. relatin to'this-force, one F-102 ult.convertsto awF-100 COTS.
One F-89 lighter group converts to F-102 aircraft utilizing the resources of inactivating units. The remaining F-89 unit receives F-84
aircraft from a unit, which in turn converts to the tactical air suppor, mission, increasing that. force from three to four units. Two C-97
military airlift groups convert to KC-97 air refueling mission inereasing the size of the tanker force from five to soven uitts. Two C97
groups
convert
to C-130
in aairlift
change
from
under aircraft
MAC to resulting
the tactical
mission
theairlift,
military
airlift,
mission
under TAC'I. One C-121 military airlift group converts to the C-141
associate military airlift mission. One C-97 aeromedical airlift group
will gain the forementioned C-121 resources and convert to the more
comnpatible C-121 aircraft, thus completig the transition of the acro.
medical airlift force of four groups to like aircraft.
FIYINO 1tOUR PROGRAM

Our flying hour program for fiscal year 1970 is established as 531,331
hours. This will satisfy minimum training objectives, as well as accommodate certain requests and requirements of the Active Establishment. rue program will provide an average of 135 pilot-hours. for
tactical jet pilots, 105 pilot-hours for two-engine tactical support pilots,
aud 200 hours for four-engine tactical support)pilots. In addition, we
are anticipating that 6,000 hours will be flown i..support of the Active
Establishment to augment. their aeromedica. 'acuation mission. This
support, however, will be on a reimbursa lW basis. In addition to the
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productive results achieved, the ANG will concurrently benefit from
additional traiffing.
SERVICE CONTRACTS

I am reasonably sure that most of the members of this committee
are familiar with the service contracts in the Air NatioiIal Guard.
However, for the benefit of any new members on the committee, I will
spend a moment or two on this subject. The operation and maintenance of 0lirbases is supported primarily through the medium of air

service contracts. These contracts are unique and peculiar to the ANG.
Under this concept of operation and maintenance, the States enter into
a voluntary agreement with the Federal Government, whereby the
States share approximately 25 percent of the costs and thp Federal
Government 75 percent, except that the Federal Government pays 100
percent where the facility is operated solely for the benefit of the Federal Government, such as our five field training locations. This arb$ement enhances costs consciousness on the part of each State which
assists in holding Federal costs to a minimum.
Gentlemen, I would like to spend the remainder of time on the fiscal
aspects of fiscal year 1970. I believe that I can best do this by a brief
comparative analysis of the fiscal year 1970 and the current fiscal
year 1969.
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

Funds requested in the "Operations and maintenance, Air National
Guard," appropriation are $342.5 million. This compares with $282.7
million for fiscal year 1900' a difference of $59.8 million. Of this
difference, $42.4 million is the net increase directly attributed to the
return from active duty of our 14 flying units and $9.2 million constitutes the add-on costs of the seven new missions I mentioned earlier.
I will next explain this total difference by major budget program.
OPERATION OF AIRCRAFT

This
provides for the purchase of aviation fuel. Aviation
fuel in fiscal year 1970 will cost $48.8 million or $8.3 million more than
in fiscal year 1969 because of increased flying hours primarily identified to the return ok the mobilized units, at a cost of $4.9 million. The
balance of $3.4 million is due to the seven new missions, a change in
the flying-hour mix, and POL price increases.
LOGISTICAL SUPPORT

This program provides logistical support including depot maintenance, -all consumable items in support of depot maintenance and
memorial services. Depot maintenance consists of aircraft, IRANinspection, repair as necessary-engine overhaul, repair of major end
items, and pair of exchangeable components. P430 requirements in
fiscal year 1970 are $62.7 million, or $15.2 million more than fiscal year
1969. $13.1 million is attributed to the increased requirement for
IRAN, engine repair, and so forth, generated by the returning aircraft
from active duty. The balance of tie difference, $2.1 million, is generated by the seven new missions and by higher costs of contracts.
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TRAINING SUPPORT

This program provides for base operation and maintenance including air technician pay, service contracts, travel and transportation,
equipment rental, services, supplies and equipment, and major repairs
and minor construction. The P440 program reflects an increase of
$36.3 million over fiscal year 1969. tere again, the demobilization of
14 flying units accounts for an increase of $24.4 million spread through
the various program areas and the new missions account for $7.3
million.
The remaining increase of $4.6 million is associated with the following:
The full-year impact of civil service status and fiscal year 1969 wage
board pay increases accounts for $3.7 million. Service contracts are
higher in fiscal year 1970 by $0.9 million because of higher utility
services and supply costs due to increased rates and a larger real property inventory.
Travel costs reflects an increase of $0.5 million in fiscal year 1970
because of increased per diem costs generated by the attendance of
personnel at training schools in air techeician status. Also reduced
organic airlift capability increases the need for commercial travel.
Transportation of materiel is $0.1 million greater in fiscal year 1970
due to transportation costs generated by conversion of aircraft.
Rental of equipment and emnintftications leases will increase $0.4
million in fiscal year 1970 to provide entry facilities to USAF established refllo stations; to provide communications security capability;
to cover circuit and terminal costs for increased teletype utilization;
and to absorb increases in rental rates.
Equipment requirements will decrease $1 million in fiscal year 1970
since we were able to decrease our shortages somewhat in fiscal year
1968 and again in fiscal year 1969.
Gentlemen, if the above comments sound slightly repetitious, it is
because of the difficulty encountered in attempting to compare 2 fiscal
years in which programs are so obviously -and drastically different. If
it were possible to reduce both fiscal years to a commondenonlinator,
I believe that the increased funding being requested is nominal and,
in the main,.directly related to the impact. of pay raises and normal
recurring price increases.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Gentlemen, in summary, I have presented to you some of the outstanding ANG accomplishments. I have given you some insight as to
the material resources that. are required for a successful ANG mission and have presented a brief analysis of our fiscal year 1970 requirements. Your confidence and support of our program over the past
years has been gratifying. I trust that our accomplishment will warrant tits continued confidence and support,of the committee.
This concludes my statement. I will now endeavor to answer any
questions you may have.
NEW MISSIONS ASSIGNED TO THE AM NATIONAL GUARD

Mr. SLACK. General in your statement you referred to the fact
th youwill require 9.2 million in fiscal year 1970 for the add.on
80-os q-:40-Z.pt. 2,-58s
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costs of the seven new missions which have been assigned to the Air
National Guard.
Genemrl WiLsoN. That is correct sir.
Mr. SLACK. This is evidently, the same $9.2 million inorease that
is contAined in the A pil 4, 1969, revision to the fiscal year 1970 budget..
General WILSON. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Please tell the committee how you determined that the
addition of these seven new missions would amount to an increase in
fiscal year 1970 of $9.2 nlilo.
General WIuSoN. Sir, the original President's budget did not include missions for seven units. However, some funds were left in the
budget in anticipation that missions would be assigned. This had
the effect of funds being included in the President's budget for two
of the seven units for all of fiscal 1970 and for three others for a
portion of fiscal 1970. The $9.2 million represents the addit-ional funds
required to finance these seven units in their new missions during
lisal year 1970.
The total operation and maintenance cost for these seven units in
fiscal 1970 is estimated to be $20.8 million of which $11.6 million was
included in the original President's budget. The difference of $9.2
million is therefore the net add on.
COST OF UNrrs RETURNING FROM ACTIVE DUTY

Mr. SLACK. In your statement you also referred to the fact that in
fiscal year 1970, the Air National Guard will require an increase of
$42.4 million over your 1969 level as the result of the return from
active dty of your [4 flying units.
GeneraILSON. That is correct sir.
Mr. SLACK. Will you please tell the committee why the return of

the 14 flying units will require an increase of $42.4 million over your
fiscal year 1969 level I

General WILsoN. Mr. Chairman, except for about $7 million in the

fiscal 1969 supplemental there are no funds in the 1969 appropriation
for the mobilized units because the period of mobilization encompassed all of fiscal 1969. Based on the 24-month mobilization, these
units would have reverted to Guard Status during the third and fourth
quarter of fiscal 1970 at a cost of $20.6 million. This would have been
tie amount in excess'of the fiscal 1969 cost in this appropriation. However, the decision to release all mobilized units during fiscal 1969 restilts in all 14 Guard units being included in the 1970 budget for a
full year at a cost of $42.4 million in excess of the fiscal 1969 costs.
PROPOSED LANGUAGE CANOE FOR ADDITIONAL TECHNICIANS

Mr. SLACK. In fiscal year 1970, you are requesting a proposed language change, the purpose of which would be to exclude the number
of technicians employed on a reimbursable basis from the limitation
in section 709 (h), Public Law 90-486.
Would you please tell the committee why you are requesting this
change in language ?
General WILSON. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

In the Technician Act of last January, there is a ceiling of 42,500
on the combined total of Army and Air technicians that can be em-
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ployed at one time. At the time we appeared before the House and
the Senate, we were discussing those technicians that where chargeable
to
to the National Guard for our f.ving requirements. In additionceraccomplish
to
hire
we
those, we have some 695 technicians that
tain functions for the Active Forces and for which we are reimbursed.
Under the legal interpretation of the act, we have been told that
these people would have to be charged against the ceiling of 42,500.
If that is true we would be over the 42,500. We do not believe this was
the intent of Congress, nor did we discuss this at the time the bill was
those technicians who
only about
talking
we were
drawn because
being
program.
trtinfng
the Guard
to support
wero required
Mr. SL.ACK. When we discussed this earlier with General Greenlief
during the hearings on the operation and maintenance request for
the Army National Guard I believe he told us that you were going
back to the House and Senate Armed Services Committee to seek relief in the authorization bill.
(Clerk's note: For the earlier discussion of this subject see page
.
358.)
committee
authorization
the
to
back
go
to
hope
I
WiLSON.
General
to get a change. I have already discussed this with their counsel, and
hope to beable toget some relief.
Mr. SLAOK. Why is it necessary in this bill itf you are going back
before th6 authorization committee?
General WILSo0. We would prefer to get it in the authorization bill,
but we will have a problem if we do not get relief in the authorization
bill.
Mr. SLAoK. Then this would be considered a temporary solution to
your problem I
correct, sir. It would be temporary until
General WILSON. That .is

I can get the present bill changed.
Mr. SLACK. This would be subject to a point of order on the floor;
would it not?
General WILSON. It could possibly be, since it is legislation in the
Appropriation Act. I think I can get the support of the House Armed
Services Committee on this. I have discussed it with them. They feel
that it was not the intent that these reimbursable technicians be chargeable against the $42,500, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Was this in the original budget submission forthe fiscal
year 1070?
General WILSON. No, sir. The appropriation language was changed
in the President's budget as a result of Public Law 90486; however,
specific exclusion of reimbursable technicians was not incorporated
in the change.
Mr. SLAoK. Will-you advise the committee, after you have discussed

this with the appropriate Armed Services Committees of the House
and Senate of their opinions on this subject?
General WILSON. Yes, sir; I will be glad to.

INCREASE IN "FLOOR" FOR MAINTENANCE OF REAL PROPERTY

The committee also notes that you are requesting a
in fiscal year 1970 on your "floor" for maintenance of
increase
$50,000
real property facilities. the committee commends you on this increase,
since in the case of most of the other services, the current trend seems
Mr. SLACK.
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to be a reduction in the floor on maintenance of real property facili-

ties rather than increased support in this direction.

However, the committee would still like to know how you intend to
use this $50,000 increase in fiscal year 1970.
You may supply'that for the record.
General WfsoN. All right, sir.
(The information follows:)
The increase of $50,000 in funds to be used for the repair of facilities is not
directly related to any specific repair project or projects. The Increase reflects
the effect of Increasing costs for labor and materiel utilized In the maintenance

of Air National Guard facilities.

AIRCRAFT LOSSES BY UNITS CALLED TO ACTIVE DUTY

Mr. SLACK. How many aircraft were lost during the past year by
the National Guard units that were called to Federal service?
General W soN. The only aircraft that were lost by the Air Guard

were those that were taken onduty with the units that went on active
duty, sir, such as the 200 F-100's that went on dty with the units.
We have not lost any, other than what the units took on active duty,
sir.
Mr. SLACK. How many werethereI
General WILSON. There was a total of a little over 300 airplanes

total, sir.
Mr. SLACK. The total loss?
General WILSoN. Our record shows that ANG F-100 aircraft have been lost in combat, plus
due to other causes, for a
total of
. Three ANG pilots have lost their lives, also, in
Vietnam.
Mr. SLCK. Will these aircraft be replaced by the Air Force prior
to releasing the Air National Guard units from active duty?
General WILsoN. Those that were lost, no, sir. The units will return

to Guard status short this number of aircraft. A't the present time we
do not have plans for replacing the aircraft that were actually lost.
GUARD TECHNICrANS EXEMPT FROM REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE CONTROL
AOTr

Mr. SLAcI.

Are the Air National Guard technicians previously

referred to, subject to the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of
1968?
General WILSON. Sir, the report on the bill says that since the program for the technicians was tubout at the 1966 level, we should not be
included under the Revenue Act.
Mr. SLACK. The answer is that they are not subject to the Revenue
and Expenditure Control Act?
General WILsoN. That is correct, sir.
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT

Mr. SLACK. On page 6 of your budget justification, you are showing
17,037 as the numbe of permanent Federal positions. However, you
are also showing 17,594 as the average number of Federal employees.
How is it possible. for your average employment to exceed your total
employment by 557 during fiscal year 1970?
General WILSON. Sir, I am trying to find those figures.
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Mr. SLAcK. They appear on page 6 of your justifications.
General WILSON.
'atis the old figures that were in the original

budgets sir. The figure that is in the revised President's budget is
18,242 instead of the 17,594. That was changed because of the retention
of the seven units that were scheduled for inactivationiiA the original
budget, sir.
Mr. SLACK. We recognize this change. However, we fail tounderstand how you can have 18,009 permanent Federal positions and an
average number of Federal employees totaling 18,242.
General PrrS. I think I can answer that for General Wilson, sir.
The figure of 18,009 for permanent positions is an end strength
figure which is set, and the Guard must come within that figure at The
end of the fiscal year. The average strength figure corresponds to a
figure that we in the Air Force call man-years, and it is for the
average nuumber of people you have on board throughout the year.
The Guard units, as General Wilson has testified, are being phased
out, in large part, durtig the last 2 months of the fiscal year, so the
number of people who have been on board throughout the year would
be larger than the end strength. You will get down to that end
strength by June 30, but you will have carried an average number of
people on board throughout the year greater than the end strength.
INCREASED COST OF SUPPLIFE8 AND MATERIALS

Mr. SLACK. On page 21 of the justification book, for budget project
No. 448, "Base operation and maintenance," you are showing a fiscal
year 1968 actual cost of $168.5 million. Your current plan for fiscal
year 1969 is $191.3 million, and your estimate for fiscal year 1970 is
$227 million.
One of the major factors contributing to this sizable increase each
year is your rapidly increasing cost for supplies and material. This
account has risen from an actual cost il fiscal year 1968 of $12.127
million to an estimate for fiscal year 19700of $34,03 i600.
Would you please tell the committee why these very substantial
increases in costs are occurring in this account?
General WILSON. A lot of this was because of the transfer of project 411 funds over to this project. In fiscal year 1968 we budgeted in
project 411 to purchase spares and spare parts. This cost is now budgeted as an expense of depot maintenance and as an expense to base
level procured spares.
General Pirrs. The very large increase between 1968 and 1969 was
due to the so-called purification process we went through last year
where we capitalized expense-type items normally bought under the
procurement accounts in the stock fund and budgeted for their consumption in the 0. &M. account. This process last year we called, for
want of a better word, "purification," if you remember.
Mr. SLAOK. Mr. Andrews;

Mr. Awinvs. No questions.
Mr. SLACK. Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. LIPSOOMB. I have no other que.t ions.

Mr. RHODES. No questions.

Mr. SLACK. If there are no further questions, we thank you very
much, General Wilson.
General WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, DEFENSE AGENCIES
Mr. SIKES. We will now begin our review of the budget request for
defense agencies. We normally begin this part of our hearings with
the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Comptroller, followed by the
Assistant Secretary for Administration. However, this year we will
hear from these two gentlemen during our discussion with the Secretariat of the Department.
We will, though, insert in the record at this point the appropriate
justification pages for defense agencies and then proceed with the
Dense Contract Audit Agency.
(The pages follow:)

es, not otberwisi
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temporary duty
civilian emlye;Industrial Mobi:
and copyrigbts;
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hire of passenger
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Program and Financing
(in thousands of dollars)
FY 1968
Actual

FY 1969

FY 1970

Estimate

Estimate

575,587
351,064
71
39,889
Total direct program............... 966,611

610,504
412,253
61
48,621
i,o71,1439

607,154
439,828

Program by activities:
Direct program:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Supply operations..................
Field operations ..................
Interdepartmental activities .......
Management .......................

Reimbursable obligations:
Supply operations ...............
Field operations ................
Management .....................
Total reimbursable program..........
Total obligations ................

-

48,018
1,095,000
33,100
10,520
30
43,650

33,1141
12,813
90

33,100
10,781
30
43,911

1,012,655

1,115,350

1,138,650

-38,607
-7,437
2,413
969,024

-36,493
-7,:418

-36,9239
-7,411

1,071,439

1,095,000

1,036,800
-7,621
1,760

1,095,000

1,030,939

1,095,000

3,500

-

46,o141

Financing:
Receipts and reimbursements from:

Federal funds..................
Non-Federal sourcesi/............
Unobligated balance lapsing.......
Budget authority .............
Budget authority:
Appropriation ......................
Transferred to other accounts .......Transf9rred from other accounts ...

970,599
2,681
1,106

Appropriation (adjusted) ........ 969,024
Proposed supplemental for wage
board increases...............
Proposed supplemental for
civilian pay act increases ...

37,000

-
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Relation of obligations to outlays:
Obligations incurred, net.......... 966,611

1,071,439

Obligated balance, start of year...

82,204

81,541

1,095,000
91,980

Obligated balance, end of year.....

-81,541

-91,980

-109,980

Adjustments in expired accounts....

-3,674

-

-

1,021,700

1,075,810

3,400

100

35,900

1,100

Outlays, excluding pay increase

supplementals ...............
963,599
Outlays from wage-board
supplemental...................Outlays from civilian pay act
supplemental....
i/

Reimbursements from non-Federal sources are principally from sales of sur-

plus U.S. Government property to finance expenses in connection therewith
(annual appropriation act); sale of goods and services to individuals, Including laundry services and surcharges on commissary sales (10 U.S.C. 2205, 2210,
and annual appropriation act); charges for unofficial telephone service (10
U.S.C. 2481) and revenues from private carriers for use of Department of
Defense-owned rail cars (30 u.s.c. 2667).

Object Classification
Personnel Compensation:

11.1

Permanent positions................568,015

11.3

Positions other than permanent......

11,090

9,054

9,175

11.5

Other personnel compensation........

12,939

14,554

14,400

590
592,634

627
630,349

641
620,405

11.8 Special personal service payments...
Total personnel compensation ......

606,114

596,189

Direct Obligations:

Personnel compensation..............

560,222

597,784

587,923

12.1
13.0
21.0
22.0

Personnel benefits, civilian .......
Benefits for former personnel .......
Travel and transportation of persons
Transportation of things,...........

44,512
4
17,598

47,662
19,396
5,252

47,145
20,011
4,755

23.0

Rent, communications and utilities..

81,107

93,390

24.0
25.0

Printing and reproduction ...........
7,329
Other services....................222,013

7,739
256,595

8,060
273,726

26.0 Supplies and materials..............147,959
31.0 Equipment..........................
5,775

49,327
6,534

52,714
7,233

11
32

11
32

41.0
42.0

Grants, subsidies and contributions.
Insurance claims and indemnities....

3,257
57,905

11
26

Total direct obligations .......... 966,611

-

1,071,43

10,0

.
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Reimbursable obligations:

Personnel compensation...,
12.1
21.0
22.0
23.0
24.0
25.0
26.0
31.0
41.0

99.0

..........

32,412

Personnel benefits, civilian........
2,557
Travel and transportation of persons
740
Transportation of things...............
65
Rent, communications and utilities..
4,268
Printing and reproduction.... ; ......
197
Other services......
............ 2,939
Supplies and materials...............2,539
Equipment.................
323
Grants, subsidies and contributions,
4
Total reimbursable obligations...
460

Total obligations.................

32,565

32,481

2,582
751
46
3,076
197
2,282
2,268
144
43n

2,577
727
45
3,128
197
2,251
2,100
144
-

1,115,350

43,650
1,138L65O

Personnel Summary
Total number of permanent positions.......
Full-time equivalent of other positions...

69,240
2,43

66,640
2,047

65,785

Average number of all employees...........
AverageG grade ..........................
Average G salary ............

69,084
7.9
8t.............
8,663

68,936
8.0

67,643
8.0

9,033
6,4114

9,067
6,422

Average salary of ungraded positions ......

6,066

2,059

4 "I
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DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY
WITNESSES
WILLIAM B. PETTY, DIRECTOR, DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY
HARRY W. KETTLES, DEPUTY FOR RESOURCES MANAGEMENT, DCAA

Mr. SIKEs. At this time the committee will consider the request of
the Defense Contract Audit Agency for $46,387,000 for fiscal 1970.
This shows an increase of $872,000 over the funds presently available for fiscal 1969.
We will insert at this point in the record various pages from the
justification book.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
Defense Contract Audit Agency
APPROPRIATION:

Operation and Maintenance, Defense Agencies,

FY 1970

Purpose and Scope
The purpose of contract auditing is to assist in achieving the objectives of prudent contracting by providing those responsible for procurement and contract administration with financial Information and advice on proposed or existing contracts and
The audit service of the Defense Contract Audit Agency is utilized by procurement and contract administration
contractors.
activities in connection with the negotiation, administration, and settlement of contract payments or prices which are based on
cost (incurred or estimated) or on cost analysis.
The National Aeronautics
The Agency is also responsible for providing contract audit service to other Covernent agencies.
and Space Administration uses many of the contractors who also provide service and equipment to the Department of Defense.
There are resident audit offices in many of these contractors' plants, and DCAA has been authorized to provide contract audit
Similarly, DCAA audits
service to the Space Agency at the same level as it provides such service to the Department of Defense.
contracts and grants for the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The Agency also provides contract audit services to
The most significant are the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Atomic Energy
some 15 other Federal departments and agencies.
Comission, the Department of Transportation, the Peace Corps, and the Department of State. The general policy is that audit
wok is provided to non-Defense agencies on a reimbursable basis, in those contractor situations where DCAA maintains audit
cognizance because of a continuing DoD interest, or where it is economical and sensible from a Government-wide point of view.
Under the Defense Contract Audit Agency there is nov uniform management of the contract audit service under uniform policies
and procedures; there is uniformity in organizational structure, and DCAA has provided an effective arrangement under which
contracting officers, defense contractors, and non-Defense agencies can deal with a single audit agency.
The greatest increase in work and resources required has been in the post-aard review of contracts for adequacy of pricing
data under PL 87-653 (The Truth in Negotiations Act). The Agency will devote about 145 auditors or some 5% of the direct audit
force to these reviews during FY 1970. This level of effort has been approved by the Secretary of Defense and additional
support for this function has been provided in the FY 1970 estimates.

The dlrec/funding required for the FY 1970 estimate/shows an increase of $iG9719Q over FY 1969. This provides funds for
an additional +74-civilian spaces and a net Increase of rman-years, the cost of within-grade step advances, and Increases in
the cost of terminal leave payments, other benefits, and Federal Teleco mnications System (FTS) billings. The increase in direct funds has been offset by a decrease of $100,000 and 8 man-years in estimated reimbursement receipts and is reflected in the
total funds to be available In FY 1970. The adjustment In personnel in FY 1970 restores Agency manpower levels to approximately
the level available in FY 1968. The requested resources for FY 1970 are the minim necessary to ensure that the quality of
contract audit work ill not deteriorate and that the Interests of the Goverment will be protected.

SUMMARY OF PERSONNEL BY PROJECTS
Full-time Permanent Personnel:

Proect
460
461

Description

FY 1968
N-Yrs
141
155

Pos

Pos

FY 1969
M-Yrs

Headquarters, DCAA
DCAA Field Activities

3,798

3,708

155
3,633

144
-3,65627,

Total DCAM

39953

3,849

3,788

3,800 -7,4-

Pos

FY*1970
14-Yts

155

144

dbW 3
3

T 6M

31846-

3 y,? h

DEPARDhM OF DEFENSE
Operation and Maintenance, Defense Agencies, FY 1970

APPROPRIATION:

BUDGET ACTIVITY:

4600 - Defense Contract Audit Agency
OF CIVILIAN PERSONNEL BY GRADES

S

General Schedule Grades

GS-18
GS-17
GS-16
GS-15
GS-14
GS-13
GS-12
GS-11
GS-10
GS- 9
CS- 8
GS- 7
GS- 6
GS- 5
GS- 4
GS- 3

FY 1969 Est.
1
1
8

44
201

384
748
1,251
1
394
6
205
38
265
191
40
3,778

Foreign National (Direct)
GRAND TOTAL

FY 1970 Est.

10

203
390
765

-4.;-.7

Seo

1
433
6
236
38
268
191
40
-3 T

9 5

3,

10
3 .7

-

DEPAR3MNT OF DEFENSE
APPROPRIATION:

Operation and Maintenance, Defense Agencies,

FY 1970

4600 - Defense Contract Audit Agency

BUDGET ACTIVITY:

Sumary of Obligations by Projects

($ in thousands)
Direct Obligations:
Project
460
461

Descr:.-tion
Headquarters, DCAA
DCAA Field Activities
Total Direct Obligations

FY 1968

FY 1969

F! 1970

$ 2,771

$ 3,331

39,583

$ 3,279
422236

$42,354

$45,515

$4r

6,828
$ 6,833

$ 7,100

$ 7,000

$49,187

$52,615

2 Ale 3,f7

Reimbursable Obligations:
Miscellaneous Reimbursements
Contract Audit Service Provided to
other Goverrment Agencies
Total Reimbursable Obligations
Total Obligaticns

5
7,000

-

~

~.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
APPROPRIATION:

Operation and Maintenance, Defense Agencies, FY 1970

BUDGET ACTIVITY:

4600 - Defense Contract Audit Agency

SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS BY OBJECT CLASSIFICATION
($ in thousands)
Object Classification

Personnel Compensation
Personnel Benefits
Benefits Former Personnel
Travel

Transportation of Things
Rent, Cor.
& Utilities
Printing & Reproduction
Other Services
Supplies and Materials
Equipment

FY 1968

FY 1969

$41,916
3,464

$45,025

4
2,030
148
645
55
585
248
92

0
1,980
145
656
56
760
180
73

FY 1970
3, S7?.4

3.740

Total Operating Budget
Less Est. Reimbursements

$49,187
6,833

$52,615

Total Est. Direct Obligations

$42L354

$45.515

0

2,068
134

695
64
748

185
75
0-3- k, 7

7,000

'/6 3e7
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GENMUL STATEMNT

Mr. SiKEs. We have with us again this year to present the DCAA
request, Mr. William B. Petty, Director of the Agency, and Mr. Harry
W. Kettles, his Deputy.
Mr. Petty, I want to hear your statement. It is not a very long one,
isit?
Mr. Pirry. Not too long, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIRES. Will you please proceed.

80-088 O-.69-pL 2-49
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HR. CHAIRMAN AMD MEMBERS OF THE COMHITrEE:
I am pleased to appear again before this committee, this time in support of
the appropriation request of the Defense Contract Audit Agency for Fiscal Year
1970t a part of the appropriation "Operation and Maintenance, Defense Agencies."
The 1970 request is for direct obligating authority of $46,387,000; the 1969
funding level was $45,515,000. The difference of $872,000 t made up of a net
amount of $749,000 for personnel costs and benefits, and $123,000 for such objects
as travel, comnunications, and other supporting services.
As of June 30, 1968, the Agency was authorized 3953 permanent positions, and
we had 3896 on board. The requirements of PL 90-364, The Revenue and Expenditures
Control Act of 1968, led to a reduction to 3788 space authorizations at June 30,
1969, but there was no decrease in work to be done. There was, rather, an
increase because of the greater level of effort needed for post-award audits
under PL 87-653, The Truth in Negotiations Act.
The Office of the Secretary of
Defense, in recognition of the volume of audit work, both in the post-award audits
and otherwise, authorized us to use paid overtime in an amount which permits the
Agency to apply the equivalent of 3900 man-years in FY 1969, which is approximately
the same that was available from the larger force which we had in FY 1968. The
budget request which t now before you provides for 3935 spaces at June 30, 1970,
which would permit a return to approximately the June 30, 1968 level.
In previous statements, I described in some depth the organization and the
responsibilities of the Defense Contract Audit Agency. Therefore, I will only
say that the primary responsibility of the Agency is to do all contract audit work
required by all elements of the Department of Defense (OSD, Army, Navy, Air Force
and Defense Agencies). The authorizing directive is DoD Directive 5105.36,
dated June 9, 1965.
In addition to Defense Department audits, the Agency is responsible for the
performance of certain contract audit work for some 18 other Federal Agencies.
The general policy, which has been approved by the Department of Defense, is to do
contract audit work for agencies outside the Department of Defense on a reimbursable basis, in those contractor situations where the Agency maintains audit
cognizance because of a continuing DoD interest, or where it is economical and
sensible, from a Govermsnent-wide point of view. Under this policy DCAA does contract audit work in varying amounts for 18 Federal Agencies outside the Defense
Department, By far the largest amount is done for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, for which it is expected that about 372 man-years of work
will be done in FY 1970. Approximately 163 man-years of effort will be expended
for other agencies, principally the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
and the Office of Economic Opportunity. It should be noted that the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration places a very large part of its contract
business with contractors who are also major suppliers of the Department of
Defense. DCAA often has full time resident staffs in these contractor facilities
and this fact led to the arrangements between NASA and DoD under which DCAA does
this work.
A summary of Reimbursable Audit Work to submitted as Exhibit I.
FIELD ORGANIZATIONS
DCAA auditors have their duty stations in three kinds of field audit offices.
Resident offices are maintained in the plants or offices of major contractors.
There are now 97 such offices, in which the effort of the resident force is substantially concentrated on the claims, representations, and proposals of a single
contractor. The staff in the major resident offices varies from about 10 to 30
or more.
There are also a good number of contractors who require the full time
attention of two to five auditors.
Offices known as suboffices, 232 in number,
are established in such contractor facilities. Each suboffice. is a subordinate
part of, and is managed and directed by, either a branch office or a resident
office.
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The contractors whose Government volume is too small to justify permanent
staffs are assigned to 44 branch offices, located in major population centers
throughout the United States and overseas. Their contract audit work is done on
a mobile or itinerant basis.
DCAA is not a completely self-sufficient organization, in that data processing, disbursing services, payroll services, and other supporting functions are
obtained from other agencies. DCAA reimburses all of these other agencies for the
services which they provide and accordingly substantially all of the operating
cost of the Agency is reflected in the budget request which is before you.
WORKLOAD
We again submit for your information, in Exhibits II, III and IV certt~n
workload and performance data concerning the recent and projected workload of
the Defense Contract Audit Agency. As of December 31, 1968, the Agency identified
4,352 contractors who had 52,177 auditeble contracts. The incurred costs audited
in FY 1968 totaled $23.9 billion. The estimate for FY 1969 is nearly $25.0
billion, with a projection of'about $26.0 billion for FY 1970.
21,590 contractor price Oroposals totaling $50.3 billion were given pre-award
audit evaluation in FY 1968. The FY 1969 estimate is (or about 22,000 proposals
for about $52.0 billion, and the best information available ot this time leads to
the belief that the FY 1970 proposal workload will be about the same.
It is our opinion, based on all information and data available to us, that
the work which we should do in FY 1970 will equal or exceed that of 1969, and we
therefore believe that the request to return to the personnel level in effect
before the FL 90-364 reduction is proper and reasonable.
Since we do not have enough personnel to handle our entire workload on a
current basis, we have found it necessary to establish certain priorities.
First priority is given to the pre-award audit evaluation of contractor
price proposals, which takes about 40% of our direct auditor time.
Second priority is given to post-award audits under PL 87-653, the Truth in
Negotiations Act. We are now using a little less than 5% of direct auditor time
for this work.
Miscellaneous work, which takes little time in relation to the total, but
which must be done "timely" receives third priority attention. Examples are:
development of factual material for response to GAO reports; validation of contractor financial status reports; validation of cost reduction program reports;
validation of contractor applications for qualification under the Contractor
Weighted Average Share in Cost Risk (CWAS) concept; evaluation of contractor
internal management and accounting systems under the Cost/Schedule Planning and
Control System program; audit of hardship claims and termination claims; and
special request audits of various kinds. These activities now require about 5 to
7% of the direct auditor time.
In fourth place on the priority ladder is the audit of costs incurred by
contractors under both cost reimbursement and incentive types of contracts. This
work continues to be very large in terms of total time. Recent experience shows
that it takes 48 to 50% of the total effort. It can be given fourth priority
status only because it is possible to defer the final audit of costs for a
particular contract until the time of the final settlement.
Within the incurred costs area we establish a sub-priority in favor of overheads (indirect costs such a manufacturing overhead, material burden, engineering
overhead, and general and administrative expense). The overheads have application
to all contracts held by a contractor, and should accordingly be audited as
currently as possible.
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CONTRACTOR ESTIMATING SYSTEMS
It is very important, in connection with evaluation of price proposals and
the award of contracts, that contractors have satisfactory systems for the preparation of their price proposals. DCIA has the responsibility for managing the DoD
program for the examination and evaluation of contractor estimating methods and
procedures in the case of the major defense contractors. Much time and effort have
been devoted to these estimating system studies since the responsibility for them
was assigned to the DCAA in late 1965. Our last year's statement to this committee mentioned that we had identified 232 major contractors for this purpose. We
have since added others, to a total of 271. As of December 31, 1968, we had completed 226 Estimating System Surveys and hope to have nearly all of the.271
finished by the end of calendar year 1969.
PUBLIC LAW 87-653
Last year we discussed with you our responsibility under this act, which is
an amendment to Chapter 137 of Title 10, United States Code (Section 2304).
Implementation of the act requires the post-award review of selected negotiated
contracts for more than $100,000 to determine whether the cost or pricing data
submitted by contractors were accurate, complete and current as of the time of
the negotiation.
We have instructed the field audit offices to apply to these post-award
reviews approximately 5% of the available direct auditor time. The Agency has
developed; and has issued to the field audit force, instructions concerning the
selection of contracts for examination, and also providing up-dated guidance in
the light of DoD instructions published in the Armed Services Procurement Regulations and Defense Procurement Circulars. As of December 31, 1968 DCAA had
examined 1,561 contracts for this purpose, with indications of possible data
deficiencies in 227 instances, and with recommended price adjustments of $43.7
million. The DCAA function is to make the examinations and report findings to
the cognizant contracting officers, who then pursue the matter with the contractors. So far, contracting officers have settled $16.3 million of our
recommended price adjustments and have negotiated price reductions of.$6.8 million.SOUTHEAST ASIA
We have reported to you in each of our last several statements about the audit
work being carried on in Southeast Asia. The greater effort there is in the audit
of reimbursable costs under cost type contracts for construction, communications, r
base operation and maintenance, and utilities. We now have 28 people on duty in
South Vietnam, with another 17 in Bangkok. This force appears adequate to handle
the current volume of work in the area, always excepting unforeseen effects of
enemy action.
Recruiting for South Vietnam requires never ending effort, since the duty tour
there is for only one.year.
Exhibits V, VI and VII show details concerning current staffing, the major
contractors, and the status of audit in Southeast Asia as of December 31, 1968.
TRAINING
The Defense Contract Audit Institute, which has been.mentioned in previous
statements, continues to provide training to DCAA auditors in eight different
courses. 1355 received training in PY 1968; we estimate that approximately 1500
will attend in FY 1969, with the WY 1970 level planned at about 1650.
The courses given in the Institute are designed to impart specific knowledge
and skills needed by contract auditors. The courses are listed on Exhibit VIII.
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FEDERAL CONTRACT RESEARCH CENTERS,
NON-PROFIT AND NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

Last year the co ittee expressed particular interest in one of the Federal
Contract Research Centers. At that time we told you that we had issued, in
December 1966, a statement of guidelines for audit of enterprises of this
character.
Since our last appearance, in order to strengthen the audit of the FCRCs and
the non-profit and not-for-profit organizations we have emphasized to the cogni-.
zant field auditors the Agency's intention that these audits must be as comprehensive and thorough as our resources will reasonably permit. We conducted a
nation-wide seminar for our people who are engaged in these audits, and published
thereafter a comprehensive audit Instruction under the title "Audits of Non-forProfit Organizations." It provides guidance and examples of our own experience
with respect to those areas of contractor activity which we believe to demand
particular au44t attention. Examples are:
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SUMARY OF REIMBURSABLE AUDIT WORK FOR NON-DOD AGENCIES
(Dollars in thousands)

FISCAL YEAR 68
Reimb.
Received
NASA
AEC
Dept of Transportation
DHEW
Peace Corps
State (AID)
OEO
NSF
Interior
Commerce
Post Office
Other
TOTAL

Han-yrs

$4,849
136
174
932
71
183
323
31
41
27
22
44

396
11
14
76
6
15
26
2
3
2
2

$6,833

557

FISCAL Y1
EAR 69
Est.
Reimb.
Received Han-yrs

4

$4,948
200
190
1,033
65
175
323
30
53
35
27
21
$7,100

380
15
15
78
5
14
24
2
4
2
2

2
543

FISCAL YEAR 70
Est.
Relmb.
Received Han-yrs
$4,848
200
190
1,033
65
175
323
30
53
35
27
21
$7,000

372
15
15
78
5
14
24
2
4
2
2

2
535
EXHIBIT I

COMPARATIVE WORKLOAD INDICATORS
lst Half
FY 1969
Number of Contractors - End of Period

4,352

FY 1968
4,813

$12.9

14,042
$24.7

$12.1

$23.9

Contracts in Inventory-End of Period

52,177

51,492

Price Proposals Completed
Dollar Value (Billions)

10,565
$25.8

21,590
$50.3

-New Auditable Contracts
Dollar Value (Billions)

6,731

Costs Auited (Billions)

Estimating System Surveys
Number of Contractor Locations
Reports Issued

271
226

Audit of Direct Costs
Number of Major Contractors
Audited through 1968 Fiscal Years
Audited through 1967 Fiscal Years
Audited through 1966 Fiscal Years

317
45
235
37

Overhead Audit Reports
Number of Major Contractors
Audited through 1968 Fiscal
Audited through 1967 Fiscal
Audited through 1966 Fiscal
Audited through 1965 Fiscal

262
11
142
92
17

Years
Years
Years
Years

EXHIBIT II
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COMPARATIVE AUDIT PERFORMANCE DATA
(Dollars in billions)

FY 1968
DOLLARS EXAMINED
Incurred Costs
Pricing Proposals

$23.9
50.3
Total

COST QUESTIONED
Incurred Costs
Pricing Proposals

Number of
Pricing Proposals

Estimated Input
FY 1969 FY 1970

$24.8
52.8

$25.8
52.8

22,000

22,000

$12.1
25.8

$74.

$
Total

let Half
FY 1969

.4

$ .2

4.7

2.8

1_5. 1

$3.

21,590

10,565

EXHIBIT III

NUMBER OF CONTRACTS AND PRICE PROPOSALS
Contracts
Defense

Defense

Total

Proposals
NonDefense Defense

38,900

12,592

4.673

2,058

43,573

14,650

4.823
38,750

1,223
13,427

51,492
6,731
58,223
6,046
52.177

1,667
9.660
11,327
9,514
1.813

Non-

On Hand 7/1/68
Received During FY
Subtotal
Completed During FY
On Hand 12/31/68

Total

139

1,806

1,054

10,714

1,193

12,520

1.051
142

10,565

1,955

EXHIBIT IV
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STAFFING IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
FEBRUARY 22, 1969
STAFF
Bangkok, Thailand, Branch Manager

I
13

Bangkok Branch Office
Contractors:
Di llingham-Zachry-Kaiser
Utah-Martin-Day
AMPAC (Pacific Architects & Engineers)

25

Saigon Suboffice
Contractors:

RMK-BRJ
Pacific Architects & Engineers
Vinnell Corporation
Page Communications
Phi ico-Ford
Alaska darge and Transport
Clerical
Bangkok

3

Saigon

3
TOTAL STAFF

45

EXHIBIT V
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MAJOR CONTRACTORS IN VIETNAM
STATISTICS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1968

Contract Obligations
Costs Claimed
Costs Audited
Disallowances
Suspensions
Other Savings

(000)

Vinnell
(000)

Alaska
B&T
(000)

$189,758
185,200
145,334
74
-0182

$113,332
87,481
63,181
-0-0-0-

$110,532
78,030
58,631
125
6
-0-

RMK-BRJ

PA&E

Page
Comm.

(000)

(000)
$334,191
254,250
230,686
285
515
2,901

$1,484,806
1,187,807
1,108,204
266
113
700

EXHIBIT VI

MAJOR CONTRACTORS IN THAILAND
STATISTICS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1968

Contract Obligations
Costs Claimqd
Costs Audited
Disallowances
Suspensions
Other Savings

DZK

UMD

PA&E
(A1PAC)

(000)

(000)

(000)

$37,374
36,055
36,050
3
-0-0-

$28,721
21,070
14,180
70
1
-0-

$116,901
110,516
96,933
13
174
89

Philco-Ford
(000)
$220,729
168,342
117,614
-0-0535
EXHIBIT VII
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CONTRACT AUDIT INSTITUTE COURSES - FY 1969
Grade

No. of

No. of

Level

Classes

Students

Io. of
Days

Student

Days

Auditor Intern Course

5-7

6

175

10

1,750

Intermediate Auditor

9-11

7

187

5

935

Intermediate Auditor
(Indoctrination)

9-12

5

148

10

1,480

12-14

5

149

745

Statistical Sampling

9-14

6

173

865

Audit in EDP Environment

9-14

7

208

2,080

Graphic & Computational
Analysis Techniques

9-14

9

250

1,250

Improvement Curve
Analysis Techniques

9-14

7
52

192

960

1,482

10,065

Supervisory & Technical
Management of Audits

EXHIBIT VIII

SIA¥ARY OF NET SAVINGS REPORTED
(July 1967 through December 31, 1968)
(Compiled from Copies of
Negotiation Memoranda Received by DCAA)
(Dollars in millions)
Audit of
Incurred Costs

Evaluation of
Price Proposals

Total
$31,383.9

Dollars Examined

$9,006.5

$22,377.4

Costs Questioned

328.6

2,152.5

2,481.1

Costs Questioned Sustained

191.5

975.1

1,166.6

Net Savings

159.1

522.4

681.5
EXHIBIT IX
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Mr. SIRES.

Thank you very much, Mr. Petty.
ADDITIONAL CIVILIAN SPACES FOR 1070

In your statement you refer to the fact that on June 30, 1969, you
will have 3,788 spaces authorized.
Mr. P TrY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. For fiscal year 1970, you are requesting an additional 147
civilian spaces, which will provide a new total on June 30, 1970, of
3,935 spaces.
Mr. Pw-rY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. What will be the cost of these additional 147 positions
in fiscal year 1970?
Mr. PE' rY. The additional cost for personnel I believe would net
out-am I right, Mr. Kettles-to the $749,000 that we mentioned in
the first paragraph of the statement.
Mr. SIKES. What will the full-year cost be for these 147 positions in
fiscal year 1971?
Mr. KwrrLES. Approximately $1.8 million, sir.
NEED FOR ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL

Mr. SIEs. I think we have urged you in the past to get additional
help when you need it in order that you can do the job that is expected
of you. What assurance can you give the committee that you are not
overdoing it, that you are not getting more help than you need, as in
the case of the average Government agency when it has the opportunity?
Mr. Pirry. I do not know whether I can convince you of this, Mr.
Chairman, but we have tried very hard to keep our requests for personnel at a level that is right and reasonable. We have been able in
our work in the last few years and based on our experience of the last
few years to develop what we do consider are some reasonably scientific measurements of the manpower requirements.
We have applied those measurements very faithfully in making our
requests to the Department of Defense for spaces.
PAYMENT OF OVERTIME

Mr. SIKEs. How much overtime are you paying per year?
Mr. PETTY. In fiscal 1969, we are using about $900,000 for paid
overtime.
Mr. KETLFs. There will be approximately $570,000 for fiscal 1970.
Mr. SIKES. There will be some reduction?
Mr. KETrLE. Yes, sir; some $380,000.
LAPSE RATE COMPUTATION

Mr. SIKES. Your budget justification shows that 3,935 employees
that you will have in fiscal 1970 will produce 3,828 man-years. Using
the normal lapse computation, the 3,935 positions should produce in
fiscal year. 1970 approximately 3,750 man-years, as we calculate it.
This would be a difference of about 80 man-years. Would that be the
result of paying overtime?
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Mr. Kn'ILMs. The lapse rate isthe difference between the authorized
spaces and the actual funded nan-years. Going back to 1968 we were
financed at 97.4 percent of the total authorized strength. Tie 1970
figure that you see represents itfunded level of 97.3 percent. In fact,
our lapse rate is a little higher in 1970 than it has been in prior years.
So, I cannot follow the figures that. you have.
Mr. SIKs. All right, when the record comes down to you, check

what you have against, my question and with-the clerk of the committee, in order to clarify any misconception.
Mr. K-rLEs. Certainly, sir. We will reconcile the differences.

(The information follows:)

)CAA lAPSE COMPUTATION

The DCAA lapse experience has been the following:
Fiscal y
End strength (authorized) .............. ...........................
Man.years funded ................................................
Percentelauthorized, funded ......................................
Unfunded (lapse) ................................................

.

3,953
849
97.4
.-2.6

Fiscal year
1969

Fiscal year
1970 estimate

3,788
3 0
16.3
1+.3

3.935
828
V .3
-2.7

1 No effective Iase realized in fiscal year 1969 because of the necessity under Public Law 90-364 to cut back from a
starting -n.boardlevel of 3,896 on July 1 1968 to 3,788 the ceiling Igure for the end of the fiscal year. This action
resulted n man-years realized exceeding the end-year authorized strength.

It Is considered that the 2.7-percent lapse rate estimated for fiscal year 1970

Is consistent with the normal operating experience level. It Is necessary that this
agency recruit ni Input of qualified college graduates at the the of graduation
In May and June who will report for duty during July as trainees and junior

auditors. This Initial input at the start of the fiscal year will bring the staff
level to a position where normal attrition during fiscal year 1970 will result In

an average employment of 3,828 man-years as provided In the estimate.
.tAN-YEARS

DERIVED THtROUOH OVRIME

Mr. SIKES. In your statement you say that the Office of the Secretary
of Defense, in recognition of the volume of audit work, both in postaward audits and otherwise, authorized your agency to use paid overtime in an amoutt which permits tile agency to alply the equivalent

of 3,900 man-years'in fiscal year 1969.
For the record, tell us low nany man-years you derived for fiscal

years 1968, 1969, and 1970, through the use of paid overtime.
(The information follows :)
MAN-YEARS DERIVED FROM USE OF OVERTIME

Fiscal
Fiscal jrea mu6 Fiscal year

Full-time man.years ......................................... .
Overtime man-years ...............................................
Total, men-years (estimated) ................................

est
7a0
estimate

3,849
67

3,800
100

3,828
57

3
3,916

3,900

3,685
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PAID OVERTIME COSTS
Mr. SIKFs. What were your overtime costs for fiscal year 1968,
what are you l)lanning for fiscal 1969, and what is the dollar amount
of overtime included in the 1970 budget? That may be provided for
the record.
Mr. Pmrry. Very well.
(The information follows:)

Overtime cols

Estimated cost of overtime:

Fiscal year 168 ------------------------------------------Fiscal year 1969 --------------------------------------------Fiscal year 1970 estimated -----------------------------------

$020,00
100,000
570, 000

REIMBURSABLE AUDIT WORK

Mr. SIKEs. Also, in your statement on page 2 you refer to the contract audit work which you do for agencies outside the Department of
Defense on at reimbursable basis. You have explained the effects of the
Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968 on your personnel
strength.
As a result. of these reductions in personnel, have you found it necessairy to reduce the amount of audit work or audit services that you
have been able to provide to agencies outside of the Department of
l)efense?
Mr. PErY. We have not reduced that amount of work
ABILITY TO HANDLFE CURRENT LEVEL OF WORKLOAD

Mr. SIKFS. On page 4 of your statement you discuss the workload
which DCAA is planning on handling in fiscal year 1970. You state
that it is your opinion, based on all the information made available
to you, that the work which you should do in fiscal year 1970 will
equal or exceed that of fiscal year 1969.
If there is a reasonable chance that. your fiscal year 1970 workload
will equal that of fiscal year 1969 and you would be normally expected
to have some increases in employee productivity each year, are you on
a sound basis in asking for additional positions for fiscal year 1970?
Mr. PE'ry. I believe that we are because, as we point out elsewhere
in the statement, we are not quite able to cover on a current basis
everything that, we should do currently. Therefore, I do believe that
we are being fair and honest in this request.
FUNDS FOR PERSONNEL COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS

Mr. SIKS. On page 1 of your openin, remarks, you indicate that
your increase of $872,000 for fiscal year 1970 is composed primarily
of $749,000 for personnel costs and benefits.
On page 2 of your justification, however, you are showing only an
increase of 28 man-years.
If that is correct, why would you need $749,000 additional for personnel compensation and benefits ?
Mr. K'rr v. The figures there represent funding for direct costs,
and include $433,000 in salary. We have an actual net increase of 28,
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but an increase in the direct financing of 36 man-years. We have within-grade promotions which normally occur, and we have included
some $408,000 for that item.
In addition, we have such things as terminal leave and other items
that equate to $179,000.
Then we have included in this figure the offset of some $271,000 in
our direct funds for overtime, which is less in 1970 as compared to the
current fiscal year because of the increase in the number of people.
FUNDS FOR OTHER SUPPORT COSTS

Mr. SixEs. There is an increase of $123,000 for travel, communica-

tions, and other supporting services. For the record, provide a breakdown of those activities, and tell why you need the additional amount.
Mr. K rrLs. Very good, sir.

(The information follows:)

Increasefor other support

Ficae
90 mate

(direct support)

Items of change:

Federal telecommunications system ----------------------

Travel

-----------------------------------------

Computer services
Other support costs
Net increase

_-+ -$41,000

+ 90,000

+ 20,000
-----------------------------------28,000
-------------------------------------

--------------------------------------- +123, 000

Reason for changes:
Federal Telecomnunfcations System (FTS).-This represents payments to
the General Services Administration (GSA) primarily for FTS inter-city tele-

phone charges. The billings are fixed by GSA through statistical sampling techniques and a projection of actual calls made. The increase reflects DCAA's
assessment by OSD for the increased FTS billings that GSA anticipates for
fiscal year 1970.
TraveL-This includes an Increase of $50,000 for "Training travel" to restore

professional audit training at the Contract Audit Institute to the level maintained in fiscal year 1968. This is consistent with the increase in staff requested
for fiscal year 1970 and the planned recruitment of lower grade auditors who

will require further training at the Institute: $40,000 of the increase Is for additional audit travel and Is consistent with field estimates of travel requirements
and the higher staffing level to be maintained in fiscal year 1970.
Computer servkces.-The increase reflects the expected growth in usage of
time-shared computer services. These services assist the field auditor in sam-

pling and other problem solving techniques. Computer services eliminate the

need for the auditor to make lengthy computations and thereby assist the agency

in meeting the increased productivity requirements which are annually levied

against the agency.

Other support cost8.-These represent primarily those costs paid to the
Defense Supply Agency for disbursing, accounting, payroll, motor pool. Janitorial, and similar type services. As a result of DCAA assuming responsibility for

its own appropriation accounting, a net savings of $28,000 has been achieved in
"other support costs."
POST-AWARD REVIEWS

Mr. SIKES. On page 6 of your statement under your discussion of

Public Law 87-653, you state that you have instructed the field audit
offices to apply to the post-award reviews approximately 5 percent of
the available direct auditor time.
Does it follow that these offices will apply this 5 percent regardless
of their workload distribution?
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Mr. Pprry. No, sir. It does not follow that all of them will need as
much as 5 percent. There may be some contractor situations where you
do not have many contracts or some even none at all that are subject
to this type of audit. We have told them that on the average, we feel
that by applying about 5 percent of the direct auditor time we can

make a good selection, we can cover the larger contracts which are

subject to the act, we can take a sampling of the smaller contracts.
Some may run over. Many will run under.
Mr. MINSHALL. I would like to ask you with reference to Public
Law 87-653, if you think 5 percent of the total staff time to be applied
to this type of audit is sufficient.
Mr. Prry. Let me answer that question in this way, if I may,
please.
We were faced with the necessity of instructing our people in the
field about how much effort should be applied to Public Law 87-653.
Recognizing the fact that our first priority work is the evaluation of
pricing proposals, which does take a very large part of our time, and
recognizing also that we have ongoing at all times the necessity for
the audit of incurred costs which, again, takes a very large part of our
time, it was necessary to decide what level of effort shall we apply as
of this point in time to the Public Law 87-653 audits.
We gave it a considerable amount of thought and did establish a
contract selection procedure which we have issued to our people in
the field, under which they do select for examination for this purpose
pertinent contracts which do bear large dollars.
So, we feel by selecting the large contracts, we are hitting most of
the dollars that are involved.
Mr. MINSHALL. By "large contract," what do you mean?
Mr. Prrrr. $5 million or over.
Mr. MINSHALL. Go ahead.
Mr. PrrTY. Then in order to get a reasonable and, hopefully, a
rather scientific coverage of the large volume of smaller contracts, we
developed a selection method, going into the DOD data bank, which
has records of all procurement actions issued during a period of time.
We go in there and we make a random sample, on a scientific selection
basis, of contracts out of this mass. Then we identify those particular
contracts by number to our various audit offices which are cognizant
of them. We say, "You audit these contracts for this purpose."
I cannot give you a flat answer about whether we are doing enough
inthis area. I think we need perhaps a little more time and a little
greater body of statistical data about the results of the work that we
are doing, before we do reach a firm conclusion in this respect.
Mr. MINSHALM. In other words, you are getting started, and you do
not have enough experience yet to decide whether or not this will be
sufficient?
Mr. Pmrr. That is right.
Mr. MINSHALL. Thank you very much.
RECRUITMENT OF AUDITORS FOR vIm'NAM DUTY

Mr. SiKxs. On page 7, you state that you now have 28 people on
duty in South Vietnam with another 17 in Bangkok.
This is an increase of five auditors in Vietnam over the number you
had there last year.
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Have you been able to recruit all of tile auditors that you need for
this area?
Mr. Pm-ry. We have been up to this point in time. It is a hard job.
You have to keep working at it all'the time.
Mr. SIRES. You have had difficulty all along?
Mr. P rry. To date we have been able to keep those positions staffed.
Mr. SIKES. At the moment you feel you are reasonably well staffed?
Mr. PmTY. Yes, sir, I do, at this time.

AUDITS IN SOUTIhEAST ASIA

Mr. SIKES. I would like to have in some detail for the record, and
briefly at this time, a rundown on the audits conducted in Vietnam
and Southeast Asia covering the significant items that have occurred
since this was discussed in last year's hearings.
(Off the record.)
Mr. PE'TTY. Your question, as I get. it, is, What have we been accomplishing, what we have been doing,(
Mr. SIRES. How do the principal problems which you were encountering a year ago now look? What progress are you making, and how
tire you getting along?
Mr. PETTY. If you would care to take a look at some of these exhibits, particularly VI and VII, you will see the contract obligations,
the claims
Mr. ANDRF.WS. If you will pardon me a minute, Mr. Petty, I would
like to see these exhibits put in the record at this point.
Mr. SIKES. Very

well.

Mr. ANDREWS. It, focuses the reader's attention on what Mr. Petty
is talking about.
EXHIBIT VI
MAJOR CONTRACTORS IN VIETNAM-STATISTICS AS OF DEC. 31, 1968
(in thousands of dollars]

Contract obligations ..............
Costs d lmed ......................
Costs audited ........................
Disallowanes .....................
Suspensions ..........................
Other savings....................

RMK-BRJ

P.A. & L

Page
Comm.

Vinnell

Alaska
B.& T

, 494,806
,187.807
1,108,204

334,191
254.250
230-,686
5
515
2,901

189,758
185,200
145,334
74
0
182

113,332
87.481
63,181
0
0
0

110,532
78,030
58,631
125
6
0

113
700

EXHIBIT VII
MAJOR CONTRACTORS IN THAILAND-STATISTICS AS OF DEC. 31, 1968
tin thousands of dollars

Contract obligatons .................................
Costs claimed ...........................
Costs audited
............................
Disallowances .....................................
Susenslons ..............
Other savings .............

OZK

UMD

P. A.& E.
(AMPAC)

Philo.Ford

116,901
110,516
96,933
13
174
89

37,374
36,055
36,050
3
0
0

28,721
21,070
14,180
70
1
0

220,729
168342
117,614
0
0
535
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Mr. P-ry. You can see there the relationship between the costs
which the various contractors have claimed to the end of December
1968, and the amount which we have audited, and the amounts of
disallowances, suspensions, and other savings.
I think these figures indicate that we have been able to catch up with
respect
to theremember,
audit of the
contractors' costs.
you ma
Mr.
Chairman, when we appeared before your
Military Construction Subcommittee a couple of years ago, we were
not in any such position as this. Costs had been incurred at a very
rapid rate. We had not had enough people there to do the job.
We have done some catching up with respect to all contractors. Because of the fact that we have had a larger force there, and because
of the fact that the situation as concerns contracting has stabilized
to a considerable extent, and because of the fact that there has been
I believe, a greater capability on the part of the Procurement and
Contract Administration people there to deal with the various contracts and contractors, I think we have made some excellent progress
in getting down to what you might call the finer points of these audits.
AUDIT OF VINNELL CORP.

Mr. Sn&ns. I would think so.
Now let us look, for instance, at Vinnell Corp., contract obligations
of $113 million; costs audited, $63 million. Does that mean you are
something over half through with the audit of Vinnell?
Mr. PrrY. As far as we are concerned, they have claimed about
$87 million worth of costs. As of now, we have audited about $63
million.
Mr. SiKS. Does it follow there have been no disallowances and no
suspensions in this audit
Mr. Pi'ry. That is what the record shows.
Mr. SiKmS. That would appear to be a remarkably clean operation
as far as bookkeeping is concerned.
Mr. Pmfr. It would seem to be so.
AUDIT OF RMK-BRJ CORP.

Mr. SiKs. I notice RMK-BRJ, which is the big one out there had
almost a billion and a half of contract obligations, $1,187.8 million
in
costs claimed, and you have audited substantially all of that, apparently.
Mr. Pmy. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIHXA. For the volume of business and the tremendous pace at
which they were required to operate, it would appear that they had
done quite a good job.
.
Mr. Prrw. If yoU will recognize one thing with respect to business
like the RMK-BRJ contract. Almost eventhung that goes against it
is a direct charge. You do not have the problem of auditing overhead
and allocating overhead to contracts there. It is nearly all direct

80-
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charge. This means that in view of the fact that you live with them
day in and day out, you can do some preventive work and you prevent
many times the incurrence of costs which then do not show up as
savings or disallowances but, nonetheless, we have them policling'the
contract I think, reasonably well.
Mr. SIK S.Am I correct that you have had cause to disallow

$266,000 out of costs audited thus far?
Mr. PETTY. That is right.
Mr. SiKis. That seems to be a rather low figure.
Mr. Prvy. It does seem a very small figure.
Mr. S KEs. How did you achieve other savings at $700,000?
Mr. PErrY. The other savings include such matters as unallowable
interest expense, a refund for gains on currency exchange, reductions
in subcontractor claims and proposed prices, savings ;n operating cost
of automatic data processing, refunds for items erroneously charged
to the Government contract, and air fares not reimbursable under the
contract.
Mr. SxKKs. This would be considered a normal accumulation in an
operation of this size?
Mr. PFary. I hope it is normal. As of this point in tme, we certainly
have, I do believe, an adequate number of people over there. We are
living with the contractor, doing everything that we can to git him
to get on the line and stay there. We are getting pretty good support
from the Procurement and Contract Administration people there with
respect to these various contractors.
I do believe that jointly, maybe we have done a pretty fair job
on this.
AUDIT OF PACIFIC ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS

Mr. SIK1S. Let us turn to Pacific Architects and Engineers, whio

claim costs of $254 million. You have audited $230 million, and there
are disallowances of $285,000 and suspensions of $515,000.
What is the picture there on suspensions? That is a half million
dollars. What does that mean?
Mr. P-rry. We suspend a cost when they claim it or propose it and
where the cost in character we believe is an allowable cost but where
they have failed to produce evidence to support, it. The suspension is
merely a statement to the contractor, "You haven't convinced us that
this money has really been spent and should be reimbursed. If you
can come forward with evidence to support it, then we lift the suspension and it becomes reimbursable."
Mr. SiKm. In other savings, the amount jumps rather decisively to
$2.9 million. What is the picture there?
Mr. PErY. Could I sup ply that one for the record? I have a list of
things
that make up this $2.,901,000. I would be very glad to
the
it. All right.
Supply
Mi.Srsxm.
(The information follows:)
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MAJOR ITEMS OF OTHER SAVINGS

The major items of other savings reported as applicable to Pacific Architects
and Engineers, Inc. totaling $2,593,000 are shown below. The remainder of the
$2.9 million includes numerous miscellaneous small dollar items.
Amounts recovered as a result of the change in the piastre exchange

rate

----------------------------------------------

Costs specifically unallowable by the ASPR which were claimed on
-------------------------public vouchers -----------Auditors recommended cancellation of hull insurance on Caribou
-------------------------------------------aircraft
Auditor recommended use for stationery and other printed matter
which the contractor was going to scrap --------------------Disallowances based on auditor's recommendation of management
consultation services
-----------------------------------

Disallowance based on auditor's recommendation of proposed living allowances for employees
--------------------------------Auditors recommended termination of vehicle leases -------------Claims made on public voucher for expenditures that had not been
Incurred
Canceled payroll checks included on public vouchers --------------

$390,000
169,000
29,000
75,000
100,000

60,000
85,000

0-----------602,000

Savings resulting from the Army taking over the operation of PA & E's
nonstandard repair part depot in accordance with a DCAA recommendation
4000--------------Recoupment of costs for excessive OT hours during TET offensive ----- 75,000
Unclaimed wages included on the contractor's billing -------------Savings resulting from audit of contractor's claimed loss position on

mess hall operations

----------------------------------

Claims for material costs which had not been incurred -------------

51,000

123,00
144,000

Mr. SIR . You feel, generally, that you are on top of the problem
and the audit is proceeding satisfactorily?
Mr. Prrry. I feel very much better about the work in Southeast
Asia than I did a year ago, Mr.. Chairm an.
Mr. SIKES. Are there any major or significant problems at this time
that you have not discussed with the committee in connection with
Southeast AsiaI
Mr. PE'rY. I do not believe that there are.
DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT INSTITUTE

Mr. SIKEs. On page 8 of your statement, you discuss training plans
for fiscal year 1970, and you say that you plan to have 1,650 students
attend the Defense Contract Audit Institute.
This would imply that each DCAA auditor attends the Defense
Contract Audit Institifte at least once every 2 years. Is that correct ?
Mr. Pn-rY. Not quite, no.
Mr. SxIKs. What is the baeis on which you operate I
Mr. Pm-y. Might I there ask you to refer to the exhibit VIII, which
lists the courses which we give in the Contract Audit Institute.
(Exhibit VIII follows:)
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EXHIBIT VIII
CONTRACT AUDIT INSTITUTE COURSES, FISCAL YEAR 1969
Grade
level
Sto 7 ......
9to 1
9 to12
12to14 ....
IoW....
to 14 .....
91014.....
Improvement curve analysis thnIqu ............ 9t14

Auditor Intern course ............................
Intermediate auditor.
Intermediate auditor (indoctrinatlon)........
Sups ryy and technIcal management of audits ....
Statilsti l sampling ............................
Audit In EDP environment .....................
Graphic and computational analysis technkques.....

Number
Number
of classes students
6
7
5
5
6
7
9
7
52

Number
of days

175
187
148
149
173
208
250
192
1,482

10
5
t0
5
5
10
5
5

Student
days
1,750
745

865

2080
1,250

960
10,065

fr. PETTY. We assign people to the Institute and send them there
for these coures on the'basis of our belief about their need for instruction in the particular areas with which the courses deal.

Mr. Sixis. Do you attempt to have each of your auditors cover all
8 courses during the period that they are attending the Institute?
Mr. PL-rr. N6 sir. In the first place, we do not attempt to expose
all auditors to all 8 courses, and they will not get more than one of
these on one trip to the Institute.
Mr. SIREs. How frequently does the average auditor attend the
Institute?
Mr. P'ry. It would be not, more often than every 2 years. Again,
let me repeat that not all will visit the Institute that often, by any
means.
Mr. SIKFs. These are short courses?
Mr. Pnwri. Yes, sir. They are courses directed to specific subjects.
Tley are short courses.
Mr. SIKrs. Where is the InstituteI
Mr. Pmr r.. Memphis. It is in facilities of the Defense Depot, Meinphis, which is a Defense Supply Agency installation.
TMI 8TIDY OF CONTRACT AUDIT/CONTRACT ,I)MINISTRATION

INTE11,CE

Mr. SIxEs. The committee has been advised that the Logistics Man-

,gement Institute made a study of the Contract Audit/Contract Ad-

ministration interface. This study was completed on March 10, 1969.
Have you seen the result of this study?
Mr. Prry. Yes, sir, I have seen the port.
Mr. SirE. Why was the Logistics Management Institute directed

to make such a study?

Mr. PrnM,. Somebody else would have to answer that one for you,
Mr. Chairman. I had nothing to do with the decision that they should
do it, or the selection of LMI to do it.
Mr. SiKF.S. What are their qualifications for making such a study?
Mr. Pm-ry. I would hate to express an opinion on that, if you would
excuse me from it.

Mr. SIxEs. What are the results of the study?
Mr. PErY. The results of the study are a recommendation by the
Logistics Management Institute that the Defense Contract Audit
Agency should be subordinated to and made a part of the Defense
Contract Administration Services, which is presently an Executive
directorate of the Defense Supply Agency.
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Mr. SmEs. What are your feelings on the subject?
Mr. Prmrx. May I continue?
The recommendation further is that this combination of Defense
Contract Administration Services and Defense Contract Audit Agency
should itself become a Defense Agency similar to DSA or DCAA at
this point in time.
Those are their two recommendations.
Your next question was what is my opinion?
Mr. SmKs. What is your reaction to the recommendation?
Mr. Pfrry. I hope I am au honest enough accountant and auditor
and an honest enough empioyee of the Federal Government that I can
take an objective view of t is subject.
Bearing in mind that the effect of it would be to subordinate the
contract audit activity to the Contract Administration Services activity, which is in the final analysis one of the parties to the procuring and contract administration process, it is my firm opinion that contract audit can do a inuch better job for the Departmont. of Defense,
for the governmentt, and for the public if it is permitted to remttin as
an independent agency.
Mr. GAmuTY. HIM you any idea as to why LMI was directed to
make this study?
Mr. Pm'r'. As I mentioned earlier, I had nothing to do with the
decision that, they should do it, or the selection of LMI to do it. However, a reading of the task order assigned to LMI indicates that the
study was directed as an outgrowth of the 1967 Dol)-wide procure.
ment pricing conference at Herhey, Pa. Two conference panels devoted special attention to the contract audit-contract administration
area and arrived at diametrically opposed courses of action for resolving alleged problems. At a senior management review of these recom.
mendations it was decided that a detached study of the area was
needed to assist the top DoD officials in deciding on appropriate re.
medial measures. LMI was selected to perform tiis study.
AUDIT OF FEDERAL, CONTRACT H".FARCI

CE NTER8

Mr. Siors. Mr. Petty, you mentioned that the committee expressed
particular interest in the review and audit of Federal contract research
centers. We were particularly interested in tlue review of management
operations expenses, including administrative costs.
Do your new guidelines inside these areas?

Mr. P rmy. Yes, sir.

Mr. Sints. Will you expand on that.

Mr. Pmyrry. The DCAA "Guidelines" cover procedures to be followed in auditing the types of expenses normally incurred by FCRCs.
Salaries and wages represent the largest single element of costs incurred by 'FORs. Auldit guidance in this area covers such aspects as
salary and wage structures, utilization and management of labor resources, attendance and timekeeping, and fringe benefits. The guidance, also covers purchased services and material, including outside
services expenses generated by affiliates9 purchasing and sulontractin I and the material storage and issue #unction. Costs such as travel,
refocat ion, de))reciat ion, taxes, research, and bidding costs are also covered in the guidelines as upart of the instructions on overhead audits.
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Mr. Sixm. Have your recent audit. reports on Federal contract research' centers revealed any improprieties in the use of operations or
administrative funds?

Mr. Prry. Audits of FCRCs entail evalutions of charges to Oovernment contracts as well as the overall utilization of Government
funds. Contractors' budget and acc6unting functions and flancial managenient procedures are reviewed to determine whether the procedures
and controls are effective in accomplishing Government contracts at, a
reasonable cost. Our evaluations have not disclosed any improprieties
respecting the misuse of funds, however, we have reported findings
dealing with contract financial management and cost controls.
For example, during a recent review of financial resources and related cash flow at an FORe, the audit6rs recommended a reduction of
$2 million in Government advances under the major DoD contract.
Such reduction was possible because the auditors found that there had
been a significant increase in liquid reserves, and there was no longer
a need for maintaining the level of advance payments previously required.
The auditors at another location noted sigliflcant. increases in indirect labor costs related to independent technical effort. The auditors
observed that there was ii need for control over these costs and recommended that the contracting officer enter into an advance agreement
with the contractor. As a result of the advance agreement, the contractor's 1966 and 1967 overhead cost claims were re-duced by $1.8 million.
Our audits also result in the questioning of costs incurred and
charged to Government contracts. Examples of the types of costs questioned in reports issued are independent research and development,
bidding expense, travel and relocation costs, special facilities costs,
and consultant's fees.
AUDIT OF RAND CORPORATION

Mr. SixRs. We discussed the audit of the Rand Corp. last. year.
What did your final audit report on this operation reveal?
Mr. PE-ry. The DCAA audit at the Rand Corp. during 1968 covered 1967 overhead costs and a number of functional areas identified
in the audit "Guidelines." With regard to the 1967 overhead audit,
the auditors questioned $519,000. Signiflcant amounts questioned rehated to bidding costs, consultants' fees, travel expenses, and publication costs.
Nine functional areas identified in the audit plan were reviewed during the year. These included budgetary procedures, accounting and
cost distribution, labor utilization, and timekeeping. The auditors
found that timekeeping procedures needed improvement and issued a
report to the administrative contracting officer. The evaluations of the
other functional areas did not disclose any significant deficiencies.
PROVIDING AUDIT REPORTS TO SECRETARY OF"DEFFNSH

Mr. SiEs. Are you reporting the deflciencies disclosed by your audit
reports directly to the Secretary of Defense or his deputy?
Mr. Perrvy. The DCAA Guidehines provide that, as a general rule,
audit reports will be issued to the appropriate contracting officer for
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action, Copies of the reports, however, are to be furnished appropriate

Department of Defense components whenever particulatly sensitive
or significant operational or policy matters are involved. Consequently,
while we do not ordinarily report, audit findings directly to the Secretary of Defense or his deputy we do advise other )O) offices of
sensitive or significant, matters. A8an example, we recently encountered
some major difficulties in review'ig an FCRC 's salary and wage levels.
The basic problem was the absence of a formal system, and we could
tot properly evaluate management controls over such areas as the level
of starting salaries and the basis for salary increases. This matter was
promptly reported to the contracting officer and in turn to the office of
the Director, defensee Research and Engineering (DI)R & E). The
FCRC was instructed by I)DR & E to develop a formal system, which
was to be evaluated by DCAA. A copy of the report on our evaluation
of the system developed by the contractor was officially transmitted
to DDR & E.
Mr. SiKps. Further questions?
DCAA RElATIONS WITH 0AO IN SOUTI,0V.ART ARIA

Mr. ANDIEwS. Mr. Petty, the General Accounting Office has a field
office in Southeast Asia.
Mr. PEly. I believe that is right.
Mr. ANDuPWs. Do your people work with them?
Mr. P'r'rr. To the extent that they request that we do. Please understand that we are the ones who are charged with doing the direct contract audit work. We must go ahead and initiate these audits and carry
them on, on our own initiative.
a
GAO, of course, is in a supervisory position as far as we are concerned. If they happen to decide to inquireinto a particular area nnd
they come to us and ask us what knowledge or information we have
about this subject, have we already looked at it, we do provide them
such information and assist them in that respect.
We do not actually go out, and jointly perform an audit with GAO.
Mr. ANDREW. I was going to ask you if there was any duplication
of effort between your agency and GAO.
Mr. PETTY. The only duplication-I do not think you should really
call it that-the only duplieation would be where GAO decides to get,
into and inquire into an area which we may already have audited.
TiEFT OF GOVEIINMENT PROPERTY IN VIETNAM

Mr. ANDREWS. We have heard and read of stealing, black markets,
and so forthI, in Vietnam. Have you found anything about those alleged acts of stealing and black market operations?
Mr. P'rY. Please understand, again, that we in this activity would
have little occasion to be finding out anything about black market activities in any commodity or in currency or ,h atever. There has been,
and we know there has been, a certain amount of thievery of contractors' property, some Government property, but our contacts with the
loss of property would be where we are trying to account for property
which a contractor had acquiired either by purchase or by receipt from
the Federal Government. You come up against the question of what
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should be in the inventory according to the record, and what is in the
inventory, and it is not all there. You cannot always draw the conclusion that this was necessarily stolen property.
The thing I am saying is that some of the property losses over there
are no doubt due to thievery. Others may be due to issue of property
without proper records having been made.
CONVICTIONS OR INDICTMENs RESULTING FROM AUDITS

Mr. ANDREWS. Has your agency been responsible for any person be-

ingarrested or indicted or prosecuted and convicted?
Mr. PE-rr. No, sir; not with respect to this matter of the stealing
or thievery of property.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have your efforts resulted in the prosecution and/or
conviction of any contractor employee or Defense employee?
Mr. Pmu'y. No, sir.
Mr. MINSTIALL. In other words, you have never uncovered any criminal acts.
Mr. P'rry.That is true.
Mr. ANDREWS. In all of these far flung operations, you have not
found any evidence of criminal activity such as thefts I
Mr. PE'rY. We are talking about Southeast Asia particularly?
Mr. ANDREIWS. I am talking about overall.
Mr. PrnY. Wait up a minute. I thought you were addressing Southeast Asia.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have already said you did not have any arrests
or convictions in Southeast Asia.
Mr. PE'IY. We do have from time to time situations where we have
reason to believe that there have been irregularities or improprieties.

The thing we do, of course, upon detecting something of this sort, is to

refer it to an investigating agency.
Mr. ANDREWS. You are only an auditing agency, a fact-finding
agency. If you find evidence of criminal acts, you make a report to
the proper authorities.
Mr. Prry.Yes, sir9 that is right.
Mr. ANDREWS. Then it is out of your hands.
Ur. Prvmr. That is right,
Mr. MINSHALL. To whom do you report it?
Mr. PE ry. Ordinarily the FBI will be the investigating agency.
Mr. MINSHALL. Do you ever follow through to see what action was
ultimately taken?
Mr. PTrry. Yes,
Mr. MINSHALL. What has happened I
Mr. P xry. There have been people indicted and convicted as a
result. They are not legion in number in relation to the total number
of people who work for the contractors whom we audit, but there are a
good number of these cases.
DCAA RELATIONSHIP

SERVICE AUDIT AGENoCIS

Mr. ANDnEws. Does the Army have an audit service in addition to

yours?
Mr. Prmr. The Army has an internal audit service, the Army Audit
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Agency. Similarly, the Air Force and the Navy have internal audit
services.
Mr. ANDREWS. If any one of the services has an audit agency, is there
duplication of effort on the part of their auditing service and yours
Mr. Pery. No, air, we do not duplicate. Bear in mind that we audit
the contractor. We do not audit anybody else.
Mr. ANDREWS. Just the contractors ?I
Mr. Perry. That is right. They do not audit the contractor. Any
time that they have an internal audit which does not cause them to need
any work done in the contractor area, they come to us and ask us to do
this. We do it and supply it. to them. We work very hard not to have
duplication. I think weh ave been quite successful.
LMI PROPOSAL TO COMBINE CONTRACT AUDIT WITH CONTRACT
ADMINISTRATION

Mr. ANDRnWS. I was interested in your statement with reference to
the meeting in Hershey, Pa. They want to put the contracting officers
and the auditors in the same shop?
Mr. Perry. Those who administer the contracts, yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. That would be a funny set-up, wouldn't it?
Mr. Perry. Extremely so.

Mr. ANDREWS. Did your agency take any part in asking LMI to

make that study?
Mr. P, ry. No.

Mr. ANDREWS. I would not think so, in view of the fact that you

disagree with their findings. What about the Defense Supply Agency?
Did they participate in the request?
Mr. Perry. Mr. Congressman I think one would have to say that
the authorization to do this work as it came to the Logistics Manageinent Institute was instigated by the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Installations and Logistics). The task order which came
out, so there may be no confusion, was signed by Secretary Morris
who was then Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and
Logistics).
SAVINGS RESULTING FROM AUDITS
Mr. ANDREWS. I serve on the subcommittee which handles the ap-

propriation for the General Accounting Office, and each year, with a
great deal of pride, they tell us what their Agency saved the
Government.
Can you tell us how much your Agency has saved the Government?
Mr. Perry. We have provided statements here showing the amounts
of costs audited, the amounts of costs questioned. We have provided
a statement showing the amount of savings that have been reported
to us as a result of our work, from a portion of the work which we
hove done.
Before we can determine what the actual savings is, we have to get
a report back from the contracting officer who finally settles the case.
(Exhibit IX follows:)
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EXHIBIT IX
SUMMARY OF NET SAVINGS REPORTED (JULY 1967 THROUGH DEC. 31, 1968)
uln millions of dollars)

Dollars examined .................................................
Costs questioned .................................................
Costs questioned suitalned ..............................
Not savlnt .......................................

.

Audit of
Incurred
costs

Evaluation
of prke
proposals

Total

9,006.5

22,377.4

31,33.9

328. 6
191.5
159.1

2,152.5
975.1
522.4

2, 481. 1
1,166.6
681.5

Note: Compiled from copies of nelotiatlon memorandums received by DCAA,

Mr. ANDRZWS. I am looking at exhibit IX of your statement, where
you show a summary of net savings reported, July 1967 through
December 31, 1968.
Is it correct that your organization examined and audit a total
of $31,383,9006000?
Mr. Pvrr. That, bear in mind, is only a portion of what. we have
audited.
Mr. ANWEWi. This page shows net savings-I assume to the Government-as a result of your work $681.5 million.
Mr. Pmrvy. $681 million out o? that particular $31 billion of costs
audited.
Bear in mind, each year we will examine about $ 2 0.plus billion
worth of incurred costs. We will examine about $50 billion-plus of
pricing proposals. We are examining, then, a total of costs or proposed

costs of some $70-plus billion each year.

.

Mr. ANDREWS. During that period of time that I mentioned, you
examined $31 billion-plust
Mr. Prry. I am trying to say that is only a part of what we examined during that period of time.
Mr. AwonEws. I would think it would be helpful to you if you put
Ihe total amount there.
Mr. Prrry. We cannot match the net true savings against the dollars that we examine in the period of time in which we examine it.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Out of the total of $31 billion-plus that you exam-

ined, is your office responsible for savings to the Federal Government
of $681 million? •
Mr. P rTy. Out of that particular $31 billion, we are responsible
for a net savings of $681 million.

Mr. ANDREws8. That is all.

Mr. P=Ty. Bear in mind, that is only a part of the savings which
results from our work during that period of time.
Mr. ANDnzws. I am just talking about the $31 billion examined,
and you saved $689 million.
Mr. MINSHALL. No questions Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIKE8. Mr. Sinclair, couid you obtain a copy of the LMI report
for the committee"
Mr. SINCLAIR. Yes, sir; I will provide the committee with a copy
of the report.
Mr. SIKE. Thank you very much, gentlemen. You have been helpful to the committee.
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DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY
WITNESSES
LT. GEN. EARL C. HEDLUND, U.S. AIR FORCE, DIRECTOR
MA . GEN. R. 0. KYSER, U.S. ARMY, DEPUTY DIRECTOR
REAR ADM. I. F. HADDOCK, U.S. NAVY, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
PLANS, PROGRAMS, AND SYSTEMS
MELVIN H. BAKER, COMPTROLLER
WILLIAM M. HOWARD, CHIEF, MANAGEMENT EVALUATION AND
INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIVISION, OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER
HAROLD R. GARRETT, CHIEF, OPERATIONS BUDGETS DIVISION,

OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER
JESSE P. LAOKLEN,
COMPTROLLER

CHIEF, STOCK FUND DIVISION, OFFICE OF

Mr. SiKps. The committee is now prepared to discuss the requireinents for the Defense Supply Agency for funds for fiscal year 1970.
The request in total is for $636,480,000. Of this amount $607,154,000
is for operation and maintenance; $18,026,000 is for procurement; and
$10,400,000 is for research, development, test, and evaluation. The total
funds being requested for fiscal year 1970 are $8,868,000 above the
presently estimated funding level for fiscal year 1969.
At this point we will insert various justiflcation pages in the record.
(The pages follow:)

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
APPROPRIATION: Operation and Maintenance, Defense Agencies, FY 1970

Budget Activity: Defense Supply Agency

Project. Summary
Purpose and Scope

The Defense Supply Agency was established as an agency of the Departmen of Defense on 1 October 1961 pursuant to authority vested in
the Secretary of Defense and the provisions of the National Security Act of 1947, as amended.
The primary objectives of the Defense Supply Agency are:
First, to insure effective and timely support of the operating forces in war and peace;
Second, to furnish this support at the lowest practicable cost.
This budget estimate for the Defense Supply Agency In Fiscal Year 1970 supports the supply and service organizations which perform the
functions assigned to the Agency, except for the Defense Documentation Center which is financed from Research, Development, Test and Evaluation funds. These organizations and functions, with representative workload indicators, include:
Functions
Supply Centers (6)

Procurement and inventory management of medical, fuel, subsistence, clothing, general, industrial, construction, and
electronics materiel

Distribution Depots (8)

Receipt, storage and issue of DSA materiel

Anmal Workload Indicators
18.9
$5.4
$2.4
1.7
2.3

Million Requisitions
Billion Sales
Billion Inventory
Million Items Managed
Million Procurement Line Items
Awarded

2.8 Million Short Tons Received and

Spped
1.1 Million Short Tons in Store

Service Centers (2)

Support of DoD-wide cataloging, inventory utilization, and surplus
disposal programs at DLSC, and inventory management of industrial

.6 Million Catalog Numbers added or
deleted

-74".T:

Functions
plant equipment at DIPEC

Contract Admin.
Services (CAS)
Regional Ofcs (11)

Contract A

General Admin.

Headquarters, Support Center, regional audit and field inspection

-ni
nto,
Quality Assurance, Production Surveillance

and 1dxastrial Security

-

--

Annual Woridoad Indicators
$5.0 Billion Material utilization
and disposal
$ .7 Bllion IPE Inventory
249 Thousand Contracts Administered
$20.6 Billion Value of Material Inspected
for Sipment
1.8 Million Invoices Paid

The operations of the Defense Supply Agency are being carried on at the lowest practicable cost which will provide for the performance of
its missions. Continulg efforts are being made to achieve increased efficiency in every area of operations so that cost reductions can be
accomplished where my potenal savings are identified.

-

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
APPROPRIATION: Operation and Maintenance, Defense Agencies, FY 1970
Project: Summary

Budget Activity: Defense Supply Agency
Summary

ligations
2f
by Projects

(In thousands of dollars)
Direct Obligations:
1. Procurement and Supply Management

2. Supply Depot Operations
3.

Logistics Services

4. Contract Administation Services

FY1968
149,739

FY 1969
155,699

128,830

139,830

45,022

48,310

228,731

241,600

23,265
5. General Administration
Total Direct Obligations
Reimbursable Obligations:
1. Procurement and Supply Management
2. Supply Depot Operations
3.

LogIstics Services

4. Contract Administration Services
5. General Administration
Total Reimbursable Obligations

TOTAL OBLIGATIONS

FY 1970
1-6j945 '56,37c

40B,229

9,o//

-Yt

23ZrO2 ;J

25p065

575,587

610p504

4,030

4,465

4,465

10,980

11,669

11,669

6,617

5,933

5,933

10,473

10,000

10,000

1,041

1,033

1,033

33,141

33,100

33,100

608,728

643,604

642,464-e1 4

/- 27

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
APPROPRIATION: Operation and Maintenance, Defense Agencies, FY 1970

Project: 'Summary

.udget.Activity: Defense Supply Agency
Summary of Obligations by Object Class

(in thousands of dollars)

tion
11 Personnel Com
Permanent Positions

Positions other than permanent
Other personnel compensation

FY 1968
Actual

Estimate

436,707
9,740
10,011

461,569
7,382
11,188

22 Transportaton of things
23
24
25
26
31

Rents, commimications and utilities
Printing and reproduction
Other services
Supplies and materials
Equipment
Total direct obligatior

FY 1970
Estimate

46tv~8

Si

7,382

".56,
t±06

480 139

Total personnel compensation
Direct Obligations
11 Personnel compensation
12 Personnel benefits
21 Travel and transportation of persons

FY 1969

431,608
34,430
7,811
788
28,707
3,421
37,142
28,908
25 772
575,8

455,289
36,424
8,181
796
36,552
3,628
37,240

28,351
4, 043

446,406

..

~

8,181
796
41,029
3,578
40,782
29,917
4, 043
649r"

~6

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
APPROPRIATION: Operation and Maintenance, Defense Agencies, FY 1970
Budget Activit: Defense Supply Agency

Project: Summary

Summary of Obligations by Object Class (C nt'd)
(in thousands of dollars)
FY 1968
Actual
Reimbursable Obligations
11 Personnel compensation
24,850
1,982
12 Personnel benefits
21 Travel and transportation of persons
450
22 Transportation of things
45
23 Rents, communications and utilities
1,653
24 Printing and reproduction
197
25 Other services
2,138
26 Supplies and materials
1,666
31 Equipment
160
Total reimbursable obligations

Total Obligations

-_

68 7284

FY 1969
Estimate

FY 1970
Estimate

24,850
1,982
450
45
1,653
197
2,138
1,666
119

24,850
1,982
450
45
1,653
197
2,138
1,666
119

Co
OD

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
APPROPRIATION: Operation and Maintenance, Defense Agencies, FY 1970
M

Budet Acvity: Defense Supply Agency
Summy of Permanent Civilian Positions

General Schedule Grades
GS-18
GS-17
GS-16
GS-15
GS-14
GS-13
GS-12
GS-11
GS-10
GS-9
GS-8
GS-7
GS-6
GS-5
GS-4
GS-3
GS-2
GS-1

UnrLaded Positions
Total Permanent Positions
Tbtal Temporary, Part-time an%1
Intermittent Employees
Total Civilian Coiling

Grade

55,296

FY 1969
Number
1
4
17
285
651
1,603
3,684
6,161
791
7,970
416
3,517
916
4,682
5,591
4,232
1,811
208
109844
53,384

2,156

2,150

57,452

55,534

FY 1968
Number
1
4
17
279
595
1,671
3,769
6,388

80Q
8,327
450
3,660
939
4, 832
5,800
4,450
1,851
230

11,233

Summary

FY 1970
Number
1
4
17
287
674

6,446

~C, ,7--

q96

79C

7r=

8

'7

7 2-

57488e .5%,,,9,f/I8

-509-M
2,150

7,r&

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
APPROPRIATION: Operation and Malntenc,

tA

y

Defense Agencies, FY 1970

Project: Summary

Defens Supply Agency
IMEMy of Asgd

Militay Personnel and Costs by Rank

(in thousands of dollars)

FY 1968
Amount
Number

FY 1969
Amount
Number

FY 1970

Number

Amount

1

30

1

35

1

35

LIt. Gen/vice Adm.

3

81

12

362

12

362

Maj. Gen. /Rear Adm. (upper h A1

7

186

7

Brig. Gen. /Rear Adm. (lower ba#

192

186

8
171

3,591

188

4,432

188

4,432

Colonel/Captain

328

5,804

412

8,290

412

8,290

Lt. CoL /Commander

325

4,775

300

5,022

300

5,022

Major/It. Commander

135

1,620

121

1,671

121

1,671

Cptan/Leutenant

42

378

13

129

13

129

First lIt. /Ueutenant (. g.)
Second Lt. /Enslg

12

72

-

-

Warrant Officer

12

168

8

118

119

948

127

1,156

17,659

1,189

Enlisted Personnel
Total

8
)

21,424

118

127
1,189

21,424
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APPROPRIATION:
Budget ActiviLri

~ OF DEEIE

Proutrement, Defense Agencies, F! 1970
Proj

Defense Supply Agency

:

Smry

Ep~r!se and SpeZ
vhich perform the
2he estimates for the Defense Supply Agency support the supply and service organization
from General Services
vehicles
of
use
where
located
functions assigned to the Agency. With the exception of those
can be leased
services
and
vehicles
where
or
practicable
is
service
ton or military service motor pool
Am

of personnel and materiel
cmmeorcialy, these organizations require automtive vehicles for official transportation
and mechanized
equilment
ling
ha
materials
in their dai2y operations. The depots operated by DSA also require
and related
construction
require
and
shipped
and
mat!rals handlUg systems for movement of supplies being received
of these types of major
equilment for operation and maintenance of real property. In addition to the procurement
Elinient (ADPE)
equipmt, this estimate provides for acqisition and installUation of Automtic Data Processing of Warehouse and
Mechanization
(SAWS),
Systems
for INplementation of the Standard Automated Materiel Nnagement
Services (MOCAS) at various
Sh Pent Processing Systems (NDGASP), and mechaniation of Contract Administration
and inadequate industrial
obsolescent
of
replacement
the
for
his estimate also provides
DSA iTtalatns.
Fond Clothing Factory
Industrial
Defense
the
of
capacity
productive
the
augment
to
eqilpent
on
facility p

facility.

OF DFENSE
APPROPMiATION:
AC71VITY:

Prourewnt,. Defense Agencies FT 1970

Defense Supply Agency

Project:
( hosans of Dollars)

Pkei

Remnt, Title

FT

Supply Depo)ts/Ops.

4,9718

2,r145

Base Operation~s

14,056

11,1141

300

122

Dir. of

zacifg(Clothig

Total

FRctoz7)

640~8

1970
250

70

EPARTMM

APPROPRIATION:
AClVI'Y:

OF BEFE

Procureent,

defense Agencies FY 1970
PROGRAM:

Defense Supply Agency

Supply Depot Operations

EXPlLANTION OF FSTDAS

(Tihousandls of Mll1ars)
FT

Description

Mobile, Powered Materials Handin
Mechanized Materials Hand3i

Miscellaneous Warehouse Equipment
Total

FT

M97

600

Equipment

Equiment

96

1,,718

i,0oo

108

-145
4M

142

$2,145

_5

Mcanized Materials Handling Systems
munt of a tram stock picker.
c
provides for an additional 142,000 for
Tiesttite
A study of labor costs for stock picking electronics items has indicated that utilization of a tram
stock picker vill realize, potentially, a substantial savings over present methods of operations.
MIscellaneous Warehouse Equient
Requirements vithin this budget project are for Items of varehousing equipment and storage aids.
The replacement equipment is required to replace items that are not economically repairable and

have served their useful life through normal wear.

IEPARDIN
APPROPRIATION:
A= V

:

wocinent,

OF

N
Defense Agencies FY 1970
PROGRAM:

Defense Supply Agency

Base Operations

MSIUDTES
EXPlANATION OF
e(holusand~s of Dollars)

Ff 1970

Descrsigon
Automtive Vehicles

Autotic Data Processing Eqpuiment

472

1117

210

3,v433

2,889

17,925

75

(cmi4catons Equipment
Office EDpmnt
Other WkJor Equilpment
Construction & Allied
maintenance Shop & Uboratory

151
(151)

344

189

416

282

(235)

(199)

(181)

(83)
$.18L606

Total

$.62141

IEPA~~4~2
APMPRIAON:

Procure

OF;~~
p
.nt,
Defense Agencies 1Y 1970

PROGRAM:

Defense Supply Agency

Base Operations

AfVE VCL
The au, tve vehicles rovided for in this estlmte ere standard comercial vehicles required
ent policy.
to replace =.Its meeting the current DoD re
FT ]970 Atmtive fequfrnts

Sedan, L4ht
Bus, BOC 37-47 Pasenger

Uits,
23
1

Total Cost

1,500
9,000

314,500

2,000

station lboz, 6-9 Iaeer
Total Pasenger Vehicles
fu.k, 1/2 T=on
ar'
'fruck, 1/2 Ton Pal
fruek, i/2 Ton Pickup
2Tuck, 2 !Eon Stake
fruck,*2 Ton Dumap
Track, 2 Mon Van
1i
Ton Stake
fraier, semi -1
mrailer, semi fl-11; Ton van
Trailer., Semi Loubed 15-20 Tonm
Scooter, 3 ,eel Package Delivery
fruck, leAone & UtIlity 3/4 Ton
Total Oter Vehicles
Total FT 1970 Requfrmets

Unit Cost

2

5
3
3

9
1

2,200

1,600

1,500
3,000
4., 500

3,500
3,500

'4,000

5,000
1,600
2,500

9,000

$ 51.500

.,.00

8,000
40,000
9,000

13,500
,000

34,500

4,000
20,000

6,4o

1PsR

APRPRIATION:

"I OF

-

1

Agencies F! 1970
Decweent,
Defense
PROGRAM:

Defense Supply Agency

ACTI:

Base Operations

F! 1970 Automatic Data Processing EgqdLunt
mt

The F 1970 AD requirements include (a) completion of the Mechanization of Warehouse and Shipplementation of the Standarid Automated Material Mnagement,
Processing System (k)aASP); (b)i

System (SUS); and (c) Mechaniation of Contract Administration Services (IIOCAS).
SUWAR:

a

MDWASP
SAMW
oCAS
Total

$ 1,788,9545
13,576,085

A. 3.IWASP - A uniform data system which provides for mechanization of Mterial Release Orders,
optim freiht consolidation, shipment status and stock location files.
shilpent and planni,
DSA

Number of

DDW

2
6
6
21
2

WGSW

-1

DCSC

35

Total

Planned
Purcmhase Date
1st qtr FY 70

Purchase
Price

$35sU70

125,720
86,1.82
514,460
120,v41
826,782

$1,788,155

Monthly

Amortization

$

Months to
Amortize
U.3

3,159
1,915
7,661
2,7461
18,397

39.8
45.2
67.2
48.9
44.9
44.8

$36,9158

49.5

is the automaB. SAM - Within the overall DSA Uniform Automatic Data Processing System, SANKS
Procurenaement,
Finacial
Control,
aly
Su
and
Requirements
tion of the subsystem for Distribution,
ment and Production Data and Cataloging at the supply centers.
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FY 197 Automatic Data Proc. EqRp. (Cont'd)
Number of

DSAL

Activit

Componentsw
1
2
2

DSAO
DCSC
DISC

SAM
Purchase
Price

Planned
Purchase Date

1 Sept 1969

Total

Monthly

Amortization

$ 2,651,711
1&,853,768

$ 67,620

6,070,606

121,681

$13,576,085

$ 301,549

ul2,248

Months to
Amortize

39.2
43.2

45.0

C. MKCS - An automated system to be utilized by all Defense Contract Administrative Services
Regions (DCASR) for the Data Management function coverir the three MIjor functional areas, i.e.,
contract adminisration, financial accounting and managerial support activities.
Number of

sA
DASR Boston
Detroit
Zoe Aneles
San Francisco

LtAl

1st Qtr FY 70
if
if
It

2

8

Purchase
Price

Planned
Purchase Ite

Monthly

Amortization

Months to
Amortize

7749,673
523, 950
771,673
487,230

$ 15,903
10,594
15,903
9,599

48.7
49.5
48.7
50.8

$ 2,560,r526

$ 51.,999

49.2

$
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Directorate of Manufacturing

PROGRAM:

ACTlVT: Defense Supp3Ly Agency
Fplantion of Estimtes
thousandss of Dollars)
IndstrUa Facilities (Clothing Factory)

F! 1968
$ 300

F 1970
F!
$ 70

$ 122

In order to maintaIn a normal rate of production in light of decreasing manpower authorization and
increased variety of items to be produced, more efficient equipment must be procured to replace existing
equIplent. 'The majority of the equilent to be replaced is over 20 years old.
FY 1970 Industrial Facilities E9uient Requirement
Units
Des action
Replcemnt Items:
1
Auto. Box Sealer w/auto. Conveyer
t

ole 30

Stitch, Flat Bed

5

8
Sew Fted-off Arm D.N.
1
Auto. Die Catting Mach.
1
Auto. Slitting Mach.
Auto. Trim Turn & Press Collar Unit 1
1
hotouarker Deluxe Travel Lamp
Total Replacement Equipent

Annual
Amort.

Total
Cost

Years to
Amort.

$ 45,000

$ 9,500

$ 45,000

4.5

1,100

295

5,500

205

8,600

3.7

1,075
3,100
3,500

-

-

-

3,100
3, 500

2,100
2,200

1,20

2,100

1.7

Unit
Cost

-

2,200

$ 70,000

3.2

-
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rogam-ide management and Support
Defense Documentation Center

(In thousands of dollars)

The Defense Dunton

FY 220

Fr 1969

FY( 1970

$10,600

$10,700

$1o,400

PART I - PURPOSE AED SCOPE
Center (icc) is located at Cameron Station, Alexandria, Virginia and is assigned for

6,000 authorized users composed of
operational control and direction to the Defense SUPP37. Agency. IOC serves approximate~y
ch
copy technical reports for
hard
of
exception
the
U. S. Governmet organization, their contractors and grantees. With
users.
official
these
to
a service charge is made, DDC provides products and services free
DDC provides two broad categories of scientific and technical information services required by the Defense R&D
Services. The second
The category given first priority is Research and Egineering (IE) Managent Information
cmiuty.
advancent of
the
continue
to
mission
development
a
assigned
is
DDC
In addition,
category is Doc~entation Services.
and
technology, techniques, and concepts required by the Department of Defense in the fields of management Information
I
Documentation Services.
to services and products of activities
DDC also provides central registration and certifIcation data concerning access
in
Within the Do) S&TI program, and referral service to Defense-sponsored organizatons, groups, or individuals engaged
National Referral Center for
scientific and technical activities which are sources of specialized information, or to the
Science and Technology.
reports to the Department of Ccerce
DDC does not serve the pbl3ic but provides DOD unclassified, unlimited technical
them for sale.
offers
which
(CFSI)
Information
Technical
and
(DoeC) Cleringhouse for Federal Scientific

DMC= DOUEJA.ION CEr

(Continued)
PART II - JUSrDCATIN OF FUNDS REJECTED

R&D Manageent Information Services. DDC provides frm the computerized supporting data system current technical and
manAginent Info
tion reports concerning DoD sponsored R&D plans, projects and work units to Defense R&D personnel at all
levels of technical and management responsib5lity, and DoD support to interagency activities including Interagency Life
Science Exchange, Interagency Materials Science Exchange, Interdepartmental Committee for Applied Meteorologcal Research,
Interdepartmental Committee for Atmospheric Sciences, Science Information Exchange, and the C=ttee on Academic Science
and & neering of the Federal Council for Science and Technologr.
Documentation Services. DIC acquires technical documents, stores them for retrieval, announces them for official use,
and supplies them to authorized users. DIC furnishes on demand or autmatically full text copies of reports (in full-size)
or micromage formats) and bibliographies. The availability of new DoD reports is announced in the DDC Technical Abstract
Bulletin (TAB) for classified and limited distribution documents; and in the Department of Cerce
U.S. Government Research
and Development Reports (USGRIM) for unclassified, unlimited documents.
Announcement (TAB and USGXR2)
documents are distributed twice each month with indexes to all regstered users of DDC services. (Services also include Contractor Performance
Evaluation and Cost Reduction reports support to R&D procuring activities.)

Development Program. DDC also conducts applied research, tests and evaluates new information handling products and
systems for optiu dissemination of technical information as part of a lve Year Development Plan.
Contractual Assistance. DDC's "in-house" performance of missions is supplemented by work performed by other goverment
agencies (DoC-aF=T, U.S. Government Printing Office, U.S. Post Office and Bureau of Census), and commercial/industrial
Conrators.
SUm-7 of
Fr
Direct Program:
o
Operations (Mission)
Coand Supervision and Administrative
Services Support
TOTAL RD&E, DA Program

8,666

'ogram (Thousands of Dollars)
FY 1969
Fr 1970

$ 8,437

$ 8,354

$10,70

$lo,4o0

122,046
$10,600
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GENERAL STATEMENT

Mr. Siu S. We are pleased to again have with us Lt. Gen. Earl C.
Hedlund, Director of the Defense Supply Agency.
Will you proceed with your statement, please, General Hedlund.

General FTEDLuND. Mr. Chairm6n, it is a pleasure to be with you
again today.
I would like to introduce Maj. Gen. Bob Kyser, on my right, who is
new with us in DSA, the Deputy Director; Fred Haddock heading up
our Plans Programs and Systems, Rear Idmiral in the Navy; on my
left, Mel Baker, Comptroller in DSA; on his left, Hal Garrett, the
Chief of our Budget Division; and Mr. Howard and Mr. Lacklen as

backup support.
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I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Committee to discuss
the budget estimates of the Defense Supply Agency for Fiscal Year 1970. My
prepared statement highlights our operations and explains our workload and
resource needs. I will also touch on the Agency's requirements under Defense
Agencies Appropriations for Procurement, Research and Development, Military
Construction, and Family Housing.
The basic Defense Supply Agency mission is logistical support of Defense
Department operations world-wide. This involves three principal mission areas:
First, we provide wholesale level supply support in a broad range of
repair parts and materiel to all the Military Services and to certain civilian
agencies of the Government.
Secondly, we perform contract administration services for a high
percentage of the procurements by the Department of Defense, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, and certain other Government agencies.
And thirdly, we administer certain Defense-wide logistics support
systems. These include the systems for military standard logistics data
communication; cataloging; item descriptive data; re-utilization of industrial
plant equipment; excess materiel utilization; surplus materiel disposal; and
the furnishing of research, scientific, and technical information.

SCOPE OF OPERATIONS
The scope of DSA operations is indicated by the following selected data:
There are about four million items in the Defense portion of the
Federal Catalog. DSA procures and manages 1.7 million of these items
centrally and 200,000 on a local purchase basis.
-

Our inventory is valued at $2.8 billion.

-

The annual volume of supply requisitions is 20.3 million.
Defense Stock Fund sales are about $3.7 billion. An additional
$1.7 billion represents fuel which we purchase and transport to the
Services overseas, using Service funds.
Considering procurements under the stock fund, fuel and coordinated
procurement programs, we are buying about $5.5 billion of materiel
annually.

-

We are receiving and shipping about 3 million short tons of materiel
and 19 million line items. The change in mix between short tons and
line items appears to be a continuing trend. Over the past year and
a half, we have experienced a decreasing level of tonnage activity,
but an increasing level of line item activity. Thus, the character
of our activity is changing to more transactions of lesser quantity
and bulk per transaction.

-

In the Contract Administration area, we are administering currently
some 247 thousand active contracts. This reflects a steady increase
from the level of 219 thousand about two years ago.

-

The value of materiel inspected and released for shipment is $21
billion. This also reflects a steady increase from the level of 19.4
billion about two years ago.
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Approximately 1.8 million contractor invoices are being paid. In the
invoice payment area, our progress in realizing discounts is noteworthy. About one year ago, delays in payment processing were causing
loss of about $900 thousand in discounts offered. Improvements of the
paying procedures have reduced these losses to less than $200 thousand
which is seven-tenths of 1%.
FISCAL YEAR 1969 ADJUSTMENTS
For Fiscal Year 1969, DSA was initially appropriated $589.7 million.
Subsequently, there were net increases amounting to $20.8 million for'an adjusted
total of $610.5 million.
The principal adjustment was an increase of $25.2 million for the civilian
employee pay increases enacted last year. Net decreases of $4.4 million
resulted from various transfers between DSA and GSA and the Military Services
incident to changes in item management and storage responsibilities.
FISCAL YEAR 1970 REQUIREMENTS
The President's Budget for Fiscal Year 1970, as amended, includes $607.1
million for operation of the Defense Supply Agency. This is $3.4 million less
than the adjusted total for Fiscal Year 1969. Briefly, the increases and
decreases are as follows:
$5.0 million is requested for continued progress in the implementation
of our uniform automated data processing systems and related communications.
$3.3 million of this is for the system referred to as SAMMS, which identifies the
Standard Automated Materiel Management System. As previously discussed with this
Committee, this system consists of five subsystems covering distribution,
requisition supply control, financial control, procurement and production and
cataloging. The system will be installed at the five Defense Supply Agency
Supply Centers in 3-month intervals. The pilot installation of SAMS equipment
was completed at the Defense Construction Supply Center (DCSC) on 1 October 1968.
Volume testing has been completed and an environmental test is currently underway
to assure total system readiness. The first installation is scheduled to be
operational at the Construction Supply Center in early May 1969,
The program known as MOCAS, which means Mechanization of Contract Administration Services, is the other principal automation effort involving increases
in Fiscal Year 1970.
MOCAS I B is an interim system currently in operation and is the forerunner
to MOCAS 1U. HOCAS II is the phase which will standardize contract administration
data elements and reporting in accordance with the military standard contract
administration procedures. HOCAS II will provide increased automation in the
recording and reporting of contract status, and will facilitate more timely
payment of contractor invoices. During Fiscal Year 1970, DSA will conduct a
pilot test of these procedures with the Military Services.
An increase of $100 thousand is included for MOCAS site preparation to
accom odate ADP equipment.
An increase of $400 thousand is included for HOCAS II rentals and annualization of rental costs for the Source Data Automation Program. The Source
Data Automation Program has been initiated at four Contract Administration
Regions during Fiscal Year 1969. It provides for automating data input,
utilizing optical scanning to convert from hard copy documents to magnetic
tape. The program will be fully implemented early in 1970.
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In conjunction with implementation of MOCAS, other increased amounts are
requested for improved communications. During Fiscal Year 1970, high-speed
AUTODIN terminals are planned for conversion from part-time to full-time
operation at a cost of $300 thousand.
There is also a requirement for $900 thousand, primarily for upgrading
AUTODIN terminals for MILSCAP, increased tariff charges and increased charges
for circuit equipment and for AUTOVON service requirements.
An increase of $3.3 million is requested to carry out expanded responsibilities for safeguarding classified information and materiel released to
carriers. The expanded program is pursuant to Executive Order 10501. It
involves development of detailed procedures and the processing of security
clearances for interstate carriers, including air carriers and the Railway
Express Agency. This entails some 26 thousand field inspections annually across
the United States.
Annualization of civilian pay costs requires an additional $1.5 million.
Increases of $1.6 million are included for the maintenance of real
property and higher utility costs.
Essential improvements in the Federal Catalog files at our Defense Logistics
Services Center entail increases totalling $1.2 million. Miscellaneous increases
totalling another $1.2 million are included for increased cost in the depot
operation and general administration area.
The increases in our Fiscal Year 1970 request total $13.8 million. This is
more than offset by decreases totalling $17.2 million based on greater productivity and savings from automation and warehouse mechanization.
The decrease based on greater productivity is $12.9 million. Admittedly,
this is ambitious. It demands substantial accomplishments in personnel
productivity and the efficiency of procedures and systems throughout the DSA.
The savings of $4.3 million from automation and mechanization are based
on the phased implementation of the Standard Automated Materiel Management
System and the on-going operation of the mechanized warehousing systems at our
depots.
There are indications that we are beginning to realize payoff from our
mechanization and management improvement efforts. The most vivid examples are
in supply operations and warehouse mechanization. Compared with Fiscal Year
1968, we are accomplishing a 6.4% greater depot operation workload in Fiscal
Year 1969 with 1.8% fewer man-years. We attribute this almost entirely to a
combination of automated materials handling in our warehouses and our use of
engineered performance'standards to determine manpower needs and manage the
manpower used to accomplish the depot workload.
OTHER APPROPRIATIONS
Before I close, I would like to touch on budget requirements of other
appropriations used to finance DSA operations.
First, Procurement, Defense Agencies. We are requesting $18.9 million in
this appropriation in Fiscal Year 1970. Our request includes:
-

$500 thousand for automotive vehicles and other major equipment.

-

$500 thousand for materials handling systems and other equipment.

$17.9 million for automatic data processing equipment including $13.6
for SAHMS; $2.5 million for equipment to mechanize certain contract administration
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services procedures; and $1.8 million for mechanization of warehouse procedures
at our depots.
In the Fiscal Year 1970, Research, Development, Test and Evaluation,
Defense Agencies appropriation, DSA is requesting $10.4 million. These funds
are needed to finance the operations of the Defense Documentation Center which
is the DoD facility for the acquisition, receipt, storage and issue of research,
scientific, and technical documentation. The Center also operates a data bank
of information on current research and development projects.
The Defense Supply Agency portion of the Military Construction, Defense
Agencies appropriation request for Fiscal Year 1970 is $6.7 million. Included
in this amount are:
$2.5 million for improving electric power and lighting levels at
six DSA principal storage and distribution activities.
$1.2 million for upgrading the physical facilities and transformer
capacity at the Defense Depot Tracy, California.
$988 thousand for concrete floors in three large storage sheds at
two activities.
-

$790 thousand to improve surface drainage.
$496 thousand for replacement, repair and cleaning of all corroded
pipelines and valves and installation of an adequate cathodic water
protection system at the Defense Personnel Support Center, Philadelphie
Pennsylvania.
$338 thousand for a central freight packing and terminal mechanization
facility.
$231 thousand for fire lanes and gas transmission lines.
And $212 thousand for two water pollution abatement projects.

We are also requesting $156 thousand in the Fiscal Year 1970 Family Housing
appropriation to cover the operating expenses related to 94 housing units at
Agency installations.
CONCLUSION
Mr. Chairman, this completes my review of the Defense Supply Agency
operations and Fiscal Year 1970 budget requirements. We have been stringent
in the development of this request with great reliance on substantial improvements in productivity. These estimates also assume some reduction in logistics workload in anticipation of a lower level of activity for logistics
operations in Southeast Asia. Given these conditions and barring unforeseen
developments, I believe we can sustain our current high quality of performance.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement.

80-088 0--9--pt.2-2
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Mr. Suivs. Thank you very inucl, General ITedlunl. That. is i very
interesting statement, and very useful to the committee.
OVERALL FUNDINO RVEQUIIBMENT

I hatve some questions on the overall funding requirements.
11MMATtE,

SAVINGS O

t1o7o

On page 7 of your statement you say that the total increases for
fiscal year 1970 amount to $13.8 million and theso are offset. by decreases of $17.2 millioti which oecur as tile result of greater produetivity and savings from automation and warohlotuso meclnization.
I would like you to go into more detail on th manner in which these
estimated savings were developed.
General HlrmnlVD. In the area of savings, the savings relate to two
raoir areas.
Une is increased productivity, which is merely getting more out. of
out people than we did before. Wo do this primarily by applying i
better system of engineered work standards to ourarou!
Vslll
work areas.
In the last 21/ years since I have been in DSA, we have had n very
positive program of developing work standards thnt is, to determinO
what. eachi work center is expected to do in each o? our work aias. 'l'This
has improved our ability to manage our work force.
We have found that we are ablo to improve productivity and mron1agemont of our resources, through our use of engineered standards.
We find we have been quite effective in this ar1en.
Secondly, the increased productivity of personnel ties very closely
to the automation or degree to which you can facilitate work out lmt
through meclanization and automation. We ltvo been doing tiia
through our use of the automatic data processing system, through tle
computer, as it were, and through warehouse mochnnizatiol..
In this particular savings figure of $17.2 million, we nssign $2,r)
million, or 248 mai-years, savings against, our SAMMS system, our
automatic data proceiming system itfh.inventory mnnnagment aren.

Warehouse mechanization, that is, providing for a mechanized way
to move material within itwarehouse, $1.8 nilllon, which relates to
184 man-years of effort.
That give-i us in the ADPE and meealmnization savings a total of
$4.8 million.
The r-mnaining $12.9 million is clearly related to a n ambitiols pro.
gram on our prrt to improve the productivity of our people. Normally,
at least it las been my experience in the budget prelratlon area,
there is a productivity Increase expected and affected each year as we
gt more knowledgeale 1nd more captable. I believe last. year it. wits
lit t.ho neighborhood of 1 /2 percent. 'Ibh year we are taking. .2.,iper'cent, productivity inclr .are
You might say that could be a little ambitious, and maybe it, is, but.
we think that with good managonent, with tile use of our mchinuzed
and tutomnated systems we can effect it2.4-percent. productivity increase, That. roprements ie $12.91 million.
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So, the $4.3 million nd the $12.1) million gives us our $17.2 million
deermso, 1)70 conprnil to 1969.
Mr.IjPscoMI. there isa very controversial closing of an oflico in
Oakland, Calif. Are you familiar with this
F.DUOTIONS IN TIE OAKUAND OFFIO

General I [JIiUNi. Not in Oakland, Calif., sir.
Mr. Lit'scoMu. Where is it I
General 1h:mlNnu . Tohot ,st of my knowledge, the closing is not
in Oakland. There is one in Los Angeles.
NM r. ~Li'l uosin. No. There is ii clhiiigo in an office.
Admiral, you know about this.
General IfhiUNl. Are you talking about, the centralized lpreliisin of our nonperishable foods ?
is. inPsUOMin. Yes.
Gelinral IIF.nLrUNi. We ire not closing the office in Onkland. This
is one of olr1big silbsistence region headquarters which lprovides all
of thesesil)sisitOnco for Southeast Asia, and the Paldflc.
Mr. Lnvs!Om li,
Then You are reducing it.
General HEDLUND. * are reducig it to the extent, that, we will
tran.sfor the pirchnsing responsibility for nonperishabl foodstuffs
front that.
larticuir office to the home ofltct of the l)efeis

Personniel

Sup port Center ill Plifladelphin.

fi'. L,rscoml. This is pnrt of all overll plai I

General 1bmrmuNn. Yes, sir. Ve lid ai overall study of our subsistence purhli sing a1nd support rcsIlonisiblities in 106, and this was
itportion of it. We have beon carrying oit other portions a. we harve

gone down the road from 1966 on.

HAVIN1O4 IESULTINO FROM HKOWANIZA"HON,

Mrt. llrt4(m)Mii. )ims this bring about, itslisill in your operiatoll I
Geoner1al HlrMtINi. YeQ; thelo is a, qfavings aKSOelnted with this
transfer.
Mr. Liiscomln. Where does this savings show ull)?
General TutrmiANin.
This savings is ifl ectedMel, check in if I nn wrong
Mr. Lirscomtn. Admiral

lddock, you have been helping on thi.

Gonernl lIViLINi. This svilgs is reflected as ia iehuction intotnl

numberof people for theDoifense Personnel Support Conter we arm
rilestilig Inflsca14970.
Mr. Lll)scoMll. But where does this show lip) ill your justificatiol

book? Thie saving oil this reorgn
niltion ilChic go,Oakhld, Calit.,
id efewhelr?
General HEDLIND. 'hy do n1ot, Allow lit)s lin,
H1 it01s, sir.

Mr. Limscosml. You hive threo cateiorles pointed out. hiere--produc-

tivity iniprovenit , savings under stindarid atomited materiel, and
savilnls t rough wareliouse iechnliizat ioni.

Is tle savings oil this reorgaliizitioii Ill any onlie of the threire n i
(enral
It-,littNl. T1e savings iis
rflecied inthe ielluced dollar request for defensee Personuel Support, Conter as compared to what.
would have been requested blind we not. done this. The numbers of
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people to support the Defense Personnel Support Center are reduced.
Nir. LInscoMn. Let, me ask this then: How much savings will this
reorganization bring about in dollars?
General H.DL:UND. The transfer of nonperishable subsistence retail

items from various centers to DPSC will be effected on January 1,

1970. There will be a savings of 51 civilian personnel strength, wiich
is salaried out at, $400,000 on an annual basis. There is a one-time cost,
of $356,000 associated with relocating the personnel involved. The net,
savings almost balances out the first, year, but it. will be a savings down

the line.

Mr. LIPSCOMBI. What is the estimated savings?
General HEDLU'NJD. I was merely pointing out that the annual salaries
expected to be saved are $400,000, but there is a one-time cost associated
with this transfer of $356,000. I was saying that these two were fairly
close together for the one year, but. the"$4 00,000 will be accruing each
year from here on out.
Mr. Lxrscoin. Under which one of these accounts does that savings
show up in the reorganization ?
General HDJAJ.YND. Sir?
Mr. LnmscoMI. Where does it, show up? )oes it. coie under the $12
million savings in productivity improvement, or where do these sav-

ins show up in the reorganization?

General HEDLUND. Perhaps we should have identified them, sir. As

I pointed out, we build up our budget, from the field activities, and
the Defense Personnel Support Center for 1970 will reflect a need for
51 fewer people than they would otherwise have needed, as a result, of
this reorganization.
Mr. Lipscomp. Could your accountants tell us where, in the justification sheets, this amount of saved money is reflected? Is it miyplace
in here? I want to reduce the budget another $50,000, you see.
Mr. BAK.R. The operation you are speaking to is identified and included in the first, program, procurement and supply management. It.
falls under the operation of tile inventory control points. We budget
requirement for the inventory control points as reflected in tile justification book represents the measurement. of the workload and related
staffing requirements for the planned operating levels in fiscal year

1970.
Inasmuch as those operating levels already absorb the savings from
the realinement of tim perishable subsistence responsibility, then the
total in the ICP requiirement is a net with these particular savings already reflected.
IDENTIFWATION OF SAVINGS IN THIIE BUDIXET

Mr. LTwscomB. I am sorry that I do not understand that. You have

listed in your 1969 estimate and in your 1970 estimate a list of increases in your budget, and you have listed a list of decreases in your
budget., and you come down to your net 1970 estimate.

What I am trying to find out is how you reflect the savings of this

nature in the reorganization, which I do not quarrel with if you can
do a better job for less money. I was just wondering whom this savings
shows up in your budget..
General HDLuND. In our project summary for 1970 for the line
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"Procurement and supply management," the present request is $156,370,000. If we had not made this move, that figure would be $400,000
higher. T1his is the way the savings is reflected, sir.
Mr. LiPsooMu. All right. That is very good.

General HEDLUND. If you would like us to break this out-

Mr. Liiscomu. Over in your decreases, should there be another line

in there that says "Reorganization savings"?

General HEDLUND. AVe could very easlIy put it, there as a matter
of record, yes, sir, but we would have to acid it back in, then, in our

other account, you see.

Mr. LiPscomB. I may be reading this wrong.
General HEDLUND. I would be very happy to identify the savings
separately for you, sir, for the record.
Mr. LiPscoim. What I am trying to tnd out is that you are putting
into effect, a reorganization plan. ' ott are claiming a net for fiscal year
1970 of over $40,000 savings. Without doubt, you must have more,.
I want to know where it shows up.
General HPLUND. I am sorry if I have not been able to explain that
it. shows up in a reduced request, in the management of subsistence to
the extent that the savings will accrue. Had we not done so, our request in the management of subsistence would have been higher t6 the
same degree.

Mr. I arcoMn. Which one of the increases would have ben higher?

General Hr.DwNim. The one I related to, the project. "Procurement
and supply management." On page 8 of your basic budget, book, it
plates to the direct obligations inhthe "Procurement and supply malagement" of $156,370,000.
Mr. LiPscomni. T am sorry to take the time, Mr. Chairunmt, but do
you know what I am trying to get. at, General?
General HITEuTND. Yes, indeed. We have taken account. of the savings but not in the increase-decrease area which you are looking at.
We could certainly supplement. it. to bring this oit. We just (11(1 not do
it. that way.
Mr. LiSComit. )o you consider this as productivity il'oveielt
General HFDJUND."'ie productivity imlrovemntei figure there is
a percentage figure.
Mr. Liniscoirn. I regret, to take so much time onl such a relatively
small amount of money, but I do not, know how to read this any differently than I am. I am looking for a reduction that you should have
credit tor which does not show. I do not see it.
General HEDILUND. It is not a line item, sir.
Mr. LAiscomn. Thein how do you balance it out,? Are you telling

us it is just.a plug figure?

General ITIEr AurN. No, sir. I am going back to th, project "Procurement. and sutI1ly maniairement," where flis.itent would lipIpeiWr in subsistenco ,naitaiement. That is on )age 8 of your budiet book. The
amount is $156,370,000. This figure would be $400,000 higher had we
ntot. mado this adjustment. or change in our mnnaigeinent philosophy
with reset to imtioprishnble subsistence proellrolnlenit.
Mr. IAPsCo(n. Now take page 9. You show your increases that. are
necessary for your fiscal year 1970 operation, and then you show your
decreases to come out. with your net figure for fiscal year 1970.
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All I am asking is: Under what one of those accounts is this decrease? Do you see what I mean ? Would you turn to page 9?
General HwLuND. Yes, sir.

Mr. LIPScOMB. You come out to a net figure of what you are asking,

and you do assume that you will have, through reorganization, a
net decrease in your budget. So, you start with your fiscal year 1969
operating figure estimated. Then you show the increases for fiscal year
1970, and then the decreases for fiscal year 1970, and you come out
with your net 1970 request.
If you are to have a reorganization, you are saving some money.
General _1-IEDLUND..This saving was included in the boitldup of our
budget, and not specifically identified among the increase or decrease
items you are referring to. Right or wrong, that is the way we did it.
ADEQUACY

OF 1000

FUNDS

Mr. LiPSCOMB. I do not know how you do that. How did you get by

in fiscal year 1969 with the funds that you did have for fiscal year
1969? I have a letter that came into my possession that was put out
in Los Angeles by the Commander of the Defense Supply Agency,
where lie says in February 1969:
I believe it is now time and important that I inform you our stringent financial
restrictions imposed by higher headquarters for the remainder of fiscal year
1969. Our current analysis indicates we are several hundred thousand dollars
short of funds required to support our financial plan through June 30.

Then he goes on to say there might be a necessity for furloughing
employees, and so forth.
What has been your experience with your funds for fiscal year 1969
to date?
General

HEDLUND.

1969, sir, has been a tough year for us with re-

spect to funds. This particular letter would reflect the situation that
we found ourselves in in February of this year. We had to take a look
at every possible avenue to try to fill out the end of this fiscal year
with the funds at hand.
We did explore how much we could possibly save if we had to go
to furlough. I have never made a decision to go to furlough, but I had
to take a look at it for the purpose of considering all resources available.
We have eurtaileil a lot of our activities. We have not done things
that we should have done. As an example, we reduced in the neighborhood of 2,500 people in 1969. We have reduced our overtime. We have
reduced our TDY expenditures. We have cut out a lot of things that
we otherwise would have liked to have done. The year 1969 has been
a tough year.
ADEQUACY OF 1070 FUNDS

Mr. LiPscoMn. Then how do you expect to get along in fiscal year
1970 when your reductions are made upon the assumptions which you
have stated before this committee? They are only assumptions, are
the not?
General HEDLUND. As I indicated we are dependent on the fact that
the workloads do not increase aiove those contemplated in this
budget. We are counting on the fact that we can accomplish the quite
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sizable productivity increase of 2.4 percent. We will continue to have
to slide out the bottom some of the lower priority activities that really
should be accomplished in doing a good management job.
Mr. Lipscorn. What was your productivity experience in fiscal year

1969 to date?

General IFJ.UND. About 1.5 percent.
Mr. Lipscoirn. What does that amount to in dollars?

General

HEDLUND.

It, would be somewhere in the neighborhood of

$5 million.
Sir, the 1970 budget that we have presented here is a tight budget.

There is no question about it.
Mr. LiPscoMO. I commend you for the tight budget, but can you

operate efficiently and effectively for fiscal year 1970 if you have had
such great difficulty in fiscal year 1969 on more money than you are
requesting for fiscal year 1970? Do you see any indication on the
horizon ri-ght now that your requirements will be less?
General -IEDLUND. No; I do not, sir.
Mr. LirscoMB. Do you see any requirements projected that your
employee structure will be any better, that you can get along with
fewer employees, fewer part-time employees, or less overtime?
General EDIJuN. Not generally, although we have good training
programs going to try to increase our productivity and give our people
it better chance.
Mr. LIPscoMn. Do you at this point, with what you know at this
date, believe that the budget you are submitting here today, with
increases and decreases, is realistic for fiscal year 1970 with the forecast that you must be looking at all the time?
General HEDOLUND. It is a very tight budget and very optimistic.
As we see it now, I see a general workload increase of some proportions during 1970. I think we will have to track these as we go down
the road. OSD is aware of the fact that this will be touch an d go. We
will keep in touch with them all the time as the situation develops.
Perhaps there will be a need for at least an attempt to do some
reprogramming.
REAL SONESS OF DSA BUDGr REQUEST

Mr. LiracoMn. I am concerned about your operations from a-budgetary standpoint. I just think it is poor policy that on the 19th of February you have to put out notices to an office saying that the budget
situation is so poor that you are thinking of furloughing employees
and several other things, upsetting the operations of the office so you
lose efficiency and productivity. r think it is incumbent, at least to
present a realistic budget, and not just one for the record. Maybe it is
realistic, but it does not appear to be realistic.
I think it is poor business to budget yourself to the extent that
orders of this nature have to go out from one of your large Defense
Supply Agency regional headquarters.
General H1TDLUND. I agree with you.
Mr. LPscoMn. Your decision had to be made in this case by April
15. At least, that is what this notice says. Are you going to go through
the same thing next year?

General

HEDLUND.

No, sir. Unfortunately, last year we did not get
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our final budget guidance until just before Christmas. We were advised at that time that we would have a major lessening of funds than
we had planned. That is why we had to take it in the last 6 months,
as opposed to all year.
But this year, I assure you, whatever the funds available are, they
will be programed as of now, and certainly at the beginning of the
fiscal year, so there will be no possibility of this type of thing. If we
have to reduce further, we will reduce at the start of the fiscal year.
BASIS FOR CLOSING

OR CONSOLIDATING OFFICES

Mr. LipSCO3m. Is either the closing or consolidation of the offices
throughout the country based upon the lack of funds, or is it a real
improvement of your service and better management? Which it is?
General HEDLUND. It is some of both, but think primarily it is a
better management approach to still do the job. We had 10 subsistance
regions. These are the main ones that we are cutting down on. They
were all around the country. In our 1966 study which I alluded to
before, it became fairly clear to us that in order to do a better management job and to get efficiency in the automatic data processing area,
it would be too expensive if we maintained the 10 regions. So the study
concluded, not only for this reason but for others, reduction of overhead across the board, that ultimately four subsistence regions would
do the job, would'improve the ability of the manager to stay on top of
his work. We could centralize the procurement more than we could if
we had 10 regions which did not have interlinking communications.
This is what brought it on.
I think, to answer your question, we will have a better management
ability. I am convinced of that. And we will have saved some money.
Mr. LiPsco3B. The summary of your statement is that the office is
not being closed or reorganized for budgetary reasons.
General HEDLUND. Not per se. That is a fallout of it.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. If we made a point in our budget to add some money

back in, would you keel) the offices open?

General HEDLUND. NO.
Lfr. LIPSCOMB. In other words, it is a management decision for bet-

ter management, not budgetary reasons?
a
GeneralHEDLUND. I hope I made the point this is the basic reason
for closing them, but there is a savings fallout as well.
Mr. LPsCoMB. That is all, Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Mr. SIKES. Did you recommend the consolidation or closing which
affects your Agency?
General HEDLtJND. I have recommended those consolidations and

closings that we ar6 talking about here; yes, sir.
Mr. SiRE. It was not ordered by the Secretary?
General HEDLUND. No, sir. This came as a result of a DSA inhouse
study. We were looking for a better way to organize and to manage
our business.
Mr. SIKES. But these are included in the Secretary's amounts?
General HmEDLUND. Yes, sir.

Mr. SIiFu. And they were with your recommendations?
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SAVINGS RESULTING FROM DSA CLOSINGS AND CONSOLIDATIONS

Mr. SIKES. I would like to have for the record a listing of these
facilities, and the savings to be realized in each instance in the 1970
and 1971 budgets.
(The information follows:)
Set forth below is a summary of those Defense Supply Agency subsistence
procurement activity consolidations, collocations and functional transfers approved and announced to be effected during fiscal years 1970 and 1971 along
with estimated annual savings, estimated one time costs, and estimated net
savings to be realized In the fiscal 1070 and 1071 budgets:
Fiscal Year 1970
1. Consolidate SRH Kansas City with SRH Chicago.
(a) Effective date 1 January 1970.
(b) Civilian spaces transferred from SRH Kansas City, 112.
(o) Spaces transferred to SRH Chicago, 53 and SRH New Orleans, 28.
(d) Estimated annual recurring savings, $399,000 (31 civilian spaces and 8
military).
(o) Estimated one-time costs, $29,000.
(I) Net savings: Fiscal year 1970, $169,000; fiscal year 1971, $399,000.
2. Transfer procurement of nonperishable and brand name resale Items from
SRH to DPSC, Philadelphia, Pa.
(a) Effective date 1 January 1070.
(b) Civilian spaces transferred from various SRH's, 223.
o) Spaces transferred to DPSC, 172.
() Estimated annual recurring savings, $400,000 (51 civilian spat. -1.
(o) Estimated one-time costs, $356,000 ($300,000 authorized and approved in
fiscal year 1969 MILCON program).
(f) Net savings: Fiscal year 1970, $142,000; fiscal year 1971, $400,000.
3. Collocate SRH New York with DCASR New York In Manhattan, New York
City.
(a) Effective date I October 1969.
(b) Civilian spaces transferred from SRH New York, 80.
(o) Spaces transferred to DCASR New York, 62.
(d) Estimated annual recurring savings, $190,000.
(o) Estimated one-time costs, $62,000.
(f1) Net savings: Fiscal year 1970, $80,500; fiscal year 1971, $190,000.
Fical Year 1971
1. Consolidate SRH Los Angeles with SRH Oakland.
(a) Effective date January 1, 1071.
(b) Civilian spaces transferred from SRH!Los Angeles-89.
(o) Spaces transferred to SRH Oakland--67.
(d) Estimated annual recurring savings--361,000 (22 ',ivillan spaces and
nine military).
(M) Estimated one-time costs--28,000.
(f) Net savings: Fiscal year 197,1-$152,500.
2. Consolidate SRH Seattle with SRI! Oakland.
(a) Effective date January 1, 1071.
(b) Civilian spaces transferred from SRH Seattle-79.
(o) Spaces transferred to SRH Oakland--64.
(d) Estimated annual recurring savings-$261,000 (15 civilian spaces and
seven military).
(c) Estimated one-time costs--17,000.
(f) Net savings: Fiscal year 1971-$113,500.

REFLEcTION OF BASE CLOSURES IN 1070 BUDGEr

Mr. SIKES. Since this budget was first put together last fall and the
base closure is a, very recent thing, does that mean that there can be
a budget reduction in the Defense Supply Agency to reflect these
newly anticipated savings?
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General HEDLUND. No, sir. The savings in terms of numbers of
ple-that
is essentially what it is--have been reflected in not as ing
for that number of people in the 1970 budget. So, we have already accounted for whatever savings are involved
Mr. SIKES. How could you do that when the base closures have just
been announced and were not projected at the time the budget was
formulated last fall?
General HmLUND. The ones we are talking about are 1970 closures.
I guess there will beone or two at January 1,1971.
Mr. Snius. But you did not know when this budget was formulated
in October that there would be these base closures, did you?
General HEDLUND. I had i pretty good idea.
Mr. SIKES. You did at that time take into account anticipated

closures?
General I{EDLUND. Yes.

DISCOUNTS IN CONTRACTOR INVOICE PAYMENTS

Mr. SIKES. All right.

In note with considerable interest what you have said about realizing discounts in contractor invoice payments. The committee is pleased
that it has been possible to prevent the loss of some $900,000.
You expect to reduce these losses to less than $200,000 a year. Could
these losses be reduced further? Can you not take full advantage of
the discounts in order to avoid even the loss of $200,000 a year?
General HEDLUND. Mr. Chairman, we are certainly trying hard to.
Mr. SiKF . What is the principal reason that does not now appear
possible?
General HEDLUND. The principal reason is just in the paperwork

area. Sometimes we do not get what we call the DD-250, which the
recipient has to sign that the produce or product has been delivered,
in time to pay before the discount expires.
I personally think that when you are down to one-half of 1 percent,
or in that ball park, that is'probably as good as we can ilo, although we
will try to do better.
SAFEGUARDING OF CLASSIFIED MATERIAL RELEASED TO CARRIERS

Mr. SIKES. You are requesting an increase of $3.3 million to carry
out expanded responsibilities for safeguarding classified information
material released to carriers. You say this involves the development
of detailed procedures in the processing of security clearances for interstate carriers, including air carriers and the Railway Express
Agency.
What is the total cost of this effort in 1970?
General HEDLUND. In 1970, the total cost is $3,851,000.
Mr. SIKEs. I would like you to provide the committee with a copy of

Executive Order 10501, and I would like you to show, for the record,
why this effort is required, and what is involved in carrying out this
responsilimy.
General HEDLUND. Very good.
(The information follows:)

Fi
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The defense industrial security program is designed to safeguard classified information which is released to Industry In connection with contract perform-

ance for all classified contracts awarded by DOD. This program also covers se-

curity administration of classified contracts awarded by 11 other departments
and agencies of the Government which are State, Commerce, Treasury, Transportation, Interior, Agriculture, Health, Education, and Welfare, NASA, General
Services Administration, Small Business Administration, National Science Foundation. Also included is the safeguarding of foreign classified information re-

leased to U.S. contractors.

The basis for this mission is contained in Executive Order 10501 as amended
by Executive Orders 10810, 10865, 10901, 10909, 10964, 10985, 11097, 11382,
and memorandum of March 0, 1960, from the President (copies have been pro-

vided to the committee staff). The increased responsibility results from pro-

visions in these Executive orders which in the main increases the number of
commercial carriers authorized to handle classified material.
The writing and implementation of the administration of security procedures
applicable to the expanded mission will be completed by the end of fiscal year 1969.

The field impact of the expanded program amounting to approximately 26,400
(

annual inspections will be realized in fiscal year 1970. The fiscal year 1969 pro-

gram for industrial security encompasses approximately 13,500 contractor facilities that require security inspection. The fiscal year 1970 program expanded the
industrial security responsibilities to include inspection of Intransit and termi-

nal storage facilities of commercial carriers qualified to handle classified (secret)
material. The expanded program involves an estimated minimum 200 Interstate

carriers, including air carriers and Railway Express Agency. During the last
half of fiscal year 1969 the orderly phasing in of resources to process the addi-

tional security clearances was begun.

AbEQUACY OF THE 1070

BUDGET

Mr. SIKES. You were discussing earlier with Mr. Lipscomb some
of the problems which developed in fiscal 1969 due to a lack of funds.
Are these same problems being projected in the fiscal 1970 budget

General

HEDLUND.

We have not wilfully projected any problems

into the 1970 budget.
Mr. SIKEs. Is the 1970 budget structure such that you will not
have those same problems?
General HEDLUND. If I may take Just a second, we are a service
organization in the Defense Supply Agency. We are not a master of
the generation of work that we have to do. The services order from
us, they code items to us, they give contracts to us to administer,
they give' us a MIPR to buy for them, and so forth. We work with
them very closely. I am not being critical now-we work with them
very closely in trying to determine our demands for the upcoming
year, budget year. It is a very, very difficult job. Right now we are
hoping that our workload will remain static or maybe even go down,
but there are some indications that this is not going to occur. If it
goes up then we are going to be in a tighter situation than this budget
now indicates.
INCREASED COST OF TRAVEL

Mr. SmiEs. On page 22 of the budget justification there is a request
for $8,181,000 for travel and transportation of persons, the same as
the amount planned for fiscal 1969, and $370,000 increase over the
amount for fiscal 1968.
Now, you will have fewer employees, actually 2,750 fewer employees in fiscal 1970 than in fiscal 1968. Why should there be an
increase in this account?
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General HEDLUND. Generally speaking, the major increase is associated with what we call inflation or higher costs of doing business.
You are aware of this, you travel.

Mr. SIRES. Yes.
General HEDLUND. This would be the best explanation I can give.

Mr. SrKis. Actually, fewer people are traveling but the cost of
travel is higher.
General HEDLUND. Yes, sir; higher costs.

INCREASED FUNDS FOR MAINTENANCE OF REAL PROPERTY

Mr. SIKEs. In 1970 you are requesting an increase of $1.2 million
for the maintenance of real property. Frankly, I think thAt is a step
in the right direction. But how will you apply these funds in fiscal
1970 and what will be the effect on the maintenance picture, particularly deferred maintenance
General HYMLUND. I will answer that this way, sir: We had in 1969
$8 million for this type of maintenance. We are getting behind the
power curve because we are deferring too much of our maintenance.
Most of our plant and equipment now, sir, is 20 or 25 or 30 years old.
If we do not keep patching the roofs and maintaining utility systems
we will get into trouble.
Mr. SiXEs. I agree with you. I think this is important. I have been
disappointed by the fact that some of the services are adding to their
deferred maintenance rather than attempting to minimize it.
General HEDLUND. Really, the $1.2 million will just help us reduce
our backlog to that degree.
Mr. SixEs. It will improve your picture.
General HEDLUND. It certainly will.
Mr. SIKE s. Are there further questions on the overall funding re-

quirements?
Mr. Lnscons. No, Mr. Chairman.
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT
REDUOTION IN CIVILIAN MAN-YEARS

Mr. SIxEs. Under Civilian Employment, in the information provided to the committee you have indicated that man-years in 1970
will be 54,195, a reduction of 1,116 from the 1969 total of 55,311. This
reduction is composed of a decrease of 1,t40 man-years offset by an
increase of 624 man-years. How was the total reduction of 1,740 manyears achieved?
General HEDLUND. You are, talking about man-years now and not
end strength?
Mr. SiiEs. That is right. Do you want to provide an answer for the
record on that?
General H.LUND. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
MAN-YEAR REDUCTIONS IN 1970

The m year reductions contemplated in the budget will be achieved through
the continued command emphasis on the development of engineered standards
designed to assure maximum utilization of the available work force and Increased
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productivity in all program areas. In addition, we are applying improved management, organizational, and planning techniques wherever possible throughout
the organization to include maximizing our use of automated systems and mechanization of our warehouse shipping and receiving systems. These efforts contemplate decreases in civilian man-years in the general categories identified
below.
Productivity improvement:
Procurement and supply management -----------------------140
Supply depot operations
--------------------------------185
Logistics Services ------------------------------------56
Contract Administration Services --------------------------918
General Administration
----------------------------------9
Total productivity improvement
------------------------1808
Savings under Standard Automated Materiel Systems (SAMMS), Procurement and Supply Management
--------------------------248
$avings due to warehouse mechanization, Supply Depot Operations ------ 184
Total decreases in fiscal year 1970 estimate

-----------------

1,740

General HEDLUND. In 1970 we followed on from the tremendous
reduction we took in the end strength 1969. We had this reduction of
1,918 authorized in 1969. We do not have enough dollars to hire those
so we will end up about 2,500 down in 1969. That is where the basic
reduction has been taken; 1970 is just a follow-on from that reduction.
Mr. SIRES. Tell us for the record what particular areas this is being
achieved in.
General HEDLUND. Very good, sir.
(The information follows:)
REDUCTIONS IN END-STRENGTH

Actual civilian end strength, June 30, 1968 (0. & M.) -------------- 57,452
Reductions during fiscal year 1969:
Procurement and supply management ----------------------435
Supply depot operations
--------------------------------284
Logistics services
-------------------------------------45
Contract administration services
-------------------------1 268
General administration (increase) (audit, IG, workload)-------(114)
Initial planned reductions in authorized strength --------------Additional reductions required:
Procurement and supply management ----------------------Supply depot operations
---------------------------------Contract administration services ---------------------------

1,918
206
62
279

Total fiscal year 1069 reductions planned

-------------------

2465

Estimated civilian end strength, June 30, 1969

------------------

54,987

Planned reductions during fiscal year 1970:
Procurement and supply management -----------------------Supply depot operations
--------------------------------Logistics services
-------------------------------------Contract administration services (increase) ------------------Net fiscal year 1970 reductions planned

284
265
87
(345)

----------------------

291

Authorized civilian end strength, June 30, 1970.-----------------5

4,696
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AVERAGE COST PER MAN-YEAR

Mr. SI ES. The net reduction of 1,116 man-years provides a dollar

reduction of $12,855,000 in personal compensation and benefits for a
reduction of about $11,500 per man-year. Now, this is higher than the
average cost per man-year for all of DSA. Why would that be?
General HEDLuND. I did not follow your figures.

Mr. SIKES. The net reduction of, 1,116 man-years provides a dollar
reduction of $12,855,000 in personal compensation and benefits for a
reduction of $11,500 per man-year. This figure is higher than the average man-year cost. How can that be?
General HEDLUND. May I supply that for the record, sir?

will check with our clerk and
All right. If your itclerk
SIKES.
Mr.up
would be helpful, but I am told it
any misunderstanding
clear
is about $3,000 higher than the average. You can check it out with
our committee clerk.
General HEDLUND. Very well.

(The information follows:)
The net reduction of 1,116 man-years was the Initial estimate in December.
Subsequently, It developed that the reduction might be greater. Revision In the
Justification data was not made because the final reduction depends on a capa.
ability to reprogram from nonpersonnel costs. Should it develop that $2.2 million
can be reprogramed from nonpersonnel costs, the net reduction of 1,110 manyears will be correct. Currently, it is doubtful that this extent of reprograming
can be achieved, particularly In view of rising price levels In the nonpersonnel
area. On the assumption that none of this reprogramming Is feasible, the reduction of man-years would be 1,406 as below. To the extent that reprogramming I
attainable, the man-year reduction would be less than 1,400. A reduction of 1,406
man-years represents $9,164 per man-year.
Fiscal year
Fiscal year
1969, estimate 1970. estimate
m personnel compensations and benefits ..........................
ross man-years In budget .........................................

Ave" e cost per man-year ........................................
Revised gross man-years ....................................
Revised average cost per man-year ...........................

Change

$518,545,000 $505,660,000 -$12,985,000
-3,116
54,195
55,311
-11,546
9,330
9,375
-1,406
53,905
55,311
-9,164
9,381
9,375

The additional reduction of 290 man-years in fiscal year 1970 relates to Increased productivityof personnel in the supply depot operations area.
This is because the man-year reduction in fiscal year 1970 is expected to be In
functional areas and personnel groups where the average salaries are above the
Agency average. There are two factors which influence this. First, a greater number of retirements in the mid- to upper-grade levels during fiscal year 170.
Second, due to the substantial reductions experienced In fiscal year 1960 in the
mid to lower grade levels, we expect, proportionately speaking, that reductions in
fiscal year 1970 will Involve more of the higher graded personnel. Should these
assumptions not develop tO the measure contemplated, It may develop that higher
man-year reductions will be necessary, possibly approaching 1,400 as compared
to the 1,116.
INCREASED MAN-YEARS FOR 1010

Mr. SIKES. We talked about a reduction of 1,740 man-years but
there Is also an increase of 624 man-years. For the record tell us why
that was necessary and where generally, it will be reflected.
(The information follows:)
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Increasesin ofvitian man-years,fiscal year 1910
Commercial carriers, industrial security, contract administration services-Supply depot workloads
--------------------------------------Defense logistics services center (DL80) file conversion ---------------Department of Defense communications program, contract administration
-------------------------------------------------services
----------------------------------------General administration
Uniform automated data processing systems (UADPS), procurement and
----------------------------------------supply management
Project VALUE, procurement and supply management ----------------Defense logistics services center (DLSO) -integrated data systems (DIDS)
annualizatlons
------------------------------------------------Total Increases in fiscal year 1970 estimate --------------------

317
139
74
30
27
24
7
0
024

NEED FOR ADDTIONAL OFFICE SPACE

Mr. SIKFS. In the hearings of last year we discussed the fact that
DSA was requesting additional office space at three of their offices,

at a cost of $450,000 per year. Is this still the requirement even though
there has been a significant reduction in employment?

General HTEDILUND. The office space that we requested last year to the
best of my knowledge, has been put into effect other than at Oticago
where we have still not moved out of our present contract administra-

tion region.
Mr. SINES. The question is: Why is the additional space necessary
for fewer people?

General HEDLUND. I know that in the San Francisco contract administration region we did adjust the number of square feet. I am

just speaking from memory now. I would be happy to go back and
run down all of those.
Mr. SIKES. Wh.y don't you provide the details for the record.

(The information follows:)

OFFICE SPACE LEASED IN FISCAL YEAR 1009

Estimated and revised costs for additional leased office space during fiscal year
1969 are shown below. The fiscal year 1070 requirement does not include any
additional amount of leased office space.
Fiscal yea

DCASR Los Angeles .............
CSAR Son Francisco ............
DCASR Chicago .................
Total ....................

R

eie

1969;
estimate

Revised
estimate Remarks

$200,000

$227,400 12 months Infiscal ar 1969.

50,000
200,000
450,000

28,000 7 months Instead ol1 2 months fiscal year 1969.
0 Estimate for 3 months Infiscal year 1969.
255,400 Delay inacquisition will result Inno fant for fiscal year
1969.

DOAR Los Angele.--As of December 1907, DOASR occupied 90,500 OF of
leased office space. This space was occupied by 1,118 employees with a utilization
rate of 87 OF per employee. Effective February 12, 1068, the leased space assignment was increased to approximately 186,000 OP. As of June 30, 1968, the space
was occupied by 1,168 employees at a utilization rate of 116 SF per employee.
Since that time, employment has dropped to 1,130, thus the utilization rate is
now 120 SF per employee. This utilization rate includes office storage and special
type space.
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DCIASR Sat Franclsco.-As of November 15, 1967, DCASR occupied 48,700 SF
of net assignable leased space. This space was occupied by 465 employees at a
utilization rate of 105 SF per employee. As a result of a reorganization of the
DCASR field offices in the San Francisco area, DCASD Oakland was phased out
and the personnel relocated to DCASR San Francisco and the SR11 office in
Alameda. This increased the regional office personnel to 587 by June 30, 1068,
with a utilization rate of 83 SF per employee. The leased space assignment was

increased to 58,000 SF effective November 25, 1968 giving a utilization rate of 09
SP per employee. GSA Is currently acquiring an additional 8,000 SF to correct

crowded conditions. The total leased space will then be 60,000 SF and the current
staffing of this office is 578. Thus, the utilization rate will increase to 114 Includ-

ing office storage and special type space.

DOASR Ohlcago.-New leased space is required in order to move this activity
from Air Force Reserve facilities at O'Hare Airport In order to provide International Airport expansion. It was planned to be in new leased spaced in April 1909.
Since new leased facility has not yet been acquired by GSA, rent reimbursements
will slip to fiscal year 1970.

General informatlon.-GSA reported that the national utilization rate of office

type space under its control for the period ending March 31, 1960 was 133 SF per
employee. That agency does not Include office storage and special type space in

calculating utilization rates.

REQUIREMENT FOR ADDITIONAL OFFICE SPACE IN

1070

Mr. SIKES. You can tell us at this time however, if additional office

space is going to be required in fiscal 1970?
General HEDLUND. No, sir.
Mr. LIPSeO MB. May I ask a question?
Mr. SIKES. Yes; o course.

Mr. LIPscosfB. I had understood it was going to take aone-time cost
of around $300,000 for additional space at the Defense Personnel
Support Center in Philadelphia, Pa.

General HEDLUND. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIescosnl. You do not consider that office space in 1970?
General HEDLUND. No. That has already been accomplished in 1969;
that $300,000 at Philadelphia was to refurbish part of an old warehouse to accommodate people, administrative space.
Mr. LiPscoMn. That is not part of your one-time cost?
General HEDLUND. Yes, that is the major part of the $356,000 onetime costs; $300,000 was for the renovation of the warehouse space at
Philadelphia.
TIMIlNO OF SAVINGS TO RESULT FROM BASE CLOSURES

Mir. LIPSCoMB. When do you ahticipate the savings on this reorganization and base closures to come about? In fiscal year 1970?
General HEDLUND. Well, taking the one that we have been talking
about, the nonperishable subsistence, there will be a saving of $44,000
in
1970 and then in each successive year there will be the salaries of
51xeole.
r.irescoMB. Maybe that is where we are having our confusion.
Do you mean in this fact sheet that we have before the committee on
the centralization of procurement of nonperishablo and brand name
subsistence items, that it does not apply to the fiscal year 1970 budget I
General HEDLUxtD. The fact sheet is an overall explanation of omr
entire program.
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Mr. LIPSCOMB. So the savings that are spoken of in this fact sheet

go over 2 years?

GeneralHEDLUND. They will go on down to 10 and 20 years. There
may not be a saving in 1970, depending upon the one-time cost estimate. If the move is made in 1970, that is. Buttlen in 1971 and 1972
you should accrue savings.
Mr. LiPscoin. But if the $300,000 that was put into the Philadelphia
office is a one-time savng-

General

HEDUND.

A one-time expenditure.

Mr. IAPScOMB. Expenditure. And you have already made it; why
is it considered a savings on a fiscal year 1970fact sheet? This says
centrallization by Januifary 1, 1970. Then one of the items on here says
"Savings, 51 civilian personnel spaces will be saved and annul recurring savings of over $400,000 are expected as a result of the centralization action with a one-time cost of approximately $356,000."
Now, that goes specifically to the announcement of the reorganization.
General HEDLUND. Right.

Mr. Liscomn. Now Aat will be in fiscal year 1970,.but you have
already spent the money so you are saving-your saving should be

$4001000.
General HEDLUND. I have not related it to a- particular fiscal year.
We are twalking, program here. There is a one-time cost of $356,000, a
per annual saving of $400,000. The first year, obviously you are not
to save as much but each succeeding year you will.
going
Mr. LIPscoMB. Of course, we are working on the budget and that is
wlat we arelooking-for.
General HEDLUND. Well, the savingsMr. LIPSCOMB. These fact sheet woids evidently are just "glory"
words and don't tie specifically into the budget for fiscal year 1970.
General HEDIUND. Mr. Baker?
FAILURE TO CLEARLY IDENTIFY SAVINGS

Mr. BA\KER. Mr. Lipscomb, you made the point earlier that we had
to account for the extent to which the savings to be realized in fiscal
1970 from the consolidation are in the increases and decreases from
1969 to 1970 in the budget, estimate. You are correct. Since the consolidation is scheduled for January 1, 1970, and will generate an annual saving of of $400,000 in 0. & M. whereas the $300,000-odd is inr
military construction, the savings that we anticipate in 0. & M. for
the last half of fiscal 1970 are In the estimates and they are netted
on the decrease side in the productivity improvement item.
Mr. LiPSCOMB..That is what I was trying to get at. The alleged
$400,000 savinbs in the operation and maintenance has been thrown
into productivity mirovement.
Mf r. BAKER . A es. But earlier I confused programs as we know them
in the budget structure -nd the line items by which we account for
increases and decreases.
Mr. Lirscon. But the fact of the matter is that the savings in the

natureof reorganization is not a productivity improvement.
Mr. BAKER. The productivity item would be more clear if we made
subordinate breakouts. The reason it is included in there is because
it does relate to people which is where we accomplish productivity
80-088 O-69-pt. 2-03
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improvements. But you are right, it. would be more clear if the re.
organization element was broken out.
Mr. LWscom. So where your justification sheets say "productivity
improvement," that. includes Yetting more work from your people,
better organization, and everything.
General ITvu
4UNts.Teel ically, you are correct.
Mr. IUtwscomn. When you show the figure like you (1o in your book
you are taking credit for lots more tian you really are going to get
out of productivity.
General HLU
n
ND. Could be.
Mr. Li.scoMn. So, as I said at, the outset, the figure that, you used
i productivity improvement is, to use an unkind word, a plug figure.
General H6.n1.uND. If you are frrgMr. Lips(mn. I believe it is just as valuable for you to take credit
where you (10 have a savings, reorganization, and show- itin here.
General lhatAND. We rolbably should have broken that out, and
made it. very clear.
Nir. Laa'SCon. It is awfully hard to fl1l1 when you stick itinto tl
overall ' figure and make it. come out to a bildace.
General lh.mUNi). I understai(d.
Mr. LIpscom. I wanted justifieation to cut your budget a little
more
General HF.DLUNn. It is going to be it tough year coming up.
Mr. TiPScoMn. If you close an ffice andI cannot fliud where you
have taken credit four it., then to me chances are you did not cut it.
Now that you say you have, I an satisfied.
General i1F.DLtJND.

Good.

CONTRAUTOR CXOMPIIANCE

Mr. Sxvs. In fiscal 19069 you plamed ia total of 221 employees
assigned to the President's equal employment opportunity program
for insuring contractor compliance. What isthe number currently
assigned to this program?
General HwaiuNn. Currently, we have 149 in the field, and I think
22 in the administrative headquarters area.
Air. SixKFs. Is that the number you expect to have on board at the
end of fiscal 1969?
General HEDIUNn. At the end of fiscal 1969; yes, sir. But, you may
recall last year we asked for an additional ISO for this function but
they were not put on board.
fr. SiKFs. How many do you plan for fiscal 1970; low many are
being requested ?
General H mLUD. I don't think we have planned to Increase for
1970 in the face ofMr. SIKFw. Over the current 171?
General HwZUwN. Over the current 171.
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PAYMENT OP OVERTIME

Mr. SiREs. All right. On page 22 of tie budget justification there
is shown $11,018,000 for other personnel compensat ion. Ilow much of
this is for the payment of overtime?
General HEDLUNn. I think that. is $6.8 million.
Mr. SIKEs. For the record give comparable overtime figures for

fiscal year 1908 and fiscal 199.
General 1vznz..ND. Very good.
(The information follows:)
Fiscal year 1968, actual
Fiscal year 10t9, estimate
Fiscal year 1970, estimate

Overtltw by fseal year
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

$0,640,000
7, 227, 000
7224,000

Tie fiscal year 1009 and fiscal year 1970 estimates Include one-time nonrecur-

ring costs of $1,200,000 each year for Implementation of SAMMS (standard auto-

mated materiel management system). lhevause of civilian ply raises effective
Jtly 1, 1W68, the fiscal year 1060 and fiscal year 1070 estimates reflect average

pay rate Increases of about 4.9 percent.

Mr.81iKs.

Mr. Garrity ?

EPFEOT OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE ('ONTROIL ACT ON 1070 BUDGET

Mr. G,nrV. I believe section 201 of the Revenue and Expenditure
Control Act relating to civilian employees reins in effect during
fiscal 1970. What effect will it, have on your budget?
General HEDLU),ND. You are talking about what we call CIVRED?
Mr. GARRITY. Civilian employees.
General IIEamuND. Recognizing the rehire limitations, our onboard
strOngth will still be below those authorized by CIVRED tothe extent
of 231 atthe end of 1970. If we go back to the end fiscal 1966 position
which the law requires us to get. to eventually and we add on the
transfers of mission and people into 1)SA, then apply the hiring limitation, we will still be some 231 below that. figure. We should not
have to reduce further because of the constraints of this law insofar
%
as coiling numbers are concerned.
Mr. GARRITY. Will you provide for the record a schedule showing

your civilian em1ployment strength at une 30, 1966, as compared with

your estimates for June 30, 1969, and June 30, 1970, taking into consideration any transfers into the oranizations or transfers out?
General HRDIUND. I certainly will. I have it right here, but if you
prefer it for the record, fine.
Mir. Smaw. Provide It, for the record.
(The information follows :)
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YEAREND CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT ADJUSTED FOR CHANGES IN ORGANIZATION
0. & M.
year 1969:
effect,
CIVRED
Fiscal
year fiscal
1968transfers
actual
end
strength
Net functional
during
fiscal.......................
year 1969 ...........

DIF R.D.T. & E.

Total

55, 296
1,835
564
+1,64
........................

57,695
+1,684

56,980
-1,712
55, 268
53,104

564
+11
575
575

59,379
-1,728
57,651
55,487

Decrease below CIVRED allowable .......................

2,164 ........................

2,164

Fiscal year 1970 CIVRED Implications:
CIORED allowable, end fiscal year 1969...................
Net functional transfers programed during fiscal year 1970..

55 268
1,808
575
T872 ........................

57 651
4872

Adjusted base, fiscal year 1970 ........................
CIVRED reduction by rehire limitations ....................
CIVRED allowable, end fiscal year 1970 ................
Proposed authorization, end fiscal year 1970 ..............

56,140
1,808
575
-1,528 ........................
54,612
1,808
575
52,546
1,808
575

58,523
-1528
56,995
54,929

Decrease below CIVRED allowable .......................

2,066 ........................

2,066

Adjusted base .....................................
CIVRED reduction by rehire limitations .................
CIVRED allowable ....................................
Estimated end fiscal year 1969 employment ...............

Ultimate CIVRED requirement:
End fiscal yeir 1966 actual employment .................
Net functional transfers through fiscal year 1970..........

1,835
-27
1,808
1,808

49,670
2,294
+2,706 ............

Ultimate base .........................................
Proposed authorization, end fiscal year 1970 ................

52,376
52,546

Decrease below ultimate CIVRED by end fiscal year 1970...

+170

2,294,
1,808
486

478
+12

52, 442
+2,718

490
575

55,160
54,929

+85

231

OVERTIME VERSUS INCREASED EBMPLOYMIENT

Mr. SIKES. You are continuing to decrease the total iufmber of employees in the agency. Would it not be more profitable from a fiscal
standpoint to eliminate overtime?
General HEDLUND. We have very tight constraints on overtime. Top
level management has to authorize it. We try to use overtime only
when we cannot avoid it, to take care of peak worklohds, and so forth.
Mr. SIKES. Would you still have a requirement for overtime if you
were to employ more people on a full-time basis?
General HEDLUND. Yes, sir; I think so. I think in our business, especially the-depot operation where the workload varies so, it is less
expensive to use overtime for the peaks and fewer full-time people
than the other way around.
ANNUALIZATION

OF WAGE BOARD INCREASES

Mr. SIKES. You are requtesting $1,450,000 for the annualization of
civilian wage board increases. This would be the full-year cost of the
wage board increases in 1970 that were granted in fiscal year 1969. Is
there a provision in the 1970 budget for wage board increases that may
be anticipated during fiscal' 1970 or 1971?

General

HEDLUND.

Not to my knowledge.

Mr. SiKES. Research that question and provide a further answer
for the record.
(The information follows:)
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PO
OVsION FOR WAGE BOARD INCIRFsBES

The budget makes no provision for civilian wage board increases which will
occur after June 30, 1969. The annual cost of wage board Increases included
in the budget applies to approximately 11,100' personnel In the following amounts:
Fiscalyear
1969
Annualization of fiscal year 1968 crases ......................................
Pay Increases during fiscal year 1969 ...........................................
Total budgeted Increases ...................................................

Fiscal 1970
year

$1,450.000........
,450,000

$1,45A)000

2,900,000

1,450,000

11iOJECT VALUE

Mr. SIKES. In fiscal 1970 you are requesting an increase of $69,000

in connection with Project Value. What is the total cost in the DSA
budget for fiscal 1970 with respect, to Project Value?
General IEDLUND. That figure. We have not, had this program
before.
That is the full cost, 7 man-years, an end strength of 12
people.
Mr. SIKES. For the record, show what Project Value is and what

it is expected to accomplish.
(The information follows:)

PROJECT VALUE

Project Value is a program for educating and training youths who are precluded
from entering the labor market because of their social environment. A Department of Defense/Department of Labor agreement, dated October 31, 1968, placed
Project Value into effect In January 1969. The $69,000 estimate, included in the
budget, is needed to employ 12 counselors and city coordinators to provide remedial education and on-the-Job training to equip hard core disadvantaged
ghetto. youths with the skills necessary to qualify for permanent employment
and career progression in Defense installations.

Mr. SIKES. Are there questions on civilian employment?
Mr. LIPSCOMB. No.
LOCATION OF DSA EMPLOYEES

Mr. DAVIs. Who are these people? You have in the neighborhood
of 54,000 people overall. Where are they?
General H-EDLUND. Sir, we have 25 major field instAllations *n fite
United States. Let me quickly run over them. We have six supply
centers. These are our item management activities. One of them Is
here at Cameron Station, two are at Philadelphia, one is in Dayton,
Ohio, one in Columbus, Ohio, one in Richmond, Va. Off-hand, they
will hire about 15,000.
Then we have a second major area our depot operation. We have
eight DSA-owned depots. One is in alifornia, one in Ogden, Utah,
one in Columbus Ohlo "one in Dayton, Ohio, one in Richmond Va.
one in Mechanicsburg, Pa., one in Memaphis, and one in Philadelphia.
These actually receive, store and issue goods into and out of warehouses,
Mr. DAvis. What is the normal complement for one of these Are
they roughly comparable int their operations?
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General HEDLUND. No, they vary. Some are larger than others. I
think about 4.000 people in the largest one, down to about 1,500, that
order of magnitude.
Mr. DAvis. They would have 25,000 to 30,000 people in the eight?
General HEDLUND. In the depots and centers that I related so far,
about 33,000 total of the 55,000. Then a third-

Mr. DAVIS. Are you saying that you have about 10,000 people in

your eight depots?
General HEDLUND. Yes, 10,000 to 11,000; sir. Our next major area
is in the contract administration services. Here we have 11 regions. I
might miss one, but they are: Boston New York Atlanta, Philadel.
phia St. Louis, Cleveland, Detroit, hicago, Dallas, San Francisco
and Los Angeles. These 11, plus their district offices out in the field and
in contractors' plants, have about 40 percent of 55,000, so,that is about
22,000 people there.
Row,the remainder, about 1,000 in my headquarters here in Washington. We have various other activities: the Defense Documentation
Center at Cameron Station which has about 550; we have the Industrial Plant Eqttipment Office in Memphis, Tenn., which has about the
same number, I believe, 524, and the Defense Logistics Support Center at Battle Creek, Mich., which runs our cataloging program. They
have 1,100 or 1,200, in that ball park. I think that accounts for most of
the 55,000 people.
Mr. LIPSc OMB. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIKES.Mr. Lipscomb.

FUNDS FOR PROJECT

VALUE

Mr. LIPsCoMB. General, in your answer with respect to project value

which you are going to prepare and provide for the record, the other
services were required to reprogrm for Project Value in fiscal year
1969. Why is it that the Defense Supply Agency was not required to
reprogram funds into Project Value for fiscal year 1969

General HEDLUND. I don't know. Maybe some of my people do, but
as far as I know we were not in the program in 1969.
Mr. GARRETr. That is correct.
General HEDLUND.This is a new area for us.
Mr. LIPscoMn. Thank you.
Mr. SIKES.Very well.

(STAPP No.--Subsequent to the hearings the committee was ad-

vised that there were start-up costs of about $25,000 incurred for the
pay of counselors in the lasthalf of fiscal year 1969. The funds were
obtained by internal reprogramming with the Defense Supply Agency.)
ADP PROGRAMS
STANDARD AUTOMATED MATERIEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

(SAMMS)

Mr. SIKES. Under ADP programs on page 7 of your statement you

show total savings, you say that in the total savings of $17,200,000 is a
savings of $4.3 million from automation and mechanization which is
based on the implementation of the standard automated materiel management system and the ongoing operation of the mechanized ware-
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housing system at your depots. For the record, show the total cost in

fiscal 1970 of the standard automated materiel management system
including such items as personnel compensation, machine rental, and
so forth.
(The information follows:)
Total cost inr
fiscal 1970 for SAMM8
Capital costs
Operating costs:
Personnel ------

---

$14, 505,000

------------------------------------

9,294,000

Equipment rentals -----------------------------------Other (tapes, disk packs, supplies, etc.) --------------------

ADPE maintenance (contractual services) ------------------Total costs

--------------------------------------SLIPPAGE IN 8AMMS

5,972,000
2, 101,000
74,000
32,3 00,000

IMPLEMENTATION

Mr. SIKEs. In the hearings of last year you testified that the standard
automated materiel management system was scheduled for a phased
iinplementatt beginning January 1, 1969. It is now said that it will
begin in May 1969. What has caused the slippage in the installation of
this equipment?

General HEDLUND. We started in January 1969, in the initial testing

out of the equipment. We have had some problems in bringing this
thing in. It is quite a sophisticated system. We have slipped a total of
about 6 weeks. We are into our testing program now, the final phase
of our testing program, and we hope to be live and going the last of
this month.
Mr. SIKES. We had understood that.testing would be substantially
completed last year and installation made early this year. This would
indicate to us slippage. Is that not correct?
General HEDLUND. Yes, sir; there hKis been slippage.
Mr. SIxEs. What was the cause?
General HEDLUND. Well, the difficulty of all of the programing and
design of this system. We are breaking"new ground, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no other system like it in the military service, and
it just took longer than we expected. I can't make any other
explanation.

Mr. SIKES. Mr. Garrity?
DELAY

IN IMPLEMENTING SAMMS

Mr. GARRITY. We have been discussing this system now for several
years. Of course, we recognize that you have had many delays in implementing the system. A few years ago you had all your benchmarks
completed. Last year you told us this system was being completely
tested out. What you are saying today would indicate that you have
either put new innovations into the system or something that was
planned did not materialize. Can you try to explain what is really
happenino.
General- HZLUND. Generally, we have had two difficulties. One has

been our own in having difficulty in programing this sophisticated system design, making all of these five major areas and the many, many
parts thereof mesh together. Secondly, we 'have had some machine
problems with bringing in the 860--0 equipment which is new. IBM
has been with us alt the time and they have been frustrated on many
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accounts. We have worked like the devil. We have put all the talents
we have oil it, we just have not been able to cut the mustard any better
than we -have. So there has been a total of 4 or 5 months slippage from
the time you are talking about. I think we have got it now, I really do.
SAMMS

CHANGES

Mr. GARRIrY. Have you put any other innovations into the system
other than those that were previously discussed with this committee4

General

HEDLUND.

We have held the changes down to an absolute

minimum. In fact, as you may recall, we went back and regrouped and
restudied our requirement in 1966 and early 1967 and shucked down
some of the requirement. Then we went ahead and there is a great
pressure to make changes as you go along, and I finally just said there
will be no more changes until we get this thing operating. So, to answer your question, no, we have not put in any additional inputs of
any major proportions. There have been some small changes just to
make it work, but not of substantive content orobjective.
Mr. GARarrY. Thank you.
MECHANIZATION

OF CONTRACT

ADMINISTRATION

SERVICES

(MOCAS

II)

Mr. LIPSCOMB. On page 5 of your statement you discuss the system
known as MOCAS I, which means the mechanization of contract
administration services. Wou'.d you please briefly tell the committee
what new developments have occurred in this system during the past
year?

General

HEDLUND.

No new developments in MOCAS II. It is a

system designed to follow on behind MOCAS I-B. M OCAS I-B essentially is an in-house DSA communications system. MOCAS II is
designed to allow for a standard approach across the board to contract administration within the services and within DSA and is necessary to support what we call our military standard contract administration program or MILSCAP.
MOCAS II will use the same basic hardware that we have got in
MOCAS I-B. As far as computers are concerned, that is. There will
be some add-ons, a little extra storage and that sort. of thing, but no
new major comtnter system is involved.
Mr. SIKxE. Tell us briefly for the record just what you accomplish
by the MOCAS system.
(The information follows:)
AccOMPLISHMENTS OF THE

MOCAS SYsTEm

MOCAS is the Information system designed to provide the operational data

needed by the Defense Contract Administration Services regions to manage the
tasks associated with contract administration functions. These include: quality
assurance, production surveillance, accounting services, invoice control and payment, packaging and preservation requirements, transportation, and Industrial
security. MOCAS 1B provides an interim uniform system used wfthitn DCAS.
MOCAS Ii is a uniform data system to be inftalled at DCASR's to replace
MOCAS 1B which implements the Military Standard 0Contract Administration
procedures (MILSCAP) manual which provides uniformity and proper interface
between buying offices of the Military Services, HQ DSA and the DCASR's.

MILSCAP provides the necessary guidance for standard format and standard
data elements to be used as input and output and is scheduled for DOD-wide
implementation July 1, 1970.
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Mr. SIKES. There is in your statement reference to an increase of
$100,000 for MOCAS site preparation to accommodate ADP equipment. Maybe you should tell us more about that.
General HEDLUND. That is an estimate of what it will take to refurbish and nym be a little add-on at 10 stations, at $10,000 per station. It is an estimate. As I mentioned just a minute ago, we are going
to use the same basic Honeywell hardware but we will add on to give
it a little greater capacity to accomplish this purpose.
Mr. SIKES. What is the total amount included in the fiscal 1970

program for the mechanization of contract administration services?
General IFDLUND. $11,138,000.
Mr. SIKES. For the record, show the amounts required in fiscal 1968

and fiscal 1969.
(The information follows:)

CosT OF MOCAS IN 1968 AND 1969
Fiscal year 1968
Fiscal year 1969

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

$6,547,000
8, 571,000

Mr. SIKES. Why are these funds actually needed?
General HEDLUND. These funds that are reqired to either lease or

buy the hardware, operate the AUTODIN terminals, communications terminals at our 11 contract administration regions in order to
make the system go.
Mr. SIKES. Are there questions on the ADP programs?
EXPANSION OF MOOAS

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Is this program you just discussed over and above
what you had previously discussed with this committee in the past in
regard to mechanization of contract administration services?
General HEDLUND. No. This is a program that has been on the books

ever since I have been in DSA, so I would say, no, it is not a new program.
Mr. LvsoomB. Not new, no; but is it in addition to what you discussed? Does it implement the program you have discused with the
committee before?
General HEDLUND. Oh, yes.
Mr. Liesoom!B. It implements it and improves it?
General HLN. Yes, sir.

Mr. DAVIS. When you use the term "a new phase" ou are really
talking about continuing and expanding on something that is already
there?
General HEDLUND. Yes, I think that is a fair statement.
DEFENSE INDUSTmRAL PLANT EQUIPMENT CENTER

Mr. SIKES. In the committee's reports for the 1968 and 1969 De-

partment of Defense Appropriation bills concern was expressed with
respect to the problem of procurement of industrial plant equipment
and to the effective management of existing equipment. In the 1969
report the committee stated:
There Is even difficulty in achieving uniformity between the several services
in classifying items as industrial plant equipment. For example, only metal-
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working and woodworking items are considered as Industrial plant equipment
by the Air Force end reportable to the Defense Industrial Plant Equipmxent

Center (DIPEO), whereas the Navy reports all items of Industrial plant equipment to DIPECO which are within the scope of the center's authority.

A principal function of DIPC) is to assure the maximum utilization of indus-

trial plant equipment. It Is obvious that not all of the military department
in-house activities or defense contractors are reporting Industrial plant equipment

In their possession to DIPEC. Unless proper controls cant be formulated which
require such reporting In a qrompt fashion as well as uniform classification of

types of equipment for which reports are required, this mission cannot be properly carried out. As a result new equipment will continue to be unnecessarily
provided by the Government. During fiscal year 1067 DIPEO was able to satisfy

37.2 percent of the requisitions made to it for equipment. This rate could be sub.
stantially Increased, with resultant cost savings, if realistic and adequate regulations and management procedures could be formulated and properly Implemented.

Has any progress been made in either of these areas during the
past year?
DIPRO IMPROVBMENTS

General HEDLUND. We now have the common language of the Federal Catalog incorporated in 44 Industrial Plant Equipment (IPE)
Handbooks. These permit DOD activities to categorize and centrally
record and control many thousands of pieces of equipment which

previously could not. be individually cataloged and managed
effectively.
During the past year, five new IPE Handbooks have been developed andpublished and seven handbooks published in 1966 and 1967
have been revised. More than 100,000 different manufacturers' makes
and models have been identified by the standard nomenclature of the
Federal Catalog.
In the past year, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations
and Logistics) has issued instructions to clarify the definition of
"idle" IPE. Under the provisions of the Defense Industrial Plant
Equipment Center (DIPEC) Operations Manual, First. Revision,
April 1968 each item of "idle" IPE is required to be reported to
DIPEC within 10 calendar days of its last use for the purpose authorized. Thus, if the item has not been utilized for the authorized purpose for a period of 10 calendar days, except maintenance down-time,
plant vacation, or other general work stoppages, it must be deemed
In April 1969, on the basis of a recommendation by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Materiel), the ASPR Committee
amended appendices B and C to require reporting of general purpose
components of special test equipment to IPEC upon transfer of
title to the Government. Previously, such items had been reportable
only when no longer required at the point of acquisition or receipt as
components of special test equipment.
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Mr. SIKEs. Do you exercise administrative control only or do you
establish overall policy with regard to the operation of the Defense

Industrial Plant Equipment Center?

General HDLUND. I think it is fair to say that we manage and run
the outfit, we make local policy which is involved in managing and
running it. The overall basic policy of what will be done, what types
?f equipment will be managed by Industrial Plant Equipment Center
is made by the folks in OSD.
MAr. SIKEs. The committee made recommendations in its report of
last year, and these are referred to inimy previous question. Are you
familiar with the committee's recommendation on tfits matter?
General HDLUND. On IPE?

Mr. SIRES. Yes.

General HEDLUND. Generally, but I don't recall the specific text.
Mr. Srn. All right. I will read it. This is on page 40.
There is even difficulty in achieving uniformity between the several services
In classifying items as industrial plant equipment. For example, only metal-

working and woodworking items are considered as industrial*plant equipment

by the Air FBree andl r-ortable to the Defense Industrial Plant lquipment

Center (DIM(i), whereas the Navy reports all items of industrial plant equipment to DIPEO which aro within the scope of the Center's authority.
A principal function of DiP C is to assure the maximum Utilization of industrial plant equipment. It Is obvious that not all of the military department inhouse activities or defense contractors are reporting industrial plant equipment
In their possession to DIPEC. Unless proper controls can be formulated which
require such reporting In a prompt fashion as well as uniform classification of
types of equipment for which reports are required, this mission cannot be properly carried out. As a result new equipment-will continue to be unnecessarily

provided by the Government. During fiscal year 1967 DIPEO was able to satisfy

37.2 percent of the requisitions made to it for equipment. This rate could be substantially increased, with resultant cost savings, if realistic and adequate

regulations and management procedures could be formulated and properly Implemented.

Now, do you feel that you can effectively comply with the committee's recommendations in this matter if you do not have policy control
over DIPECI
General HEDLUND. Well I think when we speak of policy control
we should consider it as OSD-wide policy control, including the military services DSA in addition. Therefore, it must be coming from
the OSD sta* itself. I would just like to say, sir, that I think we have
made great strides. When I say "we" I mean the military services,
DSA, and DOD in general during this past year.
We have taken a number of actions designed to improve the management and utilization of industrial, OlAnt equipment. One, for instance,
the management mission of DIPEC has been expanded and strengthened. Some 1,900 items in 40 classes formerly managed by the military
services will be transferred to DSA on August 1 of this year. An
additional quantity of items in 57 classes are to be transferred in
1970. A couple of other actions, just. as for instances: Defense procurement circular 61 issued in June of last year prohibits the provision
of Government-owned IPE to a contractor unless he states in writing that he is unwilling or unable for other reasons to provide it
himself. We are trying to get out of providing plant equipment to
contractors.
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Mr. SKms. Why don't you list these actions for the record. It

would bevery useful to us.
General HEDLUND.

I shall.

(The information follows:)
DSA AoTioNs To IMPROVE MANAGEMENT OF DOD-OIwNED INDUSTRIAL, PLANT
EQUIPMENT (IPB)
1. DSA report on the management of capital plant equipment-May 1962
recommended consolidation of Army, Navy, Air Force IPH functions.
2. The Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center (DIPEC) was established
in December 1062 by order of the Secretary of Defense.
3. DIPEC interim operating instructions were issued in August 1063, the
first DIPEC operations manual was issued in January 1965, and the first complete revision in April 1968.
4. IPE handbooks, using the common language of the Federal catalog, were
begun in July 1963. Publication of these handbooks, and revisions to the hand.
books, has been, and will continue to be an on-going process.
5. ASPR apendix B and appendix 0 were revised In March 1004 requiring
Federal catalog data in official records of plant equipment costing $500 and
up. In August 1007 appendexes B and C were again revised to require the data
for all records of plant equipment $200 and up.
0. ASPR section 24 was issued in February 1968 requiring Federal catalog
data to be included in termination inventory listings of plant equipment.
7. ASPR supplement No. 3 was issued in August 1067 providing uniform
instructions for property administration.
8. ASPR section 13 was amended in October 1067 to include a listing of IPH
handbooks.
9. Interagency agreements for the reutilization of IPE were established In
1964, 105, and 1907. They cover the Atomic Energy Commission, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Federal Aviation Agency, the Office
of Economic Opportunity, the Department of the Treasury, and the Coast Guard.
10. Seminars and training programs for property administrators were begun
In November 1904. This is a continuing program.
11. A program of HQ DSA staff surveillance of property administration was
begun In July 1905. This Is a continuing program.
12. An official IPH management data report was established in March 1966.
It shows the IPE reserve inventory data, and such other information as Idle
declarations, requests, allocations, rejections, certificates of nonavallabillty,
redistribution, and disposals, by month. A quarterly report shows the in.use
DOD inventory recorded by DIPEC and other data on mobilization packages.
13. DIPEC began a program In April 190 whereby contractors having a
mecalhnized capability could report IPE assets by lunchcard or magnetic tape
rather
than regulation
by hard copy.
14. DSA
4215.3 was issued in September 1068 establishing a program for technical assistance/liaison visits by representative of DIPEC to
DOD activities to provide education and orientation on the DIPEC mission and
assistance on IPn identification, recording and reporting policies, systems and

procedures.
15. In February 1008, the ASD (I. & L.) requested DSA to undertake a pilot
test as a means for determining the most practical method of developing and
maintaining machine-by-machine utilization records. The test was completed and
the results were forwarded to OSD in December 1008.
16. On April 1, 1068 Defense Procurement Circular (DPO) No. 00 was issued.
It limits the furnishing of IPE by the Government for use by a contractor in
performing Defense work only when the contractor is unable or unwilling to furnish IPE, and it is in the best interest of the Government to provide such equipment to meet required delivery schedules of essential military material.
17. On June 10, 1068 DPC No. 61 was issued to delineate contractor use of
Government-owned equipment for commercial use. A new base for computing
rental rates was also provided.
18. On Jume 4, 1908 ASD (I. & IL) directed DSA to implement the 1060 DSA
report on Management of Industrial Plant Equipment. Implementation of this
plan will establish DIPEO as the central agency for management of military
supply system stocks of IPE only. It is designed to eliminate concurrent buying
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and selling of the same items within the DOD. WPEO already maintains a "data
bank" operation for contractor inventory of IPE. The first phase of a two phased
Implementation plan will begin August 1, 1909. Forty Federal supply classes of
primarily metalworking equipment consisting of approximately 1,000 Federal
stock numbered items are in the first increment. The second phase, scheduled
for Implementation February 1, 1970, consists of 57 Federal supply classes. This
group ranges from woodworking equipment to electrical and electronics testing
equipment.
19. On September 30, 1908 DPC No. 03 covered the requirement for contractors
to keep expanded records and procedures on utilization of IPlM.
20. In April 1008, DSA agreed to conduct a critical review of the idle reserve
to remove some of the older equipment of doubtful value and for which there
is not a compelling mobilization or other military need. A formal system was
developed to grade each idle item according to technical and economic factors
such as age and maintenance costs. In January 19069 the results of the review
were sent to OSD. The results of the project are sound In all respects. In addition to having developed a better management tool, savings in transportation,
storage, and maintenance costs are possible. Efforts will continue to improve
the technique to assure that in reducing DOD ownership of IPE, compelling
mobilization and other military needs are fulfilled.
21. ASPR appendixes It And C wero amended in April 1009 to require reporting
of general purpose components of special test equipment to DIPEO at the time
of transfer of title to the Oovdrnment. These items had been exempt from reporting until no longer required at the point of acquisition or receipt as coniponents of special test equipment.
REQUISITION FILLED BY DIPEC

Mr. SIKES.. Do you have a figure showing a comparison for fiscal
1908 and anticipated for fiscal 1969 on the percentage of reqgisitions
that DIPEC was able to satisfy? In fiscal 1967, as I said, it was 37,2
percent. Providethose figures for the rcord.

General HEDLUND. I will.
(The information follows:)

During fiscal year 1908 DIPEC was able to satisfy 26.2 percent of all
requisitions.
During fiscal year 1969, it is anticipated that I)IPEC will be able to satisfy
30.5 percent of all requisitions.

Mr. SIKFS. Who establishes the policy on this matter?

General HEDLUND. I would say basically the top level policy is established by OSD with respect to industrial plant, equipment, that is,
ASD (I. & 1), Mr. Shillito.
Mr. SIKES. Questiol?

Mr. Lrsco.mt. No.
STOCK FUND
TRANSMIR OF STOCK FUND CA1Ir

Mr. SIKEs. With respect to the stock fund, in the hearings last year
we discussed the transfer of $300 million from the Defense Stock
Fund to various other proculrement appropriations. Will this transfer
of the $300 million actually thke place in this fiscal year?
General HEDLUND. It will take )lace. To the best of my knowledge,
it has not at the present time. I think we are going to be able to generate that much lint it that way.
Mr. SK s. Where will you obtain the funds?
General HEDLVND. These funds will come from sales in excess of

expenditures from our stock fund for fiscal 1969.
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Mr. SrKE. You feel the $300 million figure can be met?

General HEDLUND. Yes, sir. We will not have very much left over

but we will make the $300 million.
Mr. Six.s. What effect will this have on your cash balance?
General HEDLUND. We will come out with one that will hold us
at June 30.
Mr. SiKS.Will it be below the required amount?

General HEDLUND. There is no particular amount required. I think
we will be in satisfactory condition with respect to thecsh balance.
Mr. SIKEs.In fiscal 1970 you propose tr nsferring $100 million from
the Defense stock fund to various 6therprocurement appropriatios.
Do you anticipate that you will be ble to do this?
General HEiLuND .If our planning works out; yes, sir.
Mr. SiK.

Mr. Garrity.

Mr. GARRITY. For the record, will you'provide a cash reconciliation
for June 30, 1968, June 30, 1969, and June 30, 1970, taking into con.
sideration all cash transfers?
General HEDLUND. Yes, air.
(The information follows:)
DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENOY DEFENSE STOCK FUND

Mash reconciliation based on program reflected In the President's fiscal year
1070 budget.
millions of doilarsl
[in

Fsalg
......................................
Balmn4.(1P)
collecions...........................3
Disbursements..... ............................ ..............
Ajiocation .......................................................

Fiscaigr

217.2
79.8
41.0
374
,3.5
78&
3,624.1
3,. 1
3,865
.11. 4 .......R - ........

.......................................................................
R PdEn
PAMN .....................................................

Fiscal jrer

.1 0.0

...........

PMo ...................................................................
APAF......................................................................

65.0

10.0

25.0

25.0

75.0 ..............

Mr. SixEs. Questions on the stock fund?
Mr. LTPsCOMB. No, Mr. Chairman.
LooIsrIcs MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE STUDY

Mr. SixEs. The committee has had discussions on the Logistics Man-

agement Institute study of the contract audit/contract administration
interface. This study was completed on March 10, 1969. Have you seen
the recommendations of the study?
General HEDLUND. Yes, sir.
Mr. SxxEs. What are they?
STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS

General HEDLUND. They have two alternatives. One is to work

within the confines of the present organization but effect closer con-

trol, a higher degree of coordination, assure that someone is crew
chief on the pricing teams in the field which involves the contract
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audit, the ACO and the PCO Ibut generally tighten up the existing
system.
The second recommendation is to combine contract audit and contract administration, which is presently in DSA, and establish those
two as one organization outside the Defense Supply Agency.
PROPOSAL TO CDMBINE CONTRACT AUDIT WITH CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

Mr. SiKiEs. Do you agree with the study recommendations?
General HEDLUND. Not with the last one; no, sir.

Mr. SI Ks. And why is that ?Why do you disagree?
General HEDLUND. Well, for several reasons. One, I think there is
great value in maintaining an independent audit function. No. 2, as I
understand the LMI studyt the major finding was the lack of coordination and effective group action in the field with respect to pricing
and cost studies among the contract auditor, the contract administration people and the procurement contracting officer. I personally do
not think you can enforce coordinated effort by reorganization. I think
we are all working for the Secretary of Defense and if we are not
working together then we ought to collectively and individually do
something about it. Whether the organization should be in or out of
DSA I have no ax to grind. I think we have done a reasonably good
job. I think we have a good organization going. We are using a common staff to support contract administration services as well as ourselves. It has not been clear to me that there will be any savings if this
move were made. If you have got a fairly good horse, I like to stay
with it.
Air. SIKEs. Do you know why the Ldgistics Management Institute
was directed to make the study ?
General HEDLUND. Not definitely. I think it was recommended by

various procurement group meetings over the past 2 or 3 years.
Mr. SIKEs. Did DSA recommend such a study?
General HEDLuNb. No, we did not recommend'it.

Mr. SIKE8. Question?

PUROHAS

OF OIL FILTER ELEMENT

Mr. SLAcK. The Defense Construction Supply Center in Columbus,
Ohio, issued a contract "DSA 700-68-D-0097" to the Champion Laboratories of West Salem, Ill., to cover the procurement of two items of
oil filter elements for the period December 1, 1967 through November
13, 1968. The contract was subsequently extended to February 28,1969.
At the time the contract was issued, DSA estimated the requirement
would be 1 million units, however, during the life of the contract no

units were procured. How did you estimate that you would reqdire 1

million units at the time the contract was issued and then find out
while the contract was in effect that you had no requirement whatsoever for these units?
General HEDLUND. Sir, the solicitation upon which Contract DSA
700-68-I)-0097 was awarded was issued by our Defense Construction
Supply Center (DCSC), Columbus Ohio on August 2 1967. As you
indicated, it covered two items of oil filter elements under FSN 2940-
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141-9025 and FSN 2940-141-9026. For the record I will briefly dls9u6s
the demand considerations applicable to each oi the FSN's 'involved
and thin provide a few summary observations.
,(The information follows:)
FNS 2040-141-9025

(a) The requirements computation, which wag conIpleted March 10, 1907, was

developed as follows:
(1) The estimated yearly demand on this Item was 550,000 for Air Force, Navy
Marine Corps and Army customers and 30,000 for MAP, for a total of 580,000.
DOSC has had item management responsibility on this FSN for the Air Force,
Navy and Marine customers since February of 1065. DCSO assumed responsibility
for support of Army requirements In February of 1907; 309, 270 units of the
estimated yearly demand of 580,000 was based upon data supplied DOSC by the
prior Army Item manager, U.S. ArmyTank and Automotive Command (USA.
TAO), Warren, Mich.
(2) In addition to the above estimated yearly demands of 580,000 was an
increased amount applicable to standardization actions on 12 other items that
were to be replaced by FSN 2040-141-9025. The demand rates In these items
were thus considered in the computations increasing the total estimated yearly
demand to 050,000 units for the service customers and 20,000 units for MAP
customers, bringing the total to 070,000 units projected as a requirement.
(b) Based upon the high demand rate forecasted to DCSO by USATAC, as
the prior Army item manager, it was concluded that USATAC had transferred
inadequate aesets to DCSC to meet the demand estimates. To rectify this situa
tion, USATAC let a contract on 1 September 1067 for 180,000 units with Wix
Corporation, Gastonia, N.C. to provide assets to DCSC to fill the pipeline.
(o) The demand forecasted by USATAOnever materialized and In fact the
overall demand rate dropped to 90,136 units (luring 1068. The drop in demands,
aggravated by the pipeline buy of USATAC Just mentioned, precluded the need
for additional units tinder Contract DSA 700-68-D-0097.
FN

2940-141-9028

(c) The requirements computation, which was completed March 10, 1907, was
developed as follows:
(1) Actual experienced yearly demands for military service customers was
693,235 units and 24,105 units for MAP customers, for a total yearly demand of
717,840.
(2) Included in the above yearly demand pattern were the demands for 21
items which were replaced by FSN 2040-141-9020 as a result of standardization
actions during the prior 12 months. Therefore, the demand experience did not
require adjustment upward as was the case for FSN 2940-141-9025.
(3) The 715,000 units projected as a yearly requirement by DCSC was thus
composed of 700,000 units for military service customers and 15,000 units for
MAP customers..
(o) Here again, the demand rate dropped to 205,164 units in 1968 and the
need for additional units under Contract DSA700-68-D-0007 no longer existed.
SUMMARY

OBSERVATIONS

(I) The reason for these drops in demand has not been ascertained. These
filters are throw-away type items. DCSC queries to the using military services
have produced no reason why the usage rate should have dropped so drastically.
DCSO believes that cyclical factors Influencing demand patterns, plus the drawdown in levels which were built up In field units initially, may be Involved on
these items and that activity may begin to move upwards in the not too distant
future.
(g) Contract DSA 700-08-D-0097 was a requirements type contract against
which orders were to be placed for all requirements arising at DCSC for the
period December 1, 1067 through November 30, 1008. Champion Laboratories,
West Salem, Ill. was awarded entire units estimated for FSN 2140-141-9025
and 480,200 of the units estimated for FSN 2940-141-9020, with the remainder
being awarded to Lee Filter, Edison, N.J. The contract specially indicated that
quantities of supplies estimated therein were furnished for informational pur.
poses only and were not intended to be definitive statements of the Government's
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actual requirements for the items. Normally, it would be expected that some
orders would be placed and the Commander, DCSO has kept himself personally

up-to-date on developments in demand rates to see if any order could properly
be placed against this contract. As you can see, there was absolutely no way we
could Justify placing an order for these items as a result of the drop in deniands. The unexpected developments which precluded DOSO from placing orders
against the contract have been explained on several occasions to representatives

of Champion Laboratories.

Mr. SLACK. Who was your previous supplier and how many of these
filters were purchased froth that supplierV .
General HEDVLjND. The previous supplier for procurements by
DCSC for the two items along with quanltities involved are as follows:
Contract No.

Item
FSN 2940-141-9025.
FSN 2940-141-9026.

Date

Contractor

(unm)

DSA 70047-C-F9........ May 17, 1967 Wi Corp ................
D.SA 700-290-26 ............ May 4,1966 ... do................
DSA 700-67-C-1005 ......... Aug. 3,1967 Purolator Products, Inc .......

10.000
30 000
370,0OW

As mentioned earlier, tile USATAC let one contract on 1 September
1967 with Wix Corp. for 189,00010n1ts for FSN 2940-141-9025.
Mr. SLACK. How many oil filter elements, FSN 2940-141-9025 and
FSN 2940-141-9026, are presently in stock?
General HP.DUND. Tie current stock position on tlhe oil filter eleinents is as follows:
U1n5ta
Item

on hand

FSN 2940-141-9025
---------------------------283, 436
FSN 2940-141-9026
---------------------------410,310
Mr. SLACK. Would you please provide for the record how many of
these oil filter elements were purchased during fiscal year 1966, 1967,
1968, and how many you plan on purchasing during fiscal year 1969
and 1970?
General HEDLUNI). Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)

Item

F
FSN 2940.141-90 .................
SN 2940-141-9026 ...................

ea

Fiscal rear

Units
Fisaler
19I6r-

5,0OO
305,000

349,000
370,000

0
0

Fiscal

r

Fiscal
isca 1970

Fiscal
y
isa 197

0
(1)(1)
( ) ..............

t Reorder point based urn the current stocks on hand as well as the rate of usage now being experienced.
I Reorder date, April 19 I.
'Reorder date, March 1970.

Mr. SLACK. Is there any reason why these oil filter elements could
not be procured through GSA rather than through the Defense Supply Agency ?
General HEDLUND. No, sir; the items could be procured through
GSA provided they were given the necessary specification information. FSN 2940-141-9025 purchase descnption calls for type II, class
2, filter element which is a heavy duty jun or size, which must conform
to the requirements of military standard MS 35346. The purchase description for FSN 2940-141-9026 calls for a type II, class 3 filter ele30-088 O--69-pt. 2----64
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ment which is a heavy duty senior size element that must conform to
the requireoents of military standard MS 35345. The GSA Federal
supply schedude for FS Group 29, effective 15 April 1969 through h
14 April 1970 lists these filter elements as being available from Wix
Corp. under the Federal stock numbers designated. However, the purchase descriptions for these items on the schedule to' both FSN's are
type. II, class 1, light duty, regular size, in accordance with Federal
specification F-F-3510, May 25, 1966 and amendment 1, December 27,
1966. Due to the fact that the military standards necessitate heavy
duty filters rather than the light duty filter, the military type filters
are not cUrreltly covered byth_ GSA Federal supply schedules.
Mr. SIKES. Furthi questions?
Mr. LIPSCOMB. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIXES. Very well, gentlemen. Thank you very much for your
testimony.
MONDAY, APra., 28, 1969.

DEFENSt COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY
WITNESSES

LT. GEN. RICHARD P. HLOCKO, U.S. AIR FORCE, DIRECTOR, DEFflNSE
COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY
LT. GEN. HAROLD W. GRANT, U.S. AIR FORCE (RETIRED), DIRECTOR
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY, OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (I. & L.)
CAPT. NORMAN GILL, U.S. NAVY, TELECOMMUNICATIONS STAFF

O ICERt, OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(I. & L.)
BRIG. GEN. RALPH D. STEAKLEY, JOINT STAFF, DEPUTY DIRECTOR
FOR RECONNAISSANCE, T-3
G. C. GARDNER, JR., COMPTROLLER, DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS
AGENCY
LT. COL. LEO E. ELLS, U.S. ARMY, BUDGET OFFICER, DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY
OPENING STATEMENT

Mr. MAHON. We will now take up the request of the Defense Communications Agency for fiscal year 1970. The total amount being requested is $68 801,000. Of this amount, $44,997,000 is for operation and
maintenance funds; $8,304,000 is for procurement; and $15,500,000 is
for research, development, test and evaluation.
At this point in the record we shall insert certain pages from the
justification book for this appropriation request.
(The pages follow:)
DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS

AGENCY, FISCAL YEAR 1970

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The mission of the Defense Communications Agency, as stated In Department
of Defense Directive 5106.19, is to insure that the defense communications system (DCS) will be so planned, engineered, established, improved, and operated
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as to effectively, efficiently, and economically meet the long-haul, point-to-point
telecommunications requirements of the DOD and of other governmental
agencies, as directed.
This mission was expanded by the Secretary of Defense to include systems
engineering and technical supervision of technical support to the National
Military Command System and of such related systems as may be further
assigned. In addition to the technical support of the NMCS, DOA also provides
technical support, principally in the form of computer model development and
operational ADP support, to the Offices of the Secretary of Defense, other
defense agencies, the several directorates of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and particularly the Special Assistant for Strategic Mobility and the Joint War Games
Agency. The Secretary of Defense also assigned to the agency the responsibility
for the continuing integration of the space and ground elements of the defense
communications satellite systems to meet Department of Defense requirements.
The Secretary of Defense designated the agency as responsible for implementation of worldwide defense communications system automatic switched
networks: the automatic voice network (Autovon) and the automatic
digital network (Autodin) and automatic secure voice communications
(Autosevocom). This responsibility is defined to include: overall system
engineering Including determination of system configuration; preparation of
technical specification for the procurement of equipment for switching centers,
interconnecting transmission media as appropriate, and subscriber terminals;
monitoring the procurement to insure a resultant, satisfactory, and compatible
single system; development of test and acceptance criteria; and technical
management of fabrication, installation, and checkout.
Following the designation of the Secretary of Defense as executive agent
for the National Communications System, the Director of the Defense Communications AgecLy was designated to serve also as manager of the National
Communications System. Concurrently, the manager was authorized to employ
the Defense Communications Agency staff and field organizations in carrying
out his National Communications Systent responsibilities.
The Secretary of Defense assigned the Defense Communications Agency the
additional responsibility of exercising operational and management direction
of the Defense Special Security Communications System.
The budget estimates furnished herewith provide for the operation and
maintenance costs of the headquarters, Defense Communications Agency and its
field activity complex. These estimates include civilian personnel salaries and
benefits, travel and transportation, reimbursements to host activities, leased
communications services and equipment, printing and reproduction, installation
and maintenance of communications and crytographic equipment, rental and
operating costs of automatic data processing equipment, other contractual
services, and operating supplies and equipment.
These funds will also provide for the operation and maintenance costs of the
Defense Communications Planning Group which has a classified mission.
Justification for the planning group program will appear in a separate, classified
document.
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE BUDGET, BY BUDGET PROJECT

Project 4310-Headquarters, Defense Communications Agency ..........
Project 4320-Defense Communications Agency field actities ..........
Project 4330-Leased facilities for communications control .............
ProJe-t
4340--Data
handling transmission
and display; equipment,
Installation and
and
and cryptoiraphc
of communCations
maintenance
engineering services .............................................
Total direct DCA obligations ..................................
Reimbursable obligations ................... a......................
Total DCAobligations ...........
..................
Project 4360-Defente Communications Planning Group...............
Total obligations ............................................

Fiscal 1g;a

Fiscal ar

Fiscalfu

,760
,748
517

$10, 474
27,867
774

$10,526
30605
1,289

2,343
31,368
19
31,387
1,733
33,120

1,733
40,848
0
40,848
1,720
42,568

2,577
44, 997
0
44,997
1,748
46,745
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PROJECT: SUMMARY Of DIRECT OBLIGATIONS BY OBJECT CLASSIFICATION
[In thousands of dolls rs]
Object
class
No.

Actual.
fissale

Title
110 Personnel services .....................................
120 Personnel benefits
............................

210 Travel
220
230
240
250
0
310

Estimate,
Estimate,
fiscal
4688r969 sca 1 70

$14,040
1,079

10 &&3

.......................................

Transportation.... ....
.......
.........
Rents, communlcatlons and utilities. ......
......
Printing and reproduction ........................
.
Other services ..................................
Supplies and materials ..................................
Equipment .......................
Total direct DCA obllations ......................
Defense communications planning group ...........

1I26

.

Total direct obligations ...........................

$15,17
1,2 1

1,739

16,067
1,298

1,783

206
5,368
1,421
598
31,368
1733

18212
9,5 5
196
11,128
1,237
433
40,848
1,720

11,239
201
12,167
1,337
633
44,997
1,748

33,101

42,568

46,745

SUMMARY OF PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
Fiscal year 1968

Fiscal year 1969

Fiscal year 1970

Positions

Man.years

Positions

Man-years

Positions

Man-years

Headquarters:
Civilian ........................

634

621

631

628

643

636

Mllitai ........................
Field activities:
Civilian .......................
Total: llNy.....................
Civilian
........................
Miltay........................

181

181

194

194

229

211

668
1,386

627
1,387

635
1,379

634
1,350

770
1,492

683
1,435

1,302
,587

1,
248
1,573

- 1,266

1,262
,544

1,413
1,646

1,319

SUMMARY OF CIVILIAN'PERSONNEL BY GRADE
Authorized,
General schedule grades

Estimated,

Estimated,
Isc 9*70a

kcalr8
Nsl196

GS-18 ....................................................................................................
GS-17 ...........................................................
2
2
GS-16 ...........................................................
11
14
14
0,-15 ...........................................................
106
116
124
GS-14 ...........................................................
141
162
175
0S-13 ...........................................................
268
262
294
GS-12 ...........................................................
75
72
105
GS-11 ......
:......................................
55
55
70
GS-10 ...........................................................
4
5
5
-9............................................................
76
72
93
18
17
17
GS-4 ............................................................
98
114
0S-7 ............................................................
100
G-6 ............................................................
103
97
98
144
130
132
GS-5 ............................................................
73
75
103
S-4 ............................................................
41
40
41
G-3 ............................................................
21
21
27
GS-2 ............................................................
Subtotal, general schedule grades .............................
........................................
Public Law 313
Upgraded positions................................................
Total ......................................................

1,273
9
20

1,236
9
21

1,381
11
21

1,302

1,266

1,413

Note: The above summary excludes Defense Communications Planning Group personnel which appear In &separate
dassfed document
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PROOUREMENT
SUMMARY OF OBLIOATIONAL

Fiscal year 168
Fiscal year 1969
Fiscal year 1970

AUTHORITY

iThousands of dollanra

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EXPLANATION

$7,687
6,912
8,30

OF ESTIMATES

The Defense Communications Agency fiscal year 1970 procurement provides
for equipment to be installed and operated within the headquarters, Defense Communications Agency and its field activities, for contractual engineering support
in connection with AUTOVON/AUTODIN/AUTOSEVOCOM equipment procurement and for the procurement of ADP and communications equipment for the
national military command centers and the national emergency mobile command
posts. The electronic, communications, and related equipment is required for the
Defense Communications Agency to exercise operational and management direction over the Defense Communications System, thereby providing a greater degree of communications responsiveness to authorized users and to provide for
improved operational capability and technical support for the National Military
Command System.
The procurement estimates include the cost of equipment, initial spare parts,
and first destination transportation costs.
Installation and maintenance costs in support of the equipment requested have
been included in the "Operations, Defense Agencies" appropriation.
Rft

AnOH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION

The budget estimates furnished herewith provide for required specialized scientific services for the Defense Communications Agency. These services consist
of scientific and engineering Investigations which will provide factual bases for
recommendations by the Defense Communications Agency relative to research
and development projects of the military departments and for new work required to assure the progressive improvement of the Defense Communications
System, technical support of the national military command system, and the
continuing integration of the Department of Defense Satellite Communications
System.
The projects included in the Defense Communications Agency's research, development, test and evaluation program for fiscal year 1970 relate to four general areas of investigation; the Defense Communications System, the defense
satellite communications program, technical support to the Natlonal Military
Command System, and the Defense Communications Planning Group.
SUMMARY OF OBLIOATIONAL AUTHORITY
(in thousands of dollars
Fiscal year-

1968

1969

1970

Budget Activity 4. Military Astronautics Communkationt Satellite
project ..................................................

1,952

3,000

3,000

Defense Communkations System ................................

3,225

3,535

7,500

OCA total ..................................................

17,134

14,335

15,500

Group .........................................................

20,646

15,000

1,1,000

37,780

29,335

29,500

Budget Activity 7. Other equipment:

National Military Command System .............................

Budget Activity 7. Other equipment: Defense Communications Planning
Grand total .................................................

,11957

7,800

5,000

The projects supporting the Defense Communications System insure progressive improvement in efficiency and economy of that system through research and
development in such areas as management and control techniques, transmission
and switching equipment and techniques, operations research, simulation, ad-
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vanced communications developments, survivable communications support, secure

voice conferencing and Improvement of the National Communications System. In
addition, on July 1, 1968, the DOA Systems Engineering Facility was activated.
This facility will perform system engineering of the overall Defense Communica.
tion System (DOS) and will provide an operational test bed of DCS switches and
ancillary equipment to support system engineering of the DOS and to permit
adequate test and evaluation of subsystem and equipment modifications, new
equipment and subsystem software prior to the implementation thereof.
Projects supporting the Defense satellite communications program provide for

specialized system engineering and technical development of a satellite communications system for the DOS.
The research and development effort for the National Military Command System (NMOS) -including the National Military Command System Support Center-includes projects designed to develop methods for more efficient utilization
of automatic data processors in support of the NMCS; develop specialized
computer programs to meet customer requirements; develop attack/damage
assessment sensor and display subsystems; and provide research and development support to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretary of Defense staff
agencies.
These funds will also support research and development effort for the Defense
Communications Planning Group which has a classified mission. Justifications for
the planning group program will appear in a separate classified document.

Mr. MAHON. General Klocko, we welcome you back for your second
appearance before the subcommittee in as many years. We also welcome all of you other gentlemen who have come here today to discuss
with us this most important subject of communications in the Department of Defense.
PROBLEMS IN COMMUNICATIONS

There is some feeling that com tmunications in- the Department are
not as good as they might be. I read in the newspaper-and I would
not vouch for it-that the Secretary of Defense did not know about
the shootdown of the reconnaissance plane for an hour after it happened. Was that rightI
General KLOcKo. That is approximately correct; yes.
Mr. MAHoN. I thought we had instant communications.
General KwoKo. The communications portion of that was
minutes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. What was the other
minutes?
General KLoKo. I can only surmise. There isn't any flash that goes
out and says "We shot your plane down." I would presume there was
some analysis of the available*information, whatever that might beI am no tamZ liai with that. A decision had to be made, "Yes we think
there was a shootdown," or "Positively there was one," and then somebody has to say "We have been convinced to the point that we should
send it back." But there isn't anything which definitely says as of this
point something has happened and we must send it. So, there are
certain decisions which must be made before a message can be sent.
Once it gets into communications-into the hands of the communicators, then the message travels qute quickly.
Mr. MAHON. You have to decide what you are willing to say to
superior authority before you say it; is that the point?
General KcKo. Yes, sir; and you also-have to determine whether
in fact something has happened.
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Air. MA oW. Yes.
Now, of course it seems to me that anythihg that appears to be
as important as this might be given in preliminary form to the top
people. I wonder how long it was before the President knew about
this.
General KLOcKO. At the same time, sir.
Mr. MAHON. He knew about it at the same time?
General KLOOKo. Yes.
Mr. MAHON. It seems to me a message would be sent saying1 "Reconnaissance plane possibly shot down over Sea of Japan, hostile action
feared, more information will follow." You would not send that kind
of message?
General KLOcKo. No, sir. I do not know the specifics of how long-7
bow the decision was made. It could be a malfunction in-the radar if
the plane disappeared. It would take time to determine this.
Mr. MAHON. Yes.

General KLOcKO. I don't know the exact specifies.
Mr. MAHON. I do not want to draw unreasonable deductions. I realize that you cannot just be shooting wires and communications every
few moments to responsible officials like the Secretary of Defense and
the President.
I read from the April 26, the New York Times a story by Waren
Weaver, Jr.
General Wheeler testified that the White House situation room received word
of the disappearance of the EC-121 about an hour after it had been shot down or
about 12:50 a.m. April 15, but he said that he did not know at that time President
Nixon had been informed. It could be this, too, is a matter that higher authority
would wish to reveal, he observed.

Well, that is enough for the present.
General KLOCKo. Yes.
Mr. MAHON. This is in the minds of everyone. As you know, Ave had
communications problems in connection with the Libertyin the Mediterranean. I must be frank on this: Some of these developments have
shaken the confidence of some of the Members of Congress in the adequacy of our Defense intelligence and our Defense comminications.
But let us now proceed with your statement, General. It is easy to sit
on the side lines-sit on this side of the table and be skeptical and critical, but we want to work with you. It is our country and your country.
We want to do the best possible job in this highly important field.
GENERAL STATEMENT

General KLOCKO. Would you care for a summary statement or would

you care for the full statement, sir? I am at your pleasure.
Mr. MAHON. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. MAHON. All right, your complete statement, please, General
Klocko.
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Mr. Chairman and Nembers of the Committee:
Defense Comunications ,Agency Responsibilities
It is a pleasure to appear before the committee to present the FY 1970
budget request for the Defense Comunications Agency. I would like to review
briefly the responsibilities of the Defense Communications Agency to
facilitate understanding of the various elements of the budget request.
These responsibilities pertain to the Defense Communications System, the
National Military Command System, and the National Communications System.
DCA's initial and still its primary responsibility is to manage and
direct the Defense Comtunications System including the management and integration of Department of Defense activities related to communications
satellites. Ny remarks will concentrate on DCA's management role rather
than the Agency's internal organization to discharge our responsibilities.
Let's examine first the method and means used in managing the OCS. A
few moments are well spent in clarifying responsibilities of the Military
Departments and DCA responsibilities in management of the Defense Coniruntcations System. The OCA role may be described as management control and
operational direction. Management control is a system overview and results
from analysis end evaluation of the OCS. It attempts to discover the best
way to operate the DCS and to apply the therapy to the system and to all
supporting elements. Operational direction usually addresses the real
time operation of the fCS to insure optim service to the users and in most
cases is applied directly to the DCS operating facilities.
The responsibilities of the Military Departments for the Defense
Communications System are to install, operate and maintain assigned WS
facilities; budget, fund and account for support to the DCS; and to perform
detailed engineering and develop communications requirements. The Mission
of DCA is to insure that the DCS is: Planned, engineered, established,
improved, operated and managed to effectively, economically, and efficiently
meet long-haul, point-to-point telecommunications requirements of the DoD
Communications Cowmunity. DCA is to obtain maximum economy and efficiency
in the allocation and management of DCS resources.
The Defense Communications System embraces all long-haul, point-to-point
communications assets of the three military departments. The DCS includes
circuitry by radio, wire or by submarine cable from any fixed location to
any other fixed location. Included as part of the WS is the Defense
Satellite Comunuications System. Excluded from the DCA responsibility are
the post, base and local area communication systems and Certain tactical
systems operated and controlled by field commanders. (Examples are the Navy's
fleet broadcasts and ship-to-shore circuits; ground-to-air and air-to-air
communications of the Air Force and tactical communications of the Army
between field units where mobile type equipment is used; and the tactical
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satellite communications program).

Although these local and tactical

facilities are not IDCS, they must meet DCS standards at any point where
they interface with the DCS.
The DCS is essentially an East-West belt of communications with
interconnecting routes to most areas of the world. It is a combination of
government-owned and operated and conmercially leased equipment and
facilities. Included in the DCS are those communications, whether based
on land, sea, or in the air, required to interconnect the primary and
alternate fixed or mobile command posts of the President the Secretary of
Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and unified/specifie commanders, with
fixed UCS facilities.
The DCS overseas systems/networks are connected by high-quality, high
capacity, undersea cables, each carrying about 100 circuits. There are
several crossings in the Atlantic but only a few in the Pacific.
These media are predominately commercial resources, operated by domestic
or foreign civilian companies. Iere these resources are insufficient for
our requirements we have installed government-owned radio systems. In some
instances we've had to install our own submarine cables, for example cables
between South Vietnam and the Philippines; plus cable to six enclaves along
the coast of the Republic of South Vietnam.
Approximately 36 500 military and civilian personnel in over 80 countries
are engaged in operating and maintaining the Defense Comnications System.
66% of the circuitry is within the continental United States. The predominant
portion of government-owned facilities is located overseas. Leased service is
largely in the CME-Canada complex and the commercial submarine cables
throughout the world. (Ur leased service costs in FY 68 totaled approximately 271 million dollars. Annual operating costs for the DCS approximate
500 to 600 million dollars. Cumulative plant investment is approximately
three billion dollars.
One of my responsibilities as manager of the OCS is to insure that the
system is efficient and effective. This includes a continuous review of
effectiveness of the various transmission systems. One aspect of this is
an evaluation of the high frequency (lIP) systems. As you are probably alread,
aware, DCA undertook a program of consolidating/6liminating DCS HF trunks
in 1967. This program which contains a reduction of DCS HF trunking from
161 to 101 trunks will be essentially completed by the end of 1970. It
should be pointed out that the DCS trunk reductions planned will not result,
except in isolated cases, in the closing down of many military HP stations
since these stations also have a mission of supporting tactical forces, i.e.,
air/ground and ship/shore. In this regard, DCA and the military departments are assisting the .ics in a study on collocating/eliminating/consolidating the military 1IF stations, which, in many cases, accowwodate both DMS
and non-DCS.
In spite of the reduced role our lip system is playing in the (CS, we
are still placing great reliance upon the lip media but as additional high
quality submarine cable and satellite systems become available our less
effective ICS HP trunks will be continually reduced.
The planning function is based on communications requirements originated
by the Unified and Specified Commands, the military departments and defense
agencies. These requirements, which must be specified in qualitative as
well as quantitive terms, are reviewed and validated, as appropriate, by
the JCS and then forwarded to DCA. The DCA examines established capability
to ascertain whether requirements can be satisfied from existing resources
and if so, takes the initiative to make operational system adjustments-as
required. In order to satisfy requirements which cannot be fulfilled from
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existing resources the agency conducts necessary analysis and develops
specific plans for system improvement. These plans are forwarded through
the JCS for approval by the Secretary of Defense. Tn addition to this nearterm planning we also develop long range plans directed toward satisfying
long term forecasted requirements and applying new state of the art and
research to the evolving communications plant.
To meet these qualitative needs we refer to OCS Standards which consist
of overall System Design Standards and a number of derivative standards
pertaining to equipment, facilities and interface performance requirements.
These derivative standards form the basis for the procurement and installation
of comrcial equipment and facilities in the DC;. In cases where it is
militarily suitable and economically sound, we lease these resources and
they become, effectively, assets to the DCS. DCA planning also addresses
the provisions of inter and intra area communications for small contingencies,
possible future limited wars and restoral of critical communications between
the National Corr-and Authority (NCA) and the unified and specified comanders
inthe post attack phase of a general war.
If, as we work on a plan, we discover that requirements levied cannot
be met with available equipment, that we are exceeding our technological
grasp, the research and development people are brought in to bridge the gap.
The DCA employs modern sophisticated techniques of operations research to
develop optimal cost effective solutions to problems confronting the DCS.
Simulation techniques have been developed to a point where system design
and operational problems can be routinely evaluated by dig ital computer.
Comprehensive war game type analyses are performed periodically to
quantitatively assess the ability of the DM-to meet survivability requirerents. Those are the principal inputs we use in the planning function
except one - performance trends - which I will address in a minute when I
describe the Operating Function.
After the plan has been completed and aproved by the Joint Chiefs of

Staff and Secretary of Defense, we move to the implementation phase during
which we execute the plan. Each plan represents an enhancement of the
Defense Communications System by either increased quality of service, more
rapid service, increased capacity or various combinations of the foregoing.
In executing our numerous plans we have doubled the munber of secure
voice subscribers; 1,150 subscribers are now tied into our data transmission
subsystem (AtroDIN) and in our Automatic Voice Network (AIt)MV)
we now
have 15,126 access lines. This increased capability is in addition to a
continual increase in the quality of the transmissions and in an extension
of our automated communications capability, all of which results in better
service to our many users. Implementation action is underway for the
Defense Special Security Communications System (DSSCS) which is in support
of the DoD Intelligence Community. Even with increased communications
requirements and better service for our users, as you can see from Chart 1,
the increase in Dot) Communications facilities closely parallels increases
in the private sector. Largely through centralized leasing and effective
management with the Teleconmunicat ions Package Offer of Circuitry (TELPAK),
DoD is getting more for its communications dollars than ever before and is
leasing far more communications per dollar than conercial customers get
for their money.
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE HAS REDUCED
THE COST OF VOICE GRADE
SERVICES WITH THE INTRODUCTION
OF TELPAK AND AUTOVON*
CURRENT $ MILLIONS

Chart 2

* MONTHLY ILLINO IN DECEMlER FOR VOICE GRADE
DATA AND TELEPHONE SERVICES
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For example, Chart 2 shows that whereas total cammercial customers
expense for private line service has increased on a nearly straight line
basis since 1952, Dbn growth in expense has been drastically reduced since
the introduction of AUIN and the extensive use of TELPAKs.
We have also made progress in our satellite subsystem. The Initial
Defense Satellite Communications project which was implemented as an P&D
project with a limited capability is now being operationally employed.
We have recently started executing the Phase II Satellite Program Plan
which will give us expanded operational capability.
As each new subsystem is completely assembled and tested, it
over to the operating people as an integral part of the DCS.

is handed

As the operation progresses, we identify performance trends which
become an input to the planning function. This familiar management
technique using past performance as a guide to future operations closes
the loop of our CS management cycle.
To provide operational direction of the World-Wide Defense Communications System an operations center complex has been established. It
includes a National Center, four area centers and six regional control
centers.
The
The area
with the
and with

National Control Center is collocated with our Headquarters.
centers are located with C.NCPAC in Hawaii, with CINCAIJ in Alaska,
North merican Air Defense Command at Colorado Springs, Colorado,
(INCEIUR at Vaihingen, Germany.

The centers are in constant contact with each other by telephone and
teletypewriter. The regional Control Centers are located in Japan, Vietnam,
Thailand, Panama, Canada, Turkey and Korea. The regional centers report
directly to the area centers with which the are associated, giving system
status information.
Similarly, the area centers are tied to the National Center for the
transmission of status information and other data. All the Centers - National,
area and regional - operate on an around-the-clock basis.
During periods of system degradation or scheduled or non-scheduled
maintenance periods the Control Center Complex takes action to assure
continued availability of communications to system customers. Normally,
corrective actions are initiated at the lowest organizational level - i.e.,
between two IXS stations providing the circuits. If necessary, the regional
or area centers provide alternate routing instructions to resolve those
problems which cannot be resolved by the station concerned. On occasions
the national center may be come involved.
Responsibilities for and within the system are jointly shared by I)CA
and the Services. DCA is responsible for management and system engineering.
The Military Denartments are responsible for installing and operating the
system in accordance with DCA management and guidance.

DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY

SYSTEM
COMMAND
MILITARY
NATIONAL
41TEUSo
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The Agency's second major responsibility is providing technical support
for the National Military Command System. The 'National Military Command
System is the principal component of the World-Wide Military Command and
Control System. It consists of the facilities, personnel, equipment,
doctrine, procedures and communications designed to enable the National
Command Authorities to exercise strategic direction of the Armed Forces
of the Ihited States in time of crisis and limited or general war. The
National military Command Center, its ground, seaborne, and airborne
alternates, and interconnecting communications are shown on Chart 3. The
interconnecting communications are provided by the Defense Communications
System.
As in the Defense Communications System, the responsibilities for the
National Military Command System are $hared jointly by the Organization
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the military departments and ICA.
OJNC responsibilities are generally to ascertain the needs for command
and control systems and facilities to serve the President, the Secretary
of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. These requirements are stated
to the DCA which in turn develops a technical description of systems and
the appropriate system plans. These plans are then forwarded for JCS review
and subsequent to the JCS review the plans are forwarded to the Secretary
of Defense for approval. In addition to participating in definition of
requirements and review of planning, the OJCS provides the members of the
action teams and battle staffs of the NMCS centers. Technical operators
such as communicators, data processing, and maintenance personnel are
provided by the military departments or Defense Agencies.
The Military Departments' general responsibilities are for installation,
operation and maintenance (including budgeting and funding) for specified
facilities required by the command centers.
I)CA's responsibilities are for (1) systems engineering and design
for the command and control facilities and communications among the National
Military Command Center and its alternates, and to the command centers of
the Commanders of the Unified and Specified Command and their alternates;
(2)technical supervision over the installation, operation and maintenance
of these same facilities when they are provided by one of the military
departments, and (3) in the third area, that of automatic data processing,
DCA designs, develops and operates computer programs and computer systems
to support operational and planning activities of the Joint. Chiefs of Staff
and certain elements of the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
Within my headquarters these functions are the responsibility of the
National Military Command System Technical Support Directorate. This
Directorate, in turn, is assisted by a field activity, the National Military
Command System Support Center, which is basically a large computer complex "
with elements in the Pentagon and at the Alternate National Military Command
Center.
Approximately 6S% of our Support Center resources is applied to the
operational area. We maintain about ISO files of information on automatic
data processing equipment. This is a reduction from the previous year in
that a number of~ miles have been combined to better integrate the information.
The content of all of these files would cover 800,000 single spaced typewritten pages. The more active files are updated and modified by approximately 3100 messages per month in order to keep their content current.
In FY 1970 DCA will complete with the cooperation of the U.S. Navy,
the installation of large-capacity, random-access, storage devices and
associated computer programs in the computer systems of the National
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Emergency Consand Post Afloat. Thi improvement will speed up and expand
the providing of information to the National Cimnand Authorities and their
supporting Joint Battle Staffs in planning and executing certain critical
military operations.
Also in FY 1970 [CA will initially establish a new secure, high-datarate computer-to-cputer interconnecting arrangement between the two
fixed command centers of the NMCS. This facility will allow automatic
distribution of N*CS data between these centers and permit the mutual sharing
of the data processing capabilities in these centers.
Another of my major responsibilities concerns the National Cocnmaications System (NCS). President Kennedy established the NC in August 1963.
The President's Directive provided that the WS be a unified governmental
communications system evolved by linking together,, improving and extending
existing facilities on an evolutionary basis. It is primarily a long-lines
or a long-distance system. It serves all governmental agencies but is
primarily oriented to national security type requirements. For that reason,
it is designed to provide for the survival of essential communications
under all circumstances, ranging from national emergencies through national
crises, including nuclear attack.
The Secretary of Defense is the Executive Agent for the NCS, the
Assistant Secretary of Defense, Administration, is his principal assistant
in this area, and I am designated as the Manager of the NCS.
R/ mission essentially is one of coordination with the NCS Operating
Agencies striving to achieve unanimity in the formulation of policies and
procedures, as well as in operational and planning matters, Unresolved
issues, of which there have been few, are referred to higher authority
as necessary.
The Manager's staff consists of two principal offices concerned with
the function, of planning and operations. The personnel for the staff
are furnished by the Major Operating Agencies of the NCS, principally the
Department of Defense.
An illustration of the types of activities in which the staff is
engaged is the development of criteria for the assignment of the relative
priority for the restoration of communications circuits which have been
disrupted. As a result of this effort the subsequent activities, there
is now a single set of criteria for this purpose for all government and
commercial communications organizations.
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OPERATIOW AND MAINTENANCE
PROCUREMENT
RF.SEARH, DEVELNRENT, TFSr AND EVALIUATTON
TOTAL:

OF DOCA
BE)GET
FY 1968

PY 1969

FY 1970

$31,368

$40,848

$44,997

7,687

6,912

8,304

$62,095

$68,801

17,134
$56,189
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In support of the foregoing mission and responsibilities my internal
PCA budget request totals $68,801,000 for FY 1970 which is summarized on
Chart 4. This total includes a recent Bureau of the Budget imposed reduction
of $6,400,000 from our procurement request, $10S,000 from the operations
and maintenance request and 12 civilian spaces from our personnel ceiling.

Details on the FY 1970 Budget Request
This DCA FY 1970 budget request includes amounts under three appropriations: Operations and Maintenance; Procurement; and Research, Development,
Test and Evaluation.

I will discuss the details of FY 1970 requirements.

DEFENSE C
ICATIONS AGENCY
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENNC BUD MT
BY BUDGET PROJECT
(Thousands of Dollars)
FY 1968

FY 1969

FY 1970

$ 9,760

$10,474

$10,526

18,748

27,867

30,60S

517

774

1,289

2,343

1,733

21577

TOTAL DIRECT OBLIGATIONS

$31,368

$40,848

$44,997

REIMBURSABLE OBLIGATIONS

19

0

0

$31,387

$40,848

$44,997

Project 4310 - headquarters, Defense Comuications Agency

Project 4320 - Defense Comiumications Agency Field Activities
Project 4330'- Leased Facilities for Comumnications Control
Project 4340 - Data Handling Transmission and Display;
Installation and Maintenance of Commumications md Cryptographic Equipment, and
Engineering Services

TOTAL DCA OBLIGATIONS
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Operations and Maintenance (Chart 5)
Project 4310, Headquarters - DCA
The increase of $52,000 from FY 1969 to FY 1970 is primarily for
civilian payroll costs.
Project 4320. DCA Field Activities
For FY 1970 a total of $30,605,000 i.srequired to provide for the
operation and maintenance expenses of the DCA Field Activities; an increase
of $2,738,000 over the FY 1969 requirement.
This increase is primrily for National Military Command System
technical support to the Office of the Secretary of defense and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. These requirements, while not all directly oriented to
Southeast Asia, provide essential common data files and programming
capability prerequisite to fulfilling Southeast Asia tasks and for support
of general war planning.
Project 4330. Leased Facilities for Comunications Control
This project provides $1,289,000 for leased circuits and equipment,
required to link together the DCA Headquarters and Operations Center. The
increase of $515 thousand in FY 1970 will pay for additional backbone
charges for existing subscribers and the backbone charges for the addition
of high speed data lines which will enable the exchange of operational
information between the computers at DCA Headquarters, DCA-Europe, DCAPacific and DCA-Western Hemisphere.
Project 4340, Data Handling, Transmission and Display; Installation and
J"fitce otomncations and ryptograpnic lquilpnent; and Engineering
Services
The $844 thousand increase includes $750 thousand for studies of an
integrated trunking system for the National Communications System which is
a continuation of the first major step leading toward a more unified
National Co
unmications System. The remaining $94 thousand is for increased
maintenance costs for automatic data processing equipment and installation
and maintenance of conmumications equipment.
Procurement
The FY 1970 Procurement budget is for $8,304,000 representing an
increase of $1,392,000 over the FY 1969 budget. As in FY 1969, the FY 1970
program provides for contractual engineering services supporting the
procurement and implementation of equipment for the switched networks
and for the procurement of electronic, communications and cryptogra jc equipment and associated spare parts for improving the operation of the
field activities. The FY 1970 request also includes funds for the purchase
of ADP hardware to provide mass data storage on the National Emergency
Connand Post Afloat and for the purchase of equipment to provide digital
links between the National Military Comand Centers.
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
For FY 1970, the DCA Research, Development, Test and Evaluation budget
is $15,500 000 and provides for specialized scientific services. The FY 1970
amount is $1 million more than that programmed for FY 1969. The FY 1970
funds will be applied as follows:
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$7.5 million for Research and Development efforts which will insure
progressive improvement in efficiency and economy of the Defense Communications System. Included in this area are scientific and engineering
investigations in such areas as transmission and switching, management and
control techniques, operations research DCS simulation, advanced comrunications developments, survivable communications secure voice conferencing,
and improvement of the National Cmmnications System. In addition, these
funds provide for the operation of the Defense Communications Agency System
Engineering Facility which will provide system engineering for the DCS as
well as testing and evaluation of new equipment and systems prior to their
introduction into the Defense Coynunications System.
$3.0 million is required to provide for continuation of contractual
engineering and technical support for the Defense Satellite Communications
Program.
$5.0 million will provide for Research and Development efforts
associated with technical support of the National Military Command System
and support to the MSD and the Joint Staff. Included in this area are
projects designed to improve NMCS Command and Control capability.

I would like to thank the committee for giving me the opportunity to
summarize my management responsibilities and to present justification for
the requested DCA FY 1970 funds. I would be pleased to answer any questions
the Committee may have.
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Mr. MAHoN. General, Ve appreciate. your overall statement.
USE OF HIGH OR LOW FREQUENOWY TRANSMISSIONS

How do we evaluate high frequency and low frequency What are
most of the signals we hear on the air from the radio?
General KwOcro. Of what type? You mean the broadcasts?
Mr. MAHON. Commercial radio.
General KLOOKO. Commercial radio has a good deal of high frequency; also the broadband systems which are the type which are
used in our commercial carriers. For instance, microwave and tropo
systems which 4re used in the States and overseas.
Mr. MAHON. If you were listening to your radio oft the way to work
it is high frequency I
General KLoc1io. That is medium to high frequency; yes, sir.
Mr. MAHON. Why high frequency rather than low frequency?
General KLOCKO. Low frequency and very low frequencies are used
for tactical purposes, primarily for the Navy, as I understand it.
Mr. MAHON. Why V am not an electrical engineer.
General KLOOKO. As you go from the low to the high range of the
frequency spectrum, you go from long distances and less reliability
to short istances and higher reliability and higher capacity. In a very
low frequency system you can travel around the world and in the high
frequencies, the very high, the super high, the ultra. high, you can
travel 50 to 75 miles in some cases, at most. However, in the very low
frequencies the amount of data that you can have in the system, even
though it goes around the world, is very small-possibly one teletype
si gal..
Mr. MAHON. Why is this I
General Kwc Ko. Simply the energy is not there to carry more than
this limited amount of information this long distance. In the ultrahigh frequencies the state of the art is taking them up into the very,
very high frequencies now. You can pack many hundreds, almost
thousands of voice channels into one carrier.
Mr. MAHON. Into these little segments?
General Kuxooo. Yes, sir. But it goes only, say, 50. to 75 miles. So
there is a requirement for repeater stations, relays in a microwave
system.
INTERCEPTION OF FOREIGN COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. MAHON. If you are trying to understand the communications
of another nation, such as from a reconnaissance plane over the Sea of
Japan, do you have to have equipment adjusted to various bands?
That is, ad usted to ultrahigh frequency, very -high frequency, relatively high frequency, low frequency, and so forth?
General Koo. I would say that the equipment that you would
need would be the same equipment that the cooperative users would
need. In other words, if it is a system which travels only 75 miles you
would have to'have comparable equipment and be within 75 miles to
receive ift.
Mr. MAHON. But if you want to listen to all sorts of things, you
have to have quite an array of equipment-
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General KwoiKo. That is correct sir.
Mr. MAnHON (continuing). With great adaptability.
General KLOcKo. Yes, sir; and we have a wide variety of equipments.
Mr. MAHON. Suppose you do not want your opponents or competi-

tors to know what you are doing in a frequency; do you seek a frequency in which you hope they will not have equipment to intercept
the message?
General- KI,0KO. No, sir. The basic assumption is that everything
will or can be intercepted. The way in which we protect ourselves is to
encrypt it. This is the ultimate goal of the Department of Defense,
to have to the extent possible all communications encrypted. In our
record traffic, which is the teletype, the narrative type traffic, we have
almost arrived at that goal now.
Mr. MArioN. Yes. Now, I realize that, of course, we have some information about this encryption business but, generally speaking, what
do you mean when you use these terms, "encryptic messages"?
General KLOCKO. Could we go off the record for a short time?
Mr.IAI1ON. Surely.
(Discussion off
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if you want to go to 300 or 400 miles you would have to have a transmitter-reliably now--somewhere in the neighborhoodof 100 kilowatts, whereas ior a regular high frequency signal you might have
50 watts or 100 watts, 500 watts at the most, or a thousand watts 'for
a big transmitter for very long distances. The Sanguine system will
depend-I do not know the power-but it will depend, upon a huge
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type of transmitter that will, of course, go to push a signal around
the world at an extremely reliable and very, very low data rate.
Mr. MAHON. Under the Sanguine system would you need an enormous amount of electric power to enable you to boom these low frequency impulses out?
Captain GILL. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHON. IS that one of the problems involved in long-range low
frequency transmission?
Captain GILL. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHON. Is it also possible, however, to provide all the power
you need? Are there factors other than the, power that give you your
problems with low frequency?
Captain GILL. Yes, sir; that is the main problem. For example,
within the Navy our communications with our submarines are, of
course, by very low frequency signal and we will find our transmitters
in those cvses range up to 500 kilowatts. One million watts--sometimes
our biggest transmitter is 2 million watts whereas, as I say, within the
Navy normally our highest power transmitter that we would use for
high frequency would be except in isolated cases, 40 kilowatts you
see. With the advent of multichannel high frequency broadcast operations, we have gone up to 200 kilowatts for selected shore stations.
TRANSMISSIONS

BENEATH EARTH'S CRUST

Mr. MAHON. Can you send low frequency messages beneath the
cruHt of the earth?
Qiptain GILL. Very low frequency messages; yes, sir.
Mr. MAHlo. How far could you send them?
Captain GILL. For example, our submarines depend upon very low
frequency signals at the present time and our submarines are worldwide. Of course, we have transmitter stations built at strategic points
around the world.
Mr. MAHON. The message goes beneath the surface of the water, to
some extent?
Captain GiLL. Yes, sir. Not all the way* the submarine has to come
up but not to the point where she has to surface.
Mr. A~npRws. Can you communicate at all times with submarines
wherever deployed throughout the world?
Captain GILL. Yes, sir.We have a system to do this.
Mr. Amimws. What type of communication would it be?
Captain GILL. Very low frequency.
Mr. AwDRzws. I understand, but would it be telephonic?
Captain GILL. Teletype and continuous wave (CW)-dit-dot-dit
system.
Mr. ANDRzws. Dot and dash?
Captain GILL. Yes.
Mr. MAHON. But you cannot communicate in all areas of the world
and under all conditions with the equipment which you now have,
can you?
Captain GILL. No, sir not with 100-percent reliability, but we do
have, as I say, very low Irequency stations stationed around the world
in such places where we can attempt to get a signal through at all
times. We do not always have 100-percent reliability.
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Mr. MAIRON. Suppose that you want to communicate from one coast
to the other in this country-some 2,000 to 3,000 miles-and you want
to do it on the low-frequency basis, the transmission would be above

the crust of the earth, I assume. Could you make it below the crust of
the earth?
Captain GILL. Below the crust of the earth
Mr. MAJION. Yes.
Captain GILL. No, sir; I am speaking-when I was speaking of surface I was speaking of water.
Mr. MAHON. I understand. But I am talking now about land.
Captain GILT. This I don't know. I could not address myself to it.
Mr. MAION. What about that, Colonel; do you know anything
about it?
Colonel ELT4S. No, I do not have an answer to that.
Mr. MAHON. You cannot communicate beneath the crust of the earth
very far?
Captain GILL. I would say "No," sir.
Mr. MAHON. By these electronicmethods, that is?
Mr. ANDREWS. There would not be any need to, would there?
Captain GIL.. I wouldn't know.
Mr. ANDREWS. It is like having a fountain pen that will write under
water.
Captain GILL. If you want to go from one coast to another coast, of
course, we would use our wire systems.
Mr. MAHON. Yes. But if you had an atomic attack and everything
is destroyed, you might need to communicate otherwise, if there is anybody to communicate with.
TOTAL COST OF DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question at this point?
Mr. MAHON. Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS. General could you put into the record at this point
the total amount requested for all of your services?
General KLOCKO. DCA services?
Mr. ANDRws. All of them.
General KLOcKo. That is $68,800,000.
Mr. ANDRFAWS. Does that include everything, all these different agencies that come under your urisdiction?
General KLOCKO. The millitary departments, no, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is what, I want. You may not be able to do it

11ow.
General KLOCKO. This is the total cost of the system for Army,
Navy, Air Force, and for the Defense Communications Agency for
operating and maintaining, developing and continuing the Defense
Communications System, and the grand total for 1969 was $722 million. The request this year, for 1970, is $836 million.
Mr. MAuON. This is more or less a billion-dollar agency, or is moving toward that. It is not a billion-dollar agency but the whole package is about a billion dollars.
General KLOCKO. The entire program, yes, sir, that is correct, with
about a $3 billion capital investment.
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Mr. MAHON. Now, if you included all communications in the De-

partment of Defense this figure would be higher?
General KLOCKO. Considerably higher; yes, sir.
Mr. MAHiON. What else would be included?
General KLOCKO. The tactical systems of the various departments,
ship to shore, air to ground, those communications which tare post,
camp, and station-this is the telephone in the communications centers-on all of the various installations and also commnications
which are associated as an integral portion of a weapons system such
as within, for instance, a Minuteman complex. The communications
extending from the control center out to each of the silos which are
remoted from the control center would not be included in this figure.
Mr. MAiioN. This would run into additional hundreds of millions
of dollars?
General KLOCKO. Yes, sir, it would.
Mr. MAHON. Can you give us a rough estimate and explanation of
the additional figure? I do not mean right now, but for the record.
Mr. GARDNER. We are in no position to even guess at it logically
for you. Maybe the Office of the Secretary of Defense could provide
some rough estimate of the figure.
Mr. MAHON. All right. Get a rough estimate from the Office of the
Secretary of Defense and put it in the record at this point.
Mr. G RDNRE. Yes, sir.
General KLOcKO. We will do that.
(The information follows:)
While there is no identification of total communications cost In either planning or accounting systems of the Department of Defense, approximately $3
billion annually is programed in the following areas:
All leased communications services, including camp, post, and station

as well as long-haul Defense Communication System (DCS) services;
All operation and maintenance expense of those activities the primary
purpose of which is providing communications service;
Military personnel expense of personnel possessing

communications

specialty and functional codes;
Basic and applied research on communications system;
Ancillary and support equipment acquired with and as an Incidental pnrt
of an Installed communication system and;

Buildings designed and constructed as communications facilities.
Excluded are communications equipment acquired with and as a part of aircraft or ship procurement and, except for leased communications support, com-

mand and control anaI surveillance systems.
This estimate is considered to provide an indication of the approximate level

of communications and communications support within the Department of De-

fense. A precise identification of total communications-related resources is not
possible within existing or proposed accounting or planning systems.
BACKGROUND OF GENERAL I(LOCICO

Mr. MAHON. General, what is your background from the standpoint
of education in the field of communications?
General KLOCKO. I have been 2 years with the Defense CoMmunications Agency. Two years previous to that I was the commander of the
Air Force Communications Service at Scott Air Force Base. Eleven
years prior to that I was in the Air Force Security Service, which is
very closely associated with electronics work. Formal education in
electrical engineering, I have had none, but through the period of
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this 15 years I have assimilated some background and experience in
the field. I am not a technician.
Mr.

MAnioN.

Is an intimate knowledge of electronics generally es-

sential to your function?
General KLOCKO. My personal position?
Mr. MA11ON. Yes.
General KLocKo. I would say not necessarily. I have the people on
the staff who have the ability and the capability to advise me on the
relatively few technical points that come up.
Mr. M nAIo.. Yes. So you are more an administrator or a manager?

General KOKo. A managers yes, sir.
Mr. MiroN. It is a command function?
General Kx oKo. That is correct, sir; planning, programing, directing the system, managing it.
ANNUAL,

COST OF TIlE DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Mr. MAItoN. General, will you insert in the record a schedule showing the total aiinual cost for the support of Ithe Defense Communicatlions System by services and by approprhtion titles for fiscal years
1968, 1969, and 1970?
General KLOCKO. Yes sir.

(The information follows:)
ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST FOR OPERATION OF THE DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
[In
millions of dollars)
Fiscal ya

Fiscal year

Fiscal year

2.0

6.0

10.0

96.0
193.8
(94.2)

87.1
181.3
(94.2)

69.8
192. 3
(88.2)

Total, Army ................................................

291.8

274.4

272. 1

NavResearch and development ..................................
Investment ................................................
Operating...................
......................
Military personnel ...........

2.0
12.0
90.8
(31.9)

2.0
6.8
99. 8
(31.9)

3.7
19.9
102.1
(32.9)

104.8

108.6

125.7

6.0
48.0
226.7
(55.4)

10.0
30.8
246.1
(55.4)

24.3
93.4
261.7
(52.1)

Arm R:esearch and development .....................................
Investment ..........................
Operating.
....................................
.................................
Military personnel

..........

Total, Navy ................................................
Air Force:
Research and development .....................................
Investment ...................................................
Operating .........
Military personnel....
Total, Air Force .............................................
Defense Communications Ageocy:
Research and development ................ ............
Investment ..........
............................
Operating
......................................
Military personnel .............................................

280.7

286.9

379.4

.5.2
7.3
36.4
(13.2)

6.5
6.8
39.5
(14.1)

10.5
67
42.3
(15.2)

Total, DCA .................................................

48.9

52.8

59.5

Summary:

Research and development .....................................

Investment ............................................

15.2

163.3

24.5

131.5

48.5

189.8

..
Operating ...................................
................................ .
Military personnel

547.7
(194.7)

5661
(195.6)

598.4
(188.4)

Grand total .................................................

726.2

722.7

836.7
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POLICY DIRXTIOX OF DCA

Mr MAHoN. I would like to know whether the outline of your responsibility as presented in your statement is based upon the new
management responsibilities which were given l)CA in September
1947; also whether your responsibility has been clanged materially
since it was discussed with you on April 8,1968.
General KLoco. No, sir; the basic responsibility ks lavo not changed.
The present charter that I have is the September 1967 charter. I ann
operating under that today.
Mr. MAIHON. Last, year we were concerned with the policy direction
of the Agency. We were generally advised that. the,policy direction was
shared jointly between the Office of the Joint (Thiefs of Staff and the
Directorate for Telecommunications Policy in tho Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations. and Logistics).
The statement was made that although there was no dimect. rlationship. between the two offices the Directorate for Tolecomnunic at ions
Policy, I & L acts as the telecommunications adviser to the Secretary
of Defuso. 'he Directorate of Communications-Electronics, Joint
Chiefs of Staff is the staff responsible to the Chairman, Joint. Chiefs
of Staff, for telecommunications matters. I however, considerable informal coordination and study are the normal, day-to-day modus
operandi between these two offies.
We were further advised that "The mission of the Directorate of
Commnunications-lectronics, J-6, of the Joint Chiefs of Staff with
respect to the operation and establishment of policy for the 1)ofcnse
Communications System is, under the broad policy guidance of OSD%
to develop and review plans, policies, and requirements for communications systems and equipment to support. the Secretary of Defense,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, commands established by the Ire ident, and
other commands and agencies which report to or through the Joint
Chiefs of Staff; to recommend assignment of responsibility to tile
military departments and DCA for the programing, installing, and
operating these requirements and systems; to monitor effectiveness of
the communications support furnished by the DCA and the services;
and to monitor program objectives to assume sat.i.sfaction of ,JCS
requirements."
Has there been any change in the Iolicymaking apparatus concerning the I)efense Communications System in the last. year, or (oes tle
same general arrangement still exisf?
General KLoCKO. I will ask General Grant. to answer that. He is,
in
fact, the Director for 'Telecommunications Policy which you
mentioned.
General GRANT. There has not been any change, Mr. Chairman, in
the last year to speak of. However, as you all know, Mr Laird is not
completely satisfied with the organization, either in his staff or within
the services, for communications. There are some studies underway
now to look into the whole area of communications operation allnd
lnana

noent.

I think we all look forward to the outcome of these studies.
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sMDY OF MANAGEMENT AND PROORAMINo OF TE ECOMMUNICATIONS
Mr. MAHlON. In our discussion last year, we were advised that certain policy procedural reviews of telecommunications requirements
were directed by the )eputy Secretary of Defense on September 18,
1907. For instance, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller),
assisted by the Assistant Secretary of defensee (Installations and Logistics), was required to study the management and programing of telecommunications requirements. The study was to be completed by
April of last year.
IHas that review been completed, and what were its findings and
recommendations?
General GRANT. It has not been completed yet, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MATHON. So, there are at present no definite findings; is that

(orreCtl

General GnANT. No definite findings, that is correct.

Mr. MAHoN. Has any policy decision been made as a result, of the
study and, if so, what are those policy decisions'?
General GRANT. There have been no policy decisions.
Mr. MAIoN. Why has the study been slowed down?
General GRANT. 'this whole matter of the review which was directed

by the same memorandum of the I)CA has been slowed down by virtue
of the change in administration, the change in people in various offices
of the Secretary.
Mr. MAiioN. Whien can we expect a decision '?
General GRANT. The present target date is July 1,1969.
STUDY O1 EVFECTlVENESS O' DWA UNDER NEW CHARTER

Mr. MAIION. In this memorandum of September 18, 967, the Deputy
Secretary of I)efense withheld final decision on "double-hattin" th'
directorr of Communications-Electronics, J-6, of the @Joint Chiefs of
Staff and the Director of the Defense (Communications Agency. He
did however, direct that. an evaluation of the operation effectiveness
of bCA under its new chapter be studied. He directed that the review
be concluded in 18 months, but that evaluation reports be submitted
every 0 months beginning January 1,1968.
Have these reports been submitted, and what has been the general

recommendation ?
General GRANT. The report for the first 6-month period was subitted. It was not conclusive. The second one was omitted. A final
report is to be made July 1.
TRANSFER OF TEOIINICAT, CONTROL, FACILITIES TO IWA

Mr. MAHON. In the same memorandum, the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff was required to conduct a study of the transfer of technical control facilities and personnel from the military departments

to the Defense Communications Agency. This study was to be completed by April of 1968.
What are the technical control difficulties? Has this review been
completed, and what were the recommendations?
General GRANT. I do not believe that was completed.
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General KLOCO. It was completed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The

decision by the Secretary of Defense was not. to transfer the technical
control facilities.
General GRANT. I was not following the question, Mr. Chairman.

The study was completed and it was decided not to transfer the technical control facilities to DCA, but to leave them with the services
who provide the 0. &M. for the system.
Mr. Chairman, I think these studies will be overtaken by events,
because I believe they will be reviewed again by Mr. Laird's so-called
Blue Ribbon Team which will be undertaking a total communications
review very shortly.
Mr. GAnRrrY. Have any of the studies been completed that were

directed by the Secretary of Defense in September of 1967? At that
time lie directed several studies be undertaken, the one we just mentioned plus others.
STUDY OF CONSOLIDATION OF MESSAGE AND co(MMUNIoATIONS

CENTERS

General GRANT. One of the studies was the consolidation of the message centers and communications centers. This study was completed
and consolidations are underway. The Navy has always had a consolidated communications and message center. However, they are
physically consolidating or reducing the number of centers. The Army
and Air Force are just getting underway with their consolidation.
At the present time, consolidation will mean single-manager consolidation.
When automated equipment becomes available, then there can be
more physical consolidation.
TRANSFER OF CONTROL OF TECHNICAL, FACILITIES

Mr. GARRITY. We will get into that subject again a little later, but
coming back to the question of the chairman a few minutes ago regarding the control of technical facilities since this is directly related to
your AUTODIN systems, although they are under the control of the
Department, why would the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend that
they not be transferred to the control of DCAI
General KOCKo. We do in fact have the operational direction of
'
these people.
Mr. GAiurry. But not the control, and this is what we are after.
Why don't you have the control I Why would the Joint Chiefs of Staff
deny
you that control or think it better that control remain with the
services?

General KLOcxo. The control really does not remain with the services. DCA has the control to the extent that we wish to exercise it,
which is minute by minute and hour by hour.
I mentioned the operations complex which we operate; here at the
National Center in Washington and spreading to the various areas of
the world. These operation centers work directly with the technical
control facilities and do in fact, give the people of the services direct
orders in allocating, reallocating, restoring communications facilities.
There has never been any difficulty that can think of, offhand, in
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the response by the military department personnel to our directions.
This has never been a problem.
I do not know the genesis of this particular study. It was unanimously agreed that it. was not required or was not even desirable.
Mr. GAuIuTr. You feel under the present arrangement you have ade-

quate administrative control of the technical facilities?

General I(LOCKO. Yes, sir.

DEDICATED SYSTEMS IN TIlE DEPARTMENT OF DE FENSE

Mr. MAION. How many dedicated communicati6lis systems are
there now in the whole Department, of Defense, and how many have
been eliminated in the last year?
Call on anybody who works more particularly in the field, General.
General KIOCKO. We are studying in DCA the dedicated systems as
a result of the Office of the Secretary of Defense direction. The total
networks that we are reviewing are 93. We are looking at these sys-

tems in two increments.
The first one is in the time period 1969 to 1970, and we are consider-

ing 56 of these. In the time period 1970 to 1972, we are looking at 37,
which makes the total of 93 systems or networks.
Presently under study are 12 of these. Additionally, studies have
beefl completed on nine others. We have not integrated any at, this
time, but expect to integrate the nine upon which studies have been
coinpleted during the calendar years 1969/1970 time frame, as rapidly
as the development of technical features and the availability of ter-

minal equipment permit. We are also in the process of integrating an

additional 16.
They cover quite a variety of different types of networks. We are
going to give them all a complete review and, jointly with the services,
we will determine whether they should be continued as a dedicated
system or whether they should go io the common-user system.
I have a chart here which shows our progress in this field, if you
care to see it, sir.
ELIMINATION OF DEDICATED SYSTF,3MS
Mr. MAIION. How many have you eliminated? Have you eliminated
any ?
General KLOcKo. There are 6.
Mr. MAiIoN. That have been eliminated ?
General KroqKo. Yes, sir.
Pardon me. When we talk about eliminating, we mean moving them

into the common-user system. They continue to exist, but not separate.
Mr. MA ON. I understand; not as separately dedicated systems.

General KiOKO. That is correct.
Mr. MAHlON. Supply for the record at this point what you mean by.
dedicated systems.
General KLOCKO.Yes, Mr. Chairman.
(The information follows:)
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DEDICATED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM/NETWORK

A system/network set apart for a special purpose, and allocated to specified

users, whose requirements for security, speed of service or other uniue features
prohibit the use of common user channels.

MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY FOR DCS

Mr. MAioN. General Klocko, on pages 1 and 2 of your statement
you generally outline your management responsibilities. You state that
the responsibilities of the military departments for the Defense Communications System are to install, operate, and maintain assigned
DCS facilities; budget, fund, and account for support of the DCS.
Do you review the management by the military departments of the
responsibilities they have been assigned for their various aspects of
the Agency ?
General KLOOKO. Yes, sir. I consider that practically everything
they do is within my purview, and I do look at their logistics, their
personnel the adequacy of mannin, and the training that their people get, the logistics supply line. All aspects I figure are necessary
for general overview to insure that the DCS is run effectively and
efficiently.
Mr. VAHON. Do you review the budgetary requirements of the military departments ?
.
.
General KLOCKO.

Yes, in a review status. We are improving very

much in that area. There is possibility for certain things under certain
limitations to be approved and implemented by the military departments without our passing on them.
Mr. MAHON. In the record, I wish you would give us a statement
with detail to support your conclusion.
General KocKo. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The Defense Communications Agency has participated to a greater extent
during the past year than previously in reviewing the military departments

budgets during the preparation phase and also later during the Office of the

Secretary of Defense/Bureau of the Budget review phase. During the course
of budgetary execution, the Defense Communications Agency follows the
financial progress of the investment programs through the review of periodic
reports recently imposed upon the military departments. In addition, the Defense
Communications Agency is now participating in the preparation phase of

reprogramming actions and coordinating the military departments actions prior
to submission to the Office of the Secretary of Defense for approval. The Defense

Communications Agency does not review minor reprogramming by a military de-

partment within a subsystem or project but does coordinate on reprograming
actions which result in the movement of funds from one major subsystem or
project to another.
REVIEW OF REQUEST FOR COMMIUNIOATIONS FUNDING

Mr. MAHON. We have noticed during our review of the military
services' operations and maintenance budget requests that there have
been rather significant increases in funding of communications operation in 1969 ovef the required amount for fiscal year 1968, and that
there is generally a much larger request for funding for fiscal year
1970.
Have you reviewed and approved these requirements, and are they
completely solid?
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General KLOCKO. Yes, Mr. Chairman. As we mentioned before, the
increase in 1970 over 1969 is $114 million; $95 million of that $114
million is in the services' budgets for the defense communications
satellite program. I think this program has been supported by the
Congress and the Department of Defense and all of the other agencies
of the Government, as far as we know. So, we are on a planned program with the defense communications satelliteprogram.
Of the remainder of the increase in 1970, tile Tel pak has cost us
about $1.4 million. As you may lnow, this is the system of tariffing
by the commercial carriers for the leased services we have, primarily
in the United States. They have recently gone up in their prices or
way of computing the Telpak, and we have had to have extra money
to continue leading the facilities.
Mr. MAOm. You may elaborate for the record.
General KLOCKO. Very well, I shall, sir.

(The information follows:)

SUM.IMARY OF FISCAL YEAR 1970 INCREASE
[Dollars in millions]

Phase II
Telpak

DSCS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Power improvements

-----------------------------------------

Military construction projects to provide Autodin Terminals and Autovon
Alaska
DOA increases
---------------------------------------------.

Other operating costs

------------------------------------------.

Total--------------------

---------------------------

$94.9
1.4

4.5

0------7

5
114.0

REDUCTIONS IN R.D.T. & E. FUNDING

Mr. MAHON. We note that the DCA budget estimates for fiscal
years 1969 and 1970 are substantially reduced in the R.D.T. &E. fundpng. Does this indicate that your agency has transferred to the serv-

ices some of the responsibilities and costs which you normally included
in your budget in prior years?
General KLOCKO. No, sir. We actually went up $1.2 million. However, there is an increase of $4 million in support of the DCS which is
attributable to $1.5 million of funds transferred to DCA from the Air
Force for R.D.T. & E. projects which the Air Force had not aceomplished. We are starting in on the establishment of our systems engineering facility, and that is costing about $0.9 million. Then we have
had several other new R. & D. tasks in cost analysis, automated circuit
engineering, and this sort of thing, which actually has made the cost
go up.
There has been a counterbalancing effort which is in the support of
the National Military Command System in which some of the research
and development funding which we had previously used in that
area has been transferred now to 0. &M. So, there has been a direct
transfer that we have simply used the same amount of funds but we
have asked for it this year in 0. & M.appropriation -rather than IR.&
D. appropriation. The R. & D. portion of these programs has been
completed. This is in the amount of $2.8 million.
30-088 O-69-pt. 2-6

, -o"r,
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Mr. MAno. You may elaborate as to the precise costs and programs
involved here.
General Kwoio. Very well, sir.
(The information follows:)
There is a net increase of $1.2 million in the R. & D. program for fiscal year
1970. The increase results from the following:
1. Transfer to DOA of advanced communications development tasks previously funded by the Air Force +$1.5 million.
2. Phased buildup of the System Engineering Facility's operational capacity
+$0.9 million.
3. New R. & D. tasks in the areas of cost analysis, automated circuit engineering, traffic engineering software, management and control of the Defense

Special Security Communications System, error detection ann correction for the

DCS, and test and evaluation of Comsec equipment +$1.2 million.
4. Additional effort In support of development of mobile or transportable
communications equIpment and in application of the DCS simulator +$.4 million.
5. Offsetting part of the above increases is a decrease of funding support
for R. & D. projects in support of the National Military Command System as
a result of additional software systems becoming operational -$2.8 million.
CANCELLATION OF COMPUTER PROCU1MIEMNTS

Mr. LirSCOMB. In your statement, General, you say a recent Bureau
of the Budget decision imposed a reduction of $6.4 million from
your procurement request.
General KLOCKO. Yes, sir.
Mr. Livsco-m. Can you explain what is involved here?
General KLOCKO. Yes, sir. At the present time we are working on
the worldwide Military Command and Control System. The NMCS
which I described to you is primarily centered in Washington, the
seat of government, and the alternates are around the Washington
area. The worldwide system would tie in the National Military Conmand System with the Unified and Specified Commands throughout
the United States and in the overseas areas.
The program to tie all of these together involves the procurement
of a common computer system. This is being worked on, and we
have budgeted to procure some of these computers. The system has
slipped. There is still deliberation as to the size and some of the
technical developments in the system. So, there wasn't any requirement for this money to be kept in the budget to buy computers on
a program which has not yet solidified.
Mr. Lmsco~m. Is this $6.4-million reduction the entire amount that
you asked for this purpose?
General KLOCKO. Yes, sir.

Also I might say, the same thing took place last year.
Mr. Ln'scoxn. How long has it slipped?
General KLocKo. Two years.
Mr. Lirscomn. It has slipped in fiscal year 1968, and it slipped in
fiscal year 1969.
General KLOOKO. Yes, sir. This is refining the system, what is
needed, getting the proper approvals, and so forth.
Mr. LirscoMn. Do you intend to ask for it again?
General KCKo. Yes, sir. The monitor on this in the development of
the system is actually in the hands of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and we
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are budgeting with this $6.4 million for our portion of what they are
deciding.
Mr. EIPscoMB. Do you know how much was in the service budgets
for this program?
General KLocKo. No, sir; I do not.
Mr. LIPscoMB. Do you know whether the Bureau of the Budget revision also went to the service budgets for reduction?
Mr. GARDNER. I believe it did. We can try to furnish it forthe record.
I think the reduction was across the board.
Mr. Lxrsco~M. Would you check this out for the record?
General KLOOKO. We will find out.
(The information follows:)
The WWMCS computer procurement reduction had no, impact on the Individual
service budget plans since the DCA computer buy was the lead or Initial computer
procurement.
REVIEW OF REQUIREMENTS FOR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

Mr. kAiON. Since you are the manager of the entire Defense Corninunications System, should we look to you for detailed verification of
servicewih&requirements which are presented lit the budget estimates?
General KLOCKO. No, sir. Other than the communications which I
need for the running of DCA, I am not in the requirements business at
all. As you may recall from the opening statement the requirements
for communications come from the field commanders and from the
military departments. They are the people who are operating the
forces, and they submit their requirements to the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, who validate them. Once the Joint Chiefs have validated the
communications requirements, it is then sent to us and I prepare a plan
which is implemented. But I am not in a position to question the requirements of the field commanders.
DEFENSE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEM

Mr. MAiioN. What is the current status of the Defense Satellite
Communications System?
General Kwc0Ko. The approval by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense was announced in June of 1968. This started the process roiling
whereby we produced a plan for the communications satellite program which was approved last fall. WVe are now on our way to producing the system which results from that plan.
The Air Force has already one out to contract for the space element,
and the Army is working on the earth terminals. They are just about to
the point of going to the commercial concerns for requests for proposals.
So, the program is moving well along, and at this point we are on
our projected path.
Mr. MAHON. How much is the Defense Satellite Communications
System costing annually, in all its ramifications?
General KLOCKO. The current system which we have, which started
out as an R. & D. project and has sihce been declared operational, is
costing us, in 1969, $1 million; and, in 1970, will cost $127 million.
Mr. MAHON. Will you please submit for the record a detailed
answer?
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General Kwxc.o. I will provide the figure, sir.
(The information follows:)
DEFENSE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
lin millions of dollars)
Fiscal year
969

Fiscal year
970

Research and development .......................................................
Investment .....................................................................
Operating ......................................................................

20.5
9.0
11.7

39.0
76.3
11.7

Total....................................................................

41.2

127.0

ARMBY AND NAVY SATELLITE COMMUNICATION PROGRAMS

Mr. MAnHON. We note the Ar.ny and the Navy are either developing or actively implementing their own independent sttellite communications programs. Should these independent satellite efforts be
consolidated into the Defense Satellite Communimations System?
General KLoO=o. I do not recognize specifically the Army and the
Navy developing their own systems. I do know that there is a tactical
dmmunictations satellite system which is being managed by a triservice steering group.
Mr. MAHoN. Is that the so-called MALLARD?
General Kwciro. No, sir. That is the TACSAT-tactical satellite.
This is still in the planning and R. & D. stage. I am giving you
secondhand information here, but I understand that a tactical iatellite hmw been launched, and that the services are testing the system on
a prelminary 'basis, under the aegis of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
MAHoN. Since you are the top man in communications, why
7r.
should you not be more closely integrated with these independent
satellite efforts?
General 1Lo(Ko. I am not personally familiar with it, but I understand there is a study now going on in the Joint Chiefs of Staff to
undertake to discover whether the two systems should be integrated
and, if so, to what degree--in other words, to determine the proper
relationship between these two systems. This also will eventually be reviewed by the Office of the Secretary of Defense, presumably D.D.R.

& E.

COMMUNICATIONS

REGARDING EO-121 SHOOTDOWN

Mr. MAuoT. General, in your statement on page 4 you observe: "One
of my responsibilities as manager of the Defense Communications
System is to insure that the system is efficient and effective."
Was the Defense Communications System or the Defense Special
Security Communications System, which is also under your control,
used in any way to transmit the message to the National Command
Center informing it that the North Koreans had shot down the Navy
EC-121 aireraftl
General KLocKo. Yes. sir. The Defense Communications System
was used to transmit the message back. We discussed this in some small
detail at. the start of the hearing, sir. The DOS relayed this informaminutes.
tion back from Korea, -
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SEQU

E OF EVENTS AY1JR SHOOTDOWN

-Mr. ANDREWS. Will you let the general pick up and tell us when
the got the first message, and where it went, and bring it on down
to ale Pentaon I

General KLoCKO. The message came from
Mr. MAHON. Start at the very genesis.
Mr. MINSHIALL. Om you back up to the point where the aircraft
was shot down and take it from there?
Mr. MAHON. The plane was shot down. Theni what happened?
discovered that the plane was shot
General KLoKO. ow down., I am not aware, but the original message originated from there

saying-=

Mr. mAoN. Anyway, at this point in South Korea, it was learned
that the plane had been shot =own. You do not know how they
learned it.
General KLOCKo. No, sir. Presumably through their radar
Mr. MINSHALL. He still does not have the time sequence, minutes
from the time the plane was shot down. We want to know how long it
took.
Mr. MAHON. Is there anyone in your group who is more familiar
with this?
General KLOOKo. No, sir. I have it here, sir.
Mr. MAHON. When was the plane shot down?
General KLOcKo. Sometimes between 0420 and 0147 on the 15th.
at
.
The message was sent
had the information?
Mr. MAmioN. How long hadGeneral KOCKO. This I do not know'sir This is the process that I
talked about before. There was probably an analysis. They had to
check that it was a valid indicator, whatever the indicator might be.
I am not familiar. Somebody had to make the decision-yes, there
has been a shootdown or a possible shootdown-and then the message had to be prepared and processed, and taken to the communicateions center. From the time that it got to the communications center
minutes.
until it was delivered in the Washington area took -minutes is other time-decision time,
The rest of the total of
.
shall we say.
To continue with your question, sir once it comes into the Washington area,-this message is automatically disseminated simultaneously
to about 6 places-the White House being one; the National! Military
Command Center in the Pentagon being another; I believe the State
Department and the National Security Agency.
COMMUNICATIONS PRIOR TO SHOOTDOWN

Mr.

ANDREWS.

We had an in-depth briefing up here by General

Steakley, I believe his name was, an Air Force general, the same
man who briefed the White House. He came directly from the White
House to this committee. After showing us the flight plan of the Navy
plane, he told us about communications that went on between some
ground station and the aircraft and of certain stages of warningthat
the ground gave the aircraft. lie explained how, when the pilot got
that warning
, he changed the plane's course and headed back
toward the base.
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I am s rprised that you do not have all those details. Did your
office furnish those details to General Steakley?
General KLooKo No, sir. Those are the tactical communications that
I referred to before, which arenot in the Defense Communications
System.
Mr. ANDREWS. General Steakley did a good job and laid it on the
line and told us how it was.
COMMUNICATIONS AFTER SIIOOTDOWN

Mr. MAHON. But I do not think, Mr. Andrews, he dealt as specifically
as we would like to deal with the actual communications relating
to information after the shootdown getting to various points and
eventually to Washington.
You say here in your statement that one of your responsibilities is
to insure that the system is efficient and effective. Despite this responsibility, you do not know how this installation in South Korea got the
information.
General KlcKo. No, sir.
Mr. MAHON. You do not know how it got the information. You know
when it got it, do you?
General KLoCKo. No, sir. I only know when the message was transmitted
to the
Mr. MAHoN. You know when it was transmitted
Pentagon?
General KiooZO. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHON. And other places?
General KLOOKO. Yes, sir. How they got the information would be
an operational or intelligence matter. I really do not know how they
got it.
Mr. MA N. Do you know how long they had had the information?
minutes.
You made same reference to
General KwoKo. From the time that.they asked the DCS to send
the message until the message was here in Washington was
minutes.
Mr. MAHON. You were not a part of the prior picture at all?
General KLomxo. None at all.
Mr. MAHON. You do not regard that as being a part of the responsibility of your Ageticy?
General KLoKO. That is a command and operational mechanism.
TRANSMISSION

OF MESSAGE TO WASHINGTON

Mr. RHODES. General, do you have the exact time when this message
for transmittal?
was delivered to the Agency
General KwooKo. I imagine it was originated there, sir.
Mr. RHODES. What time was it given to the transmitting agency for
transmittal?
General KOCKo. At
Mr. RHODES. It was received in Washington by whom and where,
minutes later I
General KWCKo. That was NSA, the White House the National
Military Command Center in the Pentagon, the State apartmentt. I
believe there are two others which I do not remember.
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Mr. RiODEs. The transmission was simultaneous?
General KLoCKO. Simultaneous to all.

Mr. RIIODFS. Are you giving us Zulu time?
General KLOOKo. These are all Zulu.

Zulu, the transmittal was effected from
and at
Zulu the message was received in. Washington
at the points which you have already put in the record?
General KLOCKO. Yes, sir. The notifications after that, I have been
given to understand, to the various people, individuals alerted,
varied considerably. This, again, is a command decision, more or less,
by the command posts in the White House, the Pentagon, and the
State Department. Once the message is delivered, what they do with
it then becomes the responsibility of the receiving agency.
Mr. MINSHALL. How much.time elapsed from the time the aircraft
was shot down until the message was received here at the Pentagon?
General KLooxO. It was - minutes plus or minus 27 minutes.
We do not know the exact time that the plane was shot down. The best
we can figure is 0420 to 0447, sometime in there. This, again, is part
of the analysis, the decision process. Was it shot down or wasn't it?
Mr. RODE&. So, at

TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGE FROM KORFA RATI[HER TIAN JAPAN

Mr. Lipscomn. General, the aircraft was under the control of an
air base in Japan. I believe we were told that the air base in Japan
was doing the tracking. Is there any reason, as far as you know, why
the message was sent from South Korea instead of from Japan which
had the track on the plane?
General KLocKo. I can guess or infer-'Mr.

MAHON.

Why haven't you found out, General? You have had

quite a bit of time to find out about it.
General KLOCKO. I have nothing to do with that, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. Aren't you telling us, General, that your Agency did

not come into the picture until
General KLoOKo. Yes, sir; when somebody gave us a message to
deliver.
Mr. A~imrws. Anything in the field of communications prior to
was a tactical matter or a field operation, so to speak?
General KLOcKo. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Once the message was put in your system at
you got it in to Washington in minutes?
General KLoKo. That is exactly correct, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Does the air base in Japan have facilities to transmit
messages the same as the base in South Korea I Could they have transmittedthe message?
General KTwcko. You mean the base in Japan?
Mr. LIPscoMn. Yes, sir.
General KLoOKO. If they had the information, yes. I could only
presume they did not have the information.
Mr. LUPSOOB. But they had control over the plane and were also
tracking the plane. Does it not seem reasonable that they would have
sent the message?
General KLOiCKO. I would not know whether they were tracking the

plane or not.
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Mr. ANDREWs. Somebody was.

General KLocKo. I presume that would be the air defense network
around Korea.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Haven't Defense Intelligence, Defense Communications, and all people concerned with this whole situation sat down and
worked on what the problem was I Haven't you met?
General KLocKo. I think General Steakley had the entire situation.
NEED FOR REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. Lrsco m. Why wouldn't intelligence and communications,
command, and everybody sit down to determine what went on here?
Then review the situation including the orders and everything else.
Hasn't this been done?
General KLocKo. We had our part of this look, yes. This has been
done. The results of all the other things which have gone on, I have
not had. It would be a matter of curiosity for me.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Are you sure that your station In Japan was operating and capable and able to send such a message, that it wasn't sent
from Japan to Korea and then to Washington?
General KuicKo. I am sure they had the capability, sir.
(Off the record.)
Mr. LiPSCOim. Were there communications between Korea and the
Japan base?
General KLOCKo. The two bases could communicate; yes.
Mr. LrPscoAr. Has this been worked into your projection of what
happened, communications between Korea and Japan, to tell them
what happened to their plane?
General KLOcKO. No, sir.
Mr. LIPsco~m. General, it stands to reason that you must know more
about the whole communications setup in regard to this plane because
minutes. Is
it is so controversial. You appear to know just the
that all you have to know ?
General KLocKo. There were many other messages which went on
in this incident. I gave you the first notification which appears to be
the critical one. There was a whole series of associated messages, going
completely through the next day. These messages were not all hanminutes.They were not given the high priority that the
dled in
initial message was.
Mr. LmscotPM. If we are correctly informed that this plane was
under control of the airbase in Japan, and now you tell us the message
in regard to the shootdown went from South korea to the National
Command Center, does it not seem reasonable that we should wonder
how the Japan airbase commander was informed of the shootdown?
General KLOCKO. I imagine he received his notification from the
Navy.
NEED TO 1E BETTER INFORD

Mr. LrPsComB. But you are the head of the Department of Defense
Communications Agency. We are asking the top man about communications in regard to this matter. It seems that you should be able to
tell us the whole story; that you should be entitled to the full briefing
and now should know.
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Mr. MAiiox. It seems that you should not have to be saying that you
imagine this or that happened. As interested as we are in getting all
the information we could, it would seem that in your position you
would be even more interested and would check all collateral matters
and confer with vtll other elements and personnel having to do with
this sort of thing, General.
You know about the Liberty fnd the Pueblo problem and all, and
yet you do not seem to have been sufficiently curious and concerned to
have gotten into all of the background which is related to it and collateral to it. This is the thing that is a little disturbing.
(Off the record.)
Mr. LiPsco31B. Were the communications correctly operating in
Japan? Did they have some reason to switch it to Korea? Was there
a switching process? Did the base in Japan notify South Korea and
say please send this message? Who gave the message? The authority
in South Korea did not have the authority to scramble planes or he
had the authority but did not make the'decision to scramble. The
radar tracking device was not sufficient on the ground to track the
planes, at least vector them. All of these things fit into the picture.
Yet they have the facilities to find out the plane was shot down and
communicate the message.
We are not looking for a scapegoat. We are looking to the future.
The chairman previously has pointed out the problems of the Liberty and the Pueblo, and we want to be sure we are right this time.
General KTocKo. It is a complex operation in one of these types of
incidents or any other type of military operation, scrambling aircraft,
carrying no recognitions. Each person has a certain portion of it to
case, it is the Defense CommUnications System.
In my decisns,
care of.
take
The other
command
itelligence and the rest of it, I am not
involved in.
DETERMINATION THAT A SHOOTDOWN

HAD OCCURRED

Mr. RHoDos. You are a command pilot, and I am sure you have
commnoided active air installations, operational commands. In a situation like this where an airplane disappears off the radar screen, with
the responsible commander presumbly having had prior information
about two MIG's scrambling from North Korea, at what point would
you determine the command decision that you probably had a shootdown?

General Kocio. If the attacking MIG's or the MIG's from North
Korea coincided with our track of the friendly aircraft and the track
of the friendly aircraft disappeared.
Mr. RHODES. At the point that the friendly aircraft disappeared
from the radar screen, you would assume you had a shootdown ?
General KLOOKO. I might point out the friendly aircraft can disappear for any number of reasons. It is not the aircraft that you see
on the scope. It is a blip. The blip can disappear. If it is in range and
the other aircraft are not in range-there is a multitude of reasons that
it could disappear from the score.
Mr. RitoDS;s That is the point I am trying to make At what time
would you assume that the blip disappeared 4ecause the plane was shot
down, and not for one of the other reasons?
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General KLwciro. I am afraid I would have to be there.
Mr. RHODE_. As far as this article is concerned, when they say it
took an hour before the message arrived in Washington, my question
is, an hour from what? When do you determine a plane was shot down?
Mr. LiPSOmB. I am trying to find out about communications and
how they went.
Mr. RHODE8. I understand that, but you have to haire a starting
point. I am trying to determine what wotdd be reasonable as a starting
point, figuring the time that a reasonably efficient Air Force officer in
command wold assume that he had a shootdown and would therefore
start taking the required action to let everybody know it.
I recogmze this is not in your scope of command, but it certainly is
within your scope as far as your training and experience are concerned.
Mr. MINSHALL. What gives you the basis for the 27 minutes that you
talked about? Starting at minute one and right through minute 27.
You said the sh-ootdown occurred someplace in that period.
General KLocKo. I had heard secondhand from some of the people,
as I recall on the Joint Chiefs of Staff, stating that it happened sometime in this period.
Mr. MINSHALL. That is all you know about it?
General KLooKo. That is all I know about it.

OCA ROLE IN TRANSMII'NO MESSAGE

Mr. ANDRnws. Does your Agency have any facilities over in South
Korea?
General KOCKO. Yes, sir. The Defense Communications Service
System goes to all bases.
Mr. ANDPWS. Was your Agency concerned in conversations between

the ground and the plane?
General KOCKo. No,sir; not at all.
Mr. ANDREws. That is what . wanted you to clear up. Your Agency
did not got into this tragedy until you were given a message to deliver
to Washington at ,stating that the plane had been shot down?
General KLOKO. That is correct, sir.
Mr. ANDREwS.
minutes after your Agency got into the act,
you had the message in Washington.
General KLwOKo. That is correct, sir.
Mr. ANDRzWS. If there was any delay in reporting to your Agency

for transmission to Washington, it occurred inother places?
General KLOCKO. Someplae.I do not know where.

Mr. ANDRzWS. It was bound to have occurred someplace
General KzocKo. Yes sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. You did your job when you got the message.
General KLOOKO. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You relayed it to Washington in.minutes.
General KLoOKO. Yes sir.
Mr. ANDRPWS. Your agency was not charged with the responsibility
for determining whether or not a plane was shot down, where it was
shot down, or at what time it was shot down.
General KwOKO. That is correct, sir.
Mr. ANDRzWS. I think that is clear.
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ABUTY OF BAS

IN JAPAN TO TRAN sI

3MssAGE

Mr. LiPNCOMB. General, what we have been discussing is thWe: Was

the Japan communications service fully staffed, working, and capable
e if they had been asked to, to the National
of sending the m
Command Center in WashingtV
General KwcKo. On each ase--and the Japanese Naval Base being
one of them-the local organization which is handling commumcations for that base is run by the people who normally occupy the base.
In this case, the Navy. These people, although they are operated and
commanded by naval personnel, are considered a DCS station and
as such, they are under the operational direction and management oi
DCA.
These people, if they had been given the message, presumably by
their locil naval commander, would have transmitted it immediately with the same results as from the message from-.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. If we are correct that the Air Force was in control

of this plane, would the Air Force have gone to this naval communications center to have the message sent?
General KLOOKO. No, sir.
Mr. LiPscoMB. They would not?

General KwaoO. No, sir. On this type of message it goes from the
person who rec nizes it.
Mr. RHODES. Did the Air Force have DCS capability, also?
General Kwoico. At different places. They have stationed at Fuchu
and some of the other bases in Japan. They have the same type of
communications capability.
Mr. RHODES. Do you know what communications facility was in

communication with this aircraft prior to the shoot down? In other
words, where did the word come thatwas in effect, and then
was in effect? Did this come from Japan or from Korea?
General KLOOKO. I do not know, sir.

COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN KOREA AND JAPAN

Mr. MINSrAML. Jut one bother brief question, Mr. Chairman.

Do you know how many messages were transmitted between Korea
and Japan following the presumed ahoot down?
General KLooKo. Simultaneously, at,
there was another
message, exactly the same as the first one, to a list of I believe it was-let us say an inccurate number from the top of my head, 25 addresses,
called a followup. I have not checked the addresses on it., but this
message would have gone to the commander in Japan. That message
took 3 nutes
Mr. MINSHAU. That originated in Korea?
General KLOOKo. That originated in Korea, from
at the
same time.
Mr. MINSA
Were there any other communications between
t-e(
and the Japanese base, trying to determine whether or not

the aircraft had in fact been shot down

General KLrooKo. I am not ware of any, sir. There may have been

local inquiries. I wouldn't know.
Mr. MINSIALL That is not in your shop?
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General KLOoKo. No, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL That is a tactical matter?
General KL0cKo. This is the normal conmmunications that goes back
and forth. It probably would be done by telephone or could be followed
up by message. People are talking to each other all the time. I would
presume that they checked to see the normal things: Did you have a
plane in the area I and this sort of thing.
Mr. MINSHALL. There probably was instant telephone communica.
tion.
General KIocKo. I am sire there was.
Mr. MINSIJALL. Is this a radio link, or is it by cable?
General K)cKO. This is4tll radio.
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Mr. MAHON. During the lunch period, General, will you find out
for us more about this general situation from other portions of the
Defense Establishment? Pind out for us when Japan found out about
the shoot down, was Japan tracking the plane, 1how did Japan get
the information-these kinds of things-so you can be speaking more
authoritatively, rather than just guesswork here?
General KLO0KO. I will see if I can find someone who will be able
to give that information.
Mr.MAiHON. The committee will reconvene at 2 o'clock.
AMERNOON SESSION

Mr. MfAJoI.

The committee will be in order.

BRIEFING ON COMMUNICATIONS AMfSR EC-121 LOS

General KrocKo. Mr. Chairman, we have here Gen. Ralph D. Steak.
hey, from the Joint Staff, who is prepared to talk about the subjects
that you mentioned this morning.
Mr. MAHlON. We are pleased to have you, General Steakley. We
have had you here before. We do not want you to give us a new briefing in addition to the one you have already given us, but you miht
be of assistance to us in giving us some more information in regar to
communications. We have a few questions.
How and when and why did knowledge of the shootdown of the
reconnaissance plane get to the base in Korea and what was the situation with respect to communications in Japan in regard to the
incident?
General STEAKLEY. Sir, before I begin, I do not have a prepared
briefing because I knew that you did have it. A great deal of the material, because it involves communications intelligence, is in that category, and from time to time, if I may, I will ask that it not be recorded.
Mr. MAHoN. All right.
General STriKxiY. And then we can break out what can be recorded.
I might start out first by saying that in this incident and the communications directly related, there were
- basic stations involved.

(Off the record )

Mr. MAuOx. We are interested in what these other stations, in
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addition to
knew about this. Did they have the same inforination that
had?
General STrAKLF.Y. Identical, sir.
Mr. MAioN. Did they know when the plane disappeared just as
much as did?
General STEALAY. Yes. I will say, Yes, that they did. I can
say this basically bemuse of the direct service line and exchange of
correspondence in traffic, what we call, again, operational chatter.
This conversation
going on
this 50-minute
.What
happened to was
him-that
wasduring
it subsequent
deciion. gap.
AMr. MAHON. I would like to call to your attention a dicussion I
had with Mr. Michaells. I got the impression from your first briefing,
when you really briefed us on this that somehow or other we
General STrA WXY. May I go off the record?
(Off the record,)
Mr. LIPscoMB. I am thinking more of the organization. I understood
this plane was under the control of the base in Japan.
General S -uyY.
u
Yes, sir.
Mr. LjipsoMn. At the same time,
picked it up, and you indi.
cated they had a measure of the reporting responsibility.
General STPAKItaIY. Yes, sir.

Mr. LPcomn. They are in South Korea.
General STWAKRY. May I explain actually what occurred.

(Off the record.)

Mr. MAHON. Thank you, General Steakley, for your appearance.
General STEAxLJy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
FOREIGN TAKEOVER OF U.S. DEFENSE OONTRAMOR

Mr. MAuoN. General, I want to mention a matter which is rather

unrelated to what we have been discussing. It. does have to do with
communications.
In these days, we have what is called in the corporate structure
conglomerates. A lot ias been said about conglomerates. Let us say
that a contractor for the Defense Communications Agency is making
equipment of one kind or another important to communications. If
such a contractor is cojoined by merger or some sort of conglomerate
arrangenent with a foreign company, what happens with respect to
sensitive information which is available to the U.S. corporation
General KrLo.o. I do not recall a case happening. However, I do
know that certain of our contractors are cleared for classified information. Only certain people within the company. In other words, the
entire plant is not cleared, but only sections of the plant, and they are
compartmented.
The foreign affiliate, of course, would not be privy to the classified
information which was given to a U.S. contractor, unless it were by
design on our part.
.MAHON. In other words, if a company which makes highly senstire equipment for our military communications should become a part
of a conglomerate structure, that would not, mean that our intelligence
would be jeopardized?
General KLocxo. No, sir.
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M TEWMAL IMPROVEMENTS IN DEFENSE 00MMUNIOATIONS

SYSTEM

Mr. MAHON. Has the Defense Communications Agency made any
internal improvements in the operations of the Defense Communications System since this general subject was discussed last year?
General KOOKO. Yes. The AUODIN system has been completed
as of last November, and is now in full operation. It is operating very
successfully. It gives very high-quality results. The traffic in the system is increasing almost daily. We do, of course, keep track of that
rather closely.
As I mentioned previously, we also got approval for the Defense
Communimcations Satellite program last June, and are going forward
m implementing this program so we have a good operational system,
high qualityhi heapacity.
The AUTOVON system, which is the voice network, is in process
of implementation now, and we are hoping the first cutover of the
worldwide automatic voice system will take place this June.
INTEGRATM JOINT COMMUNICATIONS SYTEM, PACIFIC

Mr. MAHON. The Army communications people were before the
subcommittee recently andadvised of a communications system from
the Philippines to Japan and Korea that was to be upgraded, enlarged,
and improved. When was this system originally installed and vhat is
the nature of the upgrading, enlarging, and improvi I
General KLOOKO. This system is called the I3CS, Placific. It is a
general upgrading of the communications in that area, much of which
is left over from the early days after World War II. It entails a 12channel upgrade from Okinawa north to Japan, and on the tropospheric scatter system, which is already in being. It calls for a microwave system on Okinawa itself. Most of the equipment there was put
in by the Army in the early days after World War II. It is tactical
equipment. The cable, plant, and equipment itself has deteriorated
bidly. Then there are also some linkages between Okinawa and Taiwan. We are putting in a, cable link to insure that there are reliable
communications to Taiwan, and improvement on Taiwan Island; and
then, hopefully, a link-we would hope a cable link-from the southern part of Taiwan in to the Philippines.
Mr. MAHON. What degree of permanency are you assuming when
you say you are putting new equipment in to Okinawa, bearing in
innd that we have some negotiations underway with the JapaneseV
General KWLOKo. That has come up rather recently. I am sure that
the progress of these negotiations will have a bearing on what happens.
You must remember that this program was started about 2 to 8 years
ago, and we are just now coming to the point of implementing it.
Mr. MAHON. Is there a system or subsystem for this communications
link between the Philippines and Japan and Korea ?
General KroKo. It is called the IJCS, Integrated Joint Communications System, Pacific.
(Off the record.)
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SATELLIM COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. MNSALL. What are you doing in the way of satellite communications? How many satellites are there, and what are you using, where are they, and so forth and so on ?
General KLOCKO. The present satellite system that we have was
put up as an R. & D. effort starting in the summer of 1966. It consisted of five shots, one of which failed, putting.up 26 satellites.
The net result of the putting up. of the satellites has been that there,
are now 4 usable satellites in orbit around the world. These are nonsynchronous satellites. In other words, they do not stay stationary
with respect to a single point on the ground. They are at less than
critical altitudes. They move around fie earth at varyin rates because they are all at slightly different altitudes. They bunct and they
spread.
There is a system of ground terminals associated with these satel.

lites. The system is very-low capacity. The maximum number of voice

channels is 5. It has been upgraded.so that in emergencies you can
use a degraded 12-voice channel capacity.
Mr. MINSHALL. Per satellite?
General KLOCKO. Per ground station. Of course, the ground station
works with a satellite. S-o, from the ground station to the satellite to
another ground station, a maximum of 12 voice channels. Operationally, we use five.
There are some smaller terminals, of course, which get even less
than that, one voice channel and one or two teletype.
In July of 1967, the satellite system had operated so well in the
R. & D. mode that it was declared operational. We have, in fact,
been using this system since July of 1967, almost 2 years.
The system, incidently, which brings the real time reconnaissance
photography from Saigon right here into Washington. It is relayed
in over this communications satellite system.
There is one difficulty that we are having with the system. Having been designed as a research and development operation, it was
not built with the proper redundancy, logistics support, spare parts,
and all of the ancillary gear in duplicate It was not built as a 24-houra-day operation. We are having some trouble maintaining it because
of the lack of spare parts and the lack of redundancy. When the system is maintainable shall we say, it operates very well.
Comparing the Ave-voice channels with the next program which
will get anyplace to 400 or 500 voice channels
Mr. MINSRALL. When will that be?
General KLOOKO. It will be coming in in 1972.
Mr. RHoDES. Will that be in synchronous orbit?

General KL0Co0. Yes. Hopefully, four satellites of much larger
cpacity with narrow beam antennas, with very small focus paths
to
the earth on which you can get 1,000 to 1,200 voice channels because
you can concentrate the power so much.
USE OF SATELLITES IN AIR COMMUNICATIONS AND NAVIGATION

Mr. MINSiiALI,. Looking down the road, what have they done with
the satellite program in the way of air communication and air nvigationt
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General KLOCKO. I am not familiar with that, I know there is a

program.
Mr. MixSHALL,. I know FAA is working on it.

General KLocKo. General Grant used to be the Deputy Administrator of FAA. He might have heard of something.
General GRANT. I went to a briefing the other day over at,FAA, They
are proceeding on an experimental basis with Comsat in coming up
with n commercial satellite for navigation and for air traffic control.
Mr. MINSIALL. The state of the art is here.
General GRANT. Yes; the project is well down the road.
Mr. MINSIIAL. I talked to my good friend Abe Silverstein, and he
was giving me a little briefing of what it was all about.. I just wondered
how far you wore actually along.
General GRANT. In the Defense Department, we have not gotten
into this directly. It has been a commercial-FAA proposition.
INTEGRATED JOINT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTFI,

PACIFIC

Mr. MAiio. I Would like to go back to the earlier question about
expanding and enlarging and improving the communications, system
from the Philippines to Japan and Korea. In connection with base
rights in Okintwa, what is budgeted by way of either construction or
installation of equipment for Okinawa for 1969 and for 1970 that
has not yet been committed and which could be deferred?
You may -providethat for the record.
General KLOcKo. Gould I supply it for the record. I do not have
the figures with me now.
(The information follows:)
COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAMS BUDGETED FOR OKINAWA
(in thousands of dollars)
Fiscal year

Fiscalayer

Military construction:
Army I ....................................................................
Ai ............
orc ..................................................................

Total------------------------------------133

Procurement I................... ...........
Installation of equipment:
Army......................................................................
I.....................................................................
Nav

133

0

0
2
1t8

0

343

0
1233

0

44

319

Total ....................................................................

246

352

Total ....................................................................

379

695

Alirorce ..................................................................

Military oonstruotlon projects for fiecal year 1909 include $183,000 for a

communications 'relay center at the Kadena Air Fore Base. Oontraote live not

yet been let, Por fiscal year 1970 the Air Fmme has budgeted $77,000 for the con-

struction of two buildings for the housing of AUTODIN equipment and $41,000
for the expansion of an air to ground communications facility. The Navy has
budgeted $225,000 for a communication center at Camp Smedley D. Butler.
'None of the Servicew have budgeted for the procurement of equipment for
Okin wa in fiscal year 100 or fiscal year 1970. The fiscal year 1969 funds budgeted for the installation of communteations equipment have been committed.
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There are no Army funds budgeted for construction, procurement or installa-

tion of equipment for Okinawa in fiscal year 1909 or fiscal year 1970. The only
amounts budgeted In the 2 years In question are $1.607 for fiscal year 1969 and
$3.255 for fiscal year 1970 required for the operation and maintenance of the
Integrated Joint Oommunlcations System-Pacific (IJCS-PAO), recently redesignated as the Integrated Communications System-Far East (IOS-FE). The

108-FE communications system Is that portion of the Defense Oommunicatlons

System (DOS) that will provide the communication transmission means for U.S.
Armed Forces in the Far ast. Okinawa Is only one of the four locations involved
and oosts relating to a particular location are not available. The Increase of $1.588
million In fiscal year 1970 over fiscal year 19069 is for additional personnel services and supply costs for operation and maintenance of the Army microwave
facilities on aian
and Okinawa and the supporting cable interconnect faculties.
Fiscal year 1968 funds were approved for procurement of the equipment for the
LOS-FB. Mhen completed the system will integrate tropospheric scatter radio,
submarine cable and microwave transmission media to link Japan to the Philip.
pines through Okinawa and Taiwan. All funds have either been obligated or

committed.

CONSOLIDATION OF MESSAGE AND COMMUNICATION

CENTERS

Mr. MAlIGN. What has been accomplished by way of consolidating
message and communications centers into one operation during the
past year?
General GRANT. The consolidations are well underway. They got off
to a slow start after the basic policy had been enunicated by the Deputy
Secretary of Defense in July of Iast
tear.
With some subsequent memoranda stressing the urgency of getting
on with. this, we have called for quarterly reports from the Services.
The first one came in the first of April, and is being evaluated now.
The Army and the Air Force, of course, have the gToatest way to go.
The Navy have already consolidated. However, they are busy colocating a great many of their centers, reducing the number of them.
We tre getting a report from the Navy as well.
Athow
the next
I thinktime
we can give you a better feel for
just
it is quarterly
coming. Atreport.,
the present
about all we have been able
to get is a listing of the proposed consolidations. Very little actual
physical consolidations have been accomplished.
PURoHASE OF 111011-SPEED TERMINALS

Mr. MATON. In light of that, why are the services going ahead with
the purchase of high-speed terminals to interface their communications centers with Autodin when apparently we do not know how
many of these centers are going to be consolidated I
General GRANT. I think we will know before the program is completed.
Mr. MAnoN. Are not the funds for the purchase of the high-syeed
terminals available in the 1969 program, or are you saying that a Iof
these funds are budgeted in the 1970 program?
General KIOCKO. Are you -talking about. the Autodin terminals?
Mr. MAlION. Yes
General KLOcKo. That money has already been expended. It is completely committed.
Mr. MATON. I guess I do not quite understand what it is we are talk.
ing about here, but if you have already committed the funds to purchase high-speed terminals to interface communications centers with
80-088 O-609---pt. 2----67
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Autodin, what are you goinf to do with that equipment when you
decide or when a decision is nally made that communications centers
are going to be consolidated and iduced? I understood you to say, in
effect, you have not gotten any significant consolidations and reductions in communications centers yet.
General GRANT. We haven't yet. It will not have anything to do with
the numbers of centers where you just colocate the message center with
the communications center. When we get to further consolidations
down the line where we have a single area center serving many customers, it will.
Mr. MAHON. How far away is that?
General GRANT. Both the Air Force and the Army have felt that
automation of the message handling was required before they could
come up with physical consolidation. This is 2 years down the line, I
would say.
I am sure this will have to be looked at again, but those plans will be
developed after we get these reports from the services.
DFXFNSE COMMUNIOATIONS ENOINERING FACILITY

Mr. MAH0.

When was the Defense Communications Engineering

Facility established, and what is its purpose?
General KLOCKO. The Systems Enmneeing Facility was established
the 1st of July, 1968. It is still building. At the present time we have
only about eight people in it. We are in the process of building up,
hopefully, to someplace around 30 people by the end of June, and
during fiscal year 1970 we hope to come to full strength of about 111.
Mr. MAHON. Who is the Director?
General KLOCKO. The Director is Capt. W. T. Peale, U.S. Navy.
Mr. MAHON. What can this engineering facility do for you that

could not be accomplished in any of the laboratories of the military
departments or through any of their research and development
organizations?
General KLOCKO. There isn't anything which is an exact counterpart
of the Systems Engineering Facility. This organization has been developed to fill a great void in some of the Defense Communications
Agency's previous planning, in which we have been putting together
bits and pieces of theArmy and the Navy and the Air Force to attempt
to make a system. We really have not considered all parts and
components.
.
The systems engineering planning has not been properly done,
simply because there has not been the capability or the organization
available to do this type of work. What we have done in this field is
mainly by contract with civilian organizations.
I think we can do a much better job by having a military organization to do our systems engineering plannin for us. Our look at it
will be a purely communications system look which does not have a
counterpart in any of the laboratories of the military departments
that we have been able to discover, and it has been rather thoroughly
looked at.
Mr. MAHON. Does that mean there would be no similar or reasonably
comparable reduction to be expected to be made in the It &D. functions
of the military services?
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General KLocKo. That is correct. This is something which has not
been done before or it has been done rather haphazardly, unfortunately.
Mr. MAHON. In the creation of this engineering staff, were all of the
aproving authorities in the Office of the Secretary of Defense conted, and did they all agre By that I mean for this kind of thing,
I believe you are supposed to have the approval of the Director of
Defense Research andEngineering.
General KLOcKo. I personally briefed Dr. Tucker on this and had
his approval. We have the approval from the Deputy Secretary of Defense to establish this facility. Presumably preceding that there was a
staffing of the project in the Office of the Secretary of Defense and it
was approved.
MT.-MAHON. This includes the Assistant Secretary for I. &L. and the
Assistant Secretary for Administration?
General KwoKo. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHON. Does this also include the approval of the Joint Chiefs?
General KIocKO. Yes, sir, it does.
EXPANSION OF NATIONAL MILITARY COMMAND SYSTEM

Mr. MAHON. In fiscal year 1970, there is apparently planned a, rather
large expansion of the National Military Command System. What
is this exp~iSion 1,
General Koomo. This is in our support to the National Military
Command System. In faot, we increase by 72 civilian personnel related primarily to continued transition from research and development to opemtnal effort. We have reduced our R. D. T. & E. dollars,
as previously mentioned, in support of the National Military Command System from $11.9 million in 1968 to $7.8 million in 1969, and
down to $5 million in 1970.
As the programs are fully developed and become operational, there
has been a decrease in requirements for contractual R. & D. personnel,
and en increase of the requirement for in-house operational personnel.
A relatively small portion of the increase has been caused by support
of additional Secretary of Defense and JCS users, such as the Special
Assistant for Counterimmrgeny and Special Activities, and the Assistamn to the Chairman, JCS, for Strategic Arms Negotiations.
Mr. MAHON. In the expansion of the system, as I understand it,
you ure putting in larger capacity, random access computers in the
National Emergency Comnmnd Post afloat. What ia the basis for
that?
General KLocKo. The capability they have now is very limited. It
was not originally demgned to have complete interface with the computers whieh are in the National Military Command Center in the
Pentgon and in the alternate National Military Command Center.
It has very limited capacity to accomplish only certain functions. The
increase in computer capacity in the command post afloat will allow
for a more complete interface and a larger data base so the ommand
post afloat will more nearly equate as an alternate command center to
the locations on shore.
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CONTRAM WIH COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION
Mr. M iON. In connection with thie Military Coflnand Systems,
you laive it contract with Oonputer Sciences Corp., I believe

General KiOCKo. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAION. Will you tell us it little bit about the backgromd of
the oompaany, who are they, where, are they, what size company nx
tl110, and go fortli?
general KLOOKO. Cold I supply that for the record? I know tlhe
work they do for u% They lavo had a couple of name changes that I
aun not intimately fanilliar with. I do know that. our contract with this
corporation was arrived 1it after competition with many computer
orgunimfions, including may of the large onos in this country, itout
3 years ago. They won toe competition and ure supgplying the services.
,.r. ANDIEWS. Just, what do t-hey do for you, enerdl?
General KLOCKo. Thiy draw up q plan for support of tho vitrious
age cies and the Joint Staff tnd OSD. They also supply the,computer
work, the methodologies, and proceduris for ruling computer
lprogtnls.
Mr. Arar-wo. That is a broad taiswer. Can you be a little more
specifl tibouit, what they are doing for you?
General KTOCKO. They are primarily data Speialists. They have
prograniers and analysts in the computer field. When we are given a
3obby one of the offices of JCS or OSD, they work with our programers and analysts in defining t i problem, drawing the flow charts, and
progaming ilia machines.
MIr. AND

ws. You are emphasizing programs and analyses. Could

you be a little more specific and give us a program? What type of
program do they handle?
General KiocKo. This is from my opening statement. Approximatoly 65 percent of our supl)ort center resouces is applied to the
operational area. Wo maintain about 150 files of formation on autoinati data proeesing equipment. This is a reduction front tie previous year in that a number of files hiave been combined to better intograte the information. The content of all of these files would cover
800 000 single-spaced typewritten pages. The more active files are

upated and modified by approximately 3,100 messages per month in

order to keep their content current.

I can give you some examples of the tyle of work that they do. Is
this what you are interested in, sir?
Mr. ANREws. You are more or less dealing ini generalities so far.
Generml KTooKo. There are many programs. It would take several
pages just to list the programs.
Mr. ANDnrWs. Take one of tieni and tell us what it. is.
General KWOCKO. I will give you a program for strategic mobility.
This is the problem of trying to find out what, it. takes to move a
division or an air wing or a battalion or squadron overseas or in the
States, depending upon what tyl)o of division or air wing it is, where
they are going, whether it is best to send them by air or by ship. If
the are going overseas, should it be a split operation? Should part
go by air and part by sea? If they are going inland, this is one prob1m. Are there shipping facilitfies and port facilities at the port of
debarkation adequate to handle the ships and the aircraft coming in I
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What is needed in the way of ground vehicles to go beyond that pointI
All of these various parameters are put into the basic study so at

any time if the logistics planners in this case particularly want to find
out can we send a division to this particular location, they put in the
various factors which are involved, the location, what type of organization it is, how much of the travel will be by air, sea, and ground,

what the costs are, the supporting units that thy need, support

embarkation units, cranes and derricks to load and unload.
Previously, a lot of this work was done by manual methods and by
experienc. Now we havo computerized this type of thing and have
gotten some very fine results in getting much more accurate infornation, cutting down pipelines, speeding up the operation of moveinents of military units overseas.
This is just one example of probably several hundreds of these.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are you satisfied with the use of this method?
General KwoKO. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. How much are you paying for this contract? You
may supply that for the record.
(Staff note: The information to be provided appears on pages 1070
and 1072.)
Mr. Liscomo. They have it over there someplace. They c(.fn answer
it.
colonel ELrS. In our backup material we have data on any contract
t.hmt is over $3 million anmiually. This one is lessthan $3inillion.
Mr. LTA ooMR. For computer services?
Colonel Eris. This is for the contract with Computer Sciences Corp.
OTIIE

OONTIAOTUAT. BFRVICEs

Mr. LirsooMB. What otier types of contract or engineering services
do you now procure besides the Computer Sciences Corp.
General K(LOCKO. IBM also has it contract of the same variety but
on different, projects. At the time of the competitive procurement, IBM
had been doing modt, of our work. They did not win the competitive coin
petition, but the increase in the work and the interest in this type of
support by the Joiit. Staff were so great, that we simply could not let
I11SI go. 'iy
have contimed, and we are phasing thiem down so we
can eventually coic into another competitive contract on a whole
package basis.
Mr. LUpRoim. Does that complete your contractual engineering
services?
General KIAOCKO. In support of the National Military Command
System. We also have MITRE, who asist us in an analytical way in
looking at. the needs of the JCA and the Secretary of Defense people.
They are more in tfle long-range planning, determining what can be
done to satisfy requirements aT, for instance, at the start of the one
program I mentioned, MITRE is the organization that set up the
framework. Then our own programs would come in and actually
work the problem. They are more the long-term analysts. They also
draw up plans for various sections of JCS and OSD. 'They are called
technical support plans, which list annually.the requirements of thle
particular shop in the Pentagon and how their requirements are to be
satisfied by the computer operation.
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Those are the main three in the NMCS area,
Mr. Lxrscomn. Does that include the Defense Communications System areaI
General KLooxo. No, sir. That is support for the National Military
Command System. In DOS we have quite a few. I have listed some
of them rathergenerally in the opening statement.
We have one for engineering support for AUTODIN with Western Union Telegraph. This is the automated digital information system. This is relatively small, $300,000.
We have engineering support for AUTOVON with Western Electric, $805,000.
And so forth, for other programs.
We do have some not associated with specific systems. For instance,
transmission systems in general, looking for new and improved ways
of handling our transmission media, improvements, upgradings of
the system, getting more through communications with the equipment
that we have now.We have not awarded this one yet, but we are hoping
for a contract of about $600,000.
Mr. Lnwomr. Would you provide a list of these contracts for the
record?
General KLOo. Yes, sir. They go for a couple more pages.

Mr. Lwsco~m. For fiscal years 1968, 1969, and those anticipated for
1970, showing the contractor, the type of contractor, and the purpose
and the amount of each contract.
General KLOOKO. I have that here. I will put it in the record.
Mr. LrPscome. Do you have the total before you now ? .
General KLOOKo. The total contract engineering support is $3 million for 1970, Defense Communications System.
Mr. LnsGOMB. Do you have the figure for 1968 and 1969?
General Kwco. 1968 was $5 million, 1969 was $4.148 million, 1970
is $8 million. It is about half what it was 2 years ago.
(The information follows:)
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DCS

COMRACRIM

SERVICES

Operations and Maintenance

Contractor

Type of
Contractor

Purpose

..mmut 1909
MThusands)
1905
197U

Ccwmmications and
Systems,
Inc.

For
Profit

DCS E-I Standards This task
provides specitications for
levels of quality or capability
to which DCS equipment, systems
and facilities will be maintained and insures compatibility of
newly designed DCS equipment
with commercial spare parts and
end items.

252

Auerbach
Corp.

For
Profit

IDSSCS Enineerin2 Evaluation
Systems analysis specifications
analysis and analysis of plans
and rates of Progress to
provide DCA with orderly attainment of approved Defense Special
Security Ccmanmications System.

169

Radio
Corp. of
America

For
Profit

Circuit !ayot Task This task
provided Basic
InIineerirg records
of ICS circuits to support
engineering effort associated
with implementation of the overseas portions of the DCS Switched
Networks Program.

472

Cvammications and
System,
Inc.

For
Profit

NCS Restoration Priority Analysis
provided statistical and analytical
nformation on NCS circuit priority
assignments.

40

Coamications and
Systems,
Inc.

For
Profit

DCS Facilities Data Manual (Red
kooS)Mis task provides an
inventory of DCS facilities to
provide better management of the
[ES.

99

Commications and
Systems,
Inc,

For
Profit

Circuit Directory Analysis

Analysis ot FUS circuits to
determine the feasibility of
integrating them into an ADP
System and provide recamended
changes to afford integration
into existing DCA operational
control computer programs.

136

197

255

19S

100

-
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Contractor

Type of
Contractor

(FY68)
For Profit
Merican
Telephone
4 Telegraph
(FY69)
Contract Out
for Coupetitive
Bid

Philco
Ford

For Profit

Communica- For Profit
tions and
Systens, Inc

Amount
-IM6

Purpose

DCA Information System Te.ting
Mn Valuation of an information
system concept developed in-house
which provides system design,
work breakdown structures,
implementing instructions, operating manuals and identification of
all manual and automated record
files in support of internal and
external reporting requirements.

306

Traffic Engineering Tasks
The overall objective Is to
provide a centralized source
of traffic engineering standards
and practices for use within
the PCS and to establish a
single integrated system for
for the generation of traffic
information that can form the
basis for the most efficient
utilization of the facility
resources of the ICS.

195

TUAL
NOE:

4

NCS Long Range Concept Tasks
These tasks provide for an
integrated trunking system
which is a continuation of
the first major step leading
toward a more unified National
Commications System.

240osds0
1970
1909
240

750

248

400

$1,673 $ 980 $1,405

For FY 1970, contractors not determined until contracts are awarded.
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DEFENSE

Contractor

General
Electric
Tempo

Type of
Contractor

MOINICATIONS AG-MY

Purose

Amount (Thousands)
FY70
FY6S- FY69

For Profit Improve capability to calculate
effects of nuclear blackout; Analysis
of effects of nuclear blackout
electromagnetic pulse on DCS;
Computatulon of VLF/LF signal/noise
ratio in a disturbed environment

For Profit Transmission systems research &
Camunicaanalysis studies
tions &
Systems, Inc.
RWI engineering services & analyses
to complete development of 0(MJS
AUrDIN Simulator
Simulation analysis of IXA
operational planning & survivability
problems
Comparative testing of voice
digitizers/modems

127

23

0

39

0

20

98

0

0

495

s85

7S0

89

250

0

3000

3000

1650
System engineering totechnical
assistance in Satellite Comnications
Program.
0

75

ISO

Development of qMCK-reaction simulation 0
model

100

0

0

231

0

65

0

0

2

0

0

IDevelopment of a Logistics plan for
the X'CA
- System Ingineering Facility

Design, implement & create a resource
data system for the ICS

Ion

Physics

Design & fabrication of Electronic
triggera 2.2 EV rulse generator &
high voltage capacitator

Radiation For Profit
Inc.

Engineering support, test, coordination
& repair maintenance on Voice Bandwidth
Reduction Terminal Fquipment

For Profit
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Contractor

Type of
Contractor

Raytheon

For Profit Comparative testing of 35K1E and
6ME propagation characteristics

90

0

Radio Corp
of America

For Profit Determine feasibility of multiple
input P04 analog conferencing

30

100

Western
Union

For Profit Provide instrumentation &
computer programs, test computers
& report on test of AJJrODIN
Switch

64

0

0

Electromagnetic pulse test of an
integrated circuit communications
data processor-AUTODIN

164

61

0

2

0

0

Secure voice tests-engineering
services material

33

0

0

Services material for Phase
III Missile Link

17

0

0

Investigation of technique to
permit Pitch Excited Vocodes to
interoperate w/ voice excited
vocodes in digital code

0

99

0

Engineering support, test,
coordination & repair maintenance
on high speed modems & voice
digit izers

S

0

0

Engineering support, test, coordnation & repair maintenance on voice
bandwidths reduction terminal
equipment

2

0

0

80

0

0

Philco
Ford

Honeywell
Inc.

For Profit

For Profit

Codex
For Profit
Corporation

Purpose

Engineering support, test, coordination & repair maintenance. Voice
Bandwidth Reduction Terminal
Equipment

Engineering development & test
of convolution coder/sequential
decoder

Amount (Thousands)
FY68
FY69
FY70
0
SO

1055

Contractor

Type of
Contractor

Purpose

Amount (Tousands)
FY70
FY69
FY68

For Profit

Development of Heavy Transportable Communications Equipment

20

0

0

For Profit
Control
Data
Corporation

Technical assistance in programming & documentation of *1CC-

0

3

0

For Profit
Stelma
Corporation
For Profit
Varian
Associates

Developmt & fabrication of
prototype low speed buffer

0

3

0

Transmission efficiency improvement

0

0

so

unknown *

Feasibility analysis of an all
digital [ES

322

0

0

Development of requirements
Cost analysis capability

0

0

390

Development of Autuated Circuit
Engineering & Records

0

0

250

Development of traffic engineering software

0

0

100

Development of a Defense Special
Secure Communications System
management 4 control system

0

0

160

BoozAllen

11PR'S

Special
Contracts

CIpAC Large volume data exchange

DCA survivability analysis

1SO

Communications System Behavior

100

NCS support-WAS*FAX

ISO

Improved delta modulation

100

EM' vulnerability test of [ES
facilities

200

Military Interdepartmental
Purchase Request issued or
to be issued to MilDeps for
in-house and/or contractual
technical assistance; contracts
for equipment and work performed
by non-defense agencies
TOTAL PROGRAM:

4 Not known until contract is awarded.

1763

545

2630

55157

$5075

$8250

1056
1.

aWr~RA(

SUPPORT

rROCU. 1ENT
($ in Thousands)
Contractor
Western
tnion Telegraph Co.
(For Profit)

Ifestern
Electric Co.
(For Profit)

FY 70

Purpose

FNfNEER!NG SUPPORT FOR AUTlDIN

$ 300

Contractual support will be required for
engineering assistance, terminal and equipments status analysis, Program Evaluation
Review Techniques (PERT) charting and monitorship in configuration control necessary to
support the implementation of the Digital
Subscriber Terminal Equipment (DSTE) with
deliveries which will continue into FY 71.
AIrMOwN
ENGINEERIN, SUPPORT FOR

$ 305

Engineering effort from contractual sources
during the FY 70 contract period is required
to provide support for the imp lementation and
cutover of AI\M switches planned for installation in Puerto Rico and Alaska.

Specifically,

the engineering support required will be to
furnish assistance in the area of transmission
engineering, switch encoding, net%%ork trouble
analysis and post-cutover system observation.
Unknown

SYSTEM ENI.NEERTN

FOR A1fEW)CO

SUPpnRT

,1 200

The ArrSEWO U program will require contractual
engineering support for switching and subscriber
terminal equipments. These requirements are in
accordance with the XS System Plan for World-wide
Automatic Secure Voice Network (I) dated .une 1966.
Phase I Expanded, scheduled for completion during
FY 71, requires site surveys, engineering Installation, test and acceptance for additional subscribers.
Unknown

SYSTEM ANALYSIS SUPPORT

S 309

The last of the three cutovers in the Overseas
ArMVON network are scheduled for October 1969.
Only'the Puerto Rico and Alaska overseas switches
and three additional switches in the M('IS will
still be in the implementation stage. The FY 69
budget will provide engineering support to ArTOWl
through January 1970, and funding will be required
in FY 70 for contractual engineering support to
carry on the remaining implementation tasks for
overseas AMhTOWti, i.e., Network Configuration
effort to include the Puerto Rico and Alaska

1057
DcS OSltRPC SIPnRT
P;CIRIfNE

T

(S inThousands)
.Contractor
1Inknown

Purpose

FY 70

YST.hK ANALYSIS SIJPRORT (cont'd)
switches as a part of the AITlrr
l Network;
Trunking/Connectivity studies to determine
the affect on the AIITOMM network of the
addition of these two switches; special
engineering studies to determine network
grades of service.

Unknown

TRANSMTISS TC

SYSTEM

$

600

Transmission engineering in support of the ICS
switched networks will be a continuation and
extension of contract support. Continued contractual support is required for engineering
assistance in manaement and technical factors
during implementation of World-wide Transmission
Systems. DCA's management responsibilities during
implementation encompass some sixty separate,
approved projects. These include high value projects with broad engineering and management actions
such as the Integrated Joint Communications Rystem,
European Wideband Communications System, World-wide
Technical Control and those grouped under the IMAP
SCOPE Communications Program. Projects under the
World-wide IIF Improvement Program and Contingency
.Support are also included.
MA's management responsibilities apply to these
projects individually and collectively. These
responsibilities include preparation, coordination,
and maintaining currency of k~nagement/Engineering
Plans; reviewing and analyzing continuing schedule
and resource status to insure timeliness and
economy; and review and approval of Implementation
Plans and actions to insure technical adequacy and
compatibility within and between projects. flSD has
directed strong, aggressive action in such management actions.
Contractual support associated with each major
project and the interrelation of projects includes
development, preparation and submission of system
descriptions and technical factors; technical
studies, analyses and reports concerning adequacy
of implementation actions or problems and continuous
evaluation and recommendations concerning timeliness
and economy of implementing actions.

1058
CS (M'RACF SIIPPRT"

*PROCMM
(S in Thousands)
Contractor
Unknown

Purpose
ENGINEERING SUPPORT FOR S(OIEAST ASIA

FY 70

$ 806

The support is required to provide engineering assistance in the management and technical
pursuit of interface and integration problems
encountered during the planning for, and
implementation of, the various communications
subsystems in Southeast Asia. The major effort
is required for implementation of the necessary
expansions, overbu ids and extensions to the
main system resulting from the programmed
reirements set forth in the FY 68 Tntegrated
Wide-Band Communications System (MhCS) Phase Ill
Plan, and the FY 69 IWS Subsystem/Project Plan
(Phase IV), to include integration aspects
associated with the automatic tandem switch
network; AUTMSMVXXTM; the submarine cable system;
the Recoverable IWCS Terminals, and the Defense
Satellite Conmunications System.
Support to DCA-SAM is required to provide
engineering continuity and computerized upgrading inputs to the ICA-SAM prepared System
Engineering Plans, such as:
a. Signalling Plan.
b. Transmission Plan.
c. Tactical Equipment Interface Plan.
d. Through Croup and MItiplex Equipment Plan.
e. Equipment and Procedure Standardization
Plan.
f. Circuit and System Restoral Plan.
This effort will be a continuation of the two
previous years in support of WCA-SAI9 future plans.
tIjknown

DCS TECHNICAL VISITS PlK"AN SUPPORT

$ 480

Contractual support is required for this program
established to achieve the maximum attainable
level of performance for each government-owned
transmission link in the flCS, to support programming actions, the development of subsystem/project
plans and the development of performance and
maintenance standards, through collection and
analysis of accurately measured engineering data.
It is a program to measure and evaluate the
performance of the various DCS operational transmission links in terms of the following:

1059
DCS CatTRACF SUPPORT
PROCaRBINT

($ in Thousands)
Contractor

FY 70

Unknown (Cont'd) DCS TECHNICAL VISITS PROGRAM SUPPORT
a.
The separate performance characteristics
of major units of equipment.
b.
The combined performance characteristics
of major units of equipment arranged in a back-toback configuration.
c.
The overall performance of the link
including the radio path and the effects of
diversity.
d.
Tandem Link performance.
A pilot program has been established in Burope
in order that accurate planning factors and
test procedures can be developed and applied
to the task of testing all DCA links on a
worldwide basis. Pilot tests are required on
links which are of critical importance to the
AIJfVON build up in this area. Contractual
support for the analysis and reduction of these
test results is required.
TOTAL FY 1970:

$3,000

1060
DCS U'NTRACT StPPOPT
PROC1!PIMIT
(S in Thousands)

Contractor
Western
Union Telegraph Co.

Purpose
ENGINEERINC SUPPORT FOR AITODTN
Follow-on Automatic Digital Nbssage Switching
center rCAMC)"nnifneering. The requirement
for follow-on APIC engineering to correct
deficiencies, detected through operating
experience, to the A^tfOD N overseas switching
centers has been recognized from the program
inception. Contractual support is required to
provide engineering assistance on a task basis
to inclie participation in engineering working
groups to resolve procedural, operational,
reliability and technical problems that
arise through operating experience.

FY 69
$1,521

Terminal Fquipent F.ngineering. The present
PrigItal Suhscriner Terminal ' iquirment (l5Tr)
contract will not he completed and all installations made until FY 1971. Contractual support
is required to provide engineerinp assistance to
monitor the terminal equipment effort and to
participate in engineering studies for enhancing
the terminal through implementation of the
computer interface, magnetic tape and higher
speed capability inherent in the DR511 design.

Western
Electric Co.

ENGINEERING SUPPORT FOR AIT\Wt
Contractual engineering services for AtIt iM
are required to provide support for Implementation, including cutover of the overseas
program. This support Involves circuit engineering, switch encoding, implementation (testing,
cutover, post-cutover analysis, etc).
During FY 69 the level of support required
increased because seven additional switches
(2 cutovers) will be placed in service in
Europe and five additional switches (2 cutovers)
will be placed in service In the Pacific during
FY 1969 and FY 1970.
The workload of DCA-Jurope and rCA-Pacific is
expected to peak during this period in the
technical aspects of cutover, trouble location
and recomnended resolution, testing, acceptance,
etc.

$ 990

1061
DcS CONTRACT SUPPORT
PROCURE.MENT
($ in Thousands)
.Contractor
Communications
Systems Inc.

Purpose
SYSTEM ENGINEERING R)R AMMoEWX
w

FY 69
SUPPORT

$ 137

The AUOEWC(0I program will require contractual engineering support through FY 73
corresponding with requirements for switching
and subscriber terminal equipments. These
requirements are in accordance with the 1XA
System Plan for World-Wide Secure Voice Network
dated I Nov 65, approved by MD on 16 Feb 66.
This plan requires that criteria for switch
sites, terminal sites, engineering and installation, testing and acceptance, reliability,
interface and construction design be established.
Concurrently plans for cutover, logistics,
training, network configuration, network switching
and implementation must be accomplished.
Conmnications SYSTEM ANALYSIS StPPmRT
Systems Inc. Data Base and Network Configuration. This
task is designed to provide engineering studies
and assistance to XIEO for preparing data base
and network configurations for varied network
configurations.

$ 400

Systems Effectiveness.
Contractual support is
required to provide engineering studies to determine effectiveness and intefaces between MS
switching systems and coniercial type terminal
equipment and identify and recommend solutions
for system engineering problems associated with
the total design of communications systems. It
will provide engineering, studies and assistance
in developing detailed implementation plans to
include cutover, reconfiguration, test and rehoming of subscribers and recommendations
pertaining to the network trwiking configuration
for optimum utilization and cost effectiveness
throughout all phases of the implementation.
Analysis of Proposed Conuunications Systems to
Identify and Define Interface Problems. Contractual support is required to analyze planned
and proposed conmmunicatlens systems to identify
and define intersystem relationships associated
with integration into the DCS and provide recomendations for technical changes to ensure effective
integration and to avoid severe and costly problems
at the time of integration.
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1062
[X5 CS
MTRACT SUPPORT

(
Contractor
Western
Electric Co.

in Thousands)

Purpose

FY 69

ENGINEERING SUPPORT FOR SOUTMIE.AST ASIA

$ 800

Contractual engineering support is required
to provide system engineering for the Southeast Asia internal Direct Distance Dialing
system, transmission, network configuration
and the integration of AUTOV(W, AMI1YDIN and
AIJFOSEWCOM switches. Support required for
subsystem interface and integration includes
engineering analysis design and guidance,
development of technical and operational u idelines for consolidated communications within
and to Southeast Asia, monitoring implementation
of various subsystems, and providing, engineering
and management support for installing switches
in the Southeast Asia area. This effort is
reflected in the DoD approved plan for Southeast
Asia.
Commications
(Systems Inc.

DWS IU QNICAL VISITS PRnMRA SUPPORT
Contractual support is required
for this program
established to achieve the maximum attainable
level of performance for each government-owned
transmission link in the DCS, to support programming actions, the development of subsystem/project
plans and the development of performance and
maintenance standards, through collection and
analysis of accurately measured engineering data.
It is a program to measure and evaluate the
performance of the various X:S operational transmission links in terms of the following:
a. The separate performance characteristics
of major units of equipment.
b. The combined performance characteristics
of major units of equipment arranged in a back-toback configuration.
c. The overall performance of the link
including the radio path and the effects of
diversity.
d. Tandem Link performance.
A pilot program has been established in Europe in
order that accurate planning factors and test
procedures can be developed and applied to the task

300

1063
D0% (WRACT

SUPPORT

PROCtURDNT
($ in Thousands)

Contractor
Communications

4 Systems Inc.
(cont'd)

Purpose

FY 69

of testing all )CA links on a world-wide
basis. Pilot tests are required on links
which are of critical importance to the
AtfhOrM buildup in this area. Contractual

support for the analysis and reduction of
these test results is required.

Total FY 1969

Note:

All of the abovo contractors are for profit.

$4,148

1064
DCS

CsTRACr
SUPPORr

($ in Thousands)
Purpose

Contractor
Western
Union
Telegraph
Co.

ENGINEERING SUPPORT FOR AIFIN
pPrram Implementation. Contractual
support was
required to provide engineering assistance on a
task basis to include participation in engineering
working groups to resolve procedural, operational,
reliability and technical problems that arise in
every phase of the implementation of A1FrODIN
through the operational cutover and acceptance
of the various subsystems that comprise AJTODIN.
Engineering studies were requried to assist in
monitoring of the modems, terminal equipment,
switching center and software.
Site Criteria and Enaineering. Contractual support
was required tor assistance in solving engineering and installation problems in connection with
site surveys, construction design criteria,
progress reports and maintenance of construction
records.
Transmission Engineering. Contractual support
was required to determine the specific transmission
facilities and lines for the APrODIN subscriber
access to the AUTODIN switch and to assist in
providing guidance for the transmission upgrading
where necessary. The greater portion of this
effort was expended in perfoming circuit layout
engineering on the circuit facilities involved
in AUTODIN cutovers. It included a survey of such
non-switch nodal points as required and physical
testing of circuits and systems to verify performance. It also included the preparation of circuit
layout cards, circuit sketches, and circuit orders,
which is a continuing requirement in support of
the DCA Area Offices.
Network utover and Activation. Contractual support
was required to assist in te development of
cutover plans for each of the switches and to
provide on-site assistance prior to, during and
subsequent to cutover.

Western
Electric Co.

ENGINE

RNG SUPPORT FOR AUr(0t

Contractual engineering services were required to
support implementation, including cutover, of
the overseas program. This support involved
circuit engineering, switch encoding, implementation
(testing, cutover, post-cutover analysis, etc).

FY 68
$1,695

$ 875

1065
DO; CrVTRACT SIRPPRT

($ in Thousands)

Contractor

Purpose

FY 68

Communications SYSTEM ENGINEERING FOR AUTSE.VOM SUPPORT
$
& Systems Inc. Support required in accordance with the DCA
System Plan for World-Wide Secure Voice
Network dated I Nov 65, approved by OfSn on
16 Feb 66. This plan was modified to refine
its basic configuration. Phase I required
that criteria for switch sites, terminal
sites, engineering and installation, testing
and acceptance, reliability, interface and
construction design he established. ('oncurrently plans for cutover, logistics,
training, network configuration, network
switching and implementation were accomplished.
FY 1968 effort was applied mostly to network
configuration.

Coummications SYSEM ANALYSIS SUPPORT
& Systems Inc. Data Base and Network C'onfiguration.

$ 6so

This task
is designed to provide engineerin, studies and
assistance to IXT.) for preparing data base and
network configurations for varied network
configurations.
System Effectiveness. Contractual support was
required to provide enineering studies to
determine effectiveness and interfaces between
D(S Switching Systems and commercial type terminal
equipment and to identify and recommend solutions
for system engineering problems associated with
the total design of communications systems.
Engineering studies and assistance in developing
detailed implementation plans to include cutover,
reconfiguration test and rehoming of subscribers
and recommendations pertaining to the network
trunking configuration for optimn utilization
and cost effectiveness throughout all phases of
the implementation were provided.

Analysis of Proposed Comunications Systems to
Tdent y and efine Interface Problems. Contractual support was required to anlyze planned
and proposed communications systems to identify
and define intersystem relationships associated
with integration Into the XS and provide
recommendations for technical changes to ensure
effective integration and to avoid severe and
costly problems at the time of integration.

so

1060
VCS CSXWRACT SIJPOIrT
PROCURENT
($ in Thousnnds)

Contractor

Purpose

Coinunications TRANSMISSI(N SYSIT'.ENGINERING

& Systems Inc. With the advent of the AUMIN , AUOIN and

FY 68
$ 282

AUTOSEa tOPrograms in the Pacific, and
especially Southeast Asia the Defense
Communications System which services the Dol)
needs in that area was to be transformed from
a network of point-to-point dedicated circuits
to an automated switched system. The DCA was
responsible for the management and operation of
this automated communications switching system
on a global basis.
I'act of the various subsystems (voice, data,
secure voice, dedicated channels) was designed
on the basis that transmission systems are or
could be made available. A constant review of
transmission plans and planning was continued
in order to insure that the transmission
facilities were constructed and were in the
right places at the right time. The transmission planning required for molding the
various switching systems into an integrated
whole could only take place in the Defense
Communications Agency since Military Departments
and contractors approach only pieces and parts
of the problem. MA did not have the in-house
capability to provide the requisite transmission
system engineering on a timely basis without contractual assistance since decisions had to be
made rapidly in response to changing conditions.
In this regard the Defense Comiuications
Engineering Office, as the cognizant upon which
the entire Pacific Transmission System, including
Southeast Asia, will be based, is in need of
timely and continuing contractual engineering
support,

Western
Electric ro.

T AIA
EN(CINEERING SUPPORT IM WM'.&RlI
Contractual engineering support was required
to provide system engineering for the Southeast
Asia internal Direct Distance Dialing system,
transmission, network configuration and the
integration of AIYTOWV, AITIDIN and AIffOSF.'o/'
switches. Support required for subsystem
interface and integration included engineering
analysis design and guidance, development of
technical and operational guidelines for

$1,071

1067
WP19
CrWRA(T SIUPORT
PRMCIIP, I, Nr

(0 in Thousands) (
Contractor
hWostorn

Electric Co.
(cont'd)

rrpose

FY 68

consolidated comunications within and to
Southeast Asin, monitoring. implementation
or various suhsystens, and providing
enineerfor installing
ing and rmnagement support
switches in the Southeast Asia area. This
effort was reflected in the IoD approved plan
for S utheast Asia.
Total FY 1968

Note:

All of the above contractors are for profit.

S41623

1068
NATIONAL MILITARY COMMAND SYSTf3M

Mr. LPSCOMB. Would you do the sm

tary Command System support I
General KLOcKO. Yes sir.
(The information follows:)

CONTRACTS

lthing for tho Natioalf Mili-

1069
DEFENSE

M(ZUNICATIONS AGENCY

*CS RDThE CONrRACTS
Contractor
Lambda

Type of
Contractor
For
Profit

Purpose
Technical assistance in growth,
development & effective use of
QUICK - Reacting General War Gaming

Amount (Thousands)
FY68
FY69 FY70
304

191

200

225

0

0

30

0

0

100

99

0

S
0

0
0

0
300

System
Educational
George
Washington
University

NSN logistics research project

Massachuetts(8ducational) Modelling of transportation
Institute of
systems, civil engineering-modelling
Technology
system & analysis of transportation
systems
Planning
For Profit
Research
Corporation

Simulation of airlift resources model

Stanford
For Profit
Research Inc.

On-line planning research
Nuclear Vulnerability Analysis-STRATPRD

System
For Profit
Development
Corporation

Operational improvement JOVIAL JS.2
compiler, technical assistance at
MIC

97

0

0

Engineering services related to
evaluation of ADEPr system

55

176

330

Technical assistance in modification
of COOP monitor, Operating systems
& JOVIAL compiler

3S

0

0

Movement Requirements Generator
Capability Design specifications

93

44

0

Technical For Profit
Operations
Incorporated

350
Operational analytic support for
KVECAP & Mobi Ii ty Support Force Studies
Special Studies
0
105
operational analytic support for
TMCAP & Mobility System Support
Resources Study

0

0

24
347

0
250

System
For Profit
Sciences
Corporation

Studies, analyses research to revise
nuclear vulnerability analysis/
damage assessment handbook

175

35

0

1070

Contractor

Type of
Contractor

FCRC
Research
Analysis
Corporation

Inter-

For Profit

national
Business
Machines

Purpose

Amount (%iousands)
FY69
FY70
FY68
399

392

0

Theater Battle Model-68 development

0

89

0

Technical Assistance to Special
Assistant for Strategic Mobility

0

0

400

I710
Analysis of SEA data files &
manipulation of data for cost
analysiseffectiveness analysis
& integrated force deployment system

1690

Definition of modelstechniques &
methodolgies;Study of European
Theater Transportation System

Conversion of 1410 formatted
system to 360/SO I[! system

62

0

0

System maintenancefile analysis
& training in NICS Information
Processing System

557

0

0

0

76

0

Development & evaluation of
suppression & installation of
suppression materials

0

14

0

Computer programs for W1CC F, AWICC
communications link

0

100

System analysis, technical review 3]122
6 evaluation in support of JCS
OSD projects

3174

3100

Computer
For Profit
Sciences
Corporation

System Analysis, design, Computer 3534
program development 6 production
data base management 6 development
file specifications

0

0

Informatics For Profit

Modification of Query Display
Console software system 6 interface
w/360 formatted file system

58

0

0

Analysis, program design & development of programs, manuals 6
documentation of an Exercise
Production System

SO

145

146

O

0

-Technical effort on TRAMPS model,
LIFT and TNTS models

FCRC

Modification of an on-line display
system

Control For Profit
Data
Corporatic

Research on improvement of MITRA
& other linear program models

O

0

CEIR

For Profit

Modification of computer program

2

0

Anagram

For Profit

Technical assistance-Maintenance of 0
SATAN model 6 development, design 6
implementation of improvements to it.

4S

0

1071
Type of

Contractor
Unknown*

MIPRS
Special
Contracts

Contractor

Purpose

Amount (Thousands)
FY69 FY70
FY68
76

0

0

ADEPT Augmentation

0

300

0

Data management System Tests

0

10

0

National Value Matrix

0

96

0

General War Systems Support

0

0

200

Common Software development

0

0

120

251

100

7800

5000

Model development data base and
technical support-JOLLIWACO

Military Interdepartmental
866
Purchase Requests issued or to
be issued to MilDeps for in-house
and/or contractual technical
assistance; & contracts for computer
time
TOTAL PROMRM:

* Not known until contract is awarded.

1957

1072
OPERATIONS AND MtANCl E
*ICS CWGRACT SERVICES

Contractor

ount(Thousands)

Type of
Contractor

Purp.se

FY6 8 FY69
- 4,117

FY70

m 4prll

Computer
Sciences
Corp.

For
Profit

General Technical Support furnished
to *MCS user; direct support of
Southeast Asia Programs; Strategic
Mobility; War Systems Data Base
aintenance and DCA Common Support
to JCS/OSD

m

Undetermined

same as above

-

3,491

International For
Business
Profit
Machines

NIPS 360 and Operating System
Maintenance-*ES Information Processing System and On-line system maintenance for the IM!300 Computers

-

290

International For
Business
Profit
Machines

757 1,433
Planning support for Southeast Asia
System design; combat analysis models;
Force Planning System and Information
Processing Improvements & Training

Undetermined

same as above

System
For
Development Profit
Corporation

Compiler Improvements

Undetermined

JWA Support - Model Operation

300

Undetermined

SASM Support - Model Operation

300

Undetermined

SEAPRO Support - Operations

400

Undetermined

SRATPRO Support - Studies

100

Undetermined

Systems Software Maintenance & Operations

271

System
For
Development Profit
Corporation

JOVIAL Maintenance - All users

1,928

TOTAL:

NOTE:

-

a

$ 757

270

so

$5,600 $7,350

For FY 1970, contractors not determined until contracts are awarded.

1073
General KLOCKO. I might add, in relation to the contract engineering

services, we hope that this will go down still further when we get the
Systems Engineering Facility that we were talking about previously.
This is the type of work that they should be doing.
CONTACT WITH COMPUTE

SCIENCES CORP.

Mr. MINSHALL. Was the present contract that you have with Computer Sciences Corp. on a bid basis?
a
General KLOCKO. Negotiated competition; yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. How many were in on the competition; do you know?
General KLOoKO. It happened before my time. I know there were

four. About 11 put in for it.
Mr. MINSHALL. Who is Computer Sciences Cor. They are not a
subsidiary of one of the larger groups; are they Was the corporation
specifically set. up for this particular job? Do they do a lot of work
for other people P
General K OCKO. I am quite sure they do work for others.
Mr. GARMNER. They are not new to this job. They are a relatively

new company in its field in terms of years compared to RCA or IBM.
They were i existence prior to this contract and very prominent in
this area.
Mr. MINSHALL. What area?
Mr. GARDNER. The Washington area. I am not sure this is their home
office.
Mr. MINSHALL. I think it would be interesting to have for the record
what other types of work they do, their home office, and what percentage this contract represents of their entire structure.
General Ku)co. 1If we can get that sort of information.
Mr. GARDNE. We had this question previously, the background of
the company.
(The information follows:)
The information on Computer Sciences Corp. Is as follows:
The Computer Sciences Corp. was established in the Los Angeles, Calif.,
area in 109M for the purpose of performing computer software related serv.
ices, initially for the computer industry itself. It was not then, and is not
now, affiliated with any of the larger firms.
The DCA requirements resulting in the award to Computer Sciences Corp.
developed in early 1067. Thus, the firm was well established to undertake the
work of the Defense Communications Agency.
Since its organization, the company has expanded its capability to now
include systems programing, application programs, information systems
development, facilities management, applications packages, education services, system leasing, and information network services.
In terms of company income, the Defense Communications Agency contract
provides about 7.9 percent, while work for others provides 92.1 percent of
such income.

POSSIBLE PERSONNEL REDU
Mr. MINSHA.L.

IONS RESCUING FROM CONTAO

In response to a question by Mr. Andrews, General,

I was interested in your saying that you use these systems enginee riMg
people
to analyze the shipment of troop overseas, how many ships
it would take, how it was best to ship them, by sea or air, eand all the
other things you crank into one of these problems.
The military has been doing this for a long time now, whether it
be at Leavenworth or the Joint Chiefs. I am just wondering if you
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have been able to cut back on any personnel us a result of the systems
analysis.
.
General KwcKO. They work on the computerization. Progranng
is an ambiguous word. They work on computerization of this type
of problem for the Joint Chiefs. All of this work is for the Joint
Chiefs, not for us. Specifically, in this case, for the Special Assistant
for Strategic Mobility.
Mr. MINSiALL. You are .saying, in effect, you could substitute a
computer for the Joint Chiefs of' Staff, are you not?
General KLOCKo. No, sir. This is one of the things they would like
to know more of. The completed system provides more complete and
accurate information than they have ever been able to get before. The
problem has been the same. What do you need to transport an organization overseas?
Mr. MINSHtALn. They have been going through these problems for
years.
General KwOcKO. That is right, and some of them were done very
haphazardly, too. The hope here is that it will be a much more precise
operation. Wero again the requirements for this type of support all
generate in the Joint _taff. We have been designated as the technical
support for activity for them, to be the operating agency to sat sfy
their requirements.
Mr. MINsnlAbL. What has happened to all the pencil pushers? Can
you get rid of some of them now?

General KLocKo. We did not have them. The services presumably
have a lot of logisticians. Whether this would release anybody or not,
I do not know.
Mr. MINSUALL. It would be the basic idea, would it not, to save
some money as you go down the road ?
General kLOcKO. Probably to get better and more accurate inforination to do a better job, not necessarily to save people.
Mr. MINSIATAT. That is all. Thank you.
WASHINGTON NOTIFICATION OF EC-121 LOSS

Mr. ADDABBO. General, getting back to the Korean situation looking at your chalr No. 3, would you indicate the route taken Ly the
message from Korea to Washigton ?

General KLOCKO. Chart No. 3 will not show it, sir. This will show the

command system in the military services in the Washington area.
Are you talking about a route for a message coming from Korea?
Mr. ADDAIIVIO. Right.
General KM.ocKo. It will go through the Defense Communications System all the way back to Washington, cable, tropospheric

scatter, and any other way that is available at that particular time.

Exactly which route it would take of the several that are available,
I have no way-of knowing. The only person who knows about it is the
person at the technical control I aftlit
't the time. If one of the tropo
systems happened to be out., it mightgo by satellite. Or, if a cable is
out, it might be transferred to the. satellite' or to the tropo system.
The precise route it would travel, I do not know, or even what countries it would go through.
Mr. ADDABBO. Did tis message to the White House take the quickest
route?
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General KLOCKO. The actual communications time involved in this

was
minutes, sir, which is quite good. The goal that we have
set for ourselves on this type of communication is-minutes.
So, it was well under the goal. This is-minutes from South
Korea into the White House and the"NMCC. By anybody's standards,
this is considered pretty good.
NOTIFICATION TIME IN

EVENT OF SOVIET ATTACK

Mr. ADDABBO. If a missile was fired from the Soviet Union toward
the United States, what would be the time lapse in getting the first
knowledge to the White House?
General KLOCKO. These are the dedicated systems that we ordinarily

do not keep traffic figures on. I think here you probably would have
to ask the Commander of NORAD in Colorado Springs, the control
center into which all this type of information feeds from a myriad of
different types of centers around the wold, in Alaska, overseas, some
of them in the States.
We have some of this almost everyplace that we have military forces
of different types. They all feed back directly into the Cheyenne
Mountain complex at Colorado Springs. The control boards and everything are there. They aim for near real time, which means almost
instantaneous.
On the BMEWS system, I know that they get very close to real
time, almost instantaneous reporting.
All of these circuits, of course, are a portion of the DCS, but the
utilization of the information in the tranmission media is controlled
by NORAD.
SUFFICIENT WARNING

TO LAUNCH

ABM

Mr. ADDABBO. Do you feel we have a sufficient sophistication within
the communications system to give us sufficient time from a launch
in the Soviet Union so that, if we did have an ABM system, we would
be able to retaliate with the ABM system?
General KLOCKO. You are asking me what is the time of retaliation
of the ABM system, and I really do not know.
Mr. ADDABBO. If an ABM system were initiated, would additional
moneys be needed for communications facilities?
General KLoCKo. At the present time, the communications associated
with the ABM system are planned to be a portion of the DOS. Hopefully, they would not require any more of the basic types of transmission media. We may have some sensing devices or some readout
devices of a type I do not know anything a-bout at this point in time.
Mr. ADDABBO. Thank you. No further questions.
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES

Mr. MAIION. On page 9 of your budget justification, you have a summary table of your personnel requirements. This table indicates that
you are requesting 12 additional civilian employees for your head-
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quarters operation in 1970 and 135 additional employees for your

fleld activities in 1970. Would you please tell the committee why these
additional employees are required and what tyls of positions tl;ey will
fill?
General Kwoxo. Seventy-two of the additional civiliaqu employees
are for the National Militarv Command Systent Support Conter to support JCS and OSD autoinafio data processlng rondlrellelts. Thee employes will be computer program analysts, system atlysts, and
computer operating personnel.
TIle increase for DCA Headquarters (12) and the DCS field activities (03) are for control and management required by the cutover of
AUTOVON and AUTODIN networks in the overseas areas; trans.

mission engineering and systems planning engineering primarily in
tho overseas areas.
It isplanned that the, requested personnel will be communications
specialists, electronic engineers, and other technical and scientific personnel required for implementation of phase I Iof th Defense ColullnicationsSatellite System and the Dif6 se Special Secure Communications System.
ADDITIONAL MILITARY PERSONNEL

Mr. NfAitoN. The same table indicates that. you a-re planning on 36
additional military personnel for your headquarters operation and

113 additional military personnel for your field activities. W1Tould you
please provide for thle record why these additional military personnel are required and wh types of positions tliy will fill?
(The information follows)

The additional military personnel for fiscal year 1970 are planned to be tIllied
as follows:
Planned utilllAtion of headquarters personnel:
tM11
System planning and engineering; policy planning and guidance on

COMSHO development of DCS/NOS standards ------------------

4

Switched networks Ilmplementatlon --------------------------Switched networks management; and Increased mpport with transi-

10

tion of communications systems from an Implementation to an operational environment
------------------------

Communications engineer to assist in expmnslon of NMOS comniand
center communications
---------------------------------Planned utilization of field activities personnel:
DO40: Transmilion faellity planning and improvement.-----------NMOSS: National Military Command System Supiort in upldating
ADP calability, Including additional shift operittions--------------

DOA Regions: DOA-MEA and DOA-IP ---------------------------

DOAOO: Switched networks management and AdministrdtIve support;
and NMS0 support
-------------------------------------

DOA-PAO: Switched networks management -------------------DCA-10UR DCA-A,

DOA-West IOiM: Switched networks manage-

ment
----------------------------------------------Transmission facility planning & Improvement -------------------and administrative support.. -------------------------------

Total

--------------------------------------------

20

1

1
47

2
12

12
0
1

14
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OVATION' OF NrW 1RMIOYIWiF
Wi'.

MAIION.

For the i'tword, will you pleam tell us ,t,
which field

licittions t.hfliso nw civilian

(Tio information follows:)

nd military empo)yeCw will bo locatil?

FISCAL YEAR 1970 PERSONNEL INCRIASIS FOR FILD ACTIVITIES
Military
OCA Operations Center ..........................................................
{)CA, uro..............................................................
DCA. Pul.d................................................................ ...

DEA. Alaska..........................
0 CA, WesterIn 1(,#m S'phere
-

-

-

.

.

.

.

......

12
30
I?

.

Civilian
6
i0

.......
5

.

QCA, Unlted King.........................................................
.............
I
DA MdlelC.F
Asa ...........................................................
I
.. ................................................................
a tlost
DA. Southeast Asia mainland .................................................... ............
6
08A, Korea ................................................................ ............
3
De ense Communkatlons IEn Inerin Ofc .......................................
to.
0
National Military Command Sysltem Support Center .................................
47
72
Total ....................................................................

MAN-YP.AflS

AND COST OF ADDIMONATs

113

513

IWOstION8

Mr. MAHON. In connect.ion with your 185 additional eivilial employees for your field aot,vities, aplmarently you are only planning

on 49 additional nan.years. Is this not, an" extremely high lapse
factor
i other words,"it. a Plvtrr you won't.
he brin
ling
on
bmrd until lie wcond half of fiscal
year 1970.
WIy
is these
there people
a need
for theso additional employees late in he fiscal year#
General Kt..KO. The requestd ic'ae in civlia prsonnel an-

tlorhzat.ion will not. l available for reruit.ing action until, the begin.
lung of the fiscal ymir. It has bei our experience that. recruiting is
extremely slow for scarce teclinieal and professional personnel ro.
quired t) accomplish complex coml)puter programnig and progrnn
development functions, and engineering and technical functions in
support of sucl activities as tho T)efense Satellite Colnlmninintions
program the l)efemso Special Security Coinmiiatim 4 Systea and
the worldwide automatic switched networks. Our proiecte(d nma.year
uttli.ation reflects this difflculty in recruiting ho h to nmintin, our
present. teolhnical and scientific personnel and to meet additional
requirements.
Mr. MATON. In addition to the 49 additional man-years for your
field activities, you are also requesting an increase of 8 man-years for
your headquartrs, for it total increase in 1970 of 57 man.years. Would
you please tell the committee what. the cost. of these 57 man-years will
bo infiscal year 1970 and what, their full-year cost. will be in fiscal year
1971?
General KTOOKO. The estimated personnel costs for these 147 now
poStions (57 man-years) In fiscal year 1970 will be $741,000 with full
year costs in fiscal year 1971 of $1,911,000.
INORiMA8E

IN- AVFARAGPM GRADH

Mr. MATrOAN. Onl pa
10 of your budget justification, you have. 4
summary of civilian personnel by grade. In fiscal year 19 . of 1,78

General Schedule employees, (03 wee in the grade of G$-12 and
80-088 0-0--pt. 2----69
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above, a.nd 670 were in the grade of OS-I 1 and below. However in

fiscal year 1969, you increased your GS-12"s and above by 25, bul.

decea4sod your S-l l's and below by 62. This would seem to imply
that. in fiscal year 1969, as you lost, lower grade emIployees be)eCu of
the Revenue and Expenditure CO'itiol Act., rather th il replace these

lost employees with employees of a similar grado, you have instead
used these vacancies to lire higher grade one)loy-es. Have you applied the Revenue and Expendhture Control Act. only to youir lower
grade employees ?

Gonora.l I'i~ovco. Secretary of l)efense Memortndum, Limitatlons

on the Number of Civilian lniiployees, Jfuly 115, 1968, implelomenting
t-he Revenue and lE'xpenditure Control At., estallislied the policy that.
the reduction in civilian emplovinent should he achieved by voluntary

act-ions by the greatest pl'aetical extent. In cognizance withlthis policy,
the )efense Communitions Ageny has instituted no inVoluntay IVduction in force actions. Both our predicted experience amul

lra(flattal

experience has been that. the predominate uiutnl1er of voluntary resignations and other removals have been clerical personnel with minimum
time in Government service. While the most, of the voliitary resignations have occurred in the clerical areas, thle Agency's most urrehit

vacancies have been in tl1e professional and tecliiell area, such as
electronic. enlgineers, confinu| leakt.tinS special lists, sy'Stems anaI sis, program analysts, operations research analysts, and mthematicianls.
The grades of DCA positions are based on civil service standards
and guidelines. All positions are roviswed for essentiality, as well as
completenes and accuracy of position descriptions, in'accordance
wit-h the Whitten amendment. (82d Cong.).
Mr. M AItoN. Would you please. tel lthe committee Nwhat. clanges have
occurred in DCA during fiscal year 1969, either orgranizationally or
in your assigned responsibilties, so that you would-require this in-

crease in your grade 12's and nbove?
General K(,ocjo. As you will note, in our earlier testimony I pointed
out. the reduction inR.D.T. & E. contractual effort, from $11.9 million
in 1968 to $7.8 million in 19609 in sUl)port, of NMSC, the #Joint.Chiefs,
and OSD. While we had a drawdown in contractual assistance in dovelopment of compliter programs and programing techniques, we
have had to increase our tn-house capability to operate and maintain
these programs. The increases in fiscal year 1969 over fiscal year 1908
relate primarily to tile requirmont. to hire systems anaylsts, program

aalysts, and senior ADP analysts in support of qeh OSD and JCS

offices as Southenst. Asia Programs DiVision, Strategic Programs Division, OASD(SA), and Special Assistant for Strategic Mobilitv. Additionally, there was a requirement, in 109 to increase our engineot'ing
and techniical staff hi support. of Defense special security comnmunlieations svstems and eom-mutnication s transmision media iipgradini'.
Mr. MA tON. In 1970, this upgrading becomes even more significant..
As nroviouslv mentioned, you are requestin, aniincrease in vour total

civilian employment, of 147 positions in 1970. However, of these 147
positions, 80 will be in grade 12 and above positions, and only 59 will
be in the grade 11 and below, and two will be ungraded. It,
would appear that thle committee could say that. you are hending in the direction
of building an organization at. DOA of all chiefs and no ndians. )o
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you really need nit increase of these mny high-grade employees?
General ICnOAWKO. As Imentioned in 1y earlier testinmony, of the 147
additional personnel end strength, 72 oftheo spaces are for the National Military Command System Support Center which exists solely
to prlvide Al )i support to the National Military Command System,
Joint Chiefs of Stall, and Office of the Secretary of I)efense. These
)ersonnel are required for two reasons. Thore will bo a further drawdNown in R.1).T. & E. contractual assistance from $7.8 million in 1969
to $5 million in 1970. At the smi time we have had additional ADP
quilrements in support. of OSD and JCS users, such as Special Asioy and Special Activities and to tle Assistsistant. for Counterisurge
for Strategic Arms Negotiations. For DCS
JCS,
[int, to the ChairIan,
personnel are for engineers
functions, the requirOments in 1970 for now ol
and otler 'scilentifle personnel in support of phase II of the Defense
Satellite Con11ni nations System, the )efenso Special Security Communhictions System and trnafltc engilneeoring and-ti'nlysis insupport
of the overseas implementation of Autovon and Autodin.
1N(IMEASIE)

FUNDS FOR IIEfSONNE.I COMPENSATION

Mr. MAIION. On pare 8 of your hludget justification in your sum-

mary of direct. obligation by object classification, for )ersonnel services you are requesting $16,067,000 for fiscal year 1970, an increase of
$900,000 over your played requirement. for fiscal year 1969. However
to SUpport, this $900,000 increase, you are requesting 57 additional
man-years. 'rThis would equate to a man-year cost, of $10,100. Is not an
inereaso of $900,000 in relation to an increase of only 57 man-years an
oxceptionally high filuo?
General KIt.ouKo. ''ie portion of the $900,000 which relates to tile 57
additional man-yomrs. is .68 9,000. The remainder is for annualization
of the fiscal year 1969 pay raise ; amnualization of fiscal year 1969 maninceasin average compensation for employee in gnde
years and antn1r1
increases.
IN(1ASP.I) FVUN)

oENT, COMMANTCATIONS, AND UTILITIES
OMR

Mr. MimoN. In the area of rents, communications, and utilities, at.
this tilmo last year you woro estimating that your 1968 obligations would
ho $4.8 million. U,,now note oil pago 8 of your just-flcation that your
actual 1968 obligations for this account. wero $7 million, $2.2 million
higher thai estimated. For fiscal year 19069, your est-imate at'this time
last year was $5.1 million. We now note that your current estimate for
fiscal year 19(69 is $9.5 million, or $4.4 million higher than originally osnliated. What changes Iave occurred in the area of rents, comtlnieations, and utilities that. have caused your original estimate for fiscal
years 1909 and 19068 to boe unldrstated by this large amount ?
General K eOKo. Our object class structure was revised at. tile beginning of fiscal year 1969. ('omnp1ter maintenance and leases previously
recorded under Object. class 250, other srvics, are now recorded under
rents, communications, and utilities. You will notice at corresponding
dcreiaso for fiscal year 19118 and flsal year 1901 in object clms 2t0,
other services.
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Mr. MAHON. For fiscal year 1970, you are requesting $11.2 million, an
additional increase of $1.7 million over your current estimate for fiscal
year 1969. Why is this increase required, and will this account continue to rise at the rate of almost $2 million per year
General KrOCKO. The increase Of $1.7 million is for additional and/
or improved computers and related ADP equipment for the NMCSSC.
The increasing computer capacity is required to perform compute.
tonal, data storage and data retrieval taiks levied upon this Agency
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the various offices within OSD that
this Agency has been directed to support.
Future increases in NMOSSC computer requirements are totally
dependent upon the number, volume, complexity and magnitude of
ADP tasks levied upon this Agency by JOS and OD.
INCREASED FUNDS FOR OTHER SERVICES

Mr. M .iow. For fiscal year 1970, you are requesting an increase of
$1 million in your other services account. Would you please tell the
committee why this increase is required, and also what all is included
in the $12.2 million?
General KLOCKO. The $1 million increase is for national military
command system contract support for OSD and JCS. As explained
previously, there is a corresponding decrease in the R. & D. project
supper. This NMCS 0. & M. support amounts to $7.4 million. The
remaining costs includes payment to the Navy for the Navy Service
Center and payment to hosts for the DCS field activities $1.3 million.
Payment to the Post Office for indicia mail $0.245 million, contract
engineering services for the DCS $1.4 million, and engineering and
installation of communications equipment. $0.380 million. The remainder covers miscellaneous costs such as fire and security service, minor
construotion costs, employee training and recruiting costs, a guard
and custodial services.
PURCHASE OF EQUIPMBN

Mr. MAHON. In fiscal year 1970, you are requesting $633,000 for the
purchase of equipment, an increase of $200,000 over your planned
requirement for fiscal year 1969. What do you plan to purchase with
this $633,000%
1
General KLoOKO. $633,000 will provide small items of equipment,
less than $1,000 each, for DCA areas and regions; security equipment such as combination safes and filing cabinets; initial equipment
desks, chairs, typewriters, et cetera, for 295 additional military and
civilian personnel and replacement office equipment for the remaining
military and civilian personnel assigned to DCA.
PAYMENT OF OVERTIME

Mr. MAHON. Would you please provide for the record the dollar
amount for the payment of overtime included in the fiscal year 1970
budget? Also provide the comparable amounts for fiscal years 1968
and 1969.
(The information follows:)
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[in thousands of dMlars]
Fiscal year

O

vrtime
.........................................................

1968

1969

1970

157

262

262

POSSIBLE REDUCTIONS IN CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT IN 1970

Mr. MAHJON. Also provide for the record, both in terms of dollars
and positions the impact on your 1970 budget if the Revenue and
Expenditure controll At of 1968 remains in eifect.
(The information follows:)
If the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act remains In effect It would Immediately eliminate the 147 civilian personnel increase and the additional loss
by attrition Is estimated at 42 civilian personnel. The budget estimate would be
reduced by $975,000.

AUTOVON CONVERSION PLANS
CONVERSION TO ACCEPT DIGITAL TRAFFIC

Mr. MAHON. The committee understands that DCA is planning to
convert AUTOVON to accept digital traffic. What is the total estimated cost of this effort?
General KLOKo. Although basically an analog system, the present
structure of AUTOVON permits the transmission and switching of
digital traffic. Additional terminal equipment is required to permit
this service.
The DCA is currently undertaking a study to determine the longrange digital requirements, both voice and record, of the DSO subscribers and to ascertain the most practical %stem responsive to these
needs. This study of requirements has not developed to the point of
providing even a gross estimate of the cost of future switched systems
Mr. MAHON. In the AUTOVON system, you must establish an endto-end circuit connection before a telephone conversation can be transmitted. If AUTOVON is converted to accept digital traffic , then
it would never provide a message-switching capability. If this is so,
what is the rationale behind this conversion effort?
(The information follows:)
It Is not the current Intent of the DOA to convert the AUTOVON to provide
message switching.
PROVISION FOR REGENERATION CAPABILITY

Mr. MAHON. Will you not have to purchase additional equipment
for the ATTOVON conversion to provide a regeneration capability

over the long haul, such as to the overseas areas ?If so, what will this
cost?
General KLOCKO. AUTOVON serving as the backbone carrier for
such subsystems as AUTOSEV6COM, DSSCS, AUTODIN, and its
own alternate voice/digital subscribers now requires a regeneration
capability at the overseas entry points.
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The approved AUTOVON program provides for regenerators to
be located at the following switching centers.
Number of

Cost per

6
10

$34.920
58,200

45
10

11?7.000
58,200

(#generators
CONUS:
Leased. Pottstown Pa .......................................................
Leased, Lodi, Calif .............
.0...................
Overseas:
Government owned ..........................................................
LeasedHawaiian Telephone Co ...............................................

annum

' One-time cost.
LOCAL DIGITAL MESSAO

EXCHANGE

Mr. MAHON. In about 1963 or 1964, there was an inhouse DOD
study on the local digital message exchange (LDMX). Is the LDMX
concept being implemented in DOD? How many LDMX do you contemplate having Is it anticipated that new computer development
will be necessary for the LDMX system?I

General

KLOCKO.

The LDMX program is being implemented in the

DOD. Under the rules laid down by the Secretary of Defense, all actions by the military departments to Implement an LDMfX must
receive approval under DOD directive 4630.1 programing g of telecommunications requirements. In that the LDMX is a subscriber terminal
programed for by the military departments and f)pproved by the Secretary of Defense, DCA does not know how many will be implemented.
Each has to be justified on an individual basis. DCA is in the chain
of review for these actions to insure compliance with interface criteria between the LDMX subscriber terminal and the DCS. Purpose
of the review is to insure integrity of the DCS and capability to handle anticipated traffic loads to be generated by the LDMX. New computer development is not necessary for the LDMX.
Mr. MAHON. Has DCA tken a hard look at. available computers
developed under Government contracts, such as the, UNIVAC- 642B
and the 1219, which could be used with LDMX to provide both a circuit switching and message switching capability for traffic between
stations?
General KLOOKO. DCA has not looked at available computers such
as the UNIVAC 642B or 1219 for LDMX application. DCA establishes interface criteria between the LDMX, the subscriber's equipment and the DCS but does not control the makeup of the equipment
(LDkX) on t.he other side of the DCS/non-DCS interface The
LDM X is by definition a single, automatic, digital, telecommunications processing system serving a CS AUT6DIN subscriber through
transmitting, receiving, processing, and distributing information to
and from remotely located input-output devices. Insofar as the DCS
is concerned, the L1)MX may have this telecommunications capability
as a primary function or it may be a subscriber terminal which has as
its primary function data processing sup porting management, command, and control, or other functions and serve onlyincidentally, as
a commuhications facility with access to the general purpose OCS.
Mr. MAlION. Would it not be possible to include a voice analog matrix in the LDMX, thereby providing the flexibility of both a digital
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and analog message and circuit. switching capability at considerable
savings to the Government, than pursuing the course now contemplated by DCA in converting Autovon to accept digital traffic
General KLocito. This question must be considered in context with
tie preceeding items an d those of Autovon. The IjDMfX would
not be an I 1DMX if it. performed circuit and message switching functions. Nor is Autovon being converted to accept digital traffic.
Autovon is an automatic voice network which has an inherent digital capability if subscribers terminals are appropriately equipped to
provide for digital generation and transmission of information. DCA
is developing a modus operandi whidi will permit subscribers with
the requirement for digital communications as well as analog voice
communications from the same site to use Autovon, but is not
converting the Autovon system per sc. Those Autovon subscribers who
use this method of antilog and{ digital telecommunications are generally those whose digital communications requirements do not justify
full period Autodin access and utilization.
USE OF A 8IMPLIFIED ROUTING LOGIC

Mr. MAHON. Wlat are you doing to develop a simplified routing
logic, such as a universal numbering system, which would provide a
routing logic inherent in the system itself without the necessity of
using mucli of thememory bank of a switch to store the routing instructions for messages?
General KLOCKo. The routing logic used in today's worldwide record
communication systems, including not only those of the U.S. Government but also those of other allied and. friendly foreign nations, is a
part of a fully coordinated and internationally agreed univeral routing plan, having standardized application throughout. all participating networks. This routing plan, using seven or less alpha characters
to identify network commutication stations and individual users, is
essential to unithilbited traffic exchange within anid between the various United States and other friendly foreign record communications
systems.
In comparison to past proposals for changes in routing logic for
record comnqications, the existing routing plan uses nominal memory storage within electronic messages and circuit switching systems
and better meets the message routing and handling requirements
within other interinnected worldwide networks which are, for the
most part, still Ianually ol)erftetl.
It is considered that. change to a univeral numbering system, having
application in worldwide record communications, would not appreciably decrease total memory storage requirements in electronic switchig operation and would neessitate renegotiation of worldwide routingplan agreements among participat.ing nations.
As concerns the Defense Communications System Automatic Voice
Network (Autovon) the routing logic (calling plan) is provided by
a universal numbering system whlici closely parallels the system used
by the A.T. & T. and other telephone companies within the United
States.
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COUPLE ION RATE FOR AtITOVON CALLS

Mr. MAHON. The committee has been told that for the past few
months only about 47 percent of all the calls placed on Autovon are
actually completed. Please provide for the record a tabulation, by
month, showing, of all calls placed on Autovon, how many actually are
completed.

(The information follows:)

The method used for determining the Autovon completion rate Is based on
observing a representative number of calls each month on a sampling basis. This
method Is similar to that used by commercial telephone companies and provides
adequate results in determining a system call completion rate and the reasons
for calls not completed. The completion rate on Autovon for the past 5 months
is shown as follows:
November 19068
December 19068

January 1969
February 1969
March 1969

Percent

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

50
53

46.5
48.1
45.7

Mr. MAHON. How many long-distance calls are being placed commercially because of the fact all Autovon circuits are being used and
Defense personnel must wait hours before a circuit is fie
General KOiCKo. Neither the number of long-distance calls p laced
outside Autovon nor the reason for these calls is systematically reorded throughout the Department of Defense, nor is there any known
basis on which to make a reasonable estimate, While the number of
busy signals within the Autovon system can be measured, this is normally done only on u sample basis. There is no attempt made either
to measure the number of calls which cannot enter the system because
customer access lines are busy or to .differentiate the busy signals
resulting from traffic within the system from those resulting from
the fact that the specific extension being called is in use. Nor, in the
sample, is any distinction made between the first and subsequent
attemptsat eall cohpletlon..
Mr. MAHON. Thank you, gentlemen. The discussion here today gives
us a better knowledge of communications operations within the Departmentof Defense.
General KLOCKO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
TnUSDAY, APRIL 24, 1969.

CLAIMS, DEFENSE
WITNESSES
DON R. BRAZIER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(COMPTROLLER)
JOHN R. QUETSCH, DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS, OFFICE OF THE
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (COMPTROLLER),
PROGRAM/BUDGET
MAURICE H. ,ANMAN, JR., ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL (FISCAL
MATTERS)
CLAIMS, DmNSE

For payment, not otherwise provided for, of claims authorized by law W) be

paid by the Department of Defense (except for civil functions), including claims
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for damage arising under training contmot with carrier, and xepyment
of amounts determined by the Secretary concerned, or officers designated by
him. to have been erroneously collected from military and civilian personnel
of the Department of Defense, or from States, territories, or the District of
Columbia, or members of National Guard units thereof; ($38 mUHon) $41 million
(Department of Defense Appropriation Act, 1969.)
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, JUSTIFICATION OF ESTIMATES, FISCAL YEAR 1969
CLAIMS, DEFENSE-APPROPRIATION INTRODUCTION
(inthousands of dollars
Fiscal jrea

Fiscal rea

Fiscal gr170

38,000
-34
37,966

38000

41.000

38,000

41,000

Appropriation or estimate ..........................................
Unobligated balance of appropriation ...............................
Total obligations ............................................

This appropriation provides for the payment of all noncontractual claims
against the Department of Defense as authorized by law and represents the
consolidated requirements of the Secretary of Defense and the Departments of
the Army,Navy, and Air Force.
PROGRAM AND FINANCING (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)
1968 actual

1969
estate

1970
estimate

Program by activities:
1. Personnel claims ...........................................
17,82
IS.?$
19,774
2. Tortclams ................................................
19, U
19, 1
20, 2
3. Admiralty claims ................................
459
603
603
4. Other miscellaneous difms.
.......................
. 21
98
95
Total obligations ..........................................
37,966
38,000
41,000
Financing: Unobligated balance lapsing .........................34..................
Budget authority ............................................
38,000
38,000
41,000
Budget authority:
Appropriation .................................................
30,000
38,000
41,000
Transferred from other accounts ......
.....................8,000..................
Appropriation (adjusted) .....................................
38,000
38,000
41,000
Relation of obligations to outlays:
Obligations incurred, net
...............................
37,96000
41,000
Obligated balance, start o year...............................95
6,548
1,048
Obigated balance, endof year ..................................
-6,548
-1,048
-1,048
Adjustments Inexpired accounts................................-208..................
Outlays ....................................................
32,169
43,500
41,000
SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS AND CASELOAD BY MAJOR CATEGORY
Fiscal year 1968 actual Fiscal year 1969 estimate Fiscal year 1970 estimate
Number
Total
Number
Total
Number
Total
Personnel claims ....................
Tort claims..
...............
Admiralty claims ....................
Other miscellaneous claims ...........
Total ........................

110,038
62,908
147
42
173,135

17,872
19,615
459
21
37,966

1ll,lt
61,600
190
10
173,000

18,068
19,211
603
98
38,000

121.
6, 700
190
110
187,000

19,774
20,528
60
95
41,000
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Mr. Siizs. The committee is ready to consider the request for
"Claim , Defense".
In fiscal year 1969 there was an appropriation of $38 million for
this activity. For fiscal 1970 the Department is requesting $41 million,
an increase of $3 million over the amount presently available. We have
with us this afternoon Mr. Don R..Brazier, Deputy Assistant Secretary
of Defense, Comptroller, and supposing witnesses.
Mr. Brazier, will you proceed With your statement.
GENERAL

Mr.

BRAZIER.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am

appearing before your committee today to discuss the estimated rMquirements for the appropriation "Claims, Defense." This appropriation provides the necessary funds for the payment, as prescribed by
law, of all noncontractual claims against the Department of Defense.
'For fiscal year 1968 Congress appropriated $30 million and $8 million was transferred from the appropriation "Contingencies, Defense."
The fiscal year 1967 carryover of $3.1 million was liquidated early in
fiscal year 1968. In addition to the fiscal year 1967 carryover, the military departments' estimate of the total claims adjudicated and otherwise ready for payment in fiscal year 1968 was $36 million, of which
$34.9 million was paid with funds available in-fiscal year 1968, leaving
a balance of $1.1 million which could not be paid due to lack of funds,
and were carried over into fiscal year 1969.
An analysis of this account indicates that the number of claims is
increasing, reflecting the growth in size and activity rates of Defense
forces. But there is also a growth in the average size of all claims.
In fiscal year 1968, 173,135 such claims were paid, averaging about
$219, compared with 165,606 in fiscal year 1967, averaging $205. There
was a $4 million increase in total obligations from 1967 to 1968 but
obligations for major incidents declined by $1.6 million. Thus obligations for recurring-type claims actually increased by $5.6 million.
For fiscal year 1969 Congress has provided a total of $38 million.
The fiscal year 1968 carryover of $1.1 million which had to be liquidated early in fiscal year 1969, left a balance of $36.9 million for the
payment of current year claims. Obligations through February 28,
1969, against this balance total $21.9 million, or 59.3 percent of that
amount, as compared to 66.4 percent of the year expired. If this trend
continues for the remainder of the year, there should be funds sufficient to pay all claims adjudicated and otherwise ready fop payment.
There should be no claims unpaid for lack of funds at the end of fiscal
year 1969.
The fiscal year 1970 estimates are based on experience in fiscal year
1968 and early 1969 which reflects the trends in the number of claims.
Barring an unforeseen increase in claims due to major incidents, no
claims will be unpaid for lack of funds.
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A summary of the claims adjudicated and related financing follows:
CLAIMS
IIn millions of dollars)
Estimated

Actual

Carryover from previous year...........
Claims adjudicated during the year:
maJo incidents ....................
All other claims ...................

Fiscal yg

Flr1196year

Fiscal g

1.1

1.7

3.1

9
23.7

2.7
32.7

1.1
34.9

Fiscal yer16

Fiscal r9ar

1.1 ..............
. ........
36.3 ..
..

.

Total claims ....................
25.7
U.1
39.
.0
41.0
41.0
X0
X0
24.0
Financing ............................
Appropriation (initial) ........
(24.0)
(25.0)
(30.0
(38 0)
(41.0)
Transferred ............... ........................................
( .).................
(9.0) ..........................................
Appropriation (supplemental) .....................
Adjudicated claims carried over into the
subsequent year ....................

1.7

3.1

1.1 ............................

The various types of claims, for which provision has been made in
this appropriation request are grouped into four major categories;
namely, personnel claims, tort claims, admiralty claims, and other
miscellaneous claims.
PERSONNEL CLAIMSg

The personnel claims category which accounts for 48.2 percent of
the appropriation request for fiscal year 1970 includes (1) claims of
military and civilian persoinel for private property lost or damaged
in the mrililtary services, (2) repayments of erroneous collections, and
(3) claims arising from the correction bf military or naval records.
It. is estimated that the general category of personnel claims will require approximately $19.8 million in fiscal year 1970.
TORT CLAIMS

The tort claims category which accounts for 50.1 percent of the

appropriation request for fiscal year 1970 includes (1) cses arising

under the Federal Tort, Claims Act, (2) foreign claims against the
services under the act. of October 9, 1962. Approximately $20.5 million
is expected to be required for claims of these types during fiscal year

1970.

ADMIRALTY CLAIS

Admiralty claims which account for 1.5 percent or almost the bal-

ance of the appropriation request for fiscal year 190hTiclu de payment

under authority of the Admiralty Claims Act and Maritime Claims
Act for claims arising from. marine accidents and incidents involving

vessels of the military departments. Admiralty claims are expected to
require approximately $603,000 in fiscal year 1970.
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OTHER MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS

The other miscellaneous claims category accounts for only two-

tenths of 1 percent of the appropriation request for fiscal year 1970
and includes (1) amounts for the indemniflation of the Post Office
Department for funds embezzled or for claims arising from error, loss
or defalcation of unbonded mail clerks and commissioned officers, and
(2) claims for damage due to accidents arising under training contracts with contractors, caused by the negligence of military trainees.
It is estimated that $95,000 will provide for such miscellaneous claims
in fiscal year 1970.
In summary, the appropriation request of $41 million for fiscal year
1970 represents in our judgment a reasonable estimate of the require.
ments for all types of noncontractual claims against the Department
of Defense.
All payments made from this appropriation are authorized by various statutes governing the settlement of claims. No provision is made
for any of the administrative or personnel costs required to process the
claims under this appropriation.
This completes my prepared statement on this subject. I will be
pleased to attempt to answer any questions which the chairman or members of the committee may have.
INCREASE IN CLAIMS

Mr. SIKES. On page 9 of your budget justification you are estimatin
for fiscal 1970 that you will have 187,000 claims for a total cost o1
$41 million. This is an increase of 14,000 claims and $3 million over
actual experience in fiscal 1968 and your planned experience in 1969.
Why are you anticipating this substantial increase in the number of
claims to be paid inflscal year 1970?
Mr. BnAzIR. Mr. Chairman, this is a projection of the trend of the
number of claims that have been paid over the last couple of years,
which trend is consistently increasing. As you knqw, this is an account
that is very difficult to project both in terms of the number of claims
and dollars-we rely very heavily on our past experience for these
projections.
Mr. SuKES. But isn't this a rather precipitous increase for I year in
view of past experience?

Mr.

BRAZIER.

No, sir. In fiscal year 1968 we had something on the

order of 173,000 claims as compared with about 165,000 in 1967. The
1969 claims in terms of numbers are continuing to rise. This is merely
a projection of the trend, which is *n increasing trend.
Mr. SiKES. Briefly, what is the principal source of this increase of
claims?
Mr. Qumrscmi. This comes mostly from the increased military
strength and activity. The bulk of the claims is in the area of personnel claims. It just seems to reflect the trend in the number of military
people deployed who come into contact with other people and with
property.
Mr. SYKES. Would you provide any additional information which
has not been covered in your earlier statement to show the reason and
the breakdown of the additional claims?
(The information follows:)
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BREAOOWN OF THE NUMBER OF CLAIMS PAID BY CATEGORY
Fiscal year1966

1967

Personnel dairs..................................................
Tort daims .......................................................
Admiralty claims
..................................
...........................
Other m7slaneous

71,306
63,467
2*

121
72,5

Total ......................................................

135,067

165,606

14

1968
110,0fl
62, 6
47
claims
2
173,135

This table shows the growth In the number of personnel claims from 71,306 In
fiscal year 1966 to 92,930 In fiscal year 1967 to 110,038 in fiscal year 1968. This
growth correlates with the increase In military personnel from 2,853,433 In fiscal
year 1966 to 3,2908,0 In fiscal year 1967 to 3,435,666 in fiscal year 1968. Te per-

sonnel claims category, which accounts for 48.2 percent of the amount requested
for fiscal year 1970, includes (1) claims of military and civilian personnel for
private property lost or damaged In the military service, (2) repayment of
erroneous collections, (8) claims arising from the correction of military or naval

records, and (4) the payment of benefits to civilian marine personnel and their
beneficiaries.
CURRENT STATUS

OF PENDING

CLAIM

Mr. SIRES. What is the current status of claims now pending?
Mr. Qum cH. As of the end of February, which is the last month for
which we have a report of actual obligations, they came to $22,988,000,

and at that time we had paid, in all categories, 10,754 claims; that is,
against the 1969 column in the justification book.
TIME REQUIRED TO PROCESS CLAIMS

Mr. SKES. In the hearings last year it was stated that approximately
98 percent of the funds requested are for personnel and tort-type
claims and most of these cases can be processed within 2 to 3 weeks'
time. You have experienced some reduction of personnel as a result of
the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968. Are you still able
to process your claims of this nature within the general time frame of
2 to 3 weeksI
Mr. BRAZIER. Yes, sir. This has not had an effect that has been noticeable to us with respect to extending the time for processing claims.
As you would appreciate, this requires a relatively small percentage of
people on the Defense payroll.
Mr. SIKES. Questions?
Mr. MINSHALL. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.

Mr.

SIKs.

Thank you, gentlemen.

CONTINGENCIES, DEFENSE
WITNESSES
DON R. BRAZIER, DEPUTY ASS11TANT

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

COMPTROLLERR)
MAURICE H. LANN , JR., ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL (FISCAL
MATTEIW)
XOHN B. QUETSOH, DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS, OFFICE OF THE
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (COMPTROLLER),
PROGRAM/BUDGET
()oNTINoENorm,

DzFNSE

For emergencies and extraordinary expenses arising In the Department of
Defense, to be expended on the approval or authority of the Secretary of De-

"
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tense, and such expenses may be accounted for solely on his certificate that the
expenditures were necessary for confidential military purpows, $10 million:
I'ropidcd, That a report of disbursements tinder this Item of appropriation 8hall
bo made quarterly to the CongrosK department t of DefenHe Appropriatioll Act,
1000.)
JUSTIFIOATION OF ESTIMATES, MIneAL YF.AH 1970
Appropriation title: Contingencles, Defense.
APPROPRIATION INTRODUCTION
gin thousands of dollars
Fiscal year-

196
AppI portion estinat .... ;
.................................
UnolSgated balance 01 approipiat" ....................
......
Total direct oblgations ......................................

1991

2,000
10,000
10.000
.541..................
,459
10,000
10,000

This appropriation provides the Secretary of Defense with funds to meet
emergencies and extraordinary expenses arising it connection with the national
security and for such other purposes as he deems proper.
PROGRAM AND FINANCING (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)
1968actual 1969estimae
Program by actlvities: Emergency and extraordinary expenses (obliga.
tions) (objKt class 91.0- unvounchered) ...........................
Financing: Unobliated balance lapslng ..............................
Budget authority ............................................
Budget authoriy:
Appropriation .........................................
Transferred to other accounts ...........................Appropriation (adjusted) .....................................
Relation of obligations to outlays:
Obligations Incurred, net .....................................
Obliated balance, start 1year .................................
Obligated balance, end Of yer .................................
Adjustments Inexpired accounts ................................
Outlays ...................................................
"

EXPLANATION

1970 estImate

1,459
10,000
10,00
541 ............................
2,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
8,000.................
2,000
10,000
10,000
1,459
10,000
249
280
-280
-7,280
4..................
1,433
3,000

10,000
7,280
-12,200
S,000

OF ESTIMATED

The funds in this appropriation are required by the Secretary of Defense to
finance unfortee*x ble emergency and extraordinary expenses for contfdentail
military purposes. Such funds are expended on the approval or authority of
the Secretary of -Defense and ny be accounted for solely on his certificate that
the expenditures are necessary for confidential military purpwes. Because of
the very nature of this appropriation, there is no program underlying the
estimates which represents the same level as has been appropriated in flsal
years 1968 and 19W. It i fbelleved that the $10 mUllon level should be available
to the Secretary of Defense to finance unforeseeable emergency and extraordinary
expenses for confidential military purposes when the need materializes. If the
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funds are nt required as of June 30, the unobligated balance autontieally
reverts to the U.S. Treasury.
The Secretary of l)eferlse or the deputyy Secretary of Defeise personally

reviews each project proposed for fAnnncing by this appropriation. Their approval

of the use of these funds nust be expressed by written memoranda which limit
the maxiiun amount of obligations that may be Incurred for the purposes
stated. This practice inits the use of these funds to olly thoso specific jwoJocs
which, [it the Secretary's Judgment, should be fintatced In this mannler.
Mr. SIKEs. We will now consider the request for "Contingeuncies

)efenso." The amount being requested for fiscal year 1970 is $10 million the same as tie amount appropriated for fiscal year 1969.
Our witnesses are Mr. Don. It. Brazier, Mr. Lannan and Mr. Quetsch.
Mr. Brazier, will you proceed.
(IENEIIAIL WrATEMENT

Mr. BRAzIER. MV. Chairman and member of the comnliftee, the estimates of the Secretary of Defense for the appropriation "Contingencies, Defense" total $10A million for fiscal year 1970.
The funds in this aplroprlattoll are required by the Secretary of
Defense for emergencies and extraordinary expenses arising in the
Department of Defense, to be expended on the approval or authority
of the Secretary of Defense. Such expenses may be accounted for
solely oln his certificate that. the expendIturems were necessary for confidential military purposes.
This appropriation provides tile Secretary of Defense with funds
to meet unforeseeable emergencies and extraordinary expenses for
which provision cannot. be anticipated in advance and which require
expeditious handling. Under these circumstances this app priation
serves as t ready reserve for use as determined by the Secretary of
defensee for emergency-type situations. as they occur. This appropriation is tie only reserve within the overall structure of the Departmont of Defense "budget. which the Secretary may use ol a t-imely
basis to finance unplanned programs requiring discreet and immediate action by him. If these types of requirements could be deter.
mined in advance, provision for their support would be made in the
regular appropriations of the Department. of Defense.
Because of the very purpose of an appropriation of this nature,
there is no program underlying the estimate. Ti estimate for fiscal
year 1970 represents the same level as that appropriated in fiscal
years 1968 and 1969, and is requested to finance unforeseeable emergency and extraordinary expenses for confidential military purposes
should the need arise.
Tie Secretary of Defense (or the Deputy Secretary of Defense)
personally reviews each project. proposed for financingby this appro.
priation. His approval of the use of this appropriation to finance
a specific project. must be by a written memorandun specifying the
maximum amount of obligations that. may be incurred for the purposes stated. Thus, the use of these funds is limited to only those
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specific projects which, in the Secretary's judgement, should be
financed by this appropriation.
While it is always hoped that no part of the fund will be used,
past experience shows that conditions do arise which cannot be either
etermined or predicted in advance. Funds which are not obligated
revert to the Treasury at the end of the fiscal year.
This completes my prepared statement-. I willattempt to answer
an questions you may have concerning the fiscal year 1970 request.
Wr SiKuS.sThank you.
CONTINGENCY EXPENDITURE8 FOR PAST 5

"EAR

Mr. Secretary, please provide for the record a schedule showing
the expenditures against this account for the last. 5 years.
(The information follows:)
The following table shows the outlays made during each fiscal year for the past

5 year, against that year and prior years obligations:
Fiscal years :
1004------------------------------------------------10
------------------------------------------------196
1067
1008

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Outlay

$129,31% 000
,970,0
2710, 000
153,000
1.433,000

OBLIGATIONS 1060

Mr. Sixa_.
Yt 'have currently available $10 million for fiscal year
1969. Of this amount,Q1ow mudh has be obligated to date I
Mr. BRAZIER. To date Mr. Chairman, we have allocated $300,000 of
the $10 million, and of tiat amount none of it 'has been obligated as of
this date. o none of the $10 million has been obligated.
youJune
anticipate
any additional obligations between
Mr. SIKns. Doand
3V
April 24, today,
Mr. BRAZIER. Yes, sir. The $300,000 will be obligated between now
and June 30.
Mr. MINSTIAL. What do you mean by your statement whereyou said
$300,000 has been allocated liut not obligated?IWould you explain that
in a little more detail, please, Mr. Secretry ?

Mr.

BRAzIER.

Yes;sir. Each time any money is used under this par-

ticular appropriation there -is a requirement that the Secretary of
Defense make a determination that tihe purposes for Nhich the money
is to be used, or the purpose, is for "confidential military purposes.'
There has been one case of such a determination in the amount of
$300,000 made to date. Therefore. $300.000 for this appropriation has
been reserved or allocated for that particular item.
Mr. SIKES. Do you anticipate any additional obligations or allocations?
Mr. BRAZIER. Beyond the $300,000, it is very difficult to tell, Mr.
Chairman, because this is a contingency account. I do not know of any
item pending at the moment, however.
REQIREMENT FOR A $10 MILLION APPRnPRIATION

Mr. SIRE. In fiscal 1066 you obligated $615,000. In fiscal 1967 the
obligations were $221,000. ii fiscal 1968 your actual obligations were
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$1,459,000. That would indicate that the committee can reduce the
aMlount availablein this accountto a lesser amount. According to prior

history, an appropriation of $2 million to $3 million would be considerably more tihan anytihilg that has been required in the last. 4 years.
What would be your comunents on such a reduction in the amount of
the appropriations?
Mr. BeAizR. Mr. Chairman that. is true. The general ground rules
under which this appropriation is used are such that it is not used
unless there is a requirement which meets the criteria of a "confldential military purpose." The projects for which the dollars are allocated
are very closely scrutinized by the Secretary and they are used only
when, m his judgment, there is a vital need to utilize funds under the
account. The experience over the last 7 or 8 years is such that we
have in some years, for example in fiscal year 1963, which was quite a
while back, used almost the total of the $15 million- approp riated. In
1964 we used about $10.4 million out of the $15 million. In 1965 we
used about $7 million. But since 1965 our needs have decreased. We
feel that the Secretary should be provided the contingency in the
minimum amount of $10 million, which moneys would not be used
unless there is a valid and urgent requirement.
Mr. SiKEs. If not used, they revert to the Treasury?
Mr. BRAZIER. Yes, sir; they revert to the Treasury.
Mr. SiKas. Questions?
Mr. MINSuALL. No questions.
Mr. SiKEs. Thank you very much, gentlemen. You have been very

cooperative.

MONDAY, APRIL

28, 1969.

U.S. COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS
WITNESSES
HON. ROBERT E. QUINN, CHIEF JUDGE, U.S. COURT OF MILITARY
APPEALS
HON. WILTAM H. DARDEN, ASSOCIATE JUDGE, U.S. COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS
ALFRED O. PROULX, CHIEF CLERK, U.S. COURT OF MILITARY
APPEALS
MARK 0. SNYDER, BUDGET AND FINANCE DIVISION, OASD (ADMINISTRATION)
APPROPRIATiON LANGUAGE

For salaries and expenses necessary for the U.S. Court of Military Appeals,
($686,0001 $808,000 (82 Stat. 1125; Department of Defense Appropriation Act,

1909).

8M0,0

-pt. 2,,O'
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U.S. COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS, DEFENSE-APPROPRATION INTRODUCTION
(In thousands of dollars]
Actual
fecal
ji
Appropriation or estimate .........................................
Unoblilated balance of appropriation ................................

Estimate,
h t =9

Estimate
sca 10

617
6S4
666
-23 ............................

Total direct obligations ......................................

594

654

666

Note: This approprallon provides for the salaries of the 3 judg ether officers and employees, and the neces
expenses of the U.S. Court of Miltary Appeals, established pursuant to te Uniform Code of Military Justice (10 USC 80).
The court serves as the appellate court of list resort for all of the more serious court.martial convictions of military
personnel.

PROGRAM AND FINANCING (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)
1968 actual 1969 estimate

1970 estimate

Program by activities: Military justice*(obligations) ....................
594
654
666
FInancing: Unoblilated balance lapsing .............................. 23..................
Budget authority............................................
617
654
666
Budget authority:
Appropriation ................................................
617
636
666
Proposed supemental for civilian pay act Increas ...........................
18 ........
Relation of obllgal ns to outlays:..
654.6..
Obligations Incurred net
594
654

Obiated bIalnce, srt

.. .

,,
...................

5

9

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

Obligated balance, end of year ..................................
-56
-97
-113
Adjustments inexpired accounts .....................................................
Outlays excluding pay Increase supplemental ...................
595
595
650
Outlays from civIllan pay act supplemental ....................................
Is ..............

OBJECT CLASSIFICATION (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)
1968
actual
Personnel compensation: Permanent positions.....................
Personnel benefits: Civilian employees ...............................
Travel and transportation ol persons ................................
Rent, communications, and utilities ..................................
Printing and reproduction .........................................
Other services ....................................................
Suppies and materials .............................................
quipment .......................................................
Total obligations ............................................

.

594

566
42
10
10
4
6
12
4
654

571
43
10
10
4
6
12
4
666

43
39

39
40

40
40

520 "
37
2
10
4
6
12
3

PERSONNEL SUMMARY
Total number of permanent positions ................................
Average number of all employees ...................................

Average Sgrade................................................
.9.7
Av.ra
.,.a
osatutory
AveraeGS
sala7
......................
444
Average
slry
.............,position
.......................................

9.1
I9
£:l:
o0

4s
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Appropriation: U.S. Court of Military Appeals, defense.
SUMMARY OF PERSONNEL BY GRADES
Fiscal
General Schedule grades:

OS-I? .......................................................

.

rIsca 1

year
FIs"l
i
#7al

I

I

1

GS-4!3 .....................................................
.................................................

35

24

24

OS-1I .......................................................

I

I

I

GS-91 ................................... .. .... ....
G$-3
.................................
GS$ ................................. :.......................
S-7 ........................................................
GS5 . .................................
GS-4 ........................................................
,-3 ........................................................
OS-2 ........................................................
Total General Schedule trades ................................
Statutory position (Public Law 506, 81st Cong,) .......................

I
3
3
4
5
I
2
3
40
3

Total permanent positions ....................................
Deduct laps* ...................................................

43
4

Total man-years ............................................

39

GS-6 ........................................................

1
3
3
3
4
4
I
2
2
36
3

3
3
3
3
4
4
I
2
2
37
3

39
40
..........................
40

40

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The U.S. Court of Military Appeals, established by the Uniform Code of Military
Justice (10 U.S.O. 801), serves as the court of last resort for all the more serious
court-martial convictions of military personnel. The court bas Jurisdiction as to
questions of law In all cases:
(1) Affecting a general or flag officer, or extending to death;
(2) Certified to the court by the Judge Advocates General of the armed
services, and by the general counsel of the Department of Transportation,
acting for the Coast Guard; and
(8) -Petitioned by accused who have received a sentence of a year or more
confinement, and/or a disciplinary discharge.
The decisions of the court are final In all such cases and there re no further
direct reviews.
In addition, the court is required by law to work Jointly with the Judge Advocates General of the military departments, and to report mmually to the Con.
grow on the progress of the military Justice system under the Code, end to recom.
mend improvements therein wherever necessary.
EXPLANATION OF ESTIMATE

At the end of fiseal year 1908 a total of 21,211 cases had been docketed with the
U.S. Court of Military Appeals, for an average of 1,248 cases per year since the
court's establishment in 1951.
As of June 30, 1968, the court had rendered 2,545 written major opinions, the
first having been released on November 8, 1051. This total averages an annual output of 150 written opinions, with each Judge of the three-member court contributing an average of 50 major opinions annually.
This substantial opinion workload has been carried on in addition to the review
functions which the cotrt must perform under article 67(b)'(3) of the Uniform
Code of Military Justice, wherein the Judges have considered and passed upon an
average of 1,239 petitions for grant of review per year since its organization.
The fiscal year 1070 estimate Includes $9,000 for the personnel compensation
and benefits of a staff assistant to any retired Judge of the court electing to become
a senior Judge under the provisions of Public Iaw 90-40, approved Juno 15, 1008.
This amount to be restricted solely for this purpose.
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OPENING REMARKS

Mr. ANwjWS. The committee will come -toorder.
We will now consider the budget request for the U.S. Court of Mili-

tar Appeals.

We have before us Judge Robert E. Quinn, chief judge, and Judge
William H. Darden, who -has been appointed to succeed the late Judge
Paul J. Kilday, a great friend of thet.S. Court of Military AppeIs.
If I remember correctly, he was very instrumental in the passage of the
law which created the court.
Judge QmUIN. That is right, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. While he served on the court, he added dignity and
prestige and knowledge to the court.
Judge QUINm. Very definitely. He was a great American.
Mr. ANpmws. Judge Darden, I predict you will lve a distinguished
career on the court.
Judge DARDEN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Axwmnws. Have you a statementI
Judge QUNN. Yes; Ihave.
Mr. ANDREWS. We shall be glad to hear from you.
GENERAL STATEMENT

Judge QuiN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it is
a pleasure for me to appear before you to submit for your consideration the appropriation request of the U.S. Court of Military Appeals
for fiscal year 1970.
Since my last appearance before this subcommittee the Presideit
appointed Judge William H. Darden. of Georgia to fill the vacancy
created by the sudden death of Judge Paul J. .iday, which occurred
on October 12, 1968. Judge Kilday, a highly esteemed Member of the
House of Representatives for 23 years before his appointment to the
bench in 1961, served with distinction on our court and his contribution to military justice has been substantial.
Judge Darden assumed the duties of his new office on November 13,
1968, and both Judge Ferguson and I welcome and look forward to
a happy association with him.
During this past year Congress passed the Military Justice Act of
1968, expanding the legal safeguards for members of the armed services. These legislative proposals had long been advocated by the members of the court and the Judge Advocates General of the Armed
Forces.
In addition, Public Law 90-340 amended article 67 of the Uniform
Code of Military Justice, making it abundantly clear that the U.S.
Court of Military Appeals is a full-fledged court in every significant
respect under article 1 of the Constitution. The second major purpose
bf this law will make retired judges of the court available to sit if
the chief judge should find their services needed in the event of temporary disability of an active judge.
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I am glad to report that the court is keeping pace with its case workload and the funds-in the amount of $666,000 requested for fiscal year
1970 are necessary to insure the continuance of a current no-backlog
docket.
It closing, I wish to submit for the record an updated statistical
report on the number status, and disposition of all cases docketed
with the court through December 31,1968.
STATUS OF COURT CASFS AND AcrioNs TAKEN

Mr. ANDmvIS. Without objection, we will insert the tables, which
give a clear picture of the workload of the court.
Judge Qmxw. They do, sir.
(The tables follow:)
U.S. Court of Military Appeals-Staius of cases as of Dec. 31, 1968,
total by services
ARTICLE 6T (B) (8) UoMJ

Petitions

Army
Navy

-------------------------------------------------

21 591

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11,598
5,261

Air Force...---------------------------------------------

Coast Guard

----------------------------------------------

4,682

52

ARTICLE OT (8) (2), U O0J

--------------------------------------------------

491

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

169
223

Certificates
Army
Navy

Air Force

Coast Guard

------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------ARTICLE 67(B)(1),

Mandatory

91

8

UOMJ

--------------------------------------------------

187

Army ---------------------------------------------------Navy -----------------------------------------------------

31
3

-------------------------------------------------

8

Coast Guard -----------------------------------------------

0

Air Force

Total cases docketed ------------------MI5CELLANEOU8 DOCKETS,

(JANUARY

--------------

-22, 110

196T TO PRESENT)

Denied (1 In memorandum opinion) -------------------------------Dismissed
----------------------------------------------------

25
12

Withdrawn

1

---------------------------------------------------

Opinions rendered
Total

----------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------

See footnotes at end of table.

7
45
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U.8. Court of Military Appeals-Status of cases as of Dec. 31, 1968,
total by servfcee-Continucd
COURT ACTION

Oaees

Petitions --

21,591

Denied

Denied by opinion .........
Granted
.
Dismissed
Withdrawn
Disposed of on motion to dismiss:
With opinion
---------------------------------------Without opinion
------------------------------------Disposed of by order setting aside findings and sentence ----------Remanded to board of review (2 by opinion) -------------------Court action due (30 days) -------------------------------Awaiting replies (21,785)
--------------------------------Certificates

---------------------------------------------

Opinions rendered
-------------------------------------Withdrawn -------------------------------------------Remanded
--------------------------------------------By order
---------------------------------------------Ready to be set for hearing --------------------------------Awaiting briefs
----------------------------------------Opinions pending
---------------------------------------Mandatory

---------------------------

Opinions rendered
Remanded -------Opinions rendered

-------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Petitions
------------------------------------------Motions to dismiss (1 certificate; 10 petitions) ------------------Remanded to board of review ------------------------------Per curiam grants
-------------------------------------Certificates
------------------------------------------Certificates and petitions --------------------------------Certificates (motion to stay) --------------------------------Mandatory.
Petitions for a new trial-Petitions in nature of writ of error coram nobis ------------------Petitions for reconsideration:
Of opinion...................................
Of denial order-Of petition for new trial
Motion to reopen-_
Miscellaneous dockets
See footnotes at end of table.

1%723
5
2, 384
19
370
8
42
0
178
71
23
'491
474
7
4
1
2
3
1
88
37
1
2, 009
2,007
11
2
57
417
54
1
37
2
2
10
I
1
7
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U.S. Court of Military Appeals-Status ol cases as of De.

total by 8ermiCe8-Continued
COURT AoTioN-continued

31, 1968,

Completed cases
Petitions denied
---------------------------------------Petitions withdrawn --------------------------------------Petitions dismissed -----------------------------------------

Certificates withdrawn --------------------------------------Certificate by order -----------------------------------------By opinion (5 petitions denied)
Disposed of oh motion to dismiss:

---------------------------

With opinion ------------------------------------------Without opinion --------------------------------------Disposed of by order setting aside findings and sentence -----------Remanded (2 certificates and 1 mandatory) ---------------------Writ of error coram noble by order----------------------------Motion for ball denied --------------------------------------Pending completion

-------------------------------------------

Opinions pending ------------------------------------------

C7u
21,068
18,723
370
19

7
1

2,601

8
42
6
181
3
1
153
19

Ready to be set for hearing -----------------------------------

1

,Petitlons-court action due 30 days---------------------------

71

Petitions granted-awaiting briefs -----------------------------

Petitions-awaiting replies ------------------------------------Certificates-awaiting briefs ----------------------------------

21
23
3

1 33 cases involving 38 accused sentenced to death; 2 cases Involved flag officers; 2 cases
flied twice.
'21,736 cases actually assigned docket numbers. Overage due to multiple actions on the
me cases.
'Difference of 194 in total is due to more than 1 action taken on individual cases.
2 opinions released in docket 8,170.
2 o-0nions
in docket
422,609
cases released
were disposed
of by6.388.
2,575 published opinions.

EXPLANATION OF 1970 INCREASE

Mr. ANDREWS. Judge Quinn, the fiscal year 1970 request is for $666 000, which is an increase of $12,000 above the u.mount, presently available for fiscal year 1969. Will you please state for the record generally
the reason for the $12,000 increase requested for fiscal year 1970?
Judge QUINN. That. would be mainly caused by the in-grade increases in salaries for the staff members of the court, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you plan to add any additional personnel to your
taff in fiscal year 1970?

Judge QuiN. No I would say not.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the total number of employees with the

court at this time?

Judge QUINx. Thirty-nine, Mr. Chairman.
EFFECT OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE CONTROL ACT

Mr. ANDREWS. What effect has the Revenue and Expenditure. Control Act of 1968 had on your staffI
Judge QUINN. We were formerly authorized 43 positions but since
we only had 39 actually employed, the law had the effect of freezing
our employment and we actually lost. 4 positions. With respect to
funds, our appropriation was not reduced but we were able to absorb
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part of tho cost of the last general pay raise and all of the executive
pay raise.
This budget request includes the addition of one position, however,
to provide a staff assistant to any retired judge of the court electing
to become a senior judge under the provisions of Public Law 90-340
approved June 15, 1968.
INCREASE IN OA8F.LAD

Mr. ANDREWS. Judge Quinn, the committee has been hearing quite a
bit recently about the significant increases in A.W.O.': cases, and also
the increased number of narcotics violations that Are being encountered
in Vietnam. What effect has this had on your caseloadI
Judge QurNN. Our caseload has increased substantially in the lu.st
3 years, Mr. Chairman. From about 1959, there was a general decline
in the number of cases coming to us from the field. In 1966 or 1967, we
began to have wi increase in the number. It has been on the upgrade
ever since. I would say there has been an increase of about 20 percent,
maybe 25 percent, in the number of cases that have been coming to the
court in the last 2 or 3 years.
Mr. ANDmws. Of all categories?
Judge QuINN. Of all kinds.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about A.W.O.L. cases? Do many of them reach
your court?
Judge QUINN. Yes, we have some. Of course, the only cases that reach
our court, Mr. Chairman, would be if the penalty is at least 1 year
imprisonment or a lesser amount of imprisonment coupled with a bad
conduct discharge or a dishonorable discharge. Unless the penalty is
that severe, the case cannot get up to our level.
BASIS FOR APPEALS TO COURT

Mr. ANDREWS. What is necessary to initiate an appeal to your court?
Judge QtUINN. Just a request.
Mr. ANbR WS. A handwritten letter?
Judge QuINx. Yes. That would be sufficient.
Mr. AzNDPWS By the soldier?
Judge QUINN. Yes, or his counsel.
Mr. ANDREW8. Assuming he does not have a counsel?
Judge QUINN. A handwritten letter would be sufficient.
Mr. ANDRWS. He is in the stockade or in the brig. He has only a sea
lawyer or a guardhouse lawyer. He wants to make an appeal. He writes
you a letter. Do you automatically set in motion the necessary procedures to see that his appeal is properly presented before the court?
Judge QuINN. Yes, we do.
Mr. A NDREWS. Do you furnish him counsel?
Judge QUINN. We see that counsel is furnished to him by the service
in which he serves the Army, Navy, or Air Force.
Mr. ANDyWS.
the Judge Advocate?
Judge QxnNN. Yes.
Mr. MINSHALL. Military counsel or civilian counsel?
Judge QUINN. If he wants civilian counsel, of course he is entitled
to civilian counsel.
Mr. MINSHALL. How are they paid?

4
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Judge QuINN. He would have to pay for his own civilian counsel.

Mr. MINSALL. There is no provision to take care of civilian counsel?

Judge QUINN. No. But he is supplied with military counsel free of

charge. If he wants civilian counsel, then either lie or his family would
have to pay for the civilian counsel.
EFFECT OF SUPREME COURT OPINIONS

Mr. ANDREWS. Do the opinions of the Supreme Court govern your

decisions?

Judge QuINN. We have followed the opinions of the Supreme Court
in constitutional matters.
Mr. ANDREWS. All of them?
Judge QuINN. No not all of them. I think we would reserve the

right to disagree witk the Supreme Court if we felt it was necessary
in the field of military justice. We have tried to adhere to the decisions
of the U.S. Supreme Court in all constitutional matters.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about the case which says that a man has to
o informed 'by the arresting officer-I think this is the substance of
the opinion-that he is entitled to legal counsel and anything he says
before he gets counsel cannot be used against him? As a,matter of fact,
ho cannot be convicted if he makes a statemera before he is put in the
hands of counsel. What are your rules in that respect?
Judge QUINN. I think you are citing the Mirandacase. We have a
decision called the Tempks case which is substantially the same, but I
think we have perhaps tried to temper the result of those decisions to
some effect.
Mr. ANDREWS. In whose favor?
Judge QUINN. In favor of the Government.
Mr. MIxSrALTj. To what degree have you tempered it?
Judge QUINN. Not very substantially I am afraid, Congressman.
We feel-at least, I, as one judge,
feel that perhaps the Miramnda decision went a little too far. I
Mr. ANDREWS. Judge, your opinion is shared in the opinion of many

judges and lawyers throughout this country. I do not want to get into
a discussion of the Supreme Courtl because this is not the forum for
it, but it seems that many of the opinions that are rendered over there
are very benefical to the criminal element of the country. Many a man
is waUking the street toay, out on a technicality, after having raped a
woman and maybe killed her in the process of raping her. You know
that as a lawyer as well as I do.
Judge QUINN. I am afraid I have to agree with you, Mr. Chairman.
ENTITLEMENT TO LEGAL REPRESENTATION

Mr. ANDREWS. Assume a young man is arrested down there in the
jungles of South Vietnam by the military police, and there are no
lawyers anywhere in sight or sound, and they bring him in and put
him in the guardhouse and later try him, what consideration do you
give him, in the light of that decision, over there about the lawyer?
Judge QuIN;N. If the offense is a serious one lie is entitled to legal
representation. In other words, we always try to do justice and to see
that lie gets a fair trial; that lie is accorded all the protection that the
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code gives him and, in the final analysis, that justice is done. We always try to do that,
Mr. ANDREWS. Your court does not lok for technicalities to turn
a mail loose?
Judge QUINN. No; we do not.
Mr. ANDREWS. I am glad to heafthat.
PRAISE FOR KEEPING DOCKET CURRENT

Judge, we are certainly pleased to see you are keeping your docket
current. We are certain that many of the problems this country is
experiencing today with regard to law and order could be significantly
improved if other courts were able to meet your fine record.
Judge QUiNN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. We would be interested in hearing how you continually manage to keep your docket current. Does hard work have anything to-do with it?
Judge QmNN. Yes; it definitely has a good deal to do with it, Mr.
Chairman. Of course, the law provides that every case that comes before us must be acted upon within 30 days as far as the granting of the
petition or denying thepetition is concerned. That we have strictly
adhered to. The law requires us to do that.
Then we proceed as expeditiously as possible to set the cases down
for hearing and to dispose of them as soon as they can be heard, and
to try to write our opinions within 30 days of the time that the case
has finally been acted upon by the court. We cannot always do that,
but we have tried to adhere to that standard, and it has worked out
pretty well.
Mr. ANDREWS. What. length of vacations do your judges take?
Judge QUINN. We do not sit in the months of July, August or September to hear cases formally, but of course we work ail the time.
Petitions come in every week and every month or the year, and we
have to act on them within 30 days, no matter what season of the year
it is. So we do.
Mr. ANDREWS. I will ask my question again. Do the members of your
court take vacations?
Judge QuiNN. No; we haven't taken any formal vacations, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. You do not just shut up the 1st of July and open up
in October?
Judge QmUN. No, we never close up shop, because we could not do
that. We are in continuous session to pass upon all petitions as they are
received.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you think that fact contributes to the good record
you have made in keeping your docket clear?
Judge QUINN. Yes, I th ink that has contributed to it.
Mr. ANDREWS. I would think so. If you shut that court up, down
there, for 4 or 5 months you would have a terrific backlog.
Judge QUINN. Yes, I think we would.
Mr. MINSHALMI. How long do you actually sit as a court throughout
the year?
Judge QUINN. You mean in formal sessions?
Mr. MINSHAL. Yes.

noa
Judge QaNN. Depending upon the number of cases that are ready
for hearing, we sit either 1 week or 2 weeks every month. Whatever
the number of cases are that require our presence there, we dispose of
the cases.
Actually, we do not sit in the months of July, August, or September.
Mr. MINsHALL. The rest of the work is done by examinersI

Judge QurN.. We have commissioners, of course who help us who

examine the briefs and examine the records and Ale memorandums,
authorities, and so forth. Of course that helps us very much.
Mr. MNSHAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

PROVIDING DEFENSE LAWYERS

Mr. ANDREWS. Judge, would you briefly summarize for the committee the content of Public Law 90-632 and tell us what effects it has had
on your operation?
Judge

QMiNN.

I do not think that would have very much effect upon

our operations, Mr. Chairman, but it does affect the operations of the
trial forums. It provides that now lawyers must be provided for a defendant in the special courts where formerly they could be represented
by counsel who was not a lawyer. Now in every special court case there
has to be a lawyer who is the judge, a lawyer who is the prosecuting
attorney, and a lawyer for the defense.
Of course, to that extent it does play a significant part. It also pro.
vides that there can be one-man special courts presided over by a
lawyer without any other members of the court, and that will save a
good deal of time and money for the M.ilitary Establishment. In other
words, it would be like a judge sitting without a jury in the U.S. dis.
trict court or in the State courts. You can have a one-man court consisting of a fully qualified lawyer certified by the Judge Advocate
General who can try cases without any jury, without any assistance.
It does, however, also provide that a endant now in a special court
must be represented by a lawyer. Up until the present time he could
be represented by military counsel who was not a lawyer. Now it pro.
vides a lawyer in every special court trial.
Mr. ANDREws. Are there any questions on the right?
GROWING CRIME RATE

Mr. MAHON. Do you have any comment to make in regard to the
general trend toward dissent and contempt for authority and the
growing crime rate? How do you analyze this? Why are we in this
tremendous acceleration of crime in the Nation?
Judge QuiNN. It is pretty hard to answer that question, Mr. Chairman. It is all over theNation at both the State and the Federal level
and it is in the colleges. I think it stems to some extent from lack ol
respect for authority. Maybe that begins in the home.
Mr. ANDREWS. Judm I saw recently where juvenile delinquency
made its appearance in America at the same time the safety razor did.

Do you know what I mean?
Judge QuiNN. Yes.
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Mr. ANDREWS. I Wgree with that statement.
Judge Qumni. That is probably so.

Mr. ANDRws. You know what it, took to sharpen one of those
straight razors.
Juilge QUINN. Yes. I think that plays a part. I think the fact tliat
teachers in the schoolrooms no longer are able to put. a hand on the
pupil may contribute to some extent. In other words, when I was in
school, the teacher could give us the strap or the ruler on the hand,
and could exercise a lot more authority thit they can exercise today.
I think that plays i part in disrespect for law and in the increasing
crime rate.
I think the juvenile courts play a significant part. I am afraid that.
too mny delinquents are just slapped on the wrist and sent down to
some correctional institution and let out within tile next. week. Then
they go back and do the same thing all over again.
I firmly believe that lack of discipline and lack of authority plays
its part in these recent crime stlt.istics.
Mr. MmI oN. Judge, the number of crimes has been dramatically in-

creasing over the last few years in the local, State and Federal junrisdictions. Has there been an equally precipitous Cli1b in the types of

offenses with which you deal?
Judge QUINN. I would say no. I do not think there has been any
substantial increase in the sense that you find in the State and Federal
spheres, in the civil spheres. I do not think we have had iny substantial
increase in the last 17 or 18 years in the military. I think it, has remained about the same.
Of course, when you get. a war like the Vietnam war and you get
down into an area where you have narcotics and women and liquor,
and so on, I think you must expect, an increase in the crime rate, the
.%me as we got in the Korean war.
Beyond that, I would say no, with the exception of sonic instances
where they are publishing underground newspapers, or trying to, in
the military service, whicl i isa other unheard of thing. Civil rights,
I think, plays its part in the Military Establishment, as well as in
the civil sphere. I think that has caused some increase in the crime
rate.
Mr. MAItoN. Thank you, Judge.
Mr. ANDREWS. Further questions?
TRAININO OF JAO OFFICERS

Mr. RioDnS. Judge, do you know of any particular reason why the

JAG officers have to be trained differently if they serve in the Navy
than they would be trained if they served in the Army or the Air
Force, as far as trying cases under the Code of Military Justice is
concerned I Is not just about the same training required I
Judge QUINN. I would say approximately the same training. Except in some case which mi hliave involved a vessel going ashore,
on the rocks, something of tiat kind, I think they would be exactly
the same, Congressman.
Mr. RiIODEs. It always has seemed to me that would he the situation. Yet, we have three schools-one in each of the service.--for the
purpose of training JAG officers. I have never seen any really good

reason why they could not all be trained in one school.
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Judge QUINN. Tite Army school is probably the only full-fledged
school. The Navy school at Newport. would be a limited area of training. I think the Air Force bas done away with its school. Maybe
they have resurrected it. now. They di(I have a school down at Montgomery, but I thitik they discontinued that,school.
I would say the requirements and the training would be the same
in all services.

Mr. RIIODWS. Thank you very much.
BioOtivi Y oF ,1IMO'

)ARDEN

Mr. ANDREWS. Judge Darden, I wish you would place in the record
your biography.
Judge DAMEN. I would be very glad to.
William Horace Darden, Judge; born in Union Point, Oa., May 10, 123: son of
William W. and Sara (Newsoin) Darden; B.B.A., University of Georgia, 10;
fI,.h., University of Georgia, 1948; admitted to bar of Georgia and to practice
before the Georgia Suprene Court, 1048; uctlve duty in U.S. Navy from July I,
1043, to July 3, 1946, when released to Inactive duty as lieutenant (Jg.) ; married
Mary Parrish Viccelilo of Chatham, Va., December 31, 1949; children: Sam
Newsom, Martha I1ardy, William 1I., Jr., )aniel Hobson; secretary to U.S. Senutor Rlichard 11. Russell, 1)ecember 1948, to April 1951; chief clerk of U.S.
Senate Committee on Armed Services, April 1951, to Febrtlary 1953; professional
staff member and later chief of staff, 1.S. Senate C1oin ittee on Armed Services,
February 1953, to November 1968; received recess appointment us Judge of the
United States Court of Military Appeals front President Johnson on November 5,
1168, to succeed the late Judge Paul J. Kilday; took oath of office on November 13,
1968; nominated by President Johnson for the unexpired part of the term of the
late Judge Paul J. Kilday ending May 1, 1070; confirmed by Senate on January 14,

Mr. ANDniuns. Where was your hole in Georgia?
Judge I)DARDEN. I was born and reared in Union Point, a small town
about 100 miles east. of Atlanta.
Mr. ANlnmmws. Judge Quinn, you made a fine statement here. I hope

niany of our judges will read your statement. I think it. would be good
for them.
Judge QUINN. Thnk you.
Mr. A NDRws. It was nice to see you.
Judge QUINN. I would like to say to the committee, I am sure that
@Iudge Darden is going to make a. fine associate. From what we have

seen of him, I am surehe will make a fine judge, and we are very glad
to have him on our court,.

4r. MnON. We are likewise pleased with the selection of Judge
I)arden for this important position.
Judge D,%ri),N. Thank you very much.

Mr. ANDitEWs. Thank you, gentlemen, the committee stands ad-

journed.
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